Comments on Kite Aerial Photography

04/10/2020, 17)25

Welcome to the Kite Aerial Photography Discussion Group.
This is an archive of posts to the KAP discussion group between 2002 and 2006. It has been retrieved from the Wayback Machine and processed to
ensure that the cross-references work reasonably well. I had write several java programs to download all the small post files and then turn the url links
into html footnote references before I could convert it to a pdf!
Dave Mitchell October 2020.
wireless USB Richard - ( Suffolk , Eastern UK ) 2/7/2006
Re: wireless USB Duncan Macdonald 2/8/2006
Re: wireless USB Linnar 2/8/2006
Re: wireless USB Dave Wheeler 2/8/2006
Re: wireless USB Dave Mitchell 2/8/2006
KAPiCA/06 is filling fast! Brooks 2/6/2006
Re: KAPiCA/06 is filling fast! Dave Wheeler 2/8/2006
On-board Battery Mark Jones 2/6/2006
Re: On-board Battery Brooks 2/6/2006
Re: On-board Battery David Hunt 2/6/2006
Re: On-board Battery Brooks 2/6/2006
Re: On-board Battery Scott Haefner 2/6/2006
Re: On-board Battery Brooks 2/6/2006
Re: On-board Battery Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 2/7/2006
Re: On-board Battery David Hunt 2/7/2006
Re: On-board Battery Brooks 2/7/2006
Re: On-board Battery Mark Jones 2/8/2006
MOBILE PHONE FOR SELL, MOTOROLA MPX 300.........$155USD philip 2/6/2006
XBOX 360............$200USD AND IPOD NANO FOR SELL philip 2/6/2006
Suitable Flowform Goodegg 2/5/2006
Re: Suitable Flowform Cris Benton 2/5/2006
Re: Suitable Flowform Craig 2/5/2006
Working (albeit slowly) on new discussion software Cris Benton 2/4/2006
Re: Working (albeit slowly) on new discussion software Brooks 2/4/2006
Re: Working (albeit slowly) on new discussion software mikeATjonesairfoilsDOTcom 2/4/2006
Re: Working (albeit slowly) on new discussion software David Hunt 2/4/2006
More Benton (ground-based) QTVRs 2/4/2006
Re: More Benton (ground-based) QTVRs Brooks 2/4/2006
Re: Working (albeit slowly) on new discussion software james<at.>gentles<dot>info 2/4/2006
Re: Working (albeit slowly) on new discussion software Brooks 2/4/2006
sales@triniteworldphonelimited.com For sale ,, xbox 360,ipods,mobile phones,tom tom go700.go600,g0500,go300 2/4/2006
sales@triniteworldphonelimited.com For sale ,, xbox 360,ipods,mobile phones,tom tom go700.go600,g0500,go300 2/4/2006
sales@triniteworldphonelimited.com For sale ,, xbox 360,ipods,mobile phones,tom tom go700.go600,g0500,go300 2/4/2006
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PAP (not Pole!) Glenn Nelson 2/2/2006
Then there's EAP Mike S 2/3/2006
Dr.Julius Neubronner Ralf 2/2/2006
Re: Dr.Julius Neubronner Timo Noko 2/3/2006
Opportunity to sell my KAP pictures... Theo 2/2/2006
Re: Opportunity to sell my KAP pictures... Carl Bigras 2/2/2006
Re: Opportunity to sell my KAP pictures... Theo 2/2/2006
Re: Opportunity to sell my KAP pictures... Brooks 2/2/2006
Re: Opportunity to sell my KAP pictures... Craig 2/2/2006
Re: Opportunity to sell my KAP pictures... Yvon H. 2/2/2006
Re: Opportunity to sell my KAP pictures... Craig 2/2/2006
Re: Opportunity to sell my KAP pictures... Brooks 2/2/2006
new goodies on brooxes.com Brooks 1/31/2006
Re: new goodies on brooxes.com Brooks 1/31/2006
Re: new goodies on brooxes.com gareth at kentkiteflyers dot org dot uk 2/3/2006
Re: new goodies on brooxes.com Brooks 2/3/2006
RAW survey Brooks 1/31/2006
12v boat / motor bike / electric bike / car battery ? PhilGib 1/30/2006
Re: 12v boat / motor bike / electric bike / car battery ? Doug 1/30/2006
Re: 12v boat / motor bike / electric bike / car battery ? David Hunt 1/30/2006
Re: 12v boat / motor bike / electric bike / car battery ? Wicherd 1/30/2006
Re: 12v boat / motor bike / electric bike / car battery ? Brooks 1/30/2006
Re: 12v boat / motor bike / electric bike / car battery ? Brooks 1/30/2006
schiepatti switching video transmitter problem. Wicherd 1/28/2006
Re: schiepatti switching video transmitter problem. james<at.>gentles<dot>info 1/28/2006
Re: schiepatti switching video transmitter problem. Wicherd 1/28/2006
Re: schiepatti switching video transmitter problem. james<at.>gentles<dot>info 1/29/2006
Agroforestry Images Wanted Entrailer 1/27/2006
KAP in the UK!! entrailer 1/27/2006
Re: KAP in the UK!! james<at.>gentles<dot>info 1/27/2006
Re: KAP in the UK!! Jon Houseago 1/28/2006
Re: KAP in the UK!! james<at.>gentles<dot>info 1/28/2006
Re: KAP in the UK!! (continued) james<at.>gentles<dot>info 1/28/2006
Re: KAP in the UK!! (continued) David Hunt 1/30/2006
T.U.C.I.T. Simon S 1/27/2006
Re: T.U.C.I.T. Brooks 1/27/2006
Re: T.U.C.I.T. Christian 1/27/2006
Nokia 1110 just for $105usd solidphonesplaza@outgun.com 1/26/2006
Out of topic: Only for Brooks Ralf 1/26/2006
Re: Out of topic: Only for Brooks Ralf 1/27/2006
Re: Out of topic: Only for Brooks Brooks 1/27/2006
Spasm Reply Ron 1/26/2006
Professional Aerial or Balloon protographer needed in Philadelphia David 1/26/2006
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fiow form 16 Jim Day 1/26/2006
Re: fiow form 16 Jim Day 1/27/2006
Re: fiow form 16 Brooks 1/26/2006
Re: fiow form 16 Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 1/26/2006
Re: fiow form 16 Christian 1/27/2006
Re: fiow form 16 Lenny 1/28/2006
Re: fiow form 16 Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 1/28/2006
KAP VIDEO RECEPTION Ron 1/26/2006
Re: KAP VIDEO RECEPTION emiel 1/26/2006
Futaba Spasm Ron 1/26/2006
Re: Futaba Spasm Doug 1/29/2006
Re: Futaba Spasm Brooks 1/26/2006
Re: Futaba Spasm gareth(at)kentkiteflyers.org.uk 1/27/2006
Re: Futaba Spasm David Hunt 1/27/2006
Re: Futaba Spasm Simon H 1/29/2006
For Sale: Futaba Radio, Flight Pack, Batteries Steve in Florida (sadamspmp@yahoo.com) 1/26/2006
Re: For Sale: Futaba Radio, Flight Pack, Batteries Richard Amirault 1/26/2006
KAPiCA/06: ready for kappers! Brooks 1/25/2006
For Sale Mobile Phones/Ipod nano/xbox 360 Game john 1/24/2006
For Sale: Brooxes KAP Kit & Kite Steve in Florida (sadamspmp@yahoo.com) 1/24/2006
Re: For Sale: Brooxes KAP Kit & Kite Steve in Florida (sadamspmp@yahoo.com) 1/25/2006
Antenna booster Carl B 1/23/2006
Re: Antenna booster Richard Amirault 1/23/2006
Cold Success Ron 1/22/2006
WE SELL ALL KINDS OF MOBILE PHONES NY 1/20/2006
Gomberg Dopereo Richard Amirault 1/20/2006
Re: Gomberg Dopereo Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 1/20/2006
Dopero Questions Dave Mitchell 1/20/2006
Re: Dopero Questions Dave Mitchell 1/24/2006
Re: Dopero Questions Craig 1/20/2006
Re: Dopero Questions Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 1/20/2006
Re: Dopero Questions Yvon H. 1/23/2006
Re: Dopero Questions Craig 1/23/2006
Re: Dopero Questions mikeATjonesairfoilsDOTcom 1/24/2006
Mobile Phones,Tom Tom go 700, Ipods,xbox 360 Mark 1/20/2006
FOR SELL BRAND NEW MOBILE PHONE AND GAMES ng 1/20/2006
Re: FOR SELL BRAND NEW MOBILE PHONE AND GAMES 1/24/2006
KAP Batteries Doug 1/19/2006
Re: KAP Batteries Wicherd 1/20/2006
Re: KAP Batteries Richard Amirault 1/20/2006
Re: KAP Batteries Timo Noko 1/20/2006
Re: KAP Batteries Yvon H. 1/23/2006
No Worry Timo Noko 1/24/2006
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Re: KAP Batteries yv 1/23/2006
Re: KAP Batteries Doug 1/20/2006
Re: KAP Batteries Brooks 1/20/2006
experienced UK KAP wanted Richard 1/18/2006
Re: experienced UK KAP wanted Tony Stanley 1/18/2006
Re: experienced UK KAP wanted Dave Mitchell 1/18/2006
Re: experienced UK KAP wanted Tony 1/19/2006
Re: experienced UK KAP wanted Dave Mitchell 1/18/2006
FOR SELL NOKIA 9500 AT JUST /................$200USD sammy 1/16/2006
GARMIN 396........$150 sammy 1/16/2006
FOR SELL MOTOROLA MPX 200 ..................$125USD sammy 1/16/2006
FOR SELL NOKIA NOKIA N91 FOR JUST .....$210USD sammy 1/16/2006
Apple 60 GB iPod Vidoe...................150 USD sammy 1/16/2006
Time for some changes ready for Spring... Duncan Macdonald 1/16/2006
Re: Time for some changes ready for Spring... Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 1/16/2006
Re: Time for some changes ready for Spring... Duncan Macdonald 1/18/2006
COZY CAMERA COLD SOLUTION Ron 1/15/2006
Re: COZY CAMERA COLD SOLUTION David Hunt 1/15/2006
Kaping for Great Lakes Sea Cadets Ron 1/15/2006
phone_information james Controls, Inc. 1/15/2006
GPS aloft again Allan, St. Lucia 1/14/2006
Re: GPS aloft again Richard Amirault 1/16/2006
Re: GPS aloft again Allan, St. Lucia 1/18/2006
Re: GPS aloft again Mike S 1/15/2006
Re: GPS aloft again 1/21/2006
Re: GPS aloft again Wicherd 1/15/2006
Re: GPS aloft again Christian 1/22/2006
Kite made of a Rescue Sheet ? PhilGib 1/14/2006
Re: Kite made of a Rescue Sheet ? Timo Noko 1/15/2006
Re: Kite made of a Rescue Sheet ? Simon H 1/14/2006
Re: Kite made of a Rescue Sheet ? Christian 1/15/2006
KAP Makes BBC Radio Appearance! james<at.>gentles<dot>info 1/14/2006
Re: KAP Makes BBC Radio Appearance! Scott Haefner 1/15/2006
Re: KAP Makes BBC Radio Appearance! Dave Mitchell 1/15/2006
HAVE YOU BEEN SEEKING FOR A RELIABLE COMPANY OVER THE INTERNET TO PURCHASE A MOBILE PHONE Steve Chibo 1/13/2006
Information on our SPAMMER Cris Benton 1/14/2006
Heavy camera rig Dave Tonnes 1/13/2006
Re: Heavy camera rig Wolfgang Bieck - GERMANY 1/16/2006
Re: Heavy camera rig David Hunt 1/14/2006
Re: Heavy camera rig frankDOTlouwersATaltinaDOTcx 1/16/2006
Re: Heavy camera rig Allan, St. Lucia 1/14/2006
Re: Heavy camera rig 1/14/2006
Re: Heavy camera rig Wicherd 1/14/2006
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Re: Heavy camera rig mikeATjonesairfoilsDOTcom 1/14/2006
Re: Heavy camera rig Mike S 1/14/2006
Re: Heavy camera rig emiel 1/13/2006
Re: Heavy camera rig Dave Tonnes 1/13/2006
Re: Heavy camera rig Linnar 1/14/2006
Re: Heavy camera rig Linnar 1/14/2006
Re: Heavy camera rig Simon H 1/13/2006
Re: Heavy camera rig Dave Tonnes 1/13/2006
Re: Heavy camera rig Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 1/14/2006
Re: Heavy camera rig PhilGib 1/14/2006
Re: Heavy camera rig PhilGib 1/14/2006
Re: Heavy camera rig PhilGib 1/14/2006
Re: Heavy camera rig Richard Amirault 1/16/2006
Re: Heavy camera rig Dave Tonnes 1/14/2006
Re: Heavy camera rig www.gercoderuijter.nl 1/15/2006
Re: Heavy camera rig Cris Benton 1/14/2006
Re: Heavy camera rig Dave Tonnes 1/15/2006
Re: Heavy camera rig Yvon H. 1/14/2006
Re: Heavy camera rig Yvon H. 1/14/2006
Re: Heavy camera rig Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 1/13/2006
Article 7110 dominicphonestore@yahoo.com 1/13/2006
all kind of mobile phone available for sell at cheaper price dominicphonestore@yahoo.com 1/13/2006
Full KAP system with video downlink and 7" screen PhilGib 1/12/2006
Re: Full KAP system with video downlink and 7" screen emmanuel from photocerfvolant.free.fr 1/13/2006
Re: Full KAP system with video downlink and 7" screen PhilGib 1/13/2006
Re: Full KAP system with video downlink and 7" screen Brooks 1/13/2006
Re: Full KAP system with video downlink and 7" screen PhilGib 1/13/2006
Mac software k.gustavson 1/11/2006
Smallest/lightest pulleys resisting to 200 pounds ? PhilGib 1/10/2006
Re: Smallest/lightest pulleys resisting to 200 pounds ? Nathan 1/11/2006
Re: Smallest/lightest pulleys resisting to 200 pounds ? PhilGib 1/12/2006
Smallest/lightest pulleys resisting to 200 pounds ? PhilGib 1/10/2006
Re: Smallest/lightest pulleys resisting to 200 pounds ? Simon H 1/12/2006
Re: Smallest/lightest pulleys resisting to 200 pounds ? PhilGib 1/12/2006
Video Static Ron 1/10/2006
Re: Video Static emiel 1/10/2006
Re: Video Static Ralf 1/10/2006
Re: Video Static Yvon H. 1/11/2006
Re: Video Static Ralf 1/12/2006
Canon S80 and RAW-format Linnar 1/10/2006
Re: Canon S80 and RAW-format Mike S 1/10/2006
video from a kite burtskitecam.co.uk 1/9/2006
Wireless transmitter 600 mw - Reducing interferences with remote control PhilGib 1/9/2006
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Re: Wireless transmitter 600 mw - Reducing interferences with rem... Dave Mitchell 1/9/2006
Re: Wireless transmitter 600 mw - Reducing interferences with... PhilGib 1/9/2006
Re: Wireless transmitter 600 mw - Reducing interferences with... Ron 1/10/2006
Re: Wireless transmitter 600 mw - Reducing interferences with... Ralf 1/11/2006
Re: Wireless transmitter 600 mw - Reducing interferences with rem... Dave Wheeler 1/9/2006
A bit of video Simon H 1/8/2006
Re: A bit of video Allan, St. Lucia 1/12/2006
In linux Timo Noko 1/9/2006
Re: A bit of video Tony Stanley 1/9/2006
Re: A bit of video Brooks 1/9/2006
Re: A bit of video mikeATjonesairfoilsDOTcom 1/8/2006
Re: A bit of video Richard Amirault 1/8/2006
Re: A bit of video Simon H 1/8/2006
Re: A bit of video Simon 1/8/2006
Re: A bit of video Ron 1/8/2006
Re: A bit of video Ron 1/8/2006
Re: A bit of video Dave Mitchell 1/8/2006
Re: gentLED or gentled? james<at.>gentles<dot>info 1/8/2006
Re: A bit of video Richard Amirualt 1/8/2006
Re: A bit of video Dave Mitchell 1/8/2006
Re: A bit of video Ron 1/8/2006
Concluding the 'looking for a new digital camera' thread Cris Benton 1/7/2006
Re: Concluding the 'looking for a new digital camera' thread Linnar 1/10/2006
re: Looking For a DSLR -with Burst Mode ... Cris Benton 1/7/2006
Cold Shut Down Ron 1/7/2006
Re: Cold Shut Down Brooks 1/7/2006
Re: Cold Shut Down james<at.>gentles<dot>info 1/7/2006
Re: Cold Shut Down Ron 1/7/2006
Re: Cold Shut Down Cris 1/7/2006
Re: Cold Shut Down james<at.>gentles<dot>info 1/8/2006
FOR SALE NEXTEL I930 $130,NOKIA 8800 $200,TREO 650 $140 Mikel James 1/6/2006
FOR SALE NEXTEL I930 $130,NOKIA 8800 $200,TREO 650 $140 Mikel James 1/6/2006
Kappers Doug Haber and Scott Haefner involved in magazine cover shot! Doug Haber 1/6/2006
Kappers Doug Haber and Scott Haefner involved in magazine cover shot! Doug Haber 1/6/2006
Re; Looking for a new digital camera Carl B 1/6/2006
New Pentax Optio A10 Glenn Nelson 1/5/2006
KAP Feathers Christian 1/4/2006
Re: KAP Feathers mikeATjonesairfoilsDOTcom 1/5/2006
Spam Marker: Stake in the ground... james<at.>gentles<dot>info 1/4/2006
Re: Spam Marker: Stake in the ground... Christian 1/4/2006
Re: Spam Marker: Stake in the ground... emmanuel from photocerfvolant.free.fr 1/5/2006
xbox 360 for sale at..................$220 jammies:email:phones_d@yahoo.com 1/4/2006
NEXTEL I860 for sale at.................$100usd 1/4/2006
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nokia n92 for sale at........................$180 jammies:email:phones_d@yahoo.com 1/4/2006
Badday Ron 1/3/2006
Re: Badday Tony Stanley 1/4/2006
Re: Badday Christian 1/4/2006
Re: Badday Ron 1/4/2006
Re: Badday Christian 1/5/2006
Re: Badday Ron 1/5/2006
Re: A Good Day - flash animation Carl Bigras 1/3/2006
reply, not a post Carl 1/3/2006
New KAP camera? 1/2/2006
Re: New KAP camera? Doug Davlin 1/2/2006
WWP -- the Best of 2005 Brooks 12/31/2005
Re: WWP -- the Best of 2005 Brooks 12/31/2005
Re: WWP -- the Best of 2005 james<at.>gentles<dot>info 1/4/2006
Re: WWP -- the Best of 2005 David Hunt 1/5/2006
Re: WWP -- the Best of 2005 Brooks 1/4/2006
Re: WWP -- the Best of 2005 Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 1/4/2006
Re: WWP -- the Best of 2005 Simon H 1/4/2006
Keystoning MSpivey 12/31/2005
Re: Keystoning David Hunt 12/31/2005
Re: Keystoning Oops 12/31/2005
Re: Keystoning Simon H 1/1/2006
Re: Keystoning MSpivey 1/1/2006
Re: Keystoning Simon H 1/4/2006
Re: Keystoning Brooks 12/31/2005
Re: Keystoning Simon H 12/31/2005
Recent KAPpilot plans Lenny 12/31/2005
Re: Recent KAPpilot plans Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 12/31/2005
Re: Recent KAPpilot plans Ralf 1/2/2006
Re: Recent KAPpilot plans Brooks 12/31/2005
Re: Recent KAPpilot plans Lenny 1/2/2006
Video Chat, anyone? Brooks 12/30/2005
Conyne Pronunciation Ron 12/29/2005
Re: Conyne Pronunciation KAPSKI 1/2/2006
Re: Conyne Pronunciation Brooks 12/29/2005
Re: Conyne Pronunciation Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 12/29/2005
Re: Conyne Pronunciation Doug Davlin 12/31/2005
Battery Charger Doug Davlin 12/29/2005
Re: Battery Charger Richard Amirault 1/1/2006
Re: Battery Charger Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 12/29/2005
How fast can a camera slowly rotate ? Simon S 12/29/2005
Re: How fast can a camera slowly rotate ? Christian 12/29/2005
Re: How fast can a camera slowly rotate ? Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 12/29/2005
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Re: How fast can a camera slowly rotate ? Simon H 12/29/2005
My new D70s rig Scott Haefner 12/28/2005
Re: My new D70s rig Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 12/29/2005
More and more gentLEDs - 4 NEW PRODUCTS! james<at.>gentles<dot>info 12/28/2005
Re: Gent360 - No More Creep! Dave Mitchell 12/29/2005
Re: More and more gentLEDs - 4 NEW PRODUCTS! Scott Haefner 12/28/2005
Re: More and more gentLEDs - 4 NEW PRODUCTS! Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 12/28/2005
Re: More and more gentLEDs - 4 NEW PRODUCTS! Brooks 12/28/2005
Re: More and more gentLEDs - 4 NEW PRODUCTS! Christian 12/28/2005
Re: More and more gentLEDs - 4 NEW PRODUCTS! james<at.>gentles<dot>info 1/4/2006
Basic KAP Questions Steve in Florida 12/26/2005
Re: Basic KAP Questions Ron 12/27/2005
Re: Basic KAP Questions Gareth 1/3/2006
Re: Basic KAP Questions Richard Amirault 12/27/2005
Re: Basic KAP Questions Christian 12/28/2005
Re: Basic KAP Questions Marcus (Portsmouth, UK) 12/28/2005
Re: Basic KAP Questions Emmanuel from http://photocerfvolant.free.fr 12/28/2005
Christmas... Toni Tugues 12/25/2005
Parts for building a Rig Yvan 12/23/2005
A Good Day - flash animation David Hunt 12/20/2005
Re: A Good Day - flash animation Terry Thillmann 12/27/2005
Re: A Good Day - flash animation Carl Bigras 12/23/2005
Re: A Good Day - flash animation Dave Mitchell 12/23/2005
Re: A Good Day - flash animation Brooks 12/23/2005
Re: A Good Day - flash animation Dave Mitchell 12/23/2005
Re: A Good Day - flash animation Brooks 12/23/2005
Re: A Good Day - flash animation David Hunt 12/23/2005
Re: A Good Day - flash animation David Wheeler 12/22/2005
Re: A Good Day - flash animation mikeATjonesairfoilsDOTcom 12/22/2005
Re: A Good Day - flash animation Brooks 12/21/2005
Re: A Good Day - flash animation Simon H 12/21/2005
Re: A Good Day - flash animation Doug Davlin 12/21/2005
Re: A Good Day - flash animation Carl B 12/21/2005
Re: A Good Day - flash animation Craig 12/21/2005
Re: A Good Day - flash animation Linnar 12/21/2005
Re: A Good Day - flash animation Linnar 12/21/2005
Re: A Good Day - flash animation Scott Haefner 12/21/2005
Re: A Good Day - flash animation David Hunt 12/21/2005
Re: A Good Day - flash animation 12/21/2005
Re: A Good Day - Two "Gloved" thumbs up Mike 12/21/2005
Broox Hangups idea?/ Aerial Eye testimonial mikeATjonesairfoilsDOTcom 12/20/2005
Re: Broox Hangups idea?/ Aerial Eye testimonial David Hunt 12/20/2005
Re: Broox Hangups idea?/ Aerial Eye testimonial mikeATjonesairfoilsDOTcom 12/22/2005
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Optical stabilizer - Panasonic PhilGib 12/19/2005
Picavet Maintenance Ron 12/19/2005
Re: Picavet Maintenance Dave Mitchell 12/19/2005
Re: Picavet Maintenance Ron 12/19/2005
Parachute on KAP rig Richard Amirault 12/22/2005
Re: Parachute on KAP rig Timo Noko 12/25/2005
Re: Parachute on KAP rig Dave Mitchell 12/22/2005
Re: Parachute on KAP rig Dave Mitchell 12/23/2005
Re: Parachute on KAP rig David Hunt 12/22/2005
Re: Parachute on KAP rig mikeATjonesairfoilsDOTcom 12/22/2005
Re: Parachute on KAP rig Ron 12/22/2005
Re: Picavet Maintenance mikeATjonesairfoilsDOTcom 12/22/2005
Re: Picavet Maintenance Ron 12/22/2005
Re: Picavet Maintenance mikeATjonesairfoilsDOTcom 12/23/2005
Re: Picavet Maintenance Richard Amirault 12/24/2005
Re: Picavet Maintenance mikeATjonesairfoilsDOTcom 12/25/2005
Re: Picavet Maintenance Dave Mitchell 12/24/2005
Re: Picavet Maintenance 12/25/2005
Looking for a new digital camera Cris Benton 12/17/2005
Re: Looking for a new digital camera Christian 12/27/2005
Looking For a DSLR -with Burst Mode via Electronic shtter Gary 12/21/2005
Re: Looking For a DSLR -with Burst Mode via Electronic shtter Wicherd 12/22/2005
Re: Looking For a DSLR -with Burst Mode via Electronic shtter Scott Haefner 12/22/2005
Re: Looking For a DSLR -with Burst Mode via Electronic shtter Brooks 12/21/2005
Re: Looking For a DSLR -with Burst Mode via Electronic shtter 12/23/2005
Re: Looking For a DSLR -with Burst Mode via Electronic shtter David Hunt 12/26/2005
Re: Looking For a DSLR -with Burst Mode via Electronic shtter David Hunt 12/23/2005
Re: Looking for a new digital camera Scott Haefner 12/21/2005
Re: Looking for a new digital camera frankDOTlouwersATaltinaDOTcx 12/20/2005
Re: Looking for a new digital camera Nikon 8400 discount 12/19/2005
Re: Looking for a new digital camera Brooks 12/19/2005
Re: Looking for a new digital camera Carl B 12/19/2005
Re: Looking for a new digital camera Roger Australia 12/18/2005
Re: Looking for a new digital camera Mike Spivey 12/18/2005
Re: Looking for a new digital camera Wicherd 12/17/2005
Re: Looking for a new digital camera Brooks 12/17/2005
Re: Looking for a new digital camera David Hunt 12/17/2005
Re: Looking for a new digital camera Richard Amirault 12/17/2005
Re: Looking for a new digital camera Craig 12/19/2005
Re: Looking for a new digital camera Lenny 12/22/2005
Re: Looking for a new digital camera Brooks 12/22/2005
Testing the modified Sutton FlowForm 30 Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 12/15/2005
In Other Words Timo Noko 12/15/2005
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Re: In Other Words Testing the modified Sutton FlowForm 30 (Part 2) 12/17/2005
Re: In Other Words Timo Noko 12/17/2005
Re: In Other Words Christian 12/17/2005
Re: In Other Words Christian 12/17/2005
Sutton vs. Prinzler Timo Noko 12/17/2005
Re: Sutton vs. Prinzler Christian 12/18/2005
Re: Sutton vs. Prinzler Timo Noko 12/18/2005
Re: Sutton vs. Prinzler Wicherd 12/18/2005
Re: Sutton vs. Prinzler emiel 12/19/2005
Re: Sutton vs. Prinzler Sutton stability increase 12/19/2005
Re: Sutton vs. Prinzler hprinzler@aol.com 12/20/2005
Article 6897 12/15/2005
Re: Article 6897 Brooks 12/15/2005
Re: Article 6897 Cris Benton 12/15/2005
Re: Article 6897 Cris Benton 12/15/2005
Re: Article 6897 Brooks 12/16/2005
Xmas Kick Off Sale'''''' Nokia N92 AT 220 USD phillip 12/15/2005
Selfmade Box for SD-Cards Manfred 12/15/2005
Re: Selfmade Box for SD-Cards Lenny 12/15/2005
nextel i930 at.........$120usd phillip paul 12/14/2005
kiteography in Norwegian mountains Dirk Wundram 12/14/2005
Pentax Optio S6 Video out Jon Houseago 12/13/2005
Re: Pentax Optio S6 Video out Doug Davlin 12/15/2005
Re: Pentax Optio S6 Video out Jon Houseago 12/15/2005
Aerial Solar Panel for KAP Linnar 12/12/2005
Kite Selection Ron 12/11/2005
Re: Kite Selection Brooks 12/11/2005
Re: Kite Selection Ron 12/12/2005
Re: Kite Selection Dave Mitchell 12/12/2005
Re: Kite Selection Christian 12/12/2005
FOR SELL SAMSUNG E310[BRAND NEW]TRIMODE--US$220 sammy 12/11/2005
Paper Thin Batteries - See link Doug 12/9/2005
Re: Paper Thin Batteries - See link Simon H 12/10/2005
Re: Paper Thin Batteries - See link Timo Noko 12/10/2005
Re: Paper Thin Batteries - See link Linnar 12/10/2005
Aerial Solar Panel Timo Noko 12/10/2005
Wireless Micro Camera Modifications for KAP Dave Diederich 12/9/2005
Re: Wireless Micro Camera Modifications for KAP Linnar 12/12/2005
Re: Wireless Micro Camera Modifications for KAP emiel 12/10/2005
Re: Wireless Micro Camera Modifications for KAP Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 12/9/2005
Re: Wireless Micro Camera Modifications for KAP Christian 12/11/2005
Underwater Camera Case Ron 12/8/2005
Re: Underwater Camera Case Allan

St. Lucia 12/11/2005
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Re: Underwater Camera Case Ralf 12/8/2005
Condensation Concerns Ron 12/8/2005
Re: Condensation Concerns Craig 12/9/2005
Re: Condensation Concerns Ron 12/9/2005
RE: Birdseye in a new jacket... Jon Houseago 12/8/2005
RE: Birdseye in a new jacket... Jon Houseago 12/8/2005
Birdseye in a new jacket... Yvan 12/7/2005
Re: Birdseye in a new jacket... Timo Noko 12/8/2005
Re: Birdseye in a new jacket... Jon Houseago 12/8/2005
Re: Birdseye in a new jacket... Yvan 12/8/2005
Re: Birdseye in a new jacket... Jon Houseago 12/8/2005
Re: Birdseye in a new jacket... Brooks 12/8/2005
Re: Birdseye in a new jacket... Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 12/8/2005
Re: Birdseye in a new jacket... Richard Amirault 12/8/2005
Buy Nokia,N70,N80,N90,N91,N92 6600,6680,8800,9300,9500,Motorola Razr v3 Nextel i930 Mr Roy Alex 12/7/2005
Buy Nokia,N70,N80,N90,N91,N92 6600,6680,8800,9300,9500,Motorola Razr v3 Nextel i930 Mr Roy Alex 12/7/2005
Buy Nokia,N70,N80,N90,N91,N92 6600,6680,8800,9300,9500,Motorola Razr v3 Nextel i930 Mr Roy Alex 12/7/2005
Buy Nokia,N70,N80,N90,N91,N92 6600,6680,8800,9300,9500,Motorola Razr v3 Nextel i930 Mr Roy Alex 12/7/2005
Buy Nokia,N70,N80,N90,N91,N92 6600,6680,8800,9300,9500,Motorola Razr v3 Nextel i930 Mr Roy Alex 12/7/2005
Buy Nokia,N70,N80,N90,N91,N92 6600,6680,8800,9300,9500,Motorola Razr v3 Nextel i930 Mr Roy Alex 12/7/2005
Buy Nokia,N70,N80,N90,N91,N92 6600,6680,8800,9300,9500,Motorola Razr v3 Nextel i930 Mr Roy Alex 12/7/2005
Buy Nokia,N70,N80,N90,N91,N92 6600,6680,8800,9300,9500,Motorola Razr v3 Nextel i930 Mr Roy Alex 12/7/2005
Buy Nokia,N70,N80,N90,N91,N92 6600,6680,8800,9300,9500,Motorola Razr v3 Nextel i930 Mr Roy Alex 12/7/2005
Buy Nokia,N70,N80,N90,N91,N92 6600,6680,8800,9300,9500,Motorola Razr v3 Nextel i930 Mr Roy Alex 12/7/2005
World Wide Panorama -- Best of the Year Brooks 12/4/2005
New book Carl B 12/1/2005
Re: New book Ralf 12/1/2005
Light Lenny 11/30/2005
Re: Light Christian 12/3/2005
Re: Light Roger Australia 12/1/2005
Re: Light PhilGib 11/30/2005
Corrected link PhilGib 11/30/2005
Re: Corrected link Lenny 12/2/2005
Sharpest KAP pics ... Which camera ? PhilGib 11/30/2005
Re: Sharpest KAP pics ... Which camera ? Linnar 12/4/2005
Re: Sharpest KAP pics ... Which camera ? Brooks 12/3/2005
Re: Sharpest KAP pics ... Which camera ? PhilGib 12/4/2005
Re: Sharpest KAP pics ... Which camera ? David Hunt 12/4/2005
Re: Sharpest KAP pics ... Which camera ? Brooks 12/4/2005
Re: Sharpest KAP pics ... Which camera ? David Hunt 12/5/2005
Re: Sharpest KAP pics ... Which camera ? PhilGib 12/5/2005
Re: Sharpest KAP pics ... Which camera ? David Hunt 12/5/2005
Canon SD-20 KAP pics- David please ? PhilGib 12/3/2005
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cnyinz 11/30/2005
cnyinz 11/30/2005
cnyinz 11/30/2005
cnyinz 11/30/2005
cnyinz 11/30/2005
Cameras and Cold Weather Eric Muhs 11/29/2005
Video taken from a Kite Messenger with a Canon S60 Tony Stanley 11/29/2005
Re: Video taken from a Kite Messenger with a Canon S60 Brooks 11/29/2005
Re: Video taken from a Kite Messenger with a Canon S60 Wicherd 11/29/2005
Re: Video taken from a Kite Messenger with a Canon S60 David Hunt 11/29/2005
Re: Video taken from a Kite Messenger with a Canon S60 Timo Noko 11/29/2005
Re: Video taken from a Kite Messenger with a Canon S60 Timo Noko 12/5/2005
Re: Video taken from a Kite Messenger with a Canon S60 Simon H 12/5/2005
Re: Video taken from a Kite Messenger with a Canon S60 Dave Mitchell 12/6/2005
YoYo-maister Timo Noko 12/6/2005
KAP TO BAP MATH Ron 11/27/2005
Re: KAP TO BAP MATH Simon H 11/27/2005
Re: KAP TO BAP MATH Ron 11/27/2005
Re: KAP TO BAP MATH Eric Wolf 12/13/2005
KAPiFrance Trophees CVCF 11/26/2005
Re: KAPiFrance Trophees Dave mitchell 11/27/2005
Re: KAPiFrance Trophees Yvan 11/27/2005
Re: KAPiFrance Trophees Christian 11/27/2005
Re: KAPiFrance Trophees Christian 11/27/2005
Re: KAPiFrance Trophees Brooks 11/27/2005
Re: KAPiFrance Trophees Yvan 11/28/2005
Re: KAPiFrance Trophees Christian 11/28/2005
We did it in the 1960s Gary Davis 11/26/2005
Re: We did it in the 1960s Simon H 11/27/2005
Re: We did it in the 1960s Simon H 11/27/2005
Re: We did it in the 1960s Emmanuel from photocerfvolant.free.fr 11/27/2005
Kite Antics Do I have to admit it? 11/25/2005
Re: Kite Antics Brooks 11/25/2005
La belle KAPiFrance Brooks 11/25/2005
Re: La belle KAPiFrance Christian 11/25/2005
La belle KAPiFrance Brooks 11/25/2005
KAPiCA/02 DVD set Price Slashed David Hunt 11/24/2005
For info - Professional papers pictures minimum requirements PhilGib 11/24/2005
Re: For info - Professional papers pictures minimum requirements Brooks 11/25/2005
Re: For info - Professional papers pictures minimum requirements PhilGib 11/25/2005
Re: For info - Professional papers pictures minimum requirements Brooks 11/25/2005
Some of my recent KAP photos.... Panomaniac 11/24/2005
Re: Some of my recent KAP photos.... Roger Australia 11/25/2005
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Re: Some of my recent KAP photos.... Panomaniac 11/26/2005
Re: Some of my recent KAP photos.... Linnar 11/25/2005
Re: Some of my recent KAP photos.... Panomaniac 11/25/2005
Re: Some of my recent KAP photos.... Linnar 11/26/2005
Re: Some of my recent KAP photos.... Panomaniac 11/27/2005
Re: Some of my recent KAP photos.... emiel 11/24/2005
Re: Some of my recent KAP photos.... PhilGib 11/24/2005
Mud Flats Location? Jenna 11/22/2005
Meccano rig and question Tiago 11/22/2005
Re: Meccano rig and question Christian 12/3/2005
Re: Meccano rig and question Duncan Macdonald 11/23/2005
Google search for KAP Theo 11/21/2005
Re: Google search for KAP David Hunt 11/21/2005
Re: Google search for KAP Theo 11/21/2005
Re: Google search for KAP burtskitecam.co.uk 11/23/2005
Re: Google search for KAP Manfred 11/24/2005
Balloon Aerial Photography Ron Morris 11/20/2005
Re: Balloon Aerial Photography Patrick Skibinski 11/21/2005
Re: Balloon Aerial Photography David Hunt 11/20/2005
Re: Balloon Aerial Photography Dave Mitchell 11/21/2005
Re: Balloon Aerial Photography David Hunt 11/21/2005
Re: Balloon Aerial Photography Ron Morris 11/21/2005
Re: Balloon Aerial Photography David Hunt 11/21/2005
Re: Balloon Aerial Photography Balloon Aerial Photography 11/22/2005
Re: Balloon Aerial Photography Ron Morris 11/21/2005
Video-out quality confusion PhilGib 11/18/2005
Re: Video-out quality confusion David Hunt 11/18/2005
Re: Video-out quality confusion Glenn Nelson 11/19/2005
Re: Video-out quality confusion Mike 11/18/2005
Re: Video-out quality confusion David Hunt 11/25/2005
Re: Video-out quality confusion David Hunt 11/18/2005
Re: Video-out quality confusion David Hunt 11/18/2005
Mini-DV output quality - Just amazing PhilGib 11/19/2005
Re: Mini-DV output quality - Just amazing Doug 11/19/2005
So many questions... PhilGib 11/20/2005
Re: So many questions... David Hunt 11/20/2005
Stability PhilGib 11/21/2005
Re: Stability David Hunt 11/21/2005
Re: Stability PhilGib 11/21/2005
Re: Video-out quality confusion PhilGib 11/18/2005
Re: Video-out quality confusion PhilGib 11/18/2005
Video-out quality confusion PhilGib 11/18/2005
wayne gretzky 11/18/2005
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Optio S6 vs. S5 series Glenn Nelson 11/18/2005
Re: Optio S6 vs. S5 series Dave Mitchell 11/18/2005
new KAPer has questions Dustin 11/17/2005
Re: new KAPer has questions Richard Amirault 11/18/2005
Re: new KAPer has questions Dave Mitchell 11/18/2005
Re: new KAPer has questions Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 11/17/2005
Kaping at Kite Events Ron Morris 11/17/2005
Re: Kaping at Kite Events Carl Bigras 11/18/2005
Re: Kaping at Kite Events Richard Amirault 11/18/2005
Re: Kaping at Kite Events Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 11/17/2005
Re: Kaping at Kite Events Ron Morris 11/17/2005
Re: Kaping at Kite Events Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 11/17/2005
Re: Kaping at Kite Events Ron Morris 11/19/2005
Re: Kaping at Kite Events Christian 11/19/2005
Optio S5i versus S5n versus S5z PhilGib 11/16/2005
Re: Optio S5i versus S5n versus S5z Simon H 11/16/2005
Re: Optio S5i versus S5n versus S5z Brooks 11/16/2005
Re: Optio S5i versus S5n versus S5z Brooks 11/16/2005
Re: Optio S5i versus S5n versus S5z PhilGib 11/16/2005
Re: Optio S5i versus S5n versus S5z Brooks 11/16/2005
Turning off LCD display Cris Benton 11/16/2005
Re: Turning off LCD display Simon H 11/17/2005
Re: Turning off LCD display Doug Davlin 11/17/2005
Re: Turning off LCD display Simon H 11/30/2005
Your S5z AV ouptut quality ? PhilGib 11/17/2005
Your S5z AV ouptut quality ? PhilGib 11/17/2005
Re: Your S5z AV ouptut quality ? Richard Amirault 11/18/2005
Cameras and Cold Weather Ron Morris 11/15/2005
Re: Cameras and Cold Weather Carl Bigras 11/16/2005
Re: Cameras and Cold Weather Yvan 11/16/2005
Re: Cameras and Cold Weather Simon H 11/16/2005
Re: Cameras and Cold Weather Ron Morris 11/16/2005
Re: Cameras and Cold Weather Carl B 11/17/2005
KAPiCA/06 website Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 11/15/2005
Hi Ho! Hi Ho! We're making Doperos! Jones Airfoils 11/14/2005
KAP Radio & The Government. Ron Morris 11/14/2005
Re: KAP Radio & The Government. Scott D. 11/15/2005
Re: KAP Radio & The Government. Richard Amirault 11/15/2005
Re: KAP Radio & The Government. Ron Morris 11/14/2005
Re: KAP Radio & The Government. Brooks 11/14/2005
Re: KAP Radio & The Government. Dave Mitchell 11/14/2005
Re: KAP Radio & The Government. Ron Morris 11/14/2005
Re: KAP Radio & The Government. Ron Morris 11/14/2005
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Re: KAP Radio & The Government. Craig 11/14/2005
Re: KAP Radio & The Government. PhilGib 11/14/2005
Re: KAP Radio & The Government. Brooks 11/14/2005
Re: KAP Radio & The Government. Dave Mitchell 11/15/2005
KAPiCA returns! Brooks 11/13/2005
Re: KAPiCA returns! Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 11/14/2005
Re: KAPiCA returns! Jones Airfoils 11/14/2005
Re: KAPiCA returns! Brooks 11/14/2005
Re: KAPiCA returns! KAPiFrance Committee 11/15/2005
Blimps or spheres for AP ? PhilGib 11/12/2005
Re: Blimps or spheres for AP ? Richard Amirault 11/14/2005
Re: Blimps or spheres for AP ? Simon H 11/14/2005
Re: Blimps or spheres for AP ? Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 11/12/2005
Re: Blimps or spheres for AP ? Christian 11/12/2005
Sphere into blimp PhilGib 11/13/2005
Re: Sphere into blimp Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 11/14/2005
Re: Sphere into blimp Cezar Totth 11/15/2005
I am so disappointed...... Mike 11/11/2005
Nikon D50, D70 or D100 Battery Recall Mobilexile 11/10/2005
JKPA Final Results (in Japanese only) Dave Mitchell 11/10/2005
Re: JKPA Final Results (in Japanese only) Theo 11/10/2005
Re: JKPA Final Results (in Japanese only) Brooks 11/10/2005
Re: JKPA Final Results (in Japanese only) Emmanuel from http://photocerfvolant.free.fr 11/10/2005
Re: JKPA Final Results (in Japanese only) Christian 11/10/2005
aerial views from cities info@picture-worx-koeln.de 11/10/2005
Re: aerial views from cities Glenn Nelson 11/10/2005
Pentax Optio S6 Glenn Nelson 11/9/2005
Re: Pentax Optio S6 Glenn Nelson 11/10/2005
Re: Pentax Optio S6 Glenn Nelson 11/12/2005
Re: Pentax Optio S6 Brooks 11/12/2005
Fight against alcohols and drugs detox 11/9/2005
Article 6662 Yvan 11/7/2005
Re: Article 6662 emiel 11/7/2005
Sorry, this was a question for the previous post... Yvan 11/7/2005
Wireless video (Take 2) Doug 11/6/2005
Re: Wireless video (Take 2) emiel 11/6/2005
Need Canon A70 electronics info Elmon Morrison 11/5/2005
Re: Need Canon A70 electronics info james@gentlesSPAM.info 11/6/2005
Re: Need Canon A70 electronics info David Hunt 11/7/2005
AV digital camera versus AV 1/3 CCD pinhole camera quality ? PhilGib 11/4/2005
Re: AV digital camera versus AV 1/3 CCD pinhole camera quality ? Mike 11/4/2005
Re: AV digital camera versus AV 1/3 CCD pinhole camera quali... Richard Amirault 11/4/2005
Re: AV digital camera versus AV 1/3 CCD pinhole camera quali... Carl Bigras 11/4/2005
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Re: AV digital camera versus AV 1/3 CCD pinhole camera qual... PhilGib 11/4/2005
Re: AV digital camera versus AV 1/3 CCD pinhole camera qual... Christian 11/5/2005
Re: AV digital camera versus AV 1/3 CCD pinhole camera qual... Mike 11/5/2005
Calculating digital camera angle of view ? PhilGib 11/4/2005
Re: Calculating digital camera angle of view ? Carl Bigras 11/4/2005
Re: Calculating digital camera angle of view ? Carl Bigras 11/4/2005
Re: Calculating digital camera angle of view ? PhilGib 11/4/2005
Re: Calculating digital camera angle of view ? Christian 11/4/2005
Wireless video Doug 11/3/2005
Re: Wireless video Richard Amirault 11/3/2005
KAP Swap forum Jones Airfoils 11/3/2005
100 yards downlink cable PhilGIb 11/1/2005
Re: 100 yards downlink cable Simon H 11/1/2005
Re: 100 yards downlink cable PhilGIb 11/4/2005
Re: 100 yards downlink cable Mike 11/3/2005
Servo and zoom PhilGib 11/1/2005
Re: Servo and zoom Ralf 11/2/2005
Re: Servo and zoom Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 11/2/2005
Re: Servo and zoom Mike Spivey 11/1/2005
Re: Servo and zoom Brooks 11/1/2005
Re: Servo and zoom Simon H 11/1/2005
Re: Servo and zoom Richard Amirault 11/2/2005
Examples of useful zooms from a kite PhilGib 11/4/2005
Re: Examples of useful zooms from a kite David Hunt 11/4/2005
Re: Servo and zoom Brooks 11/2/2005
Nearly Universal Rig? Vladimir 11/1/2005
Re: Nearly Universal Rig? Mike Spivey 11/1/2005
Re: Nearly Universal Rig? Brooks 11/1/2005
Re: Nearly Universal Rig? Christian 11/2/2005
boosting up the video downlink emiel 10/31/2005
Re: boosting up the video downlink Vladimir 11/1/2005
Re: boosting up the video downlink Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 10/31/2005
Re: boosting up the video downlink 10/31/2005
Re: boosting up the video downlink Brooks 10/31/2005
Re: boosting up the video downlink emiel 10/31/2005
Re: boosting up the video downlink Dave Mitchell 11/1/2005
Re: boosting up the video downlink Brooks 10/31/2005
Re: boosting up the video downlink Simon H 10/31/2005
Re: boosting up the video downlink Ralf 10/31/2005
Your Homepage: Faneo, receiver etc... Ralf 10/31/2005
Re: Your Homepage: Faneo, receiver etc... emiel 10/31/2005
Re: Your Homepage: Faneo, receiver etc... Christian 10/31/2005
maxi-dopero and the sail maker's rule Philippe Jullien 10/31/2005
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Re: maxi-dopero and the sail maker's rule Dave Mitchell 10/31/2005
Re: maxi-dopero and the sail maker's rule Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 10/31/2005
Re: maxi-dopero and the sail maker's rule Dave Mitchell 10/31/2005
Re: maxi-dopero and the sail maker's rule Philippe Jullien 10/31/2005
Re: maxi-dopero and the sail maker's rule Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 10/31/2005
Re: maxi-dopero and the sail maker's rule Ralf 10/31/2005
Re: maxi-dopero and the sail maker's rule Dave Mitchell 10/31/2005
Re: maxi-dopero and the sail maker's rule Christian 10/31/2005
My CranKap Creation Vladimir 10/29/2005
Re: My CranKap Creation Richard Amirault 10/31/2005
Re: My CranKap Creation Linnar 10/30/2005
Re: My CranKap Creation Christian 10/31/2005
SPAM patrol Cris Benton 10/29/2005
About Training & seminer Joint Collaboration ZNT TRAINING MANAGEMENT( 10/27/2005
Re: About Training & seminer Joint Collaboration 10/27/2005
Re: About Training & seminer Joint Collaboration 10/27/2005
Re: About Training & seminer Joint Collaboration -spam 10/28/2005
New KAP camera Mike Spivey 10/25/2005
Re: New KAP camera Linnar 10/27/2005
Re: New KAP camera james@gentlesSPAM.info 10/27/2005
Re: New KAP camera Mike J. 10/27/2005
Re: New KAP camera Mike Spivey 10/27/2005
Re: New KAP camera Mike J 10/29/2005
Re: New KAP camera Mobilexile 10/25/2005
Re: New KAP camera Brooks 10/25/2005
Re: New KAP camera Mobilexile 10/26/2005
Re: New KAP camera PhilGib 10/28/2005
**Off topic-Looking for Mike Spivey (PAP) Doug 10/22/2005
Re: **Off topic-Looking for Mike Spivey (PAP) Mike 10/22/2005
Rokkaku and low wind problems Sarah 10/21/2005
Re: Rokkaku and low wind problems Sarah 10/26/2005
Re: Rokkaku and low wind problems Brooks 10/26/2005
Re: Rokkaku and low wind problems Roger Australia 10/22/2005
Re: Rokkaku and low wind problems Sarah 10/26/2005
Re: Rokkaku and low wind problems Roger Australia 10/26/2005
Re: Rokkaku and low wind problems Dave Wheeler 10/22/2005
Re: Rokkaku and low wind problems Brooks 10/22/2005
Re: Rokkaku and low wind problems Brooks 10/21/2005
AutoKAP news Simon H 10/18/2005
Re: AutoKAP news Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 10/18/2005
Re: AutoKAP news Brooks 10/18/2005
Re: AutoKAP news Lenny 10/19/2005
Re: AutoKAP news Lenny 10/19/2005
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New gentLED AUTO announcement james@gentlesSPAM.info 10/18/2005
Re: New gentLED AUTO announcement Simon H 10/18/2005
Re: New gentLED AUTO announcement Brooks 10/18/2005
Strange shadow effects from above... Yvan 10/17/2005
Re: Strange shadow effects from above... Tony Cunningham 10/19/2005
Re: Strange shadow effects from above... Ricardo 10/18/2005
Re: Strange shadow effects from above... Linnar 10/17/2005
Re: Strange shadow effects from above... Simon H 10/18/2005
Re: Strange shadow effects from above... Dave Mitchell 10/17/2005
Fast rotation and small game for the fun... PhilGib 10/16/2005
Re: Fast rotation and small game for the fun... PhilGib 11/1/2005
Re: Fast rotation and small game for the fun... Philippe Jullien 10/17/2005
Re: Fast rotation and small game for the fun... Richard Amirault 10/17/2005
Re: Fast rotation and small game for the fun... Mike 10/16/2005
An other (empty) post Wicherd 10/16/2005
Genius Man Made Synthetic Diamonds and your Physical Immortality Opportunity Genius Man Made Synthetic Diamonds and your Physical Immortality
Opportunity 10/15/2005
SPAM !!!!! Wicherd 10/16/2005
Re: SPAM !!!!! brooks 10/16/2005
Re: SPAM !!!!! Tony 10/16/2005
Continuous rotation servo JULLIEN philippe 10/15/2005
Re: Continuous rotation servo Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 10/15/2005
Re: Continuous rotation servo Christian 10/16/2005
Options for downlink from Coolpix Roger Gunter 10/15/2005
Re: Options for downlink from Coolpix emiel 10/15/2005
Re: Options for downlink from Coolpix Roger Gunter 10/15/2005
Re: Options for downlink from Coolpix emiel 10/15/2005
Re: Options for downlink from Coolpix Brooks 10/15/2005
Re: Options for downlink from Coolpix Wicherd 10/15/2005
Re: Options for downlink from Coolpix Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 10/15/2005
Re: Options for downlink from Coolpix Brooks 10/15/2005
Submitting a new gallery PhilGib 10/13/2005
Re: Submitting a new gallery Brooks 10/13/2005
Re: Submitting a new gallery David Hunt 10/13/2005
Re: Submitting a new gallery infoATjonesairfoilsDOTcom 10/14/2005
Pikabe pulleys PhilGib 10/12/2005
Control diagrams (again?!) Wicherd 10/12/2005
Re: Control diagrams (again?!) Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 10/13/2005
Re: Control diagrams (again?!) Wicherd 10/14/2005
World Wide Panorama -- Energy Brooks 10/12/2005
Thanks Mobilexile 10/11/2005
Small cameras with intervalometers included ? PhilGib 10/11/2005
Small cameras with intervalometers included ? PhilGib 10/11/2005
Re: Small cameras with intervalometers included ? Glenn Nelson 10/18/2005
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Re: Small cameras with intervalometers included ? Christian 10/11/2005
Re: Small cameras with intervalometers included ? Brooks 10/11/2005
Re: Small cameras with intervalometers included ? Christian 10/11/2005
Re: Small cameras with intervalometers included ? Ricardo 10/11/2005
Re: Small cameras with intervalometers included ? Mike 10/11/2005
Re: Small cameras with intervalometers included ? Brooks 10/11/2005
Re: Small cameras with intervalometers included ? Richard Amirault 10/11/2005
Re: Small cameras with intervalometers included ? james<at>gentlesSPAM<dot>info 10/12/2005
Camera manual settings ? PhilGib 10/10/2005
Re: Camera manual settings ? Mike Spivey 10/10/2005
Re: Camera manual settings ? Dave Wheeler 10/11/2005
Re: Camera manual settings ? PhilGib 10/11/2005
Yet another Digital Camera post...(Nikon P1 and Wifi) Bill Wilson 10/8/2005
Re: Yet another Digital Camera post...(Nikon P1 and Wifi) Roger Australia 10/10/2005
Re: Yet another Digital Camera post...(Nikon P1 and Wifi) james@gentlesSPAM.info 10/10/2005
servo 360 creep neutralizer Doug 10/8/2005
Re: servo 360 creep neutralizer infoATjonesairfoilsDOTcom 10/8/2005
Those Nasty Skewers ! Simon S 10/8/2005
Re: Those Nasty Skewers ! David Hunt 10/8/2005
Re: Those Nasty Skewers ! Brooks 10/8/2005
Re: Those Nasty Skewers ! David Hunt 10/8/2005
Re: Those Nasty Skewers ! Simon H 10/10/2005
Re: Those Nasty Skewers ! Dave Mitchell 10/10/2005
Re: Those Nasty Skewers ! Christian 10/10/2005
Re: Those Nasty Skewers ! Richard Amirault 10/11/2005
Re: Those Nasty Skewers ! Mobilexile 10/11/2005
Re: Those Nasty Skewers ! Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 10/15/2005
Re: Climbers Straps Dave Mitchell 10/11/2005
Re: Climbers Straps Christian 10/11/2005
Simon S Those nasty skewers ! 10/8/2005
Re: Simon S Richard Amirault 10/10/2005
Hello! New KAPer here - and it's YOUR fault! :-) ricspam@mpc.com.br 10/7/2005
Re: Hello! New KAPer here - and it's YOUR fault! :-) Vladimir 10/9/2005
Re: Hello! New KAPer here - and it's YOUR fault! :-) Ricardo 10/11/2005
Re: Hello! New KAPer here - and it's YOUR fault! :-) Linnar 10/8/2005
Re: Hello! New KAPer here - and it's YOUR fault! :-) 10/8/2005
Re: Hello! New KAPer here - and it's YOUR fault! :-) Brooks 10/7/2005
Re: Hello! New KAPer here - and it's YOUR fault! :-) Ricardo 10/8/2005
Re: Hello! New KAPer here - and it's YOUR fault! :-) Wicherd 10/8/2005
Re: Hello! New KAPer here - and it's YOUR fault! :-) Ricardo 10/8/2005
Re: Hello! New KAPer here - and it's YOUR fault! :-) Wicherd 10/8/2005
Re: Hello! New KAPer here - and it's YOUR fault! :-) Brooks 10/8/2005
Re: Hello! New KAPer here - and it's YOUR fault! :-) Ricardo 10/8/2005
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Re: Hello! New KAPer here - and it's YOUR fault! :-) Christian 10/10/2005
Re: Hello! New KAPer here - and it's YOUR fault! :-) Ricardo 10/11/2005
Re: Hello! New KAPer here - and it's YOUR fault! :-) Christian 10/11/2005
thanks one and all Tony Stanley 10/7/2005
Re: thanks one and all Simon S 10/7/2005
Re: thanks one and all Roger Australia 10/7/2005
Re: thanks one and all David Hunt 10/7/2005
Re: thanks one and all Tony Stanley 10/12/2005
Re: thanks one and all /messenger stopper Christian 10/14/2005
Re: thanks one and all /messenger stopper Tony 10/15/2005
Thanks, Brooks and James MSpivey 10/6/2005
Re: Thanks, Brooks and James Doug 10/7/2005
Re: Thanks, Brooks and James Link 10/7/2005
Re: Thanks, Brooks and James Christian 10/7/2005
Re: Thanks, Brooks and James Mike Spivey 10/7/2005
Hotstick Flashover Doug 10/7/2005
Re: Hotstick Flashover Mike 10/7/2005
Re: Hotstick Flashover Doug 10/7/2005
Re: Thanks, Brooks and James Brooks 10/6/2005
Re: Thanks, Brooks and James james<at>gentlesSPAM<dot>info 10/6/2005
Electronic AutoKAP Dave Wheeler 10/5/2005
Re: Electronic AutoKAP Dave Mitchell 10/5/2005
Re: Electronic AutoKAP Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 10/5/2005
Mr. Sutton and marking kite lines Roger Gunter 10/3/2005
Re: Mr. Sutton and marking kite lines 10/5/2005
Re: Mr. Sutton and marking kite lines Brooks 10/5/2005
Re: Mr. Sutton and marking kite lines Scott D. 10/5/2005
Re: Mr. Sutton and marking kite lines randymir@sbcglobal.net 10/4/2005
Re: Mr. Sutton and marking kite lines Christian 10/4/2005
Re: Mr. Sutton and marking kite lines Linnar 10/5/2005
Re: Mr. Sutton and marking kite lines Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 10/5/2005
Re: Mr. Sutton and marking kite lines Christian 10/5/2005
My New Great Flowform Vladimir 10/2/2005
Re: My New Great Flowform Roger Australia 10/3/2005
Re: My New Great Flowform Vladimir 10/3/2005
Re: My New Great Flowform Linnar 10/2/2005
Re: My New Great Flowform (star cuiser) Craig 10/3/2005
Simple fixer for bridle ( alike chicken foot) Vladimir 10/2/2005
The Elephant in the Corner. Simon H 9/30/2005
The Elephant in the Corner. PhilGib 10/13/2005
Re: The Elephant in the Corner. Kato 9/30/2005
Re: The Elephant in the Corner. Mobilexile 9/30/2005
Re: The Elephant in the Corner. Doug 10/5/2005
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Re: The Elephant in the Corner. Dave Mitchell 9/30/2005
Re: The Elephant in the Corner. Roger Australia 9/30/2005
Re: The Elephant in the Corner. Peter van Erkel 10/1/2005
Re: The Elephant in the Corner. Lenny 10/2/2005
Re: The Elephant in the Corner. Simon H 10/3/2005
Re: The Elephant in the Corner. Craig 10/3/2005
Re: The Elephant in the Corner. Carl Bigras 10/4/2005
Re: SPAM: Replay to everyone looking for titanium ring and DiMarco Creations Coast Guard Kiteman {Ret.} 9/29/2005
Re: SPAM: Replay to everyone looking for titanium ring and DiMarco Creations Coast Guard Kiteman {Ret.} 9/29/2005
Slightly OT: FLYING PYRAMIDS SOARING STONES Documentary Available On DVD Coast Guard Kiteman {Ret.} 9/29/2005
KAP together with other means of AP Cezar Totth 9/29/2005
Re: KAP together with other means of AP cainebean 9/30/2005
Re: KAP together with other means of AP Mario 9/29/2005
Re: KAP together with other means of AP Christian 9/29/2005
Article 6417 Yvan 9/28/2005
Replay to everyone looking for titanium ring and DiMarco Creations A satisfied titanium ring buyer! 9/28/2005
Re: Replay to everyone looking for titanium ring and DiMarco Crea... Paul Evans 9/29/2005
SPAM Cris Benton 9/28/2005
Re: SPAM (adding a post) Cezar 9/28/2005
Panorama Stitcher Realviz 5 Yvan 9/28/2005
Re: Panorama Stitcher Realviz 5 -- Autostitch John 10/30/2005
Very small 2.4mHz, 50mW transmitter !!!! Wicherd 9/27/2005
Re: Very small 2.4mHz, 50mW transmitter !!!! emiel 9/27/2005
Re: Very small 2.4mHz, 50mW transmitter !!!! Wicherd 9/27/2005
Re: Very small 2.4mHz, 50mW transmitter !!!! Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 9/27/2005
Re: Very small 2.4mHz, 50mW transmitter !!!! Brooks 9/27/2005
Re: Very small 2.4mHz, 50mW transmitter !!!!, 25mW OK? Wicherd 9/27/2005
Do reels really help? Kato 9/26/2005
Re: Do reels really help? Brooks 9/26/2005
Re: Do reels really help? Brooks 9/26/2005
Re: Do reels really help? Kato 9/27/2005
Re: Do reels really help? Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 9/27/2005
Re: Do reels really help? Kato 9/27/2005
Re: Do reels really help? Richard Amirault 9/27/2005
Re: Do reels really help? Kato 9/27/2005
Re: Do reels really help? Richard Amirault 9/27/2005
Re: Do reels really help? Christian 9/27/2005
Re: Do reels really help? Kato 9/28/2005
180ý circular fish-eye + lightweight digital camera ? PhilGib 9/26/2005
Re: 180ý circular fish-eye + lightweight digital camera ? Brooks 9/26/2005
Re: 180ý circular fish-eye + lightweight digital camera ? james<at>gentlesSPAM<dot>info 9/27/2005
Re: 180ý circular fish-eye + lightweight digital camera ? Wicherd 9/27/2005
Re: 180ý circular fish-eye + lightweight digital camera ? Brooks 9/27/2005
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Re: 180ý circular fish-eye + lightweight digital camera ? Wicherd 9/28/2005
Responding to the curious when you KAP Mobilexile 9/25/2005
Re: Responding to the curious when you KAP Lenny 9/25/2005
Re: Responding to the curious when you KAP Mobilexile 9/26/2005
Re: Responding to the curious when you KAP Wicherd 9/26/2005
Re: Responding to the curious when you KAP Simon H 9/26/2005
Re: Responding to the curious when you KAP Mobilexile 9/26/2005
Re: Responding to the curious when you KAP Wicherd 9/26/2005
Re: Responding to the curious when you KAP Wicherd 9/26/2005
Any Kappers using the Canon Powershot S60? Rick S 9/24/2005
Re: Any Kappers using the Canon Powershot S60? Michael L 9/26/2005
Re: Any Kappers using the Canon Powershot S60? frankDOTlouwersATaltinaDOTcx 9/25/2005
Re: Any Kappers using the Canon Powershot S60? burtskitecam.co.uk 10/4/2005
MultiFlare Invasion Ralf 9/24/2005
Typically how high do you fly your KAP? Phil L 9/24/2005
Typically how high do you fly your KAP? Phil L 9/24/2005
Re: Typically how high do you fly your KAP? PhilGib 9/26/2005
Re: Typically how high do you fly your KAP? Wicherd 9/24/2005
Re: Typically how high do you fly your KAP? Simon H 9/24/2005
Re: Typically how high do you fly your KAP? Yvon H. 10/11/2005
Re: Typically how high do you fly your KAP? 9/26/2005
DIY Gentled Andrew 9/22/2005
Re: DIY Gentled -> gentLED SWITCH james<at.>gentles<dot>info 1/11/2006
Re: DIY Gentled David Hunt 9/22/2005
Re: DIY Gentled james@gentlesSPAM.info 9/22/2005
Re: DIY Gentled David Hunt 9/22/2005
Re: DIY Gentled Richard Amirault 9/22/2005
Re: DIY Gentled Andrew 9/22/2005
Re: DIY Gentled Glenn Nelson 9/25/2005
Re: DIY Gentled David Hunt 9/22/2005
Re: DIY Gentled james<at>gentlesSPAM<dot>info 9/23/2005
Re: DIY Gentled Andrew 9/26/2005
Inexpensive roks revisited Richard Amirault 9/21/2005
Re: Inexpensive roks revisited Cezar Totth 9/23/2005
Re: Inexpensive roks revisited Cezar Totth 9/23/2005
Re: Inexpensive roks revisited Andrew 9/26/2005
Re: Inexpensive roks revisited Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 9/27/2005
Re: Inexpensive roks revisited Dave Mitchell 9/28/2005
Re: Inexpensive roks revisited Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 9/28/2005
Re: Inexpensive roks revisited Richard Amirault 9/23/2005
Re: Inexpensive roks revisited cainebean 9/23/2005
Re: Inexpensive roks revisited Brooks 9/21/2005
Video feedback display Carlo Didier 9/20/2005
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Re: Video feedback display Linnar 9/20/2005
Re: Video feedback display Carlo Didier 9/20/2005
Re: Video feedback display Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 9/20/2005
Re: Video feedback display Linnar 9/20/2005
Re: Video feedback display Richard Amirault 9/20/2005
Re: Video feedback display Brooks 9/20/2005
Re: Video feedback display Carlo Didier 9/21/2005
Re: Video feedback display Linnar 9/21/2005
Re: Video feedback display David Hunt 9/21/2005
Re: Video feedback display David Hunt 9/22/2005
Re: Video feedback display Richard Amirault 9/22/2005
Re: Video feedback display David Hunt 9/22/2005
Re: Video feedback display Lorenzo Rota 10/9/2005
Re: Video feedback display Carl B 9/22/2005
Re: Video feedback display Brooks 9/21/2005
Flying the Nikon D50 Brooks 9/19/2005
Re: Flying the Nikon D50 Scott Haefner 9/20/2005
Re: Flying the Nikon D50 Brooks 9/20/2005
Re: Flying the Nikon D50 Carlo Didier 9/20/2005
Re: Flying the Nikon D50 Brooks 9/20/2005
Re: Flying the Nikon D50 Carlo Didier 9/20/2005
Re: Flying the Nikon D50 Simon H 9/20/2005
Re: Flying the Nikon D50 Simopn H 9/20/2005
Re: Flying the Nikon D50 Dave [ a.k.a. Mobilexile ] 9/20/2005
Re: Flying the Nikon D50 Brooks 9/20/2005
Re: Flying the Nikon D50 Yvan 9/20/2005
Re: Flying the Nikon D50 Dave Mitchell 9/20/2005
Re: Flying the Nikon D50 Brooks 9/20/2005
Re: Flying the Nikon D50 tony stanley 9/20/2005
Re: Flying the Nikon D50 Linnar 9/20/2005
Re: Flying the Nikon D50 Linnar 9/20/2005
Re: Flying the Nikon D50 Brooks 9/20/2005
Re: Flying the Nikon D50 Wicherd 9/20/2005
Re: Flying the Nikon D50 Brooks 9/20/2005
any camera suggestions ? tony stanley 9/19/2005
Re: any camera suggestions ? Linnar 9/20/2005
Re: any camera suggestions ? Brooks 9/19/2005
Re: any camera suggestions ? Comments on Canon Powershot S70 frankDOTlouwersATaltinaDOTcx 9/20/2005
Re: any camera suggestions ? Comments on Canon Powershot S70 tony Stanley, 9/22/2005
Re: any camera suggestions ? Comments on Canon Powershot S70 tony Stanley, 9/22/2005
Re: any camera suggestions ? Comments on Canon Powershot S70 frankDOTlouwersATaltinaDOTcx 9/22/2005
Re: any camera suggestions ? Comments on Canon Powershot S70 Tony Stanley 9/22/2005
Re: any camera suggestions ? Comments on Canon Powershot S70 james<at>gentlesSPAM<dot>info 9/22/2005
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Re: any camera suggestions ? tony stanley 9/20/2005
Re: any camera suggestions ? Brooks 9/20/2005
It happened Linnar 9/18/2005
Re: It happened Doug 9/18/2005
Re: It happened Vladimir 9/18/2005
Re: It happened Brooks 9/18/2005
Re: It happened Ralf 9/18/2005
Re: It happened 9/18/2005
Re: It happened Linnar 9/18/2005
Re: It happened Christian 9/19/2005
Re: It happened Linnar 9/19/2005
Re: It happened Craig 9/18/2005
Simple Hangup Vladimir 9/15/2005
Re: oversimplify fix for Rig Vladimir 9/17/2005
Wanted to buy a KAP platform premade. What options under $300 w/o camera. Phil Lef 9/14/2005
Re: Wanted to buy a KAP platform premade. What options under $300... Mobilexile 9/15/2005
Re: Wanted to buy a KAP platform premade. What options under $300... Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 9/14/2005
Re: Wanted to buy a KAP platform premade. What options under ... Doug 9/18/2005
Building a Maxi-Dopero Dave Mitchell 9/12/2005
Re: Building a Maxi-Dopero Vladimir 9/15/2005
Re: Building a Maxi-Dopero Lenny 9/12/2005
Re: Building a Maxi-Dopero Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 9/12/2005
Re: Building a Maxi-Dopero Brooks 9/12/2005
Re: Building a Maxi-Dopero Dave 9/13/2005
Re: Building a Maxi-Dopero Mobilexile 9/14/2005
Re: Building a Maxi-Dopero Yvon H. 9/19/2005
Re: Building a Maxi-Dopero Dave (a.k.a. Mobilexile) 9/12/2005
Tired line Brooks 9/11/2005
Re: Tired line Randy 9/12/2005
Re: Tired line Tom Nied 9/11/2005
Re: Tired line Brooks 9/11/2005
Re: Tired line james@gentlesSPAM.info 9/11/2005
Re: Tired line Craig 9/13/2005
Re: Tired line Brooks 9/13/2005
Re: Tired line Craig 9/13/2005
Re: Tired line Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 9/13/2005
Re: Tired line Brooks 9/13/2005
Re: Tired line Mike Jones 9/14/2005
Video viewfinder on analog camera's (If you like gadgets, check this) Wicherd 9/11/2005
Re: Video viewfinder on analog camera's (If you like gadgets, che... Chris Lawrence 9/12/2005
Re: Video viewfinder on analog camera's (If you like gadgets,... Wicherd 9/12/2005
Re: Video viewfinder on analog camera's (If you like gadgets, che... Chris Lawrence 9/12/2005
Re: Video viewfinder on analog camera's (If you like gadgets, che... Brooks 9/11/2005
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JKPA 2005 Contest - Round 1 Results Dave Mitchell 9/11/2005
Re: JKPA 2005 Contest - Round 1 Results Brooks 9/11/2005
Article 6251 Yvan 9/11/2005
Oops sorry this comment was for the previous post of Lenny. Yvan 9/11/2005
Looking for an article on T-shirts Lenny 9/10/2005
Re: Looking for an article on T-shirts Brooks 9/10/2005
Re: Looking for an article on T-shirts Brooks 9/10/2005
Re: Looking for an article on T-shirts Brooks 9/10/2005
Re: Looking for an article on T-shirts Lenny 9/11/2005
Re: Looking for an article on T-shirts Wicherd 9/10/2005
Dopero Q cainebean 9/9/2005
Re: Dopero Q Yvon H. 9/9/2005
Re: Dopero Q 9/12/2005
Noriaki HAYASHI 's book Christian 9/9/2005
picture turning but not a full 90 degres www.burtskitecam.co.uk 9/9/2005
Re: picture turning but not a full 90 degres Glenn Nelson 9/25/2005
Re: picture turning but not a full 90 degres Nathan 9/9/2005
Re: picture turning but not a full 90 degres Linnar 9/10/2005
Re: picture turning but not a full 90 degres Dave Mitchell 9/10/2005
Re: picture turning but not a full 90 degres Linnar 9/10/2005
Re: picture turning but not a full 90 degres Linnar 9/9/2005
Re: picture turning but not a full 90 degres Richard Amirault 9/9/2005
Re: picture turning but not a full 90 degres www.burtskitecam.co.uk 9/9/2005
Re: picture turning but not a full 90 degres Mobilexile 9/11/2005
Re: picture turning but not a full 90 degres Mobilexile 9/11/2005
KAP on Prince Edward Island 2005, eh matthew 9/8/2005
Re: KAP on Prince Edward Island 2005, eh Bill Wilson (wdrwilson) 9/10/2005
Re: KAP on Prince Edward Island 2005, eh Brooks 9/9/2005
Re: KAP on Prince Edward Island 2005, eh Carl B 9/9/2005
Video Output/Downlink for Canon Rebel XT Chris Lawrence 9/7/2005
Re: Video Output/Downlink for Canon Rebel XT Wicherd 9/8/2005
Re: Video Output/Downlink for Canon Rebel XT, forgot this! Wicherd 9/8/2005
Re: Video Output/Downlink for Canon Rebel XT, forgot this! Brooks 9/8/2005
Re: Video Output/Downlink for Canon Rebel XT, forgot this! Chris Lawrence 9/8/2005
Re: Video Output/Downlink for Canon Rebel XT, forgot this! Chris Lawrence 9/8/2005
Re: Video Output/Downlink for Canon Rebel XT, forgot this! Chris Lawrence 9/8/2005
Re: Video Output/Downlink for Canon Rebel XT Linnar 9/8/2005
Half century Lenny 9/6/2005
Re: Half century Oops 9/6/2005
Re: Half century Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 9/6/2005
Half century ??? David Hunt 9/7/2005
Half century Lenny 9/6/2005
Video Downlink-Monitor? Tom Nied 9/6/2005
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Re: Video Downlink-Monitor? Paul Evans 9/11/2005
Re: Video Downlink-Monitor? Carl Bigras 9/7/2005
Re: Video Downlink-Monitor? Linnar 9/6/2005
Re: Video Downlink-Monitor? Tom Nied 9/7/2005
Re: Video Downlink-Monitor? Linnar 9/8/2005
Casio EV 5XX Ralf 9/7/2005
Re: Casio EV 5XX Linnar 9/7/2005
Re: Video Downlink-Monitor? Ralf 9/6/2005
Links Ralf 9/6/2005
Re: Video Downlink-Monitor? emiel 9/6/2005
Re: Video Downlink-Monitor? Simon H 9/6/2005
Re: Video Downlink-Monitor? Christian 9/6/2005
Re: Video Downlink-Monitor? Tom Nied 9/7/2005
Re: Video Downlink-Monitor? Simon H 9/7/2005
Re: Video Downlink-Monitor? Tom Nied 9/7/2005
Re: Video Downlink-Monitor? Christian 9/7/2005
Re: Video Downlink-Monitor? 9/8/2005
8mm-14mm Fiberglass or Carbon Tubing for Dopero Sarain 9/5/2005
Re: 8mm-14mm Fiberglass or Carbon Tubing for Dopero Yvon H. 9/7/2005
Re: 8mm-14mm Fiberglass or Carbon Tubing for Dopero David Hunt 9/5/2005
Re: 8mm-14mm Fiberglass or Carbon Tubing for Dopero Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 9/5/2005
Revolutioning downlink.. Philgib 9/4/2005
Re: Revolutioning downlink.. 9/4/2005
Re: Revolutioning downlink.. Brooks 9/4/2005
Re: Revolutioning downlink.. Simon H 9/5/2005
Re: Revolutioning downlink.. Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 9/5/2005
Re: Revolutioning downlink.. Philgib 9/5/2005
Ratchet block Christian 9/4/2005
Hi Tony! Toni Tugues (Barcelona, Spain) 9/2/2005
wish to locate kaper in Barcelona Spain tonystanley@netspace.net.au 9/2/2005
Re: wish to locate kaper in Barcelona Spain Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 9/2/2005
New 6MP Pentax Marcus 9/2/2005
Re: New 6MP Pentax Richard Amirault 9/2/2005
Re: New 6MP Pentax Brooks 9/2/2005
Re: New 6MP Pentax Philgib 9/5/2005
Re: New 6MP Pentax james@gentlesSPAM.info 9/6/2005
AKA KAP Photo Contest - Reminder David Hunt 9/1/2005
Re: AKA KAP Photo Contest - Reminder Mobilexile 9/3/2005
Re: AKA KAP Photo Contest - Reminder Craig 9/2/2005
Re: AKA KAP Photo Contest - Reminder Robert Smith 9/3/2005
SOS my transmitter is a million pieces and the wind is up!! Roger Gunter 8/31/2005
Re: SOS my transmitter is a million pieces and the wind is up!! Carl Bigras 9/1/2005
Re: SOS my transmitter is a million pieces and the wind is up!! Brooks 8/31/2005
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beginner questions tiago 8/31/2005
Re: beginner questions Tiago 11/21/2005
Re: beginner questions Michael L 8/31/2005
Re: beginner questions Roger Gunter (Toronto, Canada) 8/31/2005
Re: beginner questions tiago 9/1/2005
Re: beginner questions Linnar 9/1/2005
Re: beginner questions Simon H 9/1/2005
Re: beginner questions Carl Bigras 9/1/2005
Video downlink issues Michael L 8/31/2005
Re: Video downlink issues Linnar 8/31/2005
Re: Video downlink issues Wicherd 8/31/2005
Re: Video downlink issues Brooks 8/31/2005
Re: Video downlink issues Ralf 8/31/2005
Re: Video downlink issues2 Ralf 8/31/2005
Dopero/Rok Kite Maker MMartin 8/31/2005
Re: Dopero/Rok Kite Maker Richard Amirault 9/1/2005
Re: Dopero/Rok Kite Maker Brooks 8/31/2005
Good looking Voltage converter... Simon H 8/30/2005
Futaba Transmiter T4YF "Skysport" Repackage Roger Gunter 8/28/2005
Re: Futaba Transmiter T4YF "Skysport" Repackage Carl Bigras 8/29/2005
Largest maize labyrinth in the world! frankDOTlouwersATaltinaDOTcx 8/28/2005
Re: Largest maize labyrinth in the world! www.burtskitecam.co.uk 8/30/2005
Re: Largest maize labyrinth in the world! frankDOTlouwersATaltinaDOTcx 8/30/2005
Re: Largest maize labyrinth in the world! Yvan 8/29/2005
Peter van Erkel will be in Maine, USA Richard Amirault 8/28/2005
New Kap Pictures Vladimir - Brasil 8/27/2005
Re: New Kap Pictures Yvon H. 8/28/2005
Twisted Picavet lines Kato 8/27/2005
Re: Twisted Picavet lines Mark Jones 8/30/2005
Re: Twisted Picavet lines Richard Amirault 8/31/2005
Re: Twisted Picavet lines Mark Jones 8/31/2005
Re: Twisted Picavet lines Richard Amirault 8/31/2005
Re: Twisted Picavet lines Henry 8/27/2005
Re: Twisted Picavet lines Dave Mitchell 8/27/2005
Re: Twisted Picavet lines Kato 8/27/2005
Re: Twisted Picavet lines Wicherd 8/27/2005
Re: Twisted Picavet lines Brooks 8/27/2005
Re: Twisted Picavet lines Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 8/27/2005
Re: Twisted Picavet lines Brooks 8/27/2005
Re: Twisted Picavet lines Kato 8/27/2005
Re: Twisted Picavet lines Wicherd 8/27/2005
Top 5 favorite Doug 8/24/2005
Re: Top 5 favorite Linnar 8/25/2005
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Re: Top 5 favorite Linnar 8/25/2005
Re: Top 5 favorite Doug 8/25/2005
Re: Top 5 favorite Tom Nied 8/25/2005
Electric Reels and Winches Ryan 8/24/2005
Re: Electric Reels and Winches Henry 8/25/2005
Re: Electric Reels and Winches Dave Mitchell 8/26/2005
Re: Electric Reels and Winches Henry 8/26/2005
Re: Electric Reels and Winches Doug 8/25/2005
Re: Electric Reels and Winches Mobilexile 8/24/2005
Re: Electric Reels and Winches Christian 8/24/2005
Coil and Video Peter van Erkel 8/24/2005
Re: Coil and Video Brooks 8/24/2005
Re: Coil and Video frankDOTlouwersATaltinaDOTcx 8/24/2005
Re: Coil and Video geach 8/24/2005
Re: Coil and Video frankDOTlouwersATaltinaDOTcx 8/25/2005
Re: Coil and Video Brooks 8/25/2005
Re: Coil and Video frankDOTlouwersATaltinaDOTcx 8/25/2005
Kern Ralf 8/24/2005
Kern 8/24/2005
Re: Kern Brooks 8/25/2005
Re: Coil and Video Dave Mitchell 8/24/2005
Re: Coil and Video Peter van Erkel 8/26/2005
Re: Coil and Video 8/24/2005
x-10 digital downlink transmitter power converter question Tom Nied 8/23/2005
Re: x-10 digital downlink transmitter power converter question Brooks 8/23/2005
Re: x-10 digital downlink transmitter power converter question Doug 8/23/2005
AKA contest deadline drawing near David Hunt 8/23/2005
Re: AKA contest deadline drawing near David Hunt 8/24/2005
sutton flow form 8 burtskitecam.co.uk 8/23/2005
Re: sutton flow form 8 Brooks 8/23/2005
Re: sutton flow form 8 Yvon H. 8/23/2005
Re: sutton flow form 8 burtskitecam.co.uk 8/25/2005
Exposure probelms John Williams 8/22/2005
Re: Exposure probelms Linnar 8/22/2005
Kite Magazines Mark Jones 8/20/2005
Re: Kite Magazines Brooks 8/21/2005
Re: Kite Magazines geach 8/24/2005
Re: Kite Magazines Craig 8/21/2005
Re: Kite Magazines Mark Jones 8/21/2005
Mini Voyager KAP Rig Doug 8/20/2005
Re: Mini Voyager KAP Rig michael_99 8/21/2005
Re: Mini Voyager KAP Rig Doug 8/21/2005
Lest we forget - the world outside Flickr Simon H 8/19/2005
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Re: Lest we forget - the world outside Flickr Michael L 8/19/2005
Re: Lest we forget - the world outside Flickr Brooks 8/19/2005
Re: Lest we forget - the world outside Flickr Mobilexile 8/19/2005
Re: Lest we forget - the world outside Flickr Dave Mitchell 8/19/2005
Re: Lest we forget - the world outside Flickr Allan 8/19/2005
Re: Lest we forget - the world outside Flickr Glenn Nelson 9/1/2005
Re: Lest we forget - the world outside Flickr Lenny 8/19/2005
Re: Lest we forget - the world outside Flickr Tom Nied 8/19/2005
Re: Lest we forget - the world outside Flickr Tom Nied 8/19/2005
If you are in the Chicago area... Theo 8/17/2005
Re: If you are in the Chicago area... frankDOTlouwersATaltinaDOTcx 8/18/2005
Re: If you are in the Chicago area... Tom Nied 8/18/2005
Re: If you are in the Chicago area... Brooks 8/18/2005
If you are in the Chicago area... Theo 8/17/2005
Marketing Software and more jackiebk 8/16/2005
Re: Marketing Software and more Tom Nied 8/17/2005
Dopero Dave Diederich 8/15/2005
Re: Dopero james<at>gentlesSPAM<dot>info 8/16/2005
Re: Dopero Mobilexile 8/16/2005
Re: Dopero Dave Diederich 8/16/2005
Re: Dopero Brooks 8/16/2005
Re: Dopero Wicherd 8/17/2005
Re: Dopero Brooks 8/17/2005
Re: Dopero Wicherd 8/17/2005
Re: Dopero Tom Nied 8/26/2005
Re: Dopero Dave Mitchell 8/27/2005
Re: Dopero Tom Nied 8/27/2005
Re: Dopero Tom Nied 8/27/2005
Re: Dopero Tom Nied 8/27/2005
Re: Dopero Vladimir 9/19/2005
X-10 Downlink Doug 8/15/2005
Re: X-10 Downlink Michael Layefsky 8/15/2005
Re: X-10 Downlink Doug 8/16/2005
Re: X-10 Downlink Michael Layefsky 8/16/2005
Re: X-10 Downlink Doug 8/16/2005
Re: X-10 Downlink Yvon H. 8/17/2005
Re: X-10 Downlink Michael Layefsky 8/16/2005
Re: X-10 Downlink David Hunt 8/16/2005
Re: X-10 Downlink Wicherd 8/15/2005
KAPing from a Cruise Ship randy@yahoo.com 8/14/2005
Re: KAPing from a Cruise Ship frankDOTlouwersATaltina.CX 8/15/2005
Re: KAPing from a Cruise Ship Brooks 8/15/2005
KAP Equipment on a plane randy@yahoo.com 8/14/2005
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Re: KAP Equipment on a plane Brooks 8/15/2005
Re: KAP Equipment on a plane Marcus (Portsmouth, UK) 8/15/2005
Re: KAP Equipment on a plane james@gentlesSPAM.info 8/15/2005
Re: KAP Equipment on a plane Marcus 8/16/2005
Re: KAP Equipment on a plane Tom Nied 8/22/2005
Auto Kap additions Ryan in Cebu, Philippines 8/14/2005
Re: Auto Kap additions -the link Ryan in Cebu, Philippines 8/14/2005
Re: Auto Kap additions -the link Simon H 8/14/2005
AUTOKAP Kit Dave Mitchell 8/14/2005
Re: AUTOKAP Kit Simon H 8/14/2005
Re: AUTOKAP Kit Ryan in Cebu, Philippines 8/14/2005
Re: AUTOKAP Kit Ryan in Cebu, Philippines 8/14/2005
Re: AUTOKAP Kit Simon H 8/14/2005
Programable Controller Futaba 6EXAP Doug 8/12/2005
Re: Programable Controller Futaba 6EXAP frankDOTlouwersATaltinaDOTcx 8/15/2005
Re: Programable Controller Futaba 6EXAP Doug 8/15/2005
gentled now supports Camcorders, and more Cameras! james<at>gentlesSPAM<dot>info 8/12/2005
distance between kite and picavet Thomas 8/11/2005
Re: distance between kite and picavet Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 8/11/2005
Re: distance between kite and picavet Thomas 8/11/2005
Re: distance between kite and picavet Simon H 8/11/2005
Lines for dopero Kite 8/10/2005
Re: Lines for dopero Kite szewo 8/11/2005
Re: Lines for dopero Kite Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 8/11/2005
Re: Lines for dopero Kite Yvon H. 8/11/2005
IR Remote use Lemming1@eroLs.com 8/10/2005
Re: IR Remote use Lemming1@eroLs.com 8/11/2005
Re: IR Remote use james<at>gentlesSPAM<dot>info 8/10/2005
Re: IR Remote use Michael Layefsky 8/10/2005
Re: IR Remote use Lemming1@eroLs.com 8/11/2005
Re: IR Remote use Simon H 8/11/2005
Re: IR Remote use Brooks 8/11/2005
Re: IR Remote use Michael Layefsky 8/11/2005
Re: IR Remote use Lemming1@eroLs.com 8/11/2005
Re: IR Remote use Simon H 8/10/2005
Re: IR Remote use Marcus 8/11/2005
Re: IR Remote use Lemming1@eroLs.com 8/11/2005
Re: IR Remote use Michael Layefsky 8/11/2005
Re: IR Remote use Lemming1@eroLs.com 8/11/2005
Re: IR Remote use Peter van Erkel 8/11/2005
Re: IR Remote use Richard Amirault 8/11/2005
Re: IR Remote use Craig 8/11/2005
Re: IR Remote use Lemming1@eroLs.com 8/11/2005
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Re: IR Remote use Lemming1@eroLs.com 8/11/2005
Re: IR Remote use Richard Amirault 8/11/2005
Re: IR Remote use Lemming1@eroLs.com 8/11/2005
Re: IR Remote use Richard Amirault 8/12/2005
Re: IR Remote use Carl B 8/23/2005
backup hard drive Craig 8/10/2005
Re: backup hard drive Richard Amirault 8/11/2005
Re: backup hard drive Craig 8/11/2005
Re: backup hard drive Doug 8/10/2005
Re: backup hard drive Brooks 8/11/2005
Re: backup hard drive Craig 8/11/2005
Re: backup hard drive Mobilexile 8/10/2005
Re: backup hard drive Mobilexile 8/10/2005
Re: backup hard drive Craig 8/10/2005
Re: backup hard drive Mobilexile 8/11/2005
First rig and pictures szewo 8/10/2005
Re: First rig and pictures Brooks 8/10/2005
Re: First rig and pictures Doug 8/10/2005
Re: First rig and pictures Marcus (Portsmouth, UK) 8/10/2005
JKAP contest Craig 8/9/2005
Re: JKAP contest Mobilexile 8/9/2005
Re: JKAP contest Christian 8/9/2005
Line strength with different kites. veader 8/6/2005
Re: Line strength with different kites. Christian 8/6/2005
Re: Line strength with different kites. veader 8/7/2005
Re: Line strength with different kites. Brooks 8/7/2005
Re: Line strength with different kites. Christian 8/7/2005
Flying a Rokkaku Mobilexile@Gmail.com 8/6/2005
Re: Flying a Rokkaku Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 8/6/2005
Re: Flying a Rokkaku Brooks 8/6/2005
Re: Flying a Rokkaku Christian 8/6/2005
Re: Flying a Rokkaku Richard Amirault 8/8/2005
Re: Flying a Rokkaku Mobilexile 8/9/2005
Re: Flying a Rokkaku Brooks 8/9/2005
Re: Flying a Rokkaku Mobilexile 8/7/2005
Big mess with Tower 4th 4 channel radio modifictions Doug 8/6/2005
Re: Big mess with Tower 4th 4 channel radio modifictions Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 8/6/2005
Re: Big mess with Tower 4th 4 channel radio modifictions Doug 8/6/2005
Re: Big mess with Tower 4th 4 channel radio modifictions wicherd 8/7/2005
Re: Big mess with Tower 4th 4 channel radio modifictions Doug 8/7/2005
Re: Big mess with Tower 4th 4 channel radio modifictions Doug 8/7/2005
Re: Big mess with Tower 4th 4 channel radio modifictions Wicherd 8/7/2005
Re: Big mess with Tower 4th 4 channel radio modifictions Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 8/7/2005
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Re: Big mess with Tower 4th 4 channel radio modifictions Doug 8/7/2005
Re: Big mess with Tower 4th 4 channel radio modifictions Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 8/8/2005
Re: Big mess with Tower 4th 4 channel radio modifictions Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 8/7/2005
Re: Big mess with Tower 4th 4 channel radio modifictions Christian 8/6/2005
Aiming your camera randy@yahoo.com 8/3/2005
Re: Aiming your camera Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 8/3/2005
Re: Aiming your camera randy@yahoo.com 8/3/2005
Re: Aiming your camera Christian 8/3/2005
Re: Aiming your camera Tom Nied 8/3/2005
Re: Aiming your camera Simon H 8/4/2005
Re: Aiming your camera Tom Nied 8/4/2005
Re: Aiming your camera Yvon H. 8/5/2005
Re: Aiming your camera Marcus (Portsmouth, UK) 8/8/2005
AKA Best Kite Aerial Photograph of 2005 David Hunt 8/1/2005
Kite choices Doug 8/1/2005
Re: Kite choices Vladimir - Brasil 8/2/2005
Re: Kite choices Brooks 8/1/2005
Re: Kite choices (HQ test) Peter@kiteaerialphotographt.net 8/2/2005
Re: Kite choices (HQ test) Harald Prinzler 8/3/2005
Re: Kite choices (HQ test) Doug 8/2/2005
Re: Kite choices Randy Bollinger 8/2/2005
Re: Kite choices doug 8/6/2005
Re: Kite choices Brooks 8/2/2005
TODAY is the deadline! Brooks 7/31/2005
Re: TODAY is the deadline! Mobilexile 8/1/2005
My New Maxi-Dopero Kite. Vladimir - Curtiba Pr- Brasil 7/30/2005
Re: My New Maxi-Dopero Kite. Tom Nied 7/30/2005
Re: My New Maxi-Dopero Kite. Mobilexile 7/31/2005
R/C transmitter range michael_99 7/30/2005
Re: R/C transmitter range Brooks 7/30/2005
X-10 Cam Problem/Static/Positve-Negative Doug 7/29/2005
Re: X-10 Cam Problem/Static/Positve-Negative Yvon H. 8/1/2005
Re: X-10 Cam Problem/Static/Positve-Negative Doug 8/1/2005
Re: X-10 Cam Problem/Static/Positve-Negative Dave Mitchell 8/1/2005
Re: X-10 Cam Problem/Static/Positve-Negative Peter van Erkel 8/2/2005
Re: X-10 Cam Problem/Static/Positve-Negative Doug 8/2/2005
Re: X-10 Cam Problem/Static/Positve-Negative Peter van Erkel 8/2/2005
Re: X-10 Cam Problem/Static/Positve-Negative Brooks 8/2/2005
Dopero :: To build or to buy Mobilexile 7/27/2005
Re: Dopero :: To build or to buy Brooks 7/27/2005
Re: Dopero :: To build or to buy Yvon H. 7/27/2005
Ancient Maori Kite Roger Australia 7/27/2005
JKPA Competition 2005 Brooks 7/26/2005
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JKPA Competition 2005 7/26/2005
Accident with kite Linnar 7/26/2005
Re: Accident with kite Brooks 7/26/2005
Re: Accident with kite Linnar 7/26/2005
Re: Accident with kite Yvon H. 7/26/2005
Re: Accident with kite Christian 7/28/2005
Re: Accident with kite Christian 7/28/2005
Re: Accident with kite Richard Amirault 7/27/2005
Re: Accident with kite Christian 7/28/2005
Re: Accident with kite Linnar 8/8/2005
Wi-Fi experiments anyone? Lenny 7/26/2005
Re: Wi-Fi experiments anyone? Mobilexile 7/26/2005
Re: Wi-Fi experiments anyone? Yvan 7/26/2005
Re: Wi-Fi experiments anyone? Lenny 7/26/2005
Re: Wi-Fi experiments anyone? Brooks 7/26/2005
Re: Wi-Fi experiments anyone? Mario 7/26/2005
Re: Wi-Fi experiments anyone? Linnar 7/26/2005
Re: Wi-Fi experiments anyone? Mario 7/26/2005
Re: Wi-Fi experiments anyone? Lenny 7/26/2005
Re: Wi-Fi experiments anyone? Mobilexile 7/26/2005
Hemmingway Contest Mario 7/25/2005
Newbie Pics Theo 7/25/2005
Re: Newbie Pics Lenny 7/25/2005
Re: Newbie Pics Dave Mitchell 7/25/2005
Re: Newbie Pics Brooks 7/25/2005
Re: Newbie Pics Christian 7/26/2005
Re: Newbie Pics Theo 7/25/2005
Dieppe Canada Kite Festival Aug 11th-15th Grant L 7/25/2005
Re: Dieppe Canada Kite Festival Aug 11th-15th Yvon H. 7/25/2005
Interesting photo site Mike Jensen 7/24/2005
Re: Interesting photo site Mobilexile 7/25/2005
Nikon D70 Mobilexile 7/22/2005
Re: Nikon D70 Scott Haefner 7/26/2005
Re: Nikon D70 Brooks 7/22/2005
Re: Nikon D70 Mobilexile 7/23/2005
Re: Nikon D70 Brooks 7/23/2005
Re: Nikon D70 Mobilexile 7/23/2005
Re: Nikon D70 Brooks 7/23/2005
Re: Nikon D70 Michael Layefsky 7/23/2005
Re: Nikon D70 Richard Amirault 7/26/2005
Re: Nikon D70 David Hunt 7/26/2005
Re: Nikon D70 Mobilexile 7/23/2005
Re: Nikon D70 Brooks 7/23/2005
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Re: Nikon D70 David Hunt 7/24/2005
Re: Nikon D70 Mobilexile 7/24/2005
Pentax S5i Rig Photos Doug 7/20/2005
Ripstop nylon usable for kites? Sarah 7/20/2005
Re: Ripstop nylon usable for kites? Sarah 7/23/2005
Re: Ripstop nylon usable for kites? Grant L 7/20/2005
Re: Ripstop nylon usable for kites? Yvon H. 7/20/2005
Re: Ripstop nylon usable for kites? Lenny 7/20/2005
Re: Ripstop nylon usable for kites? burtskitecam.co.uk 7/20/2005
Re: Ripstop nylon usable for kites? Brooks 7/20/2005
Re: Ripstop nylon usable for kites? Christian 7/21/2005
Re: Ripstop nylon usable for kites? Richard Amirault 7/21/2005
How does the rig go up the kite line? Mike 7/19/2005
Re: How does the rig go up the kite line? Tom Nied 7/19/2005
Re: How does the rig go up the kite line? 7/20/2005
Re: How does the rig go up the kite line? Christian 7/20/2005
Re: How does the rig go up the kite line? burtskitecam.co.uk 7/20/2005
KAP-Seilbahn at Fanoe Ralf 7/20/2005
Re: KAP-Seilbahn at Fanoe Yvon H. 7/20/2005
Mounting the Gear Guide Doug 7/19/2005
Re: Mounting the Gear Guide Wicherd 7/19/2005
Delta: adjustable keel Linnar 7/18/2005
Re: Delta: adjustable keel ralf 7/18/2005
Re: Delta: adjustable keel Craig 7/19/2005
Re: Delta: adjustable keel Linnar 7/20/2005
Correct link to diagram Wicherd 7/17/2005
Re: Correct link to diagram- Additional Question! Doug 7/19/2005
Re: Correct link to diagram- Additional Question! Wicherd 7/19/2005
Re: Correct link to diagram- Additional Question! Doug 7/19/2005
Re: Correct link to diagram Wicherd 7/17/2005
Re: Correct link to diagram 7/17/2005
Re: Correct link to diagram Brooks 7/17/2005
Re: Correct link to diagram Emmanuel - http://photocerfvolant.free.fr 7/18/2005
Need Rokkaku feedback Michael Layefsky 7/16/2005
Re: Need Rokkaku feedback Bean 7/18/2005
Re: Need Rokkaku feedback Nathan Abell 7/17/2005
Re: Need Rokkaku feedback Ralf 7/17/2005
Re: Need Rokkaku feedback Brooks 7/17/2005
Re: Need Rokkaku feedback Brooks 7/16/2005
Re: Need Rokkaku feedback Brooks 7/16/2005
Re: Need Rokkaku feedback Scott Haefner 7/17/2005
Re: Need Rokkaku feedback Richard Amirault 7/18/2005
Re: Need Rokkaku feedback Christian 7/18/2005
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Re: Need Rokkaku feedback Michael Layefsky 7/19/2005
Re: Need Rokkaku feedback Bean 7/19/2005
Re: Need Rokkaku feedback Richard Amirault 7/19/2005
Re: Need Rokkaku feedback Christian 7/19/2005
Re: Need Rokkaku feedback David Hunt 7/18/2005
pull question Bean 7/15/2005
Re: pull question cezar 7/17/2005
Re: pull question cezar 7/17/2005
Re: pull question same track 7/18/2005
Re: pull question Doug 7/18/2005
90 degrees from a servo Doug 7/15/2005
Re: 90 degrees from a servo Glenn Nelson 7/23/2005
Re: 90 degrees from a servo Dave Mitchell 7/16/2005
Re: 90 degrees from a servo Simon H 7/15/2005
Re: 90 degrees from a servo Doug 7/15/2005
Re: 90 degrees from a servo Simon H 7/16/2005
Re: 90 degrees from a servo Brooks 7/16/2005
Re: 90 degrees from a servo Doug 7/16/2005
Re: 90 degrees from a servo, link to diagram Wicherd 7/17/2005
Re: 90 degrees from a servo, link to diagram Doug 7/17/2005
Re: 90 degrees from a servo Wicherd 7/16/2005
Re: 90 degrees from a servo Brooks 7/16/2005
Re: 90 degrees from a servo Christian 7/18/2005
Good beginner's kite? Britt 7/15/2005
Re: Good beginner's kite? DWStucke 8/5/2005
Re: Good beginner's kite? Linnar 7/18/2005
Re: Good beginner's kite? Bean 7/15/2005
Re: Good beginner's kite? limecat 7/16/2005
Re: Good beginner's kite? Lenny 7/16/2005
- - Hyperactive Servo - - Doug 7/14/2005
Re: - - Hyperactive Servo - - Brooks 7/14/2005
Re: - - Hyperactive Servo - - Mobilexile 7/15/2005
Re: - - Hyperactive Servo - - Doug 7/15/2005
Re: - - Hyperactive Servo - - Brooks 7/15/2005
KAP Plans Kristian 7/14/2005
Re: KAP Plans Brooks 7/14/2005
kite for low wind Michael Layefsky 7/13/2005
Re: kite for low wind Linnar 7/14/2005
Re: kite for low wind Mobilexile 7/14/2005
Re: kite for low wind Richard Amirault 7/14/2005
Re: kite for low wind Craig 7/14/2005
Re: kite for low wind Linnar 7/14/2005
Re: kite for low wind Brooks 7/14/2005
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Re: kite for low wind Yvon H. 7/14/2005
Re: kite for low wind Craig 7/14/2005
Re: kite for low wind Linnar 7/15/2005
Re: kite for low wind Michael Layefsky 7/14/2005
Re: kite for low wind Lenny 7/14/2005
Re: kite for low wind Christian 7/18/2005
Fanoe 2005 Ralf 7/12/2005
Cropping/Editing Pictures randymir@sbcglobal.net 7/12/2005
Re: Cropping/Editing Pictures David Hunt 7/14/2005
Re: Cropping/Editing Pictures Mobilexile 7/14/2005
Re: Cropping/Editing Pictures Wicherd 7/14/2005
Re: Cropping/Editing Pictures Randy 7/14/2005
Re: Cropping/Editing Pictures Brooks 7/14/2005
Re: Cropping/Editing Pictures Richard Amirault 7/14/2005
Re: Cropping/Editing Pictures Brooks 7/12/2005
Re: Cropping/Editing Pictures Yvan 7/13/2005
Re: Cropping/Editing Pictures Glenn Nelson 7/23/2005
Camera pointing straight down enough for beginner? Theo 7/11/2005
Re: Camera pointing straight down enough for beginner? Dave Mitchell 7/11/2005
Re: Camera pointing straight down enough for beginner? Lenny 7/11/2005
Re: Camera pointing straight down enough for beginner? Simon H 7/11/2005
Re: Camera pointing straight down enough for beginner? Brooks 7/11/2005
Re: Camera pointing straight down enough for beginner? Emmanuel from http://photocerfvolant.free.fr 7/13/2005
Good links Emmanuel from http://photocerfvolant.free.fr 7/13/2005
JKPA KAP competition Brooks 7/9/2005
Re: JKPA KAP competition Mobilexile 7/14/2005
Re: JKPA KAP competition David Hunt 7/14/2005
Re: JKPA KAP competition Dave Mitchell 7/15/2005
Re: JKPA KAP competition Mobilexile 7/15/2005
Re: JKPA KAP competition where posting ? emmanuel from http://photocerfvolant.free.fr 7/25/2005
Re: JKPA KAP competition where posting ? HERE ! Emmanuel http://photocerfvolant.free.fr 7/25/2005
Pentax S5i Question Glenn Nelson 7/8/2005
Re: Pentax S5i Question Michael Layefsky 7/8/2005
Motorized winder Yvon H. 7/8/2005
Re: Motorized winder Cezar 7/13/2005
Re: Motorized winder Yvon H. 7/14/2005
Re: Motorized winder Linnar 7/9/2005
Re: Motorized winder Yvon H. 7/9/2005
Re: Motorized winder Linnar 7/10/2005
Re: Motorized winder Yvon H. 7/10/2005
Re: Motorized winder Richard Amirault 7/11/2005
Re: Motorized winder Linnar 7/11/2005
Re: Motorized winder Brooks 7/8/2005
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Re: Motorized winder Marcus 7/11/2005
Re: Motorized winder Brooks 7/11/2005
Re: Motorized winder Yvon H. 7/8/2005
Re: Motorized winder Brooks 7/9/2005
Re: Motorized winder Yvon H. 7/9/2005
Re: Motorized winder Cezar 7/21/2005
Re: Motorized winder Doug 7/8/2005
Nice story about BAP Linnar 7/6/2005
Re: Nice story about BAP Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 7/8/2005
Re: Nice story about BAP Dave Mitchell 7/8/2005
Google Earth mark your KAP session spots Yvan 7/6/2005
Re: Google Earth mark your KAP session spots Simon H 7/6/2005
Re: Google Earth mark your KAP session spots Brooks 7/6/2005
Re: Google Earth mark your KAP session spots Brooks 7/6/2005
World Wide Panorama -- Water Brooks 7/5/2005
Re: World Wide Panorama -- Water Lenny 7/5/2005
Re: World Wide Panorama -- Water Brooks 7/5/2005
Re: World Wide Panorama -- Water James 7/9/2005
Re: World Wide Panorama -- Water Brooks 7/10/2005
gentled serial and Nikon 8700 (continued :-) james@gentlesSPAM.info 7/2/2005
Another UK target! Simon H 7/2/2005
AutoKAP Lenny 7/1/2005
Re: AutoKAP Mario 7/1/2005
Re: AutoKAP Christian 7/1/2005
Re: AutoKAP Brooks 7/1/2005
Re: AutoKAP Simon H 7/2/2005
Help for beginners Lenny 6/30/2005
Re: Help for beginners Mobilexile 7/1/2005
Re: Help for beginners Lenny 7/1/2005
Re: Help for beginners Mobilexile 7/3/2005
Re: Help for beginners Brooks 6/30/2005
Re: Help for beginners Marcus (one of the beginners) 7/1/2005
Re: Help for beginners Lenny 7/1/2005
Selling images Lenny 6/30/2005
Re: Selling images Mobilexile 7/1/2005
Re: Selling images Brooks 6/30/2005
Re: Selling images Cezar 6/30/2005
Re: Selling images Lenny 6/30/2005
Re: Selling images David Hunt 6/30/2005
Re: Selling images Glenn Nelson 7/8/2005
Re: Selling images Craig 7/1/2005
Re: Selling images Brooks 7/1/2005
Re: Selling images Mario 7/1/2005
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Re: Selling images Mario 7/1/2005
Re: Selling images Lenny 7/1/2005
Re: Selling images Lenny 7/5/2005
Re: Selling images Yvon H. 7/7/2005
Re: Selling images Yvon H. 7/7/2005
Re: Selling images Yvon H. 7/7/2005
site problems Brooks 6/28/2005
Re: site problems Yvan 6/28/2005
Re: site problems (correction) Yvan 6/28/2005
Publicity type thing Lenny 6/27/2005
Re: Publicity type thing Craig 6/28/2005
Wanted: KAP rig for Powershot S200 randymir@sbcglobal.net 6/26/2005
Re: Wanted: KAP rig for Powershot S200 Michael Layefsky 6/26/2005
Re: Wanted: KAP rig for Powershot S200 Michael Layefsky 6/26/2005
Re: Wanted: KAP rig for Powershot S200 Randymir@sbcglobal.net 6/27/2005
Re: Wanted: KAP rig for Powershot S200 Brooks 6/27/2005
Brooks' site (was:Wanted: KAP rig for Powershot S200) frankDOTlouwersATaltinaDOTcx 6/28/2005
Re: Brooks' site (was:Wanted: KAP rig for Powershot S200) Brooks 6/28/2005
Re: Brooks' site (was:Wanted: KAP rig for Powershot S200) frankDOTlouwersATaltinaDOTcx 6/28/2005
Re: Brooks' site (was:Wanted: KAP rig for Powershot S200) Brooks 6/28/2005
Re: Brooks' site (was:Wanted: KAP rig for Powershot S200) Christian 6/30/2005
schieppati swith for nikon Jim Day 6/22/2005
Re: schieppati swith for nikon Christian 6/22/2005
Re: schieppati swith for nikon Jim Day 6/22/2005
Re: schieppati swith for nikon Jim Day 6/22/2005
Re: schieppati swith for nikon james<at>gentlesSPAM<dot>info 6/22/2005
Re: schieppati swith for nikon Brooks 6/22/2005
Re: schieppati swith for nikon Peter@kiteaerialphotographt.net 6/22/2005
Re: schieppati swith for nikon Craig 6/24/2005
Kayak surfing Lenny 6/21/2005
Re: Kayak surfing Simon H 6/21/2005
Re: Kayak surfing Dave Mitchell 6/21/2005
Re: Kayak surfing Lenny 6/21/2005
Re: Kayak surfing Lenny 6/22/2005
Re: Kayak surfing Christian 6/22/2005
Re: Kayak surfing Lenny 6/23/2005
Re: Kayak surfing james<at>gentlesSPAM<dot>info 6/23/2005
Re: Kayak surfing Lenny 6/24/2005
Firmware upgrade for Coolpix Carl B 6/20/2005
Re: Firmware upgrade for Coolpix Scott Haefner 6/21/2005
Re: Firmware upgrade for Coolpix james<at>gentlesSPAM<dot>info 6/21/2005
Shoot Panoramas! Brooks 6/18/2005
Re: Shoot Panoramas! Scott Haefner 6/21/2005
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Re: Shoot Panoramas! james@gentlesSPAM.info 6/21/2005
Re: Shoot Panoramas! Christian 6/22/2005
Re: Shoot Panoramas! Brooks 6/22/2005
Cheap camera options for UK/Europe KAPers Marcus 6/17/2005
Re: Cheap camera options for UK/Europe KAPers james@gentlesSPAM.info 6/17/2005
Schieppati Switch Plans?? Theo 6/16/2005
Re: Schieppati Switch Plans?? Brooks 6/17/2005
Re: Schieppati Switch Plans?? Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 6/16/2005
Death of B&W paper Carl Bigras 6/16/2005
Re: Death of B&W paper mobilexile 6/17/2005
Re: Death of B&W paper Christian 6/16/2005
Re: Death of B&W paper Emmanuel from http://photocerfvolant.free.fr 6/17/2005
button controlled schiswi?? Wicherd 6/13/2005
Re: button controlled schiswi?? Carl Bigras 6/16/2005
Re: button controlled schiswi?? Wicherd 6/16/2005
Re: button controlled schiswi?? Carl Bigras 6/16/2005
Re: button controlled schiswi?? Wicherd 6/17/2005
Re: button controlled schiswi?? Brooks 6/16/2005
Re: button controlled schiswi?? Scott Haefner 6/13/2005
Re: button controlled schiswi?? Christian 6/14/2005
Re: button controlled schiswi?? Wicherd 6/14/2005
Re: button controlled schiswi?? David Hunt 6/15/2005
Re: button controlled schiswi?? Wicherd 6/13/2005
Re: button controlled schiswi?? Christian 6/15/2005
Re: button controlled schiswi?? Wicherd 6/26/2005
KAPiFrance registration Christian 6/13/2005
Re: KAPiFrance registration Christian 6/13/2005
Website tweaks Brooks 6/13/2005
Re: Website tweaks Christian 6/13/2005
Is the Cannon Digital Elph a suitable option for KAP? Mobilexile 6/12/2005
Re: Is the Cannon Digital Elph a suitable option for KAP? Brooks 6/12/2005
Re: Is the Cannon Digital Elph a suitable option for KAP? Mobilexile 6/13/2005
KAPPING FROM A CRUISE SHIP? Coast Guard Kiteman {Ret.} 6/11/2005
Re: KAPPING FROM A CRUISE SHIP? Coast Guard Kiteman {Ret.} 6/25/2005
Re: KAPPING FROM A CRUISE SHIP? Henry Jebe 6/13/2005
Re: KAPPING FROM A CRUISE SHIP? Christian 6/12/2005
Help, I can't find a posting in the list :-( james@gentlesSPAM.info 6/11/2005
Re: Help, I can't find a posting in the list :-( frankDOTlouwersATaltinaDOTcx 6/11/2005
Re: Help, I can't find a posting in the list :-( james@gentlesSPAM.info 6/11/2005
CAMCORDER VIEWFINDER Marc 6/11/2005
Re: CAMCORDER VIEWFINDER Christian 6/11/2005
Re: CAMCORDER VIEWFINDER Christian 6/11/2005
Re: CAMCORDER VIEWFINDER 6/12/2005
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Re: CAMCORDER VIEWFINDER 6/12/2005
Re: CAMCORDER VIEWFINDER Christian 6/12/2005
Re: CAMCORDER VIEWFINDER 6/13/2005
Re: CAMCORDER VIEWFINDER Christian 6/17/2005
Optio s5i Sharpness Setting Dave Mitchell 6/10/2005
Re: Optio s5i Sharpness Setting Brooks 6/10/2005
Re: Optio s5i Sharpness Setting David Hunt 6/10/2005
Re: Optio s5i Sharpness Setting Christian 6/10/2005
Any KAPpers in London.... Simon H 6/10/2005
Re: Any KAPpers in London.... Brooks 6/10/2005
Re: Any KAPpers in London.... Peter@kiteaerialphotographt.net 6/10/2005
Re: Any KAPpers in London.... Christian 6/10/2005
Re: Any KAPpers in London.... Simon H 6/10/2005
Re: Any KAPpers in London.... Simon H 6/10/2005
new kite burtskitecam 6/9/2005
Re: new kite Vladimir 6/14/2005
Re: new kite Peter@kiteaerialphotographt.net 6/10/2005
Re: new kite Christian 6/10/2005
Re: new kite Brooks 6/10/2005
Re: new kite Craig 6/14/2005
Re: new kite David Hunt 6/14/2005
Re: new kite burtskitecam 6/16/2005
Flickr..... Simon H 6/9/2005
Re: Flickr..... Lenny 6/9/2005
Re: Flickr..... Dave Mitchell 6/10/2005
Where to buy used R/C equipment? Theo 6/9/2005
Re: Where to buy used R/C equipment? Mike 8/20/2005
Re: Where to buy used R/C equipment? Scott Haefner 6/9/2005
Re: Where to buy used R/C equipment? Scott D. 6/9/2005
New WEBSITE! Toni Tugues (Barcelona, Catalonia, Spain) 6/7/2005
Re: New WEBSITE! David Hunt 6/8/2005
Re: New WEBSITE! Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 6/9/2005
Re: New WEBSITE! Toni Tugues 6/9/2005
Re: New WEBSITE! Toni Tugues 6/8/2005
JKPA Aerial Photo Contest 2005 David Hunt 6/7/2005
stability Bart Slot 6/7/2005
Re: stability Linnar 6/7/2005
Re: stability james<at>gentlesSPAM<dot>info 6/7/2005
Re: stability Brooks 6/7/2005
Re: stability Brooks 6/7/2005
Re: stability Christian 6/7/2005
Re: stability Linnar 6/8/2005
Olympus Camedia C-4000 Zoom Mike 6/6/2005
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Re: Olympus Camedia C-4000 Zoom james<at>gentlesSPAM<dot>info 6/7/2005
Re: Olympus Camedia C-4000 Zoom Mike 6/7/2005
Re: Olympus Camedia C-4000 Zoom Henry Jebe 6/7/2005
Re: Olympus Camedia C-4000 Zoom james<at>gentlesSPAM<dot>info 6/7/2005
Re: Olympus Camedia C-4000 Zoom Glenn Nelson 6/7/2005
Top 10 S.E.O. Google Search Engine Optimization and Ranking Marketing Specialist Consulting Aptitude Artist Top 10 S.E.O. Google Search Engine Optimization
and Ranking Marketing Specialist Consulting Aptitude Artist 6/6/2005
Kite Aerial Video shoot Richard Amirault 6/6/2005
Re: Kite Aerial Video shoot Brooks 6/6/2005
Kites and photography Carlo Didier 6/3/2005
Re: Kites and photography Roger Australia 6/3/2005
Re: Kites, law, corporate sposorship of events, and photography Mike 6/3/2005
Re: Kites, law, corporate sposorship of events, and photography K. Gusstavson 6/3/2005
Re: Kites, law, corporate sposorship of events, and photography Mobilexile 6/12/2005
Re: Kites and photography Brooks 6/3/2005
Re: Kites and photography Christian 6/3/2005
Re: Kites and photography 6/3/2005
Re: Kites and photography David Hunt 6/3/2005
Tip on making Linear Aerial Panoramas Yvan 6/3/2005
Re: Tip on making Linear Aerial Panoramas Brooks 6/3/2005
Re: Tip on making Linear Aerial Panoramas Marcus (Portsmouth UK) 6/3/2005
Re: Tip on making Linear Aerial Panoramas Linnar 6/4/2005
Re: Tip on making Linear Aerial Panoramas Christian 6/3/2005
Re: Tip on making Linear Aerial Panoramas Marcus 6/5/2005
Re: Tip on making Linear Aerial Panoramas Christian 6/5/2005
Re: Tip on making Linear Aerial Panoramas Linnar 6/3/2005
Triggering Nikon Coolpix 8400 electronically (update) Scott Haefner 6/2/2005
Re: Nikon Coolpix 8400 firmware request (fax letter to Nikon USA) Mike 6/4/2005
Re: Triggering Nikon Coolpix 8400 electronically (update) Mike 6/3/2005
Re: Triggering Nikon Coolpix 8400 electronically (update) Scott Haefner 6/4/2005
Re: Triggering Nikon Coolpix 8400 electronically (update) james@gentlesSPAM.info 6/4/2005
Re: Triggering Nikon Coolpix 8400 electronically (update) Linnar 6/3/2005
World Wide Panorama -- Water Brooks 6/2/2005
Kevlar rope Mike 5/31/2005
Re: Kevlar rope Brooks 5/31/2005
Re: Kevlar rope 5/31/2005
Re: Kevlar rope Carl B 6/1/2005
Re: Kevlar rope 6/1/2005
Re: Kevlar rope 6/1/2005
KAPER Update David Hunt 5/30/2005
Re: KAPER Update Peter@kiteaerialphotographt.net 5/30/2005
all kinds of stock lots bag www@yqbag.com 5/29/2005
More KAP history Carl Bigras 5/26/2005
Re: More KAP history Linnar 5/27/2005
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Re: More KAP history Craig 5/27/2005
Re: More KAP history Peter@kiteaerialphotographt.net 5/26/2005
Flying FF16 Scott D. 5/25/2005
Re: Flying FF16 Doug Davlin 5/26/2005
Re: Flying FF16 5/26/2005
Re: Flying FF16 Brooks 5/26/2005
Re: Flying FF16 Dave Mitchell 5/25/2005
gentLED2 Zoom with Canon S70 Dino 5/24/2005
Re: gentLED2 Zoom with Canon S70 james@gentlesSPAM.info 5/24/2005
http://www.KiteAerialPhotography.net is new Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 5/24/2005
Re: http://www.KiteAerialPhotography.net is new Scott Haefner 5/24/2005
Wildwood, NJ kite festival this weekend matthew 5/24/2005
Re: Wildwood, NJ kite festival this weekend Brooks 5/24/2005
Re: Wildwood, NJ kite festival this weekend Johnny Suburbs 5/31/2005
Forum engine Linnar 5/24/2005
Re: Forum engine Emmanuel from http://photocerfvolant.free.fr 5/27/2005
Re: Forum engine Cris Benton 5/24/2005
Re: Forum engine Linnar 5/26/2005
Re: Forum engine Cris Benton 5/26/2005
Re: Forum engine Linnar 5/27/2005
Re: Forum engine Cris Benton 5/27/2005
Re: Forum engine David Hunt 5/27/2005
Re: Forum engine Brooks 5/27/2005
Re: Forum engine Mike 6/7/2005
Re: Forum engine Linnar 6/8/2005
Re: Forum engine Peter@kiteaerialphotographt.net 5/27/2005
Re: Forum engine Linnar 5/26/2005
Re: Forum engine Carl B 5/27/2005
Re: Forum engine Richard Amirault 5/25/2005
Re: Forum engine Linnar 5/25/2005
Re: Forum engine Scott Haefner 5/24/2005
Re: Forum engine Yvon H. 5/24/2005
Re: Forum engine Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 5/24/2005
Re: Forum engine Yvon H. 5/24/2005
Dopero building Linnar 5/23/2005
Re: Dopero building Ralf 5/23/2005
Re: Dopero building Brooks 5/23/2005
Re: Dopero building Linnar 5/23/2005
Problem with FF30. Help please! Dino 5/20/2005
Re: Problem with FF30. Help please! David Hunt 5/23/2005
Re: Problem with FF30. Help please! hprinzler@aol.com 5/23/2005
Re: Problem with FF30. Help please! Dino 5/23/2005
Re: Problem with FF30. Help please! Yvon H. 5/20/2005
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Re: Problem with FF30. Help please! Brooks 5/20/2005
Re: Problem with FF30. Help please! Dino 5/22/2005
Re: Problem with FF30. Help please! Yvon H. 5/23/2005
Re: Problem with FF30. Help please! Brooks 5/22/2005
Re: Problem with FF30. Help please! Craig 5/22/2005
Re: Problem with FF30. Help please! Brooks 5/22/2005
Re: Problem with FF30. Help please! Simon H 5/21/2005
Re: Problem with FF30. Help please! Christian 5/24/2005
Re: Problem with FF30. Help please! Brooks 5/24/2005
Re: Problem with FF30. Help please! Dino 5/24/2005
Re: Problem with FF30. Help please! Christian 5/24/2005
Re: Problem with FF30. Help please! Christian 5/24/2005
Problem with FF30. Help please! Dino 5/20/2005
Flickr-ing ON Brooks 5/18/2005
Re: Flickr-ing ON Lenny 5/19/2005
Re: Flickr-ing ON David Hunt 5/19/2005
Re: Flickr-ing ON Lenny 5/19/2005
Re: Flickr-ing ON Lenny 5/19/2005
Camera, Rig and Kite for Sale (Complete System) Wendell Delano wendell@delanoconsulting.com 5/18/2005
Remote Capture Hein 5/17/2005
Re: Remote Capture Mario 5/17/2005
Re: Remote Capture Hein 5/18/2005
Carbon antenna support Allan, Saint Lucia 5/17/2005
Re: Carbon antenna support Matthew Cole (mattATuscoles.com 5/17/2005
Re: Carbon antenna support Matthew Cole (mattATuscoles.com 5/17/2005
Re: Carbon antenna support David Hunt 5/18/2005
Re: Carbon antenna support Richard Amirault 5/19/2005
Re: Carbon antenna support Brooks 5/18/2005
Re: Carbon antenna support james@gentlesSPAM.info 5/17/2005
Re: Carbon antenna support Allan 5/17/2005
Re: Carbon antenna support David Hunt 5/17/2005
Re: Carbon antenna support Craig 5/17/2005
Re: Carbon antenna support Craig 5/17/2005
Which Knots and when? Scott D. 5/16/2005
Re: Which Knots and when? Dave Mitchell 5/16/2005
Re: Which Knots and when? Simon H 5/16/2005
Re: Which Knots and when? Richard Amirault 5/16/2005
Re: Which Knots and when? 5/16/2005
Re: Which Knots and when? Brooks 5/16/2005
Re: Which Knots and when? Brooks 5/16/2005
Re: Which Knots and when? Christian 5/17/2005
Standard VS Mini Servos Doug 5/16/2005
Re: Standard VS Mini Servos wicherd 5/16/2005
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Re: Standard VS Mini Servos Brooks 5/16/2005
Re: Standard VS Mini Servos David Hunt 5/16/2005
Re: Standard VS Mini Servos Doug 5/16/2005
Re: Standard VS Mini Servos Dave 5/16/2005
Update Homepage Ralf 5/16/2005
FlowForms & Pilots & Tails -- Oh my! Brooks Leffler 5/15/2005
My New Kite - Cody Vladimir - Brasil 5/14/2005
My New Kite - Cody Vladimir - Brasil 5/14/2005
My New Kite - Cody Vladimir - Brasil 5/14/2005
The world in KAP images Lenny 5/13/2005
Re: The world in KAP images Brooks 5/14/2005
Re: The world in KAP images Brooks 5/14/2005
Re: The world in KAP images Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 5/14/2005
Re: The world in KAP images Linnar 5/14/2005
Re: The world in KAP images Cris Benton 5/13/2005
Re: The world in KAP images Lenny 5/14/2005
Re: The world in KAP images Yvan 5/13/2005
Re: The world in KAP images Yvan 5/13/2005
Re: The world in KAP images Michael Layefsky 5/13/2005
KAPilot bridle question Linnar 5/13/2005
Re: KAPilot bridle question Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 5/13/2005
Re: KAPilot bridle question Linnar 5/14/2005
Re: KAPilot bridle question Brooks 5/14/2005
Re: KAPilot TAIL question Linnar 5/15/2005
Re: KAPilot TAIL question Brooks 5/15/2005
Buying first kite Scott D. 5/13/2005
Re: Buying first kite Parke Gregg 5/17/2005
Re: Buying first kite 5/17/2005
Re: Buying first kite Brooks 5/13/2005
HQ Flowform VS Sutton Flowform Doug 5/11/2005
Re: HQ Flowform VS Sutton Flowform Brooks 5/11/2005
Re: HQ Flowform VS Sutton Flowform Doug 5/12/2005
Re: HQ Flowform VS Sutton Flowform David Hunt 5/12/2005
Re: HQ Flowform VS Sutton Flowform Doug 5/12/2005
Re: HQ Flowform VS Sutton Flowform Brooks 5/12/2005
Re: HQ Flowform VS Sutton Flowform Doug 5/12/2005
Re: HQ Flowform VS Sutton Flowform Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 5/12/2005
Re: HQ Flowform VS Sutton Flowform hprinzler@aol.com 5/13/2005
Re: HQ Flowform VS Sutton Flowform Yvan 5/13/2005
Re: HQ Flowform VS Sutton Flowform Brooks 5/13/2005
Re: HQ Flowform VS Sutton Flowform Doug 5/13/2005
Re: HQ Flowform VS Sutton Flowform hprinzler@aol.com 5/23/2005
Re: HQ Flowform VS Sutton Flowform 5/23/2005
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27mHz Radio-Advice please Doug 5/11/2005
Re: 27mHz Radio-Advice please Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 5/11/2005
Re: 27mHz Radio-Advice please Brooks 5/11/2005
Re: 27mHz Radio-Advice please Doug 5/11/2005
Re: 27mHz Radio-Advice please Brooks 5/11/2005
Re: 27mHz Radio-Advice please Brooks 5/11/2005
Re: 27mHz Radio-Advice please Doug 5/12/2005
Jockey's Ridge Cloud Base Doug 5/10/2005
WebCams in the Sky bill Schumnan 5/10/2005
Re: WebCams in the Sky Brooks 5/10/2005
Re: WebCams in the Sky billschuman 5/11/2005
Re: WebCams in the Sky doug 5/11/2005
Re: WebCams in the Sky 5/11/2005
Monte Kali Zielitz Ralf 5/9/2005
Re: Monte Kali Zielitz Yvan 5/9/2005
Re: Monte Kali Zielitz Ralf 5/10/2005
Re: Monte Kali Zielitz Yvan 5/10/2005
Re: Monte Kali Zielitz Brooks 5/9/2005
Re: Monte Kali Zielitz Ralf 5/10/2005
Risk and safety Michael L 5/9/2005
Re: Risk and safety Wicherd.k@zonnet.nl.spam 5/9/2005
Re: Risk and safety Dave Mitchell 5/9/2005
Re: Risk and safety Michael L 5/9/2005
futuba from 2-channel --> 4 channel Bart Slot 5/8/2005
Re: futuba from 2-channel --> 4 channel Brooks 5/8/2005
Dual/quadro line kite photography szewko (newbie) 5/7/2005
Re: Dual/quadro line kite photography Simon H 5/11/2005
Dopero and antenna Linnar 5/7/2005
Re: Dopero and antenna Yvon H. 5/7/2005
Re: Dopero and antenna David Hunt 5/8/2005
Re: Dopero and antenna Linnar 5/13/2005
Best Camera choices Michelle (Newbie) 5/6/2005
Re: Best Camera choices Yvon H. 5/7/2005
Re: Best Camera choices Linnar 5/7/2005
Re: Best Camera choices Brooks 5/6/2005
Re: Best Camera choices David Hunt 5/6/2005
Re: Best Camera choices Michelle 5/6/2005
Re: Best Camera choices Dave Mitchell 5/7/2005
Re: Best Camera choices Michelle 5/7/2005
digicam video downlink Carl Bigras 5/6/2005
Re: digicam video downlink Linnar 5/7/2005
Re: digicam video downlink Brooks 5/6/2005
My new kite Baden Powell Vladimir -Brasil 5/4/2005
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Re: My new kite Baden Powell Craig 5/5/2005
Re: My new kite Baden Powell David Hunt 5/5/2005
Re: My new kite Baden Powell 5/5/2005
My new kite Baden powell 5/4/2005
Raffle Lenny 5/3/2005
Re: Raffle (read this one) David Hunt 5/3/2005
Re: Raffle David Hunt 5/3/2005
Would this be the KAPer's dream camera? Carl Bigras 5/3/2005
Re: Would this be the KAPer's dream camera? Doug Davlin 5/3/2005
Re: Would this be the KAPer's dream camera? Brooks 5/3/2005
Re: Would this be the KAPer's dream camera? Carl 5/3/2005
Re: Would this be the KAPer's dream camera? brooks 5/3/2005
Re: Would this be the KAPer's dream camera? james@gentlesSPAM.info 5/4/2005
Re: Would this be the KAPer's dream camera? Simon H 5/3/2005
Re: Would this be the KAPer's dream camera? burtskitecam 5/11/2005
cheers, Ralf for Great Dopero Kite Vladimir 5/1/2005
Re: cheers, Ralf for Great Dopero Kite Brooks 5/1/2005
Re: cheers, Ralf for Great Dopero Kite Yvan 5/2/2005
Re: cheers, Ralf for Great Dopero Kite Ralf 5/2/2005
Re: cheers, Ralf for Great Dopero Kite Craig 5/2/2005
Re: cheers, Ralf for Great Dopero Kite Brooks 5/2/2005
Additional Flickr posts in response to comments Michael Layefsky 5/1/2005
Re: Additional Flickr posts in response to comments David Hunt 5/1/2005
Re: Additional Flickr posts in response to comments Michael Layefsky 5/1/2005
Re: Additional Flickr posts in response to comments Lenny 5/1/2005
Re: Additional Flickr posts in response to comments james@gentlesSPAM.info 5/1/2005
jean colemonts jeancolemonts@yahoo.com.br 4/29/2005
Dopero service work Craig 4/29/2005
Re: Dopero service work Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 4/29/2005
Dopero wind speed Ralf 4/30/2005
Re: Dopero wind speed Craig 4/30/2005
Good gloves Brooks 4/27/2005
Video Downlink Interference Problem Ryan in Cebu, Philippines 4/27/2005
Re: Video Downlink Interference Problem Wicherd Knetemann 4/27/2005
Re: Video Downlink Interference Problem Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 4/27/2005
Story so far Lenny 4/27/2005
Re: Story so far Dave Mitchell 4/27/2005
Re: Story so far Lenny 4/27/2005
Re: Story so far Lenny 4/27/2005
Re: Story so far- AutoKAP Simon H 4/28/2005
Re: Story so far- AutoKAP Brooks 4/28/2005
Re: Story so far- AutoKAP Simon H 4/28/2005
Re: Story so far- AutoKAP Lenny 4/29/2005
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Re: Story so far- AutoKAP Craig 4/29/2005
Re: Story so far- AutoKAP Lenny 4/29/2005
Re: Story so far- AutoKAP Lenny 4/29/2005
Re: Story so far- AutoKAP Christian 4/30/2005
Re: Story so far- AutoKAP Christian 4/30/2005
KAPer not KAPper David Hunt 4/26/2005
Re: KAPer not KAPper Chetan Prasad 4/27/2005
Re: KAPer not KAPper Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 4/26/2005
Re: KAPer not KAPper Brooks 4/26/2005
Re: KAPer not KAPper David Hunt 4/27/2005
Re: KAPer not KAPper Simon H 4/28/2005
Re: KAPer not KAPper David Hunt 4/28/2005
Re: KAPer not KAPper Wicherd.kBIJzonnet.nl 4/28/2005
Re: KAPer not KAPper Christian 4/30/2005
schieppati switch for eos camera? Wicherd Knetemann 4/26/2005
Re: schieppati switch for eos camera? Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 4/26/2005
Re: schieppati switch for eos camera? Wicherd 4/27/2005
Re: schieppati switch for eos camera? frankDOTlouwersATaltinaDOTcx 4/27/2005
Re: schieppati switch for eos camera? wicherd.kBIJzonnet.nl 4/28/2005
KAP from the island of Saipan Parke Gregg 4/25/2005
Re: KAP from the island of Saipan Yvan 4/26/2005
Re: KAP from the island of Saipan Brooks 4/25/2005
Re: KAP from the island of Saipan Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 4/26/2005
Re: KAP from the island of Saipan Brooks 4/26/2005
KAP from Saipan Parke Gregg 4/25/2005
New Kapper from India Chetan Prasad 4/25/2005
Re: New Kapper from India David Hunt 4/26/2005
Re: New Kapper from India Brooks 4/25/2005
Motorized camera support Yvon H. 4/23/2005
Re: Motorized camera support Christian 4/25/2005
Re: Motorized camera support Mario 4/24/2005
Re: Motorized camera support Simon H 4/24/2005
Re: Motorized camera support Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 4/24/2005
Re: Motorized camera support Simon H 4/24/2005
Re: Motorized camera support Yvon H. 4/25/2005
Re: Motorized camera support Mario 4/25/2005
Re: Motorized camera support Christian 4/25/2005
My new kite - Dopero Vladimir - Brasil 4/22/2005
Re: My new kite - Dopero Ralf 4/24/2005
Re: My new kite - Dopero Yvan 4/23/2005
Re: My new kite - Dopero Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 4/23/2005
Re: My new kite - Dopero Vladimir 4/24/2005
Re: My new kite - Dopero Brooks 4/25/2005
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Re: My new kite - Dopero Craig 4/23/2005
Kappers in Perth, Australia? Jacek Gonsalves 4/21/2005
Drop what you're doing ... Lenny 4/20/2005
Re: Drop what you're doing ... Lenny 4/20/2005
Re: Drop what you're doing ... David Hunt 4/20/2005
Re: Drop what you're doing ... Lenny 4/20/2005
KAPilot questions Linnar 4/18/2005
Re: KAPilot questions Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 4/18/2005
Re: KAPilot questions Brooks 4/18/2005
Re: KAPilot questions craig 4/18/2005
Re: KAPilot questions Linnar 4/19/2005
Re: KAPilot questions Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 4/19/2005
Need Advice on Selling Rig Owen Grossman 4/17/2005
Re: Need Advice on Selling Rig DzrtRat67 4/20/2005
Re: Need Advice on Selling Rig Brooks 4/18/2005
Re: Need Advice on Selling Rig Owen Grossman 4/18/2005
Re: Need Advice on Selling Rig Brooks 4/18/2005
Re: Need Advice on Selling Rig Simon H 4/19/2005
picavet transport Martin 4/17/2005
Re: picavet transport Dave Mitchell 4/17/2005
Re: picavet transport Lenny 4/17/2005
Re: picavet transport Yvon H. 4/21/2005
A new index page and a forum for french speaking kapers Emmanuel from

http://photocerfvolant.free.fr 4/16/2005

About Becot lost cradle Andrea Casalboni 4/16/2005
Re: About Becot lost cradle Emmanuel from

http://photocerfvolant.free.fr 4/16/2005

Re: About Becot lost cradle Brooks 4/16/2005
Re: About Becot lost cradle frankDOTlouwersATaltinaDOTcx 4/16/2005
Re: About Becot lost cradle Brooks 4/16/2005
Re: About Becot lost cradle Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 4/16/2005
Re: About Becot lost cradle Yvan 4/17/2005
Re: About Becot lost cradle Richard Amirault 4/18/2005
Re: About Becot lost cradle Christian 4/20/2005
New Rig and details of my accident in February Dave Mitchell 4/15/2005
Arial Photography Frazer.cooke@sesame.co.uk 4/14/2005
Re: Arial Photography KAPper 4/14/2005
Normal service will be resumed ... Lenny 4/13/2005
My new Rig Vladimir - Brasil 4/12/2005
Re: My new Rig Linnar 4/13/2005
Re: My new Rig Roger Australia 4/13/2005
Re: My new Rig Vladimir 4/13/2005
Re: My new Rig Lenny 4/13/2005
Re: My new Rig - ABOUT LITTLE ISLAND Vladimir 4/13/2005
Re: My new Rig Emmanuel at http://photocerfvolant.free.fr 4/13/2005
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Re: My new Rig Brooks 4/13/2005
Re: My new Rig--sorry Vladimir 4/13/2005
sorry again - see video rig in action Vladimir 4/13/2005
Re: My new Rig Richard Amirault 4/13/2005
Re: My new Rig Richard Amirault 4/13/2005
Re: Newbie Anchoring Question John Quirk 4/10/2005
Re: Newbie Anchoring Question Brooks 4/10/2005
Newbie anchoring question Henry 4/9/2005
Re: Newbie anchoring question Dave Mitchell 4/9/2005
Re: Newbie anchoring question Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 4/9/2005
Re: Newbie anchoring question Brooks Leffler 4/9/2005
Re: Newbie anchoring question Brooks 4/9/2005
Service after the sale Dave Diederich 4/8/2005
Fuji GA shutter (again) www.gercoderuijter.nl 4/7/2005
My contribution to all this pano stuff Simon H 4/3/2005
Re: My contribution to all this pano stuff Carlo Didier 4/5/2005
Re: My contribution to all this pano stuff Simon H 4/3/2005
Re: My contribution to all this pano stuff Ralf 4/3/2005
How do you proceed to secure the KAP rig to the main line Yvon H. 4/2/2005
Re: How do you proceed to secure the KAP rig to the main line Yvan 4/2/2005
Re: How do you proceed to secure the KAP rig to the main line Christian 4/4/2005
Must see this pano Brooks 4/1/2005
Re: Must see this pano Yvan 4/2/2005
Re: Must see this pano Yvan 4/2/2005
Re: Must see this pano brooks 4/2/2005
Re: Must see this pano Craig 4/1/2005
Re: Must see this pano Craig 4/1/2005
Re: Must see this pano Brooks 4/1/2005
Re: Must see this pano Scott Haefner 4/2/2005
article about kap... Vladimir 3/31/2005
Canon powershot S70 pictures burt 3/30/2005
Re: Canon powershot S70 pictures Yvon H. 4/2/2005
Re: Canon powershot S70 pictures burt 4/2/2005
Hangupsý revisited Brooks 3/30/2005
Re: Hangupsý revisited Christian 3/30/2005
Re: Hangupsý revisited David Hunt 3/30/2005
Suitable small servo for constant rotation mod Jonathan 3/29/2005
Re: Suitable small servo for constant rotation mod Harri Kemp-Gee Hummingbirdrecords@hotmail.com 6/20/2005
Re: Suitable small servo for constant rotation mod Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 3/29/2005
Pan & Shutter,One Channel John 3/28/2005
Re: Pan & Shutter,One Channel David Hunt 3/28/2005
Re: Pan & Shutter,One Channel David Hunt 3/28/2005
Please report success (or failure) using newest gentled or schwischi for Nikon 8700 Blues skies kaper 3/25/2005
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Re: Please report success (or failure) using newest gentled or sc... james@gentlesSPAM.info 7/2/2005
gentled serial james@gentlesSPAM.info 3/25/2005
Re: gentled serial Brooks 3/25/2005
Re: gentled serial Craig 3/28/2005
Re: gentled serial Brooks 3/28/2005
Re: gentled serial Craig 3/28/2005
Re: gentled serial Richard Amirault 3/28/2005
Re: gentled serial Craig 3/28/2005
Re: 37th shot Richard Amirault 3/28/2005
Re: 37th shot Craig 3/28/2005
Re: 38th shot David Hunt 3/28/2005
back to gentled... james@gentlesSPAM.info 3/28/2005
New Article in Science News Online Dave Diederich 3/25/2005
Proposition for a photo foum Lenny 3/22/2005
Re: Proposition for a photo foum Glenn Nelson 3/28/2005
Re: Proposition for a photo foum David Hunt 3/29/2005
Re: Proposition for a photo foum Lenny 3/30/2005
Re: Proposition for a photo foum Carlo Didier 3/24/2005
Re: Proposition for a photo forum Lenny 3/24/2005
Re: Proposition for a photo forum David Hunt 3/24/2005
Re: Proposition for a photo forum Lenny 3/25/2005
Re: Proposition for a photo forum Carlo Didier 3/25/2005
Re: Proposition for a photo forum Lenny 3/25/2005
Re: Proposition for a photo forum Scott Haefner 3/28/2005
Re: Proposition for a photo forum Lenny 3/28/2005
Re: Proposition for a photo forum Lenny 3/27/2005
Re: Proposition for a photo forum Lenny 3/30/2005
Re: Proposition for a photo fourm Lenny 3/22/2005
Vertical Pano with new Immervision G2 Player. Yvan 3/21/2005
Re: Vertical Pano with new Immervision G2 Player. Dave Mitchell 3/23/2005
Re: Vertical Pano with new Immervision G2 Player. Ralf 3/21/2005
Re: Vertical Pano with new Immervision G2 Player. Brooks 3/21/2005
Re: Vertical Pano with new Immervision G2 Player. Richard Amirault 3/21/2005
Re: Vertical Pano with new Immervision G2 Player. Richard Amirault 3/23/2005
Re: Vertical Pano with new Immervision G2 Player. David Hunt 3/23/2005
Re: Vertical Pano with new Immervision G2 Player. Doug 3/21/2005
Re: Vertical Pano with new Immervision G2 Player. Yvan 3/21/2005
Re: Vertical Pano with new Immervision G2 Player. Brooks 3/21/2005
Re: Vertical Pano with new Immervision G2 Player. Yvan 3/21/2005
Re: Vertical Pano with new Immervision G2 Player. John Williams 3/22/2005
Re: Vertical Pano with new Immervision G2 Player. David Hunt 3/22/2005
Re: Vertical Pano with new Immervision G2 Player. Yvan 3/23/2005
Re: Vertical Pano with new Immervision G2 Player. David Hunt 3/24/2005
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Re: Vertical Pano with new Immervision G2 Player. Brooks 3/24/2005
Re: Vertical Pano with new Immervision G2 Player. Yvan 3/24/2005
Re: Vertical Pano with new Immervision G2 Player. Brooks 3/24/2005
Re: Vertical Pano with new Immervision G2 Player. brooks 3/24/2005
Re: Vertical Pano with new Immervision G2 Player. brooks 3/24/2005
Re: Vertical Pano with new Immervision G2 Player. Dave Mitchell 3/24/2005
help with electronics craig 3/20/2005
Re: help with electronics Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 3/20/2005
Re: help with electronics Craig 3/21/2005
Re: help with electronics Richard Amirault 3/21/2005
Re: help with electronics Craig 3/21/2005
Re: help with electronics Richard Amirault 3/21/2005
Re: help with electronics Craig 3/21/2005
Re: help with electronics craig 3/21/2005
Morning Glory Roger Australia 3/18/2005
Re: Morning Glory craig 3/19/2005
World Wide Panorama 5 Brooks 3/18/2005
World Wind Freeware from the Nasa Yvan 3/17/2005
Purpose-Built R/C Model Acft. Digital Camera... Coast Guard Kiteman 3/16/2005
Re: Purpose-Built R/C Model Acft. Digital Camera... Coast Guard Kiteman {Ret.} 3/17/2005
Purpose-Built R/C Model Acft. Digital Camera... Coast Guard Kiteman 3/16/2005
Genki - Conyne , is good for KAP ? Cody Plans, Where found? Vladimir - Brasil 3/15/2005
Re: Genki - Conyne , is good for KAP ? Cody Plans, Where found? Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 3/20/2005
New pictures Lenny 3/15/2005
Re: New pictures Linnar 3/16/2005
Re: New pictures John Williams 3/16/2005
Re: New pictures Lenny 3/16/2005
Re: New pictures Carlo Didier 3/16/2005
Re: New pictures Lenny 3/16/2005
Re: New pictures Yvon H. 3/15/2005
Re: New pictures Lenny 3/16/2005
Re: New pictures brooks 3/15/2005
Re: New pictures Lenny 3/15/2005
canon powershot s70 burt 3/13/2005
Re: canon powershot s70 Yvon H. 3/13/2005
Re: canon powershot s70 Richard Amirualt 3/14/2005
Re: canon powershot s70 Richard Amirault 3/14/2005
Re: canon powershot s70 Yvon H. 3/15/2005
Re: canon powershot s70 burtskitecam.co.uk 3/16/2005
Re: canon powershot s70 Yvon H. 3/13/2005
Stabilizer Carlo Didier 3/11/2005
Video from sport kite John Williams 3/10/2005
possible KAP job brooks 3/9/2005
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interview Felix Beckebanze, Germany 3/8/2005
Re: interview poor boy kite flyer 3/11/2005
Photos of my KAP rig Yvon H. 3/7/2005
old magazine dusariez ATpano360 DOT org 3/7/2005
Re: old magazine Carlo Didier 3/11/2005
Cody or flowform Vladimir 3/5/2005
Re: Cody or flowform Roger-Australia 3/6/2005
Re: Cody or flowform 3/6/2005
Re: Cody or flowform Yvon H. 3/6/2005
Re: Cody or flowform Brooks 3/5/2005
Re: Cody or flowform Yvon H. 3/5/2005
Re: Cody or flowform Christian 3/6/2005
Video Downlinks - 2.4G options james@gentlesSPAM.info 3/5/2005
Re: Video Downlinks - 2.4G options Carl Bigras 3/7/2005
Re: Video Downlinks - 2.4G options Brooks 3/7/2005
Re: Video Downlinks - 2.4G options Roger-Australia 3/5/2005
Re: Video Downlinks - 2.4G options james@gentlesSPAM.info 3/5/2005
Re: Video Downlinks - 2.4G options Christian 3/5/2005
Re: Video Downlinks - 2.4G options Terry 3/26/2005
fingering clarinet chart 3/4/2005
Pics from KAP workshop in Boston Richard Amirault 3/4/2005
Re: Pics from KAP workshop in Boston Yvon H. 3/5/2005
Re: Pics from KAP workshop in Boston Brooks 3/4/2005
Re: Pics from KAP workshop in Boston Richard Amirault 3/5/2005
Re: Pics from KAP workshop in Boston Brooks 3/5/2005
extreme vaginal insertion 3/4/2005
Groan Benton 3/4/2005
gentled just got smaller and lighter, with more features! james@gentlesSPAM.info 3/2/2005
Re: gentled just got smaller and lighter, with more features! David Hunt 3/3/2005
Re: gentled just got smaller and lighter, with more features! james@gentlesSPAM.info 3/3/2005
Re: gentled just got smaller and lighter, with more features! Simon H 3/6/2005
blimb and helikites Bart 3/1/2005
Re: blimb and helikites Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 3/2/2005
Re: blimb and helikites Linnar 3/1/2005
Re: blimb and helikites Craig 3/2/2005
Re: blimb and helikites Sandy Allsopp 1/19/2006
Re: blimb and helikites Bart 3/2/2005
Re: blimb and helikites craig 3/2/2005
Re: blimb and helikites Simon H 3/6/2005
Re: blimb and helikites Sandy Allsopp 3/21/2005
Becobroox Hangups owners please read! Brooks Leffler 2/27/2005
Re: Becobroox Hangups owners please read! Dave Mitchell 2/28/2005
Re: Becobroox Hangups owners please read! Yvon H. 3/1/2005
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Re: Becobroox Hangups owners please read! Yvon H. 2/28/2005
Re: Becobroox Hangups owners please read! David Hunt 2/28/2005
Re: Becobroox Hangups owners please read! Richard Amirault 3/1/2005
Re: Becobroox Hangups owners please read! Dave Mitchell 3/1/2005
Re: Becobroox Hangups owners please read! Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 2/28/2005
Re: Becobroox Hangups owners please read! Yvon H. 2/28/2005
Re: Becobroox Hangups owners please read! burtskitecam.co.uk 3/3/2005
Re: Becobroox Hangups owners please read! frankDOTlouwersATaltinaDOTcx 3/3/2005
Re: Becobroox Hangups owners please read! Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 3/3/2005
Re: Becobroox Hangups owners please read! Peter van Erkel 3/4/2005
Re: Becobroox Hangups owners please file down! Christian 3/6/2005
Re: Becobroox Hangups owners please file down! Simon H 3/6/2005
Re: Becobroox Hangups owners please file down! David Hunt 3/6/2005
Beginner have some questions. Help please... Dino 2/26/2005
Re: Beginner have some questions. Help please... Brooks 2/26/2005
Re: Beginner have some questions. Help please... frankDOTlouwersATaltinaDOTcx 2/27/2005
Re: Beginner have some questions. Help please... Richard Amirault 2/28/2005
Re: Beginner have some questions. Help please... frankDOTlouwersATaltinaDOTcx 2/28/2005
Re: Beginner have some questions. Help please... Christian 2/28/2005
Re: Beginner have some questions. Help please... David Hunt 2/26/2005
Aerial photography to music David 2/25/2005
Aerial photography to music David 2/25/2005
Re: Aerial photography to music Yvan 2/27/2005
Re: Aerial photography to music Simon H 2/25/2005
cut one wire birdy 2/25/2005
Re: cut one wire Brooks 2/25/2005
8M pixel camera Yvon H. 2/23/2005
Re: 8M pixel camera Brooks 2/24/2005
new camera Brooks 2/22/2005
Re: new camera Yvon H. 2/23/2005
Re: new camera Brooks 2/23/2005
Great little digital camera Mikephotog 2/20/2005
Gyroscopic picavet mariner 2/20/2005
Autopilot Ralf 2/21/2005
Re: Autopilot David Foster 3/4/2005
Autopilot Part II Ralf 2/21/2005
Re: Autopilot Part II Holger ox3hi at greennet dot gl 2/21/2005
Re: Gyroscopic picavet David Hunt 2/20/2005
Re: Gyroscopic picavet Christian 2/21/2005
Re: Gyroscopic picavet Linnar 2/20/2005
thanks for help on shutter release Pete griffs 2/20/2005
Re: thanks for help on shutter release John Williams 2/21/2005
help on mechanical shutter release Pete Griffs 2/18/2005
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Re: help on mechanical shutter release John Williams 2/20/2005
Re: help on mechanical shutter release Manfred 2/19/2005
Re: help on mechanical shutter release Tom Nied 2/18/2005
Re: help on mechanical shutter release Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 2/18/2005
About RX antennas Linnar 2/18/2005
Re: About RX antennas David Hunt 2/18/2005
Re: About RX antennas Carlo Didier 2/18/2005
Re: About RX antennas David Hunt 2/18/2005
Re: About RX antennas Simon H 2/19/2005
Interesting new Canon camera Scott Haefner 2/17/2005
Re: Interesting new Canon camera Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 2/18/2005
Christo from space K. Gustavson 2/16/2005
Re: Christo from space Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 2/17/2005
Re: Christo from space David Hunt 2/17/2005
Pilot in German Ralf 2/16/2005
KAPilot vs FF Linnar 2/16/2005
Re: KAPilot vs FF Yvon H. 2/16/2005
Re: KAPilot vs FF Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 2/16/2005
Re: KAPilot vs FF Brooks 2/16/2005
Re: KAPilot vs FF Christian 2/16/2005
Re: KAPilot vs FF Brooks 2/16/2005
round the world KAPping on roofs-- frequency questions laura mezoff 2/15/2005
Re: round the world KAPping on roofs-- frequency questions Dave Mitchell 2/16/2005
Re: round the world KAPping on roofs-- frequency questions Brooks 2/16/2005
Re: round the world KAPping on roofs-- frequency questions Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 2/16/2005
Re: round the world KAPping on roofs-- frequency questions Brooks 2/15/2005
Re: round the world KAPping on roofs-- frequency questions laura mezoff 2/19/2005
Video Transmitter/receiver supplier - Help Roger-Australia 2/15/2005
Re: Video Transmitter/receiver supplier - Help Brooks 2/15/2005
Re: Video Transmitter/receiver supplier - Help Simon H 2/16/2005
Re: Video Transmitter/receiver supplier - Help Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 2/16/2005
Re: Video Transmitter/receiver supplier - Help rosswl@optusnet.com.au 2/18/2005
Re: Video Transmitter/receiver supplier - Help Roger-Australia 2/19/2005
The 433TxRx www.burtskitecam.co.uk 2/14/2005
Re: The 433TxRx Brooks 2/14/2005
Re: The 433TxRx Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 2/15/2005
KAP comes to Yellowstone Brooks 2/13/2005
Re: KAP comes to Yellowstone Scott Haefner 2/17/2005
KAPiFrance (with links) Christian / CVCF 2/13/2005
KAPiFrance Christian / CVCF 2/13/2005
I accept donations of the plans Vladimir 2/12/2005
Re: I accept donations of the plans 2/13/2005
Re: I accept donations of the plans Lenny 2/13/2005
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Stacked flowform? Linnar 2/10/2005
Re: Stacked flowform? Linnar 2/14/2005
Re: Stacked flowform? Linnar 2/20/2005
Re: Stacked flowform? Simon H 2/14/2005
Re: Stacked flowform? Richard Amirault 2/10/2005
Re: Stacked flowform? Brooks 2/10/2005
Re: Stacked flowform? Linnar 2/10/2005
Re: Stacked flowform? Brooks 2/10/2005
Re: Stacked flowform? Simon H 2/11/2005
Re: Stacked flowform? Brooks 2/10/2005
A little update, the Ka(p)lendar Emmanuel at http://photocerfvolant.free.fr 2/6/2005
Re: A little update, the Ka(p)lendar David Hunt 2/7/2005
Re: the Ka(p)lendar is easier to find with the good adress ! Emmanuel at http://photocerfvolant.free.fr 2/7/2005
Re: A little update, the Ka(p)lendar Carlo Didier 2/7/2005
how make my own spars? Vladimir 2/5/2005
Re: how make my own spars? Roger Australia 2/7/2005
Re: how make my own spars? Brooks 2/5/2005
Re: how make my own spars? Linnar 2/7/2005
Polymorph plastic - UK product Simon H 2/2/2005
Re: Polymorph plastic - UK product Tony Cupps 1/28/2006
Re: Polymorph plastic - UK product David Hunt 2/11/2005
Re: Polymorph plastic - UK product zaur 1/12/2006
Re: Polymorph plastic - UK product Carl Bigras 2/14/2005
Re: Polymorph plastic - UK product David Hunt 2/15/2005
Re: Polymorph plastic - in USA sunansea 2/5/2005
Re: Polymorph plastic - UK product Henry Jebe 2/3/2005
Re: Polymorph plastic - UK product Christian 2/4/2005
Re: Polymorph plastic - UK product David Hunt 2/3/2005
Re: Polymorph plastic - UK product Henry 2/3/2005
Re: Polymorph plastic - UK product Dave Mitchell 2/2/2005
Re: Polymorph plastic - UK product Dave Mitchell 2/2/2005
Re: Polymorph plastic - UK product Simon H 2/2/2005
Re: Polymorph plastic - UK product Christian 2/2/2005
Re: Polymorph plastic - USA product Richard Amirualt 2/7/2005
Re: Polymorph plastic - USA product Richard Amirualt 2/7/2005
Re: Polymorph plastic - USA product Richard Amirault 2/7/2005
How not to do KAP Carl Bigras 1/28/2005
Re: How not to do KAP Simon H 1/28/2005
Cluster Ballon Ralf 2/7/2005
Cluster Ballon Ralf 2/7/2005
Re: How not to do KAP Carlo Didier 1/28/2005
is this the perfect kap camera burtskitecam 1/27/2005
Re: is this the perfect kap camera Roger Australia 2/1/2005
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Re: is this the perfect kap camera Simon S 1/29/2005
Re: is this the perfect kap camera Nathan 1/28/2005
Re: is this the perfect kap camera Carlo Didier 1/28/2005
Re: is this the perfect kap camera Linnar 2/1/2005
Re: is this the perfect kap camera burtskitecam 1/29/2005
Re: is this the perfect kap camera David Hunt 1/27/2005
Re: is this the perfect kap camera james@gentlesSPAM.info 1/28/2005
New and very good software for stitching pictures Yvan 1/26/2005
Re: New and very good software for stitching pictures Simon H 1/26/2005
Re: New and very good software for stitching pictures Brooks 1/26/2005
Re: New and very good software for stitching pictures Yvan 1/27/2005
Re: New and very good software for stitching pictures Photoshop Elements 1/26/2005
Re: New and very good software for stitching pictures Carlo Didier 1/26/2005
Re: New and very good software for stitching pictures David Hunt 1/27/2005
Re: New and very good software for stitching pictures Simon H 1/27/2005
Re: New and very good software for stitching pictures David Hunt 1/27/2005
Re: New and very good software for stitching pictures Yvan 1/27/2005
Re: New and very good software for stitching pictures Brooks 1/27/2005
Re: New and very good software for stitching pictures Brooks 1/27/2005
Re: New and very good software for stitching pictures Dave Diederich 2/1/2005
To Stake or not to Stake? John W 1/23/2005
20 liters mineral water Phil 2/12/2005
Re: To Stake or not to Stake? Richard Amirault 1/23/2005
Re: To Stake or not to Stake? Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 1/23/2005
Re: To Stake or not to Stake? Brooks 1/23/2005
Re: To Stake or not to Stake? Christian 1/24/2005
Re: To Stake or not to Stake? Brooks 1/25/2005
KA pilot and mini VS. FF30 and FF16 matthew 1/21/2005
Re: KA pilot and mini VS. FF30 and FF16 Brooks 1/21/2005
Re: KA pilot and mini VS. FF30 and FF16 Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 1/23/2005
Make: magazine Richard Amirault 1/21/2005
Comparative Rig Lift Analysis David Hunt 1/17/2005
Re: Comparative Rig Lift Analysis Yvon H. 1/17/2005
Re: Comparative Rig Lift Analysis Brooks 1/18/2005
Re: Comparative Rig Lift Analysis David Hunt 1/18/2005
Re: Comparative Rig Lift Analysis David Hunt 1/18/2005
Re: Comparative Rig Lift Analysis David Hunt 1/18/2005
Re: Comparative Rig Lift Analysis Christian 1/17/2005
Re: Comparative Rig Lift Analysis Craig 1/18/2005
How much does my rig weight ? Dave Diederich 1/17/2005
Re: How much does my rig weight ? Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 1/17/2005
Re: How much does my rig weight ? Yvon H. 1/17/2005
Looking for a lens converter Yvon H. 1/17/2005
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Re: Looking for a lens converter Carl Bigras 1/18/2005
Re: Looking for a lens converter Carlo Didier 1/18/2005
blurred pictures burt 1/16/2005
Re: blurred pictures burt 1/17/2005
Re: blurred pictures Dave Mitchell 1/17/2005
Re: blurred pictures Carlo Didier 1/16/2005
Re: blurred pictures Carlo Didier 1/16/2005
Re: blurred pictures Brooks 1/16/2005
Re: blurred pictures Christian 1/17/2005
Re: blurred pictures burt 1/18/2005
Re: blurred pictures Henry Jebe 1/19/2005
Re: blurred pictures Carlo Didier 1/18/2005
which micro servo forr endless? Andrea Casalboni 1/14/2005
Re: which micro servo forr endless? frankDOTlouwersATaltinaDOTcx 1/15/2005
Re: which micro servo forr endless? David Hunt 1/14/2005
Kitesurfing - the photographic angle Lenny 1/13/2005
Re: Kitesurfing - the photographic angle Carlo Didier 1/13/2005
Re: Kitesurfing - the photographic angle David Hunt 1/13/2005
Re: Kitesurfing - the photographic angle Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 1/13/2005
Re: Kitesurfing - the photographic angle Craig 1/14/2005
Re: Kitesurfing - the photographic angle David Hunt 1/14/2005
Re: Kitesurfing - the photographic angle Dave Mitchell 1/14/2005
Re: Kitesurfing - the photographic angle David Hunt 1/14/2005
New digicam/camcorder Brooks 1/12/2005
Re: New digicam/camcorder Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 1/12/2005
KAP seminar in France Christian 1/11/2005
Re: KAP seminar in France Carlo Didier 1/12/2005
Re: KAP seminar in France Yvon H. 1/12/2005
Re: KAP seminar in France Emmanuel de/from

http://photocerfvolant.free.fr 1/15/2005

How much does you rig weight Yvon H. 1/10/2005
Re: How much does you rig weight frankDOTlouwersATaltinaDOTcx 1/12/2005
Re: How much does you rig weight frankDOTlouwersATaltinaDOTcx 1/12/2005
Re: How much does you rig weight Carlo Didier 1/12/2005
Re: How much does you rig weight Cris Benton 1/10/2005
Re: How much does you rig weight David Hunt 1/10/2005
Re: How much does you rig weight Brooks 1/10/2005
Re: How much does you rig weight Christian 1/10/2005
Re: How much does you rig weight Brooks 1/10/2005
Re: How much does you rig weight Yvon H. 1/11/2005
Re: How much does you rig weight David Hunt 1/11/2005
Re: How much does you rig weight Simon H 1/11/2005
Re: How much does you rig weight Yvon H. 1/11/2005
Re: How much does you rig weight Dave Diederich 1/12/2005
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Re: How much does you rig weight Linnar 1/17/2005
Re: How much does you rig weight Brooks 1/12/2005
Re: How much does you rig weight Yvon H. 1/12/2005
Re: How much does you rig weight Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 1/12/2005
Re: How much does you rig weight Dave Diederich 1/13/2005
Re: How much does you rig weight Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 1/11/2005
Paypal Ralf 1/6/2005
Re: Paypal Emmanuel - http://photocerfvolant.free.fr 1/11/2005
Re: Paypal Simon H 1/11/2005
Video-Out on Nikon 5400 Yvan 1/2/2005
Re: Video-Out on Nikon 5400 Yvon H. 1/5/2005
Re: Video-Out on Nikon 5400 Yvan 1/6/2005
Re: Video-Out on Nikon 5400 Yvon H. 1/6/2005
Re: Video-Out on Nikon 5400 Brooks 1/6/2005
Re: Video-Out on Nikon 5400 Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 1/3/2005
Re: Video-Out on Nikon 5400 Yvan 1/3/2005
AutoKAP and viscous pulleys - A little freebie Simon H 1/2/2005
Re: AutoKAP and viscous pulleys - A little freebie Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 1/2/2005
liquid locknut ? K. Gustavson 1/2/2005
Re: liquid locknut ? Henry Jebe 1/4/2005
Re: liquid locknut ? Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 1/2/2005
Re: liquid locknut ? Brooks 1/2/2005
Re: liquid locknut ? frankDOTlouwersATaltinaDOTcx 1/2/2005
Re: liquid locknut ? Carlo Didier 1/2/2005
Re: liquid locknut ? Christian 1/4/2005
World Wide Panorama -- Sanctuary Brooks 12/31/2004
Re: World Wide Panorama -- Sanctuary David Hunt 12/31/2004
Re: World Wide Panorama -- Sanctuary Brooks 1/1/2005
Fuji GA645i shutter Andy Anderson 12/31/2004
Re: Fuji GA645i shutter gesim_7@hotmail.com 4/7/2005
Re: Fuji GA645i shutter gesim_7@hotmail.com 4/7/2005
Re: Fuji GA645i shutter gesim_7@hotmail.com 4/7/2005
Re: Fuji GA645i shutter David Hunt 12/31/2004
Re: Fuji GA645i shutter Andy Anderson 1/2/2005
Re: Fuji GA645i shutter David Hunt 1/2/2005
Re: Fuji GA645i shutter frankDOTlouwersATaltinaDOTcx 1/3/2005
Re: Fuji GA645i shutter David Hunt 1/3/2005
Re: Fuji GA645i shutter Gerco de Ruijter 1/3/2005
Re: Fuji GA645i shutter Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 1/3/2005
Eartquake in Indonesia Wolfgang Bieck -Germany 12/31/2004
Re: Eartquake in Indonesia Anshori Djausal-Indonesia 1/1/2005
Re: Eartquake in Indonesia craig 12/31/2004
Toni Tugues Barcelona, Catalonia, Spain. 12/31/2004
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sad news Craig 12/30/2004
Re: sad news Carlo Didier 12/31/2004
Re: sad news Carl Bigras 12/30/2004
Any news from Anshori Djausal? Cris Benton 12/28/2004
Re: Any news from Anshori Djausal? Ralf 12/31/2004
The end of Cerol Roger-Australia 12/28/2004
Re: The end of Cerol Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 12/28/2004
Taking the plunge into digital KAP Richard Amirault 12/26/2004
Re: Taking the plunge into digital KAP brooks 12/26/2004
Re: Taking the plunge into digital KAP www.burtskitecam.co.uk 1/1/2005
Re: Taking the plunge into digital KAP David Hunt 1/1/2005
Re: Taking the plunge into digital KAP Simon H 1/1/2005
Re: Taking the plunge into digital KAP Brooks 1/1/2005
Re: Taking the plunge into digital KAP Doug Davlin 12/27/2004
Re: Taking the plunge into digital KAP www.gentles.info/KAP/gentled 12/28/2004
Re: Taking the plunge into digital KAP Craig 12/29/2004
Re: Taking the plunge into digital KAP Brooks 12/29/2004
Re: Taking the plunge into digital KAP Craig 12/30/2004
So Cool - KAP Austin 12/26/2004
Newest KAPing Kompanion? Doug Davlin 12/23/2004
Re: Newest KAPing Kompanion? Brooks 12/23/2004
CP 8400-triggering electronically Scott Haefner 12/22/2004
Re: CP 8400-triggering electronically Craig 12/23/2004
Re: CP 8400-triggering electronically Carlo Didier 12/24/2004
New WEB Adress from Manfred Manfred 12/22/2004
Re: New WEB Adress from Manfred Ralf 12/22/2004
iso on digital cameras www.burtskitecam.co.uk 12/20/2004
Re: iso on digital cameras Simon S 12/21/2004
Re: iso on digital cameras Richard Amirualt 12/20/2004
Re: iso on digital cameras Simon H 12/21/2004
Re: iso on digital cameras David Hunt 12/21/2004
Re: iso on digital cameras Matthew Cole mattATuscoles.com 12/21/2004
Re: iso on digital cameras David Hunt 12/21/2004
Re: iso on digital cameras Carlo Didier 12/21/2004
Re: iso on digital cameras Carl Bigras 12/21/2004
Re: iso on digital cameras Christian 12/23/2004
Test/evaluate your camera Linnar 12/20/2004
SPAM Cris Benton 12/17/2004
Re: SPAM Christian 12/19/2004
LATEST portable DVD player harryliang@scott.net.cn 12/17/2004
LATEST portable DVD player harryliang@scott.net.cn 12/17/2004
Latest RCRV3 & CR123A rechargeable battery harryliang@scott.net.cn 12/17/2004
Nikon 8400 IR issues Luke Christy 12/16/2004
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Re: Nikon 8400 IR issues craig 12/16/2004
Re: Nikon 8400 IR issues laura (and luke) 12/16/2004
Re: Nikon 8400 IR issues Scott Haefner 12/16/2004
Re: Nikon 8400 IR issues Brooks 12/17/2004
Re: Nikon 8400 IR issues Brooks addendum 12/17/2004
Re: Nikon 8400 IR issues David Hunt 12/17/2004
EARN WHILE ENJOYING BEING ONLINE Eackles Ledell 12/14/2004
An interesting camera option David Hunt 12/13/2004
Re: An interesting camera option Brooks 12/14/2004
Witt's End David Hunt 12/12/2004
Re: Witt's End Carlo Didier 12/15/2004
Re: Witt's End Richard Amirualt 12/13/2004
Re: Witt's End David Hunt 12/13/2004
Re: Witt's End craig 12/13/2004
Re: Witt's End Brooks 12/13/2004
Re: Witt's End Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 12/13/2004
Re: Witt's End Christian 12/13/2004
Some light reading Mspivey 12/12/2004
Ops!! jose vladimir 12/12/2004
recommned line for florform 50ft Josý Vladimir 12/12/2004
Re: recommned line for florform 50ft thanks for answering..details! 12/13/2004
Re: recommned line for florform 50ft Yvon H. 12/13/2004
Re: recommned line for florform 50ft Brooks 12/14/2004
Re: recommned line for florform 50ft Richard Amirault 12/12/2004
Re: recommned line for florform 50ft Yvon H. 12/12/2004
I am a 10 Top S.E.O. Google Search Engine Optimization Ranking Placement Marketing Aptitude Consulting Specialist I am a 10 Top S.E.O. Google Search
Engine Optimization Ranking Placement Marketing Aptitude Consulting Specialist 12/10/2004
. 8/3/2005
Titanium rings, Gold, Platinum, Diamonds, Gemstones Engagement Rings wedding bands 10/15/2005
Titanium rings, Gold, Platinum, Diamonds, Gemstones Engagement Rings wedding bands 10/15/2005
Rings, Rings, and eternaly Titanium rings! RingerGuy-TitaniumLover 9/28/2005
Rings, Rings, and eternaly Titanium rings! RingerGuy-TitaniumLover 9/28/2005
Minos album - Freeware version just announced. Jassica 12/10/2004
Picavet orientation Yvon H. 12/9/2004
Re: Picavet orientation Brooks 12/9/2004
Re: Picavet orientation Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 12/9/2004
Re: Picavet orientation Yvon H. 12/12/2004
Re: Picavet orientation David Hunt 12/9/2004
Re: Picavet orientation Yvon H. 12/12/2004
BirdiSco Scott Haefner 12/7/2004
Doh! Here's the link... Scott Haefner 12/8/2004
Re: Doh! Here's the link... Yvan 12/8/2004
Re: Doh! Here's the link... Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 12/9/2004
Re: Doh! Here's the link... David Hunt 12/9/2004
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Re: BirdiSco Yvan 12/8/2004
2,5mm line ascender Dino 12/6/2004
Re: 2,5mm line ascender Simon Harbord 12/6/2004
Re: 2,5mm line ascender Craig 12/6/2004
Re: 2,5mm line ascender Dave Mitchell 12/6/2004
Re: 2,5mm line ascender Craig 12/6/2004
Re: 2,5mm line ascender Brooks 12/6/2004
Re: 2,5mm line ascender Simon H 12/7/2004
KAPtions David Hunt 12/3/2004
Re: KAPtions David Hunt 12/3/2004
Re: KAPtions frankDOTlouwersATaltinaDOTcx 12/5/2004
Re: KAPtions David Hunt 12/5/2004
Re: KAPtions frankDOTlouwersATaltinaCX 12/6/2004
Re: KAPtions Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 12/5/2004
Re: KAPtions David Hunt 12/5/2004
Re: KAPtions Brooks 12/3/2004
Re: KAPtions Craig 12/3/2004
Gretchen Brooks 12/2/2004
Schieppati + Digisnap 5000 problems Robby 12/2/2004
Re: Schieppati + Digisnap 5000 problems Scott Haefner 12/2/2004
Re: Schieppati + Digisnap 5000 problems Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 12/2/2004
Re: Schieppati + Digisnap 5000 problems Christian 12/2/2004
Re: Schieppati + Digisnap 5000 problems Brooks 12/2/2004
Re: Schieppati + Digisnap 5000 problems Robby 12/3/2004
Re: Schieppati + Digisnap 5000 problems Carl Bigras 12/3/2004
Not KAP, but I think you'll find it interesting Dave Mitchell 12/2/2004
Very much on topic methinks Cris Benton 12/2/2004
Re: Very much on topic methinks laura mezoff 12/5/2004
Re: Very much on topic methinks Brooks 12/5/2004
Re: Not KAP, but I think you'll find it interesting Simon H 12/2/2004
a new chair for the AKA kap comittee Craig 12/1/2004
Re: a new chair for the AKA kap comittee frankDOTlouwersATaltinaDOTcx 12/2/2004
Re: a new chair for the AKA kap comittee Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 12/1/2004
Re: a new chair for the AKA kap comittee Christian 12/1/2004
Re: a new chair for the AKA kap comittee Simon H 12/2/2004
Re: a new chair for the AKA kap comittee Craig 12/2/2004
Re: a new chair for the AKA kap comittee David Hunt 12/2/2004
Re: a new chair for the AKA kap comittee Brooks 12/2/2004
'one shot' 360 VR gadget Mariner 11/29/2004
Re: 'one shot' 360 VR gadget laura 12/1/2004
Re: 'one shot' 360 VR gadget Yvan 11/30/2004
Re: 'one shot' 360 VR gadget Brooks 11/30/2004
Re: 'one shot' 360 VR gadget mariner 11/30/2004
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who uses optio s40 (help) burtskitecam.co.uk 11/28/2004
Re: who uses optio s40 (help) Simon H 11/29/2004
Re: who uses optio s40 (help) Brooks 11/29/2004
Re: who uses optio s40 (help) Brooks again 11/29/2004
Re: who uses optio s40 (help) burtskitecam.co.uk 11/30/2004
Text Error Mark Cooper 11/26/2004
they're 1.5 inches by 3.5 inches, but laura 11/27/2004
Opening a HiTec servo Brooks 11/24/2004
Re: Opening a HiTec servo Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 11/24/2004
rotate servo laura mezoff 11/23/2004
Re: rotate servo Brooks 11/23/2004
Re: rotate servo laura 11/23/2004
Re: rotate servo Matthew Cole matt@uscoles.com 11/28/2004
Re: rotate servo Cris Benton 11/24/2004
Re: rotate servo David Hunt 11/30/2004
Re: rotate servo Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 11/24/2004
Furnished Accommodations Apartments for Expatriates Luxury Rooms Safe Housing Short Term Lodging Rent Temporary Holiday Motel Family Ron Stanly
11/23/2004
Sri Lanka AAA Accommodation Ron Stanly 11/23/2004
Wanted - Olympus Digital Camera Dave Diederich 11/21/2004
Re: Wanted - Olympus Digital Camera megaedeals.com 9/11/2005
Re: Wanted - Olympus Digital Camera Yvon H. 12/13/2004
Flying legally above 60 metres in the UK Dave Mitchell 11/18/2004
Question for James Gentled: ground equipment Dino 11/18/2004
Re: Question for James Gentled: ground equipment Linnar 11/22/2004
Re: Question for James Gentled: ground equipment Gary 12/9/2004
Re: Question for James Gentled: ground equipment Brooks 11/22/2004
Re: Question for James Gentled: ground equipment Linnar 11/23/2004
Re: Question for James Gentled: ground equipment Dave Mitchell 11/18/2004
Re: Question for James Gentled: ground equipment james@gentlesSPAM.info 11/18/2004
Re: Question for James Gentled: ground equipment james@gentlesSPAM.info 11/18/2004
New KAPshop Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 11/17/2004
Expanding 1.2Ghz video signal Dino 11/15/2004
Re: Expanding 1.2Ghz video signal Ralf 11/18/2004
Re: Expanding 1.2Ghz video signal David Hunt 11/18/2004
Re: Expanding 1.2Ghz video signal Ralf 11/18/2004
Re: Expanding 1.2Ghz video signal David Hunt 11/18/2004
Re: Expanding 1.2Ghz video signal David Hunt 11/17/2004
Re: Expanding 1.2Ghz video signal Dino 11/17/2004
Re: Expanding 1.2Ghz video signal David Hunt 11/17/2004
Re: Expanding 1.2Ghz video signal David Hunt 11/16/2004
Re: Expanding 1.2Ghz video signal Linnar 11/16/2004
Expanding 1.2Ghz video signal Dino 11/15/2004
KAP from Australia Roger 11/15/2004
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Re: KAP from Australia Roger 11/17/2004
Re: KAP from Australia Linnar 11/15/2004
Re: KAP from Australia Brooks 11/15/2004
Bug in Canon G5/G6 Linnar 11/15/2004
hangups/c are here -- and more! Brooks 11/14/2004
Re: hangups/c are here -- and more! Dave Mitchell 11/23/2004
Re: hangups/c are here -- and more! Laura Mezoff 11/15/2004
Re: hangups/c are here -- and more! laura 11/15/2004
Re: hangups/c are here -- and more! Brooks 11/15/2004
Re: hangups/c are here -- and more! Brooks again 11/15/2004
Re: hangups/c are here -- and more! Christian 11/14/2004
IR shutter and live video out lenny 11/14/2004
Re: IR shutter and live video out james@gentlesSPAM.info 11/14/2004
Re: IR shutter and live video out Dave Mitchell 11/14/2004
Re: IR shutter and live video out Brooks 11/14/2004
Re: IR shutter and live video out lenny 11/14/2004
Re: IR shutter and live video out lenny 11/14/2004
Video Downlink - saving battery? Dino 11/14/2004
Re: Video Downlink - saving battery? james@gentlesSPAM.info 11/14/2004
Re: Video Downlink - saving battery? Dino 11/14/2004
Re: Video Downlink - saving battery? james@gentlesSPAM.info 11/14/2004
Article 4589 11/11/2004
Re: Article 4589 Emmanuel - http://photocerfvolant.free.fr 11/12/2004
Results of JPKA contest 2004 are on line Emmanuel - France 11/10/2004
Re: Results of JPKA contest 2004 are on line Brooks 11/10/2004
Re: Results of JPKA contest 2004 are on line Brooks 11/10/2004
Re: Results of JPKA contest 2004 are on line Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 11/10/2004
Re: Results of JPKA contest 2004 are on line Emmanuel From France 11/12/2004
Re: Results of JPKA contest 2004 are on line Dave Mitchell 11/12/2004
Re: Results of JPKA contest 2004 are on line Brooks 11/12/2004
Re: Results of JPKA contest 2004 are on line Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 11/12/2004
Re: Results of JPKA contest 2004 are on line Brooks 11/12/2004
Immervion G2 panorama viewer Yvan 11/9/2004
Gentled with zoom Dave Diederich 11/9/2004
Re: Gentled with zoom perfekt posting Ralf 11/10/2004
Re: Gentled with zoom Ralf 11/10/2004
Re: Gentled with zoom Brooks 11/9/2004
Re: Gentled with zoom Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 11/9/2004
Re: Gentled with zoom james@gentlesSPAM.info 11/9/2004
Re: Gentled with zoom james@gentlesSPAM.info 11/9/2004
Large format printing Rich Conaway 11/8/2004
Re: Large format printing Ralf 11/9/2004
Re: Large format printing Yvan 11/9/2004
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Chicago Area KAP?? Matt 11/6/2004
New KAPer Linnar (linnar2eol.ee) 11/6/2004
Re: New KAPer Brooks 11/6/2004
Re: New KAPer james@gentlesSPAM.info 11/7/2004
Re: New KAPer Linnar 11/8/2004
Re: New KAPer Linnar 11/8/2004
some new kap pics to see Emmanuel from France 11/5/2004
Re: some new kap pics to see Brooks 11/5/2004
Re: some new kap pics to see Emmanuel 11/9/2004
My first 360 degree Bubble-Panos, a new mania. Manfred 11/5/2004
Re: My first 360 degree Bubble-Panos, a new mania. Yvan 11/5/2004
Re: My first 360 degree Bubble-Panos, a new mania. Brooks 11/5/2004
Re: My first 360 degree Bubble-Panos, a new mania. David Hunt 11/5/2004
Re: My first 360 degree Bubble-Panos, a new mania. Manfred 11/7/2004
Re: My first 360 degree Bubble-Panos, a new mania. David Hunt 11/7/2004
Re: My first 360 degree Bubble-Panos, a new mania. Brooks 11/7/2004
Re: My first 360 degree Bubble-Panos, a new mania. Manfred 11/9/2004
Re: My first 360 degree Bubble-Panos, a new mania. Brooks 11/9/2004
Re: My first 360 degree Bubble-Panos, a new mania. David Hunt 11/10/2004
World Wide Panorama - Solstice Brooks 11/5/2004
looking for some input. 11/3/2004
Re: looking for some input. David Hunt 11/3/2004
Re: looking for some input. nate campbell 11/11/2004
Re: looking for some input. Craig 11/4/2004
Re: looking for some input. nate campbell 11/10/2004
special day Craig 11/3/2004
Re: special day frankDOTlouwersATaltinaDOTcx 11/3/2004
Re: special day David Hunt 11/3/2004
Re: special day Brooks 11/3/2004
Chair for the AKA Craig 11/1/2004
Re: Chair for the AKA Craig 11/2/2004
Re: Chair for the AKA Brooks 11/2/2004
Re: Chair for the AKA Craig 11/2/2004
Re: Chair for the AKA Brooks 11/2/2004
Re: Chair for the AKA Craig 11/3/2004
Re: Chair for the AKA Brooks 11/3/2004
on the shoulders of giants erik 10/31/2004
Re: on the shoulders of giants Brooks 10/31/2004
Re: on the shoulders of giants erik rarebreedfoto@aol.com 10/31/2004
Re: on the shoulders of giants Brooks 11/1/2004
Picavet Rings Doug Haber 10/30/2004
Re: Picavet Rings Yvon H. 12/13/2004
Re: Picavet Rings Yvon H. 12/13/2004
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Re: Picavet Rings David Hunt 10/31/2004
Re: Picavet Rings Brooks 10/31/2004
Re: Picavet Rings David Hunt 10/31/2004
Re: Picavet ring - Used where the 2 lines cross Doug Haber 10/31/2004
Re: Picavet ring - Used where the 2 lines cross Lenny 11/1/2004
Re: Picavet Rings Lenny 10/31/2004
Re: Picavet Rings Brooks 10/30/2004
Re: Picavet Rings Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 10/31/2004
sub micro servos Lenny 10/30/2004
Re: sub micro servos Brooks 10/30/2004
Re: sub micro servos Lenny 10/31/2004
Re: sub micro servos brooks 10/31/2004
Russian Trip 6/04 Harriet Naf hrnafnaf@comcast.net 10/29/2004
Re: Russian Trip 6/04 Brooks 10/29/2004
CP 5000 dimension Allan, St. Lucia 10/27/2004
Re: CP 5000 dimension Cris Benton 10/28/2004
Re: CP 5000 dimension thanks 10/29/2004
Constructing my first rig Gary 10/26/2004
Re: Constructing my first rig Gary 10/26/2004
Re: Constructing my first rig Dave Mitchell 10/27/2004
Re: Constructing my first rig Brooks 10/27/2004
Re: Constructing my first rig Broox 10/26/2004
Re: Constructing my first rig David Hunt 10/26/2004
Re: Constructing my first rig Lenny 10/26/2004
Re: Constructing my first rig Brooks 10/26/2004
Re: Constructing my first rig Richard Amirault 10/27/2004
Re: Constructing my first rig Richard Amirault 10/27/2004
Re: Constructing my first rig Laura 10/26/2004
Re: Constructing my first rig Brooks again 10/26/2004
Pageview 10,000 and goodies to come Brooks 10/25/2004
Re: Pageview 10,000 and goodies to come Brooks 10/26/2004
Aerial photography Marv Cross, National Museum of the U.S.Air Force 10/25/2004
Re: Aerial photography David Hunt 10/25/2004
More photos... Toni Tugues 10/25/2004
imagevuex Paulo Bauer Jorge 10/25/2004
Re: imagevuex Yvan 10/26/2004
Article 4494 10/24/2004
New 360 version Ralf 10/23/2004
Re: New 360 version Brooks 10/24/2004
World Wide Panorama Brooks 10/23/2004
Re: World Wide Panorama frankDOTlouwersATaltinaDOTcx 10/24/2004
KAP 360ý pano Ralf 10/22/2004
Re: KAP 360ý pano Yvan 10/22/2004
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Re: KAP 360ý pano Brooks 10/22/2004
Re: KAP 360ý pano Carlo Didier 10/24/2004
Re: KAP 360ý pano brooks 10/24/2004
Re: KAP 360ý pano brooks 10/24/2004
Family Radios Doug Haber 10/21/2004
Family Radios Doug Haber 10/21/2004
Re: Family Radios Simon H 10/21/2004
Re: Family Radios Brooks 10/21/2004
Re: Family Radios Doug Haber 10/21/2004
Re: Family Radios Richard Amirault 10/21/2004
Re: Family Radios Doug Haber 10/21/2004
Re: Family Radios Peter van Erkel 10/22/2004
flower pots laura mezoff 10/21/2004
Throw away .... ;-) Doug Davlin 10/20/2004
Re: Throw away .... ;-) brooks 10/20/2004
Re: Throw away .... ;-) Carlo Didier 10/21/2004
Michel Clinckemaille on the web! Christian 10/19/2004
Re: Michel Clinckemaille on the web! Yvan 10/19/2004
Circular picture online Ulli 10/19/2004
Re: Circular picture online Yvan 10/19/2004
A (very) small selection of my Kap photos Duncan Macdonald 10/19/2004
Re: A (very) small selection of my Kap photos Yvan 10/20/2004
Re: A (very) small selection of my Kap photos emmanuel colonnier - France 10/28/2004
Re: A (very) small selection of my Kap photos Christian 10/19/2004
Re: A (very) small selection of my Kap photos Brooks 10/19/2004
Re: A (very) small selection of my Kap photos Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 10/19/2004
Re: A (very) small selection of my Kap photos Duncan Macdonald 10/20/2004
Re: A (very) small selection of my Kap photos 10/19/2004
Re: A (very) small selection of my Kap photos Duncan Macdonald 10/19/2004
Test post test post 12/11/2004
how to add a second m4013 Dougie581@hotmail.com 10/19/2004
Re: how to add a second m4013 dikkevettedirk@hotmail.com 3/11/2005
Pentax Digital User Mode Glenn Nelson 10/17/2004
Re: Pentax Digital User Mode Simon H 10/18/2004
Re: Pentax Digital User Mode Len 10/18/2004
Re: Pentax Digital User Mode http://www.burtskitecam.co.uk/gallery/album16 10/18/2004
Re: Pentax Digital User Mode james@gentlesSPAM.info 10/18/2004
Re: Pentax Digital User Mode Simon H 10/18/2004
more on roofs-- and cameras Laura Mezoff 10/17/2004
Re: more on roofs-- and cameras Glenn Nelson 10/17/2004
Re: more on roofs-- and cameras Glenn Nelson 10/29/2004
Re: more on roofs-- and cameras Mike Spivey 10/17/2004
PAP KAP BAP :self defense! laura 10/18/2004
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Re: PAP KAP BAP :self defense! Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 10/19/2004
Re: Car Insurance Dave Mitchell 10/19/2004
Re: Car Insurance Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 10/19/2004
Re: Car in Europe Christian 10/19/2004
Re: Car in Europe laura 10/19/2004
Re: Car in Europe Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 10/20/2004
Re: Car in Europe Peter van Erkel 10/21/2004
Re: Car in Europe laura 10/21/2004
Re: Car in Europe Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 10/23/2004
Re: more on roofs-- and cameras Brooks Leffler 10/17/2004
Re: more on roofs-- and cameras Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 10/18/2004
Re: more on roofs-- and cameras Brooks 10/18/2004
Re: CP 8400 Scott Haefner 10/19/2004
Re: more on roofs-- and cameras David Hunt 10/19/2004
rigs and cameras laura 10/19/2004
Re: rigs and cameras Dave Mitchell 10/20/2004
Re: more on roofs-- and cameras Mike Spivey 10/18/2004
Re: more on roofs-- and cameras Christian 10/19/2004
Throw away your kite & lines, the future has arrived Lenny 10/16/2004
Re: Throw away your kite & lines, the future has arrived Christian 10/16/2004
New photos. Toni Tugues 10/15/2004
Re: New photos. Doug Haber 10/15/2004
Re: New photos. Toni Tugues 10/18/2004
Soring your picavet Lenny 10/15/2004
Re: Soring your picavet David Hunt 10/15/2004
Re: Soring your picavet Brooks 10/15/2004
Re: Storing your picavet Dave Mitchell 10/16/2004
Re: Soring your picavet Carlo Didier 10/16/2004
Re: Storing your picavet David Hunt 10/16/2004
First Photos - Thanks Everyone! Doug Haber 10/14/2004
Re: First Photos - Thanks Everyone! Coast Guard Kiteman {Ret.} 10/15/2004
Re: First Photos - Thanks Everyone! Doug Haber 10/15/2004
Re: First Photos - Thanks Everyone! Doug Haber 10/15/2004
Kite Line suggestions Doug Haber 10/14/2004
Re: Kite Line suggestions- OOPS! Correct link added! Doug Haber again 10/14/2004
Re: Kite Line suggestions Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 10/14/2004
Re: Kite Line suggestions Carlo Didier 10/15/2004
Re: Kite Line suggestions Christian 10/14/2004
Re: Kite Line suggestions David Hunt 10/14/2004
Re: Kite Line suggestions Christian 10/15/2004
Re: Kite Line suggestions David Hunt 10/14/2004
Which line and from where in UK Mark Ramessa in Warwickshire. 10/14/2004
Re: Which line and from where in UK Patrick S 10/14/2004
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Re: Which line and from where in UK Dave Mitchell 10/14/2004
Re: Which line and from where in UK Craig 10/14/2004
Re: Which line and from where in UK Carlo Didier 10/15/2004
Re: Which line and from where in UK Mark Ramessa 10/14/2004
Vehicle assisted KAPing? - Revisited Doug Haber 10/14/2004
Re: Vehicle assisted KAPing? - Revisited Simon S 10/14/2004
Re: Vehicle assisted KAPing? - Revisited Richard Amirault 10/14/2004
Re: Vehicle assisted KAPing? Off topic reply.... Simon H 10/14/2004
Re: Vehicle assisted KAPing? Off topic reply.... Craig 10/14/2004
Re: Vehicle assisted KAPing? Off topic reply.... Christian 10/14/2004
Jordan Airform Doug Haber 10/12/2004
Re: Jordan Airform Harald Prinzler (hprinzler@aol.com) 10/15/2004
Re: Jordan Airform David Hunt 10/12/2004
Re: Jordan Airform Doug Haber 10/12/2004
Re: Jordan Airform Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 10/12/2004
Re: Jordan Airform Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 10/12/2004
Camera Protection on Hard Landings Doug Haber 10/11/2004
Re: Camera Protection on Hard Landings David Foster 10/16/2004
Re: Camera Protection on Hard Landings Carlo Didier 10/12/2004
Re: Camera Protection on Hard Landings Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 10/11/2004
Re: Camera Protection on Hard Landings Dave Mitchell 10/11/2004
Re: Camera Protection on Hard Landings Doug Haber 10/11/2004
Re: Camera Protection on Hard Landings Doug Haber 10/11/2004
Re: Camera Protection on Hard Landings Dave Mitchell 10/12/2004
Re: Camera Protection on Hard Landings Simon H 10/12/2004
Re: Camera Protection on Hard Landings Doug Haber 10/12/2004
Re: Camera Protection on Hard Landings Duncan Macdonald 10/12/2004
Re: Camera Protection on Hard Landings Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 10/12/2004
Gomberg Super Sled Peter McCulloch 10/11/2004
Re: Gomberg Super Sled Ralf 10/12/2004
Re: Gomberg Super Sled Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 10/11/2004
Re: Gomberg Super Sled David Hunt 10/11/2004
Re: Gomberg Super Sled Richard Amirault 10/12/2004
Re: Gomberg Super Sled Da 10/11/2004
Re: Gomberg Super Sled Christian 10/13/2004
Re: Gomberg Super Sled Peter van Erkel 10/20/2004
Spar framed rig Paul Bauer Jorge 10/11/2004
Re: Spar framed rig Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 10/11/2004
Re: Spar framed rig Paul Bauer Jorge 10/13/2004
New Kaper (As of today!) Doug Haber 10/10/2004
Re: New Kaper (As of today!) Yvan 10/10/2004
Re: New Kaper (As of today!) Doug Haber 10/11/2004
travel abroad-- advice Laura Mezoff 10/10/2004
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thanks! Laura Mezoff 10/13/2004
Re: travel abroad-- advice Dave Mitchell 10/11/2004
Re: travel abroad-- advice David Hunt 10/10/2004
Re: travel abroad-- advice Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 10/10/2004
Re: travel abroad-- advice 10/11/2004
R/C Frequency Rules for Various Countries Dave Mitchell 10/7/2004
Re: R/C Frequency Rules for Various Countries Brooks 10/7/2004
print large A3 sized calendars using my photos, works wonde dilan.dilan@indiatimes.com 10/7/2004
print large A3 sized calendars using my photos, works wonde dilan.dilan@indiatimes.com 10/7/2004
print large A3 sized calendars using my photos, works wonde dilan.dilan@indiatimes.com 10/7/2004
Camcorder viewfinder revisited Michael 10/5/2004
Re: Camcorder viewfinder revisited Christian 10/5/2004
If there were 5 things you could tell a new KAPper... Simon H 10/5/2004
Re: If there were 5 things you could tell a new KAPper... Simon H 10/6/2004
Re: If there were 5 things you could tell a new KAPper... Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 10/5/2004
Re: If there were 5 things you could tell a new KAPper... Brooks 10/5/2004
Re: If there were 5 things you could tell a new KAPper... Paul Bauer Jorge 10/6/2004
Re: If there were 5 things you could tell a new KAPper... David Hunt 10/11/2004
Re: If there were 5 things you could tell a new KAPper... brooks 10/6/2004
Re: If there were 5 things you could tell a new KAPper... Paul Bauer Jorge 10/7/2004
Re: Antenna / Aiming Stick

Was: If there were 5 things ... Richard Amirault 10/6/2004

Re: Antenna / Aiming Stick

Was: If there were 5 things ... Brooks 10/6/2004

Re: If there were 5 things you could tell a new KAPper... Richard Amirault 10/5/2004
Re: If there were 5 things you could tell a new KAPper... Carlo Didier 10/5/2004
Re: If there were 5 things you could tell a new KAPper... David Hunt 10/7/2004
Re: If there were 5 things you could tell a new KAPper... Simon H 10/6/2004
Re: If there were 5 things you could tell a new KAPper... Carlo Didier 10/7/2004
3D page-flipping web embedding music photo album. joanna 10/3/2004
3D page-flipping web embedding music photo album. joanna 10/3/2004
UK R/C Kit Dave Mitchell 10/2/2004
Re: KAP and UK Law Dave Mitchell 10/5/2004
Re: KAP and UK Law - Height Restriction DOES apply to all kites! - Dave Mitchell 10/6/2004
Re: KAP and UK Law - revised link Dave 10/5/2004
Re: KAP and UK Law - revised link Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 10/5/2004
Re: UK R/C Kit Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 10/2/2004
Re: UK R/C Kit Len 10/4/2004
Re: UK R/C Kit Dave Mitchell 10/4/2004
Re: UK R/C Kit Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 10/4/2004
Transmitter/Receiver Advice Please Robby 10/2/2004
Re: UK EBAY - mammoth sale of R/C equipment Dave Mitchell 10/8/2004
Re: Transmitter/Receiver Advice Please Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 10/2/2004
Re: Transmitter/Receiver Advice Please (2) Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 10/2/2004
Re: Transmitter/Receiver Advice Please (2) Brooks 10/2/2004
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Re: Transmitter/Receiver Advice Please (2) Christian 10/4/2004
hi.......... :-D ba'on and jablo times 9/30/2004
hi.......... :-D ba'on and jablo times 9/30/2004
Oneshot Panorama for 7$ Yvan 9/29/2004
Change those Links and Bookmarks too ! Matthias Kary 9/27/2004
Change those Links and Bookmarks! Brooks Leffler 9/26/2004
Re: Change those Links and Bookmarks! Christian 10/4/2004
Re: Change those Links and Bookmarks! Brooks 10/5/2004
Re: Change those Links and Bookmarks! Carlo Didier 9/27/2004
Re: Change those Links and Bookmarks! Richard Amirault 9/27/2004
Re: Change those Links and Bookmarks! Brooks 9/27/2004
Re: Change those Links and Bookmarks! Richard Amirault 9/28/2004
Re: Change those Links and Bookmarks! Richard Amirault 9/28/2004
Re: Change those Links and Bookmarks! Brooks 9/28/2004
Re: Change those Links and Bookmarks! Richard Amirault 9/29/2004
Re: Change those Links and Bookmarks! Brooks 9/29/2004
Re: Change those Links and Bookmarks! Scott Haefner 9/28/2004
Re: Change those Links and Bookmarks! Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 9/28/2004
Re: Change those Links and Bookmarks! Richard Amirault 9/28/2004
Re: Change those Links and Bookmarks! Brooks 9/28/2004
Re: Change those Links and Bookmarks! Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 9/28/2004
Re: Change those Links and Bookmarks! Scott Haefner 9/28/2004
Re: Change those Links and Bookmarks! Carlo Didier 9/30/2004
Re: Change those Links and Bookmarks! Frank Louwers (frankDOTlouwersATaltinaDOTcx) 9/27/2004
Re: Change those Links and Bookmarks! karengus@weest.net 9/27/2004
Re: Change those Links and Bookmarks! Allan 9/27/2004
Re: Change those Links and Bookmarks! David Hunt 9/27/2004
shutter speed on digital camera burtskitecam.co.uk 9/26/2004
Re: shutter speed on digital camera Pierre Lenfestey 9/26/2004
Re: shutter speed on digital camera james@gentlesSPAM.info 9/27/2004
KAP in new 'mook' Paul Bauer Jorge 9/24/2004
AKA Members Choice KAP competition Brooks 9/23/2004
Doug Hagaman Airfoil David Hunt 9/23/2004
Re: Doug Hagaman Airfoil Cris Benton 9/23/2004
Jalbum.net Paul Bauer Jorge 9/22/2004
Re: Jalbum.net Yvan 9/23/2004
Re: Jalbum.net Brooks 9/22/2004
Coolpix again Craig 9/22/2004
Re: Coolpix again David Hunt 9/23/2004
Re: Coolpix again Craig 9/24/2004
Re: Coolpix again Carl Bigras 9/24/2004
Re: Coolpix again David Hunt 9/24/2004
Re: Coolpix again Brooks 9/24/2004
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Re: Coolpix again Craig 9/24/2004
Re: Coolpix again Henry 9/25/2004
Re: Coolpix again David Hunt 9/24/2004
Re: Coolpix again Brooks 9/24/2004
Re: Coolpix again David Hunt 9/24/2004
Re: Coolpix again Brooks 9/25/2004
Re: Coolpix again Carl Bigras 9/27/2004
Re: Coolpix again Craig 9/24/2004
Re: Coolpix again Brooks 9/22/2004
I or U ? Simon S 9/21/2004
Re: I or U ? Craig 9/22/2004
Re: I or U ? Brooks 9/22/2004
Outer OR Inner U bracket? Paul Bauer Jorge 9/20/2004
Re: Outer OR Inner U bracket? Yvan 9/20/2004
Re: Outer OR Inner U bracket? Brooks 9/20/2004
Re: Outer OR Inner U bracket? Ralf 9/21/2004
Re: Outer OR Inner U bracket? Richard Amirault 9/21/2004
Re: Outer OR Inner U bracket? David Hunt 9/21/2004
Re: Outer OR Inner U bracket? james@gentlesSPAM.info 9/21/2004
Re: Outer OR Inner U bracket? Paul Bauer Jorge 9/22/2004
Re: Outer OR Inner U bracket? Brooks 9/22/2004
Question Re: Sony DSC-P73 Digital Cam For KAP? Coast Guard Kiteman {Ret.} 9/19/2004
Re: Question Re: Sony DSC-P73 Digital Cam For KAP? Coast Guard Kiteman {Ret.} 10/1/2004
Re: Question Re: Sony DSC-P73 Digital Cam For KAP? Glenn Nelson 9/26/2004
Re: Question Re: Sony DSC-P73 Digital Cam For KAP? [I CAN'T SPELL!] Coast Guard Kiteman {Ret.} 9/19/2004
Re: Question Re: Sony DSC-P73 Digital Cam For KAP? [I CAN'T... Manfred 9/20/2004
Re: Question Re: Sony DSC-P73 Digital Cam For KAP? [I CAN... Manfred again 9/20/2004
Re: Question Re: Sony DSC-P73 Digital Cam For KAP? [I CAN'T... Yvan 9/19/2004
Worldwide Panorama Project Brooks 9/16/2004
Re: Worldwide Panorama Project Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 9/17/2004
Cheap Anemometer Simon H 9/16/2004
KAP on the Belgian Television Yvan 9/15/2004
Re: KAP on the Belgian Television Carlo Didier 9/19/2004
Re: KAP on the Belgian Television Yvan 9/19/2004
Nikon 8700 rebate! Brooks 9/12/2004
The Nikon 8400 is lurking out there Cris Benton 9/15/2004
Re: The Nikon 8400 is lurking out there Brooks 9/16/2004
Re: The Nikon 8400 is lurking out there brooks again 9/16/2004
Re: The Nikon 8400 is lurking out there Richard Amirault 9/16/2004
argh!! Scott Haefner 9/16/2004
Re: argh!! Yvan 9/16/2004
digital timers/digital filters burtskitecam.co.uk 9/12/2004
Re: digital timers/digital filters Simon H 9/13/2004
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Re: digital timers/digital filters Carl Bigras 9/13/2004
Re: digital timers/digital filters Brooks 9/12/2004
Re: digital timers/digital filters Richard Amirault 9/12/2004
Re: digital timers/digital filters Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 9/12/2004
Re: digital timers/digital filters james@gentlesSPAM.info 9/13/2004
Re: digital timers/digital filters burtskitecam.co.uk 9/13/2004
Tailless FlowForm (survey) Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 9/11/2004
Re: Tailless FlowForm (survey) Craig 9/13/2004
Re: Tailless FlowForm (survey) David Hunt 9/13/2004
Re: Tailless FlowForm (survey) David Hunt 9/13/2004
Re: Tailless FlowForm (survey) Christian 9/14/2004
Re: Tailless FlowForm (survey) Christian 9/14/2004
my web site Scott Haefner 9/10/2004
Who is at Dieppe2004 kite festival this week end ? Emmanuel - France 9/9/2004
Re: Who is at Dieppe2004 kite festival this week end ? Frank Louwers (frankDOTlouwersATaltinaDOTcx) 9/10/2004
Re: Who is at Dieppe2004 kite festival this week end ? Christian 9/9/2004
Re: Who is at Dieppe2004 kite festival this week end ? Emmanuel 9/10/2004
www.jjmiro.com David Hunt 9/8/2004
Does anywhere sell an integrated KAP system? Rosalind 9/8/2004
Re: Does anywhere sell an integrated KAP system? Frank Louwers (frankDOTlouwersATaltinaDOTcx) 9/8/2004
Re: Does anywhere sell an integrated KAP system? Brooks Leffler 9/8/2004
They Arrived!!! {Was: Hopeless Customer Service At Robotzone Revisited} Coast Guard Kiteman {Ret.} 9/7/2004
Online Picture Of Word "KAP" From Shadows? Coast Guard Kiteman {Ret.} 9/6/2004
Re: Online Picture Of Word "KAP" From Shadows? Carlo Didier 9/7/2004
Re: Online Picture Of Word "KAP" From Shadows? Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 9/7/2004
Re: Online Picture Of Word "KAP" From Shadows? Carlo Didier 9/8/2004
Re: Online Picture Of Word "KAP" From Shadows? Coast Guard Kiteman {Ret.} 9/9/2004
. 8/7/2005
Polarizer pnjorge 9/6/2004
Re: Polarizer Christian 9/6/2004
Re: Polarizer Frank Louwers (frankDOTlouwersATaltinaDOTcx) 9/6/2004
New gentleds now on sale! james@gentlesSPAM.info 9/6/2004
Camcorder viewfinder wiring Michael 9/6/2004
Re: Camcorder viewfinder wiring Michael 9/12/2004
Re: Camcorder viewfinder wiring Dave Mitchell 9/6/2004
Re: Camcorder viewfinder wiring Dave Mitchell 9/10/2004
Re: Camcorder viewfinder wiring Christian 9/6/2004
conyne one who knows 9/5/2004
conyne one who knows 9/5/2004
KAP equipment and airport security Yvan 9/3/2004
Re: KAP equipment and airport security pnjorge 9/3/2004
Re: KAP equipment and airport security Frank Louwers (frankDOTlouwersATaltinaDOTcx) 9/3/2004
Re: KAP equipment and airport security Yvan 9/3/2004
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Another kind of kite photography Scott Haefner 9/3/2004
Solar recharging in the field Peter 9/2/2004
Re: Solar recharging in the field David Hunt 9/3/2004
Re: Solar recharging in the field Richard Amirault 9/3/2004
Re: Solar recharging in the field Carl Bigras 9/3/2004
Servo Types Dave Diederich 8/31/2004
Re: Servo Types Ralf 9/1/2004
Re: Servo Types Ralf 9/1/2004
Re: Servo Types Scott Haefner 8/31/2004
Re: Servo Types Brooks 8/31/2004
Bubble panos with Windows Software Dave Diederich 8/31/2004
Re: Bubble panos with Windows Software Scott Haefner 8/31/2004
Re: Bubble panos with Windows Software Yvan 8/31/2004
Re: Bubble panos with Windows Software Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 8/31/2004
fixing leaning horizons? Oddvin Lund, Oslo 8/31/2004
Re: fixing leaning horizons? David Hunt 9/2/2004
Re: fixing leaning horizons? Richard Amirault 9/3/2004
Re: fixing leaning horizons? Mike Spivey 9/3/2004
Re: fixing leaning horizons? Carlo Didier 9/2/2004
Re: fixing leaning horizons? Glenn Nelson 9/20/2004
Re: fixing leaning horizons? James Carroll 9/7/2004
Re: fixing leaning horizons? Carlo Didier 9/13/2004
Re: fixing leaning horizons? Yvan 8/31/2004
Re: fixing leaning horizons? Scott Haefner 8/31/2004
Re: fixing leaning horizons? Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 9/2/2004
Re: fixing leaning horizons? David Hunt 9/1/2004
Re: fixing leaning horizons? Brooks 8/31/2004
Lightning never strikes twice...... Simon H 8/31/2004
Re: Lightning never strikes twice...... Carlo Didier 9/2/2004
Re: Lightning never strikes twice...... David Hunt 8/31/2004
Re: Lightning never strikes twice...... Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 8/31/2004
Rescuing waterlooged gear pnjorge 8/30/2004
Re: Rescuing waterlooged gear Scott Haefner 8/30/2004
Re: Rescuing waterlooged gear Simon H 8/30/2004
27 mHz et al Brooks 8/30/2004
Re: 27 mHz et al Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 8/30/2004
Hangups? Dave Mitchell 8/30/2004
Re: Hangups? Dave 8/30/2004
Re: Hangups? Brooks 8/30/2004
Re: Hangups? Simon S 8/30/2004
Re: Hangups? David Hunt 8/30/2004
Re: Hangups? Dave Mitchell 8/30/2004
rubber ducky Jim Day 8/29/2004
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Re: rubber ducky Cris Benton 8/29/2004
rubber ducky Jim Day 8/29/2004
Re: rubber ducky Frank Louwers (frankDOTlouwersATaltinaDOTcx) 8/30/2004
Re: rubber ducky Scott Haefner 8/30/2004
Re: rubber ducky Cris Benton 8/29/2004
Re: rubber ducky james@gentlesSPAM.info 8/30/2004
Re: rubber ducky Simon H 8/30/2004
Re: rubber ducky james@gentlesSPAM.info 8/30/2004
Re: rubber ducky Simon H 8/30/2004
Rig building Carlo Didier 8/29/2004
Re: Rig building Simon H 8/30/2004
pentax optio s40 www.burtskitecam.co.uk 8/29/2004
Re: pentax optio s40 james@gentlesSPAM.info 8/29/2004
Lens Adapter for Canon Ixus Dave Mitchell 8/27/2004
Re: Lens Adapter for Canon Ixus David Hunt 8/27/2004
Re: Lens Adapter for Canon Ixus David Mitchell 8/27/2004
Re: Lens Adapter for Canon Ixus Brooks 8/27/2004
Re: Lens Adapter for Canon Ixus David Hunt 8/27/2004
Re: Lens Adapter for Canon Ixus Dave Mitchell 8/28/2004
New design ... Toni T. 8/26/2004
New design ... Toni Tugues / bolaset@yahoo.es 8/26/2004
Discussion milestone reached Cris Benton 8/23/2004
digital choice www.burtskitecam.co.uk (burt) 8/23/2004
Re: digital choice Phil Agur 8/26/2004
Re: digital choice David Hunt 8/23/2004
Re: digital choice james@gentlesSPAM.info 8/24/2004
Casalboni new address Andrea Casalboni 8/23/2004
New address Ralf 8/23/2004
Hopeless Customer Service At Robotzone Revisited Coast Guard Kiteman {Ret.} 8/22/2004
Re: Hopeless Customer Service At Robotzone Revisited NK Guy 8/26/2004
Re: Hopeless Customer Service At Robotzone Revisited, Part 2 Coast Guard Kiteman {Ret.} 8/23/2004
Re: Hopeless Customer Service At Robotzone Revisited, Part 2 Coast Guard Kiteman {Ret.} 8/28/2004
Re: Hopeless Customer Service At Robotzone Revisited, Part 2 Brooks 8/23/2004
Re: Hopeless Customer Service At Robotzone Revisited, Part 2 8/23/2004
Re: Hopeless Customer Service At Robotzone Revisited, Part 2 Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 8/23/2004
Re: Hopeless Customer Service At Robotzone Revisited, Part 2 8/23/2004
12gram KAP rig is a reality! james@gentlesSPAM.info 8/19/2004
Re: 12gram KAP rig is a reality! Ralf 8/19/2004
Re: 12gram KAP rig is a reality! Brooks 8/20/2004
Re: 12gram KAP rig is a reality! Ralf 8/20/2004
Fisheye sharpness Brooks 8/16/2004
Re: Fisheye sharpness Mike Spivey 8/18/2004
Re: Fisheye sharpness -- and Facel Vega Brooks 8/18/2004
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Re: Fisheye sharpness Scott Haefner 8/16/2004
Re: Fisheye sharpness Brooks 8/17/2004
Re: Fisheye sharpness Scott Haefner 8/17/2004
Re: Fisheye sharpness David Hunt 8/17/2004
Re: Fisheye sharpness Brooks 8/17/2004
Re: Fisheye sharpness Scott Haefner 8/18/2004
Re: Fisheye sharpness Brooks 8/18/2004
Re: Fisheye sharpness David Hunt 8/18/2004
Re: Fisheye sharpness Richard Amirault 8/17/2004
Re: Fisheye sharpness Brooks 8/17/2004
Re: Fisheye sharpness David Hunt 8/16/2004
Re: Fisheye sharpness Brooks 8/16/2004
Re: Fisheye sharpness Brooks addendum 8/16/2004
a good digital camera burt 8/15/2004
Re: a good digital camera Dave Mitchell 8/16/2004
Re: a good digital camera Brooks 8/15/2004
Re: a good digital camera Simon H 8/16/2004
Re: a good digital camera Richard Amirault 8/16/2004
Re: a good digital camera Brooks 8/16/2004
Re: a good digital camera Simon 8/16/2004
Re: a good digital camera Christian 8/16/2004
KAP without Electronics Glenn Nelson 8/14/2004
Re: KAP without Electronics Carlo Didier 8/18/2004
Re: KAP without Electronics Christian 8/15/2004
Tailless Flowform Christian 8/13/2004
Hopeless customer service at Robotzone NK Guy 8/13/2004
Re: Hopeless customer service at Robotzone Carl 8/16/2004
Any other Internet gear sources? NK Guy 8/16/2004
Re: Any other Internet gear sources? Simon H 8/16/2004
Re: Any other Internet gear sources? brooks 8/16/2004
Re: Any other Internet gear sources? Simon H 8/16/2004
Re: Any other Internet gear sources? NK Guy 8/17/2004
Re: Any other Internet gear sources? simon H 8/17/2004
Re: Any other Internet gear sources? Brooks 8/17/2004
UK rig building supplies Simon H 8/13/2004
Re: UK rig building supplies Pierre Lenfestey 8/13/2004
Re: UK rig building supplies Pierre Lenfestey 8/13/2004
Photo of a Rok Shawn 8/11/2004
Re: Photo of a Rok Yvan 8/18/2004
Re: Photo of a Rok brooks 8/11/2004
Transmitter reboxing question. Simon H 8/10/2004
Re: Transmitter reboxing question. David Hunt 8/10/2004
Re: Transmitter reboxing question. Da 8/10/2004
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jkap contest 8/9/2004
Re: jkap contest Craig 8/9/2004
Re: jkap contest David Hunt 8/9/2004
Re: jkap contest Brooks 8/9/2004
Re: jkap contest Simon H 8/10/2004
KAPiSco tour Carl Bigras 8/9/2004
Re: KAPiSco tour Brooks 8/9/2004
Re: KAPiSco tour Glenn Nelson 8/14/2004
Possible to use slow motor to take shots every few seconds? Jason 8/4/2004
Re: Possible to use slow motor to take shots every few seconds? Manfred 8/5/2004
Recommended battery power? NK Guy 8/4/2004
Re: Recommended battery power? NK Guy 8/4/2004
Re: Recommended battery power? james@gentlesSPAM.info 8/4/2004
Re: Recommended battery power? NK Guy 8/5/2004
Re: Recommended battery power? Christian 8/4/2004
Revised KAP Web Pages Dave Mitchell 8/3/2004
Re: Revised KAP Web Pages - oops Dave 8/3/2004
Re: Revised KAP Web Pages - oops Yvan 8/5/2004
Re: Revised KAP Web Pages Duncan Macdonald 8/3/2004
Servo gears redux (attn: Brooks) Ben Lurgi 8/1/2004
Re: Servo gears redux (attn: Brooks) David Hunt 8/2/2004
Re: Servo gears redux (attn: Brooks) 8/2/2004
Re: Servo gears redux (attn: Brooks) Brooks 8/2/2004
Re: Servo gears redux (attn: Brooks) Brooks yet again 8/3/2004
Re: Servo gears redux (attn: Brooks) NK Guy 8/3/2004
Re: Servo gears redux (attn: Brooks) Christian 8/3/2004
Re: Servo gears redux (attn: Brooks) NK Guy 8/4/2004
Re: Servo gears redux (attn: Brooks) Brooks 8/3/2004
KAPiSU04 is over. Any Reports? David Hunt 7/29/2004
Re: KAPiSU04 is over. Any Reports? Brooks 7/29/2004
Two KAP Competitions! Brooks Leffler 7/29/2004
QUESTION: 5K Vs. 10K Trimmer/Potentiometer Mentioned In AERIAL EYE 4.2 Article By Brooks Leffler... [Slightly Long] Coast Guard Kiteman {Ret.}
7/25/2004
MY REPLY TO: Re: QUESTION: 5K Vs. 10K Trimmer/Potentiometer Mentioned In AERI... Coast Guard Kiteman {Ret.} 7/30/2004
Re: QUESTION: 5K Vs. 10K Trimmer/Potentiometer Mentioned In AERI... Scott Haefner 7/25/2004
Re: QUESTION: 5K Vs. 10K Trimmer/Potentiometer Mentioned In ... Carlo Didier 7/27/2004
Re: QUESTION: 5K Vs. 10K Trimmer/Potentiometer Mentioned In ... Carlo Didier 7/27/2004
Re: QUESTION: 5K Vs. 10K Trimmer/Potentiometer Mentioned In ... Christian 7/26/2004
KAPiSco--the results are in! Doug 7/25/2004
KAPiSco--the results are in! Scott Haefner 7/24/2004
Re: KAPiSco--the results are in! Carlo Didier 7/26/2004
Re: KAPiSco--the results are in! Patrick and Marilyn S 7/25/2004
Re: KAPiSco--the results are in! Brooks 7/25/2004
KAPiSco- further results Simon Harbord 8/7/2004
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Nikon Coolpix 8700 - Nikon D100 - D70 Marcelo Singer - tatodobien@adinet.com.uy 7/24/2004
Re: Nikon Coolpix 8700 - Nikon D100 - D70 toroloco 2/13/2005
Re: Nikon Coolpix 8700 - Nikon D100 - D70 Mike 8/4/2004
spools Allan, Saint Lucia 7/24/2004
Switches and shutter release Pierre Lenfestey 7/24/2004
Re: Switches and shutter release Manfred 8/5/2004
Re: Switches and shutter release Carlo Didier 7/24/2004
Re: Switches and shutter release Pierre Lenfestey 7/25/2004
ALTI-OSD Modules pjsmith@microtech.co.gg 7/21/2004
Re: ALTI-OSD Modules Holger 7/21/2004
Re: ALTI-OSD Modules Brooks Leffler 7/21/2004
Does anyone do photo requests? Tom W. 7/19/2004
Re: Does anyone do photo requests? brooks leffler 7/19/2004
Re: Does anyone do photo requests? Simon H 7/19/2004
Re: Does anyone do photo requests? Christian 7/19/2004
Re: Does anyone do photo requests? Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 7/19/2004
Tailless Flowform Christian 7/18/2004
Re: Tailless Flowform brooks 7/19/2004
Flowform making - decision time Pierre Lenfestey 7/18/2004
Re: Flowform making - decision time Richard Amirault 7/19/2004
Re: Flowform making - decision time Pierre Lenfestey 7/19/2004
Re: Flowform making - decision time Richard Amirault 7/19/2004
Re: Flowform making - decision time Pierre Lenfestey 7/19/2004
Re: Flowform making - decision time Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 7/18/2004
Re: Flowform making - decision time Pierre Lenfestey 7/18/2004
Re: Flowform making - decision time Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 7/18/2004
Re: Flowform making - decision time brooks kyteman[AT]redshift[DOT]com 7/19/2004
Re: Flowform making - decision time Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 7/19/2004
Re: Flowform making - decision time Simon H 7/19/2004
Re: Flowform making - decision time Christian 7/19/2004
Re: Flowform making - decision time Pierre Lenfestey 7/20/2004
Re: Flowform making - decision time Pierre Lenfestey 7/19/2004
Fixing the Kite martin 7/16/2004
Re: Fixing the Kite brooks 7/16/2004
Re: Fixing the Kite Dave Mitchell 7/16/2004
Re: Fixing the Kite Richard Amirault 7/16/2004
Re: Fixing the Kite Henry Jebe 7/16/2004
Re: Fixing the Kite Carlo Didier 7/17/2004
Re: Fixing the Kite Christian 7/16/2004
Re: Fixing the Kite martin 7/19/2004
Digisnaps? Allan 7/12/2004
Re: Digisnaps? Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 7/12/2004
Digisnal etc Allan 7/12/2004
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Re: Digisnal etc Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 7/12/2004
KAPiSco, KAPiSco -- wherefore art thou? brooks 7/12/2004
Re: KAPiSco, KAPiSco -- wherefore art thou? David Hunt 7/12/2004
Re: KAPiSco, KAPiSco -- wherefore art thou? Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 7/12/2004
Re: KAPiSco, KAPiSco -- wherefore art thou? Simon H 7/12/2004
Re: KAPiSco, KAPiSco -- wherefore art thou? Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 7/12/2004
Re: KAPiSco, KAPiSco -- wherefore art thou? Simon H 7/12/2004
Tales of woe - any more ? Simon H 7/12/2004
Great statistics tracker brooks 7/11/2004
Plan ahead -- or pay attention! brooks leffler 7/11/2004
Re: Plan ahead -- or pay attention! Frank Louwers (frankDOTlouwersATaltinaDOTcx) 7/11/2004
Re: Plan ahead -- or pay attention! Carlo Didier 7/12/2004
Re: Plan ahead -- or pay attention! Carlo Didier 7/12/2004
Re: Plan ahead -- or pay attention! David Hunt 7/11/2004
Re: Plan ahead -- or pay attention! Christian 7/11/2004
Re: Plan ahead -- or pay attention! brooks leffler 7/11/2004
Re: Plan ahead -- or pay attention! Yvan 7/11/2004
Ideal Cradle/Rig Weight? Chris B 7/10/2004
Re: Ideal Cradle/Rig Weight? David Hunt 7/10/2004
Re: Ideal Cradle/Rig Weight? brooks leffler 7/11/2004
Tying off the kite line Bill Mitchell 7/9/2004
Re: Tying off the kite line David Hunt 7/12/2004
Re: Tying off the kite line Richard Amirault 7/12/2004
Re: Tying off the kite line Richard Amirault 7/12/2004
Re: Tying off the kite line Nathan 7/11/2004
Re: Tying off the kite line brooks 7/12/2004
Re: Tying off the kite line Christian 7/12/2004
Re: Tying off the kite line Nathan 7/15/2004
Re: Tying off the kite line David Hunt 7/16/2004
Re: Tying off the kite line Frank Louwers (frankDOTlouwersATaltinaDOTcx) 7/10/2004
Re: Tying off the kite line Carlo Didier 7/10/2004
Re: Tying off the kite line Frank Louwers (frankDOTlouwersATaltinaDOTcx) 7/10/2004
Re: Tying off the kite line Carlo Didier 7/11/2004
Re: Tying off the kite line Dave Mitchell 7/10/2004
Re: Tying off the kite line David Hunt 7/9/2004
KAP Chat. Simon H 7/5/2004
KAP with videocamera near Woodstock,NY? Sg 7/5/2004
RC questions from UK newbie Pierre Lenfestey 7/5/2004
Re: RC questions from UK newbie Frank Louwers (frankDOTlouwersATaltinaDOTcx) 7/5/2004
Re: RC questions from UK newbie Frank Louwers (frankDOTlouwersATaltinaDOTcx) 7/5/2004
Re: RC questions from UK newbie - thanks, Frank Pierre Lenfestey 7/7/2004
Re: RC questions from UK newbie - thanks, Frank Frank Louwers (frankDOTlouwersATaltinaDOTcx) 7/7/2004
Re: RC questions from UK newbie David Hunt 7/5/2004
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battery types and chargers Scott Haefner 7/5/2004
Re: battery types and chargers 7/6/2004
Re: RC questions from UK newbie 7/5/2004
Re: RC questions from UK newbie David Hunt 7/5/2004
Re: RC questions from UK newbie Frank Louwers (frankDOTlouwersATaltinaDOTcx) 7/5/2004
Re: RC questions from UK newbie Dave Mitchell 7/5/2004
Re: RC questions from UK newbie 7/5/2004
Re: RC questions from UK newbie Simon H 7/5/2004
Re: RC questions from UK newbie Pierre Lenfestey 7/5/2004
Photographer's Rights Scott Haefner 7/3/2004
Re: Photographer's Rights Richard Amirault 7/6/2004
Re: Photographer's Rights Richard Amirault 7/8/2004
Re: Photographer's Rights Frank Louwers (frankDOTlouwersATaltinaDOTcx) 7/4/2004
Back from KAPiSco Carl Bigras 6/28/2004
WIRELESS BURGLAR ALARM SYSTEM K.Parizad 6/28/2004
KAP in Germany Yvan 6/27/2004
Re: KAP in Germany Ralf 6/28/2004
Re: KAP in Germany Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 6/27/2004
Unsolved URL Mystery David Hunt 6/25/2004
I am totaly now with KAP itay meshel- Israel 6/24/2004
Re: I am totaly now with KAP Frank Louwers (frankDOTlouwersATaltinaDOTcx) 6/26/2004
Re: I am totaly now with KAP Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 6/25/2004
My 1st shooting with a video downlink. Yvan 6/24/2004
Radio control mix n' match Pierre Lenfestey 6/24/2004
Re: Radio control mix n' match Dave Mitchell 6/24/2004
Re: Radio control mix n' match Pierre Lenfestey 6/24/2004
Re: Radio control mix n' match Simon H 6/24/2004
Re: Radio control mix n' match Pierre Lenfestey 7/3/2004
Applique James Carroll 6/23/2004
Re: Applique Yvan 6/24/2004
Applique James Carroll 6/23/2004
UK Newbie In Need of Help/Advice Chris Butterfield 6/19/2004
Re: UK Newbie In Need of Help/Advice Frank Louwers (frankDOTlouwersATaltinaDOTcx) 6/19/2004
Re: UK Newbie In Need of Help/Advice Christian 6/19/2004
KAPiSco Simon H 6/18/2004
Re: KAPiSco Carlo Didier 6/25/2004
Re: KAPiSco Simon H 6/29/2004
Re: KAPiSco james@gentlesSPAM.info 6/18/2004
Re: KAPiSco Carlo Didier 6/18/2004
Re: KAPiSco Carlo Didier 6/18/2004
Re: KAPiSco brooks Leffler 6/18/2004
Re: KAPiSco Brooks Leffler 6/18/2004
Re: KAPiSco james@gentlesSPAM.info 6/18/2004
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Motors and servos Pierre Lenfestey 6/17/2004
Re: Motors and servos Frank Louwers (frankDOTlouwersATaltinaDOTcx) 6/17/2004
Re: Motors and servos Brooks Leffler 6/17/2004
Re: Motors and servos Pierre Lenfestey 6/17/2004
Re: Motors and servos Christian 6/17/2004
Re: Motors and servos Pierre Lenfestey 6/19/2004
KAPiSCO Update james@gentlesSPAM.info 6/16/2004
R/C Blimp Guts good for KAP Rig? wwwigz@aol.com 6/14/2004
Re: R/C Blimp Guts good for KAP Rig? Ralf Beutnagel 6/14/2004
Re: R/C Blimp Guts good for KAP Rig? 6/15/2004
Re: R/C Blimp Guts good for KAP Rig? Andrea Casalboni 6/16/2004
Re: R/C Blimp Guts good for KAP Rig? Dave Mitchell 6/15/2004
Re: R/C Blimp Guts good for KAP Rig? Wigz 6/15/2004
Tips for beginner Mathias 6/12/2004
Re: Tips for beginner Brooks Leffler 6/12/2004
Re: Tips for beginner Yvan 6/12/2004
Good size for a Rokkaku ? Yvan 6/9/2004
Re: Good size for a Rokkaku ? Frank Louwers (frankDOTlouwersATaltinaDOTcx) 6/9/2004
Re: Good size for a Rokkaku ? Christian 6/9/2004
Re: Good size for a Rokkaku ? Yvan 6/10/2004
Monitor for video downlink, revisited Frank Louwers (frank.louwers@altina.cx) 6/7/2004
Re: Monitor for video downlink, revisited Yvan 6/10/2004
Re: Monitor for video downlink, revisited Steven 9/15/2005
Re: Monitor for video downlink, revisited Ivan Merkel 8/3/2005
Re: Monitor for video downlink, revisited Brooks Leffler 6/8/2004
Re: Monitor for video downlink, revisited John 11/14/2004
Re: Monitor for video downlink, revisited Carl Bigras 6/9/2004
Re: Monitor for video downlink, revisited Simon H 6/9/2004
Re: Monitor for video downlink, revisited Simon S 6/8/2004
Re: Monitor for video downlink, revisited Frank Louwers (frankDOTlouwersATaltinaDOTcx) 6/10/2004
Re: Monitor for video downlink, revisited Brooks Leffler 6/10/2004
Re: Monitor for video downlink, revisited Frank Louwers (frankDOTlouwersATaltinaDOTcx) 6/10/2004
Re: Monitor for video downlink, revisited Christian 6/10/2004
Re: Monitor for video downlink, revisited Brooks Leffler 6/10/2004
Re: Monitor for video downlink, revisited Christian 6/9/2004
Site Spring cleaning yvan 6/7/2004
Re: Site Spring cleaning Brooks Leffler 6/7/2004
Re: Site Spring cleaning Yvan 6/8/2004
Re: Site Spring cleaning Scott Haefner 6/8/2004
Re: Site Spring cleaning Frank Louwers (frank.louwers@altina.cx) 6/7/2004
ALTI-OSD telemetry module Olivier H 5/30/2004
Electronic shutter control Baron (new reader) 5/29/2004
Re: Electronic shutter control Brooks Leffler 6/10/2004
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Re: Electronic shutter control Brooks Leffler 5/30/2004
Re: Electronic shutter control Christian 5/31/2004
KAPtions Craig 5/27/2004
Re: KAPtions James Carroll 6/3/2004
Re: KAPtions Brooks Leffler 6/3/2004
Re: KAPtions Craig 6/4/2004
Battery Ixus Patrick Skibinski 5/26/2004
Re: Battery Ixus James Gentles 5/27/2004
Deleted email Brooks Leffler 5/25/2004
Re: Deleted email Carlo Didier 5/26/2004
Re: Deleted email Brooks Leffler 5/26/2004
Deleted email 5/25/2004
Monitor for video downlink Michael 5/25/2004
Re: Monitor for video downlink Yvan 5/27/2004
Re: Monitor for video downlink Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 5/25/2004
Re: Monitor for video downlink Christian 5/25/2004
dacron line www.burtskitecam.co.uk 5/22/2004
Re: dacron line Dave Mitchell 5/25/2004
Re: dacron line Brooks 5/22/2004
Elektrical KAP Autotrigger with servo Manfred 5/21/2004
Re: Elektrical KAP Autotrigger with servo Carlo Didier 5/23/2004
Re: Elektrical KAP Autotrigger with servo Brooks 5/21/2004
Re: Elektrical KAP Autotrigger with GENTLED Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 5/21/2004
Simplest Lifting Kite design David 5/18/2004
Re: Simplest Lifting Kite design David Hunt 5/18/2004
Re: Simplest Lifting Kite design Brooks 5/18/2004
Questions Ruby davies 5/16/2004
Re: Questions Ralf Beutnagel 5/17/2004
Re: Questions Dave Mitchell 5/17/2004
Re: Questions Brooks Leffler 5/17/2004
Re: Questions Dave Mitchell 5/19/2004
Questions Ruby davies 5/16/2004
Questions Ruby davies 5/16/2004
Question about KAP J. A.S. 5/16/2004
Re: Question about KAP Richard Amirault 5/17/2004
Re: Question about KAP JAS 5/17/2004
Re: Question about KAP Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 5/16/2004
Re: Question about KAP JAS 5/16/2004
Re: Question about KAP JAS 5/16/2004
Re: Question about KAP Brooks Leffler 5/17/2004
Re: Question about KAP Thanks 5/17/2004
Smart Rig Simon Sherwin 5/11/2004
Re: Smart Rig Dave Mitchell 5/13/2004
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Re: Smart Rig Simon Sherwin 5/13/2004
Re: Smart Rig Simon H 5/13/2004
intriguing new Canon compact digital Scott Haefner 5/10/2004
Feeling Like A KAP Camera (Revisited) David Hunt 5/4/2004
Re: Feeling Like A KAP Camera (Revisited) Simon H 5/4/2004
What to do with frayed line? AndyW 5/3/2004
Re: What to do with frayed line? Richard Amirault 5/4/2004
The WORD Richard Amirault 5/4/2004
Re: The WORD Frank Louwers (frank.louwers@altina.cx) 5/4/2004
Re: The WORD David Hunt 5/4/2004
Re: What to do with frayed line? Frank Louwers (frank.louwers@altina.cx) 5/4/2004
Re: What to do with frayed line? Jot Wu 5/3/2004
Re: What to do with frayed line? David Hunt 5/3/2004
Re: What to do with frayed line? Christian 5/3/2004
Re: What to do with frayed line? Craig 5/10/2004
Gentled and Digital Cameras Glenn Nelson 4/28/2004
New KAP site Dave 4/28/2004
Winding on a halo AndyW 4/28/2004
Re: Winding on a halo Cris Benton 4/28/2004
Re: Winding on a halo burt 4/28/2004
Camera Upgrade - Suggestions? Dave Mitchell 4/26/2004
Re: Camera Upgrade - Suggestions? Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 4/26/2004
Re: Camera Upgrade - Suggestions? Dave 4/26/2004
Re: Camera Upgrade - Suggestions? James Gentles 4/26/2004
KAP in Denmark? Cris Benton 4/22/2004
Re: KAP in Denmark? ralf@dietrich.dk 7/23/2004
Re: KAP in Denmark? Frank Louwers (frank.louwers@altina.cx) 4/26/2004
Re: KAP in Denmark? Frank Louwers (frank.louwers@altina.cx) 4/26/2004
Re: KAP in Denmark? Brooks 4/30/2004
Re: KAP in Denmark? Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 4/22/2004
Re: KAP in Denmark? petervanerke@hotmail.com 4/27/2004
Homebrew orthophotos again Mariner 4/22/2004
28mm digital Allan 4/21/2004
Re: 28mm digital Scott Haefner 4/21/2004
Re: 28mm digital Mariner 4/21/2004
Re: 28mm digital James Gentles 4/24/2004
Re: 28mm digital (question for James) Scott Haefner 4/24/2004
Re: 28mm digital (question for James) James 4/26/2004
Re: 28mm digital (question for James) David Hunt 4/24/2004
KAP in PC Magazine Carlo Didier 4/20/2004
Two new discoveries Brooks Leffler 4/19/2004
Re: Two new discoveries Simon Harbord 4/27/2004
Troubleshooting the Xcam2 modifications Christopher 4/18/2004
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Re: Troubleshooting the Xcam2 modifications David Hunt 4/19/2004
www.kiteaerialphotography.net has moved Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 4/18/2004
Help - Soldering wires to a digital camera (GULP) Pierre Lenfestey 4/17/2004
Re: Help - Soldering wires to a digital camera (GULP) Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 4/17/2004
Re: Help - Soldering wires to a digital camera (GULP) Christian 4/19/2004
Re: Help - Soldering wires to a digital camera (GULP) Pierre Lenfestey 4/20/2004
Printing and Framing for a Gallery Show Glenn Nelson 4/17/2004
KAP Article in Santa Cruz Weekly Glenn Nelson 4/17/2004
Re: KAP Article in Santa Cruz Weekly AndyW 4/17/2004
Re: KAP Article in Santa Cruz Weekly AndyW 4/17/2004
Re: KAP Article in Santa Cruz Weekly - shirts Brooks 4/17/2004
Re: KAP Article in Santa Cruz Weekly - shirts Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 4/17/2004
Sahara KAP Jot Wu 4/17/2004
Re: Sahara KAP Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 4/17/2004
New KAPer Michael 4/16/2004
Strato-Spool Elizabeth 4/15/2004
Re: Strato-Spool Allan 4/15/2004
Photogrammetry & GPS Mariner 4/13/2004
Re: Photogrammetry & GPS Elizabeth 4/15/2004
Re: Photogrammetry & GPS Mariner 4/16/2004
Re: Photogrammetry & GPS Carlo Didier 4/20/2004
Re: Photogrammetry & GPS David Hunt 4/16/2004
Re: Photogrammetry & GPS Allan, Saint Lucia 4/14/2004
Re: Photogrammetry & GPS Simon H 4/13/2004
Re: Photogrammetry & GPS Christian 4/14/2004
How do you pronounce "conyne"? AndyW 4/13/2004
Re: How do you pronounce "conyne"? Bob Conyne 4/27/2005
Re: How do you pronounce "conyne"? Julie King 3/5/2005
Re: How do you pronounce "conyne"? John Conyne 7/31/2004
Re: How do you pronounce "conyne"? Simon H 4/13/2004
Re: How do you pronounce "conyne"? Brooks 4/13/2004
Re: How do you pronounce "conyne"? AndyW 4/13/2004
Re: How do you pronounce "conyne"? David Hunt 4/13/2004
Compact analog camera with wide and fast lens? Oddvin Lund, Oslo 4/13/2004
Re: Compact analog camera with wide and fast lens? oddvin.lund@skiforeningen.no 5/19/2004
Re: Compact analog camera with wide and fast lens? Frank Louwers (frank.louwers@altina.cx) 4/15/2004
Re: Compact analog camera with wide and fast lens? Christian 4/15/2004
Re: Compact analog camera with wide and fast lens? Frank Louwers (frank.louwers@altina.cx) 4/15/2004
Re: Compact analog camera with wide and fast lens? emmanuel- France 4/13/2004
Re: Perhaps something to see... Emmanuel - France 4/15/2004
Re: Compact analog camera with wide and fast lens? David Hunt 4/13/2004
Re: Compact analog camera with wide and fast lens? Brooks 4/13/2004
Re: Compact analog camera with wide and fast lens? Christian 4/13/2004
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Modified pan servo likes to creep AndyW 4/12/2004
Re: Modified pan servo likes to creep David Hunt 4/12/2004
Re: Modified pan servo likes to creep Andyw 4/12/2004
Re: Modified pan servo likes to creep Cris Benton 4/12/2004
Re: Modified pan servo likes to creep rk211@msn.com 5/7/2004
Re: Modified pan servo likes to creep rk211@msn.com 5/7/2004
Re: Modified pan servo likes to creep ulli monsees 4/18/2004
PeKaBe pulleys alternative Jot Wu 4/10/2004
Re: PeKaBe pulleys alternative Ralf Beutnagel 4/11/2004
Re: PeKaBe pulleys alternative David Hunt 4/10/2004
kite line grabs / hook ups www.burtskitecam.co.uk 4/9/2004
KAP already assembled for sale??? Al Orlando Florida 4/7/2004
Re: KAP already assembled for sale??? Frank Louwers (frank.louwers@altina.cx) 4/8/2004
Re: KAP already assembled for sale??? Brooks Leffler 4/7/2004
Re: KAP already assembled for sale??? Brooks Leffler 4/7/2004
KAP already assembled for sale??? Al Orlando Florida 4/7/2004
Converting a two line foil for KAP use James Carroll 4/7/2004
Re: Converting a two line foil for KAP use www.burtskitecam.co.uk/gallery 4/11/2004
Lithium Ion Batteries Christopher 4/3/2004
Re: Lithium Ion Batteries David Hunt 4/5/2004
Re: Lithium Ion Batteries Christian 4/5/2004
Re: Lithium Ion Batteries Peter van Erkel 4/7/2004
Re: Lithium Ion Batteries Christopher 4/7/2004
Re: Lithium Ion Batteries Christopher 4/7/2004
Re: Lithium Ion Batteries Christopher 4/7/2004
Re: Lithium Ion Batteries Peter van Erkel 4/8/2004
Re: Lithium Ion Batteries Christopher 4/12/2004
Traveling Overseas Roger-Australia 4/3/2004
Re: Traveling Overseas Frank Louwers (frank.louwers@altina.cx) 4/7/2004
Re: Traveling Overseas Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 4/3/2004
Feeling like a KAP Camera Roger-Australia 4/3/2004
Re: Feeling like a KAP Camera Simon H 5/4/2004
Selling Martin 4/2/2004
Re: Selling Martin 4/2/2004
Re: Selling Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 4/2/2004
becot.info Christian 3/31/2004
Re: becot.info David Hunt 3/31/2004
Re: becot.info Brooks 4/1/2004
Hobbythek part 2 Ralf Beutnagel 3/28/2004
Re: Hobbythek part 2 Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 3/29/2004
Re: Hobbythek part 2 David Hunt 3/30/2004
Re: Hobbythek part 2 Simon Harbord 3/31/2004
Re: Hobbythek part 2 David Hunt 3/31/2004
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Re: Hobbythek part 2 Christian 3/31/2004
Hobbythek part 2 Ralf Beutnagel 3/28/2004
Re: Hobbythek part 2 Brooks 3/28/2004
Exif metadata Simon Harbord 3/28/2004
Re: Exif metadata Bruce 3/29/2004
Re: Exif metadata Brooks 3/28/2004
Re: Exif metadata Simon 3/29/2004
Re: Exif metadata - correction Simon 3/29/2004
Re: Exif metadata Christian 3/30/2004
Re: Exif metadata David Merrill 3/30/2004
Re: Exif metadata Simon 3/31/2004
Re: Exif metadata Simon Harbord 3/31/2004
Re: Exif metadata Simon S 3/31/2004
Empty Place in the sky Richard Amirault 3/26/2004
Larger DC kite for light wind James 3/25/2004
Re: Larger DC kite for light wind Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 3/27/2004
Re: Larger DC kite for light wind James 3/27/2004
Kites 2000 to 4000 feet Hassan 3/25/2004
Tapered Drogue John 3/24/2004
Re: Tapered Drogue Brooks 3/25/2004
Re: Tapered Drogue John 3/28/2004
Winder plan Allan, St. Lucia 3/23/2004
Delta, DC with additional wings for low wind? Bruce 3/22/2004
Re: Delta, DC with additional wings for low wind? Simon Harbord 3/22/2004
Re: Delta, DC with additional wings for low wind? Henry Jebe 3/22/2004
Re: Delta, DC with additional wings for low wind? Christian 3/22/2004
Re: Delta, DC with additional wings for low wind? Brooks 3/22/2004
Re: Delta, DC with additional wings for low wind? Bruce 3/22/2004
Re: Delta, DC with additional wings for low wind? Brooks 3/22/2004
KAP Kit, Picavet, etc now available Brooks Leffler 3/19/2004
Re: KAP Kit, Picavet, etc now available Scott Haefner 3/19/2004
Re: KAP Kit, Picavet, etc now available Brooks 3/20/2004
Re: KAP Kit, Picavet, etc now available Robby 3/26/2004
Re: KAP Kit, Picavet, etc now available Brooks 3/26/2004
Re: KAP Kit, Picavet, etc now available Brooks again 3/26/2004
Re: KAP Kit, Picavet, etc now available Brooks yet again 3/26/2004
Re: KAP Kit, Picavet, etc now available Scott Haefner 3/26/2004
Gusty Winds Roger - Australia 3/18/2004
Gusty Winds Roger - Australia 3/18/2004
Re: Gusty Winds Allan, St. Lucia 3/18/2004
Gusty Winds Roger - Australia 3/17/2004
Re: Gusty Winds Frank Louwers (frank.louwers@altina.cx) 3/20/2004
Re: Gusty Winds Henry Jebe 3/18/2004
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Re: Gusty Winds Christian 3/18/2004
Second hand lifting kite in the UK? Please help. Mark Ramessa 3/17/2004
Re: Second hand lifting kite in the UK? Please help. Mark Ramessa 3/18/2004
Re: Second hand lifting kite in the UK? Please help. Simon Harbord 3/17/2004
Re: Second hand lifting kite in the UK? Please help. Mark 3/17/2004
Limited range problems Scott Haefner 3/16/2004
Re: Limited range problems Frank Louwers (frank.louwers@altina.cx) 3/21/2004
Re: Limited range problems Frank Louwers (frank.louwers@altina.cx) 3/20/2004
followup Scott Haefner 3/18/2004
More info... Scott Haefner 3/16/2004
Re: More info... Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 3/16/2004
Re: More info... Richard Amirault 3/16/2004
Re: More info... Bruce 3/16/2004
Re: More info... Brooks 3/16/2004
Re: More info... David Hunt 3/16/2004
Re: More info... Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 3/16/2004
Re: More info... james@gentles.info 3/16/2004
KAPER has new URL David Hunt 3/15/2004
Re: KAPER has new URL Scott Haefner 3/15/2004
Re: KAPER has new URL David Hunt 3/15/2004
Re: KAPER has new URL Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 3/15/2004
Re: KAPER has new URL Brooks 3/15/2004
KAPiSco Needs your help. Simon Harbord 3/14/2004
ALUMINUM CRADLE THICKNESS? Al Gaines {kiteman@inteliport.com} 3/13/2004
Re: ALUMINUM CRADLE THICKNESS? Richard Amirault 3/15/2004
Re: ALUMINUM CRADLE THICKNESS? Brooks 3/13/2004
Shocking Experience! james@gentles.info 3/11/2004
Re: Shocking Experience! Gary Hinze 4/19/2004
Re: Shocking Experience! Simon Harbord 3/15/2004
Re: Shocking Experience! Carlo Didier 3/12/2004
Re: Shocking Experience! Christian 3/15/2004
Re: Shocking Experience! Craig 3/12/2004
Re: Shocking Experience! Carlo Didier 3/15/2004
Re: Shocking Experience! Brooks 3/11/2004
KAP www Index Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 3/10/2004
Re: KAP www Index Yvan 3/10/2004
Anyone knows how to modify a 180ý retract servo ? Yvan 3/9/2004
Re: Anyone knows how to modify a 180ý retract servo ? Simon Harbord 3/9/2004
Plans for Cradle II J Prev 3/7/2004
Re: Plans for Cradle II Chris Hittinger 6/2/2004
Re: Plans for Cradle II Christian Loibl 3/8/2004
Re: Plans for Cradle II emmanuel colonnier - France 3/8/2004
Re: Plans for Cradle II Christian 3/8/2004
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Re: Plans for Cradle II Brooks Leffler 3/8/2004
Plans for cradle 3/7/2004
Plans for cradle 3/7/2004
how much fuzzy tail? David Merrill 3/5/2004
Re: how much fuzzy tail? Brooks 3/5/2004
Re: how much fuzzy tail? Brooks again 3/5/2004
Scott Haefner's Rig cainebean 3/2/2004
Re: Scott Haefner's Rig Brooks 3/2/2004
Re: Scott Haefner's Rig cainebean 3/4/2004
Re: Scott Haefner's Rig Brooks 3/4/2004
Re: Scott Haefner's Rig Scott Haefner 3/7/2004
Re: Scott Haefner's Rig cainebean 3/8/2004
Re: Scott Haefner's Rig cainebean 3/4/2004
Working with aluminium Pierre Lenfestey 3/1/2004
Re: Working with aluminium Cam Tardi 7/29/2004
Re: Working with aluminium Robby 3/5/2004
Re: Working with aluminium Henry Jebe 3/1/2004
Re: Working with aluminium Bruce 3/7/2004
Re: Working with aluminium Pierre Lenfestey 3/2/2004
pan and tilt servo size ? www.burtskitecam.co.uk/gallery 2/28/2004
Re: pan and tilt servo size ? Brooks 2/29/2004
Re: pan and tilt servo size ? Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 2/29/2004
Re: pan and tilt servo size ? (2) Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 2/29/2004
Re: pan and tilt servo size ? (2) Brooks 2/29/2004
Servo Shutter system with spring Yvan 2/27/2004
Re: Servo Shutter system with spring Carl Bigras 3/1/2004
Re: Servo Shutter system with spring Richard Amirault 2/27/2004
Re: Servo Shutter system with spring Simon Harbord 2/27/2004
Re: Servo Shutter system with spring Brooks 2/27/2004
Re: Servo Shutter system with spring Cris Benton 2/28/2004
Re: Servo Shutter system with spring Cris Benton 2/28/2004
Re: Servo Shutter system with spring Yvan 2/28/2004
correction Yvan 2/27/2004
Pulleys where do I buy them Mark 2/27/2004
Re: Pulleys where do I buy them tonyandchris@btinternet.com 3/15/2004
Re: Pulleys where do I buy them dave mitchell 2/27/2004
Re: Pulleys now bought, how much line to use? Mark 3/4/2004
Re: Pulleys now bought, how much line to use? dave mitchell 3/6/2004
Re: Pulleys now bought, how much line to use? Brooks 3/4/2004
Re: Pulleys now bought, how much line to use? Brooks 3/4/2004
Re: Pulleys now bought, how much line to use? brooks 3/4/2004
Re: Pulleys where do I buy them Allan 2/27/2004
Re: Pulleys where do I buy them 2/27/2004
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Re: Pulleys where do I buy them 2/27/2004
Re: Pulleys where do I buy them Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 2/27/2004
Re: Pulleys where do I buy them Simon 2/27/2004
Re: Pulleys where do I buy them 3/1/2004
Re: Pulleys where do I buy them Simon 3/1/2004
LINE Maciek 2/27/2004
Re: LINE Richard Amirault 2/27/2004
Re: LINE Maciek 2/29/2004
Re: LINE Brooks 2/29/2004
Re: LINE Maciek 3/1/2004
Re: LINE Craig 2/27/2004
Re: LINE Brooks 2/27/2004
Hobbythek show on TV Ralf Beutnagel 2/26/2004
Re: Hobbythek show on TV Matthias 3/2/2004
Re: Hobbythek show on TV Ralf Beutnagel 3/3/2004
Dangerous Flying Bill Mitchell 2/26/2004
Re: Dangerous Flying Simon Harbord 2/26/2004
Re: Dangerous Flying Carlo Didier 2/26/2004
Nylon Bolt damage James Gentles 2/25/2004
Re: Nylon Bolt damage Matthew Cole 2/25/2004
Re: Nylon Bolt damage Brooks 2/25/2004
Re: Nylon Bolt damage Richard Amirault 2/25/2004
Re: Nylon Bolt damage James Gentles 2/26/2004
Re: Nylon Bolt damage Brooks 2/26/2004
A Northumbrian adventure Craig 2/23/2004
Re: A Northumbrian adventure Carlo Didier 2/24/2004
Schieppati Switch, maybe new stand-alone model Bruce 2/21/2004
Re: Schieppati Switch, maybe new stand-alone model Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 2/21/2004
servo gears David Merrill 2/19/2004
Re: servo gears Brooks 2/19/2004
Re: servo gears Bruce 2/21/2004
Re: servo gears Brooks 2/19/2004
Kap exhibition at Berck, France Christian 2/14/2004
KAP technique on sailboat Yvan 2/12/2004
Re: KAP technique on sailboat Craig 2/12/2004
Re: KAP technique on sailboat Yvan 2/12/2004
Re: KAP technique on sailboat Cris Benton 2/14/2004
Re: KAP technique on sailboat Yvan 2/14/2004
Re: KAP technique on sailboat Ulli Monsees 2/15/2004
Where can I get copys of the "Aerial Eye" Publications? RESK 2/8/2004
Re: Where can I get copys of the "Aerial Eye" Publications? Brooks Leffler 2/8/2004
Re: Where can I get copys of the "Aerial Eye" Publications? Richard Amirault 2/9/2004
Bad Mistake Robby 2/8/2004
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Re: Bad Mistake Allan 2/8/2004
Re: Bad Mistake Richard Amirault 2/8/2004
Re: Bad Mistake Christian 2/8/2004
Re: Bad Mistake Brooks 2/8/2004
QUESTION About The Bearing The Cradle Rotates [PANS] On? Coast Guard Kiteman {Ret.} 2/7/2004
Re: QUESTION About The Bearing The Cradle Rotates [PANS] On? Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 2/8/2004
Re: QUESTION About The Bearing The Cradle Rotates [PANS] On? Christian 2/8/2004
Discovery feature Allan 2/4/2004
One servo for two jobs? Oddvin Lund, Oslo 2/4/2004
Re: One servo for two jobs? Brooks 2/4/2004
Re: One servo for two jobs? Simon Harbord 2/4/2004
Michelle Scieppati's excellent RC camera switch sunansea@yahoo.com 2/2/2004
Re: Michelle Scieppati's excellent RC camera switch Scott Haefner 2/2/2004
Re: Michele Scieppati's excellent RC camera switch sunansea@yahoo.com 2/2/2004
Re: Michelle Scieppati's excellent RC camera switch Christian 2/2/2004
Re: Michelle Scieppati's excellent RC camera switch tonyandchris@btinternet.com 2/20/2004
putting my bubble panos to shame Scott Haefner 2/1/2004
Re: putting my bubble panos to shame Brooks 2/2/2004
Re: putting my bubble panos to shame Scott Haefner 2/2/2004
Re: putting my bubble panos to shame Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 2/2/2004
Counters llan, Saint Lucia 2/1/2004
Re: Counters Brooks 2/2/2004
Re: Counters Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 2/2/2004
Re: Counters Simon Harbord 2/2/2004
Re: Counters Allan 2/4/2004
Mystery Frames Cary 2/4/2004
Re: Counters Christian 2/2/2004
Picavet length www.burtskitecam.co.uk/gallery 1/30/2004
Re: Picavet length brooks 1/30/2004
Re: Picavet length Simon Harbord 1/31/2004
The "non-beta" version of my Kap web site is online. Emmanuel from France 1/30/2004
I have a problem on the link ka(p)lendar, I'll work on it this evening (no such content) Emmanuel from France 1/30/2004
Video Signal Quality Glenn Nelson 1/27/2004
Re: Video Signal Quality Carl Bigras 1/28/2004
apologies for double posting Carl 1/28/2004
Re: Video Signal Quality Carl Bigras 1/28/2004
Re: Video Signal Quality Glenn Nelson 1/28/2004
Re: Video Signal Quality Glenn Nelson 1/28/2004
Re: Video Signal Quality Carlo Didier 1/28/2004
SchiSwi Allan 1/24/2004
Re: SchiSwi Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 1/24/2004
Camera control via USB port Dave Mitchell 1/23/2004
Cheap fuzzy tail Dave 1/23/2004
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Re: Cheap fuzzy tail Richard Amirault 1/23/2004
Re: Cheap fuzzy tail Dave 1/23/2004
Re: Cheap fuzzy tail Bruce 1/26/2004
Re: Cheap fuzzy tail Bruce 1/26/2004
Remote control of digital camera Dave 1/23/2004
Re: Remote control of digital camera Linnar (linnar2eol.ee) 9/26/2004
Re: Remote control of digital camera Richard Amirault 1/23/2004
Re: Remote control of digital camera Dave 1/23/2004
Re: Remote control of digital camera David Hunt 1/23/2004
Re: Remote control of digital camera Simon 1/24/2004
Newbie says thanks Dave 1/23/2004
KAPiSco Simon 1/18/2004
Re: KAPiSco Glenn Nelson 1/21/2004
Re: KAPiSco Simon 1/21/2004
Re: KAPiSco David Hunt 1/18/2004
Re: KAPiSco Richard Amirault 1/19/2004
Re: KAPiSco oophs! 1/18/2004
Re: KAPiSco Simon 1/18/2004
Hanging by a Thread Tom.Nied 1/17/2004
Re: Hanging by a Thread Craig 1/20/2004
Waterproofed? Allan, Saint lucia 1/17/2004
Re: Waterproofed? Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 1/18/2004
Re: Waterproofed? 1/19/2004
Re: Waterproofed? Allan 1/21/2004
Re: Waterproofed? Carlo Didier 1/22/2004
L9362 manunta@tiscali.it 1/16/2004
L9362 manunta@tiscali.it 1/16/2004
Re: L9362 Umais Ahmad 1/3/2005
KAP in Egypt Christoph Peeters 1/13/2004
Re: KAP in Egypt Ralf 1/14/2004
Re: KAP in Egypt Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 1/13/2004
Re: KAP in Egypt Christian 1/13/2004
Re: KAP in Egypt Brooks 1/13/2004
Re: KAP in Egypt Craig 1/14/2004
FlowForm Help Robby 1/12/2004
Re: FlowForm Help Yvon Hachý 1/22/2004
Re: FlowForm Help Rick I. 1/20/2004
Re: FlowForm Help Henry Jebe 1/12/2004
Re: FlowForm Help Brooks 1/12/2004
Re: FlowForm Help Craig 1/13/2004
KAPiSU is on- if you want it !!! Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 1/10/2004
KAPiSco is on- if you want it !!! Simon Harbord 1/9/2004
capture images to a PC via wireless or cable pasajero@bellsouth.net 1/8/2004
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Re: capture images to a PC via wireless or cable Brooks 1/9/2004
Re: capture images to a PC via wireless or cable Michele 1/17/2004
How to test a receiver II (conclusion) Roger Lourival 1/6/2004
Re: How to test a receiver II (conclusion) David Hunt 1/6/2004
BBC has article on KAP Richard Amirault 1/6/2004
How to test a receiver? Roger Lourival 1/6/2004
Rechargeable batteries Carlo Didier - kites.carlodidier.com 1/5/2004
Re: Rechargeable batteries Richard Amirault 1/6/2004
'sort-of' KAP question (electronics) Scott Haefner 1/5/2004
Re: 'sort-of' KAP question (electronics) eric muhs 1/9/2004
Re: 'sort-of' KAP question (electronics) Scott Haefner 1/5/2004
Re: 'sort-of' KAP question (electronics) Richard Amirault 1/6/2004
Re: 'sort-of' KAP question (electronics) Carlo Didier 1/6/2004
Re: 'sort-of' KAP question (electronics) Scott Haefner 1/6/2004
Re: 'sort-of' KAP question (electronics) Carlo Didier 1/5/2004
Re: 'sort-of' KAP question (electronics) David Hunt 1/5/2004
Re: 'sort-of' KAP question (electronics) Carlo Didier 1/5/2004
Re: 'sort-of' KAP question (electronics) David Hunt 1/5/2004
Re: 'sort-of' KAP question (electronics) David Hunt 1/5/2004
Article 3390 Toni Tugues 1/4/2004
Re: Article 3390 David Hunt 1/4/2004
Re: Article 3390 Toni Tugues 1/6/2004
Schieppati Switch Scott Haefner 1/3/2004
Re: Schieppati Switch M. Schieppati 1/4/2004
Re: Schieppati Switch Scott Haefner 1/5/2004
Re: Schieppati Switch eric muhs 1/9/2004
Re: Schieppati Switch David Hunt 1/3/2004
Re: Schieppati Switch Scott Haefner 1/3/2004
Re: Schieppati Switch David Hunt 1/3/2004
Re: Schieppati Switch Scott Haefner 1/3/2004
Re: Schieppati Switch Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 1/4/2004
video monitor burt www.pinbrook2.co.uk/gallery 1/1/2004
Spar fatigue (cont.) Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 12/30/2003
KAP on BCC News Site Marcus (Portsmouth UK) 12/29/2003
Looks like we were Slashdotted too Cris Benton 12/29/2003
KAPping in SE England? Robby 12/28/2003
Re: KAPping in SE England? Jan 1/3/2004
Re: KAPping in SE England? Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 12/28/2003
Re: KAPping in SE England? burt www.pinbrook2.co.uk/gallery 12/29/2003
Holiday wishes Henry Jebe 12/25/2003
Point n Shoot with time lapse chad ' at ' chadphillips.org 12/24/2003
Re: Point n Shoot with time lapse Glenn Nelson 12/28/2003
Re: Point n Shoot with time lapse Simon Sherwin 12/25/2003
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Re: Point n Shoot with time lapse Ralf Beutnagel 12/24/2003
Re: Point n Shoot with time lapse David Foster 12/24/2003
Re: Point n Shoot with time lapse Brooks 12/24/2003
Re: Point n Shoot with time lapse Richard Amirault 12/25/2003
Re: Point n Shoot with time lapse Brooks 12/25/2003
Re: Point n Shoot with time lapse Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 12/26/2003
Re: Point n Shoot with time lapse Christian 12/26/2003
Interesting website Henry Jebe 12/24/2003
Gamma hook for Burt Christian 12/23/2003
Re: Gamma hook for Burt Brooks 12/23/2003
Re: Gamma hook for Burt paul (burt) 12/24/2003
camera shake Craig 12/23/2003
Re: camera shake David Hunt 12/23/2003
Re: camera shake Scott Haefner 12/24/2003
Re: camera shake Brooks 12/23/2003
Re: camera shake Glenn Nelson 12/23/2003
Glitch at my website Simon Harbord 12/23/2003
Re: Glitch at my website Brooks 12/23/2003
Re: Glitch at my website Simon 12/23/2003
Canon S400 for sale (brand new) Scott Haefner 12/22/2003
Oops Scott Haefner 12/22/2003
Spar fatigue Cris Benton 12/21/2003
Re: Spar fatigue Brooks 12/21/2003
Re: Spar fatigue Craig 12/22/2003
Re: Spar fatigue Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 12/22/2003
Yet another KAPer ... Simon@inEnglish.com 12/17/2003
Re: Yet another KAPer ... Cris Benton 12/18/2003
Re: Yet another KAPer ... Brooks Leffler 12/18/2003
Re: Yet another KAPer ... David Hunt 12/18/2003
Re: Yet another KAPer ... Carlo Didier 12/17/2003
Re: Yet another KAPer ... Simon 12/18/2003
Re: Yet another KAPer ... Carlo Didier 12/18/2003
Corrected URL... Simon 12/17/2003
tying line off to free up hands burt(www.pinbrook2.co.uk/gallery) 12/17/2003
Re: tying line off to free up hands Simon Sherwin 12/24/2003
Re: tying line off to free up hands Christian 12/17/2003
Re: tying line off to free up hands Dave Mitchell 12/17/2003
Re: tying line off to free up hands Richard Amirault 12/18/2003
Re: tying line off to free up hands Brooks 12/17/2003
Small Airport in Mountain View email_lizzy@yahoo.com 12/15/2003
Re: Small Airport in Mountain View Glenn Nelson 12/23/2003
Video Receiver and Display Glenn Nelson 12/10/2003
Re: Video Receiver and Display Glenn Nelson 12/12/2003
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Re: Video Receiver and Display Brooks 12/12/2003
Re: Video Receiver and Display David Hunt 12/12/2003
Re: Video Receiver and Display paul.r.evans@talk21.com 12/10/2003
Re: Video Receiver and Display Brooks 12/10/2003
Re: Video Receiver and Display paul.r.evans@talk21.com 12/11/2003
Re: Video Receiver and Display Brooks again 12/10/2003
Re: Video Receiver and Display Richard Amirault, Boston 12/11/2003
Lithium Poly Batteries David Foster 12/7/2003
Re: Lithium Poly Batteries petervanerkel@hotmail.com 12/17/2003
Re: Lithium Poly Batteries Christian 12/8/2003
Re: Lithium Poly Batteries Richard Amirault 12/9/2003
Re: Lithium Poly Batteries 2/4/2005
Re: Lithium Poly Batteries 2/4/2005
Re: Lithium Poly Batteries David Hunt 12/9/2003
Re: Lithium Poly Batteries J. Mason 2/4/2005
Re: Lithium Poly Battery Danger Richard Shilling 6/14/2004
Diving kite Dave 12/5/2003
Re: Diving kite Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 12/5/2003
JKPA Contest tabulation Brooks 12/4/2003
Re: JKPA Contest tabulation Christian 12/4/2003
KAPiCA JKPA report Christian 12/3/2003
KAPiCA JKPA report Christian 12/3/2003
Jittery Servos Joseph Bel 12/2/2003
Re: Jittery Servos Christian 12/2/2003
Radio on 27MHz FM Kevin Flynn 12/2/2003
Re: Radio on 27MHz FM Carlo Didier 12/2/2003
Re: Radio on 27MHz FM Christian 12/2/2003
KAPiCA/03 Carlo Didier 11/27/2003
What happend today? Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 11/26/2003
You were "pseudo-slashdotted..." Scott Haefner 11/26/2003
Remote Camera Control mikehorn@eclipse.co.uk 11/25/2003
Re: Remote Camera Control Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 11/25/2003
maximum altitude? darrel wright 11/24/2003
Re: maximum altitude? Richard Amirault, Boston, MA, USA 11/24/2003
Re: maximum altitude? David Hunt 11/24/2003
Re: maximum altitude? 11/24/2003
Re: maximum altitude? David Hunt 11/24/2003
Re: maximum altitude? Richard Amirault 11/25/2003
Re: maximum altitude? David Hunt 11/25/2003
Re: maximum altitude? David Hunt 11/25/2003
Re: maximum altitude? Richard Amirault, Boston, MA, USA 11/24/2003
video monitor ed 11/23/2003
Re: video monitor Christian 11/23/2003
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Re: video monitor ed 11/24/2003
KAPiCA/03: Bieck's Bubble Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 11/23/2003
Re: KAPiCA/03: Bieck's Bubble Carlo Didier 11/24/2003
Piovcet Placement paul.r.evans@talk21.com 11/23/2003
Re: Picavet Placement brooks 11/24/2003
Re: Picavet Placement Dave Mitchell 11/23/2003
Re: Picavet Placement Carlo Didier 11/24/2003
Re: Picavet Placement paul.r.evans@talk21.com 11/24/2003
Re: Picavet Placement Scott Haefner 11/24/2003
Re: Picavet Placement Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 11/25/2003
Re: Picavet Placement David Hunt 11/25/2003
Re: Picavet Placement Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 11/25/2003
Revisited- Must See Film David Hunt 11/16/2003
Re: Revisited- Must See Film brooks 11/24/2003
Video Clips on KAPER David Hunt 11/18/2003
Fixed KAPiCA/02 Video Clips David Hunt 11/22/2003
Re: Fixed KAPiCA/02 Video Clips paul.r.evans@talk21.com 11/24/2003
Re: Fixed KAPiCA/02 Video Clips David Hunt 11/24/2003
Re: Fixed KAPiCA/02 Video Clips paul.r.evans@talk21.com 12/1/2003
Re: Fixed KAPiCA/02 Video Clips Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 11/25/2003
AP from KAPiCA/03 Ralf.Beutnagel@t-online.de 11/15/2003
Re: AP from KAPiCA/03 brooks 11/15/2003
Re: AP from KAPiCA/03 Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 11/16/2003
e-Classifieds on KAPShop Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 11/9/2003
Slow Times On the Discussion Page David Hunt 11/3/2003
Re: Slow Times On the Discussion Page Jan 11/7/2003
Re: Slow Times On the Discussion Page RossL 11/13/2003
Re: Slow Times On the Discussion Page David Hunt 11/13/2003
Low Wind Kites? Maciek 11/3/2003
Re: Low Wind Kites? David Hunt 11/3/2003
Re: Low Wind Kites? Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 11/3/2003
KAPiCA 2003 Photos Glenn Nelson 10/27/2003
Re: KAPiCA 2003 Photos Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 10/28/2003
Re: KAPiCA 2003 Photos Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 11/3/2003
down link burt

www.pinbrook2.co.uk/gallery 10/23/2003

Re: down link Simon Harbord 10/24/2003
Re: down link Barry Pitman 10/25/2003
Re: down link Barry Pitman 10/25/2003
Re: down link Simon 10/26/2003
Kudos to David Hunt on KAPiCA/02 DVD! Cris Benton 10/20/2003
Re: Kudos to David Hunt on KAPiCA/02 DVD! Dave Mitchell 11/1/2003
Re: Kudos to David Hunt on KAPiCA/02 DVD! Carlo Didier 10/24/2003
Re: Kudos to David Hunt on KAPiCA/02 DVD! brooks 10/23/2003
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Re: Kudos to David Hunt on KAPiCA/02 DVD! brooks again 10/23/2003
Antenna Boom? Glenn Nelson 10/20/2003
Re: Antenna Boom? brooks 10/20/2003
Re: Antenna Boom? Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 10/20/2003
The KAPiCA/03 Journal Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 10/20/2003
Re: The KAPiCA/03 Journal David Hunt 10/20/2003
Re: The KAPiCA/03 Journal Carlo Didier 10/24/2003
Re: The KAPiCA/03 Journal Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 10/20/2003
Re: The KAPiCA/03 Journal Christian 10/20/2003
Re: The KAPiCA/03 Journal brooks 10/20/2003
Re: The KAPiCA/03 Journal Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 10/21/2003
KAPiCA/02 Video David Hunt 10/14/2003
Shutter Speed Mel Sedat 10/13/2003
Re: Shutter Speed Glenn Nelson 10/13/2003
Frequency Cassandra Jones 10/11/2003
Re: Frequency Glenn Nelson 10/11/2003
Re: Frequency Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 10/12/2003
JKPA contest Christian 10/10/2003
RC Switch? Glenn Nelson 10/10/2003
Re: RC Switch? David Hunt 10/10/2003
Re: RC Switch? David Hunt 10/10/2003
Re: RC Switch? Christian 10/10/2003
Re: RC Switch? Glenn Nelson 10/13/2003
Re: RC Switch? David Hunt 10/13/2003
Re: RC Switch? Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 10/14/2003
Re: RC Switch? Scott Haefner 10/14/2003
Re: RC Switch? Christian 10/14/2003
Re: RC Switch? brooks 10/10/2003
Re: RC Switch? Manfred 10/13/2003
Medium Format KAP Kevin Roach 10/9/2003
Re: Medium Format KAP Kevin 10/15/2003
Re: Medium Format KAP Henry Jebe 10/10/2003
Re: Medium Format KAP David Hunt 10/10/2003
Re: Medium Format KAP Kevin Roach 10/10/2003
Re: Medium Format KAP David Hunt 10/10/2003
Flowform kite or similar Oddvin Lund 10/7/2003
Re: Flowform kite or similar David Hunt 10/7/2003
Re: Flowform kite or similar Carlo Didier 10/7/2003
Re: Flowform kite or similar Dave Mitchell 10/7/2003
Link to Amateur Aerial Photography Lessons Glenn Nelson 10/6/2003
Re: Link to Amateur Aerial Photography Lessons Carlo Didier 10/7/2003
Re: Link to Amateur Aerial Photography Lessons brooks 10/7/2003
Re: Link to Amateur Aerial Photography Lessons Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 10/7/2003
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Best 5megpix Digital Cameras - Revisited David Hunt 9/30/2003
Re: Best 5megpix Digital Cameras - Revisited Brooks 9/30/2003
Re: Best 5megpix Digital Cameras - Revisited David Hunt 10/1/2003
Re: Best 5megpix Digital Cameras - Revisited Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 10/1/2003
Re: Best 5megpix Digital Cameras - Revisited Glenn Nelson 10/4/2003
Re: Best 5megpix Digital Cameras - Revisited Glenn Nelson 10/4/2003
Re: Best 5megpix Digital Cameras - Revisited Christian 10/4/2003
Re: Best 5megpix Digital Cameras - Revisited David Hunt 10/4/2003
Re: Best 5megpix Digital Cameras - Revisited David Hunt 10/4/2003
Re: Best 5megpix Digital Cameras - Revisited Glenn Nelson 10/4/2003
Late KAPiCA conference cancellation Brooks Leffler kyteman at redshift dot com 9/28/2003
Effective Ranges of the R/c Frequencies skipper@AmericanSyntheticOil.com 9/25/2003
Re: Effective Ranges of the R/c Frequencies Richard Amirault, N1JDU 9/26/2003
Disposable digital camera Brooks 9/25/2003
Re: Disposable digital camera Carlo Didier 9/29/2003
Re: Disposable digital camera Richard Amirault 9/29/2003
Re: Disposable digital camera brooks again 9/25/2003
kite cam gallery www.pinbrook2.co.uk/gallery burt@telinco.co.uk 9/23/2003
website Gerco de Ruijter 9/23/2003
KAPiCA/02 Video Survey David Hunt 9/22/2003
Repackaging Transmitter - Joystick Question Dave Mitchell 9/18/2003
Re: Repackaging Transmitter - Joystick Question David Hunt 9/20/2003
Re: Repackaging Transmitter - Joystick Question Dave Mitchell 9/20/2003
Re: Repackaging Transmitter - Joystick Question Dave Mitchell 9/20/2003
Re: Repackaging Transmitter - Joystick Question manfred kapmfs@freenet.de 9/20/2003
Re: Repackaging Transmitter - Joystick Question Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 9/19/2003
KAPiCA - Asilomar Factoid Glenn Nelson 9/17/2003
Re: KAPiCA - Asilomar Factoid Kevin 9/17/2003
Re: KAPiCA - Asilomar Factoid brooks 9/17/2003
Re: KAPiCA - Asilomar Factoid Glenn Nelson 9/22/2003
Re: KAPiCA - Asilomar Factoid Craig 9/22/2003
Re: KAPiCA - Asilomar Factoid brooks 9/22/2003
last call for photo contest Craig 9/16/2003
Re: last call for photo contest Richard Amirault 9/17/2003
Re: last call for photo contest Craig 9/17/2003
Re: last call for photo contest Richard amirault 9/18/2003
Re: last call for photo contest Richard Amirault 9/17/2003
Re: last call for photo contest brooks 9/16/2003
last call for photo contest Craig 9/16/2003
First Flowform flight Bill Mitchell 9/15/2003
Re: First Flowform flight brooks 9/15/2003
kites in Germany Allan, Saint Lucia 9/9/2003
Re: kites in Germany Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 9/10/2003
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Re: kites in Germany Allan 9/12/2003
Best 5 Megapixel Cameras? Glenn Nelson 9/8/2003
Re: Best 5 Megapixel Cameras? Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 9/10/2003
Re: Best 5 Megapixel Cameras? Christian 9/8/2003
Re: Best 5 Megapixel Cameras? Glenn Nelson 9/16/2003
Re: Best 5 Megapixel Cameras? Ulrich Monsees 9/29/2003
Jittery Update Cary 9/6/2003
Re: Jittery Update Christian 9/7/2003
Kit fabricator needed! Brooks Leffler 9/5/2003
Re: Kit fabricator needed! brooks 9/5/2003
Need help with an article on KAP Tim Teichgraeber 9/4/2003
Re: Need help with an article on KAP -HOW ABOUT... Simon 9/4/2003
Re: Need help with an article on KAP -HOW ABOUT... Jan 9/5/2003
Thanks, Jan!. Tim Teichgraeber 9/5/2003
Re: Thanks, Jan!. Jan 9/9/2003
Re: Thanks, Jan!. Richard Amirault 9/12/2003
Re: Thanks, Jan!. Simon 9/13/2003
Re: Need help with an article on KAP -HOW ABOUT... Tim Teichgraeber 9/4/2003
Re: Need help with an article on KAP -HOW ABOUT... Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 9/4/2003
Re: Need help with an article on KAP -HOW ABOUT... 9/5/2003
Re: Need help with an article on KAP -HOW ABOUT... Craig 9/5/2003
A special behavior of a genki and Advantages and disadvantages of "horizontal vs vertical" briddle emmanuel Colonnier - France 9/4/2003
Re: A special behavior of a genki and Advantages and disadvantage... Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 9/4/2003
Re: A special behavior of a genki and Advantages and disadvan... Emmanuel Colonnier - France 9/5/2003
JKPA KAP contest brooks 9/3/2003
Re: JKPA KAP contest David Hunt 9/3/2003
Re: JKPA KAP contest brooks 9/3/2003
Re: JKPA KAP contest Christian 9/3/2003
radio j-j-jitters Cary 9/2/2003
Re: radio j-j-jitters Gregg@cerenzio.com 11/19/2004
Re: radio j-j-jitters Glenn Nelson 9/3/2003
Re: radio j-j-jitters Richard Amirault, Boston, MA, USA 9/3/2003
Re: radio j-j-jitters Carl Bigras 9/3/2003
Re: radio j-j-jitters Carlo Didier 9/3/2003
Re: radio j-j-jitters David Hunt 9/3/2003
Re: radio j-j-jitters brooks 9/3/2003
Re: radio j-j-jitters Christian 9/3/2003
Prints Again Craig 9/2/2003
Re: Prints Again brooks 9/2/2003
digital camera with shutter release? Christian 9/1/2003
Re: digital camera with shutter release? Glenn Nelson 9/3/2003
Re: digital camera with shutter release? Carlo Didier 9/1/2003
Re: digital camera with shutter release? Cary 9/1/2003
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Re: digital camera with shutter release? Glenn Nelson 9/3/2003
Re: digital camera with shutter release? Cary 9/3/2003
Re: digital camera with shutter release? brooks 9/3/2003
Bristol International Kite Festival Dave Mitchell 8/31/2003
Re: Bristol International Kite Festival brooks 8/31/2003
Re: Bristol International Kite Festival Carlo Didier 9/1/2003
Re: Bristol International Kite Festival Jan 9/1/2003
Re: Bristol International Kite Festival Carlo Didier 9/1/2003
Re: Bristol International Kite Festival brooks 9/2/2003
Prints Kevin 8/30/2003
Re: Prints Cary 8/30/2003
Re: Prints brooks 8/31/2003
Upgraded my web site Brooks 8/28/2003
AKA KAP Photos Cary 8/27/2003
Re: AKA KAP Photos Richard Amirault 8/28/2003
Re: AKA KAP Photos Brooks 8/27/2003
Re: AKA KAP Photos Glenn Nelson 8/28/2003
Re: AKA KAP Photos Craig 8/28/2003
Re: AKA KAP Photos David Hunt 8/28/2003
Re: AKA KAP Photos Glenn Nelson 8/29/2003
Re: AKA KAP Photos brooks 8/28/2003
Re: AKA KAP Photos Craig 8/29/2003
Gears for Pan Axis Glenn Nelson 8/27/2003
Re: Gears for Pan Axis Brooks 8/27/2003
Portsmouth Kite Festival (UK) Marcus 8/21/2003
Re: Portsmouth Kite Festival (UK) Marcus 8/21/2003
Re: Portsmouth Kite Festival (UK) Simon 8/22/2003
Re: Portsmouth Kite Festival (UK) Dave Mitchell 8/21/2003
Re: Portsmouth Kite Festival (UK) Carlo Didier 8/21/2003
Re: Portsmouth Kite Festival (UK) Simon 8/21/2003
Re: Portsmouth Kite Festival (UK) Christian 8/21/2003
Virus Among Us David Hunt 8/20/2003
Re: Virus Among Us Carlo Didier 8/21/2003
Re: Virus Among Us Brooks 8/20/2003
Re: Virus Among Us Simon 8/21/2003
Re: Virus Among Us Carlo Didier 8/21/2003
Re: Virus Among Us Simon 8/21/2003
Re: Virus Among Us Brooks 8/21/2003
Re: Virus Among Us - mailwasher URL Simon 8/21/2003
AKA KAP photo competition Brooks 8/13/2003
Re: AKA KAP photo competition Brooks 8/13/2003
Re: AKA KAP photo competition Craig 8/15/2003
JKPA photo contest on display Brooks 8/10/2003
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Re: JKPA photo contest on display Christian 8/10/2003
R/C Frequencies- 27, 49, or 72 MHz? Coast Guard Kiteman {Ret.} 8/7/2003
Re: R/C Frequencies- 27, 49, or 72 MHz? Coast Guard Kiteman {Ret.} 10/25/2003
Re: R/C Frequencies- 27, 49, or 72 MHz? David Hunt 8/8/2003
Re: R/C Frequencies- 27, 49, or 72 MHz? Glenn Nelson 8/12/2003
Re: R/C Frequencies- 27, 49, or 72 MHz? Carlo Didier (just back from Scotland holiday) 8/19/2003
Re: R/C Frequencies- 27, 49, or 72 MHz? David Hunt 8/19/2003
Re: R/C Frequencies- 27, 49, or 72 MHz? David Hunt 8/7/2003
Re: R/C Frequencies- 27, 49, or 72 MHz? Doug McLaren (dougmc+kap@frenzy.com) 4/26/2004
Re: R/C Frequencies- 27, 49, or 72 MHz? Brooks Leffler 8/8/2003
Re: R/C Frequencies- 27, 49, or 72 MHz? Richard Amirault, N1JDU 8/8/2003
Tree! Cris Benton 8/7/2003
Re: Tree! David Hunt 8/7/2003
Newbie with a Question Jessica 8/4/2003
Re: Newbie with a Question Yvan 8/4/2003
Re: Newbie with a Question Roz 9/1/2003
Re: Newbie with a Question Christian 9/1/2003
Using video link to aim camera - Equipment choices? Barry 8/3/2003
Re: Using video link to aim camera - Equipment choices? Cary 8/4/2003
Re: Using video link to aim camera - Equipment choices? Cary 8/4/2003
Re: Using video link to aim camera - Equipment choices? Barry 8/4/2003
Re: Using video link to aim camera - Equipment choices? David Hunt 8/3/2003
Re: Using video link to aim camera - Equipment choices? Barry 8/3/2003
Re: Using video link to aim camera - Equipment choices? Brooks Leffler kyteman at redshift.com 8/4/2003
Re: Using video link to aim camera - Equipment choices? Simon Harbord 8/4/2003
Re: Using video link to aim camera - Equipment choices? Richard Amirault, ramirault@erols.com 8/4/2003
Re: Using video link to aim camera - Equipment choices? David Hunt 8/4/2003
Re: Using video link to aim camera - Equipment choices? Christian 8/4/2003
How to determine the position of the camera Yvan 8/1/2003
Re: How to determine the position of the camera Alan Mackie - info@197aerial.co.uk 8/12/2003
Re: How to determine the position of the camera Richard Amirault, ramirault@erols.com 8/1/2003
Re: How to determine the position of the camera Christian 8/1/2003
Re: How to determine the position of the camera Cris Benton 8/1/2003
Re: How to determine the position of the camera Yvan 8/1/2003
Re: How to determine the position of the camera Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 8/2/2003
Re: How to determine the position of the camera Yvan 8/2/2003
Must-see film Brooks 7/20/2003
Re: Must-see film Christian 7/21/2003
Re: Must-see film Yvan 7/20/2003
Re: Must-see film Yvan 7/20/2003
Must-see film Brooks (yet again) 7/20/2003
JKPA KAP Competition Brooks 7/20/2003
Birdseye...new site Yvan 7/17/2003
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Re: Birdseye...new site Yvan 7/18/2003
Re: Birdseye...new site brooks 7/18/2003
Re: Birdseye...new site more brooks 7/18/2003
Re: Birdseye...new site Yvan 7/18/2003
Re: Birdseye...new site Simon Harbord 7/24/2003
Re: Birdseye...new site Jan 7/26/2003
Re: Birdseye...new site Simon - again 7/25/2003
Re: Birdseye...new site Yvan 7/25/2003
Re: Birdseye...new site Carlo Didier 7/25/2003
Re: Birdseye...new site Brooks 7/25/2003
Re: Birdseye...new site Brooks yet again 7/25/2003
Re: Birdseye...new site Yvan 7/25/2003
Re: Birdseye...new site Brooks 7/25/2003
Re: Birdseye...new site 7/25/2003
Re: Birdseye...new site brooks 7/25/2003
Re: Birdseye...new site Simon 7/25/2003
Re: Birdseye...new site Carlo Didier 7/17/2003
Re: Birdseye...new site brooks 7/17/2003
Peter Van Erkel - Where are you? steve arnold 7/14/2003
Re: Peter Van Erkel - Where are you? Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 7/14/2003
Re: Peter Van Erkel - Where are you? Steve Arnold 7/15/2003
Swimming camera Cris Benton 7/12/2003
Re: Swimming camera brooks 7/13/2003
Re: Swimming camera Henry 7/14/2003
Birds and kites Cris Benton 7/12/2003
Re: Birds and kites Andrew Hadnam 7/18/2003
Re: Birds and kites Scott Haefner 7/15/2003
Re: Birds and kites Henry Jebe 7/13/2003
Re: Birds and kites brooks 7/12/2003
Cheap Camera Timer Jason Jenkins 7/11/2003
Re: Cheap Camera Timer Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 7/11/2003
Re: Cheap Camera Timer Simon 7/13/2003
A KAPer friend in hospital Carl Bigras 7/10/2003
Problem With "FortuneCity.Com" KAP Websites? kiteman@inteliport.com 7/6/2003
Re: Problem With "FortuneCity.Com" KAP Websites? kiteman@inteliport.com 8/10/2003
Re: Problem With "FortuneCity.Com" KAP Websites? Cary 7/6/2003
Re: Problem With "FortuneCity.Com" KAP Websites? brooks 7/6/2003
Re: Problem With "FortuneCity.Com" KAP Websites? David Hunt - Fortunecities User 7/6/2003
Re: Problem With "FortuneCity.Com" KAP Websites? Richard Amirault, ramirault@erols.com 7/7/2003
113 Post During June!!! David Hunt 7/1/2003
Re: 113 Post During June!!! Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 7/4/2003
Re: 113 Post During June!!! David Hunt 7/4/2003
Re: 113 Post During June!!! Carlo Didier 7/6/2003
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wind conditions Mel Sedat 7/1/2003
Re: wind conditions Glenn Nelson 7/16/2003
Re: wind conditions David Hunt 7/1/2003
Re: wind conditions David Hunt 7/1/2003
Re: wind conditions Mel Sedat 7/1/2003
Re: wind conditions brooks 7/1/2003
Re: wind conditions David Hunt 7/1/2003
QUESTION: Sony DSC-U20 Cyber Shot 2 MP Digital Camera Any Good For KAP? kiteman@inteliport.com 6/30/2003
Re: QUESTION: Sony DSC-U20 Cyber Shot 2 MP Digital Camera Any Go... Allan "Coast Guard Kiteman {Ret.}" Gaines 8/4/2003
Re: QUESTION: Sony DSC-U20 Cyber Shot 2 MP Digital Camera Any Go... Yvan 6/30/2003
Re: QUESTION: Sony DSC-U20 Cyber Shot 2 MP Digital Camera Any Go... brooks leffler 6/30/2003
October KAP conference Brooks Leffler kyteman@redshift.com 6/30/2003
Re: October KAP conference David Hunt 6/30/2003
KAP with no wind . . . Cary 6/29/2003
Dopero vs Delta vs Rokaku ? Gilbert Dube (Montreal) 6/29/2003
Re: Dopero vs Delta vs Rokaku ? Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 6/29/2003
Re: Dopero vs Delta vs Rokaku ? David Hunt 6/29/2003
Vehicle assisted KAPing? eldridge@graphics.stanford.edu 6/28/2003
Re: Vehicle assisted KAPing? Carlo Didier 7/1/2003
Re: Vehicle assisted KAPing? Henry Jebe 7/1/2003
Re: Vehicle assisted KAPing? Christian 6/30/2003
Re: Vehicle assisted KAPing? David Hunt 6/30/2003
Re: Vehicle assisted KAPing? Christian 7/1/2003
Re: Vehicle assisted KAPing? Richard Amirault 7/1/2003
Re: Vehicle assisted KAPing? David Hunt 7/1/2003
Re: Vehicle assisted KAPing? Christian 7/1/2003
Outback Australia Recommendations? eldridge@graphics.stanford.edu 6/28/2003
Re: Outback Australia Recommendations? rosswl@ihug.com.au 7/6/2003
Re: Outback Australia Recommendations? David Hunt 6/29/2003
Re: Outback Australia Recommendations? Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 6/29/2003
Re: Outback Australia Recommendations? brooks 6/28/2003
First "real" pics Bill Mitchell 6/28/2003
Re: First "real" pics Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 6/28/2003
my first experience with a blimp has been a failure Julio 6/27/2003
Re: my first experience with a blimp has been a failure Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 6/27/2003
how to untie a Chain knot Yvan 6/25/2003
Re: how to untie a Chain knot Carlo Didier 6/26/2003
Re: how to untie a Chain knot Yvan 6/26/2003
Re: how to untie a Chain knot Simon 6/26/2003
KAP question from a beginner.... Mark K 6/23/2003
Fingertips Cris Benton 6/26/2003
Re: KAP question from a beginner.... Carlo Didier 6/24/2003
Re: KAP question from a beginner.... craig 6/24/2003
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Re: KAP question from a beginner.... brooks 6/24/2003
Re: KAP question from a beginner.... Mark K 6/24/2003
Re: KAP question from a beginner.... Simon Harbord 6/25/2003
Re: KAP question from a beginner.... Craig 6/25/2003
Re: KAP question from a beginner....too little kite? Simon Harbord 6/25/2003
Re: KAP question from a beginner....too little kite? Dave Mitchell 6/30/2003
Re: KAP question from a beginner....too little kite? Simon Harbord 6/30/2003
Re: KAP question from a beginner....too little kite? Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 6/25/2003
Re: KAP question from a beginner....too little kite? Craig 6/26/2003
Re: KAP question from a beginner....too little kite? Simon 6/26/2003
Re: KAP question from a beginner....too little kite? David Hunt 6/26/2003
Re: KAP question from a beginner....too little kite? Richard Amirault 6/27/2003
Aerialphotography from a blimp julio 6/23/2003
Re: Aerialphotography from a blimp Toni 6/27/2003
Re: Aerialphotography from a blimp Jan 6/24/2003
Re: Aerialphotography from a blimp Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 6/23/2003
Re: Aerialphotography from a blimp Julio 6/23/2003
Re: Aerialphotography from a blimp Simon Harbord 6/25/2003
Re: Aerialphotography from a blimp brooks 6/25/2003
Re: Aerialphotography from a blimp Yvan 6/25/2003
KAP entry in encyclopedia Glenn Nelson 6/17/2003
Re: KAP entry in encyclopedia Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 6/18/2003
dopero spars? Brian 6/17/2003
Re: dopero spars? Henry Jebe 6/20/2003
Re: dopero spars? David Hunt 6/17/2003
Re: dopero spars? Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 6/17/2003
Re: dopero spars? Brian 6/17/2003
Re: dopero spars? Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 6/18/2003
Re: dopero spars? Carl Bigras 6/19/2003
Re: dopero spars? Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 6/19/2003
Re: dopero spars? Brooks kyteman@redshift.com 6/19/2003
Re: dopero spars? Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 6/17/2003
Connecting 2 100mtr lines Demax 6/14/2003
Re: Connecting 2 100mtr lines Carlo Didier 6/15/2003
Re: Connecting 2 100mtr lines Richard Amirault 6/15/2003
Re: Connecting 2 100mtr lines Brooks Leffler kyteman@redshift.com 6/14/2003
Re: Connecting 2 100mtr lines 6/14/2003
Re: Connecting 2 100mtr lines Frank Louwers (frank.louwers@altina.cx) 6/14/2003
Re: Connecting two 100mtr lines Christian 6/14/2003
Re: Connecting two 100mtr lines Brooks kyteman@redshift.com 6/15/2003
Re: Connecting two 100mtr lines Ralf Beutnagel 6/16/2003
Site of the book "Understanding the Earth" Yvan. 6/13/2003
Digital camera with time lapse? chad@windmeadow.com 6/11/2003
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Re: Digital camera with time lapse? 1/27/2005
Re: Digital camera with time lapse? 4/12/2004
Re: Digital camera with time lapse? ae4mk@cox.net 12/29/2003
Re: Digital camera with time lapse? kai 11/13/2003
Re: Digital camera with time lapse? Scott Haefner 6/11/2003
Re: Digital camera with time lapse? Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 6/13/2003
My first full 360 pano Yvan 6/10/2003
Re: My first full 360 pano Carlo Didier 6/11/2003
Re: My first full 360 pano David Hunt 6/10/2003
Re: My first full 360 pano Yvan 6/11/2003
Re: Congrats! Scott Haefner 6/11/2003
Re: Congrats! Yvan 6/11/2003
Re: My first full 360 pano - inspired flight of fantasy... Simon Harbord 6/11/2003
Re: My first full 360 pano - inspired flight of fantasy... Carlo Didier 6/12/2003
hyperactive servo Bill Mitchell 6/10/2003
Re: hyperactive servo Bill 6/11/2003
Re: hyperactive servo brooks 6/11/2003
Re: hyperactive servo Bill 6/12/2003
Re: hyperactive servo brooks 6/12/2003
Re: hyperactive servo Bill 6/12/2003
Re: hyperactive servo brooks 6/12/2003
Re: hyperactive servo David Hunt 6/10/2003
Re: hyperactive servo Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 6/10/2003
Re: hyperactive servo Bill 6/10/2003
Re: hyperactive servo Bill 6/10/2003
Re: hyperactive servo Glenn Nelson 6/13/2003
Re: hyperactive servo 6/11/2003
Re: hyperactive servo Nathan 6/11/2003
Re: hyperactive servo Brooks 6/10/2003
My first KAP "Crash" Scott Haefner 6/4/2003
Re: answers Scott Haefner 6/6/2003
Re: My first KAP "Crash" Henry Jebe 6/6/2003
Re: My first KAP "Crash" Cris Benton 6/5/2003
Re: My first KAP "Crash" David Hunt 6/5/2003
Re: My first KAP "Crash" Frank Louwers (frank.louwers@altina.cx) 6/5/2003
Re: My first KAP "Crash" Jan 6/8/2003
Re: My first KAP "Crash" Frank Louwers (frank.louwers@altina.cx) 6/9/2003
Re: My first KAP "Crash" 6/6/2003
Re: My first KAP "Crash" Brooks 6/5/2003
Re: My first KAP "Crash" Richard Amirault 6/5/2003
Re: My first KAP "Crash" Christian 6/6/2003
Re: My first KAP "Crash" Simon 6/11/2003
Question about a flowform 6/2/2003
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Re: Question about a flowform brooks leffler kyteman@redshift.com 6/2/2003
Re: Question about a flowform 6/6/2003
Question about a flowform 6/2/2003
First Flight of r/c rig Bill Mitchell 5/27/2003
Re: First Flight of r/c rig Cary 5/27/2003
Re: First Flight of r/c rig Bill Mitchell 5/27/2003
RC Switch Problems Cary 5/26/2003
Re: RC Switch Problems Frank Louwers (frank.louwers@altina.cx) 5/29/2003
Re: RC Switch Problems Matthew Cole matt@uscoles.com 5/27/2003
Re: RC Switch Problems Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 5/27/2003
Re: RC Switch Problems brooks 5/27/2003
Kite trains the most stable? Niels Nielsen 5/26/2003
Re: Kite trains the most stable? Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 5/26/2003
Re: Kite trains the most stable? Richard Amirault 5/28/2003
Re: Kite trains the most stable? Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 5/28/2003
Re: Kite trains the most stable? Christian 5/26/2003
Re: Kite trains the most stable? brooks 5/27/2003
First and Last Flight of Kitecam2 Glenn Nelson 5/25/2003
Re: First and Last Flight of Kitecam2 Ulrich Monsees 5/27/2003
Re: First and Last Flight of Kitecam2 Henry 5/25/2003
Re: First and Last Flight of Kitecam2 Carlo Didier 5/25/2003
Re: First and Last Flight of Kitecam2 brooks 5/25/2003
Re: First and Last Flight of Kitecam2 Glenn Nelson 5/25/2003
Re: First and Last Flight of Kitecam2 David Hunt 5/26/2003
Re: First and Last Flight of Kitecam2 Henry Jebe 5/28/2003
KAP competition Craig 5/21/2003
How to make web website x 10 times cheaper and x 10 times faster. Richard Henkers 5/19/2003
More SPAM from Richard Henkers Cris Benton 5/19/2003
Re: More SPAM from Richard Henkers Vitalyi Glinka 5/21/2003
500th design project Richard Henkers 5/19/2003
Re: 500th design project hcplin@yahoo.com 10/2/2004
Parasled Yvan 5/14/2003
Re: Parasled Ralf Beutnagel 6/11/2003
Re: Parasled Yvan 5/14/2003
Re: Parasled Cris Benton 5/14/2003
Re: Parasled Simon 5/14/2003
Re: Parasled Richard Amirault 5/14/2003
Oh My! Optio S Geach 5/12/2003
Re: Oh My! Optio S brooks 5/22/2003
one year old Christian 5/11/2003
mel sedat little-red@freenet.de 5/11/2003
New pages Cris Benton 5/8/2003
Re: New pages - metering question Jeff Stephens 5/12/2003
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Re: New pages - metering question Cris Benton 5/12/2003
Re: New pages - metering question Jeff Stephens 5/13/2003
Re: New pages - metering question Geach 5/13/2003
How to make web website x 10 times cheaper and x 10 times faster. Richard Henkers 5/5/2003
How to make web website x 10 times cheaper and x 10 times faster. Richard Henkers 5/4/2003
KAP without radio commande ? Apsara2000 5/3/2003
Re: KAP without radio commande ? Ulli Monsees 5/17/2003
Re: KAP without radio commande ? Chris Sampson 5/5/2003
Re: KAP without radio commande ? Emmanuel Colonnier 5/4/2003
Re: KAP without radio commande ? Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 5/3/2003
Programable Radio Question Phil N. 5/2/2003
Re: Programable Radio Question Frank Louwers (frank.louwers@altina.cx) 5/3/2003
Re: Programable Radio Question Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 5/3/2003
Re: Programable Radio Question Phil N. 5/5/2003
cutting aluminum (typo !!) Mel Sedat 4/30/2003
Re: cutting aluminum (typo !!) Phil N. 5/2/2003
cutting aluminum Mel Sedat 4/30/2003
Re: cutting aluminum brooks leffler 4/30/2003
Re: cutting aluminum Mel Sedat 4/30/2003
Re: cutting aluminum Christian 4/30/2003
Re: cutting aluminum Brooks 4/30/2003
want to buy fuzzy tail Jeff Stephens 4/29/2003
Re: want to buy fuzzy tail Kiteguy 2/29/2004
Re: want to buy fuzzy tail 2/29/2004
Re: want to buy fuzzy tail Richad Amirault 4/30/2003
Re: want to buy fuzzy tail brooks leffler kyteman@redshift.com 4/30/2003
A picture is worth a thousand words Bob Brown bob@thebrowns.com 4/27/2003
Berck on Air Ralf Beutnagel 4/26/2003
More and more Spam at my mail-adress Manfred 4/26/2003
Re: More and more Spam at my mail-adress Carlo Didier 5/5/2003
Re: More and more Spam at my mail-adress Christian 4/27/2003
Article 2767 4/21/2003
Success at last! Dave Mitchell (dave@zenonic.demon.co.uk) 4/18/2003
Re: Success at last! Carlo Didier 4/22/2003
Re: Success at last! Glenn Nelson 4/21/2003
Re: Success at last! Now with Clickable Map Dave Mitchell 4/24/2003
Re: Success at last! Now with Clickable Map brooks 4/24/2003
Re: Success at last! Now with Clickable Map Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 4/25/2003
Re: Success at last! brooks 4/20/2003
RC switch Christian 4/17/2003
Re: RC switch, more Christian 4/21/2003
photo competition at the AKA convention Craig 4/17/2003
Fuzzie Tail Plans? Tom.Nied@worldnet.att.net 4/16/2003
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Re: Fuzzie Tail Plans? Found Brooks instructions Tom.Nied@worldnet.att.net 4/16/2003
Re: Fuzzie Tail Plans? Found Brooks instructions Jan 4/17/2003
Re: Fuzzie Tail Plans? Found Brooks instructions Tom Nied 4/19/2003
Fotografira Aerea en Barcelona Toni Tugues 4/13/2003
Re: Fotografira Aerea en Barcelona David Hunt (kaper3@earthlink.net) 4/13/2003
kite flying regulations in USA gercoderuijter@planet.nl 4/12/2003
Re: kite flying regulations in USA Doug Kinney 4/23/2003
Re: kite flying regulations in USA Doug Kinney 4/23/2003
Re: kite flying regulations in USA David Hunt (kaper3@earthlink.net) 4/12/2003
digital cameras with interval timers? hadnam@hotmail.com 4/7/2003
Re: digital cameras with interval timers? brooks leffler kyteman@redshift.com 4/7/2003
Re: digital cameras with interval timers? Ummon 4/9/2003
KAP Gallery Carlo Didier 4/7/2003
hacked servo question Nathan Abell 4/6/2003
Re: hacked servo question David Hunt (kaper3@earthlink.net) 4/7/2003
Re: hacked servo question Jeff Stephens 4/11/2003
no pictures in some blocks mmdaddy6@aol.com 4/6/2003
New website edwin silver 4/1/2003
Re: New website Carlo Didier 4/1/2003
Re: New website Peter Bults (peter@kiteaerialphotography.net) 4/1/2003
New website edwin silver 4/1/2003
New website edwin silver 4/1/2003
Blue Reincarnation Narcissus painting by Jaisini yustas 3/27/2003
Re: Blue Reincarnation Narcissus painting by Jaisini Josh 7/28/2003
Re: Blue Reincarnation Narcissus painting by Jaisini Kitty 7/22/2003
Re: Blue Reincarnation Narcissus painting by Jaisini Ben 7/19/2003
Re: Blue Reincarnation Narcissus painting by Jaisini jane 7/4/2003
Re: Blue Reincarnation Narcissus painting by Jaisini Steve 7/3/2003
Re: Blue Reincarnation Narcissus painting by Jaisini jake 6/22/2003
Re: Blue Reincarnation Narcissus painting by Jaisini JJ 8/4/2003
Re: Blue Reincarnation Narcissus painting by Jaisini Mathew 7/16/2003
Re: Blue Reincarnation Narcissus painting by Jaisini David Hunt 3/27/2003
Re: Blue Reincarnation Narcissus painting by Jaisini Steve 7/3/2003
Re: Blue Reincarnation Narcissus painting by Jaisini Henika 6/11/2003
Re: Blue Reincarnation Narcissus painting by Jaisini Jim 9/21/2003
Re: Blue Reincarnation Narcissus painting by Jaisini yustas 6/4/2003
Re: Blue Reincarnation Narcissus painting by Jaisini Irin 7/23/2004
Re: Blue Reincarnation Narcissus painting by Jaisini Bob 8/24/2003
Shutter Release Magazine Article Dave Marriott 3/27/2003
industry and culture from the air Manfred 3/22/2003
IRAK-KITES ALI 3/20/2003
Re: IRAK-KITES Jan 3/22/2003
Re: IRAK-KITES Carlo Didier 3/20/2003
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Re: IRAK-KITES Christian 3/20/2003
Re: IRAK-KITES emmanuel.colonnier@planetis.com 3/21/2003
what's the best length of a pendulum emmanuel.colonnier@planetis.com 3/20/2003
Re: what's the best length of a pendulum Patrick Skibinski 3/20/2003
Re: what's the best length of a pendulum Carlo Didier 3/20/2003
Re: what's the best length of a pendulum brooks 3/20/2003
Re: what's the best length of a pendulum Christian 3/20/2003
Re: what's the best length of a pendulum Patrick Skibinski 3/21/2003
Motors Tim Connolly 3/18/2003
Re: Motors Carlo Didier 3/19/2003
Re: Motors Christian 3/19/2003
My website - War protest Simon Harbord 3/17/2003
Re: My website - War protest Carlo Didier 3/19/2003
Re: My website - War protest Simon 3/25/2003
Call Out to KAP Artist to Participate in Exhibit Lisa Dunmeyer 3/12/2003
Re: Call Out to KAP Artist to Participate in Exhibit Richard Amirault, Boston, MA, USA 3/12/2003
Re: Call Out to KAP Artist to Participate in Exhibit brooks 3/13/2003
Re: Call Out to KAP Artist to Participate in Exhibit Glenn Nelson 3/14/2003
Re: Call Out to KAP Artist to Participate in Exhibit David Hunt 3/14/2003
Re: Call Out to KAP Artist to Participate in Exhibit David Hunt 3/13/2003
Re: Call Out to KAP Artist to Participate in Exhibit Craig 3/13/2003
AKA convention Craig 3/11/2003
Oscillations Dave Mitchell 3/7/2003
Re: Oscillations Richard Amirault, Boston, MA, USA 3/10/2003
Re: Oscillations Rick I. 3/10/2003
Re: Oscillations brooks 3/7/2003
Re: Oscillations Dave Mitchell 3/7/2003
Re: Oscillations brooks 3/7/2003
Re: Oscillations Dave Mitchell 3/16/2003
Re: Oscillations brooks 3/16/2003
Re: Oscillations Jan 3/8/2003
Re: Oscillations Tom Nied 4/16/2003
Winter weather inspires rig completion Jeff Stephens 3/6/2003
Re: Winter weather inspires rig completion Carlo Didier 3/6/2003
Re: Winter weather inspires rig completion Christian 3/6/2003
KAP on the farm Matthew Cole (matt@uscoles.com) 3/3/2003
Re: KAP on the farm David Hunt (kaper3@earthlink.net) 3/3/2003
Increased Dynamic Range Digital Cameras David Hunt (kaper3@earthlink.net) 2/21/2003
A new KAPer Craig 2/21/2003
Re: A new KAPer brooks 2/21/2003
Re: A new KAPer emmanuel Colonnier 3/15/2003
Looking for Paul Bauman Carl Bigras 2/21/2003
Re: Looking for Paul Bauman Paul Bauman 9/14/2004
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Re: Looking for Paul Bauman Paul Bauman 9/14/2004
Re: Looking for Paul Bauman Carlo Didier 2/21/2003
Re: Looking for Paul Bauman brooks 2/21/2003
Radio range Josý J. Mirý 2/19/2003
Re: Radio range Henry Jebe 2/20/2003
Re: Radio range Simon Harbord 2/19/2003
Re: Radio range Terry 2/19/2003
radio controllers - mixing brands Scott Haefner 2/15/2003
Re: radio controllers - mixing brands peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 2/15/2003
RC Switch Cary 2/14/2003
Re: RC Switch Manfred 3/6/2003
Re: RC Switch Scott Haefner 2/14/2003
Re: RC Switch David Hunt (kaper3@earthlink.net) 2/14/2003
KAPiCA/02 Carlo Didier 2/14/2003
Aluminum vs. Plexiglass Blake Holaday 2/13/2003
Re: Aluminum vs. Plexiglass Blake 2/18/2003
Re: Aluminum vs. Plexiglass Glenn Nelson 2/14/2003
Re: Aluminum vs. Plexiglass Glenn Nelson 2/14/2003
Re: Aluminum vs. Plexiglass brooks 2/14/2003
Re: Aluminum vs. Plexiglass Cary 2/14/2003
Re: Aluminum vs. Plexiglass Cary 2/13/2003
Re: Aluminum vs. Plexiglass Carl Bigras 2/14/2003
buy a rig srjez@msn.com 2/9/2003
Re: buy a rig David Foster 2/9/2003
Re: buy a rig Olivier 2/10/2003
Re: buy a rig David Hunt (kaper3@earthlink.net) 2/9/2003
1.2 Ghz antenna edwin 2/9/2003
Re: 1.2 Ghz antenna David Hunt (kaper3@earthlink.net) 2/9/2003
Re: 1.2 Ghz antenna ed 2/9/2003
Re: 1.2 Ghz antenna Terry 2/11/2003
Re: 1.2 Ghz antenna ed 2/11/2003
Re: 1.2 Ghz antenna Richard Amirault 2/12/2003
Re: 1.2 Ghz antenna Terry 2/12/2003
1.2 Ghz antenna edwin 2/9/2003
Camera controller Christian Becot 2/9/2003
NiMH Battery Advice Glenn Nelson 2/2/2003
TX battery [re]layout jeff stephens (jeff@tautologous.com) 2/2/2003
Re: TX battery [re]layout Richard Amirault (ramirault@erols.com) 2/2/2003
Re: TX battery [re]layout brooks 2/2/2003
Re: TX battery [re]layout Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net 2/2/2003
Re: TX battery [re]layout Simon 2/2/2003
Re: TX battery [re]layout David Hunt (kaper3@earthlink.net) 2/2/2003
Re: TX battery [re]layout David Hunt (kaper3@earthlink.net) 2/2/2003
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Re: TX battery [re]layout brooks 2/2/2003
Servos and Gears benedict@hawaii.rr.com 1/31/2003
Re: Servos and Gears David Hunt (kaper3@earthlink.net) 2/1/2003
KAP on the Big Island of Hawaii benedict@hawaii.rr.com 1/31/2003
tripod legs and antenna support Bill Mitchell 1/30/2003
Re: tripod legs and antenna support brooks 1/30/2003
Re: tripod legs and antenna support - enlighten #1 Bill Mitchell 1/30/2003
Re: tripod legs and antenna support - enlighten #1 brooks 1/30/2003
Re: tripod legs and antenna support - enlighten #1 Shock cords and studs 1/30/2003
Re: tripod legs and antenna support - enlighten #1 brooks 1/31/2003
Re: tripod legs and antenna support - enlighten #1 Christian Becot 1/31/2003
Transition from 35mm to digital (and back?) Simon 1/30/2003
Re: Transition from 35mm to digital (and back?) Jan (you know who) 2/9/2003
Re: Transition from 35mm to digital (and back?) Carlo Didier 2/11/2003
Re: Transition from 35mm to digital (and back?) Brooks Leffler kyteman@redshift.com 1/30/2003
Re: Transition from 35mm to digital (and back?) Bob Brown 4/10/2003
Re: Transition from 35mm to digital (and back?) Peter Bults (peter@kiteaerialphotography.net) 1/30/2003
Re: Transition from 35mm to digital (and back?) Carlo Didier 2/2/2003
video transmitter Ed 1/29/2003
various video questions Martin 1/29/2003
Re: various video questions Simon 1/30/2003
Re: various video questions martin 1/31/2003
Re: various video questions Carl Bigras 1/30/2003
Pots and buttons questions Kevin 1/29/2003
Re: Pots and buttons questions Glenn Nelson 1/29/2003
Re: Pots and buttons questions Glenn Nelson 1/30/2003
Re: Pots and buttons questions Peter Bults (peter@kiteaerialphotography.net) 1/29/2003
2.4Ghz Patch antenna under cover Carl Bigras 1/28/2003
Re: 2.4Ghz Patch antenna under cover Christian Becot 1/28/2003
Re: 2.4Ghz Patch antenna under cover Ralf Beutnagel 1/28/2003
mildly off topic - email format for this list jeff stephens (jeff@tautologous.com) 1/24/2003
Upcoming changes to this discussion page Cris Benton 1/24/2003
Re: Upcoming changes to this discussion page Glenn Nelson 1/29/2003
Re: Upcoming changes to this discussion page David Hunt 1/24/2003
Re: Upcoming changes to this discussion page Carlo Didier 1/26/2003
Re: Upcoming changes to this discussion page Simon 1/30/2003
Re: Upcoming changes to this discussion page David Hunt (kaper3@eartlink.net) 2/2/2003
Re: Upcoming changes to this discussion page David Hunt (kaper3@eartlink.net) 2/2/2003
Re: Upcoming changes to this discussion page jeff stephens (jeff@tautologous.com) 1/24/2003
Re: Upcoming changes to this discussion page brooks 1/24/2003
RIT tie dying line jeff stephens (jeff@tautologous.com) 1/24/2003
Re: RIT tie dying line Simon 1/24/2003
JKPA photo contest 2003 Christian Becot 1/21/2003
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Servo Rotation Again Glenn Nelson 1/18/2003
Re: Servo Rotation Again Glenn Nelson 1/30/2003
Re: Servo Rotation Again Simon 1/19/2003
Re: Servo Rotation Again brooks 1/19/2003
Re: Servo Rotation Again Glenn Nelson 1/19/2003
Re: Servo Rotation Again Simon 1/19/2003
Re: Servo Rotation Again brooks 1/20/2003
Re: Servo Rotation Again brooks 1/20/2003
Kite Photography justindawe23@hotmail.com 1/17/2003
Re: Kite Photography Doug Kinney 1/17/2003
Re: Kite Photography Cary 1/17/2003
Help! Intergrated Systems 1205 1/15/2003
Re: Help! Doug Kinney 1/16/2003
Re: Help! Doug Kinney 1/16/2003
Re: Help! Peter Bults (peter@kiteaerialphotography.net) 1/15/2003
Re: Help! Carl Bigras 1/15/2003
Re: Help! Brooks Leffler kyteman@redshift.com 1/15/2003
Re: Help! Brooks 1/15/2003
Help! Intergrated Systems 1205 1/15/2003
HS-81 modifiable? Jeff 1/14/2003
Re: HS-81 modifiable? Terry 1/18/2003
Re: HS-81 modifiable? Matthew Cole (matt@uscoles.com) 1/27/2003
Re: HS-81 modifiable? jeff stephens (jeff@tautologous.com) 1/28/2003
Re: HS-81 modifiable? Dennis@treetopphoto.com 1/17/2003
Re: HS-81 modifiable? David Hunt (kaper3@earthlink.net) 1/18/2003
Re: HS-81 modifiable? David Hunt (kaper3@earthlink.net) 1/18/2003
Re: HS-81 modifiable? brooks 1/15/2003
Re: HS-81 modifiable? Frank Louwers (frank.louwers@altina.cx) 1/15/2003
First R/C rig advice Bill Mitchell 1/13/2003
Re: First R/C rig advice Doug Kinney 1/14/2003
Re: First R/C rig advice Bill Mitchell 1/15/2003
Re: First R/C rig advice Glenn Nelson 1/13/2003
Re: First R/C rig advice Bill Mitchell 1/13/2003
Re: First R/C rig advice Peter Bults (peter@kiteaerialphotography.net) 1/13/2003
carbon vs. aluminum Scott Haefner 1/12/2003
Re: carbon vs. aluminum brooks kyteman@redshift.com 1/12/2003
Re: carbon vs. aluminum Frank Louwers (frank.louwers@altina.cx) 1/14/2003
Re: carbon vs. aluminum f 1/14/2003
Pendulum Rig dampner Doug Kinney 1/10/2003
Re: Pendulum Rig dampner Brooks 1/10/2003
Re: Pendulum Rig dampner Randy Bollinger 1/11/2003
Re: Pendulum Rig dampner Doug 1/11/2003
Re: Pendulum Rig dampner Richard Amirault, Boston, MA, USA 1/13/2003
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Re: Pendulum Rig dampner Doug Kinney 1/14/2003
micro servo question Bill Mitchell 1/10/2003
Re: micro servo question Frank Louwers (frank.louwers@altina.cx) 1/11/2003
Re: micro servo question Peter Bults (peter@kiteaerialphotography.net) 1/10/2003
Re: micro servo question brooks kyteman@redshift.com 1/10/2003
aerial photography of trees Simon 1/9/2003
Re: aerial photography of trees Simon 1/10/2003
Re: aerial photography of trees Peter Bults (peter@kiteaerialphotography.net) 1/10/2003
Replace Joystick with Pushbutton? Glenn Nelson 1/6/2003
Re: Replace Joystick with Pushbutton? Peter Bults (mailto:peter@kiteaerialphotography.net) 1/7/2003
Re: Replace Joystick with Pushbutton? Carlo Didier 1/7/2003
Re: Replace Joystick with Pushbutton? Simon 1/7/2003
Re: Replace Joystick with Pushbutton? Simon Harbord 1/7/2003
Re: Replace Joystick with Pushbutton? Glenn Nelson 1/7/2003
Happy New Year ! ! ! Henry Jebe 1/1/2003
Re: Happy New Year ! ! ! brooks leffler kyteman@redshift.com 1/1/2003
Re: Happy New Year ! ! ! Frank Louwers (frank.louwers@altina.cx) 1/2/2003
Re: Happy New Year ! ! ! 1/1/2003
Craig makes the centerfold! Brooks 12/30/2002
Re: Craig makes the centerfold! Craig 1/3/2003
Re: Craig makes the centerfold! Frank Louwers (frank.louwers@altina.cx) 1/8/2003
More Video Stuff Randy Bollinger 12/27/2002
Re: More Video Stuff Brooks 12/29/2002
Sold out (at Rite Aid) Kevin 12/26/2002
Sold Out Kevin 12/26/2002
Safety Maarten (Rotterdam - The Netherlands) 12/24/2002
Re: Safety Cris Benton 12/25/2002
Re: Safety Richard Amirault 12/24/2002
Re: Safety Simon 12/25/2002
Re: Safety Maarten 12/26/2002
Re: Safety Simon 12/26/2002
RC Aerial Photography Discussion Cary 12/24/2002
Re: RC Aerial Photography Discussion Cris Benton 12/24/2002
purchased video monitor Carl Bigras 12/23/2002
Re: purchased video monitor Richard Amirault 12/23/2002
Re: purchased video monitor Carl 12/23/2002
Exact video frequency Carl Bigras 12/23/2002
Camera car Olivier Humez 12/22/2002
New Digital Camera Randy Bollinger 12/21/2002
Small Video Display Cary 12/19/2002
360 degree servos Richard Kempsey 12/18/2002
Re: 360 degree servos Richard amirault 12/19/2002
Re: 360 degree servos David Hunt 12/19/2002
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Re: 360 degree servos Carlo Didier 12/20/2002
Re: 360 degree servos David Hunt 12/20/2002
Re: 360 degree servos Richard Amirault 12/21/2002
Happy Holidays Randy Bollinger 12/17/2002
Re: Happy Holidays Carlo Didier 12/18/2002
Re: Happy Holidays Simon 12/22/2002
Video ? Randy Bollinger 12/13/2002
Re: Video ? David Hunt 12/14/2002
Re: Video ? Christian Becot 12/14/2002
Re: Video ? Randy Bollinger 12/14/2002
Re: Video ? David Hunt 12/15/2002
Re: Video ? Richard Amirault 12/15/2002
Re: Video ? Randy Bollinger 12/15/2002
Re: Video ? David Hunt 12/16/2002
Re: Video ? Randy Bollinger 12/16/2002
Re: Video ? Simon 12/17/2002
Re: Video ? Cris Benton 12/17/2002
It's not KAP, but you'll love it Brooks 12/13/2002
Cheap Vidlink at RiteAid Drugstores brooks leffler kyteman@redshift.com 12/12/2002
Re: Cheap Vidlink at RiteAid Drugstores Len 12/21/2002
Re: Cheap Vidlink at RiteAid Drugstores Len 12/21/2002
Re: Cheap Vidlink at RiteAid Drugstores Glenn Nelson 12/19/2002
Netsurfer Digest reference to Cris Benton's KAP site Matthew Cole matt@uscoles.com 12/12/2002
KAPiCA/02 CD Carlo Didier 12/12/2002
Re: KAPiCA/02 CD Alan Heaberlin 12/12/2002
FFC, topic for KAPiCa 03? Carl Bigras 12/11/2002
Re: FFC, topic for KAPiCa 03? Brooks 12/11/2002
Re: FFC, topic for KAPiCa 03? Richard Amirault, N1JDU, Boston, MA, USA 12/11/2002
Re: FFC, topic for KAPiCa 03? Alan Heaberlin 12/11/2002
Re: FFC, topic for KAPiCa 03? Randy Bollinger 12/11/2002
report on new video system Carl Bigras 12/10/2002
Re: report on new video system Cary 12/10/2002
Re: report on new video system Brooks 12/10/2002
Re: report on new video system Cary 12/10/2002
Re: report on new video system Nathan 12/10/2002
Re: report on new video system Brooks 12/10/2002
FCC regs Nathan 12/10/2002
Re: FCC regs David Hunt 12/11/2002
Re: FCC regs Glenn Nelson 12/19/2002
Re: FCC regs David Hunt 12/21/2002
Re: report on new video system David Hunt 12/10/2002
Re: report on new video system Simon Harbord 12/16/2002
Video link on sale or the wireless wonder Kevin Flynn 12/9/2002
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Attaching line to a kite Dave Mitchell 12/7/2002
Re: Attaching line to a kite brooks kyteman@redshift.com 12/7/2002
Re: Attaching line to a kite Dave 12/7/2002
Re: Attaching line to a kite Richard Amirault (ramirault@erols.com) 12/7/2002
Re: Attaching line to a kite Simon Harbord 12/8/2002
Timer switches that operate on the rig Koral 12/6/2002
Re: Timer switches that operate on the rig Richard Amirault, Boston 12/6/2002
Re: Timer switches that operate on the rig brooks kyteman@redshift.com 12/6/2002
Re: Timer switches that operate on the rig Peter Bults (kaplab.nl@wxs.nl) 12/6/2002
Re: Timer switches that operate on the rig Koral 12/8/2002
Re: Timer switches that operate on the rig Koral 12/8/2002
Re: Timer switches that operate on the rig Marcus (Portsmouth UK) 1/10/2003
Re: Timer switches that operate on the rig Koral 1/10/2003
Re: Timer switches that operate on the rig Walter Anderson 1/14/2003
Re: Timer switches that operate on the rig Koral 1/15/2003
Re: Timer switches that operate on the rig Walter Anderson 1/29/2003
Re: Timer switches that operate on the rig Walter Anderson 1/30/2003
Re: Timer switches that operate on the rig Koral 2/8/2003
2.4 ghz antenna plans Carl Bigras 12/3/2002
Re: 2.4 ghz antenna plans Ralf Beutnagel 12/4/2002
Re: 2.4 ghz antenna plans Ralf Beutnagel 12/4/2002
Re: 2.4 ghz antenna plans David Hunt 12/3/2002
Re: 2.4 ghz antenna plans Brooks 12/4/2002
Re: 2.4 ghz antenna plans Mr. RC-CAM 12/23/2002
Re: 2.4 ghz antenna plans Carl Bigras 12/24/2002
Re: 2.4 ghz antenna plans Brooks 12/4/2002
Re: 2.4 ghz antenna plans David Hunt 12/3/2002
Re: 2.4 ghz antenna plans Richard Amirault, Boston 12/4/2002
video monitor Carl Bigras 12/3/2002
Re: video monitor Brooks 12/3/2002
Re: video monitor Carl 12/3/2002
Re: video monitor Richard Amirault 12/3/2002
My KAP Randy Bollinger 12/1/2002
Re: My KAP Brooks 12/2/2002
Re: My KAP Randy Bollinger 12/2/2002
My KAP Randy Bollinger 12/1/2002
Article 2433 11/30/2002
Article 2432 11/29/2002
New Server Hardware Cris Benton 11/27/2002
KAPiCA for the rest of us Richard Amirault 11/25/2002
Re: KAPiCA for the rest of us Brooks 11/25/2002
Re: KAPiCA for the rest of us Carlo Didier 12/12/2002
KAPiCA/02 Journal ulrich monsees 11/24/2002
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Re: KAPiCA/02 Journal Brooks 11/24/2002
Another Micro Camera? Doug Kinney 11/23/2002
Re: Another Micro Camera? Doug Kinney 11/23/2002
Re: Another Micro Camera? Simon Harbord 11/24/2002
Re: Another Micro Camera? Simon 11/24/2002
Re: Another Micro Camera? Carlo Didier 12/17/2002
Re: Another Micro Camera? Doug Kinney 11/25/2002
Re: Another Micro Camera? Carl Bigras 11/25/2002
A small gallery on Kapica and more pages Christian Becot 11/23/2002
How long should the antenna be? Doug Kinney 11/23/2002
Re: How long should the antenna be? Richard Amirault, Boston, MA, USA 11/23/2002
Stereo section and more stuff on my site Christian Becot 11/17/2002
Re: Stereo section and more stuff on my site Richard Amirault, Boston, MA, USA 11/18/2002
Re: Stereo section and more stuff on my site Brooks 11/18/2002
Re: Stereo section and more stuff on my site Christian 11/18/2002
Re: Stereo section and more stuff on my site Richard Amirault, Boston, MA, USA 11/18/2002
Re: Stereo section and more stuff on my site Koral 11/25/2002
Re: Stereo section and more stuff on my site Cary 11/30/2002
Re: Stereo section and more stuff on my site Koral 12/12/2002
Re: not displayed pictures Christian 11/18/2002
Re: not displayed pictures, now OK Christian 11/19/2002
More KAPiCA pictures!! Cary 11/17/2002
Re: More KAPiCA pictures!! Doug Kinney 11/18/2002
Re: More KAPiCA pictures!! Brooks 11/19/2002
Re: More KAPiCA pictures!! Brooks 11/17/2002
Yet another KAPable 2.4 GHz system Simon Harbord 11/16/2002
Is it hard to launch a FF16 singlehandedly if... Rob 11/15/2002
Re: Is it hard to launch a FF16 singlehandedly if... Doug Kinney 11/15/2002
Re: Is it hard to launch a FF16 singlehandedly if... Richard Amirault, Boston, MA, USA 11/16/2002
Re: Is it hard to launch a FF16 singlehandedly if... Rick I. 11/16/2002
Re: Is it hard to launch a FF16 singlehandedly if... David (Orange - Australia) 11/21/2002
Re: Thanks! So you have to plan for windy days w/ the FF16.. Rob 11/17/2002
Re: Thanks! So you have to plan for windy days w/ the FF16.. Simon Harbord 11/18/2002
Re: Thanks! So you have to plan for windy days w/ the FF16.. Brooks 11/17/2002
X-10 frequency Carl Bigras 11/15/2002
Re: X-10 frequency Christian Becot 11/15/2002
Re: X-10 frequency Brooks 11/15/2002
Halo winder? Rick I. 11/15/2002
Re: Halo winder? Henry Jebe 11/19/2002
Re: Halo winder? Henry Jebe 11/15/2002
Re: Halo winder? Doug Kinney 11/15/2002
Re: Halo winder? Brooks 11/15/2002
KAPiCA/03! Brooks Leffler kyteman@redshift.com 11/14/2002
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Re: KAPiCA/03! Christian Becot 11/15/2002
Re: KAPiCA/03! Brooks 11/15/2002
Re: KAPiCA/03! Simon 11/14/2002
Re: KAPiCA/03! Brooks 11/14/2002
Re: KAPiCA/03! Simon 11/15/2002
Re: KAPiCA/03! Brooks 11/15/2002
Re: KAPiCA/03! Simon 11/15/2002
We've been Slashdotted Cris Benton 11/14/2002
Enjoyed the New Perspective Mike Felzien 11/14/2002
SIte search feature now works Cris Benton (aka amen brother) 11/13/2002
KAPiCA Kevin Flynn 11/13/2002
Re: KAPiCA Andrea Casalboni 11/16/2002
Re: KAPiCA Amen brother 11/13/2002
Where's Peter? Charles Hall <chall@rtpnet.org> 11/12/2002
Re: Where's Peter? Peter 11/13/2002
Camcorder Viewfinder for KAP video glennn@ix.netcom.com 11/12/2002
Re: Camcorder Viewfinder for KAP video Glenn Nelson 11/14/2002
Re: Camcorder Viewfinder for KAP video Christian 11/15/2002
Re: Camcorder Viewfinder for KAP video Glenn Nelson 11/15/2002
Re: Camcorder Viewfinder for KAP video Cary 11/14/2002
Re: Camcorder Viewfinder for KAP video Olivier 11/14/2002
Re: Camcorder Viewfinder for KAP video Christian Becot 11/14/2002
Re: Camcorder Viewfinder for KAP video ulli monsees 11/27/2002
How do video, R/C and fly the kite at the same time? Charles Hall 11/11/2002
Re: How do video, R/C and fly the kite at the same time? Glenn Nelson 11/12/2002
Re: How do video, R/C and fly the kite at the same time? Doug Kinney 11/11/2002
Re: How do video, R/C and fly the kite at the same time? Richard Amirault (ramirauolt@erols.com) 11/11/2002
KAPiCA and the News Doug Kinney 11/9/2002
Re: KAPiCA and the News Ralf Beutnagel 11/12/2002
Re: KAPiCA and the News Brooks 11/9/2002
Re: KAPiCA and the News Carl Bigras 11/12/2002
Re: KAPiCA and the News Doug Kinney 11/10/2002
Re: KAPiCA and the News Randy Bollinger 11/9/2002
Re: KAPiCA and the News Brooks 11/10/2002
KAPiCA rests Brooks 11/9/2002
email Michel Clinckemaille 11/8/2002
Re: email Peter Bults (kaplab.nl@wxs.nl) 11/8/2002
http://www.istopdeath.com Go fly a Light 11/6/2002
Paris S. Prevost 11/1/2002
Re: Paris Brooks Leffler kyteman@redshift.com 11/9/2002
contract KAPpers? Deb E 10/25/2002
Re: contract KAPpers? David Hunt (kaper3@earthlink.net) 10/26/2002
Re: contract KAPpers? David Hunt (kaper3@earthlink.net) 10/26/2002
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Re: contract KAPpers? Peter Bults (kaplab.nl@wxs.nl) 10/25/2002
KAP site restored Cris Benton 10/18/2002
Re: KAP site restored Brooks 10/18/2002
Re: card errors - digital cameras David Hunt (kaper3@earthlink.net) 10/18/2002
KAPiCA Craig 10/18/2002
Re: KAPiCA David Hunt (kaper3@earthlink.net) 10/22/2002
Re: KAPiCA Henry Jebe 10/21/2002
Funtion test 2 David V 10/18/2002
Metal Brooks Leffler kyteman@redshift.com 10/3/2002
Re: Metal Henry Jebe 10/3/2002
DC/DC 4.8v to 7.4v & 12V Richard Kempsey 9/22/2002
Re: DC/DC 4.8v to 7.4v & 12V Peter van Erkel 9/26/2002
Re: DC/DC 4.8v to 7.4v & 12V Richard Kempsey 9/28/2002
Re: DC/DC 4.8v to 7.4v & 12V David Hunt (kaper3@earthlink.net) 9/22/2002
Re: DC/DC 4.8v to 7.4v & 12V Richard Kempsey 9/23/2002
Re: DC/DC 4.8v to 7.4v & 12V David Hunt (kaper3@earthlink.net) 9/23/2002
Re: DC/DC 4.8v to 7.4v & 12V Richard Kempsey 9/24/2002
Re: DC/DC 4.8v to 7.4v & 12V Richard Kempsey 9/24/2002
KAP site open Cary 9/21/2002
Re: KAP site open Tom Nied 9/25/2002
PAP,,,, KAP's first cousin geach@bird-shots.com 9/20/2002
Re: PAP,,,, KAP's first cousin Brooks 9/21/2002
Re: PAP,,,, KAP's first cousin geach@bird-shots.com 9/21/2002
1.2 Ghz edwin 9/20/2002
New issue of AKA KITING Richard Amirault, ramirault@erols.com 9/20/2002
Re: New issue of AKA KITING Brooks 9/26/2002
Heureka - cattlevet@aon.at// Christian Loibl 9/19/2002
Re: Heureka - Manfred, KAPfs@freenet.de 9/28/2002
Re: Heureka - Manfred, KAPfs@freenet.de 9/28/2002
Re: Heureka - Christian Becot 9/20/2002
Re: Heureka - Christian Loibl 9/21/2002
Interested Kite Flyer jawal66@prodigy.net 9/17/2002
Re: Interested Kite Flyer Richard Amirault, Boston, MA, USA 9/18/2002
Video Downlink Adventure Richard Amirault, ramirault@erols.com 9/16/2002
Re: Video Downlink Adventure Gilbert Dube - dube_gilbert@sympatico.ca 9/16/2002
Re: Video Downlink Adventure Brooks 9/16/2002
Re: Video Downlink Adventure Christian Becot 9/17/2002
Re: Video Downlink Adventure theaviator@beeb.net 9/18/2002
Cheap KAP Rigs...not pretty, but they work MTM@MTMScientific.com 9/10/2002
Server vagaries Cris Benton 9/9/2002
KAP Art Exhibition on-line Peter Bults (kaplab.nl@wxs.nl) 9/9/2002
Re: KAP Art Exhibition on-line Brooks 9/16/2002
Re: KAP Art Exhibition on-line Gerco de Ruijter 9/18/2002
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Re: KAP Art Exhibition on-line Brooks Leffler kyteman@redshift.com 9/18/2002
Re: KAP Art Exhibition on-line Gerco de Ruijter 9/21/2002
Re: KAP Art Exhibition on-line Brooks 9/22/2002
Re: KAP Art Exhibition on-line Peter van Erkel < perkel@lucent.com > 9/18/2002
Re: KAP Art Exhibition on-line Cary 9/16/2002
Re: KAP Art Exhibition on-line David Hunt (kaper3@earthlink.net) 9/16/2002
Last post = No Go Gilbert Dube - dube_gilbert@sympatico.ca 9/8/2002
Success Finaly Gilbert Dube - dube_gilbert@sympatico.ca 9/8/2002
Re: Success Finaly Brooks 9/9/2002
WTB a system for KAP tapani.rauha@postikaista.net 9/4/2002
Turnkey Rigs: Jumpstart for a Novice seannarae 9/3/2002
Re: Turnkey Rigs: Jumpstart for a Novice Gilbert Dube - dube_gilbert@sympatico.ca 9/3/2002
Radio Control; aircraft or ground freq. Tom.Nied@worldnet.att.net 9/3/2002
Re: Radio Control; aircraft or ground freq. Ulli Monsees 9/7/2002
Re: Radio Control; aircraft or ground freq. ulli monsees 9/7/2002
Re: Radio Control; aircraft or ground freq. Terry 9/5/2002
KAPICA POLO Shirt Craig 9/3/2002
digiMax-130 not workin Gdharmraj 8/31/2002
maps cblake144@hotmail.com 8/30/2002
KAP rigs on the internet David Hunt (kaper3@earthlink.net) 8/29/2002
Re: KAP rigs on the internet David Hunt (kaper3@earthlink.net) 8/29/2002
how to fix a line in ed 8/29/2002
Yann Arthus-Bertrand Revisited David Hunt (kaper3@earthlink.net 8/29/2002
Re: Yann Arthus-Bertrand Revisited Peter Bults (kaplab.nl@wxs.nl 8/29/2002
Re: Yann Arthus-Bertrand to visit Christian Becot 8/29/2002
A little challenge Gilbert Dube - dube_gilbert@sympatico.ca 8/29/2002
Re: A little challenge Brooks kyteman@redshift.com 8/29/2002
Re: A little challenge Gilbert Dube - dube_gilbert@sympatico.ca 8/29/2002
Re: A little challenge David Hunt (kaper3@earthlink.net) 8/29/2002
Marking the kitline Manfred Germany 8/28/2002
Re: Marking the kitline Yvan 8/28/2002
Re: Marking the kiteline Christian Becot 8/28/2002
Need help from IE6.0 users David Hunt (kaper3@earthlink.net) 8/27/2002
large format KAP Rob McHenry 8/26/2002
Re: large format KAP Henry Jebe 8/30/2002
Re: large format KAP David Hunt (kaper3@earthlink.net) 8/26/2002
Re: large format KAP Brooks 8/26/2002
My camera crashed : ( Yvan 8/26/2002
Re: My camera crashed : ( Frank Louwers (frank.louwers@altina.cx) 8/27/2002
Re: My camera crashed : ( Doug Kinney 8/26/2002
Re: My camera crashed : ( David Foster 8/26/2002
Re: My camera crashed : ( Gilbert Dube - dube_gilbert@sympatico.ca 8/26/2002
Re: My camera crashed : ( yvan 8/26/2002
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Re: My camera crashed : ( Scott Haefner 8/26/2002
Re: My camera crashed : ( Gilbert Dube - dube_gilbert@sympatico.ca 8/26/2002
Re: My camera crashed : ( Craig 8/26/2002
Re: My camera crashed : ( Brooks 8/26/2002
Re: My camera crashed : ( Richard Amirault 8/26/2002
Re: My camera crashed : ( Christian Becot 8/27/2002
Re: My camera crashed : ( Yvan 8/27/2002
aerial tools for dummies gpaisiovich@cogeco.ca 8/24/2002
Re: aerial tools for dummies Brooks Leffler kyteman@redshift.com 8/25/2002
Re: aerial tools for dummies seannarae 9/3/2002
Another video camera Carl Bigras 8/20/2002
Apology David Hunt (kaper3@earthlink.net) 8/20/2002
DC/DC (4.8 to 12Volts) Gilbert Dube - dube_gilbert@sympatico.ca 8/20/2002
Re: Thanks Gilbert Dube - dube_gilbert@sympatico.ca 8/20/2002
Re: DC/DC (4.8 to 12Volts) Brooks 8/20/2002
Re: DC/DC (4.8 to 12Volts) David Hunt (kaper3@earthlink.net) 8/20/2002
Re: DC/DC (4.8 to 12Volts) David Hunt (kaper3@earthlink.net) 8/20/2002
Re: DC/DC (4.8 to 12Volts) David Hunt (kaper3@earthlink.net) 8/20/2002
Re: DC/DC (4.8 to 12Volts) Carl Bigras 8/20/2002
Re: DC/DC (4.8 to 12Volts) David Hunt (kaper3@earthlink.net) 8/20/2002
Re: DC/DC (4.8 to 12Volts) Carl Bigras 8/20/2002
Re: DC/DC (4.8 to 12Volts) Gilbert Dube - dube_gilbert@sympatico.ca 8/20/2002
Re: DC/DC (4.8 to 12Volts) Brooks 8/20/2002
Re: DC/DC (4.8 to 12Volts) theaviator@beeb.net 8/22/2002
KAP Clubs or Org. on Long Island Steve Stracquodaine 8/19/2002
Re: KAP Clubs or Org. on Long Island Brooks Leffler kyteman@redshift.com 8/19/2002
Kites in Boston Jason Jenkins 8/16/2002
Re: Kites in Boston Richard Amirault, Boston, MA, USA 8/16/2002
Re: Kites in Boston Richard (again) 8/16/2002
Re: Kites in Boston Richard Amirault 8/16/2002
Re: Kites in Boston Jason Jenkins 8/18/2002
Kite Aerial Videography Andy Smy 8/15/2002
Re: Kite Aerial Videography, TV at Dieppe Christian Becot 8/19/2002
Re: Kite Aerial Videography Christian Becot 8/19/2002
Re: Kite Aerial Videography David Hunt (kaper3@earthlink.net) 8/15/2002
Re: Kite Aerial Videography David Hunt (kaper3@earthlink.net) 8/15/2002
Re: Kite Aerial Videography Cary 8/15/2002
Re: Kite Aerial Videography missing links 8/15/2002
Re: Kite Aerial Videography last try for links 8/15/2002
Re: Kite Aerial Videography Henry 8/15/2002
Re: Kite Aerial Videography Simon Harbord 8/15/2002
Someone who knows all about KAP 8/13/2002
Request that we end this thread Cris Benton 8/15/2002
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Re: Someone who knows all about KAP Gilbert Dube - dube_gilbert@sympatico.ca 8/13/2002
Re: Someone who knows all about KAP Brooks 8/14/2002
There Last Answer Gilbert Dube - dube_gilbert@sympatico.ca 8/14/2002
Re: There Last Answer Richard Amirault, Boston, MA, USA 8/15/2002
Re: There Last Answer Brooks 8/15/2002
Re: There Last Answer Gilbert Dube - dube_gilbert@sympatico.ca 8/15/2002
Re: Someone who knows all about KAP Gilbert Dube - dube_gilbert@sympatico.ca 8/14/2002
Re: Someone who knows all about KAP Ross Tomlinson 9/3/2002
Re: Someone who knows all about KAP David Hunt (kaper3@earthlink.net) 9/4/2002
KAP site in flash Yvan 8/13/2002
Re: KAP site in flash Brooks 8/14/2002
Re: KAP site in flash Yvan 8/14/2002
Kitefestival: Rýmý, Denmark 6-8 September jens.larsen@bigfoot.com 8/13/2002
photo.net Cris Benton 8/9/2002
Re: photo.net Jason Jenkins 8/16/2002
Re: photo.net Brooks 8/10/2002
KAPER has a new look David Hunt (kaper3@earthlink.net) 8/6/2002
Servo Rotation Doug Kinney 8/3/2002
Re: Servo Rotation Frank Louwers (frank.louwers@altina.cx) 8/6/2002
Re: Servo Rotation Cary 8/5/2002
Re: Servo Rotation Simon Harbord 8/4/2002
Re: Servo Rotation brooks kyteman@redshift.com 8/4/2002
Re: Servo Rotation Yvan 8/5/2002
T4 versus Samsung Vega 77i 7/30/2002
Re: T4 versus Samsung Vega 77i brooks leffler 7/30/2002
Re: T4 versus Samsung Vega 77i Glenn Nelson 8/7/2002
How to make web website x 10 times cheaper and x 10 times faster. Anthony Lee 7/30/2002
Low wind soft lifter Brooks Leffler kyteman@redshift.com 7/29/2002
Re: Low wind soft lifter Richard Amirault, Boston, MA, USA 7/30/2002
Trigger 20 cameras at the same time. Chakri Toleti 7/26/2002
Re: Trigger 20 cameras at the same time. Peter Bults (kaplab.nl@wxs.nl) 7/26/2002
Re: Trigger 20 cameras at the same time. Christian Becot 7/26/2002
AKA convention presentor Craig 7/24/2002
distance picavet ed 7/18/2002
Re: distance picavet David Hunt (kaper3@earthlink.net) 7/18/2002
flights to KAPICA Craig 7/16/2002
6 mm fiberglass S. PREVOST 7/16/2002
Re: 6 mm fiberglass David Hunt (kaper3@earthlink.net) 7/17/2002
Re: 6 mm fiberglass Brooks Leffler kyteman@redshift.com 7/17/2002
Re: 6 mm fiberglass Brooks 7/17/2002
Re: 6 mm fiberglass Tom Nied 7/17/2002
tools for making rig wcairel@inktomi.com 7/15/2002
Re: tools for making rig Nathan Abell 7/16/2002
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Re: tools for making rig Doug Kinney 7/15/2002
Re: tools for making rig Brooks Leffler 7/15/2002
Re: tools for making rig David Hunt (kaper3@earthlink.net) 7/16/2002
1st shots Yvan 7/13/2002
Re: 1st shots Brooks 7/13/2002
Re: 1st shots Tom Nied 7/14/2002
Re: 1st shots Glenn Nelson 8/7/2002
Re: 1st shots Yvan 8/9/2002
KAP meeting in California Brooks Leffler kyteman@redshift.com 7/12/2002
Re: KAP meeting in California Brooks 7/14/2002
Re: KAP meeting in California KAPiCA specifics. 7/22/2002
Re: KAP meeting in California Peter Bults 7/23/2002
Read this One David Hunt (kaper3@earthlink.net) 7/22/2002
Re: KAP meeting in California David Hunt (kaper3@earthlink.net) 7/22/2002
Re: KAP meeting in California David Hunt (kaper3@earthlink.net) 7/22/2002
KAP meeting in France Christian Becot 7/11/2002
Line strength Yvan 7/11/2002
Re: Line strength Yvan 7/12/2002
Re: Line strength Brooks 7/11/2002
Re: Line strength Christian Becot 7/11/2002
Re: Line strength Brooks 7/11/2002
Vibration (was: Line strength) Richard Amirault, Boston, MA, USA 7/16/2002
Re: Vibration (was: Line strength) Brooks 7/16/2002
RCA Video Tranceiver Gilbert Dube - dube_gilbert@sympatico.ca 7/10/2002
Kite flying rules? Cris Benton 7/9/2002
Re: Kite flying rules? David Hunt (kaper3@earthlink.net 7/12/2002
Re: Kite flying rules! Cris Benton 7/11/2002
Re: Kite flying rules? Scott Haefner 7/10/2002
Re: Kite flying rules? Richard Amirault 7/16/2002
Re: Kite flying rules? Cary 7/11/2002
Re: Kite flying rules? Doug Kinney 7/10/2002
Re: Kite flying rules? chad 7/9/2002
Re: Kite flying rules? Craig 7/10/2002
Re: Kite flying rules? Peter Bults (kaplab.nl@wxs.nl) 7/10/2002
Re: Kite flying rules? Brooks 7/11/2002
Re: Kite flying rules? Rob van Gils from The Netherlands 8/1/2002
Re: Kite flying rules? Peter Bults 7/11/2002
Re: Kite flying rules? Christian Becot 7/10/2002
Microcontroller for KAP Manfred 7/9/2002
Something stange and rather beautiful. Simon Harbord 7/8/2002
Re: Something stange and rather beautiful. Brooks 7/10/2002
Re: Something stange and rather beautiful. Simon 7/11/2002
Re: Something stange and rather beautiful. Peter Bults 7/9/2002
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Re: Something stange and rather beautiful. Craig 7/9/2002
Sony Viewfinder Gilbert Dube - dube_gilbert@sympatico.ca 7/7/2002
Re: Sony Viewfinder Christian Becot 7/9/2002
Re: Sony Viewfinder Gilbert 7/9/2002
Re: Altimeter Brooks 7/2/2002
Re: Altimeter Olivier HUMEZ 7/6/2002
Re: Altimeter Brooks kyteman@redshift.com 7/7/2002
Re: Altimeter Christian Becot 7/9/2002
Re: Altimeter Peter Bults (kaplab.nl@wxs.nl) 7/11/2002
Re: Altimeter Olivier Humez 7/11/2002
Re: Altimeter Christian Becot 7/11/2002
Re: Altimeter Brooks 7/10/2002
Re: Altimeter Olivier Humez 7/12/2002
Re: Altimeter Brooks 7/12/2002
Altimeter Tino Sheridan 7/2/2002
Re: Altimeter Peter Bults (kaplab.nl@wxs.nl) 7/2/2002
Re: Altimeter theaviator@beeb.net 7/5/2002
Re: Altimeter Cary 7/5/2002
Re: Altimeter Henry 7/2/2002
Re: Altimeter Craig WIlson 7/3/2002
Re: Altimeter David Hunt (kaper3@earthlink.net) 7/3/2002
Re: Altimeter Craig 7/3/2002
Who is Big Fat Har? Ga. 6/30/2002
Re: Who is Big Fat Har? James 9/27/2002
Re: Who is Big Fat Har? J. Dander 7/2/2003
Re: Who is Big Fat Har? Dallas, Tx. 8/28/2002
UK source for Lawmate 2.4ghz? Richard Kempsey 6/29/2002
Re: UK source for Lawmate 2.4ghz? Simon Harbord 6/30/2002
Re: UK source for Lawmate 2.4ghz? Phil Mitchell 3/26/2004
Re: UK source for Lawmate 2.4ghz? Richard Kempsey 7/1/2002
Re: UK source for Lawmate 2.4ghz? sales@marshall.co.za 9/8/2004
Re: UK source for Lawmate 2.4ghz? Bill Strong 7/29/2002
Re: UK source for Lawmate 2.4ghz? Simon Harbord 7/1/2002
Server vagaries continued Cris Benton 6/28/2002
A service for producing HUGE photographs mark.liebman@pictopia.com 6/25/2002
Re: A service for producing HUGE photographs mark.liebman@pictopia.com 6/25/2002
A Virus Among Us David Hunt (kaper3@earthlink.net) 6/24/2002
Re: A Virus Among Us Cris Benton 6/24/2002
Re: A Virus Among Us David Hunt (kaper3@earthlink.net) 6/24/2002
Re: A Virus Among Us Tom Nied 6/24/2002
Re: A Virus Among Us Brooks 6/27/2002
Server vagaries Cris Benton 6/23/2002
Discussion page Tom.Nied 6/23/2002
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Re: Discussion page David Hunt (kaper3@earthlink.net) 6/23/2002
Re: Discussion page Christian Becot 6/23/2002
UK Aerial photography Simon Harbord 6/13/02
UK Aerial photography Simon Harbord 6/13/02
UK Aerial photography -Postscript Simon 6/13/02
Re: UK Aerial photography -Postscript Brooks 6/14/02
Good light wind kite chad@chadphillips.org 6/12/02
Re: Good light wind kite Cary Clements 6/17/02
Re: Good light wind kite John Mayes 8/13/2002
Re: Good light wind kite Doug Kinney 6/12/02
Re: Good light wind kite Han Jonkers 8/9/2002
Re: Good light wind kite Tom.Nied@worldnet.att.net 6/12/02
Re: Good light wind kite Craig Wilson 6/13/02
Re: Good light wind kite Christian Becot 6/13/02
marconi mark 2 ed 6/12/02
Advice needed from kite experts Yvan 6/11/02
Re: Advice needed from kite experts David Hunt (kaper3@earthlink.net) 6/11/02
Re: Advice needed from kite experts Brooks kyteman@redshift.com 6/11/02
Re: Advice needed from kite experts Peter Bults (kaplab.nl@wxs.nl) 6/11/02
Re: Advice needed from kite experts Brooks 6/12/02
Re: Advice needed from kite experts Yvan 6/11/02
Re: Advice needed from kite experts Christian Becot 6/11/02
S P A M 6/11/02
Re: S P A M Tom Bennett 6/11/02
tool sets ** Spam deleted**6/11/02
Size of Picavet cross - scientificly? jens.larsen@bigfoot.com 6/10/02
Re: Size of Picavet cross - scientificly? Peter Bults (kaplab.nl@wxs.nl) 6/10/02
Re: Size of Picavet cross - scientificly? jens.larsen@bigfoot.com 6/11/02
Re: Size of Picavet cross - scientificly? Peter Bults 6/11/02
Re: Size of Picavet cross - scientificly? David Hunt 6/10/02
Re: Size of Picavet cross - scientificly? jens.larsen@bigfoot.com 6/11/02
Re: Size of Picavet cross - scientificly? David Hunt (kaper3@earthlink.net) 6/11/02
Re: Size of Picavet cross - scientificly? Brooks 6/10/02
Re: Size of Picavet cross - scientificly? David Hunt 6/10/02
Re: Size of Picavet cross - scientificly? Richard Amirault 6/10/02
Re: Size of Picavet cross - scientificly? Brooks kyteman@redshift.com 6/10/02
Re: Size of Picavet cross - scientificly? Tom.Nied@worldnet.att.net 6/11/02
Re: Size of Picavet cross - scientificly? Brooks 6/11/02
Re: Size of Picavet cross - scientificly? Peter Bults 6/11/02
tire pressure gauge ** Spam deleted **6/10/02
auto jump start ** Spam deleted **6/9/02
auto jump start ** Spam deleted **6/9/02
air compressor ** Spam deleted **6/7/02
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Re: air compressor Richard Amirault 6/7/02
trouble light ** Spam deleted **6/5/02
auto battery pack ** Spam deleted **6/5/02
Lightweight camera/transmitter NK Guy (tela@tela.bc.ca) 6/4/02
Lightweight camera/transmitter NK Guy (tela@tela.bc.ca) 6/4/02
Movies from above firemans@gmx.de 6/3/02
The dearly departed KAP rig #3, R.I.P. Doug Kinney 6/2/02
Re: The dearly departed KAP rig #3, R.I.P. Rick I. 6/22/2002
Website Help Needed Brooks Leffler kyteman@redshift.com 6/2/02
Re: Website Help Needed Christian Becot 6/3/02
Re: Website Help Needed Peter Bults 6/2/02
Re: Website Help Needed Brooks 6/4/02
Re: Website Help Needed Richard Amirault 6/5/02
Re: Website Help Needed Brooks 6/5/02
Electronic control of digital camera chad@chadphillips.org 5/31/02
Maxim DC Converter on my new website Brooks Leffler kyteman@redshift.com 5/31/02
Re: Maxim DC Converter on my new website NK Guy (tela@tela.bc.ca) 6/2/02
Re: Maxim DC Converter on my new website Brooks 6/2/02
Which kite for going very high Yvan. 5/30/02
Re: Which kite for going very high Yvan 6/4/02
Re: Which kite for going very high Tom.Nied@worldnet.att.net 6/2/02
Re: Which kite for going very high Frits Sauve Diemen NL 6/2/02
Re: Which kite for going very high Richard Amirault 5/30/02
Re: Which kite for going very high Tom Bennett 6/3/02
Re: Which kite for going very high Christian Becot 6/1/02
KAPers in Scandinavia? jens.larsen@bigfoot.com 5/29/02
Kite Messengers, I need some ideas please Doug Kinney 5/28/02
Re: Kite Messengers, I need some ideas please David Hunt 5/29/02
Re: Kite Messengers, I need some ideas please Doug Kinney 5/29/02
Re: Kite Messengers, I need some ideas please Tom.Nied@worldnet.att.net 6/2/02
Re: Kite Messengers, I need some ideas please Doug Kinney 6/2/02
Stratospool Allan, St. Lucia 5/24/02
Re: Stratospool 5/25/02
Re: Stratospool Brooks Leffler kyteman@redshift.com 5/25/02
Video assist up and running! Richard Amirault, Boston, MA, USA 5/23/02
Re: Video assist up and running! Richard Amirault 5/31/02
Re: Video assist up and running! Scott Haefner 5/24/02
Re: Video assist up and running! Richard Amirault, N1JDU, Boston, MA, USA 5/24/02
Re: Video assist up and running! Simon Harbord 5/24/02
Re: Video assist up and running! Brooks -- again 5/26/02
Re: Video assist up and running! Brooks 5/23/02
Re: Video assist up and running! Richard in Boston 5/23/02
Re: Video assist up and running! Brooks 5/23/02
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Re: Video assist up and running! Richard in Boston 5/23/02
Re: Video assist up and running! Brooks 5/23/02
Twin Engine Single Prop Jrehnke@yahoo.com 5/20/02
VOTE - Japanese Kite Aerial Photography Photo Contest David Hunt 5/20/02
Re: VOTE - Japanese Kite Aerial Photography Photo Contest Brooks 5/20/02
Philo's KAP & Lego (Panoramic) Bruce 5/17/02
Re: Philo's KAP & Lego (Panoramic) Scott Haefner 5/22/02
New KAP Gallery online (including 360 degree panoramas) Scott Haefner 5/15/02
Re: New KAP Gallery online (including 360 degree panoramas) Scott Haefner 5/22/02
Re: New KAP Gallery online (including 360 degree panoramas) Tom.Nied@worldnet.att.net 5/16/02
Re: New KAP Gallery online (including 360 degree panoramas) Brooks 5/17/02
Re: New KAP Gallery online (including 360 degree panoramas) Simon Harbord 5/16/02
Re: New KAP Gallery online (including 360 degree panoramas) Christian Becot 5/17/02
Christian has a site! Christian Becot 5/15/02
WWW Site Status Cris Benton 5/15/02
Re: WWW Site Status Richard Amirault, Boston, MA, USa 5/16/02
Re: WWW Site Status David Hunt 5/16/02
Re: WWW Site Status Brooks 5/17/02
Re: WWW Site Status Christian Becot 5/17/02
Re: WWW Site Status Carl Bigras 5/21/02
Re: WWW Site Status Richard Amirault 5/22/02
Re: WWW Site Status 9/24/2005
Ultra small video cameras Richard Amirault, Boston, MA, USA 5/15/02
Re: Ultra small video cameras Carl Bigras 5/21/02
Alexander Graham Bell Christian Becot 5/1/02
X10 Camera, where can I find more info? Doug Kinney 4/30/02
Re: X10 Camera, where can I find more info? Cary Clements 5/1/02
Photo dictionary NK Guy 4/30/02
KAPtions for KITING magazine Craig Wilson 4/29/02
x10 in the Air! Cary Clements 4/28/02
Re: x10 in the Air! Richard Amirault, Boston, MA, USA 4/30/02
Re: x10 in the Air! Brooks 4/30/02
Re: x10 in the Air! Peter Bults 4/30/02
Re: x10 in the Air! Richard Amirault, Boston, MA, USA 5/1/02
Re: x10 in the Air! 4/28/02
Re: x10 in the Air! Christian Becot 5/1/02
Interesting Aerial Photo Site Cary Clements 4/27/02
Looking for Exploratorium KAP reference Cris Benton 4/21/02
Re: Looking for Exploratorium KAP reference Peter Bults (kaplab.nl@wxs.nl) 4/26/02
Thanks Peter! Cris Benton 4/26/02
flowforms and drogue chad@chadphillips.org 4/20/02
Re: flowforms and drogue Peter Bults ( http://www.kiteaerialphotography.net ) 4/20/02
Re: flowforms and drogue Rick I. 4/29/02
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Re: flowforms and drogue Brooks 4/20/02
Pre-made Rigs Don 4/10/02
Re: Pre-made Rigs Brooks Leffler kyteman@redshift.com 4/11/02
Weight versus effort chad@chadphillips.org 4/7/02
Re: Weight versus effort David Hunt 4/11/02
Re: Weight versus effort excellent article 4/11/02
Re: Weight versus effort Brooks 4/8/02
Re: Weight versus effort Doug Kinney 4/7/02
Samuel Rivers A. Dinckol 4/1/02
Kite Christian 4/1/02
Re: Kite Brooks 4/1/02
Camera Christian in Sweden 4/1/02
Re: Camera David Hunt kaper3@earthlink.net 4/1/02
Re: Camera Brooks 4/1/02
Re: Camera Richard Amirault, Boston, MA, USA 4/3/02
Re: Camera Christian Becot 4/3/02
Clockwork timers corroding from salt spray in wind Michael Matthews 3/29/02
Re: Clockwork timers corroding from salt spray in wind David Hunt kaper3@earthlink.net 3/30/02
Re: Clockwork timers corroding from salt spray in wind Henry Jebe 3/29/02
Re: Clockwork timers corroding from salt spray in wind Brooks Leffler kyteman@redshift.com 3/30/02
Re: Clockwork timers corroding from salt spray in wind Michael Matthews 4/2/02
Re: Clockwork timers corroding from salt spray in wind Tom.Nied@worldnet.att.net 4/10/02
Picavet Details Brooks Leffler kyteman@redshift.com 3/23/02
First KAP rig Chad@windmeadow.com 3/22/02
Re: First KAP rig Brooks Leffler kyteman@redshift.com 3/23/02
Re: First KAP rig 3/24/02
Re: First KAP rig Brooks 3/24/02
Re: First KAP rig Craig 3/25/02
Cropping KAP images Richard Amirault, Boston, MA, USA 3/22/02
Re: Cropping KAP images Craig 3/22/02
Re: Cropping KAP images Richard Amirault, Boston, MA, USA 3/25/02
panoramic pictures Christian Becot 3/18/02
Re: panoramic pictures Ulrich Monsees 3/31/02
Re: panoramic pictures Ulrich Monsees 3/31/02
Re: panoramic pictures Ulrich Monsees 3/31/02
Re: panoramic pictures Cris Benton 3/26/02
Re: panoramic pictures Dave A. 3/19/02
Re: panoramic pictures David Hunt 3/19/02
Re: panoramic pictures David Hunt 3/19/02
Photo rectification Koral 3/15/02
Re: Photo rectification Allan 3/22/02
Re: Photo rectification Koral 3/25/02
parafoil v sutton flowform chad@windmeadow.com 3/14/02
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Re: parafoil v sutton flowform Craig Wilson 3/14/02
Re: parafoil v sutton flowform Brooks Leffler kyteman@redshift.com 3/15/02
Re: parafoil v sutton flowform Thanks for the info 3/15/02
Re: parafoil v sutton flowform Craig 3/14/02
MIA!!! Sponsor Software Giveaways!!! Call for Entries!!!!.... S. Collins 3/11/02
KAP conference coming Brooks Leffler kyteman@redshift.com 3/10/02
Site back up Cris Benton 3/10/02
Don't forget us PAPers geach@bird-shots.com 3/6/02
rhetoric rachreed@cisunix.unh.edu 3/6/02
Wobbly DC Doug Kinney 2/28/02
Re: Wobbly DC David Hunt 3/2/02
Re: Wobbly DC Brooks 2/28/02
Xcma 2 Antenna modification Jerry 2/28/02
Re: Xcma 2 Antenna modification Brooks Leffler 2/28/02
Re: Xcma 2 Antenna modification geach@bird-shots.com 2/28/02
Re: Xcma 2 Antenna modification Brooks 2/28/02
Re: Xcma 2 Antenna modification geach@bird-shots.com 3/1/02
New KAP gallery online Rick I. 2/27/02
Re: New KAP gallery online Tom.Nied@worldnet.att.net 3/1/02
Re: New KAP gallery online geach@bird-shots.com 3/1/02
Printers and scanners Cris Benton 2/23/02
Re: Printers and scanners Carlo Didier 2/25/02
Re: Printers and scanners Brooks kyteman@redshift.com 2/24/02
Re: Printers and scanners Christian Becot 2/24/02
The KAP Site should be speedier now Cris Benton 2/19/02
Re: The KAP Site should be speedier now David Hunt 2/20/02
Re: The KAP Site should be speedier now Christian Becot 2/19/02
Re: The KAP Site should be speedier now Tom.Nied@worldnet.att.net 2/19/02
Helikite Garethowens@hotmail.com 2/15/02
Re: Helikite 11/23/2002
What kite to use Paul 2/15/02
Re: What kite to use Peter Bults (kaplab.nl@wxs.nl) 2/15/02
Re: What kite to use Brooks kyteman@redshift.com 2/15/02
Re: What kite to use Paul 2/15/02
Re: What kite to use Cris Benton 2/15/02
A magnificent book Brooks Leffler kyteman@redshift.com 2/13/02
Finally an update of my site! Frank Louwers (frank.louwers@altina.cx) 2/13/02
Re: Finally an update of my site! Brooks kyteman@redshift.com 2/13/02
Re: Finally an update of my site! Carlo Didier 2/13/02
Re: Finally an update of my site! Frank Louwers (frank.louwers@altina.cx) 2/13/02
Re: Finally an update of my site! Carlo Didier 2/13/02
KAP Discussion Group update Cris Benton 2/12/02
electro motor winch jasper@park.nl 2/11/02
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Re: electro motor winch Christian Becot 2/11/02
Re: electro motor winch jasper@park.nl 2/13/02
Re: electro motor winch rd33536@alltel.net 2/11/02
Re: electro motor winch Carl Bigras 2/11/02
Re: electro motor winch ian@max-q.fsnet.co.uk 4/26/02
Remain calm at all times (repost) Cris Benton 2/11/02
Loss of the archive Simon Harbord 2/11/02
Re: Loss of the archive Carlo Didier 2/12/02
Re: Loss of the archive Cris Benton 2/13/02
KAP Site Slow? Cris Benton 2/11/02
Re: KAP Site Slow? Tom.Nied@worldnet.att.net 2/18/02
Cordwheel (repost) Allan, St. Lucia 2/11/02
Re: Cordwheel (repost) Henry Jebe 2/11/02
Re: Cordwheel (repost) Brooks 2/11/02
Re: Cordwheel (repost) Allan, St. Lucia 2/11/02
Adding exponential to an RC transmitter (repost) Aaron Bott 2/11/02
A "Gayla" discovery. (repost) Tom.Nied@worldnet.att.net 2/11/02
Re: A "Gayla" discovery. (repost) Doug Kinney 2/11/02
Re: A "Gayla" discovery. (repost) Russell 5/29/02
Re: A "Gayla" discovery. (repost) Russell 5/29/02
Re: A "Gayla" discovery. (repost) Simon 2/11/02
Re: A "Gayla" discovery. (repost) Brooks 2/11/02
Re: A "Gayla" discovery. (repost) Brooks 2/11/02
Re: A "Gayla" discovery. (repost) Tom.Nied@worldnet.att.net 2/11/02
Re: A "Gayla" discovery. (repost) Simon Harbord 2/11/02
Re: A "Gayla" discovery. (repost) Simon 2/11/02
Re: A "Gayla" discovery. (repost) Richard Amirault 2/11/02
Re: A "Gayla" discovery. (repost) Brooks 2/11/02
Re: A "Gayla" discovery. (repost) Peter Bults 2/11/02
Withdrawal symptoms (repost) geach, www.bird-shots.com 2/11/02
Thanks for not giving up! geach 2/10/02
KAP Site S L O W Cris Benton 2/10/02
Function test Cris Benton 1/4/2006
test C. Benton 3/31/2003
. 12/26/2004
Re: test CCB 5/4/2003
Function test Benton 6/16/02
Yeat another test Cris 11/7/2002
Re: Function test Cris Benton 9/8/2002
Re: Function test Cris Benton 9/8/2002
Re: Function test Benton 10/31/2002
Re: Function test Benton 9/12/2002
Re: Function test David V 10/18/2002
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Re: Function test Benton 10/20/2002
Re: Function test Benton 10/23/2002
Re: Function test David V 11/27/2002
Discussion page update Cris Benton 2/10/02
Wind speed indicator, as posted by James Mc Carter on this website. How may I get in touch with James Mc Carter? A.S.A.P. John F. Braun Scottsdale, Arizona
(602) 996-7170 leave message as to reaching James Mc Carter. 2/8/02
Wind speed indicator, as posted by James Mc Carter on this website. How may I get in touch with James Mc Carter? A.S.A.P. John F. Braun Scottsdale, Arizona
(602) 996-7170 leave message as to reaching James Mc Carter. 2/8/02
Update on KAP kite poll Garethowens@hotmail.com 2/8/02
Discussion for PAPers geach, www.bird-shots.com 2/6/02
Discussion Page Update Cris Benton 2/5/02
Re: Discussion Page Update tord@tord.nu 12/21/2004
Re: Radio Controlled Hot Air Balloons bernard 2/27/02
Re: Pulley alternative Walter <walteratwork@yahoo.com> 3/10/02
Re: line vibration trigger g.carse@uq.net.au 3/22/02
Re: Build my own kite? 4/20/02
how to fly 3/17/2003
Re: Help with tuning stratoscoop! 3/17/2003
Re: Help with tuning stratoscoop! 3/17/2003
Re: Help with tuning stratoscoop! 3/17/2003
Re: Help with tuning stratoscoop! ian@max-q.fsnet.co.uk 4/26/02
.Titanium Rings Hawaiian Hotels Hotel Art Galleries Hawaiian Kona Coffee Top 10 Search Engine Optimization Ranking Specialist .Titanium Rings
Hawaiian Hotels Hotel Art Galleries Hawaiian Kona Coffee Top 10 Search Engine Optimization Ranking Specialist 12/9/2004
Re: .Titanium Rings Hawaiian Hotels Hotel Art Galleries Hawaiian ... Vacation Rentals Etc by City Accommodation Network 12/27/2005
Re: Pt. Bonita Lighthouse Robert Hudspith 11/5/2002
Re: New KAPper Need Transmitter Help keith flood 5/23/2003
Re: Viewfinder Idea - Xenon Flasher rammz_2006@yahoo.com 11/23/2005
Re: Viewfinder Idea - Xenon Flasher Vacation Rentals Etc by City Accommodation Network 12/27/2005

<> All contents copyright (C) 1998 by Charles C. Benton.
All rights reserved. Revised: Wednesday, October 26, 2005
URL: http://arch.ced.berkeley.edu/kap/discuss/Default.htm

(back)

wireless USB
From: Richard - ( Suffolk , Eastern UK )
Date: 2/7/2006
Time: 4:56:51 PM
Remote Name: 213.107.224.22

Comments
Hi. My first post so bear with me. This is a very Techie question! I'm just starting out in KAP. I have a Canon G1 and G2 which I plan to use. These can feed pictures
directly to a PC hard drive via a suitable USB cable. The camera can also be fired and zoomed etc. from the keyboard via the same cable. This seems to offer some
interesting possibilities - but a cable is obviously impractical. Has anyone any experience in wireless USB used in this way? Any help would be much appreciated . Many
thanks in advance.
(back)

Re: wireless USB
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From: Duncan Macdonald
Date: 2/8/2006
Time: 12:47:29 PM
Remote Name: 80.3.128.7

Comments
Ahhh, someone not far away from me! I live just up the road in Norfolk (Though Suffolk born and bred). I'm currently working on my new KAP set-up ready for the
spring, let me know if you find any good KAP locations in the area!
Cheers,
Duncan
(back)

Re: wireless USB
From: Linnar
Date: 2/8/2006
Time: 2:35:43 AM
Remote Name: 82.135.105.82

Comments
My opinion is that to use laptop at field is very painful because of bright sunlight. Another limitation seems to be range of the USB link which is as I understand
below 100 feet. So RC-equipment, IR-triggering/zoom, small LCD-screen (with sun protection) with video downlink are reasonable solutions for KAPing, IMHO.
(back)

Re: wireless USB
From: Dave Wheeler
Date: 2/8/2006
Time: 12:08:06 PM
Remote Name: 65.114.139.158

Comments
Sorry, I can't help with the wireless USB question. But another interesting wireless technology is wireless ethernet (802.11). It's got useful range and speed. And
with a small processor on the KAP rig you could control the camera via USB and the servos with discrete I/O's. Then on the ground you could use a PDA with
wireless ethernet interface to control the whole she-bang. No more need for R/C, doorbells or Video downlinks.
But as far as I know, that approach is beyond what anyone has tried so far.
(back)

Re: wireless USB
From: Dave Mitchell
Date: 2/8/2006
Time: 1:32:49 AM
Remote Name: 80.177.153.149

Comments
Richard - welcome - good to hear from another UK KAPper (I'm in South Devon).
Wireless USB and USB-on-the go (which is intended to allow USB devices to be controlled by small machines rather than PCs) are indeed interesting to KAP.
However, given that you almost certainly will want to pan and tilt the camera, and hence will need to control servos or small motors, I think the current rig
designs based on R/C equipment will remain most people's starting point. There are variants of course - based on wireless doorbell technology or Harold
Prinzler's 433Mhz system (available from Peter Bults KAPShop).
Dave
(back)

KAPiCA/06 is filling fast!
From: Brooks
Date: 2/6/2006
Time: 6:51:26 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
KAPiCA/06 is gathering steam. Today Cris Benton pushed us up to 19 participants, many with spouses, from six countries! That's in just over 2 weeks of
registration, much faster than either of the two preceding conferences. At this rate we'll fill up by the first of March!
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If you're planning to come, might be a good idea to jump on ere long. http://www.kapica.us
(back)

Re: KAPiCA/06 is filling fast!
From: Dave Wheeler
Date: 2/8/2006
Time: 5:54:23 AM
Remote Name: 68.48.57.172

Comments
Cris Benton will be there? That's great because my wife would like a word with the man responsible for that Make magazine article.
(back)

On-board Battery
From: Mark Jones
Date: 2/6/2006
Time: 11:52:47 AM
Remote Name: 204.113.19.8

Comments
I am interested in finding an on-board battery with a long run time and light weight. This battery would power the receiver and two servos. First, what is the
minimum voltage required for this?
I tried a 6-cell 300 mAh NiMH battery, which seemed to only get about 30 minutes of run time. I then tried a 7-cell 720 mAh battery which was still going strong
at 2 hours of continuous use. However, it is heavier than I would like.
I would like to stay with NiMH.
I saw Brooks' recommendation of a 4.8v 605 mAh battery. Would that be two cells? What would the run time be?
I am looking for at least two hours of run time.
Thanks! Mark Jones Salt Lake City
(back)

Re: On-board Battery
From: Brooks
Date: 2/6/2006
Time: 1:26:23 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
The higher the amperage, the longer it should run, I believe. Most commonly I use Tower Hobbies Hydrimax AAA-size 650mAh 4.8v pack (4 cells), which should
last a long time. I've never pushed it, because my feet give out in well under 2 hours.
bgl
http://www.brooxes.com/
(back)

Re: On-board Battery
From: David Hunt
Date: 2/6/2006
Time: 3:18:06 PM
Remote Name: 65.41.34.77

Comments
To clarify Brooks' statement, the higher the milliamp hour rating (mAh) the longer your batteries will last. The number of batteries only changes the voltage,
that's assuming that the batteries are connected in series. Series is when you connect the positive terminal to the negative of the next battery.
Individual cells of NiMH type batteries are 1.2 volts so you only need four to run most receivers and servos, 5 at the most. I'm surprised you didn't damage your
equipment by using 6 and 7 cells. The only advantage to using 5 cells instead of 4 is increased torque for each servo which generally is not an issue with KAP.
I've written a little about batteries on the KAPER site http://www.kaper.us/ The mAh rating of a series battery pack is not additive like the voltage, so the mAh
rating of an individual cell is the mAh rating of the entire pack.
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Using info from the KAPER page about batteries, a Futaba receiver uses 10mA, a Futaba S3003 servo uses 8mA when idle. This means a rig with one receiver
and three servos will draw 34mA when idle. By the way I haven't seen a manufacturer that lists amps for a servo during use. Theoretically a 650mAh AAA NiMH
battery pack could run this rig at idle for 19 hours (650mAh divided by 34mA) in practice it will be somewhat less, and of course you are going to want to move
the servos which will significantly up your amp usage.
I believe that there are AAA NiMH cells now available rated up to 900mAh. If you need more than 900mAh then you will have to move up to AA cells which are
rated up to 2500mAh.
David Hunt
(back)

Re: On-board Battery
From: Brooks
Date: 2/6/2006
Time: 6:23:12 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
Thank you, David!
As always, David has reminded us by example that the rule of thumb is, check KAPER first, which may answer all your questions!
Two days ago, I used a tiny NiMH 160 mAh battery pack with my autorotating autoKAP rig for about an hour, continously turning a standard pan servo at the
slowest possible speed, and it was still going strong when I shut down. But I don't know how long you could milk that tiny power supply.
(I'll try to get pix of that rig on my site this week.)
If you're interested in those cells, I got them from Battery Station, where they'll configure the pack, shrink-wrap and pigtail them for a nominal price. You want
four of the GP16AAAM, which is 160 mAh and 1/3 the size of a AAA. http://www.batterystation.com/nicads.htm . You can see them on all of the Ultra Light rigs
on my Equipment page.
chin UP
brooks
http://www.brooxes.com/
(back)

Re: On-board Battery
From: Scott Haefner
Date: 2/6/2006
Time: 11:06:51 PM
<�b>Remote Name: 69.226.218.99

Comments
Brooks said "You want four of the GP16AAAM, which is 160 mAh and 1/3 the size of a AAA. http://www.batterystation.com/nicads.htm"
I just checked, and the site says "out til Dec." I've been trying since June '05 to get these, but they're always out of stock. Judging by the fact that the site hasn't been
updated in ages, I doubt they have them in stock now. When is the last time you ordered these successfully? Any other suggested sources?
Scott
(back)

Re: On-board Battery
From: Brooks
Date: 2/6/2006
Time: 11:40:04 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
I ordered a batch today, and got a positive (machine-generated) response that promised a followup if something's not available. I'll let you know tomorrow! :-)
bgl
(back)

Re: On-board Battery
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 2/7/2006
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Time: 12:12:02 AM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
I've been playing with an autorotation rig too. And I did measure the current taken by the pan servo; while tiurning the one I used it took some 100 mA. That
would mean the rig will keep on turning for over an hour with a 160 mAh battery pack.
Another source for these small battery packs might be a store where they sell computer hardware. In some computers these packs are used as a back-up power
supply. OK, they might be a little more expensive.
Scott, let me know if need one.
Peter
(back)

Re: On-board Battery
From: David Hunt
Date: 2/7/2006
Time: 5:02:51 AM
Remote Name: 65.41.34.77

Comments
We have a couple of specialty battery stores that carry these and can make packs to your spec. If you want standard connectors you will have to supply your own.
Check similar stores in your area.
David Hunt
(back)

Re: On-board Battery
From: Brooks
Date: 2/7/2006
Time: 12:15:49 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
Well, no further word from the battery supplier -- no news is good news.
But I found another supplier that looks intriguing, and while they don't offer the 1/3 AAA size, they do have a 300 mAh 2/3 AAA size:
http://www.onlybatterypacks.com/showitem.asp?ItemID=10341.6
I'll buy a couple today and let you know.
bgl
http://www.brooxes.com/
(back)

Re: On-board Battery
From: Mark Jones
Date: 2/8/2006
Time: 9:14:20 AM
Remote Name: 216.126.206.168

Comments
Thanks for all the information and advice! I ordered a couple of packs from cheapbatterypacks.com. Both are four cell - one 400 and one 700 mAh. Got both for
$20, so can't complain about the price. I will time these and see how they work out. Thanks again.
(back)

MOBILE PHONE FOR SELL, MOTOROLA MPX 300.........$155USD
From: philip
Date: 2/6/2006
Time: 6:53:19 AM
Remote Name: 66.178.40.26

Comments
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Although this SPAM is from a different IP I am going to go out on a limb and say:
SPAM deleted, total nonsense. Same Nigerian IP address every time but a variety of names and pitches. Always cite a freebie email account and a cell phone
contact.
WARNING
I have just spent a half-hour or so poking around Google for information on our Cell Phone Spam that appears to be from Nigeria. It looks like there is a world of
hurt out there. These folks are equal opportunity SCAMers that have spewed spam in great quantity into discussion boards worldwide. If someone responds the
payoff is fraud, computer viruses, threats, and more. I am confident that the cell phones/electronic equipment proffered is pure fiction on their part.
For more information Google: [Lagos Nigeria cell phone spam] or check out the extensive 419Report site..
The SPAMers should note that every spam message posted to this discussion board will be promptly deleted and replaced with this warning.
(back)

XBOX 360............$200USD AND IPOD NANO FOR SELL
From: philip
Date: 2/6/2006
Time: 6:50:31 AM
Remote Name: 66.178.40.26

Comments
Although this SPAM is from a different IP I am going to go out on a limb and say:
SPAM deleted, total nonsense. Same Nigerian IP address every time but a variety of names and pitches. Always cite a freebie email account and a cell phone
contact.
WARNING
I have just spent a half-hour or so poking around Google for information on our Cell Phone Spam that appears to be from Nigeria. It looks like there is a world of
hurt out there. These folks are equal opportunity SCAMers that have spewed spam in great quantity into discussion boards worldwide. If someone responds the
payoff is fraud, computer viruses, threats, and more. I am confident that the cell phones/electronic equipment proffered is pure fiction on their part.
For more information Google: [Lagos Nigeria cell phone spam] or check out the extensive 419Report site..
The SPAMers should note that every spam message posted to this discussion board will be promptly deleted and replaced with this warning.
(back)

Suitable Flowform
From: Goodegg
Date: 2/5/2006
Time: 10:09:58 AM
Remote Name: 86.131.76.251

Comments
Hi there. Im looking to KAP as another dimension to my marine photography business. Chopper shots abound from some of the leading marine photographers,
why not use a kite methinks. Heres the idea. I launch the kite from the back of my RIB and get it up to say 70'. I then tie it off to the back of the RIB, and then
position it over the yacht to be photographed. I'm a complete minnow in this field, so am here to pick the brains of those who know. I've looked at several designs
of kite. This Christmas I built an 8' Rokkaku. I was thrilled with its stability and light wind performance, but quickly realised that it would be hopeless in 25kts
of wind. The Flowform seems to be the best for me. Im looking at a wind range of 10 - 25 kts (and maybe more...) Weight of rig.. cant be precise at thre moment,
but initially I'll be sending up a 3.2 megapixel point&shoot (kodakcx4300) and a single servo for the shutter release. Maybe 4-500 grms inc cradle. What size
flowform should I be looking at? Also is there any way of damping the pitching motion initiated by the boat. Maybe this won't be an issue, as there will be
sufficient catenary in the line. Thamks in advance for your help.
(back)

Re: Suitable Flowform
From: Cris Benton
Date: 2/5/2006
Time: 12:00:01 PM Remote Name: 64.142.12.44

Comments
Goodegg,
This is a fabulous application for KAP. I have played around on occasion with staging KAP shots from one boat in order to shoot another boat and would very
much like to do more (with more photogenic subject boats.)
http://arch.ced.berkeley.edu/kap/gallery/gal123.html
Is the RIB your staging boat? (Rubberized Inflatable Boat?)
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A staging boatÝs swaying motion is usually not a problem. The kite line dampens this. I would carry a Sutton 8, Sutton 16, and Sutton 30 for this application.
Twenty five knots of wind is tough to deal with in any situation and that is where you would use the Sutton 8 with a fuzzy tail. It would be much easier to start
with the Sutton 30 and mild winds.
Where are you located?
Cheers,
Cris
(back)

Re: Suitable Flowform
From: Craig
Date: 2/5/2006
Time: 1:30:30 PM
Remote Name: 68.117.128.20

Comments
Remember that the stronger the wind the faster will be the speed of your target boat and therefore the chase boat will have to go faster to keep pace. In higher
winds the waves will aslo be larger so it gets more and more difficult to get good images when the wind speed goes up. It is best to have the kite up quite high so
that your movement is dampend by a long length of line so that as you go up and down with the waves you are affecting the kite as little as possible. If you are in 8
foot swells it could be a problem, my experience is on inland lakes with 1-2 foot waves only. Because sail boats do not track directly up or down wind you will
need a kite that will follow you as you move sideways to the wind direction. My Delta does this well, the Flowforms can tend to lay on their sides a bit as you are
trying to go 12-15 knots an hourin a different direction than the true wind.
(back)

Working (albeit slowly) on new discussion software
From: Cris Benton
Date: 2/4/2006
Time: 9:03:13 AM
Remote Name: 64.142.12.44

Comments
This cell phone SPAM is getting to be the very definition of tedium
I have been working on WordPress and have successfully installed a PunBB discussion forum under WordPress on a test server. The plan is to shift the discussion
group activities and new additions to my KAP site to that environment. This will probably involve a registration / login system to post messages and the archive of
messages from this group will be available in a separate database such as the one referenced at the top of the postings roster.
BTW, I have a WordPress site up and running for my Hidden Ecologies project.
At the moment our Spring Semester is running at full steam and our network administrator is on extended, and perhaps permanent, leave so I am moving a bit
slow on this front. Nevertheless, look for changes in the foreseeable future.
(back)

Re: Working (albeit slowly) on new discussion software
From: Brooks Date: 2/4/2006
Time: 10:08:22 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
Great to see this development, Cris. I've thought that registration and passwords were the logical next step.
However, I was unable to link to the RSS feed, and being totally unfamiliar with RSS, I'm worried that following the threads won't be as easy. The sort of thing I
thought would be more intuitive is like the forum run by Steve Ferrel on the KiteBuilder.com site.
This link is a lot self-serving, but demonstrates what I mean:
http://www.kitebuilder.com/forums/viewtopic.php?t=3002
Also, I'm delighted to see you put your talents to VR Panoramas -- got any more online?
chin UP
brooks
http://www.brooxes.com/
(back)
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Re: Working (albeit slowly) on new discussion software
From: mikeATjonesairfoilsDOTcom
Date: 2/4/2006
Time: 3:46:14 PM
Remote Name: 71.65.246.24

Comments
I have a KAP forum on our site already that uses the software Brooks favors (phpBB) and I'd be happy to install Cris and whoever else needs to as a moderator
(Cris, Brooks, David, Simon?). I'm not asking anything to host it and would be more than willing letting you guys run it and call the shots. I don't know what it
would take to export the archives but I know phpBB has a lot of tricks for things just like that.
(back)

Re: Working (albeit slowly) on new discussion software
From: David Hunt
Date: 2/4/2006
Time: 1:27:39 PM
Remote Name: 65.41.34.77

Comments
I believe Cris' link on his first post is to a blog type page. The PunBB (bulletin Board) software he spoke of would look and function more like the example link
below, Is that right Chris?
http://www.punres.org/
I know that I was one of the original objectors to a login in type discussion page. I gladly cast my vote for it now. Improved searching, organization, and the
ability to post images would all be a great plus.
David Hunt
http://www.kaper.us
(back)

More Benton (ground-based) QTVRs
From:
Date: 2/4/2006
Time: <�/b>11:36:18 AM
Remote Name: 64.142.12.44

Comments
Hi Brooks,
These QTVR panoramas are fun.
I finally figured out the workflow for the QTVR bubble panoramas and have been practicing on the ground. This page (linked under images in the Hidden
ecologies header) has links to my first 15 or so efforts.
http://arch.ced.berkeley.edu/kap2/php/Hidden_Ecologies/?page_id=118
All of these images are related to sites we are exploring in Hidden ecologies and are part of what is shown on our collaborative geo-annotation maps for South
San Francisco Bay and HeronÝs Head Park:
(you may have to hit reload once or twice to get the maps to load Ý I am working on that)
We have not publicized this site yet and would greatly welcome any comments you have. The blog content pages generally have a comment box at the bottom.
Infact, comments offered at this stage might well serve as motivators for other members of my working group. A posterÝs comment first comment is held for a
moderatorÝs approval as yet another anti-SPAM measure.
Cheers,
Cris
(back)

Re: More Benton (ground-based) QTVRs
From: Brooks
Date: 2/4/2006
Time: 11:48:00 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
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Well, as I might have guessed -- it's super. Very well knit together.
When you get to aerial bubbles, it's much easier, and completely different, stitching at the horizon.
Doing great, all of you!
bgl
http://www.brooxes.com/
(back)

Re: Working (albeit slowly) on new discussion software
From: james<at.>gentles<dot>info
Date: 2/4/2006
Time: 10:06:20 AM
Remote Name: 80.229.25.24

Comments
Cris,
Can I be the first to thank you for your work on the new discussion group.
Whilst the tedium of spam is sad, it is sadder still that you have to expend energy working on "a new discussion group" instead of using that energy creatively
furthering KAP.
I'm sure I speak for many when I say that this is a truely great meeting place, and I have learned a great deal here. Your efforts with "Word-Press" will be
rewarded with the knowledge that you are guaranteeing a spam free forum for the future advancement of KAP
Thanks!
JAmes
(back)

Re: Working (albeit slowly) on new discussion software
From: Brooks
Date: 2/4/2006
Time: 11:50:16 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
hear, hear!
(back)

sales@triniteworldphonelimited.com
From: For sale ,, xbox 360,ipods,mobile phones,tom tom go700.go600,g0500,go300
Date: 2/4/2006
Time: 1:33:25 AM
Remote Name: 216.139.164.86

Comments
Although this SPAM is from a different IP I am going to go out on a limb and say:
SPAM deleted, total nonsense. Same Nigerian IP address every time but a variety of names and pitches. Always cite a freebie email account and a cell phone
contact.
WARNING
I have just spent a half-hour or so poking around Google for information on our Cell Phone Spam that appears to be from Nigeria. It looks like there is a world of
hurt out there. These folks are equal opportunity SCAMers that have spewed spam in great quantity into discussion boards worldwide. If someone responds the
payoff is fraud, computer viruses, threats, and more. I am confident that the cell phones/electronic equipment proffered is pure fiction on their part.
For more information Google: [Lagos Nigeria cell phone spam] or check out the extensive 419Report site..
The SPAMers should note that every spam message posted to this discussion board will be promptly deleted and replaced with this warning.
(back)

sales@triniteworldphonelimited.com
From: For sale ,, xbox 360,ipods,mobile phones,tom tom go700.go600,g0500,go300
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Date: 2/4/2006
Time: 1:32:18 AM
Remote Name: 216.139.164.86

Comments
Although this SPAM is from a different IP I am going to go out on a limb and say:
SPAM deleted, total nonsense. Same Nigerian IP address every time but a variety of names and pitches. Always cite a freebie email account and a cell phone
contact.
WARNING
I have just spent a half-hour or so poking around Google for information on our Cell Phone Spam that appears to be from Nigeria. It looks like there is a world of
hurt out there. These folks are equal opportunity SCAMers that have spewed spam in great quantity into discussion boards worldwide. If someone responds the
payoff is fraud, computer viruses, threats, and more. I am confident that the cell phones/electronic equipment proffered is pure fiction on their part.
For more information Google: [Lagos Nigeria cell phone spam] or check out the extensive 419Report site..
The SPAMers should note that every spam message posted to this discussion board will be promptly deleted and replaced with this warning.
(back)

sales@triniteworldphonelimited.com
From: For sale ,, xbox 360,ipods,mobile phones,tom tom go700.go600,g0500,go300
Date: 2/4/2006
Time: 1:31:09 AM
Remote Name: 216.139.164.86

Comments
Although this SPAM is from a different IP I am going to go out on a limb and say:
SPAM deleted, total nonsense. Same Nigerian IP address every time but a variety of names and pitches. Always cite a freebie email account and a cell phone
contact.
WARNING
I have just spent a half-hour or so poking around Google for information on our Cell Phone Spam that appears to be from Nigeria. It looks like there is a world of
hurt out there. These folks are equal opportunity SCAMers that have spewed spam in great quantity into discussion boards worldwide. If someone responds the
payoff is fraud, computer viruses, threats, and more. I am confident that the cell phones/electronic equipment proffered is pure fiction on their part.
For more information Google: [Lagos Nigeria cell phone spam] or check out the extensive 419Report site..
The SPAMers should note that every spam message posted to this discussion board will be promptly deleted and replaced with this warning.
(back)

PAP (not Pole!)
From: Glenn Nelson
Date: 2/2/2006
Time: 2:33:13 PM
Remote Name: 64.166.9.250

Comments
Pigeon Aerial Photography! Read about this fabulous idea in New Scientist: http://www.newscientist.com/article.ns?id=mg18925376.000
(back)

Then there's EAP
From: Mike S
Date: 2/3/2006
Time: 4:40:10 PM
Remote Name: 68.97.214.221

Comments
i forget if this has been posted before. Even if it has it's worth revisiting. It's probably the most amazing video footage I've ever seen.
Presenting Tilly.
http://animal.discovery.com/convergence/spyonthewild/birdtech/birdtech.html?ct=1329.15073148073
(back)
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Dr.Julius Neubronner
From: Ralf
Date: 2/2/2006
Time: 3:04:43 PM
Remote Name: 84.133.245.211

Comments
Hi,
lookes like modern times for that what Dr. Julius Neubronner startet in 1904. In German you can read more about the Neubronner-family at:
http://www.drachenarchiv.de/Seiten/r_raketoplan.html A pigeon AP-craddle you can find here: http://www.nasm.si.edu/exhibitions/lae/images/LE110L20.jpg
MfG Ralf
(back)

Re: Dr.Julius Neubronner
From: Timo Noko
Date: 2/3/2006
Time: 10:45:52 AM Remote Name: 82.181.201.211

Comments
The first picture the "kite ferry" looks very interesting.
As Google-traslator puts it: "From there it could make only an aerial photograph admission, afterwards had a new plate into the camera to be inserted. The sail
(ca.1 meter of span) folded up and the camera released if the kite ferry to the buffer-stop knocked against."
In other words: You have bigger kite flying in the air and the kite ferry raises along the line and when it hits a buffer-stop, the cameras takes a picture, the sail is
released, and the ferry returns back to the ground.
(back)

Opportunity to sell my KAP pictures...
From: Theo
Date: 2/2/2006
Time: 10:09:23 AM
Remote Name: 65.88.133.40

Comments
I contacted my school with some of the pictures I took of the campus, and they finally got back to me and said they'd like to buy some of them. Are there any
recources that could give me a primer on selling rights to pictures? I'd like to make sure I'm getting competitive prices, and make sure I understand exactly what
entails selling a picture (like can I still retain the use of the pictures, or am I selling it away for good...). Any input would be appreciated.
(back)

Re: Opportunity to sell my KAP pictures...
From: Carl Bigras
Date: 2/2/2006
Time: 10:39:14 AM
Remote Name: 198.103.196.130

Comments
Many years ago, I used to sell images through a stock agency. I would get 50% of the sales. Unless you are doing a contract for a client, you almost never sell full
rights. You could make up a short contract which states you are selling a one time right, to be used (published) once.
Things have changed a lot since you can get free stuff off the net. Prices varies based on image content (reproducibility of events), quality and what the image will
be used for. If the Times buys all the rights for the front page; mucho bucks. But if it's for the school annual report, inside in B&W; $20.00, maybe.
I'm sure you'll get good advice from Craig, Brooks and others.
Good luck, Carl
(back)

Re: Opportunity to sell my KAP pictures...
From: Theo
Date: 2/2/2006
Time: 10:51:46 AM
Remote Name: 65.88.133.40
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Comments
The pictures would be used for several of the university's publications (websites, promotional materials etc). I've got some good quality shots, and I would say
that the image content is not too reproducible (no one else here is doing KAP...). Thanks for the input.
(back)

Re: Opportunity to sell my KAP pictures...
From: Brooks
Date: 2/2/2006
Time: 11:52:27 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
I'd say sell specific rights, as Carl says. Some pix I've sold (and I haven't sold many), I've given all rights away, but most I'll state a specific use to which it may be
put.
Craig and Scott should chime in.
bgl
http://www.brooxes.com/
come to KAPiCA! http://www.kapica.us
(back)

Re: Opportunity to sell my KAP pictures...
From: Craig
Date: 2/2/2006
Time: 6:49:13 PM
Remote Name: 68.117.128.20

Comments
usage rights are always a negociation involving many variables. Pricing reflects how the buyer will benefit from the image. For instance the price for an image
that will assist a company to sell expensive real estate will be much higher than images that help a biology department study a prairie restoration. I will never or
very rarely sell all rights. In fact I rarely ever gave up original film it was usually only a scan copy and I always retaining the film and rights to use elsewhere.
Now with digital capture it is of course just a scan copy or print that you are selling. Remember though you are actually selling the usage rights not the actual
image. You are licensing the right or rights to use your image. HOW THEY INTEND TO USE IT IS HOW YOU DETERMINE THE PRICE. these days $100
doesn't go very far and that for me is a pretty base number for the smallest use. Do yourself and all other photographers a favor and charge a price reflecting
what it is worth- don't give it away to businesses when they are using it for commercial purposes. You will make no friends with the professional photographers in
your area when they find out you are selling images for $25 that they should have or would have sold for $250-$1000.
(back)

Re: Opportunity to sell my KAP pictures...
From: Yvon H.
Date: 2/2/2006<�br> Time: 8:38:06 PM
Remote Name: 156.34.27.230

Comments
I bought this book a few months ago. I've been reading a few pages here and there (too busy) but it is very interesting and helpful. Like said already, your selling
the rights to use the photo and not the photo itself. You can negociate the price and the rights.
http://www.investcom.com/cgi-bin/bookstore/bookstore.cgi?input_item=1582971765&input_search_type=image
(back)

Re: Opportunity to sell my KAP pictures...
From: Craig
Date: 2/2/2006
Time: 6:53:32 PM
Remote Name: 68.117.128.20

Comments
Just thought that this subject could be a very good KAPica 06 topic.
(back)
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Re: Opportunity to sell my KAP pictures...
From: Brooks
Date: 2/2/2006 Time: 10:34:27 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
So noted. Send your reg form in and I'll attach it thereto. ;-)
bgl
Come to KAPiCA! Info & reg materials at http://www.kapica.us/
(back)

new goodies on brooxes.com
From: Brooks
Date: 1/31/2006
Time: 11:32:02 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
I've just updated my Kits & Bits and Kitestuff pages to include, among other things, James Gentles' goodies (or a few of the many anyway) plus lower prices on
many items.
More changes to come, and in March, the long-awaited Chinese-made Dopero -- a prototype of which I flew today. See it at http://www.brooxes.com/dopero .
chin UP
brooks
http://www.brooxes.com/
(back)

Re: new goodies on brooxes.com
From: Brooks
Date: 1/31/2006
Time: 11:35:14 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
Make that Dopero link http://www.brooxes.com/dopero.jpg
sorry bout that.
(back)

Re: new goodies on brooxes.com
From: gareth at kentkiteflyers dot org dot uk
Date: 2/3/2006
Time: 5:56:33 AM
Remote Name: 212.212.151.75

Comments
Hi Brookes,
Is that the dopero that Dave Gomberg is listing in his 2006 catalogue? Do tell.
(back)

Re: new goodies on brooxes.com
From: Brooks
Date: 2/3/2006
Time: 3:51:08 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
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Yes, that's the kite.
(back)

RAW survey
From: Brooks
Date: 1/31/2006
Time: 12:06:35 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
DPreview has announced that the OpenRAW group, which is concerned about the proliferation of RAW variations and the lack of a standard, is conducting a
survey to gather ammunition to push for such a standard.
If you're shooting RAW, check it out at http://openraw.org/survey/
bgl
http://www.brooxes.com/
(back)

12v boat / motor bike / electric bike / car battery ?
From: PhilGib
Date: 1/30/2006
Time: 12:10:50 PM
Remote Name: 201.138.90.103

Comments
I definitely need a 12v battery with a huge capacity for my 7" tv screen and transmitter on the ground.
I would consider bearing one in a backpack as long it is not as heavy as a car battery...
Does anyone know about a light but fast charging 5A or 10A 12v portable battery ? I would consider light something around 2 kilo, 4 pounds or 70 ounces...
(back)

Re: 12v boat / motor bike / electric bike / car battery ?
From: Doug
Date: 1/30/2006
Time: 8:33:34 PM
Remote Name: 71.52.154.27

Comments
I've seen musicians use a "Battery Generator". It is a sealed battery with a handle and looks like an air compressor. I believe you can just plug it in and charge it.
It puts out 120v but they might make 12 v or use a converter.
(back)

Re: 12v boat / motor bike / electric bike / car battery ?
From: David Hunt
Date: 1/30/2006
Time: 1:56:36 PM
Remote Name: 65.41.34.77

Comments
Check out this web page:
http://www.ebatteriestogo.com/Alarm_Batteries.htm
I'm not endorsing this company because I don't know anything about them, they just came up on a google search. This type of battery is commonly used in
emergency lighting and alarm systems in commercial buildings here in the US and also in UPS (uninterruptable power supplies) for computer equipment. These
are sealed lead acid batteries they have the amps that you requested but they are almost twice as heavy as you ask. With lead acid you will have to settle for fewer
amps to lower the weight.
You might be able to find a lap top battery that is close to the specifications that you listed. These are typically Li-ion and their are about as many battery types as
there are models of laptops. The downside with laptop batteries is cost and finding a way to charge the battery.
David Hunt
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http://www.kaper.us
(back)

Re: 12v boat / motor bike / electric bike / car battery ?
From: Wicherd
Date: 1/30/2006
Time: 1:45:25 PM
Remote Name: 213.93.195.165

Comments
Small motor cycle battery should do the trick; 12V 4 Amps, weighs about 1,5 kilograms. size: WxHxD = 11x7x9 cm. Go for the sealed maintenance free type of
battery (they don't leak..)
Or go for a lithium polymer battery. very light, very small, rather expensive and only 11.1V (my 7" works for about 1,5 hours on 2300 mA)
Polymer compared to motor cycle: 2 polymer 2300mA packs = 240 grams. about 80 euro (for 2)
1 motor cycle batt. = 1500 grams. about 18 euro
(back)

Re: 12v boat / motor bike / electric bike / car battery ?
From: Brooks
Date: 1/30/2006
Time: 5:56:48 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
This should get you started, even if it is in the USA. This is the type you want, though. You can make a holster for it and carry it on your belt. See my Equipment
page, down about 2/3, for the Yellowstone rig.
bgl
http://www.brooxes.com/
(back)

Re: 12v boat / motor bike / electric bike / car battery ?
From: Brooks
Date: 1/30/2006
Time: 5:58:32 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
Whoops -- forgot the link to which I referred:
http://www.batteriesamerica.com/newpage4.htm
(back)

schiepatti switching video transmitter problem.
From: Wicherd
Date: 1/28/2006
Time: 12:43:37 PM
Remote Name: 213.93.195.165

Comments
Hello to all,
I seem to be running into a problem when using a schiepatti switch to remotely turn on/off my video transmitter.
In the current setup the schiswi switches the 8V coming from the battery, but for some reason it transforms this 8V into 5.4V with obvious result: no video signal.
futuba receiver and video transmitter are both getting power from a single battery. The 8V this battery delivers is reduced to 5V for the receiver, and 8V is being
passed through to the video transmitter. This is working perfectly as long as I don't use the SchiSwi to turn video on/off.
Does anyone have an idee to prevent the schiswi making 5v out of 8v?
(back)
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Re: schiepatti switching video transmitter problem.
From: james<;at.>gentles<dot>info
Date: 1/28/2006
Time: 1:30:42 PM
Remote Name: 80.229.25.24

Comments
How have you wired up the switch? The Schwi Switch (and the gentLED switch for that matter) have an output that switches the ground or zero volt line. This
means to switch power on and off you must put the switch in the OV line NOT in the 8V line. I have used this successfully to switch the video on my rig however
you need to be careful that the video isn't grounded via another route, e.g. via the camera, or that defeats the switch!
I have a triack record recently of writing un-inteligable postings. E-mail or post back and I'll help you debug this!
Regards James
(back)

Re: schiepatti switching video transmitter problem.
From: Wicherd
<�b>Date: 1/28/2006
Time: 2:24:36 PM
Remote Name: 213.93.195.165

Comments
Using 1 battery for both receiver and video transmitter probebly means the transmitter is grounded through the receiver, wich means grounding to 5V, thus
disabling the switch, setting a permanent 5V to the transmitter (wich needs 8V to work properly) mmm.. by now even I don't understand what I'm writing, I'll
make a simple drawing for the way i've set things up and mail this to you in a day or two.
Thanks, Wicherd
(back)

Re: schiepatti switching video transmitter problem.
From: james<at.>gentles<dot>info
Date: 1/29/2006
Time: 1:15:13 AM
Remote Name: 80.229.25.24

Comments
Hi,
Your right, it needs a diagram to make sure I'm not confusing you (and vice-versa). I don't think this Discussion Group supports diagrams / pictures
unfortunately.
One final point. Tell me how much current (in mA) your video takes, you have to be careful you don't draw too much and blow up the switch. There are ways to
get round this but I need another diagram :-)
Regards James
(back)

Agroforestry Images Wanted
From: Entrailer
Date: 1/27/2006
Time: 9:20:06 AM
Remote Name: 84.92.112.149

Comments
Hi,
Any of you lovely peeps interested in taking some images of agroforestry? Quick link here for those not familiar with the term:
http://images.google.co.uk/images?svnum=10&hl=en&lr=&safe=off&client=firefox-a&rls=org.mozilla%3Aen-GB%3Aofficial_s&q=agroforestry&btnG=Search
I would be soooo grateful, it is for a science project/teaching purposes.
Contact me at: mudguard@gmail.com
(back)

KAP in the UK!!
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From: entrailer
Date: 1/27/2006
Time: 9:10:16 AM
Remote Name: 84.92.112.149

Comments
Hi,
Any of you KAPPERS based in the UK? If so might we be able to chat? Cheers, N*
(back)

Re: KAP in the UK!!
From: james<at.>gentles<dot>info
Date: 1/27/2006
Time: 9:34:01 AM
Remote Name: 80.229.25.24

Comments
Try me, or put KAP and UK into google James
(back)

Re: KAP in the UK!!
From: Jon Houseago
Date: 1/28/2006
Time: 4:56:31 AM
Remote Name: 81.179.67.13

Comments
Hi I'm based in the UK. It it be great to hear from other UK KAPers as there are only 2 of us interested in KAP in our local kite club.
Cheers Jon
(back)

Re: KAP in the UK!!
From: james<at.>gentles<dot>info
Date: 1/28/2006
Time: 9:57:28 AM
Remote Name: 80.229.25.24

Comments
Sorry, My last post must have been too cryptic.
There is a small but enthusiastic band of us in the UK from the North of Scotland to the South coast, at least 4 regularily post to this board.
If you put "Kite Aerial Photography UK"
(back)

Re: KAP in the UK!! (continued)
From: james<at.>gentles<dot>info
Date: 1/28/2006
Time: 10:02:03 AM
Remote Name: 80.229.25.24

Comments
sorry, pressed "POST" before I was finished...
If you put "Kite Aerial Photography UK" into google you should be able to find a few of those who have made a foray into KAP, as well as those who we have
welcomed to our shores.
IF you want to talk to me you can decode my email address from the "FROM" box, or try "gentles KAP" in google.
Regards James
(back)
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Re: KAP in the UK!! (continued)
From: David Hunt
Date: 1/30/2006
Time: 7:03:39 AM
Remote Name: 65.41.34.77

Comments
The KAPER Links page can be sorted by country, so there is another way to contact UK KAPers.
David Hunt
http://www.kaper.us/
(back)

T.U.C.I.T.
From: Simon S
Date: 1/27/2006
Time: 3:36:25 AM
Remote Name: 61.210.204.186

Comments
When I started all this about 3 years ago I had a couple of kites and an old, unused film camera with a socket for remote control. I thought it would be fun to
attach the camera to the kite and get it to take a few pictures from up there. All I needed was some kind of interval timer to attach to the remote socket. I
searched everywhere throughout this land of countless senseless toys and gadgets, but there seemed to be no such thing. What is possibly the biggest camera shop
on the planet told me they had once had an interval timer but it was no longer available. A local kap expert directed me to a kit for making interval timers. It was
for use with the mains and had huge incomprehensible components, it did intervals but not countdown. I knew nothing about electrics, I didn't own a soldering
gun and wouldn't have known where to start.
I just wanted my camera to take pictures on its own. I observed experienced kapers over the internet and followed the natural path by buying a Futaba radio
control system. I knew nothing about rc systems but thought that if I bought one it might as well be a good one, and having got one with 6 channels decided that I
should get the most out of all those channels. It next seemed obvious that as I was controlling the camera from the ground I might as well do that properly and get
the camera to transmit down to me the video information needed to control it.
With all that gear round my neck and in my hands flying the kite became a problem. I was so festooned with equipment that it was hard to run. So I followed the
next logical step, miniaturise. I found a tiny car-door type transmitter and started frequenting the world of electronics. I visited tiny shops, picked up purchases
with tweasers, pored over assembly code, burnt pics and became a techie.
But I hadn't wanted to become a techie. I had just wanted my camera to take pictures on its own while it was up in the air. A desire which has taken me on this
long, fascinating and somewhat expensive journey.
Recently I realised that I could have my simple interval timer and all I had to do was to make it. I have it in my hand and as I think its got everything I've called
it TUCIT, The Ultimate Camera Interval Timer.
You can find TUCIT at http://www.inenglish.com/tako/equipment/index.html If you feel it's undeserving of the name please tell me what else it needs.
You'll find it alongside another thing I wanted from the start. A simple way to turn the camera round.
(back)

Re: T.U.C.I.T.
From: Brooks
Date: 1/27/2006
Time: 10:11:26 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
Don't be coy, Simon -- are you selling it, or what? Looks good!
(back)

Re: T.U.C.I.T.
From: Christian
Date: 1/27/2006
Time: 10:26:45 AM
Remote Name: 83.154.179.220

Comments
I really like this multi-purpose device, ant it impressed me. Is it a personal design? If so, congratulations! Is it a one that is tradeable somewhere? Let us know.
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(back)

Nokia 1110 just for $105usd
From: solidphonesplaza@outgun.com
Date: 1/26/2006
Time: 5:23:52 PM
Remote Name: 82.193.38.154

Comments
SPAM deleted, total nonsense. Same Nigerian IP address every time but a variety of names and pitches. Always cite a freebie email account and a cell phone
contact.
WARNING
I have just spent a half-hour or so poking around Google for information on our Cell Phone Spam that appears to be from Nigeria. It looks like there is a world of
hurt out there. These folks are equal opportunity SCAMers that have spewed spam in great quantity into discussion boards worldwide. If someone responds the
payoff is fraud, computer viruses, threats, and more. I am confident that the cell phones/electronic equipment proffered is pure fiction on their part.
For more information Google: [Lagos Nigeria cell phone spam] or check out the extensive 419Report site..
The SPAMers should note that every spam message posted to this discussion board will be promptly deleted and replaced with this warning.
inetnum:
82.193.38.0 - 82.193.38.255
netname:
WEB-SAT-DOPC-B-NTBLK-38-0
descr:
One-way satellite link network
country:
NG
admin-c:
cm2772-RIPE
tech-c:
cm2772-RIPE
status:
ASSIGNED PA
mnt-by:
WEB-SAT-MNT
source:
RIPE # Filtered
person:
Colin McCord
address:
Unit 3, Bluebell Industrial Estate
address:
Dublin 12
address:
Ireland
phone:
+353 1 4501711
e-mail:
colin-ripe@web-sat.com
nic-hdl:
cm2772-RIPE
mnt-by:
WEB-SAT-MNT
source:
RIPE # Filtered
% Information related to '82.193.32.0/19AS12488'
route:
82.193.32.0/19
descr:
Web-Sat ISP services
origin:
AS12488
mnt-by:
WEB-SAT-MNT
source:
RIPE # Filtered

(back)

Out of topic: Only for Brooks
From: Ralf
Date: 1/26/2006
Time: 4:11:40 PM
Remote Name: 84.133.243.174

Comments
Hi Brooks, the last days my e-mails to you came back. Maybe there are still gremlins in the emailbox too?
:-) Ralf
(back)

Re: Out of topic: Only for Brooks
From: Ralf
Date: 1/27/2006
Time: <�/b>2:01:03 AM
Remote Name: 84.133.212.152

Comments
Still the same today :-( Ralf
(back)
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Re: Out of topic: Only for Brooks
From: Brooks
Date: 1/27/2006
Time: <�/b>6:46:17 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
Ralf, I've had DSL problems all week, and my ISP tells me that my modem is going krank. New modem on monday may fix it. Meanwhile, I am receiving mail, so
keep on trying. es tut mir leid. mfG bgl
(back)

Spasm Reply
From: Ron
Date: 1/26/2006
Time: 1:39:15 PM
Remote Name: 63.237.61.68

Comments
(The regular reply link wasn't working for me.)
1. interference from another user of the frequency
2. low battery, usually in receiver
3. unextended antenna
4. gremlins
Most likely #2 and #4. I was relieved to hear the possibilities. Thanks!
(back)

Professional Aerial or Balloon protographer needed in Philadelphia
From: David
Date: 1/26/2006
Time: 12:54:10 PM
Remote Name: 71.103.240.188

Comments
I am in need of a professional aerial photogrpaher who untilizes Kites or Balloons to obtain aerial shots of up to 600'. If you know of someone who would be able
to help me out please write at. groverarms@gmail.com
(back)

fiow form 16
From: Jim Day
Date: 1/26/2006
Time: 12:51:49 PM
Remote Name: 67.100.123.145

Comments
Does anyone know if you make the same pannel changes that makes the flow form 30 more stable will make the 16 more stable?
(back)

Re: fiow form 16
From: Jim Day
Date: 1/27/2006
Time: 5:53:02 PM
Remote Name: 67.100.127.95

Comments
Thanks for the help. I guess that I,m the one to try it. I wonder if doing the same keel change on the pilot kite. I have are ready changed the bridle to a cascading
bridle which made it work better than just doubling the bridle length. Peter Lynn was the one who told to try it. But I would like to make it even better. Is there a
porportion for the amount to be screened.
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(back)

Re: fiow form 16
From: Brooks
Date: 1/26/2006
Time: 6:07:03 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
I wondered the same thing -- but it's exactly the same design, so why not? I thought about trying it (since I get them at wholesale), but too many other distractions
right now.
bgl
http://www.brooxes.com/
(back)

Re: fiow form 16
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 1/26/2006
Time: 11:10:39 PM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
I'm sure it will help on any Flowform. But due to a lack of time I haven't tried it yet on a 16.
Peter
http://www.KAPshop.com
Come to http://www.KAPiCA.us
(back)

Re: fiow form 16
From: Christian
Date: 1/27/2006
Time: 10:09:41 AM
Remote Name: 83.154.179.220

Comments
Hi Jim,
During KAPiFrance, I explained that the FF30 is coming unstable as wind speed increases because the side keels are becoming larger, adding too much pull at the
rear of the kite. Check carefully this on any soft kite. If it is so, the modification is really worthwhile. Well, having check behaviour of so many soft kites similar to
the FF during last 6 years, I can confirm that it will really help to modify. But let us know how much it will improve the flight behaviour of the FF16.
(back)

Re: fiow form 16
From: Lenny
Date: 1/28/2006
Time: 1:32:39 AM
Remote Name: 80.73.221.117

Comments
Will it work on Harald's Flowforms? I guess so.
Lenny
http://www.flickr.com/groups/kiteaerialphotography/
827 images and growing
(back)

Re: fiow form 16
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
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Date: 1/28/2006
Time: 3:42:49 AM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
I'll have to take some KAPictures from the Prinzler FF to find out or modify one of those and try it.
What might help is Christian theory behind all this. What was visible in this pictures of the FF30 in flight was that the vertical keels were going horizontal near
the trailing edge as the windspeed goes up. So they increase the lift effecting surface at the trailing edge and that distrubes the stability of the kite.
Now looking at Harald's designs I have the feeling that the Becot modification will help the FF03A, the one that looks like a Sutton FF16/30. On FF04A, with its
pointed trailing edge, I think the result of the modification will be smaller.
Peter
(back)

KAP VIDEO RECEPTION
From: Ron
Date: 1/26/2006
Time: 11:23:33 AM
Remote Name: 63.237.61.68

Comments
As my rig goes over 50 ft. in the air the video distortion starts. Is there an antenna mod that could correct this?
(back)

Re: KAP VIDEO RECEPTION
From: emiel
Date: 1/26/2006
Time: 12:50:44 PM Remote Name: 80.100.3.81

Comments
defenitely!
Start with changing the receiver antenna: http://www.kitedesign.nl/crap/remote.jpg it's a bi-quad.
I still have problems so I'll change the transmitter antenna also in a bi-quad, but instead of useing a solid background I'll use metal gauze:
http://www.wirelessnederland.nl/woaf/2005/antennes/IMGP0065.JPG
Check the frequency of the transmitter, most are 2.4 Ghz so every wifi antenna can be used.
cheers emiel
(back)

Futaba Spasm
From: Ron
Date: 1/26/2006
Time: 11:19:10 AM
Remote Name: 63.237.61.68

Comments
When I turned on my rig today the tilt and or pan servos were having spasms. I tried adjusting but could not find a happy setting. Does anyone know what causes
this and what I might do to correct it. Thanks!
(back)

Re: Futaba Spasm
From: Doug
Date: 1/29/2006
Time: 1:37:41 PM
Remote Name: 71.52.154.27

Comments
I have that on one of my rigs. To me, it seems related to the 360 servo mod. I did a second mod by superglueing the pot and then cutting off the pot. and removing
the stops. Never had 1 glitch on that one and no drift. That's good cause I couldn't adjust the drift except on my TX. For what this is worth. Good luck!
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(back)

Re: Futaba Spasm
From: Brooks
Date: 1/26/2006
Time: 11:32:31 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
1. interference from another user of the frequency
2. low battery, usually in receiver
3. unextended antenna
4. gremlins
chin UP
brooks
http;//www.brooxes.com/
(back)

Re: Futaba Spasm
From: gareth(at)kentkiteflyers.org.uk
Date: 1/27/2006
Time: 5:40:50 AM
Remote Name: 212.212.151.75

Comments
A friend of mine who has a lot to do with radio controlled boats warns that the cheap RC cars that have become common over the last year or so give out huge
amounts of RFI over a range of frequency bands. He has certainly had problems from this source. Could be similar?
(back)

Re: Futaba Spasm
From: David Hunt
Date: 1/27/2006
Time: 9:59:53 AM
Remote Name: 65.41.34.77

Comments
Remember the rule is to turn on the transmitter before you turn on the receiver. If you try to operate the revceiver without the transmitter being on you will be
more susceptible to interference from outside sources as Gareth has mentioned. I have occasionally seen my rig servos chatter when powered up without the
transmitter.
David Hunt
(back)

Re: Futaba Spasm
From: Simon H
Date: 1/29/2006
Time: 4:48:20 AM
Remote Name: 81.76.50.129

Comments
I think its not so common (if at all) with FM rigs but the old 27mhz AM systems used to be really susceptible to metal to metal intermittant contact on the rig. So
sometimes you would get servo chattering caused simply by the pivot points in the frame of the rig moving against each other. Answer was to either insulate
different parts of the rig, by using nylon pivot bolts or create good contact by putting small grounding wires across all pivot points on the rig. I mention all of this
on the offchance you are using an AM radio system.
Simon
(back)

For Sale: Futaba Radio, Flight Pack, Batteries
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From: Steve in Florida (sadamspmp@yahoo.com)
Date: 1/26/2006
Time: 9:52:40 AM
Remote Name: 71.101.13.65

Comments
Used for about 3 hours. All is brand new in excellent condition. Getting out of RC before my wife kills me for spending too much. Have all manuals but not
original boxes.
Futaba 6EXAS 6-Channel FM/4 S3004 Servos
Futaba Flight Pack w/R127DF Rx/4 S3004 Servos/High
Peak Performance Power Maxx Pro 3300 (2)
DuraTrax Piranha AC/DC Digital Peak Charger NiCd/NiMH
(back)

Re: For Sale: Futaba Radio, Flight Pack, Batteries
From: Richard Amirault
Date: 1/26/2006
Time: 10:20:15 AM
Remote Name: 146.115.58.99

Comments
What channel?
Richard in Boston, MA, USA
(back)

KAPiCA/06: ready for kappers!
From: Brooks
Date: 1/25/2006
Time: 10:26:46 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
This year's only international KAP conference will be held in Pacific Grove, CA, October 29 - November 2. Kappers of all levels of experience are welcome!
We've posted a downloadable information sheet and registration form on http://www.kapica.us , so you can find out all the details and sign up online!
Only 40 spaces to fill, so don't wait too long to decide!
chin UP
brooks
http://www.brooxes.com/
(back)

For Sale Mobile Phones/Ipod nano/xbox 360 Game
From: john
Date: 1/24/2006
Time: 10:46:31 AM
Remote Name: 82.193.38.154

Comments
SPAM deleted, total nonsense.
WARNING
I have just spent a half-hour or so poking around Google for information on our Cell Phone Spam that appears to be from Nigeria. It looks like there is a world of
hurt out there. These folks are equal opportunity SCAMers that have spewed spam in great quantity into discussion boards worldwide. If someone responds the
payoff is fraud, computer viruses, threats, and more. I am confident that the cell phones/electronic equipment proffered is pure fiction on their part.
For more information Google: [Lagos Nigeria cell phone spam] or check out the extensive 419Report site..
The SPAMers should note that every spam message posted to this discussion board will be promptly deleted and replaced with this warning.
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inetnum:
82.193.38.0 - 82.193.38.255
netname:
WEB-SAT-DOPC-B-NTBLK-38-0
descr:
One-way satellite link network
country:
NG
admin-c:
cm2772-RIPE
tech-c:
cm2772-RIPE
status:
ASSIGNED PA
mnt-by:
WEB-SAT-MNT
source:
RIPE # Filtered
person:
Colin McCord
address:
Unit 3, Bluebell Industrial Estate
address:
Dublin 12
address:
Ireland
phone:
+353 1 4501711
e-mail:
colin-ripe@web-sat.com
nic-hdl:
cm2772-RIPE
mnt-by:
WEB-SAT-MNT
source:
RIPE # Filtered
% Information related to '82.193.32.0/19AS12488'
route:
82.193.32.0/19
descr:
Web-Sat ISP services
origin:
AS12488
mnt-by:
WEB-SAT-MNT
source:
RIPE # Filtered

(back)

For Sale: Brooxes KAP Kit & Kite
From: Steve in Florida (sadamspmp@yahoo.com)
Date: 1/24/2006
Time: 7:24:02 AM
Remote Name: 155.201.35.50

Comments
Too many projects, not enough time. Selling a complete (partially assembled)Brooxes Complete KAP Kit, Sutton Flow Form 16 Kite, Fuzzy Tail, 500 feet of 250lb
line, halo hoop winder. Everything is brand spanking new - $175 OBO. Contact me at sadamspmp@yahoo.com
(back)

Re: For Sale: Brooxes KAP Kit & Kite
From: Steve in Florida (sadamspmp@yahoo.com)
Date: 1/25/2006
Time: 10:31:27 AM
Remote Name: 155.201.35.50

Comments
This has been sold! Thanks.
(back)

Antenna booster
From: Carl B
Date: 1/23/2006
Time: 4:43:17 AM
Remote Name: 198.103.196.130

Comments
I was going through some old Popular Science and came across this article to build a parabolic reflector for a WiFi whip antenna (which I assume is 2.4 Gh, same
as video Tx).
http://www.popsci.com/popsci/how20/c50a9aa138b84010vgnvcm1000004eecbccdrcrd.html
Looks easy enough,
Carl
(back)

Re: Antenna booster
From: Richard Amirault
Date: 1/23/2006
Time: 9:03:20 AM
Remote Name: 146.115.58.99

Comments
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There have been "more powerful" antennas for our use for years now .. most folks don't want to use them becuase the more powerful these antennas are the
harder they are to use.
Why? Becuase the increase in "power" is because the signal is concentrated in a specific direction .. a "beam" if you will. As the "beam" gets stonger the angle of
the "beam" gets smaller and harder to point. If you are not pointing your antenna at the just right spot in the sky, ... you may end with *less* signal than before.
Richard in Boston, MA, USA
(back)

Cold Success
From: Ron
Date: 1/22/2006
Time: 7:01:34 PM
Remote Name: 63.144.100.120

Comments
It was a cold low wind Bap Day. Had on my short socks and my long pants. The sock top cozy did it's thing again. Between the sock tops and the heat generated
by the camera not a shot was missed.
(back)

WE SELL ALL KINDS OF MOBILE PHONES
From: NY
Date: 1/20/2006
Time: 4:08:58 PM
Remote Name: 82.193.38.154

Comments
SPAM deleted, total nonsense.
WARNING
I have just spent a half-hour or so poking around Google for information on our Cell Phone Spam that appears to be from Nigeria. It looks like there is a world of
hurt out there. These folks are equal opportunity SCAMers that have spewed spam in great quantity into discussion boards worldwide. If someone responds the
payoff is fraud, computer viruses, threats, and more. I am confident that the cell phones/electronic equipment proffered is pure fiction on their part.
For more information Google: [Lagos Nigeria cell phone spam] or check out the extensive 419Report site..
The SPAMers should note that every spam message posted to this discussion board will be promptly deleted and replaced with this warning.
inetnum:
82.193.38.0 - 82.193.38.255
netname:
WEB-SAT-DOPC-B-NTBLK-38-0
descr:
One-way satellite link network
country:
NG
admin-c:
cm2772-RIPE
tech-c:
cm2772-RIPE
status:
ASSIGNED PA
mnt-by:
WEB-SAT-MNT
source:
RIPE # Filtered
person:
Colin McCord
address:
Unit 3, Bluebell Industrial Estate
address:
Dublin 12
address:
Ireland
phone:
+353 1 4501711
e-mail:
colin-ripe@web-sat.com
nic-hdl:
cm2772-RIPE
mnt-by:
WEB-SAT-MNT
source:
RIPE # Filtered
% Information related to '82.193.32.0/19AS12488'
route:
82.193.32.0/19
descr:
Web-Sat ISP services
origin:
AS12488
mnt-by:
WEB-SAT-MNT
source:
RIPE # Filtered

(back)

Gomberg Dopereo
From: Richard Amirault
Date: 1/20/2006
Time: 10:18:17 AM
Remote Name: 146.115.58.99

Comments
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Speaking of Dopereo's ...
Dave Gomberg will shortly be selling / supplying a Dopereo that is 6 ft tall by 9 ft wide. It comes in comes in three colors .. red/black, purple/black, and
yellow/black.
See page 15 of the G-Kites catalog http://www.gombergkites.com/index.html
These, I'm sure, are being made overseas someplace (Asia?), and while not custom made .. should be decent for the money.
How much?? Don't know .. they are not for sale yet .. most likely in a few months.
Richard in Boston, MA, USA
(back)

Re: Gomberg Dopereo
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 1/20/2006
Time: 2:12:23 PM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
I can add to Richard's posting that the Gomberg Doperos are made China and that they should be available by the end of March.
Gomberg will only offer the Dopero 100, the small one, in the limited range of colors. But at a price that is ... well very interesting.
If you want something special or a big Dopero 125 (Maxi Dopero), please contact http://www.jonesairfoils.com/html/index.html (USA, Canada) or
http://www.KAPshop.com (rest of the world) or make our own.
Peter
(back)

Dopero Questions
From: Dave Mitchell
Date: 1/20/2006
Time: 7:44:56 AM
Remote Name: 80.177.153.149

Comments
I've just finished making my Maxi-Dopero (see http://www.flickr.com/photos/dave_mitchell/88935837/ ) though it hasn't yet flown.
I'd like to know how other Maxi-Dopero owners rig, unrig and pack their kites. I've managed to do it quite well in the house. but my one attempt outside (in a
breeze) was a real mess. I ended up just stuffing the thing in my backpack rather than in the nice kite bag I made for it. I got mud all over it too (though that
washed off pretty easily).
(back)

Re: Dopero Questions
From: Dave Mitchell
Date: 1/24/2006
Time: 8:47:23 AM
<�b>Remote Name: 80.177.153.149

Comments
Thanks for all the responses. I've now managed a first test flight (see http://www.flickr.com/photos/dave_mitchell/90681370/ ) and by using the lee of a building
managed to rig and derig it without too much difficulty.
(back)

Re: Dopero Questions
From: Craig
Date: 1/20/2006
Time: 11:25:38 AM
Remote Name: 204.147.0.56

Comments
You have stated my only gripe about the dopero. It isn't so slick to set up when the wind is touching it. Especially if you are on a surface such as ice. even just
taking the moment to set the bow lines can cause it to try to leep into the air before you are ready. The only time I have ever broken a spar on the dopero was
when it tried to fly before I was ready. But believe me, this kite is worth the tiny bit of trouble. You will learn to love it as it can lift and fly when other kites
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cannot.
(back)

Re: Dopero Questions
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 1/20/2006
Time: 2:38:17 PM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
Craig is absolutely right on this. As soon as the Maxi Dopero is flying, it is save. My own Dopero is over 10 years old now and had broken every "limb" more than
once and starting and landing.
I always try to find a windless spot to set the kite up. Behind a shed, car, dune. And I always pu the leading edge towards the wind loading it with sand or stones
(or snow).
And I always try to laungh the kite as soon as possible and land it on that spot too. If you have to walk with the kite in you hands, always hold it by the leading
edge.
Peter
(back)

Re: Dopero Questions
From: Yvon H.
Date: 1/23/2006
Time: 1:53:51 PM
Remote Name: 142.167.33.118

Comments
I use those big nails with golf ball at the end to anchor the leading edge to the ground while I'm setting up the kite or when I'm taking it apart.
(back)

Re: Dopero Questions
From: Craig
Date: 1/23/2006
Time: 3:46:02 PM
Remote Name: 68.117.128.20

Comments
Did you sew a small loop at the top of the two spines for the spike? That would be a nice feature. Peter, add that to the design.
(back)

Re: Dopero Questions
From: mikeATjonesairfoilsDOTcom
Date: 1/24/2006
Time: 5:19:27 AM
Remote Name: 71.65.246.24

Comments
Hi Craig,
Our Doperos already have this feature. Since we are using velcro pocket closures, when the velcro is folded over it forms a loop which could be used for this
purpose.
(back)

Mobile Phones,Tom Tom go 700, Ipods,xbox 360
From: Mark
Date: 1/20/2006
Time: 6:56:28 AM
Remote Name: 212.247.71.34

Comments
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SPAM deleted, total nonsense. This one claims to be from Madrid but the IP address was the same IP address in Nigeria.
WARNING
I have just spent a half-hour or so poking around Google for information on our Cell Phone Spam that appears to be from Nigeria. It looks like there is a world of
hurt out there. These folks are equal opportunity SCAMers that have spewed spam in great quantity into discussion boards worldwide. If someone responds the
payoff is fraud, computer viruses, threats, and more. I am confident that the cell phones/electronic equipment proffered is pure fiction on their part.
For more information Google: [Lagos Nigeria cell phone spam] or check out the extensive 419Report site..
The SPAMers should note that every spam message posted to this discussion board will be promptly deleted and replaced with this warning.
inetnum:
82.193.38.0 - 82.193.38.255
netname:
WEB-SAT-DOPC-B-NTBLK-38-0
descr:
One-way satellite link network
country:
NG
admin-c:
cm2772-RIPE
tech-c:
cm2772-RIPE
status:
ASSIGNED PA
mnt-by:
WEB-SAT-MNT
source:
RIPE # Filtered
person:
Colin McCord
address:
Unit 3, Bluebell Industrial Estate
address:
Dublin 12
address:
Ireland
phone:
+353 1 4501711
e-mail:
colin-ripe@web-sat.com
nic-hdl:
cm2772-RIPE
mnt-by:
WEB-SAT-MNT
source:
RIPE # Filtered
% Information related to '82.193.32.0/19AS12488'
route:
82.193.32.0/19
descr:
Web-Sat ISP services
origin:
AS12488
mnt-by:
WEB-SAT-MNT
source:
RIPE # Filtered

(back)

FOR SELL BRAND NEW MOBILE PHONE AND GAMES
From: ng
Date: 1/20/2006
Time: 6:54:13 AM
Remote Name: 82.193.38.154

Comments
SPAM deleted, total nonsense.
WARNING
I have just spent a half-hour or so poking around Google for information on our Cell Phone Spam that appears to be from Nigeria. It looks like there is a world of
hurt out there. These folks are equal opportunity SCAMers that have spewed spam in great quantity into discussion boards worldwide. If someone responds the
payoff is fraud, computer viruses, threats, and more. I am confident that the cell phones/electronic equipment proffered is pure fiction on their part.
For more information Google: [Lagos Nigeria cell phone spam] or check out the extensive 419Report site..
The SPAMers should note that every spam message posted to this discussion board will be promptly deleted and replaced with this warning.
inetnum:
82.193.38.0 - 82.193.38.255
netname:
WEB-SAT-DOPC-B-NTBLK-38-0
descr:
One-way satellite link network
country:
NG
admin-c:
cm2772-RIPE
tech-c:
cm2772-RIPE
status:
ASSIGNED PA
mnt-by:
WEB-SAT-MNT
source:
RIPE # Filtered
person:
Colin McCord
address:
Unit 3, Bluebell Industrial Estate
address:
Dublin 12
address:
Ireland
phone:
+353 1 4501711
e-mail:
colin-ripe@web-sat.com
nic-hdl:
cm2772-RIPE
mnt-by:
WEB-SAT-MNT
source:
RIPE # Filtered
% Information related to '82.193.32.0/19AS12488'
route:
82.193.32.0/19
descr:
Web-Sat ISP services
origin:
AS12488
mnt-by:
WEB-SAT-MNT
source:
RIPE # Filtered

(back)
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Re: FOR SELL BRAND NEW MOBILE PHONE AND GAMES
From:
Date: 1/24/2006
Time: 11:28:09 PM
Remote Name: 72.130.235.173

Comments
can we shoot these guys?
(back)

KAP Batteries
From: Doug
Date: 1/19/2006
Time: 7:47:23 PM
Remote Name: 71.52.154.27

Comments
Using my Futaba and Tower batteries for both my kap rigs is inconvienient because of charging protocal. Sometimes I don't know how long to charge. Can I use
regular rechargeables(energizers) and my own battery holder? What about the radio transmitter? I can't be the only one who has this trouble. I don't want to
buy a cycler/charger for $130.00. I don't want to figure out how much time is needed to charge. I want to have a bunch of rechargeables that I can put in either
KAP rig and or transmiter. Can anyone advice or lead me to the right info? Thanks, Doug <p><a href="http://theouterbanks.blogspot.com/">The Outer Banks
Blog</a></p>
(back)

Re: KAP Batteries
From: Wicherd
Date: 1/20/2006
Time: 8:09:18 AM
Remote Name: 213.93.195.165

Comments
Hi Doug,
In order to power your rig(s) and transmitters you are free to use any type of battery you like, Litium Ion, Litium polymer, nicad, ni-mh, It's all up to you as long
as you make sure the battery pack outputs the correct voltage needed for the device.
Higher Amps battery simply means a longer play-time.
I have a futuba transmitter and powered it with:
motorcycle battery
Li Polymer battery (very light) (eh.. and costly)
Ni-MH cells, and the futuba pack that came with the transmitter.
And I have used the same types for the rig. (no not the motorcycle battery..;-))
Hope this answers your question.
Wicherd
(back)

Re: KAP Batteries
From: Richard Amirault
Date: 1/20/2006
Time: 5:28:46 AM
Remote Name: 146.115.58.99

Comments
Sorry, the only way to do this is with a 'smart' charger .. and frankly .. I think it is well worth the investment.
I use a 'smart' charger I got from TOWER and it has worked just fine. It charges both the transmitter and the receiver packs at the same time and shuts down
each one when they are fully charged. I carry it in the box with my rig .. and it has prooved a livesaver when, at the flying site, I open the box only to discover that
I put the rig away with the battery on. Hooking up the charger (it runs on 12v) to the car battery soon has me up and running.
Richard in Boston, MA, USA
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(back)

Re: KAP Batteries
From: Timo Noko
Date: 1/20/2006
Time: 3:03:12 AM
Remote Name: 82.181.158.11

Comments
I have *extremely* extreme experience in battery charging in extreme conditions and all I learned is this:
"When the battery starts to get hot, it is either fully charged or charged too fast."
Regardless of battery type (NiMH or NiCd), 1/5 of capacity/hour is good for normal charging and 1/10 is good for deep charge. The charging continues until the
battery is warm.
All talk about "memory effect" is just crap.
Lithium battery charging is also easy. You use the charging current of 1 amp, until the cell no-current voltage is 4.20 Volts. If you want extreme charge (20%
more) you then use 0.5 amps for some hours depending on capacity.
(back)

Re: KAP Batteries
From: Yvon H.
Date: 1/23/2006
Time: 2:03:09 PM
Remote Name: 142.167.33.118

Comments
Be careful when charging Li-Ion. You should used a certified charger. Li-Ion batteries can be deadly if not charged properly. They call this "unexpected rapid
disassembly" but it basically means "explosion".
(back)

No Worry
From: Timo Noko
Date: 1/24/2006
Time: 4:05:04 AM
Remote Name: 82.181.158.11

Comments
It is so simple: http://www.batteryuniversity.com/partone-12.htm
(back)

Re: KAP Batteries
From: yv
Date: 1/23/2006
Time: 1:59:37 PM
Remote Name: 142.167.33.118

Comments
(back)

Re: KAP Batteries
From: Doug
Date: 1/20/2006
Time: 12:45:12 PM
Remote Name: 71.52.154.27

Comments
So for my PAP rig, I could use: Energizer 2500mAh Rechargeable Batteries - AA NiMH http://www.thomas-distributing.com/energizer-aa-nimh-rechargeablebatteries.htm
I like these because the charger just turns off when they are done. They are a little heavey though for my KAP rig but I will need to pull the scale out. How do
these seem for a situation without worrying about weight?
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(back)

Re: KAP Batteries
From: Brooks
Date: 1/20/2006
Time: 2:20:21 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
Tower Hobbies offers a Hydrimax NiMH 4.8v pack of 650 mAh or so, slightly smaller than AAAs and much lighter than AAs. I've used them without problem on
all recent custom rigs.
bgl
http://www.brooxes.com/
(back)

experienced UK KAP wanted
From: Richard
Date: 1/18/2006
Time: 2:20:18 AM
Remote Name: 82.146.133.189

Comments
I have a birds' eye view video idea but no experience
tattoodle66@btinternet.com
(back)

Re: experienced UK KAP wanted
From: Tony Stanley
Date: 1/18/2006 Time: 2:20:34 PM
Remote Name: 220.253.32.129

Comments
Melbourne Australia here BUT Im curious.
Also I have photos Aerial and photos of my gear and wish to display on Fricker could anyone help please how do I set it up ? thanks. Do I have to register with
YAHOO ?
Tony
(back)

Re: experienced UK KAP wanted
From: Dave Mitchell
Date: 1/18/2006<�br> Time: 3:26:44 PM
Remote Name: 80.177.153.149

Comments
Just go to http://www.flickr.com and sign up for a free account. It's really easy!
(back)

Re: experienced UK KAP wanted
From: Tony
Date: 1/19/2006
Time: 12:50:17 AM
Remote Name: 220.253.110.171

Comments
Thanks gone
(back)
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Re: experienced UK KAP wanted
From: Dave Mitchell
Date: 1/18/2006
Time: 6:27:08 AM
Remote Name: 80.177.153.149

Comments
Where are you in the UK? There are quite a few of us around spread over the UK.
(back)

FOR SELL NOKIA 9500 AT JUST /................$200USD
From: sammy
Date: 1/16/2006
Time: 2:41:28 PM
Remote Name: 82.193.38.154

Comments
SPAM deleted, total nonsense. This one claims to be from Madrid but the IP address was the same IP address in Nigeria.
WARNING
I have just spent a half-hour or so poking around Google for information on our Cell Phone Spam that appears to be from Nigeria. It looks like there is a world of
hurt out there. These folks are equal opportunity SCAMers that have spewed spam in great quantity into discussion boards worldwide. If someone responds the
payoff is fraud, computer viruses, threats, and more. I am confident that the cell phones/electronic equipment proffered is pure fiction on their part.
For more information Google: [Lagos Nigeria cell phone spam] or check out the extensive 419Report site..
The SPAMers should note that every spam message posted to this discussion board will be promptly deleted and replaced with this warning.
inetnum:
82.193.38.0 - 82.193.38.255
netname:
WEB-SAT-DOPC-B-NTBLK-38-0
descr:
One-way satellite link network
country:
NG
admin-c:
cm2772-RIPE
tech-c:
cm2772-RIPE
status:
ASSIGNED PA
mnt-by:
WEB-SAT-MNT
source:
RIPE # Filtered
person:
Colin McCord
address:
Unit 3, Bluebell Industrial Estate
address:
Dublin 12
address:
Ireland
phone:
+353 1 4501711
e-mail:
colin-ripe@web-sat.com
nic-hdl:
cm2772-RIPE
mnt-by:
WEB-SAT-MNT
source:
RIPE # Filtered
% Information related to '82.193.32.0/19AS12488'
route:
82.193.32.0/19
descr:
Web-Sat ISP services
origin:
AS12488
mnt-by:
WEB-SAT-MNT
source:
RIPE # Filtered

(back)

GARMIN 396........$150
From: sammy
Date: 1/16/2006
Time: 2:39:12 PM
Remote Name: 82.193.38.154

Comments
SPAM deleted, total nonsense. This one claims to be from Madrid but the IP address was the same IP address in Nigeria.
WARNING
I have just spent a half-hour or so poking around Google for information on our Cell Phone Spam that appears to be from Nigeria. It looks like there is a world of
hurt out there. These folks are equal opportunity SCAMers that have spewed spam in great quantity into discussion boards worldwide. If someone responds the
payoff is fraud, computer viruses, threats, and more. I am confident that the cell phones/electronic equipment proffered is pure fiction on their part.
For more information Google: [Lagos Nigeria cell phone spam] or check out the extensive 419Report site..
The SPAMers should note that every spam message posted to this discussion board will be promptly deleted and replaced with this warning.
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inetnum:
82.193.38.0 - 82.193.38.255
netname:
WEB-SAT-DOPC-B-NTBLK-38-0
descr:
One-way satellite link network
country:
NG
admin-c:
cm2772-RIPE
tech-c:
cm2772-RIPE
status:
ASSIGNED PA
mnt-by:
WEB-SAT-MNT
source:
RIPE # Filtered
person:
Colin McCord
address:
Unit 3, Bluebell Industrial Estate
address:
Dublin 12
address:
Ireland
phone:
+353 1 4501711
e-mail:
colin-ripe@web-sat.com
nic-hdl:
cm2772-RIPE
mnt-by:
WEB-SAT-MNT
source:
RIPE # Filtered
% Information related to '82.193.32.0/19AS12488'
route:
82.193.32.0/19
descr:
Web-Sat ISP services
origin:
AS12488
mnt-by:
WEB-SAT-MNT
source:
RIPE # Filtered

(back)

FOR SELL MOTOROLA MPX 200 ..................$125USD
From: sammy
Date: 1/16/2006
Time: 2:36:40 PM
Remote Name: 82.193.38.154

Comments
SPAM deleted, total nonsense. This one claims to be from Madrid but the IP address was the same IP address in Nigeria.
WARNING
I have just spent a half-hour or so poking around Google for information on our Cell Phone Spam that appears to be from Nigeria. It looks like there is a world of
hurt out there. These folks are equal opportunity SCAMers that have spewed spam in great quantity into discussion boards worldwide. If someone responds the
payoff is fraud, computer viruses, threats, and more. I am confident that the cell phones/electronic equipment proffered is pure fiction on their part.
For more information Google: [Lagos Nigeria cell phone spam] or check out the extensive 419Report site..
The SPAMers should note that every spam message posted to this discussion board will be promptly deleted and replaced with this warning.
inetnum:
82.193.38.0 - 82.193.38.255
netname:
WEB-SAT-DOPC-B-NTBLK-38-0
descr:
One-way satellite link network
country:
NG
admin-c:
cm2772-RIPE
tech-c:
cm2772-RIPE
status:
ASSIGNED PA
mnt-by:
WEB-SAT-MNT
source:
RIPE # Filtered
person:
Colin McCord
address:
Unit 3, Bluebell Industrial Estate
address:
Dublin 12
address:
Ireland
phone:
+353 1 4501711
e-mail:
colin-ripe@web-sat.com
nic-hdl:
cm2772-RIPE
mnt-by:
WEB-SAT-MNT
source:
RIPE # Filtered
% Information related to '82.193.32.0/19AS12488'
route:
82.193.32.0/19
descr:
Web-Sat ISP services
origin:
AS12488
mnt-by:
WEB-SAT-MNT
source:
RIPE # Filtered

(back)

FOR SELL NOKIA NOKIA N91 FOR JUST .....$210USD
From: sammy
Date: 1/16/2006
Time: 2:34:12 PM
Remote Name: 82.193.38.154

Comments
SPAM deleted, total nonsense. This one claims to be from Madrid but the IP address was the same IP address in Nigeria.
WARNING
I have just spent a half-hour or so poking around Google for information on our Cell Phone Spam that appears to be from Nigeria. It looks like there is a world of
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hurt out there. These folks are equal opportunity SCAMers that have spewed spam in great quantity into discussion boards worldwide. If someone responds the
payoff is fraud, computer viruses, threats, and more. I am confident that the cell phones/electronic equipment proffered is pure fiction on their part.
For more information Google: [Lagos Nigeria cell phone spam] or check out the extensive 419Report site..
The SPAMers should note that every spam message posted to this discussion board will be promptly deleted and replaced with this warning.
inetnum:
82.193.38.0 - 82.193.38.255
netname:
WEB-SAT-DOPC-B-NTBLK-38-0
descr:
One-way satellite link network
country:
NG
admin-c:
cm2772-RIPE
tech-c:
cm2772-RIPE
status:
ASSIGNED PA
mnt-by:
WEB-SAT-MNT
source:
RIPE # Filtered
person:
Colin McCord
address:
Unit 3, Bluebell Industrial Estate
address:
Dublin 12
address:
Ireland
phone:
+353 1 4501711
e-mail:
colin-ripe@web-sat.com
nic-hdl:
cm2772-RIPE
mnt-by:
WEB-SAT-MNT
source:
RIPE # Filtered
% Information related to '82.193.32.0/19AS12488'
route:
82.193.32.0/19
descr:
Web-Sat ISP services
origin:
AS12488
mnt-by:
WEB-SAT-MNT
source:
RIPE # Filtered

(back)

Apple 60 GB iPod Vidoe...................150 USD
From: sammy
Date: 1/16/2006
Time: 2:30:35 PM
Remote Name: 82.193.38.154

Comments
SPAM deleted, total nonsense. This one claims to be from Madrid but the IP address was the same IP address in Nigeria.
WARNING
I have just spent a half-hour or so poking around Google for information on our Cell Phone Spam that appears to be from Nigeria. It looks like there is a world of
hurt out there. These folks are equal opportunity SCAMers that have spewed spam in great quantity into discussion boards worldwide. If someone responds the
payoff is fraud, computer viruses, threats, and more. I am confident that the cell phones/electronic equipment proffered is pure fiction on their part.
For more information Google: [Lagos Nigeria cell phone spam] or check out the extensive 419Report site..
The SPAMers should note that every spam message posted to this discussion board will be promptly deleted and replaced with this warning.
inetnum:
82.193.38.0 - 82.193.38.255
netname:
WEB-SAT-DOPC-B-NTBLK-38-0
descr:
One-way satellite link network
country:
NG
admin-c:
cm2772-RIPE
tech-c:
cm2772-RIPE
status:
ASSIGNED PA
mnt-by:
WEB-SAT-MNT
source:
RIPE # Filtered
person:
Colin McCord
address:
Unit 3, Bluebell Industrial Estate
address:
Dublin 12
address:
Ireland
phone:
+353 1 4501711
e-mail:
colin-ripe@web-sat.com
nic-hdl:
cm2772-RIPE
mnt-by:
WEB-SAT-MNT
source:
RIPE # Filtered
% Information related to '82.193.32.0/19AS12488'
route:
82.193.32.0/19
descr:
Web-Sat ISP services
origin:
AS12488
mnt-by:
WEB-SAT-MNT
source:
RIPE # Filtered

(back)

Time for some changes ready for Spring...
From: Duncan Macdonald
Date: 1/16/2006
Time: 2:12:51 PM
Remote Name: 80.3.128.7
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Comments
Hi All,
After much procrastinating in the winter gloom I feel itÝs about time to get my rig back up and ready for the spring. I have been lucky enough to happen upon a
second hand Canon S70 (to replace my trusty A80) at a most reasonable price Ý a model that IÝve been hankering after for a long time Ý wide angle, RAW and
IR Ý Perfect! (As discussed in a thread started by Cris a few weeks ago).
So thatÝs the camera sorted Ý to the kite. I currently have a 9Ý Delta. I have found the long spars on the delta often make it inconvenient to take out so my first
change is going to be a new soft kite. Time for some changes I think! So, what do I go for? Well, I was going to opt for the FF 30 but I see that thereÝs a new kid
on the block Ý the FF30 ÝBecotÝ. I see from the testing documentation on the KAPShop site that this kite has been tested against a standard FF30 and that
testing was perhaps going to happen against a standard FF30 with tail(s), has this happened yet? IÝd be keen to see the results. I guess what I really want to
know is, is the extra Ý32 worth it?
Thanks in anticipation, this is a great forum!
Duncan
(back)

Re: Time for some changes ready for Spring...
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 1/16/2006
Time: 11:59:36 PM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
A comparative test with the tailed FF30 is in my planning. I'm waiting for wind.
But I have the feeling that the "Becot" will be the winner again. Tails make the heavier. And that will lead to a loss of "payload" and a lower angle of flight.
The price difference is a bit smaller as you can save on tails, some Ý11.Peter
(back)

Re: Time for some changes ready for Spring...
From: Duncan Macdonald
Date: 1/18/2006
Time: 12:02:16 PM
Remote Name: 80.3.128.7

Comments
Hi Peter,
That's a very good point you've raised regarding the non-requirement of a tail(s). Thanks for the info.
Duncan
(back)

COZY CAMERA COLD SOLUTION
From: Ron
Date: 1/15/2006
Time: 9:02:40 PM
Remote Name: 65.164.255.73

Comments
I have solved my problems with battery loss due to cold. http://digitalskypilot.com/misc.html
(back)

Re: COZY CAMERA COLD SOLUTION
From: David Hunt
Date: 1/15/2006
Time: 11:33:57 PM
Remote Name: 67.77.6.200

Comments
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Great solution, and since you only used the top of the sock you can still wear them (with long pants).
David Hunt
(back)

Kaping for Great Lakes Sea Cadets
From: Ron
Date: 1/15/2006
Time: 7:12:08 PM
Remote Name: 63.237.61.58

Comments
This summer an area scientist who does volunteer work for the Sea Cadets, Great Lakes Division and the Nobel Odyssey Foundation is looking for a kaper to do
low altitude aerial photos of their project areas. This summer they will be continuing their underwater research in the Thunder Bay National Marine Sanctuary
near Alpena , Michigan. Some photo's may be shot from their 80ft. vessel "Pride of Michigan". http://www.prideofmichigan.org/ If you are interested please email me. rsmorris@intouchmi.com I am not familiar with the particulars but he would like to explain their project to an interested kaper. Thank You!
(back)

phone_information
From: james Controls, Inc.
Date: 1/15/2006
Time: 10:22:25 AM
Remote Name: 82.193.38.154

Comments
SPAM deleted, total nonsense. This one claims to be from Madrid but the IP address was the same IP address in Nigeria.
WARNING
I have just spent a half-hour or so poking around Google for information on our Cell Phone Spam that appears to be from Nigeria. It looks like there is a world of
hurt out there. These folks are equal opportunity SCAMers that have spewed spam in great quantity into discussion boards worldwide. If someone responds the
payoff is fraud, computer viruses, threats, and more. I am confident that the cell phones/electronic equipment proffered is pure fiction on their part.
For more information Google: [Lagos Nigeria cell phone spam] or check out the extensive 419Report site..
The SPAMers should note that every spam message posted to this discussion board will be promptly deleted and replaced with this warning.
inetnum:
82.193.38.0 - 82.193.38.255
netname:
WEB-SAT-DOPC-B-NTBLK-38-0
descr:
One-way satellite link network
country:
NG
admin-c:
cm2772-RIPE
tech-c:
cm2772-RIPE
status:
ASSIGNED PA
mnt-by:
WEB-SAT-MNT
source:
RIPE # Filtered
person:
Colin McCord
address:
Unit 3, Bluebell Industrial Estate
address:
Dublin 12
address:
Ireland
phone:
+353 1 4501711
e-mail:
colin-ripe@web-sat.com
nic-hdl:
cm2772-RIPE
mnt-by:
WEB-SAT-MNT
source:
RIPE # Filtered
% Information related to '82.193.32.0/19AS12488'
route:
82.193.32.0/19
descr:
Web-Sat ISP services
origin:
AS12488
mnt-by:
WEB-SAT-MNT
source:
RIPE # Filtered

(back)

GPS aloft again
From: Allan, St. Lucia
Date: 1/14/2006
Time: 10:17:48 PM
Remote Name: 206.128.209.20

Comments
Some time ago there was a discusssion about using GPS data from the kite position to geo-reference the photos. Of course that doesn't work unless one has an
absolutely vertical photo, and also knows what GPS data record was stored at that precise time - i.e. impossible with KAP.
But, I just got a new system that allows me to post-process GPS data to a foot or two for my reef mapping work and one component may be of interest to anyone
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who would want to log the position and altitude of a rig:
http://www.earthmate.com/prod_bluelogger.asp
It weighs 75g, which is much less than a hand held GPS.
(back)

Re: GPS aloft again
From: Richard Amirault
Date: 1/16/2006
Time: 8:31:50 AM
Remote Name: 146.115.58.99

Comments
You said .. "Some time ago there was a discusssion about using GPS data from the kite position to geo-reference the photos. Of course that doesn't work unless
one has an absolutely vertical photo, and also knows what GPS data record was stored at that precise time - i.e. impossible with KAP."
Not exactly impossible .. see:
http://www.hamtv.com/pdffiles/PCATVcat7.pdf
Richard in Boston, MA, USA
(back)

Re: GPS aloft again
From: Allan, St. Lucia
Date: 1/18/2006
Time: 9:50:23 PM
Remote Name: 206.128.209.20

Comments
OK, but that still just tells one where the camera was. Take the first picture in the article, how do you apply that coordinate information to any object in the
picture? Or to any picture that might even include the point directly below the camera? Without doing the trig I would assume that from 500 feet even 1 degree
off the vertical would mean the assumed centre point would be well outside the precision of even a hand-held GPS and one wouldn't be able to detect that it
wasn't vertical from looking at the picture. Even if one were to assume the location of the ground feature that had the coordinates of the camera, it takes multiple
points, plus rubbersheeting, to calibrate such a low-altitude picture. Lastly, a single (unaveraged) GPS record with a moving receiver is about as inaccurate as
one can be without getting under forest cover with wet vegetation.
Unless I'm missing something I still believe that using KAP for pictures that will be calibrated means photographing multiple control points for which
coordinates have been established on the ground. To improve the effectiveness I've spent the last few days establishing the coordinates of a base station at my
house to post-process such control points to a metre or (sometimes) better.
But of course for a general idea of where the picture was taken then it works fine. But then why not take a waypoint on the ground?
(back)

Re: GPS aloft again
From: Mike S
Date: 1/15/2006
Time: 10:04:51 AM
Remote Name: 68.97.214.221

Comments
I'm not sure how relevant this is. It's at thread on R/C aircraft helping with the search for Tara Grimstead. The main part of the thread relates to the fact the R/C
guy didn't get a mention on national TV but there is a part that talks about applying GPS data to each picture and mapping each shot.
http://www.rcgroups.com/forums/showthread.php?t=464320
(back)

Re: GPS aloft again
From:
Date: 1/21/2006
Time: 5:28:37 PM
Remote Name: <�/b>206.128.209.20

Comments
Thanks for that - interesting link to the software they used. There are really two issues in this whole thing though - locating the geographic position of a photo,
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and using a photo for mapping purposes - specifically orthorectifying the KAP image to fit a local datum and projection. It is the second application that doesn't
benefit from flying a GPS on a KAP rig.
(back)

Re: GPS aloft again
From: Wicherd
Date: 1/15/2006
Time: 2:13:21 AM
Remote Name: 213.93.195.165

Comments
Recently I've been looking for a convienient way to store gps-data in EXIF photo data. At the undermentioned link there is an application that somehow seems to
be able to take GPS-tracking data and, using the time/date info in EXIF, writes the correct GPS-data to the EXIF info in the photo file.
Using a lightweight tracker, and shooting verticals, it should be possible and simple to get the correct GPS location at wich the photo is taken. Shooting Birds eye
views will not give the exact location for your photo's subject, but will store the location the pic. was shot from.
For simply putting my images to a map, thats more than enough for me.
O, and the program is free and you can skip the media-exchange thingy if you're not into it.
here is the link: http://www.wwmx.org/Download.aspx
Wicherd
PS. does anyone happen to have an unused GPS-tracker lying around ?? ;-)
(back)

Re: GPS aloft again
From: Christian
Date: 1/22/2006
Time: 12:50:01 AM
Remote Name: 83.154.189.54

Comments
Those attending KAPiCa 2002 have seen how Olivier HUMEZ records for each pic: exact time, all GPS data, meteo data, altitude, and with a gyroscopic device
the direction the camera is pointing at. Furthermore, those attending KAPiFrance have been shown applications of this to archeology photos done by BernardNoel CHAGNY. Their websites are: http://www.kapelec.com/fr/index.htm http://perso.wanadoo.fr/kap-chagny/index.html You thought this wasn't possible when
kaping? Not with Olivier!
(back)

Kite made of a Rescue Sheet ?
From: PhilGib
Date: 1/14/2006
Time: 8:22:11 PM
Remote Name: 201.138.5.140

Comments
As an alternative to ripstop, has anyone made a kite like a Sutton 30 from a super cheap thin but resistant metal rescue sheet ?
http://www.secoursrm.com/survie.jpg
Does its metal make it ultra-sensitive to radars and potential legal problems ? Would it act as a reflector ?
(back)

Re: Kite made of a Rescue Sheet ?
From: Timo Noko
Date: 1/15/2006
Time: 1:22:39 AM
Remote Name: 82.181.158.11

Comments
I suggested once that it might be wise to use mylar in flowform, so that it would act as radar reflector. However they told me that mylar is not good, and there
should be metallic strings woven in, like they have in radar-reflecting flags.
(back)
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Re: Kite made of a Rescue Sheet ?
From: Simon H
Date: 1/14/2006
Time: 11:40:38 PM
Remote Name: 81.76.50.129

Comments
Back in the mid 80's I made a beautiful delta of silver mylar with a span of about 7 feet. with very thin and light carbon spreader and spine and thin fibreglas rod
wing spars (yes you could carbon even then).I carried up a tiny 110 format camera with it and thermostat based shutter trigger total rig and camera weight was I
think 2 oz. I wrote about the camera here: http://www.harb85.freeserve.co.uk/micro/micro.htm
As for the kite, it was lovely to fly and would fly in virtual zero wind conditions. At a UK kite festival it flew to 1.5 km in the evening when nothing else would fly.
We had a height dispensation!
I remember well seeing it twinkling reflecting the last rays of the sun up there while we were in almost darkness at ground level.
The metallised mylar, while strong, tears very very easily. So all the edges were bound with silver insulating tape. In fact all the joints and seams were taped this
way, thats how it was constructed. I'm not sure I'd trust it for serious KAP. Also mylar has no porosity or directional stretch and for serious kites you might need
to design for this.
Thanks for reminding me of one of my all time favourite kites. I only flew the camera off it a couple of times with limited success but the kite flew many many
times and gave huge pleasure.
I've a couple of gold mylar blankets - you've got me thinking whether to do a remake of my Silver Zephyr.
Simon
(back)

Re: Kite made of a Rescue Sheet ?
From: Christian
Date: 1/15/2006
Time: 1:08:43 AM
Remote Name: 83.154.187.248

Comments
Since 1992 I regularly built kites with mylar rescue sheets. This is the Calomil, in 1 meter size. This cellular kite is made with balsa spars. It's fragile, but able to
fly indoor! It weights 170g for a sail area of 1,4 sqmeter which gives a load factor of 0.12 Standard 1.4m Calomil can be seen on my pages http://www.becot.info
When building this Ultra-Light Calomil, spars are glued on the mylar, and are all taped with Scotchtape. All mylar edges are taped also to avoid mylar to tear.
These rescue sheets are not plain metal sheets, but mylar or sometimes polyethylene and these very thin sheets are metal coated with a layer not exceeding some
microns thick. Radars are detecting them, as well as small ballons for kids inflated with helium, depending on how far they are. Consider that a 1m kite at 10km
from a radar is as big as a 10m span airplane at 100km. I would not use a kite with mylar for kap because mylar is too fragile, and adhesive tape is loosing
adhesive properties when aging.
(back)

KAP Makes BBC Radio Appearance!
From: james<at.>gentles<dot>info
Date: 1/14/2006
Time: 5:15:49 AM
Remote Name: 80.229.25.24

Comments
Although when first approached I thought it unlikely, it is possible to make a radio feature for our visual hobby. This morning the BBC Radio Program "Out of
Doors" broadcast a short article on KAP.
It will be on the BBC web site until 20th January by going to:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/scotland/radioscotland/view/show.shtml?listen_again
Click "Launch BBC Radio Player"
Scroll down to "Out of Doors" and click. This is a hour long program, you can get to the 4minute article by clicking the "5mins" button AS SOON as the sound
starts: taking you to 10minutes into the program where the KAP starts.
A little poetic licence for the media and please no comments on the pronunciation of "Batut" :-)
James
(back)

Re: KAP Makes BBC Radio Appearance!
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From: Scott Haefner
Date: 1/15/2006
Time: 3:10:22 PM
Remote Name: 210.86.86.228

Comments
I can't find the link "Out of Doors" Any suggestions?
Cheers, Scott
(back)

Re: KAP Makes BBC Radio Appearance!
From: Dave Mitchell
Date: 1/15/2006
Time: 3:41:04 PM
Remote Name: 80.177.153.149

Comments
Try this http://www.bbc.co.uk/scotland/radioscotland/view/show.shtml?show=out_of_doors&?focuswin
and click on Listen Again at the top.
(back)

HAVE YOU BEEN SEEKING FOR A RELIABLE COMPANY OVER THE INTERNET TO PURCHASE
A MOBILE PHONE
From: Steve Chibo
Date: 1/13/2006
Time: 9:02:31 PM
Remote Name: 82.193.38.154

Comments
SPAM deleted, total nonsense. All from the same IP address in Nigeria.
WARNING
I have just spent a half-hour or so poking around Google for information on our Cell Phone Spam that appears to be from Nigeria. It looks like there is a world of
hurt out there. These folks are equal opportunity SCAMers that have spewed spam in great quantity into discussion boards worldwide. If someone responds the
payoff is fraud, computer viruses, threats, and more. I am confident that the cell phones/electronic equipment proffered is pure fiction on their part.
For more information Google: [Lagos Nigeria cell phone spam] or check out the extensive 419Report site..
The SPAMers should note that every spam message posted to this discussion board will be promptly deleted and replaced with this warning.
inetnum:
82.193.38.0 - 82.193.38.255
netname:
WEB-SAT-DOPC-B-NTBLK-38-0
descr:
One-way satellite link network
country:
NG
admin-c:
cm2772-RIPE
tech-c:
cm2772-RIPE
status:
ASSIGNED PA
mnt-by:
WEB-SAT-MNT
source:
RIPE # Filtered
person:
Colin McCord
address:
Unit 3, Bluebell Industrial Estate
address:
Dublin 12
address:
Ireland
phone:
+353 1 4501711
e-mail:
colin-ripe@web-sat.com
nic-hdl:
cm2772-RIPE
mnt-by:
WEB-SAT-MNT
source:
RIPE # Filtered
% Information related to '82.193.32.0/19AS12488'
route:
82.193.32.0/19
descr:
Web-Sat ISP services
origin:
AS12488
mnt-by:
WEB-SAT-MNT
source:
RIPE # Filtered

(back)

Information on our SPAMMER
From: Cris Benton
Date: 1/14/2006
Time: 1:48:49 PM
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Remote Name: 64.142.12.44

Comments
SPAM deleted, total nonsense. All from the same IP address in Nigeria.
WARNING
I have just spent a half-hour or so poking around Google for information on our Cell Phone Spam that appears to be from Nigeria. It looks like there is a world of
hurt out there. These folks are equal opportunity SCAMers that have spewed spam in great quantity into discussion boards worldwide. If someone responds the
payoff is fraud, computer viruses, threats, and more. I am confident that the cell phones/electronic equipment proffered is pure fiction on their part.
For more information Google: [Lagos Nigeria cell phone spam] or check out the extensive 419 Report site..
The SPAMers should note that every spam message posted to this discussion board will be promptly deleted and replaced with this warning.
inetnum: 82.193.38.0 - 82.193.38.255
netname: WEB-SAT-DOPC-B-NTBLK-38-0
descr: One-way satellite link network
country: NG
admin-c: cm2772-RIPE
tech-c: cm2772-RIPE
status: ASSIGNED PA
mnt-by: WEB-SAT-MNT
source: RIPE # Filtered
person: Colin McCord
address: Unit 3, Bluebell Industrial Estate
address: Dublin 12
address: Ireland
phone: +353 1 4501711
e-mail: colin-ripe@web-sat.com
nic-hdl: cm2772-RIPE
mnt-by: WEB-SAT-MNT
source: RIPE # Filtered
% Information related to '82.193.32.0/19AS12488'
route: 82.193.32.0/19
descr: Web-Sat ISP services
origin: AS12488
mnt-by: WEB-SAT-MNT
source: RIPE # Filtered
(back)

Heavy camera rig
From: Dave Tonnes
Date: 1/13/2006
Time: 12:26:53 PM
Remote Name: 67.49.146.27

Comments
Hi All! I'm new to this type of photography and have a few questions. Sorry if these have been discussed before.
First of all, I am planning on building a camera rig that will weigh about 6 pounds (2.75 kilograms). I would like a stable & high-angle kite, tradewinds here are
commonly 5-20MPH (8-30KM/H). What size & type of kite would be suitable for these conditions?
Also, the camera equipment is expensive. Reliability & safety are imperative! Has anyone experimented with a fast retrieve system? Perhaps a clutched spool
attached to a modified cordless power tool? I'd imagine that a heavy rig would require a large kite, with resultant high tension, requiring robust line. Is spectra
the best choice for strength & small diameter?
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Your thoughts on these issues are much appreciated. Thanks!
(back)

Re: Heavy camera rig
From: Wolfgang Bieck - GERMANY
Date: 1/16/2006
Time: 10:57:30 AM
Remote Name: 84.133.212.32

Comments
Dear KAP-friends!
What is "heavy"?
From spring 1988 until now (18 years)I used my Multiflare-Kite with a size of 2,80 m x 1,80 m.
From the beginning I used a Minolta X300-reflex-camera with winder and a excellnet 1.8/35 mm lens.
Over six years I used the Kodachrome 25 slide-film with 25 ASA under all wind-conditions. This slide-film had 105 lines per millimeter with a wonderful
sharpness. When the Fuji Provia 100 F professional came out, I changed the slidefilm, because the Fuji Provia 100F prof. owns 100 ASA and 135 lines per
millimeter with wonderful colors. This film-material offers you professional quality for slide-shows and prints. You also may scan and digitalize the slides in high
resoution. I`m still using this combination of kite and camera with great satisfaction.
Two years ago,after 16 years of use, one lateral spar broke and the system felt into the harbour of Ostende -Belgium. I didn`t check the lateral spar with care and
learnd my lesson! I repaired the kite and replaced the GFK-spar. In meantime the Multiflare flew over Sumatra, Bali and Sulawesi again, carried two rigs for
many hours at the same time in strong winds and still is working fine. I do have no doubts to fly it until FLiBB 2010 in Bad Bevensen - GERMANY. Let`s see us
there to check it!
My camera-rig is simple, but usable for my Nikon 5000 with batterypack, my Minolta X-300 with winder and my SVHS-Videocamera.
I`ve used this so-called "heavy system" with about 2 kg by minimum for 18 years and do not see a serious reason not to use a rig with 4 kg or 6 kg.
It just belongs to wind conditions. In strong winds I`m using a 4 mm Polyamid-line with a stretch of 8% before breaking. The main reason for this line-diameter
is the better line handling.
For travelling I`m using a Dyneema line with about 250 kg breaking strength on a simple bamboo stick.
All my equipment I can carry in a small back-pack, because I like to go by bike over Bali`s country-side.
That`re my experiences after an 18-years review. Visit my homepage: www.wolfgangbieck.de.tf Wolfgang Bieck - GERMANY
(back)

Re: Heavy camera rig
From: David Hunt
Date: 1/14/2006
Time: 2:52:30 PM Remote Name: 67.77.6.200

Comments
If you want to lift a heavy load with manageable kite handling, meaning a minimal amount of pull, then you want a kite that will fly at the highest angle possible,
around 70 degrees would be ideal. If you want to understand the relationship of kite flying angles to lifting ability then visit the KAPER page "How Much Will
My Kite Lift" http://www.kaper.us/basics/lifting_R.html
After seeing a 30 or 35 square foot Hagaman flying recently this kite looks like a great KAP candidate because of its high flying angle (~70deg.). I understand that
commercially made Hagaman parafoils are very expensive and I haven't run across plans for making one. A very similar kite that may have similar flying
characteristics to the Hagaman is the Shannon Parafoil http://www.gombergkites.com/inflated.html
I don't know of any KAPer that has flown a Hagaman or a Shannon design but maybe someone will step up and be adventurous. The Shannon would be a much
cheaper commercially than the Hagaman.
David Hunt
(back)

Re: Heavy camera rig
From: frankDOTlouwersATaltinaDOTcx
Date: 1/16/2006
<�b>Time: 5:05:49 PM
Remote Name: 82.146.98.96

Comments
Hi,
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I am fortunate and sad at the same time in that I have two of the last (might even be the last ones) parafoils Doug Hagaman built before he died. They are a H22
and an H35 which he built for me back in 1993 or so. They are beautifully made and fly very well, very very stable in the air. Doug warned me that they could
powerdive if trimmed with too much nose down and the wind picks up. But fortunately I only experienced that in the very beginning when stil learning to know
them (and without a camera attached. They are very strong pulling lifters when the wind picks up, and I think the H22 (22 sq ft) would lift easily the 6 pounds in
a typical trade wind. And the flying angle is steep indeed.
I do not know if you can still get them now. I do know Stan Swanson was allowed to produce them (and did so) after Doug died, and knowing personally Stan's
work (for owning some of his other kites), I am sure he makes them as meticulous as Doug (and his mam) made them. The design is genuine Doug's and he was
considered to be one of the best parafoil designers there ever were. Stan has lived in Boulder Colorado for a while, but I have lost contact, (if anybody knows
contact data, let me know).
I don't know Kevin Shannon's parafoils, but he sure makes the best Rok's I know, and for your heavy rig, his 7.5 foot Rokkaku will have no trouble lifting it in
the tradewinds (and again at a steep angle). It will pull hard though! Kevin is always interested in the KAP compromises and a very nice person, so give him a call
and listen to his suggestions about your particular situation and requirements like strength, safety and best size (and say hello to him from me in Belgium).
I like to fly a Rok, because of the added safety sticks provide (no collapsing in a windlull, eventually just a floating, but never a drop) and very predictable flying.
I like foils because of the ease of transportation and setup, and no spars to break inadvertently. And then both are great lifters!
I do think that if you gain some experience on the behaviour of your kites, and keep in mind (and act accordingly) some safety routines, 6 pounds is doable. Look
for good anchor points, always wear a climbers harness so you can clip a "figure of eight" (used again in mountain climbing and rapelling) with the kite line
around it to yourself, with a quick release shackle ( I use a small spinnaker shackle). It will save you many burns (even through your thick leather gloves which
you _shall_ always wear when handling these types of kites) and you will be much less tired in your arms. Practice switching the line under stress from your
harness to a fixed anchor point, and back, practice hauling in line and fixing it temporarely to the anchor point etc. Henri Jebe's handle, Christian's gamma hook,
the dinghy sailing ratched block are all tools you will find very useful.
You said so far you have little experience with kites, so while you build your rig and decide what final kite you will use, buy already a (smaller and cheaper
eventually) strong pulling one-line kite (like a Rok, a foil, a larger sled etc.) and fly it as much as you can, it takes a while before you learn the behaviour of a kite
in the different winds and conditions and have encountered most of the awkward situations that can -will- arise. You can hang a bag of sand on the line to get also
the "loaded" behaviour.
Good luck and keep us posted!
Best regards,
Frank Louwers (Belgium) www.altina.cx
(back)

Re: Heavy camera rig
From: Allan, St. Lucia
Date: 1/14/2006
Time: 5:49:17 PM
Remote Name: 206.128.209.20

Comments
I have a 35 sq ft Hagaman that has been wonderful. It is amazingly stable in our Trade Winds and has only come down unexpectedly once - in fickle winds in
Germany. Luckily without the rig attached. The high flying angle is a great help as I need less line to get the camera to 800 - 1000 feet for mapping pictures.
(back)

Re: Heavy camera rig
From:
Date: 1/14/2006
Time: 10:45:35 AM
Remote Name: 84.133.252.74

Comments
Hi, if Wolfgang Bieck and me were together on KAP-action, we have sometimes both rigs of us in the same kiteline. So we have heavy stuff in the kiteline and the
weight togehter is near 3 kg. It is technical possible to lift. Wolfgang & me we do this, if we have much power on the kiteline. It is easier to lift 1 Multiflare with 2
persons than 2 Multiflare with 1 person each. For safty a 2- person-team would be best. MfG Ralf
(back)

Re: Heavy camera rig
From: Wicherd
Date: 1/14/2006
Time: 7:14:29 AM Remote Name: 213.93.195.165

Comments
Over the past 15 jears I have had the luck of occasionally flying very big kites (non of wich were my own) This was all done at large fields, surrounded by fences
or security to keep spectaters out of the way!
You'r planning to lift large kites in aeria's most certainly filling with people trying to get a glimps of what you are doing. Think light, think small, be creative. But
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do NOT bring 2.5 kg of equipment up in the air over people!. Kites are not safe enough!!!
(back)

Re: Heavy camera rig
From: mikeATjonesairfoilsDOTcom
Date: 1/14/2006
Time: 7:07:48 AM
Remote Name: 71.65.246.24

Comments
Send me a mail.
(back)

Re: Heavy camera rig
From: Mike S
Date: 1/14/2006
Time: 6:34:16 AM
Remote Name: 68.97.214.221

Comments
Sounds like starting your motor racing career in Formula 1.
(back)

Re: Heavy camera rig
From: emiel
Date: 1/13/2006
Time: 12:34:13 PM Remote Name: 80.100.3.81

Comments
2.75 kg is extreme heavy.... I thuoght my rig (1.4kg) was heavy, but you double that!
Why is it so heavy?
cheers emiel
(back)

Re: Heavy camera rig
From: Dave Tonnes
Date: 1/13/2006
Time: 1:44:13 PM Remote Name: 67.49.146.27

Comments
3 DSLR's with fisheye lenses, arrayed outward and hooked to an interval timer. The cameras will simultaneously fire to capture near-spherical images when
stitched together.
I just finished a job for a client that required a helicopter. We could have actually done a better job for them with the in-close perspective that you can only get
from such a system. I have another client (a hotel) who has committed to low-level aerial panoramas. Several of my other clients would probably spring for it
when they see it. So I am committed to doing it, but only if it can be done with a comfortable degree of reliability and safety. I'll begin by building (or
commissioning) the kite, and learning to fly it in various conditions with a dummy weight.
We have consistent tradewinds here, so such a system should be usable much of the time. I considered powered-lift and helium-lift devices but decided against it
for safety, reliability, and cost issues.
Any idea how big this kite should be? Or what design? Rokkaku?
(back)

Re: Heavy camera rig
From: Linnar
Date: 1/14/2006
Time: 12:51:12 PM
Remote Name: 213.216.199.10

Comments
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My 4sqm kite lifted 20 kg when wind was about 8..10 meter/sec.
(back)

Re: Heavy camera rig
From: Linnar
Date: 1/14/2006
Time: 1:01:17 PM
Remote Name: 213.216.199.10

Comments
Kite was Delta - I suggest that - very stable and high angle.
(back)

Re: Heavy camera rig
From: Simon H
Date: 1/13/2006
Time: 2:29:22 PM Remote Name: 81.76.50.129

Comments
You might consider the bubble pano approach as exemplified by Scott Haefner. He and many other KAPpers get away with single shots with vertically down.
Before dismissing this approach check out Scott's bubble pano's.
http://scotthaefner.com/kap/360panos/
This can be done with a vertically hanging single camera requiring very little in the way of a rig to support it.
If you go for the 2.5 kg approach you are going to be needing big kites, winches etc. The powered winch-down approach will be an engineering task in itself The
kind of system you are aiming for will bring a lot of headaches and will essentially need to be "fixed" to the ground for safety, so you won't be doing a lot of
walking around positioning the camera over the subject.
Yes you can do it and in moderate winds a big delta, a big Rokkaku, a big foil, a big Flowform will all do the trick. The common word here is "big". Big means
winches, line handling gear, and an estate car, SUV or truck to carry things around in. Lots of KAPpers do it this way, but for a first go it is a steep, steep learning
curve, and mistakes come very very expensive with 3 DSLR's. If things go wrong there are no parachutes or fast winches (that I know of) that are going to save
those cameras.
Simon
(back)

Re: Heavy camera rig
From: Dave Tonnes
Date: 1/13/2006
Time: 4:15:42 PM
Remote Name: 67.49.146.27

Comments
Thanks for your comments Simon...
I have indeed seen Scott's aerial panos. They are beautiful but for our purposes we really need the higher resolution that is available with SLR's and higher-end
optics. Single-shot solutions show a significant degradation in quality especially towards the edges of the images. I have also seen attempts at rotating a camera on
a vertical axis, having it shoot a number of timed shots. This would significantly reduce the weight and cost, but it introduces other negative considerations,
namely image alignment, camera movement, and subject movement between images. The advantages of 3 cameras are that you can batch stitch the images
because the images are lined up consistently, and your 3 simultaneous captures truly freeze time. Palm trees will not be blurry for example.
Having very little experience with kites, it is interesting to hear your thoughts on how large and unweildy such a lifting kite would be. I was hoping that a design
which was characterized by steep lifting angles would be the most efficient for lifting this much weight. If we need more than a single person to maintain control,
you are correct; our ability to launch and position the equipment is severely limited.
Having watched kite surfers, it is clear that they get much more power from flying their kite at low angles. Perhaps most instructive is watching them launch their
kites. Their goal is to get the kite to a steep position as quickly as possible so as to not get dragged down the beach - a steep-flying kite clearly has less downwind
tug.
Doing a cursory search here and elsewhere, I can see that for instance the Rokkaku type has steep lift characteristics, and 8' seems to be the largest practical size?
If so, what is a reasonable lifting capacity of such a kite?
Or perhaps Peter's suggestion of the MaxiKAPilot? I looked at that and did not see any data on what one can expect from this, lift-wise, in different wind speeds.
(back)

Re: Heavy camera rig
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From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 1/14/2006
Time: 2:01:30 PM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
There is hardly any data on the MaxiKAPilot. As far as I know there are only 4 or 5 of them in the whole world.
One of them was designed to lift a 2.5 kg rig (with a heavy, big and bulcky film panorama camera) in rather low wind conditions. And it worked well.
In the higher end of your wind range a KAPilot, a Dopero, a Multiflare or almost any kite will do the job. The main problem is always on the low winds. And that
is where the MaxiKAPilot might come in.
Safety? I think the weight is hardly a safety issue. Even a 0.25 kg rig can be a lethal weapon, when you're out of luck. What counts is good preparation: know
your equipment and, more important, know every inch of the area you fly in. Every fence, tree, powerline, ditch, ... They all can be "killing". And I would be very
happy to have a good team when doing "dangerous" KAP. Just to keep stupid dogs and distrackting onlooker away.
Peter
(back)

Re: Heavy camera rig
From: PhilGib
Date: 1/14/2006
Time: 8:01:38 AM
<�b>Remote Name: 201.138.5.140

Comments
May I ask you the exact reasons why you dropped the helium sphere solution ? A 8-feet 3-lines tethered helium sphere does not seem dangerous and has all the lift
that you need.
Have you had bad experiences ? Or bad feedback ? Or is it purely based on the too high volume of the equipment ?
If you have rich customers, a light 9 feet trailer is not so expensive and would make you save helium refills and time.
I actually intend myself to have such a system within 3 months.
Phil
(back)

Re: Heavy camera rig
From: PhilGib
Date: 1/14/2006
Time: 6:28:43 PM
Remote Name: 201.138.5.140

Comments
From my personal experience, a 5 beaufort is what you need to fly your 5 pounds material, with a Sutton 30, with some weight (1 ounce) attach to the tail of the
kite, and 2 sandows, one between the anchor and the rig and one between the rig and the kite to kill both wind guts and string vibration when pulling hard.
The 1 ounce weight attached to the tail is essential and amazingly stabilizes the kite.
Phil
(back)

Re: Heavy camera rig
From: PhilGib
Date: 1/14/2006
Time: 6:27:39 PM
Remote Name: 201.138.5.140

Comments
From my personal experience, a 5 beaufort is what you need to fly your 5 pounds material, with a Sutton 30, with some weight (1 ounce) attach to the tail of the
kite, and 2 sandows, one between the anchor and the rig and one between the rig and the kite to kill both wind guts and string vibration when pulling hard.
The 1 ounce weight attached to the tail is essential and amazingly stabilizes the kite.
Phil
(back)
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Re: Heavy camera rig
From: Richard Amirault
Date: 1/16/2006
Time: 8:07:33 AM
Remote Name: 146.115.58.99

Comments
But .. Sutton's don't come with tails.
That means that if you have a tail it could be *anything" ... from a 5 ft ribbon to a 100 ft tube.
Are you saying that each of those need the 1 oz weight??
Richard in Boston, MA, USA
(back)

Re: Heavy camera rig
From: Dave Tonnes
Date: 1/14/2006
Time: 11:08:15 AM
Remote Name: 67.49.146.27

Comments
Hi Phil,
I worry that we have too much wind for balloons. I know there are some balloon/kite hybrids that actually increase lift in winds, I may look into this however.
Another problem is airline travel. Many of my clients are on outer islands, making it impossible to bring an inflated balloon. I looked into the possibility of
recompressing the helium using a dive compressor, but this is too time consuming and would necessitate traveling with a compressor & cylinder. My seat-of-thepants calculations show that it would require around $300 in helium to create the lift. A $3,000 compressor could recompress that amount of helium back into the
cylinder in about 2-3 hours. This seems inefficient to me. And at $300, this puts us into the realm of just using a helicopter (the disadvantages notwithstanding).
Another possibility is a powered lift system. Perhaps a 3-point tether system, spread wide at the base, could be attached to a gas-powered platform. I haven't
given this idea serious consideration, however. Too many unknown variables. I have visions of catastrophic failure, of peices flying everywhere, being left with a
flaming hulk on the ground. Then comes the attorneys and the FAA.
Above the low-level turbulence, we have nice steady tradewinds here. I was hoping that the best solution would be a stable & strong kite.
But if that this amount of weight is just too much to lift with a kite, as seems to be the consensus here, I must defer. I guess my final questions would be: Are you
sure this is too much to lift? Even with the most efficient design? Given good steady wind, what is the most anyone has been able to lift while still being able to
walk around with the kite?
(back)

Re: Heavy camera rig
From: www.gercoderuijter.nl
Date: 1/15/2006
Time: 3:11:34 AM
Remote Name: 85.147.108.151

Comments
Hello Dave, If you are talking about steady winds, a balloon or blimp is no option, the system would be very instable. I have been lifting a noblex mediumformat
panoram camera (1,75 Kg) with a 2,00 meter Sanjo in steady winds....It all depends on the wind and the space you find to approach youre subject. I find my
subjects away from human activity in most cases. In light winds I use the maxi Kappilot Peter described. This kite will lift a payload of 2,5 Kg. in winds arround
3 Bft. and still gives you breath to walk. Succes, Gerco
(back)

Re: Heavy camera rig
From: Cris Benton
Date: 1/14/2006
Time: 12:22:45 PM
Remote Name: 64.142.12.44

Comments
Dave,
I am not sure it would be fun to fly a six pound apparatus but I think it is doable in steady winds.
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One key, methinks, is your steady wind. For such a payload your lifting kite(s) should fly smoothly and reliably. This allows you to turn your attention to the
payload and the photography. I used to fly a 3.5 pound cradle regularly from a handheld Sutton 30 and a 7.5 Kevin Shannon Rokkaku and frequently had excess
lift. Perhaps another key would be to have sufficient options in your kite quiver to match the kite well to the wind. You would like to have enough lift for your 6
pound load but not much more. These days I typically carry four kites (16 Sutton, 30 Sutton, 7.5 Rokkaku, Maxi Dopero) and they provide coverage from say 4
mph to 25 mph. It is a great asset to pull out a kite that matches the wind and the lifting requirement. You would use a larger and studier set with the Rokkaku,
Multiflare, Sutton, and KAP Pilot coming to mind.
When my kites start to cause discomfort (physical and psychological) by pulling too hard I turn to a small kit of rock climbing gear to help put. A few climberÝs
straps, carabineers, figure eight, and pulleys can be rigged in many ways to anchor the kite to relatively immobile objects. A small ratcheting block from a sailing
dinghy can be used to manage line retrieval (per Henry Jebe). It helps a great deal if you can keep the area downwind of your kite anchor clear so that you can
walk the line down while effecting retrieval.
I agree with Ralf that a two person team would be good and it would be helpful if they were buff like Wolfgang and Ralf.
WichertÝs concerns about safety are well grounded. I flew a 400 ft2 Haggaman parafoil a year or so ago and it was frighteningly powerful in moderate winds Ý
scared me at least. But I do not think you need an excessively large kite. Something on the order of 50 to 75 ft2 is in order depending on the wind.
I think the real key here is to accrue experience with the kites that you use. Each kite design has its own behavior and it just takes time Ý dozens or hundreds of
hours of flyingÝ to learn their ends and outs. Mike s. commented it is like starting out with a Formula 1 race car and he is right in that you are attempting a
demanding variant of KAP. In either case I think starting slowly and systematically gaining experience and skill I spossible.
Regarding balloons, I once had a retiring archaeologist offer to give me a 20-foot blimp. In the end it seemed that the cost and practical difficulties of handling the
helium were to onerous to go down that path.
BTW, George LawrenceÝs 1906 earthquake panorama involved a 50 pound camera (albeit flown on winches). One valuable idea from Lawrence for your
application is flying kites in trains. I would look into this seriously. The training of Delta Conynes (similar to LawrenceÝs kites) would appeal to me for your
application.
One question for you. In using the 3 x fisheye approach how do you handle the I P I X patent mudpie? Are you licensing on a per image basis under those
avaricious sons of donkey fleas?
Cheers,
Cris
(back)

Re: Heavy camera rig
From: Dave Tonnes
Date: 1/15/2006
Time: 11:26:51 AM
Remote Name: 67.49.146.27

Comments
Hello Chris
I think that ipix's litigious business model has bogged them down. It has certainly created a lot of ill will, resulting in many companies who refuse to do business
with them. At last word they have a court case pending with another competing software developer who claims prior art, so there is the very real question as to
whether their patent claims are valid. It would also seem that rather than spying on individual photographers, they have sent their lawyers after software
developers.
Your idea of training kites is intriguing. On the one hand it adds complexity to the process, but on the other it has the potential to simplify one's kit. Given 2.5kg
to lift, one would simply adjust the number of Delta Coynes to suit the wind conditions? Would it also add stability? It's hard to imagine a whole chain of kites
doing a loop.
Fortunately I live in an area which is good for learning & testing. My house sits on a ridge which is exposed to the trades; the wind compresses & accelerates up
the ridge, so it is common to have 20, 30, and even 40 mph winds here. There is a large, undeveloped flat area, a 5-minute walk just down the ridge a bit, it has
been ideal for flying kites as there are no houses nearby. At low levels it is fairly turbulent, above is clean consistent air. Ideal testing conditions!
Everyone's advice here is very much appreciated. It would seem that there is no real consensus as to which kite is ideal, many different designs have been
mentioned as candidates. But given my requirements of steep flying angle, stability, lifting power, simplicity, and one- or two-person control, is there any one
design that rises to the top?
Regards,
Dave
(back)

Re: Heavy camera rig
From: Yvon H.
Date: 1/14/2006
Time: 1:15:10 PM
Remote Name: 156.34.25.17

Comments
My first KAP rig was more than 5 pounds (2.36kg). I was lifting it with a 32sqft Flowform. It needed at least 25km/h to lift the rig but it was very stable mainly
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because of the rig's weight.
I now use a 3.5 pounds KAP rig with my flowform or a Maxi-Dopero (8ft x 12ft). I can now take aerial pictures with winds of at least 15km/h.
I find that in low winds, the Maxi-Dopero is extremely stable. In higher winds (above 25km/h) the 32sqft flowform works well and I'm not afraid of breaking a
spar. I find that the heavy weight of the rig stabilizes the flowform during wind gusts as it always pulls on the line.
See my website for information on the equipment and the kites I'm using. www.yvonhache.com
(back)

Re: Heavy camera rig
From: Yvon H.
Date: 1/14/2006
Time: 1:20:18 PM
Remote Name: 156.34.25.17

Comments
I forgot to mention that I always anchor the line on something solid like a tree, fence,... and I use a pulley to walk down the line. I'm should have a manual winch
ready for next summer which I can wind the line manually or with a cordless drill.
Also, make sure that your line is strong enough. I use a 500lbs line and when I see that is it getting old, I replace it. One wind gust can cut you line with no
warning.
If I don't feel that the wind is stable enough, I don't lift by KAP rig.
(back)

Re: Heavy camera rig
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 1/13/2006
Time: 2:19:10 PM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
This looks like a job for a MaxiKAPilot. See: http://www.kapshop.com/product_info.php?cPath=3_11&products_id=58
Peter
(back)

Article 7110
From: dominicphonestore@yahoo.com
Date: 1/13/2006
Time: 5:40:44 AM
Remote Name: 82.193.38.154

Comments
SPAM deleted, total nonsense. All from the same IP address in Nigeria.
WARNING
I have just spent a half-hour or so poking around Google for information on our Cell Phone Spam that appears to be from Nigeria. It looks like there is a world of
hurt out there. These folks are equal opportunity SCAMers that have spewed spam in great quantity into discussion boards worldwide. If someone responds the
payoff is fraud, computer viruses, threats, and more. I am confident that the cell phones/electronic equipment proffered is pure fiction on their part.
For more information Google: [Lagos Nigeria cell phone spam] or check out the extensive 419Report site..
The SPAMers should note that every spam message posted to this discussion board will be promptly deleted and replaced with this warning.
inetnum:
netname:
descr:
country:
admin-c:
tech-c:
status:
mnt-by:
source:
person:
address:
address:
address:
phone:
e-mail:

82.193.38.0 - 82.193.38.255
WEB-SAT-DOPC-B-NTBLK-38-0
One-way satellite link network
NG
cm2772-RIPE
cm2772-RIPE
ASSIGNED PA
WEB-SAT-MNT
RIPE # Filtered
Colin McCord
Unit 3, Bluebell Industrial Estate
Dublin 12
Ireland
+353 1 4501711
colin-ripe@web-sat.com
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nic-hdl:
cm2772-RIPE
mnt-by:
WEB-SAT-MNT
source:
RIPE # Filtered
% Information related to '82.193.32.0/19AS12488'
route:
82.193.32.0/19
descr:
Web-Sat ISP services
origin:
AS12488
mnt-by:
WEB-SAT-MNT
source:
RIPE # Filtered

(back)

all kind of mobile phone available for sell at cheaper price
<�p>From: dominicphonestore@yahoo.com
Date: 1/13/2006
Time: 5:38:24 AM
Remote Name: 82.193.38.154

Comments
SPAM deleted, total nonsense. All from the same IP address in Nigeria.
WARNING
I have just spent a half-hour or so poking around Google for information on our Cell Phone Spam that appears to be from Nigeria. It looks like there is a world of
hurt out there. These folks are equal opportunity SCAMers that have spewed spam in great quantity into discussion boards worldwide. If someone responds the
payoff is fraud, computer viruses, threats, and more. I am confident that the cell phones/electronic equipment proffered is pure fiction on their part.
For more information Google: [Lagos Nigeria cell phone spam] or check out the extensive 419Report site..
The SPAMers should note that every spam message posted to this discussion board will be promptly deleted and replaced with this warning.
inetnum:
82.193.38.0 - 82.193.38.255
netname:
WEB-SAT-DOPC-B-NTBLK-38-0
descr:
One-way satellite link network
country:
NG
admin-c:
cm2772-RIPE
tech-c:
cm2772-RIPE
status:
ASSIGNED PA
mnt-by:
WEB-SAT-MNT
source:
RIPE # Filtered
person:
Colin McCord
address:
Unit 3, Bluebell Industrial Estate
address:
Dublin 12
address:
Ireland
phone:
+353 1 4501711
e-mail:
colin-ripe@web-sat.com
nic-hdl:
cm2772-RIPE
mnt-by:
WEB-SAT-MNT
source:
RIPE # Filtered
% Information related to '82.193.32.0/19AS12488'
route:
82.193.32.0/19
descr:
Web-Sat ISP services
origin:
AS12488
mnt-by:
WEB-SAT-MNT
source:
RIPE # Filtered

(back)

Full KAP system with video downlink and 7" screen
From: PhilGib
Date: 1/12/2006
Time: 4:19:26 PM
Remote Name: 201.102.0.245

Comments
Here is my full system with pics.
I am using a very comfortable 7" screen, with a huge sun protection. Only problem is the massive quantity of AA batteries... 22 in total, with another 22 for a
back-up...
I have also made a connection possible from the cigarette lighter from my car if I can drive to the place.
The pics : http://www.mas-arriba.com/rig.html
(back)

Re: Full KAP system with video downlink and 7" screen
From: emmanuel from photocerfvolant.free.fr
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Date: 1/13/2006
Time: 3:20:46 AM
Remote Name: 62.147.113.120

Comments
Hy Philippe, Very impressive, but how does your rig weight in flight order ? Emmanuel
(back)

Re: Full KAP system with video downlink and 7" screen
From: PhilGib
Date: 1/13/2006
Time: 5:57:35 AM
Remote Name: 201.144.31.133

Comments
Thanks Emmanuel. Rig basis is from Brooxes (Thx Brooxes !). Total weigh is - I think - a bit less then 3 pounds.
I would love to save some weigh, although it might be just easier to purchase a bigger kite (I have a Sutton 30, average winds in my area are about 2/3 beaufort
this year.
Decreasing the video transmitter voltage from 12v to 6 volts and thus using the same batteries for the servo receiver and the video transmitter really helped.
Weigh saved : 8 AA !
Now the next step should be to replace standard servos by mini-one and the actual 4 AA by a recent camera battery, much lighter.
Any other idea welcome ! :-)
(back)

Re: Full KAP system with video downlink and 7" screen
From: Brooks
Date: 1/13/2006
Time: 9:15:53 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
Nice looking system, Philippe.
I'd suggest using a 4.8v NiMH battery pack (lighter, more powerful) on the rig, with a voltage converter to get your video tx up to full power. That's more power
than we can use in USA without a license -- I envy you.
There's a simple voltage converter circuit on my Downloads page: Peter's Proper Power Provider, based on a design by Peter van Erkel. Very easy to build, very
light, very compact. And best of all, it works!
bonne chance!
bgl
http://www.brooxes.com/
(back)

Re: Full KAP system with video downlink and 7" screen
From: PhilGib
Date: 1/13/2006
Time: 11:44:36 AM
Remote Name: 201.144.30.196

Comments
Brooxes,
What you wrote is quite tempting, since 4.8 v is also the voltage of my Panasonic FX9 camera...
Although the camera might be affected by interferences if sharing the same power as the servos receiver... Still have to find out what people call a capacitor...
(back)

Mac software
From: k.gustavson
Date: 1/11/2006
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Time: 2:46:47 AM
Remote Name: 207.154.106.93

Comments
Google Earth is now available for Mac at: http://earth.google.com/download-earth.html . I fully understand why KAPers find this useful, been exploring my
favorite flying areas for hours.
Adobe Labs has released a free public beta of Lightroom at: http://labs.macromedia.com/technologies/lightroom/ . "The Luminous Landscape" has a primer on
this new application at: http://www.luminous-landscape.com/reviews/software/lightroom1.shtml . RAW file handling and a whole lot more, interesting stuff.
While not flashy, I find PhotoReviewer a very handy piece of shareware. Without altering original images files, this application allows a quick review of
downloaded files, and quick trashing of unwanted shots. Available from sticksoftware at: http://www.sticksoftware.com/software/PhotoReviewer.html .
Back to exploring Earth, Karen
(back)

Smallest/lightest pulleys resisting to 200 pounds ?
From: PhilGib
Date: 1/10/2006
Time: 9:35:50 PM
Remote Name: 201.137.106.2

Comments
I need to fix the main string to a pulley at the kite attachement instead of a direct connection.
Does anyone know about super light pulleys but also strong enough to stand 200 pounds ?
Many thanks
Phil
(back)

Re: Smallest/lightest pulleys resisting to 200 pounds ?
From: Nathan
Date: 1/11/2006
Time: 9:06:26 PM
Remote Name: 207.207.80.120

Comments
Would these work?

http://www.fisheriessupply.com/online/ln_menu/product.asp/mode/1/product_id/115622/No/20/N/9216/Ne/8000/sID/43C44A804DC1BEFF/R/1491/act/A01/catalog_name/
(back)

Re: Smallest/lightest pulleys resisting to 200 pounds ?
From: PhilGib
Date: 1/12/2006
Time: 4:39:29 PM
Remote Name: 201.102.0.245

Comments
Yes indeed. Great. Thanks Nathan.
(back)

Smallest/lightest pulleys resisting to 200 pounds ?
From: PhilGib
Date: 1/10/2006
Time: 9:34:46 PM
Remote Name: 201.137.106.2

Comments
I need to fix the main string to a pulley at the kite attachement instead of a direct connection.
Does anyone know about super light pulleys but also strong enough to stand 200 pounds ?
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Many thanks
Phil
(back)

Re: Smallest/lightest pulleys resisting to 200 pounds ?
From: Simon H
Date: 1/12/2006
Time: 12:51:01 AM
Remote Name: 138.32.176.254

Comments
Type "dinghy fittings" into Google and youu will get a long list of companies that supply fittings, including small pulley blocks, for racing dinghy sailing. there is
a huge variety to choose from and this type of gear is hugely strong. I'm sure yo'll find what you need after a few minutes browsing.
(back)

Re: Smallest/lightest pulleys resisting to 200 pounds ?
From: PhilGib
Date: 1/12/2006
Time: 4:37:22 PM
Remote Name: 201.102.0.245

Comments
Many thanks Simon
(back)

Video Static
From: Ron
Date: 1/10/2006
Time: 12:50:32 PM
Remote Name: 63.237.61.17

Comments
I launched the video cam about 200 ft. without my rc rig . Same distortion and static. I would get clear reception every few seconds. The whole cam cost about
$100. Does this fall under "you get what you pay for?"
(back)

Re: Video Static
From: emiel
Date: 1/10/2006
Time: 1:11:17 PM
Remote Name: 80.100.3.81

Comments
sounds a bit formiliar, I'm trying to improve this by using an external antenna on the receiver instead of the standard antenna.
Haven't tried it yet....
http://www.kitedesign.nl/crap/remote.jpg
cheers emiel
(back)

Re: Video Static
From: Ralf
Date: 1/10/2006
Time: 1:41:37 PM
Remote Name: 84.133.236.108

Comments
Hi, Quads are good for KAP and we built them at KAPiFrance. Some weeks ago I would say they are easy to built. But after KAPiFrance I reduce and say: they
are easier to built than other "good" antennas, smile.. My webside:
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http://www.dopero.de/Eingang/Kite_Aerial_Photography/2_4_GHz_Antennen/2_4_ghz_antennen.html
MfG Ralf
(back)

Re: Video Static
From: Yvon H.
Date: 1/11/2006
Time: 5:59:17 PM
Remote Name: 156.34.25.17

Comments
Ralf, How further can you transmit with this type of antenna compared to just a simple piece of wire?
(back)

Re: Video Static
From: Ralf
Date: 1/12/2006
Time: 2:32:54 AM
Remote Name: 84.133.218.136

Comments
Hi, my tests were groundbased. I put the transmitter & cam on a tripod and walk with the receiver away. The distance you get is not easy to say because you get
at first some snow in the immage and as more you get away you get more snow. But the best "clear" distance I ever get was with 2 quad with big reflectors on
receiver and transmitter. It was 500 m. But remain: both parts were not moving! At real KAP I would say 100 m with wire antennas, 300 m with quad is
workable. But not only the transmitters output-power is importend. The receivers quality are various too. With same antennas and different receivertypes you
get different distances (testetd on the ground). One more point is the producers quality. From one transmitter & receiver typ I have a double set. They various
about 100 m ! (because of not fine adjusting from the producer). MfG Ralf
(back)

Canon S80 and RAW-format
From: Linnar
Date: 1/10/2006
Time: 4:55:36 AM
Remote Name: 82.135.105.82

Comments
Hi,
Is it true that RAW-format is available when S80 is controlled by RemoteCapture software?
http://www.steves-digicams.com/2005_reviews/s80_pg6.html
Linnar
(back)

Re: Canon S80 and RAW-format
From: Mike S
Date: 1/10/2006
Time: 6:52:01 AM
Remote Name: 68.97.214.221

Comments
I'm pretty sure Steve recycles his reviews. He probably just missed this defference.
(back)

video from a kite
From: burtskitecam.co.uk
Date: 1/9/2006
Time: 8:50:53 AM
Remote Name: 88.110.108.125

Comments
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Hi just found this on the net and thought it might be of interest http://www.flysim.com/kitesim/kitesim_kitecam.html
from Burt
(back)

Wireless transmitter 600 mw - Reducing interferences with remote control
From: PhilGib
Date: 1/9/2006
Time: 6:34:56 AM
Remote Name: 201.137.64.48

Comments
I have now my video wireless set-up, and it works more than great up to 1000 feet (I have tested it myself).
Only problem : to save batteries weight, I have connected the video transmitter to the same 4 AA batteries pack as the rig's receiver (6v).
Perfect images and no interferences whatsoever, but as soon as I switch my remote control on (4 channels Laser), i can see interferences in my video receiver on
the ground.
Car radios have small interferences "filters". Is there the same for video sets ?
Phil
(back)

Re: Wireless transmitter 600 mw - Reducing interferences with...
From: PhilGib
Date: 1/9/2006
Time: 1:14:23 PM
Remote Name: 201.144.196.227

Comments
Many thanks Dave,
This page sounds like chinese to me but I will read it several times.
My video transmitter works on 2.4 ghz.
I have now to find some ferrite in the lost place where I live in. Unless some old broken electronics device like old Tvs already include some ?
I will also try to have the video transmitter further away from the receiver...
Has anyone else experienced it and found any other easy solution ?
(back)

Re: Wireless transmitter 600 mw - Reducing interferences with...
From: Ron
Date: 1/10/2006
Time: 9:24:50 AM
Remote Name: 63.237.61.156

Comments
I share your problem. It's all foreign to me as a non-electronic type person. I can hear my servo and camera when I operate the shutter through the audio. It
doesn't seem to make a difference on the monitor. Yet the static is severe off and on. Has anyone tried a capacitor on the power cords? I just need to know what to
ask for when I go to the supplier. And how to adapt it . Thanks.
(back)

Re: Wireless transmitter 600 mw - Reducing interferences with...
<�p>From: Ralf
Date: 1/11/2006
Time: 3:04:36 PM
Remote Name: 84.133.252.149

Comments
Hi. I am not special in elctronics but I built a lot. And with some stuffkombination I get sometimes trouble. Sometimes one typ of monitor wouldn't work with a
receiver on the same power for example...But I found out, that it could be usefull, to re-new the wires if there are problems. Just change the lengh, use better
cable. It helped (sometimes) MfG Ralf
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(back)

Re: Wireless transmitter 600 mw - Reducing interferences with rem...
From: Dave Wheeler
Date: 1/9/2006
Time: 9:37:10 AM
Remote Name: 65.114.139.158

Comments
When you turn on the remote, the receiver starts giving the servos their signals and they start gulping power. And motors of all sorts are famous for introducing
noise into power supplies because they start and stop drawing current in a very spiky way. It sounds like your video transmitter is affected by noise on its power
input. So it might help to place a capacitor across the power leads to the transmitter to smooth out its power supply.
Dave Wheeler
(back)

A bit of video
From: Simon H
Date: 1/8/2006
Time: 6:40:19 AM
Remote Name: 81.76.50.129

Comments
Took the system out last weekend for a flight and got Lyn to do a bit of filming. We used the Optio S6 as the video camera.
I decided to make this video to answer a couple of questions about AutoKAP and to show some low level KAP. I wondered whether it might not be nice if
KAPpers did a bit of this sort of thing to show beginners how its done.
A very amateur video I know, put together with U-lead Video studio 9 which for a first ever attempt of editing seemed to work well for me. We had about 30 clips
on the SD card and it didn't take long to get the hang of extracting the pertinant bits and adding a soundtrack. I saved it down at fairly low res quite compressed.
Putfile is quite a good place to host videos and they allow you to have a small web page to put the files into.
See what you think...
http://www.putfile.com/harb85
Simon
(back)

Re: A bit of video
From: Allan, St. Lucia
Date: 1/12/2006
Time: 6:42:42 PM
<�b>Remote Name: 206.128.209.20

Comments
Many thanks. I've never seen another Kapper in action in real life so any video is a treat.
(back)

In linux
From: Timo Noko
Date: 1/9/2006
Time: 8:09:02 AM
Remote Name: 82.181.158.11

Comments
mplayer -fs http://x500.putfile.com/videos/c3-708160164.wmv
(back)

Re: A bit of video
From: Tony Stanley
Date: 1/9/2006
Time: 3:35:20 AM
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<�b>Remote Name: 220.253.20.98

Comments
Firstly Simon great presentation. As i have ASDL it came in loud and pretty good. As I posted an article ( Video Taken etc NOV 29 2005 ) this is right up my
street ! ! ) I still have the Video I took then. I also took some photos yesturday at 10 second intervals both going up and coming down the line( also from the
messenger ) with my gentLED Auto ( thanks James its great) As soon as i can get set up with with renovations complete at my pad Im ready to roll. Brooks you
get many Video chat responses ?
Many thanks
tony
(back)

Re: A bit of video
From: Brooks
Date: 1/9/2006
Time: 9:03:18 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
No, Tony, not a single response.
bgl
(back)

Re: A bit of video
From: mikeATjonesairfoilsDOTcom
Date: 1/8/2006
Time: 12:50:03 PM
Remote Name: 71.65.246.24

Comments
Well done Simon, thank you for the informative commentary also!
(back)

Re: A bit of video
From: Richard Amirault
Date: 1/8/2006
Time: 9:27:34 AM
<�b>Remote Name: 207.172.102.113

Comments
"I saved it down at fairly low res quite compressed."
Still, WAY too big for us folks on dial-up .. I gave up before the buffer was even 5% full ... sigh.
Richard in Boston, MA, USA
(back)

Re: A bit of video
From: Simon H
Date: 1/8/2006
Time: 10:16:44 AM
Remote Name: 81.76.50.129

Comments
I guess a conscious decision was made - Original was 13 Mb I cut it down to 7Mb, I have a version at just less than 1Mb - It is not exactly brilliant to watch, but I
could post it.
Ever community in Scotland - even the Highlands, all villages etc got Broadband last year. Kind of figured if we had it there would be quite a few others out there
able to get it.
I guess the other consideration is its something I wanted to do for a while but wasn't sure how to get posted, then I found Putfile and thought it a good chance.
Sorry if you missed out. (it wasn't that special)
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Simon
(back)

Re: A bit of video
From: Simon
Date: 1/8/2006
Time: 10:20:47 AM
Remote Name: 81.76.50.129

Comments
Posted the low res version too!
(back)

Re: A bit of video
From: Ron
Date: 1/8/2006
Time: 8:40:10 AM
Remote Name: 63.237.61.138

Comments
Great presentation. I was amazed at the size of your lift kite. In 10 mph wind I was having trouble getting an 83 inch delta conyne to lift the 1.6 oz. rig. My FF30
flew great but was losing altitude and was taking most my attention. I have been getting static on the video. I was wondering if the static was a conflict between
the servo receiver and the video transmitter antenna. (?) On my last trip out I thought I had little to show but when I put the pics on the screen the shadow effects
from the winter sun on the pine trees was exceptional. At least to a rookies eye. Before the camera shut down from the cold I captured a good pic of the family
farm. It's the pic with the red barn. I am sitting on the tailgate of my pickup with my german shepard at my side.
http://www.geocities.com/ronsgreatlakes/kap4.html Again, thanks for sharing.
(back)

Re: A bit of video
From: Ron
Date: 1/8/2006
Time: 9:28:58 AM
Remote Name: 63.144.100.184

Comments
In my last post I included a link to my web site. Then I learned that Yahoo shut me down for too much transfer and space being used so I have upgraded to pro
and waiting for it to start. Sorry. It should be up soon.
(back)

Re: A bit of video
From: Dave Mitchell
Date: 1/8/2006
Time: 7:29:03 AM
Remote Name: 80.177.153.149

Comments
Very instructive Simon - I hope others try their hand at uploading small KAP videos like this, I certainly plan to when the weather improves (rain and sleet down
in the the West Country).
By the way, though it isn't obvious how to do it, it is possible to download the video to one's machine to study it at leisure. A right click on the video lets you get at
the properties and see that its URL is http://upload3.putfile.com/videos/708160164.wmv
Dave
PS I note that you pronounce GentLED as "gentled" - I've always assumed it was "gent-led".
(back)

Re: gentLED or gentled?
From: james<at.>gentles<dot>info
Date: 1/8/2006
Time: 11:15:29 AM
Remote Name: 80.229.25.24
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Comments
Since I invented the word I guess I get to decide...
In "horsey" circles it's got something to do with breaking a horse in I think but I coined the word from the start of my name and the acronym LED.
I try always use the capitalised form gentLED in plain text or make the led "red" to indicate that I think the correct saying is:
gent-LED
James
(Anyone want to discuss "Conyne" again?)
(back)

Re: A bit of video
From: Richard Amirualt
Date: 1/8/2006
Time: 9:33:01 AM
Remote Name: 207.172.102.113

Comments
That link does not work for me at least. I get a page saying I didn't go thru the correct page and ... "You tried to access a movie file directly (hotlink) rather than
via our media page, this is forbidden. The ads on our media page help pay for the large costs of bandwidth used by media, your cooperation will help ensure the
survival of the services provided by Putfile."
Richard in Boston, MA, USA
(back)

Re: A bit of video
From: Dave Mitchell
Date: 1/8/2006
Time: 10:15:22 AM
Remote Name: 80.177.153.149

Comments
Sorry Richard. I think it only worked for me because I'd already watched the video and hence it was in the Firefox cache on my machine. Note that video is about
7MB in size (for those using dial-up).
Dave
(back)

Re: A bit of video
From: Ron
Date: 1/8/2006
Time: 11:50:49 AM
Remote Name: 63.144.100.120

Comments
I have a dinosaur puter with dial up. Went to get a cup of coffee when i returned there it was. I thought it was pretty good since you need dramamine to watch
any I've made.
(back)

Concluding the 'looking for a new digital camera' thread
From: Cris Benton
Date: 1/7/2006
Time: 5:39:09 PM
Remote Name: 64.142.12.44

Comments
A few weeks back I started a thread seeking advice in the selection of my next KAP camera. I am always delighted by the depth of experience found in the
contributors to this forum and in their willingness to share. In that spirit I thought it would be useful to recap the suggestions that seemed most useful to me and
then I will let you know what I have decide to do
Digital Single Lens Reflex cameras
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The first theme emerging from the thread was that DSLRs were the way to go if image quality was paramount. Brooks Leffler reported satisfaction with the
Nikon D50 and his plans to fly one when he gets time to Ýtweak his rig.Ý Scott Haefner seems well and truly smitten with his Nikon D70 and has recently started
flying same ScottÝs arguments for the DSLR in general and the D70 in particular are low noise (at a high ISO setting to boot), optical quality, and RAW file
capacity without a time penalty. He believes the wide angle requirement can be finessed with a 20-mm prime lens. Craig Wilson chimed in with Ýif you really
want to shoot in RAW you will need a DSLR,Ý an opinion shared by Wicherd. It carries great weight with me that Scott and Craig, both users of the Nikon 8400,
lean toward a DSLR.
But then there is the weight of a DSLR solution. Mike Spivey wrote Ýif you can lift it and control it, by all means the Digital Rebel, or even better, a Rebel XT will
give the best picture quality of any on your list. Control is the problem. No live video out. There are solutions (Black Widow) that have a camera focused through
the viewfinder. If you want to remotely adjust the focal length, I've seen some Rube Goldberg contraptions with toothed belts that do that.Ý Oddly enough the
disadvantages that Mike cites (other than weight) are not significant to me. While I have built video feedback rigs I never use this feature and I always use lenses
at their widest focal length.
The Nikon 8400
Scott Haefner lauds the NikonÝs 24mm (equiv) lens, high resolution, gentLED compatibility, light-weight, and overall good quality images, He reports ÝI think
it's hard to beat as a KAP camera. Indeed, I think it's still one of the best compacts on the market for KAPing But it's still a compact and doesn't come close to
the quality of a DSLR ÝOne rub lies in the cameraÝs small sensor size Ý a trait shared with many point-and-shoot digital cameras. The small sensor yields
higher, and often unacceptable, levels of visual noise at ISO settings above 100. Craig Wilson added another cautionary observation. ÝIf you really want to shoot
in RAW the 8400 is not a good choice. Takes at least 12 seconds between shots to write to the card and the buffer just isn't big enough to allow for continued
shooting while the camera writes the 20+Meg raw file, so you just have to wait. Jpegs are fine and in that mode I like the cameraÝ. So it sounds as though the
RAW capability comes with a problematic timing penalty. .
The Canon S70
Several folks spoke from first hand experience in support of this compact, wide angle model. Frank Louwers has used the Canon S70 and Ýthinks that in the
ÝcompactÝ class it is excellent for KAP.Ý He notes that the newer Canon S80 is perhaps less desirable in that it has Ýno Gentled triggering, and no RAW.Ý
Roger Australia reports that the S70 Ýat 28 mm ÝbarrelsÝ a little bit -- buildings or any tall subjects near the sides of the photo. Also the edges around the
corners became a little blur. Everything else is in almost perfect focus. - The raw format is great, but even so some purple line appears in certain pictures.
Example: A trunk of a palm tree against a blue sky gives a purple line at the shade area of the trunk. - It is gentlLED capable only for the trigger, not for the
zoom.Ý Brooks Leffler has Ýbuilt several rigs for others using the Canon S70, and I'm very impressed with it, but haven't used it myself. The specs are made to
order for KAP, and for your want list -- and I think I'd overlook the fact that it's ÝobsoleteÝ.Ý
Other thoughts
Carl Bigras suggested looking at the Olympus E-500 while David Hunt shared my curiosity about the Ricoh GR digital. I received an e-mail (lost before I could
reply) touting the Pentax *ist.
Christian Becot made a couple of useful general observations. First, he assigned some importance to shutter lag and perhaps avoiding cameras with long lags
between shutter press and the moment of exposure. My approach to this has been to implement a half-press capacity to lock exposure and focus. With this
invoked most cameras will fire almost instantaneously given the final half press (frozen pumpkins). You can effect a half press with a servo but this can be fussy.
The dual Schieppati switch seems a much more elegant solution and is used by Scott Haefner. Christian also observed that Ýon most cradles, the screen cannot be
read when the camera is in the rig; the only way to check if everything is OK is with the video out and an external screen.Ý I have taken to firing a couple of test
shots as the rig is just leaving the ground. With my Canon ElphÝs amusing fake mechanical shutter sound turned up loud I can hear the camera confirm focus
and fire from up to 50 feet away.
So, what am I going to do?
Build two rigs. I bought one of the Nikon 8400s on sale at Ritz Camera ($400) to build a replacement rig for my Canon Elph. I am actually building two cradles
for the Nikon 8400. One will be a three-axis HoVer rig for the Nikon alone using a GentLED for shutter release. The other will be a simple static straight down
cradle for the Nikon 8400 with attached FC-E9 fisheye lens. A GentLED Auto will handle the shutter. The Nikon 8400 has a built in intervalometer but its fastest
rate is 30 seconds vs. 3 seconds for the GentLED Auto.
My second rig will be a three axis HoVer cradle carrying a Canon Digital Rebel 300D. I plan to use the EOS 18-55 mm kit lens on this although the EOS 15-mm
fisheye may come into play. I will use a dual Schieppati Switch to provide a half press shutter capacity on this one.
I would wager that the Canon Digital Rebel rig ends up being the go to rig when the winds are sufficient. Time will tell.
(back)

Re: Concluding the 'looking for a new digital camera' thread
From: Linnar
Date: 1/10/2006
Time: 3:46:18 AM
Remote Name: 82.135.105.82

Comments
Hi,
S80 owners, have you tried to control the camera using RemoteCapture software? Is it possible to set RAW mode using software?
Linnar
(back)

re: Looking For a DSLR -with Burst Mode ...
From: Cris Benton
Date: 1/7/2006
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Time: 4:43:01 PM
Remote Name: 64.142.12.44

Comments
A while back Gary expressed an interest in DSLRs that could 1) fire in burst mode and 2) do so while a remote release is in use. I can report that my Canon D300
Digital Rebel will fire in burst mode when used with a 'switch closure' cable. I have a Schieppati Switch on order and can report back if the entire system works if
you like.
The Canon 20D also has a 'switch closure' remote jack but this one requires a proprietary N3 connector which I do not have. I was able to short the appropriate
pins in the 20D remote jack and produce a burst of exposures, and a peppy burst it was too.
(back)

Cold Shut Down
From: Ron
Date: 1/7/2006
Time: 10:09:06 AM
Remote Name: 63.237.61.36

Comments
After sending up the rig I took several pics and then the camera shut off. The temp was +17 degrees F. I changed the battery and tried again. I was able to get a
dozen pics before it shut down again . Is it the nature of a Canon SD400 or any camera to turn off when it gets cold? I assume it's battery failure. I made an
insulated jacket for my servo battery and have never lost power. Perhaps I should make an insulated jacket for the camera body. (?)
(back)

Re: Cold Shut Down
From: Brooks
Date: 1/7/2006
Time: 1:26:57 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
It's the nature of most electronic cameras to shut down when the battery runs low, and it's common for that to happen in the cold.
Seems to me that a snood for your camera would be kinda neat! Show us a picture when/if you get it designed!
chin UP
brooks
http://www.brooxes.com/
(back)

Re: Cold Shut Down
From: james<at.>gentles<dot>info
Date: 1/7/2006
Time: 2:06:09 PM
Remote Name: 80.229.25.24

Comments
No jokes about Scottish Weather please!
Everyone suffers from this. I was recently interviewed for the radio on a windy hillside and my rig battery lasted longer than the Digital Sound Recorder being
used!
The trick IMHO in the cold... I keep the batteries (Camera and rig) on charge in the car right up till the point I use them for KAP. This ensures they are warm
when I use them. If you add to this the "cosy" idea then you'd have hot batteries in an insulated housing and that should give good results.
Regards
James
(back)

Re: Cold Shut Down
From: Ron
Date: 1/7/2006
Time: 3:46:39 PM
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Remote Name: 65.164.255.32

Comments
My only concern with the jacket on my servo battery was possible overheating while charging. The insulation had it's own adhesive and was not removable. But
that doesn't seem to be a problem. The metal body on the camera was no match for the outside temperature. The camera jacket will have to be removable. I will
post the results. We have plenty of sub freezing weather ahead to test it.
(back)

Re: Cold Shut Down
From: Cris
Date: 1/7/2006
Time: 3:02:25 PM
Remote Name: 64.142.12.44

Comments
James,
I would gently revise your "everyone suffers" to "many suffer" from issues of cold :-) Now rain on the other hand ... perhaps a Goretex cozy.
Cris
(back)

Re: Cold Shut Down
From: james<at.>gentles<dot>info
Date: 1/8/2006
Time: <�/b>1:47:39 AM
Remote Name: 80.229.25.24

Comments
You mean there are places in the world that arn't cold and wet 24/7/52 like here is Scotland?
:-)
(back)

FOR SALE NEXTEL I930 $130,NOKIA 8800 $200,TREO 650 $140
From: Mikel James
Date: 1/6/2006
Time: 7:31:19 PM
Remote Name: 192.116.88.98

Comments
SPAM removed
(back)

FOR SALE NEXTEL I930 $130,NOKIA 8800 $200,TREO 650 $140
From: Mikel James
Date: 1/6/2006
Time: 7:28:14 PM
Remote Name: 192.116.88.98

Comments
SPAM removed
(back)

Kappers Doug Haber and Scott Haefner involved in magazine cover shot!
From: Doug Haber
Date: 1/6/2006
Time: 4:30:43 PM
Remote Name: 71.52.154.27

Comments
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This summer, Scott Haefner and new kapper Doug Haber converged in Nags Head N.C for a little trade. Doug would teach Scott to fly hang gliders and Scott
would teach me to KAP! It was a fair trade. We had some good sessions and on one of the days, I was able to show Scott how it was really done. Scott, being the
avid photographer, took this shot and submitted it to Hang Gliding Para Gliding magazine. Please take this time to congratulate Scott Haefner on his
accomplishment! Thanks Scott! You made my dream of being on the cover a reality!
Cove shot: http://theouterbanks.blogspot.com/
ScottÝs shots taken on the Outer Banks trip: http://scotthaefner.com/kap/gallery/?l=Outer+Banks&s=date-DESC
(back)

Kappers Doug Haber and Scott Haefner involved in magazine cover shot!
From: Doug Haber
Date: 1/6/2006
Time: 4:28:17 PM
Remote Name: 71.52.154.27

Comments
This summer, Scott Haefner and new kapper Doug Haber converged in Nags Head N.C for a little trade. Doug would teach Scott to fly hang gliders and Scott
would teach me to KAP! It was a fair trade. We had some good sessions and on one of the days, I was able to show Scott how it was really done. Scott, being the
avid photographer, took this shot and submitted it to Hang Gliding Para Gliding magazine. Please take this time to congratulate Scott Haefner on his
accomplishment! Thanks Scott! You made my dream of being on the cover a reality!
(back)

Re; Looking for a new digital camera
From: Carl B
Date: 1/6/2006
Time: 8:46:56 AM
Remote Name: 198.103.196.130

Comments
Cris, So Christmas as come and gone. Now, Boxing day sales are now but distant memories.
Have you made any decisions as to which perfect digicam you were going to buy?
Carl
(back)

New Pentax Optio A10
From: Glenn Nelson
Date: 1/5/2006
Time: 7:46:56 AM
Remote Name: 192.16.167.150
<�h3>Comments
New Pentax A10 announced, available February, $350. It is 8 Mpixel, has anti-shake correction, does support remote control. It appears to be an upgraded S6.
Weight appears to be the same (around 125g). Let's hope they lowered the compression of 3-star JPEG (when set to 3-star, the Optio 550 shows 5 bits/pixel, the
Optio S6 has variable amount, never better than 3.5). Don't know if TIFF mode is available, RAW would almost certainly NOT be available.
I bought S6 about 2 months ago at Costco. With Costco's wonderous return policy I should be able to return my S6 when/if Costco sells A10!
(back)

Re: KAP Feathers
From: mikeATjonesairfoilsDOTcom
Date: 1/5/2006
Time: 8:30:37 AM
Remote Name: 71.65.246.24

Comments
Hi Christian,
As it's inventor I'm sure I have the most time on one since they are still so new, but reaction so far has been positive! We're certain to learn valuable feedback
from our customers as we progress and look forward to further developing the KAP Feather very shortly. As you may have gathered to this point, the Kap
Feather is a collapsible umbrella like directional stabilizer for KAP rigs. This idea is not new to KAP and seems most often used in video KAP or stereo KAP so
far. Video KAP is an interest of mine and the KAP Feather is my way to effectively address the issue while including convenience and portability. Also, as is so
often the case, things are not available to KAPers, they are instead left to fabricate many things on their own. Not everyone is inclined to do that as I'm sure you
know. Peter Bults contacted me from KAP Shop expressing interest so we made a bunch for him and he is now our European distributor. We are not asking much
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for them and in fact have been asked "why so cheap?". The answer is that there isn't much to making them in their current form. I came up with it as something
to help me with a project. That said, I've found more usable pix per session as a result of it's use (more level horizons, less motion blur) and definitely intend to
make use of them when I go to video as a result of this. My learning curve remains highest with the camera and my mistakes most often come from my
inexpereince with cameras than with my kite equipment. Indeed, I need a new camera entirely, but don't we all :) Right now, the most stable configuration I have
ever flown is a Dopero in 1-3mph with a Brooxes picavet (PeKaBe blocks of course) and our KAP Feather. The lighter the wind, the better for KAP and especially
video KAP IMHO but I went out in 20+ knot bumpy winds on Thanksgiving Day and took some decent shots.
Here is one of those with the same configuarion (Brooxes rig, Jones Airfoils KAP Feather) except a Sutton FF16. I could have used a FF8 on this bumpy blustery
day and a weight or 2 on my rig but it still turned out well I think:
http://www.flickr.com/photos/jonesairfoils/68179709/
Even still, after this session I decided to design a KAP Feather for windier days.
We also have some feedback from KAPers on our forums.
www.jonesairfoils.com
Happy New Year!
(back)

Spam Marker: Stake in the ground...
From: james<at.>gentles<dot>info
Date: 1/4/2006
Time: 2:52:21 PM
Remote Name: 80.229.25.24

Comments
This is a post to allow the spam below to be deleted...
Sigh...
(back)

Re: Spam Marker: Stake in the ground...
From: Christian
Date: 1/4/2006<�br> Time: 5:04:44 PM
Remote Name: 83.154.187.18

Comments
These people are really stupid! Don't they know that a kaper will better spend money to built a new rig than buy this stuff!
(back)

Re: Spam Marker: Stake in the ground...
From: emmanuel from photocerfvolant.free.fr
Date: 1/5/2006
Time: 12:43:08 PM
Remote Name: 62.147.65.191

Comments
Yes Christian, these spammers are really fool to beleive that kapers want drugs, wat-ches or counterband cigarets. This wonderfull board is not the only to be
polluted. On my own kap forum I spend many time to delete sp-ams, as admin. It's nerve-racking. I think that Chris too had more interested things to do on his
web pages. That's life. But, a recommandation... never click on these links. A very nice year 2006 to all the kapers. Emmanuel
(back)

xbox 360 for sale at..................$220
From: jammies:email:phones_d@yahoo.com
Date: 1/4/2006
Time: 7:07:38 AM
Remote Name: 82.193.38.154

Comments
SPAM removed
Our recent SPAM woes can be traced back to someone named James at Phonescity in Lagos, Nigeria (phones_d@yahoo.com).
(back)
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NEXTEL I860 for sale at.................$100usd
From:
Date: 1/4/2006
Time: 6:54:14 AM
Remote Name: 82.193.38.154

Comments
SPAM removed
Our recent SPAM woes can be traced back to someone named James at Phonescity in Lagos, Nigeria (phones_d@yahoo.com).
(back)

nokia n92 for sale at........................$180
From: jammies:email:phones_d@yahoo.com
Date: 1/4/2006
Time: 6:44:01 AM
Remote Name: 82.193.38.154
Comments
SPAM removed
Our recent SPAM woes can be traced back to someone named James at Phonescity in Lagos, Nigeria (phones_d@yahoo.com). (back)

Badday
From: Ron
Date: 1/3/2006
Time: 7:13:36 PM
Remote Name: 65.164.254.109

Comments
My website is merely a place to store my experiences. Far from professional. On the lighter side we all have bad days.
http://www.geocities.com/ronsgreatlakes/badday.html
(back)

Re: Badday
From: Tony Stanley
Date: 1/4/2006
Time: 12:50:42 AM
Remote Name: 220.253.1.188

Comments
Brilliant ! ! ! brings tears to a glass eye
(back)

Re: Badday
From: Christian
Date: 1/4/2006
Time: 4:57:31 PM
Remote Name: 83.154.187.18

Comments
So good! It can be used to teach children groups about kiting. Thanks for this international version!
(back)

Re: Badday
From: Ron
Date: 1/4/2006
Time: 6:56:34 PM
Remote Name: 63.237.61.18

Comments
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I find it rather disturbing.
(back)

Re: Badday
From: Christian
Date: 1/5/2006
Time: 10:15:11 AM
Remote Name: 83.154.188.47

Comments
Do you mean disturbing for kids? I can assure you that in fact they have great interest when teached what is possible, and what is not, what is allowed and not,
and it is important to them to know that in any activity there are limits. IMO they have now so many informations that let them think that there are no limits to
anything that show them limits on obvious things like kiting is a nice example. I had good moments with them when discussing that kind of things. For example,
explain that horses are afraid by kites, and then tell some to play a herd of horses, and one to be a kite flying over. We have many cattle and horses in normandy
here, and this kind of things is important, as all other kite flying restrictions, don't you think so?.
(back)

Re: Badday
From: Ron
Date: 1/5/2006
Time: 2:56:51 PM
Remote Name: 65.164.255.87

Comments
Absolutely! I was poking fun at myself. My grandson, my son, and myself all had/have the same problem with learning when the teacher is boring. I remember
every one of them that were unusual and made things interesting. I think the trick is to amaze, stun, provoke thought, teach, and entertain . Thats the secret to
holding a childs attention. I guess a graphic cartoon on kiting dangers is ok . We're on the same page.
(back)

Re: A Good Day - flash animation
From: Carl Bigras
Date: 1/3/2006
Time: 7:57:06 AM
Remote Name: 198.103.196.130

Comments
Hi Terry, welcome to the group.
I don't know if I have time to build you one, but I can surely help you out on a step by step basis.
I strongly suggest joining the KAPiCa 06 conference. There, you will meet other KAPers (nicest bunch of people) and see their rigs and designs. I'm not sure what
Brooks has up his sleeve, but there will probably be a building workshop of some sort.
Looking at your list, your next item should be a video display, 5.6" or smaller. And make sure you like it before incorporating it in your design.
Send me an email. All the best, Carl
(back)

reply, not a post
From: Carl
Date: 1/3/2006
Time: 8:04:52 AM
Remote Name: <�/b>198.103.196.130

Comments
Suppose to be a reply to message 1b4b and not a post.
Sorry about that,
Carl
(back)

New KAP camera?
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From:
Date: 1/2/2006
Time: 4:08:17 PM
Remote Name: 69.171.66.250

Comments
(back)

Re: New KAP camera?
From: Doug Davlin
Date: 1/2/2006
Time: 4:12:20 PM
Remote Name: 69.171.66.250

Comments
Kodak V570 Dual Lens Camera .... about $400 USD It has image stabilization as well as a very wide angle lens.
(back)

WWP -- the Best of 2005
From: Brooks
Date: 12/31/2005
Time: 5:26:58 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
The most recent collection in the gallery of the World Wide Panorama project has just been posted for public view. This time there was no theme, rather each of
the participants was asked to submit what they considered to be their best VR panorama of the last 12 months.
Not only is the number of participants - 312 - a record setter, the panoramas, most of them full 360, are of exceptional quality and variety. Alas, not a single
kiteborne image this time, but there are several aerials and so much other good stuff you'll be well-entertained.
Particularly, I would suggest two incredible pieces of work, both somewhat aerial in nature: Erik Krause's dazzling study of the inside of the openwork steeple of
the cathedral at Freiburg at
http://geoimages.berkeley.edu:16080/wwp1205/html/ErikKrause.html , and
Josh van Staudach's incredibly sharp and crisp image over the Stuttgart TV tower at
http://geoimages.berkeley.edu:16080/wwp1205/html/JoshvonStaudach.html
If you haven't done VR panos before, simple click in the image and drag 360 any direction -- slowly! If an image auto-rotates, you can override it with your
mouse.
Happy New Year! Bonne AnnÝe! Feliz AÝo Nuevo! Ein Gutes Neues Jahr!
bgl
http://www.brooxes.com/
(back)

Re: WWP -- the Best of 2005
From: Brooks
Date: 12/31/2005
Time: 5:37:47 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
I forgot to say that if you have a high-speed connection, click on the full-screen link on each of the images -- much more dramatic that way.
Also, I misspelled Josh von Staudach's name. Sorry, Josh, if you're listening.
bgl
(back)

Re: WWP -- the Best of 2005
From: james<at.>gentles<dot>info
Date: 1/4/2006
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Time: 2:42:29 PM
Remote Name: 80.229.25.24

Comments
Brooks, I beg to differ about the WWP.
There is a kite-borne shot, and you were at the Chateau de Fontainebleau when I took the shot aided by Peter van Erkel's Rok...
http://geoimages.berkeley.edu:16080/wwp1205/html/JamesGentles.html
Chin Up! James
(back)

Re: WWP -- the Best of 2005
From: David Hunt
Date: 1/5/2006
Time: 10:49:58 AM
Remote Name: 65.41.35.103

Comments
Superb! I think this is one of the most dramatic uses of KAP bubble panos I've seen since the subject matter totally surrounds the location of the camera.
David Hunt
(back)

Re: WWP -- the Best of 2005
From: Brooks
Date: 1/4/2006
Time: 5:13:00 PM Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
Arrrrrggghhhhhh!
Not only was I there, I talked you into submitting it!
Very sorry, James. It's a super shot too.
bgl
(back)

Re: WWP -- the Best of 2005
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 1/4/2006 Time: 3:10:59 PM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
Hey that is a beauty! And me and my KAPshop-mobile are in it too.
Peter
(back)

Re: WWP -- the Best of 2005
From: Simon H
Date: 1/4/2006
Time: 3:16:24 PM<�br> Remote Name: 81.76.50.129

Comments
That's the one I hoped we'd see - well done James!
Simon
(back)

Keystoning
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From: MSpivey
Date: 12/31/2005
Time: 2:49:30 PM
Remote Name: 68.97.214.221

Comments
Simon H's beautirul pano reminds me of a topic I wrestle with. As nice as the picture is the church in the picture is bothered by "Keystoning". At least that's
what it is called on some projectors. The vertical lines of the building are not parallel because of the perspective. I seem to have more problems from the pole
because I am usually closer to the subject.
Do you usually just leave it "as shot" or do you fix it? The fix is pretty easy - although some are easier than others.
(back)

Re: Keystoning
From: David Hunt
Date: 12/31/2005
Time: 9:21:59 PM
Remote Name: 65.41.35.103

Comments
I've never corrected a KAP image but I have corrected ground level images.
David Hunt
(back)

Re: Keystoning
From: Oops
Date: 12/31/2005
Time: 3:14:13 PM
Remote Name: 68.97.214.221

Comments
Upon zooming in to the church, I find that the keystoning is not really that bad. The left face of the part of the church that juts out has a wall that seems to slant.
Mea culpa. The questionis still valid but the example is not so good.
I did straighten the church up and took out some of the keystoning that was there.
http://i.pbase.com/o4/46/526046/1/54203504.ChurchPano.jpg
(back)

Re: Keystoning
From: Simon H
Date: 1/1/2006
Time: 4:21:16 AM
Remote Name: 81.76.50.129

Comments
Whilst I appreciate the discussion on this, could you now remove the photo from this location, as it apears unattributed and without the inferred copyright
protection provided on Flickr's site. The reason I ask is simply that I was in negotiation with one of the Orkney newspapers for use of the image.
Thanks Simon
(back)

Re: Keystoning
From: MSpivey
Date: 1/1/2006
Time: 5:57:00 AM
Remote Name: 68.97.214.221

Comments
Done.
(back)
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Re: Keystoning
From: Simon H
Date: 1/4/2006
Time: 3:46:47 AM
Remote Name: 138.32.176.254

Comments
Nah ! It's still there, never mind - its at lo res so its pretty unusable. Thanks for trying.
Simon
(back)

Re: Keystoning
From: Brooks
Date: 12/31/2005
Time: 5:04:46 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
Photoshop has several controls that will correct such things, but even better is the software based on PanoTools, PTGui for Windoze, and PTMac for the you
know what. Since pano stitchery is all about bending images so they flow together, fixing vertical lines and wavy horizons is easily done, once you get past the
learning curve.
bgl
http://www.brooxes.com/
(back)

Re: Keystoning
From: Simon H
Date: 12/31/2005
Time: 5:43:43 PM
Remote Name: 81.76.50.129

Comments
This image was probably not the best example to use, AutoKAP and Autostich ended up with me having a poor image match along the wall of St Magnus
Cathedral, nonetheless the rest of the image is pretty good. The original image on Flickr is just over 3000 pixels across, the keystoning is more an artifact of
improper matching of images, due to them being spatially separated, than a perspective issue which you would normally use Photoshop perspective type
correction tools for.
The conditions were perfect for AutoKAP but it is worth remembering that the three or four images (I can't remember which) were taken ten seconds apart, so to
get a join at all is quite something.
Nonetheless this is not the first time I've managed good pano stitching with consecutive AutoKAP shots.
Simon
(back)

Recent KAPpilot plans
From: Lenny
Date: 12/31/2005
Time: 2:34:10 AM
Remote Name: 80.73.221.162

Comments
Hi guys
I'm thinking of building a (Lynn) Pilot and just checking if the modified Pilot at http://www.kites.tug.com/pilot/ is still the plan of choice for KAP.
I'm looking to lift a rig of approx 1kg in light winds.
Thanks
Lenny
http://www.flickr.com/groups/kiteaerialphotography/
790 images and growing
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(back)

Re: Recent KAPpilot plans
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 12/31/2005
<�b>Time: 3:13:04 AM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
Some weeks ago there was a discussion going on this kite. (see : http://www.drachenforum.net/forum/showthread.php?id=22214&eintrag=0 ) Some interesting
modifications were suggested:
- No center keel. Replaced by longer bridle lines - All profiles are a bit higher (more lift) - Bridle points at the leading edge and modified keels
For KAP the bridle lines should be twice as long. And the Becot modification for the FF30 might be usefull on the Pilot too.
As far as I know there is no plan yet that includes these mods but I can make you a rough sketch.
Peter
(back)

Re: Recent KAPpilot plans
From: Ralf
Date: 1/2/2006
Time: 1:56:16 AM
Remote Name: 84.133.221.59

Comments
Hi, if there is anybody who wants to replay in the Drachenforum to the Pilot-thread, I can put it in for you. It would be nice, to have photos from different "Pilot"
to show the differents. MfG Ralf
(back)

Re: Recent KAPpilot plans
From: Brooks
Date: 12/31/2005
Time: 10:52:04 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
The current design from Peter Lynn uses 12 bridles, with a set on the leading edge, and no center keel. I've tried that kite, and it still needs double-length bridles - but I like the way my converted original 9-bridle layout works better.
Whatever you use, double the bridles. It just doesn't open up enough as Lynn has designed it, IMO.
bgl
http://www.brooxes.com/
(back)

Re: Recent KAPpilot plans
From: Lenny
Date: 1/2/2006
Time: 2:07:07 PM
<�b>Remote Name: 80.73.220.147

Comments
Thanks, Guys. I'll consider experimenting. It always takes me a while to make up my mind tho'.
Lenny
http://www.flickr.com/groups/kiteaerialphotography/
793 images and growing
(back)

Video Chat, anyone?
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From: Brooks
Date: 12/30/2005
Time: 12:48:53 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
Well, it's Christmas toy time! Gretchen gave me an iSight web camera, and I've tried it with Doug Davlin (in Colorado) and it's a great way to discuss KAP -with visuals!
Doug showed me his newly-completed autoKAP rig, and we talked over its features, and it's a whole lot easier with video, as you can imagine.
So the reason for this post is to say that I'm going to leave my AV chat software running during the day, and would be delighted to hear from other kappers who
have video chat capabillity.
All you need are a high-speed connection, a camera, a free AIM account from AOL or .mac, and chat software (which comes with Mac and probably Windoze
too).
Give me a call (Pacific Time) at kyteman1 AT mac DOT com. This is chat only, not email.
chin UP bgl
http://www.brooxes.com/
(back)

Conyne Pronunciation
From: Ron
Date: 12/29/2005
Time: 10:36:35 AM
Remote Name: 63.237.61.45

Comments
Can anyone give me the proper pronunciation of the word "Conyne"? Thanks!
(back)

Re: Conyne Pronunciation
From: KAPSKI
Date: 1/2/2006
Time: 7:45:53 AM
Remote Name: 80.170.75.18

Comments
"""If Conyne was French it would be CONEENe, with a "silent" e at the end.""" That is true in the north part of France but in the south , french people says
Coneeene with a very long " e " . all the best for 2006 KAPSKI ( North of France )
(back)

Re: Conyne Pronunciation
From: Brooks
Date: 12/29/2005
Time: 12:40:03 PM Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
I call it CO-nine, but others call it co-NEEN. To my knowledge, nobody's ever gotten it from a member of the family -- but perhaps one of them is reading this!
bgl
http://www.brooxes.com/
(back)

Re: Conyne Pronunciation
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 12/29/2005
Time: 2:49:39 PM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
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According to Pelham's "Kites" Conyne was an American. That makes CO9 more likely.
Confusion might come up as the Conyne kite is often mentioned in the same chapters of kite history as the French Military Box kite by Frenchman Malliot. If
Conyne was French it would be CONEENe, with a "silent" e at the end.
So let's call the kite a CO9.
Peter
(back)

Re: Conyne Pronunciation
From: Doug Davlin
Date: 12/31/2005
Time: 7:54:27 AM
Remote Name: 69.171.66.250

Comments
I agree with CO9, but, with a nod to the past, how about CO9e with the "e" silent? 8-)
(back)

Battery Charger
From: Doug Davlin
Date: 12/29/2005
Time: 8:22:28 AM
Remote Name: 69.171.66.250

Comments
Until they invent a battery that does not need to be either replaced or recharged, one must carry some charging devices. The one from the factory (In my case, the
Pentax Optio S4 & S6) is large and cumbersome. Now I have a unit from <http://www.cellphoneshop.net/trchkitforfu3.html>. It was inexpensive, compact, and
able to work both in the house and in the auto. I have ordered twice from this company and found them to be speedy and reliable.
(back)

Re: Battery Charger
From: Richard Amirault
Date: 1/1/2006
Time: 7:36:07 AM
<�b>Remote Name: 207.172.216.244

Comments
Doug said...
"Until they invent a battery that does not need to be either replaced or recharged, one must carry some charging devices. The one from the factory (In my case,
the Pentax Optio S4 & S6) is large and cumbersome." (snip)
I *much* prefer digital cameras that will use standard AA cells. If I had a choice between a camera with a built-in rechargable battery or one with AA cells .. I'd
choose the latter every time. (like my Pentax Optio S40 instead of the S4i)
I can use rechargable AA cells (and usually do) and keep replacements on hand, as well as an emergency supply of Akaline AA cells .. just in case.
Richard in Boston, MA, USA
(back)

Re: Battery Charger
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 12/29/2005
Time: <�/b>2:29:20 PM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
Another reason to buy the S5z !?!?. In Europe this Optio comes with that small charger, and not the "docking station" that I had with the S5i.
OK, it misses the 12 V input.
Peter
(back)
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How fast can a camera slowly rotate ?
From: Simon S
Date: 12/29/2005
Time: 4:56:16 AM
Remote Name: 218.217.119.36

Comments
Simon Harbord's AutoKap offers a solution to the complexities of 360 servo rotation which is quite remarkable - use a rubber band with some putty to slow it
down. Such is our addiction to technology I expect this may not appeal to some; for me the brilliance of this approach is just beginning to sink in.
And it raises an interesting question. How fast can a camera slowly rotate without creating picture blur. I've got as far as realising that its a function of focal
length and shutter speed. Does anybody know how to produce a formula - and from that perhaps a rule of thumb ?
(back)

Re: How fast can a camera slowly rotate ?
From: Christian
Date: 12/29/2005
Time: 7:28:20 AM
Remote Name: 83.154.179.10

Comments
Complicate? No, easy! In ground photography, it is considered that the distance run by something moving is not exceeding the width of the confusion circle. The
formula gives the thumb of the rule that with a camera in the hand, the minimum shutter speed should be the number of the focal lengh (in international unit),
i.e. 1/200s for a 200mm tele. Also, second thumb rule, a car speeding at 50km/h and crossing at 50m from the camera with a 35mm lens will require 1/1000s
shutter speed; then, everything is proportional. For a pan rotation, the formula is more simple because we consider all subjects at the infinity: Multiply exposure
time by film width divise by the focal lengh, divide again by the eye keenness and multiply by a turn. In other words, with a shutter speed of 1/250s which is
0.004s , with a 36mm width film and a focal length 35mm, with the keeness of 0.0004 and a turn of 3.14x2 the result is 64 seconds. For those not familiar with
angles in radian, let's use degrees, so keenness is 0.023Ý and a turn 360Ý, which gives 64s.
(back)

Re: How fast can a camera slowly rotate ?
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net Date: 12/29/2005
Time: 2:23:45 PM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
I'm happy Christian knows a lot about photography and math. So my conclusion of this is:
At 1/250 the rig should make one turn in 1 minute (some 64 sec). And if it makes a turn in 30 secs you should take at least 1/500 shutter speed. And so on. Right?
Peter
(back)

Re: How fast can a camera slowly rotate ?
From: Simon H
Date: 12/29/2005<�br> Time: 3:28:41 PM
Remote Name: 81.76.50.129

Comments
This seems about right to me, I aim with my AutoKAP rigs, to use enough silly putty to get a rotation in between 2 to 3 minutes. This is as much to do with other
practicalities too, and these are around battery capacity for a decent length of flight, AutoGentled interval setting, capacity of memory card and potential for
overlap of images for panos. Those of you that have seen my stuff on Flickr will know that panos done this way are quite practicable. (example at
http://static.flickr.com/23/40898248_15e5b4aff8_b.jpg )
Thanks for the comments, I hope a lot of other KAPpers will give it a go.
Simon H
(back)

My new D70s rig
From: Scott Haefner
Date: 12/28/2005
Time: 5:47:12 PM
Remote Name: 222.153.247.100
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Comments
In the camera thread started by Cris a couple wks. ago, I posted a followup with a link to my new D70s rig. Trouble, is the page was only a placeholder (I know,
really lame...). Well, it's more than just a placeholder now:
http://scotthaefner.com/kap/equipment/?page=D70s-rig
Somehow Peter at kiteaerialphotography.net found this and posted a link on his site before I had a chance to post here. I guess he never sleeps ;-)
Scott
(back)

Re: My new D70s rig
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 12/29/2005
Time: 3:23:50 PM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
I was just clicking the links to the "What's new" pages on http://www.kiteaerialphotography.net. A fast way to read "the KAP news" on different sites. More
people should have such a page ...
Peter
(back)

More and more gentLEDs - 4 NEW PRODUCTS!
From: james<at.>gentles<dot>info
Date: 12/28/2005
Time: 1:11:49 PM
Remote Name: 80.229.25.24

Comments
I'd like to announce four new products to give us more KAP possibilities in 2006!
ONE: gent360 is a brand-new idea that was tested at KAPiFRANCE and is now ready for sale! If you use continuous rotation for your PAN servo (www.kaper.us
Method 3 and 4), and suffer from "creep" then this little circuit (looks just like a very short servo extension lead) inserted between the RC receiver and PAN
servo is guaranteed to eliminate creep, as well as slow down the rotation speed by up to 5 times. No more do you have to adjust the cermet on the pan servo before
every flight, adjust it once with gent360 and then forget about servo creep for ever!
http://www.gentles.ltd.uk/gent360/index.htm
TWO: After much nagging by you guys there is now a gentLED for cameras with remote shutter contacts, called the gentLED SWITCH - OK, OK, it's not a
LED, it's a two pin connector. Looks just like a gentLED but has a tiny connector (and RED LED) to hook-up to your camera. Along with the gentLED SERIAL
for Nikon there are now more possibilities for wired control.
http://www.gentles.ltd.uk/gentled/options.htm#NIKONshutter
THREE and FOUR: Two IR remotes join the stable - Kodak and Olympus Mju (rc-200) are now supported.
Happy New Year
James
(back)

Re: Gent360 - No More Creep!
From: Dave Mitchell
Date: 12/29/2005
Time: 6:10:06 AM
Remote Name: 80.177.153.149

Comments
I was one of the beta-testers of the Gent360 creep eliminator. Great device!
I've always been troubled by creep on my pan servos. I adjust the trim lever, but somehow the creep would always come back. Not fast enough to prevent me
using the rig, but annoying. In particular if I left the rig standing on the ground switched on after a flight (while I brought the kite down), the picavet lines would
get all tangled up around the servo in a minute or two.
James' new gent360 fixes all that. In addition, the reduction in turning speed means I can build rigs with no pan gears - which means simpler, smaller and lighter
rigs. Good Job!
(back)
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Re: More and more gentLEDs - 4 NEW PRODUCTS!
From: Scott Haefner
Date: 12/28/2005
Time: 5:41:18 PM
Remote Name: 222.153.247.100

Comments
Very nice, James! I am curious though, how does the half / full press work on the new gentLED SWITCH when it only has a 2-pin connector?
Scott
http://scotthaefner.com/kap/
(back)

Re: More and more gentLEDs - 4 NEW PRODUCTS!
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 12/28/2005
Time: 3:30:40 PM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
This new Gentles FOUR is for the old, but great, Olympus mju-2 or Stylus Epic in the US.
I had the opportunity to test a test the Gent360 on my BCKK/BFKK rig. Super, the rig doesn't creep any more, it stays in the direction I set it to without having
to adjust it afterwards.
And there are more new products on http://www.KAPshop.com . See http://www.kiteaerialphotography.net .
Peter
(back)

Re: More and more gentLEDs - 4 NEW PRODUCTS!
From: Brooks
Date: 12/28/2005
Time: 4:32:37 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
When I have them, you'll find the Gentles line of fine KAP goodies on brooxes.com as well -- I'm just not as fast as Peter at getting my site up to date, nor as close
to the source.
GentLED AUTO for Canon IR and Pentax is in stock now -- so I guess I better get cracking! Email me if you're in a hurry.
bgl
http://www.brooxes.com/
(back)

Re: More and more gentLEDs - 4 NEW PRODUCTS!
From: Christian
Date: 12/28/2005 Time: 6:19:31 PM
Remote Name: 83.154.179.10

Comments
Nice components! The switch is interesting for many cameras with electric shutter release plug. Like Scott, I wonder how it works half-press, as all plugs with
half-press have 3 contacts. By the way, the Olympus ÝII, or Epic is not old: still on sale at 99 euros, it's a real quality bargain. But there is no in-built electric
release plug: you have to do it yourself. One page on my site for that -> http://www.becot.info
(back)

Re: More and more gentLEDs - 4 NEW PRODUCTS!
From: james<at.>gentles&lt;dot>info
Date: 1/4/2006
Time: 2:47:59 PM
Remote Name: 80.229.25.24
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Comments
Sorry for the delay - recovering from a very Happy Scottish New Year, far from the internet!
To do the half press you need to buy 2 :-). By using the "blue wire" there are various "personalities" the device can have which allows two devices to do half
shutter and other tricks.
Regards James
(back)

Basic KAP Questions
From: Steve in Florida
Date: 12/26/2005
Time: 6:13:56 PM
Remote Name: 71.101.77.28

Comments
I'm in the process of building my first camera rig based on the BBKK KAP Kit. I want to keep it as simple as possible so I'm using an Olympus Stylus with a
GentLED. I was curious why most rigs enable the camera to tilt vertically. How often does one use this feature? I was thinking that most pics are taken straight
down or if not tilt could be preset prior to flying. It appears it would be difficult at best to determine the degree of tilt. What am I missing? Many thanks!!!
(back)

Re: Basic KAP Questions
From: Ron
Date: 12/27/2005
Time: 10:38:37 AM
Remote Name: 65.164.255.155

Comments
I am new to Kap. I am using the BBKK rig with a four channel Futaba Sky Sport. I feel like I went right to the Cadillac of rigs. 360 pan, tilt, and shutter. Yes, I
agree you WILL use tilt.
(back)

Re: Basic KAP Questions
From: Gareth
Date: 1/3/2006
Time: 5:37:57 AM
Remote Name: 82.109.176.226

Comments
Quote: "I am new to Kap. I am using the BBKK rig with a four channel Futaba Sky Sport. I feel like I went right to the Cadillac of rigs. 360 pan, tilt, and shutter.
Yes, I agree you WILL use tilt."
I too am new to KAP, having just completed a rig based on the BBKK with all the bells and whistles. Its too early for me to say whether I will use tilt yet, I'm
waiting for conditions in the UK to be suitable to take my rig out for testing. One thing I am sure of is that if you can afford it, then do it, as you will almost
certainly regret it afterwards.
Just like to add a huge thanks to all contributors to this site and lots of other KAP related sites for the wealth of information available to help out the complete
novice (me).
(back)

Re: Basic KAP Questions
From: Richard Amirault
Date: 12/27/2005
Time: 5:42:02 AM
Remote Name: 146.115.58.99

Comments
"I'm in the process of building my first camera rig based on the BBKK KAP Kit. I want to keep it as simple as possible so I'm using an Olympus Stylus with a
GentLED."
Very good starter camera .. heck, it's a very good film camera for KAP .. it's what I use (still .. haven't built a digital rig .. yet) But, IMHO, "as simple as possible"
would be to use a servo for the shutter .. adding a GentLED makes it a bit more complicated and a bit less reliable.
"I was curious why most rigs enable the camera to tilt vertically. How often does one use this feature?"
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BERY often .. like .. most of the time.
"I was thinking that most pics are taken straight down or if not tilt could be preset prior to flying. It appears it would be difficult at best to determine the degree
of tilt. What am I missing? Many thanks!!!"
Well... yes .. it is a bit difficult .. but no more than aiming the camera. I've mounted the wooden rod I wrap the antenna wire up onto the part of the rig frame that
tilts with the camera. So that now, the antenna stick is also an "aiming stick" But this is not a Brooks kit .. it's something I built from scratch.
I would encourage you to install a tilt servo .. y ou WILL use that feature.
Richard in Boston, MA, USA
(back)

Re: Basic KAP Questions
From: Christian
Date: 12/28/2005
Time: 12:35:15 AM<�br> Remote Name: 83.156.17.224

Comments
Beginning KAP is like any other activity: start as simple as possible. That mean that you need something to hold the camera on the line, and to release the shutter.
It will be cheap, easy to built, not spending lot of hours to set it. On my web site, there is a very simple rig, the Goldcrest that will give you some ideas. A camera
with a Gentled is the easiest way for shutter release, if you can afford it. A servo release system needs mechanical setting, which takes more time. Some parts of
this first rig could also be designed for further use in a more achieved one. It is also my opinion that the next step should not be to built a cradle with pan and tilt,
but to add a video transmission on this first rig. This will give you experience on the altitude, on the many ways to target. One of the most important action in
KAP is to sit the camera in the sky where it gives you the perspective you are looking for. Start this experience ASAP, and it will help you to choose your solutions.
http://www.becot.info
(back)

Re: Basic KAP Questions
From: Marcus (Portsmouth, UK)
Date: 12/28/2005
Time: 1:42:44 AM
Remote Name: 193.130.174.51

Comments
To add to the sensible replies given so far - if you do decide to include a tilt function on this or any future rig, a simple modifictaion to the RC transmitter can
really help. The spring loaded lever on the transmitter can be replaced with a simple knob connected directly on the potentiometer. On my futaba controller the
pot has a turning range of (very) approximately 90 degrees which corresponds well to the 90 degree movement of the servo. In other words, the position (or
'angle') of the tilt knob on the controller gives a pretty good indication of the tilt position of the rig.
Personally I like the option to move the camera around as much as possible while I have the rig in the air but, having said that, many of my more successful
photos have been taken in the "straight down position".
http://www.flickr.com/photos/marcus-hunt/sets/530956/
(back)

Re: Basic KAP Questions
From: Emmanuel from http://photocerfvolant.free.fr
Date: 12/28/2005
Time: 5:14:36 AM
Remote Name: 194.250.178.227

Comments
Hy Steve, Welcome in the Kap community. I agree (often) with Christian, in the beginning, the more simple is the better way. If you really want to begin with the
tild possibilities, I perhaps have a suggestion. Why don't using a manual tild ? It's really easy to use and build, light, and you can combine it with a must : the
horizontal / vertical framing (manual also). In my opinion, it's not a wrong way for beginners. You adjust your rig before launch. Shoot some pics at several
"altitudes", and take it back for another adjustement during the session. On my actual rig, a also use Stylus Epic, you can see 10 pics of it on my web pages :
http://photocerfvolant.free.fr/index_matos.htm#Mes%20Nacelles%20/%20my%20Rigs It's not based on the beautiful Broxxe's design but it works. It's in
French, but pics had no language barriers ;o) If it can help you, have a lot of fun in Kap, Emmanuel
(back)

Christmas...
From: Toni Tugues
Date: 12/25/2005
Time: 11:26:05 AM
Remote Name: 85.50.133.171
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Comments
Merry Christmas and better New Year 2006 Good winds!
Greetings from Barcelona :-)
Toni http://www.barcelonakite.com
(back)

Parts for building a Rig
From: Yvan
Date: 12/23/2005
Time: 1:42:19 AM
Remote Name: 194.78.200.167

Comments
A friend of mine just mailed me this link... http://www.sdp-si.com/catalogs.htm
Maybe this can be usefull for somebody.
Happy hollidays and good winds for 2006
Yvan. http://www.birdseye.be
(back)

A Good Day - flash animation
From: David Hunt
Date: 12/20/2005
Time: 11:58:23 PM
Remote Name: 65.41.186.238

Comments
From the studios that brought you Witt's End, now exprience "A Good Day", a flash animation complete with sound track.
David Hunt
http://www.kaper.us
(back)

Re: A Good Day - flash animation
From: Terry Thillmann
Date: 12/27/2005
Time: 6:01:04 PM
Remote Name: 68.145.55.18

Comments
Hi. Awesome animation. Truely is. Jason G posted a link to 'A Good Day' over on the kitebuilder.com forums. As a kitebuilder, I've been intrigued by KAP for a
while, but have not got around to actually building the kit. (you all know how it goes I'm sure). Anyways, after watching the animation (several times), I'm now
convinced to do it. I'm going to take the short-cut though and by one of Brooxes kits :) Hey, Carl. Nice to see ya. Question for you. If I send you my wireless video
camer, radio, and stuff, can you build me a cool Tx box like yours? Please :)
Cheers, Terry.
(back)

Re: A Good Day - flash animation
From: Carl Bigras
Date: 12/23/2005
Time: 5:28:59 AM
Remote Name: 198.103.196.130

Comments
Hi David, Any way we can play this on our computer as it boots-up or right after boot-up?
You know, for that inspirational message we all need early in the morning.
How about an AVI version to play on a photo viewer, I.E.; Epson P-2000, FlashTrax or IPod photo?
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I see a market niche here ;-)
Carl
(back)

Re: A Good Day - flash animation
From: Dave Mitchell
Date: 12/23/2005
Time: 8:38:30 AM
Remote Name: 80.177.153.149

Comments
If you download the file GoldenSky001.swf from David's web-site you can play it in a stand-alone way. Looks good too - it fills the whole screen.
(back)

Re: A Good Day - flash animation
From: Brooks
Date: 12/23/2005
Time: 12:55:11 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
I can't figure out how to download the file from David's site. Any suggestions?
bgl
http://www.brooxes.com/
(back)

Re: A Good Day - flash animation
From: Dave Mitchell
Date: 12/23/2005
Time: 3:17:48 PM
Remote Name: 80.177.153.149

Comments
Open this page in your web browser:
http://www.kaper.us/GoldenSky001.swf
and then save it on your machine.
Dave
(back)

Re: A Good Day - flash animation
From: Brooks
Date: 12/23/2005
Time: 5:10:49 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
Thanks, Dave! It worked -- after I added .swf to the title, which seems to be stripped by the Safari downloader.
Buoyed up with confidence, I tried downloading Witt's End too -- and it worked as well!
So I got just about all of David's repertoire for Christmas! Neat!
cheers,
bgl
(back)

Re: A Good Day - flash animation
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From: David Hunt
Date: 12/23/2005
Time: 7:39:38 PM
Remote Name: 65.41.186.238

Comments
As with all things of a graphic nature the colors surrounding change the viewers perception of color, contrast, and often the mood. If you wish to download to
your local machine you can maintain the presentation as seen on the KAPER site, particularly the mood. The KAPER page where "A Good Day" is viewed has a
total of three elements which makeup the page you see, first the .html file, second a .jpg image that frames the animation with a title, black background, and a
green-gold haze, third the .swf file which is the flash animation.
The HTML file can be copied by Viewing the page source. The .jpg can be copied by right clicking on the page while the animation plays and select Save Image
As. The .swf file can be downloaded as described by David Mitchell.
After you download these three files make sure they are all in the same directory, then make a link to the HTML file for your desktop. When you click the link
your browser should open, if it isn't already, and the animation will play in your browser as you see it on the KAPER site.
The three files again are:
GoldenSky001.html
AGoodDay_frame.jpg
GoldenSky001.swf
David Hunt
http://www.kaper.us
(back)

Re: A Good Day - flash animation
From: David Wheeler
Date: 12/22/2005
Time: 6:47:33 AM
Remote Name: 70.108.245.139

Comments
Outstanding! I've watched this about five times now. I just love the ending where we get to see the results of our hero's efforts. I think its an instant classic.
(back)

Re: A Good Day - flash animation
From: mikeATjonesairfoilsDOTcom
Date: 12/22/2005
Time: 6:46:34 AM
Remote Name: 71.65.246.24

Comments
Excellent!
(back)

Re: A Good Day - flash animation
From: Brooks
Date: 12/21/2005
Time: 8:38:07 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
Simply splendid, David, even though I didn't recognize anyone in this one.
Yet another gem from the studios that also brought you the 8-disk set of The Compleat KAPiCA/02, which David is now offering at a price you can't refuse.
Bravo, David!
bgl
http://www.brooxes.com/
(back)
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Re: A Good Day - flash animation
From: Simon H
Date: 12/21/2005
Time: 8:37:07 AM
Remote Name: 138.32.176.254

Comments
Wow! what a lovely gift to the KAP community. I think in a very special way you have managed to explain simply what it is about KAP that keeps us doing it. It is
that time when it all comes together just right.
Wonderful David - thanks
(back)

Re: A Good Day - flash animation
From: Doug Davlin
Date: 12/21/2005
Time: 7:32:44 AM
Remote Name: 69.171.66.250

Comments
A good day has just become a GREAT DAY. Thanks for your efforts and sharing!
(back)

Re: A Good Day - flash animation
From: Carl B
Date: 12/21/2005
Time: <�/b>6:35:29 AM
Remote Name: 198.103.196.130

Comments
Excellent work David, truly a work of art.
Carl
(back)

Re: A Good Day - flash animation
From: Craig
Date: 12/21/2005
Time: 6:30:09 AM
Remote Name: 204.147.0.56

Comments
Wow David. After I wipe my eyes I'm going to watch it again. Thanks, it really beautiful.
(back)

Re: A Good Day - flash animation
From: Linnar
Date: 12/21/2005
Time: 3:21:20 AM
Remote Name: 82.135.105.82

Comments
David, very impressive and beautiful! Who is the author of the melody, composer?
It's a good example to my friends who wants to know how KAP-stuff works. Thanks!
(back)

Re: A Good Day - flash animation
From: Linnar
Date: 12/21/2005
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Time: <�/b>6:10:14 AM
Remote Name: 82.135.105.82

Comments
Oops, you mentioned the author on your page, sorry!
(back)

Re: A Good Day - flash animation
From: Scott Haefner
Date: 12/21/2005
Time: 2:10:35 AM
Remote Name: 210.86.68.26

Comments
This is brilliant! Great job. But who took the photos at the end of the movie? Seems like it would be nice to put a bit of text below the movie w/ photo credits
(even if you took them yourself)...
(back)

Re: A Good Day - flash animation
From: David Hunt
Date: 12/21/2005
Time: 8:13:13 AM
Remote Name: 65.41.186.238

Comments
The photos follow the philosophy; keep it short, keep it moving, keep it small. In other words they would not stand close inspection. They are composite images
made to fit the story line. Using the pic with the woman and child as an example there are 5 photographic, and 2 hand drawn elements. There are only 2 KAP
photo elements among all the images, one from a Craig Wilson (thanks Craig) and one from me. I'll let you try to figure out what, if your so inclined.
Thanks for everyones comments. I'm glad that it's finally finished.
David Hunt
http://www.kaper.us/
(back)

Re: A Good Day - flash animation
From:
Date: 12/21/2005
Time: 12:54:52 AM
Remote Name: 220.253.41.105

Comments
(back)

Re: A Good Day - Two "Gloved" thumbs up
From: Mike
Date: <�/b>12/21/2005
Time: 12:02:24 PM
Remote Name: 72.130.235.173

Comments
David, The build up and drama were breathtaking! The scene which we all can relate to(and which had me gripping my seat) was when he begins to release the
rig and it almost does a double bounce on accent...oh how I nearly lost it there. But fearlessly and against all odds, he continued his determined quest for the shot.
All the while, he stood there dodging rocks thrown by the AdHD kid, held his composure taking complaints from the unseen neighbor about invading his privacy,
while watching screeching maniacal ravens swooping to take the rig out. But alas, with the twist of the best of epics, she flew and delivered - from the skies,
boundless and free and not a pixel the less. I cursed, I cried, I reached for my oxygen, and I smiled...
Thanks for sharing, David!
(back)

Broox Hangups idea?/ Aerial Eye testimonial
From: mikeATjonesairfoilsDOTcom
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Date: 12/20/2005
Time: 12:18:51 PM
Remote Name: 71.65.246.24

Comments
Hi Brooks,
I was wondering, have you ever tried dunking your Brooxes Hangups in Plastdip for vibration dampening and better grip? You would need Picabe blocks at the
Hangup then but that wouldn't bother me. Maybe someone has tried this before?
I really like my Brooxes Hangups and have several sets. I'm thinking of dunking a set and getting some more. They're not just good for KAP but any kind of line
decorations.
I have almost completed reading The Aerial Eye from beginning to end and would like to thank everyone that contributed in it's production. You know who you
are, excellent stuff! I have the entire collection printed out high quality in a binder. It's a lot of fun to just browse through. I'd highly recommend it for anyone
serious about getting into KAP.
Best Holiday Wishes, Mike Jones http://www.jonesairfoils.com
(back)

Re: Broox Hangups idea?/ Aerial Eye testimonial
From: David Hunt
Date: 12/20/2005
Time: 1:58:09 PM
Remote Name: 65.41.186.238

Comments
The general consensus is that the picavet system does not need extra line dampening because the picavet line acts as a dampener. The line dampening techniques
shown in the Aerial Eye are more appropriate for pendulum suspensions. This consensus is something that has evolved since the days of the Aerial Eye.
Relating to using pulleys at the picavet attachment points, it is a fact (established after the Aerial Eye) that the only time that the picavet line needs to slip
through the attachment points is when the picavet cross is being leveled after the rig is first attached to the kite line. Once you have your picavet cross level you
do not want the picavet line to move through the attachment points, if the picavet line were to move then the rig would become unlevel. This means you don't
want to make it easy for this to happen accidentally by using pulleys. I actually use a cord lock near one attachment point to prevent movement of the line.
Brooks used cord locks in his stereo rig (AE 4:1 page 21)although for a slightly different reason. You are also going to save yourself the cost of the extra pulleys.
All of that said, I'll add that I have used "Line Trees" made from coathanger wire (the precursor to the current iteration of Hangups)and now Hangups since my
first KAP rig and I have never had one slip, even with light tension on the kite line and the line straight overhead using rigs weighing about 1.5#. Coating the
hangups seems a bit of overkill.
Now that I've said, "don't bother", you might want to give it a try anyway just to see what benefits, if any, may be derived. This may be a more of a concern with
heavier rigs than those that I have used.
David Hunt
(back)

Re: Broox Hangups idea?/ Aerial Eye testimonial
From: mikeATjonesairfoilsDOTcom
Date: 12/22/2005
Time: 6:19:20 AM
Remote Name: 71.65.246.24

Comments
Hi David,
Thanks for the reply and the tips.
As you say, things have changed since the Aerial Eye and I appreciate your filling in the knowledge gaps for us and of course your work on AE and your site
www.kaper.us. I have noted several different picavet architectures in AE that were well illustrated and explained. If I find some time I'd like to build the various
examples some evening.
I am of the thought that weight is a good thing, depending of course, and the ability to easily add or subtract weight is attractive to me. I admittedly have a heavy
rig because of my heavy camera which I hope to change soon. I'd much prefer to add weight to a lighter system of course.
I already gave the Hangups the dunk in Plasti-Dip. What the heck, it's a cheap and easy experiment and certainly can't harm them. We haven't KAPed with them
yet.
(back)

Optical stabilizer - Panasonic
From: PhilGib
Date: 12/19/2005
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Time: 5:20:58 PM
Remote Name: 201.227.101.162

Comments
The optical stabilizer is rather excellent, but I figured out that it works ONLY on a tilt move, not on a pan move. Don't know why.
Phil
(back)

Picavet Maintenance
From: Ron
Date: 12/19/2005
Time: 11:54:38 AM
Remote Name: 65.164.255.13

Comments
In addition to visual inspection of the picavet system I was wondering how often the line should be replaced. Is there a rule of thumb?
(back)

Re: Picavet Maintenance
From: Dave Mitchell
Date: 12/19/2005
Time: 3:30:12 PM Remote Name: 80.177.153.149

Comments
If you are using Pekabe pulleys and strong dacron line there should be little wear. I guess I remake mine once a year or thereabouts. After the knot started to
come loose once I switched to splicing. This has the advantage that there's no knot to get wedged in the pulleys.
For info on how to splice, see http://www.kites.tug.com/Lines/msg00000.html
Dave
(back)

Re: Picavet Maintenance
From: Ron
Date: 12/19/2005
Time: 6:04:01 PM
Remote Name: 65.164.254.23

Comments
No pulleys, but I am using #80 braided dacron line. I wish someone would invent a lightweight parachute rig that I could operate with my 4th unused servo in the
event of a fall. The chance of it working in time are slim but it would be nice to have an option. Thanks for the splice link.
(back)

Parachute on KAP rig
From: Richard Amirault
Date: 12/22/2005
Time: 12:11:00 PM Remote Name: 146.115.58.99

Comments
I'm not sure how well a parachute would work. It certainly would be better than falling at full speed into the ground, but how much better?
Some of us who were also into kiting before we became KAPers know of, or have participated in, something called a Teddy Bear Drop. Search Google for "para
bear"
In this activity a Teddy Bear (or other sutffed animal) is lifted up into the air by a kite, then dropped with a parachute.
The 'chute needs to be fairly large and certainly would not fit in an "envelope" .. also .. the 'chute is pulled open by a cord attached to the drop rig. A skydiver's
parachute has a "pilot chute" that opens his main chute .. this won't work on a bear drop (or KAP drop) because there would be no time for it to work. So you
would need to attach some cord to the kiteline and not get it tangled as the rig turns. That is the cord that will open the parachute.
Even if you did get everything wooking .. the 'chute will slow the descent .. and lessen the impact when it hits the ground .. but then the rig may be dragged across
the ground by the chute.
I don't think it would work.
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Richard in Boston, MA, USA
(back)

Re: Parachute on KAP rig
From: Timo Noko
Date: 12/25/2005
Time: 9:35:52 AM<�br> Remote Name: 82.181.159.171

Comments
Parachute works OK, if it already inflated and does not cause extra draq.. Such a magical parachute is of course a small flowform close to the camera. This
technique has already proved its worth couple of times. http://static.flickr.com/29/58674631_e2ec0e2da1_o.jpg
(back)

Re: Parachute on KAP rig
From: Dave Mitchell
Date: 12/22/2005
Time: 1:00:14 PM<�br> Remote Name: 80.177.153.149

Comments
I agree with David Hunt. Having suffered two dropped rigs over the last two years, I don't think there's time for the KAPer to trigger a parachute opening via a
servo or for an automatic mechanism to work either. At a typical rig height of 120 feet it will take about 2.5 seconds for the rig to hit the ground. The reaction
time + parachute opening time will take most of that, with little time left for the drag of the parachute to make much of a dent in the rig's downward velocity.
(back)

Re: Parachute on KAP rig
From: Dave Mitchell
Date: 12/23/2005
Time: 1:27:59 AM
Remote Name: 80.177.153.149

Comments
Oops - meant to say I agree with Richard, not David!
If you are looking for automatic mechanisms consider my two accidents (see http://www.zenonic.demon.co.uk/kapstuff/accidents.html).
In neither case would it have helped to have some sort of automatic triggering line attached to the kite line. The line fell with the rig in both cases.
Both cases were down to human error - in the first case I think I didn't close the snap swivel at the kite properly and in the second failed to notice a sharp edge on
a hangup that had caused wear on the line because of the way I'd incorrectly been looping it.
Also, in the second case I wouldn't have been able to trigger anything - I'd put down my transmitter while I tried to walk down the kite in a rapidly strengthening
wind.
What these accidents have taught me is to check things thoroughly before flying and beware strong winds!
Dave
(back)

Re: Parachute on KAP rig
From: David Hunt
Date: 12/22/2005
Time: 3:30:28 PM<�br> Remote Name: 65.41.186.238

Comments
I'm sorry, did I say something?
David Hunt
(back)

Re: Parachute on KAP rig
From: mikeATjonesairfoilsDOTcom
Date: 12/22/2005
Time: 2:27:49 PM
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Remote Name: 71.65.246.24

Comments
Hi Dave,
With your experience in the KAP community, where would you say the highest incidenence of failure is except the person?
(back)

Re: Parachute on KAP rig
From: Ron
Date: 12/22/2005
Time: 4:08:16 PM
Remote Name: 63.237.61.126

Comments
You are most likely correct, but us non-pro's need all the fail safes we can get.
(back)

Re: Picavet Maintenance
From: mikeATjonesairfoilsDOTcom
Date: 12/22/2005
Time: 6:41:00 AM
Remote Name: 71.65.246.24

Comments
Hi Ron, your parachute idea is interesting. I think though, that a system that doesn't rely on human reflexes be employed. Maybe a parachute can be tucked into
a type of envelope with a rip cord that releases it in the event of failure?
(back)

Re: Picavet Maintenance
From: Ron
Date: 12/22/2005
Time: 4:13:37 PM
Remote Name: 63.237.61.126

Comments
If not for the freedom of the 360 servo movement a line to trigger a chute would work. Otherwise I 'm not sure how it could be triggered. I agree it should be
triggered by the failure. Oh well, food for thought.
(back)

Re: Picavet Maintenance
From: mikeATjonesairfoilsDOTcom
Date: 12/23/2005
Time: <�/b>6:15:36 PM
Remote Name: 71.65.246.24

Comments
The symptom of any failure would usually be an immediate increase in negative G where a KAP rig is concerned. Rather than a servo, I think we just need a
switch which is activated by this condition and programmed to a given threshold. There may even be something of this nature that already exists in the RC plane
market.
(back)

Re: Picavet Maintenance
From: Richard Amirault
Date: 12/24/2005
Time: 12:38:07 PM<�br> Remote Name: 207.172.216.82

Comments
Mike said:
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"The symptom of any failure would usually be an immediate increase in negative G where a KAP rig is concerned."
"Negative G"??? I don't think so. If someting is falling free (free fall) then it has ZERO G. To have negative G you would need some sort of thrust pushing in the
direction of the fall. If it were an elevator in a VERY tall elevator shaft. The application of one negative G would have folks hitting thier heads on the celing.
If you mean the transition from one G to zero G .. maybe .. but unsing the term "negative G" for that is, to me, misleading, and inaccurate.
Richard in Boston, MA, USA
(back)

Re: Picavet Maintenance
From: mikeATjonesairfoilsDOTcom
Date: 12/25/2005
Time: <�/b>11:49:40 AM
Remote Name: 71.65.246.24

Comments
Richard,
Today is not a day for argument, I disagree with you, but instead I'll phrase things in a way that you may feel more comfortable with. Let's instead refer to this
moment as when potential energy is exchanged for kinetic. Fair enough?
Merry Christmas!
(back)

Re: Picavet Maintenance
From: Dave Mitchell
Date: 12/24/2005
Time: 1:23:25 AM
Remote Name: 80.177.153.149

Comments
Be careful. In turbulent conditions a rig is often in a free-fall condition for a half-second or so. Some KAPers have seen their rigs do a complete 360 around the
kite line.
Dave
(back)

Re: Picavet Maintenance
From:
Date: 12/25/2005
Time: 1:18:54 PM
Remote Name: 71.65.246.24

Comments
Hi David,
Thanks for the tips. I haven't had my rig 360 my line yet. I am using a KAP Feather and that helps calm things quite a bit. I need some larger ones though for
more bite in certain conditions. It also seems to me it's best to have some spring in the line caused by the weight of the rig.
(back)

Looking for a new digital camera
From: Cris Benton
Date: 12/17/2005
Time: 12:17:46 PM
Remote Name: 64.142.12.44

Comments
Hi all,
I write to solicit thoughts on cameras.
Now that we have the short days of winter upon us (and school is out for a few weeks!) I have started hankering to build a new rig. I built a small cradle around
the Canon Digital Elph back in 2002 and that rig has since carried the 2Mp S100, 2Mp S200, 4Mp S400, and 5Mp S500. I have greatly liked the Elph in its
various incarnations. My various models have fit into the cradle without modification (thank you Canon) and they have been generally robust cameras. The
images, particularly in the models with higher pixel count, are serviceable but cannot compete with 35-mm film for resolution, latitude, and tonality. I pretty sure
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I would get technically superior results from the nice Yashica T4 I started with back in 1995.
For a long time I would explain to folks that I was shooting digital as an experiment then I changed the story to say I was using the digital camera to ÝprospectÝ
with the intention of returning to shoot the interesting stuff with film. Yet, I am shooting (almost) exclusively digital these days. My Canon Rebel film SLR rig sits
gathering dust because the digital rig is so easy, so immediately gratifying, and so inexpensive to use. What a joy to review results in the field and take a second go
at things if indicated. It is a boon to send a camera aloft and shoot images by the dozens or hundreds without retrieving for reload every 24 or 36 exposures. That
capacity has allowed me to experiment more with panoramas and indulge my want for Ýcompositional bracketing.Ý The end of my photographic workflow is
almost exclusively digital these days Ý images on a WWW site or run through Photoshop to my trusty Epson 2200P or sent off to a publisherÝs FTP site. As the
cameras have gained higher resolution, better performance (e.g., fewer blown highlights), and better software the digital format has become an alternative to film
as opposed to an adjunct. So, it is time to get more serious about my digital rig.
Important criteria for me are:
Wide angle

I have always been a fan of wider lenses so I am looking for something with at least a 28-mm equivalent at the wide end.
Higher resolution Possibilities at the moment =

Optical quality

Image quality is paramount. I need a sharp lens that is not prone to vignetting, corner softness, and flare

Relatively fast lens

To keep shutter speeds high and thus reduce motion blur.

Low noise

And ideally at high ISO setting Ý regrettably many compact digital cameras fail in this regard.

RAW file format

This is really the way to go with digital. RAW files are increasingly easy to process (I am using Photoshop CS2 and Bridge).
Why subject yourself to the vagaries of in-camera processing. If using RAW it still helps if the camera has a fast processor.

Manual exposure setting

An aperture priority exposure mode would be dandy.

Reasonable mass

I donÝt need a superlight camera as a bit of mass makes the Picavet happy. A 600-800 gram total flying weight works well for
me. I would like to keep everything below 1,25 Kg.

Robust

Self evident. A couple of incidents (on the ground) have led me to be wary of lenses that extend to far from the camera body
.
I have not tried JamesÝ system yet but would like to.

GentLED compatibility

There are more criteria to be sure. It would be nice to have a camera that uses batteries and chargers I have accumulated for various systems. A display one can
read outdoors is a plus. I like to have a Ýloud fake shutter soundÝ feature and use this to verify the cameraÝs operation. I can hear my current Canon Elph 40
meters away on calm days. All things considered I would just as well stay with one of the major brands.
This leads to the question of which camera. I have been pondering the following.
Canon Digitsl Rebel

I am ruling out my Canon 20D as too expensive and too heavy. I have a Canon Digital Rebel body I could fly (these have
dropped to around $300 used) but the 1.6 focal length multiplier makes my wide lenses much less so. The 10-22 mm EFS zoom
that gives me a wide view is expensive and would make it heavy too. The camera is great from the noise point of view and
offers a useful high ISO. Is anyone flying a digital SLR? If so with what lens? Flying weight?

Canon SD 550

This would be the logical extension of my Canon Elph series. It is an elegant little camera in many ways but the lens stops at
37-mm (equivalent) and it does not save RAW format. The camera is not inexpensive at a $425 street price. I could save a few
dollars with the camera;s predecessor (SD500) but not much.

Canon S80

This camera interested me for its 28-mm (equivalent) wide angle. It was hard for me to find one of these to evaluate but I
recently came across one in FryÝs Electronics. I was off put by the plastic prone build quality of the camera. Reviews have
suggested that the f2.8 lens is soft in the corners. Worse yet, Canon decided to remove the RAW format that had been present in
the S70. The S70 also had a nice metal body. I would consider it a better choice than the S80 in a number of ways.

Panasonic Lumix DMC-LX1

This is an interesting camera with a 28-mm (equivalent) lens and 16:9 aspect ratio option. Its 8.4 MPixel sensor will output
RAW. Regrettably, the reviews say it is very prone to noise

Ricoh GR Digital

Looks interesting for its 28-mm (equivalent) prime lens. Will likely be pricy?

Nikon 8400

When I stated thinking about the older Canon S70 as a alternative to the ÝimprovedÝ Canon S80, I found myself reluctant to
buy into an older model. This is my main obstacle with the Nikon 8400 which was introduced over a year ago. By many
measures it is well suited to KAP. I know that Scott Haefner and Craig Wilson are using one. It has a native 24-mm (equivalent)
wide angle and the option of adding a wide angle and/or fisheye adapter. The camera is relatively heavy (especially with the
fisheye) but sports an 8 MPixel sensor. It has RAW file output. I saw one advertised new for $400 (Ritz Camera) last week but I
was asleep at the wheel and missed it. As the price dumping would suggest there are rumors about regarding an updated version
of this camera but I cannot find specifics.

I am interested in your thoughts about these cameras. If you were building a new rig NOW what camera would you build it around? Can you report back on
experiences flying digital SLRs or the Nikon 8400?
I wish you all the most delightful of holidays,
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Cris
(back)

Re: Looking for a new digital camera
From: Christian
Date: 12/27/2005
Time: 12:08:53 AM
Remote Name: 83.156.19.113

Comments
Before Christmas were busy days, and I now read carefully all the comments posted. Chris analysis and criterias is what most kapers are looking for. I did such
selection of features one year ago (it was a plan for Christmas!). I had one criteria that nobody discussed about, which is the full press lag. I noticed that it can be
too long for a good kap practice. I always have in mind when I started to kap with the Leica Minilux, with built-in electric shutter, and had half less good pictures
than with the Konica Hexar, with home-done electric shutter. During several monthsI wondered why this difference of results, until I measured the shutter release
delay. This was 0.6 to 0.7 seconds for the Minilux, and 0.3s for the Hexar. Shorter lag means better results. We all have experienced digital cameras with such long
lag. For example, Panasonic Lumix DMC-LX1 and Canon S80 are 0,6s Canon D550 is 0,5s Nikon 8400 and Pentax Optio S5i are 0,4s Sony DSC-S90 is 0,3s Nikon
D50, Sony DSC-R1 and most SLR digital cameras are given <0,2s Another interesting feature is a top status panel. On most cradles, the screen cannot be read
when the camera is in the rig; the only way to check if everything is OK is with the video out and an external screen. A top plate screen is a fast and useful device
for that check, and also for those who prefer the eyelet to the screen for standard use.
(back)

Looking For a DSLR -with Burst Mode via Electronic shtter
From: Gary
Date: 12/21/2005
Time: 1:44:03 PM
Remote Name: 72.130.235.173

Comments
Hello all, I am using a PAP to shoot sporting events, and need a new high-end DSLR camera for my shoots: 1. Scott (or anyone), will your D70 shoot in "burst
mode" with the gentled or Schieppati Switch? Also curiuos how much you guess your final rig (with camera)will weigh?
2)Does James Gentles or others know of any DSLR's with electronic shutter relase, which will fire off a continuous round of shots2 I recall reading one of Brookes
previous posts that he had to use the D50 with a uggg...servo trigger... 3)Will the Gentled or Schieppati Switch be able to trigger a Canon 20D or Digital Rebel in
burst mode?
(back)

Re: Looking For a DSLR -with Burst Mode via Electronic shtter
From: Wicherd
Date: 12/22/2005
Time: 3:50:08 AM
Remote Name: 80.127.217.82

Comments
I have tested a digital rebel xt using a Shiepatti Switch. This worked perfectly but I didn't test burst mode. I'll ask the proud camera-owner if he'll test it.
(no, unfortunately I'm not the owner...:-( )
Wicherd
(back)

Re: Looking For a DSLR -with Burst Mode via Electronic shtter
From: Scott Haefner
Date: 12/22/2005
Time: 12:28:16 AM
Remote Name: 222.153.247.100

Comments
I tested, and it doesn't work in burst mode w/ the Schieppati Switch (which is capable of sending a continuous signal). Brooks has tested the gentLED option and
it doesn't work in burst mode either...I think the limitation is w/ the gentLED in this case.
Scott
http://scotthaefner.com/kap/
(back)
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Re: Looking For a DSLR -with Burst Mode via Electronic shtter
From: Brooks
Date: 12/21/2005
Time: 5:51:54 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
There is nothing fundamentally wrong with using an "uggg....servo trigger" -- there are literally hundreds of rigs using them successfully, far more than use
electronic means. A servo finger is one of the most reliable triggers you can use, and I've found them more reliable than DigiSnap.
I can't see a real need to use an electronic trigger on a pole mounted r/c rig -- though I've done so -- because weight is not a problem. And as David Hunt has
observed, weight saving isn't significant anyway unless you're working with a very light rig.
The Canon 20D, to my knowledge is not capable of electronic triggering.
bgl
http://www.brooxes.com/
(back)

Re: Looking For a DSLR -with Burst Mode via Electronic shtter
<�b>From:
Date: 12/23/2005
Time: 1:57:07 PM
Remote Name: 72.130.235.173

Comments
Brooks wrote" There is nothing fundamentally wrong with using an "uggg....servo trigger" -- there are literally hundreds of rigs using them successfully, far
more than use electronic means. A servo finger is one of the most reliable triggers you can use, and I've found them more reliable than DigiSnap. I can't see a real
need to use an electronic trigger on a pole mounted r/c rig -- though I've done so -- because weight is not a problem."
I won't disagree w/you that hundreds of rigs have been built and used successfully using servos for shutter release for years. But as a builder of rigs that
primarily use servo's, I'm wondering if you're hanging onto a bit of "nostalgic pride" in your belief that they are more reliable then electronic means, and of
unseen real need for PAP rigs. From personal experience, and from speaking to two users of your Brooks boxes who fly them with kites, we have since ditched our
shutter servos, not because of weight but because of: 1) the tolerance for the servo arms, and the tiny button area, and the correct pressure needed to be placed on
the camera, leave no room for error, or have required adjustments if camera moves, or is not tightened to rig correctly. 2) vibration from pressing shutter with
servo if nonexistant with gentled 3) Horizontal mount (using additional horizontal L bracket) makes infrared a must.
(back)

Re: Looking For a DSLR -with Burst Mode via Electronic shtter
From: David Hunt
Date: 12/26/2005
Time: 12:47:56 PM
Remote Name: 65.41.186.238

Comments
Sorry for the commentless post - I almost decided not to reply but feared that the anonymous post would be attributed to me.
I'll make a short comment about the topic SERVOS RULE
Why? -- They're cheap, easy to install, they are light, and most importantly they are the only UNIVERSAL remote control shutter activation option available,
working with all cameras and interchangeable between all cameras. The gentled products, as great as they are, will always be at the mercy of the design whims of
the camera companies, however I can never see a day where a camera does not have a shutter button that a servo can depress.
David Hunt
(back)

Re: Looking For a DSLR -with Burst Mode via Electronic shtter
From: David Hunt
Date: 12/23/2005
Time: 8:04:08 PM
Remote Name: 65.41.186.238

Comments
(back)
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Re: Looking for a new digital camera
From: Scott Haefner
Date: 12/21/2005
Time: 2:07:53 AM
Remote Name: 210.86.68.26

Comments
Cris,
Given your list, I think you would be happiest w/ a DSLR. A few specific points you mentioned:
-low noise (And ideally at high ISO setting)
You just aren't going to get this on a high-res compact. As manufacturers jam more pixels on the small CCDs found in compacts, the noise problems get worse.
With my 8400, the noise is only "acceptable" at ISO 50 (even ISO 100 is too noisy) IMO.
-optical quality
For the most part, I think you have to go w/ a DSLR to get good optics. There might be exceptions (Sony, Panasonic cameras w/ Carl Zeiss lenses)...
-RAW
I think Craig is correct that you really need to use an SLR for best RAW performance.
-wide angle
This is difficult to achieve w/ most DSLRs (especially a "light" one), as you noted, but I found an acceptable solution (below).
Overall, I quite like the 8400. Given the 24mm lens, high resolution, gentLED compatibility, light-weight, and overall good quality images, I think it's hard to beat
as a KAP camera. Indeed, I think it's still one of the best compacts on the market for KAPing...just as I thought the Nikon 5000 was one of the best in it's time.
The 8400 seems to have less problems w/ highlight clipping than my 5000, which was one of my major gripes.
But (there's always a but), it's still a compact and doesn't come close to the quality of a DSLR. I acquired the Nikon D70s earlier this year, and it changed my
outlook on photography. Before this, I used digital when I KAPed, and film for (almost) everything else. Since getting the D70s, I've shot less than 5 frames of
film. It's that good. Actually, it's better than film in many ways...you can change your "film" on the spot as lighting conditions change (white balance), images are
smoother than film (no grain), etc. Other advantages aren't really useful for KAP, so I won't go into more detail on that.
So, the short story is that I built a rig for the D70s using the Nikon 20mm prime lens (30mm equivalent). When I was looking for a DSLR, that was the lightest
"wide angle" solution I could find from Canon, Nikon, Minolta, or Pentax. The Canon and Pentax bodies are lighter, but w/ a 20mm lens, the combined weight
was more (that may have changed by now...). You could even save a few grams by going w/ the Nikon D50. I considered it, but I chose the D70s because: a) There
is no Depth of Field Preview on the D50--not important for KAP, but a "must have" for me on a professional camera b) The D70s has a shutter release port
allowing me to use the Schieppati Switch. Both the D70s and D50 are compatible w/ the gentLED, but I wanted to use the twin Schieppati to enable both halfpress and full-press. c) The D70s uses Compact Flash (which I already own); the D50 uses something else (SD?) and is not compatible w/ CF.
I don't know the flying weight, but I plan to weigh it over Christmas at my friend's house. I am working on a new page to describe the rig now (sorry, it's
currently only a placeholder):
http://scotthaefner.com/kap/equipment/?page=D70s-rig
Good luck! And let us know what you decide...
Scott
(back)

Re: Looking for a new digital camera
From: frankDOTlouwersATaltinaDOTcx
Date: 12/20/2005
Time: 7:17:49 AM
Remote Name: 82.146.98.15

Comments
Hi Cris,
I have somewhat the same feelings as you towards going digital, and I did make the step this year. I can still see a big difference with my film negatives vs the
digital shots... But the ease of shooting along virtually without number limitation, even in highest resolution and with exposure bracketing, is a big, big plus,
together with the immediate feed-back.
I bought a Canon S70 and I think that in the "compact" class it is excellent for KAP, as several have told you here already. It meets your criteria. There is an
accessory for adding a lens but it seems thusfar only a teleadapter seems available. The optical quality seems to get good reviews, with a little bit of sotness
around the edges when wide open, and some purple fringing, apparently in conditions we KAPpers encounter less. The lens is fast and noise in the High Iso seems
under control. The Raw files write relatively quick to the card, but I must say that I find the Jpeg algorithms excellent. You can have full control over the
exposure settings, including exposure compensation and exposure bracketing. While it is no superlight (nor small) compact it certainly isn't big or heavy either,
and it looks and feels sturdy enough. Gentled works very well (but not on the zoom) and you will definitely want one.
You can give it different profiles, setting the noise it makes, and the LCD is reasonably readable in bright sunlight (and there is a viewfinder (but without all the
indicators).
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Other KAP plusses are: Video out (in combination with power saving modes) extremely suited for downlinking, usermode setting complete for KAP, high shutter
speed, long battery life, annotation possibility and a few others I have not yet explored such as Sports program...
The S80 is a lot like the S70, but no Gentled triggering, and no RAW (I think). I do not consider the S70 to be an "older model". It is still very young and doas its
job good without any major flaws (both quality and software), but it is sure that cheaper and better are coming, but then constantly so! I just decided I would step
into digital now, and take what I thought suited me best...
I have not taken enough pictures yet to really assess how good the pictures can be and I do not expect they will ever be as "snappy" as my Contax Carl Zeiss
lenses, (and even with those I will never be as good as several KAPpers here).
I am sure the DSLR's will give better results than the compact digitals, but then we are back to mirrors and all that...
Just my 2 cents...
I wish you all a Merry Christmas and a happy new year!
Frank Louwers (Belgium) www.altina.cx
(back)

Re: Looking for a new digital camera
From: Nikon 8400 discount
Date: 12/19/2005
Time: 7:39:45 AM
Remote Name: 64.142.12.44

Comments
Thanks to all for your comments and suggestions.
While the Ritz Camera online offer of a new Nikon 8400 for $399 has expired it turns out that local stores (mine at least) are still offering the camera at this price.
Can anyone report back on direct experience flying the Nikon 8400? This seems like a lot of camera for the discounted price.
Cheers,
Cris
(back)

Re: Looking for a new digital camera
From: Brooks
Date: 12/19/2005
Time: 9:03:43 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
Sure sounds fantastic to me. Craig and Scott both are using the 8400 -- I'd say email them directly, since they seem to be preoccupied right now.
bgl
(back)

Re: Looking for a new digital camera
From: Carl B
Date: 12/19/2005
Time: 6:19:41 AM
Remote Name: 198.103.196.130

Comments
I think your wish list is enough to give Santa a panic attack. Of course we always want better, faster, lighter, but weÝll have to compromise somewhere.
Have you looked at the Olympus E-500? ItÝs 479 grams W/O lens, has a bigger chip than a P&S which should mean lower noise. ItÝs a SLR and has video out,
(got to be for play back only, right?) Use a prime lens instead of a zoom. Prime lenses are usually better, faster, sharper & lighter. It saves in RAW, TIFF and JPG
formats and uses CF and XD memory card. Has infrared remote capability but will it work with GentLED?
LetÝs not think of the camera only. For lighter total rig weight, maybe some new innovative rig design and materials.
I wouldnÝt expect a replacement for the 8400, I was told Nikon was dropping the high end P&S for their low end SLR.
Best wishes, Carl
(back)
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Re: Looking for a new digital camera
From: Roger Australia
Date: 12/18/2005<�br> Time: 3:09:39 PM
Remote Name: 60.231.97.12

Comments
I just built a new rig for my new Canon S70. My evaluation was that the S80 was not better in many aspects for KAP than the S70. Two weekends ago, I went out
to test it and it was a big deception. The reason was that IÝve got the settings wrong, and last weekend with perfect weather IÝve got one of the best Kap photos
ever with the S70. Just set to sport mode, and the camera will do the rest of the trick. In a set of around 50 shots IÝve got only 3 out of focus, and the wind was
gusting from 12 to 16 knots (many came out in angle with horizon but in focus). Total weight of my rig + pendulum suspension + Camera + video downlink = 750
grams.
Well, the problems IÝve found so far with S70 are:
-Using 28 mm ÝbarrelsÝ a little bit buildings or any tall subjects near the sides of the photo. (need to use a software to ÝunbarrelÝ if you want a perfect picture)
Also the edges around the corners became a little blur. Everything else is in almost perfect focus. - The raw format is great, but even so some purple line appears
in certain pictures. Example: A trunk of a palm tree against a blue sky gives a purple line at the shade area of the trunk. - It is gentlLED capable only for the
trigger, not for the zoom.
Overall is a very good camera for KAP, very simple and easy to operate, but it delivers semi-professional results, not professional ones. I give to it an 8 out of 10.
For sure one of the best point and shoot KAP cameras available at the moment.
PS.: My son got a Panasonic 8MP and comparing the quality of the pictures, the S70 is better. (More in focus and brighter colours - We test it on the ground. Next
year IÝll built a rig and try his Panasonic airlift).
Hope it helped somehow, Merry Christmas to all.
Roger
(back)

Re: Looking for a new digital camera
From: Mike Spivey
Date: 12/18/2005
Time: 7:48:11 AM
Remote Name: 68.97.214.221

Comments
If you can lift it and control it, by all means the Digital Rebel, or even better, a Rebel XT wil give the best picture quality of any on your list. Control id the
problem. No live video out. There are solutions (Black Widow) that have a camera focused through the viewfibder. If you want to remotely adjust the focal length,
I've seen some Rube Goldberg contraptions with toothed belts that do that.
Don't know about the LX1 except Michael Reichmann of the Luminous Landscape contends the noise can be fixed in Neat Image. The 16x9 format would seem
ideal for KAP except that it would present output problems.
I use a Canon G6 on my pole. To me, it is a slam dunk. Video out and a GentLED duo and you are in business. You can work the zoom, which is very helpful from
the pole. Everthing is pretty much plug and play. If weight is not your main concern, look at the G6 or Pro 1. The Pro 1 is pretty much old technology but
produces wonderful pictures, has L glass, and can be GentLED controlled. The limitation to any of these (and any small sensor camera) is poor performance in
low light.
If weight is a problem, the S70/GentLED Duo would seem to me to be the best choice. It is just so easy.
(back)

Re: Looking for a new digital camera
From: Wicherd
Date: 12/17/2005
Time: 3:07:25 PM
Remote Name: 84.117.93.254

Comments
Hi Cris,
How about the Fujifilm s9500, it has a 28-300 mm (35mm equiv.) lens, and noise levels are acceptable (neat image) up to ISO 400. It uses ordinary AA
battery's(4), weighs about 730 grams (incl batt) And it does accept lens converters and filters (58mm, like canon)
For more info and sample images go here: http://www.dcresource.com/
or here: http://www.steves-digicams.com/hardware_reviews.html
There's just one small disadvantage: remember those oldfashioned remotes that were screwed into the release button? In other words; no gentled support.
If it's image-quality you're after, I would definately go for a rebel. I use a film version with a Canon EF 22-55 US lens. The lens was very affordable ($160-190
new) and is relatively light and works equally well on a digital rebel.
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Just my 2 cents.
Regards, Wicherd
(back)

Re: Looking for a new digital camera
From: Brooks
Date: 12/17/2005
Time: 6:58:43 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
I have flown my Nikon D50, which I like very much, only with the 8mm Sigma fisheye lens, which weighs a ton. It is my intention to fly the Nikon with the kit lens
if I can ever get a great burst of rig commissions done and tweak my rig.
One thing about the camera that bugs me a bit is that Nikon prevents the use of continuous shooting (burst mode) and infrared at the same time. I've used burst
mode with a shutter servo, but would much prefer to use a gentLED.
The kit lens for the D50 has a wide focal length of 27mm equivalent. The camera has lower noise than the D70s, and relatively low size and weight for an SLR,
which is the main reason I chose it. Prices, at least in the Christmas rush, are very reasonable.
I have just delivered a rig for the D50 to a scientist studying whales in Baja, but he hasn't tested it yet. It will use a shutter servo.
So the jury is still out on my Nikon D50. I must say that in my old age the weight of the thing, relative to the ultralights and autoKAPs I've been flying, is a bit
scary, mostly because I've tired of fighting powerful kites. A strapping lad like you, Cris, should have no problem at all, and indeed, it's lighter than most every
other SLR, with a rig weight of about 1.4 kilo.
I've also built several rigs for others using the Canon S70, and I'm very impressed with it, but haven't used it myself. The specs are made to order for KAP, and
for your want list -- and I think I'd overlook the fact that it's "obsolete".
FWIW.
bgl
http://www.brooxes.com/
(back)

Re: Looking for a new digital camera
From: David Hunt
Date: 12/17/2005
Time: 9:07:04 PM
Remote Name: 65.40.90.114

Comments
The Ricoh GR digital looked very interesting. The non-zoom 28mm lens looked like a winner and the specs sounded good with the possibility of low noise at
higher ISO settings. The camera is so new that It's hard to find a review. I did find one from a user that had some interesting comments about some of the
problems with this camera.
http://www.rebaseonu.net/go/story/id/ricoh_gr_digital_camera_review/
David Hunt
http://www.kaper.us
(back)

Re: Looking for a new digital camera
From: Richard Amirault
Date: 12/17/2005
Time: 9:30:08 PM
Remote Name: 207.172.216.98

Comments
Chris wrote:
"This is really the way to go with digital. RAW files are increasingly easy to process (I am using Photoshop CS2 and Bridge). Why subject yourself to the vagaries
of in-camera processing."
Some of us can't afford a $500 plus program to manipulate our images.
Richard in Boston, MA, USA
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(back)

Re: Looking for a new digital camera
From: Craig
Date: 12/19/2005
Time: 4:36:31 PM
Remote Name: 68.117.128.20

Comments
Hi Cris, If you really want to shoot in RAW the 8400 is not a good choice. Takes at least 12 seconds between shots to write to the card and the buffer just isn't big
enough to allow for continued shooting while the camera writes the 20+meg raw file, so you just have to wait. Jpegs are fine and in that mode I like the camera
but am starting to think about the next step myself. I think if you really want to shoot in RAW you will need a Dslr. With all that you do with your kaping I
should think that you should find the best camera you can find of a weight that you are willing to try to lift and just buy it. Cost should not be a factor as you are
saving over film and processing and making images that can be used and sold and licenced. You and others might make an argument that once you have already
gone digital I cannot make the argument of justification that you are saving on film and processing. However if the quality you want is found in either film or an
expensive digital than you can use the justification of a cost savings of not needing film.
(back)

Re: Looking for a new digital camera
From: Lenny
Date: 12/22/2005
Time: 2:56:17 AM
Remote Name: 80.73.220.122

Comments
And for anyone still interested in the UK in the next few hours:
http://cgi.ebay.co.uk/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=7574122284&rd=1&sspagename=STRK%3AMEWA%3AIT&rd=1
An 8400, probably end up sub-Ý200.
I'll admit I was tempted by the 8400, but I think I'll hold out for a D50 with a WA zoom (maybe the Tamron 11-18, to save weight). Then of course I'll be running
up a new kite - reckon the Pilot'll be on the cards with a rig that weight.
(back)

Re: Looking for a new digital camera
From: Brooks
Date: 12/22/2005
Time: 2:54:37 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
Yes, I reckon so. I've needed the Pilot 50 to lift my D50/Sigma8, though I'll admit it's a heavy lens.
(back)

Testing the modified Sutton FlowForm 30
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 12/15/2005
Time: 3:02:25 PM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
Today I put a hot cutter into a brand new Sutton FlowForm 30. An Accident? No! I wanted to know what the modifications as suggested by Christian Becot some
time ago would do to the kite. Do you want to know the answer? Click on this link: http://www.kapshop.com/temp/Testing.html .
(Sorry, Windows only for now. I'll make a Mac version too, tomorrow)
Peter
http://www.KAPshop.com
(back)

In Other Words
From: Timo Noko
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Date: 12/15/2005
Time: 9:21:54 PM
Remote Name: 82.181.203.171

Comments
I intepret this, basically, that you have added some dragging net at the end of both keels, and then pulled the ass of the kite tighter eliminate flapping of the halfcut keels, and also possibly to eliminate flapping you have added some rigid rods to the kite. Is this correct, or am I missing something?
BTW. Everytime I make a new Flowform, I try to fly it without those circular holes on top and bottom. They just look so stupid and pointless. Experience has
shown however that they have great pacifying effect in turbulence. The theory behind this is beyond my comprehension.
(back)

Re: In Other Words
From: Testing the modified Sutton FlowForm 30 (Part 2)
Date: 12/17/2005
Time: 11:06:04 AM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
Added pictures of the modification and a page with with Quicktime versions of the videos: http://kapshop.com/temp/TestingQ.html .
Peter
(back)

Re: In Other Words
From: Timo Noko
Date: 12/17/2005
Time: 12:37:43 PM
Remote Name: 82.181.203.171

Comments
On the other hand, you can tame flowform without resorting to extreme measures :-)
This here video was one of my 600 meter record-breaking attempts with 3 flowforms in a string (50 meters spacing). This was before they told me that 300 meters
is the legal limit. It is MPEG4 but not worthy of re-decoding: http://koti.welho.com/tnoko/video/trindem.avi
(back)

Re: In Other Words
From: Christian
Date: 12/17/2005
Time: 3:53:21 PM
Remote Name: 83.154.188.94

Comments
Good job, Peter. I hope it will help to persuade the KAP community that this FF modification is a real improvement. Your videos are convincing. As I said in
previous posts here and at KAPiFrance, my guess is at least 5Ý higher line angle. How much have you seen? Timo, have a look on my web pages, and see the
FF30 picture in the modification page. It is necessary to help to understand the FF (and other soft kites) behaviour. There is no added drag. The gaze is only rebalancing the active surfaces of the kite. The aft surface is too large despite the large opening of the inflated cells because the side keels are very wide and flat at
the aft, increasing this aft surface. When the wind gets stronger the pressure on the aft is increasing more than on the fore, as a general rule on all kites. Then the
aerodynamic center is moving and the kite is no more stable. Now, the higher line angle was a good surprise for me when I tested it and saw it on my line
protractor. I wondered for a long time why this. I now explain it by a small variation on the incident flying angle of the kite. With normal keels, their distortion
make the aft inclination greater than usual. It is like shortening the aft bridle part of a rokkaku. When using a keel with gaze, the distorsion is less, and the FF
keeps its incidence angle. In KAPiFrance, you would have seen some formulas that demonstrates that when incident angle increases, the line angle decreases. In
other words, it's all benefits to modify a Flowform.
(back)

Re: In Other Words
From: Christian
Date: 12/17/2005
Time: 4:04:56 PM
Remote Name: 83.154.188.94

Comments
Sorry, here the link to my web pages: http://becotus.chez-alice.fr/tako/anglais/e&tako_1.htm Open Flowform and modification pages.
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(back)

Sutton vs. Prinzler
From: Timo Noko
Date: 12/17/2005
Time: 10:51:40 PM
Remote Name: 82.181.203.171

Comments
Now that you mention it, I noticed what is different and possibly wrong with commercial Suttons vs. self-made Prinzlers. Sutton's keels are TWICE as big as
Prinzler's.
Compare my kite with one of yours: http://www.flickr.com/photos/timonoko/36510327/in/set-137298/
I have learned to tune the kite by tightening the trailing edge of outer keels with safety pins. If the left keels is tightened it goes more left and viceversa. If both
keels are tightened, the kite goes more easily overhead and collapses. If both keels are loose, they go flapity-flap and kite stays low, but is very stable.
This is my current knowledge of this issue and it does not make much sense to argue anything beyond this.
(back)

Re: Sutton vs. Prinzler
From: Christian
Date: 12/18/2005
Time: 1:52:42 AM
Remote Name: 83.156.23.144

Comments
We know your astounding picture of your white Prinzler flowform in flight. What you say is confirming that the balance between fore and aft surfaces is essential.
On the Prinzler, the keels are smaller, and the aft surface of the middle inflated cell is larger. On the Sutton, the keels are wider, and the middle inflated cell is
much shorter. There is also a difference in closed/opened cells at the aft. What you do when tightening the rear of the keels looks like what I explained on the
change of incidence of flying angle, isn't. It would be interesting to compare their flights behaviour, pull, line angle... Until which wind force is the Prinzler flying
allright? The modified Sutton Flowform flies well in force 6 and I tested it in force 7 gales and it did inclined sometimes on the side, with such turbulent wind, but
never felt down.
(back)

Re: Sutton vs. Prinzler
From: Timo Noko
Date: 12/18/2005
Time: 3:02:21 AM<�br> Remote Name: 82.181.203.171

Comments
I have found no limit to the wind per se, but then, as I told you, I do actively adjust the geometry of the kite with safety-pins.
But I think that you cannot make any Flowform to fly much above 20 meter/second, because leaky FF does not generate enough lift to pull the kite-line and
camera against the wind.
My first kite had no stupid holes in it, the lift was linear to the wind force, and hence it is much superior storm-kite, albeit otherwise not good for kaping:
http://www.flickr.com/photos/timonoko/4441812/in/set-137298/
(back)

Re: Sutton vs. Prinzler
From: Wicherd
Date: 12/18/2005
Time: 2:56:55 AM
<�b>Remote Name: 84.117.93.254

Comments
All this input, combined with a little experience I have making 2 line powerkites (spoetnik, by Nop Velthuizen), makes me wonder what would happen if the keels
were replaced by a primary bridle. This bridle would make it very easy to ajust the flying angle of the kite. Also the drag produced by the keels would be
eliminated wich might leed to a steeper line angle.
My flowform does need some repairs currently (I had to pull it out of a tree)so I might just go and do some modifications to it.
(back)

Re: Sutton vs. Prinzler
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From: emiel
Date: 12/19/2005
Time: 11:30:48 AM Remote Name: 80.100.3.81

Comments
if you replace the keels with primary bridles, the stability will be gone. the flowform will keep on moving left and right. only using prim bridles will need a bigger
AR.
cheers emiel
(back)

Re: Sutton vs. Prinzler
From: Sutton stability increase
Date: 12/19/2005
Time: 5:37:58 PM
Remote Name: 201.227.101.162

Comments
I few my Sutton yesterday by 30 mph winds, guts at 35... huge wind... Kitesurfers liek crazy all around me...
The Sutton 30 had a huge pull, and was going left and right continuously.
I have added about 10 ounces of weigh on the tail (I just put some sand in this very long tube.)
The kite had first a bad angle when taking off, but the wind got so strong - it was tending to drag me - that it eventually took a normal angle, the added weigh
getting relative.
I was astonished by the new stability. No motion AT ALL. Like nailed in the sky.
I am therefore thinking about not using a tail anymore, but just a PET mineral water bottle which I would fill up according to the wind strength.
Phil
(back)

Re: Sutton vs. Prinzler
From: hprinzler@aol.com
Date: 12/20/2005
Time: 5:18:26 AM
Remote Name: 84.134.181.92

Comments
Hi guys,
in my opinion the main important thing on my Flowforms against the Suttons is the forming of the profiles near the trailing edge. On the Suttons there are 2 large
bulbs and they lead the kite to an unstable flight. Most people use drogues and tails to prevend collapsing.
The keels i made smaller after experiences with my large FF04. It has the higher keels and tend to fly out of direction but stable without falling down. With the
lower keel height the Flowform flies unstable at a higher wind speed.
Flowforms are kites for low wind speed. Of course you can use it up to 5 forces. But than you will get problems with the stable flight. It will tend to go from one
side to the other. But until know the kite crashes only under very large turbulences.
Cheers Harald.
(back)

Article 6897
From:
Date: 12/15/2005
Time: 2:00:55 PM
Remote Name: 80.73.221.60

Comments
Superb, innovative, cheap. Right up my street.
Lenny
http://www.flickr.com/groups/kiteaerialphotography/
784 images and growing
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(back)

Re: Article 6897
From: Brooks
Date: 12/15/2005
Time: 5:37:50 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
Lenny, often you (and others?) head your comments with the number of an article, but no topic. It's absolutely lost on me -- nowhere do I see Article numbers on
this discussion page.
More complete references would help, plz.
bgl
http://www.brooxes.com/
(back)

Re: Article 6897
From: Cris Benton
Date: 12/15/2005
Time: 11:17:05 PM
Remote Name: 64.142.12.44

Comments
Brooks,
I think this happens when the subject field is left blank. Hex number 1af4 (see message url) translates to decimal 6900 which is pretty close to 6897. Why it is
offset by 3 I do not know.
Cris
(back)

Re: Article 6897
From: Cris Benton
Date: 12/15/2005
Time: 11:24:10 PM
Remote Name: 64.142.12.44

Comments
My bad, the numbers do match.
Lenny's post is 1af1 hex and that equals 6897. It was Brooks' reply that was 1af4.
This means we have had 6900 posts in the group since it was reset a long, long time ago.
Cris
(back)

Re: Article 6897
From: Brooks
Date: 12/16/2005
Time: 10:08:24 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
OK, gotcha. It's Lenny's message itself that has the hex designation.
Maybe the problem is that Lenny's message was imprecise. Must be the flu.
thanks, Cris.
bgl
(back)
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Xmas Kick Off Sale'''''' Nokia N92 AT 220 USD
From: phillip
Date: 12/15/2005
Time: 7:08:04 AM
Remote Name: 82.193.38.154

Comments
SPAM removed
(back)

Selfmade Box for SD-Cards
From: Manfred
Date: 12/15/2005
Time: 6:59:26 AM
Remote Name: 194.174.174.30

Comments
Pay a lot for a small box for SD CardÝs???
I was surching for a small box and found one in the waste. See more details under
http://kap-man.de/sd-box.htm
With best regards
Manfred
http://kap-man.de
(back)

Re: Selfmade Box for SD-Cards
From: Lenny
Date: 12/15/2005
Time: 2:02:10 PM
Remote Name: 80.73.221.60

Comments
Superb, innovative, cheap. Right up my street.
Lenny
http://www.flickr.com/groups/kiteaerialphotography/
784 images and growing
(back)

nextel i930 at.........$120usd
From: phillip paul
Date: 12/14/2005
Time: 8:56:15 PM
Remote Name: 82.193.38.154

Comments
SPAM removed -- sheesh
(back)

kiteography in Norwegian mountains
From: Dirk Wundram
Date: 12/14/2005
Time: 4:34:19 PM
Remote Name: 84.129.180.88

Comments
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I used KAP in Norway (among other things)to generate high resolution surface models in high mountain areas. Thanks for so many helpful informations in this
forum! More detailed informations can be found here: http://www.drewu.de/kap.htm
(back)

Pentax Optio S6 Video out
From: Jon Houseago
Date: 12/13/2005
Time: 5:01:50 PM
Remote Name: 81.179.109.14

Comments
I'm thinking of buying a Pentax Optio S6 for KAP. I know that it has a video out, but does anyone know if the output is continuously showing what is being seen
through the lens so that you can use it for a video down link. The reason I ask is that my current HP Photosmart camera has a video out, but it only shows a
slideshow of the pictures taken.
(back)

Re: Pentax Optio S6 Video out
From: Doug Davlin
Date: 12/15/2005
Time: 9:46:25 AM
Remote Name: 69.171.66.250

Comments
I have the S6 and from what I see, the video out is continuous. The S6 was plugged into the TV and the image on the TV was in sync with the lens.
(back)

Re: Pentax Optio S6 Video out
From: Jon Houseago
Date: 12/15/2005
Time: <�/b>12:38:12 PM
Remote Name: 81.179.102.112

Comments
Many thanks for checking that for me Doug. Looks like it's got all the features I need for Kapping,
(back)

Aerial Solar Panel for KAP
From: Linnar
Date: 12/12/2005
Time: 1:47:25 AM
Remote Name: 195.33.97.164

Comments
Timo's idea to use solar panel with KAP rig seems attractive to me. Have you tried to use it? Any experience? How much current servos needs to turn camera?
Linnar
(back)

Kite Selection
From: Ron
Date: 12/11/2005
Time: 6:58:42 PM
Remote Name: 65.164.255.43

Comments
I have tried a 75 sq. ft. mega sled (overkill) and it collasped in a cross wind on two different occasions. I landed my rig without harm by pulling in line as fast as I
could. Is a Sutton Flowform capable of folding up in a crosswind or turbulence?
Would I be better off getting a delta coyne (spelling?) or other frame type kite? Would the frame kite better parachute the rig down in a wind lull?
(back)
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Re: Kite Selection
From: Brooks
Date: 12/11/2005
Time: 10:51:37 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
Yes, a 75 sq ft kite of any kind is overkill for a light rig in most winds. The Mega Sled does not have the stiffness of an inflated kite -- or a sparred kite -- to keep it
from collapsing, plus it wallows, making it an undesirable KAP lifter, IMO.
I've flown FlowForms for 25 years, and only once has one collapsed on me, and that was momentary, long before I started kapping.
You'll find that the FlowForm is probably the most widely used kite in KAP, and justly so, IMO. (Yes, I sell them -- but I flew them a lot before I started selling
them, and chose them for my own use because of their strong points for KAP.)
The main advantage of a stickless kite is its portability and speedy launch. I've used rokkakus, deltas, delta-Conynes (named for Silas J. Conyne, with two
syllables), Doperos, and Codys for KAP. They all have their place. I prefer the behavior of a FlowForm -- but you'll read the delta vs FlowForm arguments in
every forum.
bgl
http://www.brooxes.com/
(back)

Re: Kite Selection
From: Ron
Date: 12/12/2005
Time: 6:17:49 AM
Remote Name: 63.144.100.127

Comments
I guess my next question is which flowform? The 16 or the 30? My rig is 1.4 lbs. I plan on adding a Wireless Micro Color Cam. Not sure of the weight.
(back)

Re: Kite Selection
From: Dave Mitchell
Date: 12/12/2005
Time: 8:06:04 AM
Remote Name: 80.177.153.149

Comments
I think you'll need the FF30 to lift rig of that weight in most winds. With an FF16 you'd need quite a stiff breeze to get your rig up. I have both sizes and use the
16 whenever I can, but the 30 gets used at least 50% of the time, and my rig weighs 1.25 pounds.
(back)

Re: Kite Selection
From: Christian
Date: 12/12/2005
Time: 4:49:19 PM
Remote Name: 83.154.189.80

Comments
Any soft kite will collapse one day in cross winds, especially in strong running whirls. There are sites where such winds are regular. In this case, a framed kite is
necessary. Last may, in a kite festival, with such winds, force 5 to 6, all pilot kites have been crashed that way. My Flowform 30 didn't crashed, but once, I saw the
right cell getting half closed; then back again inflated. Yes, it overcome, and was the only soft kite to fly continuously, and without tail! However, my Calomil
behave much better, and was more stable. To know more on my modified FF30 and the Calomil, see my web site http://www.becot.info For those who were in
KAPiFrance at Blandy on tuesday afternoon, I used the Calomil, and launched it successfully downwind behind the two highest east towers of the castle, which,
of course, is extremely inadvisable. Close to that place, a rokkaku (with a tail) started circling and ended in a garden. But with the Calomil, I knew I was safe
enough.
(back)

FOR SELL SAMSUNG E310[BRAND NEW]TRIMODE--US$220
From: sammy
Date: 12/11/2005
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Time: 7:51:59 AM
Remote Name: 82.193.38.154

Comments
SPAM nuked.
(back)

Paper Thin Batteries - See link
From: Doug
Date: 12/9/2005
Time: 10:05:24 PM
Remote Name: 71.52.154.27

Comments
Maybe this technology would be helpfull in some type of KAPing. Anyone know more about this? Probably not much juice.
http://www.breitbart.com/news/2005/12/09/051209151443.325ffy2y.html
(back)

Re: Paper Thin Batteries - See link
From: Simon H
Date: 12/10/2005
Time: 4:35:28 AM
Remote Name: 81.79.212.141

Comments
I suspect, though I don't know, this might be a capacitative device rather than a battery using "chemical" storage. Quite a few tiny scale R/c aircraft and micro
R/c cars use this capacitative approach to charge storage. Very short charge times and a good power burst for a tiny motor well suited to these micro models. This
looks like it might be the same idea and the paper thin configuration would match this approach. Might work for some KAP applications like powering a Gentled
etc, but as they can be powered from a button cell, probably little advantage. Anyone else have thoughts on this?
Simon
(back)

Re: Paper Thin Batteries - See link
From: Timo Noko
Date: 12/10/2005
<�b>Time: 6:10:28 AM
Remote Name: 82.181.202.178

Comments
These self-made solar panels enclosed in a CD-box produce 200 mA @ 6 volts. 200 mA is aproximately the stand-by power of my camera (HP E317).
http://koti.welho.com/tnoko/etrex/index.html
(back)

Re: Paper Thin Batteries - See link
From: Linnar
Date: 12/10/2005
Time: 12:19:24 PM
Remote Name: 213.216.199.10

Comments
Timo, what is the weight of the solar cell?
Linnar
(back)

Aerial Solar Panel
From: Timo Noko
Date: 12/10/2005
Time: 11:23:15 PM
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Remote Name: 82.181.200.174

Comments
Six of these 33mA @ 6V (2.5Ý) cells from http://www.bebek.fi were about 40 grams in total.
When those six were water- & shock-proofly enclosed in the CD-box it was about 110 grams.
In comparison single AA-NiMH battery is about 30 grams.
(back)

Wireless Micro Camera Modifications for KAP
From: Dave Diederich
Date: 12/9/2005
Time: 2:28:53 PM
Remote Name: 70.240.7.59

Comments
I have one of the following wireless micro cameras.
http://www.wirelessmicrocolorcam.com/estore/product_info.php?products_id=38&osCsid=1b90ece4d3fa0faff1c75ddd0c95865e
Does anyone know if I can modify the transmitter to disconnect the micro camera and hook up a digital camera with video out. The video out cable out my digital
camera has the standard yello rca phone plug.
(back)

Re: Wireless Micro Camera Modifications for KAP
From: Linnar
Date: 12/12/2005
Time: 1:41:53 AM
Remote Name: 195.33.97.164

Comments
Be careful with 1.2GHz simple chinese transmitters - they might have very bad radio radiation quality. I asked one my friend to measure the frequency spectrum
of the item - it generated many harmonic peaks between 400 MHz..5GHz so your device probably interfere to other radio bands. If you are flying your kite in
open environment your device may disturb other radio bands too much.
(back)

Re: Wireless Micro Camera Modifications for KAP
From: emiel
Date: 12/10/2005
Time: 12:53:55 AM
Remote Name: 80.100.3.81

Comments
It looks like your receiver is exactly the same as mine. So, probably the transmitter could also be the same. In that case you should be able to seperate them
because the transmitter is a little iron box with a few wires and a aerial sticking out. I bought the transmitter without camera, so I did have that problem.
www.kitedesign.nl (KAP>Equipment)
cheers emiel
(back)

Re: Wireless Micro Camera Modifications for KAP
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 12/9/2005
Time: 3:26:29 PM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
There are many "brands" and and variantions available. On the ones I had/have and on the ones I've seen on others rigs you can indeed separate the camera
from the transmitter. So I see no reason why it could not be done on the one you have.
I hope you have some steady hands, take your time, be careful and don't blame me if it is not working in the end.
Good luck,
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Peter
(back)

Underwater Camera Case
From: Ron
Date: 12/8/2005
Time: 2:52:06 PM
Remote Name: 63.144.100.200

Comments
I plan on flying from my boat next summer. I am wondering if anyone has tried using an underwater case on a kap rig when flying over water????
(back)

Re: Underwater Camera Case
From: Allan St. Lucia
Date: 12/11/2005
Time: 4:51:22 PM
Remote Name: 206.128.209.20

Comments
Flying over mangroves and reefs for pictures for mapping I wanted to protect the whole system, rather than just the camera leaving servos exposed, so I put
camera and receiver in a Tupperware box with an optical glass port. Of course I had to lose pan and tilt options but mostly I wanted only vertical shots anyway.
My U/W housings are all really heavy, even the Lexan ones and in any event they are designed to minimize volume and so have little space to add any other
components. What I still would like to do is make a light dunk-proof housing with the sealed control shafts used in e.g. the Ikelite housings, so that servos for pan
and tilt could function inside the housing.
(back)

Re: Underwater Camera Case
From: Ralf
Date: 12/8/2005
Time: 3:23:50 PM<�br> Remote Name: 84.133.218.121

Comments
Hi Ron, I built some rigs for others with this case. Not to protect for water but for the sand in afrikan desserts. It is useable.
http://www.dopero.de/Eingang/Kite_Aerial_Photography/Canon_AW-PS200_Rigg/canon_aw-ps200_rigg.html MfG Ralf
(back)

Condensation Concerns
From: Ron
Date: 12/8/2005
Time: 11:11:21 AM
Remote Name: 63.237.61.95

Comments
I have heard two different ways to avoid condensation in my camera caused by severe temperature changes . One is to place the camera in an airtight bag
"removing any extra air" in the bag. Second is to just place the camera in the airtight bag and allow it to slowly warm. Is there any advantage to removing the air
inside the bag or would it help buffer the termperature change? I made an insulated (foam window strips) leather jacket for the battery pack on my kap rig.
After some research I learned it is not recommended to warm the battery with chemical hand warmers or any other source.
Thanks, Ron in Michigan
(back)

Re: Condensation Concerns
From: Craig
Date: 12/9/2005
Time: 8:48:10 AM
Remote Name: 204.147.0.56

Comments
I have been shooting out in the cold for 15 years and have never had any problems as a result of condensation. Moisture will not form on a warm camera taken
out into the cold so your KAP shouldn't be affected. Bringing a cold camera back into the warm house is when the condensation can form. So I just leave my
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camera in the case where it can slowly warm. I wouldn't recommend putting it in a plastic bag, it seems that you are trapping it with any moisture that might be
present rather than having moving air evaporate the moisture. Our winters are so dry that it really isn't an issue IMO.
The worst is really in the summer when you take a cool airconditioned camera out into the humid heat. Lens fogs over, and who knows where moisture forms- all
at a time when you are trying to use the camera.
Still after nearly 900 KAP adventures since 1986 flying in all sorts of conditions, I have never damaged or worn out a camera, or had one fail from misuse. Bottom
line.... don't worry about it, you will want a new camera long before you can destroy the one you have.
(back)

Re: Condensation Concerns
From: Ron
Date: 12/9/2005
Time: 4:35:09 PM
<�b>Remote Name: 65.164.254.21

Comments
Thanks Craig. I appreciate the advice and your experience.
(back)

RE: Birdseye in a new jacket...
From: Jon Houseago
Date: 12/8/2005
Time: 6:34:01 AM
Remote Name: 81.179.123.9

Comments
Hi Yvan,
A very impressive website with some stunning shots. I love the music, what is it?
You asked for some feedback on browser compatability, as a part time web designer I know a little of the problems of cross browser and cross platform design
problems!
I quickly tested your site on several browsers, my main suggestion is that if a Flash player less than the current version 8 isn't installed then not all the features of
the site work correctly (text missing etc.). I suggest that you either put something on the site to say that it works best with Flash Player 8 or perhaps use a plug-in
sniffer script to detect if the flash player 8 is installed and direct the user to install this first. If a user doesn't have any version of the flash player installed then
this is not a problem as the browser will automatically direct them to install the plug-in, which will be the latest Flash player 8.
With the Flash Player 8 loaded the following browsers seem to work great:
Mac Platform
Safari 1.31 Firefox 1.07 Mozilla 1.2.1 Omniweb 5.12 Netscape 7.1 Opera 8.51
Explorer 5.2 works OK but there are some alignment problems with the Kites, Links and Equipment pages.
Windows Platform
Internet Explorer 6.0.29 Firefox 1.5 Mozilla 1.7.11 Opera 8.51 Netscape 8.04
Hope that helps and well done again for a fantastic site.
Jon Houseago
(back)

RE: Birdseye in a new jacket...
From: Jon Houseago
Date: 12/8/2005
Time: 6:46:20 AM
Remote Name: 81.179.123.9

Comments
Many apologies for in my haste hitting the 'Post' button rather than the 'Reply' button! sorry - I'm new to this forum. Perhaps the moderator could kindly delete
this post for me?
Thanks
Jon Houseago
(back)
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Birdseye in a new jacket...
From: Yvan
Date: 12/7/2005
Time: 9:39:32 PM
Remote Name: 83.134.98.87

Comments
http://www.birdseye.be
I just finished restyling my website. Because there are so many different computer systems, I would appreciate if you fellow KAPers could give me some feedback
if everything works (or not) at yvan@birdseye.be
...and I know my english is far from perfect ;-) if you see some gramatical errors I would like to hear it too.
Thanks in advance for the support.
Yvan.
(back)

Re: Birdseye in a new jacket...
From: Timo Noko
Date: 12/8/2005
Time: 7:16:39 AM
Remote Name: 82.181.203.253

Comments
Panorama scrolling does not work in Linux and Firefox 1.0.6 . Other things look ok, considering that I do not how they are supposed to work.
Easy way to test Linux-compatability is to get CD-only Knoppix-linux. Knoppix boots from CD and does not otherwise affect your regular setup.
http://www.knoppix.org/
(back)

Re: Birdseye in a new jacket...
From: Jon Houseago
Date: 12/8/2005
Time: 6:42:00 AM
Remote Name: 81.179.123.9

Comments
Hi Yvan,
A very impressive website with some stunning shots. I love the music, what is it?
You asked for some feedback on browser compatability, as a part time web designer I know a little of the problems of cross browser and cross platform design
problems!
I quickly tested your site on several browsers, my main suggestion is that if a Flash player less than the current version 8 is installed then not all the features of
the site work correctly (text missing etc.). I suggest that you either put something on the site to say that it works best with Flash Player 8 or perhaps use a plug-in
sniffer script to detect if the flash player 8 is installed and direct the user to install this first. If a user doesn't have any version of the flash player installed then
this is not a problem as the browser will automatically direct them to install the plug-in, which will be the latest Flash player 8.
With the Flash Player 8 loaded the following browsers seem to work great:
Mac Platform
Safari 1.31 Firefox 1.07 Mozilla 1.2.1 Omniweb 5.12 Netscape 7.1 Opera 8.51
Explorer 5.2 works OK but there are some alignment problems with the Kites, Links and Equipment pages.
Windows Platform
Internet Explorer 6.0.29 Firefox 1.5 Mozilla 1.7.11 Opera 8.51 Netscape 8.04
Hope that helps and well done again for a fantastic site.
Jon Houseago
(back)

Re: Birdseye in a new jacket...
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From: Yvan
Date: 12/8/2005
Time: 6:48:07 AM
Remote Name: 194.78.200.167

Comments
Thank you for your impressive testing Jon, it's indeed better to resave all flash movies in Flash8. I will do that this evening.
btw. The is from Vangelis > Album "Voices" The two songs are "Come to me" & "Ask the Mountains"
Yvan.
(back)

Re: Birdseye in a new jacket...
From: Jon Houseago
Date: 12/8/2005
Time: 11:15:29 AM
Remote Name: 81.179.123.9

Comments
Hi Yvan,
I'm not sure that you need to resave things in Flash 8. From my testing, to view your flash content it seems they need to have Flash 8 plug-in installed on your
browser. If you want a script that checks for the Flash player before loading your site, look at the Macromedia site and their 'Flash Detection kit'
http://www.macromedia.com/software/flashplayer/download/detection_kit/. If you have Flash 8 I think it is already included.
Thanks for letting us know what the music was, hope this helps.
Jon
(back)

Re: Birdseye in a new jacket...
From: Brooks
Date: 12/8/2005
Time: 9:47:07 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
Outstanding as always, Yvan -- and I must say, viewing your site makes me very glad I have DSL now. I tried only one browser, Safari 1.3.1.
Except for the menus and overall titles, I saw no text at all. Clicking the right arrow on the opening screen took me to a window with several outline boxes but
nothing in them. After the opening pic of your rig, I got nothing but an empty black window when clicking right arrow.
Then, following on Jon's comments (excellent testing, Jon!) I checked to see what Flash Player I have on my Mac, and it's 7.0, so maybe that's the problem.
I'll try Firefox and some others and let you know how it goes.
bgl
http://www.brooxes.com/
(back)

Re: Birdseye in a new jacket...
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 12/8/2005
Time: 12:16:41 PM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
Gatverpielekes, das prachtig. Congratulations!
Peter
(back)

Re: Birdseye in a new jacket...
From: Richard Amirault
Date: 12/8/2005
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Time: 5:28:44 AM
Remote Name: 146.115.58.99

Comments
VERY IMPPRESSIVE! .. but I wonder how well it will work for those folks on dial-up (I'm currently at my job on a high speed connection .. at home I have dialup)
One thing .. the note you have about turning off the background animation ... you forgot an "f" .. you have "of" instead of "off"
Richard in Boston, MA, USA
(back)

Buy Nokia,N70,N80,N90,N91,N92 6600,6680,8800,9300,9500,Motorola Razr v3 Nextel i930
From: Mr Roy Alex
Date: 12/7/2005
Time: 4:05:34 PM
Remote Name: 80.178.250.58

Comments
SPAM deleted
(back)

Buy Nokia,N70,N80,N90,N91,N92 6600,6680,8800,9300,9500,Motorola Razr v3 Nextel i930
From: Mr Roy Alex
Date: 12/7/2005
Time: 4:03:51 PM
Remote Name: 80.178.250.58

Comments
SPAM deleted
(back)

Buy Nokia,N70,N80,N90,N91,N92 6600,6680,8800,9300,9500,Motorola Razr v3 Nextel i930
From: Mr Roy Alex
Date: 12/7/2005
Time: 4:02:10 PM
Remote Name: <�/b>80.178.250.58

Comments
SPAM deleted
(back)

Buy Nokia,N70,N80,N90,N91,N92 6600,6680,8800,9300,9500,Motorola Razr v3 Nextel i930
From: Mr Roy Alex
Date: 12/7/2005
Time: 4:00:47 PM
Remote Name: 80.178.250.58

Comments
SPAM deleted
(back)

Buy Nokia,N70,N80,N90,N91,N92 6600,6680,8800,9300,9500,Motorola Razr v3 Nextel i930
From: Mr Roy Alex
Date: 12/7/2005
Time: 3:59:22 PM
Remote Name: 80.178.250.58

Comments
SPAM deleted
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(back)

Buy Nokia,N70,N80,N90,N91,N92 6600,6680,8800,9300,9500,Motorola Razr v3 Nextel i930
From: Mr Roy Alex
Date: 12/7/2005
Time: 3:58:09 PM
Remote Name: 80.178.250.58

Comments
SPAM deleted
(back)

Buy Nokia,N70,N80,N90,N91,N92 6600,6680,8800,9300,9500,Motorola Razr v3 Nextel i930
From: Mr Roy Alex
Date: 12/7/2005
Time: 3:56:49 PM
Remote Name: 80.178.250.58

Comments
SPAM deleted
(back)

Buy Nokia,N70,N80,N90,N91,N92 6600,6680,8800,9300,9500,Motorola Razr v3 Nextel i930
From: Mr Roy Alex
Date: 12/7/2005
Time: 3:55:18 PM
Remote Name: 80.178.250.58

Comments
SPAM deleted
(back)

Buy Nokia,N70,N80,N90,N91,N92 6600,6680,8800,9300,9500,Motorola Razr v3 Nextel i930
From: Mr Roy Alex
Date: 12/7/2005
Time: 3:52:05 PM
Remote Name: 80.178.250.58

Comments
SPAM deleted
(back)

Buy Nokia,N70,N80,N90,N91,N92 6600,6680,8800,9300,9500,Motorola Razr v3 Nextel i930
From: Mr Roy Alex
Date: 12/7/2005
Time: 3:51:05 PM
Remote Name: 80.178.250.58

Comments
SPAM deleted
(back)

World Wide Panorama -- Best of the Year
From: Brooks
Date: 12/4/2005
Time: 8:47:53 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
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If you've wanted to contribute a VR panorama to the WWP but haven't had your timing right, the one upcoming is ideal: no theme, just the best pano you've
done this year. Submit by 12/28/05.
Read details here: http://geoimages.berkeley.edu:16080/wwp/practical/NextEvent.html
see you 'round (ho ho)
bgl
http://www.brooxes.com/
(back)

New book
From: Carl B
Date: 12/1/2005
Time: 8:46:12 AM
Remote Name: 198.103.196.130

Comments
The latest issue of Smithsonian (Dec/05), there's an article of a new book on aerial photographer Georg Gerster. Even though the work is done by aircraft, the
images are spectacular.
Good Xmas present. The book is called "The past from above: aerial photographs of archeological sites"
(back)

Re: New book
From: Ralf
Date: 12/1/2005
Time: 1:14:58 PM
Remote Name: 84.133.225.172

Comments
Hi Carl,
I have one more new book for x-mas. Hey Santa, do you read this forum? The book is on my list...:-)
http://images-eu.amazon.com/images/P/3894056525.03.LZZZZZZZ.jpg
MfG Ralf
(back)

Light
From: Lenny
Date: 11/30/2005
Time: 2:04:21 PM
Remote Name: 80.73.221.64

Comments
I'dlove to hear some comments on what are the ideal light conditions for shooting KAP images.
In particular, I'm interested in views on conditions when shooting water (especially vertical shots).
I realise that the incidence of light will be different when viewed from above, but what is the best time of day, or rather, what is the best angle for the sun to be at?
Sometimes it seems that a sky full of white clouds provides better conditions to shoot that a blue sky.
What's the consensus?
Lenny
http://www.flickr.com/groups/kiteaerialphotography/
758 images and growing
(back)

Re: Light
From: Christian
Date: 12/3/2005
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Time: 4:21:42 AM
Remote Name: 83.154.191.160

Comments
When shooting water areas, there is the reflexion that shows the sky. There is also some effect of polarization of light. Herebelow what you get on inclined
viewing: With blue sky, atmosphere with low humidity rate, the water will appear dark blue, almost black, depending on polarization of lightwhich means
depending on angle between sun and the direction you're shooting . With clouds, or high humidity rates which makes the sky rather white than blue, the water
will appear with clouds or grey. When viewing vertically, it is possible to see the bottom in shallow waters; otherwise, it is dark or black. When bottom can be
seen, there will be more contrast with a blue sky. A polarizing screen will provide better results.
(back)

Re: Light
From: Roger Australia
Date: 12/1/2005
Time: 11:54:21 AM
Remote Name: 203.51.249.187

Comments
Lenny, I think it depends very much about the Latitude that the kaper is living. As you know, different latitudes have different sunlight angles of incidence.
Anyway,here in Oz-land at the Gold Coast(Lat 30 S) which has bright sun most of the year, I've found that when the sun is at a 45 degrees angle with the surface
of the water, and when I am shooting perpendicular to the ground, I get the best results. It can be morning of afternoon. Also, it all depends on how flat or calm
the ocean or water surface is. A smooth off shore wind will produce better results than an onshore wind, because this last one will compress the back of the wave
in a situation that some refractions will hit the camera lens. Some time it is desirable, with star-like reflections, but some times not. The best for you, Roger
Australia
(back)

Re: Light
From: PhilGib
Date: 11/30/2005
Time: 4:30:57 PM
Remote Name: 201.144.30.186

Comments
Hi Leny,
If you want to show the transparency of the water, then I found morning light reflects to give a "silver ocean", not so great.
I would say 1 hours before and after the zenith is just fine. That give this kind of results :
http://www.mas-arriba.com/pages/03-%20Xpu-Ha%20-%20Past%20and%20future%20(Sigh...).html
Then if you want to show the surface of the water, I would recommend to take more horizontal angles and have it late in the afternoon, allowing waves to be
shown with the horizontal light.
Just my 2 cents...
At least to obtain such pics
(back)

Corrected link
From: PhilGib
Date: 11/30/2005
Time: 4:41:12 PM
Remote Name: 201.144.30.186

Comments
http://www.mas-arriba.com/example/ocean-around-zenith-time.jpg
(back)

Re: Corrected link
From: Lenny
Date: 12/2/2005
Time: 4:08:09 PM
Remote Name: 80.73.221.64

Comments
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Thanks, Guys. Sadly the horizontal thing is out for me as I'm a verticals only man, and that's the way it'll stay for the moment
(back)

Sharpest KAP pics ... Which camera ?
From: PhilGib
Date: 11/30/2005
Time: 10:44:34 AM
Remote Name: 201.155.87.63

Comments
Ok I finally found someone coming from Europe and able to bring me a camera.
I know some cameras provide sharpest results than others...
Is there any super-sharp-pictures-maker - and light - camera you would have heard of, and also compatible with Gentled ? This is not a research parameter I can
find on dpreview...
Canon, Olympus ?
Many thanks
Phil
(back)

Re: Sharpest KAP pics ... Which camera ?
From: Linnar
Date: 12/4/2005
Time: 6:56:07 AM
Remote Name: 213.216.199.10

Comments
I think you may need to do some post-processing anyway if you want to get very sharp pictures. You can also set manually sharpness factor in some cameras like
in Canon cameras. As reading discussions and reviews about cameras, I understand that some cameras makes sharper pics than others but mainly such cameras
are doing it digitally and sometimes it makes unwanted artifacts to pics. So read dpreview.com reviews and try to find the best camera for your needs.
I'm planning to buy Canon S80 because it's 8M camera and quite light. I have temptation to buy Canon D350 but it's maybe too heavy for KAP.
(back)

Re: Sharpest KAP pics ... Which camera ?
From: Brooks
Date: 12/3/2005<�br> Time: 11:23:55 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
The smallest Canons (Ixus or Digital Elph) are not gentLED capable. The larger ones, such as the S70, are capable of infrared triggering, and are much more
capable cameras, though a bit heavier.
As you'll find from reading this discussion, there are lots of kappers using the Pentax Optio S4, 5, or 6. That's about as small and light as you can get, and quite
acceptable picture quality. Look at the KAP group on Flickr if you want to see plenty of pictures taken with them. Mine are taken with an S4; my guess is that the
later ones will have even better pix.
bgl
http://www.brooxes.com/
(back)

Re: Sharpest KAP pics ... Which camera ?
From: PhilGib
Date: 12/4/2005
Time: 1:57:12 PM
Remote Name: 201.144.31.253

Comments
Brooxes,
Did you notice a real sharpness improvement taking pics from infra-red devices like gentled or prism ?
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Or is it purely weight and handiness related ?
(back)

Re: Sharpest KAP pics ... Which camera ?
From: David Hunt
Date: 12/4/2005<�br> Time: 3:22:04 PM
Remote Name: 67.77.225.61

Comments
The GentLED does not affect the image quality; it is strictly a device that is used to trigger the camera shutter without using a servo. It requires a camera that
has an IR remote sensor, not all cameras do.
You keep mentioning sharpness but from the context of your statements I think you mean resolution. Resolution is the largest pixel dimensions that the camera
will produce. For instance the Canon SD20 is a 5-megapixel camera the largest images are 2592 X 1944. Except for cameras that save pictures in the RAW
format, all digital cameras add some sharpening to the image no matter how large or small the resolutions of the picture.
Some cameras allow you to select the amount of sharpening done to the picture before it is saved to the memory card. It is generally agreed that you should use
the lowest in-camera sharpening setting when taking pictures and to apply sharpening with software on your computer which will allow you to have more control
over the final results. Sharpening should always be the last step you perform before saving the file on any image you modify using computer software.
If your concern is about getting "sharp" non-pixelated prints from you camera then here is a simple way to calculate the maximum size you will get from a
particular camera.
For professional quality prints you want 300 ppi (pixels per inch). Some amateurs will go as low as 150 ppi but you will notice a subtle lower quality. Using 300
ppi with a full frame image from the Canon SD20 mentioned above which is 2592 X 1944, you divide the width of 2592 pixels by 300 ppi to get 8.64 inches THEN
divide 1944 by 300 and you get 6.48 inches so to maintain the maximum image quality the largest print from the 5 meg Canon SD20 should be 8.64Ý X 6.48Ý and
if you crop the image any the size will be smaller. These numbers are going to be similar for any 5 megapixel camera.
Comparing 5meg through 8meg prints sizes:
Canon SD20 (5meg) 2592 x 1944 best prints 8.64Ý X 6.48Ý.
Pentax Optio S6 (6meg) 2816 x 2112 best prints 9.38Ý X 7.04Ý.
Canon S70 (7meg) 3072 x 2304 best prints 10.25Ý X 7.68Ý.
Canon S80 (8meg) 3264 x 2448 best prints 10.88Ý X 8.16Ý.
Notice that there is not much difference between one step to the next, and maybe even two steps. If the only reason that you have for getting a new camera is to
increase the pixel count, it is suggested that you wait until you can double the number of pixels of your current camera.
DonÝt be fooled by your photographic software that may allow you to make your image pixel size larger than what came from the camera. The software has to
create pixels that werenÝt there in the first place. In actuality your software will change every pixel in the picture modify original pixel size. Any change is going
to lower the quality of the image small changes can usually be tolerated.
You asked for a full frame image from my SD20 http://www.kaper.us/NotLinked/IMG_0600.JPG
David Hunt
(back)

Re: Sharpest KAP pics ... Which camera ?
From: Brooks
Date: 12/4/2005 Time: 5:56:33 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
I would suggest that David's estimated sizes are (IMO) very conservative except for highest quality printing or publication in print media.
If you're using them online or projecting a video image or looking at them on your TV -- or printing them for your friends -- you can get by with much lower
resolution. In fact, I've used 11x14 prints of images taken with a 4MP camera in a gallery show -- and they're quite acceptable (at least to me).
bgl
http://www.brooxes.com/
(back)

Re: Sharpest KAP pics ... Which camera ?
From: David Hunt
Date: 12/5/2005
Time: 10:41:04 AM
Remote Name: 67.77.6.253
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Comments
Brooks is correct, the intended use of your pictures makes all the difference. Computer screen resolutions are typically between 72ppi and 96ppi so it is easy to fill
a screen with much lower resolution images and have them still look good.
Phil's previous posts indicated that he is pursuing KAP with commercial interests and the 300 ppi suggestion should be followed and in most cases will be
required. The lower end, or 150 ppi, can be used for more casual prints. This would result in full frame prints with double the dimensions listed.
The same list from my previous post using 150 ppi gives the following sizes:
Canon SD20 (5meg) 2592 x 1944 best prints 17.28Ý X 12.96Ý.
Pentax Optio S6 (6meg) 2816 x 2112 best prints 18.76Ý X 14.08Ý.
Canon S70 (7meg) 3072 x 2304 best prints 20.50Ý X 15.36Ý.
Canon S80 (8meg) 3264 x 2448 best prints 21.76Ý X 16.32Ý.
David Hunt
(back)

Re: Sharpest KAP pics ... Which camera ?
From: PhilGib
Date: 12/5/2005
Time: 1:54:24 PM
Remote Name: 201.137.65.104

Comments
David,
This is the first time I hear about having the sharpness setting at its minimum on the camera and sharpen it later with photoshop, but after some thoughts, this
really makes sense. Thanks a lot !
Here is an interesting page about sharpening with Photoshop : http://www.caleida.com/community/photoshop/938.html
Brgds
Phil
(back)

Re: Sharpest KAP pics ... Which camera ?
From: David Hunt
Date: 12/5/2005
Time: 5:09:02 PM
Remote Name: 67.77.6.253

Comments
Great Photoshop-sharpening link Phil. Thanks for passing it on.
David Hunt
(back)

Canon SD-20 KAP pics- David please ?
From: PhilGib
Date: 12/3/2005
Time: 5:40:47 AM
Remote Name: 201.144.197.171

Comments
Hi David,
Would you please have somewhere over the web a MAX resolution pic taken from the SD-20 so that I can check-out the sharpness from KAP ?
I guess the new SD-30 should have about the same picture quality.
Many thanks
Phil
(back)
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cnyinz
From:
Date: 11/30/2005
Time: 9:18:24 AM
Remote Name: 222.181.49.183

Comments
Spam removed , cretin cursed.
(back)

cnyinz
From:
Date: 11/30/2005
Time: 9:17:27 AM
Remote Name: 222.181.49.183

Comments
Spam removed , cretin cursed.
(back)

cnyinz
From:
Date: 11/30/2005
Time: 9:15:07 AM
Remote Name: 222.181.49.183

Comments
Spam removed , cretin cursed.
(back)

cnyinz
From:
Date: 11/30/2005
Time: 9:14:03 AM
Remote Name: 222.181.49.183

Comments
Spam removed , cretin cursed.
(back)

cnyinz
From:
Date: 11/30/2005
Time: 9:13:05 AM
Remote Name: 222.181.49.183

Comments
Spam removed , cretin cursed.
(back)

Cameras and Cold Weather
From: Eric Muhs
Date: 11/29/2005
Time: 1:30:17 PM
Remote Name: 216.186.53.134

Comments
I've had some better success with lithium batteries. A larger external battery pack can be built, perhaps even built into a small insulated box that you can stuff a
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chemical handwarmer into.
(back)

Video taken from a Kite Messenger with a Canon S60
From: Tony Stanley
Date: 11/29/2005
Time: 2:18:02 AM
Remote Name: 220.253.10.65

Comments
MMMMMM it was a long time coming. ! ! Last Sunday I took a 21 SEC video with my S60 running up the Kite line on a twin sailed Messenger. It came out good
. I did trim it down from 56 secs to 21 secs as the return flight wasnt gracefull ! ! . I did look at the KAPICA 02 Video by Henry Which was done with a mini
Video. the question I suppose is how would he have got a 47 sec video down to 1.8 Meg.? ? I am waiting on the delivery of a GENTLED AUTO and I think photos
in Hi Resolution say every 5 or so secs would be better. I dont have a Website but would be keen in setting one up to display my wares. Any suggestions ? Also
Roger in Aussie you on line. Im now back and would like to talk sometime
Many Thanks tonystanley@netspace.net.au
(back)

Re: Video taken from a Kite Messenger with a Canon S60
DESCR="The FrontPage FormInsertHere Component indicates the point in an HTML file where you want a default, Registration, or Discussion Component to
insert new results." startspan
From: Brooks
Date: 11/29/2005
Time: 6:25:07 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
Congratulations, Tony. While I have limited experience with it, MP4 seems to be a format to use for small movie file size.
As to getting a site up and running, if you have a Mac it's a piece of cake: either use .Mac and their tools, or RapidWeaver, which is about the simplest site builder
I've seen.
If you don't have a Mac, someone in the Windoze world will have to help.
chin UP
bgl
http://www.brooxes.com/
(back)

Re: Video taken from a Kite Messenger with a Canon S60
From: Wicherd
Date: 11/29/2005
Time: 11:08:12 AM
Remote Name: 84.117.93.254

Comments
And a little help from the windows side:
1st Page 2000, a nice program and its free. There used to be a virus in the program wich any decent virus killer detects and eliminates, so you can use it without
any problem, but I assume they have solved the virus problem by now. (actually the virus was in one of the free scripts delivered with the program.)
Here's the link:
http://www.evrsoft.com/products.shtml
As for some webspace, that should be very easy to arrange.... just google "web hosting".
(back)

Re: Video taken from a Kite Messenger with a Canon S60
From: David Hunt
Date: 11/29/2005
Time: 6:20:55 AM
Remote Name: 65.41.35.155
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Comments
I don't remember all the specifics when I compressed Henry's Video clip http://www.kaper.us/AD_kapica02_movies.html but in general there are 4 methods of
delivering video clips over the internet; Flash, Real, Windows Media, Quick Time. The biggest factor in the final clip size is the viewing size, even with the same
viewing size the different compression methods will produce different file sizes.
I originally posted Henry's clip using Window Media because it produced the smallest file, but several KAPers had trouble viewing the clips and I switched to
Quick Time which proved more compatible.
David Hunt
(back)

Re: Video taken from a Kite Messenger with a Canon S60
From: Timo Noko
Date: 11/29/2005
Time: 7:03:52 AM
Remote Name: 82.181.197.84

Comments
The Quicktime-schemes do not work too well in Linux. One usually has to the scan of the Javascript page to find the actual MOV-file, which then can be viewed
in Linux Mplayer.
In this case the first MOV-file is http://www.kaper.us/movies/AD_kapica02_aberclip.mov
And when you play it with mplayer it says MOV: Found MPEG4 movie Elementary Stream Descriptor atom (69)! Image size: 320 x 240 (24 bpp) Display size:
320 x 240 Fourcc: mp4v Codec: 'MPEG-4 Video'
In other words, the Quicktime-file is just like any regular AVI-MP4 in Apple's own special package.
(back)

Re: Video taken from a Kite Messenger with a Canon S60
From: Timo Noko
Date: 12/5/2005
Time: 6:27:08 AM
Remote Name: 82.181.203.253

Comments
I was going to suggest that one should use regular MPEG-2, if you want fool-proof compatability. Stabiliser and Smoother filter applied beforehand keep the file
size reasonable.
In other words, if this MPEG-2 does not show in your computer, you have serious issues to take of: http://koti.welho.com/tnoko/video/heitto.mpg
(back)

Re: Video taken from a Kite Messenger with a Canon S60
From: Simon H
Date: 12/5/2005
Time: 4:06:13 PM
Remote Name: 81.79.212.141

Comments
Interesting kite launch technique in the video Timo!
(back)

Re: Video taken from a Kite Messenger with a Canon S60
From: Dave Mitchell
Date: 12/6/2005
Time: 9:29:37 AM
Remote Name: 80.177.153.149

Comments
and there's music on the soundtrack! Where's that coming from?
(back)

YoYo-maister
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From: Timo Noko
Date: 12/6/2005
Time: 10:47:58 AM
Remote Name: 82.181.203.253

Comments
BBC or Radio Canada or whatever you can hear on Queen Charlotte Islands.
I made that video to admire my own style, because one local guy in Skidegate said that it "looks pretty amazing".
Pretty cheap fishing anyway, if you compare the price of YoYo-ring with heavy-duty Reel&Rod.
(back)

KAP TO BAP MATH
From: Ron
Date: 11/27/2005
Time: 6:23:01 AM
Remote Name: 63.237.61.13

Comments
My balloon weighs 7.4 oz. Camera rig 1.40 lbs. Line ? #18 320m , I purchased two disposable helium tanks each 14.9 cu. ft. If it takes 1 cu. ft. to lift 28.2 grams, I
think I am going to fall short on lift power. Also when transferring helium from the tanks to the balloon am I going to be faced with an equal force and be unable
to empty the entire contents into the balloon? Mabey I should keep my disposables for other projects and rent a large tank??? With my figures it looks as though
my balloon will barely defy gravity. Any thoughts? Math was never my thing. help!
(back)

Re: KAP TO BAP MATH
From: Simon H
Date: 11/27/2005
Time: 6:47:07 AM
Remote Name: 84.65.220.184

Comments
There is a blimps forum in www.rcgroups.com you might find some info there. There is tons of other info on the web including the very basic
http://science.howstuffworks.com/helium2.htm
Any Google search on helium, lift blimp etc etc will give you enough reading for days.
Remember "balloon gas" is helium /air mix with lower lift capacity.
Pure helium, back when I used to buy it, certainly in the UK was very expensive and you needed to be a trade customer. I was using a 140 cu ft blimp at the time
this was just enough for 2 inflations from a standard K size 52 inch cylinder. Once you start looking at lifting serious KAP type rigs you soon find you need to go
to small blimps, quickly complexity rises too.
Thos small met balloons from Ebay are certainly a bargain, and can be used to haul up a small camera with ease. You might need 2 or three of those party
cylinders to fill it but it is good for some fun. I got some of those balloons recently, very pleased with them. I envisage some close in work on castles on still
summer mornings with them.
(back)

Re: KAP TO BAP MATH
From: Ron
Date: 11/27/2005
Time: 8:24:29 AM
Remote Name: 65.164.255.74

Comments
Interesting. I think I'll purchase one more disposable tank and give it a try. I have an enclosed trailer to transport the balloon to a few sites in the same day. I am
in Michigan so the cold miserable weather is upon us. I hope to expand my options for aerial photography because our weather is usually unfavorable. I have
dressed my rig batteries in self adhesive foam tape insulation for doors and windows. I think it saves battery power. Do you use a kap rig on your balloon? I also
noticed that the neck of the met balloon is huge. Do you tie your line to the flat part of the neck or higher up? Thanks for the web info. Back to reading.
(back)

Re: KAP TO BAP MATH
From: Eric Wolf
Date: 12/13/2005
Time: 12:05:37 PM
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Remote Name: 150.182.164.93

Comments
I've been doing BAP for a while (just bought my first kite). Don't even bother with the disposable tanks. I currently have a 7ft diameter balloon and a 13ft blimp.
The balloon provides about 5lbs of lift and uses the better part of a large, rental tank. While I say you get 5lbs of lift, if there is any wind currents, the balloon will
oscillate, especially under 100ft. You really need about 2x lift in order to provide a stable platform. So, if your rig is 1.4lbs, expect to provide at least 2.8lbs of lift.
(back)

KAPiFrance Trophees
From: CVCF
Date: 11/26/2005
Time: 4:50:53 PM
Remote Name: 83.156.16.214

Comments
The KAPiFrance trophees have been awarded last november 24th and the list is on this page: http://becotus.chezalice.fr/KAPiFrance/anglais/sia_presente_E01.htm
(back)

Re: KAPiFrance Trophees
From: Dave mitchell
Date: 11/27/2005
Time: 5:01:04 AM
Remote Name: 80.177.153.149

Comments
Wish I'd been there - sigh. What exactly was the device that Jean-Louis Laroze got his trophy for?
Dave
(back)

Re: KAPiFrance Trophees
From: Yvan
Date: 11/27/2005
Time: 9:53:24 PM
Remote Name: 83.134.98.160

Comments
I just have a very nerving weekend with the family in a indoor tropic swimmingresort after the heels. Next year, I make a mark on my calendar for KApiFrance
;-)
Yvan.
(back)

Re: KAPiFrance Trophees
From: Christian
Date: 11/27/2005
Time: 3:32:19 PM
<�b>Remote Name: 83.156.31.162

Comments
It looks like a crank, and used when the kite is pulling so hard that the line can't be taken by hands and hold back that way. On the crank there is a special hook
with a kind of fork. Once the line is in the fork, just turn the crank a few turns: the line is now hold, and it is possible to pull back the line.
(back)

Re: KAPiFrance Trophees
From: Christian
Date: 11/27/2005
Time: 4:55:58 PM
Remote Name: 83.156.31.162
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Comments
Jus to say there is now a link to the pic of the crank. http://becotus.chez-alice.fr/KAPiFrance/anglais/sia_trophee_E01.htm
(back)

Re: KAPiFrance Trophees
From: Brooks
Date: 11/27/2005
Time: 10:53:33 PM
<�b>Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
First, Christian -- your link didn't take me to Jean-Louis' crank, but to the award list.
Second, Yvan -- The mark you should put on your calendar for next year is KAPiCA/06, as the CVCF is going to rest for a while. See the new KAPiCA Journal at
www.kapica.us ...and I hope you can come too!
bgl
http://www.brooxes.com/
(back)

Re: KAPiFrance Trophees
From: Yvan
Date: 11/28/2005
Time: 2:16:54 AM
Remote Name: 194.78.200.167

Comments
Thank you to notify me Brooks, but I'm affraid I'm not gonna make it to the USA, due to my work and the family (3 young kids). I should have gone to France,
that's just a 4 hour travel from my backdoor. Stupid from me to forget the date. Maybe in a couple of years...
(back)

Re: KAPiFrance Trophees
From: Christian
Date: 11/28/2005
Time: 4:28:57 PM
Remote Name: 83.156.22.76

Comments
Sorry, I re-loaded the page. There will be more links soon. Too bad for you, Yvan. We had great time, and quite interesting topics.
(back)

We did it in the 1960s
From: Gary Davis
Date: 11/26/2005
Time: 3:18:35 PM
Remote Name: 156.34.173.111

Comments
My brothers and I took aerial photos - including movies - from a kite in the 1960s.
(back)

Re: We did it in the 1960s
From: Simon H
Date: 11/27/2005
Time: 12:52:50 AM
Remote Name: 84.65.220.184

Comments
And your point is??
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Like to tell us more, share your experiences, show us some photos, tell us the difficulties you overcame, the lessons you learned etc?
At KAPiFrance we were able to see and handle genuine equipment used for KAP from this time, it was fascinating.
Simon
(back)

Re: We did it in the 1960s
From: Simon H
Date: 11/27/2005
Time: 12:57:04 AM<�br> Remote Name: 84.65.220.184

Comments
Your movies may have been one of the first done by KAP. If you still have the film, I'd suggest the worldwide KAP community might have quite an interest in this.
(back)

Re: We did it in the 1960s
From: Emmanuel from photocerfvolant.free.fr
Date: 11/27/2005
Time: 2:39:44 AM
Remote Name: 62.147.108.117

Comments
Hy all, I didn't notice the URL where we can view your pics and video Gary. Best regards, Emmanuel
(back)

Kite Antics
From: Do I have to admit it?
Date: 11/25/2005
Time: 10:59:27 AM
Remote Name: 63.237.61.95

Comments
I am new to Kaping but not new to kiting antics. Over the years I have hauled numerous items into the sky to include lights, UFO contraptions, and fireworks
(which ended in disaster several times) to name a few. I have rescued kites from trees using another kite with a sky hook. To launch in a back yard full of trees
and no ground wind I would shoot an arrow & string over the tops of the two tallest trees. Place a ring in the middle to tow my kite up between them to reach the
wind. After reading some world war two kite stories of tricking the Japanese into seeing a fleet of aircraft on their radar screens using kites and foil I decided to
launch a wide sheet of tin foil on a 12ft homemade kite. We are about 15 miles from the nearest airport. After sunset a two prop airplane circled the kite. Then
shortly after there was a small car cruising the street I live on shining a spotlight trying to find my line. The line was black and nearly invisible. The plane made a
low pass with it's landing lights on and lit up the whole neighborhood. I knew then that they certainly could pick up the foil on radar. I retrieved my line on a
wheel barrow wheel bolted to a picnic table. It had a handle added at one of the stud holes. I wasn't caught but decided not to stir up the FCC anymore. Just
thought I would share some nonsense.
(back)

Re: Kite Antics
From: Brooks
Date: 11/25/2005
Time: 1:32:43 PM
Remote Name: 81.254.39.151

Comments
Yeah, I think you should admit it.
(back)

La belle KAPiFrance
From: Brooks
Date: 11/25/2005
Time: 4:16:41 AM
Remote Name: 81.254.39.137

Comments
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Sorry for that false start.
KAPiFrance, sponsored by the Cerf-Volant Club de France, is history, and a fine meeting it was too. Christian Becot, Bernard-Noel Chagny, Jose Wallois, and
Christope Jacquemoud deserve a Grand Bravo for putting together a great program of technical presentations in a pleasant woodsy retreat setting and field trips
in the chilly french countryside for the last five days. There were about 27 in attendance, from Scotland, the Netherlands, USA, and Germany, as well as from all
over France. It was a nice, comfortable size group.
The language barrier wasn't, with a roughly 50/50 split between those who were happiest in french and those who felt more comfortable in english, with a good
many who straddled both languages and made it very collegial for all.
I'll have a complete report to be published in the Drachen Foundation's journal in the near future, but meanwhile, I just wanted to say that you missed a good
one, but with a little luck we'll have some of the highlights repeated at KAPiCA/06 next year and you can join us.
Merci et Bravo, CVCF!
bgl
http://www.brooxes.com/
(back)

Re: La belle KAPiFrance
From: Christian
Date: 11/25/2005
Time: 10:21:52 AM
Remote Name: 83.154.186.120

Comments
Thanks so much Brooks for your appreciation. I will emphasize that all attendants have been wonderful people, each of you bringing a piece of kap that we would
have missed otherway. We have prepared this opportunity, and you have made it! We have shared such a good time, there have been displayed many gorgeous
photographs, the workshops have been successfull, and technical papers have given advanced technical knowledge as well as practical know-how and useful tips.
Bravo to all for your kindness and patience. It was a delightful and unforgettable seminar.
(back)

La belle KAPiFrance
From: Brooks
Date: 11/25/2005
Time: 4:01:54 AM
Remote Name: 81.254.39.137

Comments
(back)

KAPiCA/02 DVD set Price Slashed
From: David Hunt
Date: 11/24/2005
Time: 5:29:47 PM
Remote Name: 65.41.35.155

Comments
The 8-Volume DVD set of the proceedings of KAPiCA/02 has the new low price of $40 US. It will still be a made-on-demand item so allow up to 6 weeks for
delivery. That's a reduction of $45 US. I guess you can thank Moore's Law for this drastic reduction in price.
Fewers reasons now not to own this unique KAP resource.
David Hunt
www.kaper.us
(back)

For info - Professional papers pictures minimum requirements
From: PhilGib
Date: 11/24/2005
Time: 4:45:21 PM
Remote Name: 201.137.106.183

Comments
I had a meeting today with a professional tourism review close to Cancun.
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They liked my pictures and would really like to use it, BUT because :
- the print quality was too poor (they need to translate it from 72 dpi to 300 dpi, which indeed made my 1 meg-pics look awful);
- I am using a landscape mode, which they just cannot use for their cover. Most papers covers are Portrait, not Landscape.
They strongly advised me to provide to them with pictures with the following settings : - 5 mega-pixels minimum at 72 DPI minimum. - Orientation Portrait "Letter" format or 28 cm x 21.5 cm.
Conclusion if you want to deal with profesionnal papers :
1- Do not purchase a camera below 5 mega-pixels
2- Think about having your rig adaptive for the Portrait mode, which I have never thought of... Brooks, help please !
That weighs in favor of the Gentled, since another servo switching between Portrait and Landscape would be annoying.
So... 1 shutter Gentled + 5 megs camera... Hummm... I guess I have to start chasing for an Optio S5, i or z. Christmas is in 1 month... Good stuff ! And if anyone
intends to sell the one he has... Send me an MP !
Phil
(back)

Re: For info - Professional papers pictures minimum requirements
From: Brooks
Date: 11/25/2005
Time: 3:59:05 AM
Remote Name: 81.254.39.137

Comments
I'll look into an add-on for landscape/portrait (HoVer) control for the Brooxes kits, but it will probably be manually set and limited to small cameras that can use
the gentLED.
bgl
http://www.brooxes.com/
(back)

Re: For info - Professional papers pictures minimum requirements
From: PhilGib
Date: 11/25/2005
Time: 5:58:56 AM
Remote Name: 201.144.195.145

Comments
Hi,
I am trying that from your great rig : http://www.myplayadelcarmen.com/rig/rig1.gif
This should work at least for the Portrait angle
(back)

Re: For info - Professional papers pictures minimum requirements
From: Brooks
Date: 11/25/2005
Time: 1:38:32 PM
Remote Name: 81.254.39.151

Comments
Looks good to me! let us know how it works.
cheers
brooks
http://www.brooxes.com/
(back)

Some of my recent KAP photos....
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From: Panomaniac
Date: 11/24/2005
Time: 1:07:16 PM
Remote Name: 83.131.138.47

Comments
Hi! Although i see the future of aerial photography (at least for myself) in helis,and slowly leaving my kite aside, i just want to share some of my KAP photos I
made last few months. The harder job for me was to shoot with no wind, when we pulled my FF30 form the boat. You can see my gallery in heli forum
http://www.runryder.com/helicopter/gallery/26023/ Any comments are wellcome... I slowly progress in flying helis (god it is complicated) but i feel i will soon be
confortable to take photos form heli platform...
(back)

Re: Some of my recent KAP photos....
From: Roger Australia
Date: 11/25/2005
Time: 10:38:55 AM
Remote Name: 144.137.136.123

Comments
Great Shots. What kid of mode and settings did U used in those pictures with your S70?. I've got one this week, and i am still reading the manual. Thanks Roger
Australia
(back)

Re: Some of my recent KAP photos....
From: Panomaniac
Date: 11/26/2005
<�b>Time: 6:13:27 AM
Remote Name: 83.131.128.148

Comments
I work on shoother priority mode, depending on wether it is usually 1/500 sec or higher. ISO:50 or 100, autofocus. Trigger by Gentled.
(back)

Re: Some of my recent KAP photos....
From: Linnar
Date: 11/25/2005
Time: 5:40:17 AM
Remote Name: 195.33.97.164

Comments
Very beautiful pictures, nice work!
Btw, how you'll get rid of vibration when using helis?
Linnar
(back)

Re: Some of my recent KAP photos....
From: Panomaniac
Date: 11/25/2005
Time: 8:47:12 AM
Remote Name: 83.131.138.47

Comments
I just did today after months of setup :) I have changed some stoch parts, done lots of balancing work (one gram on the wrong place, and at 18000 RPM vibrates
like masager!!) I still didn't put my Canon S70 on it but I'm shure that it will handle ok!
(back)

Re: Some of my recent KAP photos....
From: Linnar
Date: 11/26/2005
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Time: 8:38:51 AM
Remote Name: 195.33.97.164

Comments
Have you thought about small RC-paraglider for AP instead of heli?
I started my project but on hold. I got an idea from here: http://www.seabreezeparachutes.com/
(back)

Re: Some of my recent KAP photos....
From: Panomaniac
Date: 11/27/2005
Time: 4:23:49 AM
Remote Name: 83.131.132.11

Comments
Hm... Interesting, I must admit. But, i see many advantages of using helis for AP. You got all freedom of mooving in all directions, hovering at one point up to
1000m from you. As you see, I'm fascinated with panoramic images, and with RC glider (parashute) I'm not able to do that. I've done some pano images from my
FF30, but limitations are huge. I'm usually limited to just one angle which is determinated by wind direction... Although, I had great time using kite, and collect
much experiance. Now it is time to move on the second level :)
(back)

Re: Some of my recent KAP photos....
From: emiel
Date: 11/24/2005
Time: 11:47:56 PM
Remote Name: 80.100.3.81

Comments
great pictures!
Also a nice anchor on the kite, btw ;-)
cheers emiel
(back)

Re: Some of my recent KAP photos....
From: PhilGib
Date: 11/24/2005
Time: 5:11:25 PM
Remote Name: 201.137.106.183

Comments
Really sharp pictures... Congrats...
(back)

Mud Flats Location?
From: Jenna
Date: 11/22/2005
Time: 6:33:43 PM
Remote Name: 71.140.13.97

Comments
I was looking at the mud flats pictures on this website. I was curious where exactly those are in the park? What highway or road do I have to take to get to that
part? Does the mud look like that all year round, or does it become destroyed after the first rain of the season?
The reason I ask is because I am a photographer. I want a location for my next shoot and I need it to be dark, almost evil. Its for fashion. Its for a series I am
doing of girls in headdresses and masks made of animal antlers and feathers, etc. Its kind of inspired by childrens movies and such, this specific shot is more
"villainous". I anticipate to shoot the first or second week of december, but I am afraid I will miss the cracked mud. Any ideas?
(back)

Meccano rig and question
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From: Tiago
Date: 11/22/2005
Time: 4:48:48 AM
Remote Name: 212.55.137.204

Comments
IÝve done a Meccano rig that weighs with the camera, 350 grams. Here you have the photos of my kite rig with and without the camera: http://img337.imageshack.us/img337/1345/dsc003761kh.jpg - http://img445.imageshack.us/img445/4374/dsc003791lp.jpg
I found a Eolo (http://www.eolo.com/) delta kite with a wingspan of 180 cm (5,9 feet) and a spine of 90 cm (2,95 feet): http://www.giocare.net/img/bambini914/superdelta_abanico.jpg
Can this kite lift the Meccano rig with the camera?
Tiago
(back)

Re: Meccano rig and question
From: Christian
Date: 12/3/2005
Time: 5:08:23 AM
Remote Name: 83.154.191.160

Comments
Sorry to say that you will have a hard time to lift the rig. To be OK a kite should pull 4 times the weight of the rig. Your delta is only 1 square-meter according to
the size you mention. Pull 1 kg will be achieved with 10 m/s winds. Try a kite at least 2 mÝ or better 2.5mÝ. Let us know what you tried. Good flights.
(back)

Re: Meccano rig and question
From: Duncan Macdonald
Date: 11/23/2005
Time: <�/b>3:14:47 PM
Remote Name: 80.3.128.7

Comments
Hi Tiago,
Your kite should be able to lift a rig+camera of that weight with a good breeze. I have a delta that's a bit bigger which lifts a rig+camera of about 450-500g.
The best thing to do is take the kite out and give it a try!
Regards,
Duncan
(back)

Google search for KAP
From: Theo
Date: 11/21/2005
Time: 8:20:13 AM
Remote Name: 66.158.83.23

Comments
I have been too lazy to bookmark this website, so I usually just type in KAP in google, and this website is usually the second result. Except today it came in as the
first. What did it beat for the top position? A website for Kink Aware Professionals. Congratulations, you are now number one.
(back)

Re: Google search for KAP
From: David Hunt
Date: 11/21/2005
Time: 12:06:42 PM
Remote Name: 65.41.35.155

Comments
Sorry, but the Google number one status must have been short lived, Kink Aware Professionals are back as number one.
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David Hunt
(back)

Re: Google search for KAP
From: Theo
Date: 11/21/2005
Time: 3:27:11 PM<�br> Remote Name: 66.158.84.156

Comments
Hmmm... maybe google returns searches based on what they know about a user (location?). This site is still first when I google KAP.
(back)

Re: Google search for KAP
From: burtskitecam.co.uk
Date: 11/23/2005
Time: 11:15:58 AM
Remote Name: 88.111.111.49

Comments
it's also interesting to do an image search with google for kap
from burt
(back)

Re: Google search for KAP
From: Manfred
Date: 11/24/2005
Time: 10:08:01 AM<�br> Remote Name: 85.72.15.171

Comments
In Germany the Website from C. Benton is on place 11 today.
Manfred www.kap-man.de
(back)

Balloon Aerial Photography
From: Ron Morris
Date: 11/20/2005
Time: 7:30:51 PM
Remote Name: 65.164.255.97

Comments
Does anyone have experience with BAP. I have a large meteorological balloon (approx. 7 1/2 ft. tall x 4ft diameter). I am curious as to how much it would cost to
fill a balloon that size with helium. Also if one tethered balloon will lift a camera rig in a windless situation ? (approx 2 lbs.)
(back)

Re: Balloon Aerial Photography
From: Patrick Skibinski
Date: 11/21/2005
Time: 1:55:11 PM
Remote Name: 83.179.157.140

Comments
Sorry for my english : I use a solar balloon when it is no wind on captivity , and when the wind come I replace it by a kite . You can see it on my home page
http://kapski.free.fr . But my site is in french and you can click in the title " Pas de vent " ( no wind ). At this moment I have made 3 differents ballons for some
utility good surf Patrick
(back)

Re: Balloon Aerial Photography
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From: David Hunt
Date: 11/20/2005
Time: 7:54:37 PM
Remote Name: 65.41.35.155

Comments
One cubic meter of Helium will lift 1kg ( 2.2 pounds). The balloon that you describe will hold approximately 7.6 cubic meters of helium. That's what a couple of
minutes of internet searching turned up, you may want to try a more exhaustive search to verify these numbers.
David Hunt
(back)

Re: Balloon Aerial Photography
From: Dave Mitchell
Date: 11/21/2005
Time: 6:33:44 AM
Remote Name: 80.177.153.149

Comments
You've over-estimated the volume of the balloon I think, David. By my calculation it's around 100 cubic feet, which is closer to 2.5 cubic metres. In non-metric
measures it seems one cubic foot of helium lifts around .84 ounces, so I'd say the balloon might lift a bit over 5 lbs or so. However, apart from the weight of the
balloon and rig, it will also have to lift line as well.
(back)

Re: Balloon Aerial Photography
From: David Hunt
Date: 11/21/2005
Time: 12:00:51 PM
Remote Name: 65.41.35.155

Comments
David is right about the volume, I was using 4ft radius instead of diameter. Of course I have never seen a weather balloon that wasn't spherical, are you sure of
your balloons dimensions?
David Hunt
(back)

Re: Balloon Aerial Photography
From: Ron Morris
Date: 11/21/2005
Time: 4:50:58 PM
Remote Name: 63.237.61.74

Comments
I bought the balloon on e-bay from the UK. It states that the balloon is 7-8 ft. when inflated. (spherical I guess).
(back)

Re: Balloon Aerial Photography
From: David Hunt
Date: 11/21/2005
Time: 6:45:54 PM
Remote Name: 65.41.35.155

Comments
That means the values of my first response are the most accurate. Lifting 2 pounds should be easy.
David Hunt
(back)

Re: Balloon Aerial Photography
From: Balloon Aerial Photography
Date: 11/22/2005
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Time: 6:12:12 AM
Remote Name: 63.237.61.31

Comments
I found this site that offers equipment on BAP. The prices are extreme but it shows many possibilities. http://www.southernballoonworks.com/aerialphotography.html
(back)

Re: Balloon Aerial Photography
DESCR="The FrontPage FormInsertHere Component indicates the point in an HTML file where you want a default, Registration, or Discussion Component to
insert new results." startspan
From: Ron Morris
Date: 11/21/2005
Time: 6:04:42 AM
Remote Name: 63.144.100.196

Comments
Thanks! I am going to give it a try.
(back)

Video-out quality confusion
From: PhilGib
Date: 11/18/2005
Time: 5:10:18 PM
Remote Name: 201.144.195.167

Comments
Further to Richard's good comments on my questions on the S5i, I must say I am confused about video-out quality.
I intend to project on a 15 feet screen a live downlink from either a digital still camera or camcorder. Camera or camcorder will AIM at the subject but will not
take the picture or record a movie.
I am confused about live video-out quality. I do not know wether this is a (1) compressed live feed just enough to suit the digital LCD 2 inches screen , obviously
very limited at 100 000 pixels or so, or if (2) this is the real CCD sensor feed at 5 megapixel from an S5i or about 1 mega-pixel or so from a mini-dv.
Obviously answer 2 would be great news but I am not 100 pct certain about that as some users here claim to only get a very pixel-limited video-out.
High speed refreshing speed on the AV video-out would also talk for a more limited number of pixels, as showing pure 5 megapixels based on 30 pics per second
would be technically - at this time - impossible.
Or should we speak in "lines" terms like a mini CCD pinhole spec and forget about pixels ?
Or would it be VGA / XVGA, etc... ?
If it was that last one, then I would personally think mini-dv would be more suited to the best possible video-out.
Would someone be nice enough to test the video-out of an S5i on its TV and compare it to a recent camcorder video-out on his same TV ?
Phil
(back)

Re: Video-out quality confusion
From: David Hunt
Date: 11/18/2005
Time: 6:09:06 PM
Remote Name: 65.41.35.155

Comments
Video Out, if it is to be displayed on a NTSC TV, has to meet the NTSC standard The resolution for this standard is 720 x 486 (PAL is 720 x 576). It doesnÝt
matter how many pixels your camera has, the final AV output will be this. So the camera has to do some sort of conversion to get the picture this small. Picture
clarity, brightness, contrast, color balance could all suffer to varying degrees depending on how well the circuitry in the camera handles the conversion to NTSC.
I assume that you will be transmitting the signal through a 2.4GHz system; this system can also affect the quality of the signal.
The video camera could possibly a have better video output since this is the video cameraÝs primary function the image out should be as good as the camera can
produce, but it's still going to be 760 x 486.
David Hunt
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http://www.kaper.us/
(back)

Re: Video-out quality confusion
From: Glenn Nelson
Date: 11/19/2005
Time: 12:06:45 AM
Remote Name: 64.166.9.250

Comments
Won't the signal also be interlaced? I think the NTSC display will therefore be 1/2 the number of vertical pixels.
As for upsampling from LCD or downsampling from CCD, I'm guessing that maybe neither is performed! Why? Because the camera needs video circuitry that
resamples for the movie recording at 15 fps; it may be this circuitry that is employed to then upsample to NTSC or PAL.
I just compared the NTSC live image from my Optio 550 (which has a 1.5" LCD and movies 320x240) with the live image from my Optio S6 (2.5" LCD and
movies 640x480). There's no doubt that the S6 video out is far better.
Now I hooked up video to TV and switched S6 into movie mode, then switched between 640 and 320 movie resolution. I don't see any change on the TV; I'm not
sure what that says for any ideas about the source of video out.
(back)

Re: Video-out quality confusion
From: Mike
Date: 11/18/2005
Time: 7:20:53 PM
Remote Name: 68.97.214.221

Comments
David, I think you are right but are the NTSC feeds upsampled from the LCD resolution or downsampled from the sensor feed? On a Canon, it sure seems like
it's upsampled from the LCD screen.
(back)

Re: Video-out quality confusion
From: David Hunt
Date: 11/25/2005
Time: <�/b>8:16:22 AM
Remote Name: 65.41.35.155

Comments
This is the official tech support reply related to the Pentax Optio S5i video output.
"The AV output is derived from the captured image file and converted to standard NTSC output."
David Hunt
(back)

Re: Video-out quality confusion
From: David Hunt
Date: 11/18/2005
Time: 10:18:52 PM
Remote Name: 65.41.35.155

Comments
(back)

Re: Video-out quality confusion
From: David Hunt
Date: 11/18/2005
Time: 10:21:09 PM
Remote Name: 65.41.35.155

Comments
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My Canon SD20 looks like is was downsampled.
David Hunt
(back)

Mini-DV output quality - Just amazing
From: PhilGib
Date: 11/19/2005
Time: 7:53:43 AM
Remote Name: 201.138.90.41

Comments
I just tested a friend's sony mini-dv pc9 offering an RCA and an S-video live video-output to my projector.
I must say the quality is just amazing even on a 15 feet projected screen. Not far from a DVD quality. I guess the S-video is also superior.
Refreshing rate is very high, even when zooming fast.
My digital camera Vivitar video-out projected just looks like a VERY basic webcam...
I guess that the camcorder is the way to go for my live presentations, although I reckon that this is much heavier, especially with an extended lithium battery.
The ideal would be an Optio S5i taking the pictures while a super-light camcorder aims at the target and sends a great video downlink... I will look around for
such a mini-dv and return the info if I find something.
Many thanks for your feedback.
Phil
(back)

Re: Mini-DV output quality - Just amazing
From: Doug
Date: 11/19/2005 Time: 11:15:06 AM
Remote Name: 71.52.154.27

Comments
Phil, I'm very curious. What are you actully doing with the screen. Who sees it and what type of situation are you involved in. Thanks, Doug
(back)

So many questions...
From: PhilGib
Date: 11/20/2005
Time: 10:14:29 AM
Remote Name: 201.144.196.25

Comments
I know, I have been posting lots of naive questions these days, and I really appreciate this forum for the patience, good-will and knowledge of its users...
My marketing turned out to be quite successful these last 2 months among the booming local real estate sellers, and these guys are very imaginative when it
comes to save money and improve advertising.
I am receiving now all kind of requests, some being quite interesting, like showing in a live conference on a large screen to their clients a live view of the resort,
possibly with a zoom action to suit various customers questions.
An advance google.earth may do some of it but the live technology is supposed to impress the customers. I also put live IP cameras in some appartments, viewable
on the same large screen...
That is why I have to work on any possible solution about : - best video downlink - best video quality - best self-maintaining "aircraft" - Best camcorder rig
stability - Best batteries autonomy
Being in an isolated place from electronic and hardware shops / specialist, I cannot make any test before purchasing, and money refund is not possible. Also 2
gentled by UPS make the price double-up and I just cannot trust the Mexican mail service... Especially around Christmas time...
I guess I have not finished yet with my questions :-)
Brgds
Phil
(back)
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Re: So many questions...
From: David Hunt
Date: 11/20/2005
Time: 5:53:04 PM<�br> Remote Name: 65.41.35.155

Comments
A couple of thougts for your consideration Image quality of a camcorder may look good when the camcorder is connected directly to the TV, but the quality of the Video Transmitter that you will use for
the downlink could change all that. Your video image will only be as good as the lowest quality element in the chain.
The stability of the rig is real concern. There are two video clips on the net that can give you an idea of best and worst case stability situations.
1.The Best case http://www.kaper.us/AD_kapica02_jebeclip.html this is a video clip taken by Henry Jebe with a miniDV camcorder on a picavet rig. The rig had
two stabilizing fins mounted on short booms (10 inches?) attached to the picavet cross. You can see a similar setup on this page, 4th image down;
http://www.deltas.freeserve.co.uk/kf.html
The KAP Feather from Jones Airfoils is designed for the same purpose. I haven't seen it in operation.
Anyway Henry's video clip is the most stable example of a KAP platform that I have seen. You can't see it in this short clip but the stability suffers most when
Henry pans the rig and you get the counter torque induced swing about the pan axis. Henry even used worm gears on both the pan and tilt servos, which typically
have a reduction ratio between 20:1 and 50:1 and would have reduced the pan induced torque considerably from the typical 4:1 reduction used by most KAPers
on still camera rigs.
2.SECOND EXAMPLE http://www.a1ik.com/gallery2/v/kite/kite.wmv.html
This clip is from Alexander Kolomietz of Russia and it shows how shaky the typical KAP rig is.
David Hunt
(back)

Stability
From: PhilGib
Date: 11/21/2005
Time: 6:13:41 AM
Remote Name: 201.137.65.214

Comments
Many thanks David
I believe we do not follow the right track directly tethering the "aircraft" to the ground. Too much potential 3D movements.
I have another idea, which I have never seen around...Maybe it is silly..
I want to split it in 3 :
1- First of all, I would have 4 tethered line from the ground to the aerial rig platform, not allowing for much move on the horizontal axis.
2- Then the platform would be independently connected to an "air elevator", whatever it is... I could think of a sort of Helikite, but more efficient on the vertical
axis. A double delta conyne ? Something that really lifts and "hooks".
3- Some ideas to indeed dampen the unavoidable vertical "aircraft" motion
The funniest thing would be an "inflatable" kite with helium... :-) Helium for no wind and a kite as soon as there is some wind...
What do u guys think ?
Phil
(back)

Re: Stability
From: David Hunt
Date: 11/21/2005
Time: 12:28:38 PM
Remote Name: 65.41.35.155

Comments
See thread "Maximum Altitude" 11/24/03
David Hunt
(back)
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Re: Stability
From: PhilGib
Date: 11/21/2005
Time: 8:02:09 PM
Remote Name: 201.144.195.66

Comments
Very useful as usual... Thanks David !
(back)

Re: Video-out quality confusion
From: PhilGib
Date: 11/18/2005
Time: 7:26:31 PM
Remote Name: 201.144.195.167

Comments
...which is really the worst case scenario !
(back)

Re: Video-out quality confusion
From: PhilGib
Date: 11/18/2005
Time: 5:12:32 PM
Remote Name: 201.144.195.167

Comments
Sorry for the double input, something is wrong on my connection and makes me click twice...
(back)

Video-out quality confusion
From: PhilGib
Date: 11/18/2005
Time: 4:00:04 PM
Remote Name: 201.144.30.241

Comments
Further to Richard's good comments on my questions on the S5i, I must say I am confused about video-out quality.
I intend to project on a 15 feet screen a live downlink from either a digital still camera or camcorder. Camera or camcorder will AIM at the subject but will not
take the picture or record a movie.
I am confused about live video-out quality. I do not know wether this is a (1) compressed live feed just enough to suit the digital LCD 2 inches screen , obviously
very limited at 100 000 pixels or so, or if (2) this is the real CCD sensor feed at 5 megapixel from an S5i or about 1 mega-pixel or so from a mini-dv.
Obviously answer 2 would be great news but I am not 100 pct certain about that as some users here claim to only get a very pixel-limited video-out.
High speed refreshing speed on the AV video-out would also talk for a more limited number of pixels, as showing pure 5 megapixels based on 30 pics per second
would be technically - at this time - impossible.
Or should we speak in "lines" terms like a mini CCD pinhole spec and forget about pixels ?
Or would it be VGA / XVGA, etc... ?
If it was that last one, then I would personally think mini-dv would be more suited to the best possible video-out.
Would someone be nice enough to test the video-out of an S5i on its TV and compare it to a recent camcorder video-out on his same TV ?
Phil
(back)

wayne gretzky
From:
Date: 11/18/2005
Time: 3:56:45 PM
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Remote Name: 203.207.195.92

Comments
Tedious spam deleted
(back)

Optio S6 vs. S5 series
From: Glenn Nelson
Date: 11/18/2005
Time: 8:09:20 AM
Remote Name: 64.166.9.250

Comments
Starting new thread so we don't lose these comparisons in the strictly S5 thread (just a few days earlier than this).
Outwardly the main difference within the S5 series appears to be the LCD size. But apparently the S5z has higher movie resolution. I don't know if the CCD is
different within the S5 series. It must be different between S5 and S6.
How do compression settings differ? On the S6, set to 3-star JPEG quality, I am seeing variable compression numbers (depending on subject) that range from 2.1
to 3.5 bits per pixel. This is inferior to a Optio 550, but how does it compare to S5? Can someone tell us? BTW, I also see file size in the range of 1.8 to 2.2 MB, but
the bits/pixel number of more useful.
Regarding USER mode. Doug Davlin is correct about memory on the S6 and ability to turn off display screen. I went into record setup and told it to memorize
"drive mode", "display", "flash" and "sensitivity". "Drive mode" is the use of timer/remote control; set it to IR remote, 0 delay, and this setting is memorized!
"Display" memorizes the last LCD display; repeatedly pressing OK button cycles amongst display settings including OFF. You could choose Landscape mode
and presumably get fixed focus at infinity, or instead just set the focus to mountains (but choosing Landscape is preferable, because when camera is turned on
you'll see the distinctive icon to remind you. With drive mode set to IR remote you can still take photos by pushing button, so maybe it's OK to always leave it in
this mode (additional power drain?).
So for me, the lack of USER mode is not serious, the way the S6 can memorize settings is adequate. But I am concerned about the JPEG compression - again, let's
hear from a S5 owner.
(back)

Re: Optio S6 vs. S5 series
From: Dave Mitchell
Date: 11/18/2005
Time: 9:49:23 AM
Remote Name: 80.177.153.149

Comments
My S5i on the 3 star setting seems to be between 5 and 5.5 bits per pixel, with files sizes between 3 and 3.4 megabytes. This is for images 2560 by 1920 pixels (just
over 4.9 million pixels). Very occasionally I see smaller files, down to around 2.5 megabytes, but only when the picture is highly under- or over-exposed (ie areas of
pure white or black).
My Ixus 500 gave similar results, though with more variability. Its file sizes ranged from 2.6 to 3.6 megabytes for images that were 2592 by 1944 pixels - just over
5 million pixels.
(back)

new KAPer has questions
From: Dustin
Date: 11/17/2005
Time: 6:51:20 PM
Remote Name: 207.171.180.101

Comments
Greetings. I have become quite intriqued with the ideal of KAP. I am an avid photographer on the ground and am from windy North Dakota, so it'd be only
practical to start up KAPing. I have a few questions though. I have a Canon AE1-Program SLR camera. I am wondering what type of kite would be needed to
launch this type of camera? I also have a external motor drive to advance the film. But I am wondering is there some way to have a remote shutter release for this
type of camera? My next question is I am also thinking of trying my Sony Handycam up in the air, it's about 15oz itself, what type of kite would I best use for this
practice? My last question is, i'm new to kiting more than for just a lazy pastime to see it crash. What would be the best kite to start out with...with what I would
like to do?
Thanks for any help Dustin
(back)

Re: new KAPer has questions
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From: Richard Amirault
Date: 11/18/2005
Time: 5:04:07 AM
Remote Name: 146.115.58.99

Comments
A kite big enough to lift that kind of weight is a *serious* kite. For safety, you need to know what you are doing before you even think of launching a camera with
one.
You can start with one kite, but soon you will see that you'll need more than one. Different wind conditions warrant different kites. If the wind is too strong, a
large kite will lift your rig, but pull like the dickens, and be *very* hard to handle.
You need to know what you are doing when flying a large kite. You can loose the kite, your rig, and possibly even damage other folks property if something goes
wrong.
You've found this web site, great! Also check out the KAPER site for more information.
http://www.kaper.us/
Richard in Boston, MA, USA
(back)

Re: new KAPer has questions
From: Dave Mitchell
Date: 11/18/2005
Time: 6:33:09 AM
Remote Name: 80.177.153.149

Comments
I agree with Richard. Best to get happy flying a small kite before you try something like a FF30 or Pilot. So I'd suggest an FF16 say. That won't lift the sort of rig
you'll need for your heavy cameras, but it will easily lift an AutoKAP rig coupled with a cheap digital camera. No need to risk your expensive Canon or Sony to
start with. But a cheap 4megapixel point and shoot camera to start with. And if and when you get an R/C rig, it will lift that too with the same camera.
For more about Simon Habord's AutoKAP rig - see http://www.kapshop.com/product_info.php?products_id=97
Works really well with a digital camera that has an intervalometer, or IR remote capability with a GentLED.
(back)

Re: new KAPer has questions
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 11/17/2005<�br> Time: 11:32:23 PM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
I think the best kite for you to start with will be a Sutton Flowform 30 with a tail. But, since the SLR with winder is rather heavy, you might even think about a
KAPilot.
The winder might have a connection for an outside switch that can be used with a Schieppati Switch.
Peter
http://www.KAPshop.com
(back)

Kaping at Kite Events
From: Ron Morris
Date: 11/17/2005
Time: 6:42:22 AM
Remote Name: 65.164.255.37

Comments
As with model airplanes, the radio frequencies of Kapers must at times interfere with each other. What is the best way to resolve this before or during an event?
(back)

Re: Kaping at Kite Events
From: Carl Bigras
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Date: 11/18/2005
Time: 5:09:23 AM
Remote Name: 198.103.196.130

Comments
A few years ago, at a winter kite festival. A local RC club was demonstrating their hobby, as well, two of us KAPers wanting to do our stuff. I'm using the AM
band (ground) which is not a problem, but my friend is on the FM band (air). I said it would be common courtesy to talk to these people first to see if there's any
conflict.
The RC club was set-up with a reservation board for frequencies. When a RC flyer would be ready to fly, he would pick-up a tag matching his frequency and
would return it after every flight.
We had a nice conversation, showed them what we did, which they were really impressed. So we got in on the reservation system, my friend did some KAP,
returned the tag and everyone was happy.
RC equipment also comes with colour coded tags or channel numbers, it would be a good idea to use them when KAPers get together. Carl
(back)

Re: Kaping at Kite Events
From: Richard Amirault
Date: 11/18/2005
Time: 4:53:26 AM
Remote Name: 146.115.58.99

Comments
It all depends on how big the "event" is ... If you get to the event and see another KAP unit flying .. find the person and ask what channel they are using. With
only two or three KAP'ers .. chances are that none will have the same freq.
If there are a half-dozen (or more) folks, then you will have to , again, talk to everyone.
OR you can choose a freq that is less likely to be used by most folks .. for instance since I have a amateur radio licence, I run on a ham radio freq (50 mhz)
Richard in Boston, MA, USA
N1JDU
(back)

Re: Kaping at Kite Events
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 11/17/2005
Time: 1:18:08 PM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
This question turns up at least once a year. Why?
OK, I can see why it is very important when you fly multi-$$$ aircraft. But in KAP having the same frequency is not dangerous and will not damage anything. It
is just funny! It gives you the opportunity to meet another KAPer and have a great time.
If you don't like that, take an extra set of X-tals for your R/C system. Ask your supplier for the least popular channel number (out of some 30 posibilties).
For video links options are limited. If you're lucky your system has 4 selectable channels.
If you use a 433TxRx system, having fun is an obligation.
Peter
(back)

Re: Kaping at Kite Events
From: Ron Morris
Date: 11/17/2005
Time: 4:25:32 PM
Remote Name: 65.164.255.131

Comments
I am new to Kaping and just didn't want to annoy anyone. I have been to flying fields and observed everyone being on certain frequencies, but like you say, we
are not going to crash. Just checking. Thanks.
(back)
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Re: Kaping at Kite Events
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 11/17/2005
Time: 11:02:48 PM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
Sorry. I didn't want to be rude on a newby nor on any "pro".
Peter
(back)

Re: Kaping at Kite Events
From: Ron Morris
Date: 11/19/2005
Time: 6:08:11 AM
Remote Name: 63.237.61.95

Comments
I can annoy but not much can annoy me, I have been happily married for 36 years ;) I have a million questions, I just thought I'd pace myself and try not to bore
the pro's with my inexperience. By now I am hooked on Kap. Despite 24F, snow flurries, wild wind turbulence, tangled picavet lines, I was able to get off a couple
shots. All of my problems will be remedied by hands on experience and listening to my peers.. I guess that is what you call paying the dues. I appreciate your
experience. I did find that wrapping my rig battery with peices of foam window insulation may have worked against the cold because I never lost power.
(back)

Re: Kaping at Kite Events
From: Christian
Date: 11/19/2005
Time: 2:34:20 PM
Remote Name: 83.156.18.241

Comments
I have done KAP in so many kite festivals, and because we all know each other, we manage very well. A few times, we shared the frequency alternatively,
especially for video signal. To overcome that, I have two sets of crystals. I have also been kaping at the same time as model RC club contest, and here is not for
fun with the world champion! I just check with them the frequency, and follow their rules. I have my clothes pegs with my frequencies on it, and put it on their
board. Also, between each contest session they turn off all, and they scan the frequency. I have to be aware of these minutes, and shut off my radio as well, and
turn it on later. We start KAPiFrance to-morrow, and we have a Mr Frequency. All kapers attending have been requested to declare their frequencies, and we
know who are interfering each other. It should be overcome with some spare cristals from others. But for video, we will have to share at intervals.
(back)

Optio S5i versus S5n versus S5z
From: PhilGib
Date: 11/16/2005
Time: 12:31:36 PM
Remote Name: 201.155.87.244

Comments
I have been trying to figure out the differences between these 2 winners... I can see the s5i is sold with a remote control but the s5z is not. The s5z seems to have a
much better video mode.
- Is the s5z still fully operational with a gentled shutter release although remote control optional ? Should be...
- The S5z seems to have an intervalometer, absent in the S5i...
Here is the comparison I found :
http://www.dpreview.com/reviews/compare_post.asp?method=sidebyside&cameras=pentax_optios5i%2Cpentax_optios5n%2Cpentax_optios5z&show=all
I would appreciate any feedback / recommendation
Phil
(back)

Re: Optio S5i versus S5n versus S5z
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From: Simon H
Date: 11/16/2005
Time: 3:42:16 PM
Remote Name: 84.65.220.184

Comments
I recently got the S5z, my third in the Optio S range. I can only speak of this I chose it for the usual reasons, it is fully Gentled compatible. It uses the same
batteries as the earlier S models which is good as I have a few of them kicking around. It has the Sports mode too, but I found this was not as good as setting up
the USER mode with -0.7 stops and ASA200. Sports mode was not as fast on the shutter. Proper set up USER mode is way better than Sports mode.
As I use my optio(s) for pocket, day to day photography too, I find this one very good, it has good video, and a truly epic sized lcd screen for such a small camera.
The one problem for KAP is that you can't turn off the screen. I guess this is simply because there is no optical viewfinder. Not much point with the giant LCD.
But for KAP this is a potential batttery drain. In practice though I always use a fresh charged battery for each KAP flight and this approach hasn't let me down
yet. Its been still snapping away after a 30 minute AutoKAP flight.
So the S5z in summary is at least as good as the others in the range, and suited to KAP as long as you are prepared to accept some additional battery drain.
Simon
(back)

Re: Optio S5i versus S5n versus S5z
From: Brooks
Date: 11/16/2005
Time: 3:24:42 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
I don't know the S5n at all, but the picture would have me believe that the IR sensor is there, even though the remote is not included or offered (according to DPI
reviews).
Unless I'm mistaken, all of the S5 series has USER mode, though that doesn't show here either. The S6 does not -- a serious shortcoming for KAPers, IMO.
bgl
http://www.brooxes.com/
(back)

Re: Optio S5i versus S5n versus S5z
From: Brooks
Date: 11/16/2005
Time: 3:27:55 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
One more point, which may or may not matter to you: the S5i is the last one with an optical viewfinder, so there's no way to turn off the display.
bgl
(back)

Re: Optio S5i versus S5n versus S5z
From: PhilGib
Date: 11/16/2005
Time: 5:44:59 PM
Remote Name: 201.138.5.33

Comments
U mean S5i can see its screen off since there is a viewfinder but not the S5z as Simon pointed out ?
(back)

Re: Optio S5i versus S5n versus S5z
From: Brooks
Date: 11/16/2005
Time: 7:46:40 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
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yes, I believe that is correct.
bgl
(back)

Turning off LCD display
From: Cris Benton
Date: 11/16/2005
Time: 10:56:25 PM<�br> Remote Name: 64.142.12.44

Comments
My Canon SD20 also lacks an optical viewfinder and a menu setting/switch to turn off the LCD display. Happlily, plugging in the video out cable does turn off the
LCD, an effect also achieved by inserting a 'dummy' plug into the jack.
I wonder if this would work with the later Optios?
(back)

Re: Turning off LCD display
From: Simon H
Date: 11/17/2005
Time: 12:27:48 AM
Remote Name: 84.65.220.184

Comments
Nice one Cris,I can confirm it works with the S5Z. Thanks for an excellent tip!
(back)

Re: Turning off LCD display
From: Doug Davlin
Date: 11/17/2005
Time: 8:36:31 AM
Remote Name: 69.171.66.250

Comments
Though I can not speak about the S5 series, with my new S6 the screen is turned off with multiple pushes on the "OK" button. Each push brings up different
data on the screen, one even puts composition lines ( the 1/3 idea) on the screen. As for the absence of a "user" mode, I just selected "Landscape", set the
parameters wanted, and the S6 holds it all in memory. Upon turning on, the camera goes right to "landscape" and all the other settings; such as manual focus,
quality, screen dark, infrared on, etc.
(back)

Re: Turning off LCD display
From: Simon H
Date: 11/30/2005
Time: 1:57:11 AM<�br> Remote Name: 138.32.176.254

Comments
Just got the S6 (after the problem with the plumetting s5z at KAPiFrance - they don't bounce well off tarmac from 150 feet). Indeed Doug is right this works well
in absence of User mode. But, to make it work you have to program the "memory" function first, ie what types of settings you want the camera to remember
when it is switched off. (sensitivity, resolution, drive setting (IR) focus etc), once set though it will remember your KAP settings on next turn on. Very good
method to preset the camera before the flight so that all you have to do is switch the camera on at that moment when you are all fingers and thumbs.
Simon
(back)

Your S5z AV ouptut quality ?
From: PhilGib
Date: 11/17/2005
Time: 5:23:09 AM
Remote Name: 201.144.197.233

Comments
Simon,
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How well does the AV output of your S5z show when connected on your TV ? Is the quality as good as a mini-dv, or is it really much worse ?
Many thanks
Phil
(back)

Your S5z AV ouptut quality ?
From: PhilGib
Date: 11/17/2005
Time: 5:22:09 AM
Remote Name: 201.144.197.233

Comments
Simon,
How well does the AV output of your S5z show when connected on your TV ? Is the quality as good as a mini-dv, or is it really much worth ?
Many thanks
Phil
(back)

Re: Your S5z AV ouptut quality ?
From: Richard Amirault
Date: 11/18/2005
Time: 10:23:48 AM
Remote Name: 146.115.58.99

Comments
What kind of "output" are you refering too??
Are you comparing the movie output of the Pentax to the movie output of a mini-dv? Or, the still frame of the Pentax to the movie of a mini-dv? OR, the still
frame of the Pentax to the still frame of a mini-dv? Or, the movie output of the Pentax to the still still frame of a mini-dv?
If you are just talking resolution, the resolution of a mini-dv cannot come close to a 5 or 6 megapixel still camera.
Richard in Boston, MA, USA
(back)

Cameras and Cold Weather
From: Ron Morris
Date: 11/15/2005
Time: 9:53:43 AM
Remote Name: 63.237.61.30

Comments
The cold weather is upon us here in Michigan. I am curious if others have had experiences with cameras and their operation in cold or severe weather? I know
one solution lies far south from here.
(back)

Re: Cameras and Cold Weather
From: Carl Bigras
Date: 11/16/2005
Time: 10:49:22 AM
Remote Name: 198.103.196.130

Comments
It all depends on what kind of batteries you're using, how new or how well charged they are.
Energizer claims their E2 Alkaline as an operating temperature of -18ÝC. http://data.energizer.com/PDFs/x91.pdf
Their Lithium, down to -40ÝC and at almost half the weight. http://data.energizer.com/PDFs/l91.pdf
I've been operating my RC with a Lithium #223, at 37 grams and they do last a long time.
As for NiMH, they seems to work down to 0ÝC http://data.energizer.com/PDFs/nh15.pdf
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I just bought a 1400mA Lithium-ion for my video down-link and it says it operates to 0ÝC. I'm only saving 25 grams as opposed to using 6 AA Lithium.
I've done some KAP at -15ÝC in 30K/hr wind, this gives a wind chill of -26ÝC for exposed skin. I was really glad everything worked.
For me, only one thing to keep in mind, fresh new batteries or charged before heading out.
Carl
(back)

Re: Cameras and Cold Weather
From: Yvan
Date: 11/16/2005
Time: 2:34:08 AM
Remote Name: 194.78.200.167

Comments
Hi Ron,
I took shots on the beach last winter. Besides my fingers that were almost freezing of, the batteries of my camera drained very fast. I could use the camera about
1/10th of the normal time.
Yvan. http://www.birdseye.be
(back)

Re: Cameras and Cold Weather
From: Simon H
Date: 11/16/2005
Time: 6:09:21 AM
Remote Name: 138.32.176.254

Comments
Eric Muhs must be our most qualified KAPper to answer this. Eric, you out there?
Other than that from my experience, I know that stuffing the battery under your armpit for a few minutes before a flight is a help.
Simon
(back)

Re: Cameras and Cold Weather
From: Ron Morris
Date: 11/16/2005
Time: 1:57:53 PM
Remote Name: 65.164.255.43

Comments
Thanks for your answers. I am wondering if a small heat pack (hand warmer) may work to enclose the battery in? Weight would probably be the issue. I was
wondering if condensation would occur inside the camera from the extreme temperature change, but I guess thats what the warranty is for. ;)
(back)

Re: Cameras and Cold Weather
From: Carl B
Date: 11/17/2005
Time: 4:21:14 AM
Remote Name: 198.103.196.130

Comments
Condensation only happens when you bring a cold object into a warm humid environment. Or, your favourite cold beer outside on a warm day. By keeping the
camera in its case, you will minimize condensation to its own micro environment inside the shell. They're should less if you put the camera in a plastic bag and
suck the air out. Then it will only condense outside the bag.
I think this is called Dew Point.
Carl
(back)
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KAPiCA/06 website
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 11/15/2005
Time: 5:23:27 AM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
KAPiCA/06 has its own website URL now. It is http://www.KAPiCA.us . Update your bookmarks!
Peter
(back)

Hi Ho! Hi Ho! We're making Doperos!
From: Jones Airfoils
Date: 11/14/2005
Time: 7:24:12 PM
Remote Name: 71.65.246.24

Comments
Greetings fellow KAP enthusiasts! Jones Airfoils is pleased to announce we were selected to produce the Dopero kite designed by Ralf Beutnagel! It is an honor
for Jones Airfoils to produce this marvelous kite for our fellow KAP friends worldwide. Our commitment to crafting fine tethered aerodynes applies to all of our
Doperos which feature only the highest quality components, performance and support.
For further information on Jones Airfoils - Fine Tethered Aerodynes: http://www.jonesairfoils.com
Jones Airfoils has furnished a duscussion forum dedicated to our Doperos here: http://www.jonesairfoils.com/phpBB2/viewforum.php?f=8
We look forward to hearing from you!
Happy KAPing!
(back)

KAP Radio & The Government.
From: Ron Morris
Date: 11/14/2005
Time: 9:26:39 AM
Remote Name: 63.237.61.81

Comments
I contacted the Department Of Transportation about kaping near the Mackinaw Bridge in Michigan . They informed me that a kite, a remote hobby plane, and
an airplane were all considered aircraft and were prohibited within a 500ft. area of the bridge. (Homeland Security Measure) Thus using RC aircraft remote for
Kaping should be legal. It's an aircraft in the governments eye.
(back)

Re: KAP Radio & The Government.
From: Scott D.
Date: 11/15/2005
Time: 11:44:58 AM
Remote Name: 199.5.150.66

Comments
Ron,
I'm from Michigan also, and would like to discuss my photo attempts of the bridge with you.
Shoot me an email to scott @ dpug . org If you're interested. Just remove the spaces above in email address.
--Scott
(back)

Re: KAP Radio & The Government.
From: Richard Amirault
Date: 11/15/2005
Time: 7:42:12 AM
Remote Name: 146.115.58.99
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Comments
"I contacted the Department Of Transportation about kaping near the Mackinaw Bridge in Michigan . They informed me that a kite, a remote hobby plane, and
an airplane were all considered aircraft and were prohibited within a 500ft. area of the bridge. (Homeland Security Measure) Thus using RC aircraft remote for
Kaping should be legal. It's an aircraft in the governments eye."
Don't bet on it ... what one *one* goverment official, or even department, says is not 'gospel' and often conflicts with some other official, or department.
The answer he gave may have been accurate for the question given .. but that does not mean it is accurate for every possible variation.
Richard in Boston, MA, USA
(back)

Re: KAP Radio & The Government.
From: Ron Morris
Date: 11/14/2005
Time: 5:23:32 PM
Remote Name: 63.144.100.152

Comments
Shortly after 911 a tourist was taking a picture of the Ambassador Bridge in Detroit. He was questioned and interragated. That incident made me think I had
better check with the goverment agencies involved before trying to Kap near the Mackinaw Bridge or any other structure possibly watched by homeland security.
Thanks for the heads up on kaping near a stadium etc before or after an event.
Somewhere I had heard or read that RC aircraft people would object and claim illegal, the use of their frequencies on our kites. After the governments comments
that kites were aircraft, I thought that would be a good argument for us using "their" frequencies.
(back)

Re: KAP Radio & The Government.
From: Brooks
Date: 11/14/2005
Time: 11:11:39 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
Sorry, the old proofreader's eye....
You said: "Thus using RC aircraft remote for Kaping should be legal."
I think you mean illegal, don't you?
(back)

Re: KAP Radio & The Government.
From: Dave Mitchell
Date: 11/14/2005
Time: 10:49:04 AM
Remote Name: 80.177.153.149

Comments
I put together a document that gathers together the various UK legislation relating to KAP at:
http://www.zenonic.demon.co.uk/kapstuff/KAPUKLaw.html
As you can see, kites in the UK are regarded as aircraft and may not be flown above 60 metres (200 feet) without permission (though this is not usually difficult to
obtain). There are at present no rules I'm aware of about bridges here though. Perhaps others might care to put together similar summaries for other countries
(though in the US somethings might be state-specific).
Dave
(back)

Re: KAP Radio & The Government.
From: Ron Morris
Date: 11/14/2005
Time: 9:37:16 AM
Remote Name: 63.237.61.81
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Comments
Main Entry: airÝcraft Pronunciation: 'ar-"kraft, 'er- Function: noun Inflected Form(s): plural aircraft Usage: often attributive : a vehicle (as an airplane or
balloon) for traveling through the air
(back)

Re: KAP Radio & The Government.
From: Ron Morris
Date: 11/14/2005
Time: 3:46:59 PM
Remote Name: 63.144.100.152

Comments
What I meant to say was that if the department of transportation considers the kap rig an aircraft then how could the federal communications say that it isn't an
aircraft? Thus it should be legal to use aircraft RC for Kap since it is considered to be an aircraft by a government agency.
(back)

Re: KAP Radio & The Government.
From: Craig
Date: 11/14/2005
Time: 4:53:29 PM
Remote Name: 68.117.128.20

Comments
It isn't that it is illegal to use the frequency for KAP or use a radio to KAP it is about not being able to KAP near certain structures such as bridges, power plants,
and as I found out football stadiums from 1 hour before the game until 1 hour after the game has ended. Home land security has focused on mostly the wrong
places and as we saw with the huricanes this year our homeland security folks do a poor job of responding to true emergencies and our doing a rather effective
job of being a pain in the a** to good law abiding folks like us.
(back)

Re: KAP Radio & The Government.
From: PhilGib
Date: 11/14/2005
Time: 4:52:31 PM
Remote Name: 201.144.31.225

Comments
- Are birds considered as aircrafts? Just kidding.
- A kite is not free of movements, it is anchored. I would therefore not consider it as an aircraft.
- Are kites allowed in big cities in general ?
(back)

Re: KAP Radio & The Government.
From: Brooks
Date: 11/14/2005
Time: 6:41:22 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
Kites have different restrictions in different countries. In the USA, the only universal restriction is that you can't fly a kite of 5 lb or more more than 500 ft within
5 miles of an airport -- without permission, which is sometimes granted. If you fly heavy kites, you're supposed to put markers on the kite line every x feet.
bgl
http://www.brooxes.com/
(back)

Re: KAP Radio & The Government.
From: Dave Mitchell
Date: 11/15/2005
Time: 10:03:49 AM
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Remote Name: 80.177.153.149

Comments
There seem to be a few more restrictions - eg at least 500 feet below any cloud and not at all if visibility is less than 3 miles. See
http://www.risingup.com/fars/info/101-index.shtml
These US Federal regulations apply not only to kites weighing more than 5 pounds, but also to balloons bigger than 115 cu feet (or more than 6 feet across).
(back)

KAPiCA returns!
From: Brooks
Date: 11/13/2005
Time: 4:03:53 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
With a big gap between KAPiFrance next week and KAPItalia in 2007, and an even longer time for homebound US kappers, I've decided to organize KITE
AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY IN CALIFORNIA 2006, to be held October 29 to November 2, 2006. As before, the meeting will be held at Asilomar Conference
Grounds in Pacific Grove, California, 120 miles south of San Francisco.
There are lots of newbies in the last two years, and most of us haven't gotten together in a long time, so this will give everyone a chance to get up to speed on all
things KAP.
I will have details on costs and such by the end of November, but meanwhile, mark your calendars!
If you'd like to be sure to be on the mailing list for KAPiCA/06, drop me a note at kytemanATredshiftDOTcom with your mailing address.
chin UP
bgl
http://www.brooxes.com/
(back)

Re: KAPiCA returns!
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 11/14/2005
Time: 6:14:49 AM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
You can follow the progress and get more information (later) on: http://www.bults.net/KAPiCA06/index.php . Bookmark the page and subscribe to the Mailing
List.
Peter
http://www.kiteaerialphotography.net
(back)

Re: KAPiCA returns!
From: Jones Airfoils
Date: 11/14/2005
Time: 9:19:58 AM
Remote Name: 71.65.246.24

Comments
Thanks Brooks! Thanks Peter!
(back)

Re: KAPiCA returns!
From: Brooks
Date: 11/14/2005
Time: 9:18:13 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
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And I'm happy to add that Peter Bults has agreed to serve once again as Programme Manager.
(back)

Re: KAPiCA returns!
From: KAPiFrance Committee
Date: 11/15/2005
Time: 5:30:31 PM
Remote Name: 83.154.190.182

Comments
Congratulations, that's all gooddies
(back)

Blimps or spheres for AP ?
From: PhilGib
Date: 11/12/2005
Time: 8:51:39 AM
Remote Name: 201.137.106.47

Comments
Now that my kite AP platform is getting allright,I need a blimp for weak winds and cities.
I need 10 pounds as I intend to add much more extra material to my kap platform.
I figured out that an 18' blimp is not so difficult to carry around and can lift up to 10 pounds of material.
Could anyone having any experience on it direct me to specialized forums (fori ?), and could tell me about the best blimp shape and the max winds with advised
strings, etc... ?
Also price is HUGE compare to kites. Any advices on how to get cheaper ones would be much appreciated.
Spheres look like a cheaper option, but I am being told that behavior in the wind in not as good due to the shape.
Unless I could use 2 spheres like the 2.5 m sold in Kapshop and dress it with cheap fiberglass wings like a blimp ?
Many thanks
Phil
(back)

Re: Blimps or spheres for AP ?
From: Richard Amirault
Date: 11/14/2005
Time: 4:36:40 AM
Remote Name: 146.115.58.99

Comments
"I figured out that an 18' blimp is not so difficult to carry around and can lift up to 10 pounds of material."
How do you plan on carrying around an 18' blimp? The only practical way would be in an enclosed trailer of some sort .. at least 20' long.
Something else to purchase if you don't already have one.
Richard in Boston, MA, USA
(back)

Re: Blimps or spheres for AP ?
From: Simon H
Date: 11/14/2005
Time: 2:13:35 PM
Remote Name: 84.65.220.184

Comments
I used to use a horse trailer to carry around my blimp. Very difficult to keep it from rubbing the interior in transit. But it was imperative to keep it inflated as the
cost of helium was so high. Handling and manging an 18 foot blimp is no piece of cake. I learnt soon that kites were cheaper and simpler, and more versatile. But
there are conditions where only a blimp will do.
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A couple of links, first my page on blimps:
http://www.harb85.freeserve.co.uk/olddays/olddays.htm
And a well written salutory tale which many blimp flyers will identify with.
http://www.chemistry.drexel.edu/research/Atmochemistry/xmas/essays/balloon.html
I usually trot that link out whenever I get e-mails about blimp flying. It can be great, but it can also be a bit of a nightmare !
Simon
(back)

Re: Blimps or spheres for AP ?
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 11/12/2005
Time: 4:53:41 PM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
In windy conditions a blimp is better than sphere. Especially if the wind is "dirty". That is because its front surface is smaller, its shape cayses less drag and the
fins have a stabilizing effect. So the blimp is the way to go for AP but costs much more (factor 3). The chances that a blimp system will produce more and/or
sharper, usable pictures is higher than with a ball/sphere. But if that is the same factor 3, depends on lots of other things and pure luck.
KAPshop can deliver an 18' blimp too.
Peter
(back)

Re: Blimps or spheres for AP ?
From: Christian
Date: 11/12/2005
Time: 11:43:55 PM
Remote Name: 83.154.184.198

Comments
Blimp is really superior to spheric ballon, especially when they have horizontal foils at the back. Sphere have an endless spin movement that can't really be
avoided.
(back)

Sphere into blimp
From: PhilGib
Date: 11/13/2005
Time: 5:22:18 PM
Remote Name: 201.137.106.44

Comments
Thanks.
Indeed blimps are MUCH more expensive that spheres...
What about "framing" a sphere with 4 long fiberglass rods and "dressing" it with some ripstop ?
The 4 rods would concentrate on a "sharp" extremity on the front and the back of the sphere, allowing for 4 small wings at the back...
That would be quite a cheap way to transform a sphere into a blimp... ' Has anyone tried that ? Any suggestions ?
(back)

Re: Sphere into blimp
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 11/14/2005
Time: 3:02:39 AM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
There is a cheap way to make a sphere more stable. But to avoid a new discussion on patents etc. I wouldn't reveal that here. Send me an e-mail if you want to
know more.
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Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
(back)

Re: Sphere into blimp
From: Cezar Totth
Date: 11/15/2005
Time: 12:52:50 AM Remote Name: 86.120.195.29

Comments
Hi, Patents are public, freely available informations. What is restricted is the commercial use of the information therein. AFAIK there are two kite-baloon
patented hybrids: - one is the Allsopp helikite http://www.allsopp.co.uk/news/, US Pattent no. 6,016,998 (you can view it by searching the number at
www.uspto.gov) - the other one is SkyDoc at http://www.floatograph.com/oilspill/images.html I was not able to find its actual patent
(back)

I am so disappointed......
From: Mike
Date: 11/11/2005
Time: 9:57:34 AM
Remote Name: 66.143.9.150

Comments
I am very happy with my Canon G6 for my pole. It takes beautiful pictures, has zoom and sutter control via GentLED, video out to compose shots. But you know,
we all want more. When I go on the heli sites and see pictures taken by XTs, 20Ds, and now 5Ds, it makes me dream. The XT shutter can be controlled by a
GentLED. That leaves zoom control and preview as problems to be solved.
I saw a news item for the zigview digital viewfinder. I looked at the page here
http://www.secu-line.com/sub/bbs_notice.html?act=v&code=notice&page=1&num=35&keyfield=&key=&tail_ind=B
I saw holes for various inputs and got excited. But alas - no video out. They are obviously putting the viewfinder on a small LCD screen, so video out should be
ano brainer. What a missed opportunity.
I know there are video cameras like Black Widow that look through the viewfinder on dSLRs but they are expensive AND you have to rig your own mount.
Back to the drawing board.
(back)

Nikon D50, D70 or D100 Battery Recall
From: Mobilexile
Date: 11/10/2005
Time: 8:30:19 AM
Remote Name: 12.214.196.9

Comments
Thought I'd share this for anyone who may not have heard:
http://www.nikonusa.com/email_images/nikonusa/service_advisory/battery.html
(back)

JKPA Final Results (in Japanese only)
From: Dave Mitchell
Date: 11/10/2005
Time: 7:24:52 AM
Remote Name: 80.177.153.149

Comments
Take a look at
http://www.interq.or.jp/japan/jkpa/event/jkpaapc/2005/resurlts.html
Congratulations to Nasser Younes (1st), Matt Kelly (2nd) and Craig Wilson and Cris Benton (joint 3rd)!
(back)

Re: JKPA Final Results (in Japanese only)
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From: Theo
Date: 11/10/2005
Time: 12:33:41 PM
Remote Name: 66.158.83.23

Comments
Hi all, I didn't expect to win with a picture out of my first time KAPing!! Many thanks to Christian for encouraging me to submit my picture to the contest. I felt
that there were many other good pictures submitted and feel very honored! M. T. Kelly
(back)

Re: JKPA Final Results (in Japanese only)
From: Brooks
Date: 11/10/2005
Time: 5:01:11 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
Bravo, Matt! First time kapping, and up comes second prize!
Now that you've established yourself -- pick one of your many aliases to go with and quit hiding! Theo? Numerosiete? M.T. ? Matt? By what name shall we praise
you?
(back)

Re: JKPA Final Results (in Japanese only)
From: Emmanuel from http://photocerfvolant.free.fr
Date: 11/10/2005
Time: 7:53:28 AM
Remote Name: 194.250.178.227

Comments
Congratulation for the contributors prized (or not). Some personnals thought : no different ranking regarding digital versus film shoots, no more with ou without
video framing. Another regret perhaps, the relative little number of vote and voters. In any events, the quality of pictures and the final result is high. It's the most
important. Felicitation too for JKPA for the contest. Emmanuel (of http://photocerfvolant.free.fr)
(back)

Re: JKPA Final Results (in Japanese only)
From: Christian
Date: 11/10/2005
Time: 4:36:52 PM
Remote Name: 83.156.24.105

Comments
Congratulations to all with who we have shared some moments of aerial discoveries. Of course there is a winner and what an encouraging result. Please continue.
I would be pleased to get a favor: Can you print that picture, or provide us with some better file size so we can display it in KAPiFrance next week. You can email
me getting my email address on KAPiFrance pages: http://www.kapifrance.org/index.htm
(back)

aerial views from cities
From: info@picture-worx-koeln.de
Date: 11/10/2005
Time: 6:32:01 AM
Remote Name: 80.135.129.126

Comments
Hi there, as a freelancer picture researcher I am searching for special aerial views of big cities starting with an M as Montreal, Milano, Madrid, Montevideo etc.
On several websites of KA-photographers I saw great pictures and I wonder if there is someone who has got some aerial views of one of the requested citiesÝin
his stock???
Thank you for an answer in case you have got or for a hint if you know someone who did so.
Best regards, Monika
(back)
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Re: aerial views from cities
From: Glenn Nelson
Date: 11/10/2005
Time: <�/b>12:47:30 PM
Remote Name: 192.16.167.150

Comments
Craig uses 35mm slides, not that digital crap :-) Perfect for publication. So how about Madison, Wisconsin?
(back)

Pentax Optio S6
From: Glenn Nelson
Date: 11/9/2005
Time: 10:23:02 PM
Remote Name: 64.166.9.250

Comments
Got mine! I haven't flown it yet. My previous camera is Option 550 and it's excellent. The S6 is of course smaller and lighter. However, the increase from 5
Megapixel to 6 does not amount to much and Pentax has increased the JPEG compression on the 3 and 2-star settings, so there may not be any image
improvement. Also the S6 does not have USER mode - one of the most helpful KAP features of the 550 and 555.
If you want to read more, see my posts at DP Review: http://forums.dpreview.com/forums/read.asp?forum=1028&message=15760389
(back)

Re: Pentax Optio S6
From: Glenn Nelson
Date: 11/10/2005
Time: 8:53:08 AM
Remote Name: 192.16.167.150

Comments
I forgot to mention battery life as a major point. Also forgot to mention intervalometer.
The Optio 550 has one of the beefiest batteries in a small point-and-shoot, 1800 maH and rated for 450 shots or thereabouts; the rating IS realistic.
The S6 has a tiny battery, rated for around 160 shots. After taking around 30 shots and turning on and off maybe 25 times, the battery indicator has gone down
one increment from full.
Bottom line: for KAP you don't need a spare battery for a 550/555, but you probably will want one for S6.
The 550/555 has an intervalometer, the S6 does not. If you are tempted by the discussions here of the GentLED Auto (which is an intervalometer), note that a 550
can do the job itself, the S6 needs Gentled Auto. Of course if weight is the issue, you're better off with S6 and G-Auto.
(back)

Re: Pentax Optio S6
From: Glenn Nelson
Date: 11/12/2005
Time: 4:14:19 PM
Remote Name: 64.166.9.250

Comments
One more minor problem - to use video out on S6 you have to open the side door and it juts out by approx. 2.5 cm!! This is not the case with 550.
More comments about image quality in www.dpreview.com - see my earlier post here for link. Basically I did a better comparison of S6 and Optio 550 - both set
to 3-star and both ISO 100. Bottom line - the 550 wins. Why? Because Pentax changed the JPEG compression settings so that 3-star has different meanings. The
550 creates images at 5 bits/pixel. With the S6 I saw images with between 2.5 to 3.5 bits per pixel (strange that it varied); this means decreased color accuracy and
possibly decreased color latitude.
(back)

Re: Pentax Optio S6
From: Brooks
Date: 11/12/2005
Time: 5:28:55 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5
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Comments
Sounds to me as though the best bet would be to get an S5 or S5i, but not later than that if you want a viewfinder, and not later than the S5z if you want USER
mode -- which I strongly recommend unless you're good at remembering to turn on the IR etc.
bgl
http://www.brooxes.com/
(back)

Article 6662
From: Yvan
Date: 11/7/2005
Time: 3:13:06 AM
Remote Name: 194.78.200.167

Comments
Emiel,
May I ask what you're using as a power supply for your receiver? Most of them are 12V.
Greetz,
yvan. www.birdseye.be
(back)

Re: Article 6662
From: emiel
Date: 11/7/2005
Time: 10:59:02 AM
Remote Name: 80.100.3.81

Comments
That's almost correct, I need 9-12V and am using 8 NiMh batteries.
cheers emiel
(back)

Sorry, this was a question for the previous post...
From: Yvan
Date: 11/7/2005
Time: 3:15:12 AM
Remote Name: 194.78.200.167

Comments
(back)

Wireless video (Take 2)
From: Doug
Date: 11/6/2005
Time: 10:15:04 AM
Remote Name: 71.52.154.27

Comments
Sorry, it helps if you put the link.
Found a nice wireless camera for rockets. Might be good for KAP. Any one use this particular brand? Looks like there are several types and nice range
optionsand additional high gain antennas.
http://www.boosterworks.com/cart/scripts/prodList.asp?idCategory=3
(back)

Re: Wireless video (Take 2)
From: emiel
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Date: 11/6/2005
Time: 11:08:38 AM
Remote Name: 80.100.3.81

Comments
I use something very similar to the lower of the four listed on the site (Mini Hi-Power 700mw transmitter and receiver ).
the yellow video-in plug goes directly into my digi-cam and off we go!
All I'm working on right now is a better receiver (+12dB) antenna. The default antenne isn't that good.
cheers emiel
(back)

Need Canon A70 electronics info
From: Elmon Morrison
Date: 11/5/2005
Time: 5:37:25 PM
Remote Name: 68.13.44.251

Comments
Hopefully one of you KAP electronic gurus can help me out on this.
I use a Canon A70 for my KAP and in order to make my rig lighter would like to power both the receiver and camera from one NiMH 4.8 volt battery pack. My
problem is that I do not quite understand how the A70 power requirements are set up. The camera takes either 4 Alkaline batteries (6 volts) or 4 NiMH batteries
(4.8 volts)with no trouble, but the external power input socket is labeled 4.3 volts. Is this just a lower voltage limit, or will I need to use some sort of voltage
dropping circut to avoid burning out the camera? Also, is the center pin the positive pin?
(back)

Re: Need Canon A70 electronics info
From: james@gentlesSPAM.info
Date: 11/6/2005
Time: 9:15:35 AM
Remote Name: 80.229.25.24

Comments
I haven't done this on a Canon, but I have on Pentax and Nikon cameras, so no straight answer but a couple of possible ways forward.
1. I'm surprised the polarity isn't marked on the camera case or in the manual. Pentax and Nikon do this.
2. The difference in marked voltage between the socket and battery will have something to do with the way the power management in the camera works. What is
really important is the voltage the camera stops working. There is no alternative but to use a variable supply and reduce it until the camera stops working. Be
prepaired for this to hang the camera, a somewhat nerve racking experience. The RC will stop working about 4 volts, you want the camera to stop at the same
point.
3. As for maximum voltage, I phoned Nikon support and got an answer I didn't trust. In the end it seemed to work. To get the right voltage I used a forward
biased diode as a dropper to loose 0.6V, this may work in your case too.
4. And finally. On the Pentax I gave up. It worked but the external power supply was sensed by the camera electronics and disabled the "sleep" mode. This meant
that the camera was ON all the time, and it draws 800mA with the video output plugged in. This significantly reduced battery time, defeating the whole purpose
of the exercise. Cameras that sleep are excellent because it means you can move to shoot from a different angle and have the camera and video OFF during the
(sometimes significant) time it takes you to move about.
Hope that helps a bit.
James
(back)

Re: Need Canon A70 electronics info
From: David Hunt
Date: 11/7/2005
Time: 11:22:44 AM
Remote Name: 67.77.48.48

Comments
Before you jump through all these electronic hoops, ask yourself if the small weight savings is worth it? You will save between 2-4 ounces by eliminating one set of
4 batteries.
Using the Comparative Rig Lift Analysis program on the KAPER site, a rig that is 4 ounces lighter will be lifted only an extra 5 degrees. With the two versions of
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the rig lifted to 30 and 35 degrees, the extra 5 degrees will give you 7 feet more altitude for each 100 feet between you and the rig. Is the extra complexity worth
it?
David Hunt
http://www.kaper.us
(back)

AV digital camera versus AV 1/3 CCD pinhole camera quality ?
From: PhilGib
Date: 11/4/2005
Time: 4:28:19 AM
Remote Name: 201.137.65.205

Comments
Transmitters being equals, is a video-out from a digital camera worst, better or equal than a video-out 1/3 CCD from a pinhole camera if I view the downlink on a
large TV ?
Has anyone any experience in comparing both ?
(back)

Re: AV digital camera versus AV 1/3 CCD pinhole camera quality ?
From: Mike
Date: 11/4/2005
Time: 6:33:11 AM
Remote Name: 68.97.214.221

Comments
Probably about the same. I think the video out is the same pixel count as the LCD.
(back)

Re: AV digital camera versus AV 1/3 CCD pinhole camera quali...
-->
From: Richard Amirault
Date: 11/4/2005
Time: 10:00:32 AM
Remote Name: 146.115.58.99

Comments
Well I don't have any hard facts to back it up .. but I usupect that the image quality from a "pinhole camera" would NOT be anywhere near as good from even a
medium quality glass lens.
But that brings up the issue ... are video "pinhole cameras" REALLY pinholes . or do they have a really, really tiny lens?
I've done pinhole film (and now digital) photography and we use an actual pinhole .. no glass (or plastic) lens of any kind.
Richard in Boston, MA, USA
(back)

Re: AV digital camera versus AV 1/3 CCD pinhole camera quali...
-->
From: Carl Bigras
Date: 11/4/2005
Time: 10:27:28 AM
Remote Name: 198.103.196.130

Comments
I'm with richard on this one. First, camera with optics is much better than without. Second, the chip is bigger in the DigiCam.
Carl
(back)

Re: AV digital camera versus AV 1/3 CCD pinhole camera qual...
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From: PhilGib
Date: 11/4/2005
Time: 1:00:15 PM
Remote Name: 201.137.65.156

Comments
Thank you
(back)

Re: AV digital camera versus AV 1/3 CCD pinhole camera qual...
From: Christian
Date: 11/5/2005
Time: 12:39:46 AM
Remote Name: 83.156.23.145

Comments
I have both pinhole small cameras, and lens small cameras. The pinhole ones have a tiny lens behind the hole. On others the lens is prominent, and focus can be
set manually by screwing. It sometimes is worthy. About image quality, the pinhole is not very good: low contrast, colors fading; when against the light, there are
large white areas. The lens small cameras colors are more fresh, better contrast, against the light is possible. Then, none of them have the quality of a digital
camera video output on image definition, color hues, contrast, shadows,everything which makes a nice pic.
(back)

Re: AV digital camera versus AV 1/3 CCD pinhole camera qual...
From: Mike
Date: 11/5/2005
Time: 9:03:48 AM
Remote Name: 68.97.214.221

Comments
I guess you might all be right. But I use video out to frame my shot and the quality is extremely poor. I think it is because my camera's video out is the same as the
feed to the 118,000 pixel LCD. Obviously the optics on my cam would be superior to a pinhole. My only point is that if it is worse than my video out, it would be
pretty worthless.
(back)

Calculating digital camera angle of view ?
From: PhilGib
Date: 11/4/2005
Time: 4:21:18 AM
Remote Name: 201.137.65.205

Comments
Does anyone know a calculator specific to digital camera providing the true angle of view from any digital camera ?
I suppose that captor dimensions and lens diameter are enough to calculate it.
(back)

Re: Calculating digital camera angle of view ?
From: Carl Bigras
Date: 11/4/2005
Time: 11:21:30 AM
Remote Name: 198.103.196.130

Comments
A normal focal length lens(mm) is equal to the diagonal of the image,(for 35mm) approx. 43mm, the viewing angle for the diagonal is 53Ý.
The next set of numbers are taken from a chart and are only approximates; 100mm- 24Ý 85mm - 28Ý 35mm - 62Ý 28mm - 74Ý 24mm - 81Ý
Now, if you were looking for ground coverage, if you shot straight down, then you use; width= (width of chip or film) X altide / focal length.
or length= (length of chip or film) X altitude / focal length
In other words, if you shoot with 35mm lens and 100 feet up, then ground subject would be pretty close 100 feet wide.
Carl
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(back)

Re: Calculating digital camera angle of view ?
From: Carl Bigras
Date: 11/4/2005
Time: 12:02:35 PM
Remote Name: 198.103.196.130

Comments
I also found these formulas on the web;
Horizontal angle = 2 * arctan (width/(2 * f))
Vertical angle = 2 * arctan (height/(2 * f))
Good luck
(back)

Re: Calculating digital camera angle of view ?
From: PhilGib
Date: 11/4/2005
Time: 1:02:09 PM
Remote Name: 201.137.65.156

Comments
Thanks
(back)

Re: Calculating digital camera angle of view ?
From: Christian
Date: 11/4/2005
Time: 2:05:29 PM
Remote Name: 83.156.23.145

Comments
It's not difficult, but not simple either. If you need more than the contents of my web page "angular field", let me know. http://becotus.chezalice.fr/photo/anglais/&Ephoto.htm
(back)

Wireless video
From: Doug
Date: 11/3/2005
Time: 6:56:58 PM
Remote Name: 71.52.154.27

Comments
Found a nice wireless camera for rockets. Might be good for KAP. Any one use this particular brand? Looks like there are several types and nice range
optionsand additional high gain antennas.
(back)

Re: Wireless video
From: Richard Amirault
Date: 11/3/2005
Time: 8:29:50 PM
Remote Name: 207.172.216.142

Comments
What brand is that?
(back)

KAP Swap forum
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From: Jones Airfoils
Date: 11/3/2005
Time: 7:46:07 AM
Remote Name: 71.65.246.24

Comments
Hi everyone.
I thought with the Optio 6 coming out that some people might be interested in swapping to help their upgrade path. So I made a forum just for KAPers to trade
KAP items. You can find it in our forums section at www.jonesairfoils.com The forum is named KAP Swap(sorry it's not more creative).
I'm interested in an Optio 5 series myself (that hasn't been dropped of course ;) )
(back)

100 yards downlink cable
From: PhilGIb
Date: 11/1/2005
Time: 6:47:31 PM
Remote Name: 201.144.31.116

Comments
I know it seems ugly compared to neat wireless solutions but does anyone know the weight of 100 yards of the most basic RCA video cable ?
That would be sooooooo much cheaper and reliable...
This type of cable seems quite light to me but I just don't know the cable weight per yard.
I have a Sutton 30 and usually strong sea winds.
Maybe some electronics geek can tell me..
Many thanks.
(back)

Re: 100 yards downlink cable
From: Simon H
Date: 11/1/2005
Time: 11:25:55 PM
Remote Name: 81.77.97.16

Comments
Whilst possible, I fell personally it is a recipe for disaster. I know though it can be done, here are a couple of reasons why this might not be a simple solution.
Each 3 feet above ground even in normal atmospheric conditions can generate a static pd of up to 100 volts, so you will be putting a wire through several
thousand volts static.This will certainly try to discharge down your cable. All you will hear is a small click and your screen will go blank. I know of at least 2
KAPpers who have experienced this, one of whom invested significant time and money creating earthing and fusing systems.
You will need to develop systems to manage two lines together, one under tension, one not. Take a minute or two to think about how you will manage those two
lines, remembering that one is fixed to the kite and one is fixed to the rig. Line weight and drag can be significant in marginal conditions, this will more than
double these effects.
Combine this with zoom control, wi-fi, and you are heading for a system which you will spend more time building and setting up than you will flying.
I think there is a point in our interest in KAP where we envisage all sorts of possibilities. A bit of practical KAP and spending hours flying in different conditions
and different locations helps us gain the experience to see what is practical, and more to the point, what is enjoyable in KAP.
Good luck
Simon
(back)

Re: 100 yards downlink cable
From: PhilGIb
Date: 11/4/2005
Time: 4:16:15 AM
Remote Name: 201.137.65.205

Comments
Thanks. I did't know that static electricity would be so high.
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I guess you just made me save a lot of money...
Brgds
(back)

Re: 100 yards downlink cable
From: Mike
Date: 11/3/2005
Time: 1:00:07 PM
Remote Name: 66.143.9.150

Comments
Better yet, what is the tensiel strength of video cable? :)
(back)

Servo and zoom
From: PhilGib
Date: 11/1/2005
Time: 6:43:08 PM
Remote Name: 201.144.31.116

Comments
I am trying to have a fourth servo pressing the zoom of the camera (electric optical zoom)
I am in the process to purchase a new camera so the zoom buttons are also to be a choice factor.
What is the easiest zoom solution you found by using a servo ? Did you prefer the 2 buttons W-F or only one button going up and down like on a mini DV ?
Many thanks
Philippe
(back)

Re: Servo and zoom
From: Ralf
Date: 11/2/2005
Time: 4:46:04 AM
Remote Name: <�/b>84.133.218.86

Comments
I built about 6 rigs with zoomfunction. But I didn't use servos. I used electrical contacts in combination with switches. The Olympus-Camedia-family I modified
to have the contacts outside, the Coolpix 5000 has a connector natural inside. This is done in the time before GentLED. I like not being limited by technicals. If I
work on the ground, I use the zoom on my camera too, so why should I don't use it in the air? I feel good to have zoomfunction on my rig. MfG Ralf
(back)

Re: Servo and zoom
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 11/2/2005
Time: 3:15:40 AM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
Take a look at Emiel's rig: http://home.hccnet.nl/emiel.stroeve (KAP/Equipment)or try the GentLED ZOOM.
Peter
http://www.KAPshop.com
(back)

Re: Servo and zoom
From: Mike Spivey
Date: 11/1/2005
Time: 11:34:45 PM
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Remote Name: 68.97.214.221

Comments
Check out http://www.rcapa.net/forums/viewtopic.php?t=680 He is using the servo for shutter release and on-off but if you could find a camera with a wide
enough rocker it might work.
But why bother? the Gentled zoom is so much easier to rig up and it works well. It does somewhat limit your camera choice, but It would keep you out of the
camera shops looking at zoom controls on 30 different cameras.
(back)

Re: Servo and zoom
From: Brooks
Date: 11/1/2005
Time: 11:31:12 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
Consider carefully whether you really want to try to get steady, blur-free pictures with a long lens. If so, the simplest solution seems to be a camera with infrared
control of zoom, when you can use the gentLED zoom.
Read about it here: http://www.gentles.info/KAP/gentled/options.htm#IRzoom
I've never tried the zoom because I don't like the lens blur, but this looks like the way to go.
bgl
http://www.brooxes.com/
(back)

Re: Servo and zoom
From: Simon H
Date: 11/1/2005
Time: 11:30:07 PM
Remote Name: 81.77.97.16

Comments
Zoom = more propensity for camera shake in given conditions. KAPpers usually find little purpose for zoom, finding it easier to walk the rig nearer the subject,
or bring the camera nearer the ground. I've never thought this function helpful so I'm afraid I can't help on servo setup.
Anyone?
Simon
(back)

Re: Servo and zoom
From: Richard Amirault
Date: 11/2/2005
Time: 7:24:45 AM
Remote Name: 146.115.58.99

Comments
"If I work on the ground, I use the zoom on my camera too, so why should I don't use it in the air?"
As it has been pointed out there ARE reasons for not using zoom in the air. If you only want to go from wide angel to "normal" then it might not be so bad, but if
you want to go to "telephoto" then you start to have problems that you don't have on the ground.
First it will be harder to aim the camera.
Second, it will be harder to get a sharp photo .. why? because as the focal length increases it also magnifies any camea movement and that translates into image
movement on the film or digital chip. You will need to compensate for this by increasing the ISO and/or increasing the shutter speed .. IF YOU CAN.
While there are some instances where it would be useful .. why lift the camera 300 ft in the air only to take a photo that could have been taken from 50 ft??
Richard in Boston, MA, USA
(back)

Examples of useful zooms from a kite
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From: PhilGib
Date: 11/4/2005
Time: 4:40:42 AM
Remote Name: 201.137.65.205

Comments
I can see various reasons from having a zoom from a kite, as it allows for photographing silently and from a very different perspective.
Just threwing some examples on the table...
- birds watching - check out roof tiles standing for insurances of high houses further to a hurricane (I had 2 the last 6 months) - Pictures of elevated pictures of
high buildings like lighthouses, skycrapers - paparazzis :-) - whalesharks / giant stingrays watching for scientists(i have plenty 2 months a year in my area) scientific pictures on the canope
Now on, we also have anti-shake systems on light camera like the lumix of the minolta/konica A2. It greatly helps in obtaining a better picture at full zoom.
Phil
(back)

Re: Examples of useful zooms from a kite
From: David Hunt
Date: 11/4/2005
Time: 11:36:00 AM
Remote Name: 67.77.137.167

Comments
My favorite example of zoom use is Linnar's water tower shot.
http://www.flickr.com/photos/13752875@N00/page2/
This page has examples of wide angle views and telephoto views. Be sure to view the largest size of the telephoto view to get the full impact of this picture.
David Hunt
http://www.kaper.us/
(back)

Re: Servo and zoom
From: Brooks
Date: 11/2/2005
Time: 9:30:38 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
Several comments:
First, Ralf's rig is well-suited to zoom, because it's very heavy. I didn't believe it could be as steady as it is, but it is.
Second, on my first autoKAP venture, I discovered afterwards from the EXIF data that my camera had been inadvertently zoomed in to about 2/3 telephoto.
About half of the pictures were usable. On my last two autoKAP ventures, with wide focal length, I got closer to 80 percent usable.
FWIW.
bgl
http://www.brooxes.com/
(back)

Nearly Universal Rig?
From: Vladimir
Date: 11/1/2005
Time: 9:47:13 AM
Remote Name: 200.146.12.84

Comments
I find idea about Universal rig, for using with compact cam or DSLR cam. I thanks in advance for Ideas .
Great Hug
(back)
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Re: Nearly Universal Rig?
From: Mike Spivey
Date: 11/1/2005
Time: 6:29:24 PM
Remote Name: 68.97.214.221

Comments
BROOXES BASIC (UNIVERSAL) KAP KIT. About as close as it gets. My G6 is pretty chunky and it fits perfectly. A dSLR would possibly need a little "porch
extention" on the tripod mount plate. But he has put enough holes in the tray hookup arm (my nomenclature, not Brooks') to properly balance any camera that
doesn't have a "Bazooka" lens on it.
(back)

Re: Nearly Universal Rig?
From: Brooks
Date: 11/1/2005
Time: 6:37:36 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
It's possible to accommodate a small SLR in my kit, but usually it requires cutting the bottom off the tilt frame (my term) and turning it over so the back becomes
the bottom. This is necessary to balance the deeper, heavier camera.
Whatever the case, it's not possible (to my knowledge) to make a rig that will take small and large cameras interchangeably, although the gentLED trigger could
certainly eliminate one of the problems. A rig needs to match the camera it will carry, for balance and for accurate shutter triggering.
bgl
http://www.brooxes.com/
(back)

Re: Nearly Universal Rig?
From: Christian
Date: 11/2/2005
Time: 6:10:32 PM<�br> Remote Name: 83.156.23.29

Comments
Before building a new rig, it makes sense to check cradle designs on http://www.kaper.us/ Have also a look on my web site where there are several cradles, one of
them for a camcorder, with a large "tilt base plate". All my rigs have endless rotation servo with worm screw on tilt movement, which is more tolerant to "out of
balance" cameras. Also, for a camcorder, a very slow pan rotation is necessary. http://www.becot.info/index.htm
(back)

boosting up the video downlink
From: emiel
Date: 10/31/2005
Time: 12:59:40 PM
Remote Name: 80.100.3.81

Comments
hi all,
the first KAP session with my new rig took place..... A few modifications are needed, the picavet is too small, who said size doesn't matter ;-)
What I'm specifically are looking for is antenna modifications of the video downlink. Receiving the video channel was a bit terrible so I'm looking for antenna
designs! I found a few sources but am a bit lost on the details.
How do I connect a BiQuad antenna to my downlink? does it go on the transmitter or on the receiver? The transmitter hasn't got a coax line but a piece of wire of
about 8cm.
lots of questions....
any help?
The pics of the rig and my first session, buggy races in the Netherlands, can be found on http://home.hccnet.nl/emiel.stroeve (KAP/Equipment and buggy races
october 2005)
cheers emiel
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(back)

Re: boosting up the video downlink
From: Vladimir
Date: 11/1/2005
Time: 2:09:21 PM
Remote Name: 200.146.12.51

Comments
Nice Rig! what weight of your complete rig? thanks
(back)

Re: boosting up the video downlink
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 10/31/2005
Time: 2:33:14 PM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
This Picavet can't be too small. Why should it be? What makes you think it is?
Peter
P.S.: Goedkoop video systeem??? Al waar is naar z'n geld ...
(back)

Re: boosting up the video downlink
From:
Date: 10/31/2005
Time: 3:01:06 PM
Remote Name: 80.100.3.81

Comments
with a strong and unstable wind last weekend, the rig made a 360 around the flying line....
and about your dutch comment: I don't think the amount of money I payed for the transmitter makes a difference here. All I ask is ideas on how to use antenna's.
cheers emiel
(back)

Re: boosting up the video downlink
From: Brooks
Date: 10/31/2005
Time: 3:42:20 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
If I understand you correctly, your rig swung all the way around the flying line, right? That has nothing to do with the size of the Picavet -- though it's possible
that your Picavet lines could be longer. But the X is just fine! It's about the same size as 400 or so other rigs I know of!
The problem, it seems to me, is flying it in such conditions. Save your lovely equipment that you worked so hard on -- when the wind is like that, pack it up and
come again another day!
bgl
http://www.brooxes.com/
(back)

Re: boosting up the video downlink
From: emiel
Date: 10/31/2005
Time: 10:14:20 PM
Remote Name: 80.100.3.81
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Comments
hi brooks,
The only doubt I have is about the length of the picavet-line. the picavet itself should indeed be fine as it is. So I'm thinking of about 18m of picavet line.
And the conditions were terrible.....
cheers emiel
(back)

Re: boosting up the video downlink
From: Dave Mitchell
Date: 11/1/2005
Time: 1:15:32 AM
Remote Name: 80.177.153.149

Comments
As well as avoiding blustery wind conditions, the other key point is not to hang the picavet too close to the kite. The closer it is the more it will have to move as the
kite moves around.
I always hang my rig at least 75 feet from the kite and often quite a bit more. Put another way, don't attach the picavet until the kite is well up into clean air and
away from ground turbulence.
Dave
(back)

Re: boosting up the video downlink
From: Brooks
Date: 10/31/2005
Time: 11:06:18 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
I think about half that length (10 m) is plenty -- much easier to install and remove -- but if you plan to fly in terrible conditions, maybe longer lines would help.
Why one would want to do that deliberately is something I don't understand, but only you can decide how much that lovely rig is worth to you.
bgl
http://www.brooxes.com
(back)

Re: boosting up the video downlink
From: Simon H
Date: 10/31/2005
Time: 10:58:11 PM
Remote Name: 81.77.97.16

Comments
I have always used short Picavets, I use them so that I can bring the rig to hand without fastening off the kite, and when the wind drops I can haul in the line and
the rig will stay above ground without dragging on the ground.
Very occasionally I've flown in conditions where the rig has done a loop around the line.This has not been a problem with the Picavet, its been a problem with my
judgement. This particular condition is a sure sign not to fly anymore, wind conditions are just too turbulent.
I'm always bemused a bit at people who put their attachment points fifteen feet apart and the rig about ten feet below the line as I fail to see any advantage, or
should I say I see I'm yet to be convinced that the advanteges claimed in stability outweigh the disadvantages around usability and opening up the low wind
envelope. Maybe though you have hit on the advantage, it is less likely to execute a 360. Well that may be but I won't be flying in those conditions anyway, trouble
is the sharp/ blurred ratio is so poor, its not worth it.
Of course if you are flying a high flying delta or some such it is possible to tangle the picavet round the line in less windy conditions, if the line approaches the
vertical due to overflying, or as once happened to me, thermalling, but a longer picavet wouldn't help here.
For the antenna it is directionality you need so it is best to improve the receiver antenna first. A patch antenna or a Pringles tube (designs on the web Google
Pringle 2.4) type might be an improvement.
Simon
(back)
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Re: boosting up the video downlink
From: Ralf
Date: 10/31/2005
Time: 1:46:41 PM
Remote Name: 84.133.249.187

Comments
Hi Emiel,
you can use the bi-quad on the transmitter, on the receiver and on transmitter&receiver. Some of the receivers have a SMA-connector, so you can easily mount
your quad. You can try your quad with different sorts of reflectors. It is legal to do this. Your transmitter has no SMA-connector? It would be because of the law
& limmeted output-antennapower. But I don't write in an common forum become an outlaw and mount a SMA connector on your transmitter. But if you would
use a quad on a KAP-Rig, be sure, that the antenna is always aming to the ground-pilot. For me this means, install it for example on the picavet. But than think
about endless rotation. A quad without reflector is better than the normal wire-antenna. A quad with a small refelctor is better than a quad without reflector. Best
is with a big reflektor. We will built & discuss quads a KAPiFrance...
http://www.dopero.de/Eingang/Kite_Aerial_Photography/2_4_GHz_Antennen/2_4_ghz_antennen.html MfG Ralf
(back)

Your Homepage: Faneo, receiver etc...
From: Ralf
Date: 10/31/2005
<�b>Time: 3:34:15 PM
Remote Name: 84.133.249.187

Comments
It is me again, back from viewing your homepage. Your receiver has a BNC-conctor? So try with a quad antenna on the ground first. You visted Fanoe too? We
didn't met us: http://www.dopero.de/Eingang/KAPer_on_Tour/Fanoe_05/fanoe_05.html You took a photo of a cotton glider. This is a redisign of my redisign I
made to a Platz-Gleiter: http://www.dopero.de/Eingang/Meine_Drachenseite/Kluever-Drachen/kluever-drachen.html MfG Ralf
(back)

Re: Your Homepage: Faneo, receiver etc...
From: emiel
Date: 10/31/2005 Time: 10:18:29 PM
Remote Name: 80.100.3.81

Comments
hi ralf,
If I close my eyes and think of the thousands of kites on fano and remember one, it's your glider! Very nice looking kite!
And my receiver has a BNC connector, so I'll start there.
cheers emiel
(back)

Re: Your Homepage: Faneo, receiver etc...
From: Christian
Date: 10/31/2005
Time: 4:56:59 PM
Remote Name: 83.156.19.1

Comments
The video transmitter equipment looks to be a 1,2 GHz, isn't it? The position of the emitter antenna is crucial. with the camera/emitter module, you would think
that you have no choice. But in these models, usually there is one circuit board for the emitter and one for the camera, linked with some wire: +, ground, video
signal. It's easy to separate them and make two. Only take care of the camera lens and circuit which are just pushed against each other. That done, it's easu to
place the emitter and its antenna in a better location. Then you may connect directly the video signal entry of the transmitter on the video output of your digital
camera.
(back)

maxi-dopero and the sail maker's rule
From: Philippe Jullien
Date: 10/31/2005
Time: 1:04:08 AM
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Remote Name: 82.120.120.157

Comments
I am going (at least) to build a maxi-dopero. Do you think it is absolutely mandatory to follow this advice on this big kite. ÝSince the sail is made out of ripstop
nylon we have to take care of the sail maker's rule: The grain (the straight of the weave) should follow the unsupported edges of the sailÝ. Symetry is mandatory,
of course. If you give a number for the 9 panels of the dopero from left to right and top to bottom, I can understand the rule for the panel # 1.3.7.9, but what do
you choose for the panel # 4.6? You would have to sew (3,4 or more) small triangles with the acute angle to the bottom corner of the top sail, each of them
respecting the Ýsail makerÝs ruleÝ as for a spinnaker. DonÝt you think that the hem is sufficient to limit the deformation of the sail? I already cut the ripstopÝ.!
But I can still adopt the rule I you convince me !!. thanks for any advices, especially from maxi-dopero builder. By the way, I just received my Gentled AUTO
shutterÝ Great stuff in a so small box. Great customer service. Works perfectly. Well done James Gentles.
(back)

Re: maxi-dopero and the sail maker's rule
From: Dave Mitchell
Date: 10/31/2005
Time: 1:16:28 AM
Remote Name: 80.177.153.149

Comments
I'd be very interested too. I haven't yet cut my ripstock, but have been making paper plans and trying to fit them on the ripstock with some degree of symmetry.
Dave
(back)

Re: maxi-dopero and the sail maker's rule
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net Date: 10/31/2005
Time: 6:05:22 AM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
Don't worry to much about panels 4 and 6. You can even make parts 4, 5 and 6 out of one piece. The hem is enough to keep things together.
Peter
(back)

Re: maxi-dopero and the sail maker's rule
From: Dave Mitchell
Date: 10/31/2005
Time: 8:34:55 AM
Remote Name: 80.177.153.149

Comments
Could I make the whole top sail (pieces 1-6) out of a single piece of ripstop? It would save me a fair bit of cutting and seaming.
I am planning to make the bottom sail out of three pieces because of the size of the pieces of ripstop I have.
(back)

Re: maxi-dopero and the sail maker's rule
From: Philippe Jullien
Date: 10/31/2005
Time: 8:54:47 AM
Remote Name: 82.120.132.90

Comments
I think so and I hope so, because it is exactly my position right now.
(back)

Re: maxi-dopero and the sail maker's rule
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net Date: 10/31/2005
Time: 2:18:54 PM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64
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Comments
NO, NO and again NO. For panels 1 and 3 you MUST follow the rule. This is essential for the bowline on the top sail to work the way it should. So if you make 3 1
to 6 out of one piece, you'd better not build it at all.
I'm working on a CD-R showing 120+ pictures on how to build a Dopero. Available on http://www.KAPshop.com soon.
Peter
(back)

Re: maxi-dopero and the sail maker's rule
From: Ralf
Date: 10/31/2005
Time: 3:16:58 PM
Remote Name: 84.133.249.187

Comments
Aehmmmmmmmmm, should I replay? Normaly I don't answer on Dopero-threads. But think about: There is not 1 way to built a kite. I have my way to built my
kites. My way is nearly the same to Dopero, MultiFlare or other non KAP-kites. Mostly all of the kitefliers didn't built the kites the same as I built. I know this
and thats the reason why I have never written a step-by-step article or give advises how to built a kite. But there was a question at the beginnig. My black & red
Doperos were made of singlepice nylon. And the Dopero would not be at this level at this time if it hadn't work. :-) Ralf
(back)

Re: maxi-dopero and the sail maker's rule
From: Dave Mitchell
Date: 10/31/2005
Time: 3:16:02 PM
Remote Name: 80.177.153.149

Comments
Good job I haven't done any cutting and sewing yet! I nearly started over the weekend.
Thanks for the advice Peter. I'll do as you suggest.
Dave
(back)

Re: maxi-dopero and the sail maker's rule
From: Christian
Date: 10/31/2005
Time: 5:34:35 PM
Remote Name: 83.156.19.1

Comments
The sailor's rule applies for boat sails, much larger than kites, but is also true on small pieces, as clothes, when fabric is a weaven one, such as cotton. With
ripstop, as for new materials, it can be different. When you cut the ripstop diagonally, check if it does make threads tips, or if it is let smooth as when cutting a
plastic sheet. Here is a big difference. If it is a smooth edge, cut it as your preference, and there will be no flying problem. If not, prefer the sailor rule option. In
all cases, a good hem is essential.
(back)

My CranKap Creation
From: Vladimir
Date: 10/29/2005
Time: 5:34:04 PM
Remote Name: 200.175.193.225

Comments
Hi all, I work ont this CRANK, For using for facilite wind up kite line. This have space for about 600 meters 2,5 mm line. I using wood and Lexan polycarbonate.
http://img.photobucket.com/albums/v248/macromundo/manivela1.jpg http://img.photobucket.com/albums/v248/macromundo/manivela2.jpg
http://img.photobucket.com/albums/v248/macromundo/manivela3.jpg
(back)

Re: My CranKap Creation
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From: Richard Amirault
Date: 10/31/2005
Time: 7:19:04 AM
Remote Name: 146.115.58.99

Comments
Do you have a brake on it?
Apparently you need to be sitting down on a chair to best use it, but is there way to secure it so that you can use both hands for other things?
Richard in Boston, MA, USA
(back)

Re: My CranKap Creation
From: Linnar
Date: 10/30/2005
Time: 2:42:10 AM
Remote Name: 213.216.199.2

Comments
Interesting solution Vladimir! I'd like to know how coil will work under pressure when line is under tension. Thanks for sharing!
Linnar
(back)

Re: My CranKap Creation
From: Christian
Date: 10/31/2005
Time: 5:17:12 PM
Remote Name: 83.156.19.1

Comments
The line on here looks rather strong, which means used with line pullong from a few to 10 or 20 Kg. The crank is such designed that it will stand only loose line
wind up. Never wind up line in tension, or it will easily burst out. Tis crank been never use to maintain the line tension, there is no need for a brake, but you need
some way to hold the line, such as a carabinner or a gamma hook. May I suggest that you grind smooth the inner edges of the disks. Look on my web site for reels
that stand line winded under tension, and the gamma hook design. http://www.becot.info/index.htm
(back)

SPAM patrol
From: Cris Benton
Date: 10/29/2005
Time: 1:33:37 PM
Remote Name: 64.142.12.44

Comments
Just wanted folks to know that I do see the Spam creeping into the group. As I mentioned awhile back my software for the group is somewhat elemental (MS
Frontpage) and provides no real administrative features. Worse yet I have completely crashed the discussion page on two previous attempts to remove posts and
it takes hours of effort to restore function.
So, I never delete posts. For Spam I generally wait for a new thread of posts to appear and then I go into the Spam message and remove its content. If anyone
meets an actual Spammer please kick them in the shin for me.
BTW, the post below may be an inarticulate, and thus ineffective, effort to approach UC Berkeley regarding collaboration and thus might have some minute
thread of legitimacy. The deletion of its content may be taken to mean we are not interested.
(back)

About Training & seminer Joint Collaboration
From: ZNT TRAINING MANAGEMENT(
Date: 10/27/2005
Time: 9:12:55 AM
Remote Name: 69.88.3.34

Comments
Spam from Bangladesh removed (sheesh)
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(back)

Re: About Training & seminer Joint Collaboration
From:
Date: 10/27/2005
Time: 11:17:47 AM
Remote Name: 62.254.0.36

Comments
(back)

Re: About Training & seminer Joint Collaboration
From:
Date: 10/27/2005
Time: 10:07:16 AM
Remote Name: 146.115.58.99

Comments
(back)

Re: About Training & seminer Joint Collaboration -spam
From:
Date: 10/28/2005
Time: 3:17:15 PM
Remote Name: 66.91.126.26

Comments
spam
(back)

New KAP camera
From: Mike Spivey
Date: 10/25/2005
Time: 5:46:36 AM
Remote Name: 68.97.214.221

Comments
Most of the photo sites are announcing the Canon SD 430 wireless camera. The reports are that it is 2 way wireless, which means you can control the camera via
laptop from the ground. Weighs 130 g.
The biggest advantage over the current setups is that you can controll all functions, such as aperture, shutter speed, white balance, zoom, etc., from the ground
and no extra weight for external controls. I'm not sure how big of an advantage this will be but it's interesting.
(back)

Re: New KAP camera
From: Linnar
Date: 10/27/2005
Time: 12:14:34 AM
Remote Name: 195.33.97.164

Comments
Any idea what will be range of communication?
Linnar
(back)

Re: New KAP camera
From: james@gentlesSPAM.info
Date: 10/27/2005
Time: 8:51:58 AM
Remote Name: 192.25.22.11
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Comments
WiFi range is an interesting question.
Although 100m is claimed in free space for some appliances there is evidence that this is highly variable, I believe the data rate is adapted depending on signal
strength, which can help. There is also anacdotal evidence that transmission at these frequencies don't work as well in the air as they do on the ground where they
are balanced by the ground impedance presumably. Remember the plan for WiFi is to have hundreds of appliances operating over short distances, the protocol
and frequency plan isn't designed for communications over long distances.
Generally I have found that systems with 100m range (key-fob transmitters and 2.4G video downlinks) can only be relied upon over short distances. At the
moment I'll stick with my trusted RC system :-(
James
(back)

Re: New KAP camera
From: Mike J.
Date: 10/27/2005
Time: 1:41:33 PM
Remote Name: 71.65.246.24

Comments
James, what is the possibility of using repeaters at intervals along the line to extend the WiFi range? Is there something like this available in a size KAPers could
use?
(back)

Re: New KAP camera
From: Mike Spivey
Date: 10/27/2005
Time: 9:13:31 PM
Remote Name: 68.97.214.221

Comments
Strictly for a KAP or other remote control application, it seems like an answer to a question that James answered several years ago with his IR solution. As I said
before, the main advantage is that you can change all the manual functions from the ground. BUT WAIT! This camera has almost no manual functions. It's not
even out yet. Maybe a reviewer will test the range when it is available.
(back)

Re: New KAP camera
From: Mike J
Date: 10/29/2005
Time: 8:19:02 AM
Remote Name: 71.65.246.24

Comments
After reading this again, it seems you are capable of controlling all functions of the camera using the provided software on your computer. The camera can also
send directly to a printer. It seems to me this camera solves real time video aiming and remote control aspects also. Just use a laptop or even better, a PDA. They
explain uses as being for remote wildlife viewing and candid party shots. I'd like to see more cameras like this one.
(back)

Re: New KAP camera
From: Mobilexile
Date: 10/25/2005
Time: 9:04:21 AM
Remote Name: 12.214.196.9

Comments
Mike:
This sounds interesting. Where did you see the article(s)?
Thx
(back)
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Re: New KAP camera
From: Brooks
Date: 10/25/2005
Time: 9:58:55 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
Here it is: http://www.dpreview.com/news/0510/05102501canonsd430wifi.asp
(back)

Re: New KAP camera
From: Mobilexile
Date: 10/26/2005
Time: 5:10:16 AM
Remote Name: 12.214.196.9

Comments
Thx, Brooks.
(back)

Re: New KAP camera
From: PhilGib
Date: 10/28/2005
Time: 7:37:11 AM
Remote Name: 201.155.87.17

Comments
Also wondering about wi-fi as a joyful batteries consumer...
(back)

**Off topic-Looking for Mike Spivey (PAP)
From: Doug
Date: 10/22/2005
Time: 10:19:21 AM
Remote Name: 71.52.154.27

Comments
Mike, I'm trying to contact you about your PAP system. I need some advice please. Go to my site and fill out the form so we can communicate:
http://outerbanksproductions.com/contactus.html
(back)

Re: **Off topic-Looking for Mike Spivey (PAP)
From: Mike
Date: 10/22/2005
Time: 1:02:54 PM
Remote Name: 68.97.214.221

Comments
Done
(back)

Rokkaku and low wind problems
From: Sarah
Date: 10/21/2005
Time: 1:14:27 PM
Remote Name: 67.82.147.148

Comments
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I'm hoping someone can offer me some advice on what I'm experiencing. I've got a 78inch rokkaku from Fun With Wind and a 2.14 lb rig. I've found that it flies
best around 15mph but no more than 20mph when it pulls fairly hard. I've unfortunately had it in gusts around 24mph where it got battered, but lived. My
predicament is anything below a steady 15mph and it'll fly but not lift the rig even though the kite itself is rated for 4-20mph. I was also under the impression that
others have successfully lifted rigs in the 2lb range in 10mph winds. Around me, I see average winds of 5-7mph and aren't always steady, even near the coast (not
beach).
In general, I'm confused since I don't seem to be getting results like others, yet I also see contradictory info. So, considering my setup and conditions, am I
experiencing something normal? If so, then what should I get that is under $100 for low winds? Dopero and genki is out as I crashed and burned trying to make a
rok. I've read pros and cons for a 13.5 DC but I don't know if that's for a 2 lb rig and I've only found ~$200 ones. =( Oh, I just found a $100 12 ft double box delta
at Fun With Wind. Would that work?
Any insight or advice would be greatly appreciated! Thanks!
Sarah
(back)

Re: Rokkaku and low wind problems
From: Sarah
Date: 10/26/2005
Time: 1:13:36 AM
Remote Name: 67.82.147.148

Comments
Thanks for the info. I tried reducing how much I bowed the spars and I think that helped. I haven't had any proper conditions to fly but merely for quickie tests.
As for lowering the towpoint, I'm not 100% on that. From what I can gather, I would have to redo the last knot before the tow point, and in order to lower the
point, I'd have to leave the knotting point as is of the top bridle points while reducing the amount line to the kite for the bottom bridle points? From what I can
figure, the kite would become more perpendicular to the ground if all the bridle lines were taut? If this is correct, what kind of knot is that? I didn't dare fully
unknot it in fear that I would not be able redo it!
Thanks again!
Sarah
(back)

Re: Rokkaku and low wind problems
From: Brooks
Date: 10/26/2005
Time: <�/b>10:12:03 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
The only thing you need to untie is the towpoint/loop/ring itself -- don't touch any knots closer to the kite.
I'll see if I can do this without a picture.
Put the kite down on the floor, unbowed. Stretch the bridle all the way out to one side, so the far side upper and lower lines are flat on the floor and taut. The
towpoint/loop/ring should be just above the upper spreader spar, 5 degrees at most from an imaginary line straight out from the upper spreader.
If it varies significantly from that location, untie the towpoint/loop/ring (a simple loop knot or larks head, usually) and adjust it to the right position as described
above. Retie it and try it outdoors (with bowed lines). If necessary, move that towpoint/loop/ring up or (more likely) down to the point the kite won't rise, and
then come up just a bit.
There's a page of knots available for download on my site's download page.
If this still doesn't make sense, let me know and I'll put a drawing up online. Or better yet, buy a copy of The Aerial Eye CD, available from my home page,
which has Kevin's article and lots more useful info for a beginning KAPer!
Brooks
http://www.brooxes.com/
(back)

Re: Rokkaku and low wind problems
From: Roger Australia
Date: 10/22/2005
Time: 12:38:57 PM
Remote Name: 60.231.96.160

Comments
Sarah, I use only Roks and I have 3 of them. One is about 30 inches long, and I use it in condictions above 25 Knots winds (Strong plus gusty windy days). The
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second one is a 55 inches which I use in wind range from 12 to 20 Knots +. This is the one I use the most. Also an 80 inches for wind condictions from 7 to 12 plus,
but never more than 20 knots or it will be risky. Roks starts flying from 4 knots winds, but they will only lift my rig which weights 620 grams or something
around 1300 lb (camera inclusive) from 8 knots. But the wind must be very steady. 12 knots for me is the perfect condiction because it gives me full control, and
even make it possible to "walk the rig" (to place it above a subjet). I play with Roks since I was 8, and one thing I can tell you for sure...The best position for the
bridel is when the point you will connect the line, if laid on any side on the top spar (or transversal front spar if you like) macht the tip or the spar, forming a
square angle with the central longarine.(cannot pass the tip of the spar). So, if you hold the kite by the line attachement (loop, knot or swivel) it will be in square
angle with the longarine and spar. But if you need to have a little bit more lift in low winds, you can reduce this angle to 80 degrees rising the "angle of attack" of
the kite. Also, tails for Roks are not a must, but I use them all the time. In low wind range, I use a plastic tail about 6 feet long (no fuzzy). In mid winds I go for a
fuzzy tail about 9 feet long, and in demanding situations I go for 12 feet fuzzy. What you are experiencing seems normal to me, but in my oppinion you are caring
a little bit of extra weight on your rig.(I don't know what camera you've got). The situations you described with a 78" rok and that rig weight, will see your kap
working from 12 knots, and will request a stable wind. My Suggestions: Reduce rig weight, Reduce tail (if you are using one in your kite) and manly, ajust the
bride. Even so,winds below 10 knots don't make a Rok very keen to lift kap rigs. Keep Kaping Roger
(back)

Re: Rokkaku and low wind problems
From: Sarah
Date: 10/26/2005
Time: 1:25:50 AM
Remote Name: 67.82.147.148

Comments
Thanks for the detailed instructions Roger, but I don't think I fully understand it. For starters, you say not to pass the tip of the spars but my bridle lines are
much longer than that so how is that supposed to work? Also, when you say that the kite line should be square to the longarine and spar, are you meaning that
those three would essentially be creating the x,y and z axes?
Thanks again!
Sarah
(back)

Re: Rokkaku and low wind problems
From: Roger Australia
Date: 10/26/2005
Time: 12:27:31 PM
Remote Name: 144.131.222.180

Comments
Sarah, send me an email to yesaustralia(AT)yesaustralia(DOT)com and I will send you some photos or diagrams about how the bridel should be. Roger
(back)

Re: Rokkaku and low wind problems
From: Dave Wheeler
Date: 10/22/2005
Time: 5:45:15 AM
Remote Name: 68.48.57.172

Comments
I'm also fairly new to KAP and using a 80" Rok to lift a 2.12 lb rig. When I flew my kite the first time it wouldn't even lift itself in a strong steady breeze until I
experimented with the bridle adjustments. So I think Brook's suggestion to adjust that is the first thing you'll want to do. I also found via the internet that for
more stability you should bow the drawstrings more. This will reduce lift somewhat but that should be OK in higher wind conditions. (Which is when you needed
enhanced stability.) Also the bow should be the same on top and bottom for stability. A little more bow on the bottom is OK. If the top is bowed more than the
bottom it will be unstable.
Again, my information is from a couple web sites I googled, not experience. I hope someone can correct this here if they know otherwise.
For all the experts monitoring this group, there doesn't seem to be any clear or accurate web pages describing how to tune up a Rokkaku for KAP. What do high
vs low winds mean for bridle adjustments, bow adjustments, flying angle, stability, lifting ability? If someone were to write on online article about that, it would
surely be a hit.
Dave Wheeler
(back)

Re: Rokkaku and low wind problems
From: Brooks
Date: 10/22/2005
Time: 11:14:26 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5
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Comments
It doesn't cover all the items that Dave asks for, but Kevin Shannon's article "Rokkaku Tips & Techniques" has lots of useful information. It's in the aerial eye,
vol 2 #4, which is among the treasures on The Complete Aerial Eye CD, available from my website (see the bottom of my home page) for $30.00 postpaid.
KAPshop has it too for european sales.
All proceeds of the aerial eye CD go to the American Kitefliers Association.
bgl
http://www.brooxes.com/
(back)

Re: Rokkaku and low wind problems
From: Brooks
Date: 10/21/2005
Time: 4:54:29 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
I have the same kite, and was able to lift a ~3 lb rig with it in less than 15 mph, but can't remember how much less.
I think the first thing I'd do is try adjusting the bridle -- I've found that many production kites have poorly adjusted bridles. Lower your tow point to just above
the spot at which it won't rise. It'll pull harder that way, and should lift more too.
If that doesn't work, the 12 ft delta-Conyne (if that's what it is) may be OK in light air, but may overfly when the wind dies, which drops the rig like a rock. I've
shot many pix with a D-C, and it's a good KAP kite, but just be aware of its idiosyncracies.
chin UP
bgl
http://www.brooxes.com/
(back)

AutoKAP news
From: Simon H
Date: 10/18/2005
Time: 10:17:01 AM
Remote Name: 84.69.15.223

Comments
Apologies to those waiting for AutoKAP units, I'm in the process of making minor improvements to the system, I hope to be fulfilling all backed up orders by the
end of next week.
If you have the right camera for the Gentled systems, consider getting the new Gentled Auto described in by James in the thread below, to go along with your
AutoKAP - its great!
Simon
(back)

Re: AutoKAP news
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 10/18/2005
Time: 1:54:31 PM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
And you can order both the new GentLED AUTO and the AutoKAP at the same time at http://www.KAPshop.com .
With a little luck you'll both items at the moment the new Pentax Optio S6 is available.
Peter
(back)

Re: AutoKAP news
From: Brooks
Date: 10/18/2005
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Time: 10:52:59 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
The Pentax Optio S6 is already in our local stores, and it's nice. Slightly thinner than the S5, and doesn't have any optical rangefinder, but a huge LCD. Should be
a great KAP camera.
(back)

Re: AutoKAP news
From: Lenny
Date: 10/19/2005
Time: 4:34:43 PM
Remote Name: 80.73.221.199

Comments
Got my AUTO in the post today and went straight out to check it out.
Now I don't pretend to be an expert of any kind, but I now always shoot verticals with an intervalometer - the kit is small and uncomplicated and I almost always
get something good. Plus the kit is lightweight and I can take it on holiday. If you are even slightly interested in having an AUTO KAP rig, you have to get this. It
is superb - not only does it take the worry out of wondering wether you've set it up correctly (the red LED flashes to indicate when teh IR signal is activated), but
it is the simplest and most complete solution imaginable for KAPing.
I cannot recommend the AUTO highly enough, I am enthused anew. Thanks, James.
http://www.flickr.com/photos/lenny_meriel/54122985/ - taken this afternoon with the Gentled AUTO.
Lenny
http://www.flickr.com/groups/kiteaerialphotography/
684 images and growing
(back)

Re: AutoKAP news
From: Lenny
Date: 10/19/2005
Time: 4:48:26 PM
Remote Name: 80.73.221.199

Comments
Oops. Sorry, Simon, got too excited and posted in the wrong thread. Although we are all singing from the same hymn sheet it would seem - my favourite.
Lenny
(back)

New gentLED AUTO announcement
From: james@gentlesSPAM.info
Date: 10/18/2005
Time: 8:35:07 AM
Remote Name: 193.113.235.174

Comments
I'm pleased to announce that we have a brand new gentLED AUTO.
The original device was based on the gentLED trigger and left the user to source and supply a power source, and solder it together to meet their needs.
The new device gets round all these limitations, it comes in a durable black plastic box only 38x28x18mm, and weighing 18g, 0.6oz in total. In the box is a
replacable battery, off/on switch, and a RED LED so you can see it working. You get a fully variable solution from 3seconds to 4 minutes.
You also get a velcro pad so you can be flying in seconds! This is just what you need to get an auto rig working fast!
There are more pictures and a complete description at http://www.gentles.ltd.uk/gentled/Latest-News/
James
(back)

Re: New gentLED AUTO announcement
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From: Simon H
Date: 10/18/2005 Time: 10:07:25 AM
Remote Name: 84.69.15.223

Comments
This is a real Doozey! I just got mine (thanks James) and have to say it is absolutely superb.
I've been helping James with ideas around the development of this as it is an ideal adjunct to my AutoKAP system. Its great to see such a neat and professional
product.
More on the AutoKAP in a separate post.
I can see me using it for time lapse photography too, seeing flowers unfold etc. I can see r/c aircraft photographers, skydivers, naturalists and all sorts wanting to
get their hands on this little wonder, well done James.
Simon
(back)

Re: New gentLED AUTO announcement
From: Brooks
Date: 10/18/2005
Time: 10:58:35 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
Yep, I finally took the plunge and went out today on my first autoKAPventure, using the new gentLED AUTO. Shot 90 pix before I knew it -- easiest kapping
ever. I might even have two or three keepers -- and there will be more the next time, when I remember to set the zoom on wide instead of midway.
Thanks James!
bgl
http://www.brooxes.com/
(back)

Strange shadow effects from above...
From: Yvan
Date: 10/17/2005
Time: 5:09:30 AM
Remote Name: 194.78.200.167

Comments
Yesterday, I took some shots when the sun was low, resulting in strange and sometimes hillarious effects.
I posted them on a Belgian forum for digital photography and somebody noticed me to take a good look on the shadow of the 2 hikers (photo1) ...I didn't noticed
it at first... ;)
http://www.birdseye.be/df/shadows_1.jpg http://www.birdseye.be/df/shadows_2.jpg http://www.birdseye.be/df/shadows_3.jpg
Yvan. http://www.birdseye.be
(back)

Re: Strange shadow effects from above...
From: Tony Cunningham
Date: <�/b>10/19/2005
Time: 3:11:12 AM
Remote Name: 81.206.248.235

Comments
Yvan - Just for the record I rate that horse picture about as good as anything I have seen taken from a kite. It has a 3D feel and if I look at it for a while the
shadows become the horses and the horses shadows - if you see what I mean.
(back)

Re: Strange shadow effects from above...
From: Ricardo
Date: 10/18/2005
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Time: 7:04:23 AM
Remote Name: 201.50.26.20

Comments
Yvan,
All great pictures!
BTW, it was the first erotic KAP I've ever seen! XD
[]s!
(back)

Re: Strange shadow effects from above...
From: Linnar
Date: 10/17/2005
Time: 12:58:33 PM
Remote Name: 213.216.199.10

Comments
Hi Yvan,
Photo 1 - LOL - right time at right place and right time to press the shutter! Impressive shots with shadows!
(back)

Re: Strange shadow effects from above...
From: Simon H
Date: 10/18/2005
Time: 10:10:16 AM
Remote Name: 84.69.15.223

Comments
Impressive shadow too! A good giggle thanks. Simon
(back)

Re: Strange shadow effects from above...
From: Dave Mitchell
Date: 10/17/2005
Time: 6:42:54 AM
Remote Name: 80.177.153.149

Comments
It does indeed look like something's up - though I'm guessing it belongs to the second person whose shadow is mostly hidden behind the first!
(back)

Fast rotation and small game for the fun...
From: PhilGib
Date: 10/16/2005
Time: 6:41:57 PM
Remote Name: 201.144.196.109

Comments
Just for the fun... Sometimes fast rotation is needed to aim at a sudden and fast subject.
For instance, something rather unusual happened that day. The fast rotation allowed me to point and shoot very quickly 2 pictures. I had only about a few
seconds allowing that...
Let us see if you find out what was so surprising on the pic :-)
PS : the person involved is safe although that was a nice crash...
Click on the "Playa del Carmen" link on the following page : http://www.myplayadelcarmen.com/question/
(back)
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Re: Fast rotation and small game for the fun...
From: PhilGib
Date: 11/1/2005
Time: 6:50:22 PM
Remote Name: 201.144.31.116

Comments
Yes indeed...
Here is the answer. http://www.myplayadelcarmen.com/question/Insolite2.jpg
(back)

Re: Fast rotation and small game for the fun...
From: Philippe Jullien
Date: 10/17/2005
Time: 4:16:12 AM
Remote Name: 82.120.251.39

Comments
i think i saw a parachutist or paraglider under a blue sail just above people sunbathing on the beach! could we see the next slide?
(back)

Re: Fast rotation and small game for the fun...
From: Richard Amirault
<�b>Date: 10/17/2005
Time: 9:05:13 AM
Remote Name: 146.115.58.99

Comments
Yes, now that you mention it .. that is likely the "problem"
The wind is coming off the water and the parachutest is traveling at 90 degrees to the wind. Can't tell for sure if he is coming at the camera or going away from
the camera, but I would guess it is towards the camera.
Hard to tell his altitude and rate of descent, but I'm sure he does not want to land in the middle of all those tables and umbrellas .. but maybe he had no choice.
Richard in Boston, NA, USA
(back)

Re: Fast rotation and small game for the fun...
From: Mike
Date: 10/16/2005
Time: 7:16:50 PM
Remote Name: 68.97.214.221

Comments
Is that a kite surfer way up in the air at the horizon?
(back)

An other (empty) post
From: Wicherd
Date: 10/16/2005
Time: 1:16:01 PM
Remote Name: 24.132.3.9

Comments
nothing.
(back)

SPAM !!!!!
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From: Wicherd
Date: 10/16/2005
Time: 12:05:59 AM
Remote Name: 24.132.3.9

Comments
Lets ad a few posts around this so it can be removed.
Wicherd
(back)

Re: SPAM !!!!!
From: brooks
Date: 10/16/2005
Time: 12:04:00 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
OK
(back)

Re: SPAM !!!!!
From: Tony
Date: 10/16/2005
Time: 3:17:08 PM
Remote Name: <�/b>159.134.79.9

Comments
Here Too
(back)

Continuous rotation servo
From: JULLIEN philippe
Date: 10/15/2005
Time: 10:27:04 AM
Remote Name: 82.120.4.107

Comments
Hello everybody, Bonjour, I am an Ý old Ý french KAPer as I made my first pictures 25 years ago, under a Wasseige or a Big delta conyne. I was member of the
French kite association (fonud my member card with the number 78 !!, bonjour Christian). With internet, it seems so easy now to gather informations and all of
you are very prone to give away your tricks. I made this summer a large rokkaku, and made a few pictures with my new rig (BCKK, Brooxes Complete KAP Kit
from KAPshop.com) with my canon powershot G2 (just a bit heavy, perhaps). Everything works pretty well but the wind was not strong enough to try Ýhigh
altitudeÝ pictures. I plan to make a Maxi Dopero for my next kite as the wind is not very strong over there, in the suburb of Paris, near Versailles. I look through
the beautiful website made by Chris Benton very often (and lots of other links, as well), and I really appreciate the discussion corner with so many informations.
(no news of your last carbon rig, Chris?) I donÝt know if itÝs a new information for you, but I found a place to buy online Continuous rotation servo. These
servos are used to build robots and you can found them on the Parallax website. They are on sale at less than 7$ !! with an adjustable potentiometer to center the
servo!!. I managed to get 2 units and they work pretty well on my Hitec RC unit. I donÝt use them on my rig, as it was already done.
(http://www.parallax.com/detail.asp?product_id=900-00008). Thanks again for all these beautiful pictures and useful advices. Au revoir et Ý bientÝt (Bye and see
you soon) from France. Philippe JULLIEN.
(back)

Re: Continuous rotation servo
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 10/15/2005
Time: 12:09:35 PM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
An offer KAPshop can't beat! The only thing I don't like about it is its speed; 60 rpm. So it goes all the way round in just 1 second. You will need some extra
reduction with a gear set. And that is included in the KAPshop set.
Peter
http://www.KAPshop.com
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(back)

Re: Continuous rotation servo
From: Christian
Date: 10/16/2005
Time: 12:41:20 AM
Remote Name: 83.156.26.77

Comments
Nice to see another Frenchy on this forum. Peter is right, rotation is fast, but it is the same for all those who modify themselves a standard servo. The good values
is a slow turn between 8 and 12 seconds. In fact, a gear reduction of 4 or 6 is enough, because you can play with the joystick due to the proportionnality of most of
radio-controller now. This means that with a pan servo, if you push the joystick just a little, the servo will move slowly, and if you push it completely, it will turn
full speed. So your info is useful anyway. Philippe, please let a message on my web site http://www.becot.info
(back)

Options for downlink from Coolpix
From: Roger Gunter
Date: 10/15/2005
Time: 8:56:30 AM
Remote Name: 70.25.204.64

Comments
IÝm looking into a video downlink for my Coolpix 5400. I am wondering what the best options are for using my AV out on the camera to transmit to the ground.
If anyone has done this with a similar camera, and could tell me what kind of transmitter IÝll need that would be helpful. In addition will I need a second battery
to power the downlink or can I power from the RC battery. Thanks!
(back)

Re: Options for downlink from Coolpix
From: emiel
Date: 10/15/2005
<�b>Time: 11:22:41 AM
Remote Name: 80.100.3.81

Comments
I'm using a 'spy cam' video link on my 5600 coolpix. Works fine, I'm feeding it from the same battery pack as the receiver/servo's.
cheers emiel
(back)

Re: Options for downlink from Coolpix
From: Roger Gunter
Date: 10/15/2005
Time: 1:45:41 PM
Remote Name: 70.25.204.64

Comments
Thanks Emiel, however IÝm looking for a downlink directly from the camera so I don't need a second video camera. This would allow me to view the pictures as
if I was using the camera on the ground. And view exactly what would normally be on my LCD screen. With my AV cables attached to the camera I need
something that will transmit them to a TV on the ground.
(back)

Re: Options for downlink from Coolpix
From: emiel
Date: 10/15/2005
Time: 3:29:37 PM
Remote Name: 80.100.3.81

Comments
I meant the transmitter that's used in spy cam stuff.... I use also one of those transmitters to directly connect my nikon to the transmitter.
on my KAP site there's there's a picture: http://home.hccnet.nl/emiel.stroeve (>KAP > Equipment).
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cheers emiel
(back)

Re: Options for downlink from Coolpix
From: Brooks
Date: 10/15/2005
Time: 3:54:35 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
Wow! Emiel, you've been lurking here for a few weeks and not making much noise -- but meanwhile you were building a beautiful rig! Very impressive!
bgl
http://www.brooxes.com/
(back)

Re: Options for downlink from Coolpix
From: Wicherd
Date: 10/15/2005
Time: 2:32:16 PM
Remote Name: 24.132.3.9

Comments
You can hook-up your Photocamera to the video transmitter (the spy-thingy or something of higher quality) without using the spy-cam itself. Just as long as your
camera gives out "live video" not just to the LCD on the camera, but also to the video out.
You will most likely have to create your own connecting wire from camera to transmitter.
a few links to transmitters: http://www.kern-electronic.de http://www.rf-video.com/products/trans24.asp or search ebay
Wicherd
(back)

Re: Options for downlink from Coolpix
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 10/15/2005
Time: 2:14:07 PM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
Using the video-out of the camera has more advantages. On most cameras you can see the same information that is displayed on the monitor. Not that you can
change camera settings but at least you can the number of pictures left.
Most of the cheap systems (with or without video cam) are rather heavy (connectors) and are not working on the receiver battery. They need 8V or more. Most of
them also lack quality so the ones I tried ended their "carreer" in the box next to the dustbin.
KAPshop now offers the KERN Electronic 2.4 GHz set. It costs a lot money but it is true German quality. A quality level that mtches that of a Nikon.
Peter
http://www.KAPshop.com
(back)

Re: Options for downlink from Coolpix
From: Brooks
Date: 10/15/2005
Time: 4:01:13 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
Of course, there's always repackaging the X10 spycam transmitter, instructions for which are downloadable from my website's Downloads page. Bigger and of
lower quality than the Kern, but not very expensive to do. And with the 12v power converter (also downloadable) it works off the rx battery.
bgl
http://www.brooxes.com/
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(back)

Submitting a new gallery
From: PhilGib
Date: 10/13/2005
Time: 2:58:29 PM
Remote Name: 201.144.195.157

Comments
I have been trying to write to David Hunt to submit my personal gallery but no answer until now.
Is David on holiday ? :-)
Best regards
Phil
(back)

Re: Submitting a new gallery
From: Brooks
Date: 10/13/2005
Time: 4:55:43 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
David's got a lot of irons in the fire, so have patience.
If you're really eager to post a gallery, I suggest Flickr.KAP. David and lots of other readers of this page are represented there. Check it out at:
http://www.flickr.com/groups/kiteaerialphotography/
bgl
http://www.brooxes.com/
(back)

Re: Submitting a new gallery
From: David Hunt
Date: 10/13/2005
Time: 8:19:28 PM
Remote Name: 67.76.37.161

Comments
Brooks is right life is very engaging right now. I'll post your new web site this weekend.
In the mean time here is Phil's new KAP website:
http://www.myplayadelcarmen.com/kite/index.html
the first from Mexico.
David Hunt
(back)

Re: Submitting a new gallery
From: infoATjonesairfoilsDOTcom
Date: 10/14/2005
Time: 5:39:20 AM
Remote Name: 71.65.246.24

Comments
Hi David. Would you mind seeing if you received some info from us?
Thanks, Mike Jones
(back)
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Pikabe pulleys
From: PhilGib
Date: 10/12/2005
Time: 5:14:19 PM
Remote Name: 201.144.195.65

Comments
These pulleys are just amazing.
Since I purchased it, 90 pct of my pics show a strictly horizontal skyline, without even talking about the weigh gain.. Just great !
I was often frustrated before using it because straightening the picture would make me loose lots of details at the borders of the picture.
I would just recommend it to anyone.
(back)

Control diagrams (again?!)
From: Wicherd
Date: 10/12/2005
Time: 2:09:16 PM
Remote Name: 84.119.178.115

Comments
I finally found the time to put the circuits I use for controlling the rig in a decent diagram (PDF)
http://www.vogelblik.nl
For those in need: scroll to the bottom of the page. If you have any improvements for these circuits, let me know.
(back)

Re: Control diagrams (again?!)
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 10/13/2005
Time: 2:54:03 PM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
In my opinion the diagrams are (still) not perfect. I'll contact Wicherd by e-mail.
Peter
(back)

Re: Control diagrams (again?!)
From: Wicherd
Date: 10/14/2005
Time: 2:09:58 PM
Remote Name: 24.132.3.9

Comments
Additional information needed for correct use of the circuits presented.
First a short what is what:
The lever drawn at the left hand side of the diagram shows the movement of the joystick your radio is equipped with.
The pushbutton on the right side is a 2 pole changeover switch, electrical function: ON/(ON)
The flipswitch is a 2 pole changeover switch, electronical function: ON/ON
The Staggered contol is used for controlling a servo modified for 360 degree rotation. (e.g. panning) The speed at wich the servo will be rotating, can be set with
the 500 Ohm trimmers. The 2500 Ohm trimmers must be set to a value of aprox. 2000 Ohm. To make sure the servo won't rotate in the "neutral" position,
change the value for one of the 2500 Ohm trimmers.
The Focus/release circuit presented here, will only work when using a Schiswi (go to http://www.kapshop.com for more info on schiswi's)
Brooks, I will post a circuit later next week that will control a servo to do the focus/release trick. :-)
The circuit to control horizontal/ vertical will work (it does for me) but needs some improvement. Peter Bults had a great tip to improve this circuit a little, so I'll
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try and post a new circuit somewhere next week.
And last but not least: The answer to the question: "Why go through the trouble of rebuilding something you just bought and works perfectly?"
I have a Futuba F14 radio system. Great quality, and even bigger size. Rebuilding the controls from joystick to buttons meant I could fit them all into a box fitting
inside my hand. (spectacle case)
for a picture of the controls go here: http://www.flickr.com/photos/wicherd/47518263/in/set-896911/
That's all for now. Any questions, remarks, improvements or feedback can be posted here, or sent me an e-mail though http://www.vogelblik.nl
Wicherd
(back)

World Wide Panorama -- Energy
From: Brooks
Date: 10/12/2005
Time: 9:21:45 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
Yes, friends, It's the autumnal equinox -- and time once again for the World Wide Panorama. This time the theme is energy, and 220+ panographers all over the
world have come forth with some pretty neat interactive images, including our own Scott Haefner with an aerial view of New Zealand. (No wind for me in the San
Joaquin Valley.)
As always, click in the image & drag any direction. Slow going without hi-speed internet, and you'll need the Quicktime player.
http://geoimages.berkeley.edu:16080/wwp905/index.html
bgl
http://www.brooxes.com/
(back)

Thanks
From: Mobilexile
Date: 10/11/2005
Time: 8:17:43 AM
Remote Name: 12.214.196.9

Comments
Thanks for the link and the description, Dave.
(back)

Small cameras with intervalometers included ?
From: PhilGib
Date: 10/11/2005
Time: 5:58:15 AM
Remote Name: 201.137.106.61

Comments
Should you have a digital camera with an intervalometer included, would you please list it here ?
Anyone knowing a search engine specific to digital cameras with intervalometer is also warmly welcome !
Cheers
(back)

Small cameras with intervalometers included ?
From: PhilGib
Date: 10/11/2005
Time: 5:57:20 AM
Remote Name: 201.137.106.61

Comments
Should you have a digital camera with an intervalometer included, would you please list it here ?
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Anyone knowing a search engine specific to digital cameras with intervalometer is also warmly welcome !
Cheers
(back)

Re: Small cameras with intervalometers included ?
From: Glenn Nelson<�br> Date: 10/18/2005
Time: 10:20:07 PM
Remote Name: 64.166.9.250

Comments
Pentax Optio 550 and 555. Possibly some other Pentax models? Settable interval, number of shots and start delay. Also Rollei Prego 90 - oops, that's a film
camera! And Pentax ESPIO 35-70, another film camera.
(back)

Re: Small cameras with intervalometers included ?
From: Christian
Date: 10/11/2005
Time: 4:55:46 PM
Remote Name: 62.46.51.34

Comments
Hi Phil Look at http://www.dpreview.com/reviews/compare_post.asp and search for timelapse
servus
(back)

Re: Small cameras with intervalometers included ?
From: Brooks
<�b>Date: 10/11/2005
Time: 11:29:24 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
Hey, that "servus" is from a Christian we haven't heard from in ages! Welcome back, Herr Doktor!
(back)

Re: Small cameras with intervalometers included ?
From: Christian
Date: 10/11/2005
Time: 4:54:39 PM
Remote Name: 62.46.51.34

Comments
Hi Phil Look at http://www.dpreview.com/reviews/compare_post.asp and search for timelapse
servus
(back)

Re: Small cameras with intervalometers included ?
From: Ricardo
Date: 10/11/2005
Time: 6:10:35 AM
Remote Name: 201.50.26.20

Comments
Hi Phil!
Try the "Features Search" on "Digital Photogaphy Review": http://www.dpreview.com/reviews/compare.asp
[]s!
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(back)

Re: Small cameras with intervalometers included ?
From: Mike
Date: 10/11/2005
Time: 9:05:00 AM
Remote Name: 66.143.9.150

Comments
Be careful. I have a Canon G6 - a wonderful camera but hefty for KAP. One of the features I liked about it was the intervalometer. Unfortunately, when I got it, I
found that the minimum interval was ONE MINUTE! Kinda worthless for anything I do.
(back)

Re: Small cameras with intervalometers included ?
From: Brooks
Date: 10/11/2005
Time: 3:14:07 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
Don't forget that many cameras (the Canon G6 included) can use the gentLED AUTO infrared trigger which can provide intervalometer timings down to 3
seconds.
Check it out at http://www.gentles.info/KAP/gentled/compatability.htm
chin UP
bgl
http:/www.brooxes.com/
(back)

Re: Small cameras with intervalometers included ?
From: Richard Amirault
Date: 10/11/2005
Time: 9:14:56 AM
Remote Name: 146.115.58.99

Comments
ONe minute ... sounds about right;-)
When I started KAP I used the Samsung AF-Slim 35mm camera that had an intervalometer. The setting I used for KAP was one minute. It worked fine .. but
when I 'graduated' to a R/C rig my successful picture rate .. and my overall satisfaction with KAP increased by about 300%.
My experience is that an intervalometer equipped camera will get you started, but you'll be much happier with a R/C rig .. even a cheap 2 channel rig (can be had
for $50 US).
Richard in Boston, MA, USA
(back)

Re: Small cameras with intervalometers included ?
From: james<at&gt;gentlesSPAM<dot>info
Date: 10/12/2005
Time: 7:22:06 AM
Remote Name: 192.25.22.11

Comments
I guess I agree with Brooks and Richard.
When choosing a KAP camera there are a lot of things to consider that limit your choice. Choosing based on intervalometer is another variable that "limits
choices".
On the other hand, choosing a camera with IR gives you the opportunity to use gentLED auto to get started with a simple AUTO rig, and easily graduate to a
more fully functioned rig with the same camera.
Whilst I'm here, watch this space, there will be a new product announcement from gentLED in the next week!
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Regards
James
(back)

Camera manual settings ?
From: PhilGib
Date: 10/10/2005
Time: 8:09:41 PM
Remote Name: 201.144.196.18

Comments
What are the best camera manual settings that you guys found ?
I have tried a few automatic modes, but not good because of either slow speed (landscape) or no large focus (sport)
Also the kite single line vibrating forces me to have a high speed
Then on the beach, because of high sun reflection, I used an even higher speed, like 1000, aperture 2.8 but then horizon points get obviously not sharp...
Help pls !
(back)

Re: Camera manual settings ?
From: Mike Spivey
Date: 10/10/2005
Time: 9:27:33 PM
Remote Name: 68.97.214.221

Comments
In my experience, full manual won't work because you have to set aperture and shutter speed, then check exposure. You will be a little too far away to do that. I
have better luck in Av mode. Set your exposure compensation (I use 0 or -1/3), then set the aperture wide open. The camera will set the fastest shutter speed that
is properly exposed. In normal photography, a wide aperture (low number) causes a shallow depth of field but when distances are longer, it doesn't seem to
matter.
I also use the lowest ISO setting if there is bright sunlight and bump it up a little when cloudy if necessary to keep a fast shutter speed.
I manual focus on infinity. That's probably not necessary, but it just gives the camera one less opportunity to mess up.
(back)

Re: Camera manual settings ?
From: Dave Wheeler
Date: 10/11/2005
Time: 11:08:58 AM
Remote Name: 65.114.139.158

Comments
I do use fully manual exposure settings because I want to stitch the images together later and the consistent exposure helps.
To find the right settings I first put the camera in auto-exposure mode, point it at a <a href="http://home.nc.rr.com/tspadaro/The_Grey_Card.html">grey
card</a> and read out the settings the camera chose. Then I flip to manual settings and enter those values.
Like Mike, I also set the focus at infinity then switch off the automatic focus.
(back)

Re: Camera manual settings ?
From: PhilGib
Date: 10/11/2005
Time: 5:46:19 AM
Remote Name: 201.137.106.61

Comments
Makes sense... I will try that. Thank you.
(back)
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Yet another Digital Camera post...(Nikon P1 and Wifi)
From: Bill Wilson
Date: 10/8/2005
Time: 9:25:31 PM
Remote Name: 142.177.205.181

Comments
Hello all,
I have been trying to decide what to buy for a new high quality KAP camera. I have been looking at the the Canon and Nikon line of cameras. Specifically the
Nikon p1, Nikon 7900, Canon sd550 (500), s70/s80.
I spent a lot of time online and a lot of time at the camera store. I was going to buy a digital elph, but couldn't figure out the aperature priority (couldn't find it..
does it have it?) Then I was going to go for the s70 as it seems to have all the features I want.. but alas it's Compact flash.. I have already invested in multiple 1gb
sd cards.
So I picked up the new Nikon P1.. 8mp and the allure of the first wi-fi camera. the camera is very nice, fast, and lot's of featuers but it lacks a view finder and I
haven't figured out how to turn off the screen yet (presumably you can't). It's got intervolmeter which does switch off the screen between shots, also appears to be
unlimited shots. However I have yet to get the wifi to work and it appears that it's wifi is very limited. It has to send shots to a computer on the same wireless
network (to a computer that is alos wirelessly connected.. i.e. not a wired pc). The computer that receives the shots has to run the nikon software. Why couldn't
they just add FTP support, or multipart mime email attachments, or flickr upload (ya baby). I hope they correct this with firmware updates, etc. Ok ok Nikon,
yes you were the first out of the gate with wifi on the camera..but please please make it useful!
But wait...
I discovered that Canon has released the s80 which is 8mp, has all the features and more than the p1 (minus crappy wifi) and it takes SD. My only problem now
seems to be finding a store in my area that carries the "S" line.. seems like most stores carry the poweshots, elphs and rebels but not the "s" series. Does the "s"
series have infrared control?
So I will likely end up returning the p1 next week and try and find the s80. Any reason I should stick with the Nikon over the Canon?
Cheers, Bill
(back)

Re: Yet another Digital Camera post...(Nikon P1 and Wifi)
From: Roger Australia
Date: 10/10/2005
Time: 1:39:55 PM
Remote Name: 144.131.221.137

Comments
For some a nonsense reason, Canon took out the infra-red and the raw picture mode of the S80.
Also, the Panasonic DMC- LX1 8.3 MP which could be one the best camera for KAP due its picture quality and size, doesn't has infra-red (only a lateral
conection for remote control). But the worst thing in this camera, is that they say it has video out, but it only works in playback mode, so it is not possible to video
downlink in real time. (I wrote'em about this matter)
I dont'understand these companies. They are all progressing the cameras making new additions, but at the same time they are taking very important features(at
least for us KAPers), out of the menu.
I have a Canon S70, and despite the fact it is heavy (290 grams), it has all necessary features for KAP. Beautiful pictures, all manual controls, etc...but heavy and
not very compact. My classification is 8 out of 10.
With the oficial launch of the Canon S80 yesterday, the S70 may have its price slashed, and can still be foud brand new in e-bay or camera's websites. It is
something to think about if you need a new camera.
The best,
Roger Australia
(back)

Re: Yet another Digital Camera post...(Nikon P1 and Wifi)
From: james@gentlesSPAM.info
Date: 10/10/2005
Time: 2:08:38 AM
Remote Name: 80.229.25.24

Comments
It looks like neither the Nikon P1 or the Canon S80 have IR remote control. Or any remote for that matter. Strange, since the S60 and S70 have shutter control.
James
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(back)

servo 360 creep neutralizer
From: Doug
Date: 10/8/2005
Time: 8:57:01 PM
Remote Name: 71.48.0.90

Comments
I just found this on another site. It looks like a great product for those who modify servos to 360. Has anone seen this before? Hope this helps someone.
Servo Neutralizer Product # 667731 Ý Prevent servo creep in 360Ý servos Ý Mounts like a boosted extension Details Price: $ 14.95 Product Specifications Stop
servo creep Prevent the creep that is common with 360Ý modified servos used as robot drives. The RobotZone Servo Neutralizer expands the dead-band range of
the servo to compensate for occurences that cause the servo to wander beyond its neutral position.
The RobotZone Servo Neutralizer increases the servo's dead-band range by 12hz causing the servo not to react to small signal variations. The servo's range of
motion is not affected. Mount the Servo Neutralizer just like you would a boosted extension. Each neutralizer comes in 24" lengths.
http://www.robotzone.com/customer/product.php?productid=184&cat=19&page=1
(back)

Re: servo 360 creep neutralizer
From: infoATjonesairfoilsDOTcom
Date: 10/8/2005<�br> Time: 9:31:52 PM
Remote Name: 71.65.246.24

Comments
Excellent find Doug. Thanks for sharing this info. I am going to give this a try for sure unless convinced otherwise? Also, the area referred to as a dead-band
range is also known as a null-zone in other circles if that helps anyone.
(back)

Those Nasty Skewers !
From: Simon S
Date: 10/8/2005
Time: 1:06:10 AM
Remote Name: 61.210.203.123

Comments
I'm surprised to see from Lenny's excellent discussion page at flickr how many kapers are equipped with those large metal skewers designed for restraining dogs.
Even on it's own a framed kite can cause serious injuries if it comes down on somebody. If you happen to have tied to its line a heavy metal camera rig then
you've responsible for two dangerous objects in two different places.
If you find yourself having problems controlling these why add to them a third lethal object in the form of a heavy pointed stake ? If you can't hold your kite why
should it ? And if it's pulled out and flies a long way at the height of people's heads what can you say to the person it hits ? 'The wind was too strong for me' or
'The wind wasn't blowing so strong when I left it there.'
Maybe you're lucky and your stakes have stayed in. Well last year I saw one that didn't and it went very close somebody's face.
Surely such a risk is never worth taking. and I tie my kite to my belt when I have to. I'd rather hit somebody with my kite or my camera or at worst my own body
flying through the air.
http://www.flickr.com/groups/kiteaerialphotography/discuss/81622/
(back)

Re: Those Nasty Skewers !
From: David Hunt
Date: 10/8/2005
Time: 1:15:18 PM
Remote Name: 67.76.37.161

Comments
Simon, I think you misunderstand how and why these steaks are used. ItÝs not a matter of trying to control a hard pulling kite for the duration of the KAP
session. When the steak is used it is only for a short period to allow the KAPer two hands to attach the rig. Once the rig goes into the air you need mobility so the
line is detached from the steak to allow the KAPer to move and position the rig for picture taking. I only use steaks when there is not a stationary object to attach
one of my webbed straps with carabiner, because the strap is easier to use. If a KAPer is having a hard time holding their kite then they need to use a smaller kite
or wait for lighter winds.
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In place of steaks or straps, many KAPers wear a climber's harness and tie the kite line off to a carabiner attached to the harness. This gives them the use of two
hands while attaching the rig to the kite line as well as while they maneuver about the location.
I carry two dog steaks (and two straps). In locations where there are no objects to attach my straps, I place my two steaks in the ground 60-100 feet apart,
preferably with the base line at right angles to the wind. When I'm ready to retrieve my kite and rig I walk the line down, looping the line between the two steaks
like a giant spool.
I also attach a length of fluorescent Orange ribbon to the end of the dog steak to make it easier to find in the field.
Any tool used for KAP has to be used properly within its limits. The dog steak has limits and you should know them. I use the dog steak as a last resort, because
my straps are much easier to use. Not only do you have to make sure your dog steak won't pull out but often you will find that you can not get the dog steak to go
into the ground when the soil is very hard and dry from lack of rain, or in rocky areas.
I have often used my second dog steak as a lever to screw the other steak into the ground, and twice I have twisted the top off. Of course a dog steak should not be
used in sand or very sandy soil.
Another technique is to double steak, placing two steaks in line. If the first steak starts to pull forward it has to pull against the second steak.
I'm not totally dismissing Simon's point about safety. Those of us who use dog steaks should remain constantly aware of the risks associated with this tool and do
everything within our power to practice safe techniques. Any question about safety is a good question.
Another safety factor that related to dog steaks is the possibility of damaging buried utilities. Most code in the USA would require greater depth than a dog steak
could reach, you canÝt be sure that the code was followed. I worry most about buried sprinkler systems, especially in warmer climates where the frost line is
much more shallow.
David Hunt
http://www.kaper.us/
(back)

Re: Those Nasty Skewers !
From: Brooks
Date: 10/8/2005
Time: 4:09:49 PM Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
David, what kind of steak does your dog like? T-bone? or did you mean.....?
;-)
(back)

Re: Those Nasty Skewers !
From: David Hunt
Date: 10/8/2005
Time: 8:36:18 PM
Remote Name: 67.76.37.161

Comments
That does raise another set of safety issues :-)
David Hunt
(back)

Re: Those Nasty Skewers !
From: Simon H
Date: 10/10/2005
Time: 5:35:16 AM
Remote Name: 138.32.176.254

Comments
Here's a picture Cris has been hosting on his website for some time with one of my early setups pictured.
http://arch.ced.berkeley.edu/kap/images/kite1.jpg
There are 3 skewers visible in the picture, in fact there are another two not visible,at the front, further holding down the winch. On a particularly windy day my
old stratoscoop pulled the whole lot out of the ground and dragged the winch, bowling across the field, with me in hot pursuit. Incredible stress...
I inwardly cringe when I read new KAPpers talking about how their new Sutton 30 is ideal for KAP. In light conditions yes, but if the wind gets up quickly, a
FF30 can rapidly become much more than you or a couple of dog-stakes can manage. KAP need not be all about heavy gear and strong pulling kites.
Throw away the dog stakes, (as Simon S says, they can be dangerous) downsize the kite so you can handle it, if necessary with gloves and minimal line handling
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gear in strong winds, and enjoy a lighter stress-free form of KAP.
Simon H
(back)

Re: Those Nasty Skewers !
From: Dave Mitchell
Date: 10/10/2005
Time: 10:24:49 AM
Remote Name: 80.177.153.149

Comments
Although there's a stake in my bag, these days I never use it. Even when I did it was only to anchor the FF16 while putting on the rig. Like Simon, I'd be wary of
using it to anchor an FF30 unless the breeze was really steady and predictable.
I've now become adept at attaching the rig with one hand while holding the line with the other (a task made easier by Brook's latest hangups) so the stake is
redundant.
(back)

Re: Those Nasty Skewers !
From: Christian
Date: 10/10/2005
Time: 4:34:21 PM
Remote Name: 83.156.31.163

Comments
Yes I have 2 dog stakes in my car, with 2 L shape bars, and 2 round bars, one of these been an old and long concrete drill, BUT: I most of the times use a gamma
hook with a rope tied anywhere, then the L shape bar, drive in the ground with a hammer. I have seen several times dog stakes getting loose during festivals on
beaches. For me, dog stakes should be FORBIDDEN in the sand. I always repeat that bags of sand and buried plates used instead are safe. When using dog stake,
ALWAYS test it by pulling it with a rope as much as you can, like the kite would do. It sometimes come off so easily, and sometimes, it stands well: unpredictable!
To be precise about the pull of a FF30, mine (modified to fly without tail) has been tested pulling 20Kg with force 5, and up to 36 Kg in force 7 winds (not kaping).
You can't play with that.
(back)

Re: Those Nasty Skewers !
From: Richard Amirault
Date: 10/11/2005
Time: 5:51:13 AM
Remote Name: 146.115.58.99

Comments
Dog stakes work very well in the sand!
At least in *my* sand they do. Different beaches have different sand .. they are not all the same.
Richard in Boston, MA, USA
(back)

Re: Those Nasty Skewers !
From: Mobilexile
Date: 10/11/2005
Time: 5:13:31 AM
Remote Name: 12.214.196.9

Comments
I have much to learn.
To date most of my KAP outings have been from my small ski boat. The post made for the ski rope is an ideal rig anchor and has often been employed for that
purpose.
Now that winter is approaching my boat will be coming out of the water and the "anchor" stored away for the winter. Needless to say a dog stake won't be a
suitable replacement when our frost layer goes down 12" (or more).
Does anyone know of a link to some good picks of the nifty strap system I see in so many KAP bags on Lenny's Flickr group?
(back)
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Re: Those Nasty Skewers !
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 10/15/2005
Time: 2:37:50 PM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
In the Flickr KAP > Bits section is a picture of the stuff I use to hold the kite: http://www.flickr.com/photos/51302065@N00/47046762/
Peter
(back)

Re: Climbers Straps
From: Dave Mitchell
Date: 10/11/2005
Time: 6:47:07 AM
Remote Name: 80.177.153.149

Comments
Those nifty straps or runners are climbing equipment. Here's a website in the US that sells them at a pretty reasonable price. I'm sure you can find plenty of
others now you know what to look for.
http://www.gearexpress.com/Merchant2/merchant.mv?Screen=CTGY&Store_Code=G&Category_Code=WE
(back)

Re: Climbers Straps
From: Christian
Date: 10/11/2005
Time: 1:48:53 PM
Remote Name: 83.156.16.147

Comments
Here is my web page, click on the gamma hook http://becotus.chez.tiscali.fr/tako/anglais/&accessories.htm
(back)

Simon S
From: Those nasty skewers !
Date: 10/8/2005
Time: 1:02:58 AM
Remote Name: 61.210.203.123

Comments
I'm surprised to see from Lenny's excellent discussion page at flickr how many kapers are equipped with those large metal skewers designed for restraining dogs.
Even on it's own a framed kite can cause serious injuries if it comes down on somebody. If you happen to have tied to its line a heavy metal camera rig then
you've responsible for two dangerous objects in two different places.
If you find yourself having problems controlling these why add to them a third lethal object in the form of a heavy pointed stake ? If you can't hold your kite why
should it ? And if it's pulled out and flies a long way at the height of people's heads what can you say to the person it hits ? 'The wind was too strong for me' or
'The wind wasn't blowing so strong when I left it there.'
Maybe you're lucky and your stakes have stayed in. Well last year I saw one that didn't and it went very close somebody's face.
Surely such a risk is never worth taking. and I tie my kite to my belt when I have to. I'd rather hit somebody with my kite or my camera or at worst my own body
flying through the air.
http://www.flickr.com/groups/kiteaerialphotography/discuss/81622/
(back)

Re: Simon S
From: Richard Amirault
Date: 10/10/2005
Time: 5:24:34 AM
Remote Name: 146.115.58.99
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Comments
Tying your KAP kite/rig to yourself is dangerous as well.
I will sometimes "attach" my kite/rig to myself .. but only with a way to quickly detach should the need arrise.
RE: dog stakes
I've used dog stakes to fly kites (non-kap) for years. They work fine ... BUT ... I have a feel for how big a kite I can attach to a dog stake (given the current wind
and the current ground conditions) ... for bigger kites .. and/or higher winds I will find a more secure anchor point.
Richard in Boston, MA, USA
(back)

Hello! New KAPer here - and it's YOUR fault! :-)
From: ricspam@mpc.com.br
Date: 10/7/2005
Time: 6:11:41 PM
Remote Name: 201.50.26.20

Comments
Hello, world! :-)
First, I want to thank all KAPers here (and from other sites) for telling about your techniques and experiences. All your information and beautiful photos already
made me buy a Flow Form kite and start to build my first rig. ;-)
I plan to start playing with all this in "baby steps". I read a lot, flew the kite a couple of times, and might build the rig this weekend (wish me luck!).
But I'm already thinking about my 2nd or 3rd rig, with radio control. But I'm on a budget, so I'd like some suggestions for low cost radio control.
I thought I could use DTMF signals through FM. I found a 600m FM transmitter for US$ 20,00 and a DTMF decoder/processor with 5 outputs for US$ 50,00.
The DTMF generator is easy and cheap to build, and I intend to use motors from some defunct CD-ROM units.
What do you think of this idea? Crazy? Feasible? Is there something better and cheaper?
All your comments are really appreciated.
Thank you! :D
(back)

Re: Hello! New KAPer here - and it's YOUR fault! :-)
From: Vladimir
Date: 10/9/2005
Time: 6:03:34 PM
Remote Name: 200.175.15.223

Comments
Fala Ricardo! como vai? Ý bom ver alguem que fala minha lÝngua aqui :) Voce pode usar um transmissor de 2 canais 1 canal vc usa para pan e shutter e outro
para tilt. faÝa a modificaÝÝo no servo para que o mesmo gire 360 graus. voce encontrarÝ este equipamento a um preÝo bom no ML.
Um abraÝo
(back)

Re: Hello! New KAPer here - and it's YOUR fault! :-)
From: Ricardo
Date: 10/11/2005
Time: 6:28:39 AM
Remote Name: 201.50.26.20

Comments
Tudo bom, Vladimir? :-) Vou fazer post bilingÝe, senÝo logo vÝo nos barrar do site! :D
Eu jÝ olhei no Mercado Livre, mas achei tudo muito caro. Talvez o problema seja o meu bolso... :-/ Continuo de olho no ML, e tambÝm pesquisando alternativas.
Acho que vou demorar um pouco atÝ me decidir e investir mais tempo / dinheiro nesse projeto.
Obrigado pelas dicas! :)
<hr>
Hi, Vladimir!
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I already searched "eBay like" sites in Brazil, but couldn't find any affordable RC equipment. Maybe the problem is my wallet... :-/ I'm keeping an eye on those
sites though. It seems I'll take some time before I spend more time / money on a RC rig.
Thanks for the tips! :)
(back)

Re: Hello! New KAPer here - and it's YOUR fault! :-)
From: Linnar
Date: 10/8/2005
Time: 12:41:18 AM
Remote Name: 213.216.199.10

Comments
Hi Ric,
Welcome to KAPworld!
My suggestion is to use ready-made servos instead of CD-ROM motors because you'll need build a gearbox and use higher voltage to run motor than servos
needs. Extra accus will add weight. My first rig contained stepper motors from typewriter. Reason why I used stepping motors was that in our local hobby shop
cost of one servo was about $80. After some months I found servos by $12 so I rebuild my rig using servos.
You can also save cost with using micro RC-car electronics but go this way only if you are familiar with electronics.
Linnar
(back)

Re: Hello! New KAPer here - and it's YOUR fault! :-)
From:
Date: 10/8/2005
Time: 7:07:14 AM
Remote Name: 201.50.26.20

Comments
Hi, Linnar!
"Welcome to KAPworld!"
Thanks! :)
"My suggestion is to use ready-made servos instead of CD-ROM motors because you'll need build a gearbox and use higher voltage to run motor than servos
needs. [...] After some months I found servos by $12 so I rebuild my rig using servos."
US$ 12? I think I'll wait a few months, too... :D
"You can also save cost with using micro RC-car electronics but go this way only if you are familiar with electronics."
Just a bit. One of the reasons I thought about using FM / DTMF was because it would be easy to build...
(back)

Re: Hello! New KAPer here - and it's YOUR fault! :-)
From: Brooks<�br> Date: 10/7/2005
Time: 10:17:36 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
I don't know where your home base is, but you can get a 2-channel radio system brand new in the US for $40.00 -- why cobble together something of questionable
utility for the same price or more? See the Futaba 2 and 3-channel AM systems on www.towerhobbies.com . They'll work great with my BBKK kit too, and you
wouldn't have to reinvent anything. ;-)
Welcome, and good luck!
chin UP
bgl
http://www.brooxes.com/
(back)

Re: Hello! New KAPer here - and it's YOUR fault! :-)
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From: Ricardo
<�b>Date: 10/8/2005
Time: 7:25:38 AM
Remote Name: 201.50.26.20

Comments
Hi, Brooks!
"I don't know where your home base is"
Fortaleza, CE - Brazil.
"but you can get a 2-channel radio system brand new in the US for $40.00 -- why cobble together something of questionable utility for the same price or more?"
Because here it is more expensive... ;-)
But you are right, I guess I'll start saving a bit now, take some time searching for used equipment, and invest in an already tried and proved concept.
BTW, I'd love to buy your BBKK, but adding S&H plus import taxes, it would cost me more than US$ 100,00. :-/
"Welcome, and good luck!"
Thanks!
(back)

Re: Hello! New KAPer here - and it's YOUR fault! :-)
From: Wicherd
Date: 10/8/2005
Time: 12:38:01 AM
Remote Name: 84.119.178.115

Comments
Welcome and good luck builing your first rig.
I'm with Brooks here, go for a ready made radio system. And if 2 channel is not enough for your plans, why not try to find a second hand 4 channel system. I
found mine for 1/3 of the price I would have paid when buying it new.
Wicherd
(back)

Re: Hello! New KAPer here - and it's YOUR fault! :-)
From: Ricardo
Date: 10/8/2005
Time: 7:52:53 AM
Remote Name: 201.50.26.20

Comments
"Welcome and good luck builing your first rig."
Thanks, Wicherd!
"I'm with Brooks here, go for a ready made radio system. And if 2 channel is not enough for your plans, why not try to find a second hand 4 channel system. I
found mine for 1/3 of the price I would have paid when buying it new."
I already found some around here, some somewhat cheap, but without crystal, battery, etc.
Could you give me some advice of what should I take care when buying such equipment? What should I look for? An AM Futaba radio controller with 4
channels (pan/tilt/shutter/zoom)? What kind of receiver? What kind of servos?
Excuse me for asking such newbie questions, but... I'm a newbie! :o)
(back)

Re: Hello! New KAPer here - and it's YOUR fault! :-)
From: Wicherd
Date: 10/8/2005
Time: 1:41:46 PM
Remote Name: 84.119.178.115

Comments
Hi Ricardo,
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If you're going to buy a second hand radio, make sure the seller includes the following items; the transmitter and matching receiver, including a pair of crystals
(they are rather expensive to replace..) It's smart to try and find something nearby, so you can go and test the equipment before you buy anything. (walk
considerable distance when testing.....)
Servo's and battery's can be bought later. (you'll need one servo to test the radio, but the seller will most likely have one.)
As for the type of servo you need; in most cases standerd size servo's will be fine. Personally I use micro servo's for pan and tilt (both with wormwheel gearing,
and modified for 360 degrees rotation)
you'll need 1 channel for panning, 1 for tilt and 1 for shutter. Some design their rig so the camera can be rotated from portred to landscape (mostly referred to as
horizontal/ vertical) this will take up another channel. Others (me) use the fourth channel to turn a video downlink on/off.
First plan what you want to do with your rig and what functions you want for it, than try to find the neccesary bits and pieces (servo's, gears, etc)
to get some inspiration, take a look at www.flickr.com and search for photo's using the words KAP RIG. (I wanted to include a link here, but for some reason
Flickr is temp. down)
happy engineering.
Wicherd
(back)

Re: Hello! New KAPer here - and it's YOUR fault! :-)
From: Brooks
Date: 10/8/2005
Time: 11:21:36 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
A four channel radio is more easily found than a 3-channel, but most KAPers use just three of the four: pan, tilt, shutter. IMO, zoom is not very useful because a
long lens is much harder to hold still enough for unblurry pictures.
My first rig had servos for just tilt and shutter, and I pre-set the pan. It worked fine, but I soon felt the need for pan control too, and the difference in cost is so
small that I would recommend not messing with anything less than 3 channels.
Most people use standard servos for all three functions, but it's possible to use the smallest microservos if your rig is very light, say, less than 300g. I almost
always use a standard servo for pan and especially tilt (which gets the most strain), but a micro or mini for shutter. Although now if you have an infra-red
capable camera, the gentLED trigger is an excellent alternative to a shutter servo, and about the same price as a microservo.
Although there are other ways to do it, using a pan servo that can be modified for 360 rotation is very important. Most standard servos can be so modified. See
David Hunt's KAPER.us site for several ways to do it.
bgl
http://www.brooxes.com/
(back)

Re: Hello! New KAPer here - and it's YOUR fault! :-)
From: Ricardo
Date: 10/8/2005
Time: 2:08:22 PM
Remote Name: 201.50.26.20

Comments
Wicherd and Brooks,
You opened my eyes for some problems and possibilities I didn't think before. Thank you for your comments and for sharing your experience. ;-)
[]s!
(back)

Re: Hello! New KAPer here - and it's YOUR fault! :-)
From: Christian
Date: 10/10/2005
Time: 4:07:17 PM
Remote Name: 83.156.31.163

Comments
And be aware that even with a 2 channel radio you may have all functions using a multi-contactor, which is so convenient that even with my 4+1 channel Futaba
Skysport radio, I'm still using it all times. http://becotus.chez.tiscali.fr/rigs/anglais/&workshop.htm and open the multi-contactor page.
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(back)

Re: Hello! New KAPer here - and it's YOUR fault! :-)
From: Ricardo Date: 10/11/2005
Time: 6:36:09 AM
Remote Name: 201.50.26.20

Comments
Hi Christian!
"And be aware that even with a 2 channel radio you may have all functions using a multi-contactor"
Now that one is new for me. Seems like a clever idea... but if I got it right, it means that if I use pan or tilt together with the shutter, the camera will move a bit
before shutter release (or it will shoot a picture every time I turn the camera to one side)?
Besides a little extra cost and weight, are there any other downsides for this solution?
(back)

Re: Hello! New KAPer here - and it's YOUR fault! :-)
From: Christian Date: 10/11/2005
Time: 2:41:20 PM
Remote Name: 83.156.16.147

Comments
The left joystick action the multi-contactor. I have the neutral position shifted downwards. When in the neutral position, and if you move the right joystick, no
action at all. Moving the left joystick upwards gives possible action on the right joystick: one step is for camera frame, two steps is for pan, and three steps is for
tilt. Once you have reach one of these steps, and you move the right joystick, it action the relevant servo. You may move the left servo as much as you want from
neutral to upwards, if you keep the right one on its neutral at the same time, nothing is moving. Now, moving the left joystick one step downwards trigger the
shutter because all my cameras have electric shutter release.It could also gives possible action to another servo when pushing also the right joystick. The great
advantage of this multi-contactor device, is that the cradle is hold where you have left it, without holding the joysticks. This is why I still use it with my 4 channel
radio. When I first started this device, the signal (white or yellow)) wire of the right channel was distributed through the multi-contactor. Now, I have only the
electronic board of a servo connected to the right channel. Then, its motor output is distributed through the multi-contactor. Doing that, I can put any motor
anywhere instead of a full servo. I have some mini servos recovered because of failed electronic board. I also have some small motors with reduction gear
included recovered in zoom lenses of old camcorders. It is also possible to wire a gentled on the shutter release position, and a servo board distributing motors on
the other hand.
(back)

thanks one and all
From: Tony Stanley
Date: 10/7/2005
Time: 7:43:59 AM
Remote Name: 159.134.131.173

Comments
Many thanks for all the info that comes tru these pages I purchased a Canon S60 (as the S70 is gone and the S80 is not released as yet ) however it will enable me
to do a rig to match a S80 later.) As soon as I get back to Australia I will get into my LARGE box of servos and drum up something.
The free giving of information by you all is most encouraging
Thank you Tony
(back)

Re: thanks one and all
From: Simon S
Date: 10/7/2005
Time: 7:19:34 PM
<�b>Remote Name: 61.210.203.123

Comments
Please doublecheck but I believe the Canon S80 (unlike S60 and S70) does not have ir remote control. Also note that with the S60 and S70 the flash restricts the
shutter speed and it's best to have it turned off. Don't worry, with its ir and it's 28mm lense you still couldn't have a better small camera for kap !
(back)

Re: thanks one and all
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From: Roger Australia
Date: 10/7/2005
Time: 3:25:53 PM
Remote Name: 60.231.96.8

Comments
Hi Tony, when you back to OZ let me know. We may get together for a KAP session or exchange info about Kap. I am on the Gold Coast.
Tip.: If one day you Kap on the Northern Territory, don't forget to look around often for crocs. They do not distinguish between Kapers, locals or tourists,
especially if you have your eyes to the sky. (just a joke)
The best
Roger Australia
(back)

Re: thanks one and all
From: David Hunt
Date: 10/7/2005
Time: 10:46:02 AM
Remote Name: 67.77.138.18

Comments
Sorry Tony, but the information is not free. We expect you to share your experiences, good or bad with everyone. You can do that here on the discussion page,
share some of your images on the flickr.com page, or put together your own web site. If you're really inspired do all three.
We're looking forward to your first payment.
David Hunt
http://www.kaper.us/
(back)

Re: thanks one and all
From: Tony Stanley
Date: 10/12/2005
Time: 2:55:16 AM
Remote Name: 194.143.212.42

Comments
FIRSTLY SIMON thanks for the information ref the CANON S60 and yes im bumbling my way tru the Instruction book and as im not a Computer Nurd its
hard going. you certainly could not get a servo behind the ZOOM switch. does the GENTLED operate Zoom ( perhaps at a later date ??)
SECONDLY ROGER, I am from Melbourne and will contact you on my return to Australia Mid Nov. Many thanks for the offer same applies if you are in the big
Smoke.
I am in Europe now and restricted on accessing E Mails but can access these pages
THIRDLY SIMON point well taken I have always understood the old saying there is no such thing as a free lunch I have had a few Disasters flying Kites
including losing Camera Rig and a hell of a lot of work that went into building. Caused by a MECCANO brass coupling having too much drilled out of it. I
walked the gear down with a Pulley ; switched on the camera and foolishly let go instead of walking backwards slowley the unit catapulted upwards at a great
speed of knots the Rig went into a nice arc and landed in a lake in 30 Metres of water. Also lost a Flowform last april no Camera on however but did have a
Messenger on the line with twin kites attached and Video camera facing the ground in front of the lower kite. The way I had attached the STOP for the
Messenger on the linewas wrong im not sure what you call these knots I will discuss when i get my Pics up and running as A Picture Speaks a Thousand Words I
understand admission is by means of PHOTOS
Many Thanks again
TONY
(back)

Re: thanks one and all /messenger stopper
From: Christian
Date: 10/14/2005
Time: 9:26:36 AM
Remote Name: 83.154.188.220

Comments
Not a kap trick, but... For stopping messengers, the best tool I have found working really fine is a champagne cork, just split half way in its lenght. Only once,
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after dozens of go and back in strong winds, the cork went off the line. In case you intend such heavy duty for the cork, set a second one about 5 meters behind
the first one.
(back)

Re: thanks one and all /messenger stopper
From: Tony
Date: 10/15/2005
Time: 10:02:28 AM
Remote Name: 159.134.131.208

Comments
Thanks Christian for the advise! I take it I drink the Champagne first right ? Also the reply I sent on OCT 12 was directed in part to David
thanks
(back)

Thanks, Brooks and James
From: MSpivey
Date: 10/6/2005
Time: 9:02:51 PM
Remote Name: 68.97.214.221

Comments
I've been messing with pole photography for about a year using a string to operate the shutter and having some fun. I really wanted to upgrade but I'm pretty
weak on electronics and not much of a craftsman.
I finally bit the bullet and bought a Brooxes kit and a GentLED duo. I bought the transmitter kit that Brooks suggested. I just turned the outer "U" around and it
works perfectly. For now, I just turn the pole from the ground to pan and I use the video line to the ground to "steer" the sway in the pole.
I am pretty klutzy but even I can assemble this and with a few tweaks (had to figure out which way the plugs went into the reciever) it worked perfectly. Now I
have tilt and zoom and I'm not embarassed by my crude string rig.
That's about as close to plug-n-play as it gets. My advice to would-be KAPpers or PAPpers: build your own second rig but for the first rig the Brooxes / GentLED
is the way to go.
http://www.pbase.com/lefturn99/image/50174684
(back)

Re: Thanks, Brooks and James
From: Doug
Date: 10/7/2005
Time: 6:38:17 PM
Remote Name: 71.48.0.90

Comments
Mike is there a trick to viewing your website? Im not able to get all the pics. What type of pole do you use and where did you get it.
(back)

Re: Thanks, Brooks and James
From: Link
Date: 10/7/2005
Time: 8:22:51 PM
Remote Name: 68.97.214.221

Comments
Doug, it's a standard pbase account. Either click on "all galleries" or try tins link. The description of the pole in the answer to Christian. Mike
http://www.pbase.com/lefturn99/05_pole_pix
(back)

Re: Thanks, Brooks and James
From: Christian
Date: 10/7/2005
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Time: 10:43:30 AM
Remote Name: 83.156.23.210

Comments
Mike, how high is your pole, and how is it hold? It would be nice to see a pic of you operating it.
(back)

Re: Thanks, Brooks and James
From: Mike Spivey
Date: 10/7/2005
Time: 11:30:15 AM
Remote Name: 66.143.9.150

Comments
Christian, it is a 40' Hastings Tel-O-Pole. It is a triangular shaped "hotstick" or fuse puller used by elecrical linemen. A side benefit is that if I ever get really
stupid and get into a power line, I've got a chance.
The pole is mounted to a contraption I designed that attaches to the 1 1/4' receiver hitch on my car. I can plumb it side to side with the trailer jacks. Here are pix
of the pole and mount.
http://www.pbase.com/lefturn99/05_pole_pix&page=all Mike
(back)

Hotstick Flashover
From: Doug
Date: 10/7/2005
Time: 7:49:42 PM
Remote Name: 71.48.0.90

Comments
I'm not sure if this is applies to the subject, but I felt I should post it since I just found it. Maybe it will keep someone safe. From:
http://www.powerlineman.com/safety_meeting/safetypostings/hotstick_flashover.htm
Hotstick Flashover 12 ft hotstick flashover working 345kv line on 4 corners cholla line. while doing routine maint. driving keyless pins in on hot yoke and
replacing cotter key i placed hotstick on phase and relayed the breaker with arc over upper half of my body and left arm. Im still recovering and haven't seen test
results on the hotstick. Thank the lord I'll be around to find out what happened. The arc came 9ft down the stick to my hand. You might imagine the rest.
(back)

Re: Hotstick Flashover
From: Mike
Date: 10/7/2005
Time: 8:10:57 PM
Remote Name: 68.97.214.221

Comments
Doug, thanks for the info. I hope it didn't sound like I planned on being careless and laying the pole against a power line. I only meant that if I had terminal brain
fade or a problem beyond my control, I would have a better chance of survival with the hotstick than if the pole was, say, aluminum. The first thing I did when I
got it was peel off the certification sticker off the pole, so it can never be use for that purpose.
(back)

Re: Hotstick Flashover
From: Doug
Date: 10/7/2005
Time: 9:07:12 PM
Remote Name: 71.48.0.90

Comments
I know. I just had that info and felt a good thing to archive for everyone the surf though. Better safe than sorry. I'm doing some PAP myself and boy do I have
some info i've found. 1 week of net research has given me more than I need.
(back)

Re: Thanks, Brooks and James
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From: Brooks
Date: 10/6/2005
Time: 11:06:15 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
Glad it works well for you, Mike. I've never tried it, but it seemed that it should be OK upside down. I hope to have a larger frame available next spring in kit
form for bigger cameras, which BAPers and PAPers seem to be eager to use. Watch this space!
chin UP
bgl
http://www.brooxes.com/
(back)

Re: Thanks, Brooks and James
From: james<at>gentlesSPAM<dot>info
Date: 10/6/2005
Time: 11:28:40 PM
Remote Name: 192.25.22.11

Comments
Mike,
Thanks for the post, it's great to hear of peoples exploits and successes. It's also a great story of creativity with what is on offer.
For those of you who are wondering what DUO is, it's a simple but new addition to the gentLED range. for an extra euro (1$5) I'll shrink-wrap a shutter and
zoom together, rather than two seperate units. There are still two connections to the RC receiver, but theres only one "thing" to attach to the rig infront of the
camera sensor.
Regards James
(back)

Electronic AutoKAP
From: Dave Wheeler
Date: 10/5/2005
Time: 7:49:30 AM
Remote Name: 65.114.139.158

Comments
I've developed my own autokap rig using a microprocessor to control a set of servos and the camera shutter. I think this approach has some advantages in that it
can capture images of everything visible from the camera's position but is less expensive and complex than an R/C setup.
The microprocessor board is small and inexpensive ($43). Purchased here: http://www.softbaugh.com/ProductPage.cfm?strPartNo=D169
Of course this required some custom programming and some simple modifications to the stock board but this is pretty easy for anyone with experience working
with microcontrollers.
I have pictures of the complete rig and some images I've taken from it on my flickr pages: http://www.flickr.com/photos/flickrdave/
I haven't been able to find any info on other rigs that work this way. Is anyone else doing this?
Dave Wheeler
(back)

Re: Electronic AutoKAP
From: Dave Mitchell
Date: 10/5/2005
Time: 9:28:40 AM Remote Name: 80.177.153.149

Comments
Simon Sherwin's "KAP-in-a-Bag" system is very similar I think. See http://www.inenglish.com/tako/bag/index.html
Dave
(back)

Re: Electronic AutoKAP
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From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 10/5/2005
Time: 12:36:02 PM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
Harald Prinzler designed an autoKAP rig 6 years ago. But that was (almost) in the pre digicam days. Harald told us about that rig in Aerial Eye and the
diagrams can still be found on his site: http://members.aol.com/hprinzler/kape_e02.htm
Peter
www.KAPshop.com
(back)

Mr. Sutton and marking kite lines
From: Roger Gunter
Date: 10/3/2005
Time: 6:31:38 PM
Remote Name: 70.25.204.64

Comments
I was out the other day with my Flow form 16 and have been going over several of my Kap session photoÝs trying to remember how high my kite/rig was when I
took the photo. I decided it's time to mark my kite line, every 100 feet or so should do the trick. I think this will give me a better idea of what will end up being in
my frame on map orientated photos. I've thought of different types of paint but does anyone have any ideas what paints will work best with black Dacron?
On a side note, later that same session a tall man walked up to me here in Toronto and said "Nice kite". Next thing I know IÝm talking to Mr. Sutton the inventor
of our great Flow form kites. He had seen the kite through his window as I was walking the kite into position for some shots. Needless to say IÝm sure it must
have been very cool to see oneÝs own invention flying by your window 100 feet up. What was great about the experience was he took the time to come down and
find kite flyer (me), and say hi. So after a chat about the kite and some questions of my own about his flow forms he offered to sign my kite the next time, it goes
by his window. I thought I would mention this here and just say how nice it was to have someone go out of their way so say hi and for building such great kites.
Thanks Mr Sutton.
(back)

Re: Mr. Sutton and marking kite lines
From:
Date: 10/5/2005
Time: 7:46:52 AM
Remote Name: 199.5.150.66

Comments
::::"I was out the other day with my Flow form 16 and have been going over several of my Kap session photoÝs trying to remember how high my kite/rig was
when I took the photo. I decided it's time to mark my kite line, every 100 feet or so should do the trick. I think this will give me a better idea of what will end up
being in my frame on map orientated photos." ::::
Roger,
I come from a RCAP (planes/heli's) background. In that world, there is a guy who made a reasonably priced recording altimeter that only weighs 8 grams. It can
record the altitude of your whole flight every x seconds, and you can download it later and view it on your PC. The neat thing is that it can also record a trigger.
When you take a picture, it records a trigger at that altitude, then when you download and display your "flight" later, you can display the triggers and see how
high you were on each picture taken.
It's the same guy that makes the prism switch that some are using on the Optio line of cameras.
You can see it here:
http://www.hexpertsystems.com/zlog/
--Scott
(back)

Re: Mr. Sutton and marking kite lines
From: Brooks
Date: 10/5/2005
Time: 12:28:34 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
Thanks, Scott, for the link. I was not aware of the Zlog, and have a customer who wants to do just that.
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And I'm glad to see he's accommodating Mac users too.
chin UP
bgl
http://www.brooxes.com/
(back)

Re: Mr. Sutton and marking kite lines
From: Scott D.
Date: 10/5/2005
Time: 2:05:01 PM
Remote Name: 199.5.150.66

Comments
Brooks wrote: "And I'm glad to see he's accommodating Mac users too."
Hehe. That is a 3rd party software for the Mac. I made the Palm version listed on his site, and another guy made the mac version. I added a feature in the palm
version where you could download the zlog data to the Palm, stick your SD card from your camera in your Palm, hit a button, and it would find the triggers from
the zlog, and append the altitude to the image file name. so IMG005.jpg would become IMG005_225.jpg if your picture was taken at 225 feet or whatever units
you were using. Now it is easy to see your altitude of all your images just by looking at file name which can easily be seen in any image viewing software.
I finally jumped ship to the Mac recently so I am glad to see the Mac version too! :-)
--Scott
(back)

Re: Mr. Sutton and marking kite lines
From: randymir@sbcglobal.net
Date: 10/4/2005
Time: 3:58:14 PM
Remote Name: 159.37.7.93

Comments
I used small pieces of duct tape. Not sure what long term affects would be, but it's worked out nice so far. Very visible too.
Randy
(back)

Re: Mr. Sutton and marking kite lines
From: Christian
Date: 10/4/2005
Time: 5:02:01 PM
Remote Name: 83.156.16.97

Comments
All my lines are white and thereof it is easy to have marks, about 10cm long, with colored permanent markers. Next time you meet Mr Sutton, let him know that
a French kaper has modified his original FF30, so it can fly until force 7 without any tail and not fall. Tension on the line in these wind conditions is ranging
between 25 to 30 kg with some 36Kg a few times. Of course, it makes a perfect and safe kap flyer in lower winds, and I have found that it flies with a slightly
higher angle, about 5Ý more. See my web page for this modification. http://becotus.chez.tiscali.fr/tako/anglais/e&tako 1.htm
(back)

Re: Mr. Sutton and marking kite lines
From: Linnar
Date: 10/5/2005
Time: 2:54:10 AM
Remote Name: 195.33.97.164

Comments
Unfortunately your link doesn't work. Seems it contains error.
Linnar
(back)
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Re: Mr. Sutton and marking kite lines
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 10/5/2005
Time: 11:52:49 AM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
This is the right link: http://becotus.chez.tiscali.fr/tako/anglais/e&tako_1.htm
Peter
(back)

Re: Mr. Sutton and marking kite lines
From: Christian
Date: 10/5/2005
Time: 3:53:22 PM
Remote Name: 83.156.21.253

Comments
Thanks Peter for the help, and sorry for the inconvenience.
(back)

My New Great Flowform
From: Vladimir
Date: 10/2/2005
Time: 3:34:20 PM
Remote Name: 200.175.7.113

Comments
I tray flew my flowform, I don't fell wind on the ground however my kite flew great, very stable no swing. For first time I trusted on this kite. I using coated nylon
70gram by mÝ I change my concept about Flowform. One day for complete sewing measures of kite 1.75x1.40
Cheers Harald Prinzler
See my kite, star and sunset :) http://img.photobucket.com/albums/v248/macromundo/flowsunset.jpg
(back)

Re: My New Great Flowform
From: Roger Australia
Date: 10/3/2005
Time: 2:32:14 PM
Remote Name: 203.51.242.155

Comments
Nice photo Vladimir,and great sunset nearby Curitiba. For sure it will be a great kite for KAP.
Uma abraco, e boas fotos. Roger
(back)

Re: My New Great Flowform
From: Vladimir
Date: 10/3/2005
Time: 9:09:52 PM<�br> Remote Name: 200.146.66.216

Comments
Oi Roger, como vai? Realmente esta pipa ficou excelente, voa muito bem e nÝo fica fechando as bocas. ja construi doperos e estes tambÝm sÝo maravilhosos para
fotografia aÝrea.
Um AbraÝo e atÝ mais.
(back)
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Re: My New Great Flowform
From: Linnar
Date: 10/2/2005
Time: 11:54:38 PM
Remote Name: 195.33.97.164

Comments
Nice pic and kite, Vladimir!
Linnar
(back)

Re: My New Great Flowform (star cuiser)
From: Craig
Date: 10/3/2005
Time: 7:32:59 AM
Remote Name: 204.147.0.56

Comments
The excitement and energy over a new kite is so addictive. Makes me want to start a new project so I can feel the buzz. This is what is so cool about KAP. It has so
many ways to be fulfilling, sucessful kite construction is just one part. We are all just adrenelin junkies. Thanks for sharing a great photo of what looks to be a
great new kite on its maiden flight.
(back)

Simple fixer for bridle ( alike chicken foot)
From: Vladimir
Date: 10/2/2005
Time: 5:57:29 AM
Remote Name: 200.146.2.195

Comments
This facilite tie bridle of flowforms. http://img.photobucket.com/albums/v248/macromundo/bs.jpg
(back)

The Elephant in the Corner.
From: Simon H
Date: 9/30/2005
Time: 1:48:56 AM
Remote Name: 138.32.176.254

Comments
Ok here it is, this to me feels like the one subject that hasnÝt been discussed here.
Note: An elephant in the corner, in corporate speak, is an issue that is extremely obvious to a group of people, but which is very carefully not being discussed. So
IÝm going to discuss it. IÝm going to give it the heading Ý
Kites are for kids Ý How do you deal with this?
If you donÝt see this - consider the situation, you meet a family friend you havenÝt seen for a few weeks. Pleasantries aside, what is the first question they ask ?
Typically I find it is this Ý
ÝHave you been flying your kites lately?Ý Usually with a slightly patronising, condescending tone to the voice...
How many people you know ask Ý ÝHowÝs the aerial photography going?Ý
You see, however much we see ourselves as aerial photographers, KAPpers or whatever, the rest of the world sees a grown man flying a kids toy. Most of the rest
of the world, macho kite surfers apart, stopped flying kites at about the age of 10.
Now, by making our activity professional and techie we can give an impression of having serious adult purpose, by being draped in carabiners, and radio control
gear and downlink monitors. And this is usually how we cope with this. Or we can fly on a beach where all, young and old can get away with it. Or we hand out
cards and leaflets, or we wear T-shirts explaining our activitiy.
But there are other times, particularly, IÝve found when using AutoKAP under a small kite that we simply become, to the general public, the man with the kids
toy kite. Now I donÝt know about you, but I find this mildly embarrasing at certain times when flying in public. I feel peopleÝs eyes on me, wondering. Without
explaining to each one in turn why IÝm walking through the formal gardens of a castle flying a kite, I know there are some look on me with bemusement.....
I can almost hear the rattle of the keyboards as some of you start to prepare your responses to this. Perhaps it is me being thin skinned, perhaps the bemusement
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and occasional, almost condescension, I see in other adultsÝ views of my activities is imagined. No, I donÝt think it is.
But also thereÝs this, IÝm not a kite-flyer first, for me it IS mainly about aerial photography. Sometimes when I explain my activities to others I put it in terms
such as, ÝI use kitesÝ or Ý I treat the kite as a means of stretching a line into the sky from which I can suspend a camera.Ý Or Ýthe kite is simply an aerial
tripod to meÝ
Next year IÝll have been KAPping 20 years, I should have got over it by now eh? And I suppose I have, I just get on with it and I donÝt care what others think.
Besides kite flying is good, cool, relaxing and liberating, and a lot more adults should do it right...?
But still to others, right down to close friends - IÝm a kite flyer, a man holding the string to a kidÝs toy.
-------- Maybe its not an elephant in the corner, its just a stuffed kids toy.
Simon
(back)

The Elephant in the Corner.
From: PhilGib
Date: 10/13/2005
Time: 3:38:37 PM
Remote Name: 201.144.195.157

Comments
I think this is a very good point, not for me, but all especially because my wife, a bit older than me, became "the spouse from the kite guy".
Especially when I almost knocked-out a walking-by couple because a sudden change of wind direction and strength broke one rod of my rokkaku at the worst
possible moment.
I was feeling embarassed for her, but my pictures are starting to get better so she sees it more as an artist hobby than a kid hobby.
I am also a "macho kite surfer", so it may compensate - this I am not sure though :-) It maybe the opposite actually... The kitesurfer world champion category
women is 11 years old...
When kids come and ask, I just involve them in the process and they love me for that.
When typical "yeah right" adults approach I tell them I received a special command from a French newspaper for a paper with Mexican Aerial Pictures,
including all costs in Mexico. They usually mumble something and go away, which is just what I want.
Some - very intelligent, we all know that - people ask me where I bought the kite and the hardware, sometimes even take a picture of the rig. These ones... usually
share a beer with me. Salud !
You may also change KAP into KAPP (Kite Aerial Professional Photography). This would be a huge lie but would avoid most bad questions.
Hey, I may have my own T-shirt reading this KAPP when PLAYING AROUND with my kite... :-)
(back)

Re: The Elephant in the Corner.
From: Kato
Date: 9/30/2005
Time: 7:27:41 PM
Remote Name: 207.200.116.134

Comments
I do feel self-conscious about being a middle-aged person out with a kite but no kid along. However, as with the other repliers - I'm rarely approached. That's
possibly because I'm always scowling up at the sky and thinking "up, up darn it!" or "come down before my arms drop off." We probably do look very busy.
My friends are amused and eager to see any new photos. (My mother would be in the disapproving category but she's not going to hear anything about this.)I'm
delighted to witness the childlike glee that my friends exhibit when they hold onto the reel.
(back)

Re: The Elephant in the Corner.
From: Mobilexile
Date: 9/30/2005
Time: 11:45:52 AM
Remote Name: 12.214.196.9

Comments
For me being embarassed is not a challenge.
You see, I'm an American, which, as you may know, means that the president of my country is an effing moron. Translation: I've been embarassed since January,
2001 and will be until January, 2009.
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So, as far as I'm concerned, what's a little more embarassment?
(( I apologize for this post. I promised myself that I'd never bring politics into my KAP interests but this opportunity was ripe. ))
(back)

Re: The Elephant in the Corner.
From: Doug
Date: 10/5/2005
Time: 2:29:34 AM
Remote Name: 71.48.0.90

Comments
Yea, America can be embarrassing at times. I know I was pretty embarrassed when Clinton was impeached.
(back)

Re: The Elephant in the Corner.
From: Dave Mitchell
Date: 9/30/2005
Time: 8:15:30 AM
Remote Name: 80.177.153.149

Comments
Perhaps people round here (in South West England) are different to those you meet, Simon. Most passers-by studiously ignore me (and if they do look at me it's
not condescension I see, rather bafflement). Those who ask what I'm up to seem surprised and impressed with the idea, even more so if I shown them some
photos. Far from treating me as someone who hasn't grown up, I'd say 'cool' was the typical response.
I admit that (a) I'm often flying a FlowForm that appears to be pulling my arm off (clearly not a toy!) and (b) I've got my customised R/C transmitter bits and
pieces strapped to me (geeky rather than childish). Perhaps when I get AutoKapping more I'll get the looks you get.
I'm also at that age (coming up to 65) when it's expected that one reverts to childhood. You on the other hand, are still in the first flush of manhood!
Finally, most people who know that I fly kites also know that I take aerial photos. I never get asked 'how's the kite flying going?' but 'taken any interesting aerial
photos lately?'.
(back)

Re: The Elephant in the Corner.
From: Roger Australia
Date: 9/30/2005
Time: 12:28:53 PM
Remote Name: 203.51.242.147

Comments
Here in Australia people act the same as David explained about England. They just look at me, look at the kite and rig, and keep their way. Sometimes, people
approach me asking what is all about, and after my explanation, if I get a " Good on you mate" I know they are from New Zeland. If I get a "cool mate" or an
"unbeleivable mate" or even a "Far out mate", I know they are Aussies. Anyway, at the beach, kids are the first to approach, followed by mom or dad asking the
classical questions. Some retired people, think that it is a good idea for a nice day spent outdoors. I don't feel any pressure about the matter of being in the 50's
doing kids staff (?). In reality, I enjoy all the attention I get from passers, and already it fruitfied into some good friendships.
Best for all Kapers (not very good condictions for Kaping on the Gold Coast for the past 2 months. Wind has been 10-15 Knots with gusts up to 25 Knots every 5
or 6 seconds. Has been sunny, but I never saw such of unstable wind regime for a long time) Kite goes up, Kite goes down, Kite pulls like a horse, Kite line looks
like a banana skin on the grownd. The best blur photos of my life.
Roger Australia
(back)

Re: The Elephant in the Corner.
From: Peter van Erkel
Date: 10/1/2005
Time: 8:42:10 AM
Remote Name: 194.74.105.194

Comments
Hi Simon,
In general a football is considered to be a kid's toy, however it is fully accepted to see fullgrown men running behind a football, it is even fully accepted that
fullgrown men pay to see 22 other men run behind a football. Not to speak about wat they do afterwards........
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I fly kites because I like it, it's Fun and KAP is part of the fun. What others say about it, is ussualy not what they think, there may be a lot of people envy you
because you fly a kite.
Keep on flying kites !!
Peter van Erkel
(back)

Re: The Elephant in the Corner.
From: Lenny
Date: 10/2/2005
Time: 2:31:54 AM
Remote Name: 80.73.220.54

Comments
It's a good point, Simon. Like anything in life, as soon as anyone begins to ask whether it's trivial or childish, it sends doubts creeping into your mind and you
start to wonder if perhaps it is indeed trivial and childish. Also like most things in life, it's all relative. If you get the impression that someone is pouring scorn on
the things you enjoy or take seriously, it's entirely possible they live a life devoid of excitement and have been brought up to believe that anything off the beaten
track is either eccentric or juvenile. The only way that I can get around concerning myself about how others view what I do is to take a slightly fanatical view of
it. If there's a hint of appeal in your chosen pastime, your enthusiasm will be infectious. Also, in general, if you can win over the kids (which is a taken), the adults
will either join in or reveal themseslves to be very boring parents.
I enjoy all kinds of kite flying from flying single line kites for fun to KAP to stunt flying to kitesurfing and to me if youÝre not into kites, then somethingÝs wired
wrong in your brain.
I suppose it depends on how bothered you are by other peopleÝs view of you. IÝd be lying if I said I didnÝt care what everyone thinks of the way I live my life,
but I know I love what I do and to be honest I couldnÝt stop myself if I tried.
Just my opinion, but I think that in general the envy is stronger than the criticism.
'spose it depends how big your elephant is, as far as I can tell mine's enormous and everyone points at it when I go out.
Lenny
http://www.flickr.com/groups/kiteaerialphotography/
597 images and growing
(back)

Re: The Elephant in the Corner.
From: Simon H
Date: 10/3/2005
Time: 9:04:19 AM
Remote Name: 138.32.176.254

Comments
Excellent replies, one and all, especially Lenny. I agree with everything said, and I'm sure you know, its not so much a problem, more something that from time to
time I've noted. It never EVER stops me KAPping in public, though there is one circumstance that I find worst of all - When the wind drops away and the kite
won't fly !!
Most of my close friends are educated to my addiction and I have therapeutic outlets too - particularly this group.
Simon
(back)

Re: The Elephant in the Corner.
From: Craig
Date: 10/3/2005
Time: 7:55:33 PM
Remote Name: 68.117.128.20

Comments
Yes, it is almost as infantile as hitting a ball towards a hole with a stick. Simon, this is what does keep us young and we should all strive to fly kites for as long as
possible. Those that might think a kiteflyer odd will grow old and miserable long before us.
(back)

Re: The Elephant in the Corner.
From: Carl Bigras
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Date: 10/4/2005
Time: 4:13:08 AM
Remote Name: 198.103.196.130

Comments
Does that mean they'll fade faster than my kite fabric. ;-)
Carl
(back)

Re: SPAM: Replay to everyone looking for titanium ring and DiMarco Creations
From: Coast Guard Kiteman {Ret.}
Date: 9/29/2005
Time: 6:41:38 PM
Remote Name: 208.7.213.63

Comments
If only it had been about a titanium RIG [not ring]!!!
So close, and yet so far....
;-)Ý
-Allan "CGK{R}" Gaines NE North Carolina, USA
(back)

Re: SPAM: Replay to everyone looking for titanium ring and DiMarco Creations
From: Coast Guard Kiteman {Ret.}
Date: 9/29/2005
Time: 6:40:46 PM
Remote Name: 208.7.213.63

Comments
If only it had been about a titanium RIG [not ring]!!!
So close, and yet so far....
;-)Ý
-Allan "CGK{R}" Gaines NE North Carolina, USA
(back)

Slightly OT: FLYING PYRAMIDS SOARING STONES Documentary Available On DVD
From: Coast Guard Kiteman {Ret.}
Date: 9/29/2005
Time: 6:22:19 PM
Remote Name: 208.7.213.63

Comments
I was surfing around a few weeks ago and found out that the documentry "FLYING PYRAMIDS SOARING STONES" [about the ancient Egyptians using wind
power and kites] is now available on DVD. I ordered a copy and it arrived a few days ago.
Go to aetv.com and do a search for it.
I realize this isn't directly kap-related, but I wanted to post about it in case anyone else was interested.
-Allan "CGK{R}" Gaines NE North Carolina, USA
(back)

KAP together with other means of AP
From: Cezar Totth
Date: 9/29/2005
Time: 2:22:44 PM
Remote Name: 86.120.195.30

Comments
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Hi,
How is everybody here taking aerial pictures when there are no conditions for KAP? What is your preffered alternative - blimps, masts, rc aircrafts or helis?
I have the feeling that people using kites dont mix with blimp-ers, who dont mix with model-aircrafters while most commercial AP-ers stick with their.. masts.
Am I wrong?
Thanks, Cezar
(back)

Re: KAP together with other means of AP
From: cainebean
Date: 9/30/2005
Time: 7:25:59 AM
Remote Name: 68.156.159.10

Comments
I found this site when I was looking into doing AP. I was going to start with a Pole, but ended up using an electric plane. Wasn't really happy because when the
wind picked up, the plane wasn't flying. I went the heli route, but couldn't find insurance and didn't like the idea of having a 4000 investment flying around
without insurance and I just couldn't get comfortable with the risk of my blades hurting someone. In my mind it was more of "when" it was going to happen
more than "if". And I'm not saying hurting someone, just the ship getting shot down by a glitch or dumb thumbs. So I sold that and I'm back to electric planes
and I'm happy.
So now this is what I use for AP...
25 foot RC hot air balloon. I love this platform when the wind isn't around. It will pull 15# easily!
32 foot mast. I've done more indoor stuff with it than outdoor. Just recently I used it and my wireless stuff to send my video feed from the field to a jumbo tron. It
was great!
I have a foam glider that I use when I want to be able to move around and when the wind is up. Love the glider.
And last but not least, I've moved over from the darkside and uses kites as well. I have a 6.5 foot rok and a 4.5 foot rok. I love them but sometimes the wind just
isn't enough to pickup my rig. I live in Tennessee so the wind isn't always the best. I'm going to make a Maxi dopero since everyone here seems to love them.
My problem lately has been I like using my kite the most. But the wind is usually right between the RC Hot Air Balloon range and the kite. Too much wind for
the balloon not enough for the kite. Which is why I've started using my glider.
Sorry for the post, just wanted to put my 2 cents in.
Bean
(back)

Re: KAP together with other means of AP
From: Mario
Date: 9/29/2005
Time: 3:50:39 PM
Remote Name: 68.97.214.221

Comments
From lurking here for quite a while, my impression is that the majority of the old timers on here are kite flyers who found something productive to do besides just
standing there holding the string. I really don't mean that in a negative way, just an observation. The newer ones (like me)seem to have been surfing the web and
came across KAP by accident and were captivated by the beautiful pictures.
Of course, any broad stereotype casting will necessarily be flawed. Many here seem to be electrical engineering types. While many appear to be quite proficient at
photography, I get the feeling that the kite is the passion and the camera is a necessary offshoot.
As far as crossover, that seems strange to me, too. There are PAP (pole aerial photography) threads at RunRyder.com and RCGroups.com, RC heli and RC plane
sites. And Geach at Bird Shots used to be a regular here and now makes probably the most logical kit for pole photography.
But when you bring up pole photography on this board, you don't get much response. Again, that is just an observation, not a criticism. After all, it is a kite
photography site and forum.
(back)

Re: KAP together with other means of AP
From: Christian
Date: 9/29/2005
Time: 5:42:02 PM
Remote Name: 83.154.191.27

Comments
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Sure, this is first a KAP forum. Discuss on kite technique, method and manner to proceed when kaping is not so easy to describe and to write. This is why direct
meeting and discussion is easier on the field between kapers. Also, these methods are not changing so much when cameras and electronics are regularly bringing
new options. This is why there are more often new topics on this matter by the trained kapers, when the newbies are questionning on the basics. Blimp, ballons,
and aircraft models need another equipment, usually much bigger and more expensive than kite equipment. Some kapers have also poles, blimp or ballon, but
these ones need no wind or low wind conditions to be efficient. Helicopter models need special skills. Airplane models are difficult to use and practice
photography with it is a real bet; furthermore, in cities landing way is difficult to find, and in the country a road or a near trail is necessary. With kap and bap,
the landing place is not a major problem. Hand-carried poles until 10 meters is possible in low wind condition, but is under what I consider to be aerial
photography, even some kap pictures shot between 5 and 10m have been exhibited. I personnally use regularly a 8,5m hand-carried pole. Poles between 15 and
25m need a special, much bigger, and more expensive equipment. To end, I would say that kapers are both kiters and photographers, and both bring satisfaction
to practice.
(back)

Article 6417
From: Yvan
Date: 9/28/2005
Time: 8:48:22 PM
Remote Name: 83.134.99.66

Comments
And another post
(back)

Replay to everyone looking for titanium ring and DiMarco Creations
From: A satisfied titanium ring buyer!
Date: 9/28/2005
Time: 11:18:35 AM
Remote Name: 67.68.26.79

Comments
Take time to visit http://www.titaniumonline.com There, you will find the best jewelry store online. This place has a great selection of rings of all types and kinds,
especialy titanium rings. Go, visit the sections: Titanium and Gold jewelry, wedding bands, titanium engagement rings, eternity. If you're looking for a titanium
ring set, that's the place!
again, http://www.titaniumonline.com
a satisfied customer!|
(back)

Re: Replay to everyone looking for titanium ring and DiMarco Crea...
From: Paul Evans
Date: 9/29/2005
Time: 12:33:46 PM
Remote Name: 81.152.2.30

Comments
Bye bye spammer
(back)

SPAM
From: Cris Benton
Date: 9/28/2005
Time: 1:25:28 PM
Remote Name: 64.142.12.44

Comments
Great idea, let's all rush out and buy (presumably expensive) rings from a SPAMMER.
The vagaries of my software make it difficult for me to delete this until there are a couple of additional posts.
(back)

Re: SPAM (adding a post)
From: Cezar
Date: 9/28/2005
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Time: 2:54:54 PM Remote Name: 86.120.195.30

Comments
Here-s one aditional post, Cris.
(back)

Panorama Stitcher Realviz 5
From: Yvan
Date: 9/28/2005
Time: 4:19:54 AM
Remote Name: 194.78.200.167

Comments
Realviz has released a new version of their famous Panorama Stitcher. Some nice new features are automatic stitching and export to Photoshop. Unfortunately,
there's still no support for Fisheye Images (Sorry Brooks). You can download a free trial version for Mac and PC at their website...
http://www.realviz.com/products/st/index.php
Yvan. http://www.birdseye.be
You can download
(back)

Re: Panorama Stitcher Realviz 5 -- Autostitch
From: John
Date: 10/30/2005
Time: 6:34:52 PM
Remote Name: 67.169.1.127

Comments
There is a most excellent stitching program that everyone should know about. There is nothing better. And it's free! It's is called Autostitch and is available at
http://www.cs.ubc.ca/~mbrown/autostitch/autostitch.html
Look at the demos there. No special effects, it works!
I have used it to stitch over 150 shots into a single image. It works better than you can imagine. The only rule is that the photos have to be taken from the same
position and there should be plenty of overlap. In fact, you can change the zoom, orientation (portrait and landscape) of shots as you shoot the sequence.
The order that you take the photos is not relevant. This amazing software examines each photo, determines where it goes, enlarges, shrinks, rotates, blends color
and contrast of each one, and finally puts them all together into one panorama. Magic.
One hint: From the menu, select Edit/Options and change the Scale from the (default) 10% to something larger. I use 50%. Also, set the System memory to what
you have available on your PC. If you shot most photos in portrait mode, select the appropriate rotation so it has a clue as to which direction is horizontal.
Here's a quick demo. Use your digital camera to take a few dozen photos in the largest room in your house. Don't worry about trying to make the angles between
shots the same -- it's not important at all. The more overlap the better. Take 10 or 12 photos panning at a low angle, a similar number at a higher angle, and again
at a high angle if you want the ceiling. If you think you missed a spot, take a photo in that direction. Make SURE you keep the camera lens at a constant physical
point for all shots. (Autostitch cannot account for a chage in perspective.) Run Autostitch, select the scale for the panorama, select all files, and then Stitch from
the menu. That's it. You will have a complete panorama -- a view of your room such as you've never seen before.
(back)

Very small 2.4mHz, 50mW transmitter !!!!
From: Wicherd
Date: 9/27/2005
Time: 11:29:59 AM
Remote Name: 213.93.191.215

Comments
This could solve a few problems....
http://www.rf-video.com/products/trans24.asp
And one with a price-tag (dutch):
http://www.videofrank.nl/catalog/product_info.php?cPath=72&products_id=464
Wicherd
(back)
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Re: Very small 2.4mHz, 50mW transmitter !!!!
From: emiel
Date: 9/27/2005
Time: 11:49:10 AM
Remote Name: 80.100.3.81

Comments
that's expensive ;-)
take a look at another dutch site with exactly the same transmitter which has a reciever included as well for only Ý 55,http://www.xs4all.nl/~mullerh/
for pictures of my KAP rig with the video downlink: http://home.hccnet.nl/emiel.stroeve
cheers emiel
(back)

Re: Very small 2.4mHz, 50mW transmitter !!!!
From: Wicherd<�br> Date: 9/27/2005
Time: 1:30:36 PM
Remote Name: 213.93.191.215

Comments
Go e-bay, forget 50 mW, and you can half this last guy's prices.
Emiel, It was just ment to show what's possible in size & weight, not to show the cheapest shop.
Wicherd
PS. Emiel, in Firefox wordt je site een beetje rommelig, miniatuurafbeeldingen komen over tekst heen te staan. dat soort dingen. IE gaat wel goed. Wel een nette
rig..
(back)

Re: Very small 2.4mHz, 50mW transmitter !!!!
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 9/27/2005
Time: 1:40:22 PM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
Money is one thing, quality is an other. I've used several of those cheap Hong Kong things and was more than once unhappy with them. Kern from Germany
costs more but offers a good image quality and works on 4.8 V!
Peter
(back)

Re: Very small 2.4mHz, 50mW transmitter !!!!
From: Brooks
Date: 9/27/2005
Time: 5:54:31 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
...and it should also be added, for US kappers who salivate over this stuff, that 50mW is too powerful to operate without a license in the USA.
bgl
http://www.brooxes.com/
(back)

Re: Very small 2.4mHz, 50mW transmitter !!!!, 25mW OK?
From: Wicherd
Date: 9/27/2005
Time: 10:23:49 PM
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Remote Name: 80.127.217.82

Comments
they, http://www.rf-video.com/products/trans24.asp , also have what looks like a decent 25 mW transmitter, which will also accept 4.8V. just scroll down the page
to the 4th product
And one outputting just 1mW (first Item)
I have no experience on the quality for these things, but it seems a little more convincing then those cheapo's from HK. although the ranges they clame appear to
be a little much
(back)

Do reels really help?
From: Kato
Date: 9/26/2005
Time: 10:28:48 PM
Remote Name: 207.200.116.12

Comments
I an typing this query with five bandaged fingers (an unfortunate result of a kite diving then starting up right after I desperately grabbed the line with two bare
hands - an old story on this board I'm sure).
Anyway, after spending the next hour trying to (painfully) bring my battling Flowform 16 back to terra firma, I have been pondering about life with a reel such
as the Windbreaker or Crankmaster. I use a hoop now. (And normally I use gloves but had them off to put the rig on.)
I have a worry about reels - I'm a klutz and don't want to be pummeled by the handles. Does this happen sometimes? (There's also chest issues but you all appear
to be gentlemen on this list so I don't expect much info on that account...)
I may also get a Flowform 8 to switch to when the winds pick up.
(back)

Re: Do reels really help?
From: Brooks
Date: 9/26/2005
Time: 10:43:58 PM Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
The safest way to bring down a kite that's pulling too hard is to tether it to something somehow (or hand the hoop to a helper) and walk it down hand over
(gloved) hand, or snap a carabiner over it and slide it up the line as you walk towards the kite.
This is hard when you don't have room to walk it all the way down, but it's sometimes possible to walk down as far as you can, then grab the line somehow and
walk that length back to the tether point and tether it, and repeat.
As for crank-type winders, they'll work with strong kites only if they have a solid, sturdy core. If not, the Ace-bandage effect will crush the core of the winder.
It's also true that an inadvertently-released crank can do serious damage -- to chins as well as chests. I don't trust them, and prefer a hoop or simple wooden
bobbin to all the rest any day.
bgl
http://www.brooxes.com/
(back)

Re: Do reels really help?
From: Brooks
Date: 9/26/2005
Time: 10:55:44 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
... and I should have added that one size kite just won't serve all wind conditions, and if your rig is light (say, less than 2 lb), a FF8 would certainly be a good
investment for stronger winds. A FF16 can be scary in 15+ winds, esp for someone of modest size and weight.
bgl
(back)

Re: Do reels really help?
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From: Kato
Date: 9/27/2005
Time: 10:00:51 AM
Remote Name: 207.200.116.134

Comments
I have used a dog stake for tethering only when tying on the rig (with my foot hooked thru the hoop for good measure). I don't trust it or a carabiner to hold a
strongly pulling kite. (Perhaps I'm wrong?) I walk down a kite only when a friend is there to hold the hoop.
Yesterday I couldn't have gotten enough slack to wind around anything. I was inching it down. My dearest hope was that it would crash and end my misery. To
think a short month ago I was doing my best to learn how NOT to crash.
I'm very small so have given up on the idea of KAPing during the morning. From what I have read in previous posts, a sudden gust with a bigger kite would
transform me into the newest UFO. It's too bad, the light is so nice in the AM.
(back)

Re: Do reels really help?
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 9/27/2005
Time: 12:30:40 AM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
This is what I use to bring a (strong) pulling kite down: http://www.flickr.com/photos/51302065@N00/47046762/ .
With the 2 line loops fixed to two posts, trees, cars ... and the carabiners I can zig zag the line down in a very small space (10 to 15 ft is enough).
Peter
(back)

Re: Do reels really help?
From: Kato
Date: 9/27/2005
Time: 10:05:46 AM
Remote Name: 207.200.116.134

Comments
That's very neat. It's possible that having two connection pts. might allay my fears that the kite will take off. There is one place that has fences and picnic tables
that I could use. Thanks for your suggestion.
(back)

Re: Do reels really help?
From: Richard Amirault
Date: 9/27/2005
Time: 5:17:35 AM
Remote Name: 146.115.58.99

Comments
The WINDBREAKER is my most favorite winder. I own about a half dozen or so .. with different lengths and weight of line.
I find them faster than hoops .. and .. you don't have to deal with the "line twisting" problem that is common with hoop winders. Not only that, it is easy to secure
the Windbreaker either to a ground anchor or to myself.
Richard in Boston, MA, USA
(back)

Re: Do reels really help?
From: Kato
Date: 9/27/2005
Time: 10:13:40 AM
<�b>Remote Name: 207.200.116.134

Comments
Great, thanks for the recommendation. There are more elaborate reels around but they look heavy and would also be sure tickets to the Emergency Room for me.
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Do you unwind/rewind the string later? I assume the string goes on with a lot of tension and I've read that that can lead to premature weakening of the line.
(back)

Re: Do reels really help?
From: Richard Amirault
Date: 9/27/2005
Time: <�/b>11:12:57 AM
Remote Name: 146.115.58.99

Comments
Never heard that about winding under tension .. but the Windbreaker is good and strong and, so far, has been able to take all the tension I can put on it. Crushing
the "core" is a problem with some winders, but not the Windbreaker.
One thing, you need to wind the Windbreaker with *some* tension .. if you don't you'll end up with a problem trying to let out the line the next time you fly. The
loose line will get caught (tangled) on itself on the winder and refuse to unwind properly.
If I "walk the line down" (necessary sometimes) when I wind it on the Windbreaker I'll wrap it around a tree, my leg, a post .. something .. so that there is some
resistance as I'm winding.
Richard in Boston, MA, USA
(back)

Re: Do reels really help?
From: Christian
Date: 9/27/2005
Time: 6:06:51 PM
Remote Name: 83.154.189.242

Comments
The windbreakers I use are sturdy wood reels, homemade. I very often wind the line with 4 or 5 Kg tension. Pictures and plans on my web pages.
http://becotus.chez.tiscali.fr/tako/anglais/&accessories.htm Have a look to the gamma hook, which is easy to make, very useful and reliable, and can be tied to
many places, poles, posts, benches, cars, sandbags, etc... For pulling down kites easier, see my previous post on ratchet block dated 9/4/2005
(back)

Re: Do reels really help?
From: Kato
Date: 9/28/2005
Time: 2:16:20 PM
Remote Name: 207.200.116.134

Comments
The gamma hook looks very good. I will try and make two - one for my dog stake and one for a belt/rope. I think it would be easier to disattach from that than
from the dog stake's triangle. Thanks.
(back)

180Ý circular fish-eye + lightweight digital camera ?
From: PhilGib
Date: 9/26/2005
Time: 11:58:45 AM
Remote Name: 201.144.30.188

Comments
Is anyone using a 180Ý circular fish-eye + lightweigh digital camera ?
From 200 yards high, I suppose it would take the whole skyline + anything visible on the land.
As I mentioned before, the FC-E8 lens looks like a cool solution... But technology is going so fast I was wondering if any of you found a
better / cheaper solution ?
The problem I foresee is also the safety of the lens lock with the camera. How secured is that ?
Before doing any purchase mistake, I would highly appreciate your comments.
Brgds
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(back)

Re: 180Ý circular fish-eye + lightweight digital camera ?
From: <�/b>Brooks
Date: 9/26/2005
Time: 4:13:57 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
The FC-E8 is a very secure lens -- it's a thread mount and won't come off unless it's not screwed on tight. It seems to be pretty sharp and will give a full circle
with the cameras it's designed for. Manfred Fuchs has machined an adapter for his point-&-shoot Canon that works well too, but that adapter is not
commercially available.
The biggest problems with fisheyes on a lightweight camera is that the cameras are relatively low-resolution, and if you're going to use the fisheye for bubble
panoramas, for example, you'll have difficulty getting a really sharp image unless you stay small. But the problem is with the camera, not the lens.
There is another add-on lens available, but I have no experience with it, brand name Raynox. Not inexpensive, as I recall, but it is an alternative.
bgl
http://www.brooxes.com/
(back)

Re: 180Ý circular fish-eye + lightweight digital camera ?
From: james<at>gentlesSPAM<dot>info
Date: 9/27/2005
Time: 7:42:54 AM
Remote Name: 192.25.22.11

Comments
I agree with Brooks. The lightest solution currently is a Nikon FC-E8 and a Nikon 4300 (buy second hand on e-bay).
Being only 4Mpixels it is limited but this is the lightest solution around for aerial panos.
(Danger, advertisement approaching fast)
You can view my rig here http://www.gentles.info/KAP/rig06/ which is all up 575grams. http://www.gentles.info/KAP/Gallery/PANO/index.htm with some images
to show you what you can achieve.
The rig uses the gentLED SERIAL to trigger the shutter every 15seconds. Although the gentLED SERIAL is designed for use with RC systems, it can also be
hooked up to a battery without the RC system and it acts as an intervalometer like the gentLED AUTO. Simply launch the rig and fly over the subject, photos
taken automatically!
http://www.gentles.ltd.uk/gentled/options.htm#NIKONshutter
Finally I have saved weight by using an external battery pack (shared between the gentLED and the Camera).
Go for it!
James
(back)

Re: 180Ý circular fish-eye + lightweight digital camera ?
From: Wicherd
Date: 9/27/2005
Time: 8:27:46 AM
Remote Name: 213.93.191.215

Comments
This is an interesting page for all non Nikon users, planning to shoot fisheye images. (using the nikon lens)
http://www.bophoto.com/bracket/
Wicherd
(back)

Re: 180Ý circular fish-eye + lightweight digital camera ?
From: Brooks
Date: 9/27/2005
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Time: 6:02:39 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
Yes, Bo does nice brackets -- but they're for VR panos on the ground, not in the air. And I made my own for a whole lot less than US$75.00.
bgl
http://www.brooxes.com/
(back)

Re: 180Ý circular fish-eye + lightweight digital camera ?
From: Wicherd
Date: 9/28/2005
Time: 8:55:36 AM
Remote Name: 213.93.191.215

Comments
I could have been a lot more clear when pointing out this page:
I was aiming for the right insert titled "What camera's work with this bracked". This title can be read as "What camera's work with the FC-E8(9) lens"....
And regarding the bracket: I did not look at it nor did I notice the price, (sorry Bo) but you're absolutely right Brooks.
Wicherd
(back)

Responding to the curious when you KAP
From: Mobilexile
Date: 9/25/2005
Time: 6:56:52 AM
Remote Name: 12.214.196.9

Comments
We've all been out KAPing and had people ask what we're doing and why we're doing it. Recently I told a fellow to check out Lenny's Flickr group but
discovered it was a pain to explain how to find it. I've been thinking of designing a simple business card with the Flickr address and my Flickr photo stream. I'd
just print them from my laser printer and keep a stack in my KAP kit.
My hope is that this will generate more traffic and interest in KAP. Heck, it might even cause the community to grow. Nothing wrong with that.
If anyone would be interested I could put together a PDF that can be downloaded / emailed to you. I'd leave a space where you could drop in personal info. I'm
also open to suggestions.
Any interested parties can reply here or email me at:
Mobilexile [[ at ]] gmail [[ dot ]] com
Thx,
Dave a.k.a. Mobilexile
(back)

Re: Responding to the curious when you KAP
From: Lenny
Date: 9/25/2005
Time: 11:49:09 AM
Remote Name: 80.73.220.54

Comments
Count me in, Dave.
I'll use them in tandem with the T-shirt I haven't printed yet.
Lenny
http://www.flickr.com/groups/kiteaerialphotography/
578 images and growing
(back)
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Re: Responding to the curious when you KAP
From: Mobilexile
Date: 9/26/2005
Time: 5:21:50 AM
Remote Name: 12.214.196.9

Comments
Thanks for the reply, Lenny.
I'll wait a day or three to see if anyone throws in some ideas of what might be included on the card(s). Then I'll post a PDF for any and all.
(back)

Re: Responding to the curious when you KAP
From: Wicherd
Date: 9/26/2005
Time: 6:46:46 AM
Remote Name: 213.93.191.215

Comments
Great idea Dave,
Not being to creative lately, I'll limit my participation to a translation to dutch.
And a link to a dutch site printing "pro"-cards for low prices. They have a couple of downloadable templates to make things easy. (adobe acrobat, photoshop or
illustrator)
I'm willing to buy them over there, and distribute them to all those interested. (at cost price and shipping only.) That way they can be bought cheap at larger
numbers and distributed in smaller numbers from, lets say, min. 50 per person
here's the link: http://www.vistaprint.nl/vp/ns/upload/UploadChooseProduct.aspx?pfid=088&p=y#details
(just a link to Flickr KAP-group would be enough for those cards, Dave)
Wicherd
(back)

Re: Responding to the curious when you KAP
From: Simon H
Date: 9/26/2005
Time: 7:48:50 AM
Remote Name: 138.32.176.254

Comments
There's always the semi official looking Flickr badge maker: http://flagrantdisregard.com/flickr/badge.php
This might get you into places where "public" might not get...
Or the rather neat idea, a card that you can hand out:
http://www.jonsthoughtsoneverything.com/2005/07/20/flickr-card-generator/
Simon
(back)

Re: Responding to the curious when you KAP
From: Mobilexile
Date: 9/26/2005
Time: 9:34:58 AM
Remote Name: 12.214.196.9

Comments
Simon and Wicherd: Thanks for the replies and the links.
Making these business card-sized handouts was my thinking. Could be simple as that or it could fold. Either way I was thinking you could add your Flickr /
website URL and give them to curious onlookers.
Do you guys have any feeling for what you'd like to see on them? Am I missing anything?
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Wicherd: Once this is worked out would you mind translating?
Also open to translation into any and all other languages.
(back)

Re: Responding to the curious when you KAP
From: Wicherd
Date: 9/26/2005
Time: 1:13:39 PM
Remote Name: 213.93.191.215

Comments
sorry wrong button,
I think it's best kept simple. something like this:
Kite Aerial Photography, pictures made with a camera suspended from a kite(line).
For more info and images visit: www.flicker.com/groups/kiteaerialphotograpy and some fields to put personal info like name, website, e-mail.
this on a faded background image. (lets have a contest for this image on flickr, winner gets his name on the card...image by:...)
Go for 300 dpi, oversized (3mm extra with and height) image with cutting lines.
And I will translate it, just mail the final result to wicherd [at] vogelblik [dot] nl
Wicherd
PS. Businescard size seems most practical to stuf in a pocket
(back)

Re: Responding to the curious when you KAP
From: Wicherd
Date: 9/26/2005
Time: 12:46:39 PM
Remote Name: 213.93.191.215

Comments
(back)

Any Kappers using the Canon Powershot S60?
From: Rick S
Date: 9/24/2005
Time: 8:11:32 PM
Remote Name: 169.207.127.114

Comments
Greetings - Well, I'm hooked on this hobby! I recently finished building my first KAP rig, and am absolutely fascinated with the results! In order to get started, I
am using an older digital camera that does not have any manual settings, (i.e. quite a few blurred pictures)and would like to upgrade the equipment. There are
currently some good deals on Canon Powershot S60 cameras and would like to know if anyone is using this particular model for KAP, and what their results are.
This particular camera received very good reviews for its image clarity and color, and I really like the fact that the shutter can be triggered via LED. Any
information is greatly appreciated - Thanks!
(back)

Re: Any Kappers using the Canon Powershot S60?
From: Michael L
Date: 9/26/2005
Time: 8:52:44 AM
Remote Name: 67.161.3.118

Comments
I've recently started using the Canon S60 for KAP. I only have a couple of sessions under my belt, but have been happy with the results. You can view a couple of
my photos taken with the S60 here: http://www.flickr.com/photos/19216472@N00/34136288/ and here:
http://www.flickr.com/photos/19216472@N00/35757080/in/photostream/
I'm using a servo to trip the shutter, since I already had a rig that only needed minor modifications to fit the S60. I'm using a GentledAuto powered by a 2032
button cell to trip the shutter on an AutoKAP rig. I'm pretty infatuated with AutoKAP right now. It's much easier getting a rig that weighs 6 oz. airborne
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compared with my other rig which weighs 1.8 lbs. with S60, batteries, servos, and video downlink. However when the wind is strong, it sure is nice to be able to
aim the camera with that nice 28mm S60 lens. I've been using the S60 for other non-KAP purposes and am very happy with the features and image quality.
(back)

Re: Any Kappers using the Canon Powershot S60?
From: frankDOTlouwersATaltinaDOTcx
Date: 9/25/2005
Time: 7:38:24 AM
Remote Name: 82.146.98.74

Comments
Hi Rick,
I just took the step to digital (but still love film) with a Powershot S70, which I believe has many things in common with the S60. I think it is a camera that is very
well suited for KAPping, as I explained in an earlier post under the topic "any camera suggestions?". Either do a search or scroll down a few pages, the thread
was started on this september the 19th.
The S80 has been announced recently, so I guess the S70 will also drop in price, you might also consider it. The S80 is less similar to the S60/70 and has
apparently no IR trigger possibility.
Best regards,
Frank Louwers (Belgium) www.altina.cx
(back)

Re: Any Kappers using the Canon Powershot S60?
From: burtskitecam.co.uk
Date: 10/4/2005
Time: 12:19:26 PM
Remote Name: 88.110.22.54

Comments
Hi i use the s70 and am very happy to have found a kap camera that is digital and gives good results see at www.burtskitecam.co.uk from burt
(back)

MultiFlare Invasion
From: Ralf
Date: 9/24/2005
Time: 12:52:39 PM
Remote Name: 84.133.250.173

Comments
Hi, last weekend Wolfgang Bieck & me visited the small kitefestival Bienenbuettel. The wind didn't realy exist, so we take a group-shot on the ground with a lot of
Flare & Multiflare. Have fun with it: http://www.dopero.de/Eingang/Meine_Drachenseite/Multi-Flare/multi-flare.html MfG Ralf
(back)

Typically how high do you fly your KAP?
From: Phil L
Date: 9/24/2005
Time: 3:23:11 AM
Remote Name: 68.173.4.208

Comments
Typically how high do you fly your KAP? I will be using a Pentax optio s5 (35-107mm, but set on 35mm) ? So on average do you find more interesting pictures at
250? Or do you every go up to 500? thanks Phil
(back)

Typically how high do you fly your KAP?
From: Phil L
Date: 9/24/2005
Time: 3:22:18 AM
Remote Name: 68.173.4.208
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Comments
Typically how high do you fly your KAP? I will be using a Pentax optio s5 (35-107mm, but set on 35mm) ? So on average do you find more interesting pictures at
250? Or do you every go up to 500? thanks Phil
(back)

Re: Typically how high do you fly your KAP?
From: PhilGib
Date: 9/26/2005
Time: 12:12:10 PM
Remote Name: 201.144.30.188

Comments
I would not go too high if I would like to make real-estate pics. 100 yards above the house would be enough as more interesting details would appear which would
be unvisible otherwise..
For sky-high like pics, I found often interesting to have more horizontal camera angles, allowing for the skyline to belong to the picture, then the picture seems to
be taken much higher than in reality.
For instance the pic showing on this kaper.us site on the "links" page is taken from about 150 yards high as there was no high wind, the camera weighing on the
string.
I also find high altitude not practical, tiring as I have to bring back a long string, dangerous as a few planes like to check out my kite, and worrying when there is
a big cloud a few miles away as the camera would not afford the rain.
In short, I seldom need to go higher than 300 yards.
Brgds
(back)

Re: Typically how high do you fly your KAP?
From: Wicherd
Date: 9/24/2005
Time: 4:36:02 AM
Remote Name: 213.93.191.215

Comments
Hi Phil,
I think there is no simple answer to your question. The great thing with Kap is that you can go both way's, and either way get great shots.
It's your choice, like Simon says.
Just go out there and take enough line with you to be able to go either way. (and anywere in between) Make lots of pictures and then decide what you like best. (if
you can)
Wicherd
(back)

Re: Typically how high do you fly your KAP?
From: Simon H
Date: 9/24/2005
Time: 3:57:59 AM
Remote Name: 84.69.15.223

Comments
I think that is for you to judge Phil, but to help you it might be worth visiting the Kite Aerial Photography Group over at Flickr.com See what you think and
judge for yourself.
Interestingly I spend a bit of time looking at the aerial photography group over at rcgroups.com where they all use r/c aircraft and they all seem to like to get as
high as they can. But to me the shots all look a bit samey. I prefer to get down low, Documentary shots aside, (sweeping views of towns and villages) I feel my best
shots come in the range 20 to 100 feet.
Its all down to choice.
Simon
(back)

Re: Typically how high do you fly your KAP?
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From: Yvon H.
Date: 10/11/2005
Time: 6:18:35 AM
Remote Name: 142.166.91.24

Comments
Usually my KAP rig is between 100 and 400 feet. It depends what I'm trying to capture. The biggest the target, the higher the KAP rig. The highest I had it was
about 800 feet.
(back)

Re: Typically how high do you fly your KAP?
From:
Date: 9/26/2005 Time: 3:19:02 PM
Remote Name: 205.221.226.3

Comments
http://www.resource4arthritisdrugs.com/
(back)

DIY Gentled
From: Andrew
Date: 9/22/2005
Time: 12:18:06 PM
Remote Name: 84.68.190.44

Comments
Hi guys, first post so here goes.
I'm about to buy a Rokkako and have a go at a bit of KAP myself. I've been taking photographs for about four years now and am looking for a new challenge.
I have a slightly battered old Samsung which I want to use on my rig. At the minute Gentled don't do a product to trigger this camera (although it does have an
IR sensor). So my question is, if I buy a IR trigger kit, can I simply cut the IR LED and solder it to an RC receiver connection...
Thanks in advance for your help, I've been watching this forum for a while no so I'm in no doubt you'll be able to help me on this one.
(back)

Re: DIY Gentled -> gentLED SWITCH
From: james<at.>gentles<dot>info Date: 1/11/2006
Time: 1:22:44 PM
Remote Name: 80.229.25.24

Comments
Better late than never...
gentLED now has a stable-mate that does SWITCH contacts. A gentLED with a 2-pin output connector and a red LED - sorted!
http://www.gentles.ltd.uk/gentled/options.htm#NIKONshutter
(back)

Re: DIY Gentled
From: David Hunt
Date: 9/22/2005
Time: 12:37:32 PM
Remote Name: 67.77.137.239

Comments
Basically you will need to replace the botton on the remote sender with a switch that plugs into the RC receiver. A signal from your transmitter will then activate
the switch which sends the IR signal to the camera to take the picture. The Schieppati switch sold at www.kapshop.com can do this.
Personally I think you will be better off using a servo on the shutter. It will be less complex and any extra weight (if there actually will be any) will not be enough
to significantly change the performance of your KAP system.
David Hunt
(back)
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Re: DIY Gentled
From: james@gentlesSPAM.info
Date: 9/22/2005
Time: 12:53:35 PM
Remote Name: 80.229.25.24

Comments
Hmmm. Learn something every day, didn't know this camera / IR combination existed.
Tell me more in an email and we'll see what we can do!
I'm always very keen to expand the range of cameras supported, so much so that if you have a remote I don't support and you'r willing to post it to me I'll make a
gentLED to suit for the STANDARD PRICE and return the remote!
Just talk to me...
James
(back)

Re: DIY Gentled
From: David Hunt
Date: 9/22/2005
Time: 3:23:47 PM
Remote Name: 67.77.137.239

Comments
Did we mention that James has great customer service?
David Hunt
(back)

Re: DIY Gentled
From: Richard Amirault
Date: 9/22/2005
Time: 12:46:36 PM
Remote Name: 146.115.58.99

Comments
"So my question is, if I buy a IR trigger kit, can I simply cut the IR LED and solder it to an RC receiver connection..."
The IR signal is more than just IR light. There is a particular pattern, or pulsing that must match what the camera is looking for. You can't just buy the proper
remote, take it apart, and only use the IR LED ... (without the electronics) .. it won't work.
If you must use the IR remote you need to trigger the switch that is built into it. As Dave suggests .. it's a *lot* easier just to use a servo and push the shutter
button on the camera directly.
Richard in Boston, MA, USA
(back)

Re: DIY Gentled
From: Andrew
Date: 9/22/2005
Time: 2:15:24 PM
Remote Name: 84.68.190.44

Comments
Well thanks for the quick response!
James, the camera is a Samsung Digimax V4. I know it exists as I have one in front of me although there are very few sites with information on it. It was given to
me as a birthday present a couple of years back and the manual definately states that an IR transmitter is available for it (although to be honest I haven't looked
into where I can buy one from).
About fitting a switch to a IR transmitter, would the best way of doing this be to remove the switch and solder in a relay connected to a RC reciever?
(back)

Re: DIY Gentled
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From: Glenn Nelson
Date: 9/25/2005
Time: 8:34:39 PM
Remote Name: 64.166.9.250

Comments
Before GentLED came out, I was going to do what you intend with my Pentax 550. I bought the Pentax remote control, opened it up, soldered wires to the switch
contact lines, then planned to hook up to a Schiappi switch. Never did this, GentLED came out.
But soldering to the Pentax remote control was REALLY difficult. I had a hardware technician at work do it for me! The wires required are really fine, possibly
around #30. The soldering iron needed is unbelievably tiny. Perhaps the Samsung remote is not like this - I wish you luck.
(back)

Re: DIY Gentled
From: David Hunt
Date: 9/22/2005
Time: 3:31:50 PM
Remote Name: <�/b>67.77.137.239

Comments
You can't just connect a relay because the signal coming out of the receiver is square wave repetitive pulse. It is the duration of the pulse (pulse width) that the
servo interprets. The Schieppati switch can interpret the changes in pulse width from the receiver and cause its internal switch to activate.
David Hunt
(back)

Re: DIY Gentled
From: james<at>gentlesSPAM<dot>info
Date: 9/23/2005
Time: 12:07:34 AM
Remote Name: 192.25.22.11

Comments
Hey! Lots of correct but maybe confusing information, let me try and summarise.
1. You can't just connect it all together - if only life was that simple. You do have two options though, however both require you find a remote for the camera.
2. Buy a switch from http://www.rc-flysoft.com/. Break open the remote and connect the output of the switch to the contacts on the remote
3. Send me the remote and I'll send you a gentLED.
Both options will cost about the same, $20-$25.
Regards James
(back)

Re: DIY Gentled
From: Andrew
Date: 9/26/2005
Time: 12:11:11 PM
Remote Name: 84.67.88.254

Comments
Thanks for all the suggestions guys.
As I can't track down an IR remote online, I've made a servo triggered setup using some old RC gear my dad had kicking around. Will certainly consider getting
a GentLed sorted when I build a proper lightweight setup.
(back)

Inexpensive roks revisited
From: Richard Amirault
Date: 9/21/2005
Time: 10:43:03 AM
Remote Name: 146.115.58.99

Comments
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A while back there was some discussion about a particular website and some inexpensive roks they had.
I visited the site and agreed that, for the price, you couldn't go wrong ... but I really didn't have any pressing "need" for another rok so I passed up the
opportunity.
What I missed completely was that the location of the website was in my backyard!
A friend of mine told me of a "new store" opening up and I paid a vist .. only to realize that it was the retail version of the web site we had discussed. Not only
that, but they had even better prices on those roks ;-)
In case anyone is still interested, the sale ends on Sep 30. You can get a 56 in (142 cm) rok for less than $15.00 US, or a 78 in (198 cm) rok for less than $30.00 US.
If you spend more than $30.00 then shipping is free. (get one of each!!) I don't know about international shipping .. don't know if they sell internatinally .. and I
don't know if the 'free shippiing' would apply for international sales.
http://www.funwithwind.com/store/ViewAllCategory.asp?idCategory=65&idparent=52
Richard in Boston, MA, USA
(back)

Re: Inexpensive roks revisited
From: Cezar Totth
Date: 9/23/2005 Time: 11:12:58 AM
Remote Name: 86.120.195.30

Comments
Hi I tried to ask them some questions about having international delivery or not, but I could not find any e-mail in their pages. They have an feedback web form
where I asked about, with no success. Do you know their email?
Thanks, Cezar
(back)

Re: Inexpensive roks revisited
From: Cezar Totth
Date: 9/23/2005
Time: 11:12:06 AM
Remote Name: 86.120.195.30

Comments
Hi I tried to ask them some questions about having international delivery or not, but I could not find any e-mail in their pages. They have an feedback web form
where I asked about, with no success. Do you know their email?
Thanks, Cezar
(back)

Re: Inexpensive roks revisited
From: Andrew
Date: 9/26/2005
Time: 12:44:49 PM
Remote Name: 84.67.88.254

Comments
I've e-mailed them about international shipping as well and they haven't got back to me either. I'm reluctant to place an order until I hear something from them.
(back)

Re: Inexpensive roks revisited
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 9/27/2005
Time: 12:28:06 PM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
Well I got an answer. It said they DON'T ship outside the US :-(
Peter
(back)
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Re: Inexpensive roks revisited
From: Dave Mitchell
Date: 9/28/2005
<�b>Time: 1:11:00 AM
Remote Name: 80.177.153.149

Comments
That's a pity. Premier ROKs are on sale in the UK (e.g. at KiteWorld) and Europe generally (e.g. Bilboquet in France) but they are quite a bit more expensive
over here (2 or 3 times the price).
Dave
(back)

Re: Inexpensive roks revisited
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 9/28/2005
Time: 1:17:35 PM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
That's right, Dave. It's the same here in the Netherlands.
Peter
(back)

Re: Inexpensive roks revisited
From: Richard Amirault
Date: 9/23/2005
Time: 12:50:29 PM
Remote Name: 146.115.58.99

Comments
I don't find an eMail address either, but there is a "Live Operator" link on one of the pages
http://www.funwithwind.com/help/ContentPlus.asp?cmd=CONTENT&articleID=146
Supposedly, during normal business hours (east coast USA time) someone will reply in 'real time'
When I was in the store, I noticed that they did have a computer behind the counter. So unless the clerk/owner is out from behind the counter helping someone
choose a kite in the store, they should answer (but I haven't tried it to know for sure)
Richard in Boston, MA, USA
(back)

Re: Inexpensive roks revisited
From: cainebean
Date: 9/23/2005
Time: 6:36:36 AM
Remote Name: 68.156.159.10

Comments
I would also like to say that I bought my first kap kite from them, a Rok. When I got it, the bridal was way off as well. My kite shot straight up, turned over, and
went straight down into the ground. Broke the frame. I called them about getting a replacement frame, they sent me a new kite just like the one I had free of
charge. Got to me in 2 days! Customer service goes a long way in my book. So I just ordered a smaller Rok, a stunt foil, and a regular stunt kite. If they have it,
they will get my business.
Bean
(back)

Re: Inexpensive roks revisited
From: Brooks
Date: 9/21/2005
Time: 8:23:28 PM
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Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
I bought one of the larger ones, and it's a lot of kite for the money -- esp on sale!
As with many kites, though, I'd suggest an angle-of-attack adjustment to the bridle before flying. The tow point on mine was about 4 inches too high for my taste.
bgl
http://www.brooxes.com/
(back)

Video feedback display
From: Carlo Didier
Date: 9/20/2005
Time: 10:43:22 AM
Remote Name: 80.64.152.246

Comments
Hi all! I told Brooks about what I found as a display for my video feedback and he suggested I'd share it. It's a Gameboy! See the details here:
http://kites.carlodidier.com/kap_GBdisp.htm
(back)

Re: Video feedback display
From: Linnar
Date: 9/20/2005
Time: 12:25:14 PM
Remote Name: 213.216.199.2

Comments
Unfortunately your web page doesn't contain pictures, links to pictures are local harddrive links:
<img src="T:\Video GameBoy\KAPgb_module1.jpg">
(back)

Re: Video feedback display
From: Carlo Didier
Date: 9/20/2005
Time: 12:28:12 PM
Remote Name: 80.64.154.37

Comments
Hoppla, my fault. They're there now.
(back)

Re: Video feedback display
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 9/20/2005 Time: 2:55:37 PM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
Sorry, I still can't see them.
Peter
(back)

Re: Video feedback display
From: Linnar
Date: 9/20/2005
Time: 11:12:32 PM<�br> Remote Name: 213.216.199.2

Comments
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Backslashes in HTML-code should replace with slashes. I'm unable to see that with Firefox but IE shows. Just copy link of every single picture to address line
and replace slashes.
Linnar
(back)

Re: Video feedback display
From: Richard Amirault
Date: 9/20/2005
Time: 4:46:52 PM
Remote Name: 208.59.182.21

Comments
Nor can I ... but if you click on the link you can see the retailers page with pictures.
Basically the Audio/Video adapter sildes into the Gameboy where the game cartridge goes.
Hmmm.. very tempting since I have a GBA already .. however my video setup uses a ham radio frequency that can be received on a handheld TV directly.
(unlike, say the X10 receiver) I'd have to find a handheld TV with a video out so I can plug it into the Gameboy.
I wonder if it available in the states?
Richard in Boston, MA, USA
(back)

Re: Video feedback display
From: Brooks
Date: 9/20/2005
Time: 11:47:34 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
Here I betray my electronic ignorance: does it matter if its PAL or NTSC?
(back)

Re: Video feedback display
From: Carlo Didier
Date: 9/21/2005
Time: 7:53:56 AM
Remote Name: 213.135.241.38

Comments
I'll try with NTSC. And I'll change the backslashes.
(back)

Re: Video feedback display
From: Linnar
Date: 9/21/2005
Time: 10:50:22 AM
Remote Name: 213.216.199.10

Comments
Now your pictures on webpage are available, thanks!
(back)

Re: Video feedback display
From: David Hunt
Date: 9/21/2005
Time: 1:29:33 PM
Remote Name: 67.77.137.239

Comments
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This page says it supports NTSC and PAL
http://www.gamestech.com/Game_boy_AdvanceSP_info/gba_sp_av_adapter/adapter.htm
David Hunt
(back)

Re: Video feedback display
From: David Hunt
Date: 9/22/2005
Time: 9:12:23 AM
Remote Name: 67.77.137.239

Comments
Here's a much better price in the US
17th item down in the center column
http://www.gamestech.com/Game_boy_AdvanceSP/gbasp.htm
There are several other online retailers with prices under $30 US. You can search with google "AV adaptor game boy"
David Hunt
(back)

Re: Video feedback display
From: Richard Amirault
Date: 9/22/2005
Time: 9:26:02 AM
Remote Name: 146.115.58.99

Comments
They also have a TV tuner for the Game Boy .. that way I can still use my ham radio transmitter and view the picture on the Game Boy screen in daylight.
BUT, while the prices on the site that Dave listed are in US dollars the company is in Hong Kong.
Richard in Boston, MA, USA
(back)

Re: Video feedback display
From: David Hunt
Date: 9/22/2005
Time: 9:56:44 AM
Remote Name: 67.77.137.239

Comments
Try these:
http://www.hartsunlimited.com/gbaspavadapter.html
http://www.upstategames.com/ug_gba.phtml
http://store.imarketcity.com/gamebpyadvance.html
And this is a Hong Kong company with warehouses in California
http://www.link-to-us.com/productlist.asp?CategoryID=1
David Hunt
(back)

Re: Video feedback display
From: Lorenzo Rota
Date: 10/9/2005
Time: 11:38:22 AM
Remote Name: 69.109.106.122

Comments
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I just purchased one of these adapters from Imarket city for $28. They delivered fast. Unit works great. The Gameboy is excellent under bright sunlight.
(back)

Re: Video feedback display
From: Carl B
Date: 9/22/2005
Time: 4:20:48 AM
Remote Name: 198.103.196.130

Comments
Here's a site with a price tag;
http://www.merconnet.com/product_info.php?loc_id=1&products_id=458
Carl
(back)

Re: Video feedback display
From: Brooks
Date: 9/21/2005
Time: 8:19:48 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
Thank you, David!
(back)

Flying the Nikon D50
From: Brooks
Date: 9/19/2005
Time: 11:03:35 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
Today I successfully flew my new Nikon D50 SLR with a Sigma 8mm lens, mounted in a modified Brooxes Kit rig, capturing enough horizontal images to stitch a
VR panorama. Getting there took some doing, and I thought I'd share the saga.
Nearly all of the aerial panoramas to date have been shot with the Philo/Haefner bubble method: one vertical round shot up, one down, stitched at the horizon.
Trouble with using an SLR is that you can't get a round shot with any lens now available -- the image overscans the sensor and two sides are cropped flat.
Further complications: Shooting horizontal pictures, one needs at least four with the 8mm Sigma lens (the widest available, IMO) in portrait position, and with
the rig moving around, it's nearly impossible to get them from the same location in the sky. So I decided to use burst mode, shooting up to 2.5 frames per second.
I had hoped to use the gentLED infrared trigger for this rig, but the Nikon won't allow combining Continuous (burst) mode with IR, worst luck.
That meant mounting the camera in portrait mode -- there's not enough room in my kit's frame to allow horizontal/vertical rotation of a big camera. Then since
the IR gentLED couldn't be used, it was necessary to hang a shutter servo out in space below the cradle. Fortunately, the cropped sides of the image allow the use
of legs on the rig.
I was able to shoot 8 images in about 5 seconds, and stitch them adequately (with a lot of help from the rubber stamp tool in Photoshop) so that I now have a full
360 in the air, using ground pano methods.
I'm exhausted.
So why do it with an SLR? Sharpness. The 6 mp image of the D50 is superior to the 8mp image from my Nikon 8700, because the sensor, and hence the pixels, are
larger -- and the difference in quality is noticeable. I didn't shoot this one in RAW, but in high-res JPEG, and it's still quite a bit better than any pano I've gotten
to date, thanks to all them big pixels.
You can see the result at http://www.brooxes.com/sigmaKAP2pano.mov . You'll need Quicktime, free from Apple. It's a 1.7mb file, so if you have a slow
connection, be patient. Click and drag in the picture to view it.
cheers
brooks
http://www.brooxes.com/
(back)

Re: Flying the Nikon D50
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From: Scott Haefner
Date: 9/20/2005
Time: 6:55:03 PM
Remote Name: 210.86.81.21

Comments
Brooks, you da' man! And to think that not long ago you were gonna give up on making them, "leaving bubble panos to the younger guys" when you were having
trouble figuring it out. Now you're pioneering the way to new methods!
Congrats, and thanks for the reminder on WWP...I have the perefect subject, I think.
Also, I need to check, but it might be possible to trigger the D70s in burst mode using the Shieppati switch. Alas, I don't think the D50 has a remote triggering
port though.
Scott
http://scotthaefner.com/kap/
(back)

Re: Flying the Nikon D50
From: Brooks
Date: 9/20/2005
Time: 11:43:54 PM Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
Thanks for kind words from the master, Scott. How you doin down there, mite?
Regarding using the Schieppati switch on the D50 -- my servo works just fine, thanks, and remains the most reliable shutter trigger I've ever used (sorry, James -you're mighty close).
You make it work on the D70s though -- I want to see what you can do with it!
bgl
http://www.brooxes.com/
(back)

Re: Flying the Nikon D50
From: Carlo Didier
Date: 9/20/2005
Time: 10:53:34 AM
Remote Name: 80.64.154.37

Comments
As Simon says, memories from two KAPiCAs come up ... Will there be a KAPiCA/06? I'd come for sure! As for the D50 on KAP, the result sure is great. But I
wouldn't risk my KM 7D on a rig myself, especially as it's a gift from my wife.
(back)

Re: Flying the Nikon D50
From: Brooks
Date: 9/20/2005
Time: 11:54:29 AM Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
I should add at this point that the main reason I'm flying such a heavy expensive camera is because many potential clients want to fly a D100 or D70, and this
seems a better choice. So I'm checking it out for them -- it's a business expense. ;-)
bgl
http://www.brooxes.com/
(back)

Re: Flying the Nikon D50
From: Carlo Didier
Date: 9/20/2005
Time: 12:24:15 PM
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Remote Name: 80.64.154.37

Comments
Well, if you can deduce it from your taxes ...
(back)

Re: Flying the Nikon D50
From: Simon H
Date: 9/20/2005
Time: 8:21:44 AM
Remote Name: 84.69.15.223

Comments
Happy memories of KAPiCa. Nice to see the homestead again Brooks, lovely.
(back)

Re: Flying the Nikon D50
From: Simopn H
Date: 9/20/2005
Time: 8:20:40 AM
<�b>Remote Name: 84.69.15.223

Comments
(back)

Re: Flying the Nikon D50
From: Dave [ a.k.a. Mobilexile ]
Date: 9/20/2005
Time: 8:05:17 AM
Remote Name: 12.214.196.9

Comments
Brooks:
Nice job! That is amazing.
Do you have any pics of how you modified the rig?
(back)

Re: Flying the Nikon D50
From: Brooks
Date: 9/20/2005
Time: 9:15:42 AM
<�b>Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
I hope to have pix online soon, but this is a busy week with the energy World Wide Panorama shooting Wed through Sun. Will keep you posted on pictures.
bgl
(back)

Re: Flying the Nikon D50
From: Yvan
Date: 9/20/2005
Time: 4:43:57 AM
Remote Name: 194.78.200.167

Comments
Fabolous Brooks ! I've stopped taking bubbles because I'm not satisfied with the (unsharp) picture quality taken with my 5MP. Nikon CP. But this pano is very
awesome. Maybe my next cam will also be a D50. But I don't think my wife will let me pull it up in the air :)
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Greetz,
Yvan http://www.birdseye.be
(back)

Re: Flying the Nikon D50
From: Dave Mitchell
Date: 9/20/2005
Time: 12:49:28 AM
Remote Name: 80.177.153.149

Comments
Impressive indeed! But snow!!!!!
(back)

Re: Flying the Nikon D50
From: Brooks
Date: 9/20/2005
Time: 9:20:35 AM
<�b>Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
No no no! Inlanders always think it's snow!
It's sand! That's my lawn! No lawn-mowing!
(back)

Re: Flying the Nikon D50
From: tony stanley
Date: 9/20/2005
Time: 1:13:10 AM
Remote Name: 220.253.13.187

Comments
It s gotta be Sand ??????
(back)

Re: Flying the Nikon D50
From: Linnar
Date: 9/20/2005
Time: 12:43:39 AM
Remote Name: 195.33.97.164

Comments
Very impressive, Brooks!
(back)

Re: Flying the Nikon D50
From: Linnar
Date: 9/20/2005
Time: 12:44:55 AM
Remote Name: 195.33.97.164

Comments
Is that your villa?
(back)

Re: Flying the Nikon D50
From: Brooks
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Date: 9/20/2005
Time: 9:29:30 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
That's our summer cottage at the beach -- but we live there all the time since the good weather is the rest of the year. ;-)
(SOMEbody's gotta do it!)
bgl
(back)

Re: Flying the Nikon D50
From: Wicherd
Date: 9/20/2005
Time: 12:27:40 AM
Remote Name: 80.127.217.82

Comments
Hi Brooks,
Did you stitch them by hand, or have you used a stitching program before further editing in photoshop If so, what program do you use?
Wicherd
(back)

Re: Flying the Nikon D50
From: Brooks
Date: 9/20/2005
Time: 9:51:24 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
I use PTMac, which is a Mac front end for Helmut Dersch's PanoTools.
For the Windoze world, PTGui is the ticket, and Bernhard Vogl has done a great tutorial for PTGui at http://www.dffe.at/pano360/360_1e.html . Actually, except
for the part about autostitch, the same tutorial works with PTMac.
The learning curve for all of this is steep, alas, and requires lots of patience and trial & error.
I stitch in PTMac, then save the file as a PSD with layers, and tweak it with layer masks in Photoshop. Then I convert to TIFF and turn it from equirectangular
into cubic in CubicConverter, a splendid piece of software available only for Mac. Usually some touch-up with PShop is necessary with one or more of the cube
faces, but that's very easy with CubicConverter.
bgl
http://www.brooxes.com/
(back)

any camera suggestions ?
From: tony stanley
Date: 9/19/2005
Time: 9:55:21 PM
Remote Name: 220.253.15.56

Comments
I wish to throw myself in the deep end and get a digital camera. for K A P. im looking at the Olympis M J U 800 sound like a reasonable choice ? many thanks for
any suggestions.
i have watched these pages for ages ( Hi Brooks.) ! its now time to act gday
(back)

Re: any camera suggestions ?
From: Linnar
Date: 9/20/2005
Time: 12:58:00 AM
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Remote Name: 195.33.97.164

Comments
This is very good question and I also trying to find very good camera for KAPing. So far I'm using Canon G5 because it's optics is bigger and gives better quality
than cameras with smaller optics. Probably my next camera will be G6 but I have to look other brands also. One thing why I stuck with Canon is that Cannon's
cameras are controllable through USB and I'm working hard to get ready USB remote controller for KAPing.
Linnar
(back)

Re: any camera suggestions ?
From: Brooks
Date: 9/19/2005
Time: 10:30:07 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
Hi Tony -- good to hear you're going to take the plunge. don't look back.
I don't know that camera, but I'm fond of the Olympus and mju film cameras. Looking at the specs, I like the size, weight, and resolution, but it isn't capable of
electronic triggering with an infrared remote. That seems important nowadays.
There are lots of Pentaxes (Pentaces?) that would do well, but not have 8mp, and there are lots of Canons that would do well in both areas -- e.g. the Powershot
S70, which has an intervalometer as well. I made an autoKAP rig for that camera last week and liked it a lot, though didn't have a chance to test the image
quality. Others (Frank Louwers for one) have just started using it and could help here.
chin UP
bgl
http://www.brooxes.com/
(back)

Re: any camera suggestions ? Comments on Canon Powershot S70
From: frankDOTlouwersATaltinaDOTcx
Date: 9/20/2005
Time: 8:27:46 AM
Remote Name: 82.146.98.5

Comments
Hi Tony, and Brooks,
Brooks is right, I just bought a Canon Powershot S70 and started KAPping with it. I have 3 KAP sessions so far, so not too much to say yet.
I choose this camera as it got good reviews lenswise, met my criteria of at least 7 MP, 28mm equivalent lens and at least f2.8 at the wide end, in a not too bulky
package. There are of course more camera's that meet those criteria, but I also had some KAP requirements: Auto, semi and full manual exposure settings,
brackettable, IR-triggerable, video output of the screen and preferably a custom setting. It meets all this too, and I can't say how easy the custom setting is: in the
hassle of launching, usually in bright sunlight, only having to go through a limited checklist for the camera is sooo comfy! And I think digital camera's have much
more things to set right before a flight than a film camera, and all through menu's... Now I can just put it on C, eventually readjust my aperture (I shoot in
Aperture priority, at least until now, might change) and I know everything else will be OK. I can assure you that all things work as I hoped for KAP, like the
power saving modes, the bracketing, the IR-remote setting, the manual focus etc. You have to be aware though that the camera does not respond to IR zoom
control and this has nothing to do with James's "Gentled" skills: even the Canon remote you can buy (I did not) doesn't do it! It is not obvious at first since that
remote itself can give zoom commands (and does so for the G6). Maybe this can/could/will be fixed in a firmware upgrade, as everything seems present on board
the camera.
What is very good KAP-wise is the way the video out works: everything you would otherwise see on the screen is downlinked, so you can see on the ground what
the exposure values are, how many pictures left (but that is not an issue anymore, see below), what the picture just taken was like (again well done: when you
trigger the next picture while still viewing the picture just taken, the camera will immediately leave view mode -settable from off to 2, 3, .. till 10 seconds- and take
that picture). I have not yet used my videodownlink though when KAPping as it was not yet ready on the first flight, and it was a bit hectic on the other two flights
with difficult wind conditions, a lot of people etc. So no report about that yet... Oh, one word about the intervallometer: I think that is not well done, certainly not
for AutoKap: the minimum time is one minute (seems a bit long to me)and you have to specify how many pictures you want it to take, and the maximum you can
set is only 9! May I did not understand it very well, but that is how it looked to me. If anybody wants to be sure about this, ask me and I will test it out. I think
James Gentles' Gentled Auto is the ideal accessory for AutoKapping this camera.
I have no pictures yet printed professionally, so I have no good comparisons yet, but sharpness seems good. I avoided shooting at the maximum aperture (set it on
f3.2 to 4) as the reviews indicated that there is then some loss in sharpness when zoomed out. I have one picture with a fuzzy corner (see my earlier post here
about maize labyrinth) but have not noticed this in my latest pictures (which are not posted yet). I do not think though that the pics will be as brilliant as what I
can achieve with my Contax G1 and its fabulous Zeiss lenses. But then I must admit that shooting digitally has some advantages: the fact that you can shoot many
many pictures, and have them all bracketed increases the yield of good pictures. With my Contax, 36 pics seems so little now, and when I set for bracketing it
meant only 12 pictures.
Well, I am sure there are other good (and certainly even better) digital KAP camera's out there but I know only this one and so far I am happy with it. If you have
specific questions, just ask.
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Best regards,
Frank Louwers (Belgium) www.altina.cx
(I know, way too long a post again)
(back)

Re: any camera suggestions ? Comments on Canon Powershot S70
From: tony Stanley,
Date: 9/22/2005
Time: 1:32:34 AM
Remote Name: 220.253.3.77

Comments
Many thanks Brooks and Frank for the Info. I think I have opened a pandora s box in looking at Cameras. I looked for a Canon Powershot S70 Camera only to
find its superseded here in Australia. they are talking now an S 80 !! ( 8 mega ) I want to purchase shortly as we are travelling to Europe next week. and want to
avail myself of duty Free benefits Im sure this model should be much along the lines of the S 70
Frank have you posted any photos yet ??? I could ask you to E Mail directly anything you may have taken but Im sure its better tru this forum so everybody
gains from everybodys fortune ( and misfortune !!)
I probably get an Entry Level Camera first as the Panos look quite something and would take some practice (and patience )
About these GENTleds please explain ? these must be a mini transmitter yes ? as you only have to apply power from the receiver ? up to now I have been
following the Contents on the Discussion Page . but didnt take much notice of the LEDs but I agree with Brooks pretty essential now
Some cameras i looked at have the Video out on theI Link socket ? and have to keep the battery door open to access it not much help.
Anyway Many thanks again
Tony Stanley@netspace.net.au
(back)

Re: any camera suggestions ? Comments on Canon Powershot S70
From: tony Stanley,
Date: 9/22/2005
Time: 1:28:10 AM
Remote Name: 220.253.3.77

Comments
Many thanks Brooks and Frank for the Info. I think I have opened a pandora s box in looking at Cameras. I looked for a Canon Powershot S70 Camera only to
find its superseded here in Australia. they are talking now an S 80 !! ( 8 mega ) I want to purchase shortly as we are travelling to Europe next week. and want to
avail myself of duty Free benefits Im sure this model should be much along the lines of the S 70
Frank have you posted any photos yet ??? I could ask you to E Mail directly anything you may have taken but Im sure its better tru this forum so everybody
gains from everybodys fortune ( and misfortune !!)
I probably get an Entry Level Camera first as the Panos look quite something and would take some practice (and patience )
About these GENTleds please explain ? these must be a mini transmitter yes ? as you only have to apply power from the receiver ? up to now I have been
following the Contents on the Discussion Page . but didnt take much notice of the LEDs but I agree with Brooks pretty essential now
Some cameras i looked at have the Video out on theI Link socket ? and have to keep the battery door open to access it not much help.
Anyway Many thanks again
Tony Stanley@netspace.net.au
(back)

Re: any camera suggestions ? Comments on Canon Powershot S70
From: frankDOTlouwersATaltinaDOTcx
Date: 9/22/2005
Time: 5:42:31 PM
Remote Name: 82.146.98.79

Comments
Hi Tony,
I am working against a deadline right now and don't have time to put my pictures on my site (and I am not good at that...) but I will try to do that this weekend.
If you send me your e-mail address I can send you a few pictures. Does your mailserver accept large files? Each picture is about 4MB!
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Best regards,
Frank Louwers (Belgium) www.altina.cx
(back)

Re: any camera suggestions ? Comments on Canon Powershot S70
From: Tony Stanley
Date: 9/22/2005
Time: 5:58:03 PM
Remote Name: 220.253.22.9

Comments
Yes Frank, I have Broadband the sky is the limit ! ( no pun intended ! ! ! ) Many thanks for your trouble
Tony
(back)

Re: any camera suggestions ? Comments on Canon Powershot S70
From: james<at>gentlesSPAM<dot>info
Date: 9/22/2005
Time: 3:22:22 AM
Remote Name: 192.25.22.11

Comments
You asked about gentLEDs. These are tiny devices that can trigger the camera if it has IR capability, thus greatly simplifying triggering the shutter.
There are lots of options but they fall into two categories: 1. gentLED SHUTTER, allows you to generate the IR signal from a standard RC system, just plug it
into the RC receiver channel you are using 2. gentLED AUTO, acts like an intervalometer and generates the IR from every 3 seconds to every 4 minutes. This
would get round the failings in the D70's built-in intervalometer.
But there's lots more, look at www.gentles.ltd.uk/gentled
James
(back)

Re: any camera suggestions ?
From: tony stanley
Date: 9/20/2005
Time: 1:05:26 AM
Remote Name: 220.253.13.187

Comments
Many thanks brooks for your fast response. Also very impressed with the bubble photo posted. I checked with Olympus and that model camera has remote
control the remote unit is an optional assessory 9part no R M 1 ) only operates shutter and zoom. Can a camera of this type be used for Bubble Photography
mmmm a long way off for me. thanks Tony
(back)

Re: any camera suggestions ?
From: Brooks
Date: 9/20/2005
Time: 9:42:17 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
re: can this camera be used for bubble [pano]graphy?
Any camera can be used for panography, if you take enough pictures! But the more pix you take from a rig, the more the stitching problems increase due to
camera movement.
In brief, I'd recommend something else for aerial panos. With a true Philo-style bubble pano, you take just one picture from the air, so the errors are limited.
At the very least, for bubbles, use a Nikon Coolpix 4300 with fisheye -- but keep em small as the resolution isn't much.
bgl
http://www.brooxes.com/
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(back)

It happened
From: Linnar
Date: 9/18/2005
Time: 7:08:31 AM
Remote Name: 213.216.199.10

Comments
Hi KAPers,
Yesterday it happened - my rig with camera falled down from the sky. Wind was strong (6 meter/sec) and I used my biggest delta kite (wrong decision). Very
strong breeze came and pull increased too much and finally horisontal spar of the kite broke at center where was aluminium tube which merged two pieces of
spars. But thanks to God - rig falled between two trees and line stucked into branches so camera stayed hanging in air and survived.
Seems I have to fill spars close to merging point and perform another tests under high stress.
Always remember pray before fly. It helps.
Broken spar is here: http://www.eol.ee/~linnar/kap/brokenspar.jpg
Linnar
(back)

Re: It happened
From: Doug
Date: 9/18/2005
Time: 10:50:12 PM
Remote Name: 71.48.0.90

Comments
"Always remember pray before fly. It helps." Yes, I agree. I try to do that befor everything now. Glad your camera made it. God is good!
(back)

Re: It happened
From: Vladimir
Date: 9/18/2005
Time: 4:10:29 PM
Remote Name: 200.175.15.82

Comments
Hi Linnar, I flew my doperos on high winds and my bamboos spars uphold well. maxi-dopero; how more wind, it stay, immobile on sky, but line noise. really, i
fear on this time. Fold Points of the bond with silver tape, it help, the spars donÝt split on this point.
(back)

Re: It happened
From: Brooks
Date: 9/18/2005
Time: 9:54:31 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
You're very lucky, Linnar. The expensive stuff survived.
I wouldn't have thought that 6m/s (13mph) wind would overwhelm a large delta -- but then I remembered that the hollow fiberglass rod that comes with the
european kites I've used is very brittle when it reaches its breaking point, and breaks easily. The solid fiberglass we can get here is very bendy -- better than
carbon for that -- but heavy.
A long aluminum sleeve in the middle would help, but the stuff is just too brittle for bending stress.
Perhaps a cellular kite design that doesn't have spars in positions where they can bend would be the best solution with that material. But you truly would have
been better off with good old low-tech bamboo (or as Vladimir calls it, Brazilian carbon), esp if it's wrapped at the ends.
Otherwise, I'd say fly something without spars in winds over 4m/s (8 mph).
Best wishes -- chalk it up to a learning experience.
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bgl
http://www.brooxes.com/
(back)

Re: It happened
From: Ralf
Date: 9/18/2005
Time: 1:37:23 PM
Remote Name: 84.133.227.54

Comments
"Otherwise, I'd say fly something without spars in winds over 4m/s (8 mph)."
Papperlapap, truy a MultiFlare. :-))) MfG Ralf
(back)

Re: It happened
From:
Date: 9/18/2005
Time: 3:37:22 PM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
Papperlapap must be some German word for more bridle lines ;-)
I like to fly my train of deltas once in awhile, with or without a KAP rig. And can't help it, but I've always the feeling something is missing; multiple bridel lines.
As far as I know the delta, and all its variants, is the only kite on which the spreader is not kept in shape by lines.
I've seen many deltas flying in high windspeeds and have seen the soreader bending upwards (!) in a curve that makes your eyes flicker.
One solution that might help is a line between the keel and the spreader to limit the bending of the spreader. That would give some kind of connection between
spreader and "bridel". For sure this would put the weak point of kite in an other spot.
Again, this accident proves the delta is not a top KAP-kite. Doperos, Multiflares and Rokkakus withstand high winds more secure.
As discussed before, check the frame parts of your kites often. Only a 100% good spar is good enough for KAP.
Peter
http://www.kiteaerialphotography.net
(back)

Re: It happened
From: Linnar
Date: 9/18/2005
Time: 11:33:38 PM
Remote Name: 195.33.97.164

Comments
Still I'm convinced that Delta is very good KAP-kite. My mistake is that I didn't tested it in extremly strong winds as I tested my older smaller delta. Also another
mistake was that aluminium tube which was on the spar, wasn't well fixed and it shifted too close to end of the tube (to merging point) during flight. My smaller
delta has been faithful to me and I trust it also in very strong winds. I believe after improvements and stresses my biggest delta will be also 100% reliable.
Thanks to all of you for your suggestions. I'll try bamboo and extra tape as Vladimir and others suggested.
Linnar
(back)

Re: It happened
From: Christian
Date: 9/19/2005
Time: 1:53:18 PM
Remote Name: 83.156.27.61

Comments
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linnar, What size is your delta, and which are length and diameter of your spreader bar. We saw that it was a fiberglass one. Because this bar has to resist a huge
compression force, and must not bend; it should be made of a non flexible material such as carbon. A outer tube on the center third of the length will prevent
bending. Your bar may have been slightly damaged before in stronger winds, and it was not noticeable. But when setting again the bar, it has been put in a
different angular position, and existing defects went bigger. Otherwise, I would say that a 6m/s wind is "normal" (force 4)and strong winds are over 10m/s (force
6)
(back)

Re: It happened
From: Linnar
Date: 9/19/2005
Time: 2:28:12 PM
Remote Name: <�/b>213.216.199.2

Comments
My delta is 4.5mÝ and diameter of the spreader bar is 15mm, length about 230 cm.
Thanks, Linnar
(back)

Re: It happened
From: Craig
Date: 9/18/2005
Time: 11:16:54 AM
Remote Name: 68.117.128.20

Comments
I can't tell for sure but I think ou are using an internal ferrel to joint the 2 pieces of spreader spar. An internal just isn't as good or strong as an external. I use
brazilian carbon (bamboo) with a piece Lexan tubing for the ferral. Lexan is also used in making bullet proof glass. It is what I also use for my pendulum on my
rig. It is very good stuff and what is real nice is that it will begin to show signs before failure. It gets cloudy at the point where it has flexed too far so you know it
is time to replace. On my high wind delta I have a second layer of lexan about 5 inches long that spans the very center portion of the ferrel giving additional
strength without adding but a few grams. Glad to hear your rig was spared contact with the ground. You may have learned a valuable skill of using a tree to
intentionally catch the falling rig next time.
(back)

Simple Hangup
From: Vladimir
Date: 9/15/2005
Time: 9:13:24 AM
Remote Name: 200.146.3.66

Comments
I make tests with simple hangup, work better.
http://img.photobucket.com/albums/v248/macromundo/jvfc_hangup.jpg
My new kap pictures on flickr http://www.flickr.com/photos/kaperbrasil/
Great hug
(back)

Re: oversimplify fix for Rig
From: Vladimir
Date: 9/17/2005
Time: 11:35:29 AM
Remote Name: 200.146.3.238

Comments
New link http://img.photobucket.com/albums/v248/macromundo/jvfc_grampo.jpg
(back)

Wanted to buy a KAP platform premade. What options under $300 w/o camera.
From: Phil Lef
Date: 9/14/2005
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Time: 7:18:25 PM
Remote Name: 68.173.4.208

Comments
Wanted to buy a KAP platform premade. What options under $300 w/o camera. I am located in New York. I have a couple of kids who enjoy kite flying. I wanted
one stop shopping for my KAP rig and will purchase a digital camera from ebay.
If someone can share any web retailers who sell KAP, I would be grateful. I am not looking for anything complicated, the simpler the better, the less moving parts
the better. Trigger would start once I release kite untile large flash is full. No rc.
Also, if you can suggest the best kite to buy with rig, that also be helpful. A complete list of what I need would be great. Lastly, if you wish to sell a rig, let me
know as well. Best Phil
PS Was thinking of an older 4mp canon to go with rig, any ideas on which one would be good with rechargeable batteries? Best Phil plefkow at yahoo dot com.
(back)

Re: Wanted to buy a KAP platform premade. What options under $300...
From: Mobilexile
Date: 9/15/2005
Time: 5:56:06 AM
Remote Name: 12.214.196.9

Comments
I'm a complete noob to the world of KAP. Like yourself I wanted to get into the fun the easy way. To do so I bought Brooks' kit and can tell you that it's worth
every penny.
He's done a great job of designing a kit that anyone can build. The instructions are easy to follow and most everything you need comes in the box. The only
challenging part is soldering the electronics.
If I were in your shoes I'd go this route.
Just one guy's 2Ý.
(back)

Re: Wanted to buy a KAP platform premade. What options under $300...
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 9/14/2005
Time: 11:49:34 PM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
Hi Phil,
I suggest you buy a Brooxes Complete KAP Outfit here: http://brooxes.com/newsite/BBKK/index.html and build the rig as a manual rig. It;s easy.
An other option is the AutoKAP rig with a GentLED AUTO, see http://www.KAPshop.com . This works with the Flowform 16 too. This outfit works best with a
Pentax Optio S4 or newer.
Peter
(back)

Re: Wanted to buy a KAP platform premade. What options under ...
From: Doug
Date: 9/18/2005
Time: 11:01:53 PM
Remote Name: 71.48.0.90

Comments
Phil, I also suggest you buy a Brooxes Complete KAP Outfit. I build my own rig the first time after researching everything. It took quite a while. There are many
things that come up that you may not plan for, so I suggest you learn by using someone elses ideas like Brookes and then make a rig of your own in the future if
you get the bug. http://brooxes.com/newsite/BBKK/index.html
Also get the Flow Form 16 and or 30, a set of fuzzy tails. I use the Optio S5I. It's a nice little camera.
(back)

Building a Maxi-Dopero
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From: Dave Mitchell
Date: 9/12/2005
Time: 4:22:12 AM
Remote Name: 80.177.153.149

Comments
Like several others I'm embarking on a winter project of building a Maxi-Dopero. I have the ripstock and will be getting the carbon tube in a couple of weeks. I
have Ralf's plan and have built kites (deltas etc) before. However, what would really help me is some close-u p photos of some of the key points:
1. the bottom corner of the top sail and top corner of the bottom sail showing how the rigging joining these two is fastened (does it need a tensioner?).
2. the points where the bridle lines attach (front and back) to see what sort of reinforcement is needed
3. the pockets where the vertical spars slot in (again to see what sort of reinforcement is needed
Could someone with a Maxi-Dopero post some pics on Flickr?
Dave
(back)

Re: Building a Maxi-Dopero
From: Vladimir
Date: 9/15/2005
Time: 9:19:37 AM
Remote Name: 200.146.3.66

Comments
Maybe help you, if you need others details I took close-ups and send for you.
http://www.jvfc.pop.com.br/albuns/pipas/pipas.htm
(back)

Re: Building a Maxi-Dopero
From: Lenny
Date: 9/12/2005
Time: 3:28:34 PM
Remote Name: 80.73.220.6

Comments
I'd post this request up on kitebuilder.com if you haven't already. Best forum site for kitebuilding by a long chalk IMO.
http://www.kitebuilder.com/forums/
Lenny
http://www.flickr.com/groups/kiteaerialphotography/
537 images and growing
(back)

Re: Building a Maxi-Dopero
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 9/12/2005 Time: 11:57:50 AM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
I'm working on another Dopero right now and I promised someone else the picture lots of details during the process. I will put them on the web before autumn is
over.
Peter
http://www.KAPshop.com
(back)

Re: Building a Maxi-Dopero
From: Brooks
Date: 9/12/2005
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Time: 9:38:06 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
Others may differ, but here's what I've done:
1. the bottom corner of the top sail and top corner of the bottom sail showing how the rigging joining these two is fastened (does it need a tensioner?).
I tried a tensioner and found it unnecessary. I now sew in a fixed line or length of twill tape. Set it so the gap between the sails is uniform all across.
2. the points where the bridle lines attach (front and back) to see what sort of reinforcement is needed
I sewed a small (2") square of heavy (4oz) dacron behind the sail and burned two small holes through the lot for the line to loop through & around the spars. No
problems.
3. the pockets where the vertical spars slot in (again to see what sort of reinforcement is needed
Some use pockets, some arrow nocks, for all spar ends. I prefer pockets, but the best way is to have one of them for each spar open ended with a fold-over flap of
pocket material with velcro to close it. You don't need a lot of tension, but it will give you a snugger fit than a fixed pocket for which you have to stretch the sail to
insert the spar.
FWIW
bgl
(back)

Re: Building a Maxi-Dopero
From: Dave
Date: 9/13/2005
Time: 9:02:48 AM
<�b>Remote Name: 80.177.153.149

Comments
Many thanks for the various comments. I await Peter's photos with bated breath. Meantime I found some useful photos (of a Rok, but helpful all the same) at
http://www.kitebuilder.com/forums/viewtopic.php?t=206&postdays=0&postorder=asc&start=130
Dave
(back)

Re: Building a Maxi-Dopero
From: Mobilexile
Date: 9/14/2005
Time: 4:48:45 AM
Remote Name: 12.214.196.9

Comments
This thread has some detail shots.
http://www.kitebuilder.com/forums/viewtopic.php?t=1539&postdays=0&postorder=asc&start=0
(back)

Re: Building a Maxi-Dopero
From: Yvon H.
Date: 9/19/2005
Time: 1:45:57 PM
Remote Name: 142.166.117.214

Comments
Look at page 7 of this thread. There're some posts from Smarties (it's me by the way) and Vladimir. Some links to images doesn't work because of a technical
problem that they're trying to fix but you can select the link address of the image a copy/paste in your web browser.
(back)

Re: Building a Maxi-Dopero
From: Dave (a.k.a. Mobilexile)
Date: 9/12/2005
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Time: 7:53:40 AM
Remote Name: 12.214.196.9

Comments
Like yourself I intend to build a Dopreo over the winter. My research turned up a thread on KiteBuilder.com that shows some good detail shots that are precisely
what you're looking for.
Sorry, I don't have a like but you'll find it if you peruse their forums.
Happy building.
(back)

Tired line
From: Brooks
Date: 9/11/2005
Time: 1:41:15 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
The other day I wound down my black braided 250# dacron line to discover a frayed section about a meter long, some 5 meters from the top. No abrasion that I
can recall, but it surely was an accident waiting to happen. As it was my Nikon D50's first flight, shall we say it gave me pause.
Long ago in the days of nylon flying line, the late Mel Govig said he thought it was a good idea to reverse your flying lines end for end after a couple years' use, to
spread the wear over the whole length instead of the same section each time. In the light of my recent discovery, that sure seems like good advice. Now all I have
to do is figure out the best way to do that....
bgl
http://www.brooxes.com/
(back)

Re: Tired line
From: Randy
Date: 9/12/2005
Time: 4:33:48 PM
Remote Name: 171.72.5.133

Comments
I would suggest replacing the line when you start to see it fraying. Especially after a year or two of useage. The cost of new line is cheap insurance. At least that's
what I would do.
Randy
(back)

Re: Tired line
From: Tom Nied
Date: 9/11/2005
Time: 3:32:16 PM
Remote Name: 67.184.82.68

Comments
Hi Brooks, with the frayed section that close to the end IÝd tend to prefer just cutting it out and having a shorter line. You reverse the ends and you just put
possible trouble when you have the kite full out. We seem to have our share of jockeying line from one spool to another and a method we use seems to work pretty
good. I take a corrugated box that I can use as an interim winder. I put a dowel rod through the center on two sides so that I can spin the line coming off my
winder I want to take it off of. You would have to do it again with another box to get the ends reversed. This method works well if you have a helper that can put
just the right amount of drag on the winder the line is coming off of. Otherwise the best method I would think would be just go out to a nice grassy park (you
donÝt want a beach because grains of sand can get into the line and be abrasive) tie off, unwind, tie off, walk back to the front end and wind it back up. Nice
thing about the box method, you can do it in the comfort of your recreation room. IÝm just glad you found it before you had a line break. Earlier this summer
with a $10 Delta I picked up and line way to weak for the kite, I had a line break. Lost the Delta and a kite messenger that I built. So your caution does us all well
to heed. Good idea to examine that line often and take the necessary precautions. Thanks Brooks. Tom
(back)

Re: Tired line
From: Brooks
Date: 9/11/2005
Time: 11:19:02 PM
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Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
Of course, I cut the offending section out (turned out to be about 2/3 meter) before reversing the line.
I figured out a way to hold the hoop in the vise with one side open, and wound it onto a new hoop in such a way that the twists on & off cancelled each other.
However, after flying the "new" end this afternoon with my KAPilot 50 in about 8 mph (I needed to lift my Nikon D50), found the ever-so-slight beginnings of a
whisker or two on the line when I brought it down.
Maybe the black stuff just doesn't last as long as some of my old white braid, which I've had for years. Anybody else have a lot of time on black line?
bgl
http://www.brooxes.com/
(back)

Re: Tired line
From: james@gentlesSPAM.info
Date: 9/11/2005
Time: 11:54:52 PM
<�b>Remote Name: 192.25.22.11

Comments
I recently re-wound my line like you are talking about.
The best way is to leave the hoop spool on the ground then walk backwards onto the spool without watching where your going.
When you get home, re-wind the line onto a new hoop spool.
:-) James
(back)

Re: Tired line
From: Craig
Date: 9/13/2005
Time: 8:14:30 AM
Remote Name: 204.147.0.250

Comments
Whenever I change reels with line I go to a grassy field and fly the kite out to the end of the line. Walk it back down laying all the line in the grass and then do
what you want to do. As for switching the line to put the damaged area at a different part of the reel. Time for new line. At least cut out the bad and use it for non
kap flying. My flying line is marked every 100 feet and so I wouldn't want to cut it or reverse it on the reel. When some part of it has damage I replace.
(back)

Re: Tired line
From: Brooks
Date: 9/13/2005
Time: 10:58:01 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
Craig said, "Whenever I change reels with line I go to a grassy field and fly the kite out to the end of the line. Walk it back down laying all the line in the grass
and then do what you want to do."
Ah, you inlanders. What's a grassy field?
(back)

Re: Tired line
From: Craig
Date: 9/13/2005
Time: 12:36:01 PM
Remote Name: 204.147.0.56

Comments
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Ah Brooksie, you must have a soccer field around there somewhere. I have been thinking more about the black line failing and wonder about these two things. I
know that I have kites where some colors of fabric wore out much before others right next to each other on the same kite. Made me think that the dying process
or dye chemisty for certain colors might be hard on the original host material. Same could be true with the black on your line. Another thought is that the last 50
feet or so of line would almost always end up on the ground for each launch and recovery. Even when you reel in your kite putting the line directly back onto the
reel, most of the time I (you) abandon that near the end and just put the line on the ground focusing on recovering the kite to your hand. If that ground is sand, as
an earlier poster pointed out, bits get into the line and then abrade the line as it is stored and through subsequent uses. Not much you can do to prevent it. It may
be the price you pay for flying on sand paper all the time instead of fine midwestern grass.
(back)

Re: Tired line
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 9/13/2005
Time: 2:00:59 PM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
Sure a kiteline takes more punishment in PG than in Madison or Holthees. I'm sure the two of you remember the Ehlers excursion during FLiBB/00. Than the
Ehlers guys explained (at least in German ...) that they had a unique way to color Dacron. A way that didn't influence the strength of the line.
FWIW.
Peter
(back)

Re: Tired line
From: Brooks
Date: 9/13/2005
Time: 3:02:22 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
Peter, I didn't get much out of the FLiBB2000 Ehlers trip -- my Deutsch was not up to it. But that's an interesting point, as are many of those made in this thread.
My experience in the past has been that white ripstop and taffeta nylon deteriorates faster than colors, but this is the reverse. I suspect from the whisker I found
on the unused end of my line that black line simply poops out over time.
Whatever the case, I'd sure like to hear more from others that are using it, most of whom haven't joined this discussion.
Meanwhile, I'm just going to throw it away and wind a new roll. As Randy reminded us (and I have myself said to customers), good line is cheap insurance.
Thanks for your input, guys.
bgl
http://www.brooxes.com/
(back)

Re: Tired line
From: Mike Jones
Date: 9/14/2005
Time: 7:23:57 AM
Remote Name: 71.65.246.24

Comments
Brooks,
I have a number of friends that are sail makers (not kites, but hang gliders and sailboats) and black thread is never used because it isn't trusted. White thread
resists UV and breaks down far slower than does black thread or so it's said. Go down to your local marina and see how many sails are sewn with black thread.
You'll find that in almost all cases sails are sewn with natural thread. To my knowledge, only kite makers commonly use black thread for sail making. I am sure
there are processes claiming not to affect the strength of threads, but you'd probably have to argue the point long and hard for most sail makers. Having said
that, I like making kites with color matching thread ;)
(back)

Video viewfinder on analog camera's (If you like gadgets, check this)
From: Wicherd
Date: 9/11/2005
Time: 10:44:18 AM
Remote Name: 213.93.191.215
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Comments
Take a look at this little gadget:
http://www.intro2020.co.uk/pages/zigview2.htm
This looks like a small video camera for those great digital SLR's up in the rig, and a screen at the controls down below. mmm.. after some cutting and soldering
that is...
Wicherd
(back)

Re: Video viewfinder on analog camera's (If you like gadgets, che...
From: Chris Lawrence
Date: 9/12/2005
Time: 2:07:01 AM
Remote Name: 192.216.236.65

Comments
Hello Wicherd,
How exactly do you intend to use this with your rig? I'm very curious because I'm using a DSLR and think I might be able to do this thing if you have any great
ideas on how to get the thing downlinked.
-Chris
(back)

Re: Video viewfinder on analog camera's (If you like gadgets,...
<�b>From: Wicherd
Date: 9/12/2005
Time: 3:54:40 AM
Remote Name: 80.127.217.82

Comments
Hi Chris,
For now I keep this as a future option. The current setup I use is a small video camera looking directly over the photo camera. This small camera has a lens with
to wide a viewing angle to make it possible to look through the viewfinder.
I managed to find a new lens for this video camera this weekend wich has a smaller viewing area (tele). With this lens I think it's going to be possible to get a
satisfying picture looking through the viewfinder and actually see what the camera will shoot.
If this last setup fails I intend to buy one of these gadgets, take it apart, using the part that fits on the viewfinder as camera. sending this video down using the
same transmitter I use now.
Currently the problem for me is not getting the video feed down,(for me that's solved. see previous post) but getting the video through the photocamera's
viewfinder so I can see the image the camera will actualy get, independent of the lens I'm using. Currently all I can do is aim center but the picture will be bigger
or smaller than the video image, depending on zoom setting.
I hope this answers your question satisfying, if not; feel free to contact me through e-mail via wicherd [at] vogelblik [dot] nl
regards Wicherd
(back)

Re: Video viewfinder on analog camera's (If you like gadgets, che...
From: Chris Lawrence
Date: 9/12/2005
Time: 2:05:57 AM
Remote Name: 192.216.236.65

Comments
Hello Wicherd,
How exactly do you intend to use this with your rig? I'm very curious because I'm using a DSLR and think I might be able to do this thing if you have any great
ideas on how to get the thing downlinked.
-Chris
(back)
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Re: Video viewfinder on analog camera's (If you like gadgets, che...
-->
From: Brooks
Date: 9/11/2005
Time: 1:34:07 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
Well, I just did it -- ordered it from Karlu Photo in the UK. But I'll use it with my Nikon D50, probably as intended, on the ground. But thanks for the tip!
bgl
http://www.brooxes.com/
(back)

JKPA 2005 Contest - Round 1 Results
From: Dave Mitchell
Date: 9/11/2005
Time: 8:12:29 AM
Remote Name: 80.177.153.149

Comments
Not yet available in English, but the Japanese page is up - easy enough to read the results.
See http://www.interq.or.jp/japan/jkpa/event/jkpaapc/2005/resurlts.html
Much lower level of voting compared with last year (James got 31 votes in the first round last year, this year the top pic only got 14).
Dave
(back)

Re: JKPA 2005 Contest - Round 1 Results
From: Brooks
Date: 9/11/2005
Time: 10:25:21 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
What seems to have happened is that Masami's explanation of how to vote has had an impact on the potential packing of the ballot box with single votes from
one's friends -- which was, of course, perfectly legal, but less inclined to represent the feelings of the group.
It appears that more people voted for multiple images this time, as there were few lopsided votes. I say yay to that.
(back)

Article 6251
From: Yvan
Date: 9/11/2005
Time: 6:48:34 AM
Remote Name: 83.134.98.204

Comments
Hey, that's cool :)
I was just thinking about printing a T-shirt which explains about what I'm doing but the idea with the answers is much more funny. We do a very odd hobby and
sometimes there a lot of people around you asking always he same questions. Last week there were hanging app. 20 people around me and I was starting getting
very nervous. Some folks became very rude and tried to push there heads between me and my monitor to see what's on the screen. It's not easy to work that way
and keeping concentrated.
Tnx for the T-shirt idea.
(back)

Oops sorry this comment was for the previous post of Lenny.
From: Yvan
Date: 9/11/2005
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Time: 6:51:33 AM
Remote Name: 83.134.98.204

Comments
(back)

Looking for an article on T-shirts
From: Lenny
Date: 9/10/2005
Time: 1:57:48 PM
Remote Name: 80.73.220.6

Comments
Can anyone remember where to find the article about a T-shirt which had a list of answers to the most obvious questions you would be asked when KAPing?
I've had numerous (>2) occasions when I'd have liked to have directed queries to the page I saw last year.
Ta
Lenny
http://www.flickr.com/groups/kiteaerialphotography/
539 images and growing
(back)

Re: Looking for an article on T-shirts
From: Brooks
Date: 9/10/2005
Time: 6:02:40 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
Simon came up with the original, but I stole the idea for the KAPiCA03 T-shirt. I have considered doing them to order, but haven't gotten there yet. Here's mine:
It's a camera. Yes Taking pictures. Of you and me and the scenery No, a guy in France did, in 1881. I control it by radio. As high as the string will let me. I can't, I
just guess. Thanks.
bgl
http://www.brooxes.com/
(back)

Re: Looking for an article on T-shirts
From: Brooks
Date: 9/10/2005 Time: 10:33:33 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
Of course, each of those phrases should be on a separate line. HTML messed me up once again.
bgl
(back)

Re: Looking for an article on T-shirts
From: Brooks
Date: 9/10/2005 Time: 10:32:21 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
(back)

Re: Looking for an article on T-shirts
From: Lenny
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Date: 9/11/2005
Time: 12:30:30 AM
Remote Name: 80.73.220.6

Comments
Thanks, guys.
(back)

Re: Looking for an article on T-shirts
From: Wicherd
Date: 9/10/2005
<�b>Time: 2:20:31 PM
Remote Name: 213.93.191.215

Comments
It's on Simon's page Assuming this is the article you're talking about:
http://www.harb85.freeserve.co.uk/tshirt/tshirt.htm
Regards Wicherd
(back)

Dopero Q
From: cainebean
Date: 9/9/2005
Time: 12:15:48 PM
Remote Name: 68.156.159.10

Comments
So I want the skinny on the Maxi Dopero. What really gets me is when I hear, "On the ground, I can't even feel the wind but this kite still goes up." I'm not
doubting the comments, just trying to decide on what to build. I have a 6.5 foot tall Rok but I wanted to build an 8 footer and spar it really light for light winds
and another spar setup for stronger winds. But then I hear all the great comments about the Maxi Dopero and say why not build that. If an 8 foot Rok would
come close to the Dopero then I would rather stick with what I know.... If the Maxi Dopero wins hands down, then I'll go ahead with the Maxi....
Any comments?
Bean
(back)

Re: Dopero Q
From: Yvon H.
Date: 9/9/2005
Time: 6:36:07 PM
Remote Name: 156.34.31.204

Comments
If you search down the old posts, there are a few discussions about Rokkaku versus Dopero. I think they are both great kites for light wind. Each has its own
advantages. For exemple, the Rokkaku uses less spars but on the other hand, the Dopero has two vertical spars which is sometime useful when you launch it
because it can stand up by itself.
I've built a Maxi-Dopero and I'm still working on the adjustments but if it overflies (90 degrees), it never falls nose down. It will float like a leaf downwind until
the tension comes back to the main line and then flies up again. I've seen Rokkakus overflying and going nose down but this may be corrected with a tail or a
drogue. This is my two cents. ;-)
Keep us posted on your project.
(back)

Re: Dopero Q
From:
Date: 9/12/2005
Time: 6:46:07 AM
Remote Name: 68.156.159.10

Comments
I think I'm going to build another rok and make it 8ft.
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(back)

Noriaki HAYASHI 's book
From: Christian
Date: 9/9/2005
Time: 11:35:03 AM
Remote Name: 83.154.178.244

Comments
Noriaki HAYASHI have edited last july a kite photography book; title is "KAZE NO ME" Pronounce ze like in zephir and me like may. This means "the eye (me)
in the wind (kaze)" It contains 73 pages with mainly colored aerial pictures, many of them shown on double pages. Then, until page 88 there is a japanese text
with a general description on KAP history and technique. N. Hayashi is familiar to those who knows JKPA contest pictures. Light-house in the ice, other floating
ice blocks where he is flying his kite and rig, Okinawa fancy beaches, the emblematic fishing boat with the volcano island in the background are some of his
gorgeous images. Soft cover, 18x22cm ISBN4-939100-14-6 Editor BULKO price 1800 yens
(back)

picture turning but not a full 90 degres
From: www.burtskitecam.co.uk
Date: 9/9/2005
Time: 10:47:17 AM
Remote Name: 88.110.224.114

Comments
Hi i can turn a picture 90 degres but i only want to straighten maybe 15 20 degres is there a program that will do this.
many thanks from burt
(back)

Re: picture turning but not a full 90 degres
From: Glenn Nelson
Date: 9/25/2005
Time: 7:05:05 PM
Remote Name: 64.166.9.250

Comments
ULead Photoimpact, around $70 the first time you buy it. You can rotate by drawing what should be horizontal. I imagine all higher end photo editors support
this mode.
(back)

Re: picture turning but not a full 90 degres
From: Nathan
Date: 9/9/2005
Time: 12:30:03 PM
Remote Name: 207.207.77.109

Comments
Another free program that will do this is IrfanView. It is also usefull for batch conversion and resizing.
(back)

Re: picture turning but not a full 90 degres
From: Linnar
Date: 9/10/2005
Time: 12:44:25 AM
Remote Name: 213.216.199.2

Comments
Seems IrfanView doesn't have manual angle rotation.
Linnar
(back)
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Re: picture turning but not a full 90 degres
From: Dave Mitchell
Date: 9/10/2005
Time: 1:04:25 AM
Remote Name: 80.177.153.149

Comments
I too thought IrfanView only did 90 degree rotation - at least my copy did. But the latest (3.97) which I downloaded yesterday has a custom/fine rotation Option
that lets you roate by degrees - and with preview.
IrfanView doesn't do everything, but it is a terrifc piece of freeware!
(back)

Re: picture turning but not a full 90 degres
From: Linnar
Date: 9/10/2005
Time: 1:35:13 AM
Remote Name: 213.216.199.2

Comments
Yes, you are right, thanks!
Linnar
(back)

Re: picture turning but not a full 90 degres
From: Linnar
Date: 9/9/2005
Time: 11:42:31 AM
Remote Name: 213.216.199.2

Comments
Hi,
Very good freeware program is Picasa2 for basic fixes and also rotating function is available. Very good organizer of your pictures!
http://picasa.google.com/index.html
Another good option is GIMP, called poor man Photoshop, also freeware.
http://www.gimp.org/
Linnar
(back)

Re: picture turning but not a full 90 degres
From: Richard Amirault
Date: 9/9/2005
Time: 11:00:39 AM
Remote Name: 146.115.58.99

Comments
What program do you have now?
If you are using Microsoft PAINT that comes with Windows .. you can only rotate at 90 deg intervals. If you need something smaller you need another program.
Adobe Photoshop is a 'professional' program with a 'professional' price, but the 'consumer' version PHOTOSHOP ELEMENTS is will worth the money and will
do most everything most of us need to do.
In Photoshop Elements you can 'rotate' as little as one (1) degree !!
Richard in Boston, MA, USA
(back)

Re: picture turning but not a full 90 degres
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From: www.burtskitecam.co.uk
Date: 9/9/2005
Time: 3:57:07 PM
Remote Name: 88.110.224.114

Comments
many thanks that should keep me busy for a while i have photo shop but i think its just the basic one from burt
(back)

Re: picture turning but not a full 90 degres
From: Mobilexile
Date: 9/11/2005
Time: 8:22:47 AM
Remote Name: 12.214.196.9

Comments
If you're using Photoshop you can rotate to any specified degree by:
Image > Rotate Canvas > Arbitrary > Enter desired degree of rotation
(back)

Re: picture turning but not a full 90 degres
From: Mobilexile
Date: <�/b>9/11/2005
Time: 8:24:40 AM
Remote Name: 12.214.196.9

Comments
Here's another fine (free) image manipulation application:
http://www.gimp.org/
(back)

KAP on Prince Edward Island 2005, eh
From: matthew
Date: 9/8/2005
Time: 8:04:59 PM
Remote Name: 24.215.240.248

Comments
hey everyone, i just got back from the coolest kappin place ever. Prince Edward Island, eh. wonderful people living on a magic land. i posted them on flickr. let
me know what you think.
matthew
www.flickr.com/photos/pei2005
kappin girls rock.
(back)

Re: KAP on Prince Edward Island 2005, eh
From: Bill Wilson (wdrwilson)
Date: 9/10/2005
Time: 4:49:44 AM
Remote Name: 142.177.197.208

Comments
Hi Matthew,
Great stuff!! Love the photostream..:)
I have also had a chance to KAP on the island, it's truly beautiful.
--Bill
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(back)

Re: KAP on Prince Edward Island 2005, eh
From: Brooks
Date: 9/9/2005<�br> Time: 12:18:44 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
Matthew, great stuff, especially for a first KAP outing. But you should publish it on the Flickr KAP group -- I'm surprised Lenny hasn't collared you by now!
Check it out: http://www.flickr.com/groups/kiteaerialphotography/
chin UP
bgl
http://www.brooxes.com/
(back)

Re: KAP on Prince Edward Island 2005, eh
From: Carl B
Date: 9/9/2005 Time: 5:36:56 AM
Remote Name: 198.103.196.130

Comments
Very nice work.
Carl Ottawa
(back)

Video Output/Downlink for Canon Rebel XT
From: Chris Lawrence
Date: 9/7/2005
Time: 8:08:37 PM
Remote Name: 64.85.234.22

Comments
Hello All,
I'm a long time KAP dreamer (been to this site and others many times). First time KAP'er. I finally built a rig that's been about 6 years in the making... I've
decided to go with the Canon Rebel XT 8.3 MP DSLR because of it's versitilty, control and light weight (for a digital SLR). I've got control of three axes (pan, tilt
and rotate, or HoVer) and the Gentled shutter control. Now I'm looking to see what I'm doing from the air. I've heard that some have used the video output to
downlink what the camera sees. How is this done and has anyone done it with this specific camera?
Thanks in advance for all your help. This is a great site and an awesome hobby. Please feel free to visit my KAP page with images of my rig, first flights and a
journal of what I'm working on at http://www.clicsphotography.com/KAP. Comments are always welcome and appreciated. Also, if anyone is looking to do some
KAPing in the SF Bay Area, I'd love to meet up and go out and shoot.
Best regards,
Chris Lawrence Fashion & Glamour Photographer CLICS Photography www.clicsphotography.com (925) 788-3661
(back)

Re: Video Output/Downlink for Canon Rebel XT
From: Wicherd
Date: 9/8/2005
Time: 8:16:38 AM
Remote Name: 213.93.191.215

Comments
Hi Chris,
Welcome to KAP. Linnar is right about mounting a small video camera and transmitter with this camera. Since it is a full SLR with an optical viewfinder, life
video output will not be possible with this camera. (no light on the sensor until you release)
1.2 gHz and 2.4 gHz video transmitters complete with camera and receiver can be optained at very low cost via Ebay. Just make sure that you get enough
transmitting power. (500 mW or more)
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http://search.ebay.com/search/search.dll?
sofocus=bs&sbrftog=1&from=R10&catref=C6&satitle=800mw&sacat=-1%26catref%3DC6&bs=Search&sargn=-1%26saslc%3D2&sadis=200&fpos=ZIP%2FPostal&ft
I have tested a setup with the video camera "looking" through the viewfinder, but the result was not satisfying. (Very small image, 30% of screen size. And a
distorted contrast as a result of to much dark area in the picture) I have ordered a different set (complete with video cam, tx, rx for $33 inc. shipping) I'll do some
more testing with this one when it comes in. I'll post here if this will work any better.
(back)

Re: Video Output/Downlink for Canon Rebel XT, forgot this!
From: Wicherd
Date: 9/8/2005
Time: 8:20:46 AM
Remote Name: 213.93.191.215

Comments
Make sure that whatever you buy is going to be legal to use according to local laws/ rules
Wicherd
(back)

Re: Video Output/Downlink for Canon Rebel XT, forgot this!
From: Brooks
Date: 9/8/2005
Time: 11:06:46 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
Chris, it would be nice if you used 500 mW -- but you'll need an FCC license to do so. In fact, you'll need one for 50 mW or above. Black Widow has some lovely
stuff, but most of it requires a license.
bgl
http://www.brooxes.com
(back)

Re: Video Output/Downlink for Canon Rebel XT, forgot this!
From: <�/b>Chris Lawrence
Date: 9/8/2005
Time: 9:08:01 AM
Remote Name: 64.85.234.22

Comments
Thanks! You guys are the greatest! I wish you were local. I'd love to fly/shoot/pick your brain in person :)
-Chris
(back)

Re: Video Output/Downlink for Canon Rebel XT, forgot this!
From: Chris Lawrence
Date: 9/8/2005
Time: 9:00:25 AM
Remote Name: 64.85.234.22

Comments
Thanks! You guys are the greatest! I wish you were local. I'd love to fly/shoot/pick your brain in person :)
-Chris
(back)

Re: Video Output/Downlink for Canon Rebel XT, forgot this!
From: Chris Lawrence
Date: 9/8/2005
Time: 8:58:06 AM
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Remote Name: 64.85.234.22

Comments
(back)

Re: Video Output/Downlink for Canon Rebel XT
From: Linnar
Date: 9/8/2005
Time: 12:03:47 AM
Remote Name: 195.33.97.164

Comments
Hi Cris,
I think you'll need video transmitter with micro camera as you can see here:
http://www.flickr.com/photos/wicherd/40847008/
You can attach it close to viewfinder then you can see picture through camera.
Welcome to KAPing world! Linnar
(back)

Half century
From: Lenny
Date: 9/6/2005
Time: 2:24:02 PM
Remote Name: 80.73.220.6

Comments
I suppose this is really for anyone who hasn't seen it yet, but the Flickr KAP group image pool has grown to over 500 images. I would have made a big song and
dance about it as soon as I saw the 500th, but there are new ones practically every day, so it's difficult to keep track.
So many thanks to all the members and especially to those who have chipped in with encouragement from time to time.
Lenny
http://www.flickr.com/groups/kiteaerialphotography/
(527 images and growing - I'll have a beer to celebrate when we get to 1000)
(back)

Re: Half century
From: Oops
Date: 9/6/2005
Time: 2:25:58 PM
Remote Name: 80.73.220.6

Comments
Sorry - that doesn't mean we've got 1000, just something wierd up with the server.
(back)

Re: Half century
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 9/6/2005
Time: 2:55:02 PM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
Congrats! To all of you. Keep on KAPing and Flickr-ing.
Peter
(back)
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Half century ???
From: David Hunt
Date: 9/7/2005
Time: 5:43:00 AM
Remote Name: 65.41.34.53

Comments
I don't know if your trying to be modest, but 500 is actually half a millenium.
David Hunt
(back)

Half century
From: Lenny
Date: 9/6/2005
Time: 2:22:09 PM
Remote Name: 80.73.220.6

Comments
I suppose this is really for anyone who hasn't seen it yet, but the Flickr KAP group image pool has grown to over 500 images. I would have made a big song and
dance about it as soon as I saw the 500th, but there are new ones practically every day, so it's difficult to keep track.
So many thanks to all the members and especially to those who have chipped in with encouragement from time to time.
Lenny
http://www.flickr.com/groups/kiteaerialphotography/
(527 images and growing - I'll have a beer to celebrate when we get to 1000)
(back)

Video Downlink-Monitor?
From: Tom Nied
Date: 9/6/2005
Time: 12:24:25 PM
Remote Name: 12.73.230.216

Comments
Any suggestions for a monitor orTV for a video downlink, like when using something like the x10? Some portable TV's have a video imput, but the Casio TV970 I
just picked up on Ebay, only has an external attenna imput. I'm sure you guys have tried the field, whats a good solution that isn't too expensive or heavy?
Thanks. I know you guys have this answer, no reason to try to reinvent the wheel. Tom
(back)

Re: Video Downlink-Monitor?
From: Paul Evans
Date: 9/11/2005
Time: 3:56:38 PM
Remote Name: 81.156.72.83

Comments
Tom,
You need the Casio 970(D) version. It's PAL only, as far as I'm aware, but it works OK for me.
One small point, the video signal is on the "ring" of the 3.5mm jack
(back)

Re: Video Downlink-Monitor?
From: Carl Bigras
Date: 9/7/2005
Time: 11:28:57 AM
Remote Name: 198.103.196.130

Comments
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I've had one of these before, 5.6", black background and clear glass and also very reflective. Uses 1 A/h. http://www.merconnet.com/product_info.php?
products_id=97
4" is better, .5 A/h. Mine has mat glass and makes a better visible image.
http://www.laseroptronix.se/monit/mon45e.html
Stores selling portable DVD players also might sell optional video screens for a second viewer.
Carl
(back)

Re: Video Downlink-Monitor?
From: Linnar
Date: 9/6/2005
Time: 11:18:22 PM<�br> Remote Name: 195.33.97.164

Comments
My previous LCD was Casio TV555 without video in. I opened cover of the TV and looked what chips were inside. Then downloaded datasheets of these chips
and got idea how to build video-in. I got it to work but LCD was passive matrix and quality wasn't enough for KAP so I bought other LCD screen without TV
(also Casio). I have to check the type. Pretty good but not perfect. I suggest TFT LCD screen. I used my videocamera's LCD screen and quality of the TFT screen
is perfect.
(back)

Re: Video Downlink-Monitor?
From: Tom Nied
Date: 9/7/2005
Time: 10:07:47 AM
Remote Name: 12.73.235.87

Comments
So these little hand held TV's, if you can get them to work, qaulity is poor, at best. Been looking as some portable DVD players, but size is questionable. This is
really a perplexing problem for me. Will explore the other suggestions. Thanks. Tom
(back)

Re: Video Downlink-Monitor?
From: Linnar
Date: 9/8/2005
Time: 12:13:02 AM
Remote Name: 195.33.97.164

Comments
Bigger screens draws more power, you'll need more accus. I think 3" screen is good enough for KAPing, just try to find TFT LCD pocket TV with video in. So far
I'm pretty happy with my 3" Casio M329, it runs with 6 AA accus - small and compact. Also my videocamera's 2.5" display is OK, but videocamera is not small
as my pocket screen.
Linnar
Linnar
(back)

Casio EV 5XX
From: Ralf
Date: 9/7/2005
Time: 3:06:06 AM
Remote Name: 84.133.222.17

Comments
Hi Linnar,
the 555 I didn't know. The 500, 510 and 550 are very close together, the 570 was the newest in this serie. These have all acticve maxtrix display and video-in in the
German version. They have antenna-in too, but because by German law the connector is closed by a plug. For more details have a look at:
http://www.guenthoer.de/highend3.htm MfG Ralf
(back)
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Re: Casio EV 5XX
From: Linnar
Date: 9/7/2005
Time: 9:43:37 AM
Remote Name: 213.216.199.10

Comments
Hi Ralf,
It was very old model, Casio ST555 without any (hidden) video-in. Now I'm using 3" Citizen M329 video display, not so sharp but compact and with sun
protection tube.
Linnar
(back)

Re: Video Downlink-Monitor?
From: Ralf
Date: 9/6/2005
Time: 1:51:27 PM Remote Name: 84.133.195.6

Comments
Hello, if you look for a pocket-TV have a look at the 500er serie by Casio (EV 500, 510, 550 etc). The 5xx have a better image comparing to other small pocket
TVs.
If you need a small single TFT-monitor I suggest something made by Newision. The Newison NW 212 has a 1,8" screen, the NW233 a 2,5". Both monitors have
the same box, so I use the 2,5" screen. The 2,5" has 480x234 pixel, 85x65x25 mm size, 12V/400mA, Video+Audio.
I use still a bigger sceen with 5,6" from Newision too. Btw: the small 1,8" monitor is mostly used for building a homemade video-beamer. The naked monitor is
setted in a slide-projektor... MfG Ralf
(back)

Links
From: Ralf
Date: 9/6/2005
Time: 2:47:15 PM
Remote Name: 84.133.195.6
<�h3>Comments
It's me again, looking out for some links to post. At first the small 1,8" NW 212: http://www.globalsources.com/si/6008818079934/ProductDetail/Stand-alonecar/product_id-1000750177/action-GetProduct.htm
Sorry, but I didn't find NM 233 on that page. Lilliput has the same (realy the same?) TFTs.
I started with the 1,8" Modell, called 212GL-20NP http://www.lilliputweb.net/212GL-20NPTFT.html
The 2,%" modell is called 233GL-25NP http://www.lilliputweb.net/233GL-25NP.html
MfG Ralf
(back)

Re: Video Downlink-Monitor?
From: emiel
Date: 9/6/2005
Time: 12:50:05 PM<�br> Remote Name: 80.100.3.81

Comments
having the same problem over here ;-)
I'm looking for a small tft/lcd screen only (5") which is used for portable car-dvd players. Comes with a video-in plug and my receiver has the same color videoout plug.
pretty expensive btw....
cheers emiel
(back)
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Re: Video Downlink-Monitor?
From: Simon H
Date: 9/6/2005
Time: 2:39:16 PM
Remote Name: 84.66.33.22

Comments
If you have a receiver with video out, you might consider something like the Goodmans GPDR1, cheap, but will take the signal, display it and encode it down as a
video file too onto SD card. http://www.practicalpc.co.uk/reviews/hard/peripherals/goodmansxpro.htm
I'm sure there are better options, but these machines have quite a few possibilities.
-----There are also combined 2.4 gig cam/ receivers/handheld monitors....
http://www.homesecuritystore.com/baby_monitor.html
http://www.netkidswear.com/vibamoset.html
http://www.iviewcameras.co.uk/IVC_ZTV_822ECCTVSystemsdeals.htm
http://www.at-fairfax.com/BabyMonitor/BabyMonitor.htm
http://www.healthchecksystems.com/baby_quiet_sounds_video_monitor.htm
http://www.rfconcepts.co.uk/handheld.pdf
These really do work for KAP and usually have 4 switchable channels. Either adapt the supplied camera: lighten, voltage conversion if necessary, LiPoly supply,
patch antenna if you feel the need or match a unit to your existing camera. This is not difficult to do. Range is good for low to medium (200 foot) KAP. Pictures
break up at 250 to 300 feet.
Simon
(back)

Re: Video Downlink-Monitor?
From: Christian
Date: 9/6/2005
Time: 4:36:35 PM
Remote Name: 83.154.177.193

Comments
After having used a mini color TV screen, then a light portable B&W 12cm TV set, I have now since several years B&W camcorder viewers, and it's what I prefer
on the field. Not needing a hood, light, saving batteries, small in the KAP case, it has all the pros. See some more info on previous posts on this discussion, or on
http://www.becot.info
(back)

Re: Video Downlink-Monitor?
From: Tom Nied
Date: 9/7/2005
Time: 11:24:14 AM
Remote Name: 12.73.235.87

Comments
Where do you get a camcorder viewfinder? What do they usually cost, and how difficult is it to wire?
(back)

Re: Video Downlink-Monitor?
From: Simon H
Date: 9/7/2005
Time: 11:34:12 AM
Remote Name: 84.66.33.22

Comments
I put a page together some time ago on this, whilst not hugely technical,it may give some tips and background on how to go about viewfinder conversion.
http://www.harb85.freeserve.co.uk/vid/vid.htm
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Simon
(back)

Re: Video Downlink-Monitor?
From: Tom Nied
Date: 9/7/2005
Time: 11:48:25 AM
Remote Name: 12.73.235.87

Comments
Thank-you Simon. I'll study it. Looks like you went through this same process. I'll also try a search to see what others are using. Thanks again. tom
(back)

Re: Video Downlink-Monitor?
From: Christian
Date: 9/7/2005
Time: 5:19:27 PM
Remote Name: 83.156.28.134

Comments
Have a look on my page for a general method to get the camcorderviewer wired. http://becotus.chez.tiscali.fr/rigs/anglais/&viewing.htm There have been also
useful info on this subject in previous pages of this forum. To get an unused camcorder, ask family, friends, workmates, or put an ad in a local newspaper. I have
get some out of order ones some years ago for about 10 euros!
(back)

Re: Video Downlink-Monitor?
From:
Date: 9/8/2005
Time: 7:39:45 AM
Remote Name: 12.73.226.171

Comments
Although using a camcorder viewfinder looks like a really great idea, I've ruled it out as a solution. You guys who do that are way more advanced with electronic
knowledge and I would be looking at disaster. I'm much more mechanically inclined and retrofitting a camcorder viewfinder would be way over my head. If I
could even find one. Thank-you for the idea though, it is a really good one, but I have decided that the solution for me has to be some portable DVD player or
monitor with video input. The DVD player would come with a battery, which could also power the video receiver. For about $129 at Radio Shack and I have a
solution. I saw a LCD monitor someplace for approximately $108.
Thanks again for the good ideas, and I encourage others to post what they use, for I will continue to check this string.
Thanks. Tom
(back)

8mm-14mm Fiberglass or Carbon Tubing for Dopero
From: Sarain
Date: 9/5/2005
Time: 1:53:05 AM
Remote Name: 66.55.249.205

Comments
I am planing to build a Maxi Dopero for KAP. I have all of the fabric but I am having a hard time finding the recommended spars. I talked to one builder that
said he was given his from friends but he lived in Europe shipping from there would probly be as much as the spars themselves. Rather than use a 375cm tube
across the kite the person I talked to said that he used 3 pices of 125cm tubing connected in two places. 125 cm around 48" which seems to be a standard size. I
have not been able to find any places that carry these rods in only 48" lengths. Are any of you aware of any retailers in the USA that sell 8mm, 10mm, or 12mm
carbon tube at 48" per piece, or 10mm, 12mm, 14mm fiberglass tube of the same. I have found at least one place that sells the tickness I need but in 60" which, at
$10 per piece, is to much waste. Also has anyone here build a Maxi Dopero that could offer some sugestions.
Thanks, Sarain
(back)

Re: 8mm-14mm Fiberglass or Carbon Tubing for Dopero
From: Yvon H. Date: 9/7/2005
Time: 1:54:49 PM
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Remote Name: 156.34.26.112

Comments
I built a Maxi-Dopero using 12mm x 48" carbon spars from www.kitebuilder.com. There's also a thread in that forum discussing construction details. If you
register as a member of the forum, you can also post questions.
http://www.kitebuilder.com/forums/viewtopic.php?t=1539
(back)

Re: 8mm-14mm Fiberglass or Carbon Tubing for Dopero
From: David Hunt Date: 9/5/2005
Time: 8:58:34 AM
Remote Name: 65.40.90.130

Comments
http://www.kitebuilder.com/catalog/
(back)

Re: 8mm-14mm Fiberglass or Carbon Tubing for Dopero
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 9/5/2005
Time: 2:25:12 AM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
You can use 100 cm or 40.5" rods too. All Dopero's that KAPshop build in the past were made of these. Why? USPS doesn't except packages longer than 41".
OK, you should use more ferrules.
Invest on carbon. It saves a lot of weight. That crucial as the Maxi Dopero is intended for low winds.
Let me know if I can help you getting the spars. Shipping them to the US using USPS is not that expensive.
Peter
http://www.kapshop.com
(back)

Revolutioning downlink..
From: Philgib
Date: 9/4/2005
Time: 5:50:19 PM
Remote Name: 201.137.64.52

Comments
I have some good news and would like to have your opinion...
Have a look at the http://www.kodak.com/go/easyshare-one/
This camera could send wirelessly the camera from the kite DIRECTLY : - to a computer on the ground - to a printer on the ground - by e-mail if any hotspot
around
I could not figure out yet the max distance between the kite and the camera but the idea of having the full picture downlinked to my PC directly from the kite 300
yards above gets me very excited...
When will we see a webcam live from a kite ?
Phil
(back)

Re: Revolutioning downlink..
From:
Date: 9/4/2005
Time: 8:45:03 PM
Remote Name: 65.40.90.130

Comments
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Nikon also announced the P1 and P2 digital cameras with built-in WiFi. The range is said to be 100 feet. A high gain antenna on the receiving end could extend
the range.
http://www.digitalcamerainfo.com/content/Nikon-Announces-Wi-Fi-Enabled-P1-and-P2.htm
It's not clear from what I have read if the WiFi will work when the camera is in the shooting mode. My impression is that the WiFi may only work when the
camera is in the review mode.
David Hunt
(back)

Re: Revolutioning downlink..
From: Brooks
Date: 9/4/2005
Time: 11:29:40 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
Ricoh has offered a similar camera for some time now -- I built a rig for one a year ago, pictured on the equipment page on my website. So far it hasn't worked
exactly as expected: the owner triggers it with the intervalometer instead of the laptop, and the images are downloaded from a card.
With a little luck, the newer ones will be more successful.
bgl
http://www.brooxes.com/
(back)

Re: Revolutioning downlink..
From: Simon H
Date: 9/5/2005
Time: 11:41:47 AM
Remote Name: 84.66.33.22

Comments
Its all convergent technology - I've been reading about mobile phones with multi megapixel cameras built in likewise with GPS etc etc.
I think I might go back to pinhole and silver halide technology just to buck the trend !
(back)

Re: Revolutioning downlink..
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 9/5/2005
Time: 1:23:39 PM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
I think you're right. But sometimes I'm wrong.
Anyway, last weekend I had a lot of fun with the AutoKAP rig. Thanks.
Peter
(back)

Re: Revolutioning downlink..
From: Philgib
Date: 9/5/2005
Time: 4:36:45 PM
Remote Name: 201.154.134.223

Comments
"I think you're right. But sometimes I'm wrong"
I love that one and I am going to plagiate it... Congrats Peter.
(back)
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Ratchet block
From: Christian
Date: 9/4/2005
Time: 1:05:53 AM
Remote Name: 83.154.188.227

Comments
I realize now that during discussion on electric winch I have mistaken words, and the manual system I use to recover kite pulling heavy is a ratchet pulley, or a
ratchet block as sailors says. The model is a EX1298 ElvstrÝm ratchet block. Its metallic eye is removed and allows the two cheeks to rotate independantly. So it
is easy to put it on the kite line and remove any time. To be efficient, the kite line is wind up one turn in the pulley. The block is then tied with a snap shackle.
(EX1371 Stainless steel snap shackle). Walk downwind a little to recover some length of kite line, and then upwind while winding up the line with no effort. The
anchor should be strong as it is holding twice the pull when pulling down the kite. Here are links to this very useful block, but prices varies a lot!
http://www.optimistonline.co.uk/acatalog/Mainsheet_Blocks.html http://mastheadsailinggear.com/store/detail.asp?PRODUCT_ID=EX1298
(back)

Hi Tony!
From: Toni Tugues (Barcelona, Spain)
Date: 9/2/2005
Time: 9:24:57 AM
Remote Name: 80.102.187.168

Comments
Hello Toni. My ingles is very poor. I use a translator online to write this (http://babelfish.altavista.com/tr). ÝYour you speak a little of EspaÝol? I take to two
years doing kap. I will be enchanted to listen to your commentaries on KAP. ÝThat day you are going to be in Barcelona?
Greetings!
www.barcelonakite.com
(back)

wish to locate kaper in Barcelona Spain
From: tonystanley@netspace.net.au
Date: 9/2/2005
Time: 5:08:08 AM
Remote Name: 220.253.18.253

Comments
good Evening from Australia. in a recent posting i read about a KAPER in Barcelona Spain doing K A P ( it may have been FRICKER ) can anyone help please. I
am travelling from Australia to Europe end of Sept and will be in Barcelona early OCT for a week and would like to "catch up" with this gentleman if possible.
Many thanks. tonystanley@netspace.net.au
(back)

Re: wish to locate kaper in Barcelona Spain
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 9/2/2005
Time: 5:53:10 AM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
Tony,
Try this link: http://www.barcelonakite.com/. The guy is called Tony too. That makes easier ;-)
Peter
http://www.kiteaerialphotography.net
(back)

New 6MP Pentax
From: Marcus
Date: 9/2/2005
Time: 12:32:36 AM
Remote Name: 193.130.174.51
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Comments
This looks like it will be another great little KAP camera from Pentax - and I spotted the all important infra-red remote symbol on the back so it will probably
work with a GentLED as well.
http://www.dpreview.com/news/0508/05083106pentax_optios6.asp
(back)

Re: New 6MP Pentax
From: Richard Amirault
Date: 9/2/2005
Time: 4:42:45 AM
Remote Name: 146.115.58.99

Comments
Nice to see that is DOES have a "sports" mode.
Richard in Boston, MA, USA
(back)

Re: New 6MP Pentax
From: Brooks
Date: 9/2/2005
Time: 9:12:04 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
...and noise reduction. If they also beat the dynamic range problem that blows the highlights, this will be a kapper's dream.
bgl
http://www.brooxes.com/
(back)

Re: New 6MP Pentax
From: Philgib
Date: 9/5/2005
Time: 4:49:26 PM
Remote Name: 201.154.134.223

Comments
Not sure about the intervalometer presence though... For instance the new waterproof Optio WP has no intervalometer when previous generations had it...
(back)

Re: New 6MP Pentax
From: james@gentlesSPAM.info
Date: 9/6/2005
Time: 12:02:48 PM
Remote Name: 80.229.25.24

Comments
I agree that from the back of the camera it appears to have IR. A quick google shows some outlets already advertising the Remote E as compatible. This means
existing gentLEDs for Pentax WILL work for those upgrading. For those new to Pentax and gentLED it's 19.95euro (about $25) including postage and packing
from either
www.gentles.ltd.uk/gentled
or
www.kapshop.com
P.S. There's gentLED AUTO as well for AUTO RIGS!
(back)
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AKA KAP Photo Contest - Reminder
From: David Hunt
Date: 9/1/2005
Time: 2:40:22 PM
Remote Name: 65.41.39.38

Comments
This is the third time that I have posted about the AKA KAP Photo Contest. I want to make sure it stays near the top of the heap on the discussion page.
Hopefully we'll get a lot more participation with the contest than what has been communicated so far to me by email.
The deadline for mailed entries for the AKA Best Kite Aerial Photography, 2005 competition is about 3 weeks away, so all AKA members choose your best KAP
images (up to 3), print and mount them and send them to me. Better yet bring them with you to the AKA convention in Ocean City.
If you are not an AKA member it's not too late to join and submit your entries for this year's competition. It's called the American Kitefliers Association but
membership is open worldwide.
Complete details of the competition can be found here:
http://www.kaper.us/
Those of you planning to bring your photos to the convention please drop me an email and let me know. I'll sleep better.
David Hunt
email(kaper3 AT earthlink.net)
(back)

Re: AKA KAP Photo Contest - Reminder
From: Mobilexile
Date: 9/3/2005
Time: 8:48:08 AM
Remote Name: 12.214.196.9

Comments
Email sent.
Dave a.k.a. Mobilexile
(back)

Re: AKA KAP Photo Contest - Reminder
From: Craig
Date: 9/2/2005
Time: 9:34:32 AM
Remote Name: 204.147.0.56

Comments
Thank you David for guiding along this contest and representing us all at AKA and in Kiting magazine. My contribution to the contest will be posted to you after
the holiday weekend. But I want to take just a moment to describe the contest and voting for those who have never been to a convention. On Saturday, the big
hoopla banquet evening event takes place where all the participants gather to really celebrate and present awards for all the amazing kite designs and kiter
community contributors. Amazing kites are on display along with our KAP exhibit and 400+ people walk around looking, drinking, talking, and then voting on
their choices in the many catagories including of course our KAP photos. It is our real chance to shine within the AKA kite community and the average joe kiter
who doesn't see this stuff on a regular basis get really excited about the new, creative, inovative, and stunning way to do things, build things, or in our case- see
things. This is really a great venue and a great audience for our work so I want to add to Davids plea and encourage you to send or bring something to add to the
show. Good luck, Craig
(back)

Re: AKA KAP Photo Contest - Reminder
From: Robert Smith
Date: 9/3/2005 Time: 7:33:51 PM
Remote Name: 24.225.176.34

Comments
Where is the banquet located?
<a href="http://www.satellite-tv-ideas.com">Free Satellite TV - Satellite TV Ideas</a>
(back)
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SOS my transmitter is a million pieces and the wind is up!!
From: Roger Gunter
Date: 8/31/2005
Time: 10:19:03 PM
Remote Name: 70.24.186.98

Comments
SOS my transmitter is a million pieces and the wind is blowing!!!
IÝd like to thank Carl Bigras for the invite to kite fest in Toronto; I unfortunately will not be able to attend as IÝll be out of town. Needless to say I still need help
with transmitter repackage. IÝve opened it up and am looking to install a toggle switch (center off)for pan and either a single or double stage switch to operate
my new serial gentled trigger for Coolpix. IÝll use the old existing pots with new knobs for the remaining controls. Anyone have any circuit diagrams for this sort
of thing. IÝm finding whatever I do the servo just keeps turning, when I turn the transmitter & receiver on.
(back)

Re: SOS my transmitter is a million pieces and the wind is up!!
From: Carl Bigras
Date: 9/1/2005
Time: 4:55:31 AM
Remote Name: 198.103.196.130

Comments
Finding the circuit is easy, the hard part is the fine tuning so the servos doesn't turn. We can give you some resistive values but may not help your particular
system.
I also found, 1- if the Tx antenna is close to the variable resistors, it will make the servos turn.
2- the Tx antenna will interfere with X10 Rx antenna, especially with my ground base AM RC system. The later can be easily checked, turning on only the video
system to test the distance range (also try the other channels). Turn & twist the rig in your hands to check for antenna directional performance. Once done, turn
the RC system on. If you notice video noise which you didn't have before, separate the 2 ground base antenna.
Roger: too bad about not being in Toronto. My next trip will be Niagara Fall, NY, Oct 7-9 But if you find yourself in Ottawa, let me know.
Carl
(back)

Re: SOS my transmitter is a million pieces and the wind is up!!
From: Brooks
Date: 8/31/2005
Time: 11:36:48 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
The Aerial Eye has drawings and diagrams for a repackaging (among many other topics), including some of the projects you are contemplating.
You can get the Aerial Eye on CD from my home page (below), or from www.kapshop.com.
chin UP
brooks
http://www.brooxes.com/
(back)

beginner questions
From: tiago
Date: 8/31/2005
Time: 3:21:19 PM
Remote Name: 213.13.74.230

Comments
IÝm a total beginner in KAP, but I already photographe for a long time ago with a SLR Minolta x300s, and do freestyle stuntkites and powerkiting for over two
years. I bought a couple of mounths a digital camera Sony w5s.
My doubts are: - where can I find books and or tutorial about how to begin? - where do I find rig and kite construction plans? - anyone ever tried to do a rig with
Meccano toys parts? Is it possible?
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Thanks :-)
Tiago
(back)

Re: beginner questions
From: Tiago
Date: 11/21/2005
Time: 1:52:18 PM
<�b>Remote Name: 81.193.99.144

Comments
IÝve done a Meccano rig that weighs with the camera, 350 grams. Here you have the photos of my kite rig with and without the camera: http://img337.imageshack.us/img337/1345/dsc003761kh.jpg - http://img445.imageshack.us/img445/4374/dsc003791lp.jpg
I found a Eolo (http://www.eolo.com/) delta kite with a wingspan of 180 cm (5,9 feet) and a spine of 90 cm (2,95 feet): http://www.giocare.net/img/bambini914/superdelta_abanico.jpg
Can this kite lift the Meccano rig with the camera?
Tiago
(back)

Re: beginner questions
From: Michael L
Date: 8/31/2005
Time: 9:13:45 PM
Remote Name: 67.161.3.118

Comments
If you go to the following link: http://www.flickr.com/groups/kiteaerialphotography/ and scroll down just below the colored boxes which are labeled "Rigs"
"Kites" etc., you will find, under the heading "Other KAP resources:", links to best websites for learning about KAP. They include this forum, the others already
mentioned by Roger, and a couple of others. When you explore those 5 sites you will find many more useful links. Be sure to look at the many KAP photos on
Flickr (if you haven't already) to which more are added almost every day. The comments related to many of the individual photos, as well as the discussion area
on the Flickr KAP page are also very informative. Enjoy your information gathering!!
(back)

Re: beginner questions
From: Roger Gunter (Toronto, Canada)
Date: 8/31/2005
Time: 5:12:57 PM
Remote Name: 70.24.186.98

Comments
Welcome to Kap, I too have just recently started with KAP so maybe this will be of use. First take a good look around at all the Kap sites, Brooks, Scott Haefner,
and many others including the online Kap e-resource have various pages. Next I would recommend getting a good starter kite for Kap such as the Flow Form 16.
Get out there and fly for a bit, while also working on a rig. Don't be afraid to make mistakes, thatÝs how we learn best. You may also want to start with a very
simple rig, such as one with a disposable. Needless to say I've had many and continue to have challenges. Good luck! and most importantly have fun! Try these
sites first!
www.kaper.us scotthaefner.com www.brooxes.com
(back)

Re: beginner questions
From: tiago
Date: 9/1/2005
Time: 12:10:53 AM
Remote Name: 213.13.74.230

Comments
Fast reply! Thanks :-). But it still one question with no answer, and I think is the most interesting:
- anyone ever tried to build a rig with meccano toys parts ( http://www.meccano.com/products/construction/ )? If so, where can I find a rig plan with these parts?
Tiago
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(back)

Re: beginner questions
From: Linnar
Date: 9/1/2005
Time: 2:50:34 AM
Remote Name: 195.33.97.164

Comments
I belive it's good idea to build rig using parts from toys. It saves time.
Linnar
(back)

Re: beginner questions
From: Simon H
Date: 9/1/2005
Time: 12:22:03 AM
Remote Name: 84.66.33.22

Comments
Well you did ask... My AutoKAP rig, pictured here
http://www.flickr.com/photos/23765997@N00/33200474/
on Flickr, does use some kids meccanno parts, combined with some other bits and bobs. It's fun and takes some fine enough shots:
http://www.harb87.fsnet.co.uk/au2/au2.htm
(scroll down page)
Simon
(back)

Re: beginner questions
From: Carl Bigras
Date: 9/1/2005
Time: 4:13:35 AM
Remote Name: 198.103.196.130

Comments
Hey Simon, don't forget your famous Lego rig. http://www.harb85.freeserve.co.uk/mindstor/mindstor.htm
Just to prove that you CAN build it out of anything. Carl
(back)

Video downlink issues
From: Michael L
Date: 8/31/2005
Time: 11:58:25 AM
Remote Name: 67.161.3.118

Comments
IÝve been using the X10 transmitter with dipole antenna and 4.8 to12v conversion, built from the instructions which Brooks has posted on his website. I view the
image with a salvaged camcorder viewfinder (suggested by Christian) which I velcro to the side of my R/C transmitter. The viewfinder setup works great and I
highly recommend it. No extra hand is necessary to hold it and there are no glare issues due to the eyecup of the viewfinder. IÝm posting this now because the
quality of the video has been disappointing. It can be quite clear one second, then atrocious the next. It seems likely to be a partly directionality issue. When it
looks bad, if I rotate my body and fiddle with the receiver antenna, I can usually get a useful (though not always clear) image. The way the transmitter was
originally mounted on the rig made me think that some of the signal might be blocked by the rig. Last week I made a rig extension so that the antenna is now
completely below the rest of the rig. It hasnÝt improved the image much, if at all. IÝd like to know if anyone is having better success with the X10
transmitter/receiver than I am, or if itÝs a deficiency of the components themselves. Does anybody have suggestions on how to improve my video? IÝve
considered trying to make a better antenna for the receiver (possibly bi-quad). Has anybody gotten frustrated with the X10 stuff and vastly improved their video
downlink with the Kern or other transmitter/receiver? If people could described their transmitters/receivers and the video quality they get from them (ie, totally
clear, mostly clear with some breakups, frequent breakups, lousy, etc.) it would be very helpful in evaluating my options.
(back)
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Re: Video downlink issues
From: Linnar
Date: 8/31/2005
Time: 3:06:04 PM
Remote Name: 195.33.97.164

Comments
I build quad antenna which I found from Ralf's page. Quality improved evidently. Now, I'm using like KERN transmitter (better than X10) and soon I'd like to
offer similar products with other features.
(back)

Re: Video downlink issues
From: Wicherd
Date: 8/31/2005
Time: 2:40:51 PM
Remote Name: 213.93.191.215

Comments
Hi, I use this: http://cgi.ebay.nl/800mw-Transmitter-With-Black-Color-WirelessCamera_W0QQitemZ5996472421QQcategoryZ66738QQrdZ1QQcmdZViewItem
For me it works fine, clear picture normally. Every now and then a little vibration in the image when a servo rotates. (no real problem)
You can either use the camara delivered with the pack, or connect it to the video out on a digital camera.
uses 1.2 gHz, 800mW. So make sure it's legal to use it where you live. 200 meters (600 feet) was no problem.
the little shiny box (bottom right), stickered "2" is the Tx, the bigger black box is the Rx. (I stuffed the electronics of the Rx in the case I made for the remote.
And use one batt. 11.1V, 2000mA to power remote, Rx and monitor)
(back)

Re: Video downlink issues
From: Brooks
Date: 8/31/2005
Time: 12:18:19 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
Ralf Beutnagel has had great luck with a so-called spectacle antenna on the receiver, but it's very directional. If you'd like to pursue that, I think Ralf has
extensive pictures on his site (http://www.dopero.de/) -- but the text is total Deutsch.
The thing that seems to help the most is to go to 50mw (or more) of tx power, as the larger Black Widow systems are configured. Unfortunately, that requires an
FCC license in the USA. It's supposed to be easier to pass the test now that Morse code is not required, but you still have to do that.
It's just that low power unreliability that has driven me and others back to the simple non-vid life, Michael.
bgl
http://www.brooxes.com/
(back)

Re: Video downlink issues
From: Ralf
Date: 8/31/2005
Time: 1:38:56 PM
Remote Name: 84.133.230.177

Comments
Hi Brooks, sometimes I didn't know what is more difficult: videodownlink or English. But for me I can say videodownlink describing in Englsih is most difficult.
But I will try. A 2,4-GHz system needs complete free between the antennas. Complete meens no metall, no wood, no carbon: still nothing!!! Than the antennas
have get the right positions to itselfs. If they are twisted by 90 Ý it will not work (as an example)on long distance. Reduce to much movements. A rig hanging
stable has a better ownlink than a all-time-moving-rig. Test your videosystem on the ground: Test it in the rig and without any other components. If there is a
different, some of your components make trouble to the video (all is possible). If this doesn't help, change antennas. First for example a quad-biloop
(back)

Re: Video downlink issues2
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From: Ralf
Date: 8/31/2005
Time: 1:42:40 PM<�br> Remote Name: 84.133.230.177

Comments
for the receiver. If this doesn't work enough, a quad on the transmitter too. Still problems? Buye a new videosystem.... MfG Ralf
(back)

Dopero/Rok Kite Maker
From: MMartin
Date: 8/31/2005
Time: 10:23:25 AM
Remote Name: 68.156.159.10

Comments
I had someone local ask me about making a Dopero kite for them and they proceeded to tell me about the shortage of Dopero makers. I have been sewing for 10
years, mostly alterations and curtains so I figured I could handle this with their help. I made the kite and asked about where I could offer my services to the
general public. I was sent here.
So, I'm offering my services to build a Dopero/Maxi Dopero/Rok for anyone interested. I'll sell a few cheap so I can get some feedback, then sell these with prices
compared to the Kap Shop. I would like to talk with the owner of that site as well about making them to sale on his site as well.
So if anyone is wanting a nicely made dopero/rok, please let me know.
MMartin
(back)

Re: Dopero/Rok Kite Maker
From: Richard Amirault
Date: 9/1/2005
Time: 4:36:45 AM
Remote Name: 146.115.58.99

Comments
It would help for us to know where in the wide, wide world you are located ;-)
Ricahrd in Boston, MA, USA
(back)

Re: Dopero/Rok Kite Maker
From: Brooks
Date: 8/31/2005
Time: 12:05:09 PM Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
When it rains...etc.
We are awaiting the arrival of a prototype from Dave Gomberg's Chinese supplier. In addition, a mid-Atlantic kitemaker is also now building a prototype and
working up a proposal. Both of these potential suppliers have received the approval to proceed to the next step by the kite's designer, Ralf Beutnagel, and by
Peter Bults, who is Ralf's designated agent. I'm their USA contact.
If you want to contact Peter Bults at www.KAPshop.com, there is a link on that site to use for email.
bgl
http://www.brooxes.com/
(back)

Good looking Voltage converter...
From: Simon H
Date: 8/30/2005
Time: 2:34:27 PM
Remote Name: 84.67.175.101

Comments
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Looks good, imagine some KAPpers might have use for one of these.
http://www.dimensionengineering.com/AnyVoltMini.htm
The bench version looks good too:
http://www.dimensionengineering.com/AnyVolt.htm
Simon
(back)

Futaba Transmiter T4YF "Skysport" Repackage
From: Roger Gunter
Date: 8/28/2005
Time: 7:50:33 PM
Remote Name: 70.24.186.98

Comments
Just go into KAP and am having a blast. Learning a lot of things the hard way as Im sure most do. I dove right in and have built myself
a proper rig based on the info I've found online. The main question I have is I'm having trouble finding info on repackaging my
transmiter. I've order the serial cable from "Gentled" for my Nikon and will also want to install a simpler switch. Whats involved for a
complete repackage. Im looking to have something like Scott Haefner transmiter. Does anyone have any online info based on the T4YF
Futaba? Also looking to find any other Kappers in Toronto, Canada?
(back)

Re: Futaba Transmiter T4YF "Skysport" Repackage
From: Carl Bigras
Date: 8/29/2005
Time: 5:06:50 AM
Remote Name: 198.103.196.130

Comments
Hi Roger, Welcome to the group. In Toronto you'll find Don Brownridge, the team of Matt Tatham & John Laroque and newbie Dennis ische in Guelf. You can
meet all of us during Toronto's Kitefest, September 17-18 at Milliken Park, corner of Steeles and McCowan.
http://66.49.235.36/kitefest2005.htm
I'll have my repackaged Tx with video down link.
Carl, Ottawa, Ontario
(back)

Largest maize labyrinth in the world!
From: frankDOTlouwersATaltinaDOTcx
Date: 8/28/2005
Time: 3:31:11 PM
Remote Name: 82.146.98.39

Comments
Hi all, Last week I photographed the largest maize maze (pun intended) in the world, near my home. It made the Guinness Book of Records, both for surface
(almost 90,000 m2, 968,752 Sq.Feet or 22.2 acres) and length of walkways (about 17 Km or 10.6 Miles). I uploaded some of the pictures on my website
www.altina.cx (together with some rudimentary info in the pages that had nothing in them so far..). Ah I wish I had the skills of Yvan and some others here, both
in webdesign and in picture-taking...
You can click on the Galleries page (http://www.altina.cx/gallery.html and the click on the labyrinth link. Two of those pictures were taken with the new
Powershot S70 (still without video downlink)and two with the Contax G1 and the fabulous 21mm lens. I had too low a speed for the Canon and I hope it is the
main reason for the poor sharpness. Actually I would welcome some comments as to why the left-top corner is so unsharp in the first picture (with the people).
The S70 seems to get good reviews for sharpness, except for some loss at the wide angle setting (wich obviously I had) when full open (I stopped down to f4.0), Iso
was set at 100.
Best regards,
Frank Louwers (Belgium) www.altina.cx
(back)

Re: Largest maize labyrinth in the world!
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From: www.burtskitecam.co.uk
Date: <�/b>8/30/2005
Time: 12:51:08 PM
Remote Name: 88.110.61.165

Comments
Hi frank (Actually I would welcome some comments as to why the left-top corner is so unsharp in the first picture (with the people). The S70 seems to get good
reviews for sharpnessank.) i also use the canon s70 and yes at wide angle there is some softness at the corners i read a review that also pointed this out and maybe
with some camera movement it becomes worse.but i am more than pleased with the camera i would be intersested to know what settings you find best, great shots
from burt
(back)

Re: Largest maize labyrinth in the world!
From: frankDOTlouwersATaltinaDOTcx<�br> Date: 8/30/2005
Time: 3:03:15 PM
Remote Name: 82.146.98.39

Comments
Hi Burt,
I knew you had the S70 and were pleased with it. So far I had only the labyrinth shooting session with it (KAP wise) so I am still finding out the best settings. I set
up a Custom setting (how easy that function is!) which is basically: manual focus, autobracketing, Av at 4.0, remote control, with 0 sec. delay, no flash, and
probably some other things which I forget now. I noticed that my speeds were lower than anticipated (I hate to go under 1/1000 or 1/800, as it _does_ make a
difference). I go on my holiday trip after tomorrow and I hope to be able to KAP a lot and get more experienced with optimum settings. Right now I see still a
BIG difference with my Contax G1 and its super Zeiss lenses. That camera remains the ultimate KAP camera for the type of shots I like! So it is also packed... I
do hope the airline will not apply the weight limit very strictly...
Best regards,
Frank Louwers (Belgium) www.altina.cx
(back)

Re: Largest maize labyrinth in the world!
From: Yvan
Date: 8/29/2005
Time: 7:26:29 AM
Remote Name: 194.78.200.167

Comments
Hi Frank,
That maze was also on my wishlist for making some KAP pics, but I didn't managed to went there. Nice pics anyway.
Greetz, Yvan.
(back)

Peter van Erkel will be in Maine, USA
From: Richard Amirault
Date: 8/28/2005
Time: 2:08:56 PM
Remote Name: 207.172.216.191

Comments
I just received word from my kite club president that Peter van Erkel will be visiting our area in a few weeks.
He and his wife will be staying in the Southern Maine area. Our president is organizing a kite fly on
Sept 17th, Saturday, Bug Light, South Portland Maine, 10AM till 4PM, Potluck lunch, KAP and ground based cameras, Kites
If you are in the area and would like to attend, contact me and I can give you directions to the park.
Richard Amirault, Boston, MA, USA
ramirault at erols.com
(back)

New Kap Pictures
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From: Vladimir - Brasil
Date: 8/27/2005
Time: 8:50:43 PM
Remote Name: 200.175.14.153

Comments
I want to share may new kap shots I lift my rig using standard dopero kite .
many thanks http://www.flickr.com/photos/kaperbrasil/
(back)

Re: New Kap Pictures
From: Yvon H.
Date: 8/28/2005
Time: 4:58:51 AM
Remote Name: 156.34.15.80

Comments
Vladimir, Nice shots. You're getting good at this. Keep the good work.
(back)

Twisted Picavet lines
From: Kato
Date: 8/27/2005
Time: 12:03:04 AM
Remote Name: 207.200.116.9

Comments
I'm a beginner using the budget-minded-PingPong Ball-disposable camera system that Cris Benton described in Make magazine. Now that I am finally getting
my Flowform 16 to stay up (had to get the fuzzy tail), I am finding that the picavet's lines are getting twisted in the kite line. I guess the kite line twists (although I
have a swivel between the line and the bridle) and so the picavet lines become shorter and shorter. I can't really straighten the sling without bringing down the
kite and disattaching/reattaching everything. Should I be rotating my kite line hoop to untwist while flying the kite? Is there another fix for this? Thanks for any
help on this matter.
This has certainly been a workout for my arms. I may take up calf lassoing after this.
(back)

Re: Twisted Picavet lines
From: Mark Jones
Date: 8/30/2005
Time: 6:30:19 PM
Remote Name: 216.126.206.168

Comments
I've tried the plastic hoop spools, and can't understand why they are so popular (other than ultra-portability). Winders with axles and cranks, such as the
Stratospool, are so much nicer. No twisting, no need to walk the kite down, very fast and highly efficient. Just turn the crank and no worries about how the line is
loading or paying out. The Stratospool pulls in a FF16 easily, even in fairly high wind. I can pull in 1,000 feet in less than 10 minutes.
I also tried simplifying the camera suspension by replacing the Picavet system with a single line. I used a line about two feet long. I assumed this would result in
blurrier photos, but to my surprise, I've had great success with lots of extremely clear shots. One line is so much easier to work with than the Picavet, which gave
me problems with tangled lines.
I'm still new at this, so further experience could certainly change my mind, but for now, I'm keeping it as simple and easy as possible.
Good luck!
(back)

Re: Twisted Picavet lines
From: Richard Amirault
Date: 8/31/2005
Time: 4:54:48 AM
Remote Name: 146.115.58.99

Comments
A single line? Sounds like a "poor mans pendulum"
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I don't know if I understand correctly what you are doing with that "single line", but it would seem to me that you would not have any horizontal stability.
By that I mean that as you pan the camera from left to right the rig would have nothing to "push against" .. but once you got it turning, even if you stopped the
servo .. it would tend to continue turning.
Some of us use a solid pendulum support instead of the picavet.
Richard in Boston, MA, USA
(back)

Re: Twisted Picavet lines
From: Mark Jones
Date: 8/31/2005
Time: 7:32:08 AM
Remote Name: 216.126.206.168

Comments
I use one suspension line, attached to the kite line at two points about 18" apart and passing through the cradle in the middle. I just added a vertical (tilt) servo,
but have not yet done the horizontal rotation. Maybe that'll require returning to the Picavet system. For now, though, it works well.
(back)

Re: Twisted Picavet lines
From: Richard Amirault
Date: 8/31/2005
Time: 9:23:11 AM
Remote Name: 146.115.58.99

Comments
OK .. that makes more sense .. a single line with three contact points ... kiteline, rig, kiteline (instead of a single line with only two contact points .. kiteline and rig)
And if you made it with four contact points ... kiteline, rig, rig, kiteline .. it would certainly resist the twisting motion of rotation.
Hmm.. sort of a "poor man's picavet" isn't it? Has anyone else tried this?? What is the advantage of the extra picavet lines? (actually I realise that the picavet is
only ONE line, but you know what I mean ;-)
Richard in Boston, MA, USA
Pendulum user and happy with it ;-)
(back)

Re: Twisted Picavet lines
From: Henry
Date: 8/27/2005
Time: 9:46:07 AM
Remote Name: 206.174.73.60

Comments
It sounds to me like you are using a hoop spool. Do you just let the line reel out with the spool rotating? If so you need to reel the line back on the same way. You
should have a bit less trouble if you lay the spool on the ground and let the line off the same side that you usually wind back on frome (kind of like a spinning reel
for fishing does). When doing it out of hand, always hold the spool in the same hand you would when winding with the same direction of rotation being a
constant. If done properly, you should have much less trouble. Also with these plastic hoop spools, don't wind the line directly onto the spool under tension, this
can lead to a crushed spool and a real mess.
Henry Jebe
(back)

Re: Twisted Picavet lines
From: Dave Mitchell
Date: 8/27/2005
Time: 1:51:56 AM
Remote Name: 80.177.153.149

Comments
This has never happened to me Kato, nor has anyone ever mentioned it here as far as I know. What sort of line are you using? The braided dacron that most use,
even though it gets twisted when wound on to a hoop reel, doesn't tend to untwist much under tension. In any case, most rigs weigh enough to prevent this
happening.
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Dave
(back)

Re: Twisted Picavet lines
From: Kato
Date: 8/27/2005
Time: 8:05:47 AM
<�b>Remote Name: 207.200.116.134

Comments
Ohhh nooo, this doesn't happen to anyone else?
The rig is strung on an 80 lb. Braided Response Dacron line while the kite uses a 150 lb. Braided Polyester line.
The rig is very light since it just has a plastic Kodak one-time-use camera with a Silly Putty-rubber band driven timer.
(back)

Re: Twisted Picavet lines
From: Wicherd
Date: 8/27/2005
Time: 1:47:30 AM
Remote Name: 62.163.247.11

Comments
First make sure you are using a braided or woven line. Unwinding is simple, just let the spoel slide through your hand (glove). Winding is also simple; wind the
line about 10 times around the spool, turn the spoel around, wind 10 times(you should now wind in the other direction.) and so on.
If you kite a lot, you can skip the kalfs and go straight to cows.
(back)

Re: Twisted Picavet lines
From: Brooks
Date: 8/27/2005
Time: 10:06:21 AM<�br> Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
I like Dave's idea better than Wicherd's, letting off and winding on from the same side of the hoop. Hold it so the line comes off the top of the hoop and your
thumb points directly up the line. And I have had the problem you speak of (to a far lesser extent) with my UltaMicroLight rig.
The swivel, to my surprise, doesn't seem to make much difference in line twist, alas. It may be advisable for you to find a long flying field, pull out your line (at
least as much as you usually use) and pull it through your thumb & forefinger to get the twists out. What a chore -- but may be the way to get back to a baseline,
after which you can observe the on-off rule above.
I use a hoop all the time, except when traveling, when I use a wooden bobbin, which is more compact in a suitcase. The bobbin has an advantage in that you can
figure-8 the line easily, thereby avoiding the twists. It just so happens that I offer such a device on my site :-) . It might be the best bet for a very light rig.
chin UP brooks
http://www.brooxes.com/
(back)

Re: Twisted Picavet lines
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 8/27/2005
Time: 1:34:06 PM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
Yes, I had this problem too with very light rigs (lees than some 250 grams or 0.5 lbs), like the SMUL ( http://www.flickr.com/photos/51302065@N00/14394240/ )
and the KCSD ( http://www.flickr.com/photos/51302065@N00/20437698/ ). And it is hard to prevent twists in the no matter what winder you use.
Although I had the impression the phenominia hardly influenced to working of the Picavet, it might be useful to think about a solution.
Some weeks ago I KAPed with the KCSD and a Sutton FF8 in a strong wind. I remember using 2 Prusik knots to attach the rig to the line. This means there is a
short piece of line between the kite line and the 2 attachment points of the Picavet. After having it all down again I noticed these Prusik lines were wound around
the kite line but the Picavet was not influenced.
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Maybe this a beginning of a solution without adding extra weight.
Peter
http://www.kiteaerialphotography.net
(back)

Re: Twisted Picavet lines
From: Brooks
Date: 8/27/2005
Time: 3:33:36 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
...and if you've got a really light rig or very twisted line, use longer Prussik loops!
Sound like a great solution, Peter!
bgl
http://www.brooxes.com/
(back)

Re: Twisted Picavet lines
From: Kato
Date: 8/27/2005
Time: 5:33:35 PM
Remote Name: 207.200.116.134

Comments
Thanks everyone. It's good to know that it's mainly a light rig problem. One solution would be to upgrade from the disposables to a heavier digital camera!
Hmmm.
I have tried to unkink while winding up the line. (I do hand pull the kite down first.) Since this twisting problem didn't occur the first two KAP attempts, then I'll
bet that unwinding it and rewinding will solve the worst of it. I will consider the long Prussik loops, I guess it should do fine as a replacement to my metal (coat
hanger) hangers. I believe I have a printout from Brooks site on the Prussik (thanks Brooks!)
I'll also see if I can try the winding tips. I like getting wound up as soon as possible. I have had one close call when a very social dog came running up and got
himself briefly entangled in my downed line and my rig - thankfully he managed to pick himself out without panicking. This is a lot funnier in movies than in real
life.
(back)

Re: Twisted Picavet lines
From: Wicherd
Date: 8/27/2005
Time: 1:25:17 PM
Remote Name: 62.163.247.11

Comments
Just for info: personally I use an old army winder. It has a firm grip/handle on one side that can be pulled out of the reel to hold it. the spool itself rotates around
a steel axle having a small grip to the opposit side of the grip/handle to wind the line in.
Even if I only have a small aeria of walking space, I still pull down the kite while walking up and down the space I have. Then, after the kite is secured in its bag, I
wind up the line, now lying zig-zaged on the ground. (like a winch that is.)
On to the Army dump store fore one of those old (bomb)wire spools..
(back)

Top 5 favorite
From: Doug
Date: 8/24/2005
Time: 11:05:06 PM
Remote Name: 71.48.0.90

Comments
I thought it would be interesting to see everyones top 5 (or so) ideas on what makes a great KAP photo. These could include technique, concepts or anything.
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(back)

Re: Top 5 favorite
From: Linnar
Date: 8/25/2005
Time: 7:29:13 AM
Remote Name: 213.216.199.10

Comments
Here is my opinion:
1) Lot of sun / bright weather 2) Video downlink 3) Optimal settings for camera 4) Steady wind 5) Good camera
Often I get good pics at second try. First time I analyze pics on computer screen and make a plan how to make better pics.
Linnar
(back)

Re: Top 5 favorite
From: Linnar
Date: 8/25/2005
Time: 10:04:03 AM
Remote Name: 213.216.199.2

Comments
Sorry, I understood questions wrongly... :)
(back)

Re: Top 5 favorite
From: Doug
Date: 8/25/2005
Time: 6:14:56 PM
Remote Name: 71.48.0.90

Comments
Your answer was ok! Just what I was looking for.
(back)

Re: Top 5 favorite
From: Tom Nied
Date: 8/25/2005
Time: 9:11:15 AM Remote Name: 12.73.223.101

Comments
First and foremost for me, a photo that looks like it was taken from a Kite. Anybody can take a picture from an upper floor of a hotel or from a hill, but getting a
photo from a kite, that can be special, only the birds know about. Second, composition, color, contrast and artistic value. You look at some of the ÝGreatsÝ here
(Craig, Cris, Ivan, Brooks just to name a few) their shots have a special quality to them that just about jumps out at you. ItÝs almost breathtaking. Thirdly, level
of difficulty. IÝm starting to understand that to get a good photo, you have to work at it and take some risks. Last weekend Carla and I were out and I spotted a
courthouse with a statue in front of it. Great except that I donÝt think anyone could plant more trees on that front lawn. I convinced Carla, who is in charge of
the kite and chief safety officer that we might be able to KAP it. It was a difficult shoot, didnÝt get that great a shot, but was well worth the effort in exercising
our KAP technique in difficult situations. Also, itÝs nice to see something different. Not all shots have to be from maximum altitude, in fact IÝm learning it is
sometimes just the opposite. I found the greatest rush in my first roll of film when I could tell the equipment/rig actually worked. After I donÝt know how many
shots of park grass and me a tiny speck, did I realize that there is something more here to strive for. I find KAPing to be very challenging, IÝm motivated and
inspired by the ÝGreatsÝ, and IÝm always looking for ways to improve my shots.
Thanks to all that have helped me, Tom
(back)

Electric Reels and Winches
From: Ryan
Date: 8/24/2005
Time: 11:22:57 AM
Remote Name: 66.91.126.26
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Comments
Wondering if anyone has used any type of large heavy duty winch or one of those heavy Electric Fishing reel (like a Elec-Tra-Mate 940XP w/Toggle Switch
(117L)used for big tuna and marlin fishing). Or this http://www.fishingkites.co.nz/electrickontiki/electricwinch.htm I am often solo on my flying expeditions, and
many times do't have space to walk down the line, or am out on my skiff, or lets face it, am pretty tired of winding (especially my FF30). I know cost, weight, and
safety factors are obvious concerns in buying a rig like this. 1.I'd like to know if anyone else has tried something like this, and if so please describe (earlier post
this month on screwdriver use not what I'm thinking of) is and/or does anyone have specific concerns about a system like this. 2. Any further suggestions on
electric reels or winches)
(back)

Re: Electric Reels and Winches
From: Henry
Date: 8/25/2005
Time: 10:31:44 AM
Remote Name: 206.174.73.60

Comments
I have had pretty good success using a small racheting block made by Harken. This is sailboat hardware "Harken little hexaratchet" to be specific. These blocks
are made both for the European market and elsewhere by other manufacturers. I had to modify mine to make it a snatch block, meaning you can put it on a
standing line if you deem it necessary. Otherwise it is necessary to put it on when beginning your flight. Harken's block has a switch that allows you to disengage
or engage the ratchet.
All this having been said, in use you anchor the block somewhere (rock, tree, post or sandbag/stake). With a turn and a half around the block, it allows you to pull
with both hands on the line and not have the line slip back (you only need minimal tension on the line around the block to keep it from slipping). This allows you
respool the line frequently as necessary to keep too much line from being stacked up at your feet.
I fly in quite a few locations where there is no room to work and often need a large kite. When the wind velocity changes, the block is quite handy and doesn't
take up much room in your bag of tricks. I have even had a few instances where it was needed with a flowform 16.
Henry Jebe
(back)

Re: Electric Reels and Winches
From: Dave Mitchell
Date: 8/26/2005
Time: 2:07:25 AM
Remote Name: 80.177.153.149

Comments
How exactly did you modify it Henry? My walk-down pulley (a climbers device) comes apart to allow it to be slipped on to the line, but these ratchets look pretty
solid to me. http://ca.binnacle.com/online/dept.asp?dept_id=15082
Dave
(back)

Re: Electric Reels and Winches
From: Henry
Date: 8/26/2005
Time: 10:07:53 AM
Remote Name: 206.174.73.60

Comments
I drilled out the rivets that hold the long end assembly in place on both sides, then made a couple of pieces of Stainless Steel plates to extend the end farther. I pop
riveted (with short Stainless Steel rivets) these plates from both sides. On other end of the plates, I drilled a large enough hole for a Stainless Steel snap (kind of
like a small carabiner).
I need to update (long overdue) my website to show some of the equipment that I am using and display some of my more recent photos. I should probably take
the time to join the Flicker group and post some things there. If you would like to view my worn out old website at http://www.geocities.com/kapalaska/ you could
e-mail me from there and I could send a photo of this block.
Henry Jebe
(back)

Re: Electric Reels and Winches
From: Doug
Date: 8/25/2005
Time: 6:40:04 PM
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Remote Name: 71.48.0.90

Comments
Do you have a photo of this Henry? We'd love to see it.
(back)

Re: Electric Reels and Winches
From: Mobilexile
Date: 8/24/2005
Time: 7:20:09 PM
Remote Name: 12.214.196.9

Comments
Funny you should ask Ý I have an old battrery powered weed whip I've considered hacking into an automatic winder. Anyone try something along these lines?
(excuse the pun) Am I a fool for considering it?
(back)

Re: Electric Reels and Winches
From: Christian
Date: 8/24/2005
Time: 4:15:30 PM
Remote Name: 83.156.31.195

Comments
In kite fishing, the kites are rather small. The one I use is only a plastic sheet homemade parasled 0.6x0.4 m and pull only 2 Kg in force 4 winds. Kites shown on
Paul'shop are a little bigger, but not much. They explain that a 200W electric motor is recommended, but says nothing on the speed it winds up with the load. For
myself, when kite is pulling 10 Kg or more, I always use a winch pulley used on sailing boats.
(back)

Coil and Video
From: Peter van Erkel
Date: 8/24/2005
Time: 1:16:12 AM
Remote Name: 194.74.105.194

Comments
Indeed the value of the Inductor is not that critical, a value between 10uH and 100uH will work. More important is the DC current, the MAX761 works with a
1Amp peak current. So a coil with a 1Amp DC rating will do the job. I checked the two Toko Coils at Digi-Key, both are over 1Amp.
Regarding Rigs-weight-video that is one of the nice things about KAP, we all like to make the picture, and we all do it in a different way, that's called diversity,
however I would prefer personality.
When you are using a Digi Cam going to video only adds 12gr (< 0.5oz) if you are using a Kern (or clone) 2.4GHz transmitter. I assume the X10 solution will add
more. And than it depends on the weight of the rig + cam, my MkIId rig puts 450gr (~16oz) on the scale, and the CP5000 480gr (~17oz).
But as you pointed out what to use as a ground station?? In june at Fanoe I met with Wolfgang Bieck and Ralf Beutnagel.
http://www.dopero.de/Eingang/KAPer_on_Tour/Fanoe_05/fanoe_05.html We all used the same CP, but completely different rigs and video systems. At one time
we where watching on 4 different ground stations. With the current TFT screens the results are very impressive, and I have to admit I like it.
Peter van Erkel
(back)

Re: Coil and Video
From: Brooks
Date: 8/24/2005
Time: 9:27:06 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
Peter said, "When you are using a Digi Cam going to video only adds 12gr (< 0.5oz) if you are using a Kern (or clone) 2.4GHz transmitter."
I must ask: what's a Kern? Where can I get one?
(back)
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Re: Coil and Video
From: frankDOTlouwersATaltinaDOTcx
Date: 8/24/2005
Time: 2:54:05 PM
Remote Name: 82.146.98.39

Comments
Hi Brooks & CÝ,
I just received my four channel Kern system yesterday, amazing! the transmitter weighs 3 grams (.1 oz) including its pigtail. The wire harness I made to connect
it to my Powershot S70 (YES, I am going digital...) and to the receiver (for power, works with 5 to 7V) weighs 14 grams (.5 oz)! (I will go and look for some lighter
wire and less bulky 3.5mm connector later). The receiver is tiny-issimo, (much smaller than you would infer from their website picture), and weighs only 82
grams (2.9 oz). It takes around 7.5V, so I can use it with a LiPo 2 cell battery velcro'ed to it.
I will use it with my Eyetop glasses with built-in display, which seem to me to be very practical. Of course the proof of the pudding is in the eating... I will report
back on the practicality and the quality of my new setup later...
Best regards,
Frank Louwers (Belgium) www.altina.cx
(back)

Re: Coil and Video
From: geach
Date: 8/24/2005
Time: 8:07:43 PM
Remote Name: 71.1.73.11

Comments
Here's an idea. Put all that on one of Brook's titanium cradles and you won't need a kite...it'll be so light it will defy gravity :-)
(back)

Re: Coil and Video
From: frankDOTlouwersATaltinaDOTcx
Date: 8/25/2005
Time: 7:19:16 AM
Remote Name: 82.146.98.39

Comments
Hi geach!
Oh, Brooks knows I have made it a bit my trademark of building superlight (but strong) in carbon, so I think he is lagging <GD&R> ;-)
Actually I have not yet seen Brooxes titanium rig (just a picture), and knowing him, it should be a beauty and ultra light. BTW Brooks, do you call it the tittull?
Best regards,
Frank Louwers (Belgium) www.altina.cx
(back)

Re: Coil and Video
From: Brooks
Date: 8/25/2005
Time: 10:00:37 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
Thanks, Frank. My TTUL (Titanium Terror Ultra Light) is nowhere near as elegant as your SiCaRi (Sixth Carbon Rig?) but it gets the job done. My problem is
asking it to do the job instead of sitting here at the computer! Get a KAP life, Leffler!
(back)

Re: Coil and Video
From: frankDOTlouwersATaltinaDOTcx
Date: 8/25/2005
Time: 12:49:46 PM
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Remote Name: 82.146.98.39

Comments
Brooks, you are incredible, and got the count exactly right! Well, there was no time (going on holiday next week) to build SeCaRiBis (far-fetched pun)for the
Canon Powershot S70, but it fitted very neatly in FoCaRi, with room to spare on all sides. So the gram-hunting will be for this winter... I hope the shrunken
cradle will then leave room enough again in the case for the video downlink stuff, the LiPo charger (well that one is micro, but the powerbrick to juice it isn't), the
nifty wind speed meter, the US frequency receiver and its transmitter module, the failing eyesight binoculars, the airport safety notices...
Best regards,
Frank Louwers (Belgium) www.altina.cx
(back)

Kern
From: Ralf
Date: 8/24/2005
Time: 2:07:39 PM
Remote Name: 84.133.210.220

Comments
Hi Brooks, we had the Mini and the Midi-Kern transmitter at KAPiCA. Kern is a German firm: http://www.kern-electronic.de/ The Mini is the A100-51500, the
Midi is the A100-51510 / A100-51509. I use the Midi with good results for years. Even the receivers are big - but in highclass quality. If anybody needs some
monitors, receivers or transmiters (for KAPiFrance) from Germany, you can ask me. Ralf
(back)

Kern
From:
Date: 8/24/2005
Time: 1:55:08 PM
Remote Name: 84.133.210.220

Comments
(back)

Re: Kern
From: Brooks
Date: 8/25/2005
Time: 6:12:34 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
OK, the Kern looks to be the same one I bought by mail from France last year and haven't used. I can't get my Polaris receiver to receive it, and that was enough
to drive me back to the simple life, as I like my Polaris receiver (until something brighter comes along).
Thanks for the quick info, however.
bgl
http://www.brooxes.com/
(back)

Re: Coil and Video
From: Dave Mitchell
Date: 8/24/2005
Time: 10:41:39 AM
Remote Name: 80.177.153.149

Comments
Brooks - see this post from Peter Bults for more about KERN (German company that sells lightweight 2.4GHz transmitters). There's stuff about it on Olivier
Humez KAPELEC site too at http://www.kapelec.com/susnume1.htm
http://arch.ced.berkeley.edu/kap/discuss/_kapdiscuss/00001376.htm
For a US product that seems VERY lighg (1.8 grams!), see
http://www.microcameras.com/video_transmitters/micro_3.3V_24ghz_transmitter.htm
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Dave
(back)

Re: Coil and Video
From: Peter van Erkel
Date: 8/26/2005
Time: 2:11:37 PM
Remote Name: 194.74.105.194

Comments
I think it is a typo 18gram seems more appropriate the Kern transmitter is 4 gram, the ALM-2450 (that's what I use, and MicroCameras.com sells it cheap) is
15gram. The advantage of the ALM-2450 is: it simply works at 4.8V, yes the same voltage as the RC receiver.... no converter needed. Unless like me you use a
single Lion cell. On Fano my converter died, but the rig still work, as did the video link. Only the frequency shifted, but Ralf with his adjustable receiver got the
signal, even at 100m distance.
(back)

Re: Coil and Video
From:
Date: 8/24/2005
Time: 10:31:01 AM
Remote Name: 12.73.226.218

Comments
Hats off to you guys, you are the best when it comes to trying to get an answer. I was going to direct the question to both of you but didn't want to be a pest. So
thank-you very much. I'm thinking of trying to find a replacement coil from a different company but knowing the 27uH Inductor Coil will work is nice to know.
Like Brooks, I'm not much of an "electronics type", if its got more than three wires, lookout! Big THANKS to both of you. I'm approaching my first Digivid rid
with small steps in mind, this one question has been solved, now I'll order the parts and get that part of the puzzle completed.
Tom
(back)

x-10 digital downlink transmitter power converter question
From: Tom Nied
Date: 8/23/2005
Time: 7:03:03 PM
Remote Name: 67.184.82.68

Comments
Anyone know if it makes any difference if the Toku Inductor Coil 33uH can be substituted with a Toku 27uH Inductor Coil?
I went to digikey.com and they no longer carry the 33uH becuase Toku is replacing any of their parts that have lead in them. The online representative suggested
the Toku 27 uH as a possible replacement part. Any thoughts?
(back)

Re: x-10 digital downlink transmitter power converter question
From: Brooks
Date: 8/23/2005
Time: 11:57:24 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
Maxim says it will work with inductor values of 10uf to 50uf, so my guess is, anything in the middle will work just fine. Doesn't need to be Toko either -- Peter van
Erkel's coils were completely different. So it's not a hard-edged thing.
I'll add that I'm not an electronics type, only repeating what I read on Maxim's docs when I came up with the parts list.
bgl
http://www.brooxes.com/
(back)

Re: x-10 digital downlink transmitter power converter question
From: Doug
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Date: 8/23/2005
Time: 9:41:31 PM
Remote Name: 71.48.5.62

Comments
I used a replacement from Digi-Key recently also. It was part # 6000-330k ($1.51). I think that's the same one. Mine worked fine. I did make the mistake of using
a 9V batter on the receiver end. Look back a few post and find some receiver battery suggestions. I actually built another rig (
http://www.flickr.com/photos/outerbanks/35478047/ ) without video. I did use a video camera as the monitor. That part worked well as I have a sony mini dv with
a hybrid screen for outdoors. It's incredible.
They whole idea of KAP with video really was the opposite of what I expected. It's something to work yourself into. I'm not on the band wagon either; I thought
everyone that said that to me was crazy. I believe the secret is to have a solid system that works well and won't break or short. Also make sure to have a way to
have the monitor attached to the controller. I originally put my camera on a tripod but after the first minute I needed to move and could never really get back to
the monitor. It was very frustrating. At this point I actually enjoy KAP more without all the trouble of video. IÝm not sold on the whole X-10 thing either. Did
you make the antenna? What about the project box for the unit and the converter? It is really tight if you use all the parts listed on Brooxes site. I really needed
to have that circuit board shaved down to a minimum and fitted in the box before I did anything. As for the Maxim electrostatic issue, I just grounded myself
with a $1.00 wrist strap from Radio Shack and went for it. It was no big deal. There are a few more posts about all this. I just made mine last month. I wish it was
a better experience. Let me know if I can help. Maybe youÝll discover a really good reason to have all that extra weight with what seems to me as a marginal
system, but thatÝs just my opinion. Good luck! Doug
(back)

AKA contest deadline drawing near
From: David Hunt
Date: 8/23/2005
Time: 5:07:52 PM
Remote Name: 65.41.39.38

Comments
The deadline for mailed entries for the AKA Best Kite Aerial Photography, 2005 competition is about a month away, so all AKA members dust off your best
images (up to 3), print and mount them and send them to me. Better yet bring them with you to the AKA convention in Ocean City.
If you are not an AKA member it's not too late to join and submit your entries for this year's competition. It's called the American Kitefliers Association but
membership is open worldwide.
Complete details of the competition can be found here:
http://www.kaper.us/
David Hunt
(back)

Re: AKA contest deadline drawing near
From: David Hunt
Date: 8/24/2005 Time: 6:52:09 AM
Remote Name: 65.41.39.38

Comments
P.S. - If you plan to attend the AKA National convention this fall drop me a line and let me know.
David Hunt
(back)

sutton flow form 8
From: burtskitecam.co.uk
Date: 8/23/2005
Time: 10:19:46 AM
Remote Name: 80.43.86.240

Comments
i took my sutton flow form out last evening ,its a 16sq foot one and the wind was 20mph with gusts of what felt like more, my question is could i have used a SFF
8sq feet type as the pull was just about usable any more wind and i would have been up there with my kite and camera many thanks from burt
(back)

Re: sutton flow form 8
From: Brooks
Date: 8/23/2005
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Time: 11:28:03 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
Absolutely. The FF8 is plenty usable in stronger winds, but a good fuzzy tail is very much recommended, as it is with the larger FlowForms.
I bought my first FF16 only when I couldn't lift my 2 lb rig with my FF8.
bgl
http://www.brooxes.com/
(back)

Re: sutton flow form 8
From: Yvon H.
Date: 8/23/2005
Time: 2:28:03 PM
Remote Name: 156.34.27.94

Comments
The only thing I find with a smaller kite is that the rig goes down faster when the wind suddendly slows down.
(back)

Re: sutton flow form 8
From: burtskitecam.co.uk
Date: 8/25/2005
Time: 9:26:24 AM
Remote Name: 80.43.86.240

Comments
many thanks of to kapshop now
from burt
(back)

Exposure probelms
From: John Williams
Date: 8/22/2005
Time: 5:10:08 AM
Remote Name: 212.159.60.248

Comments
I'm having trouble with exposure at present,and don't seem to be able to get to the bottom. See examples here
http://www.flickr.com/groups/kiteaerialphotography/discuss/73521/
(back)

Re: Exposure probelms
From: Linnar
Date: 8/22/2005
Time: 11:51:18 AM
Remote Name: 213.216.199.10

Comments
Are you using automatic shutter/explosure mode? I gave up to use automatic mode and always set up manual shutter and explosure before I lift camera up and
now I'm happy with the results. I point camera to sky and bright objects and try to set optimal parameters before kaping. I suggest this method but be careful
that you don't underexplosure your shots.
Linnar
(back)

Kite Magazines
From: Mark Jones
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Date: 8/20/2005
Time: 4:25:37 PM
Remote Name: 216.126.206.168

Comments
Are there any kite magazines published in America now? I tried an Internet search, but came up empty. I used to get American Kite Magazine and Kite Lines. I
prefer paper mags to Internet-published mags. Any KAP-specific? Thanks for any references!
(back)

Re: Kite Magazines
From: Brooks
Date: 8/21/2005
Time: 9:51:29 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
The only kite magazine published in USA now is KITING, mailed quarterly to members of the American Kitefliers Association, which also sponsors an annual
competition for KAP photos and provides insurance coverage for members flying at sanctioned events.
KITING contains a regular feature called KAPtions. The most recent issue of the mag had lots of color and a wide variety of articles and news. Contact
http://www.aka.kite.org/ .
AKA was the publisher of the only US KAP publication, The Aerial Eye, now defunct. But you can get a CD of all 18 back issues from AKA or my home page,
address below. Though dated in some respects, it's still a valuable resource for any kapper.
And of course, though it's electronic, David Hunt's e-zine KAPER has a wealth of stuff about KAP. http://www.kaper.us/ .
bgl
http://www.brooxes.com/
(back)

Re: Kite Magazines
From: geach
Date: 8/24/2005
Time: 8:01:45 PM
Remote Name: <�/b>71.1.73.11

Comments
I have the CD and its worth every nickel !!!
(back)

Re: Kite Magazines
From: Craig
Date: 8/21/2005
Time: 4:57:12 PM
Remote Name: 68.117.128.20

Comments
Anther cool thing about KITING is that issue contains a KAP piece. Worth the price alone.
(back)

Re: Kite Magazines
From: Mark Jones
Date: 8/21/2005
Time: 7:10:43 PM
Remote Name: 216.126.206.168

Comments
Thanks! I joined this evening.
(back)

Mini Voyager KAP Rig
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From: Doug
Date: 8/20/2005
Time: 2:15:57 PM
Remote Name: 71.48.5.62

Comments
Well, I went and made a smaller simpler rig. My Wife named it "The Mini Voyager Rig". I kinda like it. Weighs aprox. 12 oz. I use my Futaba 6EXAP transmiter
and would never not get a programable. It solves a lot of problems and allows me to not break in to it to modify so I can keep the waranty. Well, here's a pic. Let
me know what you think. Comments and sugggestions accepted. http://www.flickr.com/photos/outerbanks/35478047/
(back)

Re: Mini Voyager KAP Rig
From: michael_99
Date: 8/21/2005
Time: 4:13:19 AM Remote Name: 203.166.96.239

Comments
Very impressive. I also like your slideshow viewer,how did you make it, or where did you get it from?
(back)

Re: Mini Voyager KAP Rig
From: Doug
Date: 8/21/2005
Time: 10:44:33 AM
Remote Name: 71.48.5.62

Comments
Flickr is a pay and or free service. It will take about 1/2 hour to join and figure it out. It is very simple. Go join! You only need a little internet experience. Having
a photo editing program and understanding cropping and basic browsing and uploading skills is all you need. I use the free service and just watch my file size so i
don't run out of upload space. Need help? Let me know. http://www.flickr.com
(back)

Lest we forget - the world outside Flickr
From: Simon H
Date: 8/19/2005
Time: 1:23:42 AM
Remote Name: 138.32.176.254

Comments
I just spent a few minutes at Yvan's site:
http://www.birdseye.be/newsite.htm
and looked at his photos of the beach labyrinth at Zeebrugge. Totally wonderful shots. It's easy for us to get into the new toy (Flickr) so much that we forget the
amazing KAP that lies outside on other's websites.
Also we shouldn't forget the large numbers of KAPpers who never have and never will post a picture to the web. We may never see their work. But I bet some of
it is incredible.
I had to post this after seeing Yvan's pic's.
(hope he joins Flickr.....ooops!)
Simon
(back)

Re: Lest we forget - the world outside Flickr
From: Michael L
Date: 8/19/2005
Time: 10:54:08 AM
Remote Name: 67.161.3.118

Comments
I agree, Yvan has some fabulous photos, and the website is top notch!! Yvan, if you listening (reading) you might consider posting one (or more) of those
incredible labyrinth photos on the Flickr site and put a link to your website in the description or comments. Many photos on Flickr are getting 100-200 (or more)
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viewings in just a few days. It will definitely increase the traffic to your wonderful website and the number of people who see your work.
(back)

Re: Lest we forget - the world outside Flickr
From: Brooks
Date: 8/19/2005
Time: 10:01:30 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
Yvan's site has long been the Class Act in KAP. I like the site even more now that I have a 3mb/s line -- still photos are splendid and load promptly, but no luck
with the panos, at least on my Mac/Safari system.
Wonder how he does that resizing bit with the viewing frame?
bgl
http://www.brooxes.com/
(back)

Re: Lest we forget - the world outside Flickr
From: Mobilexile
Date: 8/19/2005
Time: 6:32:08 AM
Remote Name: 12.214.196.9

Comments
Simon: Thank you for pointing that our. Lovely shots and a spiffy site.
(back)

Re: Lest we forget - the world outside Flickr
From: Dave Mitchell
<�b>Date: 8/19/2005
Time: 3:52:19 AM
Remote Name: 80.177.153.149

Comments
You're right Simon, Yvan's latest photos are terrific and deserve a wider audience.
For some reason Mozilla Firefox (my preferred browser) gets stuck during the loading process on the manin page. IE works fine. Any ideas on what's going
wrong? Do others have the same problem with Firefox?
Dave
(back)

Re: Lest we forget - the world outside Flickr
From: Allan
Date: 8/19/2005
Time: 9:09:03 AM
Remote Name: 206.128.209.20

Comments
I have the same problem with Firefox.
(back)

Re: Lest we forget - the world outside Flickr
From: Glenn Nelson
Date: 9/1/2005
Time: 10:34:23 PM
Remote Name: 64.166.9.250

Comments
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The problem I see with Firefox is that the hyperlink zone is so small vertically that you can't get your cursor properly on it. It's deceptive - move the cursor
horizontally and see the blue bar to the left of the the menu item - so you think it's selected. But the cursor still appears as an arrow, but should appear as a hand.
You have to move the cursor vertically until - for a brief instant - it turns into a hand - then click very quickly!
(back)

Re: Lest we forget - the world outside Flickr
From: Lenny
Date: 8/19/2005
Time: 3:00:33 PM
Remote Name: 80.73.220.123

Comments
I've always loved Yvan's site - it was one of the first I ever saw.
For me the difficulty in having my own website was that it was tricky to design and needed administration. That's where Flickr made my life easy and the reason
that I stumbled across it was that I needed an image host for my blogs. Personally I think Yvan's site is so good and so well upkept that I can see why he wouldn't
need to join a Flickr group. I look in on his site from time to time, but it's good to get a nudge to review the new stuff.
Thanks Simon and keep it up Yvan.
Lenny
http://www.flickr.com/groups/kiteaerialphotography/
(419 images and growing)
(back)

Re: Lest we forget - the world outside Flickr
From: Tom Nied
Date: 8/19/2005
Time: 3:46:05 PM
Remote Name: 67.184.82.68

Comments
(back)

Re: Lest we forget - the world outside Flickr
From: Tom Nied
Date: 8/19/2005
Time: 7:07:53 PM
Remote Name: 67.184.82.68

Comments
Wow! Extremely good work, we applaud Ivan's work. We are speechless as we look at Ivan's site. His site is beautiful and inspiring as we are working to further
our KAP techniques.
It is just Damn good!
Now Carla is making me put a video downlink on our next rig which will be digital.
Tom Nied and Carla Scott Carol Stream, Illinois USA
(back)

If you are in the Chicago area...
From: Theo
Date: 8/17/2005
Time: 9:57:39 PM
Remote Name: 69.209.200.239

Comments
While not KAP, the exhibition &quot;Revealing Chicago: An Aerial Portrait", being shown in Millenium Park in Chicago has some astounding photography.
Many pictures are close enough to the ground that they could be KAP. I really recommend going to see it, it helped inspire me to pursue KAP. Many of the shots
taken along the lakefront are my favorite.
http://www.revealingchicago.org/
(back)
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Re: If you are in the Chicago area...
From: frankDOTlouwersATaltinaDOTcx Date: 8/18/2005
Time: 12:39:38 AM
Remote Name: 82.146.98.39

Comments
Hi Theo,
You are absolutely right, I saw the pictures last month by accident and they are terrific. I could not find many indications about how they were made (helicopter,
airplane, I know it was not KAP...) several were at KAP altitudes and very inspiring. Many reminded me of the KAP work of some of our great experts here. Very
inciting indeed!
Frank Louwers (Belgium) www.altina.cx
(back)

Re: If you are in the Chicago area...
From: Tom Nied
Date: 8/18/2005
Time: 8:34:12 AM
Remote Name: 12.73.228.71

Comments
Yeah we saw the public display of photos while passing through the park about a month ago. We even had our kite and rig with us that day but as luck would
have it, no wind. Later we found out that our rig's battery had gone bad on us and we wouldn't have been able to KAP anyway. Those photos did get our
attention.
(back)

Re: If you are in the Chicago area...
From: Brooks
Date: 8/18/2005
Time: 9:59:03 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
Beautiful stuff-- thanks, Theo!
(back)

If you are in the Chicago area...
From: Theo
Date: 8/17/2005
Time: 9:56:44 PM
Remote Name: 69.209.200.239

Comments
While not KAP, the exhibition &quot;Revealing Chicago: An Aerial Portrait", being shown in Millenium Park in Chicago has some astounding photography.
Many pictures are close enough to the ground that they could be KAP. I really recommend going to see it, it helped inspire me to pursue KAP.
http://www.revealingchicago.org/
(back)

Re: Marketing Software and more
From: Tom Nied
Date: 8/17/2005
Time: 7:46:26 PM
Remote Name: 67.184.82.68

Comments
How soon is this going to get BLASTED out of here. Feel free to blast this post out as well. lol
Tom
(back)
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Dopero
From: Dave Diederich
Date: 8/15/2005
Time: 7:34:46 PM
Remote Name: 208.190.208.230

Comments
Does anyone know where I get a Dopero to purchase or is there anyone that can custom build one?
(back)

Re: Dopero
From: james<at>gentlesSPAM<dot>info
Date: 8/16/2005
Time: <�/b>4:58:57 AM
Remote Name: 192.25.22.11

Comments
Dave, www.kapshop.com to buy, custom designs too. See http://www.gentles.info/KAP/Kites/Kites.htm#KSD You can also read there why my Dopero has a white
cross on a blue background!
James
(back)

Re: Dopero
From: Mobilexile
Date: 8/16/2005
Time: 5:13:30 AM
Remote Name: 12.214.196.9

Comments
Actually, the KAP Shop has discontinued taking orders for Doperos. I was crushed when I found out. Going to make my own.
(back)

Re: Dopero
From: Dave Diederich
Date: 8/16/2005
Time: 7:22:24 AM
Remote Name: 70.241.193.120

Comments
I ordered one from kapshop three months ago. Still waiting. I thought the kite would help with these light Missouri winds. I haven't had my rig up since May.
(back)

Re: Dopero
From: Brooks
Date: 8/16/2005
Time: 9:59:52 AM
Remote Name: <�/b>207.177.231.5

Comments
Peter (and I) are working on a solution, having the kites made by a reputable kitebuilder in China. At this point the sample is in the hands of the would-be
supplier, but I don't know anything more. I'd guess I'll know something in the next two weeks.
In other words, we're working on it. We all agree that there's a crying need for commercial manufacture. I intend to sell them if we can get that going.
It's not a hard kite to build -- I've made three, but don't want to open that door right now, sorry.
bgl
http://www.brooxes.com/
(back)
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Re: Dopero
From: Wicherd
Date: 8/17/2005
Time: 9:26:41 AM
Remote Name: <�/b>62.163.247.11

Comments
I do not want to intrude in Your (Peter, Brooks) business, but if the china-link doesn't work:
There is a small dutch kite shop I know wich does take some special orderings at very reasonable prices. And there is a german firm I know off, that's building
very decent kites at decent prices. If you're interested I could give you names.
(back)

Re: Dopero
From: Brooks
Date: 8/17/2005
Time: 9:53:12 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
Thanks, Wicherd -- but give the names to Peter Bults. He's there, I'm not.
Whoever does it should be prepared to be overwhelmed with orders if their price is right, and it doesn't make sense to just transfer Peter's impossible overload to
someone else.
(back)

Re: Dopero
From: Wicherd
Date: 8/17/2005
Time: 1:33:16 PM
Remote Name: 62.163.247.11

Comments
1st Contact to Peter is made. I'll keep you (all) informed on the progress.
(back)

Re: Dopero
From: Tom Nied
Date: 8/26/2005
Time: 7:07:52 PM
Remote Name: 67.184.82.68

Comments
Ok, while I'm waiting for parts, where are the plans, I got to look at this. I'm a kite freak by nature and can't ever have enough kites. Is it posted anywhere?
Thanks. Tom
(back)

Re: Dopero
From: Dave Mitchell
Date: 8/27/2005
Time: 3:15:49 AM
Remote Name: 80.177.153.149

Comments
Tom - there's a good plan for the Maxi-Dopero in pdf form here:
http://www.dopero.de/maxidopero.pdf
Dave
(back)
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Re: Dopero
From: Tom Nied
Date: 8/27/2005
Time: 7:12:42 PM
Remote Name: 67.184.82.68

Comments
Dave, thanks a bunch. I saved the pdf file, I'll have to study that. As a kite freak, I need one. Thank-you very much Tom
(back)

Re: Dopero
From: Tom Nied
Date: 8/27/2005
Time: 7:09:51 PM
Remote Name: 67.184.82.68

Comments
Dave, thanks a bunch. I saved the pdf file, I'll have to study that. As a kite freak, I need one. Thank-you very much Tom
(back)

Re: Dopero
From: Tom Nied
Date: 8/27/2005
Time: 7:08:40 PM
Remote Name: 67.184.82.68

Comments
Dave, thanks a bunch. I saved the pdf file, I'll have to study that. As a kite freak, I need one. Thank-you very much Tom
(back)

Re: Dopero
From: Vladimir
Date: 9/19/2005
Time: 9:08:27 PM
Remote Name: 200.146.69.69

Comments
Dopero is easy for building, I made my own, two day of the work and ready! http://www.jvfc.pop.com.br/albuns/pipas/images/ft3.JPG
(back)

X-10 Downlink
From: Doug
Date: 8/15/2005
Time: 7:29:47 AM
Remote Name: 71.48.5.62

Comments
Just got done the X-10 downlink. I read about batteries dying quickly. I was wondering if anyone can share their experience with how long the batteries at both
ends last. It seems the 9V on the receiver goes really quickly.
(back)

Re: X-10 Downlink
From: Michael Layefsky
Date: 8/15/2005
Time: 9:50:35 PM
Remote Name: 67.161.3.118

Comments
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I have 10 AA NIMH batteries (12 volts) dedicated to the X10 receiver and share 4 AA NIMH between the transmitter and 3 servos. I always have them charged
before I start and have never had them run out. The longest I've used then continuously was 2 hours and 10 minutes.
(back)

Re: X-10 Downlink
From: Doug
Date: 8/16/2005
Time: 7:34:12 AM
Remote Name: 71.48.5.62

Comments
I had simply made the 4.8 to 12v converter and use the 4.8 volt batter for both servos and x-10. It sounds like I need to use more batteries and not share. Is that
what you mean?
(back)

Re: X-10 Downlink
From: Michael Layefsky
Date: 8/16/2005
Time: 9:35:22 AM
Remote Name: 67.161.3.118

Comments
That's exactly what I do too. 4 AAs (2300 mAh) on the rig for the servos and X10 transmitter, 10 AAs on the ground for the X10 receiver. To view the X10 video I
use a salvaged camcorder viewfinder with 4 additional AAs. I velcro it to the side of my RC transmitter so there's no glare and no need for another hand or
apparatus to hold an LCD TV.
(back)

Re: X-10 Downlink
From: Doug
Date: 8/16/2005
Time: 10:28:12 AM
Remote Name: 71.48.5.62

Comments
How long does it work? Which goes dead first, the x-10 reciever or x-10 transmiter? What's the difference between using a standard 9V vs 10AA batteries for the
video reciever. Also I like the salvaged monitor idea.
(back)

Re: X-10 Downlink
From: Yvon H.
Date: 8/17/2005
Time: 4:20:11 AM
Remote Name: 156.34.16.215

Comments
The amount of energy in a battery is proportional to its volume (assuming same type of battery chemistry). 10AA will have more energy available then a 9V
battery. The energy is represented in mAh (milli Ampere hour). 10 AA batteries is about 2300mAh @ 12Vdc. A 9V battery is about 200mAh @ 9Vdc. If we ignore
the voltage in our estimate, 9V will give more less than 10 times the energy available in a 10AA. This gives an idea how long it could last with a 9V battery.
(back)

Re: X-10 Downlink
From: Michael Layefsky
Date: 8/16/2005
Time: 10:06:00 PM
Remote Name: 67.161.3.118

Comments
As I said in an earlier post, I've never run out of power, so I don't know if the receiver or transmitter would lose power first. The longest I've used them
continuously was 2 hours and 10 minutes. I've never tried to power the receiver with a 9 volt battery so I don't know how it would compareto the 10 AAs.
(back)
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Re: X-10 Downlink
From: David Hunt
Date: 8/16/2005
Time: 1:53:17 PM
Remote Name: 67.77.224.142

Comments
10 AA NiMH batteries at 1.2V each is 12 Volts. Without adding too many variables, the amount of time you will be able to run the equipment is dependent upon
two values; the mAh rating of the battery pack, and the amps used by the electronics.
There is a quick overview of the concepts here:
http://www.kaper.us/basics/BASICS_020103_hunt_battery.html
and the Links at the bottom of the page are very helpful.
David Hunt
(back)

Re: X-10 Downlink
From: Wicherd
Date: 8/15/2005
Time: 9:54:34 AM
Remote Name: 62.163.247.11

Comments
Yes, battery's are emptied very fast. I use 2 lithium polymer battery's; 2 cells with 700 mAh at the rig, 7.4V output officialy but delivers 8V for about 30 to 45 min.
weight about 35 grams. (I use a regulater 8 to 5 volts for the radio-receiver) so both video and receiver are getting power from this pack.
At ground level I use a lithium polymer 3 cell, 2000 mAh, 11.1V, This powers the video receiver, a LCD-screen (10W power consumption) and the remote (another
regulator) for about 1 hour. 120 grams.
There are also some negative sides to these battery-packs: first you need a special charger.
Secondly these packs don't come cheap. and last: draining them too empty (power below 2.5V p/cell) means you can throw them away.
I'm not sure I use the same video downlink. but most likely it will use as much power as yours.
Go Google using LiPo for more info on these packs.
Wicherd.
(back)

KAPing from a Cruise Ship
From: randy@yahoo.com
Date: 8/14/2005
Time: 8:11:33 PM
Remote Name: 67.120.208.50

Comments
We are taking a plane to Hawaii for a cruise in a couple of months. I'd like any and all advice regarding KAPing from a cruise ship. Getting the okay from the
crew? wind speed? Should I even consider it? Again, any advice would be greatly appreciated. I'm fairly new at this and may be extremely nervouse KAPping
from a cruise ship. Although I plan on KAPping alot over the next couple of months. Thanks again to everyone in advance.
Randy
(back)

Re: KAPing from a Cruise Ship
From: frankDOTlouwersATaltina.CX
Date: 8/15/2005
Time: 5:20:18 PM
Remote Name: 82.146.98.46

Comments
Lucky you!
Brooks gave you some good advice (as always!) Always talk to the captain! Also getting the help ready is good, as you will not be able to retrieve your kite if ever
it would touch water, the speed of the ship will be too big, so have a knife handy to cut your gear loose if ever that should happen! (But I am sure it will not). The
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big ships also have around them an envelope of hot air (from the engines and other machinery) which makes it hard to have a really sharp picture as that air rises
and trembles and so blurs the picture somewhat. (It doesn't affect the stability of your cradle/kite, but the "Schlieren" effect is sometimes visible on the pictures. I
wonder what experience Henry Jebe has with this, as he both knows ships and Kapping from them well (and has some great pictures to prove my concern wrong
<GGG>)
On smaller ships or when there is a lot of rigging, the turbulence to launch (and retrieve) is the hardest part. You can see some of my trials at my web site
(hopelessly in need of a total workover...) www.altina.cx
Best regards,
Frank Louwers (Belgium) www.altina.cx
(back)

Re: KAPing from a Cruise Ship
From: Brooks
Date: 8/15/2005
Time: 12:02:44 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
I've done it a lot, but always from relatively small ships of 100 - 200 passengers. You can see several images on my Flickr pages, at
http://www.flickr.com/photos/34194227@N00/sets/439845/ .
Absolutely, the first thing to do is talk to the Captain, not the crew. Fly from a deck where there is least turbulence, away from funnels and masts. Carefully assess
the apparent wind speed -- I've had best luck when there was no ambient wind to speak of and the boat's motion provided enough to lift. Buttonhole a couple of
helpers to help you get it down if it proves to be a handful. That's happened to me twice.
But most of all, before you go, practice practice practice, esp in moderate to fresh winds.
And when in doubt, don't.
bgl
http://www.brooxes.com/
(back)

KAP Equipment on a plane
From: randy@yahoo.com
Date: 8/14/2005
Time: 8:05:21 PM
Remote Name: 67.120.208.50

Comments
Any suggestions on carrying KAP equipment on a plane? I know no sharp objects such as screw drivers, stakes, etc. I'm more interested in the rig and radio
equipment. Thanks!
Randy
(back)

Re: KAP Equipment on a plane
From: Brooks
Date: 8/15/2005
Time: <�/b>12:07:10 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
There are earlier threads in the archives here on this subject -- use the search feature.
Generally, put your gear in checked baggage and you won't have any trouble.
(back)

Re: KAP Equipment on a plane
From: Marcus (Portsmouth, UK)
Date: 8/15/2005
Time: 1:12:12 AM
Remote Name: 193.130.174.51
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Comments
On a recent trip to Spain I packed my gear in checked luggage but as an extra precaution I also made a card for the outside of my gear bag with a picture of the
rig/camera assembled and the words "Radio Control Equipment for Kite Aerial Photography" in big letters (English and Spanish) together with by mobile
phone number. I'm not sure how frequently checked bags get opened but I wanted to make it as clear as possible. By chance I also found that the card came in
handy when I was actually flying in Spain to try and explain to curious on-lookers what was hanging from my kite.
(back)

Re: KAP Equipment on a plane
From: james@gentlesSPAM.info
Date: 8/15/2005
Time: 11:47:57 AM
Remote Name: 80.229.25.24

Comments
Similar to Marcus, but I put the card inside the luggage, so someone inspecting could see it (with mobile phone number) but also it doesn't draw attention to the
luggage, people don't tend to advertise the contents of their luggage!
I also asked for it to go through "Outsize" or "Fragile". It's not really "Fragile" but that ensures that they X-Ray it with you still present, so you are available to
answer questions.
James
(back)

Re: KAP Equipment on a plane
From: Marcus
Date: 8/16/2005
Time: 12:49:38 AM
Remote Name: 193.130.174.51

Comments
Sorry, I didn't make my post very clear. I use on old laptop bag for my KAP stuff and the card was on the outside of this but packed inside the main luggage. It
would only be seen if someone opened the luggage (i.e. if the X-ray caused suspicion) but was clearly visible without anyone having to open the smaller KAP case.
(back)

Re: KAP Equipment on a plane
From: Tom Nied
Date: 8/22/2005
Time: 8:26:00 PM
Remote Name: 67.184.82.68

Comments
Carla and I just traveled to Puerto Vallarta Mexico with all of our KAPing equipment in our carry ons. We didn't get asked about it in either direction. Only once
about a year ago did a TSA agent inquire, but once we described the equipment we just got a "oh cool, OK". Which just amazes us. I think all precuations and
even a description of the items and what they represent is a good idea. Most TSA agents we've run into are pretty good folk and really looking for something else.
I do try to eliminate any tools or items that could represent a weapon, such as a screwdriver or knife. Wooden screwdrivers seem to pass just fine. A lot of my
bolts are hex head and all I need is an allen wrench or driver. The Swiss Army Knife gets packed in the checked luggage. But we are amazed that TSA doesn't
look closer at our transmitter and rig with all the batteries and wires. But I guess they are trained and looking for other things. So, in general, we've had no
trouble going through security but are always open to questions and whatever inspections they want to do. We also thank the agents for keeping us safe.
Tom
(back)

Auto Kap additions
From: Ryan in Cebu, Philippines
Date: 8/14/2005
Time: 10:23:35 AM
Remote Name: 66.91.126.26

Comments
Wanted to submit this link to a nice ultralight vertical button battery holder. A quick solder, and slip 2032 battery into holder and it fires. James might consider
adding these in with his auto kit. Also when mounting the Gentles Auto or shutter fire, I simply slap a tiny piece of velcro to attach it right in front of the IR
sensor. No need for elaborate mounts to hold Gentled out in front of camera as I've seen on a bunch of rigs. Where would the world be without duck tape and
velcro...?
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(back)

Re: Auto Kap additions -the link
From: Ryan in Cebu, Philippines
Date: 8/14/2005
Time: 10:25:26 AM
Remote Name: 66.91.126.26

Comments
http://shopping.microbattery.com/s.nl;jsessionid=ac112b1d1f4391aa18bd5c4546eca1dad91bd2cca831.qQvJq2PEmlnva30P-BbQmkLzATzr6Lzn6rzqwTxpQOUc30KaNDNo6XKq6zInRmLa3mO8RbCpR0HoA5Qmh0KbgTNo6XK-kDvrA4Ka3iIqRnvp6iIpAjOp6jynQjMAbJpgaLbxeRb3eOahaS8Oexo6XHngbynknvrkLOlQzNp65In0__?sc=2&category=708&it=A&id=6271
(back)

Re: Auto Kap additions -the link
From: Simon H
Date: 8/14/2005
Time: 10:49:31 AM
Remote Name: 84.67.175.101

Comments
I use a similar arrangement !
(back)

AUTOKAP Kit
From: Dave Mitchell
Date: 8/14/2005
Time: 1:50:33 AM
Remote Name: 80.177.153.149

Comments
For some reason, Simon has not announced here that he's mking an AutoKAP kit available. There are details (with photos) on the KAP FLICKR set devoted to
rigs. See
http://www.flickr.com/photos/search/tags:KAP,rig/tagmode:all/
I suspect quite a lot of us will order a kit! Dave
(back)

Re: AUTOKAP Kit
From: Simon H
Date: 8/14/2005
Time: 7:54:42 AM
Remote Name: 84.67.175.101

Comments
Just pure busy Dave, I was going to put it on here and my website too and Give Peter Bults a chance to put it in KAPshop, but there are only so many hours in a
summers day, especially here in Scotland. Guess though you've done the job for me !
Simon
(back)

Re: AUTOKAP Kit
From: Ryan in Cebu, Philippines
Date: 8/14/2005
Time: 10:15:02 AM
Remote Name: 66.91.126.26

Comments
Any idea of the added weight in grams for this?
For the very lightest winds, and sunny conditions in morning I have a fixed position rig. Adding to much weight to spin it will drag it down (or it won't even make
it up.
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Please let us know. Thanks.
(back)

Re: AUTOKAP Kit
From: Ryan in Cebu, Philippines
Date: 8/14/2005
Time: 10:14:02 AM
Remote Name: 66.91.126.26

Comments
Any idea of the added weight in grams for this?
For the very lightest winds, and sunny conditions in morning I have a fixed position rig. Adding to much weight to spin it will drag it down (or it won't even make
it up.
Please let us know. Thanks.
(back)

Re: AUTOKAP Kit
From: Simon H
Date: 8/14/2005
Time: 12:07:32 PM
Remote Name: 84.67.175.101

Comments
Weight is one and a quarter ounces or 37 grams. I don't really think that will have a lot of effect. Most KAPpers, including me are lifting upwards of 20 ounces
with a normal rig.
Simon
(back)

Programable Controller Futaba 6EXAP
From: Doug
Date: 8/12/2005
Time: 3:44:49 PM
Remote Name: 71.48.5.62

Comments
Just got a new controller. Futaba 6EXAP. http://www2.towerhobbies.com/cgi-bin/wti0001p?&I=LXKAJ2**&P=0 If anyone has any advice on using a
programble controller for KAP, setting in and out servo points, please let me know. I am currently charging it and will play with it tomorrow. It just seemed like
the way to go. This way I won't need to bust into it and make any adjustments. (atleast that's my plan)Thanks, Doug
(back)

Re: Programable Controller Futaba 6EXAP
From: frankDOTlouwersATaltinaDOTcx<�br> Date: 8/15/2005
Time: 5:01:52 PM
Remote Name: 82.146.98.46

Comments
Hi Doug,
Congratulations! I am using a fully programmable computer transmitter (a Graupner MC24) since quite a few years, and I love it! You can tailor it to your rigs,
and even to the different lenses your camera can have! Tailor it to preset camera with horizon at one third, make your servo's always move the rigs in the same
direction (if you have more rigs) etc.. Unfortunately I am in a very busy period right now so will not explain it all now. I once did write about in the Aerial Eye
(check with Brooks). It took me a while to figure it all out, as I had never flown model aircraft, and the instruction manuals all assume that is what you bought the
transmitter for! So let me know already what your specific questions are, and I will try to answer those.
(back)

Re: Programable Controller Futaba 6EXAP
From: Doug
Date: 8/15/2005
Time: 8:51:43 PM
Remote Name: 71.48.5.62
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Comments
Well, I've gone and figured out a lot so far. I can have several models (rigs) and each one can be called up with presets for EPA's (end point adjustments) So I can
set all my servos to start and stop at both extremes of the joystick. I also have set the 5th channel, reserved for landing gear, to opperate my HoVer. So I simply
flick the switch and the servo goes either horizontal or verticle. I have complete control for KAP and never even had to open the controller up! I can't imagine
ever using a basic controller unless money was of the most importance. This is the way to go! Thanks for ther help. Doug
(back)

gentled now supports Camcorders, and more Cameras!
From: james<at>gentlesSPAM<dot>info
Date: 8/12/2005
Time: 12:43:29 AM
Remote Name: 192.25.22.11

Comments
I'd like to announce that gentled now supports Sony and Panasonic Camcorders - both START/STOP (or shutter for the "stills" guys), as well as ZOOM.
Camcorders, like Cameras are getting lighter all the time, so maybe now is the time to start experimenting with video again?
Also MinoltaÝs latest camera, the A200, comes with a new remote, the RC-D1, which is not compatible with MinoltaÝs existing remote (Doh!). Anyway, like
Canon, there are now two versions of gentled for Minolta.
So remember, no wires, no servo, gentled IR is the lightest solution offering the widest support for your KAP camera choice.
Check compatibility: http://www.gentles.info/KAP/gentled/compatability.htm Order: http://www.kapshop.com
James
(back)

distance between kite and picavet
From: Thomas
Date: 8/11/2005
Time: 5:27:33 AM
Remote Name: 80.223.106.251

Comments
i builded right now my first picavet and i was looking for the distance between kite and where the picavet is attached to the kiteline. I am using a Sutton
FlowForm 30. May be someone can give me a hint whre i can find informations about this.
Best regards, Thomas
(back)

Re: distance between kite and picavet
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 8/11/2005
Time: 6:03:05 AM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
A lot of KAPers have their rig some 30 meters or 100 ft underneath the kite.
First you should fly the kite without the rig to see if the wind is good enough and if the kite will lift the rig.
If it is all OK, you bring the kite down as far as it will go for a continious stabile flight and pull. Normally this will be at some 30 meters of line. Now it is time to
attach your rig to the line. And up it goes.
Peter
(back)

Re: distance between kite and picavet
From: Thomas
Date: 8/11/2005
Time: 6:26:03 AM
Remote Name: 80.223.106.251

Comments
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Thanks :-) I took already some aerial photographs with another rig and the rig was mounted around 10 meter under the kite. There it was shaking like hell.
Probably now i know why!
Best regards,
Thomas
(back)

Re: distance between kite and picavet
From: Simon H
Date: 8/11/2005
Time: 9:31:37 AM
Remote Name: 84.67.175.101

Comments
This is really so much a function of the conditions and the height required to achieve safe stable flight of the kite. I have had flights where the kite was close to
legal limit before I could safely attach the rig, typically in wooded locations/ valleys etc. In other cases like beaches with wind blowing from offshore, you can
sometimes attach the rig within a few feet of the kite, though as you have found this may set up oscillations etc. The right point on the line is when you feel it safe
for the rig and the people around you. There is no golden rule other than that.
Only other comment is, that it is possible to "explore" with a kite where the stable layer begins, bring the kite down a bit, attach, and then get the kite back up
into the stable layer.
(back)

Lines for dopero Kite
From:
Date: 8/10/2005
Time: 8:34:50 PM
Remote Name: 200.175.1.202

Comments
Hi all, for kap work for send 600 meters line, kite maxi-dopero. what line I use? 2,5mm 90 kg, is good?
(back)

Re: Lines for dopero Kite
From: szewo
Date: 8/11/2005
Time: 11:47:13 AM
Remote Name: 80.72.38.226

Comments
600 meteres? Is it safe? Houb about aircrafts and helicopeters?
szewo http://szewo.com/latawce
(back)

Re: Lines for dopero Kite
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 8/11/2005
Time: 1:12:05 AM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
This is the line I use for all my KAP kites. So it is good for the Maxi Dopero is low winds. If you plan to use all of the 600 meters you might need a bit more wind.
Peter
http://www.KAPshop.com
(back)

Re: Lines for dopero Kite
From: Yvon H.
Date: 8/11/2005
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Time: 8:11:10 PM
Remote Name: 156.34.185.78

Comments
I use 500lb line with my FF03 35sqft and my maxi-Dopero. It can withstand a wind gust easily even if it drags you down on the ground.
(back)

IR Remote use
From: Lemming1@eroLs.com
Date: 8/10/2005
Time: 8:13:12 PM
Remote Name: 4.249.165.209

Comments
Okay to be honest I am to lazy to sift through the immense list of threads for this topic (or to see if it's been brought up yet), but I am going to use a Olympus
Stylus 410 as a KAP camera, and going to use it's IR remote feature to trigger the camera to take pictures. This will be no-frills and I will have to bring the kite
down to change the direction it points, but oh well.
The distance/range limitation on the IR remote will be overcome quite simply by me retro-fitting the RM-2 supplied remote with a hex inverter with 5 high-power
IR LED's fed by the remote's signal to essentially make a IR remote "floodlight". If I have to built a higher power remote than that, I just daisychain even more
IR LED's in line. This allows my KAP airborn rig to remain just the weight of the Olympus camera, while the weight of the gear on the ground will increase to no
great sweat off my brow.
Anyone ever done this? If not but you are interested, it's quite easy to modify a stock remote for an array of higher-current high-output IR LED's.
(back)

Re: IR Remote use
From: Lemming1@eroLs.com
Date: 8/11/2005
Time: 12:30:51 AM
Remote Name: 4.249.165.209

Comments
Marcus wrote: "I wonder what an "IR floodlight" would look like to anyone taking pictures in the area with a digital camera?"
I'll be pointing it straight up, and not sharing airspace with other KAP folk, but if a digital camera were snapping a shot at the thing when the IR "floodlight" is
sending it's short command burst (remember I only will need to click it momentarily) of data, it would look quite bright I'd imagine ;)
James wrote: "Disclaimer: I have a vested interest in selling you a gentled or gentled auto.
The floodlight idea is neat but I've never heard of anyone doing it. I have not done any experiments but I would expect the range will only increase with the
second or third power of the photons emitted. I do know that gentled is about 25% the power of a standard remote control, and on the cameras I have tested
manages about half the distance, which of course is still plenty for remote use."
I'm not sure you quite understand what I am proposing. I will be going from one factory standard low-output IR LED to an array (5 or more) high power IR
LED's...In essence I will be creating a ganged beam of LED's putting out 20+ times more intense a beam. And if that doesn't do the trick, I'll add another 5 and
another 5 until I know it can get the range. And yes, I will test it on the ground with a second person at my expected distances so I don't have to waste precious
kite time sending it up and trying it out. It won't bother me in the least if I have to use 20 high power LED's...although I seriously doubt it will require that many.
(back)

Re: IR Remote use
From: james<at>gentlesSPAM<dot>info
Date: 8/10/2005
<�b>Time: 11:57:23 PM
Remote Name: 192.25.22.11

Comments
Disclaimer: I have a vested interest in selling you a gentled or gentled auto.
The floodlight idea is neat but I've never heard of anyone doing it. I have not done any experiments but I would expect the range will only increase with the
second or third power of the photons emitted. I do know that gentled is about 25% the power of a standard remote control, and on the cameras I have tested
manages about half the distance, which of course is still plenty for remote use.
OK, before this starts a thread on the physics of this, there are other variables, like beam width, etc but trying to focus the IR beam just makes it more difficult to
aim at the camera, and if the camera is facing away from you you don't stand a chance of triggering it!
My experience of simple rigs (or "auto" rigs - Thanks Simon!) is that they should be simple to keep them reliable. There is nothing worse than finding that you
have no pictures after a flight because of some failure or other (I know - I've been there).
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That is why for "auto" applications I would recommend gentled auto, or using a camera with a built-in intervalometer. With memory card prices these days just
shoot lots and "boil down" the images when you get home.
James
(back)

Re: IR Remote use
From: Michael Layefsky
Date: 8/10/2005
Time: 11:27:22 PM
Remote Name: 67.161.3.118

Comments
You should check out the Gentled Auto. For $30 you can have a 3.5 gram device which, with a small button battery will trigger your shutter every 3, 6, 10 or 20
seconds, and with an external resistor, can trigger the shutter at intervals up to 4 minutes.
http://www.gentles.info/KAP/gentled/options.htm#IRauto
You should also look at Simon Harbord's fine description of a technique similar to what you are planning which he calls AutoKAP.
http://www.harb87.fsnet.co.uk/au2/au2.htm
(back)

Re: IR Remote use
From: Lemming1@eroLs.com
Date: 8/11/2005
Time: 12:15:14 AM
Remote Name: 4.249.165.209

Comments
Michael Layefsky wrote: "You should check out the Gentled Auto. For $30 you can have a 3.5 gram device which, with a small button battery will trigger your
shutter every 3, 6, 10 or 20 seconds, and with an external resistor, can trigger the shutter at intervals up to 4 minutes."
Why would I want to be clicking pictures (and losing memory on a flash card) when the camera isn't even at altitude yet? This makes no sense to me. So I get 4
minutes between shutter...if it takes me 20 minutes to get the camera up to 750' or whatever altitude, I've already snapped 5 shots I don't want. The whole reason
I want to control when the shutter goes is so I can also choose the number of frames I take and when. Simply put, I am sending a camera up on a kite to get
altitude shots, not a progression of shots as the camera raises to altitude. Also, the whole reason to boost the IR remote is so I don't need to add 3.5 ounces more
for no reason. Your device that costs $30 to take useless shots I won't want and weighs 3.5 ounces would be a burden to carry with no benefit to my needs,
whereas for no extra weight on the rig I can boost the IR remote and shot when I choose.
Simon H wrote: "If you are not too bothered about controlling the movement of the camera why have the need for precise moment of shutter triggering? You
could consider using a Gentled Auto and set it up on a 10 second delay and let the camera do all the work. For another ounce you could mount it in an AutoKAP
rig and have it slowly rotate the camera too.
Just a thought as the concept you present is quite close to that approach already. "
Read above where I explain that I don't want to be clicking pictures until the camera is in place at the altitude I desire. I will already have the camera and the
remote comes with it, and it only takes about $10 in components to make the remote robust enough to click pictures when I want. The reason I am not bothering
myself with being able to control the direction of the camera is because I want to keep cost and weight down for now. Maybe a while down the road I will want to
move up to a larger kite and more robust rig, but for now I want to just enjoy getting pictures at 500-750 feet. I will be able to bring the kite down enough to
reposition the camera for horizon shots when I wish, and for now I can just position myself against the wind in a way that I will know generally how a horizon
shot will face if I am going for a specific shot in a certain direction.
Thanks for your input, though. Personally I feel my IR remote set-up will be superior to one which just snaps pictures every 4 minutes indescriminately and adds
weight to my rig to do so. I'd rather be adding weight in the form of steering the direction of the camera. But I am just not that far along yet.
(back)

Re: IR Remote use
From: Simon H
Date: 8/11/2005
Time: 10:23:18 AM
Remote Name: 84.67.175.101

Comments
I guess I just don't understand this:
"Why would I want to be clicking pictures (and losing memory on a flash card) when the camera isn't even at altitude yet? This makes no sense to me. So I get 4
minutes between shutter...if it takes me 20 minutes to get the camera up to 750' or whatever altitude, I've already snapped 5 shots I don't want."
Even taking shots every 10 seconds second, I'm only taking a couple of shots, making sure all is functioning, before letting the camera up. Typically the camera is
at working height within 30 seconds to one minute. Thats 6 more shots "losing memory" on the card.
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If this were 35mm film I'd understand the issue, but memory card? So what? There's still space for another couple hundred on the card, the battery and my arms
will likely give out before memory is going to be an issue. Even with a small card in the 410 you'll have space for plenty, a couple "wasted" isn't going to be a big
deal. And really, decent sized cards are hardly a big cost now. 512Mb for about 25UKP.... Even 128k would be fine for a typical flight.
If you are worried about wasted shots on digital, with respect, perhaps you are going to find KAP a disappointment. A couple of wasted shots on the ground are
going to be the least of your concerns with the system you describe. Light weight rigs have a lot of movement and are inherently unstable in comparison to
heavier rigs with full control, and the ratio of blurred to good shots is very very high. This is why the likes of AutoKAP has become so much more practical of late
since flash memory became cheaper and good digital cameras got lighter.
Good luck. If you get the IR floodlight going, I'll be close to the front of the queue to get one. It is seriously interesting, and without such innovation we wouldn't
move forwards.
Remember, in the world of KAP - what doesn't make sense to one of us, may make perfect sense to others and fit their bill perfectly. We all need to understand
that, and try to understand that the breadth and depth of KAP experience isn't always transerable to each other's approaches. I'm already thinking how neato
this IR floodlight would be. What about intalling it in something like a sighting device like one half of a pair of cheapo binoculars with cross hairs to help the
illumination - just a thought. Keep it coming !
Simon
(back)

Re: IR Remote use
From: Brooks
Date: 8/11/2005
Time: 9:11:31 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
Sounds to me as though your mind is made up and you want to try it and we're just confusing you with practical suggestions you don't want.
Go ahead and build it your way, I'd say, and tell us how you like it.
(back)

Re: IR Remote use
From: Michael Layefsky
Date: 8/11/2005
Time: 1:10:22 AM
Remote Name: 67.161.3.118

Comments
The Gentled Auto is 3.5 grams, not 3.5 ounces as you wrote. Negligible weight, in my opinion. I have a 5 megapixel camera which takes 3 megapixel photos at the
highest quality. With a 512 MB card (which cost me about $25 with a rebate) I can take about 170 photos, and the Gentled will take shots without me having to
aim at it, or wait for it to turn in the direction so that the sensor can "see" the remote. So for now, I think I'd choose this method over the array of IR LEDs. But
you should go for it!! Might just be that in 6 months we'll all be buying your LemmingIR and James will have to start delivering newspapers to make extra cash.
(back)

Re: IR Remote use
From: Lemming1@eroLs.com
Date: 8/11/2005
Time: 1:24:10 AM
Remote Name: 4.249.165.209

Comments
Michael wrote: "The Gentled Auto is 3.5 grams, not 3.5 ounces as you wrote. Negligible weight, in my opinion. I have a 5 megapixel camera which takes 3
megapixel photos at the highest quality. With a 512 MB card (which cost me about $25 with a rebate) I can take about 170 photos, and the Gentled will take shots
without me having to aim at it, or wait for it to turn in the direction so that the sensor can "see" the remote. So for now, I think I'd choose this method over the
array of IR LEDs. But you should go for it!! Might just be that in 6 months we'll all be buying your LemmingIR and James will have to start delivering
newspapers to make extra cash."
Michael, I must apologize in earnest for misunderstanding and misiquoting the weight of the gentled. Yes 3.5 grams is quite negligeable. I won't have as much
memory as you do to be working with (at least for now). I am also on a time constraint because I am trying to bring this KAP rig into existence for Labor Day
weekend. After Labor Day I have time to monkey around with other rigs and other methods. And while I am flattered at the prospect of bringing something new
to the forum, it doesn't seem like my idea is any better than the gentled, it just suits my purposes within the limitations I currently have. I don't actually take
credit for originating the idea, either. A very skilled design engineer with which I work actually told me how easy it would be and then drew up a design for the
circuit involved.
(back)

Re: IR Remote use
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From: Simon H
Date: 8/10/2005
Time: 11:25:55 PM
Remote Name: 84.67.175.101

Comments
If you are not too bothered about controlling the movement of the camera why have the need for precise moment of shutter triggering? You could consider using
a Gentled Auto and set it up on a 10 second delay and let the camera do all the work. For another ounce you could mount it in an AutoKAP rig and have it slowly
rotate the camera too.
Just a thought as the concept you present is quite close to that approach already.
I do like the idea of infra red floodlight though!
Simon
(back)

Re: IR Remote use
From: Marcus
Date: 8/11/2005
Time: 12:16:16 AM
Remote Name: 193.130.174.51

Comments
I wonder what an "IR floodlight" would look like to anyone taking pictures in the area with a digital camera?
(back)

Re: IR Remote use
From: Lemming1@eroLs.com
Date: 8/11/2005
Time: 1:14:35 AM
Remote Name: 4.249.165.209

Comments
I just want to clarify some points here.
First, I want those of you that use other methods to great success to know that I don't at all disparage your systems of getting the photos you wish. I simply am
creating a system (and describing it to you) which will cater to my own desire...which is to be able to send just a camera into the air, pointing down (primarily),
and to make it take a photo when it is at the desired height and is visibly stable.
Secondly, I am fully capable and have enough knowledge to to modify the electronics in question, and to empirically make adjustments and improvements to get
the desired reception range, which is for now about 500-750 feet. I am fully aware that there is a "field of view" to keep the IR remote pointed to, and this is a
non-issue since the shots I will be taking will involve the camera being face-down, or I will position a tiny mirror on the camera to reflect the IR beam from the
ground into the sensor. Sometimes effective engineering is more complex than one wishes, and sometimes it is less.
Thirdly, and maybe most importantly, I'd like to introduce myself as a new person in the K.A.P. world, although I have wanted to do KAP since the early '90s
when the idea dawned on me while flying my favorite 6' delta kite. I may possibly come to know some of you better as time goes on and I look forward to it. A lot
of great information seems to flow freely here on this forum. My professional background is in RF hardware electronics for the last 14 years, and I have been
exposed to a bit of all the facets of hardware electronics: testing, troubleshooting, repair, sheet-metalwork, machining, design, fabrication, etc. While I don't have
a degree in aerodynamics, optics, physics (or electronics for that matter), the involvement I wish to have in KAP is not to the degree some of you have invested.
Thanks in advance for all of your input.
Now, back to the IR remote idea. Picture just the normal IR remote that you would use on some digital cameras which allow you to cause the camera to take a
picture after a short delay when the remote's button is pressed momentarily. The range is somewhat limited, so I'll merely be boosting the amount of output it
normally has by replacing the single diode with several that each put out about 4+ times the power, and using many of them, all mounted flat on a small circuit
board. I am not focusing beams, I am not trying to make something that does anything more than just increases the range so I can point it at the camera in the
sky and have it respond in the same fashion it would as if I was only 20 feet away. It adds no extra weight to the rig, because all the extra weight (what little there
will be) is accomplished on the ground, so that the camera remains unaltered and can keep the weight down to about the 4-6 ounces of the camera itself in a small
padded "gondola" that I will make.
All that being said, I think the "gentled" idea is certainly an interesting one, but not one in which I am particularly interested.
I am for now, on a limited budget, and so a high dollar camera, expensive RC equipment, and a large-capacity memory card for 'unlimited pictures' are not in my
budget. Modifying a an IR remote to handle 500-750' range is very affordbale for me, since I will be buying the components and making the changes to the
existing remote.
(back)

Re: IR Remote use
From: Michael Layefsky
Date: 8/11/2005
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Time: 1:24:59 AM<�br> Remote Name: 67.161.3.118

Comments
Definitely give it a try them. I've benefitted from the innovation of many others, since I'm not a do-it-yourselfer, and you might just be the next in a long line. In
all seriousness, I might be interested in buying one if it works as you describe.
(back)

Re: IR Remote use
From: Lemming1@eroLs.com
Date: 8/11/2005
Time: 1:46:55 AM
Remote Name: 4.249.165.209

Comments
Michael Layefsky wrote: "Definitely give it a try them. I've benefitted from the innovation of many others, since I'm not a do-it-yourselfer, and you might just be
the next in a long line. In all seriousness, I might be interested in buying one if it works as you describe."
I will definitely keep the list posted on the progress as the design comes together. Once I have succesfully managed to get the range to 750 feet, I am planning on
compiling a complete parts list with technical specifications and general pricing, schematics of the mod-kit, and taking pictures of its construction. I will be doing
some very controlled experiments on the ground at 750 feet distance seeing how far off axis I can tilt the camera and still have it pick up the signal, as well as
experimenting with a curved mirror to try and couple the IR signal into the camera from below it. If all goes well, I should only be spending about $10 and of
course many hours of testing on the ground.
In the mean time, I am actually waiting for the right weather to send up a 6oz lead sinker on my 6' delta kite. I plan to send it up to 200-250 feet and hopefully get
it into a steady flow of air current, and then attach the weight and see if it can manage to get the lead weight up to about 750 feet. If it seems to be too strained, I
may need to switch to a 9' delta, but I don't want to have to do that. When it comes to flying a kite with a camera on it I can use all the advice I can get; never
done it before. The only time I have ever used a kite to carry additional weight is when I attached glow sticks to the wingtips where streamers are normally
attached to fly it at night. Consequently the glowsticks I used were fairly weak and after about 100 feet I couldn't really see them any more.
Thanks for the encouragement, and I hope to have some actual results to share in a few weeks.
(back)

Re: IR Remote use
From: Peter van Erkel
Date: 8/11/2005
Time: 3:51:49 AM
Remote Name: 194.74.105.194

Comments
I try to remember the Infra Red experiments I did long long time ago. I tried exactly what you mentioned, but with an external IR receiver. I first tried a laser
that I took from a glasfiber transmission link. With it's power, and the change from glas to air its theoretical range should have been about 1000m (3000feet). In
practice the beam of the laser was too narrow. I only ones covered 100m (300feet) after a lot of aligning. So I did the same thing you plan, an array of IR Led's. I
can not remember that by adding more IR Led's the range increased much, but I did not have to painfully align the array and the receiver. With 10 IR LED's (
Philips discontinued long time ago) I finally reached 50m (150feet) at the soccer field near our house. So I connected the receiver to a power switch that switched a
flash light. The LED's where fixed, and I could walk with the receiver aimed about 3 m left/right with the flash light on, only a little further it went off, and after
reaming it was on again. I put up a Conyne, tied the receiver and flashlight to the line ( both in parallel to the line) and gave out 50m (150feet) of line. Switched on
the IR Led's, aimed them as good as possible to the receiving end, and was hoping to see the flash light switching on. No way, only while permanently aiming, the
flash light some times shortly was on. Only many year later, with video control I saw how much a video camera tied to the line of a kite moves. So you are fully
right, you need a wide beam (LED array) simply due to the movement of a camera on a kite line. You might be successful with the current IR Led's, I was not.
Than I bid the bullet, bought a 50$ 27mHz 2ch Robbe RC set, used it for over 10 years, newer regretted it.
(back)

Re: IR Remote use
From: Richard Amirault
Date: 8/11/2005
Time: 5:10:47 AM Remote Name: 146.115.58.99

Comments
My comments....
I really, seriously doubt that you'll be able to get the range you want. Maybe with a hundred LED's, but not likely with anything more "practical". Unless you
plan on shooting at night ;-)
But, give it a try and let us know. I could be wrong (I often am)
Richard in Boston, MA, USA
(back)
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Re: IR Remote use
From: Craig
Date: 8/11/2005
Time: 6:36:50 AM
Remote Name: 204.147.0.56

Comments
What will be the power source for the floodlight? Will you need to stay connected to A/C power or a large car battery?
(back)

Re: IR Remote use
From: Lemming1@eroLs.com
Date: 8/11/2005
Time: 4:19:47 PM
Remote Name: 4.249.153.198

Comments
Just a few quick questions to those who have tried to increase the range on their IR remotes in the past....
You *do* realize that you must take care to reproduce or otherwise render the *exact* signal down to the 36kHz modulated waveform in the IR remote's
transmitted signal to the camera, right..?
And if you in fact did take the very signal that is needed and created by the remote, and tapped off of it into a "laser" diode set-up, you realize of course that this
method is destined to fail just due to the fact that the beam is so very fine that it'd be the equivalent to trying to shoot the eye out of a quarter as it flips in the air
about 500+ feet away...nearly impossible, even if you deculminate the beam quite a bit.
But take a TV remote, which uses just your run-of-the-mill dome shaped LED's. Stand about 20 feet from the TV...and point the remote about 20 or even 30
degrees off axis with the place on your TV set where the IR remote sensor is....the remote still works. Why? I'll let you figure it out. Now just up-scale the intensity
of the beam (which is all I plan to do), and you can still manage to get a IR sensor to sense the signal (which is not highly focused mind you) at 25 times the
distance. It's probably not going to be a direct 1:25 power increase due to the fact that distance attentuates IR energy non-linearly, but let's say that the IR
remote my camera uses has a 10mw output. Or no, how about 20mw for the sake of argument. I plan to initially start out with six 80mw LED's....that's a total of
480mw of IR energy....24 times the factory output (assuming they even use a 20mw LED which I doubt). And if I simply double the initial number of LED's; I will
have 48 times the energy. If you doubt I will manage the range I intend to have, well, please go into some math with me on it.
(back)

Re: IR Remote use
From: Lemming1@eroLs.com
Date: 8/11/2005
Time: 3:51:52 PM
Remote Name: 4.249.153.198

Comments
There has been several attempts to claim that my idea will not work. Respectfully, I aim to prove them wrong. Apparently people on here are unaware of the
sheer output that even just a single high-output IR LED yields compared to a much lower output LED you will find in digital cameras' IR remotes. I am a caver
(some call us spelunkers much to our dislike), and the caving world has been using high intensity LED arrays on headlamps for years now. The sheer intensity of
some of these arrays (approximately 15 or 20 LED's) rivals even the brightest of halogen or krypton incandescent bulbs, and even draws less wattage thean those
incandescents. And someone saying that a high output LED array will not properly illuminate at 500-750 feet must be unaware how IR 'floodlights' (if you will)
are already made for night-vision goggles and very clearly illuminates a good 300 yards in the field of the beam created. Granted, night-vision optics are designed
to highly amplify low light conditions, but I have to wonder if some of you are basing any of your predictions on reality or just a hunch.
I still fail to understand why so many of you are tenaciously holding onto the paradigm that if given the option to snap a picture at will, that you'd rather just set
the camera up to snap picture after picture at intervals which may or may not coincide with instability of the rig, improper/insufficient altitude and generally just
prefering unpredictability over the predictability of pressing a momentary button when you feel that the conditions are suitable for a nice picture.
I have explained in my several posts now that I have no desire to spend money on high capacity flash cards when I will have the capability to snap pictures when I
want. Yes, technology allows for high capacity if you choose to pay for it. It also allows for me to design a remote that gives me the ability to snap only the number
of pictures that I want, when I want. But when it comes down to it, it doesn't matter if I fail to choose your method, or if you fail to see any merit in mine. I will
still continue to do as I set out to do.
Having said all that, in the spirit of sharing, I thank you nonetheless for your input, and it will be a pleasure to reveal my results to you in the form of pictures,
when I complete my set-up. The proof is in the pudding, as they say, and in this case, the proof will be in the photo's....photo's I very much intend to capture with
a camera at between 500 and 750 feet in altitude.
One last thing, to answer a question regarding what power consumption I anticipate and how I intend to supply that power - I expect that I may need to use Dcell batteries (perhaps 3 to 6 of them) but until I find out the voltage used by the Olympus camera's RM-2 remote, I won't make any specific predictions about the
quantity of batteries I will be using. I initially plan to have the remote such that it will require a momentary draw of just over 0.4 watts of power, based on a
preliminary expectation to be using six 80mw LED's. These numbers may change. I will keep you posted. If it is necessary to use more, I will double that number.
The size of the battery pack I use on the ground is generally inconsequential to me. To answer a point which has been brought up by several people indicating an
understanding that these LED's need to be sending an extremely narrow beam...I don't share this notion, and I plan to disprove it.
Regards
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(back)

Re: IR Remote use
From: Richard Amirault
Date: 8/11/2005
Time: 5:33:35 PM<�br> Remote Name: 208.59.182.133

Comments
Well, I still think it is not likely to work .. but go for it and let us know.
My main concern is that you are doing this in daylight, not indoors in subdued light. I would think (and it is, admittitly just my opinion) that the IR signal has to
be even more powerful (than you think it needs to be) in order to overcome the 'natural' IR background level.
But go for it .. if no one ever "thought outside the box" we would hardly ever have new things to do and new ways to do them.
Richard in Boston, MA, USA
(back)

Re: IR Remote use
From: Lemming1@eroLs.com
Date: 8/11/2005
Time: 5:40:42 PM
Remote Name: 4.249.153.198

Comments
"My main concern is that you are doing this in daylight, not indoors in subdued light. I would think (and it is, admittitly just my opinion) that the IR signal has to
be even more powerful (than you think it needs to be) in order to overcome the 'natural' IR background level."
While it is true that during the day there is a higher degree of ambient IR noise, one must keep in mind that the sensor on the camera is specifically looking for a
certain frequency and a certain signal type at that frequency. Your TV remote wouldn't stop working as well on a bright sunny day when the sun shines into the
living room...
(back)

Re: IR Remote use
From: Richard Amirault
Date: 8/12/2005
Time: 6:33:27 AM
Remote Name: 146.115.58.99

Comments
"Your TV remote wouldn't stop working as well on a bright sunny day when the sun shines into the living room..."
Yes .. but .. try moving both your TV and the remote *outdoors* and see how well they work.
Anyway .. I know you'll try your system .. let us know how it goes.
Richard in Boston, MA, USA
(back)

Re: IR Remote use
From: Carl B
Date: 8/23/2005
Time: 5:30:00 AM
Remote Name: 198.103.196.130

Comments
I like very much your idea of using high powered IR light source and I hope you donÝt mind a few late thoughts.
One of many basic photographic lighting rules is the 'inverse square law'. Which states that for doubling the distance, you will loose 4 times the light (or energy).
For example; if you need one light for 10 feet, you will need 4 lights for 20 feet and 16 lights for 40 feet and so on. But I think youÝve already done the math on
this.
My other thought is on IR receivers. We use to own very expensive IR flash slaves with coded Tx & Rx. Until the day we tried working outdoors in very bright
condition. We found too much background noise to be of any use and traded them in for radio frequency slaves.
This brings me to an article I wrote for the ÝArial EyeÝ if itÝs of any use, using a cheap old pair of childrenÝs walkie-talkie with morse code.
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Keep on experimenting and share your knowledge. Carl
(back)

backup hard drive
From: Craig
Date: 8/10/2005
Time: 1:54:49 PM
Remote Name: 204.147.0.56

Comments
I am shopping for a backup hard drive for my 60 gig Mac G4 laptop. I am tired of backing up images to disk and then having no way to really catalog and search
through the entire collection. So a nice 250G firewire connected hard drive seems to be a good answer (for now at least) anyone have a good recommendation?
Thanks. Craig
(back)

Re: backup hard drive
From: Richard Amirault
Date: 8/11/2005
Time: 8:27:40 AM
Remote Name: 146.115.58.99

Comments
Craig said: "I am shopping for a backup hard drive for my 60 gig Mac G4 laptop. I am tired of backing up images to disk and then having no way to really
catalog and search through the entire collection. So a nice 250G firewire connected hard drive seems to be a good answer (for now at least) anyone have a good
recommendation? Thanks."
I'm not sure why you would have a problem cataloging and searching thru your entire collection .. unless instead of backup you are archiving your files.
The term 'backup' assumes that the original files are still available, but if you remove the files from your HD after moving them to another media, then I believe
that would be 'archiving' them.
Richard in Boston, MA, USA
(back)

Re: backup hard drive
From: Craig
Date: 8/11/2005
Time: 12:41:30 PM<�br> Remote Name: 204.147.0.56

Comments
Yep, my bad. I'll be archiving them to a bigger box, where they can all live together.
(back)

Re: backup hard drive
From: Doug
Date: 8/10/2005
Time: 3:37:16 PM
Remote Name: 71.48.5.62

Comments
Craig, I have 2 external LaCie drives. 1 is 160 gig and 1 is 200 gig. They are very easy to use. I never had a problem. I use them for my video business with my
Imac. The only thing you need to do is be sure of your firewire ports speed. I'm probably the wrong guy to ask about that though. I plan on buying another one
soon! http://www.lacie.com/
(back)

Re: backup hard drive
From: Brooks
Date: 8/11/2005
Time: 8:58:39 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
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I like my LaCie 160 gb firewire drive a lot, but if you want portability, it's too bulky for that. There are more compact ones available, but you'll pay for
compactness. The mid-size LaCies are great value for the money, IMO.
(back)

Re: backup hard drive
From: Craig
Date: 8/11/2005
Time: 12:55:27 PM
Remote Name: 204.147.0.56

Comments
Thanks Brooks, Portabillity isn't really the issue for me. Its more about organizing the quickly growing digital collection. 2000+ images since the first digital lift
April 3. Plus many many older film scans stored on disk. I also want to find a good cabinet to hold the CD's that each shoot is backed up with.
(back)

Re: backup hard drive
From: Mobilexile
Date: 8/10/2005
Time: 3:40:30 PM
Remote Name: 12.214.196.9

Comments
BTW, the G Raid Drives have both Firewire 400 and 800.
Word from the photographers I work with is that the Lacies are good if you buy 250 GB or less. They say the bigger drives are slow to start up and have a slight
delay.
(back)

Re: backup hard drive
From: Mobilexile
Date: 8/10/2005
Time: 3:36:27 PM
Remote Name: 12.214.196.9

Comments
Just went through the external hard drive shopping for my system. Like yourself I'm a Mac guy -- bouncing back and forth between a G5 tower and a
PowerBook. I transfer and store large files for work on external drives.
My experience has been that you get what you pay for in external drives.
I have a OWC 120 GB drive that is the worst purchase I've ever made. Seldom can I transfer large amounts of data without it disconnecting. I would avoid OWC
based on this experience.
I also have a 2.5" 48 GB drive for traveling. Again, went the cheap route and am not happy with the drive.
Last month I decided I needed more storage -- 500 GB to be exact. I found some glowing reviews of the G Raid Drives and decided to try it. It was a smart bet -- I
love the drive. They're spendy but this is by far the best drive I've owned.
http://www.g-technology.com/
(back)

Re: backup hard drive
From: Craig
Date: 8/10/2005
Time: 7:25:14 PM
Remote Name: 68.117.128.20

Comments
Thanks, that is a very helpful start.
(back)

Re: backup hard drive
From: Mobilexile
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Date: 8/11/2005
Time: 5:48:11 AM
Remote Name: 12.214.196.9

Comments
This might be of use:
http://www.macworld.com/2005/05/reviews/fwharddrivesdesktop/index.php
(back)

First rig and pictures
From: szewo
Date: 8/10/2005
Time: 12:56:59 AM
Remote Name: 217.17.39.4

Comments
Hello from Poland, I've just published my new site about KAP. It's in Polish, but there are some pictures...
Here is the link to my camera rig: http://szewo.com/latawce/zestaw.phtml
Here is the link to my first pictures: http://szewo.com/latawce/wilanow20050807/
Any comments?
(back)

Re: First rig and pictures
From: Brooks
Date: 8/10/2005
Time: 9:07:07 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
Your rig looks great, very tidy. Picavet X is heavier than it needs to be, but that's minor. Good job!
Welcome to KAP!
bgl
http://www.brooxes.com/
(back)

Re: First rig and pictures
From: Doug
Date: 8/10/2005
Time: 7:45:42 AM
Remote Name: 71.48.5.62

Comments
Nice Job! The rig look really good. Have fun!
(back)

Re: First rig and pictures
From: Marcus (Portsmouth, UK)
Date: 8/10/2005
Time: 4:13:05 AM
Remote Name: 193.130.174.51

Comments
Very nice looking rig and a good start. Congratulations. If you haven't seen it yet, may I point you in the direction of the KAP Group on Flickr.com where we
have a great collection of photos from all over the world that is growing by the day. http://www.flickr.com/groups/kiteaerialphotography Drop a quick note to
Lenny if you'd like to join.
(back)
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JKAP contest
From: Craig
Date: 8/9/2005
Time: 9:00:31 AM
Remote Name: 204.147.0.56

Comments
The photos are up on the JKAP site and it is a really impressive collection. Good luck everyone.
(back)

Re: JKAP contest
From: Mobilexile
Date: 8/9/2005
Time: 12:42:03 PM
Remote Name: 12.214.196.9

Comments
Looks like an embarassment of riches. Good luck to all.
~ Dave { a.k.a. Mobilexile }
(back)

Re: JKAP contest
From: Christian
Date: 8/9/2005
Time: 3:04:56 PM
Remote Name: 83.154.181.145

Comments
Here they are, 34 pictures, all KAP, some not shot so high, but the quality is high. There are 24 digital and 10 film cameras. The contest page is
http://www.interq.or.jp/japan/jkpa/event/jkpaapc/2005/english/e2005.html For small images, http://www.interq.or.jp/japan/jkpa/event/jkpaapc/2005/lookin.html
For large size http://www.interq.or.jp/japan/jkpa/event/jkpaapc/2005/lookall.html For voting
http://www.interq.or.jp/japan/jkpa/event/jkpaapc/2005/english/select/eselect.html
And don't forget that you may choose as many pictures as you wish, each one selected will get 1 point. For example, you have selected what you consider are the 5
best images, each one will get 1 point. So, there is no need to try to find which one would be first, or give them any order, only consider which are the best, vote for
them, and wait for the result! The game is also to try to find out who shot what, for as many pics as possible. Enjoy it.
(back)

Line strength with different kites.
From: veader
Date: 8/6/2005
Time: 6:15:33 PM
Remote Name: 67.140.192.27

Comments
I'm taking the leap into KAP after researching and watching from the sidelines for a while. I'm going to start by getting two kites I see referenced a lot for KAP
and learn the ins and outs of flying them. Specifically I was looking to get a Rokkaku and FF16. My main question is do I need to get two different lines for these
two kites or would the 250lb dacron recommended for the FF16 work equally well for the Rokkaku?
Thanks in advance, shawn
(back)

Re: Line strength with different kites.
From: Christian
Date: 8/6/2005
Time: 11:47:26 PM
Remote Name: 83.154.190.12

Comments
What's the Rokkaku size? Is it designed and do you intend to fly it in light or in strong winds?
(back)
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Re: Line strength with different kites.
From: veader
Date: 8/7/2005
Time: 5:31:48 AM
Remote Name: 67.140.192.27

Comments
Sorry I didn't specify that before. I was looking at a Rokkakus from FunWithWind.com that I've seen mentioned on this forum before.
http://www.funwithwind.com/store/viewItem.asp?idProduct=674&idparent=52
I plan to use it when the winds are not sufficient for the FF16. Would the weight of the higher test line prevent the Rok from being a better kite for the light
winds? Trying to figure out if I can save some money and limit the amount of gear I'll need to carry around.
Thanks again in advance, -- shawn
(back)

Re: Line strength with different kites.
From: Brooks
Date: 8/7/2005
Time: 9:52:53 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
You can always use too-heavy line -- it just means a bit more drag and lower flight angle, but no big deal. I use 250 lb line for all three: FF16, FF30, and Pilot 50 -under the assumption that the wind is progressively less for the larger kites.
bgl
http://www.brooxes.com/
(back)

Re: Line strength with different kites.
From: Christian
Date: 8/7/2005
Time: 3:58:18 PM
Remote Name: 83.154.190.12

Comments
The recommendation is to choose the line strengh x6 times the max pull of the kite, and x10 times when kaping. Here below some average pull: Assuming the
Rokkaku is between 2 m2 and 2,5 m2 area, basically 1,6 x 2 m size. At 5 m/s wind, pull is 3Kg for the Rokkaku and 1,5 Kg for the FF16. At 8 m/s wind, pull is
7Kg for the Rokkaku and 2,5 Kg for the FF16. At 10 m/s wind, pull is 10Kg for the Rokkaku and 3,5 Kg for the FF16.
(back)

Flying a Rokkaku
From: Mobilexile@Gmail.com
Date: 8/6/2005
Time: 12:43:02 PM
Remote Name: 12.214.196.9

Comments
I recently bought a used Rok and have been having trouble flying it. The problem is that it once it gets off the ground it immediately does cartwheels. Clearly
something is rigged incorrectly. Can anyone suggest what I might want to try?
Thanks a million.
Dave a.k.a. Mobilexile
(back)

Re: Flying a Rokkaku
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 8/6/2005
<�b>Time: 3:14:40 PM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64
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Comments
This looks like a problem with the bridle lines. If they are all of the same quality, start by checking if the lines to the right and the left side of the kite are of
exactly the same length.
Peter
http://www.kiteaerialphotography.net
(back)

Re: Flying a Rokkaku
From: Brooks
Date: 8/6/2005
Time: 5:43:22 PM<�br> Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
Vertical placement of the tow point is critical. Pull the bridle over to the side, and the tow point should be just above the upper spreader. Experiment with the
angle of attack; sounds like your tow point is too high.
(back)

Re: Flying a Rokkaku
From: Christian
Date: 8/6/2005
Time: 11:43:35 PM<�br> Remote Name: 83.154.190.12

Comments
If the briddle is correct, how are bent the spreaders?
(back)

Re: Flying a Rokkaku
From: Richard Amirault
Date: 8/8/2005
Time: 9:14:18 AM
Remote Name: 146.115.58.99

Comments
"How bent are the spreaders?"
Good question. If this is his first rok he may not know that it is not to be flown as a 'flat kite', and if (tried to be) flown that way would certainly result in "doing
cartwheels" or the like.
In the rear of the kite are two horizontal spreader spars (as well as a single verticle spine spar) These horizontal spars have an adjustable string attached to the
ends. Tightening these strings results in the horizontal spars (and the whole kite) becoming bowed. This is necessary for a rok to fly. You may need to experiment
with the adjustment of the line. If it is too loose (almost flat) or too tight (very bowed) the kite will not fly properly.
Depending on the size of the rok, a good starting point is to give enough bow that you can fit your fist between the kite and the adjustable line.
Richard in Boston, MA, USA
(back)

Re: Flying a Rokkaku
From: Mobilexile
Date: 8/9/2005
Time: 1:28:54 PM
Remote Name: 12.214.196.9

Comments
Richard :: Thank you, I was trying to fly it flat. There's one to chalk up to being a complete novice.
Will give it a try tonight if our thunderstorms pass through in time.
(back)

Re: Flying a Rokkaku
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From: Brooks
Date: 8/9/2005
Time: 5:54:23 PM Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
Dave, I think you'd benefit tremendously from reading The Complete Aerial Eye. It's full of articles that should help get any novice up to speed fast, and has
enough staying power to be a useful reference after your novitiate.
The CD is available through my home page or KAPshop.com. AKA gets the proceeds. Cris has a great synopsis right here on this site.
bgl
http://www.brooxes.com/
(back)

Re: Flying a Rokkaku
From: Mobilexile
Date: 8/7/2005
Time: 5:47:52 AM Remote Name: 12.214.196.9

Comments
Peter, Brooks and Christian:
Thank you all for your help. I'll try out your suggestions.
(back)

Big mess with Tower 4th 4 channel radio modifictions
From: Doug
Date: 8/6/2005
Time: 8:21:55 AM
Remote Name: 71.48.5.192

Comments
In an attempt to modify my Tower Hobbies 4th 4 channel radio the following has happened. I removed the pot for channel 4 and attempted to make a HoVer
electronic switch using the design from Wicherd. The switch did not work so I attempted to make my own switch using the original pot, setting it and putting a
change over switch in-line to simply toggle the circut so it would be either horizontal or verticle. It seemed to work but I started getting Hyperactive servos. I
isolated the problem by disconnecting my HoVer servo on my rig. Today, I decieded to work on Weicherd's switch again. After inspecting it with a magnifying
glass, I noticed a possible short circut so I fixed it. At this point I decieded to try and start from from the begining. So I re-connected the original pot and made an
attempt to get my radio back to factory connections. I believe the hyperactive servo problem went away but I noticed extreme heating in my controller. If I
touched the area it would burn my finger. I would assume this is not supposed to get that hot. So my first question is, should any parts of the controller circut
board ever get so hot that it would burn? Once I figure this part out, I will attempt to re-try Weicherd's switch. If anyone wants to comment on either problem, it
would be much appretiated. Here is the circut for Weicherd's switch: http://www.vogelblik.nl/hor-ver.jpg
Has anyone ever used this switch with the Tower 4th 4 channel radio? If so, did you have any problems and what wires did you connect .(red/black/white Tower
radio) to (red/black/yellow from Weicherd's drawing: http://www.vogelblik.nl/hor-ver.jpg )
(back)

Re: Big mess with Tower 4th 4 channel radio modifictions
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 8/6/2005
Time: 3:30:24 PM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
Basicly Wiecherd's diagram is OK. It is one of the options to make a good HoVer.
I don't know the internals of the Tower Hobbie but I suppect the black and the red wires are the same as in Wiecherd diagram. Only the yellow should "read"
white.
As I have the impression the Tower Hobbie is rather a basic system it shouldn't get that hot. Thus, there must be something wrong or shortcircuited.
"Hyperactive" servos might also be caused by poorly charced batteries and/or defective antennas and their connections.
Peter
http://www.kiteaerialphotography.net
(back)
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Re: Big mess with Tower 4th 4 channel radio modifictions
From: Doug
Date: 8/6/2005
Time: 8:09:40 PM
Remote Name: 71.48.5.192

Comments
The hyperactive servos go away when I remove the HoVer servo from the receiver. I also have a good antenna connection and properly charged batteries. As for
the heating, I am going to check for some type of short. Peter, do you think if you took a new transmitter, cut the channel 4 pot out, and left those 3 wires taped up
there would be any heating?
As for Weicherd's drawing, take a look at it, and tell me if it makes sense that the change-over switch is mislabeled. My limited knowledge says to me that "C" on
the diagram should always be either connected to "A" or "B". Using that logic, I believe the center switch position labeled "B" should always be connected either
to the left or right side of the switch. So it seems to me that assuming the diagram is labled correct, the switch should read from left to right, "A/C/B" instead of:
"C/B/A". Let me know what you think. Thanks for the help.
(back)

Re: Big mess with Tower 4th 4 channel radio modifictions
From: wicherd
Date: 8/7/2005
Time: 9:36:53 AM
Remote Name: 62.163.247.11

Comments
Hi Doug, Just got back from a short vacation. I looked into the switch thingy and discovered a small differance from the once I have used. It appears that mine is
not just different in color, its also wired differently internally. I will mail you the corrected diagram for your switch later this evening. and put it online later on
my site.
For now there is two things you must do:
1: check the resistance for the pot you removed from your transmitter. (if it is not 5K the values for the different resistors and pots must be changed)
2: reconnect the switch to the circuit like this; BCA or ACB. The connector in the middle to C(red that is) (this might well be the reason for the overheating)
My excuses for any inconvieniance. I should have checked this before I send you the switch.
PS. never use any circuit causing overheating....
(back)

Re: Big mess with Tower 4th 4 channel radio modifictions
From: Doug
Date: 8/7/2005
Time: 10:06:50 AM
Remote Name: 71.48.5.192

Comments
Ok Wicherd that sounds good. Thank you. I have put the original pot back, and checked the connections and checked for some type of short circut. I will be
taking the circut board out and checking the other side. But the unit still heats up and everything is just like new. I even used a light brush to clean out and flakes
of solder. I do not have the HoVer circut connected. At this time so it should not be heating up. So I am stuck on this one.
(back)

Re: Big mess with Tower 4th 4 channel radio modifictions
From: Doug
Date: 8/7/2005
Time: 10:50:02 AM
Remote Name: 71.48.5.192

Comments
I have very closely inspected the circut board and do not see any problems or short circuts. I looked for flakes of solder or wire and can not find any. I checked
both sides of the circut board. I am probably going to have to buy a new controller. I am not too happy about that. Any other suggstions about heating? Could I
have damaged or shorted something for a moment and now something is burned out and is causeing this heating?
(back)

Re: Big mess with Tower 4th 4 channel radio modifictions
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From: Wicherd
Date: 8/7/2005
Time: 12:53:40 PM
Remote Name: 62.163.247.11

Comments
using the orig. setup (orig. pots, no adittional circuits)try pinpointing the part on the board that is generating the heat. If it can be replaced it might solve your
problem.
Wicherd
(back)

Re: Big mess with Tower 4th 4 channel radio modifictions
<�b>From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 8/7/2005
Time: 1:14:13 PM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
Wicherd's question is the right one: what element is getting hot. If it is something like an amplifying transistor in the output stange, it might be OK.
If it is something that shouldn't get hot at all it probably will not survive any opperation during more than say 5 minutes.
Finding replacement parts for more complex items like ICs or transistors might be hard or even imposible.
Try to get the system working as it was originally first.
Peter
(back)

Re: Big mess with Tower 4th 4 channel radio modifictions
From: Doug
Date: 8/7/2005
Time: 3:59:52 PM
Remote Name: 71.48.5.192

Comments
Here is a photo of the part that heats up. I checked if any other parts heat up and they do not. I have put a blue ring around the part. It is black with a cirle and a
dot in the middle. I have no clue what it is. Everything is connected like the original. (It doesn't look as nice but it's connected properly with no visible short
circuts)
http://www.outerbanksproductions.com/images/kap/2005/heatingpart.jpg
(back)

Re: Big mess with Tower 4th 4 channel radio modifictions
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 8/8/2005
Time: 12:16:28 AM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
This is one of the parts that might hot. I wouldn't worry about it too much, for now. Unless you're sure it wasn't getting hot before you started working on it.
Try if the transmitter works as it should.
Peter
(back)

Re: Big mess with Tower 4th 4 channel radio modifictions
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 8/7/2005
Time: 4:10:55 AM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
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You are right. The drawing of the switch is wrong it should be ACB or BCA.
But even if you used the wrong wiring, it shouldn't get that hot. It simply doesn't work. The heating must be caused by something else.
Peter
(back)

Re: Big mess with Tower 4th 4 channel radio modifictions
From: Christian
Date: 8/6/2005
Time: 11:38:46 PM
Remote Name: 83.154.190.12

Comments
Your comment is correct, the switch should read from left to right A C B instead of CBA. About the colors of the wires: these wires are those of the pot inside the
transmitter, and you only have to connect on C the wire which is the center pin of the pot, the other two wires are those giving the total resistance of the pot; it
never change if you check the value with a meter, and you rotate the pot. So, for these two wires, it doesn't matter which one is what. Surely, it should not be so
hot, my concern is that you would have a small drop of braze felt somewhere on the circuit resulting in causing the problem. Leaving the wires of the pot free
would not cause any problem.
(back)

Aiming your camera
From: randy@yahoo.com
Date: 8/3/2005
Time: 12:54:32 PM
Remote Name: 159.37.7.93

Comments
Quick question. How does everyone deal with aiming your camera's? Mainly looking straight down. I have Brooxes rig and I can tell, relatively speaking, where it
is pointed, but my biggest problem is gauging depth. I have no idea how far away it is compared to what I want to take a picture of. Hope that makes sense.
Thanks!
Randy M.
(back)

Re: Aiming your camera
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 8/3/2005
Time: 2:06:39 PM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
Short answer: you have some options.
1. Get a video downlink, 2. Get someone to help you by looking from the side to the subject and the camera, 3. Experience helps to estimate distances, 4. Pure
luck.
Peter
http://www.kiteaerialphotography.net
(back)

Re: Aiming your camera
From: randy@yahoo.com
Date: 8/3/2005
Time: 2:10:41 PM
Remote Name: 159.37.7.93

Comments
Forget the video downlink. I have enough "stuff" to deal with already...oh and a wife who says NO. I guess I will get the hang of it after a while. I just thought
there might be some tricks to getting it over an object. Thanks again!
Randy
(back)
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Re: Aiming your camera
From: Christian
Date: 8/3/2005
Time: 2:55:50 PM
Remote Name: 83.156.23.211

Comments
Before the video downlink era, and nowadays when batteries are empty, or in low wind conditions, there are few thumb rules to know that I explained in kap
sessions at Dieppe festival in 2004, and each time I'm describing kap technique. It's also useful to know where to place the cradle in the right place before to start
lifting it. It is also necessary that you develop your ways for distance estimation, and you have to know roughly the elevation of the rig. These thumb rules are
applicable to landscape framing of a lens with 36Ý vertical viewing angle, such as a 35 mm lens of a 35mm film camera. The distances given are always starting
from the place where the camera is vertically over. When tilting the camera 15Ý downward, there will be the horizon at the top of the image, with a small strip of
sky. The first point of the ground seen by the camera will be roughly at a distance 1,5 times the height of the rig. So, the rule is to have the subject at a distance
twice the rig elevation. When tilting the camera 36Ý downward, the first point seen by the camera is at a distance equal to the elevation of the rig, and the last
point at a distance roughly 5 times the altitude. The subject should not be higher than half the rig elevation, and will be well placed at a distance of 1,5 times the
elevation. A small pen, a squared paper, and a seenthrouh plastic sheet with the 36Ý angle drawn will be helpful on the field.
(back)

Re: Aiming your camera
From: Tom Nied
Date: 8/3/2005
Time: 7:46:44 PM
Remote Name: 67.167.87.17

Comments
OK, that leaves luck and guessing for me. I'm working on the same problem and really trying to avoid the video downlink thing. With all the stuff I already carry
for my KAPing needs, I just don't want to add another level of complexity, weight, batteries, monitors and even more charging wires and things to carry. At least
I'm saying this now. I do have one thing in my favor, a KAP assistant. Carla, my girlfriend is the best kite handler a guy could have. With walkie talkies, I can
move under the rig, while she concentrates on kite control and safety. With the walkie talkie we can communicate, I can get her to move and I can be hundreds of
feet, just under the kite, guessing what I'm aiming at. I also have some visual aids on the camera. A flourescent red square on the lens cover, also a neon straw in
line with what the camera is pointed at. Binoculars come into use sometimes. So good luck and I'm guessing, practice makes perfect.
Tom
(back)

Re: Aiming your camera
From: Simon H
Date: 8/4/2005
Time: 8:02:38 AM
Remote Name: 138.32.176.254

Comments
Time was I used a sighting protractor, like Chritian's approach, other times guessed, other times video, other times calibrated controls, (an obvious first step).It is
so easy to overdo tilt and get shots of the grass in front of a subject. But really this one is happily I feel becoming less a problem with digital and the ability to take
a lot of shots. Just as at any important photo shoot, you would bracket your exposure. In this case, bracket your tilt angle, take shots at several angles. For a
vertical bracket by taking shots walking forwards and away from the subject. Knowing when the camera is plumb over a subject for a vertical or what tilt to use
for an oblique are aspects of the same problem of judging downwind distance.
Many ways to do it but if you want to be simple bracket your shots.
Simon H
(back)

Re: Aiming your camera
From: Tom Nied
Date: 8/4/2005
Time: 8:15:38 AM
Remote Name: 12.73.223.60

Comments
Yes Simon, that is really a good suggestion. I'm still in a 35mm p&s rig so shots are limited. I do have a digital rig planned for the near future, but I think your
thoughts really describe the basics while shooting. I like and also try to remember the KISS principle, (Keep It Simple Stupid!) because I tend to take a simple
thing and make it more complicated. Carla says I'm "Niedizing" it. lol Thanks
Tom
(back)
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Re: Aiming your camera
From: Yvon H.
Date: 8/5/2005
Time: 9:30:41 AM Remote Name: 156.34.189.103

Comments
KISS also stands for Keep It Super Simple. ;-)
In my case, I still don't have a remote control. I have a little timer circuit the turns the camera and take a picture every 15 seconds @ 16 pictures per turn. Each
full turn, the circuit changes the tilt angle so I get a scan of everything far and close around the camera. All I have to do is lift the kite and the rig and wait for the
camera to make several turns. Waiting is the downside of this technic but I'm working on a new rig with a camera that saves pictures within 2 seconds instead of
15 seconds. I'm also working on a remote control.
To guess the height of the rig, one can mark the kite line every 25 or 50m and with the length of the line between the KAP rig and the ground with the flying angle
the height can be estimated easily -> Height = Length * sin(angle). By remembering a few angle sinus, it can be easy to estimate without a calculator:
sin(30deg) = 0,5 sin(45deg) = 0,71 (approx. 3/4) sin(70deg) = 0,94 (almost 1)
Examples: 50m * sin(30deg) = 25m 50m * sin(45deg) = 38m 50m * sin(70deg) = almost 50m
(back)

Re: Aiming your camera
From: Marcus (Portsmouth, UK)
Date: 8/8/2005
Time: 4:11:37 AM
Remote Name: 193.130.174.51

Comments
Yvon, that sounds like a really neat rig for anyone who doesn't want to bother with RC. Do you have any pictures or more information about it? What camera,
what servos etc? Thanks, Marcus
(back)

AKA Best Kite Aerial Photograph of 2005
From: David Hunt
Date: 8/1/2005
Time: 5:04:21 PM
Remote Name: 69.69.213.18

Comments
The American Kitefliers Association (AKA) is sponsoring a Kite Aerial Photo competition at this year's Annual Convention in Ocean City, Maryland. You don't
need to be in attendance to enter but you do need to be a member of the AKA. Each member may submit up to 3 prints. AKA members attending the Annual
Convention will vote on their favorite KAP image.
The complete rules and instructions how to submit you entries are on the KAPER web site. http://www.kaper.us/NEWS_akacontest2005.html
Membership to the AKA is open to anyone worldwide. Visit the AKA web site: http://www.aka.kite.org/
David Hunt
(back)

Kite choices
From: Doug
Date: 8/1/2005
Time: 4:20:41 PM
Remote Name: 71.48.5.192

Comments
I have started to do some regular KAP now that my rig is built. I have discovered some of the problems such as not having enough hands, noting which way the
rig is pointing etc. I have figured out most of these problems but my big problem is my kite. My HQ 2.0 is about 31 square feet. I use 1 fuzzy tail with a 10 ft
bridal. In about 10-12 mph the kite seems to not want to lift my 18 oz rig. It really struggles. Also the angle is low and I end up using a lot of line. I got the kite
when the wind was tronger and it should do well this fall. I'm wondering if I should upgrade to a Delta of some type of Delta like a Delta Coyne. If so I would like
a kite that would lift a 1 to -1.5 lbs rig in about 8-12mph. Any recomendations? This would be my third kite. I have a sutton 16 and an HQ 2.0 Flowform. Who
else has been though this trail and error? I thought a 1 pound rig was light. What do other people do. Also flying angle is important. I tend to wish my kite was
flying steeper. I also have 2 tails if I need. Thanks, Doug
(back)
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Re: Kite choices
From: Vladimir - Brasil
Date: 8/2/2005
Time: 2:29:50 PM
Remote Name: 200.175.1.186

Comments
Hi all. Really, dopero is the best choice for light winds, says this established one in flowform 50 and 16, these I made kap work . after to construct my doperos;
dopero 100 and maxi-dopero, now I am well.
may kite gallery http://www.jvfc.pop.com.br/albuns/pipas/pipas.htm
regards
(back)

Re: Kite choices
From: Brooks
Date: 8/1/2005
Time: 10:48:40 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
Seems to me that you may be overestimating the wind. The kites you have should lift an 18-oz rig in 8 - 12 mph. I don't know the HQ, but have you tried the
FF16?
If your wind is indeed lighter than 8 mph, you could use a Pilot 50 to stretch the range a little bit, but you may be better off with a sparred kite. My preference is
for the Dopero or Delta-Conyne (note that Silas Conyne had two Ns in his name), but others have done well with big deltas or rokkakus.
bgl
http://www.brooxes.com/
(back)

Re: Kite choices (HQ test)
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotographt.net
Date: 8/2/2005
Time: 1:25:55 PM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
I just tested a HQ. And now know the problem with that kite. Read it all on http://www.kiteaerialphotography.net .
Peter
(back)

Re: Kite choices (HQ test)
From: Harald Prinzler
Date: 8/3/2005
Time: 1:44:59 PM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
This kite looks like my FF04 and FF04A. Read my comments on it on http://www.kiteaerialphotography.net
Nice breezes,
Harald.
(back)

Re: Kite choices (HQ test)
From: Doug
Date: 8/2/2005
Time: 2:12:18 PM
Remote Name: 71.48.5.192
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Comments
Thanks so much! That is good news. I was just getting to the point where I was going to do some actual tests myself because I was really wondering what the deal
was. I will be ordering a Sutton 30 ASAP and probably a DC 13.5. Thanks again! Doug
(back)

Re: Kite choices
From: Randy Bollinger
Date: 8/2/2005
Time: 10:25:10 AM
Remote Name: 70.246.133.250

Comments
I agree with Brooks, A Delta or Rokkaku would be a better choice in lower winds. Using soft kites in Low winds is about the same as a child asking the adult to
blow up their balloon, because they just can't produce the pressure. And yes guys, I'm still here. I haven't been doing very much KAP lately. I was attending a lot
of car shows with my Dodge Stealth, but now I'm just sitting around taking it easy with a herniated disk. Sounds like fun, doesn't it.
(back)

Re: Kite choices
From: doug
Date: 8/6/2005
Time: 9:48:03 PM
Remote Name: 71.48.5.192

Comments
The Sutton 16 did the trick the other day. It really does lift better than the HQ 2.0 in lighter winds. I have ordered a sutton 30 also and will give that a try. Thanks
for all the help! I took some new pictures with this setup: http://www.flickr.com/photos/outerbanks/
(back)

Re: Kite choices
From: Brooks
Date: 8/2/2005
Time: 11:05:08 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
Hey, Randy! Good to have you back!
(back)

TODAY is the deadline!
From: Brooks
Date: 7/31/2005
Time: 10:08:22 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
...for the JKPA 2005 KAP Contest. Yes, even YOU can submit your favorite image! Do it!
Full info here: http://www.interq.or.jp/japan/jkpa/event/jkpaapc/2005/english/e2005.html
bgl
http://www.brooxes.com/
(back)

Re: TODAY is the deadline!
From: Mobilexile
Date: 8/1/2005
Time: <�/b>5:23:13 AM
Remote Name: 12.214.196.9

Comments
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Thanks for the reminder, Brooks. Got mine in just under the wire.
(back)

My New Maxi-Dopero Kite.
From: Vladimir - Curtiba Pr- Brasil
Date: 7/30/2005
Time: 1:19:25 PM
Remote Name: 200.146.66.200

Comments
I am very happy, finally I finished my other dopero, this maxi-dopero. today, I made maiden-flight , It fly great , very stable and wind was only light breeze. With
this kite it does not have error; to manufacture and to fly without more problems.
cheers Half.
http://img.photobucket.com/albums/v248/macromundo/ft4.jpg http://img.photobucket.com/albums/v248/macromundo/ft3.jpg
http://img.photobucket.com/albums/v248/macromundo/ft2.jpg http://img.photobucket.com/albums/v248/macromundo/ft1.jpg
My New Kap Gallery http://www.jvfc.pop.com.br/albuns/aereas2/aereas.htm My kite gallery http://www.jvfc.pop.com.br/albuns/pipas/pipas.htm
(back)

Re: My New Maxi-Dopero Kite.
From: Tom Nied
Date: 7/30/2005
Time: 8:38:50 PM
Remote Name: 67.167.87.17

Comments
Really nice kites and that Dopero is a beauty. All pics show well of your work. Good job. I applaude you. It's nice to see an effort towards to our lifting horses, our
kites. Kiting is the heart of our activity in KAPing. We sometimes just go out to fly kites and leave the rig at home just to enjoy a relaxing session of kite flying.
I'm in the mundane process of repairing a winder and making another winder before tackling the new rig. But that's OK, it's all part of kiting happily. That's the
fun of it. Tom
(back)

Re: My New Maxi-Dopero Kite.
From: Mobilexile
Date: 7/31/2005
Time: 8:31:32 PM
Remote Name: 12.214.196.9

Comments
Lovely kite and nice shots.
If you don't mind my asking, which pattern did you use?
Thanks and keep up the great work!!!
(back)

R/C transmitter range
From: michael_99
Date: 7/30/2005
Time: 12:53:19 AM
Remote Name: 203.166.96.239

Comments
I'm new to KAP, and trying to work out what sort of range is most common, but found no info on the subject. My interest would be taking pictures from a boat,
coral reefs, lagoons and things like that.What should I be looking for. Very good website here, learning a lot.Thanks.
(back)

Re: R/C transmitter range
From: Brooks
Date: 7/30/2005
Time: 9:40:22 AM
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Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
Since R/C is designed for aircraft, which may fly up to a mile away, you'll have more than enough range for almost anything you want to do -- unless you want to
emulate high-flying aircraft. Not recommended, for all sorts of reasons!
Most of the best KAP is done at low altitudes, IMO.
Welcome -- post your stuff to Flickr/KAP when you get to that point.
bgl
http://www.brooxes.com/
(back)

X-10 Cam Problem/Static/Positve-Negative
From: Doug
Date: 7/29/2005
Time: 8:43:14 PM
Remote Name: 71.48.5.192

Comments
I'm working on Brookes dandy down link. I have to install a Maxim DC/DC converter. It is an electro stactic device. Can anyone tell me how to handle that. I
have no special equipment to use. Also how can you tell which side of the Kemet Tantalum Capacitor is positive. Thanks, DOug
(back)

Re: X-10 Cam Problem/Static/Positve-Negative
From: Yvon H.
Date: 8/1/2005
Time: 7:42:51 AM
Remote Name: 156.34.185.78

Comments
Electronic question. I like this type of questions :-)
Electrostatic sensitive components are electronic parts that may be damage by an electrostatic discharge when you touch them. To handle electrostatic sensitive
components, usually you should have an antistatic mat on your workbench, connected to ground (earth ground on your AC main line plug). Also, you should
have an antistatic wrist strap connected to you antistatic mat. Make sure that you put the wrist strap before touching your electronic components. This dissipates
any high voltage charge your body can carry or accumulate by walking around, specially with carpet. If you don't have these, you can still handle this part very
carefully by touching a ground connection before touching your part but it is a bit more risky.
For the Kemmet Tantalum, usually there's a little "+" sign or a stripe on the capacitor that designates the positive side.
(back)

Re: X-10 Cam Problem/Static/Positve-Negative
From: Doug
Date: 8/1/2005
Time: 12:25:37 PM
Remote Name: 71.48.5.192

Comments
Thanks for that advice. Does the soldering iron have to be grounded also? I simply have a normal soldering iron (cost about $15.00 at Radio Shack)It does not
have a third plug or any thing special for grounding. Thanks, Doug.
(back)

Re: X-10 Cam Problem/Static/Positve-Negative
From: Dave Mitchell Date: 8/1/2005
Time: 12:43:17 PM
Remote Name: 80.177.153.149

Comments
Doug don't worry too much. I built that circuit without taking too much care and it worked fine.
You can avoid many electrostatic problems by soldering a socket into the circuit instead of the chip directly and then plugging the chip in when the circuit's done.
That way you never have to touch the chip pins yourself (either directly or indirectly via a soldering iron at all). You'll also avoid damaging the chip by
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overheating it.
The Maxim fits into an 8 pin DIP socket and they can be bought more or less anywhere that sells electronic components.
Dave
PS looking at the circuit again, you will have to snip off pin 1 I guess.
(back)

Re: X-10 Cam Problem/Static/Positve-Negative
From: Peter van Erkel<�br> Date: 8/2/2005
Time: 2:45:40 AM
Remote Name: 194.74.105.194

Comments
Although Yvon's advice on using ESD sensitive components is fully correct, you do not have to worry much , because the components for the converter are quite
rugged against ESD. I would not advice to use a IC socket for the MAX IC. IC socket are mend for low current IC's, the switching current of the MAX can
500mA, too high for a socket.
(back)

Re: X-10 Cam Problem/Static/Positve-Negative
From: Doug
Date: 8/2/2005
Time: 9:00:04 AM
Remote Name: 71.48.5.192

Comments
So should I just use the grounding strap on my wrist, I regular soldering iron and don't worry about it?
(back)

Re: X-10 Cam Problem/Static/Positve-Negative
From: Peter van Erkel
Date: 8/2/2005
Time: 2:14:14 PM
Remote Name: 194.74.105.194

Comments
Hi Doug,
If you have a wriststrap, mat, proper ground connection, it newer hurts to use them. I build countless Power Suppies, without them, and newer had ESD
problems. If you are changing Memory (DDR) or the Processor in you PC, use you strap, mat etc.
(back)

Re: X-10 Cam Problem/Static/Positve-Negative
From: Brooks
Date: 8/2/2005
Time: 9:18:39 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
I don't even mess with the grounding strap, and I've built a couple dozen of them.
I named it Peter's Proper Power Provider because it's Peter van Erkel's design. He knows it better than all of us, so I'd trust his judgment.
bgl
http://www.brooxes.com/
(back)

Dopero :: To build or to buy
From: Mobilexile
Date: 7/27/2005
Time: 3:41:11 PM
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Remote Name: 12.214.196.9

Comments
I'm presently flying a Sutton Flow Form 16 I bought from Brooks. It's a wonderful kite but I'm thinking a Dopero would be a nice addition.
As someone who has never built a kite, should I even consider building a Dopero or should I buy it? I cannot sew but my wife is extremely good and can help me
manage my way. Beyond that I like the challenge but is this too difficult a build for a beginner? On the other hand, is it better to spend my free time on KAP and
let others do the kite construction?
Thanks for any and all words of advice.
(back)

Re: Dopero :: To build or to buy
From: Brooks
Date: 7/27/2005
Time: 4:41:18 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
The Dopero is pretty easy to build. The Rokkaku is even easier. If your wife is willing, I say have at it.
There are plans for both in The Complete Aerial Eye, which I have available on CD for $30.00, proceeds from which go to the American Kitefliers Association,
the publisher. Check my home page for ordering.
bgl
http://www.brooxes.com/
(back)

Re: Dopero :: To build or to buy
From: Yvon H.
Date: 7/27/2005
<�b>Time: 5:39:51 PM
Remote Name: 156.34.183.122

Comments
I built a Rokkaku first and from that experience, I built my Dopero. The construction is somewhat similar except that the Dopero is a little more work but not to
hard to built. There is plenty of information at www.kitebuilder.com about building these 2 kites.
(back)

Ancient Maori Kite
From: Roger Australia
Date: 7/27/2005
Time: 2:28:16 PM
Remote Name: 203.51.241.111

Comments
Here is a very interesting page about Maori kite flying in New Zealand. Hope you enjoy. http://history-nz.org/kite.html
(back)

JKPA Competition 2005
From: Brooks
Date: 7/26/2005
Time: 11:47:05 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
Deadline is fast approaching for submission of entries in the Japan Kite Photography Association's annual KAP contest. Pictures are due no later than this
coming Sunday, July 31.
KAP, PAP, BAP, xAP; newbies and old hands; digital & film are all equally welcome.
For details, see http://www.interq.or.jp/japan/jkpa/event/jkpaapc/2005/english/e2005.html
bgl
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http://www.brooxes.com/
(back)

JKPA Competition 2005
From:
Date: 7/26/2005
Time: 11:40:08 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
(back)

Accident with kite
From: Linnar
Date: 7/26/2005
Time: 3:27:07 PM
Remote Name: 213.216.199.10

Comments
Hi, I had an accident during launch my KAPilot (camera wasn't attach yet). It dropped onto tree. Here is full story (pics). We (my family) had a lot of fun.
http://www.eol.ee/~linnar/kap/kiterescue
Linnar
(back)

Re: Accident with kite
From: Brooks
Date: 7/26/2005
Time: 5:33:15 PM Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
It must be nice to have a logger in the family, with all the necessary belts and spurs. But the pictures don't show that you actually got the kite back!
(back)

Re: Accident with kite
From: Linnar
Date: 7/26/2005
Time: 11:55:27 PM
Remote Name: 213.216.199.10

Comments
Confirmation added!
Linnar
(back)

Re: Accident with kite
From: Yvon H.
Date: 7/26/2005
Time: 6:47:25 PM Remote Name: 156.34.183.122

Comments
Seems like fun. ;-) One guy from our kite club saved a few kites like this using a Rokkaku and putting a carabiner between the two lines. As the Rokkaku rises, it
pulls up the other kite from the tree. Once free, the carabiner slides down the lines.
(back)

Re: Accident with kite
From: Christian
Date: 7/28/2005
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Time: 12:48:33 AM
Remote Name: 83.156.19.168

Comments
Using a kite as a lifter, I had a successful rescue of one friend's kite felt in a bush; a successful rescue of one of my kites felt by lack of wind on the very top of an
old dead tree which had only main branches and no small boughs; a successful rescue of a friend's rig landed in the gutter of a high building; an unsuccessful
rescue of a friend's kite felt in an oak which was finally recovered by climbing. If any part of the kite in the tree is hooked by any small bough, it is rather
impossible to rescue with a kite-lifter, but it can coordinate with help of a fellow in the tree which will move the kite parts with a long stick. Most of the times the
kite is laying on small branches out of reach of the climber. So a long folding stick ending with a designed hook is a necessary tool to the climber.
(back)

Re: Accident with kite
From: Christian
Date: 7/28/2005
Time: 12:17:36 AM
Remote Name: 83.156.19.168

Comments
(back)

Re: Accident with kite
From: Richard Amirault
Date: 7/27/2005
Time: 6:22:20 AM
Remote Name: 146.115.58.99

Comments
That is the techinque used by a "local" guy (acutally in another state) ... works quite well.
PS. I actually purchased a set of climbing spikes and safety belt .. just for kite rescue use!! But, so far I haven't had to use them.
The one's I bought are commercialy made for hunters to climb up to tree stands. see..

http://www.cabelas.com/cabelas/en/templates/links/link.jsp?
id=0004911410810a&type=product&cmCat=search&returnString=Ntk=Products&QueryText=climbing&_D%3AhasJS=+&Go.y=0&Nty=1&hasJS=true&No=40&%2F
box.jsp.form21&_dyncharset=ISO-8859-1&returnPage=search-results1.jsp
if that does not work go to www.cabelas.com and search for item # QS-410810
Richard in Boston, MA, USA
(back)

Re: Accident with kite
From: Christian
Date: 7/28/2005
Time: 12:15:11 AM
Remote Name: 83.156.19.168

Comments
Linnar, by the way, what were the wind conditions, why and how does the Kapilot felt in the trees?
(back)

Re: Accident with kite
From: Linnar
Date: 8/8/2005
Time: 11:42:03 PM<�br> Remote Name: 217.159.204.178

Comments
Wind was about 8 meter/sec and there were breezes and wind was unstable so kite tilted to right and felt down. I didn't use tail and bridles weren't trimmed yet.
The kite worked well when wind was strong and stable but at this time wind was very unstable.
Linnar
(back)
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Wi-Fi experiments anyone?
From: Lenny
Date: 7/26/2005
Time: 4:15:09 AM
Remote Name: 212.30.3.191

Comments
I was trawling through the weblog of Make magazine when I came across this article - http://yasha.okshtein.net/wrt54g/index.html - about a guy who replaced
the RC components in an RC car with Wi-Fi. So my next thought was obviously, why not use it for KAP. I searched through the articles in this Forum and and
only found one about webcams from Bill Schumnan.
The particular fascination that I had with the concept was that the guy in the article from the Make blog said it was possible to control the car from a PDA
(although it needed further experimentation).
Any thoughts.
Lenny
http://www.flickr.com/groups/kiteaerialphotography/ - 332 images and growing
(back)

Re: Wi-Fi experiments anyone?
From: Mobilexile
Date: 7/26/2005
Time: 4:49:17 AM
Remote Name: 12.214.196.9

Comments
If you were to run the KAP unit with WiFi via a Pocket PC you could, in theory, also run a video feed to the handheld. That would be mighty nice.
(back)

Re: Wi-Fi experiments anyone?
From: Yvan
Date: 7/26/2005
Time: 9:39:00 PM
Remote Name: 83.134.99.136

Comments
I'm using such a system for the moment. I mounted a Loox720 on my transmitter which displays the viewfinder of my camera. I mounted a small
videotransmitter on the video-out of my Nikon5400. On the ground, I used the receiver which transmits the videosignal with a special module to my PDA. This
module is Lifeview Flygrabber - http://www.lifeview.com.tw/html/products/ia/flygrabber_cf.htm The image quality of the flygrabber is not superb, but it's a
cheap solution (if you own a PDA)
Yvan. http://www.birdseye.be
(back)

Re: Wi-Fi experiments anyone?
From: Lenny
Date: 7/26/2005
Time: 6:09:10 AM
Remote Name: 212.30.3.191

Comments
Surley would. Plus all of the possible increases in accuracy with regards to servo control and preprogrammed go-to points etc. Add a splash of GPS and you
might even have yourself some fancy point tracking system where you specify a point on the groun and the camera tracks it, great for land marks. Then add a gps
to the subject and you can track a moving subject with the rig. I'm talking about possibilities of a far off future there, but the PDA controlled Wi-fi KAP rig is on
the cards now. Who's going to try first?
(back)

Re: Wi-Fi experiments anyone?
From: Brooks
Date: 7/26/2005
Time: 9:42:12 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5
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Comments
About 18 months ago I made a rig along these lines for Doug Smith, a soil scientist at California State University Monterey Bay. You can see it on my Equipment
page; it's next to the bottom on the page.
http://www.brooxes.com/newsite/KAP%20equipment/index.html
I shall get in touch with him to see if he ever got it working as anticipated.
bgl
(back)

Re: Wi-Fi experiments anyone?
From: Mario
Date: 7/26/2005
Time: 6:39:42 AM
Remote Name: 68.97.214.221

Comments
What I'm waiting for is USB Wi Fi. In addition to controling the rig, I want to control my Canon G6 with Breeze PSR Remote.
(back)

Re: Wi-Fi experiments anyone?
From: Linnar
Date: 7/26/2005
Time: 8:15:56 AM
Remote Name: 213.216.199.10

Comments
Could you tell me more what you can do with Breeze PSR remote and what features you would use in KAP?
Thanks, Linnar
(back)

Re: Wi-Fi experiments anyone?
From: Mario
Date: 7/26/2005
Time: 12:56:49 PM
Remote Name: 66.143.9.150

Comments
With PSR remote you can change every setting in the camera (except the mode dial). You can also download the picture to the laptop on the ground and preview
the picture in real time. You can change exposure, shutter speed, aperture, ISO, etc.
I'm more into PAP and once I get the camera up, I have a little more time and a little more stable platform, so it may be that it fiddling with a laptop would not be
as appealing for KAP. I can actually run linked USB cables down the pole now, but wierless would be preferable.
(back)

Re: Wi-Fi experiments anyone?
From: Lenny
Date: 7/26/2005
Time: 3:09:11 PM
Remote Name: 212.30.3.191

Comments
Mario
How much weight does the camera side equipment for this kind of remote access weigh?
I'm happy with the concept if the airborne equipment is not too too heavy and if the ground based equipment could be run from a PDA.
Lenny
(back)
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Re: Wi-Fi experiments anyone?
From: Mobilexile
Date: 7/26/2005
Time: 8:31:37 AM
Remote Name: 12.214.196.9

Comments
Lenny ::
This link may provide some insight / inspiration -http://www.hackaday.com/entry/1234000573027090/
(back)

Hemmingway Contest
From: Mario
Date: 7/25/2005
Time: 4:33:43 PM
Remote Name: 68.97.214.221

Comments
I would have sworn I saw one of the stalwarts of this board at the annual Hemmingway contest on national TV.
(back)

Newbie Pics
From: Theo
Date: 7/25/2005
Time: 9:18:31 AM
Remote Name: 128.174.118.172

Comments
Hi all, I just had my first KAP experience yesterday. I've put the pictures up on Flickr, and added some of them to the KAP photo stream. Here is the link to my
set:
http://www.flickr.com/photos/72966845@N00/sets/640394/
(back)

Re: Newbie Pics
From: Lenny
Date: 7/25/2005
Time: 4:45:20 PM
Remote Name: 212.30.3.191

Comments
I already replied to the Flickr thread, but well done, really excellent shots for a first timer. And as I said before, let's have some more.
Lenny
http://www.flickr.com/groups/kiteaerialphotography/
(back)

Re: Newbie Pics
From: Dave Mitchell
Date: 7/25/2005
Time: 12:20:36 PM<�br> Remote Name: 80.177.153.149

Comments
Let me add my congratulations too!
(back)

Re: Newbie Pics
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From: Brooks
Date: 7/25/2005
Time: 10:24:29 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
Nice stuff, Theo! I've made some notes on your images -- and I think you should add "Almost the Whole Garden" to the pool and pull the grassy expanse.
FWIW
bgl
http://www.brooxes.com/
(back)

Re: Newbie Pics
From: Christian
Date: 7/26/2005
Time: 3:44:27 AM
Remote Name: 83.154.188.5

Comments
I have also noted the "Almost the whole garden " as a nice picture. It could compete to the JKPA contest closing july 31st
(back)

Re: Newbie Pics
From: Theo
Date: 7/25/2005
Time: 12:41:09 PM
Remote Name: 128.174.118.3

Comments
Thanks for the encouragement!
(back)

Dieppe Canada Kite Festival Aug 11th-15th
From: Grant L
Date: 7/25/2005
Time: 6:18:42 AM
Remote Name: 69.39.137.34

Comments
Hi All, I am pretty active over at the forum at www.kitebuilder.com , but new here. I have my KAP kit from Brooks and got a good deal on an Olympus D540-Z, (
$100 from Meijer's,) Now I am trying to get it built before Dieppe. We leave for Canada this friday and I figure that as long as I get all of the drilling and
soldering done, I can always finish it while we are there. I was just wondering if anyone was going to be at the festival in Dieppe, ( http://www.cerfvolant.ca/english/home/index.cfm .) If you are, stop by and say Hi ! I'll be the one next to the patchwork Spikey ball and TeePee trying to learn how to use his
KAP rig. I know that Yvone and Bill, from Canada, will be there. I was curious how many KAPers would be there for me to bother with questions. Steady Winds,
Grant L
(back)

Re: Dieppe Canada Kite Festival Aug 11th-15th
From: Yvon H.
Date: 7/25/2005
Time: 9:13:54 AM
Remote Name: 156.34.23.243

Comments
Hi Grant, I'm waiting for you. Bill Wilson will be here too. I have a workshop at home if you need help to fix you rig. I live about 2km from the kite field.
Be careful on the road. ;-)
(back)

Interesting photo site
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From: Mike Jensen
Date: 7/24/2005
Time: 10:33:43 AM
Remote Name: 213.39.140.127

Comments
Perhaps some photographers can sell their works here: www.flyerstarter.com
(back)

Re: Interesting photo site
From: Mobilexile
Date: 7/25/2005
Time: <�/b>6:35:20 AM
Remote Name: 12.214.196.9

Comments
Hmmm...all I got when I tried that URL was:
Microsoft JET Database Engine error '80004005'
Could not use ''; file already in use.
/inx/global.inc, line 155
(back)

Nikon D70
From: Mobilexile
Date: 7/22/2005
Time: 4:28:47 PM
Remote Name: 12.214.196.9

Comments
Has anyone here built a rig for a Nikon D70? I've been looking over the rigs built by others and believe I have a handle on how to go about this one but thought
I'd ask.
Thanks,
Dave a.k.a. Mobilexile
(back)

Re: Nikon D70
From: Scott Haefner
Date: 7/26/2005
Time: 7:52:43 AM
<�b>Remote Name: 64.170.113.109

Comments
I am currently building a rig for my D70s, using the same design as my current rig:
http://scotthaefner.com/kap/equipment/?page=rig
I will put all the details on my site when it's finished...hopefully in a couple weeks.
Scott
(back)

Re: Nikon D70
From: Brooks
Date: 7/22/2005
Time: 6:18:43 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
I'm in the process of building a Brooxes BCKK rig for my new Nikon D50, which is very similar, though slightly smaller (and lighter). I've tried fitting a D70 to
my kit, and it's tight but it will work -- provided you modify the tilt frame a bit and trigger the camera with the gentLED.
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My intention is to provide an alternate mounting which will allow me to take portrait horizontal fisheyes for VR panoramas in burst mode using the Sigma 8mm
lens. There's not room inside the main frame of my kit to do a HoVer rotation of the camera, so it'll be either one format or the other, adjustable on the ground.
I'll post a picture when it's done -- unless it all proves to be wishful thinking!
I like the D50 very much so far, on the ground. Just bought the lens on eBay, so can't report on it yet.
bgl
http://www.brooxes.com/
(back)

Re: Nikon D70
From: Mobilexile
Date: 7/23/2005
Time: 5:48:28 AM
Remote Name: 12.214.196.9

Comments
Brooks:
Thanks for the reply. PLEASE send some pics as your progress. I'm very interested to see how it works out.
If I'm understanding you correctly you're using your standard kit for the D50, right?
Dave
(back)

Re: Nikon D70
From: Brooks
Date: 7/23/2005
Time: 9:51:56 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
I'm using the standard kit in every particular except the tilt frame (the part to which the camera is attached). I have modified that part by cutting off the bottom
(the plate the camera usually sits on), and rotating the frame down 90 degrees, using what used to be the back for the bottom.
That way the back is open and allows mounting a large camera further back than would be possible if the L-shaped camera platform was in place. That also
makes it impossible to mount a servo post and shutter servo -- but the D70/D50 are both gentLED-compatible so the servo isn't used anyway.
I know this works just fine with the D50 mounted normally, i.e. in landscape format. The unknown is how I will adapt it to mount the camera in portrait format,
which is necessary for the best horizontal panoramas.
bgl
http://www.brooxes.com/
(back)

Re: Nikon D70
From: Mobilexile
Date: 7/23/2005
Time: 11:52:25 AM
Remote Name: 12.214.196.9

Comments
Thanks for the description. Sounds like a smart way to go about it. And, with your smart rig design, I'm certain it will work.
How would you account for larger lenses?
I had not heard of the gentLED prior to reading your post. That sounds like a brilliant solution.
(back)

Re: Nikon D70
From: Brooks
Date: 7/23/2005
Time: 12:38:50 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5
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Comments
Larger lenses? I would avoid them!
No need for a zoom (or long lens) aloft, though the german guys with their 2 kilo rigs do OK. Zooms just add weight -- and blurred pictures at telephoto.
The standard plastic zoom that comes with the D50 is OK though -- fairly wide, and not too heavy.
On the other hand, I've successfully launched my Nikon 8700 with the FC-E9 fisheye adaptor using essentially this cradle. That lens is about 9" long and weighs a
ton, but I was able to place the camera far enough back that thing balanced quite well, to my surprise. No way of tilting it though.
That's the main reason I bought the D50 -- for a smaller, lighter, more kappable camera.
bgl
http://www.brooxes.com/
(back)

Re: Nikon D70
From: Michael Layefsky
Date: 7/23/2005
Time: 1:20:42 PM
Remote Name: 67.161.3.118

Comments
Does it look like zoom might become more feasible due to the new image stabilization technology used in some cameras? It seems that it might be nice to have
zoom capability to get certain shots without having to bring the camera in too close to the subject, thus avoiding danger to camera and subject.
(back)

Re: Nikon D70
From: Richard Amirault
Date: 7/26/2005
Time: 9:33:15 AM
Remote Name: 146.115.58.99

Comments
The longer your lens on a KAP camera the more you will have to deal with movement (camera swing / vibration) .. and the more accurate you'll need to be in
aiming your shot.
Image stabization may (or may not) help. It might work 'like a champ' or it may just make a totaly blurry picture just somwhat blurry .. we'll have to see.
Depending on how long your tele lens is, I guess that you'll need a video link to properly aim the thing.
Richard in Boston, MA, USA
(back)

Re: Nikon D70
From: David Hunt
Date: 7/26/2005
Time: 2:32:12 PM
Remote Name: 69.69.213.18

Comments
Despite the difficulties of using telephoto with KAP there are situations where it is worth the effort to try. One of my favorite telephoto shots is this image by
Linnar. I don't know how much of a telephoto he was using but it was just right for this picture;
http://www.flickr.com/photo_zoom.gne?id=18239303&context=pool-60181114@N00&size=o
David Hunt
http://www.kaper.us/
(back)

Re: Nikon D70
From: Mobilexile
Date: 7/23/2005
Time: 2:18:27 PM
Remote Name: 12.214.196.9
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Comments
Michael hit my reasoning for larger lenses right on the head: It would be great to get shots of subjects that are in less-than-safe flying areas.
Brooks :: How does the gentLED work? Looks like a smart solution for my D70.
(back)

Re: Nikon D70
From: Brooks
Date: 7/23/2005
Time: 3:45:17 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
It's possible that stabilizers would work well with longer focal lengths, 'tis true. I've thought about that too, but haven't tried since I don't have that technology
available anymore.
For the best info on the gentLED, go to James Gentles' site, http://www.gentles.info/ . Essentially, what it does is convert the r/c signal to an infrared pulse -- but
they're different for each camera and not available for all makes.
bgl
http://www.brooxes.com/
(back)

Re: Nikon D70
From: David Hunt
Date: 7/24/2005
Time: 6:59:42 AM
Remote Name: 69.69.213.18

Comments
A glowing review of the Nikon D50 has just been posted on http://www.dpreview.com/reviews/nikond50/
David Hunt
(back)

Re: Nikon D70
From: Mobilexile
Date: 7/24/2005
Time: 7:40:08 AM
Remote Name: 12.214.196.9

Comments
Yeah, that D50 is a nice camera, especially for the money. Now if I drop my D70 into the water I know what to get.
(back)

Pentax S5i Rig Photos
From: Doug
Date: 7/20/2005
Time: 8:39:16 PM
Remote Name: 71.48.5.192

Comments
Well, for the most part my Pentax S5i HoVer rig is finnished. I have a few little details left but I could fly it now. I'm currently working on the transmiter. I will
probably add X-10 video later. I did make a rotating mount for my GentLED. It works 100% on the ground. and should not move much in the air. Here are the
pictures.
http://www.flickr.com/photos/outerbanks/
http://photos23.flickr.com/27479274_7778aa3714_o.jpg
http://photos23.flickr.com/27479277_494691c6f3_o.jpg
http://photos22.flickr.com/27479276_3689729e26_o.jpg
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(back)

Re: Ripstop nylon usable for kites?
From: Sarah
Date: 7/23/2005
Time: 11:11:06 PM
Remote Name: 67.82.147.148

Comments
Wow! Thanks for all the info everyone! Great stuff for me to digest. Are those Tyvek mailing bags the same stuff as the Tyvek building material? If I get the kite
off the ground and decent pics, I'll post em on flicker. =) Looks great! Crossing my fingers I can build a KAPable kite. ;)
(back)

Re: Ripstop nylon usable for kites?
From: Grant L
Date: 7/20/2005
Time: 7:42:00 PM
Remote Name: 69.39.137.34

Comments
Hi Sarah, There are many different kids and weights of ripstop nylon. The stiffer stuff is usually used for kites, ( but not always. There is a lot to the subject.) I
have made kites out of fabris store ripstop and they fly fine. Usually the stuff from the fabric store stretches a little more and will also fray at the edges when it is
cut. Here ( http://www.kitebuilder.com/forums/viewforum.php?f=4 ) is a link to the fabric section at the www.kitebuilder.com forum. There are lots of helpful
people there that would be more than happy to give you better answers than I could. Also, I'm not sure what plans you are using for the ROK, but lots of people
at the forum have built ROKs from Gary Engaval's plans and they all have great things to say about the kites and the plans. Steady Winds, Grant
(back)

Re: Ripstop nylon usable for kites?
From: Yvon H.
Date: 7/20/2005
Time: 5:04:11 PM
Remote Name: 156.34.176.243

Comments
My first kite in fabric was made of nylon fabric (not ripstop) which is about twice the weight. It's my best flyer but it needs a little more wind. Just to say that it
doesn't matter what you use, it should fly anyway. I've seen people using ripstrop from parachutes and balloon which is heavier than kite ripstop but it still
works.
(back)

Re: Ripstop nylon usable for kites?
From: Lenny
Date: 7/20/2005
Time: 3:46:53 PM
Remote Name: 212.30.3.191

Comments
Hi Sarah
In my opinion you should be using a kite-specific rip-stop. Most builders use rip-stop called Icarex or Chakira, available from kite shops. To be honest you can
make a kite out of newspaper, but for durability and reliability, the two I've mentioned would be best. You should check out the forums on Kitebuilder.com for
the full lowdown - very helpful bunch too if you need help - just like they are here. You should join up.
I picked out the Fabric forum: http://www.kitebuilder.com/forums/viewforum.php?f=4&sid=49c32a5bf5f57d7281a57e6156c62f10 And a thread that deals
specifically with what you might use to build a kite (keeping an open mind): http://www.kitebuilder.com/forums/viewtopic.php?t=1826
But you should either ask or go through the forum to find answers to all your questions.
Good luck, and don't forget to look in on us at the Flickr group when you've gotten airborne.
Lenny
http://www.flickr.com/groups/kiteaerialphotography/ (318 photos and growing - lots of first timers recently {:o))))))
(back)

Re: Ripstop nylon usable for kites?
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From: burtskitecam.co.uk
Date: 7/20/2005
Time: 1:40:25 PM
Remote Name: 212.139.96.34

Comments
Hi i am no expert on ripstop nylon,but there are many types and on top of that there are many different coatings which change the feel of the nylon,if you are
going to make you own kite i would play safe and get your ripstop from a kite shop that way you will know your using the right stuff. i am sure some one on here
will point you in the right direction if you let them know what area you are from hope that helps from burt
(back)

Re: Ripstop nylon usable for kites?
From: Brooks
Date: 7/20/2005
Time: 10:45:07 PM
Remote Name: 69.224.201.1

Comments
It doesn't really matter what kind of fabric you use, as long as it's durable and won't fall apart. I've made many very good fliers from bed sheets -- the slight
porosity gives additional stability. Tyvek, designed to serve as a moisture barrier in building construction, is a great kite fabric.
Most kite and spinnaker sail ripstop is coated with a slick, hard surface that makes it slippery and non-porous. Balloon and parachute ripstop is softer, but will
work just fine -- but may fray more because it lacks the coating.
Some would say, and there's some truth to it, that anything will fly if you have enough wind and you bridle it right -- and with KAP, there aren't a lot of rules, so
don't sweat it!
bgl
http://www.brooxes.com/
(back)

Re: Ripstop nylon usable for kites?
From: Christian
Date: 7/21/2005
Time: 12:51:33 AM
Remote Name: 83.154.181.68

Comments
I fully agree with Brooks: the kind of fabric isn't a matter. I have made several Rokkakus and other kites in various clothes, and they fly fine; tyvek is the best in
rainy conditions. For Rokkaku which needs the sail to form itself its shape to the wind, a soft ripstop looks better to me, so you get the one which fits it! Stiff
ripstop and heavier grammage is only better for some cellular kites, and, as I found, for keels. But the Rokkaku dosn't have keels. Also remember that all ripstop
stretch out with humidity. As the Rokkaku needs the sail to be nicely taut on the spine, have the spine long enough to set a strong rubberband at the lower end.
On the cross spars, it doesn' matter, and it's difficult to have rubbers at each end, and get a symetrical tension. Last recommendation for better flying and
durability is the reinforcements, which are in my opinion more important for flying and lifetime than any kind of ripstop. Unfortunately, most of plans are
missing this information. Reinforcements will be sewn on the sky face of the sail, and made of large dacron band, or ripstop 160 g/m2 at least, up to 240 g/m2. In
each outside corners of the Rokkaku, put large and heavy reinforcements (roughly 240x80mm at spine ends and 200x70mm at cross spar ends). At each hole
location for the briddle (which has to go around the cross spars), set square diamond 50x50mm of lighter reinforcement clothe. After sewing, make the holes with
a red heated nail. Sleeve a part of the spine on the upper and lower triangles above and under the cross spars. For spreading the sail on the spars my preference is
to set loops of Ý5mm braided line 100mm long, sewn on 30mm each side of each corner. Enjoy the make.
(back)

Re: Ripstop nylon usable for kites?
From: Richard Amirault
Date: 7/21/2005
Time: 5:21:40 AM
Remote Name: 146.115.58.99

Comments
The "soft" ripsotp you get from a fabric store will work .. but not as good as "real" kite ripstop. The reason fabric store ripstop is "soft" is because it is not
coated like ripstop designed to be used for kites (or sails).
That means that some amount of wind passes *thru* the non-coated fabric, and so, for a given area, a non-coated fabric kite should lift less than a similar sized
one made from coated fabric. How much less?? I don't know.
I would say if you've already got non-coated ripstop .. then use it and see how it performs (and it will give you some practice building kites).. then you can go
from there.
Richard in Boston, MA, USA
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(back)

How does the rig go up the kite line?
From: Mike
Date: 7/19/2005
Time: 7:33:37 PM
Remote Name: 141.151.166.25

Comments
I don't understand how the KAP rig goes up the kite line against gravity.
(back)

Re: How does the rig go up the kite line?
From: Tom Nied
Date: 7/19/2005
Time: 8:55:52 PM
Remote Name: 67.167.87.17

Comments
OK, I'm laughing, my KAP assistant Carla laughed, I'm sure some of my fellow KAPers are laughing, but OK, that's a legitimate question. Sorry. We all put the
kite up about 100-200 feet where we know the kite is stable, then attach the rig and then let out more line to allow the rig to go up to altitude. If all is well and
there'e enough wind, the kite will lift the rig while we let out more line. I only laugh because it just seemed such a funny question, but its a very legitimate
question. Thanks for making me laugh, and keep pursueing KAP.
Tom
(back)

Re: How does the rig go up the kite line?
From:
Date: 7/20/2005
Time: 2:12:14 AM
Remote Name: 141.151.166.25

Comments
It's just that I read that the kite is put up and *then* the rig is attached. And I assumed that somehow the rig was travelling up the line.
(back)

Re: How does the rig go up the kite line?
From: Christian
Date: 7/20/2005
Time: 12:35:18 AM
Remote Name: 83.156.17.182

Comments
I have heard this question dozens of times when kaping in public places where it attracts an audience around me. Last times was a few days ago during the Tall
Ship Race call in Cherbourg (this question 4 times!). What is obvious to insiders is not to others. Many kiters also are wondering about it. The most common way
is now explained. But there are some others. One is to have a pulley ending the kite line, and another line going through the pulley and lifting the camera. Tom
Pratt, some years ago, had a double winch to do that. The cons is that the kite has to pull twice the payload, and dealing with the pulley line is tricky. Another
way is to have a shuttle rig running on the kite line. It is lifted by a separate kite, or with an attached sail. Going up and down is controlled with line of the
additional kite, or with a line tied to the sail shuttle. Here also, monitoring two lines at the same time is hazardous. A French kaper, Daniel Gelezeau is using a sail
shuttle which run on the line is radio-controlled by adjusting the sail angle. I must admit it's a very fine method, and I also have planned to do the same because it
has many pros. I used the additional kite system when I started kap, using smaller kites than now, and because the cameras were not rewinding the film, and it
was necessary to bring the camera back at each shot, so it was less tiring to get back the shuttle with a small additional kite than to pull back the main kite.
(back)

Re: How does the rig go up the kite line?
From: burtskitecam.co.uk Date: 7/20/2005
Time: 1:28:34 PM
Remote Name: 212.139.96.34

Comments
only a few times have i been out kaping and had no one ask whats that up there,and sometimes when you tell them they still look confused as to why your doing
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it,some people have said they were waiting for it to be released and come down spinning or some thing but some people just look and then walk off,you can see the
smoke comming out of there ears as they try to imagin what it's all about.or as you walk past a family and the child says to his dad "whats that man got " his
father normaly replys with "a helicopter" and the child is even less sure now as he looks back while still walking forwards. from burt
(back)

KAP-Seilbahn at Fanoe
From: Ralf
Date: 7/20/2005
Time: 6:06:25 AM
Remote Name: 84.133.195.26

Comments
Hi, at Fanoe we use my KAP-Seilbahn. I put now one picture more on my homepage, showing the MultiFlare. This picture was taken when the rig reached the
kite. The altitude for this picture you can imagin on the other pictures. I use 3 pulleys for my aerial cable car: number 1 is on the ground, number 2 is at the kite
and number 3 is on the carabiner (conecting both lineendings), holding the "lineparts" together. I hope you understand what I mean.
http://www.dopero.de/Eingang/KAPer_on_Tour/Fanoe_05/fanoe_05.html MfG Ralf
(back)

Re: KAP-Seilbahn at Fanoe
From: Yvon H.
Date: 7/20/2005
Time: 9:29:34 AM
Remote Name: 156.34.176.243

Comments
Ralf, What do you use as an anchor to hold your lines to the ground?
(back)

Mounting the Gear Guide
From: Doug
Date: 7/19/2005
Time: 10:49:24 AM
Remote Name: 71.48.5.192

Comments
I have just built my Pentax S5i rig. I need to put legs, and video TX and 4.8-12V converter. I have not mounted Brooks' gear guide yet. I took extra time to
balance everything starting at the HoVer and working my way up. I have mounted the on-off switch (into the metal frame), the reciever(temporary zip tie) and
the batttery pack (temporary zip tie). All this is very similar to Brooks Pentax rig. My question is, can I mount the gear guide with the shaft in the direct center of
the rig (Which is also the balancing point) even though I have not mounted legs and video. I gues I could put the legs on, but after that, I figure I can balance the
rest of the rig by moving the equipmnet around on the top. I ask this because I can't get to the video soon, but I could mount the gear guide and get it over with
and clean up.
(back)

Re: Mounting the Gear Guide
From: Wicherd
Date: 7/19/2005
Time: 10:30:39 PM
Remote Name: 80.127.217.82

Comments
Mount the legs (they have a fixed pos. anyway), position the gears in the balancing point and fix the other parts using tape or tie-wraps. And have fun shooting
pictures. Then when your video arrives, you remove all taped parts, mount the video-cam and position the transmitter and other loose parts so the rig stays
balanced.
Thats how I would do it
(back)

Delta: adjustable keel
From: Linnar
Date: 7/18/2005
Time: 12:50:37 AM
Remote Name: 195.33.97.164
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Comments
Hi,
I'm thinking to make my delta more flexible to different wind speeds to adding different attaching points to keel. I'll add more reinforcements to keel also. Any
suggestions or links are highly appreciated!
Linnar
(back)

Re: Delta: adjustable keel
From: ralf
Date: 7/18/2005
Time: 12:47:17 PM
Remote Name: 84.133.204.69

Comments
Hi Linnar, have a look for example at Dan Leigh delta-page: http://www.deltakites.com/ Go to "design features" and have a look at the shifter fin:
http://www.deltas.freeserve.co.uk/images/shifter32.gif MfG Ralf
(back)

Re: Delta: adjustable keel
From: Craig
Date: 7/19/2005
Time: 8:09:00 PM
Remote Name: 68.117.128.20

Comments
Yes I add a second attachment point about 1 inch up the keel from the standard spot and yes it does reduce the pull a biit for higher winds.
(back)

Re: Delta: adjustable keel
From: Linnar
Date: 7/20/2005
Time: <�/b>5:13:12 AM
Remote Name: 195.33.97.164

Comments
Thanks guys!
Linnar
(back)

Correct link to diagram
From: Wicherd
Date: 7/17/2005
Time: 1:34:44 AM
Remote Name: 84.119.178.253

Comments
I must be doing something wrong with this link-thing. Here is the link in plain text, Just cut and past and you're there:
http://www.vogelblik.nl/hor-ver.jpg
(back)

Re: Correct link to diagram- Additional Question!
From: Doug
Date: 7/19/2005
Time: 7:10:14 AM
Remote Name: 71.48.5.192

Comments
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Can you Please tell me about these parts. I went to Radio Shack but they didn't know. First, what should the switch be rated at? They had one but it had a rating
on that I understood but didn't know if it mattered. What are the pieces rated at 1800? Are they resisters? Where is the best pace to get these parts. I can handle
building and connecting this, i'm just not well versed with the parts. I usually just buy them and connect them from a drawing like yours. Maybe someone has
these parts and can send them to me. I'll be glad to Pay-Pal or send a check. Thanks! Doug
(back)

Re: Correct link to diagram- Additional Question!
From: Wicherd<�br> Date: 7/19/2005
Time: 9:49:40 AM
Remote Name: 213.93.101.120

Comments
Here's the part list:
2x resistor, value 1800 Ohm, 0.25W Ý0.10/pc 2x Variable regulator, value 500 Ohms Ý0.75/pc 1x flip switch ON/ON, 1A/120VAC or less Ý3.00/pc (don't
remember this price excactly)
And last but not least, a small piece of board to solder it on too. (lots'a holes with on one side small circular copper plates)
As for the parts, send your postadres to me (wicherd at vogelblik.nl) and I will sent you the parts via mail. I have them all here at home (all but the switch, but I
have to go to the shop anyway)
Keep asking questions if you're in doubt.
Wicherd
www.vogelblik.nl
(back)

Re: Correct link to diagram- Additional Question!
From: Doug Date: 7/19/2005
Time: 10:36:56 AM
Remote Name: 71.48.5.192

Comments
Thanks! There are some nice people in KAP. I have sent you an e-mail with my address.
(back)

Re: Correct link to diagram
From: Wicherd
Date: 7/17/2005
Time: 1:38:57 AM
Remote Name: 84.119.178.253

Comments
OK, so its that simple....
http://www.vogelblik.nl
(back)

Re: Correct link to diagram
From:
Date: 7/17/2005
Time: 9:50:32 AM
Remote Name: 64.221.112.114

Comments
(back)

Re: Correct link to diagram
From: Brooks
Date: 7/17/2005
Time: <�/b>9:53:54 AM
Remote Name: 64.221.112.114
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Comments
Correct -- it's not necessary here to use the html wraparound, just the URL. The problem with your link was that it included the last /a>.
(back)

Re: Correct link to diagram
From: Emmanuel - http://photocerfvolant.free.fr
Date: 7/18/2005
Time: 2:31:39 AM
Remote Name: 194.250.178.227

Comments
Yes Brooks, I (at least) notice that for my next links...
Best regards, Emmanuel
(back)

Need Rokkaku feedback
From: Michael Layefsky
Date: 7/16/2005
Time: 1:48:03 PM
Remote Name: 67.161.3.118

Comments
There was a decided lack of info regarding the use of Roks in KAP. I'd appreciate it if anybody with relevant experience could relate their impressions. Any
comparison to other low wind kites would be icing on the cake. Thanks in advance!!
(back)

Re: Need Rokkaku feedback
From: Bean
Date: 7/18/2005
Time: 6:43:50 AM
Remote Name: 68.156.159.10

Comments
I'm glad you are trying to dig some of this info up because I'm just starting out with a Rok as well. I have a 6.5 foot tall one that I'm working on.
I'm just playing with everything on mine right now to really get to know the kite. I had a FF30 but didn't really like it. I think if you took the time it took me to
get the FF30 airborne, and compared that to the total time it takes me to get my rok together and in the air, it would be pretty close. I just really had to work to
get the FF up in the air.
I like the angle the Rok flies a lot because it is going to be great in tight spots. I think when I can find the bridal spot where the nose stays slightly up into the
wind, I'll be much really happy with my Rok. I think I'm going to build an 8 footer though as well.
I had really gusty wind this weekend and played around with a tail. I took it right back off.
Hope this helps and I'm looking forward to hearing others thoughts as well.
(back)

Re: Need Rokkaku feedback
From: Nathan Abell
Date: 7/17/2005
Time: <�/b>4:10:49 PM
Remote Name: 207.207.77.140

Comments
There are others here with way more experience than me but IÝll add my two cents anyway.
I have a 6 ft. tall rokkaku that a build a while back. I framed it in fiberglass. The thing I like best about it is the way you can adjust the bridle for different
conditions. With the bridle set too high, I've seen it thermal and float straight overhead. If I set the bridle lower however it is usually quite stable. Compared to
my dopero (also home build) it is much faster to put together and take apart and I think IÝd trust its stability more. Some of that may be due to my construction
technique on the dopero though. I don't really have anything else to compare them against. I actually I haven't been doing much flying lately. That should all
change with I finish my digital rig. . . . By the way, because of its dimensions and frame material I wouldnÝt really consider the rokkaku to be a light wind kite.
Nathan
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(back)

Re: Need Rokkaku feedback
From: Ralf
Date: 7/17/2005
Time: 3:57:04 PM
Remote Name: 84.133.220.73

Comments
Hi, I just phoned with Wolfgang Bieck. Wolfgang use beside his MultiFlare a Rokkaku too. But his one is not a lightwind kite. His kite is for general use in
common winds lifting a 2 kg rig. A rokkaku like Wolfgang's rok is a digital kite: it is flying or not (if the windspeed drops down the kite falls down). The Dopero,
Delta or the Genki are more soft-flyer. They lay more on the wind, better for a special lightwind-kite. On the other hand there are some kiters which could fly a
rokkaku more softer like a delta. It is depending how the kite is made and the bridle. Peter van Erkels Rokkaku is more softer than Wolfgangs. Not a real answer
but a little bit... MfG Ralf
(back)

Re: Need Rokkaku feedback
From: Brooks
Date: 7/17/2005
Time: 6:41:58 PM
Remote Name: 64.221.112.114

Comments
Following on what Ralf said, I will say one thing about Wolfgang's rokkaku--it flew well and lifted my 2 lb rig when I couldn't get my FF16 off the ground.
(back)

Re: Need Rokkaku feedback
From: Brooks
Date: 7/16/2005
Time: 11:33:02 PM
Remote Name: 64.221.112.114

Comments
(back)

Re: Need Rokkaku feedback
From: Brooks
Date: 7/16/2005
Time: 11:37:16 PM
Remote Name: 64.221.112.114

Comments
Rokkakus are perhaps more common in europe than USA, but most of those used here are made by Kevin Shannon at Carlisle Kiteworks. Everyone who has one
loves it.
I've used a 5 foot rok with a light rig to good effect, but never quite got to using it as much as my Flowforms, mostly because it was too small for good light winds,
and spars just slow me down.
(back)

Re: Need Rokkaku feedback
From: Scott Haefner
Date: 7/17/2005
Time: <�/b>9:32:45 PM
Remote Name: 66.126.173.45

Comments
I will just add to Brooks' comment a real data point. I have a Kevin Shannon Rokkaku, and it is easily my favorite KAP kite. It's stable, easy to set up (as framed
kites go...especially compared to my Dopero), has a high flying angle for tight areas, and it lifts my rig in light winds (~5 MPH).
Scott
http://scotthaefner.com/kap/
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(back)

Re: Need Rokkaku feedback
From: Richard Amirault
Date: 7/18/2005
Time: 11:05:03 AM
Remote Name: 146.115.58.99

Comments
I've used different sized rok's for KAP from 4 ft to 6 ft with success.
As far as assembling the spars .. I leave the two cross spars assembled in the kite and just remove the center spine. To pack the kite up I place the pieces of the
center spine next to one of the cross spars and then from the back of the kite, place both cross spars together and "roll up" the entire kite (including the bridle)
(in other words I do NOT daisy chain the bridle)
This makes a package that is as long as the kite is wide .. but makes for very fast assembly .. just unroll the kite .. asemble and attach the center spine .. and set
the top and bottom bow lines .. and you're ready to fly.
PS I also use my other kites including a FF16, FF30, delta's and whatever for KAP
Richard in Boston, MA, USA
(back)

Re: Need Rokkaku feedback
From: Christian
Date: 7/18/2005
Time: <�/b>5:21:26 PM
Remote Name: 83.154.190.3

Comments
Richard, we are at least two kiters to pack their Rokkaku that way, plus all the people I have teached it and do the same. It's amazing that on the french forum,
we had a discussion on Rokkaku two weeks ago. since a few years, I recommend the Rokkaku to beginners and to newbies kapers becaus there are manufactured
Rokkaku in kite shops, about 2m high, which are inexpensive, well made and which flies nicely. For reference, a 1.7 x 1.5 m Rokkaku is 2sqr meters area, and
usually weights 0.5 Kg It will fly from 4m/s to 10m/s and average pull is 3,5 Kg at 5 m/s and 6 Kg at 8m/s wind. Line angle of Rokkakus is usually 55Ý. I should
add that I have found the Rokkaku to be the most efficient basic kite with regards to aerodynamic characteristics and pull. It should be well known that the spine
should be very rigid in the upper half of the kite. Carbon spar is recommended. The lower half can be decreased in size, and should be stiff enough to maintain
the sail stretched. the cross spars should be bowed, and this is giving stability to the Rokkaku. The lower cross spar must always be more bowed than what the
upper cross spine will be bowed in the biggest squall. For this reason glass fiber spars are more efficient, and I always recommend the lower cross spar to be of a
smaller diameter than the upper cross spar.
(back)

Re: Need Rokkaku feedback
From: Michael Layefsky
Date: 7/19/2005
Time: 7:52:48 AM
Remote Name: 67.161.3.118

Comments
There is an online store that's selling 6.5' Roks for $40 shipped. The details:
Size: 63 x 78 in, 160 x 198 cm Wind Range: 4 - 20 mph Fabric: Ripstop Nylon Frame: Wrapped Carbon Line: Recommended 150 lb. Test Line (Not Included)
"Premier Kites builds the finest Rokkaku kites in the industry. First, their unique Velcro tensioning system ensures perfect sail tautness on every setup. Further,
their superior carbon struts make possible phenomenal light-wind performance (wind range: 4-18 mph). Finally, Premier's spectacular back-cut applique
graphics will blow away just about anything on the flying field!"
This kite is larger than the one that Christian has recommended to new Kapers. Does anyone know anything about the quality of kites made by Premier? Is this
worthwhile, or should it be avoided?
The link for the kite is: http://funwithwind.com/store/viewItem.asp?idProduct=674&idparent=52
They have several other styles of 6.5' Roks.
(back)

Re: Need Rokkaku feedback
From: Bean
Date: 7/19/2005
Time: 11:41:26 AM
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Remote Name: 68.156.159.10

Comments
I bought one from them and I think it is a great kite for the price. I wish I could find an 8 footer close to that price.
(back)

Re: Need Rokkaku feedback
From: Richard Amirault
Date: 7/19/2005
Time: 10:32:23 AM
Remote Name: 146.115.58.99

Comments
They also have 56 inch roks for $20.
http://www.funwithwind.com/store/viewallcategory.asp?idcategory=65
For that kind of money well worth adding one to your kite bag.
Richard in Boston, MA, USA
(back)

Re: Need Rokkaku feedback
From: Christian
Date: 7/19/2005
Time: 11:16:23 PM
Remote Name: 83.156.17.182

Comments
This is exactly the kind of kites I was speaking about. They worth the value. I gave data for a 2 sqr. meter Rokkaku which I consider to be the minimum kite area
for Kap. This one is 2.5 sqr. meters which is fine. For safer flight in force 4 and 5 winds, I would change the carbon cross spars for fiberglass ones, Ý8 (OD .317)
for the upper one, and Ý6 (OD .240 or .261) for the lower one
(back)

Re: Need Rokkaku feedback
From: David Hunt
Date: 7/18/2005
Time: 4:56:53 PM
Remote Name: 65.40.90.107

Comments
Given two kites that have the same amount of pull, the kite with the highest flying angle will lift more payload.
David Hunt
(back)

pull question
From: Bean
Date: 7/15/2005
Time: 1:41:38 PM
Remote Name: 68.156.159.10

Comments
How would you go about determing how much a kite would pull, on paper, if you added a helium balloon to it?
Say you have a 7 foot rok and a mylar balloon that can lift 1.5 pounds, if you were to combine the 2 with a 2.5 pound rig, how would you go about questimating
the pull a zero wind to say 4 bf?
I read something on here about Helikites and just wanted to play around with some numbers to see what would happen.
TIA
Bean
(back)
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Re: pull question
From: cezar
Date: 7/17/2005
Time: 8:18:42 AM
Remote Name: 82.76.111.133

Comments
If you had the rig just under 1.5lbs, then the balloon could lift the rig only, without the kite, in zero wind.
As the wind increases and drags down the balloon you should be already able to launch the kite with or without balloon help.
(back)

Re: pull question
From: cezar
Date: 7/17/2005
Time: 7:45:51 AM
<�b>Remote Name: 82.76.111.133

Comments
I'm about to experiment kite/balloon mixing myself. I built a very light rokkaku - 71 grams, 0,8 square meters (2.5oz, 8.6ft2). A moderate party balloon (115l or 4
cuft) or a plantraco replacement mylar blimp bag should lift it. I'm interested rather in being able to lift the kite when the wind is too low or space too tight for a
launch, by using a balloon just big enough to lift the kite only up to stronger/more stable wind layers. --------- Regarding your question - balloons have both
buoyant lift proportional with the volume of helium and horizontal drag as result of wind. Buoyancy adds to vertical (usefull) component of pull while drag adds
to horizontal component, decreasing line angle. ----------- What might go wrong is the baloon to shake in higher winds, making the whole assembly unuseable for
KAP. A streamlined balloon shape and/or multi-point bridle will hopefully stabilise it.
Should not worry too much about balloon pulling down the kite as the wind increases - the kite will increase proportionally its aerodynamic lift, so the assembly
should maintain its line angle.
regards, cezar
(back)

Re: pull question
From: same track
Date: 7/18/2005
Time: 7:01:00 AM
Remote Name: 68.156.159.10

Comments
I think we are trying to do the same thing. I have a Rok that I found a helium bladder that will fit perfectly on the back of the Rok. The bladder is a 4.5 foot
sphere. I'm going to get some light weight nylon and sew together a "pillow case" for it. When I lay Rok face down I'm going to attach the pillow case to the back
of the Rok as close in as possible. I've made some adjustable straps to really pull the pillow case in to the frame of the kite.
I haven't tested it in the air yet because I wanted to spend some time with the Rok to understand how it flys. Then add my balloon on the back later so I'll know
how to adjust as needed. So far, I can put about 7 inches of bow on the Rok and the balloon is completely behind it. So I'm thinking this won't mess with the flight
characteristics entirely too much. But I could be wrong. And normally I wouldn't fly with 7 inches of bow.
What I'm hoping for is a kite that I can launch pretty much anywhere. I'm hoping on the low wind days, which we have a lot of, this will get me into better air
easier and I'll be able to take advantage of the additional pull from the helium bladder as well.
Let me know how you come along with your attempt.
(back)

Re: pull question
From: Doug
Date: 7/18/2005
Time: 11:46:45 PM
<�b>Remote Name: 71.48.5.192

Comments
I've thought a little about this also. I envisioned a hellium balloon with a line and some type of velcro release. So the Ballon will go up first and then lift the kite.
Once in the air, the velcro release would seperate the two and the balloon would be pulled back to earth. Good luck!
(back)

90 degrees from a servo
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From: Doug
Date: 7/15/2005
Time: 1:32:00 PM
Remote Name: 71.48.5.192

Comments
Well, I'm stumped. Where should I go or what should I search for to learn how to get a full 90 degrees out out a servo for tilt and HoVer? I'm using Futaba 3003's
and naturally get 45 degrees. Thanks Doug
(back)

Re: 90 degrees from a servo
From: Glenn Nelson
Date: 7/23/2005
Time: 3:48:21 PM
Remote Name: 64.166.9.250

Comments
I also have the cheap 4 channel transmitter from Futaba (which is probably the same as Tower). I removed the right-side joystick and replaced it with a pushbutton switch and dual trimpot arrangement (I believe this has already been posted) on one axis, and a 5K pot (or perhaps less, I don't recall now) on the other
axis. I mounted these in a metal plate inserted in the hole formerly occupied by the joystick.
With a regular 3/4 rotation pot, you will actually see more than 90 degrees on the tilt axis. And to my great surprise, full servo range occurs over less than 1K
ohm (at least that is my recollection; I believe I used 1K pot and fixed resistors on either end in order to total 5K).
As for the push-button shutter arrangement, I originally created it for using a servo to press a shutter button, but it works just as well for triggering GentLED.
(back)

Re: 90 degrees from a servo
From: Dave Mitchell
Date: 7/16/2005
Time: 1:22:50 AM
Remote Name: 80.177.153.149

Comments
Just a thought Doug. Most transmitters have "dual rate" controls on some channels to let you limit the amount of servo travel. They usually take the form of a
small slotted screw which can be turned with a screwdriver and are hidden under a flap somewhere. I presume you aren't suffering from one of these being
turned right down.
(back)

Re: 90 degrees from a servo
From: Simon H
Date: 7/15/2005
Time: 1:49:54 PM
Remote Name: 84.67.175.101

Comments
Usually it is the transmitter stops which limit servo movement over 90 degrees. Simple answer, if you are up to it is rip out the joystick, extract the relevent
potentiometer and surface mount it with a knob. As I say, that's the simple answer, usually that is enough for a tilt servo. To go further gets more complex. Other
KAPpers can chip in with the more complex answers.
Simon
(back)

Re: 90 degrees from a servo
From: Doug
Date: 7/15/2005
Time: 4:50:14 PM
Remote Name: 71.48.5.192

Comments
I might be up to opening up the Tower Hobbies 4 TH - 4 channel radio and pulling out the pots. I have it open now and it is no real trouble. I am concerned with
the unknown about the trim levers. I can't really see what happens with them. It looks mechanical in nature and looks like I might have to re-mount those trim
pots also. Or does it work off the same pot? My next concern is whether to repackage the whole thing or not. Then lastly, I have a GentLED coming and don't
know what happens with that. I think it counts on the Joystick going back to neutral. Has anyone ever had to make these decisions with this radio? Thanks for
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the help!
(back)

Re: 90 degrees from a servo
From: Simon H
Date: 7/16/2005
Time: 12:07:26 AM
Remote Name: 84.67.175.101

Comments
The trimmers are usually movable mechanical limits which rotate the body of the pot slightly. Each channel should only have one pot. If your joystick is two axis
with shutter on the other axis, then you might encounter problems getting one pot out and leaving the joystick functioning for shutter. But no worry, many of us
here can explain how to set up a shutter switch, or you can buy James' special switch set up to replace your shutter pot. Definitely the easy option if you don't like
soldering.
I did try to explain some of this stuff here: http://www.harb85.freeserve.co.uk/control/control.htm but I know there are better explanation on the web. Peter
Bultshas a mass of links available from his pages at http://www.bults.net/kapnet/
since his pages changed it is not quite so obvious where the links are: the page you need is:
http://www.bults.net/kapnet/links/Equipment/Cradles/Radio_Control/Transmitters/
You should find info here.
Simon
(back)

Re: 90 degrees from a servo
From: Brooks
Date: 7/16/2005
Time: <�/b>8:42:18 AM
Remote Name: 207.55.236.180

Comments
I always use the detented shutter stick for tilt, and make no mods whatever. It should be possible to get about 80 degrees of travel if you use the trim slider as well
as the joystick.
If you set the tilt so the camera points straight down when both stick and slider are full down, you should get about 15 degrees of downward tilt when both are
full up. This is usually quite acceptable since that minimizes sky in horizontal/oblique pictures.
bgl
http://www.brooxes.com/
(back)

Re: 90 degrees from a servo
From: Doug
Date: 7/16/2005
Time: 10:05:06 AM
Remote Name: 71.48.5.192

Comments
O.K. I like Brooks' answer for now. I tested the joystick all the way to one side with the trim also that way and do get about 80 degrees of travel. (THANKS FOR
THAT B!) That will get me started. I don't know what a "detented" shutter switch is. I do have one joystic that has no spring so I think that's what you mean.
Brooks, could you tell me the best layout for the controlls then. I have The Tower 4 TH 4 channel (as recommended) It seems as if the right joystick (left to right)
is for Aleron and is channel 1. The right joystick (up and down is for the Elivator and is channel 2. Then the left joystick (up and down) is for the throttle and is
channel 3. (This is the one with no springs). Finnally there is the left joystick (left to right) which is the rudder and is channel 4. I Plan to have have pan (with
modified servo), tilt (80 degrees) HoVer (80 degrees and the shutter. I guess with Brooks' method, and my GentLED, it should all work except for HoVer. This will
be my next dilema. Any Ideas on layout and HoVer? Thanks again!!!
(back)

Re: 90 degrees from a servo, link to diagram
From: Wicherd
Date: 7/17/2005
Time: 1:16:38 AM
Remote Name: 84.119.178.253
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Comments
As promised, here is the link to the diagram:
<a href="http://www.vogelblik.nl/hor-ver.jpg">Diagram</a>
Let me know if you have any questions (wicherdATvogelblikDOTnl)
<a href="http://www.vogelblik.nl">www.vogelblik.nl</a>
(back)

Re: 90 degrees from a servo, link to diagram
From: Doug
Date: 7/17/2005
Time: 4:15:27 AM
Remote Name: 71.48.5.192

Comments
Thanks so much! This looks good. I believe I will follow this advice! Thank you. Doug
(back)

Re: 90 degrees from a servo
From: Wicherd
Date: 7/16/2005
Time: 10:55:23 PM
Remote Name: 84.119.178.253

Comments
Hi Doug,
Using the lever without spring for tilt is the smart thing to do; this way the lever (and camera) won't move back to center position when you let go of the lever. As
for the Hor/Ver control I would advise you to use a change-over switch, with a little electronics. This way the camera will turn to either ver. or hor. position at the
flick of a switch
I will post a link to a simple diagram here later today, allowing you to trim the servo to the excact 0 and 90 degr. position. (I have some left-over electronics from
my own experiments, if you want, I could make it for you or send the bits via post so you can solder it yourself)
(back)

Re: 90 degrees from a servo
From: Brooks
Date: 7/16/2005
Time: 11:28:49 PM
Remote Name: 64.221.112.114

Comments
Wicherd said it all. Sounds good to me.
FWIW, there are diagrams and at least one article in the aerial eye on the subject of substituting a switch for a joystick. The aerial eye is available from my home
page.
bgl
http://www.brooxes.com/
(back)

Re: 90 degrees from a servo
From: Christian
Date: 7/18/2005
Time: 2:48:31 AM
Remote Name: 83.154.181.166

Comments
There is another way to rotate as much as you wish, using an endless rotating servo and a worm screw as shown on my page called "precise tilt".
http://becotus.chez.tiscali.fr/rigs/anglais/&workshop.htm It's very efficient when you have video feed-back. It gives you the opportunity to correct horizon line as
the wind always shift the rig a bit when flowing 4 beaufort and above. You don't have to maintain the stick as it stays where you stop to rotate. Because there is no
effort on the servo when you don't action, it saves batteries. It can be manually disengage because of the string which makes things easy for putting the camera or
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packing it.
(back)

Good beginner's kite?
From: Britt
Date: 7/15/2005
Time: 11:36:27 AM
Remote Name: 69.12.139.88

Comments
I have been wanting to try KAP for a long time, and this Sunday I'd like to go out and get a kite. Unfortunately I can't justify spending $100 on a Sutton 16 until I
know that its something I really enjoy doing.
Could anyone here recommend a good, inexpensive kite I could begin with?
(back)

Re: Good beginner's kite?
From: DWStucke
Date: 8/5/2005
Time: 11:58:26 AM
Remote Name: 24.49.120.74

Comments
I bought a Premier Kites Parafoil 7.5, it was around $40.- and does fairly well with my simple rig. Now to de-bug that shutter mechansim again.....
(back)

Re: Good beginner's kite?
From: Linnar
Date: 7/18/2005
Time: 12:15:02 AM
Remote Name: 195.33.97.164

Comments
Hi,
I suggest to build Delta. I spent more time to build FF-type kite than my Delta. It's my workhorse, good high angle and very stable kite.
http://www.kapcasalboni.it/alb_5m_delta/5mdelta_eng.htm
You can scale it down if you don't need so big kite.
Linnar
(back)

Re: Good beginner's kite?
From: Bean
Date: 7/15/2005
Time: 12:57:34 PM
Remote Name: 68.156.159.10

Comments
Funwithwind.com has a 6.5 foot rokakku on sale for 39.95. Same kite at other stores is going for 79.95.
(back)

Re: Good beginner's kite?
From: limecat
Date: 7/16/2005
Time: 11:43:56 AM
Remote Name: 69.12.139.88

Comments
Thanks for the tip. I'll check it out! :)
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(back)

Re: Good beginner's kite?
From: Lenny
Date: 7/16/2005
Time: 4:27:38 PM
Remote Name: 212.30.3.191

Comments
Another route you might consider going down is to build your own kite.
It may sound a bit radical, but there are countless numbers of people who do it and there's a huge support network for first time builders, not to mention an
enormous amount of free plans and building instructions.
I've built several myself and I had very little experience when I started. I can't recommned it enough. It's a real buzz getting the pictures back from a KAP shoot,
but the buzz is huge if the kite is one you've built yourself.
You might consider building a Rokaku - relatively simple and cheap, with the extra dimension of the self satisfaction you get from flying your own creation.
Then you can progress to the next level and check out Harald Prinzler's Flowforms - I have two and they are simply unbelievably obedient KAP kites.
Have a go - you won't regret it. Just don't underestimate the advantage that the addition of a tail will give you.
Lenny {:o)
http://www.flickr.com/groups/kiteaerialphotography/
(306 images and growing)
(back)

- - Hyperactive Servo - From: Doug
Date: 7/14/2005
Time: 10:26:48 PM
Remote Name: 71.48.5.192

Comments
I just modified a futaba S3003 servo using the modified final servo gear method : http://www.kaper.us/basics/Bas_360_4_R.html
and a 5k cermet trimmer. I wasn't interested in desoldering the nice board so I was able to cut the old pot off, and solder the new 5k pot on to the existing wires. I
have a hole in the side and can adjust for trim. I have read about the trouble with this concept from past posts. I was hoping it would not be an issue but my servo
drifts also. I can adjust it but it's not an exact science and unexceptable to me. Some try and modify the Transmitter but I don't want to go there. I could never
really find the final solution in these posts. I have the Tower 4-TH Radio from Tower Hobbies. I'm excited to get this all together. Brooks hhoked me up with a
great gear guide and some other stuff. I just hoped the 5k pot would would better. Help Plead
(back)

Re: - - Hyperactive Servo - From: Brooks
Date: 7/14/2005
Time: 11:37:47 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
Take a deep breath, Doug, and tweak it again as follows:
1. set the trim slider on your transmitter to the middle. If you like, tape it there.
2. turn the adjustment screw on the servo's trimmer that you installed about 20 turns one way, and then come back until the servo quits turning. GENTLY twist
the screw back & forth until the servo stops. Sometimes it's necessary to touch the joystick just a bit the opposite direction.
I think you want a perfect solution, and I don't know of one. The trimmer screw will give you more control than any other method. If you can't get it to come
close to standing still, check your solder joints and be sure nothing is shorting. If all of that fails, send it to me at PO Box 34, Pacific Grove, CA 93950 and I'll
work on it. But it will drift, and you may have to adjust it again.
have faith
bgl
http://www.brooxes.com/
(back)
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Re: - - Hyperactive Servo - From: Mobilexile
Date: 7/15/2005
Time: 7:49:41 AM
Remote Name: 12.214.196.9

Comments
Servo modification has been the only problem I've had with assembling the kit I bought fom you, Brookes. That's been due to my limited soldering skills. Got
some advice from a few people who solder electronics and will try again. Would welcome any and all advice.
(back)

Re: - - Hyperactive Servo - From: Doug
Date: 7/15/2005
Time: 5:56:37 AM
Remote Name: 71.48.5.192

Comments
Thanks Brooks. It definate works well enough to not have to send it to you but that's very considerate of you and I appretiate the offer. I might just have to live
with it. I definately found the dead spot on the servo and adjusted just like you said. I just find it would drive people crazy. When I saw Scott Haefner's he also
had an adjustment like this on the servo. He made a field adjustment and it seemed to work well. I thought to myself that 1 field adjustment per session was
probably acceptable. I'm not sure that is the case though. It seems like you could get it perfect and have it start drifting in the air. Anyway, thanks! Doug
http://www.flickr.com/photos/outerbanks/
(back)

Re: - - Hyperactive Servo - From: Brooks
Date: 7/15/2005
Time: 8:22:19 PM
Remote Name: 207.55.236.180

Comments
It won't drift far in the air, and if it does, just one click on the trim slider on the transmitter is usually enough.
bgl
(back)

KAP Plans
From: Kristian
Date: 7/14/2005
Time: 1:38:56 PM
Remote Name: 80.193.4.23

Comments
Has any body got any KAP plans they might like to share with me.
After looking at some great KAPphotography i would like to have a try at it myself
Many thanks Krtistian
is030502@hotmail.com
(back)

Re: KAP Plans
From: Brooks
Date: 7/14/2005
Time: 11:29:47 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
There are many plans for KAP rigs and kites online. Start with the two best indexes: http://www.kaper.us and http://www.kiteaerialphotography.net .
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If you'd like to assemble a kit and save yourself a lot of reinvention, see my Kits & Bits page. My equipment page has lots of pictures of KAP rigs if you'd like to
get some ideas.
happy hunting
brooks
http://www.brooxes.com/
(back)

kite for low wind
From: Michael Layefsky
Date: 7/13/2005
Time: 10:31:55 AM
Remote Name: 67.161.3.118

Comments
After flying my Sutton 16 for the past year or so, I'm feeling the need for a low wind kite. After reading through the salient postings from this forum, it seems that
the best options would be a dopero, a rokkaku, a Sutton 30, or a KAPilot. I'd appreciate any comments on the choice.
Since my family and I travel a fair amount, I'd like to know what dimensions the dopero and a rokkaku pack down to for travelling. Can they fit in an airline
overhead compartment? Has anybody fit them in protective tubing and travelled with them as checked baggage?
Finally, if anyone has a second-hand kite for low wind, please let me know.
Mlayefsky *at* excite *dot com*
(back)

Re: kite for low wind
From: Linnar
Date: 7/14/2005
Time: 12:13:32 AM<�br> Remote Name: 195.33.97.164

Comments
Hi,
I'd like to start disscussion about Dopero vs Delta for low wind kite. I built MAXIDopero (many thanks to Ralf!!!) and did first flight where I used glass-fiber
tubes (cost-saving purposes). I noticed that my 4mÝ Delta was more stable than my 6mÝ Dopero but it was my first test but lines of the Dopero weren't fine tuned
yet. I used 10mm fiber-glass tubes for horisontal rods and 12mm for vertical (not according to specification of Dopero!!!). Wind was about 3meter/sec and those
10mm rods broke at point where were continuation (using aluminium tube). So I changed rods and put thicker ones and would like test again. My calculations
shows that rods for Dopero weights much more than rods for Delta (at same surface area) so I'm considering to build bigger Delta and save lot of weight when
using fiber-glass tubes. Another good feature of Delta is that it's very durable even if wind is very strong. I tested my 4mÝ Delta under wind of 10meter/sec and it
survived well (drag was more than 30kg!!!). I'd like to stress my Dopero also with strong winds but I'm afraid it won't survive. I'm using 10mm GF-tube for
diagonal, 12mm tube for backbone and 14mm tube for crossrod. I'd like to use same configuration for my bigger Delta. For me it is very important that kite will
survive when winds grows very fast (have happend several times). I don't have confidence that Dopero does if rods are thin. And last, Delta requires less tubes
than Dopero.
I believe carbon rods will survive in strong winds...
Any comments?
Linnar
(back)

Re: kite for low wind
From: Mobilexile
Date: 7/14/2005
Time: 6:17:20 AM
Remote Name: 12.214.196.9

Comments
Much like Michael I'm looking for a low wind alternative.
Presently I'm flying a Sutton 16 I bought from Brookes. It's a wonderful kite and I enjoy flying it. Problem is that we haven't had much wind as of late. Given my
affection for the Sutton I'm considering a Sutton 30.
Would love any and all feedback / advice.
Thx,
Dave
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(back)

Re: kite for low wind
From: Richard Amirault
Date: 7/14/2005
Time: 8:41:34 AM
Remote Name: 146.115.58.99

Comments
Going to a larger parafoil (16 to 30) will not work. In general, it takes pretty much the same amount of wind to launch a FF30 as it does to launch the FF16. Yes,
there is more area to catch the wind and provide lift .. but there is considerable more fabric, and all that fabric adds to the weight of the kite.
The difference is that when flying ... the 30 will lift more weight than the 16.
Try some other style of kite instead.
Richard in Boston, MA, USA
(back)

Re: kite for low wind
From: Craig
Date: 7/14/2005
Time: 10:06:19 AM<�br> Remote Name: 204.147.0.56

Comments
I share the same concerns as Linnar in flying my Dopero in gusty or changing winds. I also share his fondness for the Delta. The delta is a very durable, forgiving,
and easy to use kite. For me the advantage of a delta are as follows. 1. No bridle lines to fail, adjust, or go out of adjustment, or snag on stuff during launch, or
snag on stuff while in flight- such as trees or rooftop equipment. 2. Very easy to launch and recover. Again no standing 15 feet from the kite holding the bridle
point. Can be an issue especially when flying out of a boat. 3 Assembly is very fast. 4. it does not need to be bowed. so it behaves itself while lieing on the ground
or on the frozen lake before and after use. 5. Very wide wind range. 6. easy kite to build and maintain.
With that said. The Dopero is the finest light wind flyer I have ever seen or used and I would never want to be without it when you have to have the shot. So the
lesson is build or buy both- you will not regret having extra kites in your arsenal.
(back)

Re: kite for low wind
From: Linnar
Date: 7/14/2005
Time: 1:33:30 PM
Remote Name: 213.216.199.2

Comments
Hi Craig, have you tried to compare lifting properties of Dopero and Delta (with same surface area)?
Linnar
(back)

Re: kite for low wind
From: Brooks
Date: 7/14/2005
Time: 9:49:37 AM Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
I have in my KAP kite bag the Flow Forms 8, 16, and 30, the KAPilot 50, and the standard (not Maxi) Dopero -- plus a Bob Ingraham 6.5-ft delta.
The rig I fly most right now is only 10 oz (283g), so the Ingraham delta (no longer available) is my workhorse for that. It flies in a huge wind range, and fits in my
suitcase.
I used larger deltas with heavier rigs at first, then delta-Conynes, and they still have their use as long as the wind doesn't die -- when they will coast over your
head and drop the rig -- but I prefer the Dopero. I'd like to hear Craig Wilson's view now that he's using the Dopero more than his huge deltas.
Lifting a heavier fisheye rig of 3 lb (1.3kg) or so, I don't even mess with KAP if the wind isn't blowing at least 6 - 8 mph (3 - 3.5 m/s). I'd start with the FF30, and
if it won't lift it, go to the KP50, and usually end up with the Dopero in really light stuff.
The Dopero launches more easily in light air than the soft kites but takes a minimum of 4 ft (1.2m) x 6" (15cm) to store, whereas the KP50 requires 1.5 x .7 ft (45
x 20 cm). I would not fly the KP50 unless I was fairly certain that the wind won't get beyond light-to-moderate as it's unmanageable (though stable) without a
secure anchor.
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The FF30 is my workhorse for the heavier rig, but if I'm working with a rig of 2 lb or less (900g) the FF16 is my first choice. Both can be way too much work in
winds above 15 - 18 mph (7 - 8 m/s).
I should add that, given enough wind, the soft kites are always my preference because they are so much more compact for travel and take no setup time.
So the tradeoff is compactness/setup vs the Dopero's slight edge in light air.
bgl
http://www.brooxes.com/
(back)

Re: kite for low wind
From: Yvon H.
Date: 7/14/2005
Time: 2:36:33 PM
Remote Name: 156.34.187.42

Comments
I'm using a FF35 to lift my KAP rig which is about 3,5lbs (1,6kg) ( http://site-a-yvon.ifrance.com/kap/PhotosKAP2/photos/IMG_0802m.JPG )
When the wind slows down, the rig weight pulls on the line and keep the kite from collapsing, just like a parachute.
I just finished a Maxi-Dopero. I'm still getting use to its flight pattern before attaching my camera to it. ( http://site-a-yvon.ifrance.com/index-en.html)
I find that the Dopero is very easy to launch. Sometime too easy, I have to tie it down to the ground until I'm ready to launch it. The nice thing about the Dopero,
it has two vertical spars and a flat bottom. It makes it a little easier to launch than a Rokkaku which only has one vertical spar.
I'm currently experimenting with a 6foot Rokkaku to see how much wind I need to lift my rig.
(back)

Re: kite for low wind
From: Craig
Date: 7/14/2005
Time: 1:49:57 PM<�br> Remote Name: 204.147.0.56

Comments
I would not say that I use my Dopero more than my delta. Each kite has its uses and conditions where it is preferred. It is often said that a delta will overfly and
Brooks you say drop teh load. I do not have that experience. Perhaps because my deltas are built much heavier than they have to be. I have not tested the two
kites side by side with the same line and the same loads. My guess is that the Dopero could outlift the delta at the lower end of wind. But at 12mph I would choose
the delta every time. And btw I rarely use a tail.
(back)

Re: kite for low wind
From: Linnar
Date: 7/15/2005
Time: 12:27:36 AM
Remote Name: 213.216.199.2

Comments
I have been fiying my Delta about year now and I don't have also experience about overflying. Maybe this is Delta-Conyone feature? I don't use tail at all.
Linnar
(back)

Re: kite for low wind
From: Michael Layefsky
Date: 7/14/2005
Time: 1:32:46 PM
Remote Name: 169.2.229.105

Comments
Nobody has stood up for the Rokkaku, which I know Cris is partial to. If anyone can compare the launch, stability, durability, etc. to that of the doperos and
deltas that would be great.
(back)
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Re: kite for low wind
From: Lenny
Date: 7/14/2005
Time: 1:56:34 PM Remote Name: 212.30.3.191

Comments
Hi Michael
I'm going to stand up for the Genki - essentially a Dopero, but without the lower trapezoid sail. I built it from a Mike Dalmer plan
(http://www.geocities.com/Colosseum/Sideline/8309/html/genki.htm) and it is awesome in low wind.
Coincidentally, I have just come back from trying to KAP a beach football match with no wind. I put up the kite to see if there was any chance it would fly and it
would just about stay up - as I say there was quite literally no wind, so I had to walk backwards a little. In the end (admittedly before I fitted the rig, which might
well have been OK) I managed to run in a large circle around the beach and the kite stayed up fine. Indoor kiteflying effectively, except the kite was at about 150
feet.
The only thing I'd say about low wind KAP is that you've got to get over the bit where the wind drops to literally nothing and your heart ends up in your mouth
as you pray your rig wont fall out of the sky. Once you're happy with that, you can KAP with no wind at all (if you've got enough space to run).
I don't know the Dopero personally, but if it's better than the Genki, I'd have it.
The problem with both Genki and Dopero is the spars, but I reckon that if you had ferrules wherever there was a long spar, you could halve the length of the
packed down kite and it'd be very transportable, possible even in a suitcase - certainly in hand luggage.
As I say , I built the Genki myself and it'll be obvious if you look at http://www.flickr.com/photos/lenny_meriel/5692014/in/set-142772/ that it's half of a Dopero, so
it'll take alot less time to build - if you like that sort of thing, which I do.
Lenny
http://www.flickr.com/groups/kiteaerialphotography/ (297 images and growing)
(back)

Re: kite for low wind
From: Christian
Date: 7/18/2005
Time: 6:13:49 PM
Remote Name: 83.154.190.3

Comments
There are very few kites able to fly under 3 m/s wind, and neither deltas and rokkakus can do it if not especially built for. Some kites do it, as Roller and Genki,
but have little lifting capability whilst the Maxi Dopero has. As some of you know, and as already stated in this forum, in the low wind conditions, I'm using the
Crico 3,6 which has been especially designed for this use: 1.04 Kg for 5.4 mÝ it start flying at 2 m/s with 2 kg pull and at 3 m/s it pulls 3Kg. I have used it once
more a few days ago during the Tall Ships Race in Cherbourg with wind under 4m/s and could easily managed to kap. For details, see Crico 3.6 page
http://becotus.chez.tiscali.fr/tako/anglais/e&tako_1.htm
(back)

Fanoe 2005
From: Ralf
Date: 7/12/2005
Time: 2:52:57 PM
Remote Name: 84.133.248.199

Comments
Hi, Wolfgang Bieck, Peter van Erkel and me we visted Fanoe KiteFestival in June. I put some impressions on my homepage. MfG Ralf
http://www.dopero.de/Eingang/KAPer_on_Tour/Fanoe_05/fanoe_05.html
(back)

Cropping/Editing Pictures
From: randymir@sbcglobal.net
Date: 7/12/2005
Time: 10:31:12 AM
Remote Name: 159.37.7.119

Comments
I'm interested to know how many people edit their images and why. Is it because they want to crop the image, change lighting, etc.? Also, what application do you
use to edit the photo's. Thanks!
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Randy
(back)

Re: Cropping/Editing Pictures
From: David Hunt
Date: 7/14/2005
<�b>Time: 11:14:09 AM
Remote Name: 65.40.90.107

Comments
I crop almost every photograph that I take that I plan to publicly display. It would be an extremely rare photograph that did not need some cropping. Serious
ground hugging photographers crop their photos and they get to look through the viewfinder while they take their shots. Do some online searches about cropping
and photographic composition to get an idea about why you want to crop.
I use photoshop 5.0 can't afford to upgrade to CS. I have heard good things about the freeware program called Gimp. Once I learned how to use the curves tool, I
find it indespensable for contrast and color correction. Curves beats out the contrast/brightness sliders and the color balance sliders because of the increased
control you have over the process.
I use unsharp mask for sharpening, particularly if you have to resample an image it is a must. Most digital cameras are applying some amount of sharpening to
an image. Once you have learned how to use the sharpening tool effectively you may be better off lowering the sharpening on your camera settings and using
unsharp mask on your images. Cameras which record in RAW formats save images without any sharpening and other image processing that the P&S digitals
apply to their images.
I also frequently use the different area selection tools such as magic wand and lasso to apply curves and sharpening to specific areas of an image.
David Hunt
http://www.kaper.us/
(back)

Re: Cropping/Editing Pictures
From: Mobilexile
Date: 7/14/2005
Time: 12:00:15 PM
Remote Name: 12.214.196.9

Comments
There are a number of reason to crop images. It's a by case basis so it's difficult to define specific uses but composition is the primary use of crops.
David is right and wrong about land photographers cropping their imagery. Some prefer to shoot wide and crop in later while others opt to crop in frame. I'm
speaking of commercial and editorial shooters. It goes without saying that subject matter plays a role.
If you would like to learn about photography from a professional perspective I suggest checking out Communication Arts Photography Annual. It comes out once
a year and is an international publication of some of the best photography in the world selected by the photography community. It slants toward the commercial
side of photography but is a good study in composition and what techniques and styles are all the rage. You can likely see a copy at your local Barnes and Noble
or public library in larger communities.
(back)

Re: Cropping/Editing Pictures
From: Wicherd
Date: 7/14/2005
Time: 9:54:23 AM
Remote Name: 84.119.178.253

Comments
Hi, I've just just downloaded the free editing software <a href="http://www.gimp.org">The Gimp</a> and at a first glance it seems to have all the tools you
might need. (the GUI looks a little different though)
(back)

Re: Cropping/Editing Pictures
From: Randy
Date: 7/14/2005
Time: 9:50:21 AM
Remote Name: 64.171.15.170

Comments
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I just purchased Photoshop CS from www.buysusa.com for $99. I get the CD's and a video, but no manual. I guess they get their software from manufactures who
intended these to be pre-loaded on systems. You can't beat the price.
Thanks everyone for the great information!!
Randy
(back)

Re: Cropping/Editing Pictures
From: Brooks
Date: 7/14/2005
Time: 9:55:53 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
Photoshop CS for $99 is almost too good to be true -- but it true, indeed you can't beat that price. The manual is sparse anyway, and there are lots of good books
available (for lots less than $300!) that will be of more help.
(back)

Re: Cropping/Editing Pictures
From: Richard Amirault
Date: 7/14/2005
<�b>Time: 8:46:50 AM
Remote Name: 146.115.58.99

Comments
Yes, I crop my images.
Why? Simple, because I want the BEST photo I can get.
What? I use Photoshp Elements
Richard in Boston, MA, USA
(back)

Re: Cropping/Editing Pictures
From: Brooks
Date: 7/12/2005
Time: 11:54:52 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
I'm not a big fan of changing the image to something it wasn't originally, but to me, most pictures can benefit from a bit of tweaking.
I like to improve composition by adjusting rotation and cropping; improve exposure with levels, shadow/highlight, and contrast/brightness controls; and improve
sharpness with Unsharp Mask. Sometimes I'll also use layers to add selective focus (like blurring a busy background).
I use Adobe Photoshop CS on a Mac G4, but most of those controls are available for all major platforms for a bargain price in Adobe Photoshop Elements.
bgl
http://www.brooxes.com/
(back)

Re: Cropping/Editing Pictures
From: Yvan
Date: 7/13/2005
Time: 8:32:56 PM
Remote Name: 83.134.99.26

Comments
Photoshop is the best, but it's expensive. If you can't afford it, there's a very good alternative for app. 99$... Paint Shop pro You can download a free trial version
here... http://www.corel.com/servlet/Satellite?pagename=Corel3/Products/Display&pid=1047023911984
Yvan. http://www.birdseye.be
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(back)

Re: Cropping/Editing Pictures
From: Glenn Nelson
Date: 7/23/2005
Time: 3:12:36 PM
Remote Name: 64.166.9.250

Comments
And Ulead Photoimpact is a bit less that Paint Shop Pro, and just as capable - in fact it is ocnsidered to be more geeky (and that's a good thing). So there you have
a few options.
If your needs are not so fancy - if it's basic cropping, exposure adjustment, color enhancement that you need, the ultimate printers tool is Qimage for $40,
considered by many to be superior to Photoshop in the tasks that it performs. But it's awfully quirky.
(back)

Camera pointing straight down enough for beginner?
From: Theo
Date: 7/11/2005
Time: 9:24:50 AM
Remote Name: 128.174.118.177

Comments
Hi all, I am in the middle of building a 7 foot Rokkaku in hopes of eventually sending my camera up with it. I've been looking at this site
and others for almost a year, and have begun to question the need for camera rotation and tilt on the rig. It seems like all the best photos
I see on anyone's sites are always the ones looking straight down. When I see ones that are looking out over the horizon, they seems less
impressive as it looks no different than if it was taken from a tall building. Images captured from a low elevation looking straight down
are always the ones that have the most visual impact. What are your experiences with needing to rotate and tilt cameras? Is a simple rig
looking straight down enough for a beginner?
(back)

Re: Camera pointing straight down enough for beginner?
From: Dave Mitchell
Date: 7/11/2005
Time: 9:44:26 AM
Remote Name: 80.177.153.149

Comments
Theo
It's not a bad way to start and you will get some great shots that way. The equipment will be lighte and simpler (see Simon's AutoKAP ideas here), but believe me
you'll want to be able to tilt (and therefore pan) before long. It just isn't always possible to get the camera over the scene you want to shoot, either because of the
wind, or obstacles, or risk. In these situations an oblique shot is all you can get.
Take a lokk a some of the shots in the KAP group on Flickr. For example, this one of Simon's http://www.flickr.com/photos/23765997@N00/19527000/in/poolkiteaerialphotography/
From Simon's comment, I'd guess the wind prevented him getting closer.
And sometimes the oblique shot is more interesting that the straight vertical - for instance:
http://www.flickr.com/photos/13752875@N00/18239303/in/pool-kiteaerialphotography/
Dave
(back)

Re: Camera pointing straight down enough for beginner?
<�p>From: Lenny
Date: 7/11/2005
Time: 10:15:53 AM
Remote Name: 212.30.3.191

Comments
I've got to tell you Theo, I haven't been KAPing as long as some of the guys here, but my personal preference at the moment is "only vertical". It means that my
rig is minute and I can almost KAP in a no-wind situation - I just have to run past my subject fast enough to get altitude. On a number of occasions I've got shots
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in conditions that I could barely fly the kite on its own. The kit packs down to virtually nothing and so I can take it anywhere really easily (easier if you have a
soft kite like a flowform).
I may well change my mind in the future, but for the moment I'm loving vertical. And, yes, I did have a two axes rig before. In fact I upgraded my camera and
even went as far as buying a four channel RC system to make a new rig for it, but I found myself making a vertical rig temporarily and I love it so much that I
stuck with it.
One very amateurish note I'd add would be that if I want an oblique shot either to the left or to the right, I just swing the camera on the kite line - of course you
need a large enough memory card to be continuously shooting to capture the sideways shot, but you really appreciate the shot if you get it.
On the subject of a full pan/tilt rig, you only have to look at most of the KAPers work on the Flickr Group (http://www.flickr.com/groups/kiteaerialphotography/)
and youÝll see that oblique can be simply amazing Ý all the evidence is there.
IÝd definitely give vertical a try if youÝre starting out Ý thereÝs less to go wrong and if you are a beginner you might find it less frustrating than trying to fly the
kite and work out where the camera is pointing and dealing with lulls and gusts all at the same time because itÝll really simplify things so that you can
concentrate on just the kite flying.
My rig is at: http://www.flickr.com/photos/lenny_meriel/13668642/in/set-139728/ and http://www.flickr.com/photos/lenny_meriel/14355834/in/set-139728/
IÝm now working on a wireless doorbell system which will let me take 10-30second bursts of shots from a vertical rig and still leave me with a tiny rig and just a
single button to operate. The idea here is that IÝll be able to capture more dynamic shots, while still maximizing my flying/shooting time. Watch this space.
One thing IÝll say for vertical with a timer on the shutter release - ItÝs truly fishing in the sky.
Lenny
Photos at http://www.flickr.com/photos/lenny_meriel/sets/139728/
Flickr Group at http://www.flickr.com/groups/kiteaerialphotography/ (284 images and growing)
(back)

Re: Camera pointing straight down enough for beginner?
From: Simon H
Date: 7/11/2005
Time: 10:15:06 AM
Remote Name: 84.67.175.101

Comments
The answer to the question lies with the artist. Why paint with acrylics or draw in charcoal? If the photos you prefer are verticals, then a simple vertical rig may
be all you need. I personally like obliques which make the observer wonder how the picture was taken or give a sense of depth or jarring vertigo.
KAP has the ability to take very special photos in all directions. For a beginner, if you prefer verticals, go for verticals, maybe as you get used to it you might start
to tilt the camera.
Whatever its about doing what you enjoy and getting the pleasure from it. Go for it.
Simon H
(back)

Re: Camera pointing straight down enough for beginner?
From: Brooks
Date: 7/11/2005
Time: 7:01:03 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
The essence is, you gotta jump before you fly anyway -- why not start with vertical only?
I started with tilt and shutter only (mostly because I was too cheap to invest in a more expensive radio); others have used timers and no controls, a few daring
(and affluent) ones have gone full bore from the beginning: SLR, video and all.
There are so many things you must keep your eye and finger on in KAP, I think the simpler the better, or certainly the simpler the less stress. As Dave says, you're
likely going to want to have full control at some point, but start simple and add flexibility as you gain experience.
chin UP
brooks
http://www.brooxes.com/
(back)

Re: Camera pointing straight down enough for beginner?
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<�b>From: Emmanuel from http://photocerfvolant.free.fr
Date: 7/13/2005
Time: 3:39:28 AM
Remote Name: 194.250.178.227

Comments
Hy Theo and everyone, With or without horizon, it's everyone's choise ! If you like "without", don't hesitate, many graphics subjects are expressive with KAP.
Otherwise, for landscapes, I really like to see an horizon near the top of the picture. In my opinion, it's giving a perspective impression of "deepness" (of course
it's an illusion with a 2 dimensions support like pics or paints !). May I submit you three exemples "with and without" ? <a
href=http://photocerfvolant.free.fr/slides/05-21et17-seychelles04-mahe-anse_corail.html target=_blank>with</A> and <a
href=http://photocerfvolant.free.fr/pages/Bois%20de%20Vincennes%2001.htm>without</A>
Of course everypoint of view can be discussed <a href=http://photocerfvolant.free.fr/pages/2003_10_30a_viaduc_meaux%20WEB%20copie.htm
targe=_blank>with some subjects</A> you don't need horizon to reach a deepness impression !
About the rig's tild, a simple build is possible. You just have to adjust it before launch the rig. <a
href=http://photocerfvolant.free.fr/images/KAP_nacelle_Mju_Horizon_cote_gauche.jpg target=_blank>see exemple</A>. Many better rig exemples can be found
on the NET, but the one you'll build will be the best for your own purpose... Good wind Theo, Emmanuel
(back)

Good links
From: Emmanuel from http://photocerfvolant.free.fr
Date: 7/13/2005
<�b>Time: 3:44:01 AM
Remote Name: 194.250.178.227

Comments
I always have trouble with hyper text links :o(((
@@@@@@@@ Hy Theo and everyone, With or without horizon, it's everyone's choise ! If you like "without", don't hesitate, many graphics subjects are
expressive with KAP. Otherwise, for landscapes, I really like to see an horizon near the top of the picture. In my opinion, it's giving a perspective impression of
"deepness" (of course it's an illusion with a 2 dimensions support like pics or paints !). May I submit you three exemples "with and without" ? <a
href=http://photocerfvolant.free.fr/slides/05-21et17-seychelles04-mahe-anse_corail.html >with</A> and <a
href=http://photocerfvolant.free.fr/pages/Bois%20de%20Vincennes%2001.htm >without</A>
Of course everypoint of view can be discussed <a href=http://photocerfvolant.free.fr/pages/2003_10_30a_viaduc_meaux%20WEB%20copie.htm >with some
subjects</A> you don't need horizon to reach a deepness impression !
About the rig's tild, a simple build is possible. You just have to adjust it before launch the rig. <a
href=http://photocerfvolant.free.fr/images/KAP_nacelle_Mju_Horizon_cote_gauche.jpg >see exemple</A>. Many better rig exemples can be found on the NET,
but the one you'll build will be the best for your own purpose... Good wind Theo, Emmanuel
(back)

JKPA KAP competition
From: Brooks
Date: 7/9/2005
Time: 9:12:49 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
Masami Nakajima has responded to my request for clarification of the voting for the JKPA contest as follows:
"When giving a vote, please select ONE OR MORE entries. In other words, you can vote for as many entries you like, or you can select just one entry. Either is
OK.
"You can also vote more than once, but the most recent one is only valid (any previous vote becomes invalid)."
That's what I thought, but it's nice to have it clearly stated. Now let's hope that everybody plays fair and doesn't stuff the ballot box with their friends' votes.
The competition's web site is http://www.interq.or.jp/japan/jkpa/event/jkpaapc/2005/english/e2005.html . Deadline for submissions is July 31.
bgl
(back)

Re: JKPA KAP competition
From: Mobilexile
Date: 7/14/2005
Time: 3:00:25 PM
Remote Name: 12.214.196.9
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Comments
Brooks:
Being a total noobie I'm not acquainted with the process. What are the entry fees? Didn't see them on the linked page.
Thanks,
Dave
(back)

Re: JKPA KAP competition
From: David Hunt
Date: 7/14/2005
Time: 4:33:53 PM
Remote Name: 65.40.90.107

Comments
No entry fees, no prizes either, just the glory. Send pictures by email attachment or by airmail. You have to email first to get the airmail address.
David Hunt
(back)

Re: JKPA KAP competition
From: Dave Mitchell
Date: 7/15/2005
Time: 1:21:36 AM
Remote Name: 80.177.153.149

Comments
Actually there are prizes. Every entrant gets a postcard with a collage of all the entries and the first 4 at least (maybe more) get a small prize. I came fourth last
year and got a little clock whose face was the same collage.
You also get sent copies of the JKPA magazine (all in Japanese and black and white).
Dave
(back)

Re: JKPA KAP competition
From: Mobilexile
Date: 7/15/2005
Time: <�/b>7:54:18 AM
Remote Name: 12.214.196.9

Comments
David and Dave ::
Thank you for the replies. This sounds like a wonderful competition.
Dave ( Is it just me or are there a lot of 'Daves" and "Davids" here ??? )
(back)

Re: JKPA KAP competition where posting ?
From: emmanuel from http://photocerfvolant.free.fr
Date: 7/25/2005
Time: 8:07:51 AM
Remote Name: 194.250.178.227

Comments
Hy folks, It's the last week for the JPKA 2005 contest, Brooks gave us the kink recently but I can't see the link for registration. Can anyone help me to find my
glasses for the email link... Cheers, Emmanuel
(back)

Re: JKPA KAP competition where posting ? HERE !
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From: Emmanuel http://photocerfvolant.free.fr
Date: 7/25/2005
Time: 8:21:06 AM
Remote Name: 194.250.178.227

Comments
The "competitors" for JKPA 2005 must send their pics to Mr Masami Nakajima before the 31st of July.
E-mail: jkpa@japan.interq.or.jp
Emmanuel
(back)

Pentax S5i Question
From: Glenn Nelson
Date: 7/8/2005
Time: 10:38:02 PM
Remote Name: 64.166.9.250

Comments
Does the S5i have the same interval timer options as the Pentax Optio 550? The 550 can be set to take N pictures with interval between shots of up to 99 minutes,
and also can be programmed with a start time. I downloaded the manual from Pentax and it didn't appear to have such a capability.
(back)

Re: Pentax S5i Question
From: Michael Layefsky
Date: 7/8/2005
Time: 10:58:54 PM
Remote Name: 67.161.3.118

Comments
Unfortunately, there is no intervalometer in the s5i. James Gentles has created a very lightweight external one, however, that uses the s5i's infrared sensor. He
calls it the "gentled auto." http://www.gentles.info/KAP/gentled/options.htm#IRauto
(back)

Motorized winder
From: Yvon H.
Date: 7/8/2005
Time: 6:14:16 PM
Remote Name: 142.166.93.103

Comments
Anyone out there using, built or have seen a motorized winder?
(back)

Re: Motorized winder
From: Cezar
Date: 7/13/2005
Time: 6:31:20 PM Remote Name: 82.76.111.133

Comments
Isn't a manual winder (I'm thinking at stratospool) fast enough to pull the line quickly to prevent kite/rig colapsing when wind is too low? It also seems to me
strong enough to directly reel in the line in strong winds - is it that strong or not? - It doesnt have a solid core.
Thanks, Cezar Totth
(back)

Re: Motorized winder
From: Yvon H.
Date: 7/14/2005
Time: 2:15:11 PM
Remote Name: 156.34.187.42
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Comments
I've seen a case where the wind was dying. I had to drop the winder on the ground and just pull on the line as quick as I could to make sure the rig didn't fall into
a marsh. Electric winder would have been useful at that moment.
(back)

Re: Motorized winder
From: Linnar
Date: 7/9/2005
Time: 11:58:59 AM
Remote Name: 213.216.199.2

Comments
Hi,
I'm using home-made winch using electric screwdriver. It works well so far when wind is not too strong. It's able do wind with strong wind but accus run out
faster. Coil is easy swappable so I can use different lines. I added metal reinforcements on coil walls because of strong pressure of line during winding.
I uploaded some photos, take a look: http://www.eol.ee/~linnar/kap/winch
Linnar
(back)

Re: Motorized winder
From: Yvon H.
Date: 7/9/2005
Time: 7:57:14 PM
Remote Name: 142.166.93.103

Comments
Wow, thanks for sharing the pictures. Very simple mechanism. These pictures give me some ideas.
(back)

Re: Motorized winder
From: Linnar
Date: 7/10/2005
Time: 12:47:18 PM Remote Name: 213.216.199.10

Comments
I'm still thinking to use mechanical solution for strong winds. For example today was very strong wind so accu run out before it winded line back to coil. My
electrical solution is good for middle winds/pull but I need something also for strong winds (or I have to take 2 accus always with me). I'll let you know if I figure
out something new.
Linnar
(back)

Re: Motorized winder
From: Yvon H.
Date: 7/10/2005
Time: 2:22:16 PM
Remote Name: 142.166.93.103

Comments
How to you let the line going when lifting the kite? Do you have a brake mechanism? Sometime, when I use my flowform, if the wind gets a little too strong, it is
very hard to hold the line and I wouldn't want to continue to unroll. I was thinking of maybe setting up a brake system similar to a bicycle clamping on a disk
attached to the reel or maybe to the smaller gear??
(back)

Re: Motorized winder
From: Richard Amirault
Date: 7/11/2005
Time: 5:40:26 AM
Remote Name: 146.115.58.99
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Comments
If the pull it *that* strong .. I would put a smaller kite up.
Richard in Boston, MA, USA
(back)

Re: Motorized winder
From: Linnar
Date: 7/11/2005
Time: 12:42:23 AM Remote Name: 195.33.97.164

Comments
I found that screw where I attach screwdriver is good also for braking (by hand with gloves). So, brakes aren't my to do list yet, not urgent need.
Linnar
(back)

Re: Motorized winder
From: Brooks
Date: 7/8/2005
Time: 6:28:32 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
I've seen several attempts to wind line by motor, and the main problem is the incredible tension created by winding stretchy line down on to the hub. The elastic
bandage effect takes place, and the next thing you know your winder has collapsed like a paper cup. The only way I would do it is with a solid hub of hardwood
or aluminum.
bgl
http://www.brooxes.com/
(back)

Re: Motorized winder
From: Marcus
Date: 7/11/2005
Time: 3:15:22 AM Remote Name: 193.130.174.51

Comments
Other than the spool collapsing, I was wondering if there would be any other issues with storing line under tension? Would it have any detrimental effects on the
line itself?
(back)

Re: Motorized winder
From: Brooks
Date: 7/11/2005
Time: 8:23:10 AM Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
I don't know of any detrimental effects from storing line under tension. It's time for Becot or Hunt or some other technically knowledgeable person to come in
here.
(back)

Re: Motorized winder
From: Yvon H.
Date: 7/8/2005
Time: 6:55:45 PM<�br> Remote Name: 142.166.93.103

Comments
I figured that too. A solid core is a must. I was thinking of using bicycle parts like the brakes, gears/chain pedal system or electric motor.
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(back)

Re: Motorized winder
From: Brooks
Date: 7/9/2005
Time: 9:26:48 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
Bob Price, the premier elder statesman of the American Kitefliers Association, made a winder out of bicycle parts which sat on a pivoting tripod and carried a
seat and the head of a hobby horse! He was also one of the first latter-day kappers in the USA, but I never saw him doing both at the same time.
His hobby horse was usually used with his 2.2 meter rhomboid box kite, but it didn't pull very hard despite its size.
My instincts towards making KAP lighter, easier, and more compact run counter to the idea of an electro-mechanical winder. Give me a Halo hoop anytime.
But if you make one, Yvan, be sure to publish it!
bgl
http://www.brooxes.com/
(back)

Re: Motorized winder
From: Yvon H.
Date: 7/9/2005
Time: 4:22:39 PM
Remote Name: 142.166.93.103

Comments
The reason I'm looking for an electric winder is because there are several places I would like to take aerial pictures but there is not enough room to unroll the
whole line and there is a river just beside. I wanted a way to pull the kite rapidly if the wind drops has it happen to me a few times.
(back)

Re: Motorized winder
From: Cezar
Date: 7/21/2005
Time: 12:33:58 PM
Remote Name: 82.76.111.133

Comments
If you are interested mostly in recovering speed for low wind then a manual winder with multiplying gears - eg 1:4 should work also, without the
need/trouble/weight of an electric motor+accus.
Mabe a stratospool variation with a multiplier pinion option to be used in low wind conditions.
For strength in high winds (and sloow winding) the same winder could have a demultiplying gear. 2:1
And you just mount the handle to the right wheel, according to current wind strength.
Cezar
(back)

Re: Motorized winder
From: Doug
Date: 7/8/2005
Time: 9:38:21 PM
Remote Name: 71.48.5.192

Comments
In the sport of hang gliding and parasailing, they both have rewind systems. They often have a solid hub and a worm drive gearing system to keep the line
winding evenly. A hydrolic disk brake system is also used. They have used starter motors that don't overheat. The big problem I see is the weight and power for a
system like that. I would think that gearing would be a great consideration also. I have friends that have built these although they are big, maybe they could
design one that is small. Check out this link. Good luck. http://www.thefloridaridge.com/pages/boat.p9.jpg
(back)
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Nice story about BAP
From: Linnar
Date: 7/6/2005
Time: 7:00:43 AM
Remote Name: 195.33.97.164

Comments
http://sunsite.utk.edu/%7Emcoffey/ux-1/
Linnar
(back)

Re: Nice story about BAP
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 7/8/2005 Time: 2:26:49 PM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
I like to read nice stories about BAP but the link isn't working.
Peter
http://www.kiteaerialphotography.net
(back)

Re: Nice story about BAP
From: Dave Mitchell
Date: 7/8/2005
Time: 3:37:04 PM
Remote Name: 80.177.153.149

Comments
Try this:
http://sunsite.utk.edu/~mcoffey/ux-1/
Dave
(back)

Google Earth mark your KAP session spots
From: Yvan
Date: 7/6/2005
Time: 12:23:08 AM
Remote Name: 194.78.200.167

Comments
Some time ago, I did a post about "Worldwind", a freeware program from the Nasa. It's a 3d view from the earth globe with satelite images. You can zoom in on
any place on any height. Now Google brought out a similar program... "Google Earth" url= http://earth.google.com/ It's much lighter to download and easier to
work with. You can even add your own hotspots. f.ex. for marking the places where you have been Kaping. Check it out, it's realy nice.
Yvan. http://www.birdseye.be
(back)

Re: Google Earth mark your KAP session spots
From: Simon H
Date: 7/6/2005
Time: 1:04:03 AM
Remote Name: 138.32.176.254

Comments
This article:
http://www.makezine.com/blog/archive/2005/07/how_to_gps_tag.html
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Gives some idea, (and instructions) of the potential for this approach.
Simon H
(back)

Re: Google Earth mark your KAP session spots
From: Brooks
Date: 7/6/2005
Time: 10:12:34 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
One of the features of the KAP Flickr site is a world map that plots all the KAPix with geographic coordinates (which can be found at Multi-map.com). Click the
box at the bottom of the Flickr KAP home page.
bgl
http://www.brooxes.com/
(back)

Re: Google Earth mark your KAP session spots
From: Brooks
Date: 7/6/2005
Time: 10:17:49 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
...and the Flickr site doesn't need Windoze, as Google does. ;-)
bgl
(back)

World Wide Panorama -- Water
From: Brooks
Date: 7/5/2005
Time: 11:45:58 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
The latest project in this series has just opened to public view, with a new record for participation: 256 panoramas from 46 countries, including 2 (countem) 2
KAP images (mine and Scott Haefner's). Some stunning stuff as always -- view it in small doses so you don't get dizzy. And, for the first time, text is translated
into 15 languages!
http://geoimages.berkeley.edu:16080/wwp/
(back)

Re: World Wide Panorama -- Water
From: Lenny
Date: 7/5/2005 Time: 3:11:39 PM
Remote Name: 212.30.3.191

Comments
I know it's a point of trivia, but as well as the great panos, the "signature" on the tail of your flowform in the "Sanctuary" pano is sheer genius. I couldn't let it
pass without comment.
(back)

Re: World Wide Panorama -- Water
From: Brooks
Date: 7/5/2005
<�b>Time: 3:45:47 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
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Thanks, Lenny.
James Gentles will also have a nice image of the Falkirk Wheel in the WWP-Water by the end of the week. They somehow misplaced him. I KNEW there was
another kapper somewhere!
bgl
http://www.brooxes.com/
(back)

Re: World Wide Panorama -- Water
From: James
Date: 7/9/2005
Time: 2:59:42 PM
Remote Name: 80.229.25.24

Comments
The WWP has been re-loaded and the there are now three aerial contributions from Brooks, Scott and Myself out of a total of over 250.
http://geoimages.berkeley.edu/wwp605/html/JamesGentles.html
Roll on the equinox, although there is even less chance of sunshine in Scotland in October :-(
James
(back)

Re: World Wide Panorama -- Water
From: Brooks
Date: 7/10/2005
Time: 10:12:18 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
The subject at the equinox is Energy. Just go out to a steamy peat bog, James, and capture the ambience!
(hey, that's not a bad idea! No peat here though)
(back)

gentled serial and Nikon 8700 (continued :-)
From: james@gentlesSPAM.info
Date: 7/2/2005
Time: 11:32:53 AM
Remote Name: 80.229.25.24

Comments
Sorry for the "repeat" posting, but it's unlikely you would notice a reply to the post by "Blues skies kaper" on the 25th March 2005, since that was 3 months ago.
http://arch.ced.berkeley.edu/kap/discuss/_kapdiscuss/00001428.htm
Well it's taken a lot of detective work but GENTLED SERIAL NOW WORKS WITH THE NIKON 8700.
gentled serial has now been proved to work with ALL the Nikon models that have MC-EU1 as an accessory.
The 8700 does seem to behave differently from the other cameras in Nikon's stable, leading me to believe they haven't simply cloned the 8700 from the similar
5Mpix 5700.
Superior remote shooting with your Nikon 8700 starts at http://www.gentles.info/KAP/gentled/options.htm#NIKONshutter
James
(back)

Another UK target!
From: Simon H
Date: 7/2/2005
Time: 9:07:37 AM
Remote Name: 84.67.175.101

Comments
Any KAPpers near Bristol?
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http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/england/bristol/4634471.stm
Simon
(back)

AutoKAP
From: Lenny
Date: 7/1/2005
Time: 2:34:43 PM
Remote Name: 212.30.3.191

Comments
I'm really at risk of over posting here (whatever that is), but Simon H's AutoKAP concept is keeping me awake at nights. I wanted to know if anyone has tried
using wind power to turn the rig with perhaps a gearing system to slow the pan speed. Am I missing something that's stopping me from using a freely available
pwer source?
Oh, and while I'm at it, I don't suppose anyone explained why no one ever designed and manufactured braided dacron with a conductive metal thread to carry
sinals up a line. I'll hold my hand up here, if it's never been commercially discussed, I'm not really the type to baid my own dacron.
Lenny
(back)

Re: AutoKAP
From: Mario
Date: 7/1/2005
Time: 2:50:57 PM
Remote Name: 66.143.9.150

Comments
I think Ben Franklin had something similar. :)
(back)

Re: AutoKAP
From: Christian
Date: 7/1/2005
Time: 3:49:12 PM
Remote Name: 83.156.25.13

Comments
Katsutaka MUROOKA, the president of Japan Kite Photography Association had designed one. In the JKPA's journal nÝ 26 in 1999 there was shown a windmill
for trigger, and in the nÝ 27 in 1999 there was shown a double windmill rig, one propeller for trigger, and one for pan rotation. Myself had one designed and used
with pan rotation. It was published in Le Lucane nÝ63,the Cerf-Volant Club de France magazine in january 1993. The propeller has either 3 or 4 blades, 130mm
diameter, with fan shape. A reducing gear box 1:200 is used to get a 360Ý pan within 12 to 30 seconds, depending on the wind. It is amazing to see that under 30
meters elevation, it almost not turn.
(back)

Re: AutoKAP
From: Brooks
Date: 7/1/2005
Time: 9:10:27 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
Murooka-san's windmill rig is described and illustrated in vol 2 no. 3 of THE AERIAL EYE (Summer 1996).
I know you have AE, Lenny -- but for those that don't, you can order it from my home page: http://www.brooxes.com/ All proceeds go to the American Kitefliers
Association.
bgl
(back)

Re: AutoKAP
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From: Simon H
Date: 7/2/2005
Time: 5:46:08 AM
Remote Name: 84.67.175.101

Comments
Without wanting to bull up my own approach, I have to say I've tried out a lot of approaches from clockwork to little geared motors and yes a windmill type.
Nothing though for me has worked out as small and simple and effective as elastic band powered, with a bearing slowed by silly putty. I spent the best part of the
winter trying different approaches. It really does work. You may have to experiment a lot with the right bearing, elastic and the amount of silly putty you use, but
once you've got it in it works great. Complexity is completely removed. With an AutoGentled it really does do the trick.
(back)

Help for beginners
From: Lenny
Date: 6/30/2005
Time: 3:51:03 PM
Remote Name: 212.30.3.191

Comments
At the risk of bombarding this forum with posts, IÝm going to split my identities. IÝll be typing now as the administrator of the Flickr KAP Group
(http://www.flickr.com/groups/kiteaerialphotography/).
The KAP group on Flickr has been very well received, both by the KAP community and by the Flickr membership. However this has presented me with a
problem. I am now looking at membership requests (joining the group is possible if I accept an applicant) from those members of Flickr who do not appear to
have any KAP images. The KAP group, while it does have a discussion forum part, is not a forum for discussing general KAP issues (plus it has very limited
administrative control), itÝs just for displaying and commenting on the images. THIS forum is the proper place to discuss all things KAP. The way Flickr works
is to notify someone when a discussion thread is started or updated Ý but not when images have been posted. So the only reason for joining a group is to post up
images or to follow the groupÝs discussions. So you see the issue Ý no discussions about KAP and no images means no reason to join.
Not wanting to discourage people who are interested in taking up KAPing, but who have no images, I have been agonising about how to find a diplomatic way to
tell them to go off and get a kite and rig and come back when they have some pictures.
The way that I propose to do it is to ask anyone interested to mail me and IÝll send them some details of what to do to get started Ý a ÝbeginnerÝs starter packÝ,
if you like.
I think that the Make: magazine website page on KAPing (http://www.makezine.com/01/KAP/) maybe a good ÝRootÝ to start from, but IÝm open to suggestions
to find an easy to follow, unexasperating page of links and advice which a newcomer will not find too daunting to trawl through.
Also if anyone wants to comment on the admission scheme that IÝm implementing, please do Ý IÝm very new to the admin game and IÝm happy to discuss other
ways of dealing with membership.
Thanks in advance
Lenny {:o)
(back)

Re: Help for beginners
From: Mobilexile
Date: 7/1/2005
Time: 2:23:45 PM
Remote Name: 12.214.196.9

Comments
I'm among the guilty with no images. With luck that will change before the end of the weekend. Please don't boot me before then.
:Ý>
(back)

Re: Help for beginners
From: Lenny
Date: 7/1/2005
Time: 2:29:28 PM
Remote Name: 212.30.3.191

Comments
Mobilexile- fear not, but don't take all year I don't know how...long...I can...hold this...axe...above your...neck.
(back)
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Re: Help for beginners
From: Mobilexile
Date: 7/3/2005
Time: 9:01:14 AM
Remote Name: 12.214.196.9

Comments
Lenny :: Thanks for the mercy. PLEASE let me know when the hand holding the axe is starting to get tired.
I went out yesterday and tried my first flight. Excitement got the better of me and I sent my camera up before getting a fix on the wind. As a result my Cannon
Digital Elph went swimming. The rig appears to have dried out but the camera will take a few days.
Will try again today with my wife's camera. Needless to say I'll do this when she's not looking.
(back)

Re: Help for beginners
From: Brooks
Date: 6/30/2005
Time: 10:29:30 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
I've been concerned about the fact that a sizable percentage of the "members" of the Flickr KAP group are not really contributing kappers. I don't think anyone
would be offended if you said that the price of admission is a couple of pix, and if they are, well, they can form their own wannabee group and set their own rules!
You're doing great, Lenny! Go with your gut!
bgl
www.brooxes.com/
(back)

Re: Help for beginners
From: Marcus (one of the beginners)
Date: 7/1/2005 Time: 7:47:05 AM
Remote Name: 193.130.174.51

Comments
Speaking as one of the "guilty" new members who has been welcomed into the group by Lenny (via a series of very friendly e-mails) but hasn't yet made a photo
contribution, I wouldn't have been at all offended to be told that I would be welcome to join on paying an "admission fee" of a couple of images. I think it's a
great idea and would provide more encouragement to get out there flying and shooting, particularly in conjunction with the suggested beginners pack. The great
thing about this site and Flickr is that you don't have to be any kind of member or contributor to view the pages or images, so it seems to make perfect sense to
reserve membership of the Flickr Group for the active contributors. It's a clear and sensible policy and would avoid the build up of "redundant" members who
didn't really need to be in the group in the first place.
Ahem.....better get my first pictures posted pretty sharpish I suppose. And thanks again to Lenny and all of you for providing the inspiration and information to
get me off the ground (pun intended) in this wonderful hobby.
(back)

Re: Help for beginners
From: Lenny
Date: 7/1/2005
Time: 2:16:40 PM
Remote Name: 212.30.3.191

Comments
Marcus, you found us!
I think that the way forward is clear, so thanks for the input, you all.
I must admit that I've been attracted by the prospect of introducing new people to this uniqe way of capturing images, but I should also keep equal focus on the
original idea, which was to provide a forum for the images of the existing KAP community to be shared online.
Lenny
PS. Marcus, just saw your first photos on the group page - best first time shots I ever saw. You should be well pleased there, congratulations. The rig is a real
beaut. Hope you have a sympathetic family.
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(back)

Selling images
From: Lenny
Date: 6/30/2005
Time: 1:16:40 PM
Remote Name: 212.30.3.191

Comments
So I have this dilemma.
Someone has asked if they can buy one of my images so that they can print it up (5"x7" or 8"x10" approx) and display it in their home.
So the immediate questions are: 1. How much do I sell the image for? 2. Is 1808x1085 a reasonable resolution to sell in order to be printed up to these sizes? (I
don't want to stiff the guy for a crap image) 3. Should I sell at all? 4. I have all my images on Flickr marked with a Creative commons attributionnoncommercial-noderivs licence - is this enough protection for me to sell this image?
For anyone who needs to see the image it's at: http://www.flickr.com/photos/lenny_meriel/18916217/in/set-139728/
Any help and guidance would be greatly appreciated.
Thanks
Lenny
(back)

Re: Selling images
From: Mobilexile
Date: 7/1/2005
Time: 1:27:12 PM
Remote Name: 12.214.196.9

Comments
Lenny :
Great shot, no wonder you have a prospective buyer.
SELLING FILES VS. SELLING IMAGES :: I would urge you to sell your own prints rather than handing over the files. That way you have control over the
quality of the prints. Also, it will prevent a buyer from turning around and making money off your imagery.
If you're interested in selling prints I reccommend an Epson 4870 Photo printer. There may be a newer model, this is one we bought last year. It's the same
machine most commercial and editorial photographers use to print their portfolios. It's not cheap and the supplies are spendy but the image quality is
outstanding and you can get archival papers and inks.
WHAT TO CHARGE :: Again, I would sell prints -- preferrably signed prints so you can get a premium and legitimize your art.
A commercial photographer would get thousands of dollars for use of an image like this. The exact figure would depend upon usage ( ie. circulation of pubs it
runs in, direct mail and internet use, duration of run, exclusivity, etc. ).
A editorial photographer would get hundreds to thousands of dollars depending upon the publication(s).
A gallery shooter could get anywhere from $50 on up depending upon how it's handled. As I said, you could sell signed, framed prints and fetch a few hundred or
maybe more. It's your art and you call the shots.
PROTECTING YOUR IMAGES ::
How long does a copyright last? The term of copyright for a particular work depends on several factors, including whether it has been published, and, if so, the
date of first publication. As a general rule, for works created after Jan. 1, 1978, copyright protection lasts for the life of the author plus an additional 70 years.
For an anonymous work, a pseudonymous work, or a work made for hire, the copyright endures for a term of 95 years from the year of its first publication or a
term of 120 years from the year of its creation, whichever expires first. For works first published prior to 1978, the term will vary depending on several factors.
To determine the length of copyright protection for a particular work, consult chapter 3 of the Copyright Act (title 17 of the United States Code). More
information on the term of copyright can be found in Circular 15a, Duration of Copyright, and Circular 1, Copyright Basics. ( Source ::
http://www.copyright.gov )
Technically a person would need to copyright every image but most commercial photographers do not follow this practice.
(back)

Re: Selling images
From: Brooks
Date: 6/30/2005
Time: 10:21:09 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5
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Comments
In my opinion, make it as accessible as you feel you can do. In other words, price it at a reasonable return based on your sense of time & effort, but don't hold
them up for a usurous amount.
If they will download it and all they want is the rights to print it, I would charge a lot less than if I were printing it for them. On the other hand, if they print it,
you don't have the control you may wish to exert over your intellectual property.
Most of the images I've sold I get $75.00 for the rights to use a digital image once in a publication, or one paper print. I know others who market their stuff more
regularly get more, but still others ask more and don't sell anything. Without any middlemen, you can cut prices much more than if you've got a bunch of others
with their hand in your pocket.
I think it's whatever the ego stroke means to you in terms of value. You're not going to make a killing at KAP one way or the other, so just be comfortable with
your price.
(back)

Re: Selling images
From: Cezar
Date: 6/30/2005
Time: 2:04:30 PM
Remote Name: 82.76.111.133

Comments
The picture is great. You should ask alot. What rig/camera did you used?
Cezar
(back)

Re: Selling images
From: Lenny
Date: 6/30/2005
Time: 2:21:37 PM
Remote Name: 212.30.3.191

Comments
Thanks, Cezar, I'm flattered
The rig is here: http://www.flickr.com/photos/lenny_meriel/13668642/in/set-139728/ - and I am really loving the portability of it, it's tiny. The camera is a Pentax
Optio S4 and it's tiny too. The aspect is fixed at vertical, but if you have to chose one direction to look from a kite, you could do worse than pick "straight down".
The thing that really does it for me is the Gentled. It really has made my KAPing an intense pleasure, I can't reccommend it enough.
As for the cost of the image, I'm still unsure of even the ballpark I should be playing in.
Lenny
(back)

Re: Selling images
From: David Hunt
Date: 6/30/2005
Time: 9:09:00 PM
Remote Name: 67.76.102.228

Comments
Concerning Prints - Most use 300 ppi for best print quality. This means that the Pentax S5i maximum resolution of 2560 X 1920 could produce good prints that
were 8.5" X 6.4" without resampling, if the image was not cropped.
Resampling is when you change the pixel dimensions of your original image up or down. Don't confuse resampling with cropping. Cropping changes the pixel
dimensions but does not change the values of the pixels that remain. Resampling algorithms have to create new pixels based on the information in the original
image. If you resample to change the pixel size of an image, you will often get better results by doing the changes in small increments rather than in one big
change. The results will not look as good as the original, so it is generally not the best idea to use resampled images for printing.
Anytime you work with a digital image with your favorite photo editing software save the changed versions with new file names to preserve your original file.
Many people donÝt completely understand the concepts and relationships of; image pixel counts, resolution (ppi), picture size. You also need to understand that
there is a difference between ppi (pixels per inch) and the term used by printer manufacturers called dpi (dots per inch).
You may find this short article useful to help sort out these facts. If you plan on becoming serious about your digital photography it is a must.
http://www.bobatkins.com/photography/digital/digital_image_resizing.html
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David Hunt
(back)

Re: Selling images
From: Glenn Nelson
Date: 7/8/2005
Time: 10:53:18 PM
Remote Name: 64.166.9.250

Comments
I know that most people use 300 DPI for prints, but when it comes to your inkjet printer there's a difference between dots-per-inch and pixels-per-inch. Most ink
jet printers can give you 1200 or 2400 dpi; an image pixel is often printed by a 4x4 pattern (is that like a "halftone"?); therefore the best a printer can achieve is
300 or 600 ppi (unless the printer truly does better than 2400 dpi).
Personally I find that printing 150 or even 125 pixel-per-inch is fine when viewed from more than 18 inches (1/2 meter). If you agree, you may double the print
size suggested by David. Try it, it's easy!
Unfortunately 150 PPI probably means that the printer driver is interpolating to double the pixels in each dimension, but that's another story, and best treated in
other forums. FYI, many amateur digital printing experts think that the $40 QImage program does a much better job at such interpolations than Photoshop.
(back)

Re: Selling images
From: Craig
Date: 7/1/2005
Time: 10:02:11 AM Remote Name: 204.147.0.56

Comments
Lenny, selling and establishing a price is very difficult and is a balancing act between ego and respect. Know that what you do creates unique images that no one
else can do for your buyer. You have an image that even you cannot exactly duplicate so it most definately has value just like any quality photo from any other
professional photographer. In fact you are doing others in the field a diservice to give it away below its value- particularily if you are selling or giving to a
publisher or someone who will use it to market their services or product. Respect what it is worth and that you are selling yourself short if you sell it or its use for
less than it is worth and less than anyone else would charge. In the past I sold some photos to a land developer who later told me that my photos saved his client
over a million dollars in development costs. The images shortened many meetings and gave a clear understanding of the impact of the building in the site, so
conflict with neighborhoods was reduced. I regretted how cheap I had sold those shots to him for. Just because you can cheaply make the images doesn't at all
mean they are worth less. You may find that the selling becomes part of the great fun of KAP.
(back)

Re: Selling images
From: Brooks
Date: 7/1/2005
Time: 11:28:09 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
So, Craig, what should he charge? We're all waffling on this question.
(back)

Re: Selling images
From: Mario
Date: 7/1/2005
Time: 12:36:05 PM
Remote Name: 66.143.9.150

Comments
Looks to me like the 2 mp size is problematic. The recipiant wont be able to do much with it. If you can get $25 buck, go for it.
(back)

Re: Selling images
From: Mario
Date: 7/1/2005
Time: 1:33:30 PM
Remote Name: 66.143.9.150
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Comments
Just curious. Is the resolution low because of cropping or was the camera set at a low resolution to save storage space?
(back)

Re: Selling images
From: Lenny
Date: 7/1/2005
Time: 1:54:23 PM
Remote Name: 212.30.3.191

Comments
Wow - great response, guys - thank you very much.
It's a characteristic of the Optio S4 I used that, if you're not used to it, it's easy to assume that the "user" mode sets the quality at the same standard as the "P"
(auto) mode. In a nutshell, the first few shoots I did with this camera I had the resolution set too low and then cropped the image a little.
With all these reponses in mind, I think I'll inform the prospective buyer of the resolution and pick a price of around Ý20 - he can take it or leave it. I think, as
Brooks advised, that this reflects the time and effort put in. My ego factor on top is zero (but I guess that makes me "modest", so maybe I should charge
$1,000,000) and I was even considering giving it away at first, because I'm only in this thing for the personal achievement thing.
The thread here is really interesting and I hope it's going to be of use to someone in the future - I'm definately going to reference it.
At the end of the day I'm still left with a huge problem - if even one picture in a thousand is going to sell, I'm going to have to invest in a better camera. Time to
talk to the wife ...
Lenny {:o)
(back)

Re: Selling images
From: Lenny
Date: 7/5/2005
Time: 2:30:06 PM
Remote Name: 212.30.3.191

Comments
Well it went for Ý20, which I was quite happy with considering the resolution.
The guy who bought it seemed really happy, too. Good news all round.
(back)

Re: Selling images
From: Yvon H.
Date: 7/7/2005
Time: 1:33:37 PM
Remote Name: 142.166.93.103

Comments
Lenny, Glad that we sold your picture. Estimating the value of your picture in the eye of your client is often difficult. If you know it will be used for commercial
application you can attached a higher value. If it is just for a personal souvenir, then the value is more difficult to estimate and often less than a commercial
application. In the past year, I've been taking pictures here and there and giving away some of them just that peoples around here know what I do. Now, I can
start charging for pictures because some people start asking me for taking pictures for them after seeing my work.
(back)

Re: Selling images
From: Yvon H.
Date: 7/7/2005
Time: 1:36:34 PM
Remote Name: 142.166.93.103

Comments
One last thing. Resolution can be a big factor specially if the photos are for marketing purposes. I currently use 3,2megapixels but soon I'll be using 8megapixels.
I spoke to some marketing people and they are always asking for the maximum but 8mpxl was the only thing I could afford.
(back)
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Re: Selling images
From: Yvon H.
Date: 7/7/2005
Time: 1:28:22 PM
Remote Name: 142.166.93.103

Comments
(back)

site problems
From: Brooks
Date: 6/28/2005
Time: 3:58:49 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
Many thanks to all who responded. My site now appears to be well, though the pictures on Home, Kits, Kites, & Equipment don't have frames for the time being.
I appreciate the help.
If you'd like to check the site again (dare I ask?) please let me know if you have trouble reading it.
thanks
brooks
http://www.brooxes.com/
(back)

Re: site problems
From: Yvan
Date: 6/28/2005
Time: 9:09:20 PM
Remote Name: 83.134.99.70

Comments
Hi Brooks,
The problem is that you didn't define a CSS style in the pages without a border.
In the equipment page, you defined a class "panoborder"... <style type="text/css"> <!-- .panoborder { border: thick ridge #003366; } --> </style>
and each image on that page is calling for that border...
<img src="equip-images/SLRig2.jpg" alt="Canon Rebelrig" name="Image41" width="348" height="296" border="0" class="panoborder">
But on the other pages, the images are also calling for a style "picborder" F.ex. on the page kitesales...
<img src="Images/bobbinKO.jpg" width="305" height="239" class="picborder">
But there's no definition of that class, so no border can be added. Just add the following lines in the head part of that page...
<!-- .picborder { border: thick ridge #003366; } -->
It's easier to work if you use an external linked stylesheet. You only have to change one page and the layout on all pages will change too. But this is a bit more
complicated to work.
I hope I helped you a bit further.
Yvan. http://www.birdseye.be
(back)

Publicity type thing
From: Lenny
Date: 6/27/2005
Time: 12:32:20 PM
Remote Name: 212.30.3.151

Comments
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So the Flickr blog (http://blog.flickr.com/) has picked up on two of our photos and out of all the thousands of groups on Flickr they highlighted the KAP group as
one to see. The two photos were my shot of a dog swimming (http://www.flickr.com/photos/lenny_meriel/20297074/) and Craig Wilson's superb shot of a Dome in
Milwaukee (http://www.flickr.com/photos/12505951@N00/20058955/). Both are receiving a huge amount of traffic. I only really started the KAP group so that
people from this forum could go and discuss the images with each other, so I didn't really consider that they would prove so popular. Maybe I shouldn't be so
excited, but at last count there were 21,964,480 images on Flickr, so to get two on their blog is quite an achievement I think.
Also (and possible in the wake of this) I noticed a mention of the group in the MAKE: blog. Perhaps not so surprising after the article featuring Cris, but good
nonetheless.
At the moment there are a number of guys who joined up to the group who are making rigs after being inspired by MAKE: or by the Group and I really hope
that they follow through and post up their first images - I'm all for recruiting new KAPers.
Lenny http://www.flickr.com/groups/kiteaerialphotography/ (48 members, 231 images and growing)
(back)

Re: Publicity type thing
From: Craig
Date: 6/28/2005
Time: 8:04:55 AM
Remote Name: 204.147.0.56

Comments
Yes, as Lenny said Traffic is/was heavy yesterday. The shot that is featured had nearly 800 views and the ones near it in my photo stream had around 400. Lots of
folks added images as their favorites and out of curiosity I posted a couple images yesterday to see how many views they would get and they jumped quickly to
well over 100. It is a very fun and inspirational experience on Flicker. If you haven't checked it out yet- get in.
(back)

Wanted: KAP rig for Powershot S200
From: randymir@sbcglobal.net
Date: 6/26/2005
Time: 8:24:03 PM
Remote Name: 64.171.14.64

Comments
Does anyone have for sale a KAP rig for an S200 or something I could modify? Thanks!
Randy
(back)

Re: Wanted: KAP rig for Powershot S200
From: Michael Layefsky
Date: 6/26/2005
Time: 9:41:30 PM
Remote Name: 67.161.3.118

Comments
Brooks Leffler sells a very nice and reasonably priced all inclusive kit with excellent instructions on how to adjust it for any given camera. It can be completed in
a number of hours (maybe 4-8??). Check it out here: http://brooxes.com/newsite/BBKK/index.html
(back)

Re: Wanted: KAP rig for Powershot S200
From: Michael Layefsky
Date: 6/26/2005
Time: 9:46:03 PM
Remote Name: 67.161.3.118

Comments
Actually, at least for me, I'm having trouble viewing Brook's website with Internet Explorer. The Mozilla Firefox browser is displaying it perfectly, however.
(back)

Re: Wanted: KAP rig for Powershot S200
From: Randymir@sbcglobal.net
Date: 6/27/2005
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Time: 6:52:41 AM
Remote Name: 64.171.14.64

Comments
I'm having problems too, but I can see the whole page by scrolling around. Thanks!
Randy
(back)

Re: Wanted: KAP rig for Powershot S200
From: Brooks
Date: 6/27/2005
Time: 4:58:10 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
I'm curious about the problems seeing my page, esp the comment about scrolling around. Another viewer said the same. If you use a monitor resolution of 1024 x
768 or higher, no horizontal scrolling should be necessary.
I would appreciate it if Windoze users are having trouble seeing my site (any of it, but esp the Kits & Bits and Kitestuff pages) would send me an email describing
the problem. kytemanATredshiftDOTcom.
many thanks
bgl
http://www.brooxes.com/
ps BTW, the kit works great with all the Digital Elphs.
(back)

Brooks' site (was:Wanted: KAP rig for Powershot S200)
From: frankDOTlouwersATaltinaDOTcx
Date: 6/28/2005
Time: 8:52:19 AM
Remote Name: 82.146.98.3

Comments
Hi Brooks,
I have the same problems with some pages on your site. Although I have a laptop with 17" widescreen in 1440x900 resolution, the Kits and Bits, Kitestuff and
homepage (the one you get when clicking on "Home") come out as huge pages where a lot of scrolling is needed (e.g. home: 6 pages down scrolling; Kits and bits
about 33 pages to scroll to the bottom!, each one about 2 scrolls sideways). Equipment looks OK, so do Galleries, Recent Kap (Flickr page), Panoramas and
Downloads. I will e-mail you a word doc with a few captures of your pages, so you can see for yourself and maybe find the cause. I am on Windows XP Home with
Explorer 6, but it is the same n our desktop with Windows 2000 and IE6.
Best regards,
Frank -thinking about a Powershot S70 or a Coolpix 8400-Louwers (Belgium)
www.altina.cx
(back)

Re: Brooks' site (was:Wanted: KAP rig for Powershot S200)
From: Brooks
Date: 6/28/2005
Time: 9:27:05 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
aaarrrggghhh!
Anybody having the same problem, plz drop me an email at kytemanATredshiftDOTcom. I would also be interested in knowing if IE 6.0 is the only browser in
which it happens.
Suggestions also welcome.
bgl
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http://www.brooxes.com/
(back)

Re: Brooks' site (was:Wanted: KAP rig for Powershot S200)
From: frankDOTlouwersATaltinaDOTcx
Date: 6/28/2005
Time: 12:21:40 PM
Remote Name: 82.146.98.3

Comments
Hi Brooks,
I suddenly remembered that our destop (Win 2000) has also Mozilla Firefox! Well, no problems there, now I could see how you mpeant it to be...
Ah, the irrefutable and unforgiving logic of the bits!
Best regards,
Frank Louwers (Belgium) www.altina.cx
(back)

Re: Brooks' site (was:Wanted: KAP rig for Powershot S200)
From: Brooks
Date: 6/28/2005
Time: 1:38:24 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
I've made a few tweaks and the site should be OK now. Please email me if not.
bgl
(back)

Re: Brooks' site (was:Wanted: KAP rig for Powershot S200)
From: Christian
Date: 6/30/2005
Time: 12:30:49 PM
Remote Name: 83.156.31.16

Comments
I have reviewed most of your web pages during last days, and everything was Ok. I should say superb considering such pages! My favorite browser is Netscape.
(back)

schieppati swith for nikon
From: Jim Day
Date: 6/22/2005
Time: 3:20:34 PM
Remote Name: 67.100.124.213

Comments
Is it possible to connect a schieppati switch to a nikon cable? If so which wire is use to fire the nikon?
(back)

Re: schieppati swith for nikon
From: Christian
Date: 6/22/2005
Time: 5:18:51 PM
Remote Name: 83.154.176.69

Comments
Jim if you don' have this information, look at these pages on shutter release. Trying and connecting any wire will not damage the camera.
http://becotus.chez.tiscali.fr/cameras/anglais/e&cameras.htm
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(back)

Re: schieppati swith for nikon
From: Jim Day
Date: 6/22/2005
Time: 6:08:51 PM
Remote Name: 67.101.7.137

Comments
I have 5 schieppati switchs. Would like to do the same thing that gentles doing but with schieppati switchs. I have the cable for coolpix 4300 nikon but I know
which wire in the cable works to fire the camera.
(back)

Re: schieppati swith for nikon
From: Jim Day
Date: 6/22/2005
Time: 6:08:09 PM
Remote Name: 67.101.7.137

Comments
I have 5 schieppati switchs. Would like to do the same thing that gentles doing but with schieppati switchs. I have the cable for coolpix 4300 nikon but I know
which wire in the cable works to fire the camera.
(back)

Re: schieppati swith for nikon
From: james<at>gentlesSPAM<dot>info Date: 6/22/2005
Time: 11:52:11 PM
Remote Name: 192.25.22.11

Comments
Unfortunately the 4300 isn't as simple as it may seem. The connector on the camera is really a serial port, like on your computer. That means that the signal to
configure the camera and fire the shutter is much more complicated. Add to that the fact that the camera also communicates with the "gentled serial", then you
have a two way communication system!
gentled serial is expensive because of the Nikon proprietary connector, which itself is around $25 to $30. There is an option if you already have the cable to send it
to me and reduce the price, see www.kapshop.com for full details.
James
(back)

Re: schieppati swith for nikon
From: Brooks
Date: 6/22/2005
Time: 5:52:15 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
Depends on the Nikon, but check James Gentles' gentLED at http://www.gentles.info/KAP/gentled/ . Very light, very reliable.
(back)

Re: schieppati swith for nikon
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotographt.net
Date: 6/22/2005
Time: 11:17:48 PM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
Forget the Schieppatis to trigger a CP4300. The Nikon doesn't work with on/off signals. What's "in the cable" is either a USB or a serial protocol.
A Serial GentLED will do the job.
Peter
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(back)

Re: schieppati swith for nikon
From: Craig
Date: 6/24/2005
Time: 11:46:00 AM
Remote Name: 204.147.0.56

Comments
My 2 cents worth. In whatever you are trying to do. Do it as simply as possible. You have some givens such as the camera and what you are trying to do with the
camera etc. Now, buy or build whatever it takes to create the simplest way to achieve what you want. The simplest way is almost always the most reliable and
problem free method. Usually in the long run it is also the cheapest. Simon's autokap is a great example of my point. I am not however saying that we all should
want to get rid of technology in our rigs- rather combine the simplest most straight forward components to reduce the mechanical complexity of the system. I am
using a Schieppati switch for my Nikon but it cost me $200 to have the camera modified to make it possible. In light of the recent Nikon firmware change I am
still glad that I did it the way I did as I can, use my rig with 2 other cameras I own with the same same RCA plug. I also do not have to worry about a dead
battery in the infered sender or have to replace that piece when it invariable will fail.
(back)

Kayak surfing
From: Lenny
Date: 6/21/2005
Time: 2:02:59 PM
Remote Name: 212.30.2.155

Comments
I'm just thinking about taking some pictures of Kayak surfers (and just normal surfing as well).
I've an Optio S4 at the moment. Can anyone sugeest a very light and cost effective way of tripping the shutter as continuously as possible remotely.
I have the UKs No2 kayak surfer interested in trying to get some shots and I'd like to make it pay (not literally).
The problem is that I'm trying to catch a dynamic, but we all know that alot of the action shots captured by KAP are usually thorugh luck (or extreme staging).
Any comments welcome.
Lenny
P.S.
I've a small vertical rig at the moment and I'm kind of stuck on it - so I'm mostly interested in the shuter release mechanism for rapid shooting - and, yes, I know
I need one of those fancey Nikons (if only my wife would allow me to loft the D70 over water, or even at all).
(back)

Re: Kayak surfing
From: Simon H
Date: 6/21/2005
Time: 4:32:00 PM
Remote Name: 84.67.175.101

Comments
Continuous mode is one way, you don't need a servo for that, a rubber band round the camera with a bead threaded on it over the shutter button would do.Roll it
over the button as you launch. It is every 2 seconnds though so will burn up the SD card. Otherwise a Gentled Auto will do the trick best. (Adjustable time for
triggering).
Simon
(back)

Re: Kayak surfing
From: Dave Mitchell
Date: 6/21/2005
Time: 3:49:19 PM
Remote Name: 80.177.153.149

Comments
Lenny, doesn't the s4i have a continuous shooting mode like the s5i? In this mode, as long as the shutter button is depressed the camera takes pictures (about
every 2 seconds). Should work fine with a servo pressing the button (though not perhaps with a GentLED).
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Or am I missing something?
Dave
(back)

Re: Kayak surfing
From: Lenny
Date: 6/21/2005
Time: 2:09:16 PM
Remote Name: 212.30.2.155

Comments
Duh, I forgot to say KAP Flickr group is doing really well with 40 members and 225 images. Come on in. http://www.flickr.com/groups/kiteaerialphotography/
(back)

Re: Kayak surfing
From: Lenny
Date: 6/22/2005
Time: 9:30:03 AM
Remote Name: 212.30.3.43

Comments
Thanks Dave & Simon. Ironically I went out today to take some images of some rake art I'm toying with and I would have got a better result if I'd taken a rubber
band and a bead. Low winds meant that I had to start downwind and run upwind to generate even meagre lift. With a 27 second gap on my standard Gentled
(which I love dearly) I was lucky to get anything. This is what I ended up with: http://www.flickr.com/photos/lenny_meriel/20897500/
I'm off to buy a 512 MB SD card for Ý20 and then I'll be down the beach with the rake, rubberband and bead again.
(back)

Re: Kayak surfing
From: Christian
Date: 6/22/2005
Time: 5:12:21 PM Remote Name: 83.154.176.69

Comments
Which kite did you used, and which weight is your rig?
(back)

Re: Kayak surfing
From: Lenny
Date: 6/23/2005
Time: 12:24:25 PM
Remote Name: 212.30.3.43

Comments
Hi, Christian
I'm using a home made Harald Prinzler FF03A it's 1.5m wide and 1.7m long. My rig is a tiny fixed axes rig for vertical only shots and is usually triggred using a
gentled at 27 sec intervals - the whole rig (including picavet) weighs in at 235 grammes. I think I mentioned already that the camera is an Otio S4. BTW, the
Flowform is quite unbelievable good, with this rig I've been KAPing in winds that can't be more than 3 Knots and the kite has just performed perfectly (with a
small tail). In high winds I can get away with using the kite with a longer tail and it still behaves perfectly, up to about a force 5-6. Harald I salute you.
But the original problem still stands. Ideally I'd like a very simple (and very light) remote to trigger the camera in continuous mode for as long as I want (I've
sent off for a 1GB SD card as they're so cheap now). I know I can do it by setting the camera off when I send it up (so that it takes images until it runs out of
memory space), but the trick would be to get it to start taking pictures continuously when it's up there, but also have the option to stop it and start this
continouous capture when I want. Peter Bults has a lovely little thing on his Flickr page at the moment (http://www.flickr.com/photos/51302065@N00/20437698/),
but the trick would be to adapt it to turn the continuous capture on and of upon pressing the same button. Or something like that. I'm a beginner at electronics,
but I'll give anything a go.
It seems to me that with the equipment I have at the moment this will be the only way to capture a dynamic shot.
Lenny http://www.flickr.com/groups/kiteaerialphotography/ (46 members, 226 images and growing)
(back)
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Re: Kayak surfing
From: james<at>gentlesSPAM<dot>info
Date: 6/23/2005
Time: 11:37:45 PM
Remote Name: 192.25.22.11

Comments
Lenny, Still think you need the gentled auto. It can be configured for anything from 3seconds to 4minutes with the addition of only a battery (and one resistor for
some timings). http://www.gentles.info/KAP/gentled/options.htm#IRauto
If you add a 2032 button cell and a battery holder you should get something that weighs under 10g (gentled auto weighs 4g, less if you cut down the wires :-).
There is another argument here that the 27second wait thats built in (to stop camera auto shut-down) has past it's sell by date because a. Cameras don't work like
that anymore, b. Most cameras (like Pentax) can be woken-up with IR, c. With big memory cards costing so little who cares.
Regards James
(back)

Re: Kayak surfing
From: Lenny
Date: 6/24/2005
Time: 12:35:02 AM
Remote Name: 212.30.3.43

Comments
I now you're right, James, but I just feel I need to try to get the camera set up so that I can trigger several "bursts" when I want to. I have a feeling, however that
I'll be coming to you with my credit card very soon.
(back)

Firmware upgrade for Coolpix
From: Carl B
Date: 6/20/2005
Time: 5:14:04 AM
Remote Name: 198.103.196.130

Comments
New firmware as now been released for both 8400 & 8800 which solves a few problems some of you have been wanting to fix.
http://www.dpreview.com/news/0506/05062001nikon88008400_fw17fw15.asp
Carl
(back)

Re: Firmware upgrade for Coolpix
From: Scott Haefner
Date: 6/21/2005
Time: 8:09:43 AM
Remote Name: 71.48.5.192

Comments
Great news!
Thanks everyone for lobbying Nikon to remove the shutter delay. Luckily I got an email from Nikon support a couple weeks ago telling me that they were adding
this option...I got the email the same morning that I was planning to pack up my 8400 and ship it Mark at harbortronics.com to add a shutter port...for $200!
Scott
(back)

Re: Firmware upgrade for Coolpix
From: james<at>gentlesSPAM<dot>info
Date: 6/21/2005
Time: 12:19:39 AM
Remote Name: 192.25.22.11
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Comments
Thanks Carl!
Very interesting, they have removed the 2 second delay completely, I thought they would put a selection in like on the 5700 and 8700. Anyway, don't complain get
flying guys - the 8400 just got even better for KAP, throw away those servos and use a 3gram gentled!
www.gentles.info/KAP/gentled
James
(back)

Shoot Panoramas!
From: Brooks
Date: 6/18/2005
Time: 9:49:24 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
Quick reminder: the World Wide Panorama shooting window is open until Tuesday midnight (local time). See http://geoimages.berkeley.edu:16080/wwp.html .
I had a good day (at last) yesterday and got 40 fisheye images of Carmel River -- but there's lots of shooting time left for other things.
(back)

Re: Shoot Panoramas!
From: Scott Haefner
Date: 6/21/2005
Time: 8:04:30 AM
Remote Name: 71.48.5.192

Comments
Well, I finally have a panorama to submit. Between rain and getting my KAP gear stolen out of my car, I've been unable to shoot during the past three events
since learning about the project last September.
I was having trouble with my rig, and it looked like I might miss out yet again. But then everything came together in a nice shot of Bodie Island Lighthouse in
North Carolina. It had been cloudy all day, but when I launched the rig, the sky opened up just long enough for the shoot, then it became cloudy again as I
retrieved my rig from the sky.
I haven't stitched it up yet, but looking at the resulting image, I think it will be a nice pano...
Scott
http://scotthaefner.com/kap/
(back)

Re: Shoot Panoramas!
From: james@gentlesSPAM.info
Date: 6/21/2005
Time: 2:47:02 PM
Remote Name: 80.229.25.24

Comments
I got one too! Although the Scottish sunshine is of the watery variety. HEY, the theme is water so I did the right thing waiting for that illusive cloudy day here in
sunny Scotland!
Whilst waiting for the wind and the weather during the last 5 days I did think about stitching two "sky" shots (a cloudy one and a clear one) together...
James
(back)

Re: Shoot Panoramas!
From: Christian
Date: 6/22/2005
Time: 5:02:09 PM
Remote Name: 83.154.176.69

Comments
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So bad about Scott's kap gear stolen! Here I shot the harbour of Cherbourg both using the pole, and kaping, despite the west wind which was unstable as usual at
that place. In three weeks, we will have the Tall Sailing Ships there, and many pictures are planned. Well, I never made a pano as avi file: I have to learn now.
(back)

Re: Shoot Panoramas!
From: Brooks
Date: 6/22/2005
Time: 5:55:45 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
Christian, if you're putting something together for the World Wide Panorama, the format of choice is .mov, not .avi. See the website at
http://geoimages.berkeley.edu:16080/wwp.html .
bgl
(back)

Cheap camera options for UK/Europe KAPers
From: Marcus
Date: 6/17/2005
Time: 3:47:51 AM
Remote Name: 193.130.174.51

Comments
Hope this is OK to mention but I've just seen that 7dayshop.com are offering factory re-furbished Nikons at good prices. I've used the Coolpix 5200 at work and
been pretty impressed for such a compact camera - Ý135 seems a real bargain to me. Some of the others look good too. (I have no connection with the company
but just wanted to spread the word).
http://www.7dayshop.com/catalog/normal_search_result.php?keywords=refurb&r=20050616
(back)

Re: Cheap camera options for UK/Europe KAPers
From: james@gentlesSPAM.info
Date: 6/17/2005
Time: 3:01:34 PM
Remote Name: 80.229.25.24

Comments
Good deals, thanks for the pointer! Some of the models are supported by gentled serial as well http://www.gentles.info/KAP/gentled/options.htm#NIKONshutter
(I DO have a connection with gentled serial :-) James
(back)

Schieppati Switch Plans??
From: Theo
Date: 6/16/2005
Time: 7:52:44 PM
Remote Name: 68.251.193.194

Comments
Are there publicly available plans to make Schieppati Switches or can I only buy them? Also, when I make a connection from my rig to my picavet suspension, do
I need to worry about friction where it rotates? In other words does the axis need ball bearings or something in order for the rig to rotate without putting too
much force on the servo? One more question, where can I buy gears to get the servo to rotate the rig 360 degrees? Thanks.
(back)

Re: Schieppati Switch Plans??
From: Brooks
Date: 6/17/2005
Time: 10:06:42 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
1. No -- a genuine Schieppati Switch doesn't cost that much: buy it.
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2. Bearings are not necessary.
3. Brooxes Better Gear Guide, complete with gears and instructions, is available from www.kapshop.com, or from me directly at http://www.brooxes.com/
It's designed to be used with a servo converted to 360 degrees rotation, but that's easy. I can provide instructions and a trimmer for that too. email me at
kytemanATredshiftDOTcom.
cheers
bgl
(back)

Re: Schieppati Switch Plans??
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: <�/b>6/16/2005
Time: 11:58:35 PM
Remote Name: 84.28.47.66

Comments
1. There are no plans available for the SchiSwi. But Harald Prinzler has a plan for a similar device on his site. 2. You'll need some kind of bearing, but balls are
needed for it. Some smooth rings will do the job. 3. http://www.KAPshop.com
Peter
(back)

Death of B&W paper
From: Carl Bigras
Date: 6/16/2005
Time: 11:51:09 AM
Remote Name: 198.103.196.130

Comments
Here's some very sad news, but it had to come sooner or later. http://www.foxnews.com/story/0,2933,159782,00.html
I'll be wearing a B&W arm band from now until it fades and also be selling B&W ribbons at your local 1 hour lab.
Anybody wants to buy a couple of B&W enlargers? ;-) Fading fast, Carl
(back)

Re: Death of B&W paper
From: mobilexile
Date: 6/17/2005
Time: 8:39:20 AM
Remote Name: 12.214.196.9

Comments
This is the end of an era. So sad. I love B&W prints. Sure, you can do a lot with computers, but they can't give you the same reproduction quality.
If anyone needs me I'll be in a dark room somewhere crying.
(back)

Re: Death of B&W paper
From: Christian
Date: 6/16/2005
Time: 3:35:25 PM
Remote Name: 83.154.184.241

Comments
Easiness, and image quality when printing B&W films on printers through computer, environment problem with silver content, and costs, all are leading more
than likely the argentic chemical process to the end. Myself, I have all processing B&W and color chemical equipment, with 2 enlargers, and I haven't used it last
ten years, missing time! Still have products and paper. Badly, the lifespan of ink-paper as produce nowadays is rather short! Save digital files is supposed to have
an eternal lifespan, but how long will we have equipment to read these files? I have S8 movie films, and I'm scarred that it will be impossible one day to watch
them because the movie projector will be out of order, or the lamp couldn't be replaced, or a rubber driving belt will fail as it already did once! Nowadays, a
sustainable photographic technique seems to be a dream.
(back)
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Re: Death of B&W paper
From: Emmanuel from http://photocerfvolant.free.fr
Date: 6/17/2005
Time: 10:21:15 AM
Remote Name: 194.250.178.227

Comments
Hy Christian, and all, Don't worry about your B&W hardware, It will be in order to perform again for a long time, (not like digital devices... ;o) It's only waiting
for your next free time.
About the death of B&W paper, dont't worry Carl. Perhaps the very large compagnies give up the "argentic" process but several little factory (less or not
hypnotised by cash flow) will propose films and papers for years to the "nice enlarging lovers". As Christian said, digital prints don't make nice prints in few
month or years. So, on that reflexion, I'm going to my darkroom to enlarge on cartoline paper my last 4x5 inches films (not aerial yet, but I work on this project
for KapiFrance). Good winds and kap sessions to all, Emmanuel
(back)

button controlled schiswi??
From: Wicherd
Date: 6/13/2005
Time: 10:44:15 PM
Remote Name: 62.163.246.17

Comments
Hello,
I,m trying to control a double Schiswi using two buttons on the remote and not the stick-operated pot. The the pot in the transmitter is total 5k (futuba f7/14)
working range from 3.1k to 2.1k (stick-position from full down to full up) I got the Schiswi working fine, controlled with the stick. schiswi off in full down pos.
swi-1 on in middle position(continuous mode), swi-2 on in up position. This gives the following pot-values: stick down: - 3.0k - 2.1k - stick center: - 2.6k - 2.6k stick up: - 2.1k - 3.0k I tried to make some simple electrics to recreate these settings using two buttons. (button 1 - focus, button 2 - fire) but I lack sufficient knoledge :-(
Can any one help me, please.
(back)

Re: button controlled schiswi??
From: Carl Bigras
Date: 6/16/2005
Time: 6:19:40 AM
Remote Name: 198.103.196.130

Comments
I was wondering why people bother with focusing when most of the KAP work is done at infinity.
If the digicam lenses focal length are from 6 to 9mm, at f4, everything from 5 feet and beyond should be in focus. Unless you are doing extreme close-up, set the
camera at infinity, the camera will also react faster.
Check this site for calculating hyperfocal distance and depth of field; http://www.dofmaster.com/doftable.html
Carl
(back)

Re: button controlled schiswi??
From: Wicherd
Date: 6/16/2005
Time: 9:05:05 AM
Remote Name: 62.163.246.17

Comments
Hi Carl,
First af all, on many "point and shoot" camera's you don't have the option of setting focus to infinity. Secondly, although almost everybody speaks about
focussing before pressing release, this is only half the process. The other half is setting the lighting parameters correct. For some camera's this gives a delay time,
between pressing the button and actually taking the picture, of several 10th of seconds. If you keep in mind that the camera is always moving a little, this delay
could mean you just don't get the picture you want to get.
But then again, this only goes for people who have a video link so they can see what's going to be photographed.
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And finally, I have seen wonderful close up pictures of kites in the air. You will need to focus to get those right!
Wicherd
(back)

Re: button controlled schiswi??
From: Carl Bigras
Date: 6/16/2005
Time: 11:43:52 AM
Remote Name: 198.103.196.130

Comments
I had a feeling those schiswi were only for those Coolpix 5xxx & 8xxx series and they had some sort of overides on them.
Carl
(back)

Re: button controlled schiswi??
From: Wicherd
Date: 6/17/2005
Time: 12:05:09 AM
Remote Name: 62.163.246.17

Comments
The Schiwi is nothing more than a remote controlled switch. turning things ON or Off is all that it does. Goto www.kapshop.com for more info on the Schiswi.
(back)

Re: button controlled schiswi??
From: Brooks
Date: 6/16/2005
Time: 10:58:28 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
I'm with Carl. I've tried it on the ground and nearly all the rigs I've made do it in the air: just push the button. Works dandy. Slight delay, maybe, but no big deal
-- and good pictures.
(back)

Re: button controlled schiswi??
From: Scott Haefner
Date: 6/13/2005
Time: 11:16:15 PM
Remote Name: 68.126.195.48

Comments
Hi,
I have a schematic on my web site that Peter Bults helped me create which does exactly what you describe:
http://scotthaefner.com/kap/equipment/?page=transmitter
http://scotthaefner.com/kap/equipment/pdf/schematics.pdf
I can tell by the LEDs on the Schiswi that the circuit does what I intend: on the Tx, switch one lights one LED ('half press' or focus), switch two lights both LEDs
('full press' or focus + shoot). However, I never actually got it to work, and I still do not know the problem. If I touch the correct wires manually, the camera
would only focus, and touching the third wire manually would cause it to trigger the shutter. But for some reason it wouldn't work through the twin
Schiswi...both switches cause the camera to immediately fire the shutter...
Good luck, and I'm curious to know more if you get it to work. I still want to use this method also.
Cheers,
Scott
(back)
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Re: button controlled schiswi??
From: Christian
Date: 6/14/2005
Time: 5:01:08 PM
Remote Name: 83.154.191.215

Comments
On these diagrams, the sum of resistance connected is not constant. It could work, however, it's not the proper balance, and malfunction should occur. Here are
other diagrams with 2 change-over switches where the sum of connected resistances is constant.
Also, because of contacts with polarity, twin shiswitch may not work as expected with some cameras. In this case, I would suggest to add Sil Reed switches
between shiswitch and the camera.
http://becotus.chez.tiscali.fr/tresor/Switch_control.htm
(back)

Re: button controlled schiswi??
From: Wicherd
Date: 6/14/2005
Time: 10:48:32 PM
Remote Name: 62.163.246.17

Comments
hi Christian,
I have tested the scematics given by Scott (Peter Bults) and its working correctly. There is just one funny thing: I need to turn the SchiSwi on 3-4 times before it
"notices" it should start in continuous mode. This could well be caused by the fact that the sum of resistances is not constant.
I would love to give your diagrams a try, if only I could read them. It looks like a copy made with the light intensity set way to low. Can you fix this in some
manner?
As for the camera control not functioning that Scott is talking about: It sounds more like something is short circuiting, either in the switches (the leds could still
show that the switch is working correct), or in de wires and connections from switch to camera.
And for personal interest: what are Sil Reed switches? (specs.)
(back)

Re: button controlled schiswi??
From: David Hunt
Date: 6/15/2005
Time: 12:52:20 PM
Remote Name: 65.41.39.115

Comments
Try this for a better copy of Christian diagram
http://www.kaper.us/NotLinked/ChristianStaggeredControl.jpg
David Hunt
(back)

Re: button controlled schiswi??
From: Wicherd
Date: 6/13/2005
Time: 11:26:55 PM
Remote Name: 62.163.246.17

Comments
Thanks for the links, I'll test it this afternoon (cet) and let you know. What camera are you trying to control using the schiswi? mine is an eos rebel 2000 and its
working perfect. (with the control stick that is..)
Wicherd
(back)

Re: button controlled schiswi??
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From: Christian
Date: 6/15/2005
Time: 4:03:37 PM
Remote Name: 83.156.20.24

Comments
Sorry for the very bad page arrangement. Obviously, it was prepared in too great a hurry last night! And the diagrams I copied were not the correct ones. For
example the "staggered " switches need 2RT switches (double contacts) and I copied only half of the connections diagram. Here now a revised page, with the two
interesting diagrams: the "2 steps" and the "push button" These were waiting for new pages I should add to my site. Here again the page link:
http://becotus.chez.tiscali.fr/tresor/Switch_control.htm I have added loading link for these diagrams.
(back)

Re: button controlled schiswi??
From: Wicherd
Date: 6/26/2005
Time: 11:11:37 AM
Remote Name: 62.163.246.17

Comments
First Christian, a late thanks for your effort. This of corse goes for all the other reply's as well.
I've taken a long look at your diagrams, my old study books and a lot of web-pages regarding basic electronics. And from this I've come to the conclusion that
your staggered control diagram will work, but could be made more simple. (looking more like the two button control diagram) I promis to come back on this
matter with a webpage explaning all I've learned in the last week. (and showing the staggered diagram) First I have to finish this new rig. I'm loosing far to many
great KAP-days. :-((
(back)

KAPiFrance registration
From: Christian
Date: 6/13/2005
Time: 5:22:17 PM
Remote Name: 83.156.22.234

Comments
Some of you have already received this message. But we don't have all adresses. In six months, it will be the Kite aerial photography seminar KAPiFrance.
www.kapifrance.org This date can seem to you still remote, but the next months will pass so quickly, the summer, the holidays... and we have still to prepare with
you the conferences, to refine the program, etc. We are arranging a translation facility, as lectures could be either in French, either in English. We have ear
phones that will allow each party to hear in either language.
For the lodging house we must reserve at the end of June with the number of participants, and pay the corresponding down payments. We thus need to collect as
of now all the possible inscriptions and to count the possible participants. Some among you already indicated their intention to come. It is thus capital to confirm
to us as of now your intentions for KAPiFrance. If you already decided to come, return to us as of now the pre-registration form. If your decision is still dubious,
briefly indicate to us your case, and dates it to which your decision could be made. Whatever your intention, thank you to answer us very quickly.
The Steering Committee, Bernard-Noel, Christian, Daniel, Jose, Olivier.
(back)

Re: KAPiFrance registration
From: Christian
Date: 6/13/2005
Time: 5:25:48 PM
Remote Name: 83.156.22.234

Comments
Here the link http://www.kapifrance.org/
(back)

Website tweaks
From: Brooks
Date: 6/13/2005
Time: 9:22:22 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
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Over the last week I've made many modifications to my website. As promised, I moved all my KAP images to Flickr, but I've also added a Kitestuff (sales) page
and completely revised the Equipment (info) page, with more info and some links to suppliers.
Next to come, sometime this week, is a how-to download on making a stabilizing windvane.
Give a look!
Brooks
http://www.brooxes.com/
(back)

Re: Website tweaks
From: Christian
Date: 6/13/2005
Time: 5:09:04 PM
Remote Name: 83.156.22.234

Comments
What a way! From the first beginner's pages on the MAC facilities, you have turn to a professional job. Very good indeed. I do appreciate, and I envy you because
I have no time to do the same on mine. Congratulations.
(back)

Is the Cannon Digital Elph a suitable option for KAP?
From: Mobilexile
Date: 6/12/2005
Time: 7:17:45 AM
Remote Name: 12.214.196.9

Comments
For months I've been drooling over the beautiful imagery created by the KAP community. Now I've decided to send a camera aloft with the help of a rig and kite
purchased from Brooks.
I was thinking my Cannon Digital Elph 230S would be a fine choice given the size and weight. Thoughts or experiences anyone might be willing to share?
I'd also like to send my Nikon D70 up to the skies but will wait until I have more experience with flying my kite and rig.
(back)

Re: Is the Cannon Digital Elph a suitable option for KAP?
From: Brooks
Date: 6/12/2005
Time: 9:47:30 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
You have but to look through the volumes of images on this site to find many taken by Cris Benton with his various Digital Elphs. I haven't used it myself (though
I've assembled many rigs with one), but I'd say go for it.
(back)

Re: Is the Cannon Digital Elph a suitable option for KAP?
From: Mobilexile
Date: 6/13/2005
Time: 6:50:33 AM
Remote Name: 12.214.196.9

Comments
Great, thanks Brooks. Once I get the kite and kit I ordered from you this weekend I'll be in business.
(back)

KAPPING FROM A CRUISE SHIP?
From: Coast Guard Kiteman {Ret.}
Date: 6/11/2005
Time: 6:23:39 PM
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Remote Name: 63.165.152.140

Comments
Hello. The wife and I are going on a cruise at the end of this month from Virginia to Bermuda [and back]. I want to build a ÝsimpleÝ [i.e., no R/C] KAP rig to
use on the ship. Any advice?
Thanks in advance!
-Allan ÝCoast Guard Kiteman {Ret.}Ý Gaines NE North Carolina, USA
(back)

Re: KAPPING FROM A CRUISE SHIP?
From: Coast Guard Kiteman {Ret.}
Date: 6/25/2005
Time: 5:15:47 PM
Remote Name: 208.7.212.24

Comments
THANKS to Henry and Christian for posts. As it turned out, due to my Mom being ill this week, we dediced to have my daughter [age 19] go with my wife on the
cruise. I'm staying behind. My Mom is fine now, but in case something were to happen I'm better able to deal with it than my daughter [who was originally going
to stay behind when my Wife and I went on the cruise].
In case you're wondering, we weren't able to cancel the cruise at this late date.
Thanks again for the replies.
-Allan "Coast Guard Kiteman {Ret.}" Gaines NE North Carolina, USA
(back)

Re: KAPPING FROM A CRUISE SHIP?
From: Henry Jebe
Date: 6/13/2005
Time: 8:54:21 PM
Remote Name: 66.58.166.59

Comments
If you are wanting to keep it really cheap, garage sale 35mm point 7 shoot cameras can be had for around $5.00 or so with auto wind and auto exposure.
Everyone seems to be going digital, so many of these cameras are nearly throw aways. I have used windup music box movements many times to trip the shutter
on these cameras. You get about 4 photos per lofting. I shot lots of images from a ferry, it is nice to know you aren't risking a lot of money if you are uncertain of
the outcome. If the kite hits the water, you can wave goodbye to the whole works. The kite becomes the most expensive part of this endeavor. Battery failure is
seldom a problem with this rig. It is nice to have a simple and reliable rig at times.
I have shot many photos with much more expensive cameras digital and otherwise also.
Henry
(back)

Re: KAPPING FROM A CRUISE SHIP?
From: Christian
Date: 6/12/2005
<�b>Time: 5:47:42 PM
Remote Name: 83.154.177.35

Comments
Open my web page http://becotus.chez.tiscali.fr/rigs/anglais/&cradles.htm and have a look at the "Goldcrest" rig. All instructions to make it are there. Then you
need a digital camera with an intervallometer, or some other device to trigger the shutter.
(back)

Help, I can't find a posting in the list :-(
From: james@gentlesSPAM.info
Date: 6/11/2005
Time: 2:06:35 PM
Remote Name: 80.229.25.24

Comments<�/h3>
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A couple of months ago someone posted a panorama of a red hill made of industrial waste somewhere in central Europe. I've tried all
the key words I can think off and cant find the post in the Discussion Group... Help!
James
(back)

Re: Help, I can't find a posting in the list :-(
From: frankDOTlouwersATaltinaDOTcx
Date: 6/11/2005
Time: 2:19:08 PM
Remote Name: 82.146.98.67

Comments
Hi James,
I think the message was from Ralf Beutnagel. Is this the page you're looking for?
http://www.dopero.de/Eingang/KAPer_on_Tour/Magdeburg_05/magdeburg_05.html pictures near the bottom.
Best regards,
Frank Louwers (Belgium) www.altina.cx
(back)

Re: Help, I can't find a posting in the list :-(
From: james@gentlesSPAM.info
Date: 6/11/2005
Time: 3:02:43 PM
Remote Name: 80.229.25.24

Comments
Thanks Frank! James
(back)

CAMCORDER VIEWFINDER
From: Marc
Date: 6/11/2005
Time: 7:29:54 AM
Remote Name: 24.232.101.68

Comments
Hi all, I have an old camcorder JVC, those of the first VHSC compact units. I need the camera to give me a composite signal RCA, instead of those RF channel 3
or 4. My Q is , can i connect a TV unit in the video signals that the VIEWFINDER uses?? thanks marce002@yahoo.com.ar
(back)

Re: CAMCORDER VIEWFINDER
From: Christian
Date: 6/11/2005
Time: 6:05:34 PM
Remote Name: 83.154.191.137

Comments
I'm not sure to guess exactly what you intend to do. In ALL camcorders that I have seen, video input signal in the viewfinder is NTSC / PAL signal, which is a
standard video signal. So, if you disconnect from the camcorder the video input signal on the viewfinder, and if you connect this input to the video output of a
digital camera, or a TV video output, or any such device, you will have the image in the viewfinder. For more details, have a look to my web pages
http://becotus.chez.tiscali.fr/rigs/anglais/&viewing.htm
(back)

Re: CAMCORDER VIEWFINDER
From: Christian
Date: 6/11/2005
Time: <�/b>6:14:32 PM
Remote Name: 83.154.191.137
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Comments
Previous answer posted too fast! If your camcorder doesn't have a video output such as PAL with cinch plug, or another jack (Which I'm really surprised!)you
can use the video input of the viewfinder to feed the video input of a TV set.
(back)

Re: CAMCORDER VIEWFINDER
From:
Date: 6/12/2005
Time: 10:19:52 AM
Remote Name: 24.232.101.68

Comments
Thanks a lot. Yes it is an old JVC, has no RCA for video out. I just want to make video out to see on a tv, I wonder how can i connect the TV instead of the
viefinder. it is 8vol, CABLES ARE: yellow, white, red, black, brown, how can i test which 2 cables have the video signal to feed the tv??
HERE ARE 2 PICTURES:
http://www.geocities.com/indumentarialompas/viewfinder.jpg
http://www.geocities.com/indumentarialompas/viewfinder2.jpg
(back)

Re: CAMCORDER VIEWFINDER
From:
Date: 6/12/2005
Time: 1:53:26 PM
Remote Name: 24.232.101.68

Comments
I found my answer here:
http://www.leadbeaterhome.fsnet.co.uk/UC15_viewfinder.htm
this is a very similar viewfinder, and I found red and white to be the video signal. The viewfinder is black and white, is there any chance to see in color on tv or the
signal will be b&w forever??? thanks
(back)

Re: CAMCORDER VIEWFINDER
From: Christian
Date: 6/12/2005
Time: 5:29:21 PM
Remote Name: 83.154.177.35

Comments
Oups! Never guess a similar circuit or a wire color! Furthermore, I have a canon viewfinder where the video input has ground on the plus, and signal on minus,
which I have never seen on other. Your viewfinder looks absolutely like a JVC that I have, even I will not indicate which wire is what. I had once two same sony
viewfinders, and same wire colors were for different use. There is only one method to find it if you aren't an electronic expert, and even if you are: It's explained
on my web page: http://becotus.chez.tiscali/rigs/anglais/&viewing.htm and open the "camcorder viewer page"
(back)

Re: CAMCORDER VIEWFINDER
From:
Date: 6/13/2005
Time: 9:18:24 AM
Remote Name: 24.232.101.68

Comments
A veeeery stupid Question, if the viewfinder is B&W there is no way to produce color output on a tv, isn't?
(back)

Re: CAMCORDER VIEWFINDER
From: Christian
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Date: 6/17/2005
Time: 11:30:45 PM
Remote Name: 83.156.22.193

Comments
I don't know, because I never checked that. My guess is that it is probably a color signal output, but it can't be sure until you have verified it.
(back)

Optio s5i Sharpness Setting
From: Dave Mitchell
Date: 6/10/2005
Time: 9:24:49 AM
Remote Name: 80.177.153.149

Comments
Being the sort who never reads the manual, it's taken me 3 months to discover the sharpness setting on the Optio. I had thought the Optio produced slightly
fuzzier images than my Ixus and I now think the reason is because the default sharpness setting is middle of the range.
How do others set this? It seems that increasing the sharpness is not entirely good news - some artifacts seem to be introduced. The image is also slightly larger
(presumably because it doesn't compress so well).
Come to that, what about the Saturation and Contrast settings. Do you leave these alone too?
(back)

Re: Optio s5i Sharpness Setting
From: Brooks
Date: 6/10/2005
Time: 12:27:09 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
I prefer to do all those tweaks in Photoshop. If you set the camera so it does it automatically, there's just not as much control. I'm sure I can sharpen an image
better subjectively than the camera can automatically -- and it's the same initial image we're working with.
That's the advantage of using RAW (not possible with the S5i I guess): much more control over the final product. Although with RAW images from my Nikon, I
still have Pshop do minimal tweaking automatically -- mostly chromatic aberration adjustments, which don't change much from image to image.
Then after the automatic CA adjustment, I tweak exposures & levels and crop the image, then run Noise Ninja (now available as a Pshop plugin, at least for the
Mac) and only then, after everything else is done, do I run Unsharp Mask.
I'm sure others do it differently, but I've found that "workflow" -- in the cliche of the day -- gives me images I'm quite happy with.
bgl
http://www.brooxes.com/
(back)

Re: Optio s5i Sharpness Setting
From: David Hunt
Date: 6/10/2005<�br> Time: 12:34:48 PM
Remote Name: 65.41.39.115

Comments
I agree with Brooks, keep you sharpness settings low to mid and do your sharpening in Photoshop where you have more control over the results and do it as the
last step before saving the picture as a .jpg
David Hunt
(back)

Re: Optio s5i Sharpness Setting
From: Christian
Date: 6/10/2005
Time: 6:50:36 PM
Remote Name: 83.156.29.216

Comments
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Color balance is usually better to adjust before shooting, and contrast could be done also. In my opinion, avoid color brightness and contrast on the camera
settings. Never add sharpness until the final result. So, photo archive should be saved as shot; then adjust color, contrast, light, and save it again. When changing
pixel size, it needs to be sharpness treated each time, with a new save for each frame size. That's how I now manage the best shots. I also noticed some variations
depending on the soft used: photoshop, paintshop, MGI, photoImpact, Gimp or Corel Paint. Some photo brands have good softs with their camera software pack,
but some aren't, as Kodak Easy Share. I prefer Photoshop for light and color image settings, and Corel paint for changing pic size, and sharpness adjustment.
(back)

Any KAPpers in London....
From: Simon H
Date: 6/10/2005
Time: 1:49:36 AM
Remote Name: 193.195.177.246

Comments
I think you need to get along to Hampstead Heath.
http://images.thisislondon.co.uk/v2/news/hugechairST090605_450x410.jpg
A new sculpture, called "The writer" a huge table and chair has been installed. A KAP subject if ever there was.
Simon H
(back)

Re: Any KAPpers in London....
From: Brooks
Date: 6/10/2005
Time: 12:30:18 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
It would be a good KAP subject, indeed -- but only if you had something or someone in the pic for scale.
(back)

Re: Any KAPpers in London....
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotographt.net
Date: 6/10/2005
Time: 12:16:03 PM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
Must be a job for James. OK, he's not in London but he is good in KAPing cranes, see: http://www.gentles.info/KAP/Gallery/2005/BH-Crane.jpg ;-)
Looking at the table-and=chair picture, I got the impression it was made by using some kind of AP. A pole? Or maybe just a tree.
Peter
(back)

Re: Any KAPpers in London....
From: Christian
Date: 6/10/2005
Time: 6:26:04 PM
Remote Name: 83.156.29.216

Comments
The chair must be 9 meters high, and the top of the table near 5 meters. The writer (if any, but I guess so) would be about 12 meters. I agree it's a kap subject,
especially to read above the writer'shoulder what is on the paper. In any case, for scaling, as Brooks concern, I would suggest to leave a pen, or a newspaper on
the table (with the help of kite, of course!) For the pic of the erection of the sculpture, it was shot at 8/10 meters high, and the lens seems to be a short tele. It could
be from another structure, or a higher ground place, or with the help of a basket-crane as the lifting company may have bring another one; there are already 2 to
assist the main crane. Just ask Alex Lentati, the photographer, to confirm. I agree also that cranes can be a nice kap subject, especially the harbour cranes.
(back)

Re: Any KAPpers in London....
From: Simon H
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Date: 6/10/2005
Time: 10:05:34 PM
Remote Name: 84.67.175.101

Comments
(back)

Re: Any KAPpers in London....
From: Simon H
Date: 6/10/2005
Time: 10:09:22 PM
Remote Name: 84.67.175.101

Comments
Ooops -finger trouble...
There is no man as part of the sculpture. Just the table and chair. Being on Hampstead Heath, there will be no problem getting people under it to give it scale. But
perhaps such an enigmatic structure might look good for KAP with few scale cues.
(back)

new kite
From: burtskitecam
Date: 6/9/2005
Time: 3:15:26 PM
Remote Name: 80.43.131.40

Comments
Hi i am looking for a new kite to work with my ff16 30 and 60 but now i need a kite that has more of a vertical lift for tight spaces i am thinking of the dopero
100.but is it as forgiving as my ff16 and can they fall from the sky any advice would be helpfull thanks from burt
(back)

Re: new kite
From: Vladimir
Date: 6/14/2005
Time: 3:25:17 PM
Remote Name: 200.146.68.14

Comments
Hi all...really the dopero kite is very good for kap...I using ff16 and ff50 , but i think what is very instable, stress for me. I build dopero 100 and be very happy .
details of my dopero kite see links below. http://img.photobucket.com/albums/v248/macromundo/d1.jpg
http://img.photobucket.com/albums/v248/macromundo/d5.jpg http://img.photobucket.com/albums/v248/macromundo/d3.jpg
http://img.photobucket.com/albums/v248/macromundo/d2.jpg http://img.photobucket.com/albums/v248/macromundo/d4.jpg
(back)

Re: new kite
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotographt.net
Date: 6/10/2005
Time: 12:10:40 PM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
A Dopero 100 seems to me as an exellent addition to your 2 FFs. It is at least as reliable as the FFs and it will fly at an higher angle.
Like any other kite, it can fall out of the sky but with a properly adjusted bridle it is likely the Dopero will stay up.
Peter
(back)

Re: new kite
From: Christian
Date: 6/10/2005
Time: 5:51:23 PM
Remote Name: 83.156.29.216
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Comments
Really, all kites are fall-prone from the sky. More seriously, the best traditional kite which provide good pull, have nice line angle, is easily available in shops at
reasonnable price, is the Rokkaku. Try a 2 meters high. Have a look on my web site, becot.info and check the kap/kites sections: you will see the kites I use,
description of their capabilities, wind range, etc, and plans. If you use a Picavet, note that it is less efficient with high line angle kites.
(back)

Re: new kite
From: Brooks
Date: 6/10/2005
Time: 11:55:10 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
I agree with Christian that a Picavet is less efficient with high line-angle kites -- but I would add that a pendulum is too!
IMO, a high line angle makes KAP difficult; about 60 degrees is plenty.
(back)

Re: new kite
From: Craig
Date: 6/14/2005
Time: 1:21:25 PM
Remote Name: 204.147.0.56

Comments
I disagree with Brooks that a high angle makes KAP difficult. It really depends on the subject. If you are trying to make a photo of a statue 280 feet above the
ground then a high angle will put you physically closer to the subject and hence in a better spot to judge what the camera is seeing. In other words with a lower
flying angle you must let out more line to gain a given height with the camera and therfore are further from the camera. If you are using video to assist aiming
then it may not matter. A higher angle may also be better to avoid line contact with trees and buildings.
(back)

Re: new kite
From: David Hunt
Date: 6/14/2005
Time: 2:50:33 PM
Remote Name: 65.41.39.115

Comments
Related to your concerns about kites falling from the sky, the dopero responds better to hauling in the line by hand than does a FF16 or FF30. In other words if
the wind dies then it is easier to keep the dopero in the air, while backing up or hauling in the line, than a Flow Form.
David Hunt
(back)

Re: new kite
From: burtskitecam
Date: 6/16/2005
Time: 3:17:04 PM
Remote Name: 80.43.218.47

Comments
many thanks i think i do need a kite that will climb more above my head as i do not always have room to let out line down wind but i will not be changing from
one to the other i will just use a different kite for different situations
thanks again form burt
(back)

Flickr.....
From: Simon H
Date: 6/9/2005
Time: 3:10:55 PM
Remote Name: 84.67.175.101
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Comments
The standards of photos posted in the KAP group over at Flickr is (in most cases) simply inspiring. This is reaching the point where I'm finding myself making
rules to myself for posting there...
Nothing I've published elsewhere, seems like I want to only show new stuff.
Best stuff only
Arresting images.
Not mundane views.
The only reason for me making these rules to myself is to remind myself of the consistently high standards and to not reduce the showcase standards being
displayed by most KAPpers here. I'm not trying to discourage newbies, first shots (the figure in the big field...) are so exciting, and just showing them to others is
really important, but for established KAPpers, I think the bar has rightly been set high. The standards here, as Lenny suggested earlier are such that it is
stimulating me to fly more, rather than raid my archives.
I was quite sceptical when I first saw Lenny's posts about Flickr and felt a bit unsure. What I'm seeing there though is inspiring.
Simon
(back)

Re: Flickr.....
From: Lenny
Date: 6/9/2005
Time: 3:57:24 PM
Remote Name: 212.30.2.232

Comments
But although there is a consistently high standard here, there is still the "new member" bias effect, where a new member already has an archive of KAP pics built
up over several years. If you were to remove the effect of this rush of high quality archive postings, you'd might find a change to the dynamic of the overall
quality of the images - it's this dynamic balance to the postings that I feel will change as time goes on. I don't think it's entirely predicatble and I'm actually quite
interested to see how it will tip.
My great hope for this group (as I've stated before) is that everyone in the group (and maybe outside it too) will be inspired to go out KAPing more often in order
to try even harder to capture thise great images - and for this reason I'm especially happy to see this kind of feedback, Simon.
I'd hope that people would consciously travel further to capture their images in order to get a good shot (BTW I must remember to ask Mikel how Eric's South
Pole picture is going to work on the world map). I'd also hope that the chances that a member will pack his/her KAP kit when they go on hols would be greater.
One thing that you pointed out, Simon, is that the new KAPers musn't be daunted and should be encouraged to post at every opportunity - this is an area I'd like
to see some innovation in, I'm open to any ideas. At the same time I don't think that an image should be considered "untouchable" - just because it's a really good
image, doesn't mean that it couldn't do with a nudge from one of the other members (fantastic "make-over" comments so far, especially David and Brooks).
I'm a little reticent about using this forum to gain a consensus view, but if anyone has been enthused or has increased the frequncy of their KAPing as a result of
the images on the KAP group, I'd love to hear.
On the subject of inspiring sights - Peter, I'm really loving the new look kiteaerialphotography.net, great rebuild awesome content and extremely addicive - I've
updated the KAP group homepage link at last.
Lenny
(back)

Re: Flickr.....
From: Dave Mitchell
Date: 6/10/2005
Time: 3:12:36 AM
Remote Name: 80.177.153.149

Comments
Couldn't agree more with Lenny and Simon. By the way, Eric Muh's polar photos weren't geotagged quite right. I've fixed one of them so it does show up in the
right place - see
http://brainoff.com/worldkit/flickr/groups/kiteaerialphotography/&nocache=1
(back)

Where to buy used R/C equipment?
From: Theo
Date: 6/9/2005
Time: 8:18:59 AM
Remote Name: 68.251.193.194
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Comments
Hi, does anyone here have experience buying used R/C equipment? I am looking to buy a transmitter, reciever, servos, etc. I was looking at eBay, but was
wondering if there are actually stores I could go to to see the equipment first. I live in the Chicago area. Thanks.
(back)

Re: Where to buy used R/C equipment?
From: Mike
Date: 8/20/2005
Time: <�/b>9:07:07 AM
Remote Name: 216.56.28.40

Comments
Try www.rb-rc.com too
(back)

Re: Where to buy used R/C equipment?
From: Scott Haefner
Date: 6/9/2005
Time: 7:30:00 PM
Remote Name: 68.126.177.132

Comments
Not really a direct answer to your question, but I just posted up a Tx on Ebay an hour ago:
http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=5980974584
It's the same one I use, and I'm quite happy with it, but I don't personally recommend the feather Rx that comes in the box. Although, I think Doug has had ok
results with it...
Scott
(back)

Re: Where to buy used R/C equipment?
From: Scott D.
Date: 6/9/2005
Time: 8:37:19 AM
Remote Name: 199.5.150.66

Comments
Not that you can view it before buying, but you can also find good deals on RC equipment over on http://www.rcgroups.com . Search for the for sale section, and I
think they call it radio gear or something like that. You can find some great deals there. You might check the electric planes section also as sometimes people post
adds for servos there also.
It's where I buy and sell my stuff at.
People will almost always post pictures of the equipment, especially if you ask them to.
--Scott
(back)

New WEBSITE!
From: Toni Tugues (Barcelona, Catalonia, Spain)
Date: 6/7/2005
Time: 5:49:27 PM
Remote Name: 80.102.190.242

Comments
Hello to all! I have redesigned my website. I hope that you like. Greetings.
http://www.barcelonakite.com
(back)

Re: New WEBSITE!
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From: David Hunt
Date: 6/8/2005
Time: 10:02:17 AM
Remote Name: 69.68.223.210

Comments
Good Job Toni. All your links have been updated on the KAPER website.
David Hunt
(back)

Re: New WEBSITE!
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 6/9/2005
Time: <�/b>12:35:12 AM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
Super. And the links to the site on http://www.kiteaerialphotography.net are updated too.
Peter
(back)

Re: New WEBSITE!
From: Toni Tugues
Date: 6/9/2005
Time: 2:45:10 AM
Remote Name: 80.102.176.135

Comments
Thank you very much Peter. Congratulations also by new look of your Web. Great work.
TÝNI Tugues www.barcelonakite.com
(back)

Re: New WEBSITE!
From: Toni Tugues
Date: 6/8/2005
Time: 11:51:17 AM
Remote Name: 85.50.196.116

Comments
David, thanks for your visit and to fix my Link in your directory. Greetings! (sorry by my english)
TÝNI TUGUES www.barcelonakite.com
(back)

JKPA Aerial Photo Contest 2005
From: David Hunt
Date: 6/7/2005
Time: 5:17:17 PM
Remote Name: 69.68.223.210

Comments
The Japanese Kite Aerial Photography Association has announced the contest guidelines for this year's competition.
http://www.interq.or.jp/japan/jkpa/event/jkpaapc/2005/english/e2005.html
David Hunt
(back)

stability
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From: Bart Slot
Date: 6/7/2005
Time: 4:16:10 AM
Remote Name: 82.73.238.120

Comments
Does the distance between the Picavetcross and the rig have influence on leveling and damping caracteristics?
Fundamental KAP science like done on:" http://www.gentles.info/KAP/PICAVET/experiment.htm" lift KAP higher!!!
(back)

Re: stability
From: Linnar
Date: 6/7/2005
Time: 4:36:42 AM
Remote Name: 195.33.97.164

Comments
Hi,
I don't have answer to your question but I want to share my experience about James picavet cross. I'm currently using wide picavet cross what James proposed in
his webpage (lot of thanks to James!). I haven't tried pure cross picavet but seems that wide cross is more sensible to weight distribution of the rig. In practice it
means when I pan my rig then camera's view doesn't stays horisontal because my rig's weight distribution from center point to sides is not exactly equal. I'll test
cross also and let you know.
Linnar
(back)

Re: stability
From: james<at>gentlesSPAM<dot>info
Date: 6/7/2005
Time: 8:49:32 AM
Remote Name: 192.25.22.11

Comments
An observation below TEST III on http://www.gentles.info/KAP/PICAVET/experiment.htm did not show any change when a 200mm extension was added
between the cross and the weight/camera. This was not an exaustive test.
I'm interested to hear about the exageration of weight errors induced by the "wide", it would be good to see if you can test this with a standard cross? Or remove
the balance error :-)
I know of a few people now that have tried the "wide" and I wonder if now is the time to start collecting real experiences. Maybe it all comes down to personal
preferences, but any comments would be useful to the community.
Please be honest, I'm interested in moving KAP forward rather than satisfying my own ego.
James
(back)

Re: stability
From: Brooks
Date: 6/7/2005
Time: 12:22:39 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
Several years ago, I tried the "gentler" Picavet on my heavy digicam/video rig and agree that it works well, but I can't say it works "better" in practical terms.
I've never found rotation to be a significant problem. The one that causes most picture errors is blow-away: tilt induced by wind. A wide cross doesn't make any
difference there -- the only solution I've found is a trailing wind vane that will press down slightly. Kevin Flynn has elevated that design to a high art, in thin
balsa, but I've made many out of sailcloth and fiberglass. Here is a side view of the vane on one of my commissions:
http://www.brooxes.com/newsite/images/KAP%20equipment/advanced%20rigs/slides/07duo2.html
(It's also true that a vane will dampen the major "uncontrollable" motion of a rig: sideways swing, but I don't think the width of the cross influences that
phenomenon either.)
With Brooxes kit rigs, I have chosen to use a standard Picavet cross because it can be used with or without blocks, entailing only a rotation of 90 degrees. I would
have to change to a more complicated design to have that be possible with the wide cross.
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bgl
http://www.brooxes.com/
(back)

Re: stability
From: Brooks
Date: 6/7/2005
Time: 12:26:38 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
Well, I get an error trying the link I just quoted. If you want to see the vane, go to my entry page and click "Equipment", then Advanced.
sorry bout that
bgl
http://www.brooxes.com/
(back)

Re: stability
From: Christian
Date: 6/7/2005
Time: 7:20:36 PM
Remote Name: 83.154.182.115

Comments
As you know, I don't use Picavet, but I like to try and test. With a light camera, a large cross, and a good wind, the rig is shifted down-wind, and horizon line is
changed depending on the direction you aim. With a small cross, there is less shift. Is it what you observed, Linnar? After FliBB and discussion with Brooks on
Picavet sails stabilizers, I have designed a Y picavet cross, the foot of the Y is upwind, of course, and due to pulley problem, and sails arrangement, I haven't
continued testing. Pity, because it seemed to me a reliable design. In fact, I had the idea to combine this arrangement with another idea, which is not implemented
yet. I told James last year that I planned some trials: nothing done yet.
(back)

Re: stability
From: Linnar
Date: 6/8/2005
Time: 1:21:11 AM
Remote Name: 195.33.97.164

Comments
When I do 360Ý rotation I see that my camera doesn't stay horizontal at every moment even if I do it inside so wind can't affect. Problem is that weight
distribution is not well balanced on my rig (yes, I'll set correct balance when my new electronics is ready). I guess unbalanced rig can tilt wide picavet more
because one arm of the cross is shorter than another.
Another idea for stability. Have you tried to attach tail to picavet or rig?
Linnar
(back)

Olympus Camedia C-4000 Zoom
From: Mike
Date: 6/6/2005
Time: 5:38:51 PM
Remote Name: 66.57.84.193

Comments
Hi, is anyone using this camera or know of someone that uses it for KAP? I would like to use the MPG feature to capture short videos of kites in motion and was
wondering if anyone knew if it could use gentLED since I haven't seen it in any lists so far. It has video out but I'm new and willing to read if pointed at the right
resources among what seems like a myriad. I'd also like to work toward a trasmitter so I can view what the camera sees in an LCD on the ground.
(back)

Re: Olympus Camedia C-4000 Zoom
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From: james<at>gentlesSPAM<dot>info
Date: 6/7/2005
Time: 2:21:39 AM
Remote Name: 192.25.22.11

Comments
Had a quick look at various review sites, looks like this one doesn't support remote - sorry!
James
(back)

Re: Olympus Camedia C-4000 Zoom
From: Mike
Date: 6/7/2005
Time: 4:15:29 AM
Remote Name: 66.57.84.193

Comments
Thanks James. Which site do you recommend as having the most complete authoritive list? I am also looking at this camera:
http://www.pentaximaging.com/products/product_details/digital_camera--OptioWP/reqID--6442215/subsection--optio
(back)

Re: Olympus Camedia C-4000 Zoom
From: Henry Jebe
Date: 6/7/2005
Time: 10:47:51 PM
Remote Name: 66.58.166.59

Comments
I was also drooling over this camera (OptioWP) when being demonstrated at Costo. I read the manual for both this and the Pentax Optio 5i which a lot of
KAPers seem to like. The OptioWP does not have IR remote capabilities (darn) I would really like that as some of the conditions I have to shoot in are quite wet,
sometimes misty rain or in winter, wet snow. These aren't the best conditions for KAP, but sometimes the desired subject has to be photographed then (avalanch
debris removal). Lighting conditions aren't the best, but I take what I can get. Also when shooting from my canoe I have had my Canon AS6 35mm underwater
camera in the water more than once.
Henry
(back)

Re: Olympus Camedia C-4000 Zoom
From: james<at>gentlesSPAM<dot>info
Date: 6/7/2005
Time: 8:38:24 AM
Remote Name: 192.25.22.11

Comments
I have never found a definative list, although I try to ensure that cameras on my "Compatability" page do work :-)
http://www.gentles.info/KAP/gentled/compatability.htm
My method is to put the camera name and the word "remote" into google and see what sites come up, read a few and make a decision. I've found errors in stevesdigicams and other "premier" locations, so you need a couple of good "hits" to be sure.
Before you buy a camera I would strongly recommend downloading the manual from the web (most manufacturers allow this) to check the remote, and also some
other KAP-criticals you may be interested in.
James
(back)

Re: Olympus Camedia C-4000 Zoom
From: Glenn Nelson
Date: 6/7/2005
Time: 10:38:51 PM
Remote Name: 64.166.9.250

Comments
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www.dpreview.com has a comprehensive table for every camera you might be interested in. About 2/3 down the page you will find "Remote". However, if it says
NO, and you're otherwise very interested in the camera, you should check the manufacturer's website to be sure. I found one Pentax model listed as not having
remote capability, but Pentax and James Gentles both assure me it does (don't recall which model that was).
BTW, dpreview also lists weight WITH battery. Many manufacturers will list weight without battery - how ridiculous is that?!
(back)

Top 10 S.E.O. Google Search Engine Optimization and Ranking Marketing Specialist Consulting Aptitude
Artist
From: Top 10 S.E.O. Google Search Engine Optimization and Ranking Marketing Specialist Consulting Aptitude Artist
Date: 6/6/2005
Time: 4:59:00 PM
Remote Name: 67.53.49.252

Comments
Google Search Engine Optimization SEO Ranking Placement Marketing Aptitude Consulting Specialist
http://top-google-search-engine-optimisation.top-seo-google-search-engine-optimization-ranking-specialist.com/ top-seo-google-search-engine-optimizationranking-specialist top-seo-google-search-engine-optimization-ranking-specialist Top 10 S.E.O. Google Search Engine Optimization and Ranking Marketing
Specialist top-seo-google-search-engine-optimization-ranking-specialist.com top-seo-google-search-engine-optimization-ranking-specialist.com/ Top 10 S.E.O.
Google Search Engine Optimization and Ranking Marketing Specialist top-seo-google-search-engine-optimization-ranking-specialist top-seo-google-searchengine-optimization-ranking-specialist http://top-seo-google-search-engine-optimization-ranking-specialist.com Part of http://Physical-Immortality.Com
(back)

Kite Aerial Video shoot
From: Richard Amirault
Date: 6/6/2005
Time: 4:52:40 AM
Remote Name: 146.115.58.99

Comments
I had an intersting day yesterday. I was contacted by a fellow kite flyer to provide some expert help with either still or video from a kite.
The 'event' was a production of our local Public Broadcasting station (WGBH) on a new TV show (to replace the kid's show ZOOM)
This particular segment of the show had 2 boys design, build and fly a single line kite. They were assisted in this task by my friend (who appears on camera)
We attached a small Mini DV video camera to my kiteline and shot various segments. Some pretending to be the view from the kids kite, while others were aerial
shots of my friend flying his kites.
Upon reviewing the footage when we brought the rig down, the producer was *very* impressed with a few of the shots .. so I'm pretty sure something will make it
into the finished show ;-)
The show won't debut until the spring (sigh), but I'll let you know when.
Richard in Boston, MA, USA
(back)

Re: Kite Aerial Video shoot
From: Brooks
Date: 6/6/2005
Time: 9:53:20 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
Great stuff, Richard! Please let us know for sure.
(back)

Kites and photography
From: Carlo Didier
Date: 6/3/2005
Time: 2:33:28 AM
Remote Name: 194.154.218.196

Comments
Not directly KAP, but it could affect us. There was a photographer who was not allowed to take pictures of a kite festival. Full story here:
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http://www.pressgazette.co.uk/article/020605/resort_bans_beach Sad story.
(back)

Re: Kites and photography
From: Roger Australia
Date: 6/3/2005
Time: 4:51:30 PM
Remote Name: 203.51.242.253

Comments
Last month during the Australian Life Savers competition, I had my Kap up ready to put the rig aloft when the event security guy approached me and asked
what I was about to do. After my explanation, he told me I could NOT take any photos of the event. I repplied gently that I was on a public beach, and kite + rig
were going to fly offshore above the waves whith no danger for the public or competition. Even so, I was invited not to do any Kap. His explanation was that the
event had council permition and therefore that area becomes responsability of the event organisers. Still not convinced, I asked directly the real reason for being
evicted. He said that more than 2000 life savers from all over Australia were participating and organizers had strictly control of the images taken. Their
professional photographers, Helicopters, jet skis, water cameras, were exclusive and contracted to cover and sell images to these 2000+ competitors, newspapers,
media etc... Nobody else could do it. Also, sponsors of the event wanted to make sure it looks always brightfull and beautifull in the media with no balls coming
out of the speedos, or breasts hanging out the bikinis. (That was going to be my focus, because it hapens all the time)
Anyway, I was really Revolted by this method of today's commercialism which is happening all over the world. Joking, I reply to the guy...Don't you want an
aerial photographer for the next year's event? I just need a wind like today and that's it. He told me to talk to the organizers on tent # 23 which i never did.
best regards to all, Roger
(back)

Re: Kites, law, corporate sposorship of events, and photography
From: Mike
Date: 6/3/2005
Time: 5:10:29 PM
Remote Name: 66.91.126.26

Comments
To those knowledgable of photo law/ privacy rights, please pipe in if you have an opinion or answer: What if Roger (or Joe Blow in the USA) did happen to take
the pictures from a hill or boat (and no one either realized what we were doing or couldn't do anything about it)? And say you got an awesome picture (great
colors etc.., and wanted to license or sell it. And say the event is sponsored by say "Evian overpriced Water" or some other corporate sponsor. And Joe Blow has
got "the shot" - meaning a beautiful photo, void of offensive stuff, and void of any recognizable faces). Can Joe Blow still license or sell that shot in say a photo
gallery? Could the sponsor actually prevent the shot from publication, or an online gallery. Would you be restricted from labeling it: " Foster's Beer 25th annual
bubbleblowing contest" Nov 1, 2005? Please feel free to pipe in and let us know...
(back)

Re: Kites, law, corporate sposorship of events, and photography
From: K. Gusstavson
Date: 6/3/2005
Time: 6:42:43 PM
Remote Name: 207.154.106.93

Comments
I've found the .pdf "The Photographer's Right" to be enlightening, and availabe for download form: http://www.krages.com/phoright.htm A U.K. version can be
found at: http://www.sirimo.co.uk/ukpr.php
(back)

Re: Kites, law, corporate sposorship of events, and photography
From: Mobilexile
Date: 6/12/2005
Time: 8:11:43 AM
Remote Name: 12.214.196.9

Comments
I'm an art director who works in advertising. I often hire photographers to shoot for me. I have many, many friends who are professional commercial and
editorial shooters and a wife who is a photo stylist. In other words, I have a lot of experience dealing with legalities associated with photography, talent, usage, etc.
In the United States it is legal to shoot anyone or anything that can be seen from public view. ( ie. streets, waterways, sidewalks, etc. ) It goes without saying that
getting permission is always advisable but, in truth, it is not required so long as the imagery will not be used for commercial purposes. ( ie. to run in an
advertisement ) If you're taking pics for personal use then everyone and everything is fair game.
With the above having been stated one must also guage:
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a. The times in which we live.
b. The paranoia of the government ( speaking of the U.S. ) and the whacked security precautions in effect.
What I'm getting at is that shooting an international airport could get you in hot water. Same goes for government buildings. Needless to say flying your rig to a
window of your local FBI office and firing off some snaps would be foolish.
(back)

Re: Kites and photography
From: Brooks
Date: 6/3/2005
Time: 11:28:48 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
What a classic example of "least common denominator" thinking -- throwing the baby out with the bath water.
Such over-cautious behavior is too common these days -- but I don't think it'll affect kappers any more than the rest of society.
(back)

Re: Kites and photography
From: Christian
Date: 6/3/2005
Time: 4:32:54 PM
Remote Name: 83.156.23.198

Comments
There are some events where organizers sell the photographic rights to some agencies. No other professional photographers are allowed, and sometimes, even the
public is not allowed to shot pictures. Usually, as long as you don't use for commercial use, there is no trouble. When publishing, as on the web on personal pages,
it can be discussed: even it's not for commercial benefit, the picture is seen by all. As a minimum, it can be requested by concerned people that the picture is
withdrawn. Back to this kite event, it looks to me more like a local dispute between known people for some other hidden reasons. I guess that if shooting a kite in
the sky, you wouldn't see much children faces on the picture!
(back)

Re: Kites and photography
From:
Date: 6/3/2005
Time: 5:27:54 PM
Remote Name: 66.57.84.193

Comments
I think in most cases if you have the stones and an actual attorney, I say do what you want and see how willing they actually are to litigate over a photo and if they
are, bring it on! Of course, guaging your foe is always a prudent thing to do.
(back)

Re: Kites and photography
From: David Hunt
Date: 6/3/2005
Time: 6:11:55 PM
Remote Name: 69.34.126.191

Comments
I was recently run off from a KAP shoot. I was on private property and I think the concern was about corporate espionage more than anything, although this
wasn't brought up by the security person.
I already had 70 pics in my digital and I was glad they didn't ask me to delete everything.
I found out later from a friend that worked in the very building that I was photographing that the cell phones provided by the company with cameras, had the
cameras disabled for security reasons.
Considering this company's paranoia I'm glad I got away with my 70 images and a gentle request not to take any further pictures.
David Hunt
(back)
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Tip on making Linear Aerial Panoramas
From: Yvan
Date: 6/3/2005
Time: 1:55:47 AM
Remote Name: 194.78.200.167

Comments
A quick tip for shooting Linear Aerial Panoramas.
Maybe some of you know this trick already, but I discovered it recently and it works very good.
The problem with shooting aerial panoramas is the movement of your kite. The kite may be very stable but imagine the camera in the sky... The fewest change in
wind force or direction can result in a camera movement of a few meters (feet). Therefore you have to take your shoots very quickly which is not easy at all.
If your are the lucky owner of a camera with the fast shot option (sport photography), like my Nikon CP5400 has, then take advantage of it. Press the shutter and
start spinning (horizontal pano) or tilting (vertical pano) your rig. In a time of app. 2 or 3 seconds, the camera takes 7 or more shots with the slightest movement.
I tested it yesterday evening and it works great. Just take notice that it's not too dark, otherwise your shots will be blurry.
You can see the pano's I took yesterday here...
http://www.birdseye.be/panos_wenduine.htm
I stiched them all in one hour with Autostich (sea earlier topic).
Greetz,
yvan.
(back)

Re: Tip on making Linear Aerial Panoramas
From: Brooks
Date: 6/3/2005
Time: 11:24:00 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
Great idea, Yvan! I especially like the verticals -- splendid stuff!
Now find yourself a good water subject, and submit a pano to the World Wide Panorama! See my earlier post, below.
(back)

Re: Tip on making Linear Aerial Panoramas
From: Marcus (Portsmouth UK)
Date: 6/3/2005
Time: 8:21:35 AM
Remote Name: 193.130.174.51

Comments
Great pictures Yvan - really gives a good sense of space. I don't even have my rig fully controlled yet (so far it's intervalometer only) but you have pointed out a
potential draw back of the two channel approach that I am planning, with pan and shutter controlled by the same servo. Hmmm, may have to re-think that one.
Any suggestions anyone?
(My pan was going to be a "continuous" servo controlled by a micro-switch and the shutter was going to be a GentLED controlled by another microswitch. Tilt
would be a direct drive on the second servo).
(back)

Re: Tip on making Linear Aerial Panoramas
From: Linnar
Date: 6/4/2005
Time: 1:57:24 AM
Remote Name: 213.216.199.10

Comments
Hi,
I got an idea from Yvan's tip to write new feature to my KAP microcontroller for making vertical and horisontal panoramas. I'm using also 2 channel radio but
using onboard microcontroller you can add several features even when you have only 2 channels radio.
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Thanks Yvan! Linnar
(back)

Re: Tip on making Linear Aerial Panoramas
From: Christian
Date: 6/3/2005
Time: 4:41:26 PM
Remote Name: 83.156.23.198

Comments
Marcus, hello from Cherbourg! Have a look to my web site becot.info and see how to get 4 full functions (pan/tilt/ho-ver/shutter) with a 2 channel radio-control
set.
(back)

Re: Tip on making Linear Aerial Panoramas
From: Marcus
Date: 6/5/2005
Time: 11:37:00 AM
Remote Name: 80.3.160.8

Comments
Thanks Christian - you have lots of useful information and some great pics on your site. When you have 4 functions from 2 channels is the rig continuously
panning? i.e. is the pan motor running slowly all the time? I know that I could get at least 3 functions OK but I would not be able to pan and shoot at the same
time (in the way that Yvan has) because the same servo would control both functions, but in oposite directions.
(back)

Re: Tip on making Linear Aerial Panoramas
From: Christian
<�b>Date: 6/5/2005
Time: 5:16:16 PM
Remote Name: 83.154.186.114

Comments
No, you can't shot and pan at the same time with my device with a 2 channel radio-control set. Yes you can pan slowly. If you have a digital camera with a
continuous shooting feature, you can expect the result you are looking for depending on how works the continuous mode: first trigger the camera, then start
panning.
(back)

Re: Tip on making Linear Aerial Panoramas
From: Linnar
Date: <�/b>6/3/2005
Time: 2:45:46 AM
Remote Name: 195.33.97.164

Comments
Hi Yvon,
Impressive pictures, I like them!!! Thanks for the good tip!
Linnar
(back)

Triggering Nikon Coolpix 8400 electronically (update)
From: Scott Haefner
Date: 6/2/2005
Time: 6:18:27 PM
Remote Name: 68.126.177.132

Comments
Awhile back, there was some interest in triggering the CP 8400 electronically. To sum it up: A gentLED will work, but there is an annoying, 3-second countdown
that is not possible to disable.
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Looking for alternatives, I posted a message in December: http://arch.ced.berkeley.edu/kap/discuss/_kapdiscuss/0000129d.htm and I have some new info. Craig
Wilson is very happy with the port that Mark at Harbortronics added to the camera ($200). Unfortunately, Mark has now decided not to produce a Digisnap
8400, so that will not be an option. However, the good news is that (so I'm told by the powers that be) Nikon is adding a 0-second delay setting when using the
gentLED, and a new firmware is coming "soon." Great news, maybe I'll actually get to put my 8400 in the skies soon! I've been very pleased with the camera
when I shoot ground-based photos, so I'm eager...
Scott
http://scotthaefner.com/kap/
(back)

Re: Nikon Coolpix 8400 firmware request (fax letter to Nikon USA)
From: Mike
Date: 6/4/2005
Time: 4:54:08 PM
Remote Name: 66.91.126.26

Comments
sent this fax to Nikon today (minus personal details for purposes of online privacy). I'd encourage other 8400 owners (or prospective owners) to fax a letter
requesting Nikon's immediate attention to fixing this firmware issue. Hope this helps.. will keep all posted on any reply heard. Mike
From:
Fax To: Nikon USA (631)547-4387
Dear Nikon USA, I am a proud owner of your Nikon Coolpix 8400 (serial number # ÝÝ..). The purpose of my letter is to request your immediate attention to a
firmware update needed for this camera:
Please add a 0 second countdown to trigger the camera via wireless IR.
Currently there is only a 3 second countdown, and a 10 second countdown, but no immediate shutter release using the Nikon IR remote. I am requesting this
firmware update for the Coolpix 8400, on behalf of thousands of Kite and Remote control helicopter and airplane aerial photographers, who are keen to take
advantage of the 24mm wide lens, but who must endure a 3 second countdown for shutter control. I am quite confident that once the word gets out on the many
Internet discussion boards that Nikon has finally got a 0 second delay, the 8400 (and the photos we will be posting online) will be tough to challenge as the best
camera (and the best photos) out there for our purpose. NikonÝs sales of this camera will DEFINITELY see an immediate spike as a result of this firmware
update! Please send me confirmation that you have received my request to update your firmware, and if your firmware technicians would like to contact me,
please feel free to do so at the phone number above.
On behalf of us remote control kite, airplane and helicopter photographers around the world, thanks for your immediate attention to this firmware request.
Sincerely,
(back)

Re: Triggering Nikon Coolpix 8400 electronically (update)
From: Mike
Date: 6/3/2005
Time: 4:13:12 PM
Remote Name: 66.91.126.26

Comments
Thanks for the update Scott. I concur that the 8400 has nice features for kap, BUT using the GENTledthe 3 second delay is a major bummer. I wonder why there
is no delay using the Nikon IR remote that comes with the camera, but there is a 3 sec delay using the GENTled...?
You said : "the good news is that (so I'm told by the powers that be) Nikon is adding a 0-second delay setting when using the gentLED, and a new firmware is
coming "soon." ..."
Are those powers to be Nikon USA firmware developers or James Gentled?
I spoke with Nikon Tech support today, and asked about any new upcoming firmware. The contact there stated he believed it was unlikely that they were working
specifically on firmware that would address an issue with a third party accessory (ie. Gentled), particuarly because there is no issue with their limited range stock
remote (included with their camera).
I agree that the more KAppers contact the camera manufacturers about our needs, the better chance of products being developed or, (in this case) firmware
tweaked to suit our needs. Manufacturers will only fix something if they are aware of the problem AND there is sufficient demand/need for it. Mark @
Harbortronics probably doesn't realize the potential for an digisnap 8400. Thankfully James Gentled, realizes the market for specialized kap procducts, and is
delivering...and reguarly developing products that get better and lighter..
At the end of my conversation with Nikon USA today, the tech rep suggested sending a fax to the Nikon USA corporate office Nikon USA Fax #: (631)547-4387)
stating the need for this coolpix 8400, 3 sec bug to be worked out. I think it would be a great idea if James Gentled, Scott, and all other 8400 owners join me in
sending a fax to them concerning this issue.
Thanks again for the update, and I wll keep all posted if I hear anything as well. Mike
(back)
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Re: Triggering Nikon Coolpix 8400 electronically (update)
From: Scott Haefner
Date: 6/4/2005
Time: 1:01:00 AM
Remote Name: 68.126.177.132

Comments
I should have been more clear. The 3-second countdown is inherent to the mode that you use when triggering the camera via wireless IR--whether it's using a
gentLED or the supplied Nikon remote. I'm told that Nikon intends to add an option for 0-second delay via firmware for wireless triggering in general (thus it's
not aimed specifically at the gentLED as I implied). As it is right now, you can choose either a 3-second or 10-second delay. Apparently, a 0-sec. delay is an often
requested feature, and they're listening. I just hope it really happens.
Scott
(back)

Re: Triggering Nikon Coolpix 8400 electronically (update)
From: james@gentlesSPAM.info
Date: 6/4/2005
Time: 11:21:50 AM
Remote Name: 80.229.25.24

Comments
Thanks Scott for posting this. It's great news. I don't know why the 0 second option was removed from the 8400, but this is welcome for 8400 users.
I'm prepared to make the request for the change to Nikon, after all I have a vested interest :-) but I'm not sure how I could word it to make it have more weight,
i.e. make it come from the whole KAP community. Anyone any ideas?
James
(back)

Re: Triggering Nikon Coolpix 8400 electronically (update)
From: Linnar
Date: 6/3/2005
Time: 2:41:37 AM
Remote Name: 195.33.97.164

Comments
I think this is good idea to ask firmware changes from manufacturers of cameras. Why not to ask changes on the name of whole KAP community and ask more
extra features for KAPing?
Linnar
(back)

World Wide Panorama -- Water
From: Brooks
Date: 6/2/2005
Time: 9:03:48 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
The next World Wide Panorama will happen over the Summer Solstice, June 17 - 21. The theme this time is a piece of cake for kappers: Water.
Whether newbie or old pro, all panographers are invited to participate. Most submissions are cylindrical rather than bubble panos, and few have been submitted
by kappers -- but all are welcome. Here's a good excuse to give it a try, and I'm happy to help with the learning curve if you need it.
Read more about it at http://geoimages.berkeley.edu/wwp/NextEvent.html .
(back)

Kevlar rope
From: Mike
Date: 5/31/2005
Time: 7:10:42 AM
Remote Name: 66.57.84.193
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Comments
Hello, would anyone have any good recommendations for obtaining some high quality braided 1/8" diameter kevlar rope for a KAP kite? I'll be using a New Tech
Kites Sky Hook for now.
Please no nutty lectures on Kevlar.
Thanks, Mike
(back)

Re: Kevlar rope
From: Brooks
Date: 5/31/2005
Time: 11:38:05 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
"Please no nutty lectures on Kevlar."
In other words, "don't confuse me with facts or reason, my mind is made up. I want to lift an iMax camera with my Sky Hook, and control the skies."
Gomberg Kites has line for handling kites far larger than the Sky Hook; otherwise, I'd suggest you try a mountain-climbing supplier. Google has about 54,000
links for "kevlar rope".
(back)

Re: Kevlar rope
From:
Date: 5/31/2005
Time: 12:13:22 PM
Remote Name: 66.57.84.193

Comments
Thanks Brooks but no, I'm not interested in fly lines that are easily cut with such a large investment hagning from that one tether. The diameter Kevlar rope I am
looking for is much less dangerous than any other line half it's size. I'll be flying a bright yellow flag just above the rig that has "Kevlar Line" appliqued in black
letters on it.
I saw the Google results too but presently do not have the time required to go through 54,000 links and thought perhaps some KAP folks knew a good source for
quality braid that's fairly priced.
(back)

Re: Kevlar rope
From: Carl B
Date: 6/1/2005
Time: 4:39:41 AM
Remote Name: 198.103.196.130

Comments
You could try what I use, Kevlar core with Dacron cover sheet. .125" @ 250#, I've been using it for years, you get the confidence of protection and you don't get
the evil eye from others. One advantage is it gives you some time to get yourself out of trouble before it does damage to either lines.
One disadvantage of using 100% Kevlar & Kevlar w/ Dacron sheet, they don't stretch. In gusty winds the kites bears the full force and may break, tear or the line
will snap. As oppose to 100% Dacron or Nylon, the line absorbs some of the extra force.
Try a chandlery store (sailing supplies).
Carl
(back)

Re: Kevlar rope
From:
Date: 6/1/2005
Time: 6:50:49 AM
Remote Name: 66.57.84.193

Comments
Just a quick addendum to address the shock issue. I will be using a Sky Hook which is a soft kite and by it's very nature absorbs shock well, especially since it's
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larger with fewer cells and is both cross and rear vented. So absorbing shock isn't the issue it is with a rigid structured kite like a Roller, but it comes down to how
you want your kite to handle and how clean the wind you work in is.
(back)

Re: Kevlar rope
From:
Date: 6/1/2005
Time: 5:24:25 AM
Remote Name: 66.57.84.193

Comments
Hi Carl,
Thank you for the tips! Another reason Kevlar is going to be my choice is that my KAP rig will very often be in close proximity to other kites, which will be the
primary subject of my photography. Those subject kites also happen to belong to me and when it comes to deciding which loses; should it ever come to that, I'd
much rather it be my other kites then the KAP rig. As far as other kites and kiters, I think I'm showing an effort by advertising that my line is Kevlar with a flag.
I'll be using 4 channels with my extra servo for zoom so I should be able to fly away from the action and still get reasonable results. If I am flying in another
country I'll be sure and sew a flag in the native language.
Some people will evil eye you no matter what you do, and I don't live my life for them. At one time, using any kind of metal on your kite or in the line was
seriously frowned on. There's always something for someone to overly concern themselves with. Some people think stunt kites are dangerous, others disslike big
kites, it never ends. Maybe we should all just sit at home and watch TV where all of the other good, safe citizens are, getting fat and doing mostly nothing with
their lives.
If you could provide an online source that you are getting your Kevlar core lines from that you trust and feel offer fair prices, I'd be very grateful.
(back)

KAPER Update
From: David Hunt
Date: 5/30/2005
Time: 12:43:14 PM
Remote Name: 69.34.126.191

Comments
I don't usually post to this discussion forum when the KAPER pages are updated, but My email software has a bug that prevents me from sending out email
notifications and the changes are worth noting to the general KAP community.
The KAPER Links Page has been changed for easier readability and to allow sorting of the "KAPers PERSONAL WEB SITES" section using name, country, or
language.
http://www.kaper.us/Links/
It's interesting to see how KAPers are dispersed across the world.
David Hunt
(back)

Re: KAPER Update
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotographt.net
Date: 5/30/2005
Time: 10:59:57 PM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
David,
I don't think it is a bug in your software. I have the same "bug". Thanks to Microsoft (?). They where thinking for us and decided to limit the number of e-mails
to be send at once.
Spilt your list in 2. And there you go again.
Peter
(back)

all kinds of stock lots bag
From: www@yqbag.com
Date: 5/29/2005
Time: 1:58:27 AM
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Remote Name: 218.66.169.154

Comments
We can supply all kinds of stock lots bag at very lower price and immediately delivery, such as backpack, patio bags, nylon bags, sports bags, cd bags, cd wallets,
hand bags, lady bags, cooler bags, travel bags, etc. They are made of various materials including nylon, pvc, canvas, cotton, leather and so on. If interested kindly
please contact us via our email www@yqbag.com (www at yabag dot com) for more information. Thanks.
(back)

More KAP history
From: Carl Bigras
Date: 5/26/2005
Time: 11:59:31 AM
Remote Name: 198.103.196.130

Comments
Here's another site with a bit of KAP history. http://www.rtpnet.org/robroy/KAP-history/index.html
Haven't seen it on Peter's index page.
Carl
(back)

Re: More KAP history
From: Linnar
Date: 5/27/2005
Time: 12:51:04 AM Remote Name: 195.33.97.164

Comments
I like their winch system. This is the best I ever seen! What a mechanics! Seems they had a lot of fun (as us, aren't?).
http://www.rtpnet.org/robroy/KAP-history/Images/french_soldiers. jpg
Linnar
(back)

Re: More KAP history
From: Craig
Date: 5/27/2005
Time: 7:17:07 AM
Remote Name: 204.147.0.152

Comments
I made a kite similar in shape to the one in the old photo. Mine, however flies with the pointy ends up and down rather than side to side. Interesting. You are
right, it is about the fun. When you look at the photo you can hear and almost smell the fun that they were having. You can imagine these good ol boys chewin
and smokin cigars, rehashing the days adventure with lots of beer and whiskey and then the excitment when the films came out of the darkroom. This was a time
when very few people had ever seen the world from above and every site they were photographing, every photo that they made was a first. It is so cool to be part
of this history.
(back)

Re: More KAP history
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotographt.net
Date: 5/26/2005
Time: 3:03:30 PM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
It's a small world. Back in 2002 I posted an item on some of these items and I recently send Charles the PDF-files on Pierre Picavet.
See: http://www.bults.net/cgi-bin/links/jump.cgi?ID=1029 and http://www.bults.net/cgi-bin/links/jump.cgi?ID=1141
But it is good to point to history again, we can can learn a lot from it.
Peter
(back)
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Flying FF16
From: Scott D.
Date: 5/25/2005
Time: 11:50:17 AM
Remote Name: 199.5.150.66

Comments
I have a new flowform 16 with a small rig I made carrying a optio s5i.
I just came in from what seemed a pretty darn windy day, and I seem to have a hard time keeping the kite up.
Is there anyway to increase the lift angle of this kite. It seems the more line I let out, the farther it goes away from me, but just laterally, it does not seem to want
to climb higher. So eventually it just starts to sink, and now I have a kite that it really far away from me and I have a long walk to go get it and try again. It seems
to do this with or without the rig on it, but it is worse with the rig on.
Just wondering if there are any tricks to get this kite up there?
Thanks,
Scott
(back)

Re: Flying FF16
From: Doug Davlin
Date: 5/26/2005
Time: 7:58:56 AM
Remote Name: 69.171.230.175

Comments
You wrote: just came in from what seemed a pretty darn windy day, and I seem to have a hard time keeping the kite up. --------- Is this something you learned
from KAPISco? I still have fuzzy memories of your stuff falling out of the sky. Maybe it is NOT the kite? ....... just joking! Maybe your SD card is weighing it
down with too many pics stored?
My FF16 flys OK with the extra long bridle.
(back)

Re: Flying FF16
From:
Date: 5/26/2005
Time: 5:54:29 PM
Remote Name: 68.60.50.136

Comments
Sorry Doug, you have me confused with another Scott. No KAPISco for me...
(back)

Re: Flying FF16
From: Brooks
Date: 5/26/2005
Time: 9:18:30 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
Doug, I think you've got your Scotts confused.
(back)

Re: Flying FF16
From: Dave Mitchell
Date: 5/25/2005
Time: 12:37:10 PM Remote Name: 80.177.153.149

Comments
I'm not sure what 'pretty darn windy' translates to in terms of miles per hour or Bft, but yesterday I gave up trying to fly my FF16 in winds that were gsting
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between 17 and 23 mph (measured with an anemometer) becuse it was pulling TOO hard to be controllable. In that sort of wind my FF16 will easily lift my Optio
S5i rig (550 grams - say 1.25 pounds), and probably another couple of pounds of stuff at least. Even with a long fuzzy tail it was flying at more than a 50 degree
angle.
Is your FF16 from Air Affairs? If so, it should certainly lift a light rig in winds of 10mph.
Dave
Dave
(back)

gentLED2 Zoom with Canon S70
From: Dino
Date: 5/24/2005
Time: 1:23:03 PM
Remote Name: 193.198.151.124

Comments
Anyone try that? Will this work?
(back)

Re: gentLED2 Zoom with Canon S70
From: james@gentlesSPAM.info
Date: 5/24/2005
Time: 3:10:40 PM
Remote Name: 80.229.25.24

Comments
Dino, Sorry, it wont work. There is a note here http://www.gentles.info/KAP/gentled/compatability.htm For some really odd reason zoom was removed from the
S60 and S70, although they will do shutter.
James
(back)

http://www.KiteAerialPhotography.net is new
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 5/24/2005
Time: 12:35:06 PM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
After more than 4 years, I've done a redesing of http://www.kiteaerialphotography.net .
It is based on a weblog system and I hope this gives me the opportunity to update more often. And you have the chance to react.
Peter
(back)

Re: http://www.KiteAerialPhotography.net is new
From: Scott Haefner
Date: 5/24/2005
Time: 5:39:16 PM
Remote Name: 68.126.177.132

Comments
Wow! Kudos, that looks great Peter! I love how dynamic it is (rotating image, flickr panel).
The ability to leave comments is also nice, but you should consider taking out the requirement to login first (IMHO). That makes it much more likely that people
will leave a comment. If you're worried about spam, I seem to have finally gotten that under control using a blacklist of IPs (that I will share) if you want it...
Scott
http://scotthaefner.com/kap/
(back)
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Wildwood, NJ kite festival this weekend
From: matthew
Date: 5/24/2005
Time: 10:46:42 AM
Remote Name: 24.215.242.115

Comments
is anyone going to wildwood this weekend? it would be great to catch up with any of you all. any suggestions on where to KAP there?
(back)

Re: Wildwood, NJ kite festival this weekend
From: Brooks
Date: 5/24/2005
Time: 11:57:44 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
I'm not going, but the amusement park is a great subject for KAP, and sticks out into the beach, which is huge.
The boardwalk itself would be a good subject too.
Haven't seen much more of Wildwood, which is generally a pretty tacky town.
(back)

Re: Wildwood, NJ kite festival this weekend
From: Johnny Suburbs
Date: 5/31/2005
Time: 11:03:36 AM
Remote Name: 66.57.84.193

Comments
"Haven't seen much more of Wildwood, which is generally a pretty tacky town."
It sure is... and dirty... and not very family friendly (well I guess it depends on what your family is like, but I'm not subjecting my family to THAT). Basically it's a
pretty grungy, nasty place, famous for medical waste washing up too, and the kite field is surrounded on 3 sides by significant structures that choke and turbulate
the wind.
(back)

Forum engine
From: Linnar
Date: 5/24/2005
Time: 3:03:24 AM
Remote Name: 195.33.97.164

Comments
Hi,
I have seen many disgussion grups what uses phpBB forum engine and I like it because there are lot of features. I don't know how difficult is to implement that
engine but I believe it is worth to consider to change current engine to new one and inport all old messages to new database. IMHO
http://www.phpbb.com/
Any comments?
Linnar
(back)

Re: Forum engine
From: Emmanuel from http://photocerfvolant.free.fr
Date: 5/27/2005
Time: 9:13:50 AM
Remote Name: 194.250.178.227

Comments
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Hy everyone, I "recently" install a phpBB forum on my website. Of course, the number of posts by day is an important thing to considering before choose phpbb
(I don't have many, if you want to use it, welcome). A little number of posts by day or week can be usufull without phpbb but with it, users or admin can create
topics or subtopics and it's good for the organisation of the discussions and the search after several months. But ATTENTION, you must take care to upgrade
your phpBB version each times a security failure is found and a patch edited. Exemple, my forums (empty of posts) have been hacked by a bored guy. He delete
all my topics and create closed one!!!!!!????? My version is 2.0.11 and the latests is 2.0.15. If you choose phpbb, you must take care about it. Best regards to all,
Emmanuel
My forums : http://photocerfvolant.free.fr/phpBB2/
(back)

Re: Forum engine
From: Cris Benton
Date: 5/24/2005
Time: 8:42:28 AM Remote Name: 64.142.12.44

Comments
Linnar,
I thought about migrating to a more contemporary engine a couple of years back and sought usersÝ opinions on the matter. See the thread:
http://arch.ced.berkeley.edu/kap/discuss/Default.htm#00000a28
In the end I decided to leave the discussion page Ýas is.Ý Since, the page really does not receive a large volume of postings we do not really need sub-forums.
Installation of the new software is a bit of a chore as is the migration of old posts. This leaves me with more time to fly kites! If we were receiving 100 posts a day I
would definitely migrate but for now I lean toward simple is good.
I am interested in other folks opinions on the matter and am especially interested in pointers to other discussions pages that set a good example.
Cheers,
Cris
(back)

Re: Forum engine
From: Linnar
Date: 5/26/2005
Time: 9:19:49 AM
Remote Name: 213.216.199.10

Comments
Hi Cris,
Would you like to set up temporary phpBB discussion group for evaluation?
I can help you to convert current database to MySQL.
Thanks, Linnar
(back)

Re: Forum engine
From: Cris Benton
Date: 5/26/2005
Time: 10:49:49 PM
Remote Name: 64.142.12.44

Comments
Linnar,
I have a request in to my computer support folks to get the PHPBB software installed. We will give it a try.
The current discussion forum is handled by Microsoft FrontPage in ways that are a bit mysterious. When it crashed a few years back I was able to figure out a
way to get the 1800 posts into MS Access so I imagine a migration path should be possible. The threaded part is a bit of a puzzle.
Cheers,
Cris
(back)

Re: Forum engine
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From: Linnar
Date: 5/27/2005
Time: 6:55:59 AM
Remote Name: 195.33.97.164

Comments
I checked a bit components of the phpBB and seems I can set up local copy of whole system (Apache, MySQL, PHP, phpBB) to my own PC and play with it and
import all messages from KAP-forum. Finally, I just send database and phpBB scripts to you and you can set it up easily.
I'm not sure all goes so smoothly but I'll try. Of course it takes time beacause priority #1 is KAPing. :)
Linnar
(back)

Re: Forum engine
From: Cris Benton
Date: 5/27/2005
Time: 7:35:46 AM
Remote Name: 64.142.12.44

Comments
Hi Linnar,
It would be fantastic if you could handle the conversion of files. The posts exist in two sets. The first set is in the FrontPage system where each post exists as a
separate mtml file. The older set is contained in a single NS Access file.
As I recal I used a program to concatenate all of the FrontPage posts into a single file and another program to strip them of html. I then used serch and replace to
insert Comma and paragraph mark delimiters, After a bit of hand editing for multiple paragraph posts and missing fields, it was ready for import.
I can put the post html files in a zip archive for you and place this plus the access file in a folder you can access.
Does anyone have SPAM avoidance experience with phpbb? I am concerned that not using registration might lower the signal to noise ratio.
Cheers (and thanks),
Cris
(back)

Re: Forum engine
From: David Hunt
Date: 5/27/2005
Time: 4:50:21 PM
<�b>Remote Name: 69.34.126.191

Comments
Cris, I think you need to have username/passwords for security reasons. There's lots of good security tips out there. Here's one;
http://www.webmasterworld.com/forum103/274.htm
David Hunt
(back)

Re: Forum engine
From: Brooks
Date: 5/27/2005
Time: 10:45:04 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
I participate in several forums that require user names and passwords. It may not be the most secure way for me to participate, but I usually sign in without
signing out, which allows me to come back right where I left off. So it really isn't any different that this group is right now.
I agree, however, that having a sign-in procedure does indeed stifle free participation in the discussion, although lurkers can still lurk, right?
(back)

Re: Forum engine
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From: Mike
Date: 6/7/2005
Time: 8:12:27 AM
Remote Name: 66.57.84.193

Comments
You can set up a phpBB forum to alterantely require or not require registration to post if you like. I can set one up in seconds if you like. I'm currently running
phpBB 2.0.15 and run backups. The appropriate people would be admins of course.
(back)

Re: Forum engine
From: Linnar
Date: 6/8/2005
Time: 1:48:59 AM
Remote Name: 195.33.97.164

Comments
Hi Mike,
Are you able to import old messages to database also?
linnar
(back)

Re: Forum engine
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotographt.net
Date: 5/27/2005
Time: 10:21:26 AM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
Scott Haefner (thanks, Scott) just give me some hits and tips to do that in Wordpress. Knowing the popularity of phpBB, they must have thought of a way to do
that.
Peter
(back)

Re: Forum engine
From: Linnar
Date: 5/26/2005
Time: 11:50:21 PM
Remote Name: 195.33.97.164

Comments
Thanks Cris!
I can write software which reads all posts one-by-one (from discussion page) and builds a database. Problem what I see is user names. As I understand user
registration is needed in phpBB and if I create database using names available in current discussion there can be mess. How then users registrates themselves if
user names are already in database? Maybe we should avoid registration at all? Just everyone writes his/her name again as in current system.
It takes some time to write conversion software because I'm building now Dopero and improving my KAP electronics. :) So, no rush.
Linnar
(back)

Re: Forum engine
From: Carl B
Date: 5/27/2005
Time: 4:00:46 AM
Remote Name: 198.103.196.130

Comments
Yes, lets avoid registration all togehter. Keep it simple. Carl
(back)
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Re: Forum engine
From: Richard Amirault
Date: 5/25/2005
Time: 5:21:32 AM Remote Name: 146.115.58.99

Comments
I'm happy with the current set-up.
(back)

Re: Forum engine
From: Linnar
Date: 5/25/2005
Time: 4:28:04 AM
Remote Name: 195.33.97.164

Comments
What engine and database current forum uses?
Linnar
(back)

Re: Forum engine
From: Scott Haefner
Date: 5/24/2005
Time: 5:44:51 PM Remote Name: 68.126.177.132

Comments
I agree that PHPbb would be an improvement, mostly for the reasons Peter stated. I think it's pretty easy to setup the software (one click on many web hosts, but
still fairly simple otherwise...).
Are the old posts in Access? If so, can they be converted to/pasted into Excel? I know how to get .xls into MySQL...
Scott
http://scotthaefner.com/kap/
(back)

Re: Forum engine
From: Yvon H.
Date: 5/24/2005
Time: 3:38:42 PM
Remote Name: 142.166.147.99

Comments
www.kitebuilder.com is a good example. I agree that there is not a lot of traffic to justify the move but maybe there would be more traffic after the move. Maybe a
simpler solution to make the move to phpBB format is that once it's ready, we could start posting there and keep this old forum available in the current format.
Eventually, if someone has the time, he/she could transfert the database. This way, although it still a lot of work to setup, the task will not be that heavy.
Like Peter said, there's a lot of discussions unfinished because there are to much down the list. Moving to the phpBB format will eliminate that problem.
(back)

Re: Forum engine
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 5/24/2005
Time: 1:58:54 PM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
If we can find a way to keep all the imformation that is in this discussion group, I think an update to a more modern system, like phpBB, has advantages.
As an everyday visitor to this page I notice some discussions are left unfinished. That is because they are down to the 3rd or 4th screen. And I don't go down that
far very often.
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An other good thing of the new systems is that you can search within the messages, not only the title. And sometimes we put in titles that don't tell much about the
content.
So, if we can find a volunteer to copy the most important issues into a new, PHP and MySQL driven, system, I would say "Go for it".
Peter
(back)

Re: Forum engine
From: Yvon H.
Date: 5/24/2005
Time: 3:30:20 PM
Remote Name: 142.166.147.99

Comments
(back)

Dopero building
From: Linnar
Date: 5/23/2005
Time: 12:52:09 PM
Remote Name: 213.216.199.10

Comments
Hi,
Question about keels. I have seen 2 types of keels on the net. One is here, with rods, like trapeze:
http://www.vientocero.net/kpb/planos/dopero/dopero_2.html
Second is here, like triangle, without rods: http://scotthaefner.com/kap/equipment/images/kites/maxidopero.jpg
What is your solution and suggestion? Should I use short rods if I'd like to use trapeze-shape keels?
Any suggestion about bridles? Any better plan with descriptions available on the net?
I appreciate your help, thanks! This is a great forum!
Linnar
(back)

Re: Dopero building
<�b>From: Ralf
Date: 5/23/2005
Time: 1:31:59 PM
Remote Name: 84.133.234.54

Comments
Hi Linnar, I have never written a step-by-step building for the Dopero. The reason for the different keels you can find in the history. The Dopero based on two
Pearson Rollers. And traditionaly the Pearson Roller has a trapez keel. The Maxi-Dopero is later than the Dopero. And I changed the keels from the trapez to
OVK (Open-vertical-keels). Others like Peter Bults adappted the better OVK to the Dopero too. But I have seen ballon-keels on the Dopero/Maxi-Dopero. My
Mini-Dopero (not for KAP, 70 cm wingspan) has complete openkeels without any vertical. The plan for the Maxi-Dopero is on my webside:
http://www.dopero.de/maxidopero.pdf Dopero and Maxi-Dopero were both print in the AE. You can find it ont the AE CD too. MfG Ralf http://www.dopero.de
(back)

Re: Dopero building
From: Brooks
Date: 5/23/2005
Time: 4:09:00 PM Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
Ralf said what I was going to say, so I'll repeat it: both the standard and Maxi Dopero plans (including bridling) are on THE COMPLETE AERIAL EYE CD,
along with lots of other good KAP stuff. If you don't have the CD, you should -- and you can get it from Peter Bults at www.kapshop.com or me at
www.brooxes.com .
bgl
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(back)

Re: Dopero building
From: Linnar
Date: 5/23/2005
Time: 2:48:44 PM Remote Name: 213.216.199.2

Comments
Thanks, Ralf!!!
Linnar
(back)

Problem with FF30. Help please!
From: Dino
Date: 5/20/2005
Time: 1:50:37 PM
Remote Name: 193.198.137.77

Comments
Hi! I have some serious problems with my Flowform 30. In strong wind (25-30Mph) it starts to rotate left ( never to the right side!) for about 90deg. and goes
down. Yesterday it almost droped completely on the road with my rig. First i checked my lines lenght and it seems simetrical. I use fuzzy tail. There's minor
lenght difference (1 cm) in my Y line between FF and tail. How to solve this problem? Can you guys give me exact lenght of all your lines in FF30? Should I use
two separate fuzzy tails? Would FF60 be more stable? Thanks... Dino
(back)

Re: Problem with FF30. Help please!
From: David Hunt
Date: 5/23/2005
Time: 6:23:50 AM
Remote Name: 69.34.126.191

Comments
This is a little off the subject, but not much. The first FF30 that I bought I flew without a tail. Everyone seemed to recommend tails but I couldn't see why. Even
in the strongest winds this kite performed flawlessly without a tail.
After a couple of years I had to replace my FF30 for reasons I won't go into. I immediately noticed that the new kite had a hard time staying up right and the
problem became worse as the wind increased. Winds over 15 mph would see the kite turned almost 90 degrees and flying at no more than 15 degrees above
ground level. I came close to contacting Air Affairs about a possible defect, but I finally recalled all the admonitions about using a tail with a Flow Form. Now a
15 foot fuzzy tail keeps my FF30 flying upright as it should.
During the years I flew that first FF30 I thought everyone was being too cautious when they recommended adding a tail. Now I realized that I was fortunate to
have had such a finely constructed and tuned kite.
David Hunt
(back)

Re: Problem with FF30. Help please!
From: hprinzler@aol.com
Date: 5/23/2005
Time: 1:51:11 AM
Remote Name: 84.139.32.179

Comments
Hi Dino,
sorry for late answer. I was out of office for a week.
AFAIK the FF30 has 2 bulbs at trailing edge. That causes a lift power and leads to unstable flight in higher wind speed. Take a look on my website and look for
the FF03. I have placed some lines inside the kite to form the profile. In my opinion this modification will give a larger range to all Flowforms by Air Affairs.
Nice breezes Harald http://members.aol.com/hprinzler Kite Awerial Photography and Flowform Information
(back)

Re: Problem with FF30. Help please!
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From: Dino
Date: 5/23/2005 Time: 6:16:07 AM
Remote Name: 195.29.106.103

Comments
Thank you for your answer. I didn't sure i understud what type of modification you used to stabilize FF30. Some kinds of inner lines in the body of the kite? Can
you send me some picturesand dimenzions of those lines? Thanks...
(back)

Re: Problem with FF30. Help please!
From: Yvon H.
Date: 5/20/2005
Time: 9:33:52 PM
Remote Name: 142.166.147.99

Comments
Shorten you right bridle line by about 5mm and try again (without the rig ;-) ). My FF03 was doing the same thing and I managed to stabilize by shortening the
opposite bridle line. Just 5mm can make a difference. I had to shorten it a few times before it got stable.
(back)

Re: Problem with FF30. Help please!
From: Brooks
Date: 5/20/2005
Time: 2:50:31 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
My suggestion would be to either use a longer fuzzy tail or better yet, don't try to fly (esp for KAP) a FF30 in that much wind. The kite is behaving as though it's
overpowered.
You're a stronger man than I am -- I wouldn't even mess with it in that much wind!
(back)

Re: Problem with FF30. Help please!
From: Dino
Date: 5/22/2005<�br> Time: 2:56:25 PM
Remote Name: 193.198.151.234

Comments
Thank you for your answers. Sorry guys but I think I didn't convert mph correctly. Here we use meters per sec. So, correct wind speed was about 15Mph, wich is
not so strong. Anyway, I will do what you suggested me. I will try to shorten right line a little, and maybe put another fuzzy tail in line with the one I already
have. One more thing: how far from the kite do you hang your rig? Does it depends on type of the wind? How much line do you use for picavet? I made my with 5
meters of line. Is it to short? Thank you once again.
(back)

Re: Problem with FF30. Help please!
From: Yvon H.
Date: 5/23/2005
Time: 7:18:21 PM
Remote Name: 142.166.147.99

Comments
I put my rig about 30 meters down the line from the kite.
(back)

Re: Problem with FF30. Help please!
From: Brooks
Date: 5/22/2005<�br> Time: 4:04:45 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
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OK, Dino-- that's better.
I hang my rig 15 - 20 meters below the kite; that way the kite is flying in stable air before I hang the rig.
I make my Picavet lines from 5 or 6 arm-spans of line -- 9 to 10 meters. Yours is too short, IMO -- but many have successfully used even shorter, and most of the
german guys who have been at the forefront of Picavet rigging usually use 8 or 10 arm-spans of line. I used to do that too -- until somebody suggested that it was
much easier to handle a rig with a shorter Picavet, and I tried it and agreed.
Let us know how your kite flies with the changes.
bgl
http://www.brooxes.com/
(back)

Re: Problem with FF30. Help please!
From: Craig
Date: 5/22/2005
Time: 7:24:17 PM
Remote Name: 68.117.128.20

Comments
Brooks, I am surprised to learn that you hang your rig only 15-20 meters below the kite. is that the german conversion for maximum height of 99 meters?
(back)

Re: Problem with FF30. Help please!
From: Brooks
Date: 5/22/2005
Time: 9:14:02 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
Well, now that I think of it, I have as much problem converting as Dino did with MPH! Try 20 to 30 meters below the kite.
(back)

Re: Problem with FF30. Help please!
From: Simon H
Date: 5/21/2005 Time: 4:22:51 AM
Remote Name: 84.67.152.165

Comments
Totally agree with Brooks. Insane to fly a FF30 at that wind speed. The slightest balance defect will be hugely amplified at that wind strength. If I was forced into
KAPping at that wind speed I would be using a quarter of the kite size and about 50 feet of fuzzy tail.
Simon
(back)

Re: Problem with FF30. Help please!
From: Christian
Date: 5/24/2005
Time: 4:13:25 AM
Remote Name: 83.154.190.228

Comments
Dino, Please use shameless the international wind speed unit which is m/s or the beaufort scale. Anyway, 4 to 5 Bft is a normal range to fly the FF30. This weekend in Houlgate on the Normandy coast in France, I flew it in force 5 and 6 Bft, without a tail. Truly, I have modified the FF30 as you can see on my web site>http://becotus.chez.tiscali.fr/tako/anglais/e&tako_1.htm I fully agree with Harald that the problem is too much lift on the trailing part. The most efficient change
is sewing bridal veil on the trailing part of the side keels to lower that pull. Other modification is on the cell shape.
On the same time, there was half a dozen of pilot kites, pulling up inflatable devices. They all had a hard time. Many of them felt down many times from more
than 100 meters heigh. There were whirling winds, because of the wind blowing from parallel to the shoreline, to 30Ý inland, and because of the near hills 100m
high. Several times, I saw the right side cell of the Pilot kites collapsing because of the whirls, immediately followed by the successive collapse of all others, until
the Pilot was reduced to a rag. Meanhile, I observed the FF30 side cell, get half closed, but immediately recovering its shape. It seems to me that the pilot kite has
less internal air pressure than the FF, and cannot resist to such winds. Moreover, the FF30 was much more stable.
(back)
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Re: Problem with FF30. Help please!
From: Brooks
Date: 5/24/2005 Time: 12:05:06 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
Christian said:
"Anyway, 4 to 5 Bft is a normal range to fly the FF30. This week-end in Houlgate on the Normandy coast in France, I flew it in force 5 and 6 Bft, without a tail"
First, I would say that the lower end of the wind range of a FF30 is far less than Bft 4 -- more like Bft 2.
Second, if you ever saw Christian Becot, you would know that HE wasn't flying a FF30 at Bft 6 -- a very sturdy anchor was, or he had lotsa rocks in his pockets!
(back)

Re: Problem with FF30. Help please!
From: Dino
Date: 5/24/2005
Time: 9:56:15 AM
Remote Name: 193.198.150.78

Comments
Thanks! I would really love to modificate my FF30 in your way, 'cause i need stability because i'm trying to shoot panos. Unmodifyed FF is changing altitude and
position, so it is unuseble for stitching images. The only problem is one with language :) I'm from Croatia, by the way. I really do not understand (even with my
Encarta dictionary) what are those parts you been modifyed. Terms like: "side keels", "trailing sleeves", "inner rib", "middle bridle" i cannot connect with the
parts of FF30. Can you help me a little, please...
(back)

Re: Problem with FF30. Help please!
From: Christian
Date: 5/24/2005
Time: 1:44:50 PM
Remote Name: 83.154.190.228

Comments
Well, Dino, you may look at my pages in French which may be more understandable to you. Anyway, looking at the FF picture, the side keels are the red
triangles, and the part cut and replaced by bridal veil is now white. Click on "modification" and see next page for the size to replace. That modification is the
most effective. As for the FF30 wind range, despite most of kites commercial technical datas, there are very, very few able to fly under 3 m/s wind speed. The
lower limit I have measured on FF30 is between 3.3 and 3.5 m/s So the lower range is 3 Bft, not 2 Bft because 2 Bft is from 1.6 to 3.3 m/s and 3 Bft is from 3.4 to
5.4 For the upper limit, it has been flying in force 7 wind (without tail!), with a normal pull 25 to 30 Kg. It was many times pulling up to 36 Kg, and it reached 40
Kg in several occasions. It was sometimes flying 45Ý aside. Because of this, I consider that it should be used safely only in the 6 Bft winds as the upper limit. For
Kap purpose, the best wind range is 5 to 8 m/s to have enough lift and not too much pull. FF30 is for 6x5 feet, but the real kite area is only 27 square feet, 2.5
square meters. Does somebody has pull-wind speed datas measured on Flowforms? In Houlgate, the average pull was 12Kg to 18Kg, with wind ranging 9 to 12
m/s I should say that I'm always referring to the wind at kite elevation, not at ground place. Just add that the Calomil flew successfully that last saturday in worst
squalls than the FF did on sunday; The Calomil pull was 15 KG up to 20Kg and went once over 25 Kg.
Anchor was, as usual to me, a gamma hook tied to a pole, and I recovered the kites using a winch pulley.
(back)

Re: Problem with FF30. Help please!
From: Christian
Date: 5/24/2005
Time: 12:56:02 PM
Remote Name: 83.154.190.228

Comments
(back)

Problem with FF30. Help please!
From: Dino
Date: 5/20/2005
Time: 1:49:55 PM
Remote Name: 193.198.137.77

Comments
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Hi! I have some serious problems with my Flowform 30. In strong wind (25-30Mph) it starts to rotate left ( never to the right side!) for about 90deg. and goes
down. Yesterday it almost droped completely on the road with my rig. First i checked my lines lenght and it seems simetrical. I use fuzzy tail. There's minor
lenght difference (1 cm) in my Y line between FF and tail. How to solve this problem? Can you guys give me exact lenght of all your lines in FF30? Should I use
two separate fuzzy tails? Would FF60 be more stable? Thanks... Dino
(back)

Flickr-ing ON
From: Brooks
Date: 5/18/2005
Time: 9:58:33 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
I just want to observe that Lenny's enthusiasm for Flickr is well-deserved, IMO. In fact, it seems so easy to use and so flexible that I'm going to move all my
galleries to Flickr!
When your output of publishable KAP images is as sparse as mine has been of late, it's very appealing to be able to upload just one or two pix at a time, instead of
feeling compulsed to mount a new gallery. Flickr is perfect for that. And the chance to get comments is frosting.
If you don't have a lot of images you want to show, Flickr is the way to get your feet wet. Join the happy band of kappers -- now up to 18, I believe -- who have pix
in the pool (well, some seem to be lurkers). But there are plenty of good images there!
Thanks, Lenny, for finding Flickr! Good stuff! Great price!
bgl
http://www.brooxes.com/
(back)

Re: Flickr-ing ON
From: Lenny
Date: 5/19/2005
Time: 4:31:10 PM
Remote Name: 212.30.2.232

Comments
Thanks, Brooks. Really glad youÝre enjoying the group (knew youÝd love it, really).
Things are advancing apace in the group and for my money the immediate focus is on geomapping (if I can call it that). As a result of David HuntÝs enquiries, we
have landed a URL which will display the latest 100 KAP group images which are geotagged on a world map. Have a look at
http://brainoff.com/worldkit/flickr/groups/kiteaerialphotography/pool/tags/geotagged/ to get an idea of where in the world KAPers are capturing their images.
IMO there are still some interface issues to overcome (arenÝt there always with new technology?), but the immediate picture is a very engaging one and I can
only recommend that KAPers should bookmark it. The URL is one to revisit in order to see it being populated afresh over the coming weeks. At this point IÝd
like to thank Mike Maron for his development of the system that uses the Flickr API to such great effect, as well as his personal input and interest in the group.
I could not post this up without mentioning the fantastic and constructive input of David Hunt who has really grasped the full potential of the group and has
already posted up a couple of tutorials on image manipulation Ý master classes in my view. Please, David, can we have some more (I would particularly like to see
the simple but poignant issues of cropping, rotation and the rule of thirds dealt with as well as the choice of format Ý 5:3. 6:4, etc. Ý do you have it in you,
David?)
I have to admit that I would dearly love to see some sort of support for the bubble panos that weÝve seen of late, but I just canÝt see this happening in the near
future. It really would be a meeting of the current trends in technology and image sharing. The best option I can offer for those with bubble panos is for them to
generate a sequence of images and composite them as a single image to post up. I think this would be worth experimenting with (although I am a self confessed
sucker for rising to the challenge of operating within a set of limitations).
There is now the facility for posting up and viewing rig and kite pictures by ÝtaggingÝ (a ÝtagÝ is basically a keyword) image with the words ÝKAPÝ (in all
cases) and ÝRigÝ or ÝKitesÝ. The rig and kites come up as a list of images via a link on the KAP group homepage. IMO this is the best way yet of comparing the
rigs. I personally think that the kite images need not be compared with each other Ý they just form a gallery of image to be viewed and appreciated
http://www.flickr.com/group/kiteaerialphotography) Ý and I encourage all members to post up image to their own photostreams and tag them accordingly.
Lastly, thank you to all the members and contributors to the KAP group on Flickr. I knew this was an unmissable opportunity, but I was unsure about how to
convey this to the community. One by one you have endorsed my enthusiasm and I am deeply grateful. I have to admit that I felt like a bit of a young upstart
suggesting such a radical departure to the online community, but you have all been very kind and understanding. I was worried that such a departure from the
stats quo would be dismissed out of hand and I am glad to see that so many of the community have involved themselves in what is essentially an imaged-based
community tool for an imaged-based community.
I really want this to be a reason for KAPers to go out to take new images and share them with the community. The new members are coming to the fore and so
are the old timers (no offense). When we all run out of archived images to post, then the motivation to post new ones will kick in. ThatÝs what IÝm really looking
for, and already the results are showing.
We welcome all new members Ý come along and see, youÝll be impressed.
Lenny http://www.flickr.com/groups/kiteaerialphotography (20 members, 121 images and growing)
(back)
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Re: Flickr-ing ON
From: David Hunt
Date: 5/19/2005
Time: 6:42:09 PM Remote Name: 69.34.126.191

Comments
Try this URL and you see a different set of geomapped KAP pics.
http://brainoff.com/worldkit/flickr/groups/kiteaerialphotography/pool/tags/kap/
David Hunt
(back)

Re: Flickr-ing ON
From: Lenny
Date: 5/19/2005
Time: 4:30:29 PM
Remote Name: 212.30.2.232

Comments
Thanks, Brooks. Really glad youÝre enjoying the group (knew youÝd love it, really).
Things are advancing apace in the group and for my money the immediate focus is on geomapping (if I can call it that). As a result of David HuntÝs enquiries, we
have landed a URL which will display the latest 100 KAP group images which are geotagged on a world map. Have a look at
http://brainoff.com/worldkit/flickr/groups/kiteaerialphotography/pool/tags/geotagged/ to get an idea of where in the world KAPers are capturing their images.
IMO there are still some interface issues to overcome (arenÝt there always with new technology?), but the immediate picture is a very engaging one and I can
only recommend that KAPers should bookmark it. The URL is one to revisit in order to see it being populated afresh over the coming weeks. At this point IÝd
like to thank Mike Maron for his development of the system that uses the Flickr API to such great effect, as well as his personal input and interest in the group.
I could not post this up without mentioning the fantastic and constructive input of David Hunt who has really grasped the full potential of the group and has
already posted up a couple of tutorials on image manipulation Ý master classes in my view. Please, David, can we have some more (I would particularly like to see
the simple but poignant issues of cropping, rotation and the rule of thirds dealt with as well as the choice of format Ý 5:3. 6:4, etc. Ý do you have it in you,
David?)
I have to admit that I would dearly love to see some sort of support for the bubble panos that weÝve seen of late, but I just canÝt see this happening in the near
future. It really would be a meeting of the current trends in technology and image sharing. The best option I can offer for those with bubble panos is for them to
generate a sequence of images and composite them as a single image to post up. I think this would be worth experimenting with (although I am a self confessed
sucker for rising to the challenge of operating within a set of limitations).
There is now the facility for posting up and viewing rig and kite pictures by ÝtaggingÝ (a ÝtagÝ is basically a keyword) image with the words ÝKAPÝ (in all
cases) and ÝRigÝ or ÝKitesÝ. The rig and kites come up as a list of images via a link on the KAP group homepage. IMO this is the best way yet of comparing the
rigs. I personally think that the kite images need not be compared with each other Ý they just form a gallery of image to be viewed and appreciated
http://www.flickr.com/group/kiteaerialphotography) Ý and I encourage all members to post up image to their own photostreams and tag them accordingly.
Lastly, thank you to all the members and contributors to the KAP group on Flickr. I knew this was an unmissable opportunity, but I was unsure about how to
convey this to the community. One by one you have endorsed my enthusiasm and I am deeply grateful. I have to admit that I felt like a bit of a young upstart
suggesting such a radical departure to the online community, but you have all been very kind and understanding. I was worried that such a departure from the
stats quo would be dismissed out of hand and I am glad to see that so many of the community have involved themselves in what is essentially an imaged-based
community tool for an imaged-based community.
I really want this to be a reason for KAPers to go out to take new images and share them with the community. The new members are coming to the fore and so
are the old timers (no offense). When we all run out of archived images to post, then the motivation to post new ones will kick in. ThatÝs what IÝm really looking
for, and already the results are showing.
We welcome all new members Ý come along and see, youÝll be impressed.
Lenny http://www.flickr.com/groups/kiteaerialphotography (20 members, 121 images and growing)
(back)

Re: Flickr-ing ON
From: Lenny
Date: 5/19/2005
Time: 4:41:07 PM
Remote Name: 212.30.2.232

Comments
Apologies for the itchy mouse finger double posting.
(back)

Camera, Rig and Kite for Sale (Complete System)
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From: Wendell Delano wendell@delanoconsulting.com
Date: 5/18/2005
Time: 10:17:59 AM
Remote Name: 24.143.139.15

Comments
Complete Aerial Kite, Camera and Rig for Sale:
I only used the rig twice, Built by Brooks Leffler in 1/27/03
Camera: Yashica T4 Super
Kite: Sutton Flow Form 30
Tail: Fuzzy Tail (2 Segments)
Rig: Brooxes Custom KAP Rig with Manual HoVer Format Control w/Carrying Case and Modified Servos
Remote Controller: JR5 Channel XF421
Total Retail Price $ 705, Asking Price $ 375 + 15 Freight for Total Asking Price of $ 390.00. Images of Rig are Available.
(back)

Remote Capture
From: Hein
Date: 5/17/2005
Time: 4:43:35 PM
Remote Name: 84.35.64.2

Comments
Hello,
I'm still planning my entree at KAPing and thinking about possibilities. One of the ideas I had was to use the RemoteCapture function of my digital Canon (I
think most cameras have that too). Has anybody given it a try already?? And about the kite, would a foil/matres kite with more than 1 line be suitable?
Thanks a lot guys, you've been amusing my eyes for a long time already!
Hein
(back)

Re: Remote Capture
From: Mario
Date: 5/17/2005
Time: 7:30:05 PM<�br> Remote Name: 68.97.214.221

Comments
If wireless USB ever becomes available, Remote Capture will be the way to go. All camera functions will be available from a wireless enabled laptop along with
live preview. Look at www.elevatedphotos.com/ to see what can be done. Go down the page a little and there is a movie to watch. Pretty neat stuff. If you watch
closely, you will see that they are using a Canon G6 and Breeze Systems PSR Remote. They cut the title bar off but you can still tell.
But with every new generation of small cameras, there is less and less reason to use anything but Auto mode. The processors get better and better. That makes
access to all the settings almost moot. As it is now, you can have live preview with a video downlink, and remote shutter release and zoom (on many cameras with
the gentLED setup). The Remote Capture will still have the advantage of being very easy to set up and "Plug-n-Play".
(back)

Re: Remote Capture
From: Hein
Date: 5/18/2005
Time: 7:04:29 AM Remote Name: 84.35.64.2

Comments
Yes, I've seen some bluetooth devices that might help... check www.usbgear.com and look for wireless network and/or bluetooth. I don't yet know if it's possible,
but it is sure worth a try!
(back)

Carbon antenna support
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From: Allan, Saint Lucia
Date: 5/17/2005
Time: 11:26:37 AM
Remote Name: 206.128.209.20

Comments
Hi all, There was a mention some time ago about not using carbon fibre rod to support an antenna, but I can't find the post. Did it have to do with uninsulated
antenna wire in contact with the rod? TIA Allan
(back)

Re: Carbon antenna support
From: Matthew Cole (mattATuscoles.com
Date: 5/17/2005
Time: 8:34:55 PM
Remote Name: 206.173.114.32

Comments
I got bored with setting up my wooden dowel antenna support and setting up fibreglass or carbon would be equally boring. One day in the hobby store I noticed
an $11 Helicopter RC antenna, it's about 6" long with a squarish plastic base that is also some, ummm, I forgot, dummy load or something to do with impedance
maybe. I bought this to try it out.
It does require lopping off most of the long wire antenna from the receiver, something of a leap of faith when I use one receiver across three rigs, but it works
great. I Velcro mine to the rig. I have one piece of Velcro for flying when the helicopter antenna sticks straight out back and another under the top plate for
transport, with the antenna nestled under the length of the rig (it actually is a bit longer than my rig is wide, so it's not completely protected). It is very light, it's
extremely fast to set up and never ever droops like my wooden dowel did when I first used it (I later came up with a better mounting to avoid flaccid antennas).
I wouldn't say it is the answer to all my KAP dreams or anything, but I like it better than the dowel arrangement. The only downside is that it is harder to see; I
put a couple of bits of sparkly Mylar on the end to make it more visible. If I did a video downlink then this wouldn't matter.
My $0.02 worth.
Matt
(back)

Re: Carbon antenna support
From: Matthew Cole (mattATuscoles.com
Date: <�/b>5/17/2005
Time: 8:34:08 PM
Remote Name: 206.173.114.32

Comments
I got bored with setting up my wooden dowel antenna support and setting up fibreglass or carbon would be equally boring. One day in the hobby store I noticed
an $11 Helicopter RC antenna, it's about 6" long with a squarish plastic base that is also some, ummm, I forgot, dummy load or something to do with impedance
maybe. I bought this to try it out.
It does require lopping off most of the long wire antenna from the receiver, something of a leap of faith when I use one receiver across three rigs, but it works
great. I Velcro mine to the rig. I have one piece of Velcro for flying when the helicopter antenna sticks straight out back and another under the top plate for
transport, with the antenna nestled under the length of the rig (it actually is a bit longer than my rig is wide, so it's not completely protected). It is very light, it's
extremely fast to set up and never ever droops like my wooden dowel did when I first used it (I later came up with a better mounting to avoid flaccid antennas).
I wouldn't say it is the answer to all my KAP dreams or anything, but I like it better than the dowel arrangement. The only downside is that it is harder to see; I
put a couple of bits of sparkly Mylar on the end to make it more visible. If I did a video downlink then this wouldn't matter.
My $0.02 worth.
Matt
(back)

Re: Carbon antenna support
From: David Hunt
Date: 5/18/2005
Time: 7:06:44 AM
Remote Name: 69.34.126.191

Comments
Like Matthew I got tired of taking the antenna boom on and off the rig, so now I don't. It always stays attached to the rig.
I also looked at the short antennas that Matthew mentioned, and even thought of tightly winding the existing antenna around a short dowel, but in the end I
needed the visual cue of a long antenna boom sticking out the back and that became my deciding factor.
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By the way if you think you want to try tightly winding your existing antenna so you can have a shorter antenna boom, you will want to make a range test with
the wound antenna. Winding the antenna will decrease the range of your receiver. My gut feeling (not tested), is that this won't work well with single conversion
receivers but could possibly work with double conversion receivers.
David Hunt
http://www.kaper.us/
(back)

Re: Carbon antenna support
From: Richard Amirault
Date: 5/19/2005
<�b>Time: 5:49:37 AM
Remote Name: 146.115.58.99

Comments
What I do .. is wind the antenna on my dowel ... but leave the end free .. and dangling off the end of the dowel.
The dowel keeps the "free" end of the wire out of the view of the camera.
Richard in Boston, MA, USA
(back)

Re: Carbon antenna support
From: Brooks
Date: 5/18/2005
Time: 9:13:59 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
Matt Cole lives! Good to hear your $0.02!
Matt's original dowel attachment (on his Brooxes kit) has been superseded by a much more secure two-clip arrangement, and the dowel is shorter too. That
seems to me to be the best compromise all around. A not-very-explicit illustration is here: http://www.brooxes.com/newsite/BBKK/images/MS-legs.gif
bgl
http://www.brooxes.com/
(back)

Re: Carbon antenna support
From: james@gentlesSPAM.info
Date: 5/17/2005<�br> Time: 11:49:50 AM
Remote Name: 80.229.25.24

Comments
I mentioned it in my page about interference and systemisation (please, no US/UK spelling flames!) http://www.gentles.info/KAP/rig02/emc.htm
Carbon Fibre conducts electricity at the frequencies used for the RC system. Using the rod to support the aerial will tend to make the aerial inefficient, or "short"
it out altogether even if there is no physical contact as shown by an "ohm meter".
Use a glass fibre rod instead, better results, not that much weaker per weight.
Enjoy!
James
(back)

Re: Carbon antenna support
From: Allan
Date: 5/17/2005
Time: 6:17:10 PM
Remote Name: 206.128.209.20

Comments
That was it - many thanks - I had some carbon rod from Dopero accidents. Now, about that glass fibre rod availability here - might have to go and cut a piece of
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that Brazilian Carbon that is being used for kites these days.
(back)

Re: Carbon antenna support
From: David Hunt
Date: 5/17/2005
Time: 6:27:04 PM
Remote Name: 69.34.126.191

Comments
Wood dowel - my antenna boom of choice.
David Hunt
(back)

Re: Carbon antenna support
From: Craig
Date: 5/17/2005
Time: 7:21:51 PM
Remote Name: 68.117.128.20

Comments
Yes, go with the Brazilian, the good stuff.
(back)

Re: Carbon antenna support
From: Craig
Date: 5/17/2005
Time: 7:21:11 PM
Remote Name: 68.117.128.20

Comments
Yes, go with the Brazilian, the good stuff.
(back)

Which Knots and when?
From: Scott D.
Date: 5/16/2005
Time: 10:33:09 AM
Remote Name: 68.60.50.136

Comments
I just received my new kite. I have spent about 1 hour searching, and cannot find the answer.
What knot should I used to secure my line to my halo, and what knot should I use to secure the line to the swivel? Or if someone can point me to this info as I
could not find it.
Thanks,
Scott
(back)

Re: Which Knots and when?
From: Dave Mitchell
Date: 5/16/2005
Time: 11:01:53 AM
Remote Name: 80.177.153.149

Comments
You'll find some very useful advice at
http://www.deltakites.com
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Click on "knots" at the bottom of the page.
(back)

Re: Which Knots and when?
From: Simon H
Date: 5/16/2005
Time: 1:50:14 PM
Remote Name: 84.67.152.165

Comments
Don't just look at Dan Leigh's knots page. He makes some of the best delta kites made. Some lovely KAP deltas.
Don't hear much about deltas for KAP it all seems to be flowforms....
Simon
(back)

Re: Which Knots and when?
From: Richard Amirault
Date: 5/16/2005
Time: 12:34:02 PM
Remote Name: 146.115.58.99

Comments
Another good knot page is http://members.aol.com/goodheavens/knots.html
BUT, while I do use swivels .. the bigger the kite the less likely I am to use one. A better choice would be to tie the line to the kite without using a swivel. WHY?
because I've seen swivels either fail altogether, or come real close to failing. A knot is usually much more secure.
Which knot? The lars head knot is the "workhosre" of the kite community. YOu can use one to attach your line to a swivel, or directly to your kite. (you'll need
either a knot on the end of your bridle, or a ring .. so that the larks head will not sip off .. but if you have either one of those it'll take a *serious* amount of pull to
come loose.
Richard in Bonston, MA, USA
(back)

Re: Which Knots and when?
From:
Date: 5/16/2005
Time: 3:11:37 PM Remote Name: 68.60.50.136

Comments
Thanks Richard. Would you use a swivel on a FlowForm 16? That is what I would be putting it on.
Scott
(back)

Re: Which Knots and when?
From: Brooks
Date: 5/16/2005
Time: 4:14:16 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
On my download page, you'll find a page of knots in pdf format, showing many useful knots for KAP. I'd use a 200 lb swivel with a FF16 and attach it with the
Blood knot. I'd attach the line to a hoop with a Lark's Head.
check it out
http://www.brooxes.com/newsite/downloads
(back)

Re: Which Knots and when?
From: Brooks
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Date: 5/16/2005
Time: 4:18:41 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
Sorry -- just checked the page and realize that I mean an overhand loop knot made into a lasso for the connection to the hoop, not a lark's head, and a HALF
blood knot for the swivel!
Some use a lark's head instead of a swivel, slipping it over the bridle ring or knot. Works great, but it stresses the flying line more than the blood knot does.
(back)

Re: Which Knots and when?
From: Christian
Date: 5/17/2005
Time: 2:37:54 PM
Remote Name: 83.154.179.218

Comments
Agree that usual fisher'swivels are really dangerous for KAP because of the fastener part of it. But swivel part can be fine, if used with another buckle, such as
this homemade one: http://becotus.chez.tiscali.fr/tako/anglais/&accessories.htm To tie it on the line, I do first a bowline knot, or a constrictor knot, and then, with
the loop made, put the buckle on the end of the line with a lark's knot. Each kite briddle ends with a stainless steel ring taken out of a chain, and is fixed in the
buckle. Never failed for years as I'm concerned. Don't forget that in some instances, it is necessary to let the end of the line knot free to recover it through trees, or
other obstacles on the ground. These knots are easy to untie.
(back)

Standard VS Mini Servos
From: Doug
Date: 5/16/2005
Time: 7:55:51 AM
Remote Name: 71.48.5.192

Comments
I am currently designing my KAP rig. I will be using a Pentax S5i camera along with a "Gentled" setup for trigger release. Originally I was going to use the
Futaba S3003(standard)servos for pan/tilt/HoVer. Then I was advised to look into mini or micro servos.
I am stuck between the Futaba S3003(standard), the Futaba S3002(mini) and the Futaba s3102(micro). My concerns are weight and price.
Is it really worth the extra cost for the mini or micro servos? The S3003 is $10.99 and weighs 1.3 oz and the S3002 is $49.99 and weighs just a little less at 1.20 oz.
I can't see that it would be that worth it although the S3002 does have metal gears.
On the other hand the S3102 costs $37.99 (better) weighs .70 oz (better) has metal gears but no bearings.
Any help would be appreciated. Thanks, Doug
(back)

Re: Standard VS Mini Servos
From: wicherd
Date: 5/16/2005
Time: 9:29:17 AM
Remote Name: 62.163.246.17

Comments
Mr. Brooks says it all.
And here's a link I found for a site offering micro servo's for very reasonable prices.
http://www.globalmodelproducts.nl/
Wicherd
(back)

Re: Standard VS Mini Servos
From: Brooks
Date: 5/16/2005
Time: 9:10:29 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5
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Comments
Unless I'm after an ultralight rig, I usually use standard servos for pan and tilt, and a micro (look at the Cirrus line) for shutter. If you're using a gentLED, that's
moot. But I think it's important to have the sturdiness of a standard servo for tilt especially.
With that tiny wonderful little camera, no need for bearings or metal gears, IMO. And direct-drive HoVer would work fine.
chin UP -- brooks
http://www.brooxes.com/
(back)

Re: Standard VS Mini Servos
From: David Hunt
Date: 5/16/2005
Time: 1:32:22 PM
Remote Name: 69.34.126.191

Comments
This type of question is what I created the "Comparative Rig Lift Analysis" page for.
http://www.kaper.us/RigCalcPHP/viewpage.php?rig1=0&weight=1&rig2=0&kite=4&rig3=0&wind=3
Just type in at least two different weights that differ by the weight spread between the standard and mini servos. For instance for the servos that you mentioned
the biggest difference is 0.6 ounces. So the savings would be 3 X 0.6 or 1.8 ounces.
Since you don't know the weight of your rig yet, pick an arbitrary amount like 16 ounces and enter it for rig #1. Enter 17.8 ounces (16 + 1.8) for rig #2. You can
use the default kite and wind speed and you will see that the difference in angle of lift is only 1 degree which is not enough to worry about.
Even if you used a micro servo like Brooks suggested the extra weight over the Gentled wouldnÝt' make any difference. The real advantage of the Gentled is not
the weight savings , it is the potential of simplifying that part of the rig's design and construction.
Don't worry about the fact that this tool does not have your kite type listed. The important value that the kite contributes to the equations besides the amount of
pull is its flying angle. If you have a kite that flies at an angle similar to those listed then when your kite lifts rig #1 to the given angle then the angles for rigs 2 and
3 will be like those shown on the graph.
David Hunt
(back)

Re: Standard VS Mini Servos
From: Doug
Date: 5/16/2005
Time: 5:55:12 PM
Remote Name: 71.48.5.192

Comments
Your graph is very cool! I tried the example and I see you are correct! Thank you very much. That sure helps. Standard servos it is!
(back)

Re: Standard VS Mini Servos
From: Dave
Date: 5/16/2005
Time: 5:54:32 PM
Remote Name: 71.48.5.192

Comments
Your graph is very cool! I tried the example and I see you are correct! Thank you very much. That sure helps. Standard servos it is!
(back)

Update Homepage
From: Ralf
Date: 5/16/2005
Time: 3:06:25 AM
Remote Name: 84.133.210.37

Comments
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Hi KAPers, now the next pano from our tour to Magdeburg is ready. See at:
http://www.dopero.de/Eingang/KAPer_on_Tour/Magdeburg_05/magdeburg_05.html
http://www.dopero.de/Eingang/KAPer_on_Tour/Magdeburg_05/zielitz/zielitz.html
http://www.dopero.de/Eingang/KAPer_on_Tour/Magdeburg_05/Rothensee/rothensee.htm
Have fun Ralf
(back)

FlowForms & Pilots & Tails -- Oh my!
From: Brooks Leffler
Date: 5/15/2005
Time: 12:01:15 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
<�p>Finally, I have added a page of lifters and accessories for sale on my site. You can jump there directly:
http://www.brooxes.com/newsite/BBKK/kitesales.html or get there through the entry page or the Kits & Bits page. I've run out of room on my button bar, and the
time to fix it just now.
chin UP bgl
http://www.brooxes.com/
(back)

My New Kite - Cody
From: Vladimir - Brasil
Date: 5/14/2005
Time: 7:47:19 PM
Remote Name: 200.175.34.10

Comments
Hi all, I present my new home made for myself, cody. Made com Bamboo Frame, becouse here in Brasil not found carbon fiber spars. I wait a gust wind
conditions for make a maiden- flight. 2 meters wingspan. Great hug Sorry Url HERE http://img.photobucket.com/albums/v248/macromundo/codyred.jpg
(back)

My New Kite - Cody
From: Vladimir - Brasil
Date: 5/14/2005
Time: 7:46:40 PM
Remote Name: 200.175.34.10

Comments
Hi all, I present my new home made for myself, cody. Made com Bamboo Frame, becouse here in Brasil not found carbon fiber spars. I wait a gust wind
conditions for make a maiden- flight. 2 meters wingspan. Great hug Sorry Url HERE http://img.photobucket.com/albums/v248/macromundo/codyred.jpg
(back)

My New Kite - Cody
From: Vladimir - Brasil
Date: 5/14/2005
Time: 7:45:09 PM
Remote Name: 200.175.34.10

Comments
Hi all, I present my new home made for myself, cody. Made com Bamboo Frame, becouse here in Brasil not found carbon fiber spars. I wait a gust wind
conditions for make a maiden- flight. 2 meters wingspan. Great hug
(back)

The world in KAP images
From: Lenny
Date: 5/13/2005
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Time: 5:17:45 PM
Remote Name: 212.30.2.232

Comments
I hope I'm not out of place bringing this discussion here, but I didn't want the enormity of this to pass me by, so I thought I'd throw this out to a slightly larger
floor than just the Flickr KAP group. I have seen two examples in the last two days as to how Flickr can be used directly or indirectly to create a world map with
links to images taken by KAPers around the world. The KAP group on Flickr already has members in almost every continent (no, not Antarctica and, yes, I
would like the African KAPers to sign up) and I'd love to illustrate this with a hyperlinked world map linked to images from the Flickr KAP group (we can even
link to images outside Flickr - shhhh).
My only issue is that I am really bad at seeing the way forward with these things, is anybody a bit more of a visionary? I can see that, with the tools available,
there are currently visual limits that might make this a little tricky, but with the right planning (or perhaps a bit of waiting for more functionality to come about)
we might be able to make quite a nice little visual tool to link up the world of KAP images.
For any of you who are interested, there is an example of what would be (IMO) a perfect solution, albeit a currently very limited one at:
http://www.mappr.com/mappr.phtml?tag=KAP Then there is what I would call the customisable and more immediately accessible solution, albeit a "homemade" one at http://www.flickr.com/photos/lenny_meriel/13746373/ - and, no, I'm not expecting everyone to move to Guernsey to make the project work. The
idea of this last one is to illustrate the possibility of "drill down" maps with images linked directly on the lower levels to conserve space on the larger scale maps.
Just click on the note marked "Saint's View" to start the click-through - bottom Right of the map (incidentally my new house). In this instance you'd ideally be
clicking through more and more detailed maps, I wouldn't really expect everyone to use different lenghts of line from "Moon lenght" to "standard" to make up
the click-throughs(if that makes any sense {:o))
Love to hear your thoughts.
Lenny http://www.flickr.com/groups/kiteaerialphotography/ (16 members, 103 images and growing)
(back)

Re: The world in KAP images
From: Brooks
Date: 5/14/2005
Time: 9:29:57 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
The World Wide Panorama project has been geolocating images for the last two go-rounds, and it's really very slick. check it out at
http://geoimages.berkeley.edu:16080/wwp.html . (yes, Cris, they're at Cal too)
The idea was developed by a German panographer named Markus Altendorf, and works very well.
(back)

Re: The world in KAP images
From: Brooks
Date: 5/14/2005
Time: 9:33:17 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
I should add that geographic coordinates are necessary for each image. Luckily for those of us without geocaching equipment, it's possible to locate just about
any place through MultiMap, http://www.multimap.com/map/home.cgi?client=public&lang=&advanced=&db=US .
(back)

Re: The world in KAP images
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 5/14/2005
Time: 1:34:47 PM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
Great. It even knows where I am now: http://www.multimap.com/map/browse.cgi?lat=51.5714&lon=6.0076&scale=5000&icon=x
Even their weather indication is correct.
Peter
(back)

Re: The world in KAP images
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From: Linnar
Date: 5/14/2005
Time: 6:22:48 AM
Remote Name: 213.216.199.2

Comments
Hi Lenny,
Nice idea! I didn't see European map there... :(
Linnar
(back)

Re: The world in KAP images
From: Cris Benton
Date: 5/13/2005
Time: 8:09:10 PM
Remote Name: 64.142.12.44

Comments
Hi Lenny,
Here are a few sources for whole earth maps:
http://flatplanet.sourceforge.net/maps/abstract.html has a number of simple graphic maps than can be re-distributed (and some others that cannot).
http://earthobservatory.nasa.gov/Newsroom/BlueMarble/ The Blue Marble images seem to be used all over the place.
Michael must be amused to find Mappr placing his lovely Berkeley, CA pedestrian bridge shot just to the east of very non-Berkeleyesque Macon, Georgia where I
was born and raised. At least the Mappr inference engine reported low confidence in the call.
Michael can nudge his marker back to Berkeley by associating two more tags with his image:
geo:lat=37.86417 geo:long=-122.30385
A couple of good sources for longitude and latitude data are:
http://geocoder.us/
http://brainoff.com/worldkit/geocoder/
The whole geo tagging topic seems to be a hot item these days.
http://www.geosnapper.com/
Cheers,
Cris
(back)

Re: The world in KAP images
From: Lenny
Date: 5/14/2005
Time: 2:54:09 AM
Remote Name: 212.30.2.232

Comments
Thanks for the map archive, Chris, it's just what I wanted. The message I'm getting regarding the geographical mapping of images is that the technology is there
to do some really cool things for the KAP group, but the options available all have one shortfall each. For example, the hyperlinked notes on Flickr don't have
images. Then there's the site that David mentioned on the Flickr KAP group discussion page:
http://brainoff.com/worldkit/flickr/groups/kiteaerialphotography/&nocache=1 This looks fantastic, but suffers from the limitation of searching through only the
last 100 images posted to the group - even though only a handful have the geo data and so only these few are displayed. I like this idea of the automated mapping
of the images, but I'm still wondering if we can't use the existing features of Flickr to create something, just for fun. I'm going to try it on a world map image and
see how it develops - just for a laugh. Even if it doesn't have links to all of the photos and locations, it'll still be a nice little thing - a bit "home-made", but nice
nonetheless.
Lenny http://flickr.com/groups/kiteaerialphotography/ (16 members, 109 images and growing)
(back)

Re: The world in KAP images
From: Yvan
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Date: 5/13/2005
Time: 9:29:14 PM
Remote Name: 83.134.98.54

Comments
Also check worldwind...ref. prv. post http://arch.ced.berkeley.edu/kap/discuss/_kapdiscuss/000013fb.htm It should be possible to upload hotspots (I didn't
checked it out myself). "Geosnapper" very funny, didn't know this excisted too. a bit off topic, but I'm a geocacher. Some of you may heard about it. It's a kind of
modern treasure hunting. Very pleasant and you come on nice places you didn't know they excisted. I'm now constructing my 1st cache combined with aerial
pictures (check http://www.birdseye.be/geokaper)(sorry, not in enlish yet).
Yvan.
(back)

Re: The world in KAP images
From: Yvan
Date: 5/13/2005
Time: 9:32:39 PM
Remote Name: 83.134.98.54

Comments
Correction... http://www.birdseye.be/geokaper
(back)

Re: The world in KAP images
From: Michael Layefsky
Date: 5/13/2005
Time: 8:49:55 PM
Remote Name: 67.161.3.118

Comments
Nice find Cris. I added the lat/long tags to my Flickr photo but it didn't move, at least not yet. Maybe it'll wander west soon.........
(back)

KAPilot bridle question
From: Linnar
Date: 5/13/2005
Time: 1:28:34 PM
Remote Name: 213.216.199.10

Comments
Hi KAPers,
My KAPilot is ready and I'm a bit confused about lenghts of the bridles which are given in http://www.kites.tug.com/pilot/ page. Are those bridle lenghts given
from corners of the flares or from line between flare and rib?
Thanks, Linnar
(back)

Re: KAPilot bridle question
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 5/13/2005
Time: 2:01:36 PM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
From the corners. And for more stability make them twice as long.
Peter
(back)

Re: KAPilot bridle question
From: Linnar
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Date: 5/14/2005
Time: 6:11:49 AM
Remote Name: 213.216.199.2

Comments
Hi,
I scaled down oroginal kite by 1.3 times. Should I scale down also bridle lines? Any idea?
Thanks, Linnar
(back)

Re: KAPilot bridle question
From: Brooks
Date: 5/14/2005
Time: 9:18:03 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
No, Linnar -- make em longer. You almost can't make em too long, and flight behaviour improves dramatically (after some bridle tuning for angle of attack).
(back)

Re: KAPilot TAIL question
From: Linnar
Date: 5/15/2005
Time: 5:19:42 AM
Remote Name: 213.216.199.2

Comments
Thanks guys!
Any idea how to build fuzzy Y-tail? How long for KAPilot? I'd like to use my kite in stronger winds (It's smaller than KAPilot50).
My kite: http://www.eol.ee/~linnar/kap/kapilot.jpg
Thanks, Linnar
(back)

Re: KAPilot TAIL question
From: Brooks
Date: 5/15/2005
Time: 12:55:30 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
There's an article in The Aerial Eye, vol 3 #3, describing how to make a fuzzy tail. The Complete Aerial Eye on CD is available from my website's home page, or
from Peter Bults' KAPShop in the Netherlands, http://www.kapshop.com/ . No serious kapper should be without the disk, as there's lots of good info by lots of
kappers contained therein.
Essentially, the fuzzy is nothing more than a strip of nylon about 20 cm wide by 4.5 meters long with a reinforcing ribbon down the middle. Then slice the strip
sideways on each side of the ribbon about every 5 cm so it makes a fringe. Attach with a Y bridle. Simple.
bgl
http://www.brooxes.com/
(back)

Buying first kite
From: Scott D.
Date: 5/13/2005
Time: 10:03:57 AM
Remote Name: 68.60.50.136

Comments
I have been doing aerial photography from RC planes for a couple of years now. I am looking into KAP for when it is too windy for my planes.
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I think I have decided on the Sutton Flowform 16 as my first, as I will tend to use it when it is to windy for my planes so there should be enough lift for the rig,
and also the packability is the big bonus that intrigues me as I can get into and out of places easier with it.
I plan to buy it at Into the Wind, they seem to be recommended by several.
Also would this be good line for it (i.e. strong enough)? I will be putting put a Pentax optio s5i or Nikon 5200, so should be a light setup.
500' 200-lb. Dacron
What size hoop spool would I want for the above line? 5", 6", 7", 8" or 9"??
Thanks for the replies and all the great information here!
--Scott
(back)

Re: Buying first kite
From: Parke Gregg
Date: 5/17/2005
Time: 5:39:11 PM
Remote Name: 202.88.76.110

Comments
This is the exact set up I purchased, and I love it. Be sure you get 2 fuzzy tails (for gusty days) and I would recommend 1000' of line. You will use some line for
your cradle and other things. Sometimes you just want to send the kite up high.
-Parke
you can checkout my photos here: http://www.pointsphere.com
(back)

Re: Buying first kite
From:
Date: 5/17/2005
Time: 9:00:33 PM
Remote Name: 68.60.50.136

Comments
Parke,
Thanks for the feedback. I only bought one fuzzy tail... :-( Guess I'll have to get another one soon. Nice photos on your site. What camera are you using?
Any shots of your rig?
Thanks,
Scott
(back)

Re: Buying first kite
From: Brooks
Date: 5/13/2005
Time: 10:40:54 AM<�br> Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
Hi Scott
Your buying ideas are right on the mark, IMO.
I have FlowForms, fuzzy tails (recommended), black dacron line, and hoops, and would be pleased to give you a competitive price. Contact me at
kytemanATredshift.com.
brooks
http://www.brooxes.com/
(back)

HQ Flowform VS Sutton Flowform
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From: Doug
Date: 5/11/2005
Time: 12:41:05 PM
Remote Name: 71.2.82.76

Comments
Anyone want to make a comment about this newer Flowform?
http://www.invento-hq.com/flowform_e.htm
Pretty inexpensive and possibly looks good for KAP.
http://www.gwtw-kites.com/showproduct.asp?ProductName=HQ+Flowform
Does anyone have one? Is there any details about this out there for KAP such as stability, pull, etc.?
(back)

Re: HQ Flowform VS Sutton Flowform
From: Brooks
Date: 5/11/2005
Time: 11:24:30 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
The HQ appears to be a knockoff (probably chinese-made) of the genuine, patented, US-made, Air Affairs Sutton FlowForm.
It will probably work OK as a lifter for KAP.
Personally, I have an ethical problem with knock-offs, though I know I'm fighting an uphill battle nowadays. And that's not just because I sell the genuine article,
which I do (although they're not yet shown on my site). If you have a problem with outsourcing jobs, it's the same thing.
If you want to make it yourself from plans widely available on the web, that's one thing -- but otherwise, I say buy the genuine article.
bgl
http://www.brooxes.com/
(back)

Re: HQ Flowform VS Sutton Flowform
From: Doug
Date: 5/12/2005
Time: 5:53:47 AM
Remote Name: 71.2.82.76

Comments
Doesn't look the same at all.
Sutton Flowform 30: http://www.kapshop.com/FF30.LQ.72.JPG
HQ Flowform 2.0 http://www.invento-hq.com/flowform_e.htm
Very Different. As for the China made controvery, If we went though your home Brooks, would we find any thing made in china? I agree with your tone though.
I'm a USA, Jesus loving patriotic guy just like you, but I fall into the group of people that feels it's too late to buy all American. It's just too late. I try when I can
but parts made over there are all mixed in with everything we buy here. I wish we could make a difference.
(back)

Re: HQ Flowform VS Sutton Flowform
From: David Hunt
Date: 5/12/2005
Time: 7:01:35 AM
Remote Name: 69.34.126.191

Comments
Actually it's not about where it's made its about the fact that the Chinese in this case (or whoever) chose to ignore patent laws to make a profit. It's widely known
that Air Affairs is the only patent holder for the Flow Form.
The larger Flow Forms do look the same:
http://www.gombergkites.com/inflated.html
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David Hunt
(back)

Re: HQ Flowform VS Sutton Flowform
From: Doug
Date: 5/12/2005
Time: 12:11:12 PM
Remote Name: 71.2.82.76

Comments
Dave, You are correct
(back)

Re: HQ Flowform VS Sutton Flowform
From: Brooks
Date: 5/12/2005 Time: 9:28:33 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
You miss my point, as David says below. I don't have a problem with chinese manufacture, just the intellectual property issue.
The kite business is very tough, esp nowadays, with lots of johnny-come-latelys jumping in and ripping off patents and copyrights with cynical abandon. Air
Affairs is THE manufacturer of Sutton's patented kites; they have been making a good, fairly-priced, and very reliable product for over 20 years -- indeed, it's
their only product -- and they should have the support of the kiting community.
The HQ 2.0 doesn't look like the FF30, but it is a small version of Sutton's larger kites.
(back)

Re: HQ Flowform VS Sutton Flowform
From: Doug
Date: 5/12/2005
Time: 11:35:21 AM
Remote Name: 71.2.82.76

Comments
I understand everyones dismay about this kite. I do like the HQ Flowform though. I flew it today with a tail and used the cool sand/travel/bag it came with to
anchor it. It flew like it was held up by a planet. $99.99 at Kitty Hawk Kites. It was, money wise, a great value and constructed nice.
(back)

Re: HQ Flowform VS Sutton Flowform
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
<�b>Date: 5/12/2005
Time: 12:53:34 PM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
Ho, ho, ho. Maybe AirAffairs allows (for money) HQ to have these kites made in China. Until we get a reaction from AirAffairs there is no point in this
discussion.
Peter
(back)

Re: HQ Flowform VS Sutton Flowform
From: hprinzler@aol.com
Date: 5/13/2005
Time: 5:41:48 AM
Remote Name: 84.139.17.194

Comments
I have seen the flowform in a flyer. Until now, I had no time to get in contact with HQ. This Flowform looks similar to my FF04A. I have only published the plan
for private use. I do not know if HQ knows anything about the licences of Flowforms or if they had ignored them.
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Be sure, I was surprised seeing those Flowforms.
Harald.
(back)

Re: HQ Flowform VS Sutton Flowform
From: Yvan
Date: 5/13/2005 Time: 6:48:41 AM
Remote Name: 194.78.200.167

Comments
Well, I have a similar FF, look here.. .http://www.birdseye.be/newsite.htm
I bought it by Didakites in Ostend. But I don't like flying this kite. It tends to turn right. But I must admid I'm not using a tail.
Yvan.
(back)

Re: HQ Flowform VS Sutton Flowform
From: Brooks
Date: 5/13/2005
Time: 8:33:09 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
For KAP, unless you've "Becoted" your FlowForm, always use a tail. Much more stable.
(back)

Re: HQ Flowform VS Sutton Flowform
From: Doug
Date: 5/13/2005
Time: 1:50:43 PM
Remote Name: 71.2.82.76

Comments
I agree with Brooks. Using a tail made all the difference when flying my HQ Flowform 2.0.
(back)

Re: HQ Flowform VS Sutton Flowform
From: hprinzler@aol.com
Date: 5/23/2005
Time: 2:01:49 AM
Remote Name: 84.139.17.179

Comments
Just for information. Invento HQ told me they had made a new plan (I think based on mine) and had cleared the problem about licences. The production of the
Flowforms is in China. Maybe they will send me one sample. Then I will see if their Flowforms based on my construction plan. I have never given the permission
to them to use my plans for commercial use. I have no idea how to act on this problem.
Harald.
(back)

Re: HQ Flowform VS Sutton Flowform
DESCR="The FrontPage FormInsertHere Component indicates the point in an HTML file where you want a default, Registration, or Discussion Component to
insert new results." startspan
From:
Date: 5/23/2005
Time: 4:46:03 AM
Remote Name: 194.74.105.194

Comments
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Hi Harald,
It is simple, there is no problem with licences, because the patents on the "Flow form" are expired, or not valid any more. Like the Parafoil, the Flowform is not
protected by patents anymore. Jalbert him self accused Air Affairs of violating his Parafoil patent. I do not know how they settled things, but some years later (
when the Jalbert patent expired ) the Flow Form was back ....
Peter van Erkel
(back)

27mHz Radio-Advice please
From: Doug
Date: 5/11/2005
Time: 9:39:01 AM
Remote Name: 71.2.82.76

Comments
IÝm getting ready to start building my rig. I've read up on the 72mHz/27mHz controversy. I have found a 27mHz 4-channel Futaba radio packaged in the classic
square design.
http://www2.towerhobbies.com/cgi-bin/wti0001p?&I=LXBCP2**&P=7
It uses the Futaba R114H 4-Channel AM 27MHz receiver:
http://www2.towerhobbies.com/cgi-bin/WTI0001P?&I=LXALN9&P=V
and these crystals:
http://www2.towerhobbies.com/cgi-bin/WTI0001P?&I=LXBFK2A1&P=V
I would be using the (2)Futaba S3003 servos that came with it and probably (1) extra for HoVer along with a "Gentled" setup on a Pentax S5i camera.
Could I please get some comments on this setup and particularly on the Futaba radio and accessories I've chosen. Thanks, Doug
(back)

Re: 27mHz Radio-Advice please
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 5/11/2005
Time: 12:50:52 PM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
In my opinion there's nothing wrong with this package.
The onle comment could be that these standard 3003 servo's are too heavy for a S5i. You can use smaller, lighter servo's.
One of the great things about the S5i is its weight. That gives you the posibility to build build a very light rig and that increases your KAP opportunities. Take a
look at this one: http://www.kapshop.com/temp/P4210144Small.jpg . It's only 225 grams, including the camera.
Peter
(back)

Re: 27mHz Radio-Advice please
From: Brooks
Date: 5/11/2005<�br> Time: 11:22:04 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
Sounds just fine to me. Go gettem!
Brooks
http://www.brooxes.com/
(back)

Re: 27mHz Radio-Advice please
From: Doug
Date: 5/11/2005
Time: 11:26:04 AM
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Remote Name: 71.2.82.76

Comments
Is there a general guess at the altitute range assuming perfect conditions using the Futaba 4VWD 4-Channel AM 27mHz?
(back)

Re: 27mHz Radio-Advice please
From: Brooks
Date: 5/11/2005<�br> Time: 11:02:41 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
(back)

Re: 27mHz Radio-Advice please
From: Brooks
Date: 5/11/2005 Time: 11:06:02 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
Sorry about that false start.
Your radio will have so much range you won't be able to see what direction your camera is pointed. But you'll quickly discover, IMO, that lower KAP is better
photography. The rule in the sky is as it is on the ground: When in doubt, get closer.
(back)

Re: 27mHz Radio-Advice please
From: Doug
Date: 5/12/2005
Time: 12:07:32 PM
Remote Name: 71.2.82.76

Comments
I Agree a lot with that. I do live on the Outer Banks of N.C. so it does pay to get a few high ones because of the great water features we have here. Thanks again
Brooks! Doug
(back)

Jockey's Ridge Cloud Base
From: Doug
Date: 5/10/2005
Time: 5:25:25 PM
Remote Name: 71.2.82.76

Comments
Thought I'd share a recent pic as the area got socked in during a seabreeze at Jockey's Ridge, North Carolina. The camera was a Fuji Finepix S3000 on a Sutton
Flow Form 16. I don't recommend this camera for KAP but it's all I have now. It was taken using a timer.
http://outerbanksproductions.com/images/kap/2005/jockeysridge.jpg
(back)

WebCams in the Sky
From: bill Schumnan
Date: 5/10/2005
Time: 2:23:21 PM
Remote Name: 208.252.21.146

Comments
Hello >
I have just entered into the hobby for what may not seem to be a strange reason, aerial photography but with an interesting twist. I specialize in Professional
WebCams and will be doing a marketing campaign based on a large foil type kite with a WebCam with 802.11g WiFi mounted on the underside. The WebCam
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will have PTZ built in so the visitors to the website can control the video and where the camera is looking. Although a marketing campaign it will be a great time
for all to share, the camera also has a memory chip built-in and will capture hirez images on command. Of course the visitors will also be able to take temporary
snapshots for DL via the Internet. I will send some pics and the www.url when we launch for you guys to see. Future plans include HiRez Digital, ATV Ham
Radio for Amateur Television (Channel 68) and night flights with inferredÝ.
Regards, Bill Schuman billschuman@optonline.net N2VUG
(back)

Re: WebCams in the Sky
From: Brooks
Date: 5/10/2005
Time: 4:20:09 PM Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
Interesting idea to do KAP WiFi -- but won't you need a wind tunnel to keep the kite in the air, or do you live in Lubbock or Altamont, where it blows all the
time?
(back)

Re: WebCams in the Sky
From: billschuman
Date: 5/11/2005
Time: 7:06:15 AM
Remote Name: 208.252.21.146

Comments
Good Comment! The newer line of professional WebCam have really changed the new Axis 206W only weighs several ounces and can operate on 12v very low
power requirements for several hours. The larger Toshiba IK-WB11 has better everything higher Rez, PTZ, Low light and a memory Chip for great still shots.
This payload weighs in at 22 ounces; power can also be very low for several hours of use. I do have a plan for a flexible solar cell W/battery and mini WiFi
WebCam that weighs only 12 ounces. Preliminary tests have been great, although I must admit they where all done at the shore and beach area where the winds
where always in favor. On the ground station all you need is a laptop to view the live video and take the shots.
(back)

Re: WebCams in the Sky
From: doug
Date: 5/11/2005
Time: 8:56:04 AM<�br> Remote Name: 71.2.82.76

Comments
Living at the beach myself, I'd expect a salt problem on the lens. I like the idea though. What kind of weight is there on the soft solar pannels?
(back)

Re: WebCams in the Sky
From:
Date: 5/11/2005
Time: 9:57:44 AM
Remote Name: 208.252.21.146

Comments
The whole payload; Camera, batt and solar cell weigh in at under 12oz. The only reason for the solar cell is to extend the usage with a small batt. Like all day and
night or days at a time. As for the lens the camera has a clear lens in front of the actual lens. At low altitude it will get a little dirty from sea spray, sand and salt
but in all not that bad. The larger WebCam has a bubble over the whole works it was designed to be out doors.
(back)

Monte Kali Zielitz
From: Ralf
Date: 5/9/2005
Time: 2:57:51 PM
Remote Name: 84.133.233.120

Comments
Hi KAPers, on the 05.05 Wolfgang Bieck and me we made our traditional KAP-exkursion. This year we visited again the town Magdeburg. A little bit more north
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I took a 360Ý-stich-pano at the "Monte Kali" near Zielitz. The link is: http://www.dopero.de/Eingang/KAPer_on_Tour/Magdeburg_05/magdeburg_05.html and
for the pano: http://www.dopero.de/Eingang/KAPer_on_Tour/Magdeburg_05/Zielitz/zielitz.html It is not a quicktime, but I work on it. MfG Ralf
(back)

Re: Monte Kali Zielitz
From: Yvan
Date: 5/9/2005
Time: 9:41:36 PM
Remote Name: 83.134.99.74

Comments
Hi Ralf,
Very nice Pano Ralf! I hope you don't mind, but I took your picture and mounted it with the Immervision plugin, just as try out. You can see the result here:
http://www.birdseye.be/panos/zielitz_by_ralf
I will delete it in a couple of days, if you want to, I'll send you the source code. ;)
Greetz,
Yvan. http://www.birdseye.be
(back)

Re: Monte Kali Zielitz
From: Ralf
Date: 5/10/2005
Time: 1:25:20 AM
Remote Name: 84.133.201.152

Comments
Hi Yvan, sory, but it dosn't work. I see only a white screen and the headline but no picture. MfG Ralf
(back)

Re: Monte Kali Zielitz
From: Yvan
Date: 5/10/2005
Time: 3:12:30 AM<�br> Remote Name: 194.78.200.167

Comments
Hi Ralf,
The Immervision applet uses Java. Have you installed it on your machine? You can check it here: http://www.java.com/en/index.jsp
greetz,
Yvan. http://www.birdseye.be
(back)

Re: Monte Kali Zielitz
From: Brooks
Date: 5/9/2005
Time: 3:59:09 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
What is Monte Kali? Is it dirt thrown away from a mine?
(back)

Re: Monte Kali Zielitz
From: Ralf
Date: 5/10/2005
Time: 1:17:18 AM
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Remote Name: 84.133.201.152

Comments
Hi Brooks, you are right. Kali is short for potash, used for fertilizer. 70 m ara about 230 feet, 90 m are about 295 feet. That is the high ouf the waste heap. MfG
Ralf
(back)

Risk and safety
From: Michael L
Date: 5/9/2005
Time: 12:47:53 AM
Remote Name: 24.7.102.140

Comments
Cris has brought up the important issues of risk and safety in a comment for one of my recently posted Flickr photos: http://www.flickr.com/photo_zoom.gne?
id=12730998&context=pool-60181114@N00&size=o
I have replied there, but will copy the reply below. I would greatly welcome any additional insights into these issues in general, and regarding my decision to take
the photos above the highway. Any discussion is probably more appropriate here, but either forum works for me. Now the copy of my Flickr post: "Cris,
Thanks very much for your comments. I most definitely thought about the issue of risk before flying the kite over the freeway; about the probability of gear
malfunction, kite instability, helicopter encounter, and motorist distraction. With respect to gear malfunction, I carefully checked my Picavet line and the
connection of Picavet to rig, as well as kite and bridle condition, and the connection of the kite line to the bridle ring. I have been flying the Sutton 16 quite a bit,
and the wind was more than sufficient to keep the kite and rig flying rock solid. I launched and flew the kite in the field to the west of the bridge, and stayed well
clear of the bridge. As for helicopters, I have only 500Ý of line and with the lower flight angle of the Sutton 16, I felt that the maximum height of the kite would be
a safe distance under the 500Ý minimum altitude to which I believed helicopters were required to adhere. After viewing your first webpage on safety, I see that
helicopters are allowed to fly below 500 feet.
Motorist distraction is the most difficult issue to get a handle on. I got the kite and rig up to a significant height very quickly and would guess that very few
motorists even noticed it. For those that might have noticed it, my feeling is that it would be only one more in a plethora of distractions that constantly barrage
motorists: other vehicles and their unpredictability, conversations on cell phones and with their passengers, blimps, helicopters and low flying airplanes landing
at various airports along the freeways, various advertising ploys (such as billboards, large helium balloons, the giant airborne King Kong a mile north on I-80
which sometimes advertises sales), etc., etc.
After considering the various risks, I decided to go ahead with the flight. Certainly my desire to get the photos was a significant contributor to the cost/benefit
analysis. I minimized the time the kite and rig were above the freewayÝ.probably about 10 minutes.
Would I do it again? Well, the only part of the equation that has changed for me at this point is the knowledge that a helicopter could fly lower than I believed.
Maybe there are other factors that I should be considering that IÝm not even aware of, or factors which I should be weighing differently. Certainly the worst case
scenario would be horrible, but after doing all I could think of to minimize the risk, I felt that the likelihood of anything terrible happening to be very, very
remote.
I would love to hear your (and othersÝ) reaction(s) to my reasoning. Your discussion of safety makes me fairly confident that your own risk/benefit analysis would
yield the opposite result. And you might be more sensible in your assessment. But IÝm still not sure that I wouldnÝt do it again. Certainly any consensus among
those who have practiced KAP and thought carefully about these issues, whose opinions IÝve come to greatly respect while lurking on the discussion group for
quite some time, would go a long way towards rebalancing my risk/reward assessment. Thanks again for raising the issue. - Michael
(back)

Re: Risk and safety
From: Wicherd.k@zonnet.nl.spam
Date: 5/9/2005
Time: 10:53:17 AM
Remote Name: 62.163.246.17

Comments
I've been kiting long before I started with KAP and have seen many accidents and near accidents occuring with kites. There is one event however I will never
forget, wich happened years ago. I'm no storyteller so i'll keep it in telegram style:
Constant and steady wind all day long. A cody up in the air like pinned to the sky all day long. Then, without any noticable changes the Cody decides to make a
180 degree turn and storms to the ground. Cody wrecked....in seconds.
Kiting is playing with the elements of nature. Equipment can be kept safe and in perfect condition, but you can't control nature.
Happy kiting.. Wicherd
(back)

Re: Risk and safety
From: Dave Mitchell
Date: 5/9/2005
Time: 2:48:37 AM
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Remote Name: 80.177.153.149

Comments
As someone who HAS recently had a KAP accident that could have been much more serious than it was (see http://www.zenonic.demon.co.uk/kapstuff/acc3.html
for details), perhaps I should say a few words.
First, I now check my equipment, particularly the picavet/line attachment and kite attachment much more carefully. All have been replaced since that accident.
Brooks' latest hangups, used for the first time yesterday (see http://www.flickr.com/photos/49586868@N00/13069133/ for one of the shots I took) should cause no
damage to the line even in the worst conditions.
Second, I'm now much more wary of flying my FF30 if the wind is at all blustery or variable. The FF16 won't always lift my rig, but the experience of a sudden 2
Bft increase in wind speed has made me appreciate how quickly an enjoyable experience can turn into a fearful one and the sheer pulling power of an FF30
(indeed yesterday after a quick test flight with the FF30, I switched to the FF16).
Dave
(back)

Re: Risk and safety
From: Michael L
Date: 5/9/2005
Time: 12:52:51 AM
Remote Name: 24.7.102.140

Comments
Aaargh.....the link should have been
http://www.flickr.com/photos/19216472@N00/12730998/in/pool-60181114@N00
(back)

futuba from 2-channel --> 4 channel
From: Bart Slot
Date: 5/8/2005
Time: 4:58:35 AM
Remote Name: 81.69.59.54

Comments
I recently got my hands on the complete collection of the Aerial Eye. in one of these isues, Peter van Erkel has a story about altering the futuba 2er attack( 2
channel) into a 4 channel sender/receiver. Is this knowledge still around?
(back)

Re: futuba from 2-channel --> 4 channel
From: Brooks
Date: 5/8/2005
Time: 12:29:10 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
Peter is still around: petervanerkel@hotmail.com
(back)

Dual/quadro line kite photography
From: szewko (newbie)
Date: 5/7/2005
Time: 2:24:07 PM
Remote Name: 80.72.38.226

Comments
I have VIP-2 kite (http://www.dudek.com.pl/eng/dudek.php?go=latawce_vip) with 2 main lines and 2 steering lines.
How about aerial photography with such kite? Is it good idea to atach the camera to the kite (not to the lines)?
(back)

Re: Dual/quadro line kite photography
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From: Simon H
Date: 5/11/2005
Time: 6:10:04 AM
Remote Name: 193.195.177.246

Comments
I'm no expert on this, but rather than have your post unreplied to I'll have a go.
I've seen some footage taken from powerkites during kite surfing, and I know it is possible to get cameras mounted. My experience has been that even mounting a
light camera on a kite can hugely affect the balance and responsiveness of the kite.
I did this many years ago with a stunt kite, and could barely launch the kite, a real struggle to keep it in the air.
I'd suggest a lot of test flights with equivalent weight, piece of wood or some such, and different forms of mounting and location.
Simon H
(back)

Dopero and antenna
From: Linnar
Date: 5/7/2005
Time: 12:29:11 PM
Remote Name: 213.216.199.10

Comments
Hi KAPers,
Two questions:
1) How big Dopero kite I need to pull my 1-1.2 kg rig at very low wind conditions (1..3 meter/sec).
2) Any equation how to calculate lenght of antenna at given frequency?
Thanks, Linnar
(back)

Re: Dopero and antenna
From: Yvon H.
Date: 5/7/2005
Time: 4:14:18 PM
Remote Name: 156.34.20.99

Comments
I'm working on a Maxi-Dopero (about 12feet x 8feet) to lift my KAP rig which is about 1,5kg. I don't know yet how good it will be.
(back)

Re: Dopero and antenna
From: David Hunt
Date: 5/8/2005
Time: 3:24:56 PM
Remote Name: 69.34.126.191

Comments
Here's an online antenna length calculator.
http://www.qsl.net/kd4sai/antencal.html
David Hunt
(back)

Re: Dopero and antenna
From: Linnar
Date: 5/13/2005
Time: 2:12:05 PM
Remote Name: 213.216.199.10
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Comments
Thanks for the help!
Linnar
(back)

Best Camera choices
From: Michelle (Newbie)
Date: 5/6/2005
Time: 5:26:50 PM
Remote Name: 71.2.82.76

Comments
I am starting at KAP. I have read a lot, searched and have found many opinions on best cameras to use. I am looking for: 1. Light camera 2. Video out for X-10
Cam video feed. 3. Ability to use remote switch like Gentled 4. A camera with the normal desirable features 5. A camera that will not give me trouble with
features such as early turning off etc. 6. $200.00-$400.00 new
I will be using a Futaba controller and servos. I will be using my new Sutton Flow Form 16 I will be using an X-10 Camera and will modify it to make it lighter
and increase the range.
Everyones advice on choices would be great. I think there should be a blog set up just to talk about the latest camera choices. Make a running list of cameras that
are suitable for KAP and put it all in a chart with features. If there is an up-to-date site like that, I'd like to know. Thanks, Michelle.
(back)

Re: Best Camera choices
From: Yvon H.
Date: 5/7/2005
Time: 4:10:42 PM
Remote Name: 156.34.20.99

Comments
I'm using a Kodak CX7300. 3,2Mpixels, simple, very light. I'm very happy with the pictures I get from it.
You can have a look at some pictures on my web page.
Yvon H. http://smarties42.webpal.info/kap/pagekap-en.html
(back)

Re: Best Camera choices
From: Linnar
Date: 5/7/2005
Time: 12:22:30 PM
Remote Name: 213.216.199.10

Comments
Hi Michelle,
I'm pretty happy with my 5mp Canon G5 but G6 would be better (or even D350). Sometimes I need to print out large fotos for selling purposes and I get
reasonably good results using my G5. It's quite heavy because of bigger optics but I don't want to sacrifice quality of my prints using cheaper camera with
smaller optics. IMHO
Welcome!
Linnar
(back)

Re: Best Camera choices
From: Brooks
Date: 5/6/2005
Time: 7:02:57 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
A search of this discussion page for "best camera" yielded 2,261 possible choices. If you just check those within the last year you'll get lots of input.
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Personally, I'd recommend the Pentax S5.
Brooks
http://www.brooxes.com/
(back)

Re: Best Camera choices
From: David Hunt
Date: 5/6/2005
Time: 6:59:32 PM
Remote Name: 69.68.179.193

Comments
For up-to-date digital camera info I recommend these three sites in this order;
http://www.dpreview.com/
http://www.steves-digicams.com/
http://www.imaging-resource.com/
I've had two versions of my digital camea page on my web site during the last 5 years and it needs updating again.
There have been some good discussions on this forum about choosing a camera, do a search.
There is really no such thing as a best camera. It's all a matter of prioritizing your needs and then fitting your budget.
Once you have a camera its all about how to use it to the best advantage and how to use photo editing software to get the most from your images.
It's a big learning curve and I'm still learning.
David Hunt
http://www.kaper.us
(back)

Re: Best Camera choices
From: Michelle
Date: 5/6/2005
Time: 8:57:17 PM
Remote Name: 71.2.82.76

Comments
I have looked at the Pentax S5I I believe this is the camera you were refering to Brooks, when you said, "Pentax S5". It looks like it might just do the job. Thanks
for the advice. Oh P.S. I did the search for "best camera" I thought the results were too off topic for a newbie to learn from and spend $300.00. It's nice to get a
firm opinion from a man such as yourself.
(back)

Re: Best Camera choices
From: Dave Mitchell
Date: 5/7/2005
Time: 3:03:48 AM
Remote Name: 80.177.153.149

Comments
Welcome to KAP Michelle!
Having started with a 2MP Ixus and then moved to a 5MP Ixus, I now have a Pentax Optio S5i which I'd thoroughly recommend for the following reasons at
least:
1. it can be triggered by a GentLED - simpler and lighter than a servo 2. It has a sports mode that lets you force it to go for quick exposures (the one problem with
the Ixus) reducing the risk of blur 3. it has a User mode that lets you set all the parameters just once and save them 4. It has a special Quick button that lets you
put it into that mode with just one press 5. It's VERY light (100 grams less than my Ixus) 6. It's very reasonaly priced
I don't think the images are quite as good as the best ones the Ixus gave me, but I'm realy happy with it.
Dave
(back)
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Re: Best Camera choices
From: Michelle
Date: 5/7/2005
Time: 8:24:41 AM
Remote Name: 71.2.82.76

Comments
Thanks Dave, That's good advice. I'm looking for a good place to buy one now. I'll post some pics when I get them! Michelle
(back)

digicam video downlink
From: Carl Bigras
Date: 5/6/2005
Time: 7:08:10 AM
Remote Name: 198.103.196.130

Comments
Here's a neat new product for you digicam users.
http://www.blackwidowav.com/bwav240200newdigilive.html
Carl
(back)

Re: digicam video downlink
From: Linnar
Date: 5/7/2005
Time: 12:06:33 PM
Remote Name: 213.216.199.10

Comments
My opinion is that TX draws too much current. For example my x10 transmitter draws only 35..40mA.
Linnar
(back)

Re: digicam video downlink
From: Brooks
Date: 5/6/2005
Time: 12:17:49 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
Lovely stuff -- but requires an amateur license in USA. Way too much power, alas. I'd sure like to see it in action, though.
(back)

My new kite Baden Powell
From: Vladimir -Brasil
Date: 5/4/2005
Time: 8:49:15 PM
Remote Name: 200.146.2.62

Comments
HI all, this is the new Kite that I manufactured, Baden Powell. http://img.photobucket.com/albums/v248/macromundo/baden.jpg This image is the first done
image using my Dopero... the image shows the moment of the escape of some prisoners in a next police station where it was flying with my kite.
http://img.photobucket.com/albums/v248/macromundo/fuga1.jpg
(back)

Re: My new kite Baden Powell
From: Craig
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Date: 5/5/2005
Time: 6:39:12 AM
Remote Name: 204.147.0.152

Comments
Wow good timing on having that eye up there to keep a sharp watch on the great escape. No doubt here in the states you would have had a lot of company up
there with police and network news helicopters hovering and taking aim for prime time white bronco chasing excitement.
(back)

Re: My new kite Baden Powell
From: David Hunt
Date: 5/5/2005
Time: 8:40:15 AM
Remote Name: 69.68.179.193

Comments
Looks really nice. How does it compare to your Dopero as a KAP kite?
David Hunt
(back)

Re: My new kite Baden Powell
From:
Date: 5/5/2005
Time: 10:15:41 AM
Remote Name: 200.146.8.26

Comments
Good, I never to compare with one dopero, dopero is best of all the kits, still did not raise mine rig with this Baden powell. But Baden powell revealed a good
elevator.
Thanks.
(back)

My new kite Baden powell
From:
Date: 5/4/2005
Time: 8:47:39 PM
Remote Name: 200.146.2.62

Comments
(back)

Raffle
From: Lenny
Date: 5/3/2005
Time: 4:23:43 PM
Remote Name: 212.30.2.40

Comments
The blatant effort to curry favour with all Forum goers continues, but I will try to end it on a high point. I've set a date for what I'm calling "The Raffle", where
I'll be giving away one year's Flickr "Pro" account to one of the lucky members of the Flickr KAP group. It may seem like salesmanship (and it is in a benign sort
of way), but the general consensus of the current members is that it is providing a great platform for appreciating everyones images, so I'm running this
competition with a certain unashamedness. We now have 13 members and the group photo pool is up to a superb 71 photos - some real blinders in there too. We
have in addition enticed both new and old members of the KAP fraternity (Thank you to you all) and while I'm over the moon to see the real cornerstones of the
community in there (you know who you are), I'm very pleased to see some members who are new to KAPing, and I'd love to see more. My feeling at the moment
is that, although we are seeing some new images, we are also seeing some (very welcome) old classics, but when all the archive pictures are up and posted, we'll all
be chomping at the bit to go out and capture those new images that we'd love to share. I have to admit that this is really one of the (if not the) main motivations
for starting this group - to give KAPpers a place to share new images, to drive them to go out an KAP more often and try to get that illusive shot. I'm particularly
interested in David Hunt's approach to the forum - really proactive. Just check out http://www.flickr.com/photos/karavshin/10408871/in/poolkiteaerialphotography/ - it's such a small cropping but IMO it really makes a good picture exceptional. Thank you so much for this input David, you're are
illustrating how this can be such a powerful and immediate tool from which the KAP community can benefit. BTW, David, I now have the video footage of the
crash and am in the process of making a sequesntial image of it - not much to see as it's so low res, but what a way to learn a lesson!
I've decided that the date for the end of what I am calling "The Raffle" will be 23:59:59 (near enough midnight) on May 9th. I'd be very surprised if any of you
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know that May 9th is Liberation Day in Guernsey, so it's both very important here and more to the point a public holiday where we all go out and get wasted in
celebration. If you want to know more about it, I'd suggest using Google, it's a long story (war story).
Lenny {:o) http://www.flickr.com/groups/kiteaerialphotography/ (13 members, 71 images and growing)
(back)

Re: Raffle (read this one)
From: David Hunt
Date: 5/3/2005
Time: 11:13:30 PM
Remote Name: 69.68.179.193

Comments
I'll lend a few words of support for Lenny's efforts. I was a little skeptical about flickr.com at first. I thought that it might be too limiting. However after having
used it, and taking the time to look into how others are using it, I think that it is a great tool that we can make great advantage of it as KAPers.
I would also suggest that you visit the flickr group called "Technique". This group is doing some interesting things with the capabilities of flickr, things that we
could easily do in the KAP group.
flickr has all the makings for a great outlet for discussion and presentation of the visual aspect of our hobby.
David Hunt
http://www.kaper.us/
(back)

Re: Raffle
From: David Hunt
Date: 5/3/2005
Time: 10:43:57 PM
Remote Name: 69.68.179.193

Comments
(back)

Would this be the KAPer's dream camera?
From: Carl Bigras
Date: 5/3/2005
Time: 4:41:40 AM
Remote Name: 198.103.196.130

Comments
Now here's a nice little gem of a camera, the new Ricoh GX8; 8.24 mega pixels 28mm wide angle (equiv.), 22mm and fisheye adaptors available. 0.1 sec. lag time
single frame shooting every 1.7 sec. 5 sec intervalometer 260 grams, w/batt.
http://www.ricoh.com/r_dc/caplio/gx8/
Now lets just hope their lenses are better than their P&S film cameras.
Carl
(back)

Re: Would this be the KAPer's dream camera?
From: Doug Davlin
Date: 5/3/2005
Time: 9:22:24 AM
Remote Name: 69.171.230.175

Comments
One can also read more about this at <http://www.dpreview.com/news/0504/05042601ricoh_gx8.asp>
(back)

Re: Would this be the KAPer's dream camera?
From: Brooks
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Date: 5/3/2005
Time: 11:21:43 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
Looks very attractive. Though it doesn't have shutter priority, you could set aperture at max and have up to 1/2000.
Too bad it doesn't offer RAW, but that's maybe too much to ask for a point&shoot.
Also too bad the wide angle adapter only gives you 22mm -- but I'll bet the Nikon FC-E8 fisheye could be adapted.
Let us know when you get one, Carl!
(back)

Re: Would this be the KAPer's dream camera?
From: Carl
Date: 5/3/2005
Time: 11:54:00 AM
Remote Name: 198.103.196.130

Comments
It does have a fisheye adaptor available for it (page 5 on PDF file).
If only we could build them with the features we want.
Ricoh doesn't seem to sell cameras in Canada anymore
I'll have to wait for someone else to take the plunge ;-)
Carl
(back)

Re: Would this be the KAPer's dream camera?
From: brooks
Date: 5/3/2005
Time: 4:06:12 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
The fisheye lens is labeled "general purpose", which I assume means it's not made by Ricoh, but would work with the wide-angle adaptor. Hard to tell.
The remote shutter button is encouraging though -- James could certainly make it work with the gentLED serial, I'd guess.
Very attractive camera. Carl, if you'd like me to get you one, I'd be happy to do so -- if I can check it out on the way!
(back)

Re: Would this be the KAPer's dream camera?
From: james@gentlesSPAM.info
Date: 5/4/2005
Time: 1:44:42 PM
Remote Name: 80.229.25.24

Comments
If someone gets one then you know where I am regarding remote triggering! Massive discounts for people willing to help expand the range of gentleds!
James
(back)

Re: Would this be the KAPer's dream camera?
From: Simon H
Date: 5/3/2005
Time: 12:18:06 PM
Remote Name: 84.67.152.165

Comments
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Hmmm. Looks lovely. While there's no RAW, there is "uncompressed mode" which seems similar.
I really like the intervalometer function that goes in 5 second steps. Nice for my AutoKAP stuff. Looks like it'll take a fisheye too.
There appears to be a user mode too, allows you to set up as you wish.
It has a sports mode too.... (maximises shutter speed)
Takes its own rechrgeable battery, or AA standard ones.
The reviews I've read rate it very highly.
I'm sorely tempted.
Simon H
(back)

Re: Would this be the KAPer's dream camera?
From: burtskitecam
Date: 5/11/2005
Time: 3:47:50 PM
Remote Name: 80.225.123.83

Comments
i looked at this one but went for the canon s70 powershot 7.1 mp pictures from this camera at www.burtskitecam.co.uk
(back)

cheers, Ralf for Great Dopero Kite
From: Vladimir
Date: 5/1/2005
Time: 4:41:17 PM
Remote Name: 200.175.34.5

Comments
I would like to be thankful the RALF for drawing this Dopero. constructed mine and was to make some aerial photos and was very surprise with the
performance, impressive. rig raises mine very easily, different of flowform that it left me very nervous:). many thanks HALF
(back)

Re: cheers, Ralf for Great Dopero Kite
From: Brooks
Date: 5/1/2005
Time: 9:42:04 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
I agree, Vladimir. Ralf Beutnagel's Dopero is a classic KAP kite, and he has always been quiet about taking much credit for it. I hope everybody that makes one
remember's whose kite it is.
Vielen Dank, Ralf. Good stuff.
(back)

Re: cheers, Ralf for Great Dopero Kite
From: Yvan
Date: 5/2/2005
Time: 1:42:28 AM
Remote Name: 194.78.200.167

Comments
I'm also in the list of satisfied Dopero users. Last Saturday, I went kaping on the beach in Blankenberge near the kite surf club. There was only 1-2 Bft. of wind
but my Dopero hung 150 Mtrs high like an anchor in the sky, lifting my 1.2 Kgs Rig. I enjoyed the wows an waws of the kitesurfers and other kiters who couldn't
lift their kite.
Big Tnx for the Design Ralf (and Peter for making it).
Yvan http://www.birdseye.be
(back)
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Re: cheers, Ralf for Great Dopero Kite
From: Ralf
Date: 5/2/2005 Time: 1:33:19 PM
Remote Name: 84.133.192.186

Comments
Okay friends,
thank you for the words. And here it is: a (virtuall) magnum champain, some German beer and chateau rouge. For special friends I have some single malt. :-)
MfG Ralf
(back)

Re: cheers, Ralf for Great Dopero Kite
From: Craig
Date: 5/2/2005
Time: 4:49:43 PM
Remote Name: 68.117.128.20

Comments
Three cheers for Ralf and then 3 cheers more. Hey where is the next KAPi?
(back)

Re: cheers, Ralf for Great Dopero Kite
From: Brooks
Date: 5/2/2005
Time: 6:31:11 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
The next KAPi is KAPiFrance, in November. Search this group -- Christian has posted. Hopefully Ralf and the Hannover Mafia will attend -- and Craig too!
(back)

Additional Flickr posts in response to comments
From: Michael Layefsky
Date: 5/1/2005
Time: 1:13:35 AM
Remote Name: 24.7.102.140

Comments
I've posted 5 additional photos of the Eugene Tsui "Fish House" in Berkeley, CA as per David Mitchell's request. David Hunt suggested
that the photo could be improved by using the "rule of thirds". As a beginner, I very much appreciate the feedback and would welcome
more. I'm hoping to learn from all your "trained eyes".
http://www.flickr.com/groups/kiteaerialphotography/
(back)

Re: Additional Flickr posts in response to comments
From: David Hunt
Date: 5/1/2005
Time: 3:19:57 AM
Remote Name: 69.68.179.193

Comments
Back when Lenny proposed using the flickr site to share photos, Glenn Nelson posted a comment about a site called www.trekearth.com. I was very impressed
with the a feature on that site that allowed some one to take someone else's photo and make improvements to it and show the two images side-by-side. I thought
that this would be a great tool to help refine one's photographic technique.
I figured out a way to do something similar using the current capabilities of the flickr site. I have posted instructions in the discussion section of the KAP group,
and you can see examples on the following pages;
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http://www.flickr.com/photos/88785718@N00/11238578/in/pool-kiteaerialphotography/
http://www.flickr.com/photos/19216472@N00/11284007/in/pool-kiteaerialphotography/
http://www.flickr.com/photos/karavshin/10408871/in/pool-kiteaerialphotography/
David Hunt
(back)

Re: Additional Flickr posts in response to comments
From: <�/b>Michael Layefsky
Date: 5/1/2005
Time: 1:36:28 AM
Remote Name: 24.7.102.140

Comments
I only posted one of these additional photos to the Flickr KAP group to prevent plastering the groups homepage with too many similar images. The rest can be
found in my Flickr area: http://www.flickr.com/photos/19216472@N00/
(back)

Re: Additional Flickr posts in response to comments
From: Lenny
Date: 5/1/2005
Time: 7:12:36 AM
Remote Name: 212.30.2.40

Comments
Michael, if you find yourself in a similar position (ie. with many images, all reasonably similar), you could post a link in the image description, or in the
comments, so that the link returns a search for the image - as long as you use a search which combines a number of tags unique to that group of pictures. Eg.
you'd tage the photos with "Fish" and "house" and the date in yyyymmdd format perhaps and then run an advanced search for them and use the returned URL
for the link. Just a thought.
(back)

Re: Additional Flickr posts in response to comments
From: <�/b>james@gentlesSPAM.info
Date: 5/1/2005
Time: 1:30:47 AM
Remote Name: 80.229.25.24

Comments
Michael, Welcome to KAP,and congratulations on your efforts so far! There is a page on my site which talks about Photographic Technique:
http://www.gentles.info/KAP/Gallery/photo-technique.htm It covers various aspects of what makes a good picture, including the rule of thirds and is written from
a KAP perspective.
Enjoy James
(back)

jean colemonts
From: jeancolemonts@yahoo.com.br
Date: 4/29/2005
Time: 6:52:23 PM
Remote Name: 200.193.156.173

Comments
i loved your website , great !!! jean servais henri colemonts jeancolemonts@yahoo.com.br http://jeancolemonts.tripod.com http://www.curitiba-fotos.pop.com.br
http://www.belgium.hpg.ig.com.br http://www.net4free.org/Arts/jeancolemonts/
(back)

Dopero service work
From: Craig
Date: 4/29/2005
Time: 2:09:16 PM
Remote Name: 204.147.0.152
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Comments
Just a note to advise Dopero owners that you should take a look at all of the lines and loops that connect the fabric sail to the framing connectors. My Dopero is
only a bit more than 2 years old and I would say that it has been in the air maybe 25-30 times. I had noticed some fraying of the connection lines and then noticed
that they were getting worse so I took a good close look and yes, some were real close to failing.I replaced all the lines once I discovered that some were hanging
by a thread. It seems that the bow lines can abraid the connector lines as they make contact within the arrow knock at the end of the framing sticks. Not a real big
deal but I do think it would be or at least could be bad to have one or more of those lines fail while having a camera aloft. It could be that my bow lines being very
thin carve away as the kite flexes as it flies and perhaps it could be rectified by sleaving the end of the bow line to cushion the grinding effect. But it goes to show
that we need to keep regular inspections and repairs as part of our routines. BTW, The Dopero is proving to be a kite I never leave home without. It is a real
workhorse in light winds. One thing I do however get very nervous with it is any time the wind gusts. I have no idea what the upper limit is to wind speed with it.
Does anyone have experience flying them in winds strong enough to cause a failure? If so WHat happens, more importantly what happens right before the
failure?
(back)

Re: Dopero service work
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 4/29/2005
Time: 3:23:58 PM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
Hi Craig, thank you very much for these remarks. I will think of a solution for the bowlines. Apart from sleeving them, especially the one on the top spreader, it
might be an idea to make this line as thick as the other lines. (My own Dopero 125 SUL is almost 10 years old and this problem occured on it. But it has much
thinner connecting lines.)
And I agree with Craig that we all should check our kites and the rest of our equipment regularly.
The limit? Craig has a Dopero 125 or Maxi Dopero. I've flown this type of kite in winds up to 20 mph (Bft 5). And the Dopero 100 in even more wind. What I've
learned is that the Dopero starts to fly at a very low angle if the wind is too strong. Just like a Delta. As the pressure on the sail will increase in this situation the
strain on the frame will increase too. As soon as you go over the limit the ferrules wil brake or, if the kite hits the ground hard on one corner, a spar will collapse.
This all will happen near to the ground, so the rig wouldn't fall far or you'll have the opportunity to save it before it falls. The real danger in this circumstances
comes from the kiteline that is under great tension.
With a broken ferrule or spare the kite wouldn't fly but dangles around till it hits something. And than the sail itself might be cut.
I've never had a broken spar, line or ferrule in flight.
I hope this helps.
Peter
(back)

Dopero wind speed
From: Ralf
Date: 4/30/2005
Time: 2:08:21 AM
Remote Name: 84.133.239.10

Comments
Hi Craig, my Doperos/Maxi-Doperos are Berck-proofed and they did their job well. What else do you want to hear? MfG Ralf
(back)

Re: Dopero wind speed
From: Craig
Date: 4/30/2005
Time: 8:23:51 AM Remote Name: 68.117.128.20

Comments
A berck test is surely a higher test standard than what I can give it here in Wisconsin until the tornado season gets started.
(back)

Good gloves
From: Brooks
Date: 4/27/2005
Time: 3:54:38 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5
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Comments
I keep forgetting to pass this along, so here it is:
Very good KAP gloves may be found at www.DuluthTrading.com. I have been using their Master's Series Carpenter's Style Work Glove, #99811 for 20 bucks.
They're very comfortable and flexible and seem to be quite sturdy, though I think they're synthetic.
They've also got some good carpenter's vests with lots of pockets, though I haven't tried one yet. And lots of other interesting items.
I have no financial interest in Duluth Trading, BTW.
(back)

Video Downlink Interference Problem
-->
From: Ryan in Cebu, Philippines
Date: 4/27/2005
Time: 12:45:39 PM
Remote Name: 66.8.240.178

Comments
Hello All, I've finished building a camera rig, and have been trying to add a video downlink thru my Nikon 8700 av outputs. I purchased the 1.2 ghz 800mw mini
system from Hong Kong while there recently, and I ditched the spy camera, in favor of the camera's av output, and it works great alone - when the camera rig
system isn't powered up. The problem is when I turn on my camera rig TX and RX. The servos go mad, and they get very jittery, and the picture shows serious
interference preventing a good picture. Has anyone else experienced this problem? Yvon, do you have this system? I have found discussion on the X10, but my
system is different (exactly like those on ebay - see item #(5767649518). If anyone has any help to suggest, I'd be most grateful. Thank you. Ryan
(back)

Re: Video Downlink Interference Problem
From: Wicherd Knetemann
Date: 4/27/2005
Time: 2:38:16 PM
Remote Name: 62.163.246.17

Comments
I'm using the exact same video transmitter (with the small camera) The tx/rx system I'm currently using is a robbe futuba brand. When testing i noticed that if tx
end rx are to close to each other the servo's will start jittering. So, when testing make sure there's some distance between the two of them. (and don't touch any of
the antenna's) Its also very helpfull to keep both antenna wires as far away from each other as possible. This might sound silly: My receiver antenna points
straight down, the video-antenna is always horizontal pointing away from the receiver antenna. (taped it to the bottom of rig) Last but not least, dont cross (or
paralell) wires from rx/tx system with wires from video system. If these simple measures won't take effect, start with experimenting as mentioned in de link given
by Peter. (the weight-adding part, that is)
Last bit of info: I'm using 1 Li-po battery (11.1V 2000mA) to power the complete rig incl. video. Weighing only 130 grams and lasting up to 2.5 hours continuous
operating time.
happy testing, Wicherd
(back)

Re: Video Downlink Interference Problem
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 4/27/2005
Time: 1:02:55 PM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
Maybe this page by James Gentles helps: http://www.gentles.info/KAP/rig02/emc.htm
Peter
(back)

Story so far
From: Lenny
Date: 4/27/2005
Time: 12:42:48 PM
Remote Name: 212.30.2.40

Comments
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The Flickr group is running really well at the moment and the number of images posted is increasing all the time, as is the membership. Some are old images that
you'll have seen, some are new ones you won't have. I'm particularly keen to encourage new KAPpers (let's not get into that again) to join and post, especially if
they don't have a website of their own. Saying that, I'd love to see some more of the old guard joining to give us the images that we can all aspire to (Cris is doing
sterling work here, as is Dave). We had a post a couple of days ago of a vertical shot of a water tank near Alice Springs. The rig crashed after the shot was taken.
IÝm really hoping that the KAPer will post an image displaying a still-frame sequence of the crash from the cameraÝs perspective Ý no response yet (but if
youÝre listening Ý please do it). Perhaps we can start a set of pictures depicting sequences of events using video still frames (this amongst many other ideas)
Anyway, Flickr have given a gift to all who paid for the "pro" service (that'll be me, then). I get a couple of one year pro accounts to give away to whomever I
choose. So I'm kind of asking if anyone would be interested in joining a "Raffle". I'm considering this: I'll put all the names of those who join up to Flickr and
join the KAP group (and post up at least one image, I guess) into a "hat", then I'll pull one out in three weeks time and the winner will get a yearÝs free pro
account. It's not worth a great deal, but itÝs a good prize and I'm really trying to accelerate the membership to the KAP group and if this encourages just a few
people to join, it'll be great. Please let me know if you find this in any way offensive as IÝm worried that IÝm guilty of badgering everyone a little in order to
bolster the groupÝs numbers.
I've said it before, and I'll repeat myself, I am a KAPper and I'm really not interested in which service we use to display & discuss images, so I have no personal
attachment to selling this Flickr thing. The only thing IÝm interested in is the images we produce and the community benefit that comes from sharing these
images. I do wish that the group was as easy to post to as this one (without username & password), but alas, it just doesnÝt work that way.
Look forward to hearing your views.
Lenny
PS if anyone posting to the group would like to comment on how theyÝve found it so far, IÝd be really interested to hear.
(back)

Re: Story so far
From: Dave Mitchell
Date: 4/27/2005
Time: 3:37:29 PM Remote Name: 80.177.153.149

Comments
I've found Flickr VERY easy to use (and rediscovered an old friend there too, nothing to do with KAP). It's a terrific resource and free!
My personal website is always very close to the limit of space I'm allowed, so I never put up pictures bigger than 800 by 600. By contrast, my images on Flickr can
be viewed at 1024 by 768 and look much better I think. I plan to put up quite a few more, including ones I've not shown before (as has Cris I think).
I'd like to thank Lenny for pointing me at it!
Dave
(back)

Re: Story so far
From: Lenny
Date: 4/27/2005
Time: 12:48:40 PM
Remote Name: 212.30.2.40

Comments
Oops, forgot to give the URL again.
It's http://www.flickr.com/groups/kiteaerialphotography.
IF you're interested in joining, just click on the "Create free account" link at the top of the page. When you've joined, just go to the group page again and ask to
join. I'll usher you right in.
(back)

Re: Story so far
From: Lenny
Date: 4/27/2005
Time: 4:17:42 PM
Remote Name: 212.30.2.40

Comments
Good to hear you're enjoying it, Dave.
I'm finding that the best thing about displaying pictures in a public forum is that I really want to go out and take more pictures (not that I need an excuse - I just
need more time). Not only that, but I'm looking to improve on my current images and this seems to give me more reason to try.
I'm currently working on a "holiday rig" - i.e. a small rig that packs down to nothing and weighs nothing so that the kite lofting it can be as small as possible. IÝll
be posting the results as soon as the rig is built and flown.
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IÝd just like to say thanks to James Gentles, who pointed out to me that I can use my Gentled as a 27 second shutter release timer with something as small as a
coin battery. IÝm really looking for those vertical shots and so a fixed-rig, lightweight intervalometer with my Optio S4 is just the ticket.
IÝm really hoping that the Flickr sets feature comes soon. When it does weÝll have a rigs and a kites set faster that you can say KAP.
Lenny http://www.flickr.com/groups/kiteaerialphotography/ (9 members and growing)
(back)

Re: Story so far- AutoKAP
From: Simon H
Date: 4/28/2005
Time: <�/b>3:00:07 AM
Remote Name: 193.195.177.246

Comments
In next couple of days I'll be publishing my further exploits with my AutoKAP system Lenny. Similar in concept to the holiday rig you describe. The Mark 2 total
weight with Optio S4i is 6 ounces, the rig itself is 1 ounce. I've dispensed with the twisted rod to impart the turn, its a whole lot simpler. Silly putty still has a role
to play though! Incorporates rotate, (and tilt if required - I tend to leave at fixed angle and allow swing to give the different tilt angles) I've now taken just over
1500 shots with it and it works a treat. A holiday rig indeed. James was vey helpful creating the 10 second auto Gentled, and has developed the latest version with
switchable delay based on our discussions. Powered off a 3v button cell the Gentleds works a treat.
It is almost scary to get 4MP shots off such a system that compare favourably with the best of my conventional KAP.
I have to say the system has changed and skewed many of my perceptions about KAP, and made me really think hard about which steps in the process the
creativity lies. For this type of KAP it is in site selection, positioning the rig, selecting the shots and publishing the selection. When you think about it, not that
different to conventional KAP. It is really only in video assisted KAP do we try to impose creativity on the actual picture taking moment. For me that is a
discipline I've never enjoyed. For me its always been in the serendipity of "discovered" shots. AutoKAP gives that in abundance.
(back)

Re: Story so far- AutoKAP
From: Brooks
Date: 4/28/2005
Time: 11:33:02 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
Simon says:
"For this type of KAP it is in site selection, positioning the rig, selecting the shots and publishing the selection. When you think about it, not that different to
conventional KAP. It is really only in video assisted KAP do we try to impose creativity on the actual picture taking moment."
I'd agree with the first two sentences, but in the work of such accomplished KAP artists as Cris Benton and Craig Wilson (and others), it seems apparent that
control over the creative moment can happen with or without video.
Further, I'd observe that video doesn't necessarily give you that control over The Moment either, as a lot can happen 'twixt the push and the click!
All that aside, Simon, your autoKAP rig sounds fantastic. I look forward to pix of it as well as from it. To me the neatest thing about ultralight sytems is that you
can fly them with a small, easy-to-fly kite.
(back)

Re: Story so far- AutoKAP
From: Simon H
Date: 4/28/2005
Time: 2:07:02 PM
Remote Name: 84.67.152.165

Comments
I do agree Brooks, part of this whole AutoKAP thing is hugely thought provoking and does force one into such provocative statements. I know and recognise that
masters of KAP have uncanny creative control over the whole process, not just parts of it.
I'm still getting my head around this. It is so different to what instinct says is right.
Make no mistake it is the ability to swamp the SD card with shots, that leads to this sort of KAP being any sort of success.
In Brighton the other day I took 300 in about 6 short flights. When I'd sorted down the dross there were 100 left. Honing down to the goodies took it down to 20.
That to me was where the creative process seemed to concentrate, that and getting the rig over the right places.
It is strange because I feel at times that it seems like an assault on traditional KAP.
Somehow though I know that our divergent community can accomodate all forms!
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cheers
Simon
(back)

Re: Story so far- AutoKAP
From: Lenny
Date: 4/29/2005
Time: 1:49:51 AM
Remote Name: 212.30.2.40

Comments
Glad to hear the different views on image capturing philosophy. I, like Simon, found recently that I don't really need the "full spec" KAP solution. Personally I
started with a fixed axes rig with a 60 second timer on the shutter release. Since having upgraded to full pan, tilt and shutter I find myself yearning for my old rig.
The problem was that the camera on this rig was a dirt cheap Mustek Gsmart Mini and the image drift made at least half the images unidentifiable. Now I am the
proud owner of an Optio S4 and a Gentled and I'm really looking forward to concentrating on vertical shots for a while. I'm happy that I might want to go back
to a more versatile rig in the future, but for me the joy now is in flying the kite, while at the same time taking pictures AND minimising the distractions that come
from aiming the rig and taking pictures at the right time.
Lenny http://www.flickr.com/groups/kiteaerialphotography/ (11 members, 49 images and growing)
(back)

Re: Story so far- AutoKAP
From: Craig
Date: 4/29/2005
Time: 12:45:54 PM
Remote Name: 204.147.0.152

Comments
Hey Lenny, Thanks for pushing the Flicker connection forward. It is a pretty cool way for us to see each others work. I joined yesterday and have already been
back a few times to check on it. I had an idea to throw out to you and the group. We all like to show off our best shots and it is fun to see the subject matter that
other KAPers are attracted to. But what we don't often get to see or get a feel for is what someone elses roll of shots looks like. I am particularily curious about
how a non-video KAPers session looks like compared to a video assisted KAPers efforts. That cannot really be compared in just looking at the best shot from a
site. BUT, looking at the entire roll might tell a great deal in terms of what style and equipment contribute towards getting the most out of a photo shoot. Please
comment on the idea of: starting with a time frame (for example the week of May 15-21) and during that week a KAPer would make a shoot of, lets say 25 images
at a site, and then post all of them to the Flicker site. It could be a thing just for fun and useful as a learning tool, but could also be constructed to be a
competition. We need a few more members signed up to make it work.
(back)

Re: Story so far- AutoKAP
From: Lenny
Date: 4/29/2005
Time: 3:55:21 PM
Remote Name: 212.30.2.40

Comments
Craig, excellent idea. this may coincide with the idea I had for the guy who's rig crashed while recording video. Why don't we consider posting them up as a
single image. By this I mean 25 shots in a single image 5 shots high and 5 shots wide. I'll do one tonight as an example to act as a yardstick. Leave some comments
on the photo to let me know what you think. This has the (minor but) added advantage that the smaller the shots are the less you will see the imperfections in
each image.
Lenny
(back)

Re: Story so far- AutoKAP
From: Lenny
Date: 4/29/2005
Time: 4:42:58 PM
Remote Name: 212.30.2.40

Comments
Ok, so I made up a 5x5 image picture made up of sequential images from a KAP shoot. The first thing that occurs to me is that you can only realistically display
25 or so shots (even if you wanted to do them as individual images). Given that KAPers with digital cameras now take (for the sake of argument) 100 shots per
session, which 25 do you pick? Do you pick the shots you like the most? I dont think so. I think it better that you pick a shot that you favour from the shoot and
take 24 either side of it, in the sequence in which they were shot. I did this in http://www.flickr.com/photos/lenny_meriel/11526797/ and I quite like the result
whatever the reaon for doing it - in fact unless the subject was very noisy and busy, I'd say it contributes a nice (sometimes random) dynamic to the images. In
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short, if we want to compare, we have to have a set of rules for the image selection and display, otherwise it's apples & pears.
Lenny {:o) http://www.flickr.com/groups/kiteaerialphotography/ 11 members, 54 images & growing, join us if you like
(back)

Re: Story so far- AutoKAP
From: Christian
Date: 4/30/2005
Time: 2:39:39 AM
Remote Name: 83.154.177.72

Comments
Great idea, Craig! That kind of thing is what we practice in the Chatelaillon's KAP contest every year in France, and also at the spring kap meeting of the CerfVolant club de France. In both, it's most interesting, as there are same targets, and identical light and wind conditions. From these experiences, it is certain that
you have more chances to get accurate frame with video, and you get more in target pics with video assistance. But, really, One key for successful image is the
way the photographer is approaching its subject. Last Chatelaillon, Christophe Jacquemoud and myself have had the same vision of square dipping net; his rig
was non-motorized, not video assisted; mine had both; pics have been almost alike. This was experienced also in the last kap international metings. You can
imagine that we will have the same kind of kap sessions and comparisons in the next KAPiFrance at very interesting places. See www.kapifrance.org For those
who are looking for an easy-to-make and efficient simple rig, look at the "goldcrest" one on http://becotus.chez.tiscali.fr/rigs/anglais/&cradles.htm
(back)

Re: Story so far- AutoKAP
From: Christian
Date: 4/30/2005
Time: 1:32:28 AM
Remote Name: 83.154.177.72

Comments
(back)

KAPer not KAPper
From: David Hunt
Date: 4/26/2005
Time: 2:28:00 PM
Remote Name: 69.68.179.193

Comments
I realize that what I am about to say is petty, and I do have a vested interest related to the subject which may prejudice my comments, but I haven't initiated a
Post Thread in a long time so here goes...
One who is a practitioner of Kite Aerial Photography is a KAPer, not a KAPper. The precedent for this goes back to the aerial eye under Brooks Leffler's
editorship, if not earlier.
When a KAPer is practicing KAP they are KAPing, not KAPping.
The only occasion where 2 P's are used is the Brooks Leffler coined word, "KAPPY", which refers to awards given at KAPiCA/02 and KAPiCA/03.
And finally if the 2 P spelling persists then I will be forced to rename my web site KAPPER, and for the life of me I can not think of what the extra P could stand
for, and don't forget the extra costs of registering a new domain name.
So drop the extra P or give me some suggestions ;-)
David Hunt
http://www.kaper.us
(back)

Re: KAPer not KAPper
From: Chetan Prasad
Date: 4/27/2005
Time: 12:43:04 AM
Remote Name: 203.212.246.11

Comments
Oho, my first post and look what I triggered off. But the point is well raised and justified, grammatically as well as aesthetically. From now on I am a KAPer.
(back)
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Re: KAPer not KAPper
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 4/26/2005
Time: 3:09:34 PM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
Kapper in Dutch is hairdresser. Kaper in dutch is hijacker. So I prefer KAPper. But, since there is more world around the Netherlands then within the country,
I'll go for KAPer from now on.
Peter
(back)

Re: KAPer not KAPper
From: Brooks
Date: 4/26/2005
Time: 6:10:30 PM Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
As many of you know, I'm a real stickler for grammer and sintacks, and the P should be doubled to agree with the rules. But I refuse to do that with mixed cases.
My objection is mostly aesthetic. KAPper looks like KARper. No matter how many times I look at it or tell myself it isn't, I have to stumble and say to myself,
that means KAPPER or KAPer.
To satisfy my syntactical urges, I've started using lower-case "kapper", because at least the pronunciation is unambiguous. However, my second choice would be
KAPer, and I'm willing to give that to David because he's worked so hard to give new, deeper meaning to the word.
(back)

Re: KAPer not KAPper
From: David Hunt
Date: 4/27/2005
Time: 8:35:43 AM
Remote Name: 69.68.179.193

Comments
Well IÝm disappointed, I thought someone would tell me to get over it and pick a P.
After more thought IÝve come up with these possibilities:
Kite Aerial Photography Pereginacious Electronic Resources
This incorporates a reference to my previous falconry experience, although I donÝt think Pereginacious is a real word, and I may experience the true ire of the
likes of Brooks.
Maybe the following would be better:
Kite Aerial Photography Pugnacious Electronic Resources
Or the closely related:
Kite Aerial Photography Priggish Electronic Resources
Or maybe something more physically descriptive:
Kite Aerial Photography Potbellied Electronic Resources
Or maybe I should start from scratch:
Kite Aerial Photography Proper English Reminisces
A final note to Chetan; If good grammar were a prerequisite to KAP I would definitely be excluded.
David Hunt
(back)

Re: KAPer not KAPper
From: Simon H
Date: 4/28/2005
Time: 3:39:17 AM Remote Name: 193.195.177.246
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Comments
Here goes....
Someone who applauds is a clapper not claper.
Someone who danced away the night in the 1920Ýs was always a flapper not flaper.
Someone who draws charts of the world a mapper not maper.
Someone who drums incessantly with finger on desk, a tapper not taper.
Someone who snoozes briefly in meetings a napper not naper.
My cat at his milk bowl Ý a lapper not laper.
That ÝmusicÝ comes from a rapper not raper.
And someone who changes channel with the remote control zapper not zaper.
It all depends whether you consider the abbreviation KAP to be a pronouncable word entire to itself or an abbreviation. And whether you consider the word thus
created to be a derivation of an abbreviation, in which case KAPer might be more correct, or whether the word is a candidate for verbal use, in which case
KAPper or kapper might be more approriate. I personally rarely use the word in speech as it means little to those I speak it too, always preferring to stumble
along with ÝKite Aerial PhotographerÝ. I like to use KAPper in text as it seems to match common anglo-saxon construction better. Kaper seems to have a
foreign construction, possibly germanic in style, and begs for a pronunciation identical to caper.
So next thread Ý how do you pronounce it...
Hmm that was fun - next?
Simon H
(back)

Re: KAPer not KAPper
From: David Hunt
Date: 4/28/2005
Time: 8:43:13 AM
Remote Name: 69.68.179.193

Comments
Simon's comment about using "Kite Aerial Photographer" when speaking, reminds me of attending KAPiCA/02 and getting to meet KAPers face to face for the
first time. Listening to other KAPers speak I noticed the occasional individual who wasn't sure what to use or what to say, a few would spell out KAP instead of
pronouncing it as a word.
Like Simon I also refrain from using the acronym when speaking to those not familiar with KAP, but I frequently find those who think I am photographing kites
as a hobby, so I have to say I take aerial pictures from kites ( APFK? :-0 )
Simon's comments caused me to realize the origin of the use of KAPer. KAPer is to KAP what photographer is to photography.
Ultimately all of this is very Anglo centric. What about the many KAPers that don't have English as their primary language? I've greatly enjoyed the
international diversity of the KAP community. Maybe we should change the acronym on a rotating schedule like the International KAP conferences.
By the way Simon, even my word processor says that I've misspelled KAPer.
David Hunt
(back)

Re: KAPer not KAPper
From: Wicherd.kBIJzonnet.nl
Date: 4/28/2005
Time: 1:36:09 PM
Remote Name: 62.163.246.17

Comments
Ok let's start with dutch. translating Kite Aerial Photography to dutch gives the following:
Vlieger Lucht Fotografie.
VFL, great, sounds like an instrument used in an aircraft. This doesn't work either. Best thing is to stick with the abbreviation KAP. This way, at least we
KAP(p)ers know what we're talking about. Personally I never tell anyone who's not into KAP that I'm a KAPer, I tell them I do Kite aerial photography. They
know what I mean without explanation, all that left to be explained is how its done. That is, if they're interested.
Between us(amongst?), I think its best to use KAPer. It might be wrong according to certain linguistic rules, but we all know what were talking about. And rules
are there to be broken....
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And for pronounciation, I would suggest clapper (without the l)
Wicherd
ps. bij = at
(back)

Re: KAPer not KAPper
From: Christian
Date: 4/30/2005
Time: 1:28:12 AM Remote Name: 83.154.177.72

Comments
I had a look at the KAP term in http://www.granddictionnaire.com which is a great help of the Quebec community both for French and English languages. KAP
is not yet there as Kite Aerial Photography acronym. But, here we find: Kape test -> corrosion test [metallurgy] Kapi -> fermented fish paste [food industry]
Kaplan -> hydraulic turbine [mechanical] Kapok -> vegetable fibers [plant/textiles] kapolite -> trademark [chemical industry] Kaposi -> health disease
[biology/medicine] Kappa -> greek letter, coefficient in various domains Kapton -> ?? [energy] Kaput -> destroyed, dead [from german]
As acronym, KAP is now internationally used. It's why we have named KAPiFrance the next international seminar in november 2005 near Paris, which we
organize to be bilingual, see www.kapifrance.org Furthermore, some additional suggestions: Adding "er" to words is sometimes for an object,such as lifter,
cruiser, buzzer... But also for a man, such as buyer, hater, performer,... There are some particularities:sometimes, only one P: sleeper, piper !! From pep, it's not
pepper or peper, but peppy. Well, kappy would look strange.Also, there is mountaineer, with double E!
On some words, it is added --man, no sporter, but sportman, and also salesman...Other addition is --or, instructor, sailor and I will end on that one: --ist,
motorist,violinist, it can be said cycler or cyclist. Really, are we sure there is a rule, or only some usages? What should we say, occasionnally, for Pole aerial
Photography, already confused with photography at North or South Pole? Paper or papper or papist is not possible. Pap itself has other meanings! I don't feel to
be a qualified one to give any advise, but, personally, been a non-English speaking native, as alternative, kapman would be understandable. So, David, keep
KAPER, whatever it means, we like as is your website name, and it's your trademark!
(back)

schieppati switch for eos camera?
From: Wicherd Knetemann
Date: 4/26/2005
Time: 9:35:45 AM
Remote Name: 62.163.246.17

Comments
Hi all of you, I'm new to KAP-ing and after starting simpel (no remote controls) I'm now building a rig to control the camera (Canon eos IX7)
Panning, tilting and the video link are no problem, but I could use some help on triggering the camera using a schieppati switch. has anyone done this for an Eos
camera?
Thanks in advance, Wicherd
Netherlands
(back)

Re: schieppati switch for eos camera?
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 4/26/2005
Time: 3:19:04 PM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
Hallo Wicherd,
De meeste, zo niet alle, EOSen hebben een aansluiting voor een afstandsbediening. Die aansluiting is bruikbaar voor een SchiSwi. Het mooist is het om een Canon
afstandsbediening te verbouwen. Maar met losse contactpennen kun je ook de gewenste aansluiting maken.
De SchiSwi is in Nederland verkrijgbaar via http://www.KAPshop.com .
Peter
(Sorry for the language, Dutch)
(back)

Re: schieppati switch for eos camera?
From: Wicherd
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Date: 4/27/2005
Time: 11:33:26 AM
Remote Name: 62.163.246.17

Comments
Bedankt Peter,
Ook mijn camera heeft zo'n aansluiting, Stekkertje kan ik wel aankomen, afstandbediening misschien. Weet jij of het voldoende is de drie uit de 'eos'stekker
komende draden aan te sluiten op de SchiSwi, of moet er nog wat electronica tussen?
Translated:
My eos-camera has the remote connector. Will it be enough to connect the 3 wires coming from the connector directly to the SchiSwi, or will there be additional
electronics required?
Wicherd
(back)

Re: schieppati switch for eos camera?
From: frankDOTlouwersATaltinaDOTcx
Date: 4/27/2005
Time: 12:13:44 PM
Remote Name: 82.146.98.17

Comments
Hallo Wicherd,
Ik heb geen ervaring met de EOS camera's, maar wel met een paar andere en de SchiSwi. Daar was het altijd zo dat een draadje de massa is, het andere focust,
en het andere drukt af. Ik liet de focus functie er altijd van tussen (zet altijd manueel, op oneindig of soms de hyperfocale afstand)maar Michele heeft wel een
model dat kan prefocussen. Je hebt geen andere electronica nodig, wel moet je opletten: de SchiSwi zwarte draad moet met de massa verbonden worden, de rode
met de triggering draad, anders werkt het niet! (Zal in dat geval wel geen schade veroorzaken, je kan niets "verbranden" of zo. Gewoon proberen dus. Succes!
Hi Wicherd,
Although I have no experience with the EOS (Rebel in the USA?) I have done other camera's, some of them with a SchiSwi. Most of the time when there were 3
contacts, one was for ground, one for starting the autofocus and one for triggering. I never bothered with the autofocus (I set it manually at infinity, or sometimes
the hyperfocal distance) but Michele has a model that can be used to prefocus if you wish. You do not need any other electronics, just be sure to connect black to
ground and red to the triggering wire, otherwise it won't work (won't damage your camera either). So just try it out.
Best regards,
Frank Louwers (Belgium) www.altina.cx
(back)

Re: schieppati switch for eos camera?
From: wicherd.kBIJzonnet.nl
Date: 4/28/2005
Time: 2:05:12 PM
Remote Name: 62.163.246.17

Comments
Hartelijk dank, heb met een kaal stekkertje inmiddels uitgeprobeerd wat er gebeurd, en inderdaad is het zo dat er 1 aansluiting is voor massa, 1 voor
scherpstellen, en 1 voor afdrukken.
Je moet alleen eerst sluiting maken tussen massa en scherpstellen voordat de camera wil afdrukken, je kunt die stap dus niet overslaan. Wel kun je beide tegelijk
kortsluiten, er wordt dan niet scherpgesteld, maar wel eerst de belichting gemeten. (kleine vertraging dus tussen handeling en daadwerkelijk afdrukken, te
omzeilen door de camera volledig op handbediening te zetten.)
Thanks, I've tested it with a fitting connector. there are 3 connections to be made. 1 is for ground. 1 for focussing and 1 for the shutter. Connect focussing to
ground and the camera will focus (surprise!) then connect shutter to ground and the picture is taken. but only if focussing is still connected to ground. Connecting
both simultanuously results in a picture taken without focussing, but with apperture and shutterspeed set by the camera first, so there is a little delay between
fingeraction and when the actual picture is taken when you skip focussing.(no delay with the camera set to manual for light, apperture and focus.)
Wicherd
(back)

KAP from the island of Saipan
From: Parke Gregg
Date: 4/25/2005
Time: 8:09:38 PM
Remote Name: 202.88.76.110
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Comments
Hello to all! A few months ago I stumbled across Charles Benton's web site and was immediately drawn in. I live on the island of Saipan in Micronesia and
happen to be a photographer. I guessed that Saipan and KAP would be a perfect combo, and many of your websites helped me insure that it would be. I ordered a
Sutton 16 and built a basic aluminum cradle for my Canon S50 (5MP) and its waterproof housing. The S50 has an intervelometer, so I set it to take a picture
every minute and away we go. Anyways, I'm writing to introduce myself, say thanks for your help, and to share some photos with you.
Feel free to take a look at my KAP website: http://www.pointsphere.com/photos
Thanks, Parke
(back)

Re: KAP from the island of Saipan
From: Yvan
Date: 4/26/2005
Time: 7:51:03 AM
Remote Name: 194.78.200.167

Comments
Very nice shots Parke! And I like the disgn of you website. The turcoise blue of the sea combines well with the darkgrey of your site. Welcome and keep taking
great shots. It looks lovely there compared with cold grey Belgium.
Yvan. http://www.birdseye.be
(back)

Re: KAP from the island of Saipan
From: Brooks
Date: 4/25/2005
<�b>Time: 11:41:10 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
You're right -- Saipan and KAP were made for each other. Nice stuff! I'm especially intrigued by the submerged hulk -- there ought to be plenty of that subject
matter, and a kite would be a great way to shoot it.
Welcome and congratulations! keep us posted.
(back)

Re: KAP from the island of Saipan
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 4/26/2005
Time: 6:58:26 AM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
Indeed, a great place and great pictures. And what superbe KAPics you can make with simple technology. No multi channel transmitters, no video monitor. Just
let the camera up and take pics.
No intervalometer on your camera? Try the Auto-gentled, if your camera has an IR-sensor. See: http://www.kapshop.com/product_info.php?products_id=88 .
Peter
(back)

Re: KAP from the island of Saipan
From: Brooks
Date: 4/26/2005
Time: 6:17:13 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
No intervalometer OR infrared? Try Manfred Fuchs' Servo-Autotrigger. http://www.kap-man.de/e-a-trigg-1.htm
(back)

KAP from Saipan
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From: Parke Gregg
Date: 4/25/2005
Time: 7:57:47 PM
Remote Name: 202.88.76.110

Comments
(back)

New Kapper from India
From: Chetan Prasad
Date: 4/25/2005
Time: 11:16:58 AM
Remote Name: 203.212.246.11

Comments
I had always been interested in flying, photography and tinkering. KAP gave me a chance to club them together and all the posts and info here, the
encouragement to go ahead. I have uploaded a few photos at http://www.flickr.com/photos/aerial_photos_india/
I will post photos of my kite/rig soon.
Thanks again.
(back)

Re: New Kapper from India
From: David Hunt
Date: 4/26/2005<�br> Time: 2:31:56 PM
Remote Name: 69.68.179.193

Comments
Your photos have the look of someone with much more exprience, keep it up.
David Hunt
(back)

Re: New Kapper from India
From: Brooks
Date: 4/25/2005
Time: 11:56:00 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
Good start, Chetan. Welcome!
(back)

Motorized camera support
From: Yvon H.
Date: 4/23/2005
Time: 7:35:00 PM
Remote Name: 156.34.20.99

Comments
I started looking at Pole Aerial Photography (PAP). I'm trying to find a motorized camera support for pan and tilt movement. Anyone has used something like
this or has a suggestion? I tried through the internet but didn't find anything.
(back)

Re: Motorized camera support
From: Christian
Date: 4/25/2005
Time: 4:23:44 PM
Remote Name: 83.154.189.78

Comments
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Some links in the AGFA photo lesson nÝ19 http://www.agfanet.com/en/cafe/photocourse/digicourse/lesson19/cont_chapter08.php3
(back)

Re: Motorized camera support
From: Mario
Date: 4/24/2005
Time: <�/b>3:57:01 PM
Remote Name: 68.97.214.221

Comments
http://www.21best.com/21_best/electronic/security/video/pan_tilt/for_sale_.html
(back)

Re: Motorized camera support
From: Simon H
Date: 4/24/2005
Time: 3:21:04 AM
Remote Name: 84.67.152.165

Comments
If its just for a temporary job, why not adapt a KAP rig, turn it upside down and make an attachment for the top of the pole for the picavety cross, the tilt servo
range will need adjusting, but it is a very do-able approach. Upside down pictures, whether digital or 35mm represent no problem.
Simon H
(back)

Re: Motorized camera support
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: <�/b>4/24/2005
Time: 3:16:12 AM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
Just try an upsitedown KAP rig. Or hang your KAP rig to the side of the pole.
Peter
P.S.: Where is your website? I got a 404.
(back)

Re: Motorized camera support
From: Simon H
Date: 4/24/2005
Time: 3:23:24 AM
Remote Name: 84.67.152.165

Comments
Simultaneous responses Peter. Great minds think alike!!
(back)

Re: Motorized camera support
From: Yvon H.
Date: 4/25/2005
Time: 9:22:57 AM
Remote Name: 156.34.20.157

Comments
Thanks for the answers. The reason I'm looking for one off-the-shelf is because I need something stronger to hold a heavier camera. Mario's link looks good. I'll
have a look at it tonight.
Thanks guys.
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(back)

Re: Motorized camera support
From: Mario
Date: 4/25/2005
Time: 9:20:32 PM
Remote Name: 68.97.214.221

Comments
Look at http://www.elevatedphotos.com/
Especially look at the video. The main thing to watch is the Pan/ Tilt head - looks to me like it is the same on as the previous link. The other thing is the control. It
looks to me like the best way to do this is with either a Canon G6 or Pro 1 and a laptop on the ground rinning Breeze PSR. Remote. That way you can control all
the camera's functions from the ground - shutter, aperture, ISO, white balance, everything. Plus you can review before you bring it down and see if there is a
problem.
I have everything except the laptop and a good, safe pole mount. Still working on it.
(back)

Re: Motorized camera support
From: Christian
Date: 4/25/2005
Time: 4:00:51 PM
Remote Name: 83.154.189.78

Comments
Not much details on my web page, but it may help you. The tilt is run with a worm wheel, which can action heavy cameras, spend no electric pawer when on
pause, is really accurate, and never move on the second you are going to shoot. To help you: top picture, the wheel is black, and under picture, the worm is red.
For rotation, I move the pole. http://becotus.chez.tiscali.fr/photo/anglais/&Ephoto.htm
(back)

My new kite - Dopero
From: Vladimir - Brasil
Date: 4/22/2005
Time: 8:42:45 PM
Remote Name: 200.175.7.37

Comments
Hi all, I finished the construction of my Dopero. I used Brazilian Carbon fiber rods (Bamboo) I do not know to say to the certain o weight, but it was with less of
1kg Still I did not make the maiden flight. two days of work to construct this kite
http://img.photobucket.com/albums/v248/macromundo/euedopero.jpg
Great hug
(back)

Re: My new kite - Dopero
From: Ralf
Date: 4/24/2005
Time: 1:39:21 PM
Remote Name: 84.133.207.235

Comments
Hi, I like the word Brasilian carbon. Do you know German Carbon? It is wood (and cotton):
http://www.dopero.de/Eingang/Meine_Drachenseite/Dopero/dopero03.jpg And we know French carbon too:
http://www.dopero.de/Eingang/Meine_Drachenseite/Dopero/haquette.jpg Wellcome to the classic-kiters family! MfG Ralf
(back)

Re: My new kite - Dopero
From: Yvan
Date: 4/23/2005
Time: 10:57:41 AM
Remote Name: 83.134.102.93
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Comments
Hi Vladimir,
Very well done. You're Dopero look great. I bought one from Peter Bults and it's my nr.1 favorite kite now. I hope someday, when I have some more time, to build
also one of my own.
Greetz,
Yvan.
(back)

Re: My new kite - Dopero
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 4/23/2005
Time: 2:45:37 PM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
Super. Let us know how it flies with the Brazilian Carbon. If you ever need real carbon, contact me at http://www.kapshop.com .
Peter
(back)

Re: My new kite - Dopero
From: Vladimir
Date: 4/24/2005
Time: 7:29:54 PM
Remote Name: 200.175.7.226

Comments
Laughs... Yes I accept carbon fiber donation yes! KKKKKK... This kite is very light and with a small change in angulo of attack it made a beautiful flight. See
pictures of the maiden flight Many tanks http://img.photobucket.com/albums/v248/macromundo/doperof1.jpg
http://img.photobucket.com/albums/v248/macromundo/doperof2.jpg http://img.photobucket.com/albums/v248/macromundo/doperof3.jpg
(back)

Re: My new kite - Dopero
From: Brooks
Date: 4/25/2005
Time: 12:00:09 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
It's amazing to me that many fliers don't know about angle-of-attack adjustment. To me it's the most important bridling setting to check. Looks like it worked for
you! Bravo!
bgl
(back)

Re: My new kite - Dopero
From: Craig
Date: 4/23/2005
Time: 6:38:34 PM
Remote Name: 68.117.128.20

Comments
i had a good laugh out loud with brazilian carbon. nice work.
(back)

Kappers in Perth, Australia?
From: Jacek Gonsalves
Date: 4/21/2005
Time: 10:55:57 PM
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Remote Name: 203.23.211.174

Comments
Hi there,
Wondering if there was anyone Kapping here in Perth Australia? I've just built a Rokkaku kite and still tinkering away on the picavet... So if anyone is out there
drop me a line on jag2x@hotmail.com.monkey (SPAM thingy:just get rid of the .monkey:) )
Cyas Jacek
(back)

Drop what you're doing ...
From: Lenny
Date: 4/20/2005
Time: 12:12:38 PM
Remote Name: 212.30.29.225

Comments
Although I'm trying not to bombard you with images from Flickr, I would be really interested to see images from anyone anywhere who has KAP pictures of good
rake art - just check out http://www.flickr.com/photos/95332245@N00/6104902/in/photostream/ and then pray for this man in the hope that he will one day find
himself a mate who KAPs. I think you'll admit that this subject was born to be photographed from the air, not from a small hill as in this case. Personally I think
and evening or early morning shot of this with walkers on the beach for scale would just be mindblowing. Unsurprisingly I will be on the beach this summer to do
just this if I can get a good day and a supportive wife to help with the kids (I've actually already got the wife, it's just the support I'm looking for) :o)
Lenny http://www.flickr.com/groups/kiteaerialphotography/ - 8 members and growing. We welcome any new or old KAPers.
(back)

Re: Drop what you're doing ...
From: Lenny
Date: 4/20/2005
Time: 12:26:37 PM
Remote Name: 212.30.29.225

Comments
My apologies, a better set of pictures at http://www.flickr.com/photos/genista/sets/155725/ and what is touted to be a spectacular set of images at
http://www.flickr.com/photos/dotpolka/sets/154730/. Again, I think a KAP perspective would have won the day - still like all the images, mind.
Oh and another, admittedly more aerial, but ultimately not quite aeiral for my tastes at http://www.jimdenevan.com/images3_5.htm.
Great subject material
Lenny http://www.flickr.com/groups/kiteaerialphotography/
(back)

Re: Drop what you're doing ...
From: David Hunt
Date: 4/20/2005
<�b>Time: 1:21:07 PM
Remote Name: 69.34.46.70

Comments
I find the picture at:
http://www.jimdenevan.com/images8.htm
A more emotionally compelling image.
David Hunt
(back)

Re: Drop what you're doing ...
From: Lenny
Date: 4/20/2005
Time: 3:15:55 PM
Remote Name: 212.30.29.225
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Comments
That's the one.
(back)

KAPilot questions
From: Linnar
Date: 4/18/2005
Time: 1:05:42 AM
Remote Name: 195.33.97.164

Comments
Hi kapers,
I have few questions about KAPilot. I'm building one right now.
1) If I'd like to make very-low-wind kite (2..3 meter/sec), should I just resize the kite or should I have to add more cells? Or maybe I can build 2 smaller kites and
link those side-by-side for low wind? (My rig weights about 1 kg)
2) Do you have any experience with huge KAPpilot, bigger than maxiKAPilot in KAPshop?
3) Brooks, could you share info about your findings of KAPilot tuning? How to make a bridle for KAP, thanks.
Thank you! Linnar
(back)

Re: KAPilot questions
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 4/18/2005
Time: 2:36:47 PM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
I've build and flown a maxiKAPilot (some 75 sqft or 7 m2). It was build to lift a 2 kg (4.5 lbs) rig in low winds. And it did. I see no reason to build a bigger one for
KAP. As soon the wind picks up a bit this kite pulls more than you ever would like and might become a dangerous toy. (Remember this a single line kite and you
don't have any means of controlling its pull in flight like you have on a NPW or any other 2 or 4 line kite.) While I was testing it in a bit more wind the 500 lbs line
broke. Exploded might be a better word in this case ...
For a 1 kg rig the standard KAPilot is more than big enough in most conditions. And with the adjustable bridle you can adjust the kite to a wide range of
windspeeds.
If you are looking for a kite that will lift the rig in near to no wind go for a Maxi Dopero. The main reason for this is that it is almost impossible to laungh a
frameless kite in these conditions.
Basicly the bridle lines on the KAPilot are twice as long as on the standard Pilot. The rest is fine tuning of the bridle system.
Peter
(back)

Re: KAPilot questions
From: Brooks
Date: 4/18/2005
Time: 3:14:40 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
I'd agree with Peter that a Pilot 50 is plenty big for your rig -- remember, it's the size of a king size bed, and pretty scary when the wind picks up. Craig Wilson
has said that it's wise to use a kite no more powerful than you'll need, and I agree.
Below a certain wind speed, you just won't be able to launch a sparless kite, and a large, light rokkaku or the MaxiDopero would be much better.
As to bridle tuning, I started by doubling the bridle lengths, then clustering the top, middle, and bottom lines in three tiers, which makes it much easier to adjust
the angle of attack. That's the most important part, IMO. Swing the kite up into the wind and play with the tilt of the kite until it pulls hardest and most steadily,
but goes up too. Should be possible to use it without a tail if you get the right combination.
Good luck!
bgl
http://www.brooxes.com/
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(back)

Re: KAPilot questions
From: craig
Date: 4/18/2005
Time: 4:05:41 PM Remote Name: 68.117.128.20

Comments
2 thumbs way up for the MaxiDopero. It has proven to be a very trustworthy kite that I turn to in very light winds. I am sure some of you are shocked to hear me
slander my deltas so. I must go now and appologize to Delta I and Delta II.
(back)

Re: KAPilot questions
From: Linnar
Date: 4/19/2005
Time: 12:43:48 AM<�br> Remote Name: 195.33.97.164

Comments
Thanks guys!
Have you tried to add more cells to KAPilot? I just want to know which is better option - scale it bigger or just add cells.
Have to try Dopero.
Linnar
(back)

Re: KAPilot questions
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 4/19/2005<�br> Time: 3:03:11 AM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
If I remember it well, the Pilot was designed by Peter Lynn inspired by John Williams' (?) Bulldog kite. The Bulldog has more cells (see:
http://www.kitelife.com/archives/jan01/wingreat.htm) but there must be a very good reason Lynn reduced the number of cells to 4.
One of the reasons could be the changed Aspect Ratio (width/depth ratio). On the Bulldog this ratio is more than 1 which means a less stabile kite (like any multi
line kite). The Pilot has a AR<1 and in theory that should impove stability. And that's good for KAP.
Peter
(back)

Need Advice on Selling Rig
From: Owen Grossman
Date: 4/17/2005
Time: 6:54:24 PM
Remote Name: 66.41.42.234

Comments
I'm planning to sell my KAP rig and I'm wondering if anyone else has tried to do this on Ebay before. I think I should list it under kites (or photography?) but
I'm not sure. I'm thinking that $175 is a fair starting bid. You can see the rig at this web address: http://home.comcast.net/~keskite/
Any and all comments will be greatly appreciated.
Regards, Owen Grossman
(back)

Re: Need Advice on Selling Rig
From: DzrtRat67
Date: 4/20/2005
Time: 10:40:08 AM
Remote Name: 12.207.48.218

Comments
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Owen, I am very interested in your rig. Please email me ASAP! Thanks! Joe dzrtrat67 at mchsi.com
(back)

Re: Need Advice on Selling Rig
From: Brooks
Date: 4/18/2005
Time: 3:03:10 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
If your rig includes camera and radio, it's a steal at $175.00. If it doesn't, better say so.
Not sure I understand the Picavet, but the rest looks very straightforward. At 2 lb, should be dandy.
Ebay will allow you to list in more than one category, so I'd list it in both. But list it without a reserve and start it at an attractive price, and you'll have many
more bidders.
Good luck!
(back)

Re: Need Advice on Selling Rig
From: Owen Grossman
Date: 4/18/2005
Time: 5:14:34 PM
Remote Name: 66.41.42.234

Comments
Yes, I plan to include both the radio and the camera at that starting bid.
The picavet is a wide "H"; I got the idea for it in part from James Gentles experiments. I was messing around with a two line system because it looked, on paper
anyway, like that it would be more stable rotationally. But the ten turn pot on the pan solved my rotational stability problem.
(back)

Re: Need Advice on Selling Rig
From: Brooks
Date: 4/18/2005
Time: 10:55:06 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
As a starting bid I think that's too high, because you'll scare off a lot of people who might be willing to pay that or more. Grit your teeth and start it at, say,
$90.00.
How much do you really want for the rig?
Most important is to have the best pictures you can provide on your listing. Fine detail isn't necessary, but clarity is.
good luck!
(back)

Re: Need Advice on Selling Rig
From: Simon H
Date: 4/19/2005
Time: 5:48:13 AM
Remote Name: 193.195.177.246

Comments
It fully depends how the ad is worded, what listing extras you go for for visibility, how many people hit it, and how much research they do on value (try searching
for a value -for a newbie, its not easy to find), and how experienced they are as buyers. I've seen tat go for large amounts as half a dozen newbies bid themselves
to exhaustion days before auction end.
Your description could make it look like a wonderful proposition for a budding AP business....... You could baffle them with science in the description with all that
"2 axis, independently controlled movement by xxMHz radio control system....
You could end up very lucky, or it might just seem too esoteric to attract bidders.
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Simon
(back)

picavet transport
From: Martin
Date: 4/17/2005
Time: 12:22:40 AM
Remote Name: 84.47.103.229

Comments
Hello. I am new in KAP. I got a problem when it comes to transport picavet. Could you help me how to pack the picavet that the lines dont mess up? thanks a lot.
(back)

Re: picavet transport
From: Dave Mitchell
Date: 4/17/2005
Time: 1:02:21 AM
Remote Name: 80.177.153.149

Comments
Martin
- welcome to KAP! You'll find some advice in a thread here which starts with a question from Lenny - see
http://arch.ced.berkeley.edu/kap/discuss/_kapdiscuss/0000113e.htm
Dave
(back)

Re: picavet transport
From: Lenny
Date: 4/17/2005
Time: 3:16:05 PM
Remote Name: 212.30.29.225

Comments
Yup. Good advice, after which I used a chain knot. I have to say, it was a revelation. I know that there are reports of it sometimes tangling, but as long as you're
careful when you tie it up, it'll rarely let you down. I finish up my knot with a mini carabiner, it really does the trick.
Lenny http://www.flickr.com/groups/kiteaerialphotography/ (7 members & growing)
(back)

Re: picavet transport
From: Yvon H.
Date: 4/21/2005
Time: 4:54:20 PM
Remote Name: 156.34.20.99

Comments
"Yup. Good advice, after which I used a chain knot. I have to say, it was a revelation. I know that there are reports of it sometimes tangling, but as long as you're
careful when you tie it up, it'll rarely let you down. I finish up my knot with a mini carabiner, it really does the trick."
I do the same thing too. I transport my rig in a plastic toolbox.
(back)

A new index page and a forum for french speaking kapers
From: Emmanuel from http://photocerfvolant.free.fr
Date: 4/16/2005
Time: 6:40:25 AM
Remote Name: 213.36.117.43

Comments
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Hello everyone, I'm glad to inform everyone here, with Chris agreement, that I launched a new version of my web site. All pages have not been fully changed but
the index page give to surfers all the news adds for every parts of the site.
But the most important (for me) is the forums boards destined to all french speaking kapers (but other can post on it too ;o). It's not a competition with this great
forum, but when I begun in kap I didn't find a french speaking one. So now it's done. I hope that it will contribute to developping kaping for french-speaking
people, and, at least, contribute to exchange about our hobby around the whole world. The adress is http://photocerfvolant.free.fr/phpBB2
The second novelty is to propose a web gallery for the kapers who have no web site. An exemple at : http://photocerfvolant.free.fr/phpwebgallery/ A simple
registering is only required.
And, like every months the calendar and the wallpaper of April and May 2005 are on line at http://photocerfvolant.free.fr/index_Ka(p)lendrier.htm
(I verify the link today).
With my best wishes for your next Kap sessions, Emmanuel
(back)

About Becot lost cradle
From: Andrea Casalboni
Date: 4/16/2005
Time: 5:53:32 AM
Remote Name: 213.45.153.58

Comments
First I'm sorry for the incident and more because It was happened with an Italian kiter... But I think that we never forget that our cradle is dangerous for people
and is more dangerous fly cradle in a kite festival, dear Becot we had fly togheter few day ago in Berck and you know how is difficult do that!
(back)

Re: About Becot lost cradle
From: Emmanuel from http://photocerfvolant.free.fr
Date: 4/16/2005
Time: 6:23:06 AM
Remote Name: 213.36.117.43

Comments
Hy Andrea, I agree with you, kaping (in festivals) is often hard and with so many public, the risk of injury for people is rising. But, I hope that if I was in cause
for the lost of Christian's rig, I first going in front of him for apologies. I doesn't seems to be done.
Kaping can be dangerous but some kites (the framed ones) in unexperienced hands (like mine) can become much more dangerous than in Christian's or your
hands.
With respect for your experience, Emmanuel
(back)

Re: About Becot lost cradle
From: Brooks
Date: 4/16/2005
Time: 9:32:08 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
Would somebody explain what happened so we can all benefit from knowing about it?
bgl
(back)

Re: About Becot lost cradle
From: frankDOTlouwersATaltinaDOTcx
Date: 4/16/2005
Time: 9:45:55 AM
Remote Name: 82.146.98.17

Comments
Hi Brooks,
Ah, you should read the "KAP News" section on Kiteaerialphotography.net! There you will find that as always, Peter did a great job providing us with the latest
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news and giving links to the stories, including to Cristian's page about the incident/accident and sad non-gentleman-like behaviour of a kiter...
Best regards,
Frank Louwers (Belgium) www.altina.cx
(back)

Re: About Becot lost cradle
From: Brooks
Date: 4/16/2005
Time: 12:13:47 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
oops! Didn't get that far in my reading. Thanks, Frank.
I agree with Christian that the organizers should take some responsibility. I agree with Andrea and Emanuelle that kapping at a kite festival is risky business.
Indeed, just flying a kite at some festivals is risky business!
Further, insurance for kapping is an increasing problem.
In the USA, AKA's insurance coverage still may be had for festival organizers and clubs, but individual coverage has been terminated. The thing that's
frustrating is that the underwriters are refusing coverage because there haven't been enough claims to provide a history on which they can base their pricing! So
because kiting hasn't had many accidents, the insurers won't take the risk! Very strange.
For now, it would appear that individual coverage for liability and loss must be borne by the flier's own personal insurance.
(back)

Re: About Becot lost cradle
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 4/16/2005
Time: 12:51:01 PM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
In the Netherlands all private subcribers to the magazine "Vlieger" (Kite) that live in this country are insured for injury or damage to others caused by kiting
(excluding kitesurfing, kitebuggying and similar combinations of kites and some means of "transport"). This insurance is valid through out Europe. I'm not sure,
but I think this kiters insurance is not "big business" for the company. Maybe it is no business at all but just a gesture of symphaty with kiters in general.
Apart from the insurance issue, I think festival organizers should make clear to participants that behave in a unpolite, unsporty way that they are no longer
welcome to the festival. Kite festivals are for fun and plaesure and it is the responsability for all involved, organisation and participant alike, to keep it that way.
Peter
(back)

Re: About Becot lost cradle
From: Yvan
Date: 4/17/2005
Time: 6:29:49 AM
Remote Name: 83.134.101.248

Comments
I had a similar accident on the kite festival in Knokke past year. Somebody used a Kevlar Line which I thought was forbidden on kite festivals. The guy himself
was nowhere in the area. He just left his kite ungarded. It was a very unstable offshore wind and sudenly his kite took a dive and winded up around my line.
Luky for me I didn't hooked the cradle yet and I managed to walk down my kite, but my line was very badly damaged. And I didn't saw the smallest sign of the
kite owner. On the kite festival in Ostend next month, I stay away from other kiters.
...and I feel very sorry for you Christian.
Yvan.
(back)

Re: About Becot lost cradle
From: Richard Amirault
Date: 4/18/2005
Time: 8:59:44 AM
Remote Name: 146.115.58.99
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Comments
"Kevlar line ... forbidden at kite festivals"
Forbidden by who? The country? The local goverment? The festival organizers? or just by "gentlemans agreement"?
I have some Kevlar line, I seldom use it but if there is anyplace where I would use it .. it is AT a festival. I don't want my expensive kite (and/or KAP rig) lost by
some kid with a toy kite cutting my line.
Richard in Boston, MA, USA
(back)

Re: About Becot lost cradle
From: Christian
Date: 4/20/2005
Time: 5:54:17 PM
Remote Name: 83.154.182.11

Comments
Yes, we all know that any mishap could occur during kaping and could become an incident, especially in kite festivals. The more you kap there, the more you take
chances with, but also the more you are considering measures to prevent it. I remember that one sunday, in 2004 Dieppe festival, we were due to display to the
public aerial views on a large screen; we found that the wind was such that it was not safe to have a rig on the line over the crowdy festival and we cancelled the
live aerial show. We saw so many lines tangled on that afternoon, and kites falling, that it prooved our decision was the right one. The pity is that some people
have the will to show, and are far away from normal flying. I mean they want to show a model, but they are unable to get it flying well, and some of these models
even are unable to fly at all. When the wind is blowing force 4 from the sea, you don't normally expect to get real trouble, and so it was to me during the previous
hour, having shot some gorgeous close-up pictures of other kites, such as Michael Alvarez 's one. These pictures are lost for ever. By reporting this incident on my
web page, I wished to point to all having poor flying kites that these ones are not welcome between other lines, that flying a kite,in a kite festival or elsewhere, is
also accepting the responsability of whatever our kite will do. This incident shows that some people, don't think so. Besides this incident, I have been reported
that in other case, even some international professional kiter didn't assumed his responsability! It also lead me to notice that in the last ten years or so, there have
been very, very few description or papers on kite flying technique, and that such information is really missing to many kiters. This is why in the next issues of the
Lucane, the Cerf-Volant Club de France magazine, there will be some papers on this matter. As for kevlar lines, they are always smaller than others, and are
dangerous on kite festival for three reasons: 1)they are really difficult to be seen by other kiters, and when lines get crossed without been prevented, it's more
difficult to take the appropriate behaviour. 2) the smaller line usually cut the bigger one, and cutting pressure is higher with a smaller line. We should always
avoid to cut other lines. Remind yourself that if your kite misbehave and you cut another line, you are entitled for consequences and liability. 3) kevlar lines near
the ground when kite is falling, injured other kiters and people more easily and more seriously than another line. This is why we are many kiters to consider that
kevlar lines should be avoided on kite festivals; attitude of respect for other people is the first safety action. Just let you know that about 12 years ago, a delta with
a kevlar line crossed my polyamid line, and another one. My kite was much higher. I noticed it to the other kiter, but he didn't moved at all even it was easy for
him. I operated alone to get uncrossed, and unexpectedly, the kevlar line broke. He recovered his delta 100m away, and then came to see my line, and he could not
understand why his line broke. Obviously he was convinced that mine should have been cut pretty soon, and there was no need for him to try to do something:
fatal error!
(back)

New Rig and details of my accident in February
From: Dave Mitchell
Date: 4/15/2005
Time: 12:10:24 PM
Remote Name: 80.177.153.149

Comments
No new KAP photos yet, but my third rig (with Pentax Optio S5i and GentLED) is now ready to go. Some details of it and the accident
that led to the demise of my Ixus rig can be found at http://www.zenonic.demon.co.uk/kapstuff/equip.html Dave
(back)

Arial Photography
From: Frazer.cooke@sesame.co.uk
Date: 4/14/2005
Time: 3:37:24 AM
Remote Name: 81.101.80.131

Comments
i have over 3000 fasinating photographs of Arials and Satellite Dishes, i would be happy to share them. I live in Manchester, would anyone like to come to my
house for tea and to look at them?
(back)

Re: Arial Photography
From: KAPper
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Date: 4/14/2005
Time: 12:00:42 PM
Remote Name: 81.79.28.31

Comments
Ah yes, Manchester, just up the road from Liverpool where they actually do have a sense of humour.
ha ha ha .
shrug....
whatever
(back)

Normal service will be resumed ...
From: Lenny
Date: 4/13/2005
Time: 3:54:33 PM
Remote Name: 212.30.29.225

Comments
Just my luck that as soon as I get some good publicity from Peter Bults (thanks again, Peter), the Flickr site goes down just as Peter's regular post goes out with
the details of the new forum on his website. I am assured that it is temporary, so please give it a while & try again if you are interested.
Cris, I see that our friend in Helsinki had doubts about your flying angle. Did you really travel to Helsinki with a Dopero? And just in passing, isnÝt his rig truly
something else? I just love a little innovation, looks like it came straight out of one of the first AEs.
We're stuck on three members and really need some extra support to make it work to its full potential. So dust off your best username & password and head off
to http://www.flickr.com/groups/kiteaerialphotography/ when itÝs back in action.
Apologies to all.
Lenny {:o)
(back)

My new Rig
From: Vladimir - Brasil
Date: 4/12/2005
Time: 8:40:25 PM
Remote Name: 200.175.7.124

Comments
Hi all. After two day of de job, My rig is done http://img.photobucket.com/albums/v248/macromundo/Rig3.jpg
My KAP pictures http://www.macromundo.pop.com.br/Galeria%20kap.htm
Great hug
(back)

Re: My new Rig
From: Linnar
Date: 4/13/2005
Time: 11:48:51 PM
Remote Name: 195.33.97.164

Comments
Thanks for sharing your photos - nice warm pictures! My favorite pic - small cottage on island.
Tip - your web address contains space character, try to avoid it. Different browsers interprets it different way.
Greetings from North of Finland where is still snow and quite cold. http://www.eol.ee/~linnar/teega2/photos/IMG_3934.html
Linnar
(back)

Re: My new Rig
From: Roger Australia
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Date: 4/13/2005
Time: 4:02:11 PM Remote Name: 144.137.136.161

Comments
Parabens Vladimir, good start. Also, i like your pictures of Brazilian Insects, Butterflies, and flowers. They are fantastic!
http://www.macromundo.pop.com.br/Galerias.htm Best Regards and Congratulatios for your efforts. I can undestand how difficult it was for you to assemble
your rig and construct yourself your kite. Keep Kaping and don't stop to shoot nature's close ups. Mais uma vez parabens pelo trabalho. Uma abracao, Roger
Australia
(back)

Re: My new Rig
From: Vladimir
Date: 4/13/2005
Time: 4:51:45 PM
Remote Name: 200.175.2.130

Comments
Oi roger, como vai? Preciso falar com vc, qual seu email?
Obrigado pelos comentÝrios...
(back)

Re: My new Rig
From: Lenny
Date: 4/13/2005
Time: 4:01:35 PM
Remote Name: 212.30.29.225

Comments
Yeah, I love that shot (is it pec5?) of the little peninsula-like island with the hut. You must be chuffed with that one. With the link, I have found that sometimes
dead links can be miraculously brought to life by just copying the link into the Address line in the browser instead of using the link on the page - worked for me.
Lenny http://www.flickr.com/groups/kiteaerialphotography/
(back)

Re: My new Rig - ABOUT LITTLE ISLAND
From: Vladimir
Date: 4/13/2005
Time: 5:01:49 PM
Remote Name: 200.175.2.130

Comments
Thanks, lenny.. this place was older mine sand extration now is Ecological Park Costa..
THANKS FOR ALL COMMENTS
(back)

Re: My new Rig
From: Emmanuel at http://photocerfvolant.free.fr
Date: 4/13/2005
Time: 2:23:26 PM
Remote Name: 213.36.3.39

Comments
Hello Vladimir, How is your Kap rig weight ? And what is the camera you mounted on ?
Nice pic of the shore of the little island with the small house on. Best regards from France, Emmanuel
(back)

Re: My new Rig
From: Brooks
Date: 4/13/2005
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Time: 9:52:50 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
Nice rig, Vladimir, but I can't open the gallery link. I get a "not found" response.
(back)

Re: My new Rig--sorry
From: Vladimir
Date: 4/13/2005
Time: 12:59:22 PM
Remote Name: 200.146.2.73

Comments
correct link http://www.macromundo.pop.com.br/Galeria%20kap.htm
(back)

sorry again - see video rig in action
From: Vladimir
Date: 4/13/2005
Time: 1:11:03 PM
Remote Name: 200.146.2.73

Comments
Sorry , the system include number 25 on the link... For see video (1,7 MB) of the rig in action http://www.macromundo.pop.com.br/inaction.WMV Many thanks
(back)

Re: My new Rig
From: Richard Amirault
Date: 4/13/2005
Time: 11:57:33 AM
Remote Name: 146.115.58.99

Comments
Same here ("not found") but a few minutes with my backspace key and a few guesses gave me this ..
http://www.macromundo.pop.com.br/Galeria%20kap.htm
Nothing about the new rig, but KAP shots and the previous rig.
Richard in Boston, MA, USA
(back)

Re: My new Rig
From: Richard Amirault
Date: 4/13/2005
Time: 12:02:26 PM Remote Name: 146.115.58.99

Comments
OK .. that didn't work :-(
Go to http://www.macromundo.pop.com.br/
and click on the 5th selection from the top on the left hand menu ... "Foto Aerea com Pipa"
Richard in Boston, MA, USA
(back)

Re: Newbie Anchoring Question
From: John Quirk
Date: 4/10/2005
Time: 3:39:39 AM
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Remote Name: 82.42.116.152

Comments
I do most of my kaping on the beach, but this was not easy as I had to find an anchor point, I came across this idea on a web site which has been a great help:
Take a 1 metre square of ripstop, hem all 4 sides, stitch two 2 meter pieces of webbing across the diagonals of the ripstop leaving an over lap on each corner.
Scoop sand onto rip stop, bring all 4 corners together and tie off.
John
(back)

Re: Newbie Anchoring Question
From: Brooks
Date: 4/10/2005
Time: 12:34:56 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
A pillowcase works very well too. Fill with sand, tie short length of line around neck, attach kite line to pillowcase line. Amazing how much pull a pillowcase will
support.
(back)

Newbie anchoring question
From: Henry
Date: 4/9/2005
Time: 11:12:17 AM
Remote Name: 69.203.148.176

Comments
I read the article in "Make" and as an amatuer photographer really want to experiment with KAP.
This may seem like a silly inquiry but I can't seem to find a satisfactory answer in my net searches:
Is there a particular "best practice" for handling the ground end of KAP rig? I've seen multiple suggestions to "tie off" the kite to a stake or othe anchor in order
to attach the picavet once the kite is flying. How exactly do you do that? Does the winder or spool have a locking mechanism such that you clip the winder or
spool itself onto an anchor? Any details here would be appreciated. Thanks!
(back)

Re: Newbie anchoring question
From: Dave Mitchell
Date: 4/9/2005
<�b>Time: 3:25:56 PM
Remote Name: 80.177.153.149

Comments
Actually a lot of the time it's really simple. If the wind is not too strong and the kite is flying well it's possible to arrange the rig on the ground (if it has legs) with
the two "hangups" within easy reach. Then holding the reel with one hand, bend down and fix one hangup to the line with the other. Let the line out a couple of
feet, pick up the other hangup and attach that. Then stand up and let the line out slowly and up she goes!
I've got climbers straps, carabiners, a dog stake and a figure 8 and sometimes I need them, but on a shingle beach there's sometimes nothing to anchor the line to
and the technique above is all you've got.
Dave
(back)

Re: Newbie anchoring question
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 4/9/2005
Time: 1:32:07 PM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
Just take a look at this that was posted a week ago:
http://www.birdseye.be/images/equipment.jpg
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Peter
(back)

Re: Newbie anchoring question
From: Brooks Leffler
Date: 4/9/2005
Time: 10:21:33 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
Another good choice (if you have something solid to tie to) is Henry's Handle, designed by Henry Jebe and described in vol 1 #4 of the Aerial Eye. It's a short
piece of wood with a horned cleat attached and a lanyard to tie to your belt or nearby tree or fence.
If you don't have the Aerial Eye disk, you should -- It's available from the KAP Shop in Europe or my web site in North America. See paragraph 2 on my home
page.
chin UP bgl http://www.brooxes.com/
(back)

Re: Newbie anchoring question
From: Brooks
Date: 4/9/2005
Time: <�/b>10:24:01 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
Forgot to say that I have Henry's Handle available for US$22.00 postpaid in the USA & Canada.
bgl
http://www.brooxes.com/
(back)

Service after the sale
From: Dave Diederich
Date: 4/8/2005
Time: 7:37:20 AM
Remote Name: 70.241.194.48

Comments
Recently, I purchased a few items from Brooks Leffler. After a potential problem was found with one of the items, I was contacted by Brooks about the potential
problem and was a sent a replacement part promptly, at no charge. Thanks Brooks for the excellent follow up service after the sale.
(back)

Fuji GA shutter (again)
From: www.gercoderuijter.nl
Date: 4/7/2005
Time: 5:32:07 AM
Remote Name: 81.69.222.169

Comments
I just bought a skyhook helikite to use in New Mexico next month. I never was much concerned about rigweight. Untill now... I had my camera modified: camera
and receiver are using the same power, the flash condensator was removed, and now I am able to use a relais switch connected to the flexprint inside the camera.
It works! Thanks to cameradoc Danillo!
(back)

My contribution to all this pano stuff
From: Simon H
Date: 4/3/2005
Time: 9:58:15 AM
Remote Name: 81.79.28.31

Comments
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Here's a little bit of software I've been using for about 4 years for viewing my own jpg stitched panos. It occured to me that it is quite neat for previewing the big
panos you are all shooting
http://www.pixaround.com/
The great thing is the viewer (freeware - pixscreen lite) will take any .jpg, not just the pixaround files, and by changing the viewing options (partial, cylindrical,
spherical cubic etc and the viewing angle, can be used as an instant viewer for any pano's you have stitched. Don't be put off by the pixaround website cheesey
examples of straightforward pano's it will view anything you throw at it, a bit of changing the viewing options and you can have a view as immersive as the other
web based viewers. with usual zoom in/out tools.
See what you think.
Simon
(back)

Re: My contribution to all this pano stuff
From: Carlo Didier
Date: 4/5/2005
Time: 3:03:33 AM
Remote Name: 194.154.218.196

Comments
I presented the pixaround stitcher at KAPiCa/02. At the time there was a free version (you just had to register it to get a key). It's still one of the best and fastest
stitchers I've seen. Sometimes it correctly stitches pictures automatically where I'd have to manually intervene in Panorama Factory.
(back)

Re: My contribution to all this pano stuff
From: Simon H
Date: 4/3/2005
Time: 10:01:17 AM
Remote Name: 81.79.28.31

Comments
- additionally I seem to remember when I trialled the full version some time ago, you could stitch up a pano, and bundle it with the viewer embedded in e-mail etc
for people that didn't have the viewer.
Simon
(back)

Re: My contribution to all this pano stuff
From: Ralf
Date: 4/3/2005
Time: 2:12:51 PM
Remote Name: 84.133.218.188

Comments
Hi Simon, I use this too. My Wolfsburg-Pano use Pixmaker: http://www.dopero.de/Eingang/KAPer_on_Tour/Wolfsburg/wolfsburg.html The "wob-arround" and
"wobarround.exe" is Pixmaker-stuff. MfG Ralf
(back)

How do you proceed to secure the KAP rig to the main line
From: Yvon H.
Date: 4/2/2005
Time: 12:22:03 PM
Remote Name: 156.34.187.223

Comments
I was wondering how do you proceed to attach your KAP rig to the main line? Do you tie down the main line first to something solid and then secure the KAP rig
to the line? How do you stop the rig to hit the ground while you are trying to secure it to the main line?
(back)

Re: How do you proceed to secure the KAP rig to the main line
From: Yvan
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Date: 4/2/2005
Time: 9:49:22 PM
Remote Name: 83.134.99.152

Comments
Hi Yvon,
I just dropped a picture of my equipment online for easy understanding. Ref. http://www.birdseye.be/images/equipment.jpg
I'm using 2 methods: (A) the screw thing(I don't know the enlish name). I'm using this one when I'm in open terrain like the beach or a field. (B) a simple rope
with a carabinier when I have something in the area like a tree or a fence.
For attaching the kite line to the rope or the screw thing, I'm using an omega hook (C). So I have both my hands free to prepare the rig and attaching it to the
line.
And if I wanna walk around with the kite, I have a climbing beld. Just click the omega hook from A or B to the climbing beld... very easy and usefull.
I learned this method from Michel Clinckemaille ;-)
Greetz,
Yvan. http://www.birdseye.be
(back)

Re: How do you proceed to secure the KAP rig to the main line
From: Christian
Date: 4/4/2005
Time: 3:41:53 PM
Remote Name: 83.156.24.133

Comments
All what i could say is on my pages: http://becotus.chez.tiscali.fr/tako/anglais/&accessories.htm Look at the gamma hook description. Hope my outlining is clear
enough.In 1999 it was already described page 14 of Aerial Eye 5.2 Really, so many information is there in these Aerial eye issues, the best KAP handbook still
now! Check also previous Q&A on this forum.
(back)

Must see this pano
From: Brooks
Date: 4/1/2005
Time: 9:00:34 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
The spring World Wide Panorama -- Marketplace is online, with over 200 VR panoramas of marketplaces around the world. Not a single KAP image in the
bunch, but you gotta see this one and figure out how he took it: http://geoimages.berkeley.edu:16080/wwp305/html/ErikKrause.html
This is the small version -- but it's even more impressive in full screen if you've got a speedy connection. There's a link on the page.
For a completely different approach, check this out: http://geoimages.berkeley.edu:16080/wwp305/html/HelmutKoelbach.html
(back)

Re: Must see this pano
From: Yvan
Date: 4/2/2005
Time: 5:43:03 AM<�br> Remote Name: 83.134.98.155

Comments
Very impressive ! Let me a bit think of the panos from Eric Rougier's site 'from Paris' Check this one, I don't know how he did that...
http://www.fromparis.com/modules/large.php?style=java_fullscreen&pano=000089_01 (caution...full screen Immervision applet. Hit escape to go back to normal
window)
And here a complete tour of the Eiffel Tower: http://www.fromparis.com/html/virtual_tour.php?title=eiffel_tower&pano=000093_02
Yvan.
(back)

Re: Must see this pano
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From: Yvan
Date: 4/2/2005
Time: 5:47:28 AM Remote Name: 83.134.98.155

Comments
Phewww, that guy(Eric) from France is a grandmaster in Panoramic Photography. Check this one tooken under a hot air balloon straight above the Eiffel Tower:
http://www.fromparis.com/modules/large.php?style=java_fullscreen&pano=000090_01
Yvan.
(back)

Re: Must see this pano
From: brooks
Date: 4/2/2005
Time: 10:41:54 AM Remote Name: 208.54.15.1

Comments
Pretty incredible stuff, I agree!
I can't imagine anyone being allowed to fly right over the Tour Eiffel right now. Wouldn't happen in USA, for sure!
I think the interior of the tower must have been taken from a camera suspended between the railings, one up , one down, stitched at the railing.
wonderful stuff! thanks, Yvan!
(back)

Re: Must see this pano
From: Craig
Date: 4/1/2005
Time: 12:54:24 PM Remote Name: 204.147.0.66

Comments
Those are pretty cool shots for sure. I think the first one is from a pole and then some photoshop to remove. Seems like a lot of photoshop work to lighten the
shadow sides of the buildings below. Why don't you have some KAP in there el KAPitan??
(back)

Re: Must see this pano
From: Craig
Date: 4/1/2005
Time: 1:07:20 PM Remote Name: 204.147.0.66

Comments
BTW is that your older brother listed after you on the pano site? ;)
(back)

Re: Must see this pano
From: Brooks
Date: 4/1/2005
Time: 4:52:36 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
I am Andy's older brother. Ain't nobody older than ol me. It was his first try at a bubble pano, and we both learned a lot doing tutorials by long distance.
As to why no marketplace KAP from me -- first it was rain, then too much squirrely wind, and nobody to help. Didn't want to hang the Big Eye over pavement
under those conditions.
I would ask, though, why no WWP KAP (or any other kind) from anybody else in this group?
bgl http://www.brooxes.com/
(back)
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Re: Must see this pano
From: Scott Haefner
Date: 4/2/2005
Time: 12:18:30 AM
Remote Name: 68.126.216.79

Comments
Why no KAP bubbles?
Well, I had the same problem as you did with the rain that weekend, living just up the coast from you. The previous WWP I had the same problem--rain (+ lack
of wind), and the one before that all my KAP/camera gear was stolen from my car in San Francisco. I was in SF that day to shoot a KAP bubble of Golden Gate
Bridge for WWP...
Scott
http://scotthaefner.com/kap/
(back)

article about kap...
From: Vladimir
Date: 3/31/2005
Time: 7:45:49 PM
Remote Name: 200.175.2.209

Comments
My Publishing friend Charles Dias of the magazine online " louco por fotografia" (www.loucoporfotografia.net) wants to make a news article on KAP in Brazil I
will go here to represent, it would like to count on other KAPERS, is of Brazil. perhaps he would need some good photos and a small interview online. Who would
like to participe?
I need 3 people
I need
(back)

Canon powershot S70 pictures
From: burt
Date: 3/30/2005
Time: 2:01:57 PM
Remote Name: 80.225.113.197

Comments
http://www.burtskitecam.co.uk/gallery/album19 these are some more pictures taken using the Canon powershot S70.So far i have found this camera to user
friendly and the picture quality to be good, still early days tho,but with tv and av priority wide angle and a intervalometer, so far it gets my vote for KAP. ps
pictures on my gallery are low res due to my 56k modem.
from burt
(back)

Re: Canon powershot S70 pictures
From: Yvon H.
Date: 4/2/2005
Time: 6:42:09 AM
Remote Name: 156.34.187.223

Comments
Wow, I like you shots where you see the stairs going down the cliff.
(back)

Re: Canon powershot S70 pictures
From: burt
Date: 4/2/2005
Time: 11:01:11 AM
Remote Name: 80.225.119.36
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Comments
Thanks, shame i did not get top and bottom of stairs in one shot
(back)

HangupsÝ revisited
From: Brooks
Date: 3/30/2005
Time: 11:49:17 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
Following on Dave Mitchell's mishap of several weeks ago, I have renewed efforts to have a serviceable, foolproof Picavet hanger manufactured. It's been a
frustrating exercise, with a promising conclusion.
In my opinion, the coat-hanger-wire designs offered by others have not been the answer, though the idea of using wire is a very good one. Coat-hanger wire is too
small in diameter and far too stiff, and rusts, and the chance of the Picavet lines slipping through a crack is great.
I have followed two avenues: first, an improved, stamped-metal, beveled-edge design based on the Becobroox; and second, a bent-wire design drawing on the
ideas of Becot and Hunt. Unfortunately, neither design is commercially viable in the quantities the KAP community could support -- even ordering 1000 pieces,
my cost would have been upwards of $4.00 per hangup.
This week I found a source of 1/8" (3mm) aluminum wire and created a design which I think improves on all the previous ones. It is smooth, round-edged, very
light (2g/pair), easily and securely laced into the Picavet lines, and foolproof in its attachment to the flying line. There is no "wrong" way to attach it to the line.
The wire's diameter is much larger than the heaviest of coat-hanger wire, and though soft, is sturdy enough to hold up under considerable tension.
Best of all, I can make it myself quickly and inexpensively enough to offer it for half the price of the Becobroox HangupÝ. It is not as elegant as the anodized
Becobroox design, but should give satisfactory performance in a wider wind range.
See the new one on my web site's Kits & Bits page.
chin UP
brooks
http://www.brooxes.com/
(back)

Re: HangupsÝ revisited
From: Christian
Date: 3/30/2005
Time: 2:29:24 PM
Remote Name: 83.156.30.149

Comments
Good work Brooks. Just looking at the pic of hangup IV it looks secured, and I will be confident using it.
(back)

Re: HangupsÝ revisited
From: David Hunt
Date: 3/30/2005
Time: 3:10:52 PM
Remote Name: 65.41.37.4

Comments
Great design work Brooks. I can see definite advantages of this design over the line trees that I have always used.
David Hunt
(back)

Suitable small servo for constant rotation mod
From: Jonathan
Date: 3/29/2005
Time: 5:10:17 AM
Remote Name: 81.137.230.26

Comments
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Hello All,
Can anyone suggest a suitable (<30g) smaller servo available in the uk that can be modified to constant rotation ?
It will be used as part of a geared system rather than direct drive !
regards Jonathan
(back)

Re: Suitable small servo for constant rotation mod
From: Harri Kemp-Gee Hummingbirdrecords@hotmail.com
Date: 6/20/2005
Time: 9:37:51 AM
Remote Name: 82.153.117.158

Comments
I have modified a 6g dragonfly servo but am also looking for other small servos that can be modified. HAve you managed to find any?
(back)

Re: Suitable small servo for constant rotation mod
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 3/29/2005
Time: 5:57:30 AM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
I have a bunch of 6 gr draganfly sub-micro servos here. They have a 360 final gear, so should be modifiable for continious rotation. I haven't tried it yet.
Let me know if I can help you.
Peter
(back)

Pan & Shutter,One Channel
From: John
Date: 3/28/2005
Time: 1:29:36 PM
Remote Name: 82.42.116.217

Comments
Hello All, Can anyone advise me, I have recently modified my pan servo to rotate 360 Ý and now I would like to make a further mod, to have pan & shutter on
the one channel as shown in David Hunts KAPER site. Will I still be able to rotate 360Ý (one way). Regards John.
(back)

Re: Pan & Shutter,One Channel
From: David Hunt
Date: 3/28/2005 Time: 5:21:10 PM
Remote Name: 65.41.37.4

Comments
I noticed on the KAPER page for pan/shutter on one channel, that I did not mention that the circuit board shown figure 13 is from a Futaba S3003 servo.
http://www.kaper.us/basics/Bas_360_5_R.html
David Hunt
(back)

Re: Pan & Shutter,One Channel
From: David Hunt
Date: 3/28/2005 Time: 5:15:52 PM
Remote Name: 65.41.37.4

Comments
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Yes, you will still have 360 servo rotation. The proceedure is to make the 360 servo modification first, then modify the servo where it will only rotate in one
direction. You then connect the single-direction-360-servo and a shutter servo (or switch) to the same channel of the receiver. You can do this with a Y-harness or
you can solder the wires from the two servos as illustrated on the KAPER page.
Assuming you don't modify the shutter servo, this servo will move when the transmitter joy-stick is in both the pan direction or the shutter directions. Just make
sure that you mount the shutter servo to press the shutter when moved opposite pan direction or you will trip the shutter every time you pan the rig.
David Hunt
http:\\www.kaper.us\
(back)

Please report success (or failure) using newest gentled or schwischi for Nikon 8700
From: Blues skies kaper
Date: 3/25/2005
Time: 12:19:13 PM
Remote Name: 207.200.116.137

Comments
Hello Fellow Kapers, I'm frustrated with the mechanical shutter servo I use to trigger my Nikon 8700... Too many missed shots. A number of mixed reviews have
been reported on the success for triggering the Coolpix 8700. We are all fortunate that some great innovaters are constantly improving and redesigning these
electronic switches. Brooks Leffler's previous post(whom is recognized as an important, and influential reviewer) ealier stated his frustration with these nonmechanical options (including returning his to maker) to date. This has thus far dissuaded me from going that route.
It would be most helpful for users of James Gentled, maker of Schwi- scwi switches, to all to please give us all options 1. pro's and cons of each 2. price 3. weight
differences 4. most importantly: reliability Thanks for all Kapers input on this lingering question I have, and to this point hven't been able to get a clearly positive
review on yet...
(back)

Re: Please report success (or failure) using newest gentled or sc...
From: james@gentlesSPAM.info
Date: 7/2/2005
Time: 9:51:27 AM
Remote Name: 80.229.25.24

Comments
Well it's taken a lot of detective work but GENTLED SERIAL NOW WORKS WITH THE NIKON 8700
gentled serial has now been proved to work with ALL the Nikon models that have MC-EU1 as an accessory.
The 8700 does seem to behave differently from the other cameras in Nikons stable, leading me to believe they haven't simply cloned the 8700 from the similar
5Mpix 5700.
Superior remote shooting with your Nikon 8700 starts at http://www.gentles.info/KAP/gentled/options.htm#NIKONshutter
James
(back)

gentled serial
From: james@gentlesSPAM.info
Date: 3/25/2005
Time: 2:57:22 PM
Remote Name: 80.229.25.24

Comments
gentled serial has only just been launched, The first few were shipped about 3 weeks ago, and I have 1 positive note that it works great, but unfortunately not on a
8700.
Another few were shipped last week, but are still "in transit". Good news is that Brooks has one "in transit" and he also has a 8700, so there is an opportunity for
review in a week or so.
Whilst I know what type of gentled people buy, more often than not I don't know the camera model.
Does the 8700 have an input for the Schwi-switch? I can't see it in the reviews?
For the record gentled serial is 8grams, including servo lead and Nikon connector. details: http://www.gentles.info/KAP/gentled/options.htm#NIKONshutter
Manual: http://www.gentles.info/KAP/gentled/Manual-serial.pdf Price is 65 euros (40 euros if you supply your own serial cable) from www.kapshop.com
James
(back)
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Re: gentled serial
From: Brooks
Date: 3/25/2005
Time: 6:40:02 PM
<�b>Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
I'm curious about your servo release. Please send a pic of your installation to me at kytemanATredshiftDOTcom, or give me a link to a pic, so I can look at it.
No trigger is 100%, but I've had better luck with servo fingers than with anything electric EXCEPT that the gentLED on my Pentax hits about 75% of the time.
That's quite acceptable to me, and its the first electric trigger to achieve that kind of reliability. I look forward to trying the serial version.
BTW, who are you, Blue Skies? You're among friends here, you can take off the mask.
(back)

Re: gentled serial
From: Craig
Date: 3/28/2005
Time: 6:11:37 AM
Remote Name: 204.147.0.66

Comments
I have recently had Harbortronics in Gig Harbor WA install a RCA port into my Collpix 8400 so that I can use a Schswitch and so far on the bench it now fires
each time I pull the trigger. If I find the electronic switch is not giving me near 100% of the shots I think I am taking I will return to using a radio shack roller
switch attached to a tiny servo and connect that to the same RCA plug. I have been using that system on my pentax and ricoh cameras for more than 15 years and
when my TX counter says 36 the counter on my camera will say 36. It really surprises me that anyone would accept anything less reliable than that. If you sent a
roll of film to the lab and got back 75% of the film you would go balistic.I used to go wild when they would miscut and ruin frame #37. One thing I have learned
in photography is that you may only have one chance to get the shot. We already work with extra variables usings kites, wind,radios and imagination, why then
reduce it further by accepting a system that only works 75% of the time.
(back)

Re: gentled serial
From: Brooks
Date: 3/28/2005
Time: 10:41:24 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
From email and the notes below in this thread, I seem to have aroused some concern about success rates of various shutters.
Perhaps it's my age, but I don't expect much of anything to be 100% reliable anymore.
It's possible that the gentLED's success rate is more than the 75% I mentioned above, and perhaps any perceived misfires are due to the fact that I usually use the
flash to tell me when it's shooting, and the flash hasn't refreshed enough. Frankly, I haven't kept count -- it's just a gut feeling. I've built and flown lots of rigs,
and I have to say that while most are pretty reliable, 100% is surely overstating it. Again, it's a gut feeling. Nearly all of them have used a servo finger.
How the gentLED is installed is just as important as how a shutter servo is installed. It's important that the LED be treated as a gun, not a lighthouse. My first
installation put the side of the LED right up next to the sensor, as is shown in the pic on James' site, and the reliability rate was not up to my expectations. After
he set me straight -- that the radiation comes out the end, not the side of the LED -- I moved it down a half inch (10 - 12 mm) and it works much better now. It
would be even better if it pointed at the sensor.
Craig's success rate is laudable -- I'd like more info on this RadShack switch you use.
Perhaps I (and others) should take notes or check my own success rates somehow, as Craig has done, before throwing numbers around.
(back)

Re: gentled serial
From: Craig
Date: 3/28/2005
Time: 11:38:17 AM
Remote Name: 204.147.0.66

Comments
Here is the RadioShack link to the part I suggest and use. http://www.radioshack.com/product.asp?catalog%5Fname=CTLG&product%5Fid=275-017
I have used a servo to roll a cam onto the little roller arm to compress the switch or simply mount the switch to the servo and have it pinch against the side of the
rig. The 3 contacts are a common ground, momentary on, momentary off selections. Like I said down below, I use 2 switches mounted out of alignment to initiate
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auto focus and then shutter. The camera does not need time to actually focus before the shutter is tripped. It is just that the auto focus must be initiated first (if
you have the auto focus turned on). The difference in my rig is likely microseconds as the two switches are mounted only a few degrees apart.
(back)

Re: gentled serial
From: Richard Amirault
Date: 3/28/2005
Time: 8:04:24 AM
Remote Name: 146.115.58.99

Comments
Craig said ... "I used to go wild when they would miscut and ruin frame #37."
Cutting into frame 37 is not the fault of the lab, it the fault of the photographer (or maybe the camera) A 36 exposure roll is only supposed to have 36 exposures
on it, not 37. In the "old days" (manual advance) you reached 36 and you re-wound your film. Most "auto everything" cameras just keep shooting until they
cannon wind to the next frame. However that often puts an extra frame on the film .. in a spot where there is not supposed to be a frame! The lab needs a certain
amount of 'blank film' at both ends to handle the filme during processing.
In fact, when the end of the film is cut, it is cut IN TOTAL DARKNESS, before the film is processed. There is no way for them to know if there is an image there.
Richard in Boston, MA, USA
(back)

Re: gentled serial
From: Craig
Date: 3/28/2005
Time: 8:45:52 AM
Remote Name: 204.147.0.66

Comments
When they cut the film right at the end as it goes into the can then they have all the exposed images. If the lab cuts it an inch from the can they may not. That is
not the photographers fault or the cameras fault. They can easily put the clip on and hang it into the bath leader end first saving all the exposed film. My lab does
it that way always and for 15 years I have always gotten 37 images to frame. Over the course of 1000's of rolls of film that is quite a few images saved. As I said,
when they don't give me 37 they know they screwed up because they know me and what I expect from a their custom lab. It is likely quite different at the walmart
lab. You should be supporting your local lab and local business- go where you get custom service and that extra image (if/when you are shooting film)
(back)

Re: 37th shot
From: Richard Amirault
Date: 3/28/2005
Time: 9:56:52 AM
Remote Name: 146.115.58.99

Comments
Ok .. don't want to get in a war here ;-)
I work in a professional photo lab. Not all machines can take a 36 exp roll hung from the leader end. Most machines ("dip and dunk")that I've seen fold the
35mm film in half so that it ends up the same length as a 120 roll. You can do that with either two clips (or rather one double clip) at the top and a weight at the
bottom .. or a fold (over a special bar) at the top and a double weighted clip on the bottom.
Larger processors often use a "cine" style machine that splices the film end to end. The film is then processed in a continous path (like movie film).
In any case both ends of the film need to be if not cut, then pierced with a clip (or covered with splicing tape) in a place that there is not supposed to be an
exposure. All this happens before the film is processed. THEN often the film is spliced end to end to be printed (again using up a piece of the end)
I've seen *thousands* and *thousands* of rolls of film. Of those with an extra frame .. usually it survives .. but sometimes it dosen't .. and when that happens ..
99% of the time it was too close to the end of the roll (in a place where it has no business being)
Yes, I can see where an inexperienced, or careless, operator could remove too much of the end of a roll, but 99% of the time (in my experience) when the last
frame is cut or damaged it is because it was too close to the end of the roll.
Richard in Boston, MA, USA
(back)

Re: 37th shot
From: Craig
Date: 3/28/2005
Time: 11:22:11 AM
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Remote Name: 204.147.0.66

Comments
OK, I don't remember exactly how we got on the 37th shot point but My original point was to say that I don't like loosing even the shot you aren't supposed to be
able to get much less 1/4 of the ones you think you should have and think you got. Yes I have overstated the facts by incinuating that I get 100% of the shots that I
pull the trigger on. It is likely more like 95-98% There are times when I have the camera auto focusing and it might not have found focus but it is rare that I have
film left in the camera when I think it is all shot. My shutter release on the rig is as reliable as the cable release that you hold in your hand as it works just the
same. In fact on my pentax I have the servo close 2 switches mounted side by side, one switch is angled to close just a fraction of a second before the other. The
first is for the auto focus circuit the second is the shutter. Again- just like the $35 hand held cable sold by pentax does.
(back)

Re: 38th shot
From: David Hunt
Date: 3/28/2005
Time: 4:35:25 PM
Remote Name: 65.41.37.4

Comments
Back when SLRs were less automated you could get two extra shots from a roll if you knew what you were doing.
David Hunt
(back)

back to gentled...
From: james@gentlesSPAM.info
Date: 3/28/2005
Time: 12:25:28 PM
Remote Name: 80.229.25.24

Comments
I would agree with Brooks that the positioning of gentled is the key. The issue is the sensor is designed to pick up the signal from the front (normally) of the
camera. The way most people use it for KAP is at an oblique angle. This reduces range (from about 5ft to 5") but the problem is that performance at 5" is highly
dependent on the lens and housing for the IR detector and will vary from camera to camera.
I would encourage you to try different positions, to make sure you are not near the limit. With my Pentax Optio 550 rig I also have a frame counter (it actually
timestamps the frame) that I can match up with EXIF data in the shots. On a 100 picture shoot I've never seen it out by more than 2, and I think it's because
sometimes I'll take another picture before the camera is ready to accept the next shot.
I've also noticed that the count between the camera and "frame counter" is also out because occasionally the camera timestamps two successive shots with the
same EXIF data! Software :-)
Finally if your camera has gone into 'sleep' you'll use one 'flash' of the gentled to wake it up.
So we all do live in Brooks imperfect world, I just make it 95% rather than 75% :-)
James
(back)

New Article in Science News Online
From: Dave Diederich
Date: 3/25/2005
Time: 7:29:03 AM
Remote Name: 69.148.181.199

Comments
Here is an interesting news article that was recently suggested by AKA.
http://www.sciencenews.org/articles/20000916/bob9.asp
Does anyone have any experience or familiarity with the kite tram similar to the one developed by the University of Colorado.
(back)

Proposition for a photo foum
From: Lenny
Date: 3/22/2005
Time: 3:44:56 PM
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Remote Name: 212.30.3.85

Comments
Hi all
I hope this hasnÝt been suggested before, here goes:
I've recently been obsessing about Flickr (go to Flickr.com to find out more) - it's basically a big online photo album with the usual online community slant to it. It
also includes a feature called "Groups", which is basically a service for making a customized photo forum.
With this in mind I have started a KAP group (sadly only one member at present), with the intention of sharing a pool of KAP pictures with other KAPers.
Now, I know that there are those of you who have websites already (which I browse and admire endlessly). The difference is this - if you post to the group pool of
photos it not only allows others to get an overview of the wide variety of different locations, styles and images, but it also allows others to append comments to the
photos, maybe it would even encourage a sort of critical analysis about composition, technique etc.
The KAP community seems to be such a fantastic group of friendly and helpful individuals, I thought it might be just the thing to augment it.
Here are some other thoughts which I thought warranted discussion:
1. I'm not proposing anything with a competitive nature, but discussions about the pictures would be encouraged. 2. I'd get anyone posting to append their name,
the location of the picture and a personal website address (which I don't think would appear as hypertext Ý well, not in this release of Flickr anyway). Any other
details to be appended would be discussed to arrive at a template for each picture, so that they provide a description that is optimally concise and informative. 3. I
would be happy to administer the group and take on board any criticism to improve the photo forum (although it is quite simple and the current leeway for
adaptation is limited) 4. I am aware that there are limitations to the free Flickr subscription - I personally pay for the pro version and find it to be superb. 5. The
group is set up as "Invitation only", anyone wanting to join would have to mail me and I'd sign them up if they post me a test picture (to discourage anybody
wasting time with spam). I am happy to sign up anyone who has KAP images that they want to be shared ÝI would ask them to be something you would like to
show others, an image that you are please with for whatever reason. 6. We'd set a limit to the number of pictures posted by any one individual - maybe we could
do an initial back-catalogue for the veterans, followed by a monthly intake. 7. I would hope to add other groups about equipment innovations, kites, pictures
where things have gone wrong and advice is sought etc. and I hope that new releases of Flickr will allow easier additions to the structure of the group - they seem
to be open to suggestion. 8. My concerns about the service are a) the limited storage on the free service along with itÝs other limitations, b) that IÝve missed
something in my excitement that means this idea is unfeasible to operate in particular with people signed up to free accounts (I am trying to research all the tiny
details). IÝd really like this to work for free. c) If there are a lot of images, the 16 most recent are shown on the top page of the ÝGroup PoolÝ Ý but there is a
great slideshow feature. 9. There is also a text forum part to each group, but I think that this would probably not be used as it would only dilute ChrisÝ forum
which is much better known & used and has a superb archive. 10. Anyone worried about copyright can always watermark images or just post up smaller images
to the service. 12. Where's 11? 11. Aaah, there it is.
I have been a long-time addict of Chris Benton's wonderful forum and it seems that the natural accompaniment to this would be a forum which includes pictures.
My feeling is that this could run in parallel with Chris' forum and the other great KAP resources.
Like I say, I'm just testing the water, and I apologise for the rant, but I think it's an exciting proposal.
The FAQ for Flickr is at http://www.flickr.com/help.gne#FAQ. I would encourage anyone to sign up for the free version, as you will find that the online photo
sharing thing will creep up on you and after a week or so will really impress you. I hasten to add that I am obviously a keen KAPer and not some weird salesman
for this thing. I'm doing this hoping that we can share this fantastic past-time. If anyone considers this particular approach (i.e. using Flickr) to be fatally flawed,
I'll be philosophical about it, but the idea of a photo forum is very tasty. So EVEN IF THIS PARTICULAR PRODUCT ISN'T THE ONE TO DO IT FOR US,
THEN THE DISCUSSION IS OPEN TO FIND ONE THAT IS BETTER.
Feel free to browse my Flickr at http://www.flickr.com/photos/lenny_meriel/ and the Uni-membered KAP group at
http://www.flickr.com/groups/kiteaerialphotography/ with it's princely selection of three vetted photos.
Look forward to the comments.
Lenny
(back)

Re: Proposition for a photo foum
From: Glenn Nelson
Date: 3/28/2005
Time: 10:07:46 PM
Remote Name: 64.166.9.250

Comments
Here's a photo album with commentaries: http://www.trekearth.com/gallery/Asia/Kyrgyzstan/ Beautiful photos, too! And the about page for this site:
http://www.trekearth.com/about.php
I couldn't discover the underlying engine for it, it may have been custom coded. In any case, it showcases one way of accomplishing the desired task.
I think they need some KAP!
(back)

Re: Proposition for a photo foum
From: David Hunt
Date: 3/29/2005
Time: 3:05:27 PM
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Remote Name: 65.41.37.4

Comments
I am particularly impressed with the "Workshop" pages on the Trekearth site
http://www.trekearth.com/workshops/
This allows members to make improvements or changes to someone elses photos and show both the original and modified versions side-by-side along with
comments.
Even though this page is not KAP photos it is a great learning tool to help anyone improve their photographs or to break out of a photographic rut. Check it out.
David Hunt
(back)

Re: Proposition for a photo foum
From: Lenny
Date: 3/30/2005
Time: 1:18:05 PM
Remote Name: 212.30.29.160

Comments
Wow, that's nearly what I would call a "killer". Who needs text comments about suggested changes when you can just get in there and do it yourself? A great
way to run a masterclass in post-production.
(back)

Re: Proposition for a photo foum
From: Carlo Didier
Date: 3/24/2005
Time: 2:06:01 AM
Remote Name: 194.154.218.196

Comments
Maybe you should talk to David Hunt. He already has a Galleries section on www.kaper.us. It would be a waste of resources to do twice the same if it could be
done combined.
(back)

Re: Proposition for a photo forum
From: Lenny
Date: 3/24/2005
Time: 5:04:02 AM
Remote Name: 212.30.3.85

Comments
You're right, Carlo.
My only thought was that the site would act as a photo "forum", not just as a gallery. With the Forum aspect we could encourage discussion about individual
images and everyone could comment on the insprations and techniques etc. of each photo. Not only that, but as long as we followed a set of informal rules,
KAPers invited to join (that would be any KAPer, really) would post their own pictures & descriptions - this isn't a site that is vetted and uploaded by an
administrator, instead the site would be "moderated" and the users/members would add the content themselves, just like a forum. I'm looking at this from a
community input point of view. All of the forum input so far has lead me to believe that the KAP community is very strong and friendly, this seems like a way to
build on that.
If no one picks up on this, I'd be happy to say that it doesn't have any great advantages over a gallery.
Maybe David has a view - David, what do you reckon? Anyone else?
Lenny {:o)
(back)

Re: Proposition for a photo forum
From: David Hunt
Date: 3/24/2005
Time: 4:07:33 PM
Remote Name: 65.41.37.4
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Comments
Cris started the following page a couple of years back;
http://www.arch.ced.berkeley.edu/kap/database/Favorites/Favorite_list_desc.asp
It has seen little activity, the last post was 9/30/04 and the post prior to that was in 2003. Cris' page needs some maintenance, the chart cuts off the last number of
the year :-( Shortly after Cris started the page I made a post in this discussion forum on 11/7/01 encouraging KAPers to make use of this page. I don't know that I
encouraged anyone to participate who wasn't participating already.
The track record is not very good for this type of endeavor, but you never know when the Winds of KAPer involvement will shift.
In my mind the greatest chance of this concept working would be a redesign of this forum. I know that Cris took an informal poll a few years ago about updating
this forum. I was one of the dissenters, but I now think a structure with at least two forums, one for talk, and one for pictures would be great. I would even suffer
the dreaded username/password anathema.
David Hunt
http://www.kaper.us
(back)

Re: Proposition for a photo forum
From: Lenny
Date: 3/25/2005
Time: 12:58:06 AM
Remote Name: 212.30.3.85

Comments
Sounds good, David. The Flickr site supports a text forum, but I admit that it would be much better if such an image forum was somewhere familiar to the
community, like on Cris's site. I assume that it would be Cris who would have to upload & administer the images, but maybe it could be made more interactive.
The advantages of this proposition are that it would be a group effort and that KAPers could post their own images, along with the fact that the infrastructure to
do so is already in place.
If just a couple of people (maybe some of you already have an account at Flickr) want to conduct a trial it might be interesting. If I could appeal to anyone who
has images, but hasn't been able to create their own website, that might be a good place to start, then everyone can see if it works or not. As I say, I have set up
the group already, but with only my images it looks a bit like a "Billy no-mates" group. Anyone interested can mail me at lenny@flow-interactive.com
My point about the group on a public forum like Flickr was that it is exactly that - public. This might have the advantage of exposing the images and KAPing to a
wider audience, without the formality of a gallery. I'm sure we all share the confidence that alot of the images are extremely unique and appealing, even to those
not interested in the practice of KAP.
Also it seems that for an image driven activity at least some of the discussions should be centered around images.
It does seem that the idea has such great potential that it warrants further investigation.
Lenny
(back)

Re: Proposition for a photo forum
From: Carlo Didier
Date: 3/25/2005
Time: 3:13:42 AM
Remote Name: 194.154.218.196

Comments
I like Scott Haefners gallery pages very much. And they do allow comments. Scott, what tools do you use for it?
(back)

Re: Proposition for a photo forum
From: Lenny
Date: 3/25/2005
Time: 3:58:33 AM
Remote Name: 212.30.3.85

Comments
Yes, Scott's gallery is superb, but would that software allow people to post up their own pics - that would be great.
(back)

Re: Proposition for a photo forum
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From: Scott Haefner
Date: 3/28/2005
Time: 1:59:28 AM
Remote Name: 68.126.216.79

Comments
I use software that I developed for my photo galleries. The software uses PHP (a web scripting language--to create the web pages) and MySQL (a database--to
store the photo, caption, etc.). I use a web-based application to add photos to the site...I imagine that it's similar to the default Flickr interface.
Like David Hunt, I can see the value of hosting the photoblog/gallery/forum/whatever you want to call here on Cris' site. Although as someone pointed out, Cris
does have a utility for this, and it's under-used. Perhaps that's because it's not linked from the discussion pages/hard to find? I don't know...
But if it is hosted somewhere else, then Flickr seems to be the ideal place. Flickr has a lot going for it: lots of users, it's easy to use, and it takes advantage of the
social software phenomenon where users from around the globe are tied together based on a common theme/idea. In this case, it's "tags," or categories of photos.
Any photo that is posted using a descriptive tag(s) is automatically tied to all other photos using that same tag. That's really cool! For example, I just returned
from the SxSW festival (sxsw.com) in Austin, TX, and I can easily view over 1000 photos that probably hundreds of attendees took during the week. What if
KAPiCA/KAPiSco/KAPiXXX attendees posted some of their best shots to the site using KAPiXXX as one of the tags?
I've been using "tags" in my galleries for the past couple years, but I recently mimicked an idea from Flickr for displaying those tags using a "weighted list":
http://scotthaefner.com/kap/gallery/?g=tags
One thing I don't like about Flickr is that I feel like I might lose some control over my images. I'm already having problems with organizations downloading and
publishing copyrighted images off my own website without a license/permission...
Scott
http://scotthaefner.com/kap/
(back)

Re: Proposition for a photo forum
From: Lenny
Date: 3/28/2005
Time: 12:53:06 PM
Remote Name: 212.30.29.160

Comments
I agree with Scott and again with David that the ideal place for such an image forum is in an established KAP resource center such a CrisÝ site. I must also say
that the community aspect to the Flickr site is unavoidably attractive. I may be wrong, but I donÝt think any of the personal websites support the ability for an
individual to post up their own images.
Scott also raised a good point about the tags. IÝve already got a draft protocol for the use of tags. The tags page on ScottÝs site is almost identical to the main
Flickr tags page (http://www.flickr.com/photos/tags/) and the KAP group I set up has itÝs own tags page
(http://www.flickr.com/groups/kiteaerialphotography/pool/tags/) Ý yeah yeah, I know thereÝs not much there, but more images means more tags and then it will
expand and become a superb browsing tool.
As David rightly pointed out, the username and password thingy on Flickr is something that might be a put-off, but I have to say that it is unavoidable on most of
the good forums online (with the notable exception of Mr BentonÝs) as well as being a fact of life for most transactions involving money or information.
At the risk of going over really dull old ground, the obvious problem with image copyright is that anything seen on a screen can, in theory, be copied and used
elsewhere (albeit illegally) Ý but if you want to display your images and share them this would seem unavoidable to most of us.
The quote from the Flickr FAQ is: ÝIf you've applied a Creative Commons license to your images, then by default your images are automatically downloadable.
If you do not want your images to be downloadable, do not apply a Creative Commons license to all or some of your images.Ý
The images on the site are displayed as images from a Flash player and as such are not directly downloadable. However they can obviously be copied off the
screen by using Alt+PrintScreen. I must admit that I donÝt have images that are of the same breath-taking quality as KAPers such as Scott or Cris and as such I
worry less about the use of my images without my consent. Maybe time will make me more cautious.
I am researching the copyright options in Flickr (the Creative Commons Licence), which IÝm sure that some of you have looked through and digested. The
relevant page on Flickr is: http://www.flickr.com/help.gne#87 .
My solutions thus far are that I can add a line to the homepage description which would announce to anyone considering downloading and using the image that
they must contact the imageÝs ÝownerÝ first Ý a discouragement tactic. I can also advise all members of the group to burn in a watermark of some sort to make
the image unusable without seeing the copyright detail. Past that I come to a dead end. Any other solutions would be gratefully received.
Finally (and again, obviously), if you have a personal website already, then you will presumably experience these difficulties already, so the question would be do
you either a) display your images on Flickr anyway and risk their theft knowing that you have already published them for all to see and copy on your own site, or
b) not display the images at all.
My immediate concern is gaining more members for this forum Ý it can only work by participation, so come and join up if only to test the water, and if the
experience is good then donÝt forget to evangelise about it.
Could I be more clichÝd than to say Ýthe more the merrierÝ? I think not.
(back)
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Re: Proposition for a photo forum
From: Lenny
Date: 3/27/2005
Time: 5:13:12 AM
Remote Name: 212.30.29.160

Comments
Not that I'm in the business of PR or advertising, but I've got Cris (thanks Cris) on board and I'd love to see a few more members sign up to
http://www.flickr.com/groups/kiteaerialphotography/ AS I say, I'm not going to press-gang anyone into joining, but it's very simple and I guess it'd be up to me
not to let this fizzle out if I can help it.
Thanks for humouring me.
Lenny
(back)

Re: Proposition for a photo forum
From: Lenny
Date: 3/30/2005<�br> Time: 1:03:36 PM
Remote Name: 212.30.29.160

Comments
Well, we're up to three members now, so don't be shy, we'd love to see more members and just as importantly, more lovely images. It's the only way this thing will
take off and it looks like we will all benefit from the results when it does. If anyone has any queries that they'd like to have cleared up, please don't hesitate to
mail me at lenny@flow-interactive.com.
Lenny
(back)

Re: Proposition for a photo fourm
From: Lenny
Date: 3/22/2005
Time: 3:49:53 PM
Remote Name: 212.30.3.85

Comments
Sorry, that'll be a fo'R'um
(back)

Vertical Pano with new Immervision G2 Player.
From: Yvan
Date: 3/21/2005
Time: 6:02:06 AM
Remote Name: 194.78.200.167

Comments
Yesterday I shot a vertical pano and used it with the new Immervision G2 applet. The picture itself are four photos, stitched with Autostitch in 00:30 min !
The Immervision full screen modus is very cool. A note for the MAC users... can you give me some feedback if it works fine ? I couldn't test it on a MAC.
Here's the link http://www.birdseye.be/kap_pano/pano_dunes.htm
Greetz and tnx in advance,
Yvan. http://www.birdseye.be
(back)

Re: Vertical Pano with new Immervision G2 Player.
From: Dave Mitchell
Date: 3/23/2005
Time: 3:50:47 PM
Remote Name: 80.177.153.149

Comments
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Am I the only Windows XP user who can't see this with Firefox or IE? I just see a white box with a red line halfway along the bottom.
I'm using: Java Plug-in 1.5.0_01 and JRE version 1.5.0_01 Java HotSpot(TM) Client VM
Dave
(back)

Re: Vertical Pano with new Immervision G2 Player.
From: Ralf
<�b>Date: 3/21/2005
Time: 1:46:54 PM
Remote Name: 84.133.245.139

Comments
Guten Tag, it works fine with FireFox on my PC. And I am still waitung for the other 90Ý from gound back to sky again, but I think you worked on... Smile Ralf
(back)

Re: Vertical Pano with new Immervision G2 Player.
From: Brooks
Date: 3/21/2005
Time: 9:42:59 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
Doesn't work with Firefox either -- but I get a double line around the box!
I"ll try the download you suggest.
bgl
(back)

Re: Vertical Pano with new Immervision G2 Player.
From: Richard Amirault
Date: 3/21/2005
Time: 9:51:57 AM
Remote Name: 146.115.58.99

Comments
It works for me with Firefox on a PC.
By the way .. looks like someone left a kite bag on the boardwalk (smile)
Richard in Boston, MA, USA
(back)

Re: Vertical Pano with new Immervision G2 Player.
From: Richard Amirault
Date: 3/23/2005
Time: 12:33:12 PM
Remote Name: 146.115.58.99

Comments
Hmmm...just looked at the pic again ... and I tried the full screen mode .. cool .. but then I clicked on the screen a certain way (don't ask me how) and then I was
looking at a complete different photo!
This one was a shot aimed down the beach (at horiz) while the first one was aimed at a number of buildings (city/town) and when looking straight down (on the
first) I saw a boardwalk with a kite bag.
Curious.
Richard in Boston, MA, USA
(back)

Re: Vertical Pano with new Immervision G2 Player.
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From: David Hunt
Date: 3/23/2005
Time: 8:36:51 PM
Remote Name: 65.41.37.4

Comments
Richard after your comment I realized that by clicking inside the green arrow (triangle) at the bottom of the picture the remaining 90 deg. of the image is
displayed. Missed this earlier Yvan, you might want to have some note that explains this function.
David Hunt
(back)

Re: Vertical Pano with new Immervision G2 Player.
From: Doug Date: 3/21/2005
Time: 6:31:25 AM
Remote Name: 69.171.230.175

Comments
No image seen. I did see a big black background, white line image box and white lettered title. iMac G5 with OS 10.3 and Safari as the browser was used.
(back)

Re: Vertical Pano with new Immervision G2 Player.
From: Yvan
<�b>Date: 3/21/2005
Time: 7:08:23 AM
Remote Name: 194.78.200.167

Comments
Hi Doug... thank you for checking. Just one question. Have you installed Java Virtual machine? The Immervision Applet needs this expansion. If you are
interested, you can download it here... http://java.com/en/download/manual.jsp
Greetz,
Yvan.
(back)

Re: Vertical Pano with new Immervision G2 Player.
From: Brooks
Date: 3/21/2005
Time: 9:55:29 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
Yvan, I've got the latest version of Java (1.4.2) that Apple offers, and I'm sure Doug does too, as he just bought a new Mac. No mention of Virtual Machine on
either the Java website or Apple's.
I had thought I had successfully viewed Immervision in the VR Pano context sometime recently, but can't recall just where or when. Anyway, your file doesn't
work on a Mac.
Quelle dommage.
bgl
(back)

Re: Vertical Pano with new Immervision G2 Player.
From: Yvan<�br> Date: 3/21/2005
Time: 10:04:11 AM
Remote Name: 83.134.98.122

Comments
Thank you for checking Brooks. It's odd that you see nothing, but I'm gonna post it to the Forum of Immervision, as I take part at the Beta test program.
(back)
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Re: Vertical Pano with new Immervision G2 Player.
From: John Williams
Date: 3/22/2005
Time: 1:46:12 PM
Remote Name: 212.159.60.248

Comments
Like the image.... different way of looking at a panorama.
It works well in Firefox, but on Opera it is just a fuzzy line.
John
(back)

Re: Vertical Pano with new Immervision G2 Player.
From: David Hunt
Date: 3/22/2005
Time: 3:41:55 PM
Remote Name: 65.41.37.4

Comments
More precisely, on Opera the image appears in its full width but only a couple of pixels high. You can actually use the mouse to change the view up or down. Its
like looking at your picture through a long horizontal slit.
David Hunt
(back)

Re: Vertical Pano with new Immervision G2 Player.
From: Yvan
Date: 3/23/2005
Time: 9:02:13 PM
Remote Name: 83.134.98.199

Comments
I just received a mail from Immervision and did some changes in the HTML setup. Now the pano should be visible on MAC. Can you give me some feedback
please ? Thnaks in advance.
@Dave... strange Dave , I'm using Firefox too and I have no problems. Can you check this one? http://www.birdseye.be/vertical_pano/fishercove_fs/index.htm
This one uses an older version of the Immervision applet.
@Richard and David, You'right, I had to explain the way of working a bit more. There's an outlined arrow at the bottom of the pano. This arrow brings you to
another Pano. It should be better if I could give the arrow a half transparent fill color. But this option isn't available (yet?).
B.regards,
Yvan.
(back)

Re: Vertical Pano with new Immervision G2 Player.
From: David Hunt
Date: 3/24/2005
Time: 3:20:06 PM
Remote Name: 65.41.37.4

Comments
Works in Foxfire, IE6, N7, Opera7.7 with XP
David Hunt
(back)

Re: Vertical Pano with new Immervision G2 Player.
From: Brooks Date: 3/24/2005
Time: 10:04:06 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5
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Comments
Yay! It works!
Takes a long time to load, though -- even the small version. I have a DSL line too. Can't you lower the JPG quality or some such to make it load faster? I find that
if I use PShop's Save to Web, I can get much smaller files without much loss in apparent quality. How big is this file?
For example, here's a ground-based pano I did for possible submission to the World Wide Panorama project. It's only 900KB but holds up pretty well at full
screen, and while it's still not instantaneous on my machine, I believe it doesn't take as long to load. http://www.brooxes.com/CAA-inside.mov
I'll also confess that while it too is made of 4 images, it took a lot longer than 30 sec to stitch!
bgl
(back)

Re: Vertical Pano with new Immervision G2 Player.
From: Yvan
Date: 3/24/2005
Time: 8:55:08 PM
Remote Name: 83.134.99.111

Comments
Hi Brooks, about what panorama are you talking? The one of the dunes or the one of the houses in the rock. The dunes aer app. 1100 Kb. And the houses only
510 Kb. It could be possible that there was a lot of traffic the moment you checked the pano's. Normally the download speed is fair. You're 360 is very nice. So
clear. Is it taken with your Nikon 8700?
Greetz,
Yvan.
(back)

Re: Vertical Pano with new Immervision G2 Player.
From: Brooks
Date: 3/24/2005
Time: 11:39:31 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
I was referring to the dunes picture, which takes about 50 seconds to load. I hadn't tried the rock picture, because you said that it was done with earlier software - but it works fine too, and takes just 30 sec to load.
I'm using my Nikon 8700 with the FC-E9 fisheye for all panos now, ground and air. I like it. For ground panos I shoot four horizontal images 90 degrees apart,
and sometimes (not in the gallery pano) add a straight-up picture too. Stitched in PTMac (panotools) and blended in Photoshop.
Here's one with the top shot added to make the overhead detail sharp and clear: http://www.brooxes.com/CAA-outside.mov . I'm quite pleased with the boost in
quality that the fifth image adds. Sure would be hard to stitch four horizontal aerials, though Peter Bults did a pretty good job of it last year. It sure improves the
resolution to have multiple images.
bgl
(back)

Re: Vertical Pano with new Immervision G2 Player.
From: brooks
Date: 3/24/2005
Time: 11:45:40 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
I should confess that it took my outside shot 2 minutes to load on my machine just now at nearly midnight -- but it's 2.9MB, not designed for quick loading.
bgl
(back)

Re: Vertical Pano with new Immervision G2 Player.
From: brooks
Date: 3/24/2005
Time: 11:43:40 PM
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Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
(back)

Re: Vertical Pano with new Immervision G2 Player.
From: Dave Mitchell
Date: 3/24/2005
Time: 7:36:04 AM
Remote Name: 80.177.153.149

Comments
I can see that one fine. It's clear that the red bar I see is the "applet loading" bar. I think some exception must be being raised that causes loading to be aborted.
I'll investigate further.
Dave
(back)

help with electronics
From: craig
Date: 3/20/2005
Time: 8:20:07 PM
Remote Name: 68.117.128.20

Comments
can someone give me some advice with a problem I am having to trigger the shutter on My Nikon Coolpix 8400? I had the camera modified installing a rca plug
for shutter release. I am contolling that with a schapetti switch. Problem is that the camera doesn't fire. my set up fires other film cameras I have including
shotmaster and Kr10m by Ricoh. when I put the unwired rca jack into the socket and short the contacts the Nikon coolpix fires. The schepatti switch gives a
contact lasting around 1 second confirmed with my circuit tester. When I trip the shutter manually by shorting the contacts of the plug with a piece of wire it is an
almost instantaneous response from the camera so I think the duration of the s switch is sufficient. Any advice?
(back)

Re: help with electronics
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 3/20/2005
Time: 11:46:59 PM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
Probably your SchiSwi is in "Single mode" (see manual: http://xoomer.virgilio.it/schieppati.m/Manuals/RCSWMan_01en.pdf ). In this mode the switch closes
only for 0.6 secs.
Try to set the SchiSwi in "Continious mode".
Peter
(back)

Re: help with electronics
From: Craig
Date: 3/21/2005
Time: 5:59:10 AM
Remote Name: 204.147.0.55

Comments
I see that I don't need to re-program. It is just how I power on the Rx. Must have shutter controller in "on" position at power up to have continuous shot selected.
Neat. One more thing to remember. Now I want to go home early and test it.
(back)

Re: help with electronics
From: Richard Amirault
Date: 3/21/2005
Time: 5:03:46 AM
Remote Name: 146.115.58.99
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Comments
Just a guess .... is it possible that the 'polarity' of the triggering switch is wrong?
I seem to remember something about that .. someplace ... just try reversing the contacts into the camera. By that I mean what was connected to the center pin
connect to the shell (or shield), and what was connected to the shell (or shield) connect to the center pin. Easy enough to try on a temporary basis with a couple of
pieces of wire.
Richard in Boston, MA, USA
(back)

Re: help with electronics
From: Craig
Date: 3/21/2005
Time: 5:43:53 AM
Remote Name: 204.147.0.55

Comments
I know the polarity is correct as that was confirmed with the other cameras where the Sch Sw is working properly. I will test and switch the program to
continuous tonite after work and see if that helps. Thanks guys. I'll let you know how it goes. Craig
(back)

Re: help with electronics
From: Richard Amirault
Date: 3/21/2005
Time: 9:46:04 AM
Remote Name: 146.115.58.99

Comments
That does not make sense to me ... maybe this camera requires different polarity than your other cameras .. I would think that you need to test polarity on this
camera to know for sure.
Richard in Boston, MA, USA
(back)

Re: help with electronics
From: Craig
Date: 3/21/2005
Time: 10:26:52 AM
Remote Name: 204.147.0.55

Comments
yes I checked reversing the Polarity. I hope peters suggestion works but another thought I have had is about the higher Resistance in the very tiny wires and
circuits of the SwiSwitch. The wire I have used to test the RCA jack is much bigger(hence less resistance) and when I short across the Jack terminals the camera
fires immediately.
(back)

Re: help with electronics
From: craig
Date: 3/21/2005
Time: <�/b>8:49:10 PM
Remote Name: 68.117.128.20

Comments
Tonite I powered up and it works. Maybe it was the way I had powered up last night. Maybe it was just tired. I can't explain it. Now it seems to be working.
Thanks for helping. Maybe tomorrow I'll need it again.
(back)

Morning Glory
From: Roger Australia
Date: 3/18/2005
Time: 1:11:49 PM
Remote Name: 203.51.243.34
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Comments
Hello everybody, this is not about kap but is about flying really high. It is a rare fenomena that occours in certain times of the year in Australia. Charles Benton
in particular may like it due his years with RC Sailplanes. All aerial photos are breathtaking. Hope you like, Best regards, Roger-Australia
http://www.cloudappreciationsociety.org/3content/glory/glory4.html http://www.dropbears.com/brough/index.html http://www.savannahaviation.com/gallery.htm
(back)

Re: Morning Glory
From: craig
Date: 3/19/2005
Time: 3:53:48 PM
Remote Name: 68.117.128.20

Comments
well, there just isn't anything like that in Wisconsin. Thanks for sharing the site- it is a very cool experience.
(back)

World Wide Panorama 5
From: Brooks
Date: 3/18/2005
Time: 8:43:19 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
This weekend is the time to shoot your VR panorama image for the World Wide Panorama project. The theme this time is "Marketplace", which may be
interpreted any way you wish (though you should be able to explain the connection in your caption).
For info: http://geoimages.berkeley.edu:16080/wwp/NextEvent.html
My pano will not be an aerial one, alas, because the weather on the Monterey Peninsula is not cooperating, but I intend to shoot as many ground-based
marketplaces as I can muster.
Jump in!
(back)

World Wind Freeware from the Nasa
From: Yvan
Date: 3/17/2005
Time: 11:29:06 AM
Remote Name: 62.235.113.114

Comments
It's not 100% KAP but you have to check it out. Worldwind...satelite images from the whole planet and completely free. Especially the urban area images of the
USA are unbelievable. It's funny to check out the places where you gonna KAPing from 1 or 2 kms. heigh. But it's a heavy one for download... +/-120 Mb. Here's
the homepage: http://worldwind.arc.nasa.gov/index.html and this is the download link: Enjoy,
Yvan. http://www.birdseye.be
(back)

Purpose-Built R/C Model Acft. Digital Camera...
From: Coast Guard Kiteman
Date: 3/16/2005
Time: 5:11:24 PM
Remote Name: 208.27.31.220

Comments
A friend of mine @ work showed me this just this morning:
http://blip.com.au/
PS My apologizies if this has already been posted.
(back)
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Re: Purpose-Built R/C Model Acft. Digital Camera...
From: Coast Guard Kiteman {Ret.}
Date: 3/17/2005
Time: 3:54:34 PM
Remote Name: 208.7.213.176

Comments
Sorry - I didn't mean to post my message twice. My bad....
-Allan "CGK{R}" Gaines [kiteman@inteliport.com] NE North Carolina, USA
(back)

Purpose-Built R/C Model Acft. Digital Camera...
From: Coast Guard Kiteman
Date: 3/16/2005
Time: 5:10:47 PM
Remote Name: 208.27.31.220

Comments
A friend of mine @ work showed me this just this morning:
http://blip.com.au/
(back)

Genki - Conyne , is good for KAP ? Cody Plans, Where found?
From: Vladimir - Brasil
Date: 3/15/2005
Time: 6:56:40 AM
Remote Name: 200.175.1.61

Comments
hello all! somebody uses Genki or Conyne (not Delta conyne) for KAP work? What you they say the respect to me. many thanks
PS: Where it would obtain a detailed plan of a Cody
Vladimir Curitiba -ParanÝ - Brasil
(back)

Re: Genki - Conyne , is good for KAP ? Cody Plans, Where found?
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 3/20/2005
Time: 1:57:45 PM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
I've tried a Genki for KAP but a Dopero is much better.
The Conyne is a good lifter in medium winds, 3 to 4 Bft.
Do a Google search on "Cody plan" and you will find some information.
Peter
(back)

New pictures
From: Lenny
Date: 3/15/2005
Time: 6:24:09 AM
Remote Name: 212.30.3.85

Comments
I've been meaning to get round to putting up a website with all the KAP images I've been accumulating over the last six to eight months, but I just never managed
it. I stumbled across Flickr.com and it's answered the prayers of a lazy man, so here are a selection:
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http://www.flickr.com/photos/lenny_meriel/sets/139728/
And, no, I didn't take them all with a Mustek mini, I just haven't posted up the equipment images yet (that's my style).
The kites (or some of them) are on:
http://www.flickr.com/photos/lenny_meriel/sets/142772/
And, yes, I have ditched the two tails on my flowform for a single, and, yes, it is much better.
Thanks for all the advice from all of you, it has been invaluable in enriching my quality of life, while at the same time detracting from my wife's.
Lenny
(back)

Re: New pictures
From: Linnar
Date: 3/16/2005
Time: 2:43:52 AM
<�b>Remote Name: 195.33.97.164

Comments
Thanks for sharing your photos! Nicely done!
Linnar
(back)

Re: New pictures
From: John Williams
Date: 3/16/2005
Time: 1:12:58 AM
Remote Name: 194.207.237.26

Comments
Great Pictures.
Where are they taken?
(I've had no problems with speed)
John
(back)

Re: New pictures
From: Lenny
Date: 3/16/2005
Time: 4:37:15 AM
Remote Name: 212.30.3.85

Comments
The early pictures (from the cheap Mustek camera) are mostly of London Parks. The later & better quality images are mostly of Guernsey, with a sequence from
Ham Common in London. Guernsey (for the uninitiated) is in the Channel Islands, between France and England. The coastline is basically a combination of
beautiful coastline & Fortifications left by the Germans (WWII) and the English. I've just bought a second hand Optio S4, so I'll be getting a Gentled when I've
the time to make a new rig and then there'll be no stopping me.
(back)

Re: New pictures
From: Carlo Didier
Date: 3/16/2005
Time: 12:51:26 AM
<�b>Remote Name: 194.154.218.196

Comments
Beautiful pictures. I specially like P1010044b (fantastic!) and P1010119b.
(back)
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Re: New pictures
From: Lenny
Date: 3/16/2005
Time: 2:37:13 AM
Remote Name: 212.30.3.85

Comments
Thanks alot, Carlo. Yeah, I really must get round to giving the photos catchier titles & add a description - man, I'm so slack. It seems that while the picture paints
a thousand words, it doesn't contain the ones that you really need.
Lenny
(back)

Re: New pictures
From: Yvon H.
Date: 3/15/2005
Time: 4:17:54 PM
Remote Name: 156.34.17.0

Comments
Nice pictures you have there. Thanks for sharing. How big is your flowform?
(back)

Re: New pictures
From: Lenny
Date: 3/16/2005
Time: 2:34:20 AM
Remote Name: 212.30.3.85

Comments
I've built two. The first is a diddy 0.7msq and the larger one (which I use more often) is a 1.5msq. I only use the small one with a tiny mustek camera which has a
timer circuit added to it (one which runs conveniently off the camera's battery). The kit is so small it can almost fit in a jacket pocket (even with picavet). The
larger one is for the RC rig - I have a cheap Ý20 Olympus C21, got it off Ebay and repaired it. The plans for the kites are, of course from Harald Prinzler's site - I
can never recommend it enough. Not to mention the fact that he's a top man - extremely helpful.
Lenny
(back)

Re: New pictures
From: brooks
Date: 3/15/2005
Time: 8:36:47 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
Some very nice images there, Lenny, especially the ones of the fortress with sidelight and good shadows.
I have DSL, but the full-size images still load pretty slowly. Maybe you could reduce them a bit (Save for Web in Photoshop, e.g.) so they'd come up faster. This
way a slide show is pretty slow going -- though Flickr seems to have some nice features.
Anyway, keep it UP! bgl http://www.brooxes.com/
(back)

Re: New pictures
From: Lenny
Date: 3/15/2005
Time: 9:51:39 AM
Remote Name: 212.30.3.85

Comments
Thanks, Brooks.
Not wishing to go off on too much of a tangent, but the images are already shrunk by a Flicr add-on to windows which is used for publishing the pictures to web. I
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suspect that it's Flickr that's being slow today. Good service usually.
Lenny
(back)

canon powershot s70
From: burt
Date: 3/13/2005
Time: 12:11:44 PM
Remote Name: 80.225.108.119

Comments
http://www.burtskitecam.co.uk/photos/album05/IMG_0018.thumb.jpg is my first photo using my new camera the canon powershot s70, the pentax optio s40 that
i bought 6 months ago had no sports setting and there was no way i could get fast shutter speed, as a kap camera i think i made a mistake but then thats the
nature of kap try and try again from burt
(back)

Re: canon powershot s70
From: Yvon H.
Date: 3/13/2005
Time: 5:31:59 PM
Remote Name: 156.34.17.0

Comments
Can you make the image a little bigger?
(back)

Re: canon powershot s70
From: Richard Amirualt
Date: 3/14/2005
Time: <�/b>6:05:00 AM
Remote Name: 146.115.58.99

Comments
That url was for the "thunbnail" ... just remove the word 'thumb' from the url and you'll see a bigger image.
Richard Amirault, Boston, MA, USA
(back)

Re: canon powershot s70
From: Richard Amirault
Date: 3/14/2005
Time: 11:00:50 AM
Remote Name: 146.115.58.99

Comments
Actually, to be totally accurate, you need to remove both the word 'thumb' and ONE of the periods/dots either before or after the word.
OR ... I can post it here ;-)
http://www.burtskitecam.co.uk/photos/album05/IMG_0018.jpg
Richard Amirault, Boston, MA, USA
(back)

Re: canon powershot s70
From: Yvon H.
Date: 3/15/2005
Time: 4:07:38 PM
Remote Name: 156.34.17.0

Comments
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Nice picture and nice little place too! Where is it?
(back)

Re: canon powershot s70
From: burtskitecam.co.uk
Date: 3/16/2005
Time: 12:22:27 AM
Remote Name: 80.225.108.6

Comments
thanks its Whimple a small village 8 miles east of Exeter in Devon,its been my testing ground for new kites and kite rigs
from burt
(back)

Re: canon powershot s70
From: Yvon H.
Date: 3/13/2005
Time: 5:31:21 PM
Remote Name: 156.34.17.0

Comments
(back)

Stabilizer
From: Carlo Didier
Date: 3/11/2005
Time: 3:35:16 AM
Remote Name: 194.154.218.196

Comments
If you want to stabilize your camera, have a look at this: http://www.ken-lab.com/stabilizers.html OK, you'll need a good 1000$ and a really big kite for lifting,
but the idea is good ... ;-)
(back)

Video from sport kite
From: John Williams
Date: 3/10/2005
Time: 10:27:32 AM
Remote Name: 212.159.60.248

Comments
This thread posted on "fractured axel" forum is a bit different:
http://fracturedaxel.co.uk/phpBB2/viewtopic.php?t=1919
John
(back)

possible KAP job
From: brooks
Date: 3/9/2005
Time: 6:41:04 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
I received this recently and only today it hit me that it would be best to post it here. Quote:
I have a job for a KAP specialist near Lee's Summit, Missouri. If you or anyone you might know would be interested in a one-day job, please contact me on my
cell phone, 816-797-2520.
Thanks,
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Vernon Leat Umbrella Group Arts, LLC 3820 Wyoming Kansas City, MO 64111
(back)

interview
From: Felix Beckebanze, Germany
Date: 3/8/2005
Time: 8:44:53 AM
Remote Name: 149.225.146.69

Comments
Hello Mr. Benton.
I'm a 17 year old student from Germany. In 2004 I was a half year an exchangestudent in Portland, OR. The exchange was so graet that I'll go to the USA with
my family again this year. In the USA I visited a privated school, which means that I only met students who have rich parents. It was really nice to live like a
millionaire, but I would like to know the difference between rich and poor americans. That's why I'll interview many Americans when I'll be there in the summer
2005. I want to comparing this with circumstances in Germany. So, if you're agreed I would like to ask some questions. Maybe I can meet you if I'll be in San
Francisco following summer. I would like to here an answer from you by email. Thanks.
bye,
Felix Beckebanze WÝstenweg 3 33790 Halle / Westfalen GERMANY Phone: 0049(0)5201 1 07 98 Email: f.becke@gmx.de HP: www.superbecke.de.vu (it's only in
German)
(back)

Re: interview
From: poor boy kite flyer
Date: 3/11/2005
Time: 6:30:09 PM Remote Name: 66.8.240.178

Comments
Any chance of us "poor americans" getting paid for your interviews.... lol sorry guys, I had to ask... :)
(back)

Photos of my KAP rig
From: Yvon H.
Date: 3/7/2005
Time: 8:01:48 PM
Remote Name: 156.34.184.192

Comments
Hi All, I just updated my web site where I added pictures of my kites and my KAP rigs.
www.ifrance.com/site-a-yvon/index-en.html
(back)

old magazine
From: dusariez ATpano360 DOT org
Date: 3/7/2005
Time: 8:00:41 AM
Remote Name: 82.174.200.202

Comments
I have two copies, for sale, of a french magazine " PHOTO, CINE SON" dated from July 1978, with a 3 pages article about KAP and from airplanes photography
, nice for collectors.
michel DUSARIEZ Belgium
(back)

Re: old magazine
From: Carlo Didier
Date: 3/11/2005
Time: 3:37:35 AM
Remote Name: 194.154.218.196
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Comments
Salut Michel!
Ca couterait combien?
(back)

Cody or flowform
From: Vladimir
Date: 3/5/2005
Time: 3:21:52 PM
Remote Name: 200.175.2.131

Comments
What is better for kap:Cody is good choose? conyne is a good choose? flowform maybe?
To be or not to be, this is the question
(back)

Re: Cody or flowform
From: Roger-Australia
Date: 3/6/2005
Time: 11:25:42 AM
Remote Name: 144.131.221.137

Comments
Ola Vladimir, For 2 years i've been using a Rokkaku kite. They are the same kite used in Brazil by 99.9% of the kids, and also in Rio by the drug dealers to
announce that they have stuff for sale. (That is right; just follow the line to find the rainbow) My kite is 1.60 meters long by 1.20 wide and lift my 550 grams
pendulum rig very easily in any kind of wind except in weak breezes. I had a problem before with gust winds. (All coastal Australia below the tropic of Capricorn
is very windy most days of the year). I'd minimize this efect on the kite by changing the 2 transversal fiberglass spars into very thin ones. So, when the gust blows,
it bends the kite upwards like the wings of a manta ray when jumping out of the sea. I don't know what part of Brazil you are from, but if from Rio and up
North, the very stable aliseos winds (trade winds)that comes from Africa and crosses the Atlantic ocean 24 hours a day at constant 15 knots, will supply any
reasonable sized kite w/ enough lift power. If you are below Rio to the South, you have those glass-off mornings and after 10 am a South or East wind that may
become gusty and strong. In this case probably you are going to need 2 kites and no KAP session early mornings. If you live in Rural area, it will be very tricky
due the wind-turbulence in BrazilÝs interior regions. Note that everyone in this forum has a different opinion, a different kite, or need, according with the
geographic area each one live. So, there is no better kite for KAP. The best one will be the one that is able to fly stable and lift your rig in the most of your
environmental conditions, and will be cheaper and easier for you to get. If you wish to discurss more your situation, write me in portuguese...
brasil(AT)bigpond.net I will be glad to help you out.
Um abraco amigo,
Roger-Australia
(back)

Re: Cody or flowform
From:
Date: 3/6/2005
Time: 6:06:07 PM
Remote Name: 200.175.2.238

Comments
Hi all! I am very been thankful for the explanation of all. Currently use one flowform, but seems instavel very the times. It would like to construct a kite with rods
and would like suggestions. Roger as to enter in contact with you, to speak on the subject? my email vladi2005@gmail.com my site www.macromundo.pop.com.br
my photos of KAP http://www.macromundo.pop.com.br/Galeria%20kap.htm
Vladimir Curitiba -PR - Brasil
(back)

Re: Cody or flowform
From: Yvon H.
Date: 3/6/2005
Time: 7:59:12 PM
Remote Name: 156.34.184.192

Comments
If you want to build a rokkaku, here's a good plan:
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http://www.members.cox.net/kiter/rok/rok6.htm
(back)

Re: Cody or flowform
From: Brooks
Date: 3/5/2005
Time: 7:39:10 PM
Remote Name: 4.242.0.220

Comments
Welcome, Vladimir. I would suggest you use the search facility on this page because this subject comes up often and there's lots of stuff already in the archives.
(back)

Re: Cody or flowform
From: Yvon H.
Date: 3/5/2005
Time: 7:18:27 PM<�br> Remote Name: 156.34.184.192

Comments
I use a flowform and I'm happy with it. Small and easy to transport, flies in a wide wind range, stable, strong lifter, no spar, no assembly time (good when very
cold outside :-) ). Can't say anything about other type of kites.
(back)

Re: Cody or flowform
From: Christian
Date: 3/6/2005
Time: 1:11:47 AM
Remote Name: 83.154.189.2

Comments
All kites are good, but you want to know what are the differences. Here are some characteristics that I have observed: The Flowform is easy to install; its line
angle is the lowest one; as wind reach force 5, a fuzzy tail is necessary; it can be slightly re-designed and it will then fly tailless in force 6 winds and line anle looks
a little higher; in gusts, squally and whirling winds, the side aerofoil sections of soft kite can get partially closed, and the kite will fall down. So kaping in such
whirls with soft kite is really unsafe and framed kites are necessary. Delta-Conyne is an easy and good flyer in force 3 and force 4 winds; usually line angle is
high; when wind slow down, it can start gliding like a delta, which is an awkward kaping situation. Cody is a kite that is giving a good lift a high line angle, and a
stable flight in normal winds; with light frame, it will be efficient in force 3 and 4 winds, but too fragile in higher winds; a stronger frame will make the Cody
flying in force 6 winds; it reacts intensively to gusts and wind changes, which produces a lot of rig swaying. Another framed kite is the Calomil; line angle is near
the Cody one; wind range comments could be the same as the Cody, except reaction to gusts, swally and whirling winds where it handles much better than any
other kite, and very safely;it is also very easy to sew. More details about FF modification and Calomil on my web pages, but also on another efficient and safe kap
kite, the Waco: http://becotus.chez.tiscali.fr/tako/anglais/e&tako1.htm
(back)

Video Downlinks - 2.4G options
From: james@gentlesSPAM.info
Date: 3/5/2005
Time: 8:25:40 AM
Remote Name: 80.229.25.24

Comments
Up till now I've used a 100mW Ham Radio transmitter for my downlink. I believe that the higher power gives better picture quality, as I have seen comments that
standard 10mW 2.4G systems gave poor results.
I note that there are now 50mW 2.4G systems like this one http://www.blackwidowav.com/new240050components.html from BlackWidowAV.
To those of you who use 2.4G downlinks, I'd like to hear your comments on: 1. What power is acceptable, do you bother with "bigger" aerials? 2. Any comments
on this supplier? 3. Any other offerings I should review? 4. Does anyone hae an all-in-one 2.4G receiver and pocket TV?
Thanks James
(back)

Re: Video Downlinks - 2.4G options
From: Carl Bigras
Date: 3/7/2005
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Time: 4:59:27 AM
Remote Name: 198.103.196.130

Comments
James, The equipment I'm using, and had on the KAPiSco tour is a BlackWidow TX/Rx set with a 4" LCD monitor(doesn't require as much power as the 5.6"
monitor). The Tx antena is the regular di-pole (1/4 wave,I think) and the Rx is directional patch wich I built right into my control box. I think Peter took a few
picture of it.
BlackWiddow was quick and reliable (2 years ago).
I think Chris Benton had on of those receiver/display from Polaris.
Carl
(back)

Re: Video Downlinks - 2.4G options
From: Brooks
Date: 3/7/2005
Time: 9:20:07 AM
Remote Name: 64.122.189.122

Comments
I've used the Polaris 5" 4-channel rx/monitor. It's a good unit with a flimsy (i.e. easily snapped) dipole antenna, and good for KAP, though still not as bright as I'd
like. If they can make electronic billboards, why can't somebody build a good daylight monitor?!
(back)

Re: Video Downlinks - 2.4G options
From: Roger-Australia
Date: 3/5/2005
Time: 12:22:08 PM
Remote Name: 144.137.136.107

Comments
James, I just got a 2.4 Ghz w/ 10 mW output. It is a Swann System -ninicamTX & RX. Tried only once at about 50 meters. Had no problems with image quality
but it was very difficult to see the subject on Casio nini TV. (I need more trainig). In Aussieland as well as in New Zealand, the regulations to be legal are: Max.
10mW output with Max. of 3db antena on the transmiter. Well, there is a method to still be legal and make reception better which is to increase the gain on RX
antena. (Haven't tried yet) Here goes the table if anyone is interested:
The maximum allowed (in accordance with the Australian Communications Authority ) 2.4 GHz LIPD Video Transmitter output power is 10 milliwatts (mW)
EIRP (in Australia). However, increasing the gain of the receiver antenna is an alternative to increasing transmitter output. In very simple terms: increasing
antenna gain from 0 dBi to 3 dBi is equivalent to raising the transmitter output from 10 mW to ~ 20 mW, 5 dBi ~ 33 mW, 8 dBi ~ 66 mW, 12 dBi ~ 160 mW, 15
dBi ~ 320 mW, 18 dBi ~ 640 mW, 21 dBi ~ 1280 mW, 24 dBi ~ 2560 mW.
Gain (dBi) can be made with the following products: 5 dBi gain undirectional antenna 8 dBi gain directional antenna 13 dBi gain directional antenna
Best Regards Roger Australia
(back)

Re: Video Downlinks - 2.4G options
From: james@gentlesSPAM.info
Date: 3/5/2005
Time: 12:35:23 PM
Remote Name: 80.229.25.24

Comments
I guess from experience the ground test is limited because when you put the transmitter in a kite and flail the aerial around things get more interesting. I'm
currently running 100mW on 470MHz into a 1/4wave and groundplane and legally even with a Ham licence that is questionable, the quality is somewhat dubious
as well. I've even managed to write an article for the Ham Radio Fraternity about the difficulty of experimenting with radio (which is what we're doing) and not
falling foul of all the red tape.
E.g. If I have a Ham Radio transmitter in a kite, but I control it from the ground via the uplink then it is classified as a remote station. To run a remote station I
need a special Government licence, and tell the Authoriries of all the key-holders of the remote location, and have someone on standby to turn the transmitter off
within 30minutes blah blah...
Getting silly, and thats just one rule I'm choosing to re-interpret :-)
Anyway, viewing the screen. I have added screens to my Pocket TVs, a bit like "up-periscope", it's the only way they work.
Finally the aerials are of course a good way to up the received power, however I have found that in practice the more complex it is the more difficult it is to KAP.
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Do you know, is the 10mW rule to do with ERP, or the transmitter power, I suspect the simple 1/4wave used on these little units (without a groudnplane) arn't
very efficient, trying to talk myself up to 50mW is OK here :-)
Thanks for the post! James
(back)

Re: Video Downlinks - 2.4G options
From: Christian
Date: 3/5/2005
Time: 5:56:44 PM
Remote Name: 83.154.189.2

Comments
Since I started using the receiver antenna built in the FLiBB workshop in 2000, I understood that the emitter power is not the most important! With that
antenna, I have no problems to receive the signal, whatever is the emitter. With the following experience, I have no doubt about it: During Eastern holidays, in
2004, in Chatelaillon kite festival, on the Atlantic coast of France, I was kaping in the morning, and the rig was between 30 and 50m high. A man came to me and
said " Ah! you are the one having a video on your kite; I saw your image on my TV set at home". I thought he was living in the nearby, so I replied " You must be
in this nearby?", and I got stuck when he said " Not really, I'm about 15 Km away" (10 miles!) Yes, he was using a large 8m Yaggi antenna, and had many good
electronic devices. He was questionning because he found that the signal was not really vertical, and not really horizontal. The reason was that for better
reception for me, the emitter antenna is inclined 45Ý. The other thing he said was that the signal has color image characteristics, but he could get it only in B&W.
For sure, it was the output of a digital camera. He added this is because the input in the emitter is too low. He found that the emitter carrying wave was quite
good, but the video modulation weak; he recommended that I increase the video signal to the proper level! He also teached me that the 2.4 GHz frequency signal
has almost no attenuation, and it could normally be possible to get it at 50 km! Since, I calculated that 8m antenna at 15 km gives the same angle than my 5cm
antenna at 100m. So, with very low attenuation, as he said, no doubt he got the same image as me!
(back)

Re: Video Downlinks - 2.4G options
From: Terry
Date: 3/26/2005<�br> Time: 2:14:20 PM
Remote Name: 212.139.227.53

Comments
Try here for good info http://www.rc-cam.com/forum/index.php? Bill from Black Widow is often on this forum and is very helpfull. Terry
(back)

fingering clarinet chart
From:
Date: 3/4/2005
Time: 6:54:14 PM
Remote Name: 65.75.152.120

Comments
<a href=http://clarinet-fingering-chart2738.blogspot.com/>fingering clarinet chart</a>
(back)

Pics from KAP workshop in Boston
From: Richard Amirault
Date: 3/4/2005
Time: 6:51:30 PM
Remote Name: 208.59.181.248

Comments
I've posted some pics of the KAP workshop I conducted recently (using Brooks' excellent kits) on my website.
http://users.erols.com/ramirault/page0010.html
A couple of folks finished completly, most had only minor assembly to finish. All were happy with the results!
Richard Amirault, Boston, MA, USA
(back)

Re: Pics from KAP workshop in Boston
From: Yvon H.
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Date: 3/5/2005<�br> Time: 5:17:55 AM
Remote Name: 156.34.184.192

Comments
Looks like everybody is having fun. Thanks for the pictures.
(back)

Re: Pics from KAP workshop in Boston
From: Brooks
Date: 3/4/2005
Time: 10:33:59 PM
Remote Name: 4.242.0.143

Comments
Great pix, Richard. I can spot Don, but which one is you? I'd love to put faces with names.
thanks!
bgl
(back)

Re: Pics from KAP workshop in Boston
From: Richard Amirault
Date: 3/5/2005
Time: 4:11:35 PM
Remote Name: 207.172.216.23

Comments
I was the one *behind* the camera ;-)
Richard Amirault, Boston, MA, USA
(back)

Re: Pics from KAP workshop in Boston
From: Brooks
Date: 3/5/2005
Time: 7:35:27 PM
Remote Name: 4.242.0.220

Comments
I'm curious as to how much time the kit-building took. At my first workshop at Ft Worden yesterday, we had a mix of Complete Kits (BCKK) and Basic (BBKK),
and the only person that finished in the 4.5 hours allotted was the guy building the BBKK.
Tomorrow I'll have a chance to try again, again with a mixture, but based on yesterday, I think maybe 6 hours is a better estimate on completing the BCKK.
What do you think?
bgl
(back)

extreme SPAM
From:
Date: 3/4/2005
Time: 11:30:55 AM
Remote Name: 65.75.152.120

Comments
<a href=></a>
(back)

Groan
From: Benton
Date: 3/4/2005
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Time: 10:11:47 PM
Remote Name: 64.142.12.44

Comments
Really obnoxious! While I can remove the content I am stuck with the index listing. I apologize.
(back)

gentled just got smaller and lighter, with more features!
From: james@gentlesSPAM.info
Date: 3/2/2005
Time: 12:37:02 PM
Remote Name: 80.229.25.24

Comments
You thought 6g was small, gentled is now 3g! That includes the 200mm wire and servo connector!
There is also a new feature - continuous shooting. If you leave the shutter button down, or the stick in the activate position then it will fire the shutter every 4 to 5
seconds, allowing you to take pictures automatically.
So, if your camera supports IR then triggering the shutter couldn't be easier - or lighter!
You can read more now at www.gentles.info/KAP/gentled/options.htm and www.kapshop.com
(back)

Re: gentled just got smaller and lighter, with more features!
From: David Hunt
Date: 3/3/2005
Time: 6:52:27 AM
Remote Name: 65.41.37.4

Comments
Better slow down James or they will have to rewrite Moore's Law.
David Hunt
(back)

Re: gentled just got smaller and lighter, with more features!
From: james@gentlesSPAM.info
Date: 3/3/2005
Time: 11:28:26 AM
Remote Name: 80.229.25.24

Comments
GentLAW?
(back)

Re: gentled just got smaller and lighter, with more features!
From: Simon H
Date: 3/6/2005
Time: 7:57:13 AM
Remote Name: 81.79.28.31

Comments
James just used the type 9 Gentled with 10 seconds interval in Tunisia with a Micro AutoKAP rig, got endless sunny harbour views from all directions. Thanks
for a great device.
Still looking for a Gentled for AutoKAP with adjustable interval control!
Simon H
(back)

blimb and helikites
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From: Bart
Date: 3/1/2005
Time: 6:16:51 AM
Remote Name: 82.73.238.120

Comments
I am orientating on aerial photography. KAP seems an area that is quite well developped. But what about helium filled balloons or a combination between kites
and balloons so called helikites. what are the advantages dis-advantages? Or is helium a no go area for the true KAPper?
regards
(back)

Re: blimb and helikites
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 3/2/2005
Time: 4:27:28 AM
Remote Name: 84.28.47.66

Comments
A KAPper on helium is a BAPper ;-)
The running costs of blimps is much higher than that of kites because of the expensive helium. And if you want to save money/gas you have to find a way to
transport and store filled the blimp.
Basicly the use of kites is cheaper. But these can only be used when there is (enough) wind.
It is not a matter of KAP or BAP (or PAP). Use the right tool for a specific job that fits within your budget.
Peter
(back)

Re: blimb and helikites
From: Linnar
Date: 3/1/2005
Time: 11:46:04 PM
Remote Name: 195.33.97.164

Comments
Hi,
I considered to use helium and balloons before KAP but gave up because of price. First, you'll need quite big balloons and lot of helium and after filling a balloons
you can't go easily to different places at same day because of transportation problem. Second, helium stays in balloons only 1-4 days depending of balloons. So,
your expencies will grow quite fast, but using kite you have only starting expencies and then photographing is for free and you can set up your KAP quicly and
move place to place without pain. IMHO.
Linnar
(back)

Re: blimb and helikites
From: Craig
Date: 3/2/2005
Time: 6:08:20 AM
Remote Name: 204.147.0.55

Comments
As others have said it is mostly about the cost and convenience of kites vs blimps. I can KAP using my bicycle to carry everything I need to a site. Try that with a
cylinder of HE. You will find that with kites like the Dopero lifting new light-weight Cameras it is very rare when you don't have enough wind to KAP, with Flow
forms you can usually manage to KAP even up to B5 (with more than 250# line). On the other hand with a blimp it is common to have more wind than you like.
Any wind on the blimp makes it move around a lot and there is nothing worse than the helpless feeling of working with a blimp in too much wind. One last point.
When a kite line fails- everything comes down. When a blimp line fails- bye bye. And as we all know- there are many ways things and the operator can fail.
(back)

Re: blimb and helikites
From: Sandy Allsopp
Date: 1/19/2006
Time: 7:31:27 AM
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Remote Name: 86.144.62.199

Comments
This shows a basic misunderstanding of Helikites. Helikites are not blimps, they are Helikites. Lumping blimps and Helikites together is a mistake because wind
pushes blimps down but pushed Helikites up, so Helikites can be a fraction of the size and still have far better performance than blimps.
A 1.6 cu metre Skyshot Helikite is not a problem to deal with in winds up to about 38 mph. It is only 6 ft long and does not pull much(maybe 50 lbs in a gale). (It
is not a blimp which have to be 10X this size to cope with winds over just 20 mph.) Above 30 mph the vibration of the Helikite fabric will mean that a steady shot
will take longer to get with a camera attached directly to a Helikite - although it will eventually be taken. Obviously, using a picavet on the line may get around
this. There well may be normal kites that are steadier in such winds in which case thay can be used if there is clean wind and space, but nothing is as safe or
versatile as a Skyshot Helikite for KAP in winds up to 30 mph - when most shots are taken.
(back)

Re: blimb and helikites
From: Bart
Date: 3/2/2005
Time: 6:07:47 AM
Remote Name: 82.73.238.120

Comments
ok, the helium cost are considerable. But aren't there are some advantages like a more stable platform for photographie and being able to shoot photo's in area's
that arent suitable for kites.
another interesting development is the combination: look at www.helikites.com
(back)

Re: blimb and helikites
From: craig
Date: 3/2/2005
Time: 6:24:59 AM<�br> Remote Name: 204.147.0.55

Comments
More stable- No. Better tool for some sites in some conditions- certainly could be. As photographers we make those decisions each time we grab our gear. After
assessing the site and the image we want to make we choose the camera, the lens, the filter, the film, or digital settings, we set the camera settings, do we hand
hold, use a tripod, a pole, a kite, a blimp? Which line, .......? The more options we have and the smarter we are about the selection of those options the better the
chances of getting the good shot. So yes you need both the blimp and the kite... And every other thing you can get your hands on. All part of the fun.
(back)

Re: blimb and helikites
From: Simon H
Date: 3/6/2005
Time: 7:52:36 AM
Remote Name: 81.79.28.31

Comments
Over the years I've had a lot of e-mails on this.
Blimp photography I found the most stressful and expensive version of AP I've ever done. With my 18 foot blimp I could only ever fly in flat calm. In a breeze
things turned hellish.
I usually give people this link to read as it describes well the typical problems with blimp work.
http://www.chemistry.drexel.edu/research/Atmochemistry/xmas/essays/balloon.html
Nonetheless, if you see a tethered blimp flying over a public event, its always worth approaching the owner or whoever to tag a ride with your KAP rig. You'll get
some good shots.
Simon H
(back)

Re: blimb and helikites
From: Sandy Allsopp
Date: 3/21/2005
Time: 6:19:16 PM
Remote Name: 213.122.110.199
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Comments
This balloon mentioned is not a Helikite. It is these sort of problems that prompted the development of the Helikite!
Helikites are far smaller for the same lift, because they exploit wind and helium for lift.
The 1.6 cu metre(56 cu ft) SkyShot Helikite (size 6ft x 4ft) can carry a Minolta Dimage G600 camera (which automatically takes a shot every 5 seconds and stores
it) to 1000ft in no wind and is also stable enought to take pics in 30 mph winds - and is easy to pull down and small enough to put into the back of an estate car
fully inflated (40lb line pull in 30 mph winds). Helium leakage is very slow, probably uses about $5 per week of helium. One 3ft tall helium bottle will fill it costing
about $30 in the USA.
There is no comparison as to the ease of picture taking. The SkyShot Helikite is a dream to use compared to a kite - unless the kite has good clean air from
ground level to the height required. Also, the camera on a Helikite attaches to the Helikite, which allows lower flight operations than attaching cameras + picavets
to the flying line.
If you are worried about the Helikite flying away in a breeze - no problem just weigh it down so it is slightly heavier than air, it will still fly very well in a wind - its
a helium stabilised kite you see, not a balloon. Who ever heard of a balloon that would fly when heavier than air?
Am I biased? Not really, I like kites and balloons too, especially big box kites, but Helikites are not frustrating in high or low winds. Also Helikites are reliable
enough to be used commercially and militarily - kites are not. One more thing, Helikites don't get caught in trees or wreck cameras if the wind drops!
(back)

Becobroox Hangups owners please read!
From: Brooks Leffler
Date: 2/27/2005
Time: 12:49:17 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
An early purchaser of Becobroox Hangups/c has had a line failure which seems to have been due to two factors:
1. He was flying a FlowForm 30 with 250# line and the wind piped up to 5 Bft -- 20 to 25 mph.
2. He may have wrapped the flying line improperly around the Hangup.
This combination caused his line to break at the Hangup, resulting in a smashed rig and lost camera.
I think 250# line is probably not strong enough for the FF30 in this kind of wind, and any hanger that requires line wrapping is probably not a good idea either.
Peter Bults suggests using the Prussik knot (as the German kappers have been doing for years) when the wind is so strong he can't hold the line in his bare hands
(that may be another topic for discussion!). You can download a page of useful knots including the Prussik here:
http://www.brooxes.com/newsite/Downloads/Index.html
Whatever the case, it is essential if you are using the Becobroox Hangup -- and perhaps other wrapped-line hangers -- that you wrap the line around it with
attention to minimizing sharp bends. It's possible to do so...and if you don't know the difference in the two ways of attaching the Hangup, or have misplaced your
instruction sheet, you can download a diagram here: http://www.brooxes.com/how2BB.pdf
KAP with care bgl
(back)

Re: Becobroox Hangups owners please read!
From: Dave Mitchell
<�b>Date: 2/28/2005
Time: 4:07:32 PM
Remote Name: 80.177.153.149

Comments
It was me. As Brooks said I probably attached the line to the Becobroox so that it was stressed against the edge of the metal (the bends in the Becobroox give you
two ways of wrapping the line which differ in the stress they put on it).
Of course, the wind wasn't force 5 when I launched (indeed it took me 15 minutes before I could coax the kite up). Then 30 minutes later with the kite at 300' (I
have persmission to fly that high in Totnes) up it blows. I knew I was in trouble - the line was whistling, but there was nothing I could do but try to walk it down.
As I did so the line broke right at the point where the rig was attached.
When your line breaks flying over a town your first thought is to worry about where it's going to fall. I may have Ý5 million pounds of public liability insurance
but was dreading what I'd find (the rig dropped out of sight behind some houses). It turned out the rig landed in a hedge - totally smashed - and did no damage to
persons or property. Strangely there was no sign of the camera - perhaps like David someone else had walked off with it before I got there, though I can't believe
it survived intact. Unfortunately that means I lost the 69 photos I took.
The kite drifted over half a mile and landed in a field outside the town.
I'm thinking of building in some sort of parachute system on my next rig - like the ones some R/C planes deploy when they go out of range of the transmitter. Two
lost cameras within 10 months is not good news.
Dave
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(back)

Re: Becobroox Hangups owners please read!
From: Yvon H.
Date: <�/b>3/1/2005
Time: 3:14:22 AM
Remote Name: 156.34.184.192

Comments
"... Strangely there was no sign of the camera - perhaps like David someone else had walked off with it before I got there, though I can't believe it survived intact.
...."
Looks like we need to add a homing device on the camera to find it, and the thief as well, when it falls.
(back)

Re: Becobroox Hangups owners please read!
From: Yvon H.
Date: 2/28/2005
Time: 10:33:00 AM
Remote Name: 156.34.184.192

Comments
I'm using 500# line with a 35sqft FF03 and in high wind, it's pulling like a horse. Last December, it took us 40 minutes to bring it down. We were two and the line
was 1000feet long.
I usually put two double butterfly knots on my main line to attach my rig. They are located about 100feet below the kite and 6 feet apart. These knots are easy to
untie and move along the line if needed.
(back)

Re: Becobroox Hangups owners please read!
From: David Hunt
Date: 2/28/2005
Time: 2:50:47 PM
Remote Name: 71.0.189.135

Comments
Line Trees !!!! They're virtually free, and you can make one in about a minute from a coat hanger.
I've broken 250# line with a FF30 in 5-6 bft winds while using Line Trees but the break did not happen near the Line Trees. After the break, the FF30 acted as a
parachute and brought my rig "gently" back to earth. The Line Trees held to the slack line hanging beneath the kite without slipping during the decent. Sadly
everything landed about half a mile away near a road and a passing motorist carried everything away before I could get there. I've always wondered what that
person thought they had found.
David Hunt
(back)

Re: Becobroox Hangups owners please read!
From: Richard Amirault
Date: 3/1/2005
Time: 5:37:19 AM
Remote Name: 146.115.58.99

Comments
Did you have your name and contact info written on your kite?? A small thing but at least an honest person would have someway to find the owner.
Richard Amirault, Boston, MA, U.S.A.
(someone who needs to write his name on more of his kites ;-)
(back)

Re: Becobroox Hangups owners please read!
From: Dave Mitchell
Date: 3/1/2005
Time: 1:51:23 PM
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Remote Name: 80.177.153.149

Comments
My kite (which I DID recover) does indeed have my name on it, as does my rig (ditto). The camera however didn't!
Dave
(back)

Re: Becobroox Hangups owners please read!
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 2/28/2005
Time: 2:03:33 PM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
I didn't know the double butterfly knot but I found this page: http://www.layhands.com/Knots/Knots_DoubleLoops.htm . How do you make this knot in the line
on a strong pulling kite and not having your fingers cut?
Please be very carefull with lines under tension. Use Prussick loops when you can't hold the line with one bare hand.
Peter
(back)

Re: Becobroox Hangups owners please read!
From: Yvon H.
Date: 2/28/2005
Time: 2:33:47 PM
Remote Name: 156.34.184.192

Comments
The knots are always on my main line at 100feet from the kite. I use 2 carabiners to secure the KAP rig to them.
(back)

Re: Becobroox Hangups owners please read!
From: burtskitecam.co.uk
Date: 3/3/2005
Time: 9:27:15 AM
Remote Name: 80.225.108.1

Comments
sorry to hear about your loss of camera and damage to the rig sounds like normal uk weather with the wind on and off.this Prussik knot will it grip dacron even
tho its smooth and slippery and should you use the same kind of line to make the Prussik knot or thinner ?
many thanks ps may be worth putting an add in the local paper to get your camera back
(back)

Re: Becobroox Hangups owners please read!
From: frankDOTlouwersATaltinaDOTcx
Date: 3/3/2005
Time: 2:24:05 PM
Remote Name: 82.146.98.6

Comments
The line I use for the Prussik is a soft, coreless 3mm line like you can find them in climbers, adventure or sailors shops. My kiteline is 2.1mm kevlar and the
combination works perfectly. Sometimes I fly with a _very_ slippery deneema (= Spectra) kiteline and there I need to pull up the Prussik tighter. I have several
pieces of this 3 mm line in my photography case, readily tied up in loops. The loop is about 15cm long and is tied together with the true lover's knot (also called
fisherman's knot, -but I much prefer the other name, and seeing the knot you will understand <G>)
http://www.layhands.com/Knots/Knots_Bends.htm#FishermansKnot. Once you get used to it, the Prussik can be tied very quickly and one handed. You can very
easily slide it along the line by grabbing it where it is wound around the kite line, and a pull on the loop sticking out tightens it instantly. When I haul in the line
and want to take away the rig, I simply unclip the ends of the picavet from the two loops, (can be done onehanded even with the greatest tension on the kiteline)
and then either unwrap the Prussik loop (never jams) or just leave it on the line for retrieval later when winding the line on the spool (I never wind my kiteline
under tension on the spool)
Best regards,
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Frank Louwers (Belgium) www.altina.cx
(back)

Re: Becobroox Hangups owners please read!
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 3/3/2005
Time: 11:48:29 AM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
The line I like for Prussick loops is a short piece of line that is used for stuntkite bridles. It is a bit thinner than the kiteline I use. And this bridle line is rather stiff
because it has a core of kevlar.
Peter
(back)

Re: Becobroox Hangups owners please read!
From: Peter van Erkel Date: 3/4/2005
Time: 4:36:58 AM
Remote Name: 62.58.132.177

Comments
The line I use for the loop, is from... rubber. I use elastic bands, the ones used to tention tents. You simply buy them in a Outdoor store. They hold on all lines and
reduce the vibration from the kite line to the (Picavet) rig.
But remember alway to use a emergency line from the Camera carry eyes to the kite line. If your (endless) Picavet line breaks ( or is cut by a a Sky Pirate flying
with Manja ) or your rig fails, the camera is still hanging on the line.
(back)

Re: Becobroox Hangups owners please file down!
From: Christian
Date: 3/6/2005
Time: 6:36:45 AM
Remote Name: 83.156.25.49

Comments
Whatever clamping device, or fastener we use, we should never forget that the minimum radius the line can roll around should be the diameter of the line itself.
As for the actual Becobroox, you will see that the radius where the line have to run around is only 0.1mm which is far away of the 2mm diameter of a 120Kg kite
line. Every kiter who have becobroox must carefully file down each corner and edge where the line is running along. Have a look at fasteners on this page:
http://becotus.chez.tiscali.fr/tako/anglais/&accessories.htm
(back)

Re: Becobroox Hangups owners please file down!
From: Simon H
Date: 3/6/2005
Time: 7:44:21 AM
Remote Name: 81.79.28.31

Comments
I know we all have our different ways of doing this so I'll pitch in too. The dowel and hosepipe method has no pinch points for the line, no nots and the whole rig
is attached by a tight friction fit which can't slip whether the line is tight or slack. Some KAPpers saw it in action at KAPiCa 02. Give it a try, you might like it.
Also for light rigs the bag clip, (with safety line is awful nifty.
Simon H
(back)

Re: Becobroox Hangups owners please file down!
From: David Hunt
Date: 3/6/2005
Time: 9:08:02 PM
Remote Name: 65.41.37.4
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Comments
You can find a video clip of Simon demonstrating the dowel and hosepipe (garden hose) system at KAPiCA/02 here;
http://www.kaper.us/AD_kapica02_harbordclip.html
It's only 16 seconds long that's how quick you can attach a rig with this system.
David Hunt
http://www.kaper.us/
(back)

Beginner have some questions. Help please...
From: Dino
Date: 2/26/2005
Time: 3:47:13 AM
Remote Name: 193.198.152.79

Comments
Hi! I am absolute beginner in KAP, and generaly in Radio Control stuff, so as any other beginner i have some questions.
1. What servo model is best choice for tilt and pan. Cheap strong, and easy to modificate endless 360? Maybe S3001? 2. Where can i find (on the net) good set of
plastic gears? What am I actually looking for? 1:4 ratio? 3. How can I modify servo not to turn back when I center the stick? Is it done with the transmitter
settings? 4. How can I slower servo movement except with the gears? Does anyone use 'SERVO RATE REDUCER' to achieve smooth movement? 5. I'm planing
to invest in Futaba 7CHP or 9CHP transmitter to use it with helis as well as for KAP. What would be my best choice for my KAP receiver? (small, up to 5ch, up to
500m operating distance). Does it have to be Futaba or I just have to have the same crystals to work fine.
Thank you for your answers...
(back)

Re: Beginner have some questions. Help please...
From: Brooks Date: 2/26/2005
Time: 10:36:34 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
1. What servo model is best choice for tilt and pan. Cheap strong, and easy to modificate endless 360? Maybe S3001?
S3001 would be fine; there are others. Most servos with full gears (instead of partial gears) may be modified.
2. Where can i find (on the net) good set of plastic gears? What am I actually looking for? 1:4 ratio?
In Europe, http://www.kapshop.com/ . In USA, http://www.brooxes.com/newsite/BBKK/
3. How can I modify servo not to turn back when I center the stick? Is it done with the transmitter settings?
For the pan servo, with 360 rotation, it won't return, but turn endlessly as long as you push the joystick. For tilt, take the spring out, or use the throttle channel
which doesn't self-center. For shutter, keep the spring return.
4. How can I slower servo movement except with the gears? Does anyone use 'SERVO RATE REDUCER' to achieve smooth movement?
Others have talked about that device, but I know of no one who has used it. Any input from others? There are other methods, but too complicated to describe
here.
5. I'm planing to invest in Futaba 7CHP or 9CHP transmitter to use it with helis as well as for KAP. What would be my best choice for my KAP receiver? (small,
up to 5ch, up to 500m operating distance). Does it have to be Futaba or I just have to have the same crystals to work fine.
Small, but preferably dual conversion. No, it doesn't have to be Futaba as long as the crystals match.
Welcome, and have fun! bgl http://www.brooxes.com/
(back)

Re: Beginner have some questions. Help please...
From: frankDOTlouwersATaltinaDOTcx
Date: 2/27/2005
Time: 4:24:40 PM
Remote Name: 82.146.98.12

Comments
Hi Brooks, and Dino,
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....................................
4. How can I slower servo movement except with the gears? Does anyone use 'SERVO RATE REDUCER' to achieve smooth movement?
Others have talked about that device, but I know of no one who has used it. Any input from others? There are other methods, but too complicated to describe
here.
......................................
I used such a device (a little printed circuit board to put between the receiver and the servo) and it works very well! I don't do a 360 modification but use gears
and then that accelerates the movements, so I slow them down electronically. Nowadays I don't use that little device anymore since I have a Graupner MC-24
transmitter and there I can program that in (for every channel if necessary). So check the specificatins of the transmitter you want to buy, I am almost sure that
the higher end ones from Futaba suited for Heli's have that possibility!
I still have that "servo delay" thingie and so if anybody wants it cheaply, let me know.
Best regards,
Frank Louwers (Belgium) www.altina.cx
(back)

Re: Beginner have some questions. Help please...
From: Richard Amirault
Date: 2/28/2005
Time: 4:58:08 AM
Remote Name: 146.115.58.99

Comments
....................................
4. How can I slower servo movement except with the gears? Does anyone use 'SERVO RATE REDUCER' to achieve smooth movement?
Others have talked about that device, but I know of no one who has used it. Any input from others? There are other methods, but too complicated to describe
here.
......................................
I'm not sure what you mean by "servo rate reducer". Some R/C transmitters have "dual rate" switches. When activated it reduces the response of the servo to
the joystick.
We just had a successful workshop building some of Brooks' kits here and one of the builders posted a message a few days later saying that by using that feature
on his rig he was able to get the pan servo to run much slower.
Not all R/C transmitters have that feature. It seems to come on the more expensive rigs. I have one (a Futuba 6 channel) that does have it .. but I never knew what
it was for ;-) The 4 channel Futuba I purchase for the workshop does not have it :-(
Richard Amirault, Boston, MA, USA
(back)

Re: Beginner have some questions. Help please...
From: frankDOTlouwersATaltinaDOTcx
Date: 2/28/2005
Time: 7:31:51 AM
Remote Name: 82.146.98.8

Comments
Hi all,
Dual rate functions do (AFAIK) not really slow down a servo. A dual rate uses the input (say a stick movement) as a signal for a servo but thereby reducing or
magnifying that signal e.g. a 75% dual rate will move the servo 75% of the movement of the input, or a 110% dual rate will actually move the servo 110% of the
movement of the stick. This reduction or magnification can either be linear or exponential an "expo") or even a curve defined by you (depending on the
sophistication of the transmitter). So, at first sight a 50% dual rate would slow down the movement of the servo, but at the same time it also reduces the
maximum deflection possible to 50% of what the servo would be able to do if it was non-dual rated. For 360Ý modified servo's maximum deflection is a moot
point so there (I guess) a dual rate could be used to slow down the servo. For me, with non modified servo's I need the full 90Ý deflection of a servo so the slowing
with that system does not help me.
Besides dual rate or expo, there is also a function called a mixer. It is more or less the the same as a dual rate or expo but this time the input is the deflection of
one servo and it is used to steer the deflection of another servo, again linearly, exponentially or along a specific curve. Mixing is used e.g. in model flying to
automatically couple a deflection of the rudder to a (smaller or larger or even inverted) deflection of the ailerons. An expo dual rate is used e.g. where you want a
large portion of your stick movement only move your servo a small amount (imagine the flat center part of an S curve) where you care most, and then have the
remaining part of your stick movement have a large deflection of your servo (the curved ends of the S) where a fine tuning of your servo deflection is less
important: motorized planes apparently need very fine variations of the carburettor needle around idling and low rpm, and are OK with much coarser
movements in the higher rpm's. It _is_ all rather complicated to imagine (and to describe!)when one is not into model flying, but once you start to know those
functions, a lot of them are _very_ useful for KAPping!
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What I was talking about in my previous message is a function whereby you tell the transmitter basically: "when I move my stick all the way in 1 second, I want
the servo associated with it to move all the way but in 3 seconds (or 5 or whatever). In many higher end transmitters this possibility is present (and on all servo's),
if not you can achieve that by using this little "servo delay" pcb between the receiver and the servo you want to delay. I find delaying the action very useful BTW.
I hope I did not sound too knowledgeable when in fact I am not!
Best regards,
Frank Louwers (Belgium) www.altina.cx
(back)

Re: Beginner have some questions. Help please...
From: Christian
Date: 2/28/2005
Time: 5:21:54 PM
Remote Name: 83.154.181.143

Comments
Franck has said almost everything on the most sophisticated devices. However, it all depends on how you use what you have. Using myself a basic Futaba
skysport 4, the endless servos are with fixed potentiometer: When the handle is free, the motor is still; when moving it fully aside, the motor is running full speed;
when moving the handle just a few aside, the motor is running slowly. I guess this simple way answer to your question, and is working with any model radiocontrol set. Save money on radio-control devices, and invest in video control will help more for efficient kaping
(back)

Re: Beginner have some questions. Help please...
From: David Hunt
Date: 2/26/2005
Time: 2:22:34 PM
Remote Name: 71.0.189.135

Comments
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
5. I'm planing to invest in Futaba 7CHP or 9CHP transmitter to use it with helis as well as for KAP. What would be my best choice for my KAP receiver? (small,
up to 5ch, up to 500m operating distance). Does it have to be Futaba or I just have to have the same crystals to work fine.
Small, but preferably dual conversion. No, it doesn't have to be Futaba as long as the crystals match. ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
If you are using a futaba radio with a synthesized frequency module then some receivers will not be compatible. Check before you buy.
David Hunt
http://www.kaper.us/
(back)

Aerial photography to music
From: David
Date: 2/25/2005
Time: 7:06:07 AM
Remote Name: 194.200.0.4

Comments
Hi,
I just came across your site doing a google search on 'aerial photography'. Aplogies if I'm going off subject - but I just wondered whether anyone might be able to
help me with something.
I'm trying to create a DVD matching aerial footage to soothing music. It needs to be soaring - at bird height and speed - across open countryside.
Most of the footage from agencies is very expensive - presumably because it's shot from a helicopter or plane.
I wondered whether it might be possible to shoot it relatively inexpensively - from some kind of purpouse-built remore-controlled plane.
Or whether there might be reels and reels of this kind of footage available from a website somewhere.
If anyone can offer some advice, I'd be very grateful.
Thanks
David (david@calm.com)
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(back)

Aerial photography to music
From: David
Date: 2/25/2005
Time: 7:05:19 AM
Remote Name: 194.200.0.4

Comments
Hi,
I just came across your site doing a google search on 'aerial photography'. Aplogies if I'm going off subject - but I just wondered whether anyone might be able to
help me with something.
I'm trying to create a DVD matching aerial footage to soothing music. It needs to be soaring - at bird height and speed - across open countryside.
Most of the footage from agencies is very expensive - presumably because it's shot from a helicopter or plane.
I wondered whether it might be possible to shoot it relatively inexpensively - from some kind of purpouse-built remore-controlled plane.
Or whether there might be reels and reels of this kind of footage available from a website somewhere.
If anyone can offer some advice, I'd be very grateful.
Thanks
David (david@calm.com)
(back)

Re: Aerial photography to music
From: Yvan
Date: 2/27/2005
Time: 8:57:01 PM
Remote Name: 62.235.111.112

Comments
Hi David, ...and thank you for the nice comment about my site Simon ;)
Some time ago, I dropped my eye on this little gem...http://www.rctoys.com/ But like real gems, it's a expensive thing. I only have my doubts about the video
quality for DVD.
Greetz,
Yvan.
(back)

Re: Aerial photography to music
From: Simon H
Date: 2/25/2005
Time: 8:31:05 AM
Remote Name: 138.32.176.254

Comments
Check out www.rcgroups.com
Go down to the Aerial photography discussion group and spend many a happy hour researching how they do it with Slow Sticks (and other r/c aircraft). Aerial
video to music? that and a whole lot more! (I'd recommend this site to all KAPpers.)
Either that or go to Yvan's lovely page at www.birdseye.be and be entranced at his beautiful music and kite shots.
(back)

cut one wire
From: birdy
Date: 2/25/2005
Time: 3:53:34 AM
Remote Name: 193.26.218.154

Comments
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well, you have to cut one of the wires to make it work. Harbortronics can tell you wich one...
(back)

Re: cut one wire
From: Brooks
Date: 2/25/2005
Time: 10:37:27 AM
<�b>Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
If your comment is meant as a followup to my statement about triggering the Nikon 8700 -- Harbortronics was involved from the beginning and mentioned
nothing about cutting any wires.
I'll see them in person next week, so maybe we'll get my problem solved.
(back)

8M pixel camera
From: Yvon H.
Date: 2/23/2005
Time: 1:29:46 PM
Remote Name: 156.34.189.133

Comments
Since we are talking about digital camera, I need to buy a new camera and I would like to jump into the 8megapixel arena. There are several choices out there
but I'm not sure what exactly to look for that would give good results with KAP. Any suggestions anyone?
Thanks,
(back)

Re: 8M pixel camera
From: Brooks
Date: 2/24/2005
Time: 10:33:31 PM Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
I think the specifications you should be looking for are very much the same as they are for any other good KAP camera, just with 8mp resolution. These would
include light weight, sharp fast lens, shutter priority, RAW capability,etc etc. Recently there have been new models introduced with image stabilization too, which
would be nice too, at least in theory.
Some feel that 28 or 35 wide angle equivalents are not wide enough for KAP (I'm not sure I agree), but if so, that limits the field a lot, mostly to the Nikon 8400 if
you're buying a new camera.
If you want to shoot bubble panoramas, a fisheye lens capability is a must, which also limits the field. On the other hand, an adaptor lens such as the Nikon wideangle or the fisheye can both be used on cameras without a 24mm lens to give you wide coverage.
I have a Nikon 8700 (with a wide zoom of 35mm equivalent) and like it a lot. So far, I have not found a way to trigger it except with a servo finger, but research
and development continue.
There's an earlier thread in this forum about delay problems with an infrared trigger for the 8400; maybe somebody can bring us up to date on that.
(back)

new camera
From: Brooks
Date: 2/22/2005
Time: 9:01:33 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
Just heard about a new inexpensive 5mp digicam at http://www.concord-camera.com/products_detail.aspx?id=198 .
The company plans to introduce a $99 version within the month.
(back)

Re: new camera
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From: Yvon H.
Date: 2/23/2005
Time: 1:24:49 PM
Remote Name: 156.34.189.133

Comments
Interesting!! How does the quality compare to Canon and Olympus? It would be interesting to see. Let us know if you buy one.
(back)

Re: new camera
From: Brooks
Date: 2/23/2005
Time: 3:46:19 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
I may try it, and will let the group know my review if so.
(back)

Great little digital camera
From: Mikephotog
Date: 2/20/2005
Time: 9:37:29 PM
Remote Name: 203.2.94.108

Comments
Ricoh RDC-6000. Picked this up on Ebay for $AUS $70. Has interval timer capability built in (1min to 3hrs) in 30sec increments. Also has exposure and iso
settings that will give the hightest shutter speed cam is capable of (1/500). Focus can be set to auto/manual/infinity.
(back)

Gyroscopic picavet
From: mariner
Date: 2/20/2005
Time: 4:47:33 PM
Remote Name: 81.65.53.18

Comments
This may sound like a candidate for patentoftheweek.com, but thinking about ways to get perfectly vertical aerial shots for overlaying on maps, I was wondering
if anyone ever considered making a gyroscopic picavet. Sort of the same idea as gyro stabilizers that aerial photographers use (www.kenlab.com/stabilizers.html), but maybe just a big spinning disc below (or in) the picavet itself. Or maybe in addition to a normal picavet, a model helicopter
gyro/servo combination, to keep the camera pointed straight down. Any thoughts?
(back)

Autopilot
From: Ralf
Date: 2/21/2005
Time: 3:41:50 AM
Remote Name: 80.142.101.207

Comments
Hi Mariner, I found something different to a gyro could be good to KAP. It is named autopilot and it works with lightsensors. My system is from Graupner, it is
the Autopilot AP-2000 with the ordernumber 5135. But this one is not selling any more. An other system available is the (Ripmax?) Autopilot HAL 2100. In
Germany selled by Conrad and ELV. I hope I get this season experience with a autopilot bubble-pano-rig. MfG Ralf
(back)

Re: Autopilot
From: David Foster
Date: 3/4/2005
Time: 6:06:13 AM
Remote Name: 216.176.88.71
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Comments
If your looking for the best commercially avialable auto pilots on the market look no further http://www.micropilot.com/?src=overture Georgia Tech won the
prize in RPV competion using this system. I was going to buy one but I would have to take out a second mortgage on my home to do it.
(back)

Autopilot Part II
From: Ralf
Date: 2/21/2005
Time: 4:49:51 AM
Remote Name: 84.135.252.41

Comments
Hi again, I found out an other autopilot by Graupner. It is the AP 2300, Nr. 5136. And here is the link:
http://www.shop.graupner.de/webapp/commerce/command/ProductDisplay?prrfnbr=9529&prmenbr=1081&lang=en MfG Ralf
(back)

Re: Autopilot Part II
From: Holger ox3hi at greennet dot gl
Date: 2/21/2005
Time: 2:08:26 PM
Remote Name: 194.177.231.195

Comments
Hi Take a look at http://www.gws.com.tw/english/product/gyro/pg03.htm and it is only 7,0 grams thi link has a som mor text http://www.sussex-modelcentre.co.uk/PG%2D03%5FGyro-861.htm Best Holger i Grenland
(back)

Re: Gyroscopic picavet
From: David Hunt
Date: 2/20/2005
Time: 9:27:39 PM
Remote Name: 65.41.185.123

Comments
I would guess that many have thought about gyros for KAP. Weight is always the biggest obsticle. There are two approaches to gyros one is to spin a mass that is
of sufficient weight to stabalize a given mass. Using the Kenyon Labs site as a rough guide it would appear that you would need a spinning mass that was close to
half the mass of the object being stabilized.
The other approach is to use solid state gyroscopic devices which are in reality accelerometers. The feed back from these devices can be used to drive active
circuits which would attempt to keep the platform level (this type is used in RC helicopters), or the feed back from the accelerometers can be used to prevent the
shutter from tripping until the platform is level. I think someone has used this last approach on a KAP rig but I can't remember who.
The accelerometer chips that I have seen can easily be integrated into microcontroller circuits (i.e. PIC microcontrollers).
David Hunt
(back)

Re: Gyroscopic picavet
From: Christian
Date: 2/21/2005
Time: 2:38:16 PM
Remote Name: 83.154.181.1

Comments
Hello,
The only person that I know having built and using a rig with a gyroscopic device is Jean-Christophe, Olivier's brother. {this will be a reference for some of you}.
The gyroscope is used to monitor servo-motors. Once the target is reached in the viewer, the position is memorized. Then the craddle is moved to maintain this
target, whatever is the rig displacement. I guess this gyroscopic devices have already been discussed time ago on this discussion group.
(back)

Re: Gyroscopic picavet
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From: Linnar
Date: 2/20/2005
Time: 11:45:29 PM
Remote Name: 195.33.97.164

Comments
Hi,
I also thought about build one and ordered free accelorometer chips from Analog Devices and have to integrate them into my KAP electronics but seems no
enough free time to realize that. Maybe during this year.
I'd like to use standard servo motor to control tilt of the camera.
Linnar
(back)

thanks for help on shutter release
From: Pete griffs
Date: 2/20/2005
Time: 12:54:56 PM
Remote Name: 81.151.78.23

Comments
Thanks everyone for such magnificent help and directing me to the wealth of sites. Anyone in north west uk I can contact please get in touch.
pete
(back)

Re: thanks for help on shutter release
From: John Williams
Date: 2/21/2005
Time: 12:16:42 PM
Remote Name: 212.159.60.248

Comments
I am North West of London, i.e Birmingham! :)
(back)

help on mechanical shutter release
From: Pete Griffs
Date: 2/18/2005
Time: 12:15:21 PM
Remote Name: 81.158.123.100

Comments
I am about to embark on KAP with a simple setup. I have yet to decide how to mechanically release a shutter. Any suggestions/pointers to web links appreciated
(I have ruled out ice!)Anyone had a successful system?
(back)

Re: help on mechanical shutter release
From: John Williams
Date: 2/20/2005
Time: 10:24:19 AM
Remote Name: 212.159.60.248

Comments
Have a look at what I did http://www.jlwilliams.co.uk/kap/index.html
follow the link to the "early story". I used a simple dethermalising timer.
All the info I found was from websites of those who contrbute often to this forum. Thanks guys.
(back)
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Re: help on mechanical shutter release
From: Manfred
Date: 2/19/2005
Time: 1:38:31 PM
Remote Name: 85.72.43.253

Comments
Hi Pete
I have build an elektronic timer with that you can trigger your canmera without any RC-System.
Please have a look at my side:
http://www.kap-man.de/e-a-trigg-1.htm
Camera electrically release without remote control? Here is my solution: The Servo-Autotrigger.
http://www.kap-man.de
With best regards from Germany Manfred
(back)

Re: help on mechanical shutter release
From: Tom Nied
Date: 2/18/2005
Time: 10:35:44 PM
Remote Name: 67.167.87.17

Comments
I had pretty good success with a small mechanical timer that I used in my first rig. Two sites you should check would be. http://www.drachen.org/store_kits.html
and http://wwwedu.ssc.nasa.gov/kap/kap.htm It's pretty "Rube Goldberg" but great fun and I can't tell you the excitement you get when you get it to work.
Some have used timers taken out of kitchen timers, I was able to find something lighter. Much like the Drachen Foundation rig. If you need more help, let me
know.
Tom Nied & Carla Scott
(back)

Re: help on mechanical shutter release
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 2/18/2005
Time: 2:26:37 PM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
Take a look at David's site: http://www.kaper.us/articles/cheap_R.html
Peter
(back)

About RX antennas
From: Linnar
Date: 2/18/2005
Time: 3:54:22 AM
Remote Name: 195.33.97.164

Comments
Hi KAPers,
I found interesting report of experiments with antennas. Take a look:
http://www.rc-cam.com/ant_exp.htm
Linnar
(back)
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Re: About RX antennas
From: David Hunt
Date: 2/18/2005
Time: 6:07:49 AM
Remote Name: 65.41.185.123

Comments
Great Article, this topic is something that I have always been curious about. I've always known that common KAP practices lowered antenna efficiencies, but I
have always wondered how much that loss was. The common KAP practice of coiling the antenna wire around a stick seems to cause the greatest losses.
Fortunately when using a double conversion RX few of us have seen problems, so there is no reason to stop this practice.
The results of this testing made me realize some problems that I had with a GWS pico RX were caused by my treatment of the antenna. I wrapped the antenna
around a dowel of about 1 foot (about 5 times) and let 5 or 6 inches hang off the end of the dowel. This limited the useful range to just over 100 feet. Beyond that
the servos would begin to jitter.
This article addresses the effects of shortening antennas and the effects of wrapping the antenna around a stick-like core. It did not address another common
practice among KAPers like the GWS antenna setup I describe above where part of the antenna hangs off the end of the antenna boom at right angles to the rest
of the antenna. There is an antenna design where the antenna is L-shaped and it has different characteristics than the same length of antenna but straight. Any
change from the optimum antenna design causes losses even making the antenna longer.
Bottom line for KAP seems to be that in most stituations we can live with wrapping the RX antenna on a short boom if we are using the double conversion RXs
with greater range, but if we are trying to use the very light RX units, many of which are single conversion RXs with limited range, then we need to keep the
antenna as straight as possible. If you experience servo jitter during a flight then straightening the antenna might be a good solution.
David Hunt
http://www.kaper.us/
(back)

Re: About RX antennas
From: Carlo Didier
Date: 2/18/2005
Time: 11:38:19 AM
Remote Name: 213.135.245.113

Comments
Really very interesting article! My conclusion: If you want a compact but efficient antenna, use a higher frequency, i.e. not 27MHz, but 72MHz or even 433MHz
as the ideal (odB) length depends on the wavelength which is shorter at higher frequencies.
(back)

Re: About RX antennas
From: David Hunt
Date: 2/18/2005
Time: 12:36:12 PM
Remote Name: 65.41.185.123

Comments
Antennas can be made that are not a full quarter wavelength long and still give close to quarter wavelength results. At the bottom of the article one is mentioned
that is designed for 72MHz and is only 8" long. The text gives the impression that they cut the antenna down to 4 inches for the test??? This might explain the
poor performance.
I did a quick search and found this antenna which has versions for most of the frequencies used around the world. The claim a 15% range decrease over the
standard 39 inch antenna found on 72MHz RX.
http://www.ecubedrc.com/antennas.htm
For those of you who may give these types of antennas a try remember that the wire lead that runs from the base of the antenna to the RX must not be modified.
It too is optimized for the antenna.
David Hunt
(back)

Re: About RX antennas
From: Simon H
Date: 2/19/2005
Time: 3:40:02 AM
Remote Name: 81.77.48.68
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Comments
I used one of these base loaded antenna for a UK 35 mhz rig. I found it to be of lower range than my own helically wound antennas which always work out of
sight range, which is as much as I need.
Simon H
(back)

Interesting new Canon camera
From: Scott Haefner
Date: 2/17/2005
Time: 7:56:55 PM
Remote Name: 68.126.207.210

Comments
Canon just announced a new, 8-megapixel DSLR. Too bad about the 1.6x focal length mult., but looks like a solid (and light-weight) camera. It's just over 1
pound (490g):
http://www.dpreview.com/articles/canoneos350d/page2.asp
Scott
http://scotthaefner.com/kap/
(back)

Re: Interesting new Canon camera
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 2/18/2005
Time: 9:28:03 AM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
Not so new is the KonicaMinolta A200. About the weight but cheaper. And a (maybe) nice feature for KAP: Anti-Shake. See:
http://www.dpreview.com/reviews/specs/Konica_Minolta/konicaminolta_dimagea200.asp
Has anyone tried this camera?
Peter
(back)

Christo from space
From: K. Gustavson
Date: 2/16/2005
Time: 11:39:12 PM
Remote Name: 207.71.218.76

Comments
While the kite may be lacking, still interesting for the scale and detail. Hope there is a KAPer in the neighborhood. -Karen
http://earthobservatory.nasa.gov/Newsroom/NewImages/images.php3?img_id=16823 full image (large but much better):
http://earthobservatory.nasa.gov/Newsroom/NewImages/Images/centralpark_IKO_2005043_lrg.jpg
(back)

Re: Christo from space
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 2/17/2005<�br> Time: 1:36:50 PM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
Great. And I sure hope to see some KAPictures of this project some day. Altough I think this is one the rare situations I would prefer to use a blimp and do some
BAP.
Peter
(back)
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Re: Christo from space
From: David Hunt
Date: 2/17/2005
Time: 7:47:08 PM
Remote Name: 65.41.185.123

Comments
I checked the rules for Central Park
http://www.nycgovparks.org/sub_about/rules_and_regulations/rr_1-04.html
and there is no mention of restrictions on kites, but I found section e interesting;
(e) Aviation
"No person shall voluntarily bring, land or cause to alight within or upon any park, any airplane, balloon, parachute, hang glider, or other aerial device, except
that certain areas may be designated appropriate landing places for medical evacuation helicopters. For the purposes of this subdivision (e), voluntarily shall
mean anything other than a forced landing caused by mechanical or structural failure of the aircraft or other aerial device. "
Now would that mean that you could launch a Balloon for BAP but you couldn't bring it down?
David Hunt
(back)

Pilot in German
From: Ralf
Date: 2/16/2005
Time: 2:58:37 PM
Remote Name: 84.135.254.252

Comments
Hi, I've no boneless kite in my kitebag but I know that Hans Soyka convert the Pilot-plan to an article on the German Kite Magazin 'Sport & Design Drachen".
It is the number March 2001, page 42-45. Hans wrote, that you can scale it up to 9 mÝ, but not more. The bigger versions should have openings about 5 cm at the
endings on each corner to reduce the inside presure and for more stabel flying. MfG Ralf
(back)

KAPilot vs FF
From: Linnar
Date: 2/16/2005
Time: 12:27:14 AM
Remote Name: 195.33.97.164

Comments
Hi,
What is the difference between subjects? I can see that backside is without V-cut. Any other diff? How to adjust bridle?
Any KAPilot plan available?
Thanks, Linnar
(back)

Re: KAPilot vs FF
From: Yvon H.
Date: 2/16/2005
Time: 4:50:23 AM
Remote Name: 142.166.91.205

Comments
Both are powerful kites that can be used for KAP. I use 35sqft flowform. The main difference I've seen is that the flowform let the air pass through the kite which
exits through the jet chute in the V shape cut out. The Pilot is a close kite where the trailing edge is close or sometime partially open.
There's a forum discussion on Pilot kite here: http://www.kitebuilder.com/forums/viewtopic.php?t=590&highlight=pilot
And here's a link for the plan: http://www.kites.tug.com/pilot/
And here's the link to Harald Prinzler web site for Flowform plans: http://members.aol.com/hprinzler/
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(back)

Re: KAPilot vs FF
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 2/16/2005
Time: 12:30:57 PM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
As far as I know Pilot are closed at the trailing edge. There are some internal vents between the 4 cells.
To me there are 2 major things that speak in favor of the Pilot:
1. It has a adjustable bridle so that you can set the kite to to wind conditions and to you personal liking.
2. The Pilot performs much better in a wider wind range, especially in lower wind speeds.
Remember, the Pilot is (almost) 50 sqft. The FF30 is only 30 sqft. So you can't compare the two without knowing the pilot is much bigger and thus more
expensive.
Follow Brooks' tip (longer bridle lines) and you'll have a KAPilot, a variant of the Pilot50 that is much better for KAP. And don't forget to add a fuzzy tail. That
last thing goes for both kites.
As I don't often fly along the coastline I personally prefer the KAPilot.
Peter
(back)

Re: KAPilot vs FF
From: Brooks
Date: 2/16/2005
Time: 8:57:25 AM
<�b>Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
...and if you make the Pilot, double the bridle length, and provide for adjustment of angle of attack.
(back)

Re: KAPilot vs FF
From: Christian
Date: 2/16/2005
Time: 2:42:58 PM<�br> Remote Name: 83.154.181.88

Comments
Well, guys, bring your Flowforms and Kapilot to KAPiFrance, and let discuss on it! And also let's compare with the modified Flowform flying without a tail
(back)

Re: KAPilot vs FF
From: Brooks
Date: 2/16/2005
Time: 3:24:32 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
Eh bien, Christian! Bien sÝr!
(back)

round the world KAPping on roofs-- frequency questions
From: laura mezoff
Date: 2/15/2005
Time: 8:49:18 PM
Remote Name: 203.113.253.199
<�/p>
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Comments
hi from central australia. I'm on my year-long KAP trip to take photos of roof top landscapes. I'm currently in Australia and immediately ran into the problem
that my 72 mhz radio isn't legal to use in Oz (it is used as an emergency frequency here), and have had to buy another radio which uses 36mhz. Since I am going
to be traveling in a number of different countries for the coming year, and am wondering if anyone knows of a comprehensive list of legal frequencies in various
countries. My internet time is limited, so I haven't had a lot of time to do an extensive search myself.
I'd appreciate any suggestions you might have. I know this has been a frequent topic of discussion in the past. Sorry to bring it up again!
Laura
(back)

Re: round the world KAPping on roofs-- frequency questions
<�b>From: Dave Mitchell
Date: 2/16/2005
Time: 1:03:22 AM
Remote Name: 80.177.153.149

Comments
This web-page has much of the information you need - select the country at the top right and it tells you what's legal to use in an airbourne manner. see
http://www.ukrcc.org/internat.html
Dave
(back)

Re: round the world KAPping on roofs-- frequency questions
<�p>From: Brooks
Date: 2/16/2005
Time: 8:54:21 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
What a great resource that is! thanks, Dave! (27 is good, better choice than most, but not universal.)
(back)

Re: round the world KAPping on roofs-- frequency questions
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 2/16/2005
Time: 1:05:17 PM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
This discussion point the new 433 MHz system again. It is impossible to check laws and rules of all 200+ countries but others have done that for us.
The automobile industry have done that and due to their influence the 433 MHz is now allowed almost all over the world (there are exceptions to very rule,
though). The 433 MHz is used in cars for things like tire pressure control systems. So if you can find a car with such a system in a particular country, you can be
quiet sure a low power 433 MHz system (like the 433TxRx for KAP) is allowed.
You'll find more on this KAP system on http://www.KAPshop.com .
Peter
(back)

Re: round the world KAPping on roofs-- frequency questions
<�b>From: Brooks
Date: 2/15/2005
Time: 10:58:09 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
Seems to me that 27 mHz is legal in most countries that I know of, but I suspect that nothing is that simple.
(back)

Re: round the world KAPping on roofs-- frequency questions
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From: laura mezoff
Date: 2/19/2005
Time: 11:02:46 PM
Remote Name: 202.52.39.19

Comments
seems to me that it is quite difficult to find RC transmitters/ receivers that work on 27mhz, especially as we have been using 5-7 channel radios in order to utilize
the special features on the higher channels. apparently the frequencies are not readily changeable, unless it has a removable RF module, and even that is not a
terribly cheap proposition!
(back)

Video Transmitter/receiver supplier - Help
From: Roger-Australia
Date: 2/15/2005
Time: 5:35:39 PM
Remote Name: 144.137.136.154

Comments
Hi Kappers, I need your help to find a supplier of Video transmitter and receiver that is legal in Australia and donÝt need a license to operate. IÝve been
searching old posts here, also on the net, but I couldnÝt find what I need yet. With legal and no license, I mean 2,4 Ghz - 10mW. Max output. The problem is that
here in Ozland, there are plenty of these systems available for sale but they need 12V to operate and also they are sold with micro cams, which I donÝt need.
Some others, requires voltage regulators or other items that I donÝt know how to assemble or operate (Roger donÝt Know electronics) I am looking for
something simple to use. Kind of staff to just plug in my camera powered by the existent 4 rechargeable AA cells and that is it. (The system sold by Black Widow
is perfect but it is 200mW (need a license here) and a bit expensive)
The field receiver can be 12V and is not a concern to me. Basically my problem is to find the transmitter with characteristics above mentioned. If you can help me
with your tips, recommendations or suggestions, I would appreciate very much.
Thank you guys, and best regards. Roger-Australia
(back)

Re: Video Transmitter/receiver supplier - Help
From: Brooks
Date: 2/15/2005
Time: 8:02:32 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
Nothing is made that is plug and play, AFAIK.
It's really easy to make a voltage converter (Peter's Proper Power Provider) from the plans on my site -- if you can solder you can make it, and you don't need to
understand electronics. I've used this converter successfully with the X10 camera's transmitter. Just throw the camera away and use the xmtr. There's
instructions for the X10 conversion downloadable too.
Go to the Downloads page on my site, www.brooxes.com.
HTH.
(back)

Re: Video Transmitter/receiver supplier - Help
From: Simon H<�br> Date: 2/16/2005
Time: 12:30:40 AM
Remote Name: 81.77.48.68

Comments
Roger, such systems do exist. I have a couple, one is an unbranded baby monitor which runs off a 9v PP3 type battery. Other one uses only 3V! Both have
KApable range though only to about 3-400 feet line of sight. If you drop me a note I can give more details. E-mail links on my web site.
Here's an Ebay link to the kind of thing:
http://cgi.ebay.co.uk/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=20436&item=4357440823&rd=1
This runs off 4 AA (6v)
There are a lot of these sort of things around, and many seem to use lower voltages than 12. Some have battery holders built in too. With the handheld monitor
these things offer an integrated solution to a KAP problem. Some need mods to lighten or to take the power supply from your existing on-rig batteries.
For occasional video use without too much hacking these sort of things may do the trick - they do for me.
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These:
http://www.harb87.fsnet.co.uk/micvid/m3.jpg
are still available at 9v too, just clip on a pp3. Maplins do them in UK. I use one of these on a micro rig transmitting to baby monitor as receiver.
So lower voltage 2.4 Ghz stuff is out there, but you have to look for it, matching frequencies can be an issue, most of the baby monitor things have switchable
channels. If in doubt always ask to test the unit - difficult on Ebay, but quite a lot of shops do these sort of things.
Brooks is right though doing the voltage conversion is not too hard for the likes of the ubiquitous x10 system.
Simon H
(back)

Re: Video Transmitter/receiver supplier - Help
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 2/16/2005
Time: 12:18:15 PM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
There are several brands of those tiny 2.4 GHz transmitters. The best known over here in Europe is one made by KERN. Recently I found one made in Taiwan by
Aliveal that runs on 4.8 V. Do a Google on "AML-2450 2.4 GHz" and you'll find a supplier near you.
The same manufacture also makes a receiver (12 V)to go with it.
Peter
(back)

Re: Video Transmitter/receiver supplier - Help
From: rosswl@optusnet.com.au
Date: 2/18/2005
Time: 7:57:13 PM
Remote Name: 211.31.5.224

Comments
Roger,
There are a number of suppliers in OZ. I've been using a Swann wireless microcam system for a couple of years now. The transmitter runs on 4.5v Ý 9v, but it is
a camera+Tx in a single very small unit. You can get the specs on the newer version at www.swann.com.au Dick Smith Electronics often stock them.
Also check out the Jaycar Electronics site www.jaycar.com.au for Rcv and TX modules under the wireless / audio visual section. The other Australian source is
from firms such as http://www.allthings.com.au/ or http://www.ozspy.com.au/cameras/cameras-spy.asp
I swap the video camera/tx between my two cradles (one for APS or digital camera and one for 35mm SLR). I've just built 2 new versions of the cradles (slightly
more compact than the first attempts) so they are ready for a trip in March/April. IÝm going back to the Great Ocean Road and Mungo National Park for more
photos after I visted last year. This year IÝm adding in Moonta, Woomera, Coober Pedy, Maree, Wilpena Pound and Broken Hill (love that area)to the trip. IÝll
link up with the Adelaide Kite Festival at Easter and then head to the ÝoutbackÝ. This year I've cut down the kites (my main interest) and will carry more
camera (land plus KAP) gear this time.
I usually have some of the KAP gear with me when I head up to the Queensland Kite Festival (Redcliffe in May) and Coolum (Sept)Kite festival. So if you ever
get to those festivals let me know. I'm Sydney based.
Ross
(back)

Re: Video Transmitter/receiver supplier - Help
From: Roger-Australia
Date: 2/19/2005
Time: 12:04:23 PM
Remote Name: 203.51.249.156

Comments
Many Thanks, Brooks, Simon, Peter, Ross and other for the tips. I am studing in detail every option, advantages, prices etc... I didn't make my mind yet. Ross, I
will get in touch with you by email. These Kite festivals in QLD are of great interest for me. Have great pics, Roger
(back)

The 433TxRx
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From: www.burtskitecam.co.uk
Date: 2/14/2005
Time: 11:06:52 AM
Remote Name: 80.225.123.178

Comments
does any one use the 433TxRx as sold on the kapshop site and is the Tx Rx range as good as a normal 27mhz radio control.the 433Tx Rx sounds like an ideal
gizmo for kap with just 2 AA's and pocket size to
many thanks from burt
(back)

Re: The 433TxRx
From: Brooks
Date: 2/14/2005
Time: 4:32:07 PM
<�b>Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
Yes, it's good. With fresh tx batteries, I had control clear out to about 150m of line (about 50m elevation), plenty for what I usually shoot.
It's not exactly correct about 2 AAs powering the whole thing, though. That powers the transmitter; you still need a 4.8v pack for the rx. I'm using a NiMH pack
of tiny 1/3 AAA 120 mAh cells, available from The Battery Station, http://www.batterystation.com/nicads.htm
With the very low power draw of the 433TxRx, the AAs and the tiny NiMH batteries last plenty long enough for several outings.
The only problem with the 433 is that there's only one frequency available -- seems to be legal in most countries, but not for large groups of kappers all working
at once!
(back)

Re: The 433TxRx
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 2/15/2005
Time: 12:50:36 PM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
Brooks is right about the single "frequency". But for now I'll keep track of the systems sold and warn future customers for KAPpers within a range of 150 m.
(Brooks, stay out of Pebble Beach.)
On the other hand this feature might give some unique opportunities: a mega stereo or a mega panorama. Let's see how Autostich handles this ...
Peter
(back)

KAP comes to Yellowstone
From: Brooks
Date: 2/13/2005
Time: 6:37:13 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
For the first time that I know of, a National Park website has finally published some KAPix. I'm not even sure the park service would allow a visitor to KAP in a
park, but in this case it's their webmaster.
http://www.nps.gov/yell/tours/aerialeyes/index.htm
I made a rig for Tom Cawley 18 months ago -- happy to see some of the fruits online. And lovely crisp pictures they are too.
(back)

Re: KAP comes to Yellowstone
From: Scott Haefner
Date: 2/17/2005 Time: 7:53:08 PM
Remote Name: 68.126.207.210

Comments
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Cool to see a fellow Dept. of Interior web designer getting paid to KAP ;-). As many of you know, I have used KAP at USGS (and I also happen to be a web
designer for them...):
http://quake.usgs.gov/kap/
I've KAPed at Lassen NP, and even had a park ranger watching/asking questions. That doesn't necessarily mean you could always get away with it, though...
Scott
http://scotthaefner.com/kap/
(back)

KAPiFrance (with links)
From: Christian / CVCF
Date: 2/13/2005
Time: 2:08:36 PM
Remote Name: 83.154.184.101

Comments
Hi, KAPiFrance preparation is running on schedule. We know that november 20th will come fast. You will find more information now on. Good surprise, lodging
is comfortable, and not expensive. Look at what is going to come. And we continue to work on some more gooddies. Come and join us. Here is the link
http://becotus.chez.tiscali.fr/KAPiFrance/anglais/sia_presente_E01.htm and for those who prefer to read French
http://becotus.chez.tiscali.fr/KAPiFrance/francais/sia_presente_F01.htm Sorry for the previous post without the links.
(back)

KAPiFrance
From: Christian / CVCF
Date: 2/13/2005
Time: 2:02:38 PM
Remote Name: 83.154.184.101

Comments
Hi, KAPiFrance preparation is running on schedule. We know that november 20th will come fast. You will find more information now on. Good surprise, lodging
is comfortable, and not expensive. Look at what is going to come. And we continue to work on some more gooddies. Come and join us.
(back)

I accept donations of the plans
From: Vladimir
Date: 2/12/2005
Time: 6:44:00 PM
Remote Name: 200.175.2.213

Comments
Hi all... I have two flowform but 16 and 50 sqft 16 is very stable but don't pull my rig in middle winds my FF 50 sqft produce very pull but many instable
I would be happy receive plans ...
I appreciate this Flowform 30 http://www.kapshop.com/product_reviews_info.php?products_id=63&reviews_id=2
Or Kapilot50 plans
My email vladi2005@gmail.com
Many thanks
(back)

Re: I accept donations of the plans
From:
Date: 2/13/2005
Time: 3:29:26 AM
Remote Name: 142.166.90.207

Comments
Vladimir, Have you try Harald Prinzler's web site: http://members.aol.com/hprinzler/
Harald has a lot of information on flowforms.
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Yvon H.
(back)

Re: I accept donations of the plans
From: Lenny
Date: 2/13/2005
Time: 5:19:21 AM
Remote Name: 212.30.2.138

Comments
I've made two of Harald's Flowforms now, they're both very stable (with the addition of a fuzzy tail). If you've not made one before I'd advise a white or light
colour for the top skin - the sewing is 100% easier. Great kites, and Harald's site & excel calculator are just a joy to use IMO.
Lenny
(back)

Stacked flowform?
From: Linnar
Date: 2/10/2005
Time: 6:36:59 AM
Remote Name: 195.33.97.164

Comments
Hi kapers,
I found from local shop a kite similar to flowform, wingspan 1.47m, about 2 sq.meter. Area is probably too small for lifting a rig but if I'll use 2 kites and put
them stacked or besides? Dou you have experiences?
Kite at shop: http://www.biltema.fi/osteri/data/Kuvat/45_274iso.jpg
Thanks, Linnar
(back)

Re: Stacked flowform?
From: Linnar
Date: 2/14/2005
Time: 2:24:06 AM
Remote Name: 195.33.97.164

Comments
Thanks to all! I'll let you know after testing those kites. I'm planning to attach them side-by-side.
Linnar
(back)

Re: Stacked flowform?
From: Linnar
Date: 2/20/2005
Time: 11:34:37 PM
Remote Name: 195.33.97.164

Comments
Hi,
I didn't test them at all bacause those kites were smaller than in advertisement. So, failed.
Linnar
(back)

Re: Stacked flowform?
From: Simon H
Date: 2/14/2005
Time: 6:17:19 AM
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Remote Name: 81.77.48.68

Comments
Side by side - that'll be "interesting" - good luck!!
(back)

Re: Stacked flowform?
From: Richard Amirault
Date: 2/10/2005
Time: 9:41:04 AM
Remote Name: 146.115.58.99

Comments
Hmmmm... are you sure about the size??
First off (to me) it does not look like a Flow Form. To me it looks like a parafoil. While a Flow Form is a type of parafoil, that does not make all parafoils Flow
Forms.
Also, from just the picture, it appears to be a very small parafoil at that. Small parafoils often have only three bridle points, but unlike Flow Forms even a 10
square foot parafoil will usually have more than three bridal attachment points.
In addition, I looked at the other items on that website (can't understand the lanuage, sorry) and could not find any kites at all ... further re-inforcing my guess
that this is a "toy" kite.
As far as flying two or more at the same time .. you really can't train them together as you would other types of kites. The line for the upper kites would have to
pass directly thru the fabric of the foil kite. You *might* be able to attach the kites to the same line but you would need seperate flying lines for each kite. For
instance, fly the first kite on the main line .. let out enough line so that the kite is flying safely. Launch a seperate kite with it's own flying line ... something line 10
meters long. When that is flying attach the end of the 10 meter line to the main line and then let out more of the main line. Do the same for the third kite and so
on. This may work, or may not.
But as Brooks suggests .. it may be better just to get a "real" Flowform of the correct size.
Riohard Amirault, Boston, MA, USA
(back)

Re: Stacked flowform?
From: Brooks
Date: 2/10/2005
Time: 9:07:05 AM<�br> Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
Looks like a FlowForm knockoff, but the size isn't all that bad for a modest rig.
I've never tried stacking FlowForms, but I've seen it done -- with the 250!
Why not just buy a FlowForm from www.kapshop.com?
(back)

Re: Stacked flowform?
From: Linnar
Date: 2/10/2005
Time: 12:26:35 PM
Remote Name: 213.216.199.2

Comments
Thanks for answers!
I'd like to try that because it's extremly cheap, about $5 per kite. Also my son is interested...
Linnar
(back)

Re: Stacked flowform?
From: Brooks
Date: 2/10/2005
Time: 11:05:04 PM
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Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
I would have to say that you get what you pay for....
For your son, sounds dandy. For KAP, save your pennies.
(back)

Re: Stacked flowform?
From: Simon H
Date: 2/11/2005
Time: 1:30:39 AM
Remote Name: 138.32.176.254

Comments
I've recently been using an almost identical kite for my AutoKAP project. Its a standard Parafoil from Into the Wind
Modifications before entrusting my AutoKAP rig with Optio S4i to it involved replacing the tail with a long - up to 25 foot, fuzzy tail (in 2 unequal sections 18 and
7 foot, giving 3 tail length choices for wind and turbulance at site). Bridle knots were hot glued after flight testing and adjustment to prevent slipping and
attachment points checked over.
It's a "sharp" pulling kite to fly, this is a flight characteristic I've noted with small foils, and it means that in gusty or turbulent conditions I wouldn't really
choose to use it.Difficult to describe what I mean, but nonetheless it is easily manageable, and once up away from the ground in steady wind, perfectly good as a
KAP lifter for light rigs.
Some of these "toy" kites are well made, and companies like Into the Wind have in today's marketplace to sell kites with a degree of quality. The buying public no
longer tolerates the sort of rubbish that we saw 10 and 20 years ago.
As always - its horses for courses, this kite matches my AutoKAP rig for its tiny size and lift capacity. I'd be happy to use it in many KAP situations, and certainly
in right wind I'd lift my light Monopost rig with it too, but if it was what I'd call technical KAP, (confined space launching, congested shooting area, trees etc) or
extreme conditions (very low or high winds) then I'd be looking to my bigger foil, a big DC or one of the other KAPpers "traditional" choices.
Remember a toy is only a toy in the hands of a child, for us big kids we use whatever we feel is appropriate.
Simon
(back)

Re: Stacked flowform?
From: Brooks
Date: 2/10/2005
Time: 9:05:03 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
(back)

A little update, the Ka(p)lendar
From: Emmanuel at http://photocerfvolant.free.fr
Date: 2/6/2005
Time: 2:13:35 PM
Remote Name: 213.36.129.126

Comments
Hy every one,
A little post to inform you that I put a big pic specially made for Kaper's calendar on my web site. Here's the link,
http://photocerfvolant.free.fr/index_ka(p)lendrier.htm
You always can surf on my last gallery, 30 kap pics of the beautiful Seychelles Islands. http://photocerfvolant.free.fr/index_seychelles_2004.html And you can find
the new adds at http://photocerfvolant.free.fr/index_news.htm
I plan to work on a new projet for 2005, kap pics made with a large format camera, I'll give you news when it come.
Have some nice surfs, and keep flying for sharing nice pics.
Best regards, Emmanuel
(back)

Re: A little update, the Ka(p)lendar
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From: David Hunt
Date: 2/7/2005
Time: 6:45:29 AM
Remote Name: 71.0.127.158

Comments
The link direct to the Ka(p)lendrier page did not work for me, it seems that it needs a capital "K" in Ka(p)lendrier.
http://photocerfvolant.free.fr/index_Ka(p)lendrier.htm
Also the January image looks funny after it loads, some rows of pixels don't line up with others. You might need to re-upload that file.
(back)

Re: the Ka(p)lendar is easier to find with the good adress !
-->
From: Emmanuel at http://photocerfvolant.free.fr
Date: 2/7/2005
Time: 1:21:52 PM
Remote Name: 213.36.25.70

Comments
Hello everyone, Shame on me, One post with two mistakes... David is right, the good ling for the Ka(p)lendar is
http://photocerfvolant.free.fr/index_Ka(p)lendrier.htm
And Carlo Didier was right too, there were another bug... So I reload the January one, and the "news" page (http://photocerfvolant.free.fr/index_news.htm), i
just verify, they work fine.
And always my Seychelles 30 kap pics, for your pleasure I hope, Best regards from France, Emmanuel
(back)

Re: A little update, the Ka(p)lendar
From: Carlo Didier
Date: 2/7/2005
Time: 12:31:39 AM
Remote Name: 213.135.245.113

Comments
Salut Emmanuel! Ton link sur le calendrier ne marche pas. Je pense que les parenthÝses sont le problÝme. Ca ne marche pas non plus directement sur ton site.
(back)

how make my own spars?
From: Vladimir
Date: 2/5/2005
Time: 5:05:13 PM
Remote Name: 200.175.15.180

Comments
Hi, I need spars of the fiber glass... here in Brasil I don't found... how make this spars ( tube fiber glass) 12mm? Any Idea?
many thanks regards for nice forum.
(back)

Re: how make my own spars?
From: Roger Australia
Date: 2/7/2005
Time: 10:54:14 AM
Remote Name: 203.51.249.151

Comments
Oi Vladimir, uma solucao alternativa eh cortar e desmontar uma vara de pescar de fibra de vidro. Dependendo do tamanho da pipa, voce tera que usar 2 ou mais.
Hi Vladimir, an alternative solution is to cut and desassemble a fiberglass fishing rod. Depending on the size of the kite, you will need to use 2 or more.
Uma abraco, Regards, Roger-Australia
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(back)

Re: how make my own spars?
From: Brooks
Date: 2/5/2005
Time: 5:27:20 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
I don't know if they will ship to Brasil, but try http://www.kitebuilder.com/ .
Otherwise, try archery supplies, arrows, etc.
good luck!
(back)

Re: how make my own spars?
From: Linnar
Date: 2/7/2005
Time: 12:34:37 AM
Remote Name: 195.33.97.164

Comments
Hi,
And maybe skiing sticks are suitable... But in Brazil, snow, skiing, hmm?
Linnar
(back)

Polymorph plastic - UK product
From: Simon H
Date: 2/2/2005
Time: 8:54:40 AM
Remote Name: 138.32.176.254

Comments
Just discovered this stuff in our local branch of Maplins. I've been playing with it since!
http://www.maplin.co.uk/Module.aspx?ModuleNo=35511&TabID=1&source=2&doy=8m1
If the link doesn't work - Google maplin polymorph
The description on the website does not do the material justice. For KAPpers wanting to do build odd things or compete rigs this stuff is absolutely incredible.
Want to find a way to make a new kind of rig? - try this stuff. Once set, the material has all the strength and consistency of a cross between high density polythene
and nylon. It can be machined, it is so damned tough but unlike nylon is not brittle. You could easily construct a radical rig from this stuff with the servos flushed
into the frame without need for mounting bolts. You can use it for prototyping, brackets, making gears, joints, shutter servo supports. Any little components you
need you should be able to form from this stuff.
Here's the process:
Pour granules into cup of hot water about 62C or above, granules turn transparent in water and naturally aglommerate, dip in a metal rod, screwdriver or
something and the lump will come out of the water attached to the rod, from then on what you do is up to you, mould it, knead it with your bare hands, shape it
etc. As the material slowly cools back to room temperature it becomes opaque and further shaping is impossible other than machining - Planing, cutting sawing,
drilling, tapping etc. Localised heating will make the material malleable, taking it back up to 62 C will make it semi-liquid and fully reformable.
If you have the slightest inventive streak in you, (and lets face it this is a KAPpers discussion group) then you will find this material an absolute blast.
If you can't get this stuff outside UK drop me a note.I may be able to help.
Simon H
(back)

Re: Polymorph plastic - UK product
From: Tony Cupps
Date: 1/28/2006
Time: 11:12:22 AM
Remote Name: 64.123.147.140
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Comments
I live in the USA and would like to buy polymorph. Could you help me?
Tony Cupps
(back)

Re: Polymorph plastic - UK product
From: David Hunt
Date: 2/11/2005
Time: 3:49:42 PM
Remote Name: 71.0.127.158

Comments
I bought a sample size of from the Shapelock link that Henry gave. Here are the density values that I measured, it is less dense than aluminum;
Shapelock(aka Polymorph) = 0.9 g/cc Aluminum = 2.6 g/cc
David Hunt
http://www.kaper.us/
(back)

Re: Polymorph plastic - UK product
From: zaur
Date: 1/12/2006
Time: 11:20:11 AM
Remote Name: 217.64.18.174

Comments
If you are looking for ecommerce website design, the please clikc the title above to vist cost effective ecommerce designer who can offer you affordable ecommerce
solutions. http://www.pdesigner.net/
(back)

Re: Polymorph plastic - UK product
From: Carl Bigras
Date: 2/14/2005
Time: 4:50:18 AM
Remote Name: 198.103.196.130

Comments
And red cedar is only .384 g/cc
Carl
(back)

Re: Polymorph plastic - UK product
From: David Hunt
Date: 2/15/2005
Time: 11:26:42 AM
Remote Name: 71.0.127.158

Comments
And you should see Carl's beautifully crafted red cedar rig. It's a work of art. Even if all of Carl's pictures turn out mediocre, he can still take pleasure in how
good his rig looks.
David Hunt
(back)

Re: Polymorph plastic - in USA
From: sunansea
Date: 2/5/2005
Time: 3:32:53 PM
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Remote Name: 66.8.240.178

Comments
also called "friendly plastic".... http://www.sculpt.com/catalog_98/craft/craft.htm#friend
(back)

Re: Polymorph plastic - UK product
From: Henry Jebe
Date: 2/3/2005
Time: 11:07:24 AM
Remote Name: 66.58.166.59

Comments
I asked a friend if this available in the USA. He gave me the website for it. The company in California which has this stuff by a different name, I am going to
order some and try it out. It sounds like it could be fun for a lot of projects, not all KAP related. I will be interested in how it holds up in fairly cold conditions
where some plastics become brittle.
Henry
(back)

Re: Polymorph plastic - UK product
From: Christian
Date: 2/4/2005
Time: 4:49:25 PM
Remote Name: 83.156.22.192

Comments
Result of test of a stripe let one day in the freezer below minus 40ÝC and bended : it doesn't get brittle.
(back)

Re: Polymorph plastic - UK product
From: David Hunt
Date: 2/3/2005
Time: 11:24:18 AM
Remote Name: 71.0.127.158

Comments
Henry,
Could you post the web address for the US supplier?
(back)

Re: Polymorph plastic - UK product
From: Henry
Date: 2/3/2005 Time: 8:10:22 PM
Remote Name: 66.58.166.59

Comments
Sorry, I thought I had pasted in the link. I guess it proves one should review what they wrote before posting. Here is the link: http://shapelock.com/
(back)

Re: Polymorph plastic - UK product
From: Dave Mitchell
Date: 2/2/2005
Time: 9:09:16 AM
Remote Name: 80.177.153.149

Comments
I saw this too, but decided that the melting point was a bit too low and that on a hot sunny day the whole thing might fall apart! Seems I was a bit hasty!
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Dave
PS I saw it on ebay, where they are selling sample packets for 99p, but it looks lke their price for 500gms is higher than Maplins.
(back)

Re: Polymorph plastic - UK product
From: Dave Mitchell
Date: 2/2/2005
Time: 9:13:01 AM
Remote Name: 80.177.153.149

Comments
On re-checking Maplin's is MORE expensive for 500 gms (Ý19.99 vs Ý14.99 + 0.70 postage). See
http://cgi.ebay.co.uk/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=2594&item=5953982277&rd=1
for example - Dave
(back)

Re: Polymorph plastic - UK product
From: Simon H
Date: 2/2/2005<�br> Time: 10:15:27 AM
Remote Name: 81.77.48.68

Comments
At 30C which is about as hot as we could conceivably get in UK this stuff has all its "engineering plastic" characteristics. The only thing I wouldn't trust it with
kiteline attachments where friction might just melt it.
By fabricating a rig out of this you will end up with a light strong flexible structure with key components like servos faired in, wires embedded back to receiver
enormous strength with flexibility and the ability to modify so simply. By embedding stuff like bolts, tubes, stiffening rods (if you feel it necessary), motors,
receivers, servo's, electronic circuitry, LED's etc etc in it it should be possible to make some awesome structures. Maplins do a 250 gm tub for 11 UKP. I lashed
out on the 500 grams for just shy of 20UKP.
Don't feel this is not a trustworthy substance. I made a simulated camera support frame with right angles, and a bracket for a servo by hand in about ten
minutes. After cooling I twisted and pulled at it, it would not give or snap, it just bent and sprung back to shape like high density polythene. I imagine if I bent
and bent it would eventually fatigue and go like HDPE would. I'm fairly confident it will accept thread tapping too if needed.
Go get!
Simon H
(back)

Re: Polymorph plastic - UK product
From: Christian
Date: 2/2/2005
Time: 5:31:01 PM
Remote Name: 83.154.184.156

Comments
I started to use this modeling plastic material in the late 1900th. The process to heat in boiling water and form is simple, but not as easy as it looks to make special
parts; you can add some more quantity on something already cold. The best is to have some mold to press it in, but to eject all water and not have bubbles is not
so easy sometimes. The good thing is that you can re-work and re-use it as often as you wish. It is very sticky, and is practical to make some fast assembly. I don't
consider that parts would get hot more than air temperature on a flying rig, and up to 40ÝC it is a very reliable material. I mainly use it to make electric plugs,
some shims, screw handles, and some repair work. For sure, it can't break, however, I will not make structural parts with it, because they can be done normally
by other conventional and reliable means. Its density is 0.8, much higher than aluminium. Using it in large quantity is expensive too. Until now, I found it
supplied either granulated in bags, either in 2.5 x 24 x 150 mm stripes, in white and red colors. I fully recommend it in your do-it-yourself cabinet.
(back)

Re: Polymorph plastic - USA product
From: Richard Amirualt
Date: 2/7/2005
Time: 9:44:08 AM
Remote Name: 146.115.58.99

Comments
I found *another* product in the USA that may be the same thing. PROTOPLAST pellets from the AQUABLAST company.
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http://www.wfr-aquaplast.com/tmppcc_default.htm
Richard Amirault, Boston, MA, USA
(back)

Re: Polymorph plastic - USA product
From: Richard Amirualt
Date: 2/7/2005
Time: 9:51:13 AM
Remote Name: 146.115.58.99

Comments
Hey, I was checking out that website and they also have the product in SHEETS. Seems like you could cut a sheet into a strip, then apply heat (from a hair dryer)
to bend it at specific points. You can also attach two or more pieces of the material together when it is warm enough.
http://www.wfr-aquaplast.com/pages/protosheets.html
I don't know if this stuff will be light enough to be practical, but it sure is interesting.
Richard Amirault, Boston, MA, USA
(back)

Re: Polymorph plastic - USA product
From: Richard Amirault
Date: 2/7/2005
Time: 10:37:41 AM
Remote Name: 146.115.58.99

Comments
Hmmm... my automatic form filler has a typo in my last name ... sorry about that.
Amirault is how you spell it ;-)
(back)

How not to do KAP
From: Carl Bigras
Date: 1/28/2005
Time: 3:59:39 AM
Remote Name: 198.103.196.130

Comments
Here's a video of a fellow taking off (literally).
http://www.steakandcheese.com/downloads/Kite.wmv
I wonder what he was thinking while he was up there; hey, I should have brought my camera.
Later reports mentions he survived and no bones were broken.
Carl
(back)

Re: How not to do KAP
From: Simon H
Date: 1/28/2005
Time: 4:41:14 AM<�br> Remote Name: 138.32.176.254

Comments
And theres this too !
http://www.clusterballoon.org/index.html
All these activities make us look sane and conventional.....
Simon
(back)
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Cluster Ballon
From: Ralf
Date: 2/7/2005
Time: 4:24:49 PM
Remote Name: 84.135.240.235

Comments
Hi, near by my town in Wolsburg there is an other cluster-ballonist, KAPer & panofotografer. Visit him at: http://www.home.wolfsburg.de/prowaznik/index.html
MfG Ralf
(back)

Cluster Ballon
From: Ralf
Date: 2/7/2005
Time: 4:21:47 PM
Remote Name: 84.135.240.235

Comments
(back)

Re: How not to do KAP
From: Carlo Didier
Date: 1/28/2005
Time: 12:02:07 PM
Remote Name: 213.135.245.113

Comments
Well, I hope they have parachutes at least ...
(back)

is this the perfect kap camera
From: burtskitecam
Date: 1/27/2005
Time: 11:19:16 AM
Remote Name: 80.225.113.231

Comments
http://www.canon.co.uk/for_home/product_finder/cameras/digital/powershot_s70/index.asp?specs=1 28mm wide angle lens intervalometer 7.1 million pix
priority aperture 230g with out battery and much more just thought you should all know,thats if you don't allready my pentax optio s40 has no sports mode or
fast shutter setting i think this is where it was some times falling down
(back)

Re: is this the perfect kap camera
From: Roger Australia
Date: 2/1/2005
Time: 12:14:02 PM
Remote Name: 203.51.242.216

Comments
There is a new 5 MP Panasonic in the market weighting just 153 grams and equiped with anti-shaking device plus Leica lens. If anyone is using this camera for
kap, please let me know.
The only problem I see is that it doesn't support gentled system.
http://www.dpreview.com/reviews/panasonicfx7/
Ps- My last Kap session produced 80% of blur shots with my old Polaroid camera in perfect condictions of wind and blue sky.I have to get a decent camera, and
the Panasonic FX7 seems to be perfect for KAP due its anti-blur system. For land shots, I have been using her bigger brother the Panasonic NZ20 w/12 optical
zoom and this anti-shaking system (image stabilizer). I never ever got a blur shot w/NZ20 Pictures are crystal clear. The Leica Lens is just fabulous.
Best regards to all, Roger-Australia
(back)
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Re: is this the perfect kap camera
From: Simon S
Date: 1/29/2005 Time: 3:56:22 AM
Remote Name: 220.147.10.3

Comments
Yes. I think it's a terrific camera for kap. But there's a slight downside. The way the flash is synchronised limits the shutter speed to 1/250 or less. The use of flash
overides any other settings you give it. Yes flash even trumps manual ! I can think of 2 workarounds. Either to use video or to realise that it's only extroverts or
people with suspect equipment who need to go around flashing in bright daylight !
(back)

Re: is this the perfect kap camera
From: Nathan
Date: 1/28/2005 Time: 5:51:51 PM
Remote Name: 207.207.80.164

Comments
I have been looking for a new digital for KAP myself. That one and the s60 are high on my list. I'm also looking at the Minolta G400 and G600. The Minolta's
seem to be somewhat lighter, but don't have the remote capability.
(back)

Re: is this the perfect kap camera
From: Carlo Didier
Date: 1/28/2005
Time: 11:51:02 AM
Remote Name: 213.135.245.113

Comments
Beware of the latest generation 7Mpix cameras. Due to the chip having the same size with more (i.e. smaller) pixels, image quality has degraded compared to the
previous 4-5Mpix cameras. If you read the serious tests, they all recommend buying the previous generation. Especially for KAP, smaller pixels means less
sensitivity and longer exposure times. This gives more risk of motion blur.
(back)

Re: is this the perfect kap camera
From: Linnar
Date: 2/1/2005 Time: 2:27:26 AM
Remote Name: 195.33.97.164

Comments
Hi,
I'm a owner of Canon G5. My friend purchased G6. Both sensors are same size. I used same parameters (manual) when I shoot photos. In G6 pictures had less
blue blur than in G5. Strange.
Linnar
(back)

Re: is this the perfect kap camera
From: burtskitecam
Date: 1/29/2005
Time: 3:03:52 AM
Remote Name: 80.225.123.32

Comments
(If you read the serious tests, they all recommend buying the previous generation. Especially for KAP) I have found alot of canon s70 reviews but are there any
from kap sites where people have used the s70 for kap
many thanks
(back)

Re: is this the perfect kap camera
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From: David Hunt
Date: 1/27/2005
Time: 3:59:26 PM
Remote Name: 69.69.53.159

Comments
www.dpreview.com lists the weight with battery as 300g. I seriously considered this camera during a recent digital purchase. The 28mm - 100mm lens would have
been great, but I settled for the Canon SD20 because of its weight, 140g, with the winds in my area this gives me more opportunity to KAP.
David Hunt
(back)

Re: is this the perfect kap camera
From: james@gentlesSPAM.info
Date: 1/28/2005
Time: 2:54:55 AM
Remote Name: 192.25.22.11

Comments
...and you can use gentled for the shutter, although surprisingly Canon have removed support for zoom via the remote control. James
(back)

New and very good software for stitching pictures
From: Yvan
Date: 1/26/2005
Time: 5:06:37 AM
Remote Name: 194.78.200.167

Comments
Well, I just checked the demo of Autostitch. A new program for stitching pictures (pano's). I must sayd that I'm very pleasantly surprised, never saw something
like this. Just say what photo's to use and the software does all the rest with an amazing result. It's just a demo version, but check it out. (sorry, but for the
moment only a PC version)
http://www.autostitch.net/
Greetz,
yvan. http://www.birdseye.be
(back)

Re: New and very good software for stitching pictures
From: Simon H
Date: 1/26/2005
Time: 7:17:07 AM
Remote Name: 138.32.176.254

Comments
Great find Yvan, I can see a whole lot of panostitching software looking rapidly obsolete and tripping over themselves to incorporate the algorithms.
This is really fantastic, not only is it automatic, it will take unordered sets of images direct off directories and cards and make up sets of panoramas from what it
finds in the directories. Can't wait to see what it does with the results of a KAP flight. Still rather early development but this is going to open up pano software.
Well worth a bit of reading and checking out the results of this guy's work.
This clever guy is also using similar methods to construct 3d models from unordered sets of pictures taken of the same location or object. Like an automatic
version of Canoma. Seems this isn't quite in user friendly form yet.
Simon
(back)

Re: New and very good software for stitching pictures
From: Brooks
Date: 1/26/2005
Time: 8:47:26 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5
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Comments
As a Mac owner, I can't check out Autostitch (though I've heard good things about it).
I'm sure you're aware that the bargain-priced Photoshop Elements has offered Photomerge for some time, which does very nice panos effortlessly, and allows lots
of tweaking before or after the merge.
Photomerge offers two options on saving: you can choose whether you want to induce perspective or leave the stitched pano flat, and it lets you save in layers. If
you save them in layers, you can fine tune the blending.
Photomerge will not automatically make round fisheyes rectangular, however, so it chokes on trying to merge them. How does Autostitch do with fisheye?
(back)

Re: New and very good software for stitching pictures
From: <�/b>Yvan
Date: 1/27/2005
Time: 1:54:31 AM
Remote Name: 194.78.200.167

Comments
Hi Brooks,
The de mo version of Autostitch doesn't support fisheye images 'I think' but maybe if you first make them rectangular with panotools, I think Autostitch will do a
pretty good job with stitching them. It's not real clear on their site, but as I understand it, maybe they will fisheye support in the commercial version. Of all the
stitching software I tested yet... Panoweaver, Realviz Sticher, Panoramafactory and 3D Vistapro... Autostich did the quickest and almost the most perfect job of
all. I'm looking forward till the full version comes out.
(back)

Re: New and very good software for stitching pictures
From: Photoshop Elements
Date: 1/26/2005
Time: 11:49:47 PM
Remote Name: 194.154.218.196

Comments
Although Brooks seems to like it, I had only bad experience with Elements' panorama stiching (ver.2.0). Either it couldn't align the pictures well or it simply
crashed on bigger projects. It has been by far my worst experience in panorama stitching.
(back)

Re: New and very good software for stitching pictures
From: Carlo Didier
Date: 1/26/2005
Time: 11:51:40 PM
Remote Name: 194.154.218.196

Comments
Sorry, the previous post was from me. Typed in a subject instead of my name ... Time to gat a coffee and wake up.
(back)

Re: New and very good software for stitching pictures
From: <�/b>David Hunt
Date: 1/27/2005
Time: 8:09:03 AM
Remote Name: 69.69.53.159

Comments
Here is a link to a 16 image ground level pano made with Autostitch.
http://www.kaper.us/NotLinked/RRTower_Autostich350H.JPG
The images were taken without a tripod, hence the uneven top and bottom borders. Autostitch did a very good job except for the traffic light pole near the middle
of the picture which appears ghosted due to the blending process. This could be eliminated by retaking the series such that the pole appeared in only one image. I
was a surprised at how well Autostitch blended the sky. The example on the web site gives the impression that it would have problems making a smooth sky.
Below is a link to an Autostitch image made from 4 random KAP images taken. You can see ghosting on the front of the building and the dome. Seams can be
seen in the clouds on the far right and in the grass on the left.
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http://www.kaper.us/NotLinked/pano75-76-77-78.jpg
David Hunt
http://www.kaper.us/
(back)

Re: New and very good software for stitching pictures
From: Simon H
Date: 1/27/2005
Time: 9:03:32 AM
Remote Name: 138.32.176.254

Comments
Its worth remembering that unless the camera remained absolutely in the same spot in the sky between images no panorama tool is going to combine images
perfectly - there is bound to be ghosting due to the change in perspective - most panorama tools can handle only so much of this.
I tried putting a complete directory of images taken in all directions over an area of about 150 by 100 metres, everything from horizontal to vertical. To take the
shots I'd walked all over the place. Autostitch created a vast distorted sausage shaped image. When I narrowed its choice to a few contiguous images, it came up
with some breathtaking shots.
Ground based shots are some of the best stitches I've seen.
Simon H
(back)

Re: New and very good software for stitching pictures
From: <�/b>David Hunt
Date: 1/27/2005
Time: 9:46:06 AM
Remote Name: 69.69.53.159

Comments
Simon said, << unless the camera remained absolutely in the same spot in the sky between images no panorama tool is going to combine images perfectly >>
Simon is correct with the qualification that this becomes less and less of a problem as you increase the distance from the subject. As you can see in the KAP
Autostitch pic linked in my previous post, the background matches up very nicely, although the horizon has a curve. If you plan your KAP session with stitching
in mind or select the right pics you could produce KAP pics that would stitch well with little or no touch up needed.
Autostitch is definitely easy to use. Just a couple of days before Yvan made his first post I had decided to try my hand at a 360 ground based pano using
PanoTools. I had just had one of those MurphyÝs Law situations where the wind died as soon as I got my kite ready to launch, and I decided to snatch victory out
of the jaws of defeat by taking the 360 series to experiment with. I can say that Autostitch produced much better results in a few seconds than I did after 20-30
minutes of choosing common points with PanoTools Great tool Yvan, thanks for the heads up.
David Hunt
(back)

Re: New and very good software for stitching pictures
From: Yvan
Date: 1/27/2005
Time: 8:31:53 AM
Remote Name: 194.78.200.167

Comments
Here are also some photos I stitched with autostich... all at (ground)level taken during my holliday on La Palma 2 weeks ago.
http://www.birdseye.be/panos/lapalma.jpg
http://www.birdseye.be/panos/lapalma1.jpg
http://www.birdseye.be/panos/lapalma2.jpg
These pics are also tooken whithout a tripod.
Yvan.
(back)

Re: New and very good software for stitching pictures
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From: <�/b>Brooks
Date: 1/27/2005
Time: 10:16:32 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
Yvan, the vertical image especially is stunning!
The image alignment problem in David's aerial is, as he says, related to the closeness of the subject, and good old parallax -- the stuff that drove rangefinder
cameras out of fashion.
The folks who do panoramas for a living are adamant about rotating the camera around the lens' so-called nodal point, which with a wide angle is usually right in
the middle of the glass. If your images are all taken from the same nodal point, you'll have much less trouble stitching, auto or manual. That's pretty tough to do
in the air.
(back)

Re: New and very good software for stitching pictures
From: Brooks
Date: 1/27/2005
Time: 10:23:55 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
One other point: take all of your images with the same exposure, again, easier to do on the ground. Some of the pano-assist routines in new cameras lock exposure
with the first image, and it sure makes a difference, esp on blending sky.
As long as we're doing show&tell, here's one I'm quite pleased with, taken with Nikon 8700, fisheye, and put together in a few minutes using PTMac, Photoshop,
and Cubic Converter. Click & drag in the image. KAPiCAns will recognize the scene.
It's a 1.8mb file, so be patient.
http://www.brooxes.com/AsiloSunset2.large.mov
(back)

Re: New and very good software for stitching pictures
From: Dave Diederich
Date: 2/1/2005
Time: 7:25:37 AM
Remote Name: 69.151.15.78

Comments
Previously, it took me a long time to put together a 360 cylinder image from a group of digital images. Using autostitch to assemble the photos and then using
Panavue Image Assembler, I was able to put together a 360 cylinder in less than 10 minutes. The resulting image quality is far better than I was able to achieve
aligning images manually. I'm very impressed with autostitch.
(back)

To Stake or not to Stake?
From: John W Date: 1/23/2005
Time: 11:13:10 AM
Remote Name: 212.159.60.248

Comments
Still being quite new to KAP I have never really sorted out how to secure the kite whilst operating the camera r/c.
I often use a dog stake, but this limits me to firm grassed areas, or I have used a park bench.
I have one experience of handholding the whole system. Never again... guess what happened!
What do others do?
John
http://www.jlwilliams.co.uk/kap
(back)

20 liters mineral water
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From: Phil
Date: 2/12/2005
Time: 6:25:35 AM
Remote Name: 201.128.57.139

Comments
I like to walk along the beach with my kite. But I do not feel secure being hooked to the kit directly. Gusts would place me in very dangerous situation
Hre is my 2 cents solution : a 40 pounds / 20 liters mineral bottle, like the one we use in Mexico as faucet water is not drinkable.
The bottle is empty when I have it in my car, I just fill it from the ocean water. But if I not at the beach, I fill it at home.
Too much wind ? I just have 2 bottles ... Filled of water, that is 80pounds !
I attach a metal carabinier to the perfectly centered bottle handle, so that the kite main string loops inside twice .
This system allows me to release the kit string very gently even in very strong winds while I am on my own.
To block the line a to a certain level, I just make 2 loops on the bottle neck... Easy !
(back)

Re: To Stake or not to Stake?
From: Richard Amirault
Date: 1/23/2005 Time: 4:17:34 PM
Remote Name: 207.172.216.141

Comments
Well, let's see....
First, I use a winder that works well with my method. I use a wooden winder called the WINDBRAAKER.
Second, I have a nylon loop (mountain climbers often call it a "sling") with a caribiner. I put this around my body .. over one shoulder and under tha opposit
arm. (makes it a lot easier to get rid of should there be a problem than putting under both armpits .. or around the waist)
I open the caribiner and put it around the taunt kiteline .. then slide it down over one of "prongs" of the winder .. making sure that the handle on that particular
prong is toward the rear (toward me).
Finally I wrap the nylon strap once or twice around the handle. So long as there is tension on the line you remove both your hands and the kite is not going
anywhere.
I also use this same technique to secure a kite to a post, pole, bench or anything else I can put the strap around that is sturdy enough to support the pull.
Richard Amirault, Boston, MA, USA
(back)

Re: To Stake or not to Stake?
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 1/23/2005
Time: 12:55:23 PM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
A good belt or even better a surfers seat harnas is in my opinion the best anchor. Together with some mountaineering carabiners and an 8. And gloves of course.
Peter
(back)

Re: To Stake or not to Stake?
From: Brooks
Date: 1/23/2005
Time: 4:49:36 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
My favorite is Henry's Handle, illustrated in Aerial Eye 1.4, made by Henry Jebe. It's a nautical cleat on a stick, with a looped lanyard. Simple and effective.
Works on the body, belt, or bench.
(back)
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Re: To Stake or not to Stake?
From: Christian
Date: 1/24/2005
Time: 2:59:44 PM
Remote Name: 83.154.181.239

Comments
The reels I used are all wooden make with handles large enough, so it can be seated and secured between my legs. Then I also have a gamma hook with a string
long enough to tie to any pole, tree, bench... The line is coiled around the gamma hook. have a look to my pages:
http://becotus.chez.tiscali.fr/tako/anglais/&accessories.htm The reels pages are not yet translated, but the drawing is self-explanatory on the French pages
http://becotus.chez.tiscali.fr/tako/francais/&accessoires.htm
(back)

Re: To Stake or not to Stake?
From: Brooks
Date: 1/25/2005
Time: 2:49:32 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
Yes, Christian's gamma hook is very good, and about as compact as you can get. I forgot to say that it and Henry's Handle will work with any kind of winder too.
(back)

KA pilot and mini VS. FF30 and FF16
From: matthew
Date: 1/21/2005
Time: 1:34:49 PM
Remote Name: 24.215.242.115

Comments
I will be launching my first rig soon and i am looking to buy my first KAP kite. I eventually know that i will have at least two kites in my bag to handle the
varying wind types. On the kapshop website the KA pilot is measured at 46sqft and the mini is measured at 26sqft. do the pilots compare to the FF 30 and the
FF16 in regards to pull? also, is there a place that mentions the wind recomendations for the pilots,FF,and dopero's? My entire rig ways 38 oz, and i am usually in
wind of 2-3bft. on the shores of Manhattan ny. i want to be sure to have enough pull, but not break the frame of the dopero and not be dragged in to the see by
the KA pilot(46sqft).
any suggestions would be appreciated
(back)

Re: KA pilot and mini VS. FF30 and FF16
From: Brooks
Date: 1/21/2005
Time: 10:37:27 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
The KAPilots that Peter sells complement the FlowForms well. I haven't flown the Mini yet (hope to soon), but it might be a good compromise single kite for your
wind conditions.
If I were to rank the kites you've mentioned, I'd say the Dopero would be best for lightest air, then the KAPilot 50, then the FF30, then the Mini, then the FF 16. I
would not recommend the first three in strong breezes, nor would I recommend the FF16 in less than 10 mph. All of those cited will pull hard in moderate to
strong winds -- say, 3 bft -- but aren't going to pull you into the Hudson unless the wind gets up above 15 to 20.
The FlowForm 16 is my workhorse, but I use a lighter rig than yours. I use the FF30 with heavier rigs, and a 6.5 ft delta for my lightest rig in all winds. The Pilot
50 I reserve for winds of 5.5 to 12 mph, as it starts to get scary above that.
(back)

Re: KA pilot and mini VS. FF30 and FF16
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 1/23/2005
Time: 1:06:35 PM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
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One of the main advantages of the KAPilots over the FFs is the adjustable bridle. That means you can adjust, within limits, the pull of the kite.
The Dopero's bridle is adlustable too.
Although my rig isn't very heavy I never use the FF16. Not because I don't like. Brooks lives to the coast. For me the coast is some 100 miles away, so much less
wind. My workhorse is the KAPilot 50. And if the wind drops I use a Maxi Dopero SUL.
Peter
(back)

Make: magazine
From: Richard Amirault
Date: 1/21/2005
Time: 12:53:24 PM
Remote Name: 146.115.58.99

Comments
I've just received a piece of "real" mail advertising a new magazine called O'Reilly MAKE:
Was just about to toss it in the trash when I noticed that the cover picture was someone working on a KAP rig! YUP, the text on the cover says "UP SHOT taking
photos from a kite"
The letter states .. "If you like to tinker, dissemble, re-create, and invent cool new uses for the technology in your life, then you've been waiting for MAKE -- the
first do-it-yourself guide for technology enthusiasts like you."
Evidentally the first issue hasn't yet been published, but it will be a quarterly (4 issues a year) when it gets up and running.
I went to the website http://make.oreilly.com and found they have the KAP article in PDF form for download. I checked it out and it was by someone called
Charles Benton ... GEE, I wonder who that might be? (GRIN)
Richard Amirault, Boston, MA, USA
(back)

Comparative Rig Lift Analysis
From: David Hunt
Date: 1/17/2005
Time: 11:57:07 AM
Remote Name: 67.76.105.216

Comments
You've always wondered how much better your KAPing would be if you could trimmed a few ounces from your rig. The answer has always been hidden on the
"How Much Will My Kite Lift?" page, but you were too lazy to figure out the meanings of those graceful curves.
In an effort to relate to this laziness, I have just posted a page on the KAPER web site called -"Comparative Rig Lift Analysis". This is an online graphical tool
that allows the user to enter up to three rig weights, make a few other simple choices and with the click of the mouse you will have a beautiful graph showing how
much angle your rigs will raise.
Give it a try,
http://www.kaper.us/RigCalcPHP/CompRigWeight.html
David Hunt
(back)

Re: Comparative Rig Lift Analysis
From: Yvon H.
Date: 1/17/2005
Time: 7:08:50 PM
Remote Name: 156.34.191.37

Comments
Cool! Nice job. I'll use it as I'm designing my new rig. Thanks!
(back)

Re: Comparative Rig Lift Analysis
From: Brooks
Date: 1/18/2005
Time: 9:55:41 AM
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Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
David, it's a great tool, in the manner of what we've come to expect in KAPER. Bravo!
I would like to contribute kite pull data, but how you measure the pull is not clearly stated on your kite pull page. Does one hook the scale to the chest-high loop
and pull down, or essentially put the scale between the kite and the anchor?
Seems to me that one method would measure lift and the other line pull, and they wouldn't necessarily be the same. Pete Ianuzzi did some studies on this long
ago, and that's what he found, but I don't know what became of the data.
(back)

Re: Comparative Rig Lift Analysis
From: David Hunt
Date: 1/18/2005
Time: 11:17:37 AM
Remote Name: 67.76.105.216

Comments
The information is true. The math involved to determine the angle your rig will be lifted is very straightforward. You only have to know three values; the weight
of your rig, the angle that your kite flies at, and the amount that the kite is pulling.
The rig weight can be determined exactly. The flying angle of the kite is fairly easy to determine (note the assumptions on the web page). The amount that the kite
pulls is directly related to the wind speed and wind speed varies form moment to moment. Because of this, kite pull is more of an average related to the Beaufort
range of the wind.
For those not familiar with the theory behind all this, visit the ÝHow Much Will My Kite Lift?Ý page.
http://www.kaper.us/basics/lifting_R.html
For those not familiar with the Beaufort scale visit this page:
http://www.kaper.us/basics/basic_windspeed.html
David Hunt
(back)

Re: Comparative Rig Lift Analysis
From: David Hunt
Date: 1/18/2005
Time: 11:18:54 AM
Remote Name: 67.76.105.216

Comments
(back)

Re: Comparative Rig Lift Analysis
From: Christian
Date: 1/17/2005
Time: 4:43:47 PM
Remote Name: 83.156.27.173

Comments
I tried, and like it very much. A good tool. Bravo!
(back)

Re: Comparative Rig Lift Analysis
From: Craig
Date: 1/18/2005
<�b>Time: 9:23:50 AM
Remote Name: 204.147.0.52

Comments
I tried it too. Amazing information. Is it really true?
(back)
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How much does my rig weight ?
From: Dave Diederich
Date: 1/17/2005
Time: 8:21:20 AM
Remote Name: 69.152.90.208

Comments
Use this spreadsheet to estimate the weight of your completed rig.
http://waternut.com/kap/spreadsheet.html
(back)

Re: How much does my rig weight ?
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 1/17/2005
Time: 10:44:12 AM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
Thanks, Dave. Looks great and I will give it a try soon!
Peter
(back)

Re: How much does my rig weight ?
From: Yvon H.
Date: 1/17/2005
Time: 10:18:04 AM
Remote Name: 156.34.191.37

Comments
Nice work! Thanks. I'll enter my data as I'm working on my new design. I'll send you a copy for your record after.
(back)

Looking for a lens converter
From: Yvon H.
Date: 1/17/2005
Time: 6:20:45 AM
Remote Name: 156.34.191.37

Comments
Hi, About ten years ago, my old 35mm Praktica camera gave up. It was too expensive to repare. The lenses are the screw type ones. I'm back in photography
after 10 years and I'm looking at a way to re-used these lenses. Any one knows if there are lenses converters somewhere that could convert screw type lenses to a
more common camera interface?
(back)

Re: Looking for a lens converter
From: Carl Bigras
Date: 1/18/2005
Time: 4:37:32 AM
Remote Name: 198.103.196.130

Comments
Pentax made an adaptor ring to fit old Asahi Pentax treaded lenses to newer Pentax bayonet mount such as the K1000 body without loosing infinity focusing.
If your old Praktica lenses are of the same tread size, you can probably find one very cheap at a used camera place.
Carl
(back)

Re: Looking for a lens converter
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From: Carlo Didier
Date: 1/18/2005
Time: 12:36:34 AM
Remote Name: 213.135.241.38

Comments
Sorry to say, but forget it. If you could find such an adapter, the costs would probably be higher than if you bought a new lens (which would also be better quality
as the technics for lens coatings and the lenses themselves have evolved quite a lot in such a long time). If you really want to use these old lenses, the best would be
to try to find and old camera where you can mount them directly. But as I said, best is to get a new lens and/or camera. The prices for 35mm cameras have
plummeted since the digital revolution and you can get excellent value for little money.
(back)

blurred pictures
From: burt
Date: 1/16/2005
Time: 4:09:54 PM
Remote Name: 80.225.108.12

Comments
This KAP lark never stops throwing up questions just as you think you have it all sorted up pops another case for the KAP doctors.this time its a blurred picture
but only the left hand side ??? the url should take you to the picture. http://www.burtskitecam.co.uk/gallery/album18/13b MANY THANKS FOR PAST HELP
AND WITH LUCK MAYBE THIS ONE TO.IT REALLY IS WHERE YOU COME WHEN YOUR KAP IS NOT VERY WELL THANKS AGAIN
(back)

Re: blurred pictures
From: burt
Date: 1/17/2005
Time: 3:15:05 PM Remote Name: 213.120.56.45

Comments
Thanks for fast replys.picture info is focal length 6mm expo time f/2.6 expo time 1/320 iso 200 meter mode pattern expo comp 0 step picture is not croped and lens
looks clean,i will try what has been suggested thanks and let you know the out come from burt
(back)

Re: blurred pictures
From: Dave Mitchell
Date: 1/17/2005
Time: 9:57:22 AM
Remote Name: 80.177.153.149

Comments
Burt - before you conclude that there's something wrong with the lens, have a look at the EXIF data to see what the shutter speed was.
I've had 3 disappointing KAP excursions over the last two weeks. Each time almost all of the 60 or so shots I took came out blurred - one or two even seemed to be
blurred just on one side like yours.
When I look at the EXIF data I discover that the shutter speed was VERY low - 1/60th of a second. This seems in part due to the very low height of the sum in the
UK at present. Coupled with blustery conditions the results are often very blurred. I was shooting in the afternoon, around 3-4pm and the long shadows were
perhaps fooling my IXUS. I've been experimenting with non-auto settings, but so far no luck.
There's nothing wrong with my lens - it did produce some tack-sharp shots, but only one or two shots out of 60 (presumably when the camera happened to be
almost motionless).
Dave
(back)

Re: blurred pictures
From: Carlo Didier
Date: 1/16/2005
Time: 11:06:41 PM
Remote Name: 194.154.218.196

Comments
Some information needed: Is it the complete picture (not cropped)? If it's cropped, maybe the original pic is unsharp all around the edges and here you see only
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what's on one edge. That would point to a mediocre lens. Is it the only picture with this problem? If yes, how was the weather? Humid? Maybe one side of the
lens had some moisture on it. If other pictrues (look closely, depending on the content it might not always be so obvious) have the same problem, it might be that
the lens has a centering problem.
(back)

Re: blurred pictures
From: Carlo Didier
Date: 1/16/2005
Time: 11:10:40 PM
Remote Name: 194.154.218.196

Comments
Having looked at the other pics on your site and although I don't have the original high resolution pics, I think they are all less sharp on the left side. Looks like a
bad lens to me. Try taking a picture of test pattern or simply a large office building with nice straight and sharp horizontal and vertical structures. There you'll
see if the lens is the cause.
(back)

Re: blurred pictures
From: Brooks
Date: 1/16/2005
Time: 10:31:30 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
Thumb print on the lens?
(back)

Re: blurred pictures
From: Christian
Date: 1/17/2005
Time: 4:26:43 PM
Remote Name: 83.156.27.173

Comments
Normally, no worry with the lens, scales, bird feathers, and generally anything you can imagine flying in the sky, and making the lens dirty. I know, as you do,
that the lens is perfectly cleaned. This looks to me a common move of the camera due to fast shake on the line, and a typical kap failure. Well, it's difficult to
explain just with words. I would have to draw it. Just imagine that the line is pulled suddenly on the side, the camera first rotates on itself, and in the same
moment, the shutter is released. The rotation axis of the camera is not exactly the lens axis, it is a virtual axis near the edge of the picture. All parts of the image
near this axis are sharp enough, but at some distance of this axis, the relative motion of this part of the image is much greater, and the image becomes unsharp.
Whatever is causing this move, the camera had fast rotation shift Having kap in many foolish conditions, I have observed this trick when wind is particularly
unstable, as it was these days in your area. I would ask two questions: How was the wind, and which kite was used? Which suspension do you use, pendulum or
Picavet? By the way, Exmouth is 50.37N 3.25W, and I'm 49.39N 1.38W on the other side of the Channel!
(back)

Re: blurred pictures
From: burt
Date: 1/18/2005
Time: 10:01:35 AM
Remote Name: 80.225.108.114

Comments
Hi the wind was good and a picavet system was used the kite is a flow form 16 with fuzzy tail,i have found a review of the pentax s40 optio that says it suffers
from wide angle distortion !.i see what your saying about the camera movement it is simalar to when a camera spins the center would be in focus but the outer
edges would blur(ps camera spins were in the eary experimental days
(back)

Re: blurred pictures
From: Henry Jebe
Date: 1/19/2005
Time: 2:11:44 PM
Remote Name: 66.58.166.59
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Comments
I once shot an interesting photo of a marching band in a parade. I just happened to nearly center the majorette in the image looking nearly strait down. The
camera was rotating a bit due to instability of the rig (6 X 12 negative size). It produced an interesting result, the center of the image was quite sharp but the
entire perimeter of the image was blurred, kind of vignetted. This is due to the greater distance from the center is moving at a faster rate than the center.
Henry
(back)

Re: blurred pictures
From: Carlo Didier
Date: 1/18/2005
Time: 1:28:07 PM
Remote Name: 83.99.35.143

Comments
Wide angle distorsion is only a geometric deformation of the image. It does not reduce sharpness.
(back)

which micro servo forr endless?
From: Andrea Casalboni
Date: 1/14/2005
Time: 2:03:33 PM
Remote Name: 213.45.150.10

Comments
which are the most little servo for endless modifications?
(back)

Re: which micro servo forr endless?
From: frankDOTlouwersATaltinaDOTcx
Date: 1/15/2005
Time: 1:27:56 AM
Remote Name: 82.146.98.3

Comments
Ciao Andrea,
Have also a look at the German made Volz servo's, (http://www.volz-servos.com/). They are small and light but have very high torque figures (and are pricey). I
have not used them yet, but comments from the RC aircraft and helicopter community are unanimously good. I see that their technical webpages are being
rewritten, but from that documentation I know they all have full 360Ý gears and hence conversion should be easy.
Arrivederla,
Frank Louwers (Belgium) www.altina.cx
(back)

Re: which micro servo forr endless?
From: David Hunt
Date: 1/14/2005
Time: 3:04:23 PM
Remote Name: 67.76.105.216

Comments
Andre,
If you go to the Servo City web site each page for each servo lists whether the servo can be modified for 360 operation. It looks like most of the smaller HiTecs can
be modified and several of the Futaba. Servo City only carries HiTec and Futaba.
The smallest servo that I have modified is the HiTec HS-85BB. The HS-85MG is very easy to modify. Visit Matt Cole's page where he describes and has pics of the
modification of the HS-85MG.
http://www.uscoles.com/kapcontinuous.html
The HS-85BB is not as easy to modify as the 85MG (metal gear). Part of the last gear shaft is cam shaped and acts as a stop. It has to be gound down until its
perfectly round and clears the adjacent gear. With the HS-85MG all you have to do is use needle nose pliers and pull out the plastic insert in the last gear that
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engages the pot.
David Hunt
http://www.kaper.us/
Servo City says the smallest HiTec servo that can be modified is the HS-50, it is only 6.4 grams but it only has 8.33 oz/in. (0.6kg.cm) of torque.
(back)

Kitesurfing - the photographic angle
<�b>From: Lenny
Date: 1/13/2005
Time: 8:01:30 AM
Remote Name: 212.30.29.191

Comments
Without commneting on the ethics or safety of the use of cameras in a sport like kitesurfing, I thought people might find the aerial photography in the clip below
of some interest.
Personally I really liked the way that the camera was clearly swivelling, but was corrected in post-production. Sadly, I can't see any more applications for that
specific type of photography, But it did make me think that it would be marvelous if there was a simple way to correct moving images so that they fixed on a
particular landmark in the frame and held a specific orientation. Great for taking moving images of dynamic sports like, for example sailing (I know we've had
post up on that subject before).
After downloading the clip, you'll find the relevent section runs from 59 to 119 seconds through - just to save those who don't find the sport attractive and want to
cut to the chase.
The website is:
http://www.kitefilm.com/eng/download.asp and the clip to chose is Waveriding part 1 in the lower part of the second column.
The actual url for the wmv file is
http://www.kitefilm.com/video/waveriding_part1.wmv
I know that there's some wierdness about posting urls, so if you've any problems, just copy & paste
Lenny
(back)

Re: Kitesurfing - the photographic angle
From: Carlo Didier
Date: 1/13/2005
Time: 11:01:08 PM
Remote Name: 194.154.218.196

Comments
Makes me think of an idea I had once to use some sort of gyros to stabilize the camera or fix it in a given orientation. Proved to be too complicated and heavy.
(back)

Re: Kitesurfing - the photographic angle
From: David Hunt
Date: 1/13/2005
Time: 2:04:15 PM
Remote Name: 67.76.105.216

Comments
LENNY said: "make(s) me think that it would be marvelous if there was a simple way to correct moving images so that they fixed on a particular landmark in the
frame and held a specific orientation."
This feature is fairly common in video compositing software such as After Effects and Mirage. It's a special type of pixel tracking. The downside to using this
process is that your original framing begins to rotate and you have to come up with a solution that is compatible with the sytle of your video project. The solution
used in the kitesurfing video works well with that project.
David Hunt
http://www.kaper.us
(back)
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Re: Kitesurfing - the photographic angle
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 1/13/2005
Time: 1:01:34 PM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
A year ago I did something similar. My camera filmed a buggier from the kite.
Indeed, the unstabilized footage makes it more spectacular. But for educational purposes like the kitesurf movie taking out the swiveling is good.
Thanks for the link, Peter
(back)

Re: Kitesurfing - the photographic angle
From: Craig
Date: 1/14/2005
Time: 6:32:00 AM
Remote Name: 204.147.0.52

Comments
In this clip the camera is fixed perhaps to the bridle lines of the kite and the camera swiveling is exactly as the kite is moving. You can see it as you look at the
kites shadow on the water. It is actually very effective teaching tool to show the kite movement combined with and directing the riders actions. It is fantastic.
(back)

Re: Kitesurfing - the photographic angle
From: David Hunt
Date: 1/14/2005
Time: 10:38:35 AM
Remote Name: 67.76.105.216

Comments
Craig is probably right about where the camera was mounted.
Just for fun I dashed off a quick demo of software stabilized KAP video. It's a QuickTime .mov file about 2.2meg and runs for 11 seconds. The same footage
without stabilization follows after. This little clip comes from video footage that Henry Jebe took at KAPiCA/02, I entitled it "Land Surfing".
http://www.kaper.us/movies/Stabilized.mov
David Hunt
(back)

Re: Kitesurfing - the photographic angle
From: Dave Mitchell
Date: 1/14/2005
Time: 11:09:31 AM
Remote Name: 80.177.153.149

Comments
David - wow! I'd be interested to know what software you used. I've been thinking about taking some movies (sing movie mode on my KAP Ixus), but without
stabilisation they'd be hard to watch.
Dave
(back)

Re: Kitesurfing - the photographic angle
From: David Hunt
Date: 1/14/2005
Time: 12:10:35 PM
Remote Name: 67.76.105.216

Comments
I use Aura 2.5 it is made by Bauhaus Software. Their current iteration of this software is called Mirage. This can also be done with After Effects, Avid Express
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DV, Shake(Mac only) to name a few. These programs aren't cheap and of course they do much more than image stabilization.
You might try Deshaker. I think it is freeware and it may have a hard time with extreme motion like you might get from a KAP movie. At the price it's worth a
try.
http://www.sundancemediagroup.com/articles/deshaker_guide.htm
David Hunt
http://www.kaper.us
(back)

New digicam/camcorder
From: Brooks
Date: 1/12/2005
Time: 10:17:44 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
The latest report on MacInTouch.com from the MacWorld Expo in San Francisco talks about an interesting item for kappers. I haven't checked the site, but I'll
see it tomorrow if they have any left.
quote:
And the most excitement I saw all day - with people actually pushing to get through the crowd and waving their credit cards to get the salesperson's attention was at a booth where a tiny handheld device called the Supacam DV6 was on sale at $269. The product is a combination camcorder/still camera/MP3 player that
records on Secure Digital memory cards. According to the booth barker, it can store two hours of MPEG-4 video, at a resolution of 640 x 480, on a 512-MB SD
card. As a still camera it supports resolutions up to 2976 x 2232 (6.6 megapixels), although there's no optical zoom, just 8x digital. (Details at
http://www.supamad.com.)
(back)

Re: New digicam/camcorder
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 1/12/2005
Time: 2:15:17 PM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
I looked at the video on their website. I compared it to the footage I got from a Mustek DV4000 (see http://www.mustek.com ). The extra 2Mpix don't seem to
make much difference. But the price does. The Mustek is only $150 or 160.
Peter
(back)

KAP seminar in France
From: Christian
Date: 1/11/2005
Time: 1:08:05 PM
Remote Name: 83.154.187.142

Comments
INTERNATIONAL SEMINAR ON KITE AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY
Organized by the Cerf-Volant Club de France.
Dates: from sunday 20th to friday 25th, november 2005.
Place: Dammarie-les-Lys, 77190, near Melun, at 45 km in southeast Paris area, France
Capacity: 50 people Plan: 4 full days and evenings through: - lectures on history, technologies, techniques, know-how... - kap outing, - exhibition of pictures,
equipment, - exchanges, social activities.
Costs:(estimation) 450 euros for single, 700 euros for a couple, comprising registration, accommodation, all meals and conferences.
News letter: If you are interested with, ask the news letter You will receive automatically the coming detailed informations.
Contact: becot.cvcf[at]tiscali.fr
Seminaire d'aerophotographie, Cerf-Volant Club de France BP 186, 75623 Paris, FRANCE
(back)
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Re: KAP seminar in France
From: Carlo Didier
Date: 1/12/2005
Time: 7:42:28 AM
Remote Name: 194.154.218.196

Comments
Salut Christian! Mets-moi provisoirement sur la liste. Je ne suis pas sur si je peux venir pour les quatre jours puisque je vais 4 semaines en Ýcosse et mon congÝ
s'en voit limitÝ ...
(back)

Re: KAP seminar in France
From: Yvon H.
Date: 1/12/2005
Time: <�/b>4:37:57 AM
Remote Name: 156.34.191.37

Comments
Sounds very interesting! Too bad I can't go. Well, maybe next year. ;-)
(back)

Re: KAP seminar in France
From: Emmanuel de/from
Date: 1/15/2005
Time: 12:42:09 PM
Remote Name: 213.36.44.42

http://photocerfvolant.free.fr

Comments
Bonsoir Christian, et Ý tous, Nouvel adhÝrent au CVCF et seine et marnais, j'espÝre bien participer Ý cet ÝvÝnement. J'espÝre aussi pouvoir y rencontrer de
nombreux intervenants de ce forum. Bonsoir Ý tous,Emmanuel
Good evening Christian, and to everybody. I a new member of CVCF and living "near" this kite spot. I hope that I can meet numbers of this forum's
contributors. Good evening to all, Emmanuel
(back)

How much does you rig weight
From: Yvon H.
Date: 1/10/2005
Time: 6:58:00 AM
Remote Name: 156.34.191.37

Comments
My first KAP rig the I built weight about 2,4kg. I built it using left overs I had in my workshop. Now, I started working on a second version where I take more
time to design and select proper material to make it smaller and lighter.
I was wondering how much a KAP rig usually weight?
Thanks
(back)

Re: How much does you rig weight
From: frankDOTlouwersATaltinaDOTcx
Date: 1/12/2005
Time: 3:09:55 PM
Remote Name: 82.146.98.3

Comments
Hi All,
Here are some figures of the weights of my rigs. I must say I try to go quite a way to save weight, but retain strength! I think
most can be saved on the screws (mine are 1.6, 2 and 2.5 mm), the frame material, thickness and size (mine are carbon 1.5, 2 and
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2.4mm, and not very wide (20 to 30mm)), the servo's + receiver (pico, nano, micro), and batteries (NiMH much lighter than NiCd and
denser, LiPo still denser) and the Picavet and pulleys (my picavet, common to all my rigs, weighs 44 grams, all-in).
Flying weights, that is as it is hung on the kiteline, with camera with film, batteries,UV filter,sunhood, Picavet, safetyline etc
2-axis rig for Minolta Maxum 7000i SLR, 28mm with Video downlink: 1235g of wich camera= 851g
same rig with Minolta 2xi SLR, 28mm, no video: 992g of which camera= 646g
2 axis light rig for Leica Minilux: 476g of which camera= 476g
3-axis (HoVer) rig (Incl. 7 ball bearings) for Fuji GA645i: 1264g of which camera= 878g
3-axis (HoVer) rig (incl. 8 ball bearings) for Contax G1 & 28mm: 948g of which camera= 674g
Best regards,
Frank Louwers (Belgium) www.altina.cx
(back)

Re: How much does you rig weight
From: frankDOTlouwersATaltinaDOTcx
Date: 1/12/2005
Time: 3:17:11 PM
Remote Name: 82.146.98.3

Comments
OOPS, It looks like I made a zero-gravity rig, but that is for later ;-)
so please correct the weight of the Leica Minilux rig is 520g of which the camera= 344g
Best regards,
Frank Louwers (Belgium) www.altina.cx
(back)

Re: How much does you rig weight
From: Carlo Didier
Date: 1/12/2005
Time: 7:45:48 AM
Remote Name: 194.154.218.196

Comments
Well, I've seen rigs between 500g (Olivier Humez) and 1000kg (Ralf Beutnagel ... ;-)).
(back)

Re: How much does you rig weight
From: Cris Benton
Date: 1/10/2005
Time: 9:52:03 AM
Remote Name: 64.142.12.44

Comments
David Hunt has a terrific summary of KAP cradle information available on the Internet. Go to Kaper at http://www.kaper.us and follow the menu to Basics >
Camera Cradle > Cradle Design Resources > Internet Resources. The direct URL is:
http://www.kaper.us/basics/cradles_data_v2.0.php?sort_by=last_name&weight=1
There you will find summary information on dozens and dozens of rigs including links and often the weight. For those who have rigs that are not listed take a
moment to post a brief description and send a note to David.
This is a fantastic resource David, thank you.
(back)

Re: How much does you rig weight
From: David Hunt
Date: 1/10/2005<�br> Time: 3:14:33 PM
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Remote Name: 67.76.105.216

Comments
Thanks for your gracious comments Cris, you also said;
"For those who have rigs that are not listed take a moment to post a brief description and send a note to David."
I must mention that currently I only include rigs that have information on the internet. Clicking the name on the table takes you directly to the page with the
information about the rig. I recently had a KAPer who didn't have a web page about his rig ask how they might get their rigs listed in the KAPer database. I
supose that I could list rigs in the database that do not have an associated web page if everyone thinks it would be useful.
To keep down the confusion when you talk about the weight of your rig, mention only the total weight that is lifted by the kite. This includes; camera, rig, film,
batteries, picavet/pendulum, hangups, video transmitters etc. If the weight you give does not include everything lifted by the kite it does not have much meaning.
David Hunt
http://www.kaper.us/
(back)

Re: How much does you rig weight
From: Brooks
Date: 1/10/2005 Time: 8:59:29 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
I've built rigs ranging in weight from .28 (10 oz) to 1.75 kilo (62 oz), but most seem to be about .5 kilo (Ý20 oz). There are lots of rig pix on my site for illustration:
http://www.brooxes.com/ .
I haven't ever worked much with it, but the wooden rigs I've seen are the lightest for their size. Carbon fiber and other composites look very sexy but don't save
much weight, IMO.
Likewise, holes don't always save much weight unless you drill a lot of them. I think the most common mistake is to use metal that is much too thick. I've used
2mm (1/16") for most everything, though sometimes it's good to fold the long edge.
(back)

Re: How much does you rig weight
From: Christian
Date: 1/10/2005
Time: 3:18:45 PM
Remote Name: 83.156.26.201

Comments
From experience, I have noticed that craddles without any motors weights half the camera; With pan and tilt and video, the craddle is as much as the camera
weights up to 1,5; With pan, tilt, frame, video and horners, full radiocontrol, battert packs, it is 2 to 3 times the weight of the camera. If camera is light, use the
higher figure. If camera is heavy, use the lowest figure. To get the total weight of the rig, add the weight of the camera. For example, the ultimate rig with Konica
Hexar which is 480g itself has a total weight of 1320g. And the other ultimate rig with Kyocera S4 digital camera is weighting 980g whilst the camera is 250g.
Check your own rig against these figures. For example,
(back)

Re: How much does you rig weight
From: Brooks
Date: 1/10/2005
Time: 4:09:14 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
As always, Christian has provided a provocative analytical perspective, but my numbers don't quite agree with his.
I've just finished a rig for a National Geographic photographer, using a Canon 20D, no video, no HoVer, but with gears and legs. Total weight is 1771 grams (62.5
oz), one of the heaviest I've ever built. Of that the camera is a booming 1134 g (40 oz), or 2/3 of the total.
At the other end of the spectrum, my ultralight titanium terror weighs just 283g (10 oz), of which the Pentax Optio S4 uses just 106g (3.75oz), 37% of the total.
In between, my Nikon 8700 rig (sans fisheye) weighs 963g (34 oz) of which the camera accounts for just over half at 510g (18 oz).
Now what does all that mean? I'm not sure, but if you can make use of such info, please do!
(back)
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Re: How much does you rig weight
From: Yvon H.
Date: 1/11/2005
<�b>Time: 4:45:21 AM
Remote Name: 156.34.191.37

Comments
Thanks for the information. I'll keep this in mind when designing my new rig.
I don't have pictures of my rig yet but you can have a look at my web site for now: www.ifrance.com/site-a-yvon/index-en.html
It's a little slow so be patient. I'm trying to find a better place to put my web site.
I should have an update of my web site soon with more KAP information.
(back)

Re: How much does you rig weight
From: David Hunt
Date: 1/11/2005
Time: 10:01:03 AM
Remote Name: 67.76.105.216

Comments
When you break down the weight of a rig into:
Aluminum Frame parts (sorry don't know much about wood)
Electronic parts
Miscellaneous parts (screws, bolts, nuts, gears, pulleys, etc.)
You find that the Aluminium frame parts are not worth the effort to try to save weight. With a 700 gram rig, an all Aluminum frame will typically be 60 - 80
grams. The electronics can be 106 - 360 grams, more if you have video. In my mind you have to save at least 100 grams before it makes a noteable difference when
flying. And that's not much difference. So there is more to save in the choice of your electronics (radio, servos, battery) than with the frame.
The camera is always a place to save weight, but once you have a camera, getting something lighter is an expensive option.
I have not done a break down of how much weight the Miscellaneous parts could contribute to a rig, but I'm sure steel nuts and bolts can quickly add weight to
your rig. Keep an eye on all the miscellaneous parts that can cause your rig to gain weight, such as, legs, antenna booms, and the parts to hold them in place.
Everyone has tried not to give any hard numbers about rig weights because it is almost impossible to define average when you would be hard pressed to find two
rigs that are exactly alike. But being one who is not afraid to stick his neck out, I'll quote from the "How Much Weight Can My Kite Lift?" page on my web site;
http://www.kaper.us/basics/lifting_R.html
Manual Cradle, Disposable Camera ----- 1.00# (454g)
Remote Control, Point & Shoot Camera - 1.75# (794g)
Remote Control, SLR Camera ----------- 2.50# (1134g)
Remember that these are typical weights, so don't write complaining if your rig is more or less than the values above, just reconcile yourself to the fact that you're
not typical. How many of us can make a claim of being typical anyway? ;-)
David Hunt
http://www.kaper.us/
(back)

Re: How much does you rig weight
From: Simon H
Date: 1/11/2005 Time: 11:40:29 AM
Remote Name: 195.92.168.178

Comments
This is one of those questions that prompts me to respond in my usual form IÝm afraid. You say your last rig weighed 2.4 kg. That is a heavy rig.
The interesting thing for me is that the type of KAP we do is almost defined as a function of the weight of the rig.
A rig weighing a couple of kilograms needs a fairly large kite to lift it in average wind conditions. Steady winds are preferred. Such a kite needs treating with a lot
of respect and will involve strong line and a significant amount of gear to ensure the line is handled safely and that a photoshoot can proceed well. Moving around
with a kite lifting this sort of weight can be difficult and launching and recovery have to be carefully planned. Walkdown pulleys, long picavet lines and legs on
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the rig almost become a requirement. The equipment carried in the back of the car becomes quite significant and the large rig has to go in a padded box, the kite
and other gear takes up a lot of space. KAP is a carefully planned activity which involves pre-checking a site, watching the weather and being very organised
often with checklists and preparation the night before a shoot. Results from such systems are usually extremely high quality and well repay the effort put in. For
serious photographic, commercial and scientific work this type of system is very effective. Usually at this weight, video is incorporated. It means that the
transmitter usually has a video receiver and extra batteries and probably a customised transmitter/viewing station. Usually the kite is anchored before the
transmitter and video receiver is picked up. The photos are taken. The transmitter is put down, the kite is moved and the sequence is followed through again.
From stopping the car at a location, to getting back in the car after a shoot can take from 1 to 2 hours. This type of KAP is a pursuit which involves a lot of
workshop activity, preplanning, thought and care, skill and attention to detail. It stimulates invention and a detailed, organised approach.
With a rig in the range of 16 to 20 ounces, a smaller kite is often used, that can often be handheld in light to moderate wind conditions. Nonetheless, due to wind
variability, there has to be a certain amount of line handling and anchoring gear carried, particularly if the wind is moderate to strong. The rig itself can be used
with a long or sometimes a shorter picavet, which can allow the rig to be brought to hand for recovery. Typically with the sort of kite and pull required to lift this
weight of rig, the KAPper can achieve some mobility with the kite and camera in the air, KAP can be more opportunistic, and to make things simpler for line
handling and photography at the same time, harnesses and cleats for the line are often attached to the KAPper himself. Very often the transmitter gets
repackaged into a more user friendly, small control unit that can be belt-mounted. The equipment takes up less space in the car and usually can be deployed
quickly with less pre-planning. Photographs are taken as the KAPper walks around a site, to achieve a wide variety of shots. This type of KAP is a hobby that is
not all consuming, the equipment can be in the back of the car and be used almost spontaneously. It stimulates creativity and spontaneity. Also, the kiteflying
becomes interesting as the flier seeks to take shots in confined spaces and take the kite into areas where kites are not typically flown. This promotes skill in kite
flying. Systems in this weight range generally rely on standard R/C components and medium weight cameras, there is less expensive equipment to be damaged
than with bigger rigs, and risk-taking for that Ýspecial shotÝ is more likely.
Ultra-lightweight rigs in the range 6 to 12 ounces generally fall into 2 areas. Either they are limited function, one-shot systems which use single shot disposable
cameras which can be used by beginners, or they utilise lightweight, new-generation digital cameras. With rigs of this type, a delta as small as 5 foot span or a
small rokakku or soft kite can be used for lifting on quite light line. The kite can fold into a small package, the reel is small, and even in strong wind,the KAPper
has the strength to bring the gear down by hand, line handling gear may be limited to a pair of light leather gloves. The transmitter is almost always reboxed or
simplified to be in keeping with the size and portability of the rest of the equipment. Photography is carried out often on the spur of the moment, with
opportunities seized as soon as a subject is seen, with little or no pre-planning. The light weight of the rig and small kite mean that in all but the steadiest and
brightest conditions the rig will move around and many photographs may be blurred. This may be compensated for in ultra-light digital systems by taking a
large number of photographs utilising the storage capacity of memory cards and the fact that blurred shots can be discarded in the field or later at the PC. There
will always be some good shots. KAP is often integrated into other pastimes, touring, walking, or visiting new places on holiday, visiting friends and relatives, and
becomes (for me anyway) less of a consuming passion. It stimulates diversification of KAP into other activities.
Just a final word on the AutoKAP rig (see my earlier post)
For me the AutoKAP rig represents a new step-off point into another strange, unfamiliar form of KAP which creates new and different freedoms and limitations.
IÝve now got a system which kite, rig, reel, gloves (and camera if necessary but usually that is in my shirt pocket) all fit into a soft cylindrical bag 10 inches long
by 5 inches diameter. This bag will cram into any travel bag, day bag, knapsack or whatever. The camera can be over 100 feet in the air two minutes after coming
out of the bag. 10 minutes later I can have sixty 4 Megapixel pictures on the card with space for another 3 flights on that card, and a spare card and camera
battery in my shirt pocket. with a laptop and camera battery charger in my car I can shoot for as long as I have daylight. Because the camera takes shots in all
directions and angles, there are good and bad shots after each flight. I still have control of where the camera is through walking around, but what is being
photographed at any instant has to be guessed at.
What IÝve found over the years is that the type (read weight) of rig a KAPper has, dictates very much his or her approach to a subject. The bigger and more
complex the rig, the more ÝprofessionalÝ and serious the approach to the photography, and the more ÝperfectÝ the results. Conversely, the lighter and simpler
the rig, the more spontaneous the approach to the subject and the more abstract the nature of the results. I could not imagine turning up at a site to do
commercial KAP with my tiny AutoKAP system, even though the chances are I would achieve some perfectly sellable results. I'd take one of my bigger rigs along.
Clients expect a particular level of professionalism. Whilst my temperament has drawn me over the years to a lighter and lighter approach to KAP, I almost feel
with the AutoKAP system that IÝm in new KAP territory again, a territory where I am not yet comfortable. Until I have a few thousand pictures with it under
my belt that comfort may not come!!
Currently my rig of choice is a 12 ounce full function R/C monopost rig with light digital camera.Thanks to Brooks (Aerial eye) and Kevin for that design - its so
good.
Maybe I need to get back into the workshop and build a big 3 axis rig for one of those big digital SLRÝs, get a big fisheye and go get some of those bubble pano's
you guys are all getting, I love them.....
Simon
(back)

Re: How much does you rig weight
From: Yvon H.
Date: 1/11/2005
Time: 5:18:20 PM
Remote Name: 156.34.191.37

Comments
Thanks Simon. That was a "complete" answer. I agree with you. With my current rig weight, I use a 35sqft flowform and 1000ft 500lb line. I use to use 300lb line
but I just wanted to add a safety factor. I always anchor the main line to a tree or something solid. And yes, it takes about an hour to take pictures and bring the
whole thing back down. I need at least 25km/h wind to lift the rig.
I've put a little microcontroller circuit on my rig that turns the camera and take pictures continuously every 15 seconds (16 pictures per turn). I let the kite fly for
about 20 minutes and that gives me about 80 pictures and most of them are quite good.
On my next rig, I will add a wireless video camera and a remote control but I will still be able to put the rig in auto-mode where it takes pictures continuously
either at the same position or while turning. I will do my best to reduce the weight to be able to use a smaller kite and fly in lower wind conditions. As you
mentioned, I could go take pictures quicker and easier this way.
(back)
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Re: How much does you rig weight
From: Dave Diederich
Date: 1/12/2005
Time: 11:29:48 AM
Remote Name: 69.152.91.196

Comments
In an effort to reduce the weight of my current rig, I weighed all of my individual components. I then put these weights and the weights of alternate components
into a spreadsheet. This allowed me to experiment with "what ifs" to see what would change. By selecting different servo sizes, batteries, cameras etc. I could
compare one scenario to the next.
I could expand the spreadsheet to include a variety of cameras and equipment so that others could do comparisons for themselves. Would this spreadsheet be of a
benefit to others?
(back)

Re: How much does you rig weight
From: Linnar
Date: 1/17/2005
Time: 6:33:43 AM
Remote Name: 195.33.97.164

Comments
That is a good idea. Maybe every KAPer should add that kind of table to his/her homepage. I believe lot of people are interested, I too.
Btw, I used balsa wood for my rig and total weight is about 1.1 kg (w/ camera).
http://www.eol.ee/~linnar/kap/photos/img_2765.html
Greetings, Linnar
(back)

Re: How much does you rig weight
From: Brooks
Date: 1/12/2005
Time: 11:16:45 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
Dave, I'd be very much interested in seeing your spreadsheet, with or without expansion.
(back)

Re: How much does you rig weight
From: Yvon H.
Date: 1/12/2005<�br> Time: 3:07:09 PM
Remote Name: 156.34.191.37

Comments
"I could expand the spreadsheet to include a variety of cameras and equipment so that others could do comparisons for themselves. Would this spreadsheet be of
a benefit to others? "
Please do. It would be very useful. Thanks
(back)

Re: How much does you rig weight
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 1/12/2005
Time: 2:17:34 PM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
Good idea. Can you show it?
Peter
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(back)

Re: How much does you rig weight
From: Dave Diederich
Date: 1/13/2005
Time: 9:32:08 AM
Remote Name: 70.241.199.83

Comments
I will post a link to the excel file within then next day or so.
(back)

Re: How much does you rig weight
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 1/11/2005
Time: 2:57:19 PM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
Indeed, if the choise of the camera is fixed you can lower the weight by using smaller servo's, smaller servo's and nylon nuts/bolds or pop-rivets. If you use steel
bolds and screws shorten them if they are longer than needed. It helps, any gram/ounce that can be left out helps. For both "simple" as "Pro" rigs, "Light" gives
you a better chance to get The Picture.
Simon: you don't need a 3 axle rig for bubbles. A shutter-only thing is good enough for that.
This discussion point reminds me that I should write a new webpage on my SuMiPi (see Aerial Eye #...). The SuMiPi is a mini Picavet cross that holds every that I
need on any rig: pan servo, receiver, shutter release electronics, batteries, switch, charge socket, PeKaBes ....
With this as a base I can build a rig for any camera (P&S, SLR, video, ...) within an hour. And light weight.
I hope to write about it soon.
Peter
(back)

Paypal
From: Ralf
Date: 1/6/2005
Time: 5:53:17 AM
Remote Name: 80.142.123.28

Comments
Hi KAPers, many of you use Paypal. The last days I got mails looking like from Paypal but they are not from Paypal. The "real" Paypal answered: Thank you
for bringing this suspicious email to our attention. We can confirm that the email you received was not sent to you by PayPal. The website linked to this email is
not a registered URL authorized or used by PayPal. We are currently investigating this incident fully. Please do not enter any personal or financial information
into this website.
Not direct a KAPtopic but I think you have to know it. Thanks Ralf
(back)

Re: Paypal
From: Emmanuel - http://photocerfvolant.free.fr
Date: 1/11/2005
Time: 3:58:57 AM
Remote Name: 194.250.178.227

Comments
Hy Ralf, I received too these curious messages. They were not for me but another users of voila webmail. I transfert them to this user, no responses. I think it's a
new kind of spam.
Good 2005 year. Emmanuel
(back)

Re: Paypal
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From: Simon H
Date: 1/11/2005
Time: 11:54:55 AM
Remote Name: <�/b>195.92.168.178

Comments
I get a lot of these Phishing e-mails. Paypal only send out mails to you beginning with your registered name. They never say "dear valued customer" or similar.
Just recently I got an e-mail from Paypal telling me that my credit card details were due to expire, and to log in with details of my new card. It could have been a
phishing e-mail but for the fact that my card was expiring, and the e-mail said Dear Simon Harbord, and the link took me to the secure site.
Gotta be careful these days.
By the way I'm soon going to be wealthy I just entered into a deal with the late Yasser Arafat's wife to transfer some money using my bank account. I stand to
make several million dollars just by facilitating the transfer. All Mrs Arafat needed were my bank details. I should be seeing a big change in my finances soon......
Simon
(back)

Video-Out on Nikon 5400
From: Yvan
Date: 1/2/2005
Time: 11:23:27 PM
Remote Name: 62.235.110.79

Comments
A question about the video_out signal on the Nikon Camera's....
I have an (older)Sony Cybershot and a Nikon 5400. Yesterday I bought a wireless video transmitter for sending a video signal to a receiver which transmits the
video signal to my digital videocamera. It works perfectly with my Sony but doesn't work with the Nikon.
I did some testing on my TV and this is what happened... I used this cable... mini-jack to 2 cinches (video and audio) -> When I connect the Sony CS. I have a
perfect color signal on my television. But with the Nikon nonthing but snow. I tried to connect the audio cinch on my TV and I have a perfect black and white
signal ??? So I thought, I open the audio cinch and connect it to the mini jack from the wireless videotransmitter. When I tried this (with the video cinch) with the
Sony, My DV camera received a signal. But (with the audio cinch) with the Nikon...nothing...
Can anyone tell me what kind of video out, a Nikon camera has, cause it's all a bit confusing for me.... (I hope my question is a bit clear cause my english is not :)
Thanks for any help,
Yvan.
(back)

Re: Video-Out on Nikon 5400
From: Yvon H.
Date: 1/5/2005
Time: 12:43:11 PM
Remote Name: 156.34.191.37

Comments
Can I ask you what is the video transmitter/receiver you are using? I'm looking for one right now.
Thanks Yvon H.
(back)

Re: Video-Out on Nikon 5400
From: Yvan
Date: 1/6/2005
Time: 1:08:37 AM
Remote Name: 194.78.200.167

Comments
Hi Yvon,
I ordered it in Holland from Hasse. Here's is his website.(sorry in Dutch) http://www.xs4all.nl/~mullerh/
I don't know where you from but I don't think it's a problem for him to send it to foreign countries. Just send him a mail. The trasmitter I ordered is the 800 Mh.
version. It's very small and light but the signal is very strong.
Greetz,
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Yvan.
(back)

Re: Video-Out on Nikon 5400
From: Yvon H.
Date: 1/6/2005
Time: 8:18:28 AM
Remote Name: 156.34.191.37

Comments
Thanks Yvan.
(back)

Re: Video-Out on Nikon 5400
From: Brooks
Date: 1/6/2005
Time: 11:03:09 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
Note to USA kappers: this transmitter would require a license in the USA because of its high power.
(back)

Re: Video-Out on Nikon 5400
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: <�/b>1/3/2005
Time: 12:17:33 AM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
Maybe the Nikon is set to NTSC instead of PAL ...
Peter
(back)

Re: Video-Out on Nikon 5400
From: Yvan
Date: 1/3/2005
Time: 12:56:13 AM
Remote Name: 62.235.110.79

Comments
Whoehoe !! Thanks a lot Peter... that did the trick ! Now I have an ultra light rig with a 800Mw. video transmitter in Full color ! and for now I'll try to transmit
the video signal with a CF card to my PDA. So I don't have to carry that heavy Digital Videocam anymore...
(back)

AutoKAP and viscous pulleys - A little freebie
From: Simon H
Date: 1/2/2005
Time: 2:08:02 PM
Remote Name: 213.120.56.45

Comments
I've just put a page together - not yet linked at my site on construction details for a simple AutoKAP rig (my name for it) It can be simply constructed and is ideal
for intervalometer cameras (digital preferably).
Here's the link :
http://www.harb87.fsnet.co.uk/art/autorig.htm
I've flight tested on 4 occasions now with great results. It might just be the answer to your needs in certain circumstances. I'm just working on a tiny version at
the moment that fits in the palm of the hand.
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Enjoy and adapt the ideas to your needs no copyright, patents, TM or anything- just free for KAPpers.
All the best to all in '05.
Simon H
(back)

Re: AutoKAP and viscous pulleys - A little freebie
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 1/2/2005
Time: 2:36:15 PM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
If this is what 2005 will bring us in terms of innovations in KAP, I'm sure it will be a very good year. Brilliant. Thanks, Simon.
Happy New Year,
Peter
(back)

liquid locknut ?
From: K. Gustavson
Date: 1/2/2005
Time: 6:07:04 AM
Remote Name: 207.71.218.118

Comments
I've been searching the archives without luck, looking for a past post recommending a liquid used to secure nuts and bolts. I'm taking advantage of some rainy
days, to do a little rig modification, and I'd like to secure the pulley screws etc. Can anyone help me with the details? Thanks in advance, Karen
(back)

Re: liquid locknut ?
From: Henry Jebe
Date: 1/4/2005
Time: 9:14:28 AM
Remote Name: 66.58.166.59

Comments
I have used a dab of Adhesive Clear Silicone Sealer made by Loctite or other brand available in 1.5 oz sizes and much larger. It sets up much like a locknut works
and is both waterproof and fairly easy to take apart again should the need arrise. This may be overkill for what you need, but it is quite useful for applications on
both small and large fasteners. Henry
(back)

Re: liquid locknut ?
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 1/2/2005
Time: 8:30:54 AM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
Take a look at:
http://www.grobetusa.com/ProductDescriptions/vigorliquidlocknut.html
Peter
(back)

Re: liquid locknut ?
From: Brooks
Date: 1/2/2005
Time: 10:55:11 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5
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Comments
I use Loctite, but just ask at your hardware store -- they'll have the equivalent.
(back)

Re: liquid locknut ?
From: frankDOTlouwersATaltinaDOTcx
Date: 1/2/2005
Time: 1:37:46 PM
Remote Name: 195.144.80.81

Comments
Loctite comes in two flavors: red and blue. Nuts fixed with the blue one (medium strength) can be loosened with hand tools and that is the one I use, never had
one come loose by itself. The red one is high strentgh and I don't know if you still could unlock the nuts without damaging your rig. In an emergency (on a trip) I
have used a drop of cyanoacrylate glue (superbond and the likes), works also (of course, that is what Loctite _is_ basically). I have now also found selflocking nuts
(with a nylon insert) down to M2 size, and they are my preferred method now, as they look so neat and tidy...
Best wishes to everybody,
Frank Louwers (Belgium) www.altinacx
(back)

Re: liquid locknut ?
From: Carlo Didier
Date: 1/2/2005
Time: 12:35:13 PM
Remote Name: 213.135.227.64

Comments
If the hardware store doesn't have it, ask at an electronics store or a model shop. Where you can get remote controls, you can get nut-lock.
(back)

Re: liquid locknut ?
From: Christian
Date: 1/4/2005
Time: 5:50:12 PM
Remote Name: 83.156.31.108

Comments
Yes the red loctite sealant can be unlocked without damaging the threads. Just a tiny drop of these sealants is necessary, and be sure that excess will not leak
somewhere else, so always sweep out all excess. Only the quantity inside the threads is efficient. I also use self-locking nuts. Most bonding paste used daily at
home works efficiently for rigs, and I'm sure you have some at home.
(back)

World Wide Panorama -- Sanctuary
From: Brooks
Date: 12/31/2004
Time: 5:29:02 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
The latest collection in a continuing series of splendid panoramas has just gone online for all to see at http://geoimages.berkeley.edu:16080/wwp1204/ .
This time two of the KAP community participated, although Dave Diederich did as I did the first time and stayed on the ground for his first submission.
Mine was the only KAPano, although the most dramatic was a KAPano without the kite, by Bernhard Vogl of Austria. Check it out at
http://geoimages.berkeley.edu:16080/wwp1204/html/BernhardVogl.html . If that doesn't suck you into looking at more of the 185 images submitted, you've
started New Year's partying too early, or you're looking at this with a hangover.
HAPPY NEW YEAR!
(back)

Re: World Wide Panorama -- Sanctuary
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From: David Hunt
Date: 12/31/2004
Time: 5:48:35 PM
Remote Name: 67.77.51.17

Comments
Cool tail on that FF Brooks ;-) When are we going to start seeing those for sale on your web site.
David Hunt
(back)

Re: World Wide Panorama -- Sanctuary
From: Brooks
Date: 1/1/2005<�br> Time: 12:26:36 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
You send me a KAPano, David, and I'll happily make you a personalized tail for the picture! Gratis!
(back)

Fuji GA645i shutter
From: Andy Anderson
Date: 12/31/2004
Time: 4:06:18 PM
Remote Name: 82.35.113.187

Comments
I'm new to KAP, and am building my first rig. I have a Fuji GA645i rangefinder camera, and I'd appreciate any info on how to fire the shutter electronically. The
camera has a standard screw-in cable release socket, but fitting a servo plunger into it seems kind of a clunky solution. Has anyone hot-wired one of these straight
to the shutter contacts?
(back)

Re: Fuji GA645i shutter
From: gesim_7@hotmail.com
Date: 4/7/2005
Time: 1:18:33 PM
Remote Name: 213.5.20.61

Comments
I'm using a GA645wi(45mm lens,but the same camera)for some years now for low altitude aerial photography (from a small blimp).I had to fit an electrical
"cable release"to the camera by myself.I don't know anything about "ellectronics" ,but you don't need to;If you are still interested I can give you some
instructions in doing that without risk.Point is;IT CAN BE DONE!(and its worth it !)Any ideas how to put a motor winder to a Mamiya 7II? Simeon ,Athens Greece 4/7/2005
(back)

Re: Fuji GA645i shutter
From: gesim_7@hotmail.com
Date: 4/7/2005
Time: 1:17:54 PM
Remote Name: 213.5.20.61

Comments
I'm using a GA645wi(45mm lens,but the same camera)for some years now for low altitude aerial photography (from a small blimp).I had to fit an electrical
"cable release"to the camera by myself.I don't know anything about "ellectronics" ,but you don't need to;If you are still interested I can give you some
instructions in doing that without risk.Point is;IT CAN BE DONE!(and its worth it !)Any ideas how to put a motor winder to a Mamiya 7II? Simeon ,Athens Greece 4/7/2005
(back)

Re: Fuji GA645i shutter
From: gesim_7@hotmail.com
Date: 4/7/2005
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Time: 1:17:16 PM
Remote Name: 213.5.20.61

Comments
I'm using a GA645wi(45mm lens,but the same camera)for some years now for low altitude aerial photography (from a small blimp).I had to fit an electrical
"cable release"to the camera by myself.I don't know anything about "ellectronics" ,but you don't need to;If you are still interested I can give you some
instructions in doing that without risk.Point is;IT CAN BE DONE!(and its worth it !)Any ideas how to put a motor winder to a Mamiya 7II? Simeon ,Athens Greece 4/7/2005
(back)

Re: Fuji GA645i shutter
From: David Hunt
Date: 12/31/2004
Time: 5:37:18 PM
Remote Name: 67.77.51.17

Comments
The following is an educated guess. Since the Fuji GA645i has a cable release type remote shutter connection, the shutter release mechanism may be mechanical
and not electronic. If it is mechanical then you will have to use a servo or something mechanically similar. Using servos for shutter release is easy and reliable.
Clunky is in the eye of the beholder.
All of my rigs have used servos for shutter, but all of my cameras have had electronic shutter buttons which don't require much torque for the servo to depress,
and I have always been able to use mini or micro servos. With a mechanical release you may need more torque to depress the shutter button and you may have to
use a full size servo.
David Hunt
http://www.kaper.us
(back)

Re: Fuji GA645i shutter
From: Andy Anderson
Date: 1/2/2005
Time: 5:46:50 PM
Remote Name: 82.35.112.132

Comments
David - thanks for that response. You may be right about the mechanical shutter release, but I feel I have seen on a KAP site a photo of a GA645i modified for
KAP, with two wires leading out from under one of the shutter buttons. I do have a servo ready and acknowledge that I may have to go that route - I just feel a
simple switch might be a more efficient solution if it is possible to fit one. AA
(back)

Re: Fuji GA645i shutter
From: David Hunt
Date: 1/2/2005
Time: 6:19:43 PM
Remote Name: 67.77.51.17

Comments
Doing a quick search of the KAPER Internet Resources Database http://www.kaper.us/basics/cradles_data_v2.0.php?sort_by=last_name&weight=1 There is one
cradle listed that uses the Fuji GA645wi. It is a cradle built by Michel Clinkemaille.
http://www.clinckemaille.be/michel2.html?choix=5&lg=G
There is only one picture and you can't tell for sure how the shutter is handled, but you could easily email Michel.
Also, reviewing an article about Nicholas Chorier he mentions that he uses a Fuji 4.5 X 6 automatic camera. He doesn't show his rig on his web site, but it is very
likely that this is the same model. You might try emailing Nicholas also.
David Hunt
http://www.kaper.us
(back)

Re: Fuji GA645i shutter
From: frankDOTlouwersATaltinaDOTcx
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Date: 1/3/2005
Time: 7:44:49 AM
Remote Name: 195.144.80.81

Comments
Hi Andy, and David
I have a carbon 3 axis rig for a Fuji 645i rig too. I did search at length for the best way to trigger it when I was building. I did not consider opening it to solder etc.
so I only looked at either something with the external cable release socket, or at one of the two shutter release buttons. Finally I decided for a picoservo (a RobbeFutaba FS 40 with 15 Ncm torque) acting on the front shutter release button. I mounted the servo on a piece of carbon plate that is then fixed on the flash shoe of
the camera. It works very well and weighs almost nothing. I have that rig actually for sale, so if you would be interested just let me know... Also if you just want to
see how I built it, give me your email address and I will send you some pictures.
Craig Wilson also toyed with the idea of a Fuji 645i rig (it is a very fine medium format autofocus camera, also printing the picture data like aperture, shutter
speed etc. next to each negative). I do not know wether he actually built it. I know Michel Clinckemaille has a Fuji 645i rig, but have not seen it (just his superb
results), it wouldn't surprise me though that he has hacked the hardware to trigger by electronic switch.
BTW David I wasn't aware of that fine database of rigs you have. I must look up how I can submit some of my rigs.
Best regards
(back)

Re: Fuji GA645i shutter
From: David Hunt
Date: 1/3/2005
Time: 9:48:07 AM
Remote Name: 67.77.51.17

Comments
Frank, the Rig database on the KAPER web site is for information that can be found on the Internet; pictures, descriptions, drawings, anything that can help
someone else to research what others have done so they can apply it themselves. The reason you are not listed on the database is because you do not have any
information on your website about your rigs.
I might also point out that I have a simple 4 point rating system (excellent, good, fair, poor) for pictures of rigs or closeup detail shots. This rating system tells the
database user how much usable information can be obtained from the pictures of the rig. You can have an excellent picture of your rig, but if the rig is to far
away to see any details of its construction then it will get a poor rating on my scale. The database is all about useable information.
Frank, we would love to see some pictures of those sleek carbon fibre rigs that you build.
David Hunt
http://www.kaper.us
(back)

Re: Fuji GA645i shutter
From: Gerco de Ruijter
Date: 1/3/2005
Time: 7:21:25 AM
Remote Name: 81.69.222.169

Comments
I am using both fuji GA and the fuji GA Wide in one cradle with a mechanical servo release. Never had any problems with it. Remember to use manual distance
setting on these cameras... Why buy an expensive zoom? The Wide is the one you are going to use....
(back)

Re: Fuji GA645i shutter
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 1/3/2005
Time: 7:10:17 AM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
There is another Fuji GA645 on the web: http://www.interq.or.jp/world/m-naka/kaprigs/picavet/picavet.html
I can't read the Japanese nor are the pix telling us much.
Peter
(back)
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Eartquake in Indonesia
From: Wolfgang Bieck -Germany
Date: 12/31/2004
Time: 11:52:00 AM
Remote Name: 80.142.110.90

Comments
Dear friends! Horrified by the news from the earthquake in Indonesia I phoned with my friend Anshori Djasal, I've visited four times during the last years.
The good message is: Anshori and his family are fine and in good health.
The bad message is: He's still wating for messages of friends from northern Sumatra, the region of Aceh.
During the last days an idea came more and more up in my mind, depending on my experiences in Indonesia.
The earth-quake, followed by a terrible Tsunami, produced many orphans with no family at all and no future in dignity. The monthly income by average in
Indonesia may be about 75Ý to 100Ý. To serve for a child in a family, it may be more than enough. My idea is to enable orphans a new life in a family, supported
by money from my side.
This support will be monthly for many years to give an orphan the chance for a life in an Indonesian family toget food, cloth, loadging and education. 50 Ý also
would support Indonesian host-family a little bit. I asked Anshori for his IBAN and BIC code to go this way. Anshori is the keyfigure in this idea: - I trust him
like I trust myself. - He knows everything about the needs of his Indonesian sisters and brothers. - He is the one, who can manage contacts with families, who
would be willing to follow this idea -He is the one, who will use the money effectiv without wasting it for office-works etc.
One idea would be to put together this finanzial orphan-support, e.g. 10Ý + 40 Ý; 25Ý + 25 Ý etc.
I saw the eyes of Indonesian children, I saw the eyes of Indonesian orphan, I want to see them again without a shame about myself.
Wolfgang Bieck
P.S.: All the best for all of my KAP-friends in 2005!
(back)

Re: Eartquake in Indonesia
From: Anshori Djausal-Indonesia
Date: 1/1/2005
Time: 5:07:47 AM
Remote Name: 202.174.158.13

Comments
Cris, Craig, Wolfgang, On behalf of our brothers and sisters in Aceh-Sumatra i would like send our gratitude for your attention. I just made contact to my friend
in Aceh. He is a Professor in North Sumatra University and originally from Aceh. He is now taking care of our friend in Aceh. I ask him to be our contact person
for the area.
(back)

Re: Eartquake in Indonesia
From: craig
Date: 12/31/2004
Time: 12:15:55 PM
Remote Name: 68.117.128.20

Comments
Count me in.
(back)

Toni Tugues
From: Barcelona, Catalonia, Spain.
Date: 12/31/2004
Time: 9:28:41 AM
Remote Name: 62.82.149.158

Comments
Happy 2005 for all kappers. http://es.geocities.com/bolaset
(back)

sad news
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From: Craig
Date: 12/30/2004
Time: 5:54:48 AM
Remote Name: 204.147.0.52

Comments
This is lifted from Rec.kites ..... Fellow Kite Fliers around the planet,
It is with great sadness that I must inform you that Dr. Mervin L. Cooper, longtime treasurer/event organizer of the Toronto Kite Fliers and prominent kite
aficionado worldwide, passed away on Friday, December 24th from a severe cardiac arrest. Merv is survived by his loving wife Rovena and his son David.
Merv had collapsed while swimming at his nearby recreation center and could not be revived by health professionals. As with religious custom, his funeral and
memorial was held on Monday morning. Unfortunately due to the holidays and friends being out of town, there was no representation from the kiting community
at this event.
Merv was a very close personal friend whom I shared many experiences with and I, as many of you who know him, am particularly disheartened by his sudden
and unexpected passing. Merv had recently retired from a lengthy practice as a Toronto dentist and had been participating in many more kiting activities,
particularly those in the Kite Aerial Photography (KAP) interest. Merv will be known as a cornerstone for many of the events he attended because of his
extensive and whimsical kite collection, including his recent acquisitions of show kites. He was an avid Rokkaku competitor and personal benefactor to Lam
Hoac, multiple champion kite competitor.
There will certainly be an empty space in the sky with his loss and an empty space in my heart, for he was a kiting pioneer and unsuspecting advocate for the
hobby and the sport, not only in Ontario, but also throughout the world where his kites have flown.
The Toronto Kite Fliers are in the planning stages for an appropriate memorial in the near future, in remembrance to a great kite flier and friend. If desired,
memorial donations may be made to the Mervin L. Cooper Memorial Fund c/o The Benjamin Foundation
<http://www.benjamins.ca/Static/foundation/default.htm> (416-780-0324).
You are also encouraged to pay tribute to Merv by posting your messages, stories and remembrances at the Merv Cooper memorial website:
<http://mervcooper.blogspot.com>. His wife and son look forward to reading about any stories and personal reflections from anyone in the international kiting
community.
Respectfully,
Gary Mark Toronto Kite Fliers www.tkf.toronto.on.ca
(back)

Re: sad news
From: Carlo Didier
Date: 12/31/2004
Time: 9:45:06 AM
Remote Name: 213.135.227.64

Comments
This is very sad news indeed, Craig. When I met Merv in California, I liked him from the first moment. It would have been great to meet him again at a KAPers
meeting. What a shock for the last day of this already badly ending year!
(back)

Re: sad news
From: Carl Bigras
Date: 12/30/2004
Time: 6:40:59 AM
Remote Name: 198.103.196.130

Comments
Merv was a good friend and a fellow travelling companion to Nicole and I's KAP trip to KAPiCa 02 and KAPiSco 04. Together, we were just in preliminary plans
for organizing some sort of KAPiCan. We will miss him dearly. Carl
Rovena has said she would love to hear from some of Merv's friends. Sharing some fond memories of Merv would be much appreciated by Rovena and her son
David. Address: Rovena Cooper 29 Rollingwood Drive Willowdale Ontario M2H 2M4 1-416-493-0780 mervc@interlog.com
(back)

Any news from Anshori Djausal?
From: Cris Benton
Date: 12/28/2004
Time: 8:56:56 PM
Remote Name: 64.142.12.44

Comments
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I just returned from holiday travels to find news of the Indonesian earthquake amd associated tsunami. Has anyone heard from our fellow KAPer Anshori
Djausal in Indonesia? I still have very fond memories of visiting Anshori in Sumatra and his visit to Berkeley. I do truly hope that he, his family, and Bandar
Lampung have has been spared the worst of this dreadful disaster.
(back)

Re: Any news from Anshori Djausal?
From: Ralf
Date: 12/31/2004
<�b>Time: 11:40:32 AM
Remote Name: 84.135.247.221

Comments
Hi Chris and all the others, there is a very good news. I just phoned with Wolfgang. And Wolfgang got the chance, to phone with Anshori! So this is the main
good message in this days you all want to hear at this time. MfG Ralf
(back)

The end of Cerol
From: Roger-Australia
Date: 12/28/2004
Time: 1:11:10 PM
Remote Name: 60.231.97.58

Comments
Hi Kappers, this post is not about KAP but Kites in Brazil, where I grow up in Rio. The Subjet Cerol, refers to a process largelly used down there, in special by
low income kids (and often by adults too), to battle kites in the air. Cerol is made by extracting ambar resin from trees, melting it in boiling water, and adding
glass powder obtained by placing broken glass in a Tram rail. While the mixture is still melted, 10 to 15 metres of line is sliden into the mixture and allowed to
dry. This process makes the first part of line from the bridel down, coverd by a billion microscopic raisor blades of glass. The air battle consists of cutting the
others persons kite line by tangling your kite around the kite line of your opponent. After the line is cutted, you have to capture the loose kite in the air and bring
it back to the ground. It becomes yours, as a battle trophy.
The problem is that this fun game(I did it 1000 times when I was a kid), has killed 14 people this year alone, most of them riding motorcicles,( The line with Cerol
tangles around the neck and cuts the Jugular vien) not to mention kids crossing the streets without looking down trying to catch a loosen kite. Because I am sure
that this deaths are much bigger than reported on new papers, I decided a few months ago to write to a polititian in Sao Paulo, about the matter. I was glad to
receive a response from him saying that the proposal was voted in favor for a total ban of Cerol use in Sao Paulo State. I consider it a huge victory for me and for
all poor kids of that area. (I Know they will hate me for taking out one of theirs favorites passtime). In 2005 my fight will continue, targeting a total ban of cerol in
all states of Brazil. I know it will be almost impossible to inspect every kite in the air to see if it got cerol or not, but at least, from now on, there will be a law
regulating the matter, and I hope no more stupid deaths of inocent people accours.
Thanks for reading this important fact about kites in Brazil, and keep kiting safe.
Best regards, happy 2005 for all kappers.
(back)

Re: The end of Cerol
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 12/28/2004
Time: 1:40:15 PM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
Amazing story. Thanks for sharing it with us. And for making kite flying saver with knowledge of the dangerous aspects of it.
A common option for most local gouvernments is to ban kites at all. That happens here in the Netherlands where some kite-buggiers or kite-surfers or stuntkiters
or ... misbehave on crowded beaches. And that is harming KAPpers too.
Happy New Year!
Peter
(back)

Taking the plunge into digital KAP
From: Richard Amirault
Date: 12/26/2004
Time: 5:20:35 PM
Remote Name: 207.172.216.218

Comments
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OK ... I've been using my Olympus Stylus Epic rig .. and it works just fine .. but I will be leading a KAP rig workshop in Febuary and I'm going to be building a
rig along with the rest of the folks.
I've decided that I'm going to go digital on this rig. My current digital camera is a Sony Mavica and only 2 megapixels (hey, it's more than twice the resolution of
my previous Mavica) I'm upgrading to a 6 meg digital SLR but want something lighter and less expensive for the KAP rig. Since I'll be spending a lot of $$$ on
the Digital SLR I don't want to spend a ton on another camera for just the KAP rig.
I've decided on the Pentax Optio s40 for the new rig. It seems I can actually get it for the same price I paid for the Sony only a few months ago! (and the Sony was
factory 'refurbushed') So, I'll have a smaller, lighter camera than my current Sony, but with twice the resolution for the same money. The other day I saw the
Pentax in a local store and, damn, it sure is small and light. I'd rather get the version (S40) that uses AA cells rather than the version that uses the Lithium-Ion
battery (S4i) since I can replace used AA cells easily in the field with either re-chagrables or alkalines.
It sure will be nice to be able to shoot and not worry about getting all that film developed (and, in my case, the extra cost of getting it put on a CD-Rom) I'm sure
I'll end up putting the digital rig up much more often than my current rig.
Sure, it would be nice to have more than a 4 meg camera, but that's what my digital SLR will be for ;-) Maybe (one day) I'll build another rig just for the digital
SLR ... we'll see.
Richard Amirault Boston, MA, USA
(back)

Re: Taking the plunge into digital KAP
From: brooks
Date: 12/26/2004
Time: 11:07:21 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
Hey, Richard, welcome to digital. Your camera choice is a good one, and you'll never look back. Nothing wrong with 4mp. Remember to underexpose.
(back)

Re: Taking the plunge into digital KAP
From: www.burtskitecam.co.uk
Date: 1/1/2005
Time: 12:01:15 PM
Remote Name: 80.225.123.211

Comments
"Remember to underexpose." underexpose but by how much i have -or+ 2 in 6 steps .3/.7/.01/1.3 /1.7/ 2 or does the amount vary day to day
many thanks
(back)

Re: Taking the plunge into digital KAP
From: David Hunt
Date: 1/1/2005
Time: 2:19:36 PM
Remote Name: 67.77.51.17

Comments
I myself am getting into digital KAP for the first time on a full time basis. I just tested my Canon SD-20 by shooting an 18% gray card in full sunlight. The
camera meter should give an image of the gray card that falls in the middle of the exposure range. This test showed Brooks, and Simon's advice to be good.
Viewing the histograms in photoshop for each image (more accurate than the histogram on the camera), showed that a exposure compensation of -0.3 stops to be
the closest. The image at -0.6 stops was as much underexposed as the shot without any exposure compensation was overexposed. Remember that each camera
may yeild slightly different results.
David Hunt
http://www.kaper.us
(back)

Re: Taking the plunge into digital KAP
From: Simon H
Date: 1/1/2005
Time: 12:54:48 PM
Remote Name: 195.92.168.179
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Comments
In bright conditions you may not need to. Before attaching the camera take a shot at the ground in same taking mode as you will use in the air. Review the
information for that shot. On pentax you have to press display button a couple of times. Check what shutter speed the camera chose, that will give a rough idea of
what the camera will do in the air. If the shutter is a bit slow you might want to make exposure changes. Check again. A simple procedure, but a fair way of
estimating (with emphasis on estimating)the shutter speed you will get in the air. Remember digital frames cost virtually nothing and can be erased so anything
you can do on the ground to improve chances of shrpness in the air is a great help.
Simon
(back)

Re: Taking the plunge into digital KAP
From: Brooks
Date: 1/1/2005
Time: 12:48:59 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
I find that I usually benefit from -.3 to -.7, but it can vary, esp if you're shooting in a very bright or very dark environment.
The main point is that most digicams will overexpose the highlights, which is nearly impossible to fix afterwards, whereas it's usually easy to bring up detail in
dark areas. I find Photoshop's shadow/highlight adjustment feature to be invaluable, but even that won't bring detail to blown-out highlights that isn't already
there.
So underexposure should give you detail both places.
(back)

Re: Taking the plunge into digital KAP
From: Doug Davlin
Date: <�/b>12/27/2004
Time: 8:15:39 AM
Remote Name: 69.171.224.49

Comments
I love the Pentax S4i and would get the S5i if possible. As for batteries, I carry an extra LI and am able to shoot all day. It only takes an hour to recharge a
battery and it can be done in the car if necessary. An extra battery is only about $15. The camera also packs neatly in an AltoidsÝ tin!
(back)

Re: Taking the plunge into digital KAP
From: www.gentles.info/KAP/gentled
Date: 12/28/2004
Time: 6:04:00 AM
Remote Name: 80.229.25.24

Comments
...and of course the S40 can have it's shutter triggered with 'gentled', no more shutter servos! Welcome to digital!
(back)

Re: Taking the plunge into digital KAP
From: Craig
Date: 12/29/2004
Time: 12:07:47 PM
Remote Name: 204.147.0.52

Comments
I just took the plunge too. Just got my new CP 8400 a few minutes ago. Now to build a new rig and learn to manage digital files. Camera, card, extra card, extra
battery, card reader,... whoa The water is deep and I saw a sign saying swim at your own risk, but it is nice to know all you lifeguards are on duty to rescue me
should I need it.
(back)

Re: Taking the plunge into digital KAP
From: Brooks
Date: 12/29/2004
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Time: 4:06:45 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
Hey Craig, I've got an old broomstick you could use for a pendulum, if you can't find any plexiglass rod.... ;-P
(back)

Re: Taking the plunge into digital KAP
From: Craig
Date: 12/30/2004
Time: 5:53:07 AM
Remote Name: 204.147.0.52

Comments
Thanks Brooks, Your knife edged sarcasm must be a positive indicator that all is back to normal in the Leffler household. Happy new year Gretchen.
(back)

So Cool - KAP
From: Austin
Date: 12/26/2004
Time: 8:42:32 AM
Remote Name: 209.63.145.212

Comments
Thanks for all the time you put into this Kite Aerial Photography web page. This is why I love to get online, because there are so many fascinating things that can
be learned!
Austin
<a href="http://www.jbsauce.com">Aji Chileno</a>
(back)

Newest KAPing Kompanion?
From: Doug Davlin
Date: 12/23/2004
Time: 9:46:14 AM
Remote Name: 69.171.224.49

Comments
Just went over to <http://www.dpreview.com/> and looked at the review for the Epson P-2000. This looks like a neat accessory for KAPing on long trips .... as in
Scotland. If you all would like to contribute and get me one, I'll be glad to run a test in Colorado.
(back)

Re: Newest KAPing Kompanion?
From: Brooks
Date: 12/23/2004
Time: 5:42:21 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
Cheaper/smaller than a 12" iBook, no doubt, but does it run Photoshop Elements? ;-)
(back)

CP 8400-triggering electronically
From: Scott Haefner
Date: 12/22/2004
Time: 11:23:28 PM
Remote Name: 68.126.200.209

Comments
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As promised, a follow-up on triggering the 8400 electonically. The good news is that I've found two alternatives to using a gentLED and enduring the 3 second
countdown timer. The bad news is that one option is expensive, and the other won't be available immediately.
Mark at http://www.harbortronics.com/ can add a port to the camera that will accept a miniplug connected to a Schieppati switch--but it comes at a price: $200
plus shipping. Also, he tells me that he intends to develop a Digisnap 8400 that is similar to the DS 5000, but he will not make it 'til after February. Also, for CP
5000 owners, it sounds like he will begin producing the DS 5000s again...
It seems like another, cheaper alternative is possible, but I don't know how to pull it off. It should be possible to hack the CP 8400 firmware to remove the
countdown timer. Anyone know how to do this or have any resources?
Cheers, Scott
http://scotthaefner.com/kap/
(back)

Re: CP 8400-triggering electronically
From: Craig
Date: 12/23/2004
Time: 7:07:58 AM
Remote Name: 204.147.0.52

Comments
Thanks for checking into the options Scott. Merry Christmas and Hacky New year.
(back)

Re: CP 8400-triggering electronically
From: Carlo Didier
Date: 12/24/2004
Time: 12:42:48 PM
Remote Name: 213.135.227.64

Comments
There's a russian site (just google for it) which sells a hacked firmware for a Canon EOS D300 (Digital Rebel). Maybe you should ask them?
(back)

New WEB Adress from Manfred
From: Manfred
Date: 12/22/2004
Time: 12:36:20 PM
Remote Name: 85.72.45.63

Comments
Hi friends, KAP- and kitefans.
Now I have my own Domain.
My new adress is:
WWW.KAP-Man.de
So please change your links
I wish you and your family all best at Christmas and a beautiful turn of the year.
Kite Aerial Photography
Manfred
(back)

Re: New WEB Adress from Manfred
From: Ralf
Date: 12/22/2004
Time: 3:43:19 PM
Remote Name: 84.135.242.186

Comments
Moinsen Manfred, da snack ich doch mal auf Deutsch mit Dir und wuensche Dir weiterhin viel Erfolg mit Deiner neuen Webseite. Du bist wirklich ganz schoen
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aktiv!!! Frohe Festtage Ralf
(back)

iso on digital cameras
From: www.burtskitecam.co.uk
Date: 12/20/2004
Time: 11:16:59 AM
Remote Name: 80.225.123.107

Comments
Hi shutter speed problems, is 100 iso on digital the same setting as iso on film,as i seem to be getting slow shutter speeds with the pentax s40 iso on 100, on what i
thought to be a fairly bright day
many thanks
(back)

Re: iso on digital cameras
From: Simon S
Date: 12/21/2004
Time: <�/b>9:39:56 PM
Remote Name: 222.159.217.205

Comments
I think that problems with slow shutter speeds on bright days can sometimes come from the use of flash. When flash is forced my (new) Powershot S70 overides
any of the settings I try to tie it down with. Flash trumps manual and the poor thing becomes restricted to a top speed of 1/250. (It's an otherwise great camera
and the workarounds are either to use video or to go around mumbling that really only extroverts or people with suspect equipment need to go around flashing all
the time.)
(back)

Re: iso on digital cameras
From: Richard Amirualt
Date: 12/20/2004
Time: 12:49:35 PM
Remote Name: 146.115.58.99

Comments
The lower is ISO the more light is needed to make an exposure. The higher the ISO the less light is needed to make an exposure. HOWEVER in digital cameras
high ISO often are accompanied by high levels of digital noise (or at least *more* digital noise than lower settings) How much depends on your camera, and how
much you, yourself, can accept.
All elese being even, a higher ISO will give you shorter shutter speeds than a low ISO.
Richard in Boston, MA, USA
(back)

Re: iso on digital cameras
From: Simon H
Date: 12/21/2004
Time: 1:01:42 AM
Remote Name: 138.32.176.254

Comments
Certainly on the Optio S and S4i which probably share some commonality with your Optio, I've noted from the Exif data, disappointing shutter speeds in bright
conditions typically 1/320 rather than the 1/800 and above I'd been expecting. Without doing some side by side with film camera, I can't say whether the scale is
comparable, but intuitively it is probably about right from my recollection. Certainly there is a trade off in boosting the ISO in digital, but I think moving it one
stop ie to 200 asa is a fine way to get a lot of sharp shots through doubling the shutter speed with almost undiscernable image noise. Better than getting heaps of
motion blurred shots....
Simon
(back)

Re: iso on digital cameras
From: David Hunt
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Date: 12/21/2004
Time: 6:54:51 AM
Remote Name: 65.41.187.145

Comments
I'm sure that the ISO on digital cameras is the same as film cameras. To satisfy yourself you can use the Sunny 16 Rule; on a sunny day the correct exposure will
be f16 and a shutter speed that corresponds to one over the ISO. In other words f16 and 1/100 sec for ISO 100 (1/200 sec for ISO 200). The Pentax S5i has an
aperture of f2.6 when the lens is at wide angle, that's 5 stops more light than f16. On a sunny day with ISO 100, the shutter speed should be 1/1000 (double the
shutter speed 5 times), with some overcast the shutter speed could be between 1/250 - 1/500, with heavy overcast the shutter speed could be as low as 1/125. At
ISO 200 all these shutter speeds would double. Since the S5i has a top shutter speed of 1/2000 second then it should be able to handle a sunny day at ISO 200.
David Hunt
http://www.kaper.us
(back)

Re: iso on digital cameras
From: Matthew Cole mattATuscoles.com
Date: 12/21/2004
Time: 5:42:27 PM
Remote Name: 206.173.114.32

Comments
I have been wondering about ISOs myself. I'm using a Minolta G500 which has only f/2.8 and f/4.7. I've had what seemed like surprisingly slow shutter speeds
and some resulting blur on clear days. I have several days off coming up and am going to do some measurements against my incident light meter.
As to David's figures, I think going five stops from 1/100th is going to be 200, 400, 800, 1600, 3200, or 1/3,200th of a second at f/2.6, not 1/1,000th. This is part of
my surprise at blurred photos--certainly shooting in bright light at pretty wide-open apertures, the shutter speed ought to be be really fast and blur shouldn't be a
problem.
I'll report on my findings when I do my meter comparison.
Matt
(back)

Re: iso on digital cameras
From: David Hunt
Date: 12/21/2004
Time: 10:31:18 PM
Remote Name: 67.77.48.170

Comments
Matthew is completely correct about my shutter speed calculations, my mistake.
Here is a very interesting a detailed acticle about exposure control with digital camera's. You may find some of the other articles on this site of interest.
http://dpfwiw.com/exposure.htm
David Hunt
(back)

Re: iso on digital cameras
From: Carlo Didier
Date: 12/21/2004
Time: 6:40:50 AM
Remote Name: 194.154.218.196

Comments
You guys forgot that the ISO setting is not the only factor to be considered: At the same ISO rating, your exposure depends on shutter speed and aperture. If the
maximum aperture of your lens is f/5.6, you need a longer exposure than with a lens that can open up to f/2.8. So have a look at the largest aperture (smallest f/number) of the lens. The smaller that number, the shorter your exposure can be at a given ISO rating.
(back)

Re: iso on digital cameras
From: Carl Bigras
Date: 12/21/2004
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Time: 12:07:11 PM
Remote Name: 198.103.196.130

Comments
Well, I'm voting no, they're not the same. Working with both, digital and film pro Nikon cameras in a controlled studio environment, does not give us the same
correct exposures. In parallel shooting (film & digital) using a hand held incident exposure meter, we'll see the digital image over-exposed by 1/3 to 2/3 Fstop.
As well, I've seen this written somewhere in the web jungle that digital camera manufactures are not adhering to ISO standards. Not to say that they're way off,
but they are off. Every camera is different and the best way to test it, is put the camera on manual setting and use the exposure value from another camera.
Going back to the original question with the slow shutter speed, you might want to pick a preset setting as in; sports, this might set both ISO and shutter speed to
high values. Or, try shutter priority, dial in a shutter speed and the camera will pick an aperture based on light levels.
David is right on the sunny rules, the other thing is, most dicam's smallest aperture is f8. Which means on a sunny day should be f8 @ 1/500sec.
Carl
Going back to the original question with the slow shutter speed, you might want to pick a preset setting as in; sports, this might set booth ISO and shutter speed
to high values. Or, try shutter priority, dial in a shutter speed and the camera will pick an aperture based on light levels.
Carl
(back)

Re: iso on digital cameras
From: Christian
Date: 12/23/2004
Time: 12:30:54 PM
Remote Name: 83.156.27.41

Comments
On film cameras, the iso settings are calibrated to fit exposure value. On the other hand, the film itself is well controlled during manufacturing to correspond to
nominal ISO values. Both are complying to international standards. With digital cameras, the CCD device is the heart of the system. Unfortunately, their
sensitivity is low, as for the films a century ago. The sensitivities usually found range between 50 and 80 iso. The digital camera works as is. But for commercial
reasons, the specifications are now always reporting 100 iso, even if not true. A few years ago, some manufacturers were displaying x1, x2, x4 sensitivities, not
referring to iso, and it could be found in technical documentation, correspondance to 40 or 60 iso for x1 sensitivity. But photographers like to refer to what they
know, and it is more attractive to buy a camera with 100 iso than 75 iso sensitivity. So, never trust iso metering on digital cameras. When it is set to the lowest iso
setting, the camera calculates an exposure combination of aperture and speed related to the true sensitivity of the CCD. To check the true sensitivity, shot a
picture of a grey concrete wall in the shadow on a sunny day. Measure EV with a cell or with a film camera. Then read the Exif data, and compare! It must also
be known that CDD sensitivity is very different depending on light electromagnetic frequency, in other words, depending on color. I suspect that calibration and
adjustment doesn't work properly in some circumstances, for example when sun is present and reflexion on the ground brings excess of UV back to the aerial
camera. The camera may over compensate. Another reason could be the metering mode: try which one is best suitable, because I have remarked differences in
aerial photography between "evaluation", or "large", "centered" and "spot" metering, much larger than what I would have expected for landscape aerial
images.
Does somebody has similar experience or observations on these two above comments?
Once more, remember, when setting highest iso values, the sensor can't be more sensitive, so an electronic compensation is done to simulate a highest sensitivity,
which is giving "noise" to the electronic device, and grainy appearance to the picture. So I prefer to use lowest sensitivity, and aperture setting, or program which
force to the highest speed.
(back)

Test/evaluate your camera
From: Linnar
Date: 12/20/2004
Time: 10:14:38 AM
Remote Name: 80.75.104.110

Comments
Hi KAPers,
I found one interesting page how to test the quality of your camera.
http://www.imatest.com/
(back)

SPAM
From: Cris Benton
Date: 12/17/2004
Time: 10:16:18 PM
Remote Name: 64.142.12.44
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Comments
With a weary heart I note that spammers seem to have found our modest discussion group. If you are a spammer note that I will delete the content of your posts
as quickly as I find it. Surely posting here is a waste of your time and mine.
(back)

Re: SPAM
From: Christian
Date: 12/19/2004
Time: 3:35:12 PM
Remote Name: 83.156.28.156

Comments
Well, I NEVER OPEN ANY SPAM and, I suppose that other kapers do the same. Also, my policy is to never deal any business with companies which are using
spams.
(back)

LATEST portable DVD player
From: harryliang@scott.net.cn
Date: 12/17/2004
Time: 6:57:02 AM
Remote Name: 218.17.59.99

Comments
SPAM deleted -- Benton
(back)

LATEST portable DVD player
From: harryliang@scott.net.cn
Date: 12/17/2004
Time: 6:56:31 AM
Remote Name: 218.17.59.99

Comments
SPAM deleted -- Benton
(back)

Latest RCRV3 & CR123A rechargeable battery
From: harryliang@scott.net.cn
Date: 12/17/2004
Time: 6:52:53 AM
Remote Name: 218.17.59.99
<�/p>

Comments
SPAM deleted -- Benton
(back)

Nikon 8400 IR issues
From: Luke Christy
Date: 12/16/2004
Time: 11:31:15 AM
Remote Name: 64.168.25.178

Comments
Hi folks, I have an 8400 that am pressing into service for KAP. I'd like to avoid the hassle of adjusting a pseudofinger and of course the infrared remote shutter
trigger feature seems like it would be ideal for use with a Gentled. However, as those of you who have this camera know, the IR remote can only be used when the
camera is in self-timer mode, which means that at least a 3 second countdown delay is added to each picture. I made an inquiry to the KAP shop asking whether
or not the Gentled works differently than the remote and will it circumvent the self-timer. Apparently the answer is no...which is discouraging. The camera does
not allow you to customize the countdown delay, it is either 3 seconds or 10, and the Gentled sends the same code as the remote does. Do any of you have
thoughts/suggestions on a solution or am I stuck with the dratted 3-second delay? Thanks for any input. -Luke
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(back)

Re: Nikon 8400 IR issues
From: craig
Date: 12/16/2004
Time: 7:47:03 PM
Remote Name: 68.117.128.20

Comments
Darn. that was the camera I was just about to jump with. Cris I think you have one- is it true?
(back)

Re: Nikon 8400 IR issues
From: laura (and luke)
Date: 12/16/2004
Time: 9:43:27 PM
Remote Name: 216.101.109.181

Comments
so what... are we the guinea pigs here? I know Cris hasn't jumped on it yet. Scott, have you bought one??
(back)

Re: Nikon 8400 IR issues
From: Scott Haefner
Date: 12/16/2004
Time: 10:39:27 PM
Remote Name: 67.161.54.14

Comments
Hi Craig (and others),
I will try to answer all your questions. I have had the camera for about one month, but I have not KAPed with it yet...mostly because I haven't been out KAPing
in ages! Also, I had some problems with the gentLED (the very first one James made for Nikon), but he sent me a second generation version, and it works fine
with no problems.
The bad news (as you saw on the discussion page) is that there is a 3-second delay that cannot be changed from what I can tell. This is because of a countdown
timer in self-timer mode (you have to use this mode with the gentLED, unfortunately). However, there is no lag at all when you press the shutter button--it's just
as responsive as an SLR.
Battery life seems quite good on the 8400, but I haven't used it extensively (my CP 5000 was superb--I could shoot several KAP sessions on one battery, so up to
600 shots). I expect the 8400 to be similar. I think it takes about 2 hours to charge the battery from flat. Get two batteries, and you should be fine.
Write speed (I use a Lexar Pro 80x, 1GB card) is pretty good:
Fine .jpg (best quality .jpg on most CP's): ~2 sec., 2.5-3 MB files Xtra .jpg (special setting on this camera): ~3-4 sec., 5-6 MB files RAW: ~10-12sec., 12-13 MB files
So, obviously RAW is not acceptable; the other two are. I've never used RAW when I'm KAPing anyway (although I've considered the possibility). I'll most likely
use the Xtra mode, which makes RAW capture must less necessary. I'm really psyched about this new compression setting.
I'm trying to find another way to electronically trigger the camera, and I'll let you know if I make any progress. A few ideas: 1) hack the firmware to remove the
countdown timer, 2) add a port to the camera, 3) twist Mark's arm at Harbortronics to make a Digisnap for it. I emailed him about all three ideas, and I'm
awaiting a response.
Scott
http://scotthaefner.com/kap/
P.S. Craig, I hope you don't mind me posting this...I think others will benefit from it though.
Craig M Wilson wrote: > Hi Scott, > > I am about ready to go digital and am thinking very strongly towards the > Coolpix 8400. I saw that you talked about
getting one a month or more ago > on Cris's site and wonder if you are happy with it. > How is it on batteries? I know it has a proprietor type battery that >
would be difficult to replace outside a camera shop. Do they recharge > quickly and last a long time? > What about the delay from shutter push to image capture,
is it good for > KAP? How are you tripping the shutter? Gentled? > What storage media are you using and what size would you recommend (if > that is
different)? > Do you ever capture on the RAW setting? How does that effect write speed > and time between shots. Is that a problem for you when KAPing? > >
Thanks for taking the time to answer these questions. > Craig Wilson > > >
(back)

Re: Nikon 8400 IR issues
From: Brooks
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Date: 12/17/2004
Time: 10:08:40 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
I would concur that a 3-second delay is unacceptable.
It's sexy to use an electronic trigger, but there really ISN'T any "hassle adjusting a servo pseudofinger" -- no hassle building it, and no adjustment required -- at
least with my kits!
When I couldn't get a DigiSnap to work with my Nikon 8700, I returned (as I have many times in the past) to a "servo pseudofinger" to trigger the shutter. It's
not 100% (nothing is, and I think I've tried most of them), but it's at least as reliable as any other form of shutter trigger, and if you use a small servo, not
significantly heavier than other triggers.
I would suggest, though, that if you decide to go mechanical, save time trying to reinvent the wheel and buy the solution -- or at least copy it from the many
pictures on my web site.
(back)

Re: Nikon 8400 IR issues
From: Brooks addendum
Date: 12/17/2004
Time: 10:11:13 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
You might need this (marketing was never my strong suit!)
http://www.brooxes.com/
(back)

Re: Nikon 8400 IR issues
From: David Hunt
Date: 12/17/2004
Time: 1:05:54 PM
Remote Name: 67.76.36.160

Comments
Now that Brooks has raised the issue, I will chime in and concur, that although the IR triggers such as James GentlesÝ GentLED are nice and ultimately simple,
a small servo is not that hard to implement and there is no significant weight savings. Please donÝt take me wrong; if I had a camera, which would work with a
GentLED, I would be using one.
I recently purchased a new digital camera for use with KAP. During the decision making process I made a couple of reality checks about my priorities. One
reality check had to do with using IR triggers; the other had to do with weight. I almost settled on the Canon S60, a 5 megpix camera with 28mm lens, but I
eventually bought the Canon SD20, 5 megpix and 39mm, but only 4.9 ounces a savings of almost 6 ounces. Many of you may ask why I didnÝt buy the Pentax S5i
which is basically the same weight, 38mm on the wide side of its zoom lens, 5 megpix, but with IR and User modes, for just a few dollars more? The IR and User
modes would have been great, but I hate zoom lenses even more. EVERY zoom lens IÝve seen on compact digital cameras has some degree of blur on the edge or
corner of the image when the lens is at its widest setting. Some zoom lenses cause vignette of the image at the wide end of the zoom.
Bottom line is that every purchase of a digital camera for KAP will be a compromise. You have to decide which compromises you are willing to make. The upside
to compromises is that they make handy scapegoats when your pictures donÝt turn out right.
David Hunt
http://www.kaper.us
(back)

EARN WHILE ENJOYING BEING ONLINE
From: Eackles Ledell
Date: 12/14/2004
Time: 6:36:02 PM
Remote Name: 61.95.195.148

Comments
SPAM deleted. Benton
(back)

An interesting camera option
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From: David Hunt
Date: 12/13/2004
Time: 10:04:16 PM
Remote Name: 67.76.36.160

Comments
Check out this 2meg digital pen cam. Uses SD card and has been modified to plug into an RC receiver and trip the shutter and draw power. Price $105US
http://blip.com.au/
David Hunt
(back)

Re: An interesting camera option
From: Brooks
Date: 12/14/2004 Time: 11:51:02 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
Very impressive camera! Whoever gets one first, post a review here!
(back)

Witt's End
From: David Hunt
Date: 12/12/2004
Time: 3:12:43 PM
Remote Name: 67.76.36.160

Comments
Need a little fun, at someone elses expense? Go to http://www.kaper.us and check out the Flash animation that only a KAPer could enjoy.
David Hunt
(back)

Re: Witt's End
From: Carlo Didier
Date: 12/15/2004
Time: 4:27:51 AM
Remote Name: 194.154.218.196

Comments
Great! But the guy really has some similarity to somebody I know. And it's not Santa ... ;-)
(back)

Re: Witt's End
From: Richard Amirualt
Date: 12/13/2004
Time: 5:22:29 AM Remote Name: 146.115.58.99

Comments
Hey, great animation!!
I didn't know Santa was into KAP (or it just could be Brooks!)
Be sure to check out what the dog does to the smashed rig at the end.
Richard in Boston, MA, USA
(back)

Re: Witt's End
From: David Hunt
Date: 12/13/2004
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Time: 6:58:27 AM
Remote Name: 67.76.36.160

Comments
Please read the disclaimer below the animation. All characters are fictitious any similarities to real or mythical persons are due to the lack of the animators
imagination.
David Hunt
(back)

Re: Witt's End
From: craig
Date: 12/13/2004
Time: 10:58:54 AM
Remote Name: 68.117.128.20

Comments
Bravo David. I see you have plenty of time on your hands. Creatiivity is a marvolous thing, thanks for sharing.
(back)

Re: Witt's End
From: Brooks
Date: 12/13/2004
Time: 12:17:18 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
Good stuff, David. But my beard isn't curly.
(back)

Re: Witt's End
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 12/13/2004
Time: 12:54:41 PM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
And your Dopero is different. This one is David's...
Wonderfull short story. Thanks, David.
Peter
(back)

Re: Witt's End
From: Christian
Date: 12/13/2004
Time: 3:14:04 PM
Remote Name: 83.156.29.126

Comments
What a fun! I was thinking that in fact, this guy have a red topless car...then I dreamed the rig could have smashed smoothly on the comfortable seat!
(back)

Some light reading
From: Mspivey
Date: 12/12/2004
Time: 7:58:29 AM
Remote Name: 68.0.121.7

Comments
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There is no direct connection to Kite photography, but I thought you might find it interesting. It is an RC helicopter site that got off on a tangent of pole
photography. There are pics of a pole rig for a Digital Rebel that uses a belt drive on the lens for zoom control and a video camera on the view finder.
http://runryder.com/helicopter/t142069p1/
(back)

Ops!!
From: jose vladimir
Date: 12/12/2004
Time: 4:41:59 AM
Remote Name: 200.175.1.205

Comments
correct
http://www.macromundo.pop.com.br/Galeria%20kap.htm
(back)

recommned line for florform 50ft
From: JosÝ Vladimir
Date: 12/12/2004
Time: 4:39:11 AM
Remote Name: 200.175.1.205

Comments
hi for all, my name is jose to vladimir and is an beginning one in KAP, would like a suggestion for one line insurance to work with flowform 50ft. my home page
http://www.macromundo.pop.com.br/Galeria kap.htm ok! great I hug to all
(back)

Re: recommned line for florform 50ft
From: thanks for answering..details! Date: 12/13/2004
Time: 7:10:25 PM
Remote Name: 200.175.2.193

Comments
thanks for answering my topic. Really, the photos of my personal page, I build my first flowform 16 and later, build one flowform 50ft sq (2,5x2,0 meters). I made
some tests with a polypropylene 3mm line 100kg, but I think what is a very dangerous , this kite pull strong. see here my FLOWFORM 50
http://www.macromundo.pop.com.br/ff/pipa2.jpg my KAP shots http://www.macromundo.pop.com.br/Galeria%20kap.htm Regards. Vladimir
(back)

Re: recommned line for florform 50ft
From: Yvon H.
Date: 12/13/2004
Time: 7:20:57 PM
Remote Name: 156.34.184.91

Comments
Nice kite. I agree, those kites are dangerous if you are not careful. They are very strong. I've learned not to hold the line anymore. I tie it down to a solid anchor
and let the kite go only after.
(back)

Re: recommned line for florform 50ft
From: Brooks
Date: 12/14/2004
Time: 8:45:36 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
Craig Wilson's advice, if I'm quoting it correctly, is to use a kite which is no more powerful than necessary to lift your rig.
I concur. Use your FF50 for light air, and something smaller when it starts to pull hard. If you need a FF50 pulling hard to lift your rig, your rig is way too heavy- make another lighter one.
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(back)

Re: recommned line for florform 50ft
From: Richard Amirault
Date: 12/12/2004
Time: 1:12:56 PM
Remote Name: 207.172.102.63

Comments
50 ft ??
The "rule of thumb" for parafoils is ten times the square footage equals the strength of the line in pounds.
A 50 SQUARE FOOT parafoil would then need 500 lb test line. A 5 SQ ft parafoil would need 50 lb test.
You can certainly get by with lesser line, especially in lighter winds, but if you want insurance should the wind suddenly pick up, and/or the line ages and suffers
small nicks or abrasions then I would stick with the 10x rule (or as close as I get get to it)
Also in the larger size kite .. going with the larger line (500 lb) gives you much more to hold on to with your hands. In other words .. it is easier to hold, wind and
manipulate the line under load when it is heavier and thicker.
Richard Amirault Boston, MA, USA
(back)

Re: recommned line for florform 50ft
From: Yvon H.
Date: 12/12/2004
Time: 9:05:30 PM
Remote Name: 156.34.184.91

Comments
I'm using 300lbs on a 35sqft flowform and it was holding in a 50km/h wind. 500lbs for 50sqft sounds ok to me.
(back)

I am a 10 Top S.E.O. Google Search Engine Optimization Ranking Placement Marketing Aptitude
Consulting Specialist
From: I am a 10 Top S.E.O. Google Search Engine Optimization Ranking Placement Marketing Aptitude Consulting Specialist
Date: 12/10/2004
Time: 11:32:53 PM
Remote Name: 67.53.56.181

Comments
SPAM content deleted. Sigh.
The proliferation of SPAM, spoofs, phishing, worms, etc. is reeking havoc with the signal to noise ratio of life. It would be awfully nice if our political leadership
sis something about it. The problem with my discussion page software is that the 'black box' script that manages the threading will fail if I mess around with the
titles or deleted the entire message. My approach will be to delete the content.
Cris(back)

.
From:
Date: 8/3/2005
Time: 4:10:06 AM
Remote Name: 216.185.183.171

Comments
top google seo search engine optimization addcents add-cents adsense affiliate programs optimisation ranking placement consultant specialist top google seo
getting top ranking how to get your site on the top of google searches,how to get my website at the top of search engines Psychic Readings, Tarot Psychics of
Sedona: World Famous Psychic Nirup Spritual Arizona Soul Mate Past Life Readings Regression Psychic Reader psychic, clairvoyance, aura, meditation,
healing, intuition, spirit guides, energy, men, women, classes, online, hotline, spiritual adventures, psychic faire, tapes, seminars, special events, trancemedium
search engine optimization optimisation ranking placement consultant specialist top google seo getting top ranking how to get your site on the top of google
searches,how to get my website at the top of search engines Physical Immortality Dna Objectives Respect for Life and Children's Eternal Emotional and Physical
Well Being Rights Immortalist and Destinial Engineering Hawaiian Hotels Discount Hawaii Hotel Affordable Travel Resort Reservations Hawaiian Hotels
setisym seooes googlechkr psychic readings tarot psychics of Sedona World Famous Psychic Nirup Spritual Arizona soul mate past life readings regression
Psychic Reader psychic, clairvoyance, aura, meditation, healing, intuition, spirit guides, energy, men, women, classes, online, hotline, spiritual adventures, psychic
faire, tapes, seminars, special events, trancemedium http://psychicnirup.com #1 psychic readings tarot psychics of Sedona World Famous Psychic Nirup Spritual
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Arizona soul mate past life readings regression Psychic Reader psychic, clairvoyance, aura, meditation, healing, intuition, spirit
http://www.psychicnirup.com/psychics-readings-tarot-astrology-paranormal-chat-online.html #2 PHYSICAL IMMORTALITY seo top google seo search engine
optimization psychic readings tarot psychics guides, energy, men, women, classes, online, hotline, spiritual adventures, psychic faire, tapes, seminars, special
events, trancemedium http://www.angelfire.com/oz/psychics/ #3 Psychic Readings, Tarot Psychics of Sedona: World Famous Psychic Nirup Spritual Arizona Soul
Mate Past Life Readings Regression Psychic Reader psychic, clairvoyance, aura, meditation, healing, intuition, spirit guides, energy, men, women, classes, online,
hotline, spiritual adventures, psychic faire, tapes, seminars, special events, trancemedium Hawaiian Hotels Discount Hawaii Hotel Affordable Travel Resort
Reservations Hawaiian Hotels Cheap Hawaiian Hotel PHYSICAL IMMORTALITY addcents add-cents adsense affiliate programs http://top-seo-google-searchengine-optimization-ranking-specialist.com/ #4 search engine optimization optimisation ranking addcents add-cents adsense affiliate programs placement
consultant specialist top google seo getting top ranking how to get your site on the top of google searches,how to get my website at the top of search engines
psychic readings tarot psychics of Sedona World Famous Psychic Nirup Spritual Arizona soul mate past life readings regression Psychic Reader psychic,
clairvoyance, aura, meditation, healing, intuition, spirit guides, energy, men, women, classes, online, hotline, spiritual adventures, psychic faire, tapes, seminars,
special events, trancemedium http://psychics-psychics.tripod.com #5 PHYSICAL IMMORTALITY seo top google seo search engine optimization psychic
readings tarot psychics guides, energy, men, women, classes, online, hotline, spiritual adventures, psychic faire, tapes, seminars, special events, trancemedium
Hawaiian Hotels Discount Hawaii Hotel Affordable Travel Resort Reservations Hawaiian Hotels Cheap Hawaiian Hotels http://hawaiian-vacation-rentalskona.fanspace.com/ #6 Hawaiian Hotels Discount Hawaii Hotel Affordable Travel Resort Reservations Hawaiian Hotels Cheap Hawaiian Hotels PHYSICAL
IMMORTALITY seo top google seo search engine optimization psychic readings tarot psychics guides, energy, men, women, classes, online, hotline, spiritual
adventures, psychic faire, tapes, seminars, special events, trancemedium http://psychics-readings-tarot-free-tape-paranormal-psychic-poweresp.psychicnirup.com/ #7 PHYSICAL IMMORTALITY seo top google seo search engine optimization psychic readings tarot psychics guides, energy, men,
women, classes, online, hotline, spiritual adventures, psychic faire, tapes, seminars, special events, trancemedium PHYSICAL IMMORTALITY seo top google seo
search engine optimization psychic readings tarot psychics guides, energy, men, women, classes, online, hotline, spiritual adventures, psychic faire, tapes,
seminars, special events, trancemedium Hawaiian Hotels Discount Hawaii Hotel Affordable Travel Resort Reservations Hawaiian Hotels Cheap Hawaiian Hotels
http://accurateonlinepsychics.com/ PHYSICAL IMMORTALITY #8 seo top google seo search engine optimization psychic readings tarot psychics guides, energy,
men, women, classes, online, hotline, spiritual adventures, psychic faire, tapes, seminars, special events, trancemedium PHYSICAL IMMORTALITY seo top
google seo search engine optimization psychic readings tarot psychics guides, energy, men, women, classes, online, hotline, spiritual adventures, psychic faire,
tapes, seminars, special events, trancemedium Hawaiian Hotels Discount Hawaii Hotel Affordable Travel Resort Reservations Hawaiian Hotels Cheap Hawaiian
Hotels High Temperature Microprocessors Faster Smaller More complex Extention of Moore's Law Hawiian Art Galleries hawaii art galleries Hawaii art gallery
Hawaiian Galleries Clint sloan online, hotline, spiritual adventures, psychic faire, tapes, seminars, special events, trancemedium PHYSICAL IMMORTALITY
seo top google seo search engine optimization psychic readings tarot psychics guides, energy, men, women, classes, online, hotline, spiritual adventures, psychic
faire, tapes, seminars, special events, trancemedium online, hotline, spiritual adventures, psychic faire, tapes, seminars, special events, trancemedium PHYSICAL
IMMORTALITY seo top google seo search engine optimization psychic readings tarot psychics guides, energy, men, women, classes, online, hotline, spiritual
adventures, psychic faire, tapes, seminars, special events, trancemedium http://psychicsesp.signmyguestbook.com/ online, hotline, spiritual adventures, psychic
faire, tapes, seminars, special events, trancemedium PHYSICAL IMMORTALITY seo top google seo search engine optimization psychic readings tarot psychics
guides, energy, men, women, classes, online, hotline, spiritual adventures, psychic faire, tapes, seminars, special events, trancemedium online, hotline, spiritual
adventures, psychic faire, tapes, seminars, special events, trancemedium PHYSICAL IMMORTALITY seo top google seo search engine optimization psychic
readings tarot psychics guides, energy, men, women, classes, online, hotline, spiritual adventures, psychic faire, tapes, seminars, special events, trancemedium
works of the heart art Hawaii Art Hawaiian Art Gallery Galleries Hawaiian Hotels Discount Hawaii Hotel Affordable Travel Resort Reservations Hawaiian
Hotels Cheap Hawaiian Hotels http://www.dickibus.co.uk/discussion1/_vti_bin/shtml.dll/_disc2/0000000e.htm/ PHYSICAL IMMORTALITY seo top google seo
search engine optimization psychic readings tarot psychics http://taking-over-the-internet.com/ PHYSICAL IMMORTALITY seo top google seo search engine
optimization psychic readings tarot psychics http://top-seo-google-search-engine-optimization-ranking-specialist.com/ Physical Immortality seo top google seo
search engine optimization psychic readings tarot psychics http://physical-immortality.com/ PHYSICAL IMMORTALITY seo top google seo search engine
optimization psychic readings tarot psychics http://physical-immortality.com/indigo-children-tripods-deletion-backup.html/ PHYSICAL IMMORTALITY seo
top google seo search engine optimization psychic readings tarot psychics http://taking-over-the-internet.com/espresso-gourmet-coffee-java-beans-fest-teaflavored-coffee.html/ PHYSICAL IMMORTALITY seo top google seo search engine optimization psychic readings tarot psychics
http://titaniumphenomenon.com/ PHYSICAL IMMORTALITY seo top google seo search engine optimization psychic readings tarot psychics
http://diamintel.com/ PHYSICAL IMMORTALITY seo top google seo search engine optimization psychic readings tarot psychics http://top-seo-google-searchengine-optimization-ranking-specialist.com/top-internet-physical-titanium-diamond-immortality-specialist-Google-Search815.html PHYSICAL
IMMORTALITY seo top google seo search engine optimization psychic readings tarot psychics http://coffee-more-coffee.com/ PHYSICAL IMMORTALITY seo
top google seo search engine optimization psychic readings tarot psychics http://titanium-rings-titanium-rings-wedding.o-f.com/ PHYSICAL IMMORTALITY
seo top google seo search engine optimization psychic readings tarot psychics http://ca.geocities.com/psychics_psychics/ PHYSICAL IMMORTALITY seo top
google seo search engine optimization psychic readings tarot psychics http://ca.geocities.com/sedonapsychic/ PHYSICAL IMMORTALITY seo top google seo
search engine optimization psychic readings tarot psychics http://ca.geocities.com/free_psychic_free_psychic_free/ PHYSICAL IMMORTALITY seo top google
seo search engine optimization psychic readings tarot psychics http://ca.geocities.com/sedona_psychic_shaw_ne/ PHYSICAL IMMORTALITY seo top google seo
search engine optimization psychic readings tarot psychics http://ca.geocities.com/coast_to_coast_am_noori_nori_am/ PHYSICAL IMMORTALITY seo top
google seo search engine optimization psychic readings tarot psychics http://ca.geocities.com/sedona_psychics PHYSICAL IMMORTALITY seo top google seo
search engine optimization psychic readings tarot psychics http://uk.geocities.com/robertrayhedges PHYSICAL IMMORTALITY seo top google seo search
engine optimization psychic readings tarot psychics http://www.geocities.com/childrens_immortalisation PHYSICAL IMMORTALITY seo top google seo search
engine optimization psychic readings tarot psychics http://www.geocities.com/psychics_psychic_psychics/ PHYSICAL IMMORTALITY seo top google seo search
engine optimization psychic readings tarot psychics http://www.geocities.com/titanium_rings/ PHYSICAL IMMORTALITY seo top google seo search engine
optimization psychic readings tarot psychics http://www.geocities.com/searchthisname/ PHYSICAL IMMORTALITY seo top google seo search engine
optimization psychic readings tarot psychics http://www.geocities.com/truth_love_truth_love/ PHYSICAL IMMORTALITY seo top google seo search engine
optimization psychic readings tarot psychics http://www.geocities.com/real_physical_immortality PHYSICAL IMMORTALITY seo top google seo search engine
optimization psychic readings tarot psychics http://www.geocities.com/right_use_of_will PHYSICAL IMMORTALITY seo top google seo search engine
optimization psychic readings tarot psychics http://www.geocities.com/crystals_and_gems/ PHYSICAL IMMORTALITY seo top google seo search engine
optimization psychic readings tarot psychics http://www.geocities.com/free_psychic_free_psychic_free/ PHYSICAL IMMORTALITY seo top google seo search
engine optimization psychic readings tarot psychics http://www.geocities.com/hawaiian_vacation_kailua_kona/ PHYSICAL IMMORTALITY seo top google seo
search engine optimization psychic readings tarot psychics http://www.geocities.com/internet_cash_method/ PHYSICAL IMMORTALITY seo top google seo
search engine optimization psychic readings tarot psychics http://www.geocities.com/vote_to_cease_killing_minors/ PHYSICAL IMMORTALITY seo top google
seo search engine optimization psychic readings tarot psychics http://www.geocities.com/internet_court_internet_law_love/ http://www.geocities.com/yaah00/
PHYSICAL IMMORTALITY seo top google seo search engine optimization psychic readings tarot psychics
http://www.geocities.com/google_search_engine_specialist/ PHYSICAL IMMORTALITY seo top google seo search engine optimization psychic readings tarot
psychics http://www.geocities.com/bethetruth/ PHYSICAL IMMORTALITY seo top google seo search engine optimization psychic readings tarot psychics
http://www.geocities.com/immortality_physical/ PHYSICAL IMMORTALITY seo top google seo search engine optimization psychic readings tarot psychics
http://www.geocities.com/hardrivec/ PHYSICAL IMMORTALITY seo top google seo search engine optimization psychic readings tarot psychics
http://www.geocities.com/truthlove PHYSICAL IMMORTALITY seo top google seo search engine optimization psychic readings tarot psychics
http://www.geocities.com/robertrayhedges PHYSICAL IMMORTALITY seo top google seo search engine optimization psychic readings tarot psychics
http://www.geocities.com/free_psychic_readings_tarot_free PHYSICAL IMMORTALITY seo top google seo search engine optimization psychic readings tarot
psychics http://www.geocities.com/sedona_psychics/ PHYSICAL IMMORTALITY seo top google seo search engine optimization psychic readings tarot psychics
http://www.geocities.com/psychics_psychics/ PHYSICAL IMMORTALITY seo top google seo search engine optimization psychic readings tarot psychics
http://www.geocities.com/sedona_psychic_shaw_ne PHYSICAL IMMORTALITY seo top google seo search engine optimization psychic readings tarot psychics
http://www.geocities.com/immortality_immortality/ PHYSICAL IMMORTALITY seo top google seo search engine optimization psychic readings tarot psychics
http://ca.geocities.com/yaah00/ PHYSICAL IMMORTALITY seo top google seo search engine optimization psychic readings tarot psychics
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http://www.geocities.com/sedonapsychic/ PHYSICAL IMMORTALITY seo top google seo search engine optimization psychic readings tarot psychics
http://www.geocities.com/iamchristreturned/ PHYSICAL IMMORTALITY seo top google seo search engine optimization psychic readings tarot psychics
http://www.geocities.com/myinternethardrive/ PHYSICAL IMMORTALITY seo top google seo search engine optimization psychic readings tarot psychics
http://www.geocities.com/titanium_rings_titanium_rings PHYSICAL IMMORTALITY seo top google seo search engine optimization psychic readings tarot
psychics http://ca.geocities.com/shesus_22/ PHYSICAL IMMORTALITY seo top google seo search engine optimization psychic readings tarot psychics
http://www.geocities.com/psychics_psychic_psychics/ PHYSICAL IMMORTALITY seo top google seo search engine optimization psychic readings tarot psychics
http://www.geocities.com/immortality_physical/ PHYSICAL IMMORTALITY seo top google seo search engine optimization psychic readings tarot psychics
http://www.geocities.com/robertrayhedges PHYSICAL IMMORTALITY seo top google seo search engine optimization psychic readings tarot psychics
http://www.geocities.com/immortality_immortality PHYSICAL IMMORTALITY seo top google seo search engine optimization psychic readings tarot psychics
http://www.geocities.com/poopiderj PHYSICAL IMMORTALITY seo top google seo search engine optimization psychic readings tarot psychics
http://www.geocities.com/astrocartography PHYSICAL IMMORTALITY seo top google seo search engine optimization psychic readings tarot psychics
http://www.geocities.com/tr77h PHYSICAL IMMORTALITY seo top google seo search engine optimization psychic readings tarot psychics
http://www.geocities.com/hawaiian_vacation_rentals_kona PHYSICAL IMMORTALITY seo top google seo search engine optimization psychic readings tarot
psychics http://ca.geocities.com/sedonapsychic PHYSICAL IMMORTALITY seo top google seo search engine optimization psychic readings tarot psychics
http://www.geocities.com/taking_over_the_internet_mind PHYSICAL IMMORTALITY seo top google seo search engine optimization psychic readings tarot
psychics http://www.geocities.com/taking_over_the_mind_internet PHYSICAL IMMORTALITY seo top google seo search engine optimization psychic readings
tarot psychics http://members.fortunecity.com/0ex/ PHYSICAL IMMORTALITY seo top google seo search engine optimization psychic readings tarot psychics
http://members.fortunecity.com/1ex/ PHYSICAL IMMORTALITY seo top google seo search engine optimization psychic readings tarot psychics
http://members.fortunecity.com/2ex/ PHYSICAL IMMORTALITY seo top google seo search engine optimization psychic readings tarot psychics
http://members.fortunecity.com/3ex/ PHYSICAL IMMORTALITY seo top google seo search engine optimization psychic readings tarot psychics
http://members.fortunecity.com/4ex/ PHYSICAL IMMORTALITY seo top google seo search engine optimization psychic readings tarot psychics
http://members.fortunecity.com/5ex/ PHYSICAL IMMORTALITY seo top google seo search engine optimization psychic readings tarot psychics
http://members.fortunecity.com/6ex/ PHYSICAL IMMORTALITY seo top google seo search engine optimization psychic readings tarot psychics
http://members.fortunecity.com/7ex/ PHYSICAL IMMORTALITY seo top google seo search engine optimization psychic readings tarot psychics
http://members.fortunecity.com/8ex/ PHYSICAL IMMORTALITY seo top google seo search engine optimization psychic readings tarot psychics
http://members.fortunecity.com/9ex/ PHYSICAL IMMORTALITY seo top google seo search engine optimization psychic readings tarot psychics
http://members.fortunecity.com/17nv PHYSICAL IMMORTALITY seo top google seo search engine optimization psychic readings tarot psychics
http://members.fortunecity.com/17nv1 PHYSICAL IMMORTALITY seo top google seo search engine optimization psychic readings tarot psychics
http://members.fortunecity.com/17nv2 PHYSICAL IMMORTALITY seo top google seo search engine optimization psychic readings tarot psychics
http://members.fortunecity.com/79 PHYSICAL IMMORTALITY seo top google seo search engine optimization psychic readings tarot psychics
http://members.fortunecity.com/7977 PHYSICAL IMMORTALITY seo top google seo search engine optimization psychic readings tarot psychics
http://members.fortunecity.com/80 PHYSICAL IMMORTALITY seo top google seo search engine optimization psychic readings tarot psychics
http://members.fortunecity.com/92 PHYSICAL IMMORTALITY seo top google seo search engine optimization psychic readings tarot psychics
http://members.fortunecity.com/did PHYSICAL IMMORTALITY seo top google seo search engine optimization psychic readings tarot psychics
http://members.fortunecity.com/eternis PHYSICAL IMMORTALITY seo top google seo search engine optimization psychic readings tarot psychics
http://members.fortunecity.com/etherium PHYSICAL IMMORTALITY seo top google seo search engine optimization psychic readings tarot psychics
http://members.fortunecity.com/indigochildren PHYSICAL IMMORTALITY seo top google seo search engine optimization psychic readings tarot psychics
http://members.fortunecity.com/fermium PHYSICAL IMMORTALITY seo top google seo search engine optimization psychic readings tarot psychics
http://members.fortunecity.com/Fluorine PHYSICAL IMMORTALITY seo top google seo search engine optimization psychic readings tarot psychics
http://members.fortunecity.com/germanium PHYSICAL IMMORTALITY seo top google seo search engine optimization psychic readings tarot psychics
http://members.fortunecity.com/mercury PHYSICAL IMMORTALITY seo top google seo search engine optimization psychic readings tarot psychics
http://members.fortunecity.com/neptunium HYSICAL IMMORTALITY seo top google seo search engine optimization psychic readings tarot psychics
http://members.fortunecity.com/nitrogen PHYSICAL IMMORTALITY seo top google seo search engine optimization psychic readings tarot psychics
http://members.fortunecity.com/physicalimmortality PHYSICAL IMMORTALITY seo top google seo search engine optimization psychic readings tarot psychics
http://members.fortunecity.com/physically-immortal PHYSICAL IMMORTALITY seo top google seo search engine optimization psychic readings tarot psychics
http://members.fortunecity.com/physical-immortallity PHYSICAL IMMORTALITY seo top google seo search engine optimization psychic readings tarot
psychics http://members.fortunecity.com/realimmortality PHYSICAL IMMORTALITY seo top google seo search engine optimization psychic readings tarot
psychics http://members.fortunecity.com/Rhodium PHYSICAL IMMORTALITY seo top google seo search engine optimization psychic readings tarot psychics
http://members.fortunecity.com/strontium PHYSICAL IMMORTALITY seo top google seo search engine optimization psychic readings tarot psychics
http://members.fortunecity.com/rubidium PHYSICAL IMMORTALITY seo top google seo search engine optimization psychic readings tarot psychics
http://members.fortunecity.com/Rhodium PHYSICAL IMMORTALITY seo top google seo search engine optimization psychic readings tarot psychics
http://members.fortunecity.com/Radon PHYSICAL IMMORTALITY seo top google seo search engine optimization psychic readings tarot psychics
http://members.fortunecity.com/tr77h PHYSICAL IMMORTALITY seo top google seo search engine optimization psychic readings tarot psychics
http://members.fortunecity.com/777luck777 PHYSICAL IMMORTALITY seo top google seo search engine optimization psychic readings tarot psychics
http://members.fortunecity.com/ytterbium PHYSICAL IMMORTALITY seo top google seo search engine optimization psychic readings tarot psychics
http://members.fortunecity.com/truthlove PHYSICAL IMMORTALITY seo top google seo search engine optimization psychic readings tarot psychics
http://members.fortunecity.com/viscosity PHYSICAL IMMORTALITY seo top google seo search engine optimization psychic readings tarot psychics
http://members.fortunecity.com/roberthedges PHYSICAL IMMORTALITY seo top google seo search engine optimization psychic readings tarot psychics
http://members.fortunecity.com/Immortalyzer/ PHYSICAL IMMORTALITY seo top google seo search engine optimization psychic readings tarot psychics
http://members.fortunecity.com//immortalyzer/tru1h/ PHYSICAL IMMORTALITY seo top google seo search engine optimization psychic readings tarot
psychics http://24467343.home.icq.com/ PHYSICAL IMMORTALITY seo top google seo search engine optimization psychic readings tarot psychics
http://members.lycos.co.uk/tr77h PHYSICAL IMMORTALITY seo top google seo search engine optimization psychic readings tarot psychics
http://members.lycos.co.uk/tru1h PHYSICAL IMMORTALITY seo top google seo search engine optimization psychic readings tarot psychics
http://members.lycos.co.uk/angeloveternity/ PHYSICAL IMMORTALITY seo top google seo search engine optimization psychic readings tarot psychics
http://members.lycos.co.uk/physicalimmortality/ PHYSICAL IMMORTALITY seo top google seo search engine optimization psychic readings tarot psychics
http://members.lycos.co.uk/tru2h/ PHYSICAL IMMORTALITY seo top google seo search engine optimization psychic readings tarot psychics
http://0o7.tripod.com/ PHYSICAL IMMORTALITY seo top google seo search engine optimization psychic readings tarot psychic http://psychicspsychics.tripod.com/ PHYSICAL IMMORTALITY seo top google seo search engine optimization psychic readings tarot psychics http://8ex.tripod.com/
PHYSICAL IMMORTALITY seo top google seo search engine optimization psychic readings tarot psychics http://asx4.tripod.com/ PHYSICAL IMMORTALITY
seo top google seo search engine optimization psychic readings tarot psychics http://robert-ray-hedges.tripod.com/ PHYSICAL IMMORTALITY seo top google
seo search engine optimization psychic readings tarot psychics http://farthertime.tripod.com/ PHYSICAL IMMORTALITY seo top google seo search engine
optimization psychic readings tarot psychics http://psychic.police.tripod.com/ PHYSICAL IMMORTALITY seo top google seo search engine optimization psychic
readings tarot psychics http://takingoverhumanmind.tripod.com PHYSICAL IMMORTALITY seo top google seo search engine optimization psychic readings
tarot psychics http://psystar0.tripod.com PHYSICAL IMMORTALITY seo top google seo search engine optimization psychic readings tarot psychics
http://psychics-psychics.tripod.com PHYSICAL IMMORTALITY seo top google seo search engine optimization psychic readings tarot psychics
http://angelflier.tripod.com PHYSICAL IMMORTALITY seo top google seo search engine optimization psychic readings tarot psychics http://kind18.tripod.com
PHYSICAL IMMORTALITY seo top google seo search engine optimization psychic readings tarot psychics http://indigo.children.tripod.com/ PHYSICAL
IMMORTALITY seo top google seo search engine optimization psychic readings tarot psychics http://alphaorigin.tripod.com PHYSICAL IMMORTALITY seo
top google seo search engine optimization psychic readings tarot psychics http://kid.power.kid.power.tripod.com PHYSICAL IMMORTALITY seo top google seo
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http://www.titaniumonline.com The Online Titanium Engagement Rings And Wedding Bands store for titanium rings and jewelry. We offer custom-made
titanium rings, titanium engagement rings, wedding bands and jewelry.titanium rings, titanium ring, titanium engagement rings, titanium engagement ring,
titanium wedding rings, titanium wedding ring, titanium wedding bands, titanium wedding band, titanium promise rings, titanium promise ring, titanium
jewelry, engagement rings, engagement ring, wedding rings, wedding ring, http://www.titaniumonline.com , wedding bands, wedding band, diamond engagement
ring, promise rings, promise ring, diamond rings, diamond ring, http://www.titaniumonline.com Diamond, gemstone, platinum rings, platinum ring, rings, ring,
titanium, men jewelry, jewelry, jewelry store, celtic jewelry, gold rings, gold ring, http://www.dimarcocreations.com , Dimarco brings the world's best selection of
high-quality jewelry for all family. Choose from our extensive line of fine gold jewelry: wedding bands, engagement rings, eternity and anniversary rings
diamond rings, earrings and pendants. FREE shipping and FREE gift wrap with every order! http://www.titaniumonline.com everything for : wedding band,
wedding bands, wedding ring, wedding rings, engagement ring, engagement rings, promise ring, promise rings, titanium ring, titanium rings, ring, rings,
diamond ring, diamond rings, gold ring, gold rings, platinum ring, platinum rings, white gold ring, white gold rings, anniversary ring, anniversary rings, earring,
earrings, diamond earring, diamond earrings, gold earring, http://www.titaniumonline.com ,gold earrings, pearl earring, pearl earrings, gemstone, pendant, gold
pendant, diamond pendant, http://www.titaniumonline.com , cross pendant, heart pendant, silver pendant, golden earring, golden earrings, family ring, family
rings, men jewelry, pearl jewelry, religious jewelry, titanium jewelry, celtic jewelry, jewelry store, jewelry, kid jewelry, kids jewelry
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diamond ring, diamond rings, gold ring, gold rings, platinum ring, platinum rings, white gold ring, white gold rings, anniversary ring, anniversary rings, earring,
earrings, diamond earring, diamond earrings, gold earring, http://www.titaniumonline.com ,gold earrings, pearl earring, pearl earrings, gemstone, pendant, gold
pendant, diamond pendant, http://www.titaniumonline.com , cross pendant, heart pendant, silver pendant, golden earring, golden earrings, family ring, family
rings, men jewelry, pearl jewelry, religious jewelry, titanium jewelry, celtic jewelry, jewelry store, jewelry, kid jewelry, kids jewelry
http://www.titaniumonline.com
(back)

Rings, Rings, and eternaly Titanium rings!
From: RingerGuy-TitaniumLover
Date: 9/28/2005
Time: 11:12:34 AM
Remote Name: 67.68.26.79
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Comments
Here's THE place on the net where you'll find what you're looking for: http://www.titaniumonline.com This is the placerings diamond and where you can find all
those products: Titanium and Gold jewelry, , eternity and anniversary rings, earrings pendants, Gemstones, wedding bands, titanium engagement ringssapphire
(back)

Rings, Rings, and eternaly Titanium rings!
From: RingerGuy-TitaniumLover Date: 9/28/2005
Time: 11:11:30 AM
Remote Name: 67.68.26.79

Comments
Here's THE place on the net where you'll find what you're looking for: http://www.titaniumonline.com This is the placerings diamond and where you can find all
those products: Titanium and Gold jewelry, , eternity and anniversary rings, earrings pendants, Gemstones, wedding bands, titanium engagement ringssapphire
(back)

Minos album - Freeware version just announced.
From: Jassica
Date: 12/10/2004
Time: 6:54:32 PM
Remote Name: 218.175.64.225

Comments
I got their email notice that the free new version just built. Guys can free download from http://www.photoet.com/download.htm
(back)

Picavet orientation
From: Yvon H.
Date: 12/9/2004
Time: 9:51:26 AM
Remote Name: 156.34.181.189

Comments
Hi, I've seen two different orientations of the picavet cross. The "standard" orientation, which seems to be the most common one, has two pulleys aligned with the
kite line and two pulleys making a perpendicular line with the kite line. The "classic" orientation, is the one used by Picavet himself, where each pair of pulleys
are aligned with the kite line forming a square instead of a diamond shape when aligned with the kite line.
Why is the "standard" orientation more common? What are the advantages compared to the "classic" orientation?
Thanks, Yvon H.
(back)

Re: Picavet orientation
From: Brooks
Date: 12/9/2004
Time: 10:03:48 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
I think the diamond orientation got it's biggest push with an article written by Bieck, Beutnagel, and Bohnke which appeared first in Sport & Design Drachen,
later published in the aerial eye (1.4).
They called the diamond (+) design the Classic, although an earlier article published in KAPWA News, which included Picavet's original drawing, showed it the
other way.
Actually, Ralf Beutnagel uses what he calls the Rendsburg variation, which is really the true classic lacing pattern, but with an H instead of an X.
My guess is that it's a bit easier to understand the lacing with the + configuration. (Its popularity may also be due in some small way to the fact that there are
about 300 rigs and kit-rigs out there with my fingerprints on them, and that's the design I've used almost from the beginning.)
(back)

Re: Picavet orientation
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
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Date: 12/9/2004
Time: 1:41:08 PM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
Just adding to Brooks' reply:
Looking at other constructions of the time Picavet invented his system for KAP, the Rendsburg or H must be the original. And the mathematical explanation
seems to be more straight foreward.
Basicly there is no difference between the H or the X. Ralf uses the H because he uses carbon rods and stuntkite frame connectors to build his Picavet. If you use
aluminium or wood, the X can be build lighter than the H (less material).
The + (or Classic) design might be the result of a misinterpretation of the original drawings ( see: http://www.bults.net/cgi-bin/links/jump.cgi?ID=1140 , large
PDF) but has 2 adventages: it saves a ring and it can be used with the BCPC. That is one of the lightest and smallest Picavets available (see
http://www.brooxes.com or http://www.kapshop.com )
Peter
(back)

Re: Picavet orientation
From: Yvon H.
Date: 12/12/2004
Time: 5:50:45 AM
Remote Name: 156.34.184.91

Comments
Peter, this link doesn't work for me:
http://www.bults.net/cgi-bin/links/jump.cgi?ID=1140
(back)

Re: Picavet orientation
From: David Hunt
Date: 12/9/2004
Time: <�/b>3:21:44 PM
Remote Name: 67.76.36.160

Comments
Notice that no one has claimed one design superior to the other, neither will I, at least definitively. Peter mentions that the ring is not needed with the x, or classic
variation. The ring used on the + variation is used to prevent the cross from rotating into the x orientation because the x orientation is a more stable state because
the forces acting on each end of the cross balance each other. With the + variation only the ends opposite each other are in an mutual equalibrium. My intuition
tells me that the classic x would have a slight advantage over the +, but that the advantage would be so slight that it would be hard to detect.
David Hunt
http://www.kaper.us
(back)

Re: Picavet orientation
From: Yvon H.
Date: 12/12/2004
Time: 5:44:27 AM
Remote Name: 156.34.184.91

Comments
Thanks for the information. Personally, I used the + configuration up to now but I'm switching to the H configuration as I'm rebuilding my rig. I'm using
aluminium and I find the H easier to build. I find that it stabilizes faster on the rotating movement than the + configuration plus I don't have to use a ring which
was adding friction to the lines.
(back)

BirdiSco
From: Scott Haefner
Date: 12/7/2004
Time: 6:40:06 PM
Remote Name: 68.126.188.124
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Comments
Not exactly KAP, but very cool...and tiny cameras too!
Scott
http://scotthaefner.com/kap/
(back)

Doh! Here's the link...
From: Scott Haefner
Date: 12/8/2004
Time: 4:42:56 PM
Remote Name: 68.126.188.124

Comments
I'm a dork--I had no idea that I didn't post the link. Anyways, here it is:
http://media.animal.discovery.com/convergence/spyonthewild/birdtech/birdtech.html
Scott
(back)

Re: Doh! Here's the link...
From: Yvan
Date: 12/8/2004
Time: 9:26:24 PM
Remote Name: 62.235.110.163

Comments
Wow... very nice ! especially the dogfight is spectacular. It was one of my ideas to show the slideshow on my site with a part of a birdhead in front, so you have the
feeling of beeing airborne. But it's difficult to draw a fake bird in 3D. I'm still playing with the idea.
Yvan. http://www.birdseye.be
(back)

Re: Doh! Here's the link...
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 12/9/2004
Time: 2:12:44 PM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
Indeed, very much wow... This is the modern version of PigeonAP, used some 100 years ago.
Does anyone has an idea where these cameras come from?
I miss the power supply in the pics. 9 V battery??? Or is it eagle power?
Peter
(back)

Re: Doh! Here's the link...
From: David Hunt
Date: 12/9/2004
Time: 2:48:28 PM
Remote Name: 67.76.36.160

Comments
I noticed a pack strapped to the breast of the eagle. This is more than likely the batteries and Tx. They would want to locate the heavier items close to the eagle's
center of gravity. Much of their extended range could have come from the use of the dish with the helical antenna attached.
I liked their inventive use of the video camera attached to the dish that allowed them to get footage while they kept the dish pointed toward the eagle. Some of the
footage came from that camera.
Having been a falconer, I was most impressed with the conditioning of the eagle that made it tolerant of the cameras mounted on its back.
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David Hunt
(back)

Re: BirdiSco
From: Yvan
Date: 12/8/2004
Time: 12:17:26 PM
Remote Name: 62.235.113.112

Comments
Errmmm... sorry Scott, but I don't see a link, except the one to your site :))
(back)

2,5mm line ascender
From: Dino
Date: 12/6/2004
Time: 2:42:58 AM
Remote Name: 195.29.101.150

Comments
Hi! Is there on the market some ascenders like the ones used in climbing (Petlz) who can work with smaller diameter ropes (2,5mm)suitable for KAP?
(back)

Re: 2,5mm line ascender
From: Simon Harbord
Date: 12/6/2004
Time: <�/b>9:23:40 AM
Remote Name: 138.32.176.254

Comments
I used to use Petzl Ascenders for hanging my big pendulum rig in the late 80's and very effective they are too. You need to take a piece of line into the shop with
you to test the ascender's "grip" but for a system using heavy line and kites/rigs where weight is not the first consideration, modified ascenders/jumars are a
superb quick (if rather expensive)way of attaching a rig.
Simon
(back)

Re: 2,5mm line ascender
From: Craig
Date: 12/6/2004
Time: 8:55:54 AM
Remote Name: 204.147.0.171

Comments
Over the years I had related the same desire to Brooks, that an ascender would be really helpful. Then at KAPiCA 2002 he puts one in the auction that a friend of
his had custom made for him. As he is auctioning it off he tells the story of how my asking led him to pursue his asking his friend about making them. Well of
course that promted me to bid and bid and bid on the damn thing. Funny though, when I won it and took it home I started to use it. Many times it is not needed
but sometimes it is and then it is the best tool in the bag. Brooks you better jump in here and start thinking of a clever name and looking for a source to add this
to your expanding line of product. Brookes little helper, Brookes third hand, The claw, kaper grabber, line minder,... something like that. I would suggest a rubber
cam rather that the aluminum one I have I think it would be gentler on the line and still hold.
(back)

Re: 2,5mm line ascender
From: Dave Mitchell
Date: 12/6/2004
Time: 9:25:07 AM
Remote Name: 80.177.153.149

Comments
Craig/Brooks
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I've just looked at a picture of a climber's ascender and I presume that it serves the opposite function to a descender - helping you climb up rather than down. So
I presume that a KAP version would help you get line in rather than pay it out. Is that how it works - when the wind suddenly come up?
Dave
(back)

Re: 2,5mm line ascender
From: Craig
Date: 12/6/2004
Time: 12:43:54 PM
Remote Name: 204.147.0.171

Comments
YEs, an aid to line retrieval. Particularily when you are in a place where you don't have much room to walk it down. I use it most When the wind is kicking. I
walk down some line. Grab it with the little ascender, walk back to my anchor and hook the web strap tie down to the ascender body. Wind up the slack line and
repeat.
(back)

Re: 2,5mm line ascender
From: Brooks
Date: 12/6/2004
Time: 10:51:44 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
Glad I didn't lead you astray, Craig.
I think that's a good idea to revisit the subject of Brooxes Super-Duper Downer as a good one for my fabricator. When I can get focused again, I'll do that.
Thanks for the nudge.
BTW, G is much better -- just a bit of rehab and she's home. thanks for all your thoughts.
(back)

Re: 2,5mm line ascender
From: Simon H
Date: 12/7/2004
Time: 12:40:51 AM
Remote Name: 138.32.176.254

Comments
They're also a great way to attach big rigs to thick line!
Simon
(back)

KAPtions
From: David Hunt
Date: 12/3/2004
Time: 8:53:04 AM
Remote Name: 65.41.33.159

Comments
I was afraid that amidst all the kudos and back slapping of Craig's recent post a very import part of his original message would be missed...
We need some KAPers to submit their pictures and a few words to be published in KITING magazine during the coming year. If you have pictures but you dread
writing, then email me and I can easily write your story for you after exchanging a few emails.
You don't have to be from the USA to get your story and pictures published. We have had contributions from France, Germany, and The Netherlands.
Conspicuous in their absence are the U.K. KAPers who have had a strong showing on this discussion page lately.
Craig Wilson and Peter Bults have both contributed two seperate times. Repeat contributers are welcome.
David Hunt
kaper3 AT earthlink dot net
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http://www.kaper.us
(back)

Re: KAPtions
From: David Hunt
Date: 12/3/2004
Time: 11:36:14 AM
Remote Name: 65.41.33.159

Comments
In my haste I failed to mention Belgium's contribution to KAPtions via Frank Louwers. Sorry Frank.
David Hunt
(back)

Re: KAPtions
From: frankDOTlouwersATaltinaDOTcx
Date: 12/5/2004
Time: 2:11:48 AM
Remote Name: 194.78.199.68

Comments
No problem David!
I do have more pictures (GGG) so just let me know when you need them.
Another suggestion could be to try and put together a KAPtions with "very unusual" pictures. I have an aerial picture of someone waterskying in a
swimmingpool, and of someone wakeboarding in a swimmingpool... I also have pictures of an 800 ton, almost 400 feet span railwaybridge that is put on wheels
and driven across a motorway, a canal and another motorway... I am sure others have pictures in the "very unusual" category as well!
Good luck!
Frank Louwers (Belgium) www.altina.cx
(back)

Re: KAPtions
From: David Hunt
Date: 12/5/2004
Time: 2:01:53 PM
Remote Name: 65.41.33.159

Comments
Yes Frank, a thematic approach with several contributors is a great idea for KAPtions. So I'll make a call for two different themes and we'll see which one gets
filled first.
FIRST THEME - "Very Unusual Subject Matter" (see Frank's post for ideas)
SECOND THEME - "Red" (The color red must figure in as a prominent element of the composition. That doesn't mean that there has to be alot of red in the
picture.)
Pictures need to be JPEGs, 300dpi, High Quality(low compression), and the longest demension of the image around 1200 pixels. Include a Brief description of the
picture or the KAP session when it was taken.
Hoping that the third time is the charm, I must mention that I left out South African Glen Thomas as one of the foreign contributors to KAPtions.
David Hunt
kaper3ATearthlinkDOTnet
(back)

Re: KAPtions
From: frankDOTlouwersATaltinaCX
Date: 12/6/2004
Time: 2:02:37 PM
Remote Name: 194.78.199.68

Comments
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OK David, you can also count me in on the "Red" theme: at least one picture comes to my mind ( a red roofed bull fighting arena in Spain).
Best regards,
Frank Louwers (Begium) www.altina.cx
(back)

Re: KAPtions
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 12/5/2004
Time: 2:35:46 PM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
Why RED? We KAPpers as specialized in blues&greens. Not RED ;-)
A 3rd thing could be: unusual ways of KAP. I could do an article on KAVf3S (Kite Aerial Video from 3 Stuntkites).
Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net (my ISP has a very good spamfilter and I help to make it better every week)
(back)

Re: KAPtions
From: David Hunt
Date: 12/5/2004
Time: 3:18:44 PM
Remote Name: 65.41.33.159

Comments
Why Red? I think you answered your question. It is a color you don't commonly see in KAP photographs, thus making it all the more interesting.
David Hunt
kaper3ATearthlinkDOTnet (Spam, it makes me see red.)
(back)

Re: KAPtions
From: Brooks
Date: 12/3/2004
Time: 9:15:31 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
I suggested to Craig that a good KAPtions would be to show the top five finishers in the AKA Members' Choice KAP award from the October convention. So here
it is again, just in case it got lost in transition.
I don't have the pix or digital versions thereof, so it would be necessary to gather files from the four top vote-getters (Scott Haefner had two in the top five). Right
now I don't have time to do that, sorry.
Jerry Fincher's image of Shadow People on the Beach received the most votes; then came Henry Jebe's 360 panorama of Juneau; Scott Haefner's straight-down
shot of the International Fountain at Seattle Center; Craig Wilson's study of terrace tables overturned in the snow; and Scott's image called Ring Shadow, taken
of one of the castle ruins at KAPiSco.
(back)

Re: KAPtions
From: Craig
Date: 12/3/2004
Time: 1:26:59 PM
Remote Name: 204.147.0.171

Comments
Hi Brooks, Your great idea wasn't lost it was merely parked ( with engine running and flashers on) while I cleared my table of KAp projects, home repairs, and
several gallery exhibit obligations. Eric's whale of an experience, was ready to go so that whale tale went. Sorry to hear about Gretchen's health- I am sure she is
good hands with you at her side- making sure her batteries are charged, her polarity is correct, that she is kept warm and dry, and provided with plenty of
uplifting. I know you will be clearly receiving her transmissions with no interference, surely you can modify her for continuous and endless rotation. Keep the
chin up and the smile wide. Love to G. Craig
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(back)

Gretchen
From: Brooks
Date: 12/2/2004
Time: 5:36:18 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
Robby alluded to Gretchen's health in the thread below, and while it has nothing to do with KAP, I thought it would be wise to bring all of her KAP friends up to
date. I'd rather do it this way than try to respond to all the questions and messages from caring kappers.
First, Gretchen is much better, thanks, and her sense of humor has returned, but she's still hospitalized. She went into the hospital a week ago with what looked
like flu, but it turned out to be a systemic kidney infection that caused other problems.
The biggest of them remains: atrial fibrulation (or "a-fib" as the nurses call it), a fluttering of the upper chambers of the heart. It's not uncommon, and
controllable by medication, and she's responding well to treatment.
The original infection is pretty well gone, but it'll be a long, slow slog back to reasonable health.
We can use your thoughts &/or prayers. Many thanks.
(back)

Schieppati + Digisnap 5000 problems
From: Robby
Date: 12/2/2004
Time: 12:35:13 PM
Remote Name: 84.66.158.144

Comments
Hi,
I had Brooks make me a cradle for my Nikon CP5000 (lovely job, BTW Brooks). I'm using a Futaba Skysport as my R/C. Pan and tilt works fine, but not the
electric shutter release. I have a Canon RS-60E3 remote switch that activates the camera fine (so the Digisnap is working OK) but when I try to fire the shutter
using my Futaba all I get are Brooks' green LEDs lighting up (one for focus, two for shoot - except there is no shoot!).
When I insert the 2.5mm jack on Brooks' cradle into the Digisnap (without anything else being switched on) it fires the shutter release once. Seems the switch
may be wired wrong? Any thoughts, anyone?
Posted with Brooks' blessing (btw, hope that your wife gets better soon, Brooks).
Regards,
Robby
(back)

Re: Schieppati + Digisnap 5000 problems
From: Scott Haefner
Date: 12/2/2004
Time: 10:13:34 PM
Remote Name: 68.126.177.145

Comments
Hi Robby,
I had a similar problem, and although it's not immediately intuitive, the polarity does matter. Try switching the wires. If that doesn't work, try getting a
replacement switch. I had the same problem, using a CP 5000 and DS 5000; when I replaced the switch, it worked fine. See:
http://arch.ced.berkeley.edu/kap/discuss/%5Fkapdiscuss/00000d37.htm
Cheers, Scott
http://scotthaefner.com/kap/
(back)

Re: Schieppati + Digisnap 5000 problems
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 12/2/2004
Time: 1:48:46 PM
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Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
Did the system ever worked? Was Brooks able to test the system before it left his workshop?
If Yes: check the setting of the Schieppati Switch.
If No: you might need to change the position of the 2 wires in the 2.5 mm plug.
Maybe this webpage can help you: http://www.kapshop.com/switch.html
Peter
(back)

Re: Schieppati + Digisnap 5000 problems
From: Christian
Date: 12/2/2004
Time: 4:23:16 PM
Remote Name: 83.156.20.127

Comments
One shot and no more is common on many cameras in the following combination of connexions: The ground and shutter pins are linked. When releasing, the
focus pin is connected to them. The camera fires. But then, because ground and shutter remains linked, the system is not reset, and no more picture can be shot. If
there is a continuous shooting mode, the camera may not stop shooting. What you have to do is simple: link the focus and shutter pins on the first wire, and link
the ground to the second wire. If the links are correct, it may be a problem of polarity, and you have to inverse the two Schieppati wires. May be a look on my
web site http://www.becot.info/ may help to understand the above description.
(back)

Re: Schieppati + Digisnap 5000 problems
From: Brooks
Date: 12/2/2004
Time: 5:26:48 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
Couple points here: I did not have any way of checking the whole system in my shop because the camera/DigiSnap was 7000 miles away.
I had exactly the same behaviour from the DigiSnap I tried on my Nikon 8700 that Robby is getting from his 5000. So I've wired something wrong. I gave up and
sent the DS back for a refund.
So I am delighted to get any help here too. I think I can follow Christian's wiring suggestions, and I've got a Canon to try it on, without DigiSnap but with
SchiSwi. So I'll let you know.
bgl
(back)

Re: Schieppati + Digisnap 5000 problems
From: Robby
Date: 12/3/2004
Time: 5:10:58 AM
Remote Name: 198.45.26.20

Comments
Excellent suggestions, everyone. Thanks. I'll try these out over the weekend.
However - just to be clear (and in case this prompts any further thoughts on the matter) - my camera fires when I insert the 2.5mm jack plug. Nothing happens
because of the remote control or any actions I take with it. Simply inserting the jack plug into the Digisnap suffices (whether or not the cradle's battery power is
on). So clearly something basic is amiss.
Thanks,
Robby
(back)

Re: Schieppati + Digisnap 5000 problems
From: Carl Bigras
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Date: 12/3/2004
Time: 10:57:57 AM
Remote Name: 198.103.196.130

Comments
Most of these type of plugs (2.5mm, 1/8" & 1/4") will trigger any type of device when they're plugged in because of the inherit design of the female plug. As the
male part is inserted, (Sorry, I just doesn't have a better way to say it :-)) the positive end will make contact to both parts (negative & positive).
You can also check the connector' solder joint and the wire itself for a micro brake.
Carl
(back)

Not KAP, but I think you'll find it interesting
From: Dave Mitchell
Date: 12/2/2004
Time: 10:25:39 AM
Remote Name: 80.177.153.149

Comments
As it says in the Ad:
"Photoscape 3D lets you see the places you know in photo realistic 3D. Soar over your own street, glide over surrounding neighbourhoods or open countryside,
youÝre in control! You control the speed of travel, altitude, angle of tilt, direction of travel - you can even introduce fog."
It looks as though you can't fly below 1000' though. See:
<a href="http://www1.photoscape3d.com"> www1.photoscape3d.com </a>
Dave
(back)

Very much on topic methinks
From: Cris Benton
Date: 12/2/2004
Time: 1:46:44 PM
Remote Name: 169.229.138.78

Comments
I have been using Keyhole of late to prospect for KAP subjects. (see http://keyhole.com). The company, recently bought by Google, uses a client-server model top
bring aerial images from their server to a client on your machine (PC only I think, $30/year subscription fee). Like Photoscape 3D, Keyhole offers oblique views
of 2d textures draped on 3D terrain models. The high detail coverage is not continuous and tends to focus on urban areas in the US and places of conflict
elsewhere. Some of the image sets are spectacular Ý Cambridge MA and San Diego have 6Ý resolution). Highly recommended - it is one of the nicest
developments to hit my computer in a couple of years.
World Wind from NASA is also is somewhat similar and free to boot (see http://learn.arc.nasa.gov/worldwind/). I have spent less time with it since the server
seems to be chronically overloaded and thus choppy. The image coverage is less applicable to KAP site scouting.
And on a completely different note Ý I am just knocking out a quick proposal for a local documentary photography fellowship. Take a look if you would like to
see one of my active KAP topics. http://arch.ced.berkeley.edu/kap/working/Lange_proposal.pdf I have to submit tomorrow afternoon. Comments are welcome
until then.
Cheers,
Cris
(back)

Re: Very much on topic methinks
From: laura mezoff
Date: 12/5/2004
Time: 12:42:59 AM
Remote Name: 64.165.199.33

Comments
it's a beautiful proposal, cris :)
(back)
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Re: Very much on topic methinks
From: Brooks
Date: 12/5/2004
Time: 8:35:50 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
(back)

Re: Not KAP, but I think you'll find it interesting
From: Simon H
Date: 12/2/2004
Time: 11:24:30 AM
Remote Name: 195.92.168.179

Comments
Ha! yet another product from the UK Getmapping project. Guess they have to recoup their costs as many ways as possible. There are so many products, I've lost
count. This one incorporates landscape meshes to allow for 3d terrain. But all it is doing is draping the 2D aerials over the meshes, buidings etc remain 2D.
A better Implementation for me was to get the Flight simulator 4 VFR scenery from Visual flight, available in PC world. It too uses the Getmapping data. Then
you can choose your aircraft as well to fly in. Still largely 2D drapes over meshes, but FS4 will add some buildings too. I find this stuff fascinating...Amazing to
pootle round in a helicopter over places I know.
Shame they haven't got round to issuing the Scotland data yet !
Simon
(back)

a new chair for the AKA kap comittee
From: Craig
Date: 12/1/2004
Time: 9:37:56 AM
Remote Name: 204.147.0.171

Comments
I would like to introduce the new chair of the AKA KAP comittee. Our new leader and representitive to the kiting community is David Hunt. David has offered
his time and efforts on our behalf for this position and I think he will have some great things to offer. Please join me in welcoming our new chair. (applause)
(louder) I was the chair since the spring of 1998 or maybe it was 97 and so it is time for a change and I am happy to have such a strong KAP supporter and
practitioner to follow me. One of Davids first duties is to continue to compile the KAPtions piece for KITING magazine. ERic Muhs has a very fine KAption
about whales coming out in the next issue of Kiting which is in the mail as we type. David will need some of you to step forward with KAptions for the future
issues as there are none in my files or on my desk. So please think about, no do more than think about it, please forward some stories to David. Thanks to all of
you who have helped me over my tour as chair to bring KAP to not only the kiting community but to the world community. Craig Wilson
(back)

Re: a new chair for the AKA kap comittee
From: frankDOTlouwersATaltinaDOTcx
Date: 12/2/2004
Time: 1:45:43 AM
Remote Name: 194.78.199.68

Comments
Congratulations Craig for a job well done! I know there is much more than meets the eye there, and apart from all the lobbying for our cause in the AKA I can
only guess at the stress of getting the magazine material in each quarter... But what a delight then for us all to read those pages, the first ones I always look up
when the magazine arrives.
And thanks to David for taking over the torch! I am sure it will not go out, but show us more of the same, whith some new personal hues and shades and
brilliances...
Frank Louwers (Belgium) www.altina.cx
(back)

Re: a new chair for the AKA kap comittee
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 12/1/2004
Time: 2:22:14 PM
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Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
Thanks a lot Craig. Congratulations David. Let's all keep up the good work Craig has done and support David in the future.
Peter
(back)

Re: a new chair for the AKA kap comittee
From: Christian
Date: 12/1/2004
Time: 3:44:57 PM
Remote Name: 83.156.16.128

Comments
Many thanks to Craig for his work. To start something is never easy. It was done beautifully. The Kaption page was the one I'm first looking. Congratulation to
David. It's nice to see this chair in safe keeping. Bravo to both !
(back)

Re: a new chair for the AKA kap comittee
From: Simon H
Date: 12/2/2004
Time: 1:32:37 AM
Remote Name: 138.32.176.254

Comments
Congratulations David, For us non US KAPpers, I have a sort of interest in this and have thought of contributing an article, thinking of and doing are two
different things and feeding a website as well, albeit sporadically, takes the priority. Are the previous articles published anywhere? It would be great to see them
all assembled on the web somewhere for us all worldwide to see.
Simon
(back)

Re: a new chair for the AKA kap comittee
From: Craig
Date: 12/2/2004
Time: 7:38:27 AM
Remote Name: 204.147.0.171

Comments
Well there you have it. Simon has another great idea and now David has the Mandate (2 votes) to bring the twenty something collection of KAPtions under one
roof for the internet world to see. I bet the AKA web site would be the logical location and they should be interested in that as it will no doubt add to the traffic to
the site. Simon, we would love to use a short story and images from you for an upcoming KAPtion. Thank you all for your nice comments on my efforts as chair.
It was easy representing the best in kiting. Craig
(back)

Re: a new chair for the AKA kap comittee
From: David Hunt
Date: 12/2/2004
Time: 11:15:14 AM
Remote Name: 65.41.33.159

Comments
I also throw in my thanks to Craig for his efforts through the years and I'm sure that I will grow to appreciate them more as the future unfolds. Thanks to
everyone for their well wishes, votes of confidence, and suggestions. All are welcome at any time. As a matter of fact Simon's idea has already been floated with
the Kiting magazine staff.
I would like to point out to Simon and other non-US KAPers that AKA membership is open to all nationalities. As a member you'll receive Kiting magazine, a
slick quarterly publication which includes KAPtions, articles about kite history, kite making, and more.
Remember too, that you don't have to be an AKA member to be a featured KAPer in the Kiting magazine KAPtions section.
David Hunt
http://www.kaper.us
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(back)

Re: a new chair for the AKA kap comittee
From: Brooks
Date: 12/2/2004
Time: 4:52:45 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
I'll add my thanks and congratulations to Craig and David, and can't imagine a more suitable person to hand off the chair to.
Regarding the reprinting of KAPtions -- the Aerial Eye is still a steady money-maker for AKA, and I see no reason the Kollected KAPtions couldn't be turned
into a pdf CD as well. Seems a shame for AKA not to reap some small financial benefit from republication.
(back)

'one shot' 360 VR gadget
From: Mariner
Date: 11/29/2004
Time: 4:09:37 PM
Remote Name: 82.123.204.53

Comments
I was very impressed by Manfred's 360 bubble shots, and looking into options I ran across this:
http://www.kaidan.com/Detail.bok?no=101
The advantage of this device seems to be that there's no stitching, and it can take in 100 degrees of the horizon (mounted upsidedown). Anyway, wondered if
anybody has used / contemplated trying this.
(back)

Re: 'one shot' 360 VR gadget
From: laura
Date: 12/1/2004
Time: 11:14:59 PM
Remote Name: 67.124.106.147

Comments
i've used one of these a tiny bit (not on a kap rig). from my limited experience i noticed that you have to be extremely careful with it b/c the reflective surface
scratches really easily, and once it is scratched, you've got a really expensive christmas tree ornament...
(back)

Re: 'one shot' 360 VR gadget
From: Yvan
Date: 11/30/2004
Time: 3:00:23 AM
Remote Name: 194.78.200.167

Comments
Hi Mariner,
This system is very expensive. Some time ago I posted a link...
http://www.panoguide.com/forums/tipsntricks/25/
...this guy builded the same system for only 7$ with an Xmass ball. And the panoresult looks not bat.
Maybe it's worth trying out.
Regards,
yvan.
(back)

Re: 'one shot' 360 VR gadget
From: Brooks
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Date: 11/30/2004
Time: 12:29:24 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
The Mac software CubicConverter has a routine for mirror ball images, which is designed to be used with a Christmas ornament and from the examples shown,
it works pretty well.
I've used it to flatten fisheye images too, and it works great -- but it's only 180, not 360 when used that way.
I've seen the Kaidan equipment and found it way overpriced for a one-trick pony, so I haven't tried it.
(back)

Re: 'one shot' 360 VR gadget
From: mariner
Date: 11/30/2004
Time: 8:00:57 PM
Remote Name: 82.123.69.233

Comments
Luckily it's the right season to find christmas balls -- to my amazement I managed to make a panorama in minutes with cubic convertor, admittedly a bad one,
but this christmas ball is not exactly a quality optic... the way the angles work out you actually do get more than 180 degrees (reflection angles explained at
www.pointzero.nl/dump/mirrorball_theory). the hyperbolic mirror of the commercial kit apparently just increases this a little. seems that it wouldn't be hard to
build someting for KAP -- yvan mentioned the problem would be that you have to put the ball in front of the camera pointing towards the sky, to get the pano
covering more ground than sky. maybe you could put the camera inside (half of) a BIG xmas ball, with a hole for the lens, facing a flat mirror... something like
this seems to be pictured towards the bottom of this page: www.tbk.de/panorama/show3.htm. this way, the camera wouldn't be in the picture either. anyway,
thanks for comments
(back)

who uses optio s40 (help)
From: burtskitecam.co.uk
Date: 11/28/2004
Time: 11:36:29 AM
Remote Name: 80.225.108.46

Comments
i have just gone over to digital and today i wish i had not maybe there are to many settings that i have not set correctly like the auto iso spot or multi focus ae spot
or multi some pictures are blurd some are only blurd in some places some are blurd due to movement, which on a bright sunny day i should not get and did not
with film.i have had some good pictures from it but it just does not seem to be consistant thanks from burt :(
(back)

Re: who uses optio s40 (help)
From: Simon H
Date: 11/29/2004
Time: 1:50:20 AM
Remote Name: 138.32.176.254

Comments
Making the change from film to digital can be a fraught process for all sorts of reasons, as I've certainly found. One of the biggest areas of difficulty is in setting
up the camera to do things a prarticular way. First thing to remember is that picture cost, (particularly if you don't print)is very low, so you can afford to
experiment over and over and over again. Running back and forth between computer and back yard is one way. The worst way to find out about settings is to fly
your system at a prized subject and learn the lessons on your PC back home 500 miles away.
The Optio range are all very KAP capable and you will find you get every bit as many sharp shots as with film. You must get a big memory card or two so you can
take more shots too. In dull conditions digital is every bit as problematic as film for blurring due to slow shutter speed. On the Optio's you can change the
effective "ISO" setting of the sensor to get a shutter speed boost, but you might get some noise on the image when magnified.
I'm afraid with half decent modern digital cameras there is simply no substitute for getting the manual out and poring over it with camera in hand. Setting the
focus and exposure can be tricky, certainly for KAP the Landscape (little mountain sysmbol) is as far as I go on the focus, as it takes out the delay while the
camera hunts for focus, it simply locks at infinity. Exposure is really down to conditions, and you might want to experiment with this as conditions vary. I took a
potentially wonderful set of shots at an archaeologiacal site in Cyprus a few months ago that got totally blown out highlights (a common issue with digital)simply
because I'd failed to account for the brightness of the conditions. Once I got the camera down I realised the problem, made the relevent adjustments, got the
camera up and repeated the shots just fine.
Whatever, don't regret your decision, you have a fine KAPcam, and once you have read the manual and got used to the settings as second-nature you won't look
back. And this is from a digital sceptic!
regards
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Simon
(back)

Re: who uses optio s40 (help)
From: Brooks
Date: 11/29/2004
Time: 9:22:50 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
Simon, I bit my tongue, comforted by the knowledge you'd hop in and write the definitive response to this question. Beautifully stated as always.
(back)

Re: who uses optio s40 (help)
From: Brooks again
Date: 11/29/2004
Time: 9:26:41 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
What Simon didn't say (that he said before) is, once you find the combination of settings you like, set the camera on User mode and your little lovely will be all
ready to go when you turn it on the next time.
Do a search here on "Optio" and you'll find the earlier thread that will be helpful, I'm sure.
(back)

Re: who uses optio s40 (help)
From: burtskitecam.co.uk
Date: 11/30/2004<�br> Time: 10:51:00 AM
Remote Name: 80.225.123.167

Comments
Many thanks i sat infront the computer with the cd manual and camera in hand and now know the camera a lot better some test shots at the weekend will show if
i have set the camera up ok or not thanks again
from burt
(back)

Text Error
From: Mark Cooper
Date: 11/26/2004
Time: 2:24:37 PM
Remote Name: 67.122.221.7

Comments
Dear Mr. Benton, I know nothing about the field of aerial photography, but accidentally ran across your website some time ago and have greatly enjoyed perusing
the photos. In doing so recently, I noticed the following commentary accompanying photos of the Mt. Davidson area of San Francisco: "Views of the denselypacked housing... These are attached, single-family town homes..."
This comment reflects one of the most common misconceptions about housing construction in SF. Although their facades and even their sidewalls often come flat
together, single-family homes in the City are very rarely if ever Ýattached,Ý as such housing is actually forbidden by law here. This prohibition against "row" or
"attached" housing is in keeping with an old law stating, "All buildings must be at least one inch apart." The words of this regulation sound humorous to most
Americans until they realize that its primary purpose is to control fire, which even today is an ever present danger in this most wooden and densely built of
American cities. Requiring individual walls Ý thus freestanding buildings Ý is surprisingly effective in this regard.
This is a very small matter when compared to the amazing work you do and to the huge website you maintain, but since you are clearly a consummate
professional, I thought you would want the information. I hope you find it useful.
Sincerely, Mark Cooper sfdandies@sbcglobal.net
(back)

they're 1.5 inches by 3.5 inches, but
From: laura
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Date: 11/27/2004
Time: 12:12:24 AM
Remote Name: 66.126.171.27

Comments
but we still call them two-by-fours
(back)

Opening a HiTec servo
From: Brooks
Date: 11/24/2004
Time: 4:32:18 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
I need guidance on how to get the circuit board out of a HiTec standard servo. I'm used to Futaba/Tower, where the board just snaps out with some gentle prying
with a tiny screwdriver, but when I try that with the HiTec, one end yields and the other (the motor end) does not. Any ideas?
Happy Thanksgiving all!
(back)

Re: Opening a HiTec servo
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 11/24/2004
Time: 11:20:32 PM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
I have a HiTec Standard HS-422 here. It comes apart as expected. The electronics are not fixed by glue or screws or ... With the help of a little screwdriver it
comes out.
Peter
(back)

rotate servo
From: laura mezoff
Date: 11/23/2004
Time: 10:32:01 PM
Remote Name: 66.126.168.250

Comments
Cris once mentioned to me that there is an article or website somewhere about the multiple ways to handle the rotate servo problem. Does anyone know where I
might find it? Just wondering what the options are and how other people have solved the problem. thanks in advance. i did a quick google search and didn't hit
the jackpot.
(back)

Re: rotate servo
From: Brooks
Date: 11/23/2004
Time: 10:48:00 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
What do you mean by "rotate servo problem"? I assume you mean the pan servo, but what's the problem?
(back)

Re: rotate servo
From: laura
Date: 11/23/2004
Time: 11:38:13 PM
Remote Name: 66.126.168.250
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Comments
uhh... sorry for my lack of clarity.
by "rotate servo," I mean the servo at the top of the rig that turns it in relation to the picavet... i guess that would make it the pan servo??
by "problem", I mean that there are several issues with that servo which people seem to handle in different ways... since servos won't rotate 360 degrees, it has to
be geared up, and some people make modifications to have continuous rotation, and some people replace the potentiometers...
Am I making sense yet? I'm just interested in the different design approaches to get the rig to turn horizontally at a desirable distance/degree and rate of speed.
(back)

Re: rotate servo
From: Matthew Cole matt@uscoles.com
Date: 11/28/2004
Time: 9:40:06 PM
Remote Name: 206.173.114.32

Comments
I have a page showing how I modified a servo to continuous rotation linked from http://www.uscoles.com/kaprigindex.html. In the case of the particular HiTec
servo I used, it's a pretty easy mod.
(back)

Re: rotate servo
From: Cris Benton
Date: 11/24/2004
Time: 8:05:42 AM Remote Name: 64.142.12.44

Comments
Hi Laura,
The resource I mentioned was David HuntÝs KAPer site Ý a fine compendium of detailed and practical guidance. In particular, look under Basics > Cradles:
http://www.kaper.us/basics/Bas_360_R.html
for the cradle pan technique options and also check out DavidÝs useful table summarizing and linking descriptions of KAP cradles on the WWWÝ
http://www.kaper.us/basics/cradles_data_v2.0.php?sort_by=last_name&weight=1
Cheers,
Cris
(back)

Re: rotate servo
From: David Hunt
Date: 11/30/2004
Time: 3:07:26 PM
Remote Name: 65.41.39.222

Comments
Thanks for the plug Cris.
I have just finished updating the Cradle Design Resources database with all know web pages with rig info. There are now 200 listings on the page.
I hope everyone enjoys and find this page useful.
David Hunt
http://www.kaper.us/
(back)

Re: rotate servo
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 11/24/2004
Time: 3:02:59 AM
Remote Name: 84.28.47.66
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Comments
You'll find the answers in the www.Index>Equipment>Cradles of http://www.kiteaerialphotography.net or on http://www.kaper.us (in the Basics section)
Peter
(back)

Furnished Accommodations Apartments for Expatriates Luxury Rooms Safe Housing Short Term Lodging
Rent Temporary Holiday Motel Family
From: Ron Stanly
Date: 11/23/2004
Time: 12:35:54 AM
Remote Name: 220.247.252.67

Comments
AAA guest house offers its clients spacious furnished accommodation with all modern amenities, in a residential area just a 15 minute drive from the Colombo
business district, with ample security, parking, tranquility and an eco friendly environment. We offer A/C rooms and self contained A/C 2 bed roomed furnished
apartments with built in robes and queen size beds with linen.
All facilities are included and we also boast a fleet of air conditioned, automatic. Well maintained vehicles offering mobility on a daily, weekly or term rental
basis. We offer a 24 hr breakdown and replacement vehicle package.
Free unlimited ADSL internet connection is also available.
Facilities
Ý Breakfast Included Ý rooms with Queen size beds Ý Car Parking Available Ý Free Internet Access , TV, Cable TV Ý Laundry Ý Airport Pick Up Ý Linen
Included Ý Towels Ý Luggage Storage Ý Children Friendly Ý Guest Kitchen Ý Telephone/Fax Facilities Ý No Curfew Ý No Lockout Ý BBQ Area Ý Free Car
Park Ý Taxes included in price
http://www.furnishedaccomodation.com
ads@furnishedaccomodation.com
(back)

Sri Lanka AAA Accommodation
From: Ron Stanly
Date: 11/23/2004
Time: 12:33:12 AM
Remote Name: 220.247.252.67

Comments
AAA guest house offers its clients spacious furnished accommodation with all modern amenities, in a residential area just a 15 minute drive from the Colombo
business district, with ample security, parking, tranquility and an eco friendly environment. We offer A/C rooms and self contained A/C 2 bed roomed furnished
apartments with built in robes and queen size beds with linen.
All facilities are included and we also boast a fleet of air conditioned, automatic. Well maintained vehicles offering mobility on a daily, weekly or term rental
basis. We offer a 24 hr breakdown and replacement vehicle package.
Free unlimited ADSL internet connection is also available.
Facilities
Ý Breakfast Included Ý rooms with Queen size beds Ý Car Parking Available Ý Free Internet Access , TV, Cable TV Ý Laundry Ý Airport Pick Up Ý Linen
Included Ý Towels Ý Luggage Storage Ý Children Friendly Ý Guest Kitchen Ý Telephone/Fax Facilities Ý No Curfew Ý No Lockout Ý BBQ Area Ý Free Car
Park Ý Taxes included in price
Rates ($) $30/DAY, 150/WEEK, 450/MONTH IN US
Seasons 35/day 160/week 550/month November 1 - January 31 30/day 150/week 450/month February 1 - May 31 30/day 150/week 450/month June 1 Ý August 31
30/day 150/week 450/month September 1 Ý October 31
Security Deposit Information At arrival, deposit will be given when you are leaving We Accept: Checks
http://www.furnishedaccomodation.com
ads@furnishedaccomodation.com
(back)

Wanted - Olympus Digital Camera
From: Dave Diederich
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Date: 11/21/2004
Time: 8:22:00 PM
Remote Name: 208.190.209.2

Comments
I am looking for a good/used Olympus C or D-40ZOOM, C or D-50ZOOM, C or D-60ZOOM. If you have one that you no longer use, please contact me.
(back)

Re: Wanted - Olympus Digital Camera
From: megaedeals.com
Date: 9/11/2005 Time: 2:44:30 PM
Remote Name: 67.21.58.248

Comments
http://www.megaedeals.com/cgi-bin/ISStore/search
We have several on our website, please stop by and take a look. Ship to USA & Canada.
(back)

Re: Wanted - Olympus Digital Camera
From: Yvon H.
Date: 12/13/2004
Time: 7:48:06 PM
Remote Name: 156.34.184.91

Comments
You may want to check here:
http://stores.ebay.com/Olympus-Auctions
(back)

Flying legally above 60 metres in the UK
From: Dave Mitchell
Date: 11/18/2004
Time: 10:06:25 AM
Remote Name: 80.177.153.149

Comments
I posted a pointer recently to some notes I wrote on Kites and UK Law - see
www.zenonic.demon.co.uk/kapstuff/UKLaw.html
In those notes, I stated that the maximum legal height kites may normally be flown in the UK is 60 metres (just under 200 feet). However it is a relatively simple
matter to apply to the Civil Aviation Authority for permission to fly above this height. You can download the appropriate form from my web-site at .
www.zenonic.demon.co.uk/kapstuff/caakappermit.doc
Note that the permission is restricted to a specific site but can last for up to six months. You also have to give 4 weeks notice. I recently applied and got permission
to fly up to 500 feet above Totnes in just over 4 weeks. It's free too!
Dave
(back)

Question for James Gentled: ground equipment
From: Dino
Date: 11/18/2004
Time: 7:39:00 AM
Remote Name: 193.198.152.54

Comments
Hi! What type of transmitter and receiver kit are you using exactly? I'he been on the Micron's pages and there are few of them... Thanks
Dino...
(back)
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Re: Question for James Gentled: ground equipment
From: Linnar
Date: 11/22/2004
Time: 2:29:25 AM
Remote Name: 195.33.97.164

Comments
Hi Dino, why not to use XCam2 tiny camera with 2.4GHz transmitter and receiver from http://www.x10.com ?
I disconnected minicamera module and connected my digicamera's video out to video input of transmitter.
Linnar
(back)

Re: Question for James Gentled: ground equipment
From: Gary Date: 12/9/2004
Time: 5:48:56 AM
Remote Name: 216.17.18.144

Comments
Do you have any problem with the camera going out of range?
(back)

Re: Question for James Gentled: ground equipment
From: Brooks Date: 11/22/2004
Time: 10:23:12 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
There are instructions for a complete, easy repackaging of the X10 transmitter on my web site downloads page. Much less bulk and a better antenna too.
http://www.brooxes.com/
(back)

Re: Question for James Gentled: ground equipment
From: Linnar
Date: 11/23/2004
Time: 1:48:42 AM
Remote Name: 195.33.97.164

Comments
Thanks Brooks, I used your tips when I rebuilt my X10 transmitter!
Linnar
(back)

Re: Question for James Gentled: ground equipment
From: Dave Mitchell
Date: 11/18/2004
Time: 8:23:12 AM
Remote Name: 80.177.153.149

Comments
Micron no longer sell transmitters (in kit form or otherwise). They stopped a year or so ago I think. They do still sell receivers.
Dave
(back)

Re: Question for James Gentled: ground equipment
From: james@gentlesSPAM.info
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Date: 11/18/2004
Time: 2:08:07 PM
Remote Name: 80.229.25.24

Comments
Dino, My product is more famous than I am! Maybe I should change my name - gave me a great laugh!
Dave is right Micron stopped their transmitter, which is a great shame, it was ideal for KAP, coming without the sticks and housing.
The good news is that Micron has recently been sold to new owners, their web site says this will happen at the turn of the year. I've had a chat with the current
owner who is giving up because of other commitments that mean they can't put the effort in that it needs. I believe the new owner will be open to suggestions
about new products, markets and bringing old products back to life.
We should all e-mail Micron in January and kive them new product ideas!
James
(back)

Re: Question for James Gentled: ground equipment
From: james@gentlesSPAM.info
Date: 11/18/2004
Time: 11:35:57 PM
Remote Name: 192.25.22.11

Comments
Dino, Before I went off on my "rant" I should have noticed that you asked what receiver I used from Micron as well.
I can't find the name of it right now as their web site appears to be down but they do three if I remember, standard, a dual conversion (both the same size), and a
small receiver. The small one worked fine for me and was fun to construct.
I also have the dual conversion one (which is bigger - and electrically better if operating with other people around) but tests showed no difference in performance.
Even if the DC is better for co-channel interference it's less of a concern for KAP than it is for RC flying.
James
(back)

New KAPshop
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 11/17/2004
Time: 2:07:48 PM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
It was already announced on http://www.kiteaerialphotography.net but for those who have missed that, take a look at http://www.kapshop.com .
You'll find the products you found in the old one and the new Brooxes parts. And the KAPilots, with a new variant: the miniKAPilot.
There is even a solution for no-wind days: helium blimps.
I'm working already on new products like the Prinzler transmitter/receiver.
Peter
(back)

Expanding 1.2Ghz video signal
From: Dino
Date: 11/15/2004
Time: 2:58:45 PM
Remote Name: 193.198.150.236

Comments
The beginner has two more questions: Is there some portable types of antennas wich can expand operating range of 1.2Ghz 100mW video downlink? Is there
some technical differences between 1.2Ghz and 2.4Ghz except frequency?
(back)

Re: Expanding 1.2Ghz video signal
From: Ralf
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Date: 11/18/2004 Time: 4:51:55 AM
Remote Name: 80.142.101.154

Comments
Hi Dino, I built my antennas myself. A quad or a quadloop antenna (or what name you use..)is more easier to built than a patch. Quads work on 1,2 GHz to, you
have to douple the size. For example have a look at: http://www.dopero.de/Eingang/Kite_Aerial_Photography/2_4_GHz_Antennen/2_4_ghz_antennen.html
My normal one I use is the bi-loop: http://www.dopero.de/Eingang/Kite_Aerial_Photography/2_4_GHz_Antennen/biloop01.jpg
I use it on the the rig/on the picavet without reflector, on the ground with refelctor. You can mix biloops and patch-antenna, no problem. MfG Ralf
(back)

Re: Expanding 1.2Ghz video signal
From: David Hunt
Date: 11/18/2004
Time: 8:30:39 AM
Remote Name: 69.34.45.231

Comments
Here is a link with detailed construction instructions for a 2.4GHz bi-quad
http://martybugs.net/wireless/biquad/
He seems to have calculated the quarter wavelength for 2.4GHz incorrectly. It should be 31.2mm. Double this value for 1.2GHz. There are also some good links
pointing to other similar sites.
To calculate the quarter wavelength of any frequency you divide the speed of light by the frequency. Then divide the answer by 4 to get the quarter wavelength.
Using 299,792,458 meters/second for the speed of light I get 31.2mm . I would assume the difference is in the value used for the speed of light. I am certain that
the speed of light value above is acurate. It is derived from the Systeme International's definition of a meter as the length of the path traveled by light in vacuum
during a time interval of 1/299 792 458 of a second.
I would also warn everyone that there are also calculators found on various Ham sites on the internet that will give substantially shorter quarter wavelength
values. These calculators which probably use code from the same source incorporate an incorrect value for the speed of light.
For those of you who need to prove things for yourself, check out this web page that tell you how to measure the speed of light using marshmellow and a
microwave oven.
http://www.physics.umd.edu/ripe/icpe/newsletters/n34/marshmal.htm
David Hunt
http://www.kaper.us/
(back)

Re: Expanding 1.2Ghz video signal
From: Ralf
Date: 11/18/2004
Time: 12:27:56 PM
Remote Name: 80.142.109.32

Comments
Hi David, Quads were much in discussion in WLAN forums. For the German KAPers in this forum here is the German version how to do: http://www.vallstedtnetworks.de/?Fotogalerien/Quad (Vallstedt is a village near my hometown.) Note: they bent after 29 mm but because of the material thickness the real quaddimension is bigger than 29 mm! All "corner" quads you built by bending about 1/4 of the wavelenghts on a wire on and on and cut the wire if ready. If you built
a circle quad you startet with the complete wavelenght (or twotimes the wavelenght for a bi-loop). This is in my eyes the best way to get the "optimal" right
antenna lenght. So I prefere the loops. If you bent back the wire of a cornerquad you get theoretical the wavelenght. In practise each cornerquad is a little bit
different. Some words for practise: The best on loop-antennas is, little mistakes doesn't care much. So don't think toooooooo much and just built it: they are
perfcect for homemade!
But one point more is discussed very much by the freaks. Should be "ground" from the antenna-wire connected to the reflector? But they didn't find an ultimate
answer because both work well. My reflecor is movable/changable, I didn't connect it. Last KAPiCA we didn't discuss much about antennas in detail...do it know
here. MfG Ralf
(back)

Re: Expanding 1.2Ghz video signal
From: David Hunt
Date: 11/18/2004
Time: 7:00:03 AM
Remote Name: 69.34.45.231
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Comments
(back)

Re: Expanding 1.2Ghz video signal
From: David Hunt
Date: 11/17/2004
Time: 8:22:07 AM
Remote Name: 69.34.45.231

Comments
I failed to mention in my previous response that you will probably want to use a dipole antenna on the transmitter. Dipole antennas are mostly non-directional
from their sides. They have weak signals or reception in the direction of their ends. By mounting the dipole pointing down you will get an even signal as the rig
rotates. The signal would only weaken if you were to move your receiver directly under the rig. Another thing to remember is to mount your antenna in a position
on the rig where the signal will never have to travel through any of the metal parts of your rig.
Many commercial transmitters in this frequency range come with patch antennas which you will want to replace. Brooks Leffler has a great set of instructions
about converting the X-10 transmitter for KAP use. Part of these instructions include making a quarter wave dipole for the transmitter. The instructions are
complete with photos.
http://www.brooxes.com/newsite/Downloads/videoDownlink.pdf
A 1.2GHz antenna will use longer deminsions. As a matter of fact the deminsions will be exactly twice as long as those for a 2.4GHz antenna, so each arm of the
dipole should be 6cm.
David Hunt
http://www.kaper.us/
(back)

Re: Expanding 1.2Ghz video signal
From: Dino
Date: 11/17/2004
Time: 1:32:09 PM
Remote Name: 193.198.152.223

Comments
Thank you David for your answers. Let me ask you precisely: I bought transmiter and receiver on eBay http://cgi.ebay.co.uk/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?
ViewItem&category=60839&item=5732766160&rd=1&ssPageName=WDVW so my question is wold it make some difference if I put this antenna:
http://www.vfmstore.com/ant1206x.htm I can see it is bigger :) Would it double operating range? Thanks...
(back)

Re: Expanding 1.2Ghz video signal
From: David Hunt
Date: 11/17/2004
Time: 10:13:21 PM
Remote Name: 69.34.45.231

Comments
Bigger isn't necessarily better with antennas. For the transmitted signal to induce the maximum amount of signal strength in the antenna and pass it on to the
receiver, the antenna needs to be a precise length. If the antenna is longer or shorter than this length, the efficiency of the antenna drops and the signal passed on
to the receiver circuitry will be weaker than necessary. Referring to the photos on Brooks site, this would be a dipole with arms of 62.5mm for a 1.2GHz system.
62.5mm represents one quarter wavelength at 1.2Ghz. This is dimension is critical for a 1.2GHz antenna.
Before spending that much money on an antenna I think I would try making my own. For less than $10US you itÝs worth a try. YouÝll need a connector that fits
the antenna output on your Transmitter. I canÝt tell from the picture on Ebay what type of connector the transmitter has, the antenna you are thinking of buying
has a male SMA, but your transmitter may not use SMA. YouÝll also need about 7-8 cm of coax cable coming out of the connector; two 62.5mm lengths of stiff
copper wire; and shrink tube big enough to go over the stiff wire and coax. After you have attached the coax cable to the connector, strip back a quarter inch of
the free end of the coax cable and follow the instruction on BrooksÝ page.
The antennas pictured on Ebay do seem a little short and might be mismatched to the frequency of your transmitters. Ralf Beutnagle warned us at KAPiCA/02
that some times these commercial antennas will have broken wires that can be easily repaired if you are willing to take them apart. The outer rubber or plastic is
for protection only so you can remove it, check the antenna for broken wires or solders and then use shrink tube as a replacement for the protective cover that
you will probably have to throw away.
David Hunt
http://www.kaper.us
(back)
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Re: Expanding 1.2Ghz video signal
From: David Hunt
Date: 11/16/2004
Time: 7:58:35 AM
Remote Name: 69.34.45.231

Comments
I'll try to keep a complex subject as simple as I can. First question: 100mW is very powerful for most KAP use. You should not need special antennas unless you
are using that is designed for another frequency (see #2). If you still need extra range consider the following 8 points:
1. Patch antennas are the most commonly used directional or high gain antennas for KAP. Great for KAP because of the compactness.
2. Make sure your antenna is designed for the frequency that you are using. A 2.4GHz patch antenna will not work well with 1.2GHz or vice versa. You would get
deminished range.
3. The higher the gain of the antenna the more you will Ýexpand operating rangeÝ but only in one direction plus or minus a few degrees.
4. Because high gain antennas are directional, you do not want to use them on the rig itself because you need the antenna pointed toward the receiver to achieve
maximum benefit.
5. Use high gain antennas on the ground receiver (typically mounted to the RC Tx) where it can be easily aimed toward the rig.
6. You could build your own patch, but finding a good design with known gain and directional characteristics is not easy.
7. If youÝre into doing it yourself, you might try a yagi antenna. They are not as compact but finding a good design is much easier. They are also more impressive
looking.
8. An antenna has the same characteristics whether it is receiving or transmitting.
As to you second question about about the technical differences between 1.2GHz and 2.4GHz your major concerns should be about legality and the amount of
possible interference from others operating at the same frequency.
David Hunt
http://www.kaper.us/
(back)

Re: Expanding 1.2Ghz video signal
From: Linnar
Date: 11/16/2004
Time: 1:53:25 AM
Remote Name: 195.33.97.164

Comments
Hi Dave,
Take a look, maybe you'll find something for you:
http://www.tapr.org/tapr/html/ve3jf.dcc97/ve3jf.dcc97.html http://ultra.eupmt.es/~ceritajo/wireless.html
BR, Linnar
(back)

Expanding 1.2Ghz video signal
From: Dino
Date: 11/15/2004
Time: 2:58:15 PM
Remote Name: 193.198.150.236

Comments
The beginner has two more questions: Is there some portable types of antennas wich can expand operating range of 1.2Ghz 100mW video downlink? Is there
some technical differences between 1.2Ghz and 2.4Ghz except frequency?
(back)

KAP from Australia
From: Roger
Date: 11/15/2004
Time: 12:01:06 PM
Remote Name: 144.137.136.35
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Comments
Hi Kappers, Here in Aussieland, me and my wife run a website about Study and Travel in Australia. We are constantly traveling and writing articles about places
we visit and places to be visited in this great country. We take lots of photos to illustrate our website, and learning the KAP basics from you guys in this forum, we
started to take some KAP photos to enhance the website. So I invite you to have a look, and in advance I say thanks to you all for this new fabulous pespective to
illustrate my site. Sorry about the quality of these first pictures of my, but a new camera is on its way to make it better. If you have time, take a time to navigate
the site. There are great places and locations that may inspire some of you to someday have a KAP session in Australia The address is
http://www.yesaustralia.com/fotoskap.htm
Best regards, Roger
(back)

Re: KAP from Australia
From: Roger
Date: 11/17/2004
Time: 9:34:14 AM
Remote Name: 60.231.96.73

Comments
Many Thanks Linnar & Brooks for your comments.
Brooks, I already did the download of JAlbum and will put it up as soon as I learn the program. Great tip mate, I never heard about that program before and for
sure it will be a great addition to the site.
Linnar, it is amazing that sometimes we forget that the Internet is global. I was melting off taking those shots on the beach at about 35 Celcius and you are with
snow around...Anyway, may be next winter you may be able to get down under to have a KAP session here. Your pics are very good, I liked them!
PS.: More pics will come in December. Me, my wife and daugther are planning a 5000 KM trip by campervan 4x4 from the Gold Coast down to the Great Ocean
Road near Melbourne. We plan to go to places that a few people went before and for sure some nice KAP will be taken.
Have a G'day all Roger
(back)

Re: KAP from Australia
From: Linnar
Date: 11/15/2004
Time: 12:22:17 PM
Remote Name: 80.75.104.110

Comments
Hi Roger,
You have very beautiful and warm pictures! We had first snow here in north of Finland. Terrible... You are lucky.
Linnar
(back)

Re: KAP from Australia
From: Brooks
Date: 11/15/2004
Time: 1:24:20 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
Gee, nothing there to be apologetic about, Roger! Nice pix!
One suggestion: get JAlbum -- free -- for your slide show, so you can go sequentially through the pix like a....slide show!
chin UP! Let's see some more! bgl
(back)

Bug in Canon G5/G6
From: Linnar
Date: 11/15/2004
Time: 1:56:52 AM
Remote Name: 195.33.97.164
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Comments
Hi Kapers,
Seems I found software bug in Canon G5 and G6. I disabled Auto Power Off feature and made custom settings for KAPing. Camera still goes to partial sleep
according to user's manual but problem is that after wake up (by sending IR shoot or zoom command) it forgets MANUAL FOCUS which I set before sleep. I
also stored MANUAL FOCUS to custom settings but camera forgets it after wake up (other settings will be available well). I found that same thing happens when
I open LCD screen. So workaround was that my microcontroller sends zoom-in/out command after every 2.8 min which holds camera awake.
Linnar
(back)

hangups/c are here -- and more!
From: Brooks
Date: 11/14/2004
Time: 2:17:12 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
Couple months ago I promised that brooxes hangup/c were in the works and soon to be offered on my site. It didn't work out quite that way -- the machined
plastic one or anything like Cris's modification of it would be too expensive to produce.
So instead, Christian Becot has graciously allowed me to adapt his design and the result is a stamped 1/8" aluminum hangup/c that is at least as easy to use,
plenty strong, and much more elegant than white plastic in anodized French Blue! We call it the BECOBROOX HANGUP/c!
In addition, I've produced a set of leg brackets to be used on my kit, but also easily adapted to most rigs of conventional layout, and an add-on gear reduction
package for the pan servo, which likewise can be adapted to many rigs.
See the whole new line on my updated market page at http://www.brooxes.com/newsite/BBKK/
(back)

Re: hangups/c are here -- and more!
From: Dave Mitchell
Date: 11/23/2004
Time: 2:12:39 AM
Remote Name: 80.177.153.149

Comments
Got my BecoBroox hangups today from Peter Bults. They look terrific - lovely anodised blue. Can't wait to get them in the air.
Good job!
Dave
(back)

Re: hangups/c are here -- and more!
From: Laura Mezoff
Date: 11/15/2004
Time: 12:50:00 AM
Remote Name: 64.160.45.239

Comments
I'm not the smartest knife in the drawer-- do you have a picture of how they work, Brooks?
(back)

Re: hangups/c are here -- and more!
From: laura
Date: 11/15/2004
Time: 12:50:47 AM
Remote Name: 64.160.45.239

Comments
make that the sharpest knife in the drawer.....
(back)
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Re: hangups/c are here -- and more!
From: Brooks
Date: 11/15/2004
Time: 9:22:26 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
Here's the how2 sheet that comes with the Becobroox Hangup/c: http://www.brooxes.com/how2BB.pdf
(back)

Re: hangups/c are here -- and more!
From: Brooks again
Date: 11/15/2004
Time: 1:17:47 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
Seems to be some confusion about how to attach the BECOBROOX Hangup/c, so I've redrawn the how2, same URL: http://www.brooxes.com/how2BB.pdf
(back)

Re: hangups/c are here -- and more!
From: Christian
Date: 11/14/2004
Time: 3:25:07 PM
Remote Name: 83.154.184.44

Comments
Just to add that Brooks' manufacturing is superb. And to let you know that my first aim for this design was not for kap but to hang my Koi-no-bori, the japanese
carps windsocks. The longest one I have is 8 meters long, weights 1.2 kg, and drag more depending on the wind. As I can hang 2 dozens of it from large to small
size, and because I dislike to make knots on the field, a fast and reliable hook was necessary. I never had one failing its duty for any reason. Conclusion, you can
fully rely on the BBKK.
(back)

IR shutter and live video out
From: lenny
Date: 11/14/2004
Time: 10:27:05 AM
Remote Name: 212.30.3.32

Comments
So I'm in the market for a new camera and I'm taken at the moment with the Pentax Optio S5i or the 5MP Ixus.
I know that the Pentax can be used with the gentled.
So my questions are - 1. Can the Canon be triggered with an IR? 2. Can either camera provide a video feed whilst still being able to take a picture? I don't want
to have to coaxially mount a video camera on the rig if I can help it. 3. More Importantly, can the video feed be used to transmit "live" video with the screen on
the camera turned off to save battery.
Does anyone know? - it's not so easy to find out these things by browsing.
Oh yeah, and which is the best?
Ta
Lenny
(back)

Re: IR shutter and live video out
From: james@gentlesSPAM.info
Date: 11/14/2004
Time: 12:05:52 PM
Remote Name: 80.229.25.24

Comments
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Lots of questions, forgive the use of capitals in the responses:
I know that the Pentax can be used with the gentled. CORRECT
So my questions are - 1. Can the Canon be triggered with an IR? ACCORDING TO http://www.dpreview.com/reviews/specs/Canon/canon_s500.asp?dontcount=1
THE ANSWER IS NO UNFORTUNATELY
2. Can either camera provide a video feed whilst still being able to take a picture? I don't want to have to coaxially mount a video camera on the rig if I can help
it. DONT KNOW FOR CANON. IF THE 5 BEHAVES LIKE THE 4, 550 and 555 THE VIDEO FEED IS EXACTLY THE SAME AS THE LCD ON THE BACK
OF THE CAMERA (WHICH IS DISABLED WHEN THE VIDEO FEED IN PLUGGED IN).
3. More Importantly, can the video feed be used to transmit "live" video with the screen on the camera turned off to save battery. PENTAX AUTOMATICALLY
SWITCHES OF SCREEN WHEN VIDEO PLUG IS IN - IDEAL FOR KAP! ALSO FOR PENTAX- THE VIDEO DOES STOP WHEN THE CAMERA SLEEPS
BUT THE IR WILL WAKE IT UP AGAIN.
Oh yeah, and which is the best? DON'T ASK ME I'M BIASED - CANT YOU TELL!
JAMES
(back)

Re: IR shutter and live video out
From: Dave Mitchell
Date: 11/14/2004
Time: 12:14:14 PM
Remote Name: 80.177.153.149

Comments
I have the Ixus 500. It has no IR capability, but it does output video all the time (and the LCD screen is disabled when doing so). My video link needs 12v, which I
get from the 5v Nicads that power the servos using the 5v-to-12v conversion circuit that's on Brook's website.
Dave PS I tried to by a Pentax S4i (the S5i wasn't out) on EBAY but failed to get a bargain so I bought an Ixus instead. It takes terrific photos, but no GentLED
capability.
(back)

Re: IR shutter and live video out
From: Brooks
Date: 11/14/2004
Time: 1:15:49 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
I have used the Ixus only in the 2MP flavor, but like the Pentax Optio S4 a lot -- and it's lighter too. See earlier posts on this camera and the S4i -- lots of rave
reviews. Haven't used it with video, but I concur with all of the above comments.
Cris has also gotten great service out of several flavors of Ixus/Powershot.
(back)

Re: IR shutter and live video out
From: lenny
Date: 11/14/2004
Time: 1:51:41 PM
Remote Name: 212.30.3.32

Comments
Thanks, guys
Gotta be the Pentax, I feel. Hey, if it turns out to be not quite right for me, I'll put it on eBay - then maybe Dave could get a bargain after all.
Lenny {:o)
(back)

Re: IR shutter and live video out
From: lenny
Date: 11/14/2004 Time: 1:51:09 PM
Remote Name: 212.30.3.32

Comments
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Thanks, guys
Gotta be the Pentax, I feel. Hey, if it turns out to be not quite right for me, I'll put it on eBay - then maybe Dave could get a bargain after all.
Lenny {:o)
(back)

Video Downlink - saving battery?
From: Dino
Date: 11/14/2004
Time: 7:41:31 AM
Remote Name: 193.198.150.124

Comments
Hello to KAP all KAPers. I'm still collecting stuff and information for constructing my first rig, and I have one video downlink question. I bought mini
transmitter form CCTV-king on eBay. It opetare at 1,2GHz with 9V battery. So, what aer the best options for power supply. Is there a way to save battery power
for video downlink when the cammera goes to sleep mode and there's no need for it transferring video? Would it be good idea to connect 2 or more 9V battery in
serial conection to extend durabillity? What are your solutions? Thanx Dino panomani@net.hr
(back)

Re: Video Downlink - saving battery?
From: james@gentlesSPAM.info
Date: 11/14/2004
Time: 8:50:01 AM
Remote Name: 80.229.25.24

Comments
Dino, Please don't connect two 9V batteries is series, you may not have a downlink if you use 18V.
You may want to look at this page from my website, a little circuit to power your video from the servo batteries, it also switches off when your camera goes to
sleep http://www.gentles.info/KAP/rig02/videoswitch.htm
James
(back)

Re: Video Downlink - saving battery?
From: Dino
Date: 11/14/2004
Time: 2:07:39 PM
Remote Name: 193.198.137.39

Comments
Than you James for your answer. I said serial but i mean paralel connectio. Is that a good solution, I would expand mA but voltage stays the same?
(back)

Re: Video Downlink - saving battery?
From: james@gentlesSPAM.info
Date: 11/14/2004
Time: 2:40:15 PM
Remote Name: 80.229.25.24

Comments
Dino, Personally I wouldn't parallel the batteries. It is unclear as they discharge how much energy is used and how much is wasted as the batteries fight each
other due to differences in their internal resistance.
I would go for the MAX761 and share with the servos, even if you don't use the video switch. My circuit does 9V, Brooks has a 12V one on his site, it is only a few
components to save a lot of weight
James
(back)

Article 4589
From:
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Date: 11/11/2004
Time: 12:51:58 AM
Remote Name: 80.170.46.196

Comments
My name is Patrick Skibinski . My picture is the number 16 " eleven &quot; - a cabine front the sea .On first selection I have 26 votes and my ranking was 2 ,and
on the second selection 4 votes and my ranking is 19 .......it 's the rules of this contest . Good luck for 2005 . Patrick http://kapski.free.fr
(back)

Re: Article 4589
From: Emmanuel - http://photocerfvolant.free.fr
Date: 11/12/2004
Time: 4:03:11 AM
Remote Name: 194.250.178.227

Comments
Hello Patrick, J'aime beaucoup ton image, je trouve un peu sÝvÝre de la voir perdre 9 places entre les 2 tours du concours.
In "English"; Hello Patrick, I really like your pic. I think it's severe that it loosed 9 ranks between the 2 selections.
Emmanuel
(back)

Results of JPKA contest 2004 are on line
From: Emmanuel - France
Date: 11/10/2004
Time: 2:02:14 AM
Remote Name: 194.250.178.227

Comments
Hello everyone,
For the competitors or the spectators of KAP, the results of the 2004's contest are online at :<br>
http://www.interq.or.jp/japan/jkpa/event/jkpaapc/2004/resurlts.html<br> There's a lot of nice pics. Congratulations for the winner, who made the pic call "Lins
Mill AqueductLins Mill". <BR>Emmanuel
(back)

Re: Results of JPKA contest 2004 are on line
From: Brooks
Date: 11/10/2004
Time: 11:48:05 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
The link given by Yvan has a final <br> in it that needs to be deleted before the link will work.
Congratulations to lots of kappers, but especially to the top 3, any of which could have won.
(back)

Re: Results of JPKA contest 2004 are on line
From: Brooks
Date: 11/10/2004
Time: 11:51:44 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
OOOps! Sorry Emmanuel -- you're not Yvan. Sorry Yvan too!
(back)

Re: Results of JPKA contest 2004 are on line
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 11/10/2004
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Time: 12:13:17 PM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
OK, but who are the winners? I know most of the photographers of the pictures in competition but it wouldn't it be nice to have names to them by now?
Peter
(back)

Re: Results of JPKA contest 2004 are on line
From: Emmanuel From France
Date: 11/12/2004
Time: 3:56:54 AM
Remote Name: 194.250.178.227

Comments
My apologies for the <br> in my previous post.
In fact, the final results should give the name of the competitors. Perhaps, we can give our personnal results ? I was the entry nÝ0018 (The ferry from Praslin), In
the final selection, I'm ranking in the 7th position (NÝ3 in Kap Film section). I'm glad of this result for my first attemps in a world wide contest. A great thank for
everyone who vote for my pic. And many congratulations for everyone who share their work. Emmanuel
(back)

Re: Results of JPKA contest 2004 are on line
From: Dave Mitchell
<�b>Date: 11/12/2004
Time: 12:48:20 PM
Remote Name: 80.177.153.149

Comments
Mine was #14, ranked 4 (22 places higher than last year!). I wish the organisers put larger images on the site - I'm sure some pictures scored lower just because
you couldn't make out the detail. Brook's picture (#10) is a case in point.
Dave
PS I recognised pictures by Cris (#2) and Peter Bults (#6).
(back)

Re: Results of JPKA contest 2004 are on line
From: Brooks
Date: 11/12/2004
Time: 3:00:58 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
On the other hand, if you were to see a full-screen image of my Volga Sunset, you'd see how noisy it is! But I agree, at least double the "large" images offered this
year would be a big improvement.
I have written Masami asking that he post names, but the translation may take a few days to reach him.
Anybody know who took the crop circle? Lovely.
(back)

Re: Results of JPKA contest 2004 are on line
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 11/12/2004
Time: 3:06:22 PM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
Crop circle? Clinckemaille.
Who made picture 0028? Scott or Andrea or ....
Peter
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(back)

Re: Results of JPKA contest 2004 are on line
From: Brooks
Date: 11/12/2004
Time: 9:38:47 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
Congratulations, Emmanuel -- nice pic, good ranking.
Mine is the Volga Sunset, #10, placed #14. I'm not unhappy with that -- though I think the voting rules should be modified to ensure that the photographers with
the most friends don't have an advantage.
(back)

Immervion G2 panorama viewer
From: Yvan
Date: 11/9/2004
Time: 11:37:01 AM
Remote Name: 62.235.113.2

Comments
In my "quest" for the multi platform Panorama viewer, I dropped an eye on the new Immervision G2 full screen Java viewer. I looks like a very good quicktime
alternative. They're looking for Beta testers before they drop the new viewer on the market. So if anyone is interested for testing... here's the address:
http://www.immervision.com/home/home_us.php
Greetz, yvan.
(back)

Gentled with zoom
From: Dave Diederich
Date: 11/9/2004
Time: 8:07:45 AM
Remote Name: 70.240.133.133

Comments
I just noticed that the Gentled is available with zoom on some digital cameras. Has anyone used this for KAP? Would you recommend it?
I know that I would be better off lowering the camera/kite to get closer, but I have found that higher altitudes are sometimes required to clear trees and other
obstacles. Perhaps the zoom would be good in these situations.
(back)

Re: Gentled with zoom perfekt posting
From: Ralf
Date: 11/10/2004
Time: 12:48:29 PM
Remote Name: 80.142.94.22

Comments
Hi pert&Brooks and the ohters, yes, I use the zoomfunction on my camedia C2020. It is about 90 mm the maximum tele and I can use it in stable conditons
without loosing sharpness. But forget working with tele without a videocontroll. For me it is unpossible to get telefotos without video..and I think I am not a
beginner to work without video.
There is a big different in the picture strukture with video. At Berck sur Mer Kite festival for example I took a Peter Lynn cat with 35 mm and with 90 mm. Both
pictures have the ocean as background. On the 35 mm picture the ocean is a blue something, on the 90 mm picture the ocean has strukture, you can se the waves
moving to the beach. With 90 mm the better picture! I had some more pictures to compare 35/90 mm, if there is great feedback I can made a side on my HP.
Greets Ralf
(back)

Re: Gentled with zoom
From: Ralf
Date: 11/10/2004
Time: 12:34:13 PM
Remote Name: 80.142.94.22
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Comments
(back)

Re: Gentled with zoom
From: Brooks
Date: 11/9/2004
Time: 11:24:39 AM
Remote Name: 216.228.2.23

Comments
I haven't used the gentLED zoom, nor have I zoomed aloft at all, but unless you have a heavy German rig (hi Ralf) I would recommend against it. The longer the
lens, the more difficult it is to avoid fuzzy pictures from motion. Now if you have a stabilized Nikon 8800 on the other hand.......I'm envious.
(back)

Re: Gentled with zoom
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 11/9/2004
Time: 3:03:24 PM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
Well I do have a Zoom gentLED (for my Olympus D-40) and on this camera zooming in or out hardly changes the balance.
Imust admit I haven't used it much over the past weeks, but looking at Ralf's pictures (Hi Ralf) on this page
http://www.dopero.de/Eingang/Luftbild_Aktuell/luftbild_aktuell.html I must say it makes different picture. And I can remember there were occasions on which I
couldn't get in close enough to the subject. Waterways, powerlines and things like that are sometimes hard to cross. I have the feeling that having the zoom option
might give you more chances to get that one great picture.
Peter
(back)

Re: Gentled with zoom
From: james@gentlesSPAM.info
Date: 11/9/2004
Time: 3:01:58 PM
Remote Name: 80.229.25.24

Comments
Gentled zoom is available for Canon, Olympus and Nikon, and allows zoom either from a special switch or by moving the joystick paddle either side of "neutral".
There were requests from customers to provide "zoom", so I added it to the stable, in the same way that older Canon cameras (using RC-1 and RC-5), and Nikon
are now supported for shutter release.
Remember that gentled sells into other markets than KAP, and I suspect this is where sales are going.
Personally I seem to be striving for ever wider angle lenses rather than telephotos. But hey, it's a big world out there, not everyone is like me :-)
James
(back)

Re: Gentled with zoom
From: james@gentlesSPAM.info
Date: 11/9/2004
Time: 3:10:20 PM
Remote Name: 80.229.25.24

Comments
Apologies for the error in my previous post - Zoom available for Canon, Olympus and PENTAX.
Apologies for the confusion
James
(back)
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Large format printing
From: Rich Conaway
Date: 11/8/2004
Time: 8:50:54 AM
Remote Name: 66.65.243.113

Comments
I am an amateur photographer and a pilot who likes to take all kinds of pictures and every once in a while I would take that Ýperfect photoÝ, you know, the one
you would like to blow up to 18x24 or 24x36 inch or larger? If youÝre like me most of these went into the ÝwishÝ category due to the high costs Ý until recently. I
met a person who can print pictures in large format at low prices. The 18x24 is $27.95 and the 24x36 is $29.95, plus $6.45 shipping and handling. He does matte,
glossy and translucent prints. I have a translucent that I cannot wait to get into a back-lit frame. I know this posting is not about KAP, but I thought you might be
interested in information on large format printing Ý after all you do take some great pictures! If this is inappropriate please accept my apologies. If you want
more information write to me at rconawa@nycap.rr.com and I will tell you how to go about ordering these prints.
(back)

Re: Large format printing
From: Ralf
Date: 11/9/2004
Time: 7:08:52 AM
Remote Name: 80.142.97.83

Comments
I print my WOB-360Ý pano by myself in a big size. For the Europeans: I put 8 sheets of DIN-A3 paper togehter (about 240 cm long) and laminated it. After that I
was going into a professional shop and asked the price for a "complete" panopicture. Oh KAPers, the next panos I will print by myself again......So be happy If
you know someone can print large format pictures. Ralf
(back)

Re: Large format printing
From: Yvan
Date: 11/9/2004
Time: 11:29:52 AM
Remote Name: 62.235.113.2

Comments
Hi Ralf, There's also a piece of software that prints panorama pictures. It's from
Immervision...http://www.immervision.com/multimedia/products/panoprinter_us.php
B.regards,
Yvan.
(back)

Chicago Area KAP??
From: Matt
Date: 11/6/2004
Time: 1:51:58 PM
Remote Name: 66.158.84.118

Comments
Hi, I'm a college student in Chicago, and I have become really interested in KAP. I thought it would be good to see it being done before trying it myself. If you live
in the Chicago area and wouldn't mind letting me come along one day, I would really apprreciate it. My email is mkelly1(a)northpark.edu. Thanks.
(back)

New KAPer
From: Linnar (linnar2eol.ee)
Date: 11/6/2004
Time: 9:14:02 AM
Remote Name: 80.75.104.110

Comments
Hi guys,
Thanks of giving a lot of enthusiasm by reading your posts and seeing your web pages! I got my project ready and here is my web page (draft version):
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http://www.eol.ee/~linnar/kap
Thanks, Linnar Edesi from Finland/Estonia
(back)

Re: New KAPer
From: Brooks
Date: 11/6/2004
Time: 10:21:15 AM
Remote Name: 216.228.2.23

Comments
Good going, Linnar! Now I know where all those hits from Finland came from!
I think it's amazing that you managed to get almost all the way to the end without taking a self-portrait -- very unusual!
I like 48 best, but I like low-altitude best in general.
You're off to an excellent start. Congratulations!
(back)

Re: New KAPer
From: james@gentlesSPAM.info
Date: 11/7/2004
Time: 2:48:00 PM
Remote Name: 80.229.25.24

Comments
Nice storyboard, and KAP shots, well done!
Interested in your enthusiasm for hacking the Canon IR signal, most people just buy off the shelf from www.gentles.info/KAP/gentled
James
(back)

Re: New KAPer
From: Linnar
Date: 11/8/2004
Time: 2:28:40 PM
Remote Name: 80.75.104.110

Comments
I guess I started hacking before gentled was available because I didn't find such solution during studies of KAP systems (in June). Anyway, the idea was to put all
control into one microcontroller.
Linnar
(back)

Re: New KAPer
From: Linnar
Date: 11/8/2004
Time: 1:38:33 AM
Remote Name: 195.33.97.164

Comments
Thanks folks!
I have quite busy time but I'd like to add to web whole story how my KAP project started and how I hacked a IR contol. I have also source codes, so you can do
the same with your IR remote control and program microcontroller to control every camera where is IR receiver. I hope that in Canon cameras there are more
hidden codes to control other functions like shutter speed and so on through IR.
Linnar
(back)

some new kap pics to see
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From: Emmanuel from France
Date: 11/5/2004
Time: 3:52:07 PM
Remote Name: 213.36.9.59

Comments
Hello Everyone, After several month of sleep, I just upload my web site of 30 "new" pics of our last trip to Seychelles (May 2004). There were always some little
bugs but it's ok for 98% (I hope). The descriptions of the pics and the kap sessions, will be added only in several days. I tested it with IE, I'll try on Mac next
monday at work. Hope you like them, the direct link is http://photocerfvolant.free.fr/index_seychelles_2004.html
Every of your comments will be appreciate. Cheers, Emmanuel http://photocerfvolant.free.fr
(back)

Re: some new kap pics to see
From: Brooks
Date: 11/5/2004
Time: 5:00:19 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.2.23

Comments
It works just fine on my Mac, Emmanuel -- and nice pictures too. I especially like #14: very nice composition.
Tres bien, merci!
(back)

Re: some new kap pics to see
From: Emmanuel
Date: 11/9/2004
Time: 9:54:00 AM
Remote Name: 194.250.178.227

Comments
Hello Brooks, Thanks for your comment for the pics (and for the Mac). The pic number 14 is in the JPKA contest, I'm waiting for the result... Probably not the
only one ;o) A little more on your email... Emmanuel
(back)

My first 360 degree Bubble-Panos, a new mania.
From: Manfred
Date: 11/5/2004
Time: 10:11:09 AM
Remote Name: 85.72.26.125

Comments
My first 360 degree Bubble-Panos.
For some time I am looking for an adaptor to enlarge the wide angular range of my Canoan A70.
After I was informed from Brooks Leffler, Philo and Scott Haefner about so called "Bubble Panos", it should be a fisheye lens.
I adaptered the Nikon Fisheye FC-E8 at my Canon A70 and now I have done my first aerial shoots on the German island Fehmarn.
Whith the help from Scott and Brooks I have now made my two first Bubble Panos.
Have a look at my webside at
http://members.fortunecity.de/kapmfs
I think to make panos can be a new mania.
Many thanks to Brooks and Scott from here.
Manfred
(back)

Re: My first 360 degree Bubble-Panos, a new mania.
From: Yvan
Date: 11/5/2004
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Time: 9:44:01 PM
Remote Name: 62.235.110.218

Comments
Very nice Manfred! It works fine on my PC. I like the lighthouse pano.
Yvan.
(back)

Re: My first 360 degree Bubble-Panos, a new mania.
From: Brooks
Date: 11/5/2004
Time: 4:52:07 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.2.23

Comments
I have Quicktime installed in my computer, but can't get a usable pano image. Looks like a broken link.
Pictures look promising, however! Nice stuff as always, Manfred!
(back)

Re: My first 360 degree Bubble-Panos, a new mania.
From: David Hunt
Date: 11/5/2004
Time: 9:50:08 PM
Remote Name: 69.69.53.202

Comments
The 360 doesn't work for me either. Your first still of the lighthouse has some very unique symmetry, excellent shot.
David Hunt
http://www.kaper.us/
(back)

Re: My first 360 degree Bubble-Panos, a new mania.
From: Manfred
Date: 11/7/2004
Time: 11:48:37 AM
Remote Name: 85.72.59.70

Comments
Hi KAPers
Some of you could not see my panos.
Now I am trying to get them working.
I have changed some of the html code on one of the sides.
Please have a look at
http://members.fortunecity.de/kapmfs/fehmarn0403.htm
and give me a feedback.
Thanks
Manfred
(back)

Re: My first 360 degree Bubble-Panos, a new mania.
From: David Hunt
Date: 11/7/2004
Time: 1:46:25 PM
Remote Name: 69.69.53.202
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Comments
That works for me now. PC with QT 6.5
David Hunt
(back)

Re: My first 360 degree Bubble-Panos, a new mania.
From: Brooks
Date: 11/7/2004
Time: 4:10:04 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.2.23

Comments
Works for me too, with the one with your latest link. The other pano still doesn't work at all, and neither works on the english pages.
Mac OS X 10.3.6, QT 6.5.2
bgl
(back)

Re: My first 360 degree Bubble-Panos, a new mania.
From: Manfred
Date: 11/9/2004
Time: 11:21:53 AM
Remote Name: 85.72.43.138

Comments
Hallo KAPers
Now I have changed all panos on the German and the English page and all four should work now.
Is it so???
Greatings Manfred
(back)

Re: My first 360 degree Bubble-Panos, a new mania.
From: Brooks
Date: 11/9/2004
Time: 6:08:45 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
Alles gut, Manfred!
Splendid stitchery on the horizons, by the way.
Ausgezeichnet!
(back)

Re: My first 360 degree Bubble-Panos, a new mania.
From: David Hunt
Date: 11/10/2004
Time: 8:09:57 AM
Remote Name: 69.34.125.192

Comments
Good on my PC too!
The IFA Ferienpark bubble pano has some great variations of color saturation through out the picture and interesting color detail in the water. The cloudy day
served you well.
David Hunt
http://www.kaper.us/
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(back)

World Wide Panorama - Solstice
From: Brooks
Date: 11/5/2004
Time: 9:56:32 AM
Remote Name: 216.228.2.23

Comments
The WWP has just announced the theme for the winter solstice collection of 360-degree pano images: Sanctuary. As always, the photographer has the freedom to
interpret that any way s/he wishes.
Dates to shoot your panorama are December 18 - 21, 2004.
A formal presentation of the theme is not yet posted, but you can read about the project (and see the incredible collection of panopix from past events) at
http://geoimages.berkeley.edu:16080/wwp.html .
So if you've been thinking about going pano, now's a good time! So far, no KAPano has been submitted to this project, though Scott and I (and I hope others)
would like to change that.
(back)

looking for some input.
From:
Date: 11/3/2004
Time: 2:46:46 PM
Remote Name: 67.125.157.19

Comments
So I'm new to this and would like some opinions on my plan. My plan is to build a setup for high quality video setup to be flown of a boat in order to film sailboat
racing from above. To start withI know that what I want to do is not really a beginers goal and expect to put a fair amount of time (and money eventually) into it.
so here are my basic ideas and a little more info about my setup
Conditions: I will be looking to use this setup as I said to film sailboat racing which requires wind so the lowest surface winds would be around 5 knots and the
top end somewhere around 30 knots. The kite needs to be able to fly for 1-2 which is the average duration of a race
The Boat: Will most likely be a smaller powerboat like a 18-25 foot boston whaler which I think is substantial enough to anchor the line to.
Kite: I'm thinking of using a delta conyne I'm planning on making one at work in the next couple of days (one nice thing is that my work has almost all the
supplies to make kites making it very easy for me to build additional kites) and start flying and then adding weights to simulate the rig. I'm leaning toward the
delta conyne because you can train them giving more lift in lighter wind.
KAV rig: still researching this but I think that I could get it to around 10-15 lbs
I sure there is other stuff people will want to know but I don't know what. Thanks in advance for all you comments
(back)

Re: looking for some input.
From: David Hunt
Date: 11/3/2004
Time: 9:21:40 PM
Remote Name: 67.77.2.232

Comments
Kite Aerial platforms may not have the degree of stability that you are looking for professional video work. You might get by with short clips of KAV to spice up
water-level footage.
To give you an idea what you can expect there is a video clip here:
http://www.kaper.us/AD_kapica02_jebeclip.html
In this clip, the camera is slowly panning during all but the last 10 seconds or so of the clip.
Most KAPers are lifting less than 2#. With Delta Conynes you will need the kite to pull between 3 and 8 times the weight of your payload to lift your it between
40-50 degrees. With a payload of 15# you would need 45#-120# of kite pull. That's waaaaaaaaaay out of our league as KAPers! You're talking about huge
amounts of sail and a crew of 3 to 4 people and some sort of winch mounted to the boat.
Think about using lighter miniDV camcorders and keep your total suspended weight as far under 5# as you can, it will drastically simplify the kite portion of the
equation.
Search this discussion form using the phrase; "kite for 22 pound payload" for some more information.
David Hunt
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http://www.kaper.us/
(back)

Re: looking for some input.
From: nate campbell
Date: 11/11/2004
<�b>Time: 12:49:06 AM
Remote Name: 24.130.185.189

Comments
My weight estimate was riduclously high after some research I think under 5 shouldn't be a problem. Building my first practice kite tomorrow
(back)

Re: looking for some input.
From: Craig
Date: 11/4/2004
Time: 6:13:28 AM
Remote Name: 204.147.0.52

Comments
I have shot stills of sailboats on numerous occasions. There are many challenges when they are racing. Wanting to get close, yet staying out of the way is one.
When the camera is up a hundred feet or more there is a natural dampening of the boat and kite motion by the length of line, but when trying to get the camera
just above the sails the camera is relatively close to the kite handler and hence is subject to the motion of the boat and waves. As David points out, to lift a 10-15
pound device you will need a big kite. Lifting it in up to 30 knot winds compounded by your boat speed to track with the racers the kite will be kicking your #ss.
No doubt you will need some sort of winch like is used for parasailing. The waves on the big water with big wind will be your biggest problem to deal with. That
heaving up and down will be transferred to your camera and the nausea will go straight through the lens to the tape to the dvd player, throught the cable, to the
screen, and into the head and gut of anyone who sees it. The key is to have a good (wo)man to opperate the boat for you who understands about wind and
kiteflying and you just need to practice a few times before lifting 10 lbs of payload and 1500 lb test kevlar over a $500,000+ boat. Good luck, it sounds like a great
adventure. Keep us posted.
(back)

Re: looking for some input.
From: nate campbell
Date: 11/10/2004
Time: 9:22:00 AM
Remote Name: 67.127.98.211

Comments
thanks for your input I'll let you know how it's going.
(back)

special day
From: Craig
Date: 11/3/2004
Time: 6:05:30 AM
Remote Name: 204.147.0.52

Comments
HAppy Birthday Brooks. May you and Gretchen have many more together. <�/p> (back)

Re: special day
From: frankDOTlouwersATaltinaDOTcx
Date: 11/3/2004
Time: 9:05:24 AM
Remote Name: 194.78.199.68

Comments
Same hurrah's from this side of the big pond (and small one)
Frank Louwers (Belgium) www.altina.cx
(back)
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Re: special day
From: David Hunt
Date: 11/3/2004
Time: 6:21:49 AM
Remote Name: 67.77.2.232

Comments
Here, Here !
(back)

Re: special day
From: Brooks
Date: 11/3/2004
Time: 9:33:25 AM
Remote Name: 216.228.2.23

Comments
Thanks, guys. You fair make me weepy. But you help to elevate my spirits on a pretty depressing morning after.
(back)

Chair for the AKA
From: Craig
Date: 11/1/2004
Time: 12:21:41 PM
Remote Name: 204.147.0.52

Comments
I have been the Chair for the AKA aerial photography comittee for a long time. I am actually not sure but at least since 1998, maybe before that. I think it would
be great for someone else to take a turn and so I am offering this position to one of you active KAPers. Please e-mail me if you have questions or would like to
take on the job. kitecam at juno dot com Thanks, Craig
(back)

Re: Chair for the AKA
From: Craig
Date: 11/2/2004
Time: 9:44:08 AM
Remote Name: 204.147.0.52

Comments
I haven't heard from anyone on this topic on this very important date in American history. Don't you all think it is time to throw the old bum out?
(back)

Re: Chair for the AKA
From: Brooks
Date: 11/2/2004
Time: 10:44:21 AM
Remote Name: 216.228.2.23

Comments
FOUR MORE YEARS! FOUR MORE YEARS! FOUR MORE YEARS!
(back)

Re: Chair for the AKA
From: Craig
Date: 11/2/2004
Time: 2:00:14 PM
Remote Name: 204.147.0.52

Comments
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I cannot believe the support. Don't you guys read the papers and see what a mess it is in. I never even had an exit strategy. Not nearly enough funding or properly
equipt people in the field. AKA should have had worldwide support beforehand. Catastrophic errors in judgement has led to being less-safe and less respected
around the world. Pull the handle for the other guy.
(back)

Re: Chair for the AKA
From: Brooks
Date: 11/2/2004
Time: 4:38:39 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.2.23

Comments
I sure hope the voter turnout at the polls is better today than the support you're getting from the AKA electorate!
(back)

Re: Chair for the AKA
From: Craig
Date: 11/3/2004
Time: 7:11:23 AM
Remote Name: 204.147.0.52

Comments
Well, this was all just funny yesterday. Now I'm depressed. 4 more years seems like a very long time.
(back)

Re: Chair for the AKA
From: Brooks
Date: 11/3/2004
Time: 9:29:12 AM Remote Name: 216.228.2.23

Comments
same feelings exactly --but not about you, Mr Chairman.
(back)

on the shoulders of giants
From: erik
Date: 10/31/2004
Time: 10:16:49 PM
Remote Name: 63.197.208.224

Comments
I was so excited to find this great discussion after having such a great idea of a shot utilizing a kite... and here is all the work layed out for me!! you guys are
amazing! anyway, for starters, in a constant 22 mph wind (bear with me), how much weight do you think is capable of being lifted? (with a nice big kite?) Erik
rarebreedfoto@aol.com
(back)

Re: on the shoulders of giants
From: Brooks
Date: 10/31/2004
Time: 10:33:24 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.2.23

Comments
With a constant 22 mph wind, a surprisingly small kite could lift the biggest camera you're liable to want to send up.
You do it -- not me.
(back)

Re: on the shoulders of giants
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From: erik rarebreedfoto@aol.com
Date: 10/31/2004
Time: 10:37:33 PM
Remote Name: 63.197.208.224

Comments
brooks, is there an e-mail I can reach you at? I'd be interested to find out how I can buy your line attatchment do-hickies. Thanks! I'm gonna go for it, but not
without doing all my homework first...
(back)

Re: on the shoulders of giants
From: Brooks
Date: 11/1/2004
Time: 9:02:23 AM
Remote Name: 216.228.2.23

Comments
You can find me at kytemanATredshiftDOTcom or http://www.brooxes.com/
(back)

Picavet Rings
From: Doug Haber
Date: 10/30/2004
Time: 5:33:10 PM
Remote Name: 4.255.223.170

Comments
What is the best source for the rings used on the picavet lines. The best I can come up with is to carnage a fishing pole guide and steal the smooth center piece. All
of the other rings, are either rough, or welded with some type of groove. Any ideas?
(back)

Re: Picavet Rings
From: Yvon H.
Date: 12/13/2004
Time: 7:45:45 PM
Remote Name: 156.34.184.91

Comments
Just to add my input into this discussion a month and a half old. I using the "H" configuration for my picavet and I don't need the ring to stop the rig rotation.
With the "H" configuration, each pair of lines crossing stops the rig rotation in the opposite direction, complementing themselves. This maybe why Picavet was
not using any ring.
(back)

Re: Picavet Rings
From: Yvon H.
Date: 12/13/2004
Time: 8:02:00 PM
Remote Name: 156.34.184.91

Comments
I forgot to mention that I use two double butterfly knots 2,5m apart on the main line to secure my KAP rig.
This knot is easy to do and undo even after a lot of stress and doesn't put as much strain on the main line as some other knots.
(back)

Re: Picavet Rings
From: David Hunt
Date: 10/31/2004
Time: 12:49:56 PM
Remote Name: 69.68.179.30
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Comments
Everybody's answers so far assumes that you were asking about the ring used where two passes of the picavet line cross each other. Like Brooks, I also use a #6
washer, metal or nylon, which ever is handy. The weight difference is not significant. The important thing to remember about this ring is that you want the
smallest ring that will still allow the two lines to pass freely through it.
If however if you were refering to the rings some KAPers use where the picavet attaches to the kite line, like those seen on:
http://www.kaper.us/basics/BASICS_picavet.html
, then those rings are chromed welded rings that are found in most hardware stores here in the USA. I use the smalles size available. Since the picavet line does
not slide through these rings during normal operation of the picavet, but only when you initially level the rig when it is attached to the kite line, the smoothness of
the ring surface isn't a major concern. I've seen split-rings and small carabiners used also. I'm sitting here looking at the tabs used to open aluminum beverage
cans, even these look like they could work.
David Hunt
(back)

Re: Picavet Rings
From: Brooks
Date: 10/31/2004
Time: 3:42:05 PM Remote Name: 216.228.2.23

Comments
Following on David's comment about using rings on the kiteline attachment, the usual method is to use a lark's head knot, and I think that method puts a lot of
strain on the line. That's why I devised my hangups/c . A small carabiner with several non-crossing winds of line around one leg would be preferable.
(back)

Re: Picavet Rings
From: David Hunt
Date: 10/31/2004
Time: 4:41:19 PM
Remote Name: 69.68.179.30

Comments
Brooks said:>>A small carabiner with several non-crossing winds of line around one leg would be preferable.
The Line Tree fits the bill perfectly (see the link in my previous post). It basically costs nothing. You can make four from one coat hanger using only a pair of
lineman's pliers. These are all I have ever used. I've never had them to slip even on the slackest of lines straight overhead.
David Hunt
http://www.kaper.us/
(back)

Re: Picavet ring - Used where the 2 lines cross
From: Doug Haber
Date: 10/31/2004
Time: 6:25:25 PM
Remote Name: 4.255.216.84

Comments
The ring i'm talking about is to be used where the 2 lines cross. I had thought about the curtain rings, but was unable to find any. I will let everyone know how the
fishing pole guide i have works. I just figured since I spent almost $40.00 for pullies that I shouldn't stop there. I will post some pictures of my rig ASAP. Thanks
for the continuing help!
(back)

Re: Picavet ring - Used where the 2 lines cross
From: Lenny
Date: 11/1/2004
Time: 12:07:09 AM
Remote Name: 212.30.2.86

Comments
What the hell, Doug, send me your address to lenny@flow-interactive.com and I'll stick some in an envelope - I guess you'll be in the US, but they don't weigh
anything.
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Lenny
(back)

Re: Picavet Rings
From: Lenny
Date: 10/31/2004
Time: 1:53:22 AM
Remote Name: 212.30.3.28

Comments
I used cutain rings, specifically small (white nylon, I think) rings that are designed for use in making Roman Blinds. The rings have a 2.5mm circular section,
have a 12.5mm internal diameter and weigh nothing. Work well for me - just go to a good haberdashers and ask.
Lenny
(back)

Re: Picavet Rings
From: Brooks
Date: 10/30/2004
Time: 7:24:25 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.2.23

Comments
I'm not entirely sure they're necessary -- Picavet didn't use them -- but I use a #6 nylon washer. Works fine.
(back)

Re: Picavet Rings
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 10/31/2004
Time: 2:53:08 AM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
Though they are not shown in the original Picavet drawings, to me they are not to be left out. I think the ring (+-Picavet) or rings (x-Picavet) are essential for a
good working system.
Peter
(back)

sub micro servos
From: Lenny
Date: 10/30/2004
Time: 3:23:21 AM
Remote Name: 212.30.3.10

Comments
So I'm going to construct a new rig and I really want to try an ultra light weight approach using sub micro servos (like the Futaba s3106, for instance). My only
issue is the travel, as I want to use the sevos for pan & tilt - none of the documentation adequately describes the servo travel. If they quote 60 degrees, do they
mean either way (ie 120 in total)? Sounds like a dunmb question, but I don't want to buy and find that they're no use. Obviously I'll have to gear up the pan to get
the full 360 degrees - I believe that the internal gears are not circular and therefore cannot be modified for endless rotation. Also can you get more travel out of
the servos by liberating the potentiometers from the levers in the transmitter, just like you can with standard servos?
Also any comments on very small servos would be great - is it a foolish approach and is it a feasible approach?
Thanks in advance
Lenny
(back)

Re: sub micro servos
From: Brooks
Date: 10/30/2004
Time: 9:37:05 AM<�br> Remote Name: 216.228.2.23
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Comments
I've used Cirrus submicro servos (not their weird-looking, ultralight, long skinny ones, but the conventional-but-tiny ones) for both pan and tilt on ultralight rigs.
They have an easy conversion to 360 by removing a plastic key from the pot shaft, and their gears are full round. I suspect the Futabas are too, but don't know. I
usually use Cirrus or Tower Hobbies equipment, though Tower's servos are Futaba.
I've stripped the gears in the tilt servo more than once -- that's the one that takes the beating.
The 60 degrees reference is to total travel, which of course can be extended by the trim slider on the transmitter or by replacing the joystick with a pot and
trimmers.
That doesn't completely answer your question, but ....FWIW.
(back)

Re: sub micro servos
From: Lenny
Date: 10/31/2004
Time: 1:06:45 AM
Remote Name: 212.30.3.28

Comments
Thanks, Brooks.
I guess an ideal tilt servo would have metal gears, which from a little research seems to be an impossible combination
(back)

Re: sub micro servos
From: brooks
Date: 10/31/2004
Time: 9:26:15 AM
Remote Name: 216.228.2.23

Comments
Futaba offers the S3102, a micro with metal gears. Would be just a couple grams heavier than a submicro, but I think the tradeoff would be worth it, and it won't
make any difference in liftability.
See http://www2.towerhobbies.com/cgi-bin/wti0001p?&I=LXH291&P=ML
If that's not your cuppa tea, better get some spare gear sets.
(back)

Russian Trip 6/04
From: Harriet Naf hrnafnaf@comcast.net
Date: 10/29/2004
Time: 5:22:37 PM
Remote Name: 67.165.126.133

Comments
Would it be possible to still purchase a disk you took during the Russian trip 7/04? I was on the trip and would like to see the aerial perspecting. Thank you.
Harriet Naf
(back)

Re: Russian Trip 6/04
From: Brooks
Date: 10/29/2004
Time: 6:55:04 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.2.23

Comments
Ignore this, kappers. It's a message for me. I've responded by email. bgl
(back)

CP 5000 dimension
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From: Allan, St. Lucia
Date: 10/27/2004
Time: 7:17:14 PM
Remote Name: 209.88.70.238

Comments
Hi all, I've been searching first, but haven't been able to find out the front to back dimension of the Coolpix 5000 set at 28mm. I would also like to find out the
same with the 19mm attachment lens. This is to know if it is going to fit in the waterproof housing I use with the Nikon SLR. Thanks in advance for any help.
Allan
(back)

Re: CP 5000 dimension
From: Cris Benton
Date: 10/28/2004
Time: 4:11:55 PM
Remote Name: 169.229.138.78

Comments
Here you go:
CP5K with native lens set to 28-mm equivalent 3-3/4"
CP%K with UR-E5 adapter & WC-E68 Wide Converter 5-1/8"
(back)

Re: CP 5000 dimension
From: thanks
Date: 10/29/2004
Time: 11:57:56 AM
Remote Name: 206.128.215.26

Comments
That's a big help.. Now to get a deeper Tupperware and another optical port. Allan
(back)

Constructing my first rig
From: Gary
Date: 10/26/2004
Time: 9:27:33 AM
Remote Name: 208.162.89.213

Comments
Hi,
I just started with this KAP stuff and have decided that I need to build a rig, hanging the camera from the line with a few peices of string just isn't working.
Althought he effects are somewhat interesting: http://images.the-mullens.net/gallery/KAP/
I have thought about buying one of Brooxes' rig kits, but I kinda want the satisfaction of building something myself.
Now, the only problem is that I don't have any experience with making stuff out of metal at all. So I just have a few dumb questions which I'm having trouble
figuring out.
It seems as though most people build their rigs out of aluminum, although Scott Haefner seems to have used carbon plates. .125" Aluminum seems a lot cheaper
than carbon fiber. What decisions have other people used with regard to the material to use?
I figured I would just buy some appropriately cut aluminum sheets from onlinemetals.com, is this the right kind of material to use. I know this is probably a
dumb question, but I've seen people talking about aluminum angle, what would this be used for?
This is probably an equally dumb question, so my apologies. How easy is the aluminum to bend? Originally I thought I would make small strips and attach them
at the corners, but bending a long strip into the U shape seems to make more sense. Is this a reasonable thing to do, or is this just plain stupid?
My last question, showing my lack of metal work skills, what kind of tools do I need to be able to drill and cut aluminum? I assume I could just use a regular drill
bit to make holes and maybe a rotory tool or hack saw to cut out the holes for the servos? Would I need anything special to cut carbon fiber if I decided to go that
route?
Thanks for your help! Gary
(back)
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Re: Constructing my first rig
From: Gary
Date: 10/26/2004
Time: 6:01:36 PM
Remote Name: 66.41.199.205

Comments
Thanks for all your responses. It's really nice to find such a welcoming friendly community!
Lenny: Lots of good advice. Don't worry about the translation, I'm originally from the UK myself (Lowestoft to be exact). I've been in Minnesota now for 4 years,
so I can auto-translate ;). The camera I was originally using is a $10 disposable digital (which I am able to re-use thanks to some hacking) from Ritz. I have
already purchased a cheap ($20) 4MP camera (Minolta F200) off of eBay. The LCD is broken, but I figured that won't be much use while it's on the kite anyway.
I'm going to purchase a gentled thingy so that I don't have to use a servo for the shutter, also to save weight.
Brooks: Sorry for spelling your name wrong before. By the way, you have some great pictures on your site... Do you think .063" 5052-H32 would be a good
purchase?
Thanks again, Gary
(back)

Re: Constructing my first rig
From: Dave Mitchell
Date: 10/27/2004
Time: 4:50:15 AM
Remote Name: 80.177.153.149

Comments
If you were still in the UK, you could buy an ideal piece of aluminium from B&Q (sort of like Home Depot). They sell strips 1000 by 30 by 2 mm (40" by 1.25" by
1/12.5") - easily enough to make a rig (with enough left over for a picavet) without having to do much sawing.
I'd also put in a good word for a cheap pop-rivet set for fixing brackets to your rig.
Dave
(back)

Re: Constructing my first rig
From: Brooks
Date: 10/27/2004
Time: 9:52:21 AM
Remote Name: 216.228.2.23

Comments
Yes, I agree with Dave on the pop rivets. Very useful -- light, strong, cheap. 1/8" diameter is big enough.
(back)

Re: Constructing my first rig
From: Broox
Date: 10/26/2004
Time: 8:55:39 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.2.23

Comments
Actually, you didn't spell my name wrong, just used the spelling I created long ago when I manufactured box kites under the name Brooxes Boxes, which I've
carried forward into my KAP incarnation.
The metal you ask about would be dandy, methinks. Light weight, easy workability.
Send me a picture of the rig when you're done.
(back)

Re: Constructing my first rig
From: David Hunt
Date: 10/26/2004
Time: 1:39:15 PM
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Remote Name: 67.77.51.64

Comments
>>I assume I could just use a regular drill bit to make holes and maybe a rotory tool or hack saw to cut out the holes for the servos?
A great tool that Brooks turned me on to through the aerial eye is a nibbler. Its great for making non-round holes or notches in 1/16 inch aluminum. About $10US
and Radio Shack sells them.
David Hunt
http://www.kaper.us/
(back)

Re: Constructing my first rig
From: Lenny
Date: 10/26/2004
Time: 1:33:31 PM
Remote Name: 212.30.2.114

Comments
Gary,
This is a long post, but try it out for size:
I was in exactly the same position myself only a few months ago. I also wanted the satisfaction of making my own rig and tried to find out about working with
aluminium, without a great deal of success. But the answer as far as aluminium (or aluminum, of you like) is that it's really easy to work. ItÝs just that advice for
the absolute novice just isnÝt available easily online. I managed to create a rig that looks great and functions perfectly and this is a description from my trialand-error-led experience. Take what advice you can from it Ý it worked for me on a budget.
To cut, I bought some good quality metal cutting blades (quite cheap) from a hardware store to fit my jigsaw. I recommend a powered jigsaw, they're very cheap
and with a little practice you can get good straight lines. You should really try to cut some shapes out of the sheet of aluminium before you start in earnest Ý you
will regret it if you donÝt know how a jigsaw reacts to metal cutting. My rig involved the classic two ÝUÝ shaped brackets, which are first cut from flat sheet
aluminium 1.5mm thick, and then bent in a workbench or vice (I have a cheap work bench to hold the metal for bending and to clamp the sheet to when cutting).
Before cutting you might try doing a scale drawing by hand or in PowerPoint and simply cutting it out and gluing it to the plastic covered side of the aluminium
sheet Ý include the lines along which you will bend the metal. If you want to transfer the measurements to the metal more permanently you can stick the drawing
on to the plastic and then score the metal with a craft knife & metal edge, this is a really good idea if you donÝt mind tiny lines on the otherwise unmarked finish.
Try to keep the design simple, so you donÝt have to cut anything more complicated than a rectangle
To drill holes I use a mains powered drill (again these are very cheap and you can probably pick up a double pack of drill & jigsaw Ý they donÝt have to be
professional tools, far from it). The advantage of the mains over battery is the speed. A fast turning drill bit will cut cleaner & damage drill bits less quickly than
a slow turning one (battery operated drills are really quite slow). I always add a little oil (like bike chain oil Ý general purpose stuff) to reduce damage to the drill
bit. Just a drop at the tip of the drill bit once you have placed it at the desired point. You might want to do a few test runs with the drill as it will tend to spin away
a little from the place where you start from, start really slow and as soon as you have made an impression increase the speed to maximum.
YouÝll probably want to finish the aluminium so that the edges are nice and smooth as the cutting and drilling with give you a jagged finish which is both
unattractive and can also cut or catch you. I used a selection of burrs. These are usually issued with the tiny Bremmel mini drills, but you can buy a separate set
of bits like these from any number of online stores or hardware shops. You should get a set with sanding discs (along with spare discs) and a couple of conical
abraisive bits (for finishing any holes you drill). For the straight edges, clamp the drill safely in a workbench or vice and use the mini sanding discs (with a drop
of oil) and with a pair of good tough gloves for safety keep the drill on with one hand and hold a piece of aluminium up to the disc with the other. IÝll admit that
this may sound slightly dangerous, but the sanding discs are made out of sand paper and wearing the appropriate safety equipment should make this a very safe
operation. Use common sense. The conical burrs need a drop of oil before using them to sand away the jagged edges around the holes Ý clamp the metal to the
bench for this (again practice before the real thing).
IÝve got great results from this method and am now only hampered by my inability to effectively publish my photos online in order to do them justice Ý you
seem to have got that one sussed alright.
One thing I can definitely recommend is SAFETY FIRST - ALWAYS WEAR SAFETY GOGGLES WHEN CUTTING OR DRILLING THE ALUMINIUM, you
don't want sharp little bits going in your eye, and it WILL happen if you don't wear the glasses. Also always try to clamp the sheet metal when cutting or drilling.
ItÝs tempting to just hold the sheet metal with your hands while working it, but apart from the obvious danger of the sheet flying off and hitting someone, the
results of a botched cut or drilled hole are quite depressing.
I should add that for the designs itÝs best to really go through all the sites with building advice and pics before you design David Hunt at www.kaper.us has a
page of Kaper home pages in his impressively large and informative site. Seriously consider buying the Aerial Eye from Brooks or Peter Bults. It is a masterwork
and a testament to all who contributed, not least to Brooks the long time editor Ý HatÝs off to you, sir! There was a particularly interesting article about using
epoxy & heat to join parts of a rig, but I wonÝt spoil the ending.
Finally ask for advice on the minutae of the design from anyone on this forum, the advice is (perhaps with the exception of this post) par excellence and I am
constantly amazed that people with such a wealth of knowledge will take the time to share it so freely Ý great community.
I live in the UK, so I hope this translates OK (IÝm always aware of the distance that our common language separates us by).
All the best
Lenny
PS There are no dumb questions, well maybe I not in my house anyway.
PPS. By the way, I got the same image drift from my slow & cheap Mustek camera (probably the same chips) and then upgraded to an Olympus C21 Ý it had a
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broken battery door and cost the equivalent of $30. Another great Ebay purchase. Consider that budget camera route before making a rig, you might not want to
waste time on a rig for a slow camera, I definitely made the right choice.
(back)

Re: Constructing my first rig
From: Brooks
Date: 10/26/2004
Time: 12:19:11 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.2.23

Comments
> .125" Aluminum seems a lot cheaper than carbon fiber.
Eighth-inch aluminum is way too heavy. Use 1/16".
>I figured I would just buy some appropriately cut aluminum sheets from onlinemetals.com, is this the right kind of material to use.
Until I hired a fabricator, that's where much of my metal came from. Don't get 6061-T6, though. Too stiff and hard to bend.
>I've seen people talking about aluminum angle, what would this be used for?
Use it in places where you need a tight bend. It's not necessary, just helpful sometimes. BF (before fabricator) I used 1/2", 1", 1.5", and 2" angle for various parts
of the rig, along with bent flat stock.
>This is probably an equally dumb question, so my apologies.
There are no dumb questions when you're starting out.
>How easy is the aluminum to bend?
Unless it's T6 and/or 1/8", easy. A vise works fine, but don't bend it too sharply.
>Originally I thought I would make small strips and attach them at the corners, but bending a long strip into the U shape seems to make more sense. Is this a
reasonable thing to do, or is this just plain stupid?
Either way works fine. There aren't any rules. I prefer bending; others prefer using angle for the corners -- but I have four benders of various types and sizes,
plus a vise and mallet.
>what kind of tools do I need to be able to drill and cut aluminum? I assume I could just use a regular drill bit to make holes and maybe a rotory tool or hack saw
to cut out the holes for the servos?
Sounds good to me. I use a woodworking bandsaw with a medium blade or a 2-ton notcher, but I've used many a hacksaw blade. Again, what works, works.
>Would I need anything special to cut carbon fiber if I decided to go that route?
Fine tooth saw blades, sharp drills, and a willingness to replace them often.
If after all of that you decide you'd like to do a little less reinvention, click the BBKK button on my site. You'll still have plenty of ways you can customize the rig
to your purposes.
Good luck! Have fun! and Welcome! bgl
(back)

Re: Constructing my first rig
From: Richard Amirault
Date: 10/27/2004 Time: 6:53:56 AM
Remote Name: 146.115.58.99

Comments
>I've seen people talking about aluminum angle, what would this be used for?
>>Use it in places where you need a tight bend. It's not necessary, just helpful sometimes. BF (before fabricator) I used 1/2", 1", 1.5", and 2" angle for various
parts of the rig, along with bent flat stock.
=====================
Well, I used the lightest, thinest angle stock I could find to make my rig. To make a 90 degree corner just cut one side of the stock then bend the other side so that
the cut pieces overlap each other (the stock is so light you can even bend it by hand!) Secure the overlap (pop rivets work well) and you have a very light, very
strong assembly.
Different stroks for different folks.
Richard in Boston, MA, USA
(back)
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Re: Constructing my first rig
From: Richard Amirault
Date: 10/27/2004
Time: 7:01:07 AM
Remote Name: 146.115.58.99

Comments
Forgot to add ... my complete rig (with pendulum, radio gear and camera) ended up at 1 lb 6 oz (625 g)
Richard in Boston, MA, USA
(back)

Re: Constructing my first rig
From: Laura
Date: 10/26/2004
Time: 12:14:26 PM
Remote Name: 64.168.25.254

Comments
Gary- If you're more comfortable with wood, you could probably make the whole thing out of model aircraft plywood, and a hand saw (and maybe a dremel.) the
results might not be as professional or light weight, but it would be a first try at it, and might make you more comfortable with the process of building a rig.
I've bent my aluminum using a brake (sp?)-- a big tool that bends metal easily by putting a lot of leverage on the specific line where you want to bend it (not a
great explanation, but it will have to do). But I know that Cris just cuts a block of wood to the size of his camera and then bends it around the block of wood--- I
would imagine he beats on it a bit, or uses a vise to bend the metal. You can cut aluminum with a little band saw, or-- lacking that, you can use a hand-held jigsaw,
which your neighbor is sure to own if you don't. Aluminum is pretty soft and can generally be cut with most anything that cuts wood. Once you get it shaped, you
will probably need to file the corners and de-burr it. YOu can certianly drill it with a standard drill bit.
hope that helps
(back)

Re: Constructing my first rig
From: Brooks again
Date: 10/26/2004
Time: 12:25:37 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.2.23

Comments
Laura is right -- wood is good. There are many fine wood rigs shown in the Aerial Eye (which you should get).
However, contrary to what Laura says, IMO wood will give you a lighter rig than more exotic materials, most likely.
bgl
(back)

Pageview 10,000 and goodies to come
From: Brooks
Date: 10/25/2004
Time: 8:01:02 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.2.23

Comments
I'll give a free Brooxes Basic KAP Kit to whoever has an IP address of 4.14.134.197. You pushed my hit counter over the 10,000 mark. Contact me at
kytemanATredshiftDOTcom.
and thanks to all for visiting; it's been a very busy month!
Soon to come are new BECOBROOX hangups and add-on leg brackets for the kit rig, and in a few weeks, an adapter to add 1:4 gearing for the pan servo. All of
these may be used with other rigs too. Stay tuned -- I'll honk the horn here first.
bgl http://www.brooxes.com/
(back)

Re: Pageview 10,000 and goodies to come
From: Brooks
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Date: 10/26/2004
Time: 12:55:10 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.2.23

Comments
Richard Hendrix of Tampa, FL, is the winner, and will receive a free BBKK.
(back)

Aerial photography
From: Marv Cross, National Museum of the U.S.Air Force
Date: 10/25/2004
Time: 12:53:32 PM
Remote Name: 198.97.67.56

Comments
There is an interestto produce an audiovisual exhibit at the museum on the evolution of aerial photography--it all started with pigeons and kites. Would like to
discuss subject. Please provide a telphone number and a "good" time to call. THANKS Marv Cross, AV Exhibit Specialist, National Museum of the U.S.Air Force
(back)

Re: Aerial photography
From: David Hunt
Date: 10/25/2004
Time: 4:05:30 PM
Remote Name: 67.77.51.64

Comments
Andrea Casalboni of Italy, has the most comprehensive KAP historical material on his web site. His material represents everything that is know about KAP since
its beginings with Athur Batut of France in 1889.
http://www.kapcasalboni.it/
He has even built and flown replica cameras and kites based on his research. His site has Italian and English versions of the historical material, his English is a
little rough but understandable.
David Hunt
http://www.kaper.us/
(back)

More photos...
From: Toni Tugues
Date: 10/25/2004
Time: 11:17:28 AM
Remote Name: 62.82.158.112

Comments
More photos in "Galeria" and "Miscelanea"; Greetings from Barcelona :-) Toni. http://es.geocities.com/bolaset bolaset@yahoo.es
(back)

imagevuex
From: Paulo Bauer Jorge
Date: 10/25/2004
Time: 6:52:37 AM
Remote Name: 195.8.0.50

Comments
Stumbled on this software site for publishing photos on the web. http://www.imagevuex.com/ Looks interesting. rgds Paul
(back)

Re: imagevuex
From: Yvan
Date: 10/26/2004
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Time: 8:31:28 AM
Remote Name: 194.78.200.167

Comments
Very very nice paul, looks interesting for my next site. Thank you for the link.
Yvan. http://www.birdseye.be
(back)

Article 4494
From:
Date: 10/24/2004
Time: 6:21:38 PM
Remote Name: 200.21.238.246

Comments
(back)

New 360 version
From: Ralf
Date: 10/23/2004
Time: 12:49:55 PM
Remote Name: 80.142.108.110

Comments
Hi Brooks,
I have made 1 version more of my pano. I hope it works well to everybody. Some technical details more. The orign size is about 2400x 12800 pix, my first 30,72
megapix-picture.
Smile
Ralf
http://www.dopero.de/Eingang/KAPer_on_Tour/Wolfsburg/WOB-Around/wob-around.htm
(back)

Re: New 360 version
From: Brooks
Date: 10/24/2004
Time: 12:22:21 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.2.23

Comments
Besser, Ralf. Ich kann jetzt es sehen. Gute Reise! Danke!
(back)

World Wide Panorama
From: Brooks
Date: 10/23/2004
Time: 10:36:28 AM
Remote Name: 216.228.2.23

Comments
There's not an aerial image in the bunch, but the most recent World Wide Panorama has just been published online, and it's really pretty neat, IMO.
187 photographers submitted 360-degree images of bridges all around the world, taken within four days of the autumnal equinox. There is some dazzling photostichery displayed.
Check it out at http://geoimages.berkeley.edu/wwp904/index.html#FullInfo
bgl
(back)
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Re: World Wide Panorama
From: frankDOTlouwersATaltinaDOTcx
Date: 10/24/2004
Time: 5:34:28 AM
Remote Name: 194.78.199.68

Comments
And one by Brooks too! Interesting to see that there are three (maybe more, -I did not look at all the images yet) pictures of Picavet Bridges there.
Best regards,
Frank Louwers (Belgium) www.altina.cx
(back)

KAP 360Ý pano
From: Ralf
Date: 10/22/2004
Time: 1:53:57 PM
Remote Name: 80.142.112.220

Comments
Hi KAPers, some weeks ago I stiched a 180Ý-KAP-pano from the town Gifhorn. Now I stiched a 360Ý-KAP-pano from the town Wolfsburg. Both places are
wellknown to the FLiBBers. The pano is made from normal KAP-pictures. Because there are many pictures stiched together the original size is realy big. N-joy it
Ralf http://www.dopero.de/Eingang/KAPer_on_Tour/Wolfsburg/wolfsburg.html and press the button.
(back)

Re: KAP 360Ý pano
From: Yvan
Date: 10/22/2004
Time: 9:54:22 PM
Remote Name: 62.235.110.134

Comments
Congratz Ralf, very nice panorama !
You're using a good (smooth)panoplayer. Does it perform also good on Mac Computers? I'm working on PC's and still searching for the ideal panoplayer for
both platforms.
Greetz,
Yvan. http://www.birdseye.be
(back)

Re: KAP 360Ý pano
From: Brooks
Date: 10/22/2004
Time: 11:30:52 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.2.23

Comments
Nope, doesn't work at all on Macs. Es tut mir leid. Macs don't do .exe files.
It's a lovely panorama, mein lieber Freunde Ralf, even with a kite festival in part of it. Bitte, sende mir alles bei email so I can turn it into a Quicktime VR, see it
all, and get full enjoyment!
For what it's worth, I have violated my fifth commandment and shot my first 8 megapixel bubble pano -- of a kite festival! It's the AKA Convention at Seaside,
Oregon. Here's a preliminary version, slung together quickly with my laptop and still needing lots of tweaks. As always, click & drag with your mouse.
http://www.brooxes.com/SeasidePano2.mov
(back)

Re: KAP 360Ý pano
From: Carlo Didier
Date: 10/24/2004
Time: 10:54:55 AM<�br> Remote Name: 213.135.239.168
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Comments
Shame on you! Abandoning your dearest principles. Getting old?
(back)

Re: KAP 360Ý pano
From: brooks
Date: 10/24/2004
Time: 12:15:27 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.2.23

Comments
well, that too. don't rub it in.
(back)

Re: KAP 360Ý pano
From: brooks
Date: 10/24/2004
Time: 12:14:51 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.2.23

Comments
well, that too. don't rub it in.
(back)

Family Radios
From: Doug Haber
Date: 10/21/2004
Time: 6:53:10 AM
Remote Name: 24.196.248.188

Comments
First I must say this: Everyone I have suggested this to so far said I was crazy. But I know there are some really creative people in this group and maybe at this
idea can lead to something else that could be valuable.
Has anyone ever considered using family radios to control a camera rig? My idea was to use a family radio to transmit tones from a telephone to control the
servos and the shutter release.
(back)

Family Radios
From: Doug Haber
Date: 10/21/2004
Time: 6:48:34 AM
Remote Name: 24.196.248.188

Comments
First I must say this: Everyone I have suggested this to so far said I was crazy. But I know there are some really creative people in this group and maybe at this
idea can lead to something else that could be valuable.
Has anyone ever considered using family radios to control a camera rig? My idea was to use a family radio to transmit tones from a telephone to control the
servos and the shutter release.
(back)

Re: Family Radios
From: Simon H
Date: 10/21/2004
Time: 7:11:48 AM
Remote Name: 138.32.176.254

Comments
I think the short answer is yes. I think KAPpers have tried just about everything. Certainly in Aerial eye there were some rigs controlled non-conventionally, I
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think one used some sort of short range radio as I remember.
KAPpers are not short of inventiveness, in fact if there is something diffrent, some KAPper will have tried it somewhere sometime.
There is a point at which you have a rig that works in the circumstances in which you like to KAP, and you tend to stick with it. For most KAPpers that tends to
be around the 4 channel R/C based system.
If I have a system that I can turn a knob to make a servo move, I'd find it difficult now to muster the enthusiasm to design a system based on what is effectively a
walkie talkie, to receive and input into a bunch of electronics at the top end that would somehow convert the bleeps or whatever into the required pulses to
control a servo. Seems like the standard R/C is better made for that. I could run a belt drive from my car engine through the wall to a dynamo and battery bank
and invertor and power my house off my car engine, but it seems easier to me to just go with the flow through the wire.
This by no means is to poo-poo your idea, certainly I never stop thinking of ideas for KAP, I'm currently spending every spare minute refining a new compact
KAP system for travellers.
KAP is also about making do with the budget you have.So if all you have is family radio sets then they get roped in to do the job! Do you remember those soundactivated dancing flower-in-a-pot/ coke can things (all the rage about 15 years ago)? Inside that pot is a geared motor and a sound activated circuit. Combine that
with your walkie talkies or family radio or whatever and you can turn a rig or trigger a camera up to 3-5 km away. Maybe for very low budget KAP from high
altitude, (beyond R/C range) it's a winner!
Got me thinking again darn it!
Where did I put that flower pot thing?
Simon
(back)

Re: Family Radios
From: Brooks
Date: 10/21/2004
Time: 9:28:41 AM
Remote Name: 216.228.2.23

Comments
Well, Becot is using a wireless doorbell, and Harald Prinzler and Peter Bults are developing a controller that works on the garage-door-opener band of 433 mHz,
so why not beep tones? But I've never heard the term "family radio." What's that? CB?
Simon, BTW, you should check out 433 mHz if you're not doing so already. See Harald's site: http://members.aol.com/hprinzler/rcs433a.htm
I have a pilot model, and it was the smash hit of my booth at the AKA convention's fly market last week.
(back)

Re: Family Radios
From: Doug Haber
Date: 10/21/2004
Time: 10:34:54 AM<�br> Remote Name: 4.152.102.222

Comments
Glad to get everyone thinking. Here is some Family radio info: http://www.provide.net/~prsg/frs-home.htm It may not be able to be done according to the FCC.
(back)

Re: Family Radios
From: Richard Amirault
Date: 10/21/2004
Time: 11:30:16 AM
Remote Name: 146.115.58.99

Comments
Doing what you propose is against the rules. On the same site you gave a link to I found this ...
============================
95.193 (FRS Rule 3) Types of communications.
(a) You may use an FRS unit to conduct two-way voice communications with another person. You may use an FRS unit to transmit one-way voice or non-voice
communications only to establish communications with another person, send an emergency message, provide traveler assistance, provide location information,
transmit a brief test message, make a voice page, or to conduct a brief test.
PRSG Comments: Paragraph (a) was modified to permit the data transmission of location information or a brief text message.
(b) Non-voice communcations.
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(1) The FRS unit may transmit tones to make contact or to continue communications with a particular FRS unit. If the tone is audible (more than 300 Hertz), it
must last no longer than 15 seconds at one time. If the tone is subaudible (300 Hertz or less), it may be transmitted continuously only while you are talking.
============================
Bottom line, there are better and easier (and more legal) ways to do what you want to do. Plus opening up a FRS radio and modifying it is ALSO against the
rules.
Richard in Boston, MA, USA N1JDU
(back)

Re: Family Radios
From: Doug Haber
Date: 10/21/2004
Time: 2:19:32 PM
Remote Name: 24.196.248.188

Comments
Yes I agree. When I saw Brook's post, I decided to find a link about FRS. Since I discovered the same information, I figured it would be good to archive it here so
nobody gets in trouble. The 1 loop hole I see is to us a SFF 450 to hoist my wife and I could use the Family radio to tell here where to point the camera and when
to shoot but she's afraid of heights.
(back)

Re: Family Radios
From: Peter van Erkel
Date: 10/22/2004
Time: 3:40:06 AM Remote Name: 62.58.132.177

Comments
I build such a system many years ago. I used a gadget key ring that could send DTMF tones troug a small loutspeaker. Simular to the remote control of some
answering mashines. Just put the device on the moutpeace of a CB or Family set and you can transmit tones, without opening the CB or Family set. On the
receiving side I used a small Electred Microfone, and a DTMF decoder. Because I used endless Servo's, I removed all electronics out of the servo, and controlled
the motors direct from the DTMF decoder.
It worked fine, but was not a very practical solution, and it looked weird because the Walky-talky I used was bigger than the Camera.
Compared to a RC set it was a pain ....
Peter van Erkel
(back)

flower pots
From: laura mezoff
Date: 10/21/2004
Time: 9:32:21 PM
Remote Name: 64.166.23.190

Comments
but wait! I have one of those dancing flower pots (no, my grandmother doesn't have very good taste in gifts)... for a moment there I thought I could get it off my
hands and NOT into a landfill.
(back)

Throw away .... ;-)
From: Doug Davlin
Date: 10/20/2004
Time: 6:23:27 AM
Remote Name: 69.171.233.250

Comments
Should we throw away our Pentax Optio S4 and Nikon 8400 and just double up the job for the new camera phone?
<http://uk.news.yahoo.com/041020/323/f4wod.html> Maybe one can trip the shutter by calling the phone?
Features:
* 5 million pixels * MP3 player * Video mode * 92MB memory * 1/1000th sec shutter speed * Focus from 10cm to infinity * Text to speech conversion for text
messages
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(back)

Re: Throw away .... ;-)
From: brooks
Date: 10/20/2004
Time: 9:42:14 AM
Remote Name: 216.228.2.23

Comments
Nah-- it probably weighs too much.
(back)

Re: Throw away .... ;-)
From: Carlo Didier
Date: 10/21/2004
Time: 6:03:52 AM
Remote Name: 194.154.218.196

Comments
Not for Ralf ...
(back)

Michel Clinckemaille on the web!
From: Christian
Date: 10/19/2004
Time: 5:02:45 PM
Remote Name: 83.156.19.234

Comments
Michel just informed me of his new site: http://www.clinckemaille.be/ Georgeous! as usual with Michel!
(back)

Re: Michel Clinckemaille on the web!
From: Yvan
Date: <�/b>10/19/2004
Time: 8:49:00 PM
Remote Name: 62.235.110.149

Comments
Michel's work is wonderfull... I learned a lot of him at the Kitefestival in Ostend this year. Thank you Michel ;)
Yvan http://www.birdseye.be
(back)

Circular picture online
From: Ulli
Date: 10/19/2004
Time: 10:46:59 AM
Remote Name: 212.202.182.237

Comments
After some time of development I've put a panoramic picture together where you really can step inside the scene. It has been a great success at the last kite
festival.
http://www.kaping.info/bilder/pano1.jpg http://www.kaping.info/bilder/pano2.jpg
(back)

Re: Circular picture online
From: Yvan
Date: 10/19/2004
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Time: 9:41:47 PM
Remote Name: 62.235.110.149

Comments
Haha, great found Olli. Last summer I was in Nausica, the big aquarium in France. There were half hemisheres at the bottom in the aquarium where you can put
your head in it. Maybe you can try build a half hemisphere too and put a half sky bubble in it.
Yvan http://www.birdseye.be
(back)

A (very) small selection of my Kap photos
From: Duncan Macdonald
Date: 10/19/2004
Time: 10:46:31 AM
Remote Name: 194.205.104.236

Comments
Hello All,
A friend has kindly posted a few of my KAP photos on the web. I have taken my rig out 4 times now and I'm pretty pleased with the results so far.
I'm using the excellent Brooxes Basic KAP Kit and a canon A80 4mp camera suspended below a 9' delta.
http://www.pbase.com/kerridgephoto/kap
Let me know what you think. Don't be too harsh ;-)
Thanks,
Duncan
(back)

Re: A (very) small selection of my Kap photos
From: Yvan
Date: 10/20/2004
Time: 12:44:26 AM
Remote Name: 194.78.200.167

Comments
Congrats Duncan, very nice shots !
Yvan.
(back)

Re: A (very) small selection of my Kap photos
From: emmanuel colonnier - France
Date: 10/28/2004
Time: 1:27:05 PM
Remote Name: 213.36.43.224

Comments
Hello Duncan, I'm glad do like everyone here, I applause for your kap pictures. They are really good attemps.
But when I discovered your other galleries on the web site, I understoud the quality of your aerial pics. In your ground photography, you have the "laser eye"
too. I mean that have a photographer eye. I like your Abstract, landscapes, and "skyscapes" series. Congratulations. Emmanuel http://photocerfvolant.free.fr
(back)

Re: A (very) small selection of my Kap photos
From: Christian Date: 10/19/2004
Time: 4:59:16 PM
Remote Name: 83.156.19.234

Comments
Another great kaper is born, hats off!!
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Christian
(back)

Re: A (very) small selection of my Kap photos
From: Brooks
Date: 10/19/2004
Time: 9:34:24 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.2.23

Comments
Good stuff, Duncan!
More important than shooting lots of pictures is that you have the taste to select a few good ones!
Keep em coming!
(and thanks for the plug. glad you like the BBKK.)
bgl
(back)

Re: A (very) small selection of my Kap photos
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 10/19/2004
Time: 2:41:23 PM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
Great pix. I'm looking forward to see more.
(With or without underwaterhousing? ;-) )
Peter
(back)

Re: A (very) small selection of my Kap photos
From: Duncan Macdonald
Date: 10/20/2004
Time: 4:47:40 AM
Remote Name: 194.205.104.236

Comments
Thanks All for your kind comments. I'll endeavour to get my own site up and running in time with more shots that I feel worthy of public consumption.
Peter - You're quite right, no underwater housing, I'm going to stick with the panic and run approach for the time being.
(back)

Re: A (very) small selection of my Kap photos
From:
Date: 10/19/2004
Time: 11:39:24 AM
Remote Name: 81.139.1.59

Comments
Excellent photos, how do you aim your camera? regards Andrew Hadnam
(back)

Re: A (very) small selection of my Kap photos
From: Duncan Macdonald
Date: 10/19/2004
Time: 1:18:44 PM
Remote Name: 80.3.128.6
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Comments
Hi Andrew,
I use the same kind of method that Brooks described in an earlier thread. i.e. for pan I can see the antenna pointing out from the rear of the rig reasonably
clearly. Sometimes I use a small pair of binoculars in one hand and rest the transmitter on something so I can control the pan with the other - sounds a tad
cumbersome but it's quite effective. For tilt I can tell quite accurately where the camera will be pointing from the position of the lever on the transmitter.
I have a 512mb card in the camera so lots of space! To make the most of this and to maximise my chances of getting that great shot I set the drive mode to
continuous. When I think that the camera is pointing in the right direction I just hold the shutter lever down for a few seconds to take a burst of shots. Most
sessions I find that I have taken in the region of 150 shots, youÝre bound to get a decent one in that lot.
Sometimes I also crop the photos afterwards to get a rather more pleasing composition. Other times IÝm just lucky, as in my first ever KAP attempt when the
shot of me at the end of the stream bed was taken I didnÝt even know that I was at the end of the stream bed, also luck played itÝs part in the lining up of the
main stream bed with the left side of the frame.
Hope you find this useful.
Kind regards,
Duncan
(back)

Test post
From: test post
Date: 12/11/2004
Time: 9:55:05 AM
Remote Name: 64.142.12.44

Comments
test
(back)

how to add a second m4013
From: Dougie581@hotmail.com
Date: 10/19/2004
Time: 3:07:51 AM
Remote Name: 62.252.128.19

Comments
hi, hope someone reads this and can help,
im am looking to add a second m4013 chip to my acoms 2 Channel reciever but dont really know where to start. if any one had a diagram showing me what to do
it would be much appreciated.
(back)

Re: how to add a second m4013
From: dikkevettedirk@hotmail.com
Date: 3/11/2005
Time: 2:40:05 PM
Remote Name: 81.83.32.196

Comments
If you have a datasheet of that chip, I would be interested in it and might be able to help you out. I would like to see if 1 of those M4013 not already have the
capability to steer 4 outputs ilo only 2,
Greetings Dirk
(back)

Pentax Digital User Mode
From: Glenn Nelson
Date: 10/17/2004
Time: 10:52:17 PM
Remote Name: 64.166.9.250

Comments
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I remember someone (Brooks or James Gentles?) mentioning user mode on the Pentax 550/555 (and possibly other models). Do other brands have this feature?
Here's a short description of how it works ...
User Mode memorizes most settings and is distinct form all the other normal shooting modes. In User mode I have my 550 set to: highest JPEG quality, sensitivity
100 ASA, focus infinity (mountains), LCD display off. Set camera to User, go into setup and cahnge the Memory settings so that Sensitivity, Display, Quality are
ON, also set other memories ON as needed. Then go to other setup parameters and choose Sensitivity=100, Quality 3-star, no power off timeout, etc. Then exit
setups and change focus to mountains, Display off, flash off. Now power off, then power on. There you are, ready for KAP except for turning on the infrared
trigger. Now you can fly for an hour and use GentLED to take pictures - no worries about timeout.
When you switch out of User mode all the settings change over to whatever else you have chosen, for example, display ON, sensitivity auto, normal focus, etc.
BTW, I once took 150 pictures (not KAP) with display ON, turning the camera on and off all day long and the battery meter still showed full charge! If only the
Pentax had a wider angle, it would be ideal for KAP.
(back)

Re: Pentax Digital User Mode
From: Simon H
Date: 10/18/2004
Time: <�/b>2:18:12 AM
Remote Name: 138.32.176.254

Comments
You're absolutely right - Pentax USER mode is a dream. I use it on the S4i and it will also switch to IR mode for the Gentled. It is just like having a KAPoptimised camera. I see the S5 is just out and comes with a sports mode too which goes for fastest shutter setting.
Simon H
(back)

Re: Pentax Digital User Mode
From: Len
Date: 10/18/2004
Time: 6:22:43 AM
Remote Name: 195.166.145.202

Comments
What happens to the ISO speed setting on sports (fast shutter) setting? Is it still possible to retain a low setting or does it automatically get wound upwards?
(back)

Re: Pentax Digital User Mode
From: http://www.burtskitecam.co.uk/gallery/album16 Date: 10/18/2004
Time: 12:12:17 PM
Remote Name: 80.225.113.9

Comments
i have just got a pentax optio s40 and so far i am fairly pleased with it but should i be leaving it on auto for most settings at present i just set the focus to mf and
display off and auto switch off to off album 16 is my first shots from the camera i would be greatfull for any comments good or bad it's ok i don't get up set easly
many thanks
(back)

Re: Pentax Digital User Mode
From: james@gentlesSPAM.info
Date: 10/18/2004
Time: 1:54:50 PM
Remote Name: 193.113.235.170

Comments
I also use USER mode on the 550, it's excellent. I believe other cameras have similar, called MY MODE sometimes.
Interesting that on the S4 controls the IR and gentled, on the 550 the gentled needs seperate control (by pressing a button above the screen three times), although
I played about with USER quite a lot and it controls many functions the manual doesn't illude to.
I would not use AUTO or P mode, the list Glenn had at the start of this post is a good starting point. I'd add that I usually use Av but take the lens off it's
minimum f stop by about 0.5 stops just to remove lens anomolies in the corners.
S5? or 8400. Do I really need a new camera :-)
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James
(back)

Re: Pentax Digital User Mode
From: Simon H
Date: 10/18/2004
Time: 2:23:18 PM
Remote Name: 195.92.168.179

Comments
No James you don't need A new camera, you need both. Of course! The S5 for ultralight fun KAP with a superb 5MP compact and the 8400 for all the other
techie KAP stuff...
(back)

more on roofs-- and cameras
From: Laura Mezoff
Date: 10/17/2004
Time: 12:28:56 PM
Remote Name: 64.168.26.175

Comments
I'm re-posting this so that it hits the top of the list!
Thank you for your support and suggestions about my KAP trip around the world. I hope to get my act together to at least have a minimal web-page so that
people can keep track of me (and you all can tell me how to improve my photos!) Thanks, Peter, for you offer to host. The universtiy that is funding this trip will
have web space for me, but I'll let you know the address when I get my act together so that you can link to me! At the moment, however, I'm trying to force
myself not to get distracted by things like web pages and concentrate on becoming a better kite flier!
Cris has suggested that I consider using a Nikon 8400 for my new rig-- the caveat being that he hasn't actually built a rig around this camera, and so doesn't have
any first-had experience with it. So I'm wondering if any of you have any advice about whether or not this is a good camera for me to consider, or whether there
are comparable cameras I should be looking at before I make my decision. I like the wide angle lens on the camera, but I'm not a camera junkie (yet), so I don't
have the greatest sense of what is out there. thanks in advance for any advice you may have. Laura
(back)

Re: more on roofs-- and cameras
From: Glenn Nelson
Date: 10/17/2004
Time: 10:06:39 PM
Remote Name: 64.166.9.250

Comments
ABout the camera ... take a look at www.steves-digicams.com, look at the pages for say 5 megapixel or larger. In the column showing zoom, anything showing 3x
is probably a normal 35 or 38 mm equivalent. If greater than 3x, look closer, the camera may have a wider angle. However, 28 mm is rare to find, Canon S60 and
S70 have it. Of course Nikon does better with some models going down to 24 mm. Something else you may care about is add-on lenses. Canon G series and A80,
A95 allow add-ons, but you probably can't beat the range of options available from Nikon.
Unless the weight is prohibitive I think you'll be picking a Nikon.
BTW, pole-cam is a good idea for you.
Finally the GentLED is a must, and there's no arguing with the $20 price tag.
(back)

Re: more on roofs-- and cameras
From: Glenn Nelson
Date: 10/29/2004 Time: 3:46:24 PM
Remote Name: 64.166.9.250

Comments
Surprise! Ricoh Caplio GX is 28-85 mm (equivalent), but it is probably over 220 grams and may not be available in US.
(back)

Re: more on roofs-- and cameras
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From: Mike Spivey
Date: 10/17/2004
Time: 2:29:00 PM
Remote Name: 68.0.121.7

Comments
Laura, I don't know how high the roofs are that you are going to be taking pictures of. And I don't know your mode of transportation (train, rental car, etc.). But
I do know that most KAPers do it as a hobby and if a day isn't right for kite flying, they can still enjoy the scenery. Also, if your roofs are in urban areas, that can
be problematic for KAP.
This may be heresy on this board, but possibly the most reliable and consistent way to take pictures in any location is going to be from a pole. Do a google search
on "pole aerial photography", "mast aerial photography", "tripod aerial photography", "Hastings hotsticks", "wonder pole", telopole", etc. Don't spend the
$5,000 to $10,000 some want for turnkey systems, but you can get ideas.
I'm not trying to talk you out of KAP, but when you must take a picture of a certain roof on a given day, well,........
(back)

PAP KAP BAP :self defense!
From: laura
Date: 10/18/2004
Time: 5:46:30 PM
Remote Name: 64.168.26.175

Comments
well, there's no way I'm lugging a big pole around for a year. I intentionally designed my proposal so that it could work with or without a kite, because I know
that some places will be difficult, or overly calm or overly paranoid. I have plenty of other methods I can employ on a day with no wind. Plus, I have tried to leave
plenty of time in each city so that I can wait around for wind to happen. If I don't get KAP photos everywhere, that'll just be the way the cookie crumbles.
this has nothing to do with KAP, but.. As for transpo, we're thinking of buying a cheap car in the EU and driving it all over Europe, to give us freedom and
flexibility to stop on a whim. Is this a completely insane idea? My boyfriend works on cars for kicks and giggles, and is quite an accomplished automechanic, so
we can check it over ourselves before we buy it, and hopefully deal with any pitfalls along the way. The hope is that when we sell it, we can recoup a large
percentage of our transpo costs (i.e. the cost of the car.) Are we kidding ourselves?
(back)

Re: PAP KAP BAP :self defense!
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 10/19/2004
Time: 12:06:18 AM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
The idea of buying a car is good. But keep in mind that fuel is much more expensive here in Europe than in the US.
An other point is that you have to plan your tour in such a way that you sell the car in the country where you bought it. Otherwise you get into a difficult and
expensive procedure to get the car registered in an country.
To my knowledge cars are very expensive (taxes) in the Scandinavian countries and the UK (righthand drive). Probably the best place to buy a car is France or
Spain.
Peter
(back)

Re: Car Insurance
From: Dave Mitchell
Date: 10/19/2004
Time: 1:33:06 AM
Remote Name: 80.177.153.149

Comments
Peter's right - buying a car is a good idea. One thing you will have to do some work on though is insurance which is compulsory in Europe (unlike New
Hampshire!!). You can get pan-European insurance that covers most countries, but there are differences - I think you still need extra 'bail bond' insurance in
Spain for example. Get an International Driving Licence anyway.
If I recall, in the US it's the car you have to insure while in Europe (UK anyway) it's the person who gets insured. Though the policy does mention the cars you
can legally drive, it's a relatively simple matter to change this over the phone. I'm sure others here from mainland Europe can give you more precise advice.
Dave PS don't try doing a right turn on red in Europe by the way:-)
(back)
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Re: Car Insurance
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 10/19/2004
Time: 11:06:56 AM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
An other check should be to see you you're allowed to register a car on your name if you don't have an address in that particular country. I'm not sure about that.
Peter
(back)

Re: Car in Europe
From: Christian
Date: 10/19/2004
Time: 4:38:55 PM
Remote Name: 83.156.19.234

Comments
One of best country to buy a car is Belgium. As near France, Germany, UK, it's a good place to start and to end your trip. Insurance is for the car. Prices may
change a lot depending on guarantees you wish. I'm sure somebody will help you efficiently. Your personal insurance is necessary to cover other daylife risks.
Check also for health facilities.
(back)

Re: Car in Europe
From: laura
Date: 10/19/2004
Time: 11:14:04 PM
Remote Name: 66.126.171.185

Comments
we have friends in Ireland (that we're staying with for the first month) that we can probably leave the car with (if we want to leave europe and come back.) I
know the car ferries will probably be expensive, but is there any chance that we can buy a car in belgium and use an ireland residence? Probably not, I'm
guessing. We can probably rustle up some friends with addresses in Switzerland and Germany. Will those countries be a lot more expensive?
(back)

Re: Car in Europe
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 10/20/2004
Time: 10:27:33 AM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
With these options I think Germany is the best country to buy a car. They are reasonably priced.
As a Dutchmen living in the Netherlands you are not allowed to drive a car registered in an other country (a matter of road taxes).
Peter
(back)

Re: Car in Europe
From: Peter van Erkel
Date: 10/21/2004
Time: 2:14:25 AM<�br> Remote Name: 62.58.132.177

Comments
I aggree with Peter, that Germany is a much better place to get a car than Ireland, not only because the steering wheel is on the right side : the left !. You will need
an address in Germany for road taxes, insurance, and also important become a member of the ADAC German Auto Club equal to the AAA. Like Peter
mentioned before about selling the car also counts for a werck. If your car gets wercked, or damaged beyond repair, you can not leave it at a junkyard outside the
country where it is registrated. You will have to export/import it. If you are a member of the ADAC, they will do it for you. Also when you have car touble on
most of the European highways, you will be towed away on your own expenses, unless you are a member of the ADAC.
Peter van Erkel
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(back)

Re: Car in Europe
From: laura
Date: 10/21/2004
Time: 9:22:25 PM
Remote Name: 64.166.23.190

Comments
thanks!! that's very helpful. I've heard that used cars are expensive in Germany b/c they have to be guaranteed for a year by the seller, unless the seller is an
individual. True or False? We'd probably try to buy from an individual anyway b/c it's cheaper, but I would like to know what we're dealing with in Germany.
(back)

Re: Car in Europe
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 10/23/2004
Time: 1:28:22 PM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
Basicly you can buy a 2nd hand car with or without warranty. It is a matter of negotiation and risk for either party.
Peter
(back)

Re: more on roofs-- and cameras
From: Brooks Leffler
Date: 10/17/2004
Time: 10:47:40 PM
Remote Name: 4.242.236.242

Comments
No question that a KAP rig may not provide a usable option in all cases, but a pole rig will prevent straight-down shooting in ALL cases.
Also, it will be really hard to pack away in your carry-on luggage, let alone get through security.
go KAP, sez I.
(back)

Re: more on roofs-- and cameras
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 10/18/2004
Time: 12:15:50 PM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
Hey guys, the lady asks your opinion on the Nikon 8400! Not on wether or not to KAP or PAP or BAP.
Looking at the specs I see no reason to doubt Cris's proposal. Although the Olympus C8080 seems to be a fine camera too. Anyway, both camera's can be
triggered by a gentled, which makes te construction of the rig much easier.
Peter
(back)

Re: more on roofs-- and cameras
From: Brooks
Date: 10/18/2004
Time: 11:12:09 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.2.23

Comments
Peter's right -- back to the camera. Sorry bout that.
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Nobody has tried the 8400 for KAP that I know of, though Scott has ordered one.
I've just returned from my first venture out with my 8700, and while I had just one KAP session with it using the gi-normous FC-E9 fisheye, and nothing with the
normal lens (which isn't as wide as the 8400's), I have a few reactions.
Mainly, 8 mp gives you lots of pixels to play with, but the tradeoff is lots more card storage space, downloading time, uploading time, file size, etc. A high-res TIFF
takes a long time to store to card; even a high JPG does -- and if you go RAW, more yet.
I've had very good luck with some 4MP cameras (especially the ultra-light Pentax Optio S4) and unless you need the high resolution for your end product, you
might have lots more ease-of-use and efficiency with fewer MP, and still get great images. (Cris can attest to the Canon S400.) It all depends on the needs of your
final product.
Another point about the 8MP cameras: the Nikon is the lightest (the last I looked), but still weighs over a pound. That means higher wind and/or bigger kite,
more pull, harder to retrieve, etc.
Pay attention balancing the Nikon on the rig: it's a lot deeper camera with lens extended. (indeed, I needed to extend the sides of my kit rig to allow proper
balance, which then means the on-off switch is in the way...........and so on.)
FWIW. bgl
(back)

Re: CP 8400
From: Scott Haefner
Date: 10/19/2004
Time: 11:04:39 PM
Remote Name: 68.126.213.158

Comments
Brooks is right...I just ordered an 8400. BTW, I got a pretty good deal from a reputable dealer. I paid $799 ($100 off list which is pretty remarkable since it's only
been out a few wks.) at adorama.com.
I've long said (and still believed until recently) that the Nikon CP 5000 is the most ideal camera for KAP (28mm lens, easy remote triggering via Digisnap 5000,
relatively light, fisheye and 19mm lenses, etc.). That is, until I saw Cris' announcment of the 8400--this camera looks like an excellent KAP camera, mostly b/c of
the 24mm lens! I guess I'll find out soon...
Cheers, Scott
http://scotthaefner.com/kap/
(back)

Re: more on roofs-- and cameras
From: David Hunt
Date: 10/19/2004
Time: 12:13:08 PM
Remote Name: 69.34.46.142

Comments
You might want to seriously think about two cameras one heavy one light. If you can have a rig that is under 1.25# then you will increase the times that you can
put a camera in the air. The Canon S500 7.6oz and the Nikon 8400 16.6oz If you go this route I would shoot for a one pound difference between rigs.
David Hunt
http://www.kaper.us/
(back)

rigs and cameras
From: laura
Date: 10/19/2004
Time: 11:46:17 PM
Remote Name: 66.126.171.185

Comments
I have a rig with the Canon S400 (elph), (which has taken a little swim in the ocean, but we won't talk about that one.) I will bring that rig along and use it. Its a
pretty good piece of machinery, but was our first attempt at building a rig, which means that we didn't pay enough attention to weight, and it weighs more than it
ought to. (I don't know the exact weight, but I'll get out my scale and face reality one of these days.) There may be some modifications we can make to lighten it
up, but we probably don't have time to build a whole new rig before we leave. We weren't very savvy about balancing it well when we built it, and as a result
we've stripped out a bunch of gears on our servos-- even metal gears.
so-- we have that one rig,which we can work on remodeling a bit, but I'm concerned about spending a year and an enormous amount of time, money, and effort
to do this project, and then come home with pictures that aren't high enough resolution/ wide angled enough, etc. Not spending the $1000+ dollars on a better
camera and rig seems like it might be a little penny wise and pound foolish. (even though we're on a pretty tight budget.)
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if you want to know my dirty little secret (don't let it out, it's embarrassing), my desire is to write a book after this trip about the role of roofs in architectural and
urban spaces.... and hopefully, eventually publish it. There is nothing intelligent written on this subject (in english, at least), and I have a vain wish to do just that.
Don't know if I can do that, or not, but I'd dearly love to.
Laura
(back)

Re: rigs and cameras
From: Dave Mitchell
Date: 10/20/2004
Time: 4:57:26 AM
Remote Name: 80.177.153.149

Comments
Laura
Given that you're going to be taking photographs of townscapes (you need lots of roofs!), you're going to be:
(a) limited in where you can launch a kite (b) subject to turbulence due to the proximity of buildings
Both those factors argue in favour of reducing the weight of the rig. A heavy rig will mean a large kite - my own experience has taught me that getting a large kite
off the ground in an urban environment can lead to a dramatic increase in pull when the kite gets up into cleaner air.
Getting a big kite down in an urban environment can be quite an experience, particularly when the wind suddenly changes direction and the kite and line risk
getting caught on chimneys, telephone and flag poles or church spires.
With a heavy rig you're also going to find that the number of days you can get it off the ground at all is going to be dramatically less.
By the way, though the increase in pixels isn't that great, any rig that will take the 4MP Elph will take the 5MP Elph too.
All this also argues in favour of towns that are on the coast (constant, predictable sea breezes are frequent) or have wide rivers (less turbulence and bridges often
make good launching sites). Town car parks are often empty on Sundays too. You'll need good town plans to help plan your itinerary - probably better than the
ones you can find on the web (in France the Red Michelin restaurant/hotel guide could be useful - it has lots of town maps showing roads, parking, parks etc).
But Cris knows all this and more, so ask him!
Dave
(back)

Re: more on roofs-- and cameras
From: Mike Spivey
Date: 10/18/2004 Time: 4:47:33 PM
Remote Name: 66.143.9.150

Comments
Peter, I was replying to her first post where she was asking more general questions. I hesitated because I was afraid my opinion would be controversial. Guess I
was right.
Brooks, I certainly would not try to talk her out of taking pictures with a kite. If conditions are right, her best shots will be from a kite. I know nothing about
these fellowships but I would assume there is some pressure to produce results. I just think if you MUST produce a picture on a given day, a pole would be a good
fallback option. The pole I am looking at is less than 6' long collapsed and weighs 15 lbs. Not exactly carry-on, but neither is an 11 foot Delta.
Not trying to ruffle feathers. Just trying to help.
(back)

Re: more on roofs-- and cameras
From: Christian
Date: 10/19/2004
Time: 4:51:32 PM
Remote Name: 83.156.19.234

Comments
A pole may not be a bad idea. The purpose is to shot roofs, by any means which is affordable. Look at my web site,
http://becotus.chez.tiscali.fr/photo/anglais/&Ephoto.htm I sometimes use a pole from a long fishing rod which stands the camera at 8 meters. Not enough to be
over roofs, but enough to watch. It's light, and fold as fishing rod.
(back)

Throw away your kite & lines, the future has arrived
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From: Lenny
Date: 10/16/2004
Time: 1:12:38 PM
Remote Name: 212.30.3.148
Comments
All is explained at http://www.engadget.com/entry/5449125145623224/
This is PAP, the future of KAP, but with animals.
(No animals were harmed in the writing of this post)
Lenny {;o)
(back)

Re: Throw away your kite & lines, the future has arrived
From: Christian
Date: 10/16/2004
Time: 4:54:53 PM
Remote Name: 83.156.17.225

Comments
Yes, we all know pigeon photography since we had been interested in aerial photography. It's a so limited technique with so dubious results that nobody has tried
again, and nobody serious will do so, except for historical purposes. That future has elapsed a long time ago, Lenny, and our true future is elsewhere. Let's keep
our lines and kites!
(back)

New photos.
From: Toni Tugues
Date: 10/15/2004
Time: 9:53:22 AM
Remote Name: 62.82.170.41

Comments
But photos in the Web. http://es.geocities.com/bolaset
Greetings from Barcelona! bolaset@yahoo.es
(back)

Re: New photos.
From: Doug Haber
Date: 10/15/2004
Time: 11:54:47 AM
Remote Name: 24.196.248.188

Comments
Nice job! Keep up the good work. What type of camera and rig? I like this one: http://es.geocities.com/bolaset/fotosgaleria/llica/parets4g.jpg
(back)

Re: New photos.
From: Toni Tugues
Date: 10/18/2004
Time: 4:07:36 PM
Remote Name: 62.82.157.46

Comments
Hello Doug. Thanks for your comments. I have used a translator online for this mail. My level of ingles, is a little low. Camara that I use is a Canon Ixus V3 - 3,2
Mp. Rig is a model based on model by Cris Benton. He has a weight of 800gr. Right now I am constructing a new model of rig that does not surpass 400gr.
Greetings from Barcelona!
Toni Tugues. bolaset@yahoo.es http://es.geocities.com/bolaset
(back)

Soring your picavet
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From: Lenny
Date: 10/15/2004
Time: 4:06:26 AM
Remote Name: 212.30.3.50

Comments
How does everyone store their picavets, so as to avoid the lines tangling. At the moment, I just spin the cross while holding the line attachment points and then
wrap the twisted lines around the cross, reversing this to set it up again. But looking at other peoples sites, some of you have some fancy braiding method. How
does that work? And more to the point is it quicker & easier?
Lenny
(back)

Re: Soring your picavet
From: David Hunt
Date: 10/15/2004
Time: 6:30:12 AM
Remote Name: 69.68.218.225

Comments
It's called a chain knot, you can find a drawing on Brooks Leffler's site:
http://www.brooxes.com/newsite/Downloads/KAPKnots.pdf
Besides using it to store my picavet, I also use it on kite bridles when storing my kites.
David Hunt
http://www.kaper.us/
(back)

Re: Soring your picavet
From: Brooks
Date: 10/15/2004
Time: 6:04:04 PM
Remote Name: 4.242.141.172

Comments
Thanks, David, for the link -- but I must confess that I've had enough frustration with the chain knot when it gets crossed up that I now simply figure-8 the lines
(clustered) around the horns of the X.
(back)

Re: Storing your picavet
From: Dave Mitchell
Date: 10/16/2004
Time: <�/b>5:24:22 AM
Remote Name: 80.177.153.149

Comments
I used to use a chain knot, but got fed up with it catching on the picavet pulleys or the hangers at the other end. Now I wind the line on a simple plastic fram
which has notches cut to hold the hangers in place. See
http://www.zenonic.demon.co.uk/kapstuff/rigbox.jpg
I think I found the frame on a local beach - looks like it was used for fishing line.
Dave
(back)

Re: Soring your picavet
From: Carlo Didier
Date: 10/16/2004
Time: 4:44:38 AM
Remote Name: 213.135.239.240

Comments
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I had the same problem with the chain knots. Having a 50% chance of not getting them opened correctly was frustrating ... until some other kiter gave me a hint
how to get out of chain knot mess. It's very simple if you know how, but very difficult to describe. Since then I never had any problems with chain knots anymore.
Maybe I should fly to California and show you the trick. Ain't that a good reason for such a trip? Too bad I don't have the money ...
(back)

Re: Storing your picavet
From: David Hunt
Date: 10/16/2004
Time: 10:45:25 AM
Remote Name: 67.77.11.247

Comments
Using the chain knot to store a picavet is more problematic than when using the chain knot on a kite bridle. I failed to mention in my previous post that I use an
"Organizer" in conjuction with the chain knot on the picavet. You can see a picture here:
http://www.kaper.us/basics/BASICS_picavet.html
Without some way of keeping the two ends of the picavet separated you would very likely end up with the mess Brooks eskews.
David Hunt
http://www.kaper.us/
(back)

First Photos - Thanks Everyone!
From: Doug Haber
Date: 10/14/2004
Time: 7:47:55 PM
Remote Name: 4.152.102.195

Comments
Well, Here are my first 2 shots using my "Quick Rig". The "Quick Rig" was designed to allow the shutter on a disposable camera to activate as an ice cube melts.
Wish it was my idea, but I got it from Bill Nelson. The design cost me $3.00 for an aluminum ruler as the frame. The ice cube tray I carnaged, I stole from my
wife and only cost me one night on the floor in the den! Not bad for my first pics! I'm so excited, I have not been able to sleep for a week. Thanks everyone for all
the help! Hope I can return the favor one day. Oh, I also included 2 pics of the "Quick Rig". I have officially retired it and will be building a real rig soon! The
pics are not great and I did reduce them for the internet but I've joined the club.
http://www.outerbanksproductions.com/images/kap/2004/Quick_Rig2.jpg http://www.outerbanksproductions.com/images/kap/2004/Quick_Rig1.jpg
http://www.outerbanksproductions.com/images/kap/2004/10-10-04obx2.jpg http://www.outerbanksproductions.com/images/kap/2004/10-10-04obx1.jpg
(back)

Re: First Photos - Thanks Everyone!
From: Coast Guard Kiteman {Ret.}
<�b>Date: 10/15/2004
Time: 3:45:59 AM
Remote Name: 208.7.213.112

Comments
Congradulations Doug!
BTW, did you take those pics @ Jockey's Ridge State Park in Nags Head, NC?
{I live in Elizabeth City, NC - about an hour's drive away from there.}
(back)

Re: First Photos - Thanks Everyone!
From: Doug Haber
Date: 10/15/2004
Time: 7:30:44 AM
Remote Name: 24.196.248.188

Comments
Hey Coast Guard Kiteman, Thanks! Yes, we are neighbors and yes that is Jockey's Ridge. HAve you erver taken photos there before? Maybe I've met you. I used
to run the Hang Gliding at Maple airport a couple years ago. I've had a 4 hour flight there! We should get together and do some KAPing. I'd love to learn a few
things from you. Send me an email address to: doug[at] outerbanksproductions[dot]com.
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(back)

Re: First Photos - Thanks Everyone!
From: Doug Haber
Date: 10/15/2004
Time: 7:24:54 AM
Remote Name: 24.196.248.188

Comments
(back)

Kite Line suggestions
From: Doug Haber
Date: 10/14/2004
Time: 2:14:36 PM
Remote Name: 24.196.248.188

Comments
Ok, working on getting 2 Sutton's. Probably a 16 FF and a 30 FF. As I see it I'm looking for 125lb Dacron line for the 16 FF and 225lb line for the 30 FF I noticed
Gomberg has some http://www.gombergkites.com/line.html\ I also saw 125, 250lb braided Dacron by Go Fly. The line that Gomberg sells is much more
expensive. What are your suggestions for these 2 specific kites (FF16, FF30) being used in a KAP situation and also who manufactures or sells it. Also what length
would you recommend? I feel 1000' ft would be best. One more thing, Would I be happiest with black or white line? Cost is not an issue because my arms are
simply too short to KAP with. I am looking for opinions and experiences please. Thanks!
(back)

Re: Kite Line suggestions- OOPS! Correct link added!
From: Doug Haber again
Date: 10/14/2004
Time: 2:17:54 PM
Remote Name: 24.196.248.188

Comments
Sorry, I gave a bad link. Try this: http://www.gombergkites.com/line.html
(back)

Re: Kite Line suggestions
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 10/14/2004
Time: 3:01:32 PM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
There is a difference between kiters and KAPpers. Kiters pick a line to fly the kite they like. KAPpers take a kite that suits the wind. So KAPpers can do with just
one line.
I prefer a 200 lbs Dacron line, some 500 ft long. If you like that too and you can't that in the US, send me an e-mail.
Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
(back)

Re: Kite Line suggestions
From: Carlo Didier
Date: 10/15/2004
Time: 12:49:34 AM
Remote Name: 194.154.218.196

Comments
I also use a single 250lb black dacron for both of my FFs (FF16 & FF30). Simply because I don't want to carry two rolls. Sometimes, when I'm not going too far
from my car, I also have a smaller line and more kites in the car.
(back)

Re: Kite Line suggestions
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From: Christian
Date: 10/14/2004
Time: 4:35:50 PM
Remote Name: 83.156.26.200

Comments
First safety action is to know which maximum pull the kite will reach in strongest gusts of wind. Never guess it, always measure with a dynamometer or a springbalance. Then multiply that maximum value by 6 for ordinary kiting, and by 10 for kaping. Flowform 30 pulls 4 kg in wind 5 m/s and 10 kg in 10m/s winds.
Dacron or polyester lines well suits. Black line is more discreet and will be rather invisible on the pictures. White line is easier to see when flying, and will appear
on the pictures.
(back)

Re: Kite Line suggestions
From: David Hunt
Date: 10/14/2004
Time: 7:46:13 PM
Remote Name: 69.68.218.225

Comments
The FlowForm 30 is a very tidy kite. The amount of pull on the line is very close to a one to one relationship with the wind speed. A 10mph wind will give you 10#
of pull, 12mph gives 12#, etc. It looks like this relationship is very close for the wind speed in m/s and pull in Kg. It gives me a warm fuzzy feeling everytime I
think about it ;-) Of course when its 10m/s and 10kg it gives me a pain in the arm.
David Hunt
http://www.kaper.us/
(back)

Re: Kite Line suggestions
From: Christian
Date: 10/15/2004
Time: 5:25:17 PM
Remote Name: 83.156.25.9

Comments
David, I have never noticed that, but your remark is great: 10 miles/hour is 4.44 meter/second, as converted, and 10 pounds is near 9 kg. It looks like a kind of
Universal Kiting Units (UKU). I have noted that kites between 2.5 and 3 square meters sail area, show the ratio pull/wind speed near 1 to 1 UKU. I have a
Calomil 1.4 m span, which sail area is 2.8 sqmeter, and is exactly in this ratio within its wind range. The sail area of the FF30 is not exactly 30sqfeet, but 24 sqfeet,
or 2.5 sqmeters and also close to this 1/1 ratio. Everyone will also remarks that the pull of the kite is almost proportional to the wind speed and not to the square
of the wind speed as so many times mistaken.
(back)

Re: Kite Line suggestions
From: David Hunt
Date: 10/14/2004
Time: 7:28:26 PM
Remote Name: 69.68.218.225

Comments
(back)

Which line and from where in UK
From: Mark Ramessa in Warwickshire.
Date: 10/14/2004
Time: 4:25:32 AM
Remote Name: 195.167.131.194

Comments
Hello all
I have completed my rig on a picavet and am ready to fly. I have a lifting kite and I can see from previous discussions that Dacron is the best line to use.
I have looked at some web sites and there are loads of types of line. For the kite I have I think a 200lbs breaking strain would be ok.
Would you recommend Dynema, Dacron, Polyester etc.
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I dont mind spending a bit more to purchase a long lasting high quality line but a company who is economical would be a great help.
PS : Simon H - Its exciting at the moment as I am all ready to use the rig but a bit scared all this hard work hits the ground. I will send some photos of the rig and
setup this weekend which now has CCTV.
(back)

Re: Which line and from where in UK
From: Patrick S
Date: 10/14/2004<�br> Time: 5:32:54 AM
Remote Name: 62.254.0.36

Comments
Mark,
I use Climax Dacron 110kg (240lb) breaking strain line at Ý6.90 for 100 metres.
Try 'Chalkies' Kiteworks UK. He's in the West Midlands (www.kiteworks.co.uk) a really pleasant guy with a very efficient mail order setup.
Pat S
(back)

Re: Which line and from where in UK
From: Dave Mitchell
Date: 10/14/2004
Time: 6:54:02 AM
Remote Name: 80.177.153.149

Comments
I'll second that - I buy my Climax Black Dacron from Keith too. Excellent service and price!
Dave
(back)

Re: Which line and from where in UK
From: Craig
Date: 10/14/2004
Time: 6:53:05 AM
Remote Name: 204.147.0.52

Comments
I would stay away from Dyneema. It is too slipery to handle and is very dangerous for someone to get tangled up with. It also will be cut very easily by another
kite line. I recommend dacron. Dyneema falls into what Simon talks about in the thread below, exotic forms of kap. One might use Dyneema only when alone on a
very large kap site in very very low wind, trying to find every advantage to raise the camera.
(back)

Re: Which line and from where in UK
From: Carlo Didier
Date: 10/15/2004
Time: 12:22:56 AM
Remote Name: 194.154.218.196

Comments
I second that. A friend of mine has some of these very large inflatables and he uses special lines with high resistance (2 tons of pull) and these are so slippery, it's
sometimes very difficult to handle these big kites with that line. It's only advantage is the very low weight per meter.
(back)

Re: Which line and from where in UK
From: Mark Ramessa
Date: 10/14/2004
Time: 9:24:20 AM
Remote Name: 195.167.131.194

Comments
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Thanks guys
(back)

Vehicle assisted KAPing? - Revisited
From: Doug Haber
Date: 10/14/2004
Time: 12:09:26 AM
Remote Name: 4.152.102.98

Comments
After reading the original posts form a while ago, I realized I have done something similar. In a quest to hand tow a hang glider into the air on a light wind day, I
developed the "pulley tow". Simply attach on end of the line to an anchor near the glider, attach one end to the glider. We used a pulley attached to the line with a
3 ft bar connected to the pulley. We had quite a lot of line layed out in advance and several releases ready. We had seval of us run or push "the pulley and bar".
We were able to recieve a 2 to 1 advantage. The glider was able to get a pretty swift tow! Now that I think of it I originally tested this with a kite. Has anyone ever
ran with the pulley in the KAP group?
(back)

Re: Vehicle assisted KAPing? - Revisited
From: Simon S
Date: 10/14/2004
Time: 6:59:33 AM
Remote Name: 220.147.32.219

Comments
Yes. Masami Nakajima uses pulleys for his wonderful, single handed Windless Kap method. See http://www.interq.or.jp/world/mnaka/kapmeth/windless/windless.html As he puts it 'The only difference from usual KAP is that you need to have "guts"'. To which I'd add 'or a lot of cameras'.
(back)

Re: Vehicle assisted KAPing? - Revisited
From: Richard Amirault
Date: 10/14/2004
Time: 5:26:00 AM
Remote Name: 146.115.58.99

Comments
This is the No Wind Launch method mentiond in The Aeiral Eye quite some time ago.
While I have yet to try it, it remains in by "bag of tricks" should I need it sometime.
Richard in Boston, MA, USA
(back)

Re: Vehicle assisted KAPing? Off topic reply....
From: Simon H<�br> Date: 10/14/2004
Time: 3:34:59 AM
Remote Name: 138.32.176.254

Comments
I think such launch techniques probably come into the realm of what I would call KAP "exotica." It is interesting (to me anyway) that many KAPpers rigs and
systems tend towards a particular style and design, and this is largely dictated by the types of cameras being lifted and the easy availability of R/C equipment of a
particular type and price that will move that type of camera.
These all fall within what IÝd consider to be a basic KAP ÝenvelopeÝ which determines a particular combination of system.
When your specific needs move outside that envelope, then systems start to become what I would call exotic. When I started KAP I built my systems around a
quality 35mm SLR with motordrive. If I built that system again today it would not be much different - big kite, winches, geared pan and tilt motor and a 30
minute set up time. Happily for me and my needs I get by on simpler systems now.
By keeping my KAP now within the ÝenvelopeÝ I can fly handheld, use servo camera adjustment and ÝstandardÝ R/C systems. Whilst flying within the
envelope therefore I would see no need for vehicle assisted launching with pulleys, that is a move towards exotica and complexity that I have no need to make.
But, as soon as a KAPper moves into another realm ie, large format/ commercial, flying in zero wind at middle eastern archaealogical sites, high altitude, HQ
video, or whatever, the need for exotic systems becomes over-riding and the ingenuity of the KAPper comes to the fore. Pulley systems, kite trains, launching
sleds, waterproof housings, failsafes, parachutes, motorised winches, optical fibre /cable downlink, GPS positioning, stereo booms, to name but a few start to
appear. Most times this involves bigger kites.
Me Ý I donÝt like big kites, so I stay within Ýthe envelopeÝ for now.....
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But Ý as an aside - IÝve found an interesting set of trends that has actually changed my perceptions of KAP and made me reconsider my KAP photography
fundamentally. These trends are 1) cheap availability in Europe of international travel. 2) Security considerations of R/C KAP gear at airports. 3) Availability of
lightweight quality digital cameras. 4) James Gentles Gentled camera trigger. 5) The sudden lowering of price on 256K and 512K SD memory cards. All of these
combined has led me to design a tiny rotating and tilting KAP rig powered by nothing more than its own weight and a small cell for the Gentled that will, in a half
hour flight, take nearly 200 4MP images from all directions over 360 degrees, horizontal to vertical. Total weight IÝm working for including camera and picavet
is 6 Ý ounces. Designed to go through security at airports, and take up no room in the travel bag. Details coming on my website very soon. Look out Venice Ý
here I come!
Simon
(back)

Re: Vehicle assisted KAPing? Off topic reply....
From: Craig
Date: 10/14/2004
Time: 7:05:53 AM
Remote Name: 204.147.0.52

Comments
Well said Simon. If you are at a site where you are able to layout all that line then there must be nothing going on at the site. It must be an open beach or
something similar. I suggest coming back tomorrow when there is wind to do it right. Nothing will be lost as the beach will be the same. If there is something
happening that will make a great photo then it is likely that your exotic attempt will pose a hazard to you, the equipment, or bystanders. Sure it is fun to play
with and test new ideas, theories, equipment, and you should do that- we all grow from those experiences. Just keep in mind that as you push the envelope safety
is compromised.
(back)

Re: Vehicle assisted KAPing? Off topic reply....
From: Christian
Date: 10/14/2004
Time: 4:15:38 PM
Remote Name: 83.156.26.200

Comments
It may happen that you are on a place where you know you will not be able to come back for a while, and may be never again. In this case you will be happy to
use a kite for low wind, a very light craddle, and the pulley system. I have tested it and used a few times, in fact more for fun with friends than for real needs, and
I can assume it's quite enjoyable and tiring. After a few runs and some picture, you feel satisfied! Let's try it, you will find that it doesn't need a too large place, it
only depends on the height you wish to reach. Moreover, on the contrary of some comments, it's a safe practice for the equipment. The rig is so light, and the kite
gliding so well (I use the ultralight Crico) that I run away from the pulley until I stand underneath the camera and just catch it smoothly when landing, and I let
the kite sit on the ground. Even when missing it, the camera landing is soft as with a soaring parachute.
(back)

Jordan Airform
From: Doug Haber
Date: 10/12/2004
Time: 10:20:49 AM
Remote Name: 24.196.248.188

Comments
Just had a friend give me 2 Jordan Airforms to try out. I have a 50 and 100. Does anyone have any info on these being used for KAP? I did a search but did not
find much info. Can anyone compare the 2 kites I have to the Suttons? Anyone have any recommendations?
http://jordanairform.com/nuke/index.php
Thanks in advance
(back)

Re: Jordan Airform
From: Harald Prinzler (hprinzler@aol.com)
Date: 10/15/2004
Time: 4:44:20 AM
Remote Name: 217.238.58.144

Comments
One important thing: The 2 long tails are very important for the Airforms (except the #27). Without them they will not fly stable.
In my opinion with those long tails the kite is not useful for KAP.
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Harald.
(back)

Re: Jordan Airform
From: David Hunt
Date: 10/12/2004
Time: 12:43:37 PM
Remote Name: 65.41.176.13

Comments
Several years ago I helped Dean Jordan test the prototype of the Airform 27, up to that time the 50 was the smallest Airform that he made. He was particularly
interested in the 27's ability to be used for KAP.
The bottom line is the Airform 27 compared to the Flowform 30 did not have the same lifting ability. If I remember correctly the Airform 27 needed 4 Bft. winds
or stronger to lift weights over 1 pound. I think the specifications on the Jordan Airfom link you provided reflect this fact. The recommended line for the 27 is
100# test, where the recommended line for a FF 30 is over 200#.
The AirForm's samll angle of attack is the biggest factor contributing to the AirForms decreased pull with the equivalent sized Flowform. One interesting
characteristic of the AF 27 was how little wind it took to keep it in the air, almost a full Bft number lower than the FF.
You'll probably find that the AF 50 & 100 performances to be equivalent to the FF 30 & 60. Since these kites were given to you, you don't have to worry about the
fact that AF's are more expensive per square foot than FF's
David Hunt
http://www.kaper.us/
(back)

Re: Jordan Airform
From: Doug Haber
Date: 10/12/2004
Time: 3:40:53 PM Remote Name: 4.152.129.182

Comments
Dave that's really great information. It's very helpfull. I will still probably use then as a test and for experience but it looks like i'm leaning towards the FF 16 and
or 30. Thanks again!
(back)

Re: Jordan Airform
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 10/12/2004
Time: 4:19:51 PM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
Do consider the KAPilot 50 too. See: http://www.kaper.us/basics/pilot50.html . It is really a great kite!
Peter
(back)

Re: Jordan Airform
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 10/12/2004
Time: 11:01:05 AM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
We have a KAPper that knows almost everything about softkites: Harald Prinzler.
Take a look at his website: http://members.aol.com/hprinzler1/index.htm
Peter
(back)

Camera Protection on Hard Landings
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From: Doug Haber
Date: 10/11/2004
Time: 10:06:46 AM
Remote Name: 24.196.248.188

Comments
The idea I have is an emergency airbag that would inflate under the camera like the Mars probes. Anyone up for developing a co2 activated saftey system?
(back)

Re: Camera Protection on Hard Landings
From: David Foster
Date: 10/16/2004
Time: 3:24:51 PM
Remote Name: 216.176.88.222

Comments
Ensolite is the best light wieght water proof crash proof stuff you could use. I had my camera wrapped with ensolite I cut from a Fun noodle pool float. My kite
line broke two hundred feet up sending the rig down on a cement parking lot. Everything survived without a scratch and was back in the air ten minutes later. I
also use this to water proof my equipment and make it float for over the water work. What might work even better is insulation spray foam they start selling this
time of year in Walmart. This stuff can mold to the camera then be cut for a custom fit when dry. I haven't tried it yet but will very soon.
Johnshmo@yahoo.com
(back)

Re: Camera Protection on Hard Landings
From: Carlo Didier
Date: 10/12/2004
Time: 3:19:27 AM
Remote Name: 83.99.4.224

Comments
I'd thought about a passive protection like putting the whole rig insid a childrens playing ball. The soft rubber would protect the rig in case of a crash. But there
is the problem of the suspension and also the fact that to use a wide angle lens, that lens would have to be at the perimeter of the ball and a crash on that side
would leave it unprotected again ...
(back)

Re: Camera Protection on Hard Landings
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 10/11/2004
Time: 2:37:21 PM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
Do you have airbags on the hang glider? ;-)
In other words: forget it. It makes the rig too heavy and reduces your chances to KAP.
Peter
http://www.kiteaerialphotography.net
(back)

Re: Camera Protection on Hard Landings
From: Dave Mitchell
Date: 10/11/2004
Time: 3:37:49 PM
Remote Name: 80.177.153.149

Comments
I agree with Peter. What would help though is a mechanism to turn off the camera if the rig starts to fall to earth. Either an automatic mechanism or one
triggered by a command from the R/C transmitter. My accident in May 2004 - see http://www.zenonic.demon.co.uk/kapstuff/bentrig.html - would not have
damaged my Ixus if the lens had retracted.
Dave
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(back)

Re: Camera Protection on Hard Landings
From: Doug Haber
Date: 10/11/2004
Time: 11:30:20 PM
Remote Name: 4.152.129.33

Comments
Dave, What did you mean when you said,"one of these beefy swivels unravelled" What does unravelled mean?
(back)

Re: Camera Protection on Hard Landings
From: Doug Haber
Date: 10/11/2004
Time: 10:57:57 PM
Remote Name: 4.152.129.33

Comments
Dave, What did you mean when you said,"one of these beefy swivels unravelled" What does unravelled mean?
(back)

Re: Camera Protection on Hard Landings
From: Dave Mitchell
Date: 10/12/2004
Time: 1:19:00 AM
Remote Name: 80.177.153.149

Comments
The swivels I use came from Into The Wind - see http://www.intothewind.com/cgi-bin/detail.cgi?sql=swiv&sort=name As I mentioned at the bottom of my
'accidents' page, I think I actually failed to close the swivel properly so a sudden gust just caused the main bend to open. The small hook at the end of the swivel
was still properly shaped.
In my previous accident, the hook was fastened properly but ALL the bends in the swivel straightened so it ended up a long straight piece of wire fastened to the
kite line (which is what I meant by 'unravelled'). But that was a much lighter swivel - probably just 50lb breaking strain rather than the 250lb ones I
subsequently bought.
Dave
(back)

Re: Camera Protection on Hard Landings
From: Simon H
Date: 10/12/2004
Time: 2:22:43 AM
Remote Name: 138.32.176.254

Comments
Airbag, ertainly a CO2 Sparklets cylinder doesn't weigh a lot, triggering it and getting the right sort of bag inflated might be a challenge. Thinking of air bags,
what's wrong with bubble wrap. a couple of layers at the base of the rig might be all the difference you need between light and heavy damage.
But then come to think of it, why plan for the hard landings? Most KAPpers I've seen risk spindly and expensive rigs without thought of hard landings. Aim to
perfect the flying and techniques, and if you must do a hard landing, choose a soft spot like Scott did at KAPiSco....
(sorry Scott)
Simon
(back)

Re: Camera Protection on Hard Landings
From: Doug Haber
Date: 10/12/2004
Time: 10:01:56 AM
Remote Name: 24.196.248.188
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Comments
I'm not really concerned that much with breaking my gear. I am pretty causious but I do like to think outside of the box. What about AIRplus Excel's The
bubbles that they use in packaging. The look like ziplock bags. You might even use ziploc bags taped! http://storopackinc.com/airplus/images/pil_1.jpg
(back)

Re: Camera Protection on Hard Landings
From: Duncan Macdonald
Date: 10/12/2004
Time: 5:35:14 AM
Remote Name: 194.205.104.236

Comments
I'm thinking about buying a waterproof case for my camera (http://www.amazon.co.uk/exec/obidos/ASIN/B00012KBW4/ref=nosim/shoptouruk/202-04402867344615?dev-t=D2Y5TUCCVJ7DGE). It's got a tripod mount built in and it'll offer some degree of protection on hard landings but more importantly if the rig
ditches in water only the rig will be damaged, not the camera.
Duncan.
(back)

Re: Camera Protection on Hard Landings
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 10/12/2004
Time: 5:48:14 AM
Remote Name: 84.28.47.66

Comments
As weight is not an issue under water, these cases are rather heavy and not meant as shockabsorbers. So Ý116 seems to be a lot of money.
And what if the camera with housing falls into the water? Can you get it back? Does it sink or floats away so that you loose both?
Peter
(back)

Gomberg Super Sled
From: Peter McCulloch
Date: 10/11/2004
Time: 8:36:39 AM
Remote Name: 82.41.226.225

Comments
Any views out there on the suitability or otherwise of the GombergÝs Super Sled as a KAP kite? http://www.gombergkites.com/g-kite.html Can this semi spared
foil design help prevent the rigs rapid decent that can be experienced by a standard soft foil in low/no wind collapse mode?
Peter starsrus_52@yahoo.co.uk
(back)

Re: Gomberg Super Sled
From: Ralf
Date: 10/12/2004
Time: 3:37:56 PM
Remote Name: 80.142.105.8

Comments
Hi, what David named a super-sled is Double Parasled, original designed by John Verheij. In the www there are plans for made yourself. Here in Germany the
Double Parasled from Premier Kites (http://www.premierkites.com/pages/kites/single/sleds.html)is popular to lift drogs and others. The kite is popular because of
the low prise and the strong pull. But in my oppinion it is not the perfect KAP-kite. The kite moves itself, if the wind gets a little bit stronger (old wobble). And
the kitemotion gets down the kiteline. In lighter winds the sled dosen't move. An other point is: the double parasled meander a little bit around, more if the wind
is stronger. Once I had a KAP-demonstration on a kitefestival. And I have the arial video, showing a double parasled flying and meandering arround and finaly
crashing in my rig---uuups. So a Maxi-Dopero flies more stabel:-) But to say it directly: This is my general opinion to double parasleds and no direct comment to
the Gomberg Super Sled behavior. Maybe this one is better than the others on the market. Greetings from Germany Ralf
(back)

Re: Gomberg Super Sled
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From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 10/11/2004<�br> Time: 1:57:03 PM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
Hi Peter,
Years ago the sled was promoted as a good KAP lifter (by Anne Rock and others (?)). But I've never seen being used as such. The ones I've seen sure are strong
lifters, although they were much bigger than this one. I've no idea why KAPpers don't use this kite.
For US$59 it might be good value for money. So, please give it a try.
B.T.W.: the KAPilot is a remarkable near to no wind soft kite. It wouldn't collapse just like that.
Peter
(back)

Re: Gomberg Super Sled
From: David Hunt
Date: 10/11/2004
Time: 2:39:57 PM
Remote Name: 67.77.11.17

Comments
I second Peter, I think a sled would be a good KAP kite, I'm sure it has it's downsides, and it would be interesting to hear your comments about the sled. As a
matter of fact you could send your comments about any Kite you use for KAP to KAPER to be included in the page about that kite, see the link below.
My gut feeling would be that, because a sled has no lateral spar, a sled would begin to fold up as the wind died down, more so with the addition of the weight of a
camera.
David Hunt
http://www.kaper.us/
(back)

Re: Gomberg Super Sled
From: Richard Amirault
Date: 10/12/2004
Time: 8:46:42 AM
Remote Name: 146.115.58.99

Comments
My comments on large sleds in general. I do not have any experience with the Gomberg Sled, however the largest sled I own is about 5 feet tall.
I've had mixed results with using a sled as a KAP lifter. I suppose it depends on the particular kite and the particular wind you are flying it in.
Under the right (or in this case "wrong" ) circumstances I've noticed a pronounced, repeated "pulsing" or "jerking" of the line. This, of course, causes the KAP
rig to vibrate and to swing back and forth ... not good.
I've got so many other kites I don't bother pulling the sleds out anymore if I need a lifter.
Richard in Boston, MA, USA
(back)

Re: Gomberg Super Sled
From: Da
Date: 10/11/2004
Time: 2:29:35 PM Remote Name: 67.77.11.17

Comments
(back)

Re: Gomberg Super Sled
From: Christian
Date: 10/13/2004
Time: 3:02:54 PM
Remote Name: 83.156.26.242
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Comments
The Supersled is a 3 keel-tubes model similar the 2 keel-tubes parasled as seen on my web site http://becotus.chez.tiscali.fr/tako/anglais/&kidkites.htm .What I
show is a kid's kite model with drawing and instructions to build it with plastic sheets. It's the favorite of our kite workshops.It flies well in a wide range of winds.
During last ten years I have observed many times supersled, or megasleds, or whatever. In some winds they are perfect, but they often (too often in my opinion)
are wandering in the sky, and they can't stand in whirling winds. It has never seemed to me to be one that I would choose for kap as it moves too much, and is not
safe enough. By the way, does someone knows who invented this model of sled?
(back)

Re: Gomberg Super Sled
From: Peter van Erkel
Date: 10/20/2004
Time: 4:27:33 AM
Remote Name: 62.58.132.177

Comments
Hi Christian,
It is hard to say who invented the Parasled, I think it originates from GB, I remember Flexifoil sold a Parasled in '79. The Father of the DoubleParasled is Jan
Pieter Kuil. He first published the original design on 50cm. Lot of people enlarged it, and found out it than needed spars. JP did not like this, and published in '83
a design on 100cm, without spars but with twice the number of fins. In '85 John Verhei (re)published the design on 140cm, but with spars, refering to the designs
of JP.
When we first flew a Double Parasled on the WSIKF in '93 most people ( including David G.) called it a cheater because it had spars. It is good to know he now
calls it Super !!
I have used many kites for KAP over the years, but newer a Parasled. I would only use it if it was the only kite I had on hands, others a so much better for the
purpose.
Peter van Erkel
(back)

Spar framed rig
From: Paul Bauer Jorge
Date: 10/11/2004
Time: 6:23:15 AM
Remote Name: 195.8.0.50

Comments
Well, my wife's away so I've been taking the opportunity of being 'home alone' to get on with rig building... my first. Already I've reached several conclusions.
Like that sometimes things that look good on paper just don't work out in practice and the thought "maybe I could have done this another (better) way" has
occurred a few times. But discovering new materials has been fun... aren't plastic bread-boards versatile. We're always learning, I guess, and no doubt this
experience will help in my future homebuilding exploits. Anyway, I'm intrigued by Chris' rig with a kite spar frame on his 'what's new page' and big pic at
http://www.arch.ced.berkeley.edu/kap/2003_images/rig6_preview.jpg Does anyone have any detailed info about this type of construction? rgds 2 all P
(back)

Re: Spar framed rig
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 10/11/2004
<�b>Time: 2:31:21 PM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
Here you have 2 pics of more or less the same idea: http://www.bults.net/Rigs/ .
The so-called innner U is made out of aluminium and all the hardware is mounted on this part. The outer U is made out of carbon spars and stuntkite connectors.
In my rig the pan servo, receiver and battery pack is mounted on the Picavet X.
I hope this gives you an idea.
Peter
http://www.kiteaerialphotographt.net
(back)

Re: Spar framed rig
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From: Paul Bauer Jorge
Date: 10/13/2004
Time: 3:27:02 AM
Remote Name: 195.8.0.50

Comments
Nice pics Peter, thanks. I wonder why this type of construction isn't more popular. Maybe aluminium/wood/plastic is easier to work with. The stunt kite
connectors are a fab idea.. espeacially for the 'T-type corner' connections. For normal connections reinforced water hose, with inner diameter equal to spar outer
diameter, could be used I guess. rgds P
(back)

New Kaper (As of today!)
From: Doug Haber
Date: 10/10/2004
Time: 7:13:44 PM
Remote Name: 4.152.102.38

Comments
Well, After some research, and a day of planning and building, I was able to make an aluminum ice release disposable camera rig using a picavet suspension
system. The aluminum was taken from a 4 ft aluminum ruler. (Very cheap) I launched a 9-ft delta at Jockey's Ridge State Park today around 4:00 p.m.. I
successfully took several shots using an ice release that I designed using a combination of some other peoples designs and my own. Each shot worked. My photos
were slightly bury because I did not address line vibration. But either way, I joined all of you cool people in a sport that I should have been doing since I was
building model rockets from scratch as a kid! I've talked with Craig Wilson, and e-mailed Scott Haefner. I've spent a lot of time on Charles Benton's site and
Brooks Leffler's site. I would like to thank all of them for sharing their ideas that have motivated me to want to explore KAP even more! I am a Hang Gliding
instructor and have taken photos from almost 8300 ft in my hang glider in Virginia. Hope to chat more with everyone!
(back)

Re: New Kaper (As of today!)
From: Yvan
Date: 10/10/2004
Time: 9:00:25 PM
Remote Name: 62.235.110.136

Comments
Welcome in the world of KAP, Doug. I look out to see some work of you ...and hanggliding is one of my silent dreams too. I hope some day I can do a duo flight
with someone.
Yvan. http://www.birdseye.be
(back)

Re: New Kaper (As of today!)
From: Doug Haber
Date: 10/11/2004
Time: 1:07:01 AM
Remote Name: 4.152.102.38

Comments
Thank Yvan, I am a tandem hang gliding instructor. I can take you up to 2000 feet. We use an ultralight to tow us up. Maybe we should try using a kite to pull us
up LOL!!!
(back)

travel abroad-- advice
From: Laura Mezoff
Date: 10/10/2004
Time: 1:03:19 PM
Remote Name: 67.124.105.113

Comments
Hi all
I am a relative newbie to the world of KAP, and a friend of CrisÝ. I have won a fellowship from the University of California, Berkeley to travel around the world
for a year and study roofs and their impact on urban and architectural space. (thanks Cris!) I hope to spend as much time as possible flying a kite. What could be
cooler than traveling the world and flying a kite, taking aerial photographs? Since IÝm relatively new to this there a millions of things I donÝt know, so IÝm
soliciting advice on all manner of KAP-related things.
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I traveled to Peru last summer, and dumped a camera and rig in the ocean (Ýoops), so IÝm dealing with a bit of nervousness about putting the camera up in the
air. I realize I just need to get more experience to get over my fear, but would appreciate any words of advice on the matter.
I plan to build another rig (it would be my second) before I leave on my trip in January 2005. I currently use a Canon Elph s400, but would love advice on other
cameras I might consider. Particularly something with wider angle capabilities.
I have a Delta 11Ý kite which is very stable, but requires quite a bit of wind. I definitely need to add to my kite repertoire before leaving.
My travel itinerary is fairly elastic, and there are many places that have been left off, due to concerns about quality of experience over quantity of locations.
However, if you have any ÝcanÝt missÝ suggestionsÝ(especially places where you think roofs should be photographed), IÝd love to hear them.
The Netherlands: Amsterdam and environs Spain: Barcelona France: Avignon and Puglia India: Chandighar and Ahmedabad (and I would love to get into
Nepal a bit!) Indonesia: the islands of Sumatra and Sulawesi Thailand: Bangkok and northern villages Russia and Finland: Keralia Germany: Berlin Austria:
Graz and Tirol Mexico: Guanajuato and villages of Mochoacan
Thanks in advance for any advice you can give me! Laura Mezoff
(back)

thanks!
From: Laura Mezoff
Date: 10/13/2004
Time: 10:33:20 PM
Remote Name: 67.124.105.113

Comments
I better reply to this before it completley disappears off the bottom of the page.
Thank you for your support. I hope to get my act together to at least have a minimal web-page so that people can keep track of me (and you all can tell me how to
improve my photos!) Thanks, Peter, for you offer to host. The universtiy that is funding this trip will have web space for me, but I'll let you know the address
when I get my act together so that you can link to me! At the moment, however, I'm trying to force myself not to get distracted by things like web pages and
concentrate on becoming a better kite flier!
Cris has suggested that I consider using a Nikon 8400 for my new rig-- the caveat being that he hasn't actually built a rig around this camera, and so doesn't have
any first-had experience with it. So I'm wondering if any of you have any advice about whether or not this is a good camera for me to consider, or whether there
are comparable cameras I should be looking at before I make my decision. I like the wide angle lens on the camera, but I'm not a camera junkie (yet), so I don't
have the greatest sense of what is out there. thanks in advance for any advice you may have. Laura
(back)

Re: travel abroad-- advice
From: David Hunt
Date: 10/10/2004
Time: 2:53:48 PM
Remote Name: 67.77.48.50

Comments
To build up your confidence before placing your KAP rig on the kite line, there are 3 things you need to do;
1st - pactice flying you kite in various weather conditions and around different types of obstacles,
2nd - repeat the 1st part,
3rd - repeat parts 1 and 2 above.
Logically you'll never get to number 3, but of course that is the point.
When you get a new kite go through the same process above.
All this sounds cute but it is fundamental to good KAPing. The kite is just a tool to get your camera to a postion that will give you a well composed picture. There
is nothing special about an aerial photograph unless you make it special.
Concerning the picture taking aspect of KAP. Craig Wilson's advice stands out, "Take lots of pictures". There are two principles in play with this piece of advice;
firs, even experienced professional photographers know that they might discard 100 pictures for every one that is usable, second, you'll progress faster along the
learning curve, but you have to practice some studied self-criticism.
I'm sure you'll get some great advice from the more nomadic KAPers in the group, about the travel part of your question.
David Hunt
http://www.kaper.us/
(back)

Re: travel abroad-- advice
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From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 10/10/2004
Time: 2:44:10 PM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
Wow, I must say I'm a bit jealous ...
I understand you want all the help you can get and I think you can get that help from KAPpers around the world.
Maybe we, the KAP community, can put up a "Roofs Around The World" KAP project. My idea is that you let us know where you are and where your next stop
will be so that a local KAPper can join you. And help you find the roofs and give some assistance, make repairs to your equipment and so on.
This project can be done if you have e-mail access on your way. A webpage, someting like a logbook, can be put up on http://www.kiteaerialphotography.net .
Peter
(back)

Re: travel abroad-- advice
From:
Date: 10/11/2004
Time: 6:13:18 AM
Remote Name: 194.171.56.12

Comments
a bit is a understatement ....
I am planning to take KAP's of the roof of our house for a long time now, an still failed to do so. I live in the middle of Amsterdam, so if you make it to
Amsterdam, I will be glad to join you ! If you (or other KAPers) need a roof above your head, or below your kite, just mail me in time !
Peter van Erkel petervanerkel@hotmail.com
(back)

R/C Frequency Rules for Various Countries
From: Dave Mitchell
Date: 10/7/2004
Time: 4:49:02 AM
Remote Name: 80.177.153.149

Comments
As part of my research into UK Law on KAP, I have discovered a very useful website which gives the available R/C frequencies for many countries, including the
USA, most of Europe, Japan, Australia etc. It's the UK Radio Control Council's website at:
http://www.ukrcc.org
One thing this makes clear is that 27MHz is a somewhat 'elastic band'. For example, the legal range in France does not overlap at all with that for most other
countries. 27MHz also appears to completely unavailable for R/C in Australia, Japan, Spain and South Africa.
Dave
(back)

Re: R/C Frequency Rules for Various Countries
From: Brooks
Date: 10/7/2004
Time: 9:43:06 AM
Remote Name: 216.228.2.23

Comments
Super resource, Dave! Thanks!
I agree about the 27mHz elastic band (ho ho). It isn't the same at all from country to country, even in Europe. But it still looks like the best overall choice to use in
most countries.
(back)

print large A3 sized calendars using my photos, works wonde
From: dilan.dilan@indiatimes.com
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Date: 10/7/2004
Time: 3:06:46 AM
Remote Name: 203.101.7.148

Comments
hye Just wanted to spread the word about a verygood software I have found. I have been looking for a good personal calendar making software for
ages. This software is called WinCal, its current version is 4.4, I have used
it design and
You can download a free trial version from:
http://www.techsysconsultants.com.au/prod01.htm
Thanks, Best regards, dilan
(back)

print large A3 sized calendars using my photos, works wonde
From: dilan.dilan@indiatimes.com
Date: 10/7/2004
Time: 3:06:01 AM
Remote Name: 203.101.7.148

Comments
hye Just wanted to spread the word about a verygood software I have found. I have been looking for a good personal calendar making software for
ages. This software is called WinCal, its current version is 4.4, I have used
it design and
You can download a free trial version from:
http://www.techsysconsultants.com.au/prod01.htm
Thanks, Best regards, dilan
(back)

print large A3 sized calendars using my photos, works wonde
From: dilan.dilan@indiatimes.com
Date: 10/7/2004
Time: 3:05:00 AM
Remote Name: 203.101.7.148

Comments
hye Just wanted to spread the word about a verygood software I have found. I have been looking for a good personal calendar making software for
ages. This software is called WinCal, its current version is 4.4, I have used
it design and
You can download a free trial version from:
http://www.techsysconsultants.com.au/prod01.htm
Thanks, Best regards, dilan
(back)

Camcorder viewfinder revisited
From: Michael
Date: 10/5/2004
Time: 9:16:31 AM
Remote Name: 24.7.102.140

Comments
I had an electrical engineer friend try to help me get a Sony CCD-TR23 viewfinder working. My friend soldered wires to the circuit board where the power and
video come in, originally delivered by a ribbon cable. We were able to get the viewfinder working, but not perfectly. We added an adjustable voltage regulator
into the circuit and found the best voltage to be around 6 volts. The image is still not sharp, and it is cropped to about 1/2 of its original size in both the vertical
and horizontal directions. I've adjusted the voltage and the 2 trimpots on the circuit board, but can't get the proper image. It was working perfectly before I
disassembled the camcorder. Any thoughts on dealing with these issues would be much appreciated. Thanks very much to Dave and Christian for replies to my
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earlier posts.
(back)

Re: Camcorder viewfinder revisited
From: Christian
Date: 10/5/2004<�br> Time: 4:03:29 PM
Remote Name: 83.156.20.186

Comments
The first action would be to have the camcorder powered on and measure accurately the voltage feeding the viewer. Measure must be accurate to 0.1V The viewer
needs a voltage input that you can set so accurately. Does the viewer lightened without a video signal? You will observe that it needs a minimum voltage to start,
and at some higher value, it shut off itself. Then the image is full screen and sharp at the proper voltage. 5.8V or 6.0V can make a large difference on display. For
each of my viewers I start with 9 or 12V battery, set a voltage regulator, and add resistances as necessary.Basic scheme is on my web page
http://becotus.chez.tiscali.fr/rigs/anglais/1viewing.htm On one, it works fine with a zener diode between the regulator + output and the minus line, and there is a
resistance between the regulator + output and the viewer + input. I don't know why it does, it's what I found after many trials. Once, I couldn't get it sharp until I
found that the eyepiece lens was unscrewed!
(back)

If there were 5 things you could tell a new KAPper...
From: Simon H
Date: 10/5/2004
Time: 1:03:29 AM
Remote Name: 138.32.176.254

Comments
If there were five pieces of advice you could give to a new KAPper - what would they be?
Rules: each of the 5 can only be one sentence long. Technical or philosophical or whatever. If someone else has offered your best advice already, it is up to you
whether you repeat it or not.
I'll pitch in soon.
Simon H
(back)

Re: If there were 5 things you could tell a new KAPper...
From: Simon H
Date: 10/6/2004
Time: 3:05:55 AM
Remote Name: 138.32.176.254

Comments
1 If you get your kite high and stable and your camera low and close in, you may be able to put your camera in unbelievable places.
2 You are doing it for pleasure Ý make it so.
3 There is no right or wrong way to KAP
4 Vertical, oblique, seaside, buildings, archaeology, science etc - it's all just preference, but try everything.
5 They are only aerial photographs
Simon
(back)

Re: If there were 5 things you could tell a new KAPper...
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 10/5/2004
Time: 2:23:14 PM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
1. Learn to fly a kite in places where "normal" people would never fly a kite. 2. Find out what kind of KAPper you are; a) do you want to make the best picture
ever? or b) are you a gear guy/girl? 3a. KAP as much as you can. 3b. Always improve your system. 4. Go on KAPing. 5. Share your results with us on the internet.
Peter
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(back)

Re: If there were 5 things you could tell a new KAPper...
From: Brooks
Date: 10/5/2004
Time: 11:57:09 AM
Remote Name: 216.228.2.23

Comments
1. Start simply. 2. Learn your kite first. 3. Don't tilt your horizontal shots down too far. 4. Take the time to set up your rig and fly safely. 5. As you mature, don't
waste pictures on empty fields and kite festivals.
(back)

Re: If there were 5 things you could tell a new KAPper...
From: Paul Bauer Jorge
Date: 10/6/2004
Time: 4:08:52 AM
Remote Name: 195.8.0.50

Comments
I don't get no.3 "Don't tilt your horizontal shots down too far." ? What am I missing? rgds P
(back)

Re: If there were 5 things you could tell a new KAPper...
From: David Hunt
Date: 10/11/2004
Time: 2:51:01 PM
Remote Name: 67.77.11.17

Comments
Concerning Brooks statement about too much tilt, there is a rule about composition of pictures saying an image will be more pleasing if there is some sky at the
top, ideally close to a third of the image.
David Hunt
http://www.kaper.us/
(back)

Re: If there were 5 things you could tell a new KAPper...
From: brooks
Date: 10/6/2004
Time: 9:17:17 AM
Remote Name: 216.228.2.23

Comments
IMO, there is a great never-never land between straight-out horizontal (oblique, landscape...) and straight-down vertical that all new kappers discover.
They do so thinking they need to tilt down further than they really do, and end up shooting neither a decent oblique view nor a decent plan view (as Cris calls it),
but a lot of blank, uninteresting stuff in between.
Obviously, sometimes there's good stuff in that zone, but often it isn't, and it surely isn't what you expected.
My point is, for horizontal landscapes, for new kappers, it's usually a good idea to tilt down minimally.
(back)

Re: If there were 5 things you could tell a new KAPper...
From: Paul Bauer Jorge
Date: 10/7/2004
Time: 6:29:54 AM
Remote Name: 195.8.0.50

Comments
All points noted Brooks, thanks. P
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(back)

Re: Antenna / Aiming Stick

Was: If there were 5 things ...

From: Richard Amirault
Date: 10/6/2004
Time: 10:15:04 AM
Remote Name: 146.115.58.99

Comments
Brooks, that brings a question to mind. I have been looking at the rigs / kits you have on your website (for some reason my browser is working now) and notice
that ALL your antennas are attached to the non-tilting part of the frame.
My rig is built with the antenna mounted on the camera bracket itself .. so that the antenna tilts down (actually up) at whatever angle the camera is tilting down.
Assuming a non-video rig, this gives a much easier observation from the ground of what angle the camera is set at.
Why is it that you attach the antenna rod where you do?
Richard in Boston, MA, USA
(back)

Re: Antenna / Aiming Stick

Was: If there were 5 things ...

From: Brooks
Date: 10/6/2004
Time: 10:31:48 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.2.23

Comments
Unless I read your pix wrong, you use a pendulum -- and I build all rigs with Picavet (unless forced to do otherwise). That makes a big difference in how well a
tiltiing antenna boom works. With a Picavet, there is great likelihood of hanging up a vertical antenna boom in the lines.
What I do instead is simply look at my tilt joystick and judge where it's looking from the joystick position. Works great! (IMO)
Glad your browser is working on my site :-D
bgl
(back)

Re: If there were 5 things you could tell a new KAPper...
From: Richard Amirault
Date: 10/5/2004
Time: 8:47:56 AM
Remote Name: 146.115.58.99

Comments
1. Read everything and follow every link on this website http://www.arch.ced.berkeley.edu/kap/kaptoc.html
2. LEARN TO FLY YOUR KITE(S) SAFELY IN ALL KINDS OF WIND.
3. Read everything and follow every link on this website http://www.kaper.us/
4. LEARN TO FLY YOUR KITE(S) SAFELY IN ALL KINDS OF WIND.
5. Read everything and follow every link on this website http://www.brooxes.com/newsite/index.html
Richard in Boston, MA, USA
(back)

Re: If there were 5 things you could tell a new KAPper...
From: Carlo Didier
Date: 10/5/2004
Time: 2:59:54 AM
Remote Name: 194.154.218.196

Comments
1) A KAPer may not injure a human being or, through inaction, allow a human being to come to harm. 2) A KAPer must obey laws given it by human beings
except where such laws would conflict with the First Law. 3) A KAPer must protect its own existence as long as such protection does not conflict with the First or
Second Law. 4) A KAPer must respect other peoples privacy. 5) Have fun!
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(Thanks, Dr Asimov!)
(back)

Re: If there were 5 things you could tell a new KAPper...
From: David Hunt
Date: 10/7/2004
Time: 12:43:14 PM
Remote Name: 65.41.34.100

Comments
Here's how I understand the laws:
1) A KAP Rig may not injure a human being or, through inaction, allow a human being to come to harm. 2) A KAP Rig must obey laws given it by human beings
except where such laws would conflict with the First Law. 3) A KAP Rig must protect its own existence as long as such protection does not conflict with the First
or Second Law. 4) A KAPer has no one to blame but himself if his pictures don't turn out good, because the KAP Rig only did what it was told. 5) Definitely Have
fun!
David Hunt
http://www.kaper.us/
(back)

Re: If there were 5 things you could tell a new KAPper...
From: Simon H
Date: 10/6/2004
Time: 3:16:40 AM
Remote Name: 138.32.176.254

Comments
Just spending to much time at the cinema Carlo....
I KAPper ?
(back)

Re: If there were 5 things you could tell a new KAPper...
From: Carlo Didier
Date: 10/7/2004
Time: 2:46:13 AM
Remote Name: 194.154.218.196

Comments
Nope. The movie "I, Robot" hasn't much to do with Ikes' books. Susan Calvin was neve described as attractive in the books ... But I've been a big Asimov fan for
decades.
(back)

3D page-flipping web embedding music photo album.
From: joanna
Date: 10/3/2004
Time: 10:01:10 PM
Remote Name: 218.175.55.58

Comments
I found this software is funny and simple to work. The page-flipping effect is excellant like a real book. Here is the link http://www.photoet.com
(back)

3D page-flipping web embedding music photo album.
From: joanna
Date: 10/3/2004
Time: 10:00:44 PM
Remote Name: 218.175.55.58

Comments
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I found this software is funny and simple to work. The page-flipping effect is excellant like a real book. Here is the link
http://www.photoet.com
(back)

UK R/C Kit
From: Dave Mitchell
Date: 10/2/2004
Time: 3:37:58 PM
Remote Name: 80.177.153.149

Comments
Peter's not quite right. In the UK the 40MHz band is reserved for surface use (cars, boats, etc) (see http://www.bmfa.org/faq/radio_bands.htm).
Like most UK Kappers I use 35MHz with little problem. Since model plane flying in the UK tends to be restricted to official sites (whose locations are publicised
in magazines)there's not much chance of 'colliding' with one by accident. Most of the places one wants to take KAP photos at are just the sort of places model
planes are not allowed to fly (but are often where people use model cars and boats).
There is an active second-hand market in the UK. Model shops often have ads for such kit, but I've found EBAY to be a much more useful source. As I write this
there's a complete 27MHz set at 22 pounds with less than 40 minutes to go (only two channels and servos though). See http://cgi.ebay.co.uk/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?
ViewItem&category=1200&item=5922899803&rd=1
There's also a complete 35MHz Futuba set at 34 pounds with 21 hours to go at http://cgi.ebay.co.uk/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?
ViewItem&category=34056&item=5923085200&rd=1&ssPageName=WD4V
Dave PS You can get 'public liability insurance' - useful if you're going to fly your kite where there are people, vehicles or buildings, by joining the British Model
Flying Association or one of several Kite Clubs.
(back)

Re: KAP and UK Law
From: Dave Mitchell
Date: 10/5/2004
Time: 10:51:23 AM<�br> Remote Name: 80.177.153.149

Comments
I've spent some time delving into UK Law as it applies to Kites and R/C KAP. You can see the results of my research at:
http://www.zenonic.demon.co.uk/kapstuff/Kite%20Aerial%20Photography%20and%20UK%20Law.html
One thing I discovered which was a surprise to me was that if your rig+kite weighs less than 2Kg you are NOT subject to the 60 metre height restriction I've
always believed in.
Dave
(back)

Re: KAP and UK Law - Height Restriction DOES apply to all kites! From: Dave Mitchell
Date: 10/6/2004
Time: 3:15:59 AM
Remote Name: 80.177.153.149

Comments
Ah, the perils of using Google. I should have known better - the UK Government is particularly good at revising legislation. It turns out that the Air Navigation
Order 1995, which I quoted, has been superseded (more than once!). The latest, Air Navigation Order 2000, unfortunately does NOT exempt small kites from the
height restriction.
So regardless of its weight, a kite in the UK may not be legally flown above 60 metres (200 feet) without the permission in writing of the Civil Aviation Authority.
The CAA does grant such permissions for kite festivals and the like of course.
I've updated the document at: http://www.zenonic.demon.co.uk/kapstuff/KAPUKLaw.html
accordingly. My apologies for the confusion.
Dave
(back)

Re: KAP and UK Law - revised link
From: Dave
Date: 10/5/2004
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Time: 10:59:55 AM
Remote Name: 80.177.153.149

Comments
Something went wrong with my file naming. The document is now:
http://www.zenonic.demon.co.uk/kapstuff/KAPUKLaw.html
Dave
(back)

Re: KAP and UK Law - revised link
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 10/5/2004
Time: 2:07:06 PM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
Dave, you have done a very good job. This is very interesting. Thanks and I stand corrected ... Now it is clear that KAPpers in the UK can use any allowed
frequency but 40 MHz.
As soon as find the time I will try to put up a similar page for the Netherlands. And I hope others will do the same for their country.
In the meantime I've added your page to the links database on http://www.kiteaerialphotography.net . See www Index > How to KAP > FAQ .
Peter
(back)

Re: UK R/C Kit
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 10/2/2004
Time: 4:15:37 PM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
Sorry Dave, but I disagree. A kite is not an aircraft. It is a "land based" object as long as "something" on the ground holds the kiteline. So the rig is a high
ground based thing.
I came to that conclusion after a long discussion with someone from the Dutch MOD's aerial photography department.
And I rather be responsable for making a small car or boat uncontrolable than crashing a Ý1000 heli.
Peter
(back)

Re: UK R/C Kit
From: Len
Date: 10/4/2004
Time: 9:03:25 AM
Remote Name: 195.166.145.202

Comments
I am also about to take the plunge (oops, I hope not literaly) into buying RC gear for KAP. Is there any UK body that can be regarded as the authority in this
matter. Various individual opinions are fine, but if there was ever a court case, what would stick? A definitive answer from some legally responsible organisation
would at least help. Insurance cover may also be void if there was any niggle over which band was used. Regards Len
(back)

Re: UK R/C Kit
From: Dave Mitchell
Date: 10/4/2004
Time: 11:10:49 AM
Remote Name: 80.177.153.149

Comments
I'm a member of the BMFA and their free public liability insurance specifically and explicitly covers kite flying.
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Despite what Peter Bults says, I think 35MHz is the way to go. A kite is not that different from a model glider being launched on a tow-line and while they are not
radio-controlled, control-line planes are always anchored to the ground too. If it ever came to court I think these are the sorts of argument that could be used to
win the case. After all a 'kite' used to be RAF slang for an aeroplane.
Though they can use model boats and cars, nobody is supposed to fly model airplanes in the areas I do my KAP photography, and would probably be prosecuted
if they did (and thrown out of any flying club they belonged to). Since I know where they ARE allowed to fly planes locally (ask at your local model shop or buy
one of the UK aeromodelling mags) I know the areas to avoid - the nearest to me is over 10 miles away.
Dave
PS Despite all the above, I wouldn't worry about it whichever band you decide to go with. I'm pretty sure there's NEVER been a court case in the UK about this.
I suspect that most KAPPers who travel abroad don't bother to switch to locally legal kit either - the chances of being caught are very low.
Dave
(back)

Re: UK R/C Kit
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 10/4/2004
Time: 1:46:20 PM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
Dave, I absolutly agree with your PS. And in a country where modell aircarft are only allowed in certain areas, I can see your point in going for 35 MHz. That is
as long as the use of 35 MHz systems are not restricted to specific areas ...
In the meantime I'm moving to 433 MHz. More on that later.
Peter
(back)

Transmitter/Receiver Advice Please
From: Robby
Date: 10/2/2004
Time: 1:01:04 PM
Remote Name: 81.76.90.90

Comments
Hi,
I will take delivery of a Brooks cradle for my CP5000 in a couple of weeks time (can't wait!). Brooks supplies everything except the transmitter and receiver. Here
I need some advice, please (I tried a list search but without much luck).
I'm in the UK. Brooks has mentioned kit made by Futabe, Robbe and HiTec. What make and model would list subscribers recommend and why? And is there a
bouyant second-hand market in the UK or am I resigned to new kit (if so, any supplier hints)?
TIA,
Robby
(back)

Re: UK EBAY - mammoth sale of R/C equipment
From: Dave Mitchell
Date: 10/8/2004
Time: 10:40:06 AM
Remote Name: 80.177.153.149

Comments
Robby - I don't know if you've yet got a set of R/C equipment, but if you haven't someone is selling a whole bunch of Futaba sets on EBAY. There are FIVE
separate lots, all complete sets (TX/RX/Charger/crystals/servos). One set contains of two transmitters and two receivers!
They all end within thirty minutes or so on Tuesday 12th October, the first around 10.50am. Currently they are all around 1 pound (!!!) but won't stay that way.
Still with 5 on the go so close together there's likely to be at least one real bargain.
To find them search for "Futaba Channel 6 RC".
Dave
(back)
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Re: Transmitter/Receiver Advice Please
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 10/2/2004
Time: 2:49:33 PM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
For the BBKK with tilt, pan and shutter you will need a 3 or 4 channel system including a transmitter, a receiver and at least 2 standard servos. If you buy 2nd
hand make sure the Tx and the RX match and have the same cristal/channal.
NOTE: some systems are sold as having 4 channals but are only 2 channal systems. On a real 4 channal both sticks on the Tx can be moved up/down and
left/right and the Rx has at least 4 servo outputs.
In the UK you have the choise between 27 MHz, 35 MHz and 40 MHz systems. The 27 is probably the cheapest but it might be hard to find one with 4 channels.
The 35 is normaly used for aircraft and helicopters. I wouldn't use that (YOU might crash the modell). So look out for a 40 MHz. The cheapest is good enough for
KAP.
I personally like the Futaba F14 a lot. It is so easy to modify. (See Aerial Eye 4.1(?))
Peter http://www.kiteaerialphotography.net
(back)

Re: Transmitter/Receiver Advice Please (2)
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 10/2/2004
Time: 3:13:58 PM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
I forgot to say that the CP5000's shutter can be released by a 3rd servo or by a DigiSnap5000 (see http://www.harbortronics.com ), a Schieppati Switch (see
http://www.kapshop.com/switch.html ) and 2.5 mm stereo plug.
Peter http://www.kiteaerialphotography.net
(back)

Re: Transmitter/Receiver Advice Please (2)
From: Brooks
Date: 10/2/2004
Time: 11:28:12 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.2.23

Comments
The rig that is coming to you will have need for at least three channels: pan, tilt, and a Schieppati switch to trigger your DigiSnap shutter, so don't get a 2-channel
rig.
The ground/air discussion has been going as long as there have been r/c KAP rigs, on both sides of the Atlantic. The Academy of Model Aeronautics here is
adamant that kites are neither "aircraft" nor "cars or boats", and recommend 27 mHz, which incidentally is the closest thing there is to an international band,
since it seems to be legal everywhere. It's also used for cheap car systems, and there aren't many channels to pick from in 27mHz.
However! That's what I use with my ultralight rig and I've never had a speck of trouble with it, and I'm happy that it won't be controversial and/or illegal
anywhere I want to use it. But it is hard to find FM or high quality equipment in 27.
(back)

Re: Transmitter/Receiver Advice Please (2)
From: Christian
Date: 10/4/2004
Time: 1:49:23 PM
Remote Name: 83.156.17.21

Comments
Have a look to the Futaba Skysport 4 which is a full 4 channels, is easily find in all shops and retailers as well as by discounters. Moreover, it is not expensive, and
it is a very reliable one. In addition, with a slight modification, you can get a 5th channel,go/nogo (not proportional) but useful for shutter release, where you just
have push a switch. A cheap electronic shutter release can be done easily with a servo circuit, and replacing the motor by a relay.
(back)

hi.......... :-D
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From: ba'on and jablo times
Date: 9/30/2004
Time: 12:29:17 AM
Remote Name: 202.137.21.130

Comments
hello dad and mom... how are U ?.......
(back)

hi.......... :-D
From: ba'on and jablo times
Date: 9/30/2004
Time: 12:28:51 AM
Remote Name: 202.137.21.130

Comments
hello dad and mom... how are U ?.......
(back)

Oneshot Panorama for 7$
From: Yvan
Date: 9/29/2004
Time: 9:21:03 PM
Remote Name: 62.235.110.98

Comments
For people who don't have a 360Ý Fisheye lens... I found this:
http://www.panoguide.com/forums/tipsntricks/25/
This guy managed to build a oneshot panorama lens with a ball for a christmas tree :) It doesn't look so difficult to build. I'm still thinking how I can use it for
aerial shots (I think it's a bit difficult to point the camera to the sky) but I wanted to share this link with you all.
Greetz,
Yvan. http://www.birdseye.be
(back)

Change those Links and Bookmarks too !
From: Matthias Kary
Date: 9/27/2004
Time: 3:58:13 AM
Remote Name: 62.157.183.66

Comments
The "KAP and Kiting" Website has a new adress: www.mkary.de
Please change any links you may have on your site or in your bookmarks.
Greetings
Matthias
(back)

Change those Links and Bookmarks!
From: Brooks Leffler
Date: 9/26/2004
Time: 10:13:51 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.2.23

Comments
Effective immediately, Kyteman's KAPsite will have a new address: http://www.brooxes.com/ .
Please change any links you may have on your site or in your bookmarks. I'll overlap the old address with the new until the last week of October, but on October
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30, the homepage.mac address will be history.
The only change in the new site this week is a new downloads page, which tells you more about the downloadable files, but the files are still the same. About three
weeks ago, I added a Recent KAP page with some new images. Within the next 60 days I hope to add pages for bubble panoramas and how-to-do-it rigbuilding
details.
(back)

Re: Change those Links and Bookmarks!
From: Christian
Date: 10/4/2004
Time: 12:37:31 PM
Remote Name: 62.46.51.238

Comments
Servus Brooks
I like the new KAP-presentation on http://www.brooxes.com/newsite/index.html.
More than 9000 visitors in one week is great.
Greetinx from lovely Gansbach,Austria near the BLUUUUE Danube! (not green) Christian
(back)

Re: Change those Links and Bookmarks!
From: Brooks
Date: 10/5/2004
Time: 11:51:26 AM
Remote Name: 216.228.2.23

Comments
Vielen Dank, Christian, aber 9000 visits in one week is not right.
It's been 9000 visits since I posted the revised site in August 2003.
I am pleased to say that I've had several days in the last two weeks with over 90 unique visitors and 200 - 300 page views, however. StatCounter is wonderful.
(back)

Re: Change those Links and Bookmarks!
From: Carlo Didier
Date: 9/27/2004
Time: 7:55:39 AM
Remote Name: 194.154.218.196

Comments
Cool address, Brooks!
(back)

Re: Change those Links and Bookmarks!
From: Richard Amirault
Date: 9/27/2004
Time: 5:58:03 AM
Remote Name: 146.115.58.99

Comments
Brooks, I cannot get past the opening page on the new site. The old site still works however.
Richard in Boston, MA, USA
(back)

Re: Change those Links and Bookmarks!
From: Brooks
Date: 9/27/2004
Time: 9:18:44 AM
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Remote Name: 216.228.2.23

Comments
Works fine for me. Anybody else having trouble navigating my new site? http://www.brooxes.com/
Would especially like to hear from those using non-Microsoft browsers and/or operating systems.
(back)

Re: Change those Links and Bookmarks!
From: Richard Amirault
Date: 9/28/2004
Time: 5:18:43 AM
Remote Name: 146.115.58.99

Comments
Still not working ... am running Win XP Pro with SP2 on this end.
I hope accesing your site not require me to accept the numerous cookies you attempt to put on my computer (I refuse them all)
After clicking on the ENTER button it starts to load but very slowly. After it gets to about 50% it stalls and I finally give up.
Richard in Boston, MA, USA
(back)

Re: Change those Links and Bookmarks!
From: Richard Amirault
Date: 9/28/2004
Time: 5:31:38 PM
Remote Name: 207.172.102.49

Comments
Ok ... tried it from home with my Win XP home (without SP2) and it worked. The problem may indeed be SP2 related.
HoweverI am *really* dissapointed with the number of cookies that were tried to be saved on my computer. Did you do that on purpose or is you host site
"sneaking" them in??
Richard in Boston, MA, USA
(back)

Re: Change those Links and Bookmarks!
From: Brooks
Date: 9/28/2004
Time: 6:26:21 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.2.23

Comments
Richard...why would I do cookies on purpose? I only have the vaguest notion what they do, and don't have a clue how to start them or stop them!
As I said in my latest post below, it's possible that my StatCounter is putting in a cookie for each page it counts, and if so, I'm afraid I've lost you as a browser,
because there are so many good things about StatCounter that I won't get rid of it unless it's demonstrated to me that I'm losing lots of viewers as a result. The
evidence is quite the contrary.
I don't have any reason to believe that my new host is pumping out the cookies.
And from what others have said (Scott for one), they've had no problems with cookies because their browsers won't accept them.
So I don't know where that leaves us, except with you being skeptical and me being frustrated. Sorry about that.
(back)

Re: Change those Links and Bookmarks!
From: Richard Amirault
Date: 9/29/2004
Time: 5:30:09 AM
Remote Name: 146.115.58.99

Comments
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You wrote:
Richard...why would I do cookies on purpose? I only have the vaguest notion what they do, and don't have a clue how to start them or stop them!
--------------Ok, but I didn't have any idea of your technical expertise in this matter, that's why I asked.
--------------As I said in my latest post below, it's possible that my StatCounter is putting in a cookie for each page it counts, and if so, I'm afraid I've lost you as a browser,
because there are so many good things about StatCounter that I won't get rid of it unless it's demonstrated to me that I'm losing lots of viewers as a result. The
evidence is quite the contrary.
------------------It's more than just one per page .. more like a dozen for each page. I can (and will likely) set my browser to refuse all from your site. But a dozen for each page
seems a bit excessive to me .. that's why I mentioned it. My default setting on my browser is to notify me for each cookie request.
---------------I don't have any reason to believe that my new host is pumping out the cookies.
---------------Well, I can check the "details" on the cookie request and see what info I can get on them.
--------------And from what others have said (Scott for one), they've had no problems with cookies because their browsers won't accept them.
So I don't know where that leaves us, except with you being skeptical and me being frustrated. Sorry about that.
---------------Not frustrated, but concerned. Many cookies are harmless, others are not. In either case (given enough time) they take too much room on my computer. At least
your site does not *require* me to accept cookies in order to view the site (some sites actually do this and I refuse to comply .. so I don't visit those sites)
Richard in Boston, MA, USA
(back)

Re: Change those Links and Bookmarks!
From: Brooks
Date: 9/29/2004
Time: 8:46:17 AM
Remote Name: 216.228.2.23

Comments
Thanks for your offer to get whatever info you can find about my cookies. I will likewise pursue it from here with my host and StatCounter. A dozen per page
surely seems excessive.
Since we're extending this thread way beyond its usefulness to the rest of the group, let's continue by email. Contact me directly at kytemanATredshiftDOTcom.
Thanks Richard. bgl
(back)

Re: Change those Links and Bookmarks!
From: Scott Haefner
Date: 9/28/2004
Time: 7:12:01 AM
Remote Name: 68.126.197.179

Comments
I refused all cookies too (using Firefox on a Mac), and it let me in just fine...
Scott
http://scotthaefner.com/kap/
(back)

Re: Change those Links and Bookmarks!
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 9/28/2004
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Time: 6:49:01 AM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
Ah, SP2. You might have to re-enable Java in Internet Options.
Peter
http://www.kiteaerialphotography.net
(back)

Re: Change those Links and Bookmarks!
From: Richard Amirault
Date: 9/28/2004
Time: 8:03:24 AM
Remote Name: 146.115.58.99

Comments
I'm pretty sure Java is working. I have another program that runs under Java and that works fine, but you could be right .. it may be enabled for that other
program but not for Brookes' site. Do you know *exactly* where to look?
ALSO, Yesterday I could get into the old site. Today I CANNOT since now I get a "this webpage has moved, you will be re-directed" page ... and of course it
doesn't work (can't get past that page)
I thought the old links would still work for another month??
Richard in Boston, MA, USA
(back)

Re: Change those Links and Bookmarks!
From: Brooks
Date: 9/28/2004
Time: 11:43:08 AM
Remote Name: 216.228.2.23

Comments
Sorry to hear of your problems, Richard. I'll admit that I don't understand the how and why of most of such arcane matters, which is why I've used Macs since
1984, so I'm glad we have Scott and Peter to help things along.
My guess on the cookies is that they may be due to my StatCounter, which does much of its counting based on cookies. I'd hate to give up StatCounter.
On the other hand, thanks to StatCounter, I know that yesterday was my biggest day yet with almost 300 page views, nearly all of them from computers running
XP, most with IE, but some using Linux with Firefox, and only 1% without Java enabled.
So I'd guess that your problems may be due to your peculiar combination of software. People from Greenland to St. Lucia to Australia to South Africa, to name
the most farflung of yesterday alone, have had no trouble at all navigating back and forth through the new site.
As to the redirect pages and my statement about one month more for the old site, I decided to keep the old site up because it's still on many links that I don't
know about. But it made more sense to me to just get people over to the new one right away rather than let them continue to browse the old.
Beats me why you had no trouble with the old site (if StatCounter is indeed the cookie baker), because I had all the same counters going there too. And the new
host is not running his own counters to my knowledge.
I hope we can get this sorted out, and I am most appreciative of the feedback from all of you. thanks.
(back)

Re: Change those Links and Bookmarks!
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net Date: 9/28/2004
Time: 8:14:25 AM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
This was what I found about SP2:
"For those customers who use the OS Windows XP service pack 2, please do as follows in order to view the virtual tours: Select Tools>Internet
Options>Security>Internet>Custom Level>Microsoft Java VM, then choose the option "enable". "
To me this means that installing SP2 disables Java. And I've heard about similar "problems" after having installed SP2.
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Anyway, to me it looks like SP2 causes the problem.
Peter
(back)

Re: Change those Links and Bookmarks!
From: Scott Haefner
Date: 9/28/2004
Time: 10:36:30 PM
Remote Name: 68.126.197.179

Comments
I seriously doubt it has anything to do with java settings b/c Brooks' homepage does not seem to use any applets.
Also, I checked and the stats package does indeed require cookies to track users; it's a matter of opinion, of course, but I would personally steer clear of these
things for my site...
I just checked on IE PC SP2 (wouldn't run a PC without SP2...) and I blocked the cookies--it loaded fine for me. I haven't changed the java settings since
upgrading. I suspect something else is at work here, but not sure what it is?
Richard, I highly recommend grabbing a copy of Firefox (mozilla.org)--especially if you're worried about privacy (I assume you are since you're blocking
cookies) and/or security. It's safer, plus a much better experience than using IE. I think it's by far the best browser on every platform. And it might just fix your
problem.
Cheers, Scott
http://scotthaefner.com/kap/
(back)

Re: Change those Links and Bookmarks!
From: Carlo Didier
Date: 9/30/2004
Time: 10:20:06 AM
Remote Name: 83.99.10.0

Comments
I'm also running on XP SP2 without any problems, neither in IE, nor in Firefox (although Firefox somtimes freezes or takes eons to load a page, when parralel to
that I paste the URL in IE and it loads instantly ... maybe I shouldn't have installed the 1.0 prerelease ...)
(back)

Re: Change those Links and Bookmarks!
From: Frank Louwers (frankDOTlouwersATaltinaDOTcx)
Date: 9/27/2004
Time: 3:25:01 PM
Remote Name: 194.78.199.68

Comments
Hi Broox <G>
NO problem opening here (IE6 and Win XP), but I noticed I was asked to accept cookies from your site, so that is maybe why some do not get in? Although, if I
block the cookies, (tried on another PC here, IE6 and Win2000), I still got in, but then to get past the opening page, I got requests for about 20 cookies... I looked
at the cookies on my first PC (where I did accept cookies from your site) and there actually was only one. So I guess your website really tries again and again
when denied the cookie delivery and only gives up after about 20 tries. That tires maybe some browsers...
I quickly phoned my son to see if he got in with his Linux and Mozilla/Firefox browser, and he had no problems.
Have a cookie, B
Frank Louwers (Belgium) www.altina.cx
(back)

Re: Change those Links and Bookmarks!
From: karengus@weest.net
Date: 9/27/2004
Time: 12:47:14 PM
Remote Name: 207.71.218.106
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Comments
Works perfectly on Safari and Firefox. Nice site! -Karen
(back)

Re: Change those Links and Bookmarks!
From: Allan
Date: 9/27/2004
Time: 9:55:28 AM
Remote Name: 206.128.215.139

Comments
Works fine with Firefox
(back)

Re: Change those Links and Bookmarks!
From: David Hunt
Date: <�/b>9/27/2004
Time: 6:07:37 AM
Remote Name: 65.164.195.97

Comments
Works for me Brooks. I'll work on the the links in the KAPER web site.
David Hunt
http://www.kaper.us
(back)

shutter speed on digital camera
From: burtskitecam.co.uk
Date: 9/26/2004
Time: 2:21:09 AM
Remote Name: 80.225.108.176

Comments
are shutter speeds on a digital camera the same as on a film camera as the pentax s40 that i have just bought seems to choose what i think is a slow shutter speed
1/400 and 1/160 it is early days as i have not been out on a really bright day also iso is on auto and some times selects an iso of 50 any comments would be of great
help thank you from burt
(back)

Re: shutter speed on digital camera
From: Pierre Lenfestey
Date: 9/26/2004
Time: 9:14:15 AM
Remote Name: 212.30.3.82

Comments
I know there has already been a discussion on the subject, but can I also add to the question from Mr.Burstcam. To force a camera that automatically exposes,
what exposure correction should I add in order to loose the least detail, while increasing the shutter speed? I realise that this might vary from camera to camera,
but just a ballpark (1 stop, 2 stops, under/over?)
Thanks
Pierre
PS. recently made Henry Jebe's "Henry's handle" from ae 1.4. What a superb accessory, functional & good looking.
(back)

Re: shutter speed on digital camera
From: james@gentlesSPAM.info
Date: 9/27/2004
Time: 12:50:17 AM
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Remote Name: 192.25.22.11

Comments
I did some experiments with a couple of Nikon and Pentax cameras a while back. I took a series of shots in increasing light conditions on the cameras AUTO
setting.
In darker conditions the camera uses maximum aperture and slow shutter, it may also increase the effective ASA, this of course is no surprise!
As it gets lighter the camera first reduces the ASA, then increases the shutter speed. This makes sense, the camera is reducing the noise then the camera shake for
standard point and shoot work.
At around 1/200 of a second the emphasis then moves to reducing the aperture (increasing the f). If you think about point and shoot this is the point where
camera shake isn't a problem, so emphasis moves towards increasing the depth of focus.
Brighter still and the shutter speed rises to maximum.
Obviously different cameras will behave differently, but given AUTO mode is for point-and-shoot this would be a logical behaviour, unfortunately this isn't what
you want for KAP!
I don't know what changing the EV will do in AUTO, I suggest you try a few test shots and look at the EXIF data attached to your jpegs.
My first KAP camera had this problem, so I set it to PORTRAIT mode, this was designed to soft-focus the background by always using maximum aperture - a
side effect being it always uses maximum speed.
Regards James
(back)

KAP in new 'mook'
From: Paul Bauer Jorge
Date: 9/24/2004
Time: 11:03:31 AM
Remote Name: 212.55.154.148

Comments
See http://make.oreilly.com/ for details of new mag/book with KAP as leading article ...soon. Paul
(back)

AKA Members Choice KAP competition
From: Brooks
Date: 9/23/2004
Time: 12:28:21 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.2.23

Comments
Herewith a reminder that deadline for my receipt of pictures for the contest (from those not attending) is one week from tomorrow: October 1.
It takes UPS ground 7 days minimum to me from the east coast, FYI.
So far, I've gotten pix from good old Craig, and that's all! Get goin, gang!
(back)

Doug Hagaman Airfoil
From: David Hunt
Date: 9/23/2004
Time: 7:00:53 AM
Remote Name: 69.68.79.52

Comments
Looking at Cris' newest gallery, featuring a Doug Hagaman Airfoil, I noticed an extra line connected to the trailing edge of the foil and was wondering what
purpose it served.
David Hunt
http://www.kaper.us/
(back)

Re: Doug Hagaman Airfoil
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From: Cris Benton
Date: 9/23/2004
Time: 8:43:04 AM
Remote Name: 64.142.12.44

Comments
Hi David,
The line attached to the trailing edge was an ad hoc 'kill' line added as a means to detune the kite in flight should it resist our puny human attempts to bring it
down. The winds that afternoon were a steady 17 mph at one point.
(back)

Jalbum.net
From: Paul Bauer Jorge
Date: 9/22/2004
Time: 3:50:23 PM
Remote Name: 212.55.154.148

Comments
I'm always taken aback by many KAPers' web albums. Some are very impressive. Way t'go Yvan with your site.. (what's the background music?)
Anyway, stumbled on www.jalbum.net which looks like a pretty nifty application for generating+uploading lots of web album types. You can even write your own
'skins'.
rgds Paul
(back)

Re: Jalbum.net
From: Yvan
Date: 9/23/2004
Time: 6:53:48 AM
Remote Name: 194.78.200.167

Comments
Thank you Paul ;-) The title of the music on my site is "Ask the mountains" from Vangelis.
Here another funny flash slideshowbuilder with flipping pages... http://www.photoet.com (sorry, only a PC version)
Yvan. http://www.birdseye.be
(back)

Re: Jalbum.net
From: Brooks
Date: 9/22/2004
Time: 9:17:30 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.2.23

Comments
Yes, that's what I've used for my albums on my site. I like it a lot. Great price too.
http://homepage.mac.com/kyteman/
(back)

Coolpix again
From: Craig
Date: 9/22/2004
Time: 8:07:14 AM
Remote Name: 204.147.0.81

Comments
Can anyone comment on Battery consumption on the Nikon Coolpix 8700 and what to expect on the not yet released 8400. Also, if using the RAW format, how
long is the write time between exposures.
(back)
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Re: Coolpix again
From: David Hunt
Date: 9/23/2004
Time: 6:38:11 AM
Remote Name: 69.68.79.52

Comments
Dpreview.com gives a time of 15.6 seconds to write a RAW image to memory. http://www.dpreview.com/reviews/nikoncp8700/page11.asp
Dpreview.com rated battery life as "average" without giving more specifics; http://www.dpreview.com/reviews/nikoncp8700/page17.asp
David Hunt
http://www.kaper.us/
(back)

Re: Coolpix again
From: Craig
Date: 9/24/2004
Time: 6:04:57 AM Remote Name: 204.147.0.81

Comments
The link you provided is an incredible site. I have been researching there trying to decide which way to go as I try to go digital over the last couple weeks. At first
I thought well maybe that write time for the NIKON is so high because they are using a small storage card but I see that it is in fact a 1G card. So how do any of
you deal with having to wait 15 seconds or more between shots. I cannot believe that you guys are willing to sacrifice the quality of image if you are going to go to
the trouble of getting a camera into the air over some great scene by switching to a lower res capture. What I have read is that teh professionals using digital
prefer to capture in RAW as it allows for better manipulation in the computer. I can see that it would be particularily advantagous in regards to holding detail in
the strong sun areas and pulling details out of shadow areas that we deal with in our KAP work. I want my images to be useful for more than just posting to web
pages, am I going to be frustrated by the digital world?
(back)

Re: Coolpix again
From: Carl Bigras
Date: 9/24/2004
Time: 12:12:01 PM
Remote Name: 198.103.196.130

Comments
There's a few other things to consider, the camera's buffer (how many frame can the camera shoot before there's no action from the shutter button) and the
card's write speed. No sense buying an 80x card if the camera won't write as fast as the pro SLRs. See Rob Galbraith's web site for card speed difference.
http://www.robgalbraith.com/bins/multi_page.asp?cid=6007
The 8700 has a 5 frame buffer but looks like you can shoot 13 fine JPG frames at 1 fps.
http://www.dpreview.com/reviews/nikoncp8700/page11.asp
Look at the image quality comparison, TIFF vs fine JPG. Would the quality be good enough for you? Try the camera and have a 16" x 20" printed. They say the
lens resolution doesn't match the CCD chip, but the results looks pretty good to me. How about the other stuff; barrel distortion, chromatic aberrations and
elevated noise at higher ISO?
Make a list of pros and cons. You know how you shoot, will it meet your total expectation? You are the only one who can make that decision. I'm asking myself
the same set of questions. Good luck. Carl
(back)

Re: Coolpix again
From: David Hunt
Date: 9/24/2004
Time: 7:34:11 AM Remote Name: 65.41.38.57

Comments
You might want to add a lawn chair to your field kit ;-)
Like most things dealing with KAP there are always compromises. You said;
"I cannot believe that you guys are willing to sacrifice the quality of image if you are going to go to the trouble of getting a camera into the air over some great
scene by switching to a lower res capture."
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The sacrifice is not going to lower resolution, it is using jpeg compression. Once you get further into digital photography I think that you will find that full
resolution with fine jpeg compression (read less compression) is not as limiting as you fear. With a little practiced use of Photoshop you can still produce very fine
results with jpeg images. Many of the consumer market cameras do not offer RAW but only TIFF. Both are usually uncompressed file storage formats, the
difference is that with a TIFF format the camera may be doing things like sharpening and color correcting before the image is stored. The RAW format saves the
information from the camera imaging sensor without any processing allowing the photographer to make his own choices.
You mentioned concerns about pulling detail out of sun or shadow areas of the image. This is one of the great weaknesses of the current generation of digital
cameras. The manufactures seem to be working to improve digital imaging latitude. There are also techniques that can be used in the digital darkroom to
improve latitude. I not sure how much extra highlight and shadow detail you will be able to get from a RAW file.
Making the move to digital photography is going to put you into a different ballgame than what you have been used to with traditional photography. Most of the
imporvement with film based photography involved things that did not require that you purchase a new camera. With digital photography future advancements
will usually mean that you have to purchase a new camera. You might want to take this into consideration as you decide on which camera you wish to use, in 2-4
years you will probably have a strong incentive to get a camera with improved capabilities.
David Hunt
http://www.kaper.us/
(back)

Re: Coolpix again
From: Brooks
Date: 9/24/2004
Time: 10:35:25 AM
<�b>Remote Name: 216.228.2.23

Comments
Geez -- still kicking and screaming as you get dragged into digital, aren't ya?
I would ask, how often is it REALLY necessary for you to shoot more than one KAP image in 15 seconds?
Just to see the real limitations, I just tried shooting 5 RAW images on the "Continuous H" setting of my 8700, which allows up to 5 pictures at 2.5 pix per second.
It did it -- but the wait for them to record to card was more like 1:10. A single image took less than 15 sec, more like 10 for me.
So if your shooting project is like shooting sports, stick with film, but otherwise, if you can STAND it, a little hurry-and-wait will work too.
All is not lost, however-- you can shoot continuous 8mp hi-quality JPEGs till you run out of memory, at even faster rates.
It seems to me that there are always compromises, and while an 8 mp image is not Wolfgang's Kodachrome 25, it's pretty incredibly sharp at the sizes you usually
publish, even with JPEG.
(back)

Re: Coolpix again
From: Craig
Date: 9/24/2004
Time: 11:32:58 AM
Remote Name: 204.147.0.53

Comments
OK I stopped screaming. Still kicking though. So lets talk ideal set-up. Cause thats what has delayed me. I will need a new computer too to make the digital
transition. Make the switch to MAC? Lap top so I can download and figit anywhere? OR do I need a desk top style workstation connected to Epson printer and
extra large monitor to really do it right? ANd a lap top?
(back)

Re: Coolpix again
From: Henry
Date: 9/25/2004
Time: 9:33:42 AM
Remote Name: 66.58.166.59

Comments
I guess I will chime in here and comment that when traveling, it isn't necessary to take along a laptop (unless you have room to lug one with you). There are
several pocketable hard drives on the market that will allow you to plug in your memory cards and download their contents, thereby freeing them up to be used
while in the field without having to take along a pocket full of these cards. Some of these drives allow you to view the images and some even plug them into a TV
(in your hotel room?) or otherwise. I have one of these made by I/O Magic (no picture) with 20 gigs of memory. The picture feature would be nice for quick
viewing of your work, but it does cost more for this feature. Memorys up to 80 gigs are presently available. Type "Photo Storage Hard Drive" into your favorite
search engine for more information on manufacturers of these units.
Henry
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(back)

Re: Coolpix again
From: David Hunt
Date: 9/24/2004
Time: 1:47:20 PM
Remote Name: 67.76.36.94

Comments
Laptops are convenient, extra memory cards would probably be cheaper than a laptop. When you start using Photoshop you will want as big a screen as you can
get. You might want to do some research on the best screens for photographic work. A good screen will make a big difference when you are trying to color correct
an image. From my anecdotal experience using CRTs and flat screen monitors, the CRTs seem to give more accurate color. IÝm sure you can research this on the
Internet. For the perfectionist there are devices that you put up against the screen that allow you to optimize your monitor. You also want a lot of memory on
your computer at least 1 Gig, more is always better. I would get the maximum amount of memory that the motherboard will hold.
To Mac or not to MacÝIf you are used to IBM machines stick with them, they can do anything a Mac does and you wonÝt have to re-train yourself. I have
considered buying MacÝs in the past but ultimately the only reason I would buy one was because there was some brand of software that I just had to have and it
only ran on a Mac. Nowadays youÝre more likely to have graphic software that will run on an IBM but not a Mac.
Printers, youÝve got to love them. IÝve been using PCs for almost 20 years and printers are still the most troublesome aspect of the computing experience. DonÝt
get me wrong printers integrate into a computer system much better than they did 20 years ago, but when you are trying to print photographs be prepared to
invest a lot of time, photo paper and ink (none of which are cheap). If IÝve got to get it right I send it out to have it done.
David Hunt
http://www.kaper.us/
(back)

Re: Coolpix again
From: Brooks
Date: 9/24/2004
Time: 2:38:43 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.2.23

Comments
Well, you know what I'm going to say in the Mac/Windoze debate. Mac is for graphics; Windoze is for solitaire.
The Powerbook 17" would be a great all around machine, but it's expensive. Might make more sense to get a smaller one to use on the road and a good big
monitor to use with it at home. Wouldn't save money, but that sure would be a nice combo. Especially with the ultimate monitor, the 23" Apple Cinema Display,
which you'd normally use with a tower G5.
There is a 30" Cinema Display now, but I haven't seen it, and it costs about the same as your Mini.
Just out this week is a very attractive machine: the G5 iMac. The 17" version is $1300, the 20" just under $2000 -- hard to justify a tower under those
circumstances. Admittedly, Apple's LCD screen sizes are deceptive when comparing with CRTs, because they're 9x16 format. Check em out at
http://www.apple.com/imac/
I agree with David that a gigabyte of RAM or more is necessary. I'd plan on the full Photoshop CS rather than Photoshop Elements, though you get more and
more of the full version with each new edition of Elements -- for less than $100.
I've used a 15" Powerbook laptop on travels, and it's wonderful to be able to download and look at and show others the day's images.
Under any circumstances, I'd use several medium-sized (512mb) cards instead of a gigabyte card or microdrive.
As to printers, Doug Davlin and Cris Benton and I all have Epson 2200s and love them. And if/when you get into pano work, they'll print roll paper up to
something like 44 x 13.
Happy hunting! I think when you discover all the neat stuff digital will lead you into that you'll never look back.
(back)

Re: Coolpix again
From: David Hunt
Date: 9/24/2004
Time: 11:24:22 PM
Remote Name: 69.34.46.240

Comments
Brooks, Interesting comment about not using the gigabyte cards. I can understand not using the microdrives because of their sensitivity to shock. What is the
down side to the gigabyte cards?
David Hunt
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(back)

Re: Coolpix again
From: Brooks
Date: 9/25/2004
Time: 8:47:03 AM
<�b>Remote Name: 216.228.2.23

Comments
Gigabyte cards are lots more expensive, and the loss if there is one is great. My point was, don't just get a single card -- get 2 or more so you have a spare.
I suppose if you're the sort that lights fires with $100 bills, multiple gigabyte cards are OK -- but I can get a 512 at Costco for about $70 and then I've got a
backup should the one in the camera fail.
I've inadvertently corrupted about three cards too many, after which they might be OK for scraping the windshield, but not much else.
(back)

Re: Coolpix again
From: Carl Bigras
Date: 9/27/2004
Time: 11:29:44 AM Remote Name: 198.103.196.130

Comments
I've been able to recover all corrupt cards my colleagues brings to me.
SanDisk.com use to have a good web page on how to recover Compact Flash. It's gone now, should have printed it.
Try a scandisk (PC)on the card, don't know for MAC. Then format the card in camera.
Here's a good link on how to avoid corruption. http://www.nyip.com/tips/flashcards0604.php
Carl
(back)

Re: Coolpix again
From: Craig
Date: 9/24/2004
Time: 12:21:28 PM
Remote Name: 204.147.0.53

Comments
I just found another reason to stop kickin. NIKON makes an adaptor ES-28. Can mount up to the 8400 or 8900 and you can copy your 35mm slides right to
digital. Just like a traditional slide film duplicator. How much scanner $$$ will that save?
(back)

Re: Coolpix again
From: Brooks
Date: 9/22/2004
Time: 8:25:01 AM
Remote Name: 216.228.2.23

Comments
Based on one week of ground use, I'd say the 8700 does go through its battery faster than my earlier cameras -- but not enough to seriously shorten a shooting
session. At least one of my shooting sessions, which seldom last more than 20 minutes.
As to RAW, haven't tried it yet -- but if my experience with uncompressed TIFF with the Coolpix 4300 is any indicator, it will take lots longer than you wish it did.
(back)

I or U ?
From: Simon S
Date: 9/21/2004
Time: 11:05:07 PM
Remote Name: 218.217.48.127
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Comments
For stability in strong winds flowforms are generally given "I" shaped fuzzy tails. But if the same length of tail is connected to the kite by both ends in a "U"
shape does this not produced slightly more drag on the back of the kite ? And aren't "U" shaped tails prettier, tidier and more easy to handle on the ground ?
What do you experts think ? Simon S
(back)

Re: I or U ?
From: Craig
Date: 9/22/2004
Time: 8:00:33 AM
Remote Name: 204.147.0.81

Comments
Simon, prettier and easier? It depends. If you are trying to launch in a field of corn stubble then a "U" might want to catch on things and prevent a launch. It
may also prevent you from recovering a kite if you catch a tree branch. In terms of Drag- my unscientific reaction is to say yes there would be more drag
associated with the "U" shape as the bottom of the U may present a larger surface against the wind. BUT, drag is not really the reason a tail is added. A tail acts
as a lever arm for the wind to act upon to right a kite that has drifted off from the wind direction. In this way a longer "I" tail may be more effective to stabilize a
kite that has strayed.
(back)

Re: I or U ?
From: Brooks
Date: 9/22/2004
Time: 8:17:43 AM
Remote Name: 216.228.2.23

Comments
No question that the U configuration of a given length of tail gives more drag, ergo more stabilization. But it does indeed have the disadvantages that Craig
describes. IMO.
(back)

Outer OR Inner U bracket?
From: Paul Bauer Jorge
Date: 9/20/2004
Time: 5:53:33 PM
Remote Name: 212.55.154.148

Comments
Before I embark on the compulsory rig building exploit please share your thoughts on the following with me.... In the ubiquitous 'Double-U' rig I've noticed some
KAPers place their batteries+receiver+on/off on the Outer-U(pan bracket) and others on the Inner-U(tilt bracket). I was going for the Outer-U configuration
until I noticed that Inner-U is increasingly popular. Why? What am I missing? What are the pros/cons of each method? Does one configuration have any
significant advantage over the other? Or is it like outy/inny belly buttons...and it doesn't really matter.
Paul
(back)

Re: Outer OR Inner U bracket?
From: Yvan
Date: 9/20/2004
Time: 9:03:39 PM
Remote Name: 62.235.110.91

Comments
Hi Paul, in my case, the batteries are mounted on the inner U and it was just a matter of the stability of the whole rig. Cause I'm using a hoover axis, the camera
is mounted over the central axis to the frontside. Therefore I needed some counterweight to avoid too much weight on the servo.
>pic...http://www.birdseye.be/gallery/images/img_77.jpg
Yvan. http://www.birdseye.be
(back)

Re: Outer OR Inner U bracket?
From: Brooks
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Date: 9/20/2004
Time: 9:52:30 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.2.23

Comments
Everything is a matter of balance. You start in the middle and work out, keeping it balanced all the way. And if as Yvan said you need counterbalancing one place
or another, batteries are the best counterbalance you have available.
It is indeed like belly buttons. It doesn't matter -- as long as your rig is balanced.
(back)

Re: Outer OR Inner U bracket?
From: Ralf
Date: 9/21/2004
Time: 12:58:33 AM
Remote Name: 80.142.126.63

Comments
Hi, in my opinion it is good to have not much 'moving mass'. So put only the camera in the inner U. For the rig safty during the transport it is good like the
beetles are doing: put a frame outside and all your organs inside. So you can choise between a 'robust' or a 'best functional working' rig. :-) Ralf www.dopero.de
(back)

Re: Outer OR Inner U bracket?
From: Richard Amirault
Date: 9/21/2004
Time: 5:38:48 AM
Remote Name: 146.115.58.99

Comments
EXCEPT when that "not much moving mass" is not balanced and puts an unnecessary strain on the servo.
Richard in Boston, MA, USA
(back)

Re: Outer OR Inner U bracket?
From: David Hunt
Date: 9/21/2004
Time: 7:30:15 AM
Remote Name: 65.40.110.14

Comments
Lest we forget, there is the alternative of placing the battery, receiver, etc. on the picavet or pendulum itself. An approach that appears to be more popular with
the pendulumites than the picavites
I agree with everyone's statements about balance being important. However I submit the LASS design, a "LL" design, which suspended the weight of a small
Olympus Stylus Epic off the end of a Futaba 3003 servo with nylon gears.
http://www.kaper.us/articles/LASS_ARTICLE_R.html
The camera was mounted to maintain balance about the axis of rotation of the tilt servo, but there was considerable torque perpendicular to the axis of rotation.
I've used this rig for 4 years without damage to the tilt servo gears. Weakness of the mounting tabs on the servo case was the greatest problem.
A servo can deal with torque created by improper balance as long as it is not larger than the torque rating of the servo. If you have a choice you should always
choose a balanced system over an unbalanced system. In my mind the more critical balance issue is how the rig hangs beneath picavet or the pendulum.
(back)

Re: Outer OR Inner U bracket?
From: james@gentlesSPAM.info
Date: 9/21/2004
Time: 12:15:07 PM
Remote Name: 80.229.25.24

Comments
I agree with Brooks, trying to keep the balance at all times makes life easier.
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Additionally I put most of the electronics on the outer U since that means least wires have to cross between the outer and inner, in fact if you use a gentled, and
standard servo construction then all the electronics is on the outer U, and you dont have to worry about wires coming loose as things move.
There is a page on balance here: http://www.gentles.info/KAP/rig02/centerofgravity.htm James
(back)

Re: Outer OR Inner U bracket?
From: Paul Bauer Jorge
Date: 9/22/2004
Time: 4:20:36 AM
Remote Name: 194.65.22.20

Comments
Thanks for all the input. So, balance looks like the paramount concern (to keep the servos happy) with robustness and other physical issues coming in a close
second. Here I'm still at the 'collecting all the pieces together' stage... practically and in my mind. It's still a jigsaw puzzle of servos, brackets, screws and gears
(I've never looked at the innards of broken audio/video tape machines before as I do now) Thanks for all of you who are helping me to solve the 'puzzle'. Paul
(back)

Re: Outer OR Inner U bracket?
From: Brooks
Date: 9/22/2004
Time: 8:20:54 AM
Remote Name: 216.228.2.23

Comments
Not just "to keep the servos happy." An unbalanced rig is unlikely to give you level pictures, all else being equal.
(back)

Question Re: Sony DSC-P73 Digital Cam For KAP?
From: Coast Guard Kiteman {Ret.}
Date: 9/19/2004
Time: 5:57:20 PM
Remote Name: 208.7.213.67

Comments
Quick question: Sony DSC-P73 digital camera, 4.1 megapixels. I can purchase one for $279.00 USD with no tax. At that price, hould I get one for KAP?
I purchased a 2.0 megapixel DSC-U20 some time ago for KAP, but I use it so much for everything else that I'd rather keep it for non-kap work.
Thanks in advance!
-Allan ÝCoast Guard Kiteman {Ret.}Ý Gaines
NE North Carolina, USA
(back)

Re: Question Re: Sony DSC-P73 Digital Cam For KAP?
From: Coast Guard Kiteman {Ret.}
Date: 10/1/2004
Time: 3:48:00 PM
Remote Name: 208.27.31.155

Comments
I got the camera. AND it was only $249 USD... I guess procrastinating [and being poor] does have its advantages. <G>
Thanks again everyone for all the advice!
-Allan "CGK{R}" Gaines // NE North Carolina, USA
(back)

Re: Question Re: Sony DSC-P73 Digital Cam For KAP?
From: Glenn Nelson
Date: 9/26/2004
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Time: 10:24:56 PM
Remote Name: 64.166.9.250

Comments
Personally I prefer a camera with IR remote trigger so I can use the GentleD - no more servo for pressing the shutter button! Pentax S40 are lightweight and very
cheap these days. Canon will also work with GentleD, as well as a few other brands. James Gentle and I have Pentax 550 (or 555), one advantage of it is the
awesome battery (see www.dpreview.com for more info). Canon A80 or A85 is great, but heavier than many others; these Canon models take add-on lens, which
may be of interest to you.
(back)

Re: Question Re: Sony DSC-P73 Digital Cam For KAP? [I CAN'T SPELL!]
From: Coast Guard Kiteman {Ret.}
Date: 9/19/2004
Time: 6:01:37 PM
Remote Name: 208.7.213.67

Comments
The end of that first sentence should read:
At that price, should I get one for KAP? ^^^^
Mustn't type so fast. <G>
(back)

Re: Question Re: Sony DSC-P73 Digital Cam For KAP? [I CAN'T...
From: Manfred
Date: 9/20/2004
Time: 3:34:59 AM
Remote Name: 80.185.135.185

Comments
Hallo Allan
I had a KAP Rig with the older SONY P5, a 3 MP cam. You can see my Rig#4 with that camera under
http://members.fortunecity.de/kapmfs/e-aprig4.htm
and a lot of pictures in
http://members.fortunecity.de/kapmfs/e-mpic.htm
yours sincerely from Germany to North Carolina.
Manfred http://members.fortunecity.de/kapmfs
(back)

Re: Question Re: Sony DSC-P73 Digital Cam For KAP? [I CAN...
From: Manfred again
Date: 9/20/2004
Time: 3:39:26 AM
Remote Name: 80.185.135.185

Comments
Sorry the link to my KAP Rig#4 was uncomplete
Here is the right link:
http://members.fortunecity.de/kapmfs/e-kaprig4.htm
Manfred
(back)

Re: Question Re: Sony DSC-P73 Digital Cam For KAP? [I CAN'T...
From: Yvan
Date: 9/19/2004
Time: 8:58:51 PM
Remote Name: 62.235.110.46
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Comments
Hi Allan, I have the (older) 4.1Mp. Sony P9 and till now I have now complains about it. Check my rig http://www.birdseye.be/gallery/images/img_77.jpg All the
pics on my site are taken with this camera.
Yvan. http://www.birdseye.be
(back)

Worldwide Panorama Project
From: Brooks
Date: 9/16/2004
Time: 10:32:35 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.2.23

Comments
During the upcoming Autumnal equinox, a group at UC Berkeley is mounting an incredible project in which panorama photographers worldwide are asked to
take pictures on the general theme of bridges. The pix are to be taken during the period September 18 - 22. Then they all will be collected and viewable on a
website.
Two such projects have been done to date: one on the Spring Equinox, and one at the Summer Solstice. Both are viewable online.
Scott Haefner alerted me to this, and he and I plan to shoot and submit aerial bubbles containing bridges. If I can't do it in the air, I'll do it on the ground, but
panorama is the word of the week!
Read all about it (and get your adrenalin pumping) at http://geoimages.berkeley.edu/wwp904/index.html#FullInfo . There are many links on this site to past
events and some incredible images (albeit all on the ground).
Ya wanna try bubble panos? NOW is the time!
(back)

Re: Worldwide Panorama Project
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 9/17/2004
Time: 3:34:04 PM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
Great idea! Go for it! I will go to "A bridge to far" in Arnheim (Netherlands) and try to enter a KAP-bubble.
Peter ( http://www.kiteaerialphotography.net )
(back)

Cheap Anemometer
From: Simon H
Date: 9/16/2004
Time: 5:42:43 AM
Remote Name: 138.32.176.254

Comments
Spotted in electric flights forum.
http://umweltspione.de/umwelt/geraetekoffer/windmesser/windmesser.htm
I used Babelfish to get a perfectly good translation.
Simon
(back)

KAP on the Belgian Television
From: Yvan
Date: 9/15/2004
Time: 3:33:19 AM
Remote Name: 194.78.200.167

Comments
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This summer, the local television of Flanders asked me to participate in a small documentary about KAPing (like Cris and Scott for Discovery Channel). You can
see the result here...
http://www.birdseye.be/video/video_focus_h.htm
Unfortunately it's in Dutch and there are no subtitles... If you're interested, just take a look.
Yvan. http://www.birdseye.be
(back)

Re: KAP on the Belgian Television
From: Carlo Didier
Date: 9/19/2004
Time: 2:12:28 PM
Remote Name: 213.135.247.210

Comments
Salut Ivan! J'ai vu le reportage. J'ai mÝme cru comprendre plus ou moins 20% ... En tout cas, je le trouve bien fait. Le choix de la musique me plait vraiment.
(back)

Re: KAP on the Belgian Television
From: Yvan
Date: 9/19/2004
Time: 8:48:31 PM
Remote Name: 62.235.110.46

Comments
Merci Carlo ;-)
(back)

Nikon 8700 rebate!
From: Brooks
Date: 9/12/2004
Time: 2:20:00 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.2.23

Comments
I just tripped over a whopping rebate on Nikon's new 8-megapixel compact camera: $200 until Sept 30! Found one online for $698 before rebate, which brings it
in at about half list price! Should work well in the air or on the ground, and will take the Nikon FC-E9 fisheye too. Lotsa sharper bubble panos coming!
(back)

The Nikon 8400 is lurking out there
From: Cris Benton
Date: 9/15/2004
Time: 10:05:01 PM
Remote Name: 64.142.12.44

Comments
Looks like Nikon is about to release an 8Mpixel Model 8400 with a 24-85 mm equivalent lens. This also takes the FC-E9 Fisheye add on lens. The 24-mm eqiv.
native wide angle is very attractive to me. I am looking forward to seeing what the reviews say, and what the price point will be.
See http://akam.no/images/nikon/digitalkamera/coolpix_8400/coolpix_8400_english.pdf
Cheers,
Cris
(back)

Re: The Nikon 8400 is lurking out there
From: Brooks
Date: 9/16/2004
Time: 9:35:49 AM
Remote Name: 216.228.2.23
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Comments
You dirty guy! I didn't know about that coming up -- but it's like computers: the one you buy is obsolete when you buy it.
Probably the 8400 won't be offered for a deep discout soon -- but the 8400 is probably why the 8700 is rebated!
Oh well. I want it mostly for ground use anyway, and the longer zoom is better for that.
(back)

Re: The Nikon 8400 is lurking out there
From: brooks again
Date: 9/16/2004
Time: 9:43:13 AM
Remote Name: 216.228.2.23

Comments
So I check out your link, and sure as hell -- there's the new 8800 on the next page: 8mp and a 10x stabilized zoom!
Argh is an understatement.
(back)

Re: The Nikon 8400 is lurking out there
From: Richard Amirault
Date: 9/16/2004
Time: 1:07:26 PM
Remote Name: 146.115.58.99

Comments
For those of us who are less technical in finding "stuff" on the internet... the link for the 8800 is
http://akam.no/images/nikon/digitalkamera/coolpix_8800/coolpix_8800_english.pdf
(back)

argh!!
From: Scott Haefner
Date: 9/16/2004
Time: 1:34:53 AM
Remote Name: 68.126.219.205

Comments
Talk about buyer's remorse! I literally just got a new CP 5000 shipped to me today. I dropped my 5000 on a recent trip--not from the kite, but out of my hand I'm
embarrased to admit--and it's not worth fixing.
This camera looks great for KAPing, and it would fit my rig with little/no modifications. I found a lot more info at:
http://www.dpreview.com/news/0409/04091602nikoncp8400.asp
Anyone wanna buy an unused CP 5000?? ;-)
Scott
http://scotthaefner.com/kap/
(back)

Re: argh!!
From: Yvan
Date: 9/16/2004
Time: 1:55:58 AM
Remote Name: 194.78.200.167

Comments
Same here Scott,
I bought my CP5400 2 months too fast. I love this camera (body, colors, picture quality) but those 3 extra Mpixels would be very welcome. As I see that the 8400
has almost the same body as the 5000 and the 5400.
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darn!
More nfo about the 8700... http://www.steves-digicams.com/2004_reviews/nikon8700.html
Yvan. http://www.birdseye.be
(back)

digital timers/digital filters
From: burtskitecam.co.uk
Date: 9/12/2004
Time: 12:11:59 PM
Remote Name: 80.225.123.78

Comments
do some digital cameras have timers that will keep taking a picture at set times say every 2 minutes/also i see the pentax s40 has digital filters does this mean you
can filter infa red to show plant life as with special 36mm film many thanks
(back)

Re: digital timers/digital filters
From: Simon H
Date: 9/13/2004 Time: 9:14:42 AM
Remote Name: 138.32.176.254

Comments
The pentax filters on the S40 are part of the camera firmware and are simply digital effects applied in-camera to an image as you take it. Largely a gimmick and
a gimmick that can mess up a shot. For example If you apply, for example, the sepia effect, you are going to find it impossible to recover the colours in Photoshop
as the only colour info transferred from the camera will be a sepia JPG.
As you may be aware some digital cameras are highly sensitive to IR, and that sensitivity can be exploited to take photo's similar to the type you mention.
Typically though, many digital cameras have an inbuilt filter to reduce that sensitivity and flatten the CCD response to the visible spectrum.
Some digitals though for example Canon Powershot A40 don't have the inbuilt filter and can be very sensitive to near IR. I think I've seen lists of "sensitive
cameras" somewhere on the web.
The simple test for this is to position a tv remote in front of the camera and see if it spots the IR LED when you press the remote button. If it does you have the
potential to take some interesting shots....
To prevent visible light washing out the IR you will need a filter in front of the lens, usually a Wratten 87 or 89B. Some companies sell these in gel form which is
good for experimenting with, (and cheaper). Then go somewhere with blue sky, fleecy clouds, an old building and lots of trees and plants and a tripod and start
experimenting with long exposures.
If you are lucky you will get shots like Simon Marsden takes:
http://www.simonmarsden.co.uk/intro.htm
Difficulty though with this method is the long exposures which make kite IR difficult this way.
But if you want to do it from a kite with 35mm IR film, James Aber is your man:
http://www.geospectra.net/kite/equip/camera_rigs.htm
hope that is a help
Simon
(back)

Re: digital timers/digital filters
From: Carl Bigras
Date: 9/13/2004
Time: 5:44:21 AM
Remote Name: 198.103.196.130

Comments
We do IR photography a lot in our work and we had to examine digicams performances (mostly Nikon D1x & D100).
CCD chips are sensitive to IR, so manufactures install a cyan colored filter to block most of the IR and to equalize RGB sensitivity.
We did a spectrophometer test on one of these filters (not from Nikon) and found it to transmit IR from 4% to 1.25%, at 700NM to 900NM. That means 5 to 6
fStop less sensitivity, very possible, but may be stricken to a tripod even with a 88A IR filter.
Now if only we can get the kite & camera to stay steady for a a minute or so for a long exposure.
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Or I can remove the filter with a screwdriver :-)
Carl
(back)

Re: digital timers/digital filters
From: Brooks
Date: 9/12/2004
Time: 1:54:51 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.2.23

Comments
Some digicams have so-called intervalometers, which allow interval shooting without a radio.
If you search this page, you'll find notice from Manfred Fuchs about a nifty little circuit called the Servo-Trigger that he designed to allow any camera to be
triggered by a servo without a radio. I've got one -- it works great! See Manfred's website: http://members.fortunecity.de/kapmfs/e-a-trigg-1.htm
Manfred's device would also work with James Gentles' gentLED too. http://www.gentles.info/KAP/gentled/applications.htm
Regarding filters, Photoshop has electronic photo filters, but as Richard says, it won't give you IR.
(back)

Re: digital timers/digital filters
From: Richard Amirault
Date: 9/12/2004
Time: 1:10:34 PM
Remote Name: 208.59.181.204

Comments
No familiar with that camera .. but you wouldn't "filter infra-red" to get that effect .. you would need to filter visible light.
A filter passes certain bands, or frequencies, or "colors" of light and rejects all others. To "see" in infra-red (which most digital cameras are sensitive to I believe)
you would need to filter OUT all 'normal' visible light and pass the infra-red.
I think that many cameras (because the sensor is sensitive to infra-red) fileter OUT the infra-red as a normal setting. So to photograph in infra-red you would
need to remove that filter first.
Richard in Boston, MA, USA
(back)

Re: digital timers/digital filters
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net Date: 9/12/2004
Time: 1:54:20 PM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
There is a lot of information on IR on the web, for instance: http://dpfwiw.com/ir.htm .
Most Coolpix cameras can be trigered at intervals by a DigiSnap or by the PC-programme Snappixx. The gentled connected to an electronic timmer should offer
possibilities for cameras that work with the gentled (see: http://www.kapshop.com/gentled/gentled.html ) like the Pentax.
Peter
(back)

Re: digital timers/digital filters
From: james@gentlesSPAM.info
Date: <�/b>9/13/2004
Time: 2:39:58 AM
Remote Name: 192.25.22.11

Comments
As well as the options listed so far, with a IR compatable camera, the gentled will do 27second repeat shutter release on it's own. You just need to enable it at
power-up. James
(back)
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Re: digital timers/digital filters
From: burtskitecam.co.uk
Date: <�/b>9/13/2004
Time: 9:47:28 AM
Remote Name: 80.225.123.161

Comments
many thanks that should keep me busy for a while
(back)

Tailless FlowForm (survey)
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 9/11/2004
Time: 4:50:03 PM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
Two month ago (7/18/2004) Christian Becot published a webpage and an item on this discussion page on a modified Flowform 30, the "Tailless Flowform". Now
I'm sitting here with my FF30, scissors and the question "Yes or no?"
So now my question to you is: "Did you do it or not?" Not that I don't trust Christian, but ... You know.
(And I know that there a lot of FFs out there)
If Yes, what were the results? If No, why not?
Thanks in advance,
Peter at http://www.KiteAerialPhotography.net
(back)

Re: Tailless FlowForm (survey)
From: Craig
Date: 9/13/2004
Time: 9:55:42 AM
Remote Name: 204.147.0.81

Comments
You guys and your counting of the grams. I don't know about any of you but to me, When I pull out a flow form it is because there is plenty of wind. I don't ever
think about the added drag and weight of a tail might be great enough to prevent the Flow form kite from lifting my camera and that removing a couple ounces
of fabric (that the wind will support some of) and a tiny bit of drag will make the difference in lifting or not lifting the camera rig. If the wind is that light, then its
time for the big delta or the Dopero.
(back)

Re: Tailless FlowForm (survey)
From: David Hunt
Date: 9/13/2004
Time: 12:21:24 PM
Remote Name: 67.76.101.226

Comments
I guess that was a NO from Craig, and you can add me to the No Modification column also.
However Craig, Christian's modifications address stability and not lift, and to those of you who become obsessed with "grams", as Craig says, you need to re-visit
the KAPER Kite Pull chart at;
http://www.kaper.us/basics/lifting_R.html
David Hunt
(back)

Re: Tailless FlowForm (survey)
From: David Hunt
Date: 9/13/2004
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Time: 12:34:49 PM
Remote Name: 67.76.101.226

Comments
I never used a tail on the first FF30 that I owned. I flew it occassionally at 5-6 Bft. and the kite was always very stable. However my second FF30 and my FF16
need tails in all but the lightest winds.
That goes to show you that there can be significant variations in stability from kite to kite even from the same manufacturer.
David Hunt
(back)

Re: Tailless FlowForm (survey)
From: Christian
Date: 9/14/2004
<�b>Time: 7:33:24 AM
Remote Name: 195.7.118.242

Comments
Hello from Dieppe festival in the "internet coach"; 1700 kiters are registered on the week; plenty of wind, ranging from force 3 to 7 ; very gusty and unstable
winds. So, we have been able to test the FF modifications. My aim was not to save the weight of a tail in stronger winds, but only to increase stability, and it
works. The result is a flight smoother, more reliable. the FF is less shaking, less moving in the sky, pull on the line is more regular. All these effects are adding
stability to the craddle. Some people here asked me about this modification, they will do it absolutely after a test fly in gusty wind 5. Use of a tail is preventing the
kite from falling aside, but the kite itself is still shaking. It seems to me it has a higher flight angle, but I have to measure it and confirm.
(back)

Re: Tailless FlowForm (survey)
From: Christian
Date: 9/14/2004
Time: 7:32:55 AM
Remote Name: 195.7.118.242

Comments
Hello from Dieppe festival in the "internet coach"; 1700 kiters are registered on the week; plenty of wind, ranging from force 3 to 7 ; very gusty and unstable
winds. So, we have been able to test the FF modifications. My aim was not to save the weight of a tail in stronger winds, but only to increase stability, and it
works. The result is a flight smoother, more reliable. the FF is less shaking, less moving in the sky, pull on the line is more regular. All these effects are adding
stability to the craddle. Some people here asked me about this modification, they will do it absolutely after a test fly in gusty wind 5. Use of a tail is preventing the
kite from falling aside, but the kite itself is still shaking. It seems to me it has a higher flight angle, but I have to measure it and confirm.
(back)

my web site
From: Scott Haefner
Date: 9/10/2004
Time: 11:14:33 PM
Remote Name: 65.30.125.104

Comments
Hi Everybody,
Just a short note to say that if you've sent me email in the past couple days, please resend it.
My KAP site got "slashdotted" (http://slashdot.org/article.pl?sid=04/09/07/2144213&tid=159) and that resulted in all kinds of chaos. The site has been up and
down the past two days--my hosting company pulled the plug on the site 'cause they thought it was getting "attacked." As a result, I seem to have lost some recent
emails permanently.
I'm now on a new host, but things might still be a little rough for the next couple days.
Cheers, Scott
http://scotthaefner.com/kap/
(back)

Who is at Dieppe2004 kite festival this week end ?
From: Emmanuel - France
Date: 9/9/2004
Time: 9:37:47 AM
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Remote Name: 194.250.178.227

Comments
Hello everyone, I will be at the Dieppe 2004 kite festival (France) this week end. (http://www.dieppe-cerf-volant.org) Is there any other kaper at this event
saturday 11 sept (sad day) or Sunday 12 ? There is a kap exhibition and a sand space for free fly (and kap of course). Hope see some other kapers.
Emmanuel (emmanuel.colonnierATplanetisDOTcom)
(back)

Re: Who is at Dieppe2004 kite festival this week end ?
From: Frank Louwers (frankDOTlouwersATaltinaDOTcx)
Date: 9/10/2004
Time: 2:44:09 PM
Remote Name: 194.78.199.68

Comments
Bonsoir Emmanuel,
Have great winds and great fun there, I will have to miss it this year (again)....
Frank Louwers (Belgium) www.altina.cx
(back)

Re: Who is at Dieppe2004 kite festival this week end ?
From: Christian
Date: 9/9/2004
Time: 5:04:14 PM
Remote Name: 83.156.27.72

Comments
I will be there with Jose Wallois as part of the delegation of the Cerf-Volant Club de France. There will be a kap exhibition at the MJC downtown, and some
other pics at the VIP tent. We will have kap sessions for newbies and for trainees. There will be a rig workshop at least once during the week. We also will manage
kaping other kites as special sessions for kiters who would like to have their kite photographed flying in the sky (a tough exercise for us!). I expect a very busy
week for me. A CD is issued with files of CVCF specials on Kap and of my book. Many other kapers are coming. See you there, Christian Becot
(back)

Re: Who is at Dieppe2004 kite festival this week end ?
From: Emmanuel
Date: 9/10/2004
Time: 6:42:58 AM
Remote Name: 194.250.178.227

Comments
OK Christian, I'll be there sat PM and sunday, under a 2 meters high blue Rokk or a 3,6 width "yellow-grey-pink" DOpero for less winds. I expect to meet CFCV
for joining this club, I'm too isolate in my village ;o) A demain, bon vent, Emmanuel http://photocerfvolant.free.fr
(back)

www.jjmiro.com
From: David Hunt
Date: 9/8/2004
Time: 12:14:52 PM
Remote Name: 65.41.182.230

Comments
A while back I posted a question about why spanish KAPer J.J. Miro's domain name pointed to my web site.
I just received an email from J.J. Miro and he thinks that I own the domain and wonders if I would sell it to him. From other comments in his email it appears
that someone bought the domain when he failed to renew in a timely manner and they were trying to make some money by selling back to him at an inflated
price.
All that to say this;
Oddly, when I emailed Jose back using the return address of the email I received today, my email was returned as undeliverable. I'm asking if anyone has a
current email address for JJ Miro.
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This is the email that did not work:
jmiro@telefonica.net
This is an older email address that does not work;
jjmiro1@hotmail.com
Checking the registation online it appears that the current owner's registration expires Sept 24, 2004.
I was hoping to inform Jose that he should be patient and he can probably get his domain name back at the normal price.
David Hunt
http://www.kaper.us/
(back)

Does anywhere sell an integrated KAP system?
From: Rosalind
Date: 9/8/2004
Time: 6:04:51 AM
Remote Name: 131.111.8.98

Comments
Hi
I am not particularly technically minded but I want to use a KAP system to take aerial photos over a saltmarsh on the Essex Coast (UK) so there should be a good
bit of wind.
Is anyone selling off their old kit or does anyone know of a company that sell a KAP kit that requires fairly minimal technical expertees to put together?
Thank you for your help everyone
Rosalind
(back)

Re: Does anywhere sell an integrated KAP system?
From: Frank Louwers (frankDOTlouwersATaltinaDOTcx)
Date: 9/8/2004
Time: 7:24:49 AM
Remote Name: 194.78.199.68

Comments
Hi Rosalind,
Brooks Leffler sells kits that you can put together quite easily. It should be on his KAP site somewhere: http://homepage.mac.com/kyteman
If you want a bit nearer home (Brooks is in California) I happen to have two of my rigs for sale. If you are interested, send me an e-mail with your phone number
(and a convenient time to call) and I'l give you a ring.
Best regards,
Frank Louwers (Belgium) www.altina.cx
(back)

Re: Does anywhere sell an integrated KAP system?
From: Brooks Leffler
Date: 9/8/2004
Time: 9:56:22 AM
Remote Name: 216.228.2.23

Comments
Thanks, Booky, for the plug.
If Frank can't fix you up with what you want, I can provide all or part of a complete turnkey system, including camera cradle, camera, radio system, kite, tail,
line, and winder, fully assembled, ready to go. It's all new gear.
Check the equipment pictures on my website at http://homepage.mac.com/kyteman/ and contact me through the email link on my home page.
(back)
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They Arrived!!! {Was: Hopeless Customer Service At Robotzone Revisited}
From: Coast Guard Kiteman {Ret.}
Date: 9/7/2004
Time: 6:28:53 PM
Remote Name: 208.7.213.34

Comments
Just wanted to let everyone know the gears I ordered from ROBOTZONE arrived today in the mail.
Thanks again for all the replies to my previous post. -Allan
(back)

Online Picture Of Word "KAP" From Shadows?
From: Coast Guard Kiteman {Ret.}
Date: 9/6/2004
Time: 7:07:32 PM
Remote Name: 63.165.152.171

Comments
SOMEWHERE online, there's a kap picture of three people standing posed. Their shadows spell the word "KAP". I had that picture wallpapered on my 'puter,
but I accidentally deleted it. Anyone know where it is?
Thanks in advance!
-Allan, aka CGK{R}
NE NC USA
(back)

Re: Online Picture Of Word "KAP" From Shadows?
From: Carlo Didier
Date: 9/7/2004
Time: 3:36:03 AM
Remote Name: 194.154.218.196

Comments
I know that picture. It should be found at the KAPiCa/03 Journal (http://www.bults.net/kapnet/index.html), but for some reason, I can't get any of the pics there.
Peter, could you check your site please? I'm not sure, but the picture might have been taken by Chris Benton or Cassandra Jones. It was in the contest. I have a
copy of it, but I'd prefer to have the author forward it to you.
(back)

Re: Online Picture Of Word "KAP" From Shadows?
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 9/7/2004
Time: 1:30:15 PM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
While moving http://www.kiteaerialphotography.net to an other server some files "missed the boat". But they are back! See:
http://www.bults.net/kapnet/KAPiCA03/Day4/Finalists/index.html
Peter
(back)

Re: Online Picture Of Word "KAP" From Shadows?
From: Carlo Didier
Date: 9/8/2004
Time: 6:32:37 AM
Remote Name: 194.154.218.196

Comments
Apparently it was Elaine Dvoraks' picture. Sorry for the error.
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(back)

Re: Online Picture Of Word "KAP" From Shadows?
From: Coast Guard Kiteman {Ret.}
Date: 9/9/2004
Time: 5:47:34 PM
Remote Name: 208.27.31.139

Comments
I got the pic - Thanks everyone! -Allan
(back)

.
From:
Date: 8/7/2005
Time: 11:17:01 AM
Remote Name: 216.185.183.171

Comments
top google blog top seo blog top google seo top google search engine optimization optimisation ranking optimisation ranking placement consultant specialist blog
top google seo getting top ranking how to get your site on the top of google searches,how to get my website at the top of search engines adsense adcents addcents
adscents top google seo search engine optimization optimisation ranking placement consultant specialist top google seo adsense adcents addcents adscents Psychic
Readings, Tarot Psychics of Sedona: World Famous Psychic Nirup Spritual Arizona Soul Mate Past Life Readings Regression Psychic Reader psychic,
clairvoyance, aura, meditation, healing, intuition, spirit guides, energy, men, women, classes, online, hotline, spiritual adventures, psychic faire, tapes, seminars,
special events, trancemedium blog search engine optimization optimisation ranking placement consultant specialist top google seo getting top ranking how to get
your site on the top of google searches,how to get my website at the top of search engines Physical Immortality Dna Objectives Respect for Life and Children's
Eternal Emotional and Physical Well Being Rights Immortalist and Destinial Engineering Hawaiian Hotels Discount Hawaii Hotel Affordable Travel Resort
Reservations Hawaiian Hotels setisym seooes googlechkr seooes1 psychic readings tarot psychics of Sedona World Famous Psychic Nirup Spritual Arizona soul
mate past life readings regression Psychic Reader psychic, clairvoyance, aura, meditation, healing, intuition, spirit guides, energy, men, women, classes, online,
hotline, spiritual adventures, psychic faire, tapes, seminars, special events, trancemedium http://psychicnirup.com/ #1 psychic readings tarot psychics of Sedona
World Famous Psychic Nirup Spritual Arizona soul mate past life readings regression Psychic Reader psychic, clairvoyance, aura, meditation, healing, intuition,
spirit blog http://google-search-engine-optimization-blog.com/ #2 PHYSICAL IMMORTALITY seo top google seo search engine optimization psychic readings
tarot psychics guides, energy, men, women, classes, online, hotline, spiritual adventures, psychic faire, tapes, seminars, special events, trancemedium
http://www.angelfire.com/oz/psychics/ #3 Psychic Readings, Tarot Psychics of Sedona: World Famous Psychic Nirup Spritual Arizona Soul Mate Past Life
Readings Regression Psychic Reader psychic, clairvoyance, aura, meditation, healing, intuition, spirit guides, energy, men, women, classes, online, hotline,
spiritual adventures, psychic faire, tapes, seminars, special events, trancemedium blog Hawaiian Hotels Discount Hawaii Hotel Affordable Travel Resort
Reservations Hawaiian Hotels Cheap Hawaiian Hotel PHYSICAL IMMORTALITY http://top-seo-google-search-engine-optimization-ranking-specialist.com/ #4
search engine optimization optimisation ranking placement consultant specialist top google seo getting top ranking how to get your site on the top of google
searches,how to get my website at the top of search engines psychic readings tarot psychics of Sedona World Famous Psychic Nirup Spritual Arizona soul mate
past life readings regression Psychic Reader psychic, clairvoyance, aura, meditation, healing, intuition, spirit guides, energy, men, women, classes, online, hotline,
spiritual adventures, psychic faire, tapes, seminars, special events, trancemedium http://adsense-blog.com/ #5 PHYSICAL IMMORTALITY seo top google seo
search engine optimization psychic readings tarot psychics guides, energy, men, women, classes, online, hotline, spiritual adventures, psychic faire, tapes,
seminars, special events, trancemedium Hawaiian Hotels Discount Hawaii Hotel Affordable Travel Resort Reservations Hawaiian Hotels Cheap Hawaiian Hotels
http://google-search-engine-blog.com/ #6 Hawaiian Hotels Discount Hawaii Hotel Affordable Travel Resort Reservations Hawaiian Hotels Cheap Hawaiian
Hotels PHYSICAL IMMORTALITY seo top google seo search engine optimization psychic readings tarot psychics guides, energy, men, women, classes, online,
hotline, spiritual adventures, psychic faire, tapes, seminars, special events, trancemedium http://psychics-readings-tarot-free-tape-paranormal-psychic-poweresp.psychicnirup.com/ #7 PHYSICAL IMMORTALITY seo top google seo search engine optimization psychic readings tarot psychics guides, energy, men,
women, classes, online, hotline, spiritual adventures, psychic faire, tapes, seminars, special events, trancemedium PHYSICAL IMMORTALITY seo top google seo
search engine optimization psychic readings tarot psychics guides, energy, men, women, classes, online, hotline, spiritual adventures, psychic faire, tapes,
seminars, special events, trancemedium Hawaiian Hotels Discount Hawaii Hotel Affordable Travel Resort Reservations Hawaiian Hotels Cheap Hawaiian Hotels
http://accurateonlinepsychics.com/ PHYSICAL IMMORTALITY #8 seo top google seo search engine optimization psychic readings tarot psychics guides, energy,
men, women, classes, online, hotline, spiritual adventures, psychic faire, tapes, seminars, special events, trancemedium PHYSICAL IMMORTALITY seo top
google seo search engine optimization psychic readings tarot psychics guides, energy, men, women, classes, online, hotline, spiritual adventures, psychic faire,
tapes, seminars, special events, trancemedium Hawaiian Hotels Discount Hawaii Hotel Affordable Travel Resort Reservations Hawaiian Hotels Cheap Hawaiian
Hotels High Temperature Microprocessors Faster Smaller More complex Extention of Moore's Law Hawiian Art Galleries hawaii art galleries Hawaii art gallery
Hawaiian Galleries Clint sloan online, hotline, spiritual adventures, psychic faire, tapes, seminars, special events, trancemedium PHYSICAL IMMORTALITY
seo top google seo search engine optimization psychic readings tarot psychics guides, energy, men, women, classes, online, hotline, spiritual adventures, psychic
faire, tapes, seminars, special events, trancemedium online, hotline, spiritual adventures, psychic faire, tapes, seminars, special events, trancemedium PHYSICAL
IMMORTALITY seo top google seo search engine optimization psychic readings tarot psychics guides, energy, men, women, classes, online, hotline, spiritual
adventures, psychic faire, tapes, seminars, special events, trancemedium http://psychicsesp.signmyguestbook.com/ online, hotline, spiritual adventures, psychic
faire, tapes, seminars, special events, trancemedium PHYSICAL IMMORTALITY seo top google seo search engine optimization psychic readings tarot psychics
guides, energy, men, women, classes, online, hotline, spiritual adventures, psychic faire, tapes, seminars, special events, trancemedium online, hotline, spiritual
adventures, psychic faire, tapes, seminars, special events, trancemedium PHYSICAL IMMORTALITY seo top google seo search engine optimization psychic
readings tarot psychics guides, energy, men, women, classes, online, hotline, spiritual adventures, psychic faire, tapes, seminars, special events, trancemedium
works of the heart art Hawaii Art Hawaiian Art Gallery Galleries Hawaiian Hotels Discount Hawaii Hotel Affordable Travel Resort Reservations Hawaiian
Hotels Cheap Hawaiian Hotels http://www.dickibus.co.uk/discussion1/_vti_bin/shtml.dll/_disc2/0000000e.htm/ adcents addcents adscents PHYSICAL
IMMORTALITY seo top google seo search engine optimization psychic readings tarot psychics http://taking-over-the-internet.com/ adcents addcents adscents
adcents addcents adscents PHYSICAL IMMORTALITY seo top google seo search engine optimization psychic readings tarot psychics http://top-seo-googlesearch-engine-optimization-ranking-specialist.com/ Physical Immortality seo top google seo search engine optimization psychic readings tarot psychics
http://physical-immortality.com/ PHYSICAL IMMORTALITY seo top google seo search engine optimization psychic readings tarot psychics http://physicalimmortality.com/indigo-children-tripods-deletion-backup.html/ PHYSICAL IMMORTALITY seo top google seo search engine optimization psychic readings
tarot psychics http://taking-over-the-internet.com/espresso-gourmet-coffee-java-beans-fest-tea-flavored-coffee.html/ PHYSICAL IMMORTALITY seo top google
seo search engine optimization psychic readings tarot psychics http://titaniumphenomenon.com/ PHYSICAL IMMORTALITY blog seo top google seo search
engine optimization top seo blog software for google ranking placement psychic readings tarot psychics http://adsense-blog.com/ PHYSICAL IMMORTALITY
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blog seo top google seo search engine optimization top seo blog software for google ranking placement psychic readings tarot psychics http://top-seo-googlesearch-engine-optimization-ranking-specialist.com/top-internet-physical-titanium-diamond-immortality-specialist-Google-Search815.html PHYSICAL
IMMORTALITY blog seo top google seo search engine optimization top seo blog software for google ranking placement psychic readings tarot psychics
http://coffee-more-coffee.com/ PHYSICAL IMMORTALITY blog seo top google seo search engine optimization top seo blog software for google ranking
placement psychic readings tarot psychics http://titanium-rings-titanium-rings-wedding.o-f.com/ PHYSICAL IMMORTALITY blog seo top google seo search
engine optimization top seo blog software for google ranking placement psychic readings tarot psychics http://ca.geocities.com/psychics_psychics/ PHYSICAL
IMMORTALITY blog seo top google seo search engine optimization psychic readings tarot psychics http://ca.geocities.com/sedonapsychic/ PHYSICAL
IMMORTALITY blog seo top google seo search engine optimization psychic readings tarot psychics http://ca.geocities.com/free_psychic_free_psychic_free/
PHYSICAL IMMORTALITY blog seo top google seo search engine optimization psychic readings tarot psychics
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Polarizer
From: pnjorge
Date: 9/6/2004
Time: 3:41:36 PM
Remote Name: 81.193.141.130

Comments
Couldn't work on my new Rokk tonight as the sewing machine was requisitioned by the mother-in-law... something about pillow cases. So, I spent some time
browsing through some enjoyable KAP galleries... wow... inspirational. I was wondering if many people use polarizing filters? Or would this cut down the light so
much that it would force a slower exposure and so blurry pics. A bit counter productive maybe on a swinging kite?? Indeed, I guess it would mess up the autofocus... but wouldnt you just lock the focus to infinity? rgds Paul
(back)

Re: Polarizer
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From: Christian
Date: 9/6/2004
Time: 5:00:35 PM
Remote Name: 83.156.25.197

Comments
Yes, I sometimes uses polarizing filter on the Konica Hexar. It can screw directly on the lens. For the necessary orientation, it is necessary to check it visually
aiming the ground with the same orientation that it will have when kaping. Then, I install it and turn it at the same mark upwards when it was effective during
the test. The exposure is set with +0.7 I never worried on the shutter speed. The Konica Hexar fires at 1/250 max. I force it to this speed, and it adjust the
diaphragm properly. So, f8 instead of f11 is not a problem. After all that, I'm never sure that the polarizer is set on the effective angle. Result is sometimes
wonderful, and sometimes, I missed it completely! I sometimes shot kap at night, at 1/30 and can tell you that it works, but 10% pics only are OK. At 1/60 it
increases to 25%. During daylight, at 1/125 it's more than 50% and at 1/250 it's often that all film is OK. If you use digital camera, have a look at the exif file.
There are some surprises on the exposure time.
(back)

Re: Polarizer
From: Frank Louwers (frankDOTlouwersATaltinaDOTcx)
Date: 9/6/2004
Time: 4:49:23 PM
Remote Name: 194.78.199.68

Comments
Hi Jorge,
Polarising filters usually take about 1.5 to 2 stops of light away if I recall well (I am sure you can find that trough Google) and so you will need indeed to check
what speed you will have left. Of course you could compensate by using a higher sensitivity film... I know that some point & shoot camera's do not measure the
light through the lens, but through a sensor somewhere on the front of the camera, so, if that is not covered by the filter, you will need to tell the camera
separately that the exposure value will be lower than what it measures.
Depending on the autofocus system your camera uses, you might need an special polariser, called a circular polariser.
Indeed I almost always lock my camera on infinity for KAP.
Good luck with your Rok sewing and rig building!
Frank Louwers (Belgium) www.altina.cx
(back)

New gentleds now on sale!
From: james@gentlesSPAM.info
Date: 9/6/2004
Time: 1:10:04 PM
Remote Name: 80.229.25.24

Comments
I'm delighted to announce some new gentleds are now for sale:
With ever lighter cameras maybe now is the time to consider a new stereo rig? There is now a gentled that can trigger two cameras at the same time
Want to control the ZOOM function on the camera as well as the shutter. You can add ZOOM control for Canon, hopefully Olympus will join it soon!
For more details see http://www.kapshop.com/gentled/gentled.html and http://www.gentles.info/KAP/gentled/applications.htm
Regards James
(back)

Camcorder viewfinder wiring
From: Michael
Date: 9/6/2004
Time: 9:16:51 AM
Remote Name: 24.7.102.140

Comments
I've added video downlink to my setup and first tried viewing it with a Casio TV. I've decided that using a viewfinder would better. I was given a broken Sony
CCD-TR23. I searched this forum for wiring info, and found that most of the viewfinders that others have used had 3 grey and 1 red or white wire. Mine has
several. At the very end of the CRT away from the screen there are 4 very thin wires: a red, a black, a white, and a yellow. There is one much thicker white wire
which goes right to the screen. And there are 4 very thin wires attached near the coils just behind the screen. They are: orange red, black, and blue.
Has anybody had experience hooking up a viewfinder with wiring like this?
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My inclination is to try the thin wires at the far end of the CRT. Red, black, and yellow could be (+), (-), and video, respectively.
Any advice would be much appreciated!!
(back)

Re: Camcorder viewfinder wiring
From: Michael
Date: 9/12/2004<�br> Time: 8:45:29 AM
Remote Name: 24.7.102.140

Comments
Thanks very much, Dave and Christian, for your replies. I asked an electrical engineer friend for help on this. There is a circuit board I failed to mention in my
initial post. My friend soldered wires to the board where the power and video come in, originally delivered by a ribbon cable. We were able to get the viewfinder
working, but not perfectly. We added an adjustable voltage regulator into the circuit and found the best voltage to be around 6 volts. The image is still not sharp,
and it is cropped to about 1/2 of its original size in both the vertical and horizontal directions. I've adjusted the voltage and the 2 trimpots on the circuit board,
but can't get the proper image. It was working perfectly before I disassembled the camcorder. Any thoughts on dealing with these issues would be much
appreciated.
(back)

Re: Camcorder viewfinder wiring
From: Dave Mitchell
Date: 9/6/2004
Time: 12:36:50 PM
Remote Name: 80.177.153.149

Comments
The fourth wire in viewfinders is used to light up a "Recording" LED when the camcorder is recording. If I recall, it goes on when pulled down to 0 volts.
I'll try and check the wiring on my Sony Viewfinder which has red, white brown and black wires.
Dave
(back)

Re: Camcorder viewfinder wiring
From: Dave Mitchell
Date: 9/10/2004
Time: 8:28:33 AM
Remote Name: 80.177.153.149

Comments
Do bear in mind what Christian said about wiring differences, but my Sony Viewfinder is wired like this:
Red .... Video White .. +5v Blue ... Ground Brown .. Recording LED (ON when pulled to Ground)
The viewfinder is a detachable B&W CRT one - model VF-266.
Dave
(back)

Re: Camcorder viewfinder wiring
From: Christian
Date: 9/6/2004
Time: 4:29:48 PM
Remote Name: 83.156.25.197

Comments
Never guess a connection just on the color of wires.(I have seen some red wires not on + and some black ones on it!) Let us know if you can power the viewfinder
through the broken camcorder: any means would be fine. If OK, have a look on my web page: http://becotus.chez.tiscali.fr/rigs/anglais/&viewing.htm If you get
the viewfinder lightening, not necessarily an image, you are safe! Otherwise, come back to the discussion page
(back)

conyne
From: one who knows
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Date: 9/5/2004
Time: 2:43:48 PM
Remote Name: 216.238.201.13

Comments
Believe me, I am eleventh generation Mohawk Dutch..the correct pronunciation is K'nine.
(back)

conyne
From: one who knows
Date: 9/5/2004
Time: 2:43:22 PM
Remote Name: 216.238.201.13

Comments
Believe me, I am eleventh generation Mohawk Dutch..the correct pronunciation is K'nine.
(back)

KAP equipment and airport security
From: Yvan
Date: 9/3/2004
Time: 2:17:26 AM
Remote Name: 194.78.200.167

Comments
In januari next year, we are thinking about planning a trip to La Palma. It's a very beautifull island and I was thinking about taking some great KAP pictures
there.
Till now, I never took my KAP equipment on an airplaine travel and I'm a bit concerned about how the airport security will react on my equipment. Maybe it's a
stupid idea from me, but haven't you people never had troubles on your trips with an airplane. We have to admit that our (odd) KAP material is not the standard
Photographing equipment and now, with the higher security levels... I dear not to think about leaving my equipment in a foreign country. So if someone has some
experience with this issue, please some advice...
Thanks,
Yvan. http://www.birdseye.be
(back)

Re: KAP equipment and airport security
From: pnjorge
Date: 9/3/2004
Time: 8:02:38 AM
Remote Name: 195.8.0.50

Comments
Hello Yvan... your post reminds me of similar questions placed by amateur radio operators before going on DXpeditions in far-away-lands, since
transport/security/customs issues are also a worry (probably more so). Apart from the obvious advice... I found that taking a couple of magazines helped to
explain just what the 'hobby' is all about to the bewildered security/customs officer. Maybe u can print out some of your past photos to show them also! This
could save you some time explaining just what all the 'weird' camera-rig/kite equipment is for. I found that for the 'remoter/poorer' parts of the world cigarettes
and/or belgian chocolates worked wonders. For big-spared-kites-luggage the check-in desk can direct u to the non-standard-size luggage bay... I've seen anything
from bikes to surfboards going here. rgds Paul
(back)

Re: KAP equipment and airport security
From: Frank Louwers (frankDOTlouwersATaltinaDOTcx)
Date: 9/3/2004
Time: 7:17:55 AM
Remote Name: 194.78.199.68

Comments
Hi Yvan,
This question has been asked before here, and there are good answers too! Do a search on "overseas" or "airport" here and the threads will show up.
I did a rather large post last April, and I must add a little to that: I now _have been asked to open_ my KAP case when I returned from the USA in July, first time
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ever! On leaving Brussels I had the case checked as luggage and they did not open it or ask questions, although I did mention it at pre-check-in, but I really don't
think they reacted to it. On the trip back home, I had the case as cabin luggage and there they took the case off the belt and the man said "You probably know the
drill Sir, what is in here?". I said well I will show you, but immediately they said, no no, we'll first do an explosives check (at least that is what I think he said)! It
went quick and before I could look well it was over, but they laid a special sticker on it, I think they sprayed the sticker with something and then put it in another
machine (which I have never noticed until now) pushed a button and took it out again. So I suspect the sticker + spray should react with explosive molecules or
so. Anyhow, Only then could I open the case and show. I made use of my little album in the case(see my post of April) and the security guy could not believe his
eyes! A picture from a kite??? I could pass without any further trouble. In the Chicago stopover nothing was asked...
I am still amazed...
Yvan, I have traveled really a lot with my equipment, if you want more tips, give me a phone call (0475-43 57 57)
Best regards, Frank Louwers (Belgium) www.altina.cx
(back)

Re: KAP equipment and airport security
From: Yvan
Date: 9/3/2004
Time: 8:03:03 AM
Remote Name: 194.78.200.167

Comments
Tnx for te reply Frank and sorry that I didn't check the previous posts 1st... I will first check the older topics and if I still have some questions, I'll call you.
Greetz,
Yvan http://www.birdseye.be
(back)

Another kind of kite photography
From: Scott Haefner
Date: 9/3/2004
Time: 12:57:37 AM
Remote Name: 68.126.190.80

Comments
Night-time shots of kites with LEDs attached:
http://www.guernsey.net/~jim/kites/night/photog.html#gallery
(back)

Solar recharging in the field
From: Peter
Date: 9/2/2004
Time: 11:13:35 PM
Remote Name: 24.5.233.232

Comments
I do a lot of trips off the grid--Alaska, the Sierra, Cascades, etc. Has anyone tried to cobble together a solar recharging system for their RC batteries?
You'd have to have one set of batteries always charging and cycling them but if you're going out for 2-3 weeks, that's all you can hope for...in case somebody
knows how to charge batteries using a campfire! (If only moose turds would work...)
(back)

Re: Solar recharging in the field
From: David Hunt
Date: 9/3/2004
Time: 9:45:24 AM
Remote Name: 69.34.125.123

Comments
Do a Google search on the phrase; Solar Battery Charger
There are many commercial units that can charge AAA, AA, C, and D cells
David Hunt
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http://www.kaper.us/
(back)

Re: Solar recharging in the field
From: Richard Amirault
Date: 9/3/2004
Time: 8:45:24 AM
Remote Name: 146.115.58.99

Comments
No, I haven't ... but most R/C systems use different voltage packs for the tx and rcv, don't they?
Setting up a 'simple' solar charger for one voltage is pretty straigforward, but it would only be good for one of the packs. Many commercial R/C chargers will
charge different voltage packs _at_the_same_time_ but they usually have a 12v input.
I assume that you are talking about a situation where you will be far from your car with it's 12v battery? You could design a simple solar charger that could be
switched from one voltage (the TX) to another voltage (the RCVR) by switching in/out an extra group of cells .. but you would only be able to charge one pack at
a time and it would take hours (if not all day) just to charge one pack.
Another option is to carry a small 12v sealed lead acid battery with a 12v (full sun about 15v) solar panel. You hook up your commercial charger to the 12v cell
and the 12v cell to the solar panel. When you are done charging leave the solar panel attached to the battery to fully charge it for the next time.
Just some options off the top of my head.
Richard in Boston, MA, USA
(back)

Re: Solar recharging in the field
From: Carl Bigras
Date: 9/3/2004 Time: 11:04:55 AM
Remote Name: 198.103.196.130

Comments
Richard is right, my last field trip to high Arctic, we brought a 65W Siemens solar panel, 2 large gel-cel and a small 200W inverter. Instruments and chargers
could be powered by either 12VDC or 120VAC.
You first need to calculate your power requirement to size the system.
For Kapisco, I brought an inverter to accommodate my battery charging on the bus. It was also used by Scott (most of the time) and Doug. Ironically, the inverter
was manufactured in Scotland. Automotive 12V, negative ground lighter plug seems to be a good world standard to bring an inverter.
(back)

Servo Types
From: Dave Diederich
Date: 8/31/2004
Time: 12:49:52 PM
Remote Name: 68.94.91.65

Comments
Recently I added the hover capability to my rig. After the first time out, I lost hover due to stripped plastic gears in my servo. I must have bumped the rig pretty
hard on the ground.
My question is, what do others use for hover. Do you use the servo at the pivot point itself without gears, or do you have an indepedent swivel point/bearing and
then operate the hover by rod or gears connected to the servo. Any help would be appreciated.
(back)

Re: Servo Types
From: Ralf
Date: 9/1/2004
Time: 3:31:24 PM
Remote Name: 84.135.241.120

Comments
Hi Dave, I never had the camera direct on the servo. My first HoVer-rig use a mechanic, the next 2 rigs gears. I use modified servos for endless rotating. To stop
rotating I use a combination of a mechanical switch and diods. To move the camera(it is the heavy Contax G1) slowly, the "rig" has a big wheel and the servo a
small one. Ralf www.dopero.de
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(back)

Re: Servo Types
From: Ralf
Date: 9/1/2004
Time: 3:30:54 PM
Remote Name: 84.135.241.120

Comments
Hi Dave, I never had the camera direct on the servo. My first HoVer-rig use a mechanic, the next 2 rigs gears. I use modified servos for endless rotating. To stop
rotating I use a combination of a mechanical switch and diods. To move the camera(it is the heavy Contax G1) slowly, the "rig" has a big wheel and the servo a
small one. Ralf www.dopero.de
(back)

Re: Servo Types
From: Scott Haefner
Date: 8/31/2004
Time: 9:35:23 PM
Remote Name: 68.126.181.191

Comments
I use a light-weight, mini servo for HoVer. My camera is well balanced, so it doesn't need to be a sturdy servo. I drive it with aluminum gears. You can see a pic
here:
http://scotthaefner.com/kap/?page=rig&image=hoverservo.jpg
You'll have to wait a few hours to see the pic since I've used all my bandwidth for the month of August...sorry.
Cheers, Scott
(back)

Re: Servo Types
From: Brooks
Date: 8/31/2004
Time: 5:34:48 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.2.23

Comments
I've usually used direct drive, but how husky the servo is depends on the weight of the camera. With a heavy camera, I'd suggest a heavy-duty metal-gear servo.
With a lighter camera, you can get away with less.
I've seen many others with gears; hopefully you'll hear from them too.
I would strongly recommend adding legs to your rig so as to avoid the kind of bump you apparently suffered -- but it you're going to use a fisheye, don't make em
too long, the way I did!
(back)

Bubble panos with Windows Software
From: Dave Diederich
Date: 8/31/2004
Time: 12:42:51 PM
Remote Name: 68.94.91.65

Comments
Does anyone know if there is Windows software that can creat bubble panos like Scotts,Brooks and other. So far I have only see software for the Mac.
(back)

Re: Bubble panos with Windows Software
From: Scott Haefner
Date: 8/31/2004
Time: 9:31:27 PM
Remote Name: 68.126.181.191

Comments
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I used to do them "by hand" using Philo's method, on a PC:
http://www.philohome.com/kitephoto/kapp.htm
This just means that I wrote the scripts myself (pretty simple, really) and used them to warp the images. Now I use PTMac, a brilliant program (one of the
reasons I migrated to the Mac), but you could also use similar programs on Windows called PTGui and PTAssembler--both are relatively inexpensive. In any
case, you'll need the recompiled .dll file for PanoTools to remove the 160 degree maximum limitation (do a Google search).
Good luck!
Scott Haefner http://scotthaefner.com/kap/
(back)

Re: Bubble panos with Windows Software
From: Yvan
Date: 8/31/2004
Time: 9:16:13 PM
Remote Name: 62.235.110.41

Comments
Hi Dave,
You can also use other software packages for creating full 360Ý images, but they are not so cheap. You can download a "one month trial" from their website. F.ex.
Panoweaver (www.panoweaver.be) and 3d Vista stitcher (http://www.3dvista.com/stitcher.htm) Another very good package for creating pano's is Realviz Stitcher
but it doesn't support fisheye lenses (http://www.realviz.com/products/st/index.php) And keep also an eye on www.immervision.com. They are developing their
new G2 viewer (full screen). I think it will be freeware.
And as a final tip... for more info about panorama creating software, check www.panoguide.com
Greetz,
Yvan. www.birdseye.be
(back)

Re: Bubble panos with Windows Software
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 8/31/2004
Time: 1:26:34 PM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
Take a look on this page: http://www.bults.net/kapnet/links/Equipment/Digital_Software/
Peter
(back)

fixing leaning horizons?
From: Oddvin Lund, Oslo
Date: 8/31/2004
Time: 12:37:26 PM
Remote Name: 80.202.75.225

Comments
Can a leaning horizon on a landscape photo be straightened by using software, and without having to crop the photo on the sides? By "kneading" the photo, so to
speke. Any advanced software which can to this?
(back)

Re: fixing leaning horizons?
From: David Hunt
Date: 9/2/2004
Time: 8:38:02 AM
Remote Name: 65.41.188.248

Comments
We have been beating around the bush with some of our answers. Fundamentally you CAN NOT get a "Realistic" result from one image without cropping
because the orginal image does not contain all the visual information that you need.
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If you are willing to accept the Approximation of Realism, then you can use tools like those provided in Photoshop to fill in the blank areas adjacent to the image
that are created using the leveling technique Scott mentioned. This could include any combination of the following tools; Clone, Lasso, Skew, Cut/Paste, Smudge,
etc. You may even need to cut out parts of other images taken of the same subject and paste them in place. This process is not automatic and the results will
depend upon your skill with Photoshop.
The closest thing to an automated solution would be to stitch images to your original that would fill in these areas of missing information, then crop out the
excess.
There is lots of stitching software available. Do a search on this forum to get more information.
Hector Gonzales gave a very impressive demonstration at KAPiCA/02 of a stitching software called D-Joiner.
http://www.d-vw.com/D_Joiner/
It costs several hundred US dollars but it automatically handled stitching of images taken at various locations and angles without the user providing relative
orientation information that other programs require. Typically the Free or cheap stitching software will get you close but you still have to use photoshop to touch
up the rough places.
David Hunt
http://www.kaper.us/
(back)

Re: fixing leaning horizons?
From: Richard Amirault
Date: 9/3/2004
<�b>Time: 9:32:01 AM
Remote Name: 146.115.58.99

Comments
David wrote in part... "We have been beating around the bush with some of our answers. Fundamentally you CAN NOT get a "Realistic" result from one image
without cropping because the orginal image does not contain all the visual information that you need."
I, personally, don't see what the big deal is with cropping. Even with a perfectly level horizon I sometimes crop my pictures. If I loose a bit around the edges from
tilting the image to straigten it .. no big deal.
BUT everyone has their preferences .. that's one reason we have folks who shoot picavet and those who shoot pendulum ;-)
Richard in Boston, MA, USA
(back)

Re: fixing leaning horizons?
From: Mike Spivey
Date: 9/3/2004
Time: 4:55:28 PM
Remote Name: 68.0.121.7

Comments
I agree. To me, the biggest reason for buying a big megapixes camera is to take a very wide angle shot and have the ability to crop down to the "composed" shot
and still have enough pixels to do something with it.
As far as the right and wrong of fixing perspective, barrel distortion, and even cloning out unwanted elements, it depends on the target audience.
(back)

Re: fixing leaning horizons?
From: Carlo Didier
Date: 9/2/2004
Time: 8:00:50 AM
Remote Name: 194.154.218.196

Comments
Paint Shop Pro (for those who can't pay Photoshop) has a "straighten" tool. You just place a line on the horizon in the picture (or anything that should be level)
and it does the rest. But you get either white/empty triangles on the corners or you can have it cropped automatically. I wouldn't want to skew the image to avoid
loss of parts of it.
(back)

Re: fixing leaning horizons?
From: Glenn Nelson
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Date: 9/20/2004
Time: 9:11:06 PM
Remote Name: 64.166.9.250

Comments
ULead Photoimpact works just like PaintShop Pro and costs about the same. Those two programs will do 95% of what Photoshop does (according to many) and
also throw in a lot of extra goodies.
(back)

Re: fixing leaning horizons?
From: James Carroll
Date: 9/7/2004
Time: 7:01:32 PM
Remote Name: 213.177.240.137

Comments
I am using Paint Shop Pro Ver 7.04. I can't find the straighten tool you refer to. Is it not available till Ver 8 or I am just being stupid?
(back)

Re: fixing leaning horizons?
From: Carlo Didier
Date: 9/13/2004 Time: 1:05:13 PM
Remote Name: 83.99.4.232

Comments
Sorry for not replying earlier. I never had Version 7.x, so I can't tell if it was there. It wasn't in Ver.6, but it is in Ver.8 & Ver.9.
(back)

Re: fixing leaning horizons?
From: Yvan
Date: 8/31/2004
Time: 9:22:29 PM
Remote Name: 62.235.110.41

Comments
Maybe you can 'demo' try the Grasshopper ImageAlign plugin from http://www.grasshopperonline.com But you need Photoshop to use it. I don't know if there
excists standalone versions.
Greetz, Yvan www.birdseye.be
(back)

Re: fixing leaning horizons?
From: Scott Haefner
Date: 8/31/2004 Time: 9:41:40 PM
Remote Name: 68.126.181.191

Comments
Looking quickly at Yvan's link, it looks like there is indeed a standalone version of ImageAlign. If you use a Mac there's a very nice program that fixes distortion
called LensFix (http://www.kekus.com/plugin/). It has a database of many common digicams, so it can fix your images automatically--very nice!
Also, a tip for fixing "crooked" horizons: in Photoshop use the "measure tool" (underneath the eye dropper) to trace the horizon. Then go to Image->Rotate
Arbitrary and the correct value will magically be there already...no more trial and error!
Scott http://scotthaefner.com/kap/
(back)

Re: fixing leaning horizons?
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 9/2/2004
Time: 12:26:47 AM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64
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Comments
LensFix for Windows is called PTLens. See this page: http://epaperpress.com/ptlens/
Peter
(back)

Re: fixing leaning horizons?
From: David Hunt
Date: 9/1/2004
Time: 7:05:09 AM
Remote Name: 69.69.53.175

Comments
Scott said >>a tip for fixing "crooked" horizons: in Photoshop use the "measure tool" (underneath the eye dropper) to trace the horizon. Then go to Image>Rotate Arbitrary and the correct value will magically be there <<
This technique also works by using the measure tool on a know verticle line such as the side of a building, in cases where the horizon is not visible in the image.
David Hunt
http://www.kaper.us/
(back)

Re: fixing leaning horizons?
From: Brooks
Date: 8/31/2004
Time: 5:27:58 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.2.23

Comments
I usually use Photoshop's Rotate Canvas command, but you'll have small triangles of white at the corners. They're fixable using the Clone (Rubber Stamp) tool.
I just tried selecting the whole image, then using Edit>Transform>Skew, and by dragging the corners away from the picture instead of into it (but you need to
reduce the image size so there's a border around it first), you can straighten the horizon without suffering the triangles. I'm sure the distortion would be
troublesome with some subjects. I'll have to try that when I'm faced with a pic I shouldn't crop.
bgl
(back)

Lightning never strikes twice......
From: Simon H
Date: 8/31/2004
Time: 10:47:31 AM
Remote Name: 195.92.168.174

Comments
Greetings all, just to say that I've lost my main PC due to a thunderstorm voltage surge, and am going through that whole "digital dilemmas" thing I wrote about
on my website. Even with my (reasonably regular....) back up to cd I'm looking at trying to recover over 3000 pics from my apparently unreadable hard drive.
Currently my hopes lie with a piece of software called CIA commander 2 which appears to offer high hopes of salvage.
So 3 messages for the group:
1)Lightning does strike twice. This happened to me before.Did I learn? No not really.
2)Back up at least your pictures to CD, even though I did, I still lost a few months worth of family and misc shots.
3)Those who wrote me e-mails over the last few weeks that I havn't got round to responding to, if you want a response, resend your e-mail. I'm not being rude,
I've simply lost your e-mail.
regards Simon (from trusty laptop)
(back)

Re: Lightning never strikes twice......
From: Carlo Didier
Date: 9/2/2004
Time: 10:54:50 PM
Remote Name: 194.154.218.196
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Comments
Poor Simon! You're in for a hard time. I know it's difficult to maintain, but once you get the habit, your data can be kept safe. Personally, I do full backups every
month and incrementals every week. All pictures I take go to CD as soon as I have at least 200MB of them. Once a CD is full, I copy it to another CD (of a
different brand) which I store outside my house (at my office, actually) and to DVD (which I use to work with the pics). So, worst case, I'd loose less then 300MB
on my disk between incremental backups. But it's a long way to get the routine and really stick to it. But it's worth the trouble. I might be a little paranoid, but
Simon's experience just confirms my fears.
(back)

Re: Lightning never strikes twice......
From: David Hunt
Date: <�/b>8/31/2004
Time: 3:43:36 PM
Remote Name: 69.34.45.15

Comments
I al#so h%%ve been e#perienc^& compu$@! pr:bl)ms. N@t l!ght!ng j%st age. @lso cre?t!ng tr()ble with web s<te d%v%lopm!nt. Be p#tient.
David Hunt
(back)

Re: Lightning never strikes twice......
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 8/31/2004
Time: 12:08:45 PM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
Thanks for the reminder. And good luck with CIA.
Another tip: Not only disconnect the power cord. The long telephone line is a very good "antenna" for lightning. So disconnect the modem too. I had a damged
one once due to lighting.
Peter
(back)

Rescuing waterlooged gear
From: pnjorge
Date: 8/30/2004
Time: 1:43:47 PM
Remote Name: 81.193.143.165

Comments
Hello all, I'm new to KAP and have been wading through all the internet info. Wow, there are some great KAP sites out there... and very talented people. I'm just
starting out on building a 6' Rok + rig. I've never flown a Rok so hope I'll be pleased with the result. One thing that concerns me is 'drowning' the rig ..eeek.. I
remembered an article I read a couple of years ago in a ham radio mag which focused on this. I uploaded it onto http://kap.no.sapo.pt/
kind rgds Paul Bauer Jorge
(back)

Re: Rescuing waterlooged gear
From: Scott Haefner
Date: 8/30/2004
<�b>Time: 8:10:09 PM
Remote Name: 68.126.201.210

Comments
I dunked my Nikon Coolpix and "saved" it by baking it in a conventional oven for 6 hours...perhaps a bit lucky, but as I discuss it with more and more people, I
realize that it's not amazingly uncommon to rescue seemingly hopeless, soaked electronics this way.
I wrote an article about the experience, but you'll have to wait a couple days to read it--seems I've used up my 40 GB / month bandwidth limitation (a first) on my
server. Anyway, the URL is:
http://scotthaefner.com/kap/?page=kiting
Cheers, Scott
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(back)

Re: Rescuing waterlooged gear
From: Simon H
Date: 8/30/2004
Time: 3:10:18 PM
Remote Name: 195.92.168.173

Comments
Some good advice in the thread My first KAP "crash" from June last year. (Scroll down to find it.)
Simon
(back)

27 mHz et al
From: Brooks
Date: 8/30/2004
Time: 10:33:58 AM
Remote Name: 216.228.2.23

Comments
Following on Frank Louwers' comments about frequency below:
With my ultralight rig I wanted to keep weight and bulk down on all of it, so I've been using my 3-channel HiTec 27 mHz system with it (everything is smaller
than my 72 mHz gear).
I also figured that was the safest freqency band to use if I was going to travel, as it's the only band that's fully legal here and in Europe.
So far I have had zero problems despite near-universal disdain expressed for the band.
But 433 mHz is on the horizon, and it's universally legal AND small and light, with no external antenna at all! See Harald Prinzler's site:
http://members.aol.com/hprinzler/index.htm .
(back)

Re: 27 mHz et al
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 8/30/2004
Time: 3:05:43 PM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
I've been using 27 MHz too for a long time (next to a 40 MHz system). And indeed nothing wrong with it for KAP.
During summer I have been testing a 433MHZ by Harald. Great! It is very small, light weight, "programable" and really low on energy comsumption. It has no
external antenna at all on the transmitter and on the receiver. Alright, it doesn't have a 1000 ft range, but still enough for most KAP situations.
Peter
(back)

Hangups?
From: Dave Mitchell
Date: 8/30/2004
Time: 10:07:19 AM
Remote Name: 80.177.153.149

Comments
This is a great find - particularly for parts that are needed in quantity. One example that comes to mind is hangups - the things that attach a picavet to a kite line.
I'd happily buy 4 or 6 of the things, and I suspect among the community here we could easily bulk order 50 or so. Of course, we'd need to agree on a design.
My own hand-made hangups, while they work, look rough and ready. I made some out of hard plastic based on Brook's design and another pair in aluminium
based on another design. What I'd really like are some that were just like Cris Benton's, but machined out of a single piece of aluminium say or some really hard
plastic.
Anyone else interested in clubbing together to reduce the price? If someone then bulk ordered the things it would be simple and cheap to ship such small items to
individuals.
Dave
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(back)

Re: Hangups?
From: Dave
Date: 8/30/2004
Time: 10:09:10 AM
Remote Name: <�/b>80.177.153.149

Comments
Sorry - I meant to put this as a reply to Carlo's post about eMachineShop but pressed the Post button instead of Reply.
Dave
(back)

Re: Hangups?
From: Brooks
Date: 8/30/2004
Time: 10:20:31 AM
Remote Name: 216.228.2.23

Comments
Within the month, I plan to offer brooxes hangups (the first to use that name) on the market. I'm awaiting a quote from my fabricator as we speak, but I'm
hoping to be able to price them lower than the $15.00/pair I've been charging.
Mine are not as lovely as Cris's derivation, but they don't slide on the line as easily either.
I would like to assert prior ownership of the name "hangup", and would ask that if you decide to go your own way, you find a different name.
(back)

Re: Hangups?
From: Simon S
Date: 8/30/2004
Time: 6:20:16 PM
Remote Name: 61.210.219.83

Comments
Surely nobody owns the English language - unless perhaps we all do. I have various different hangups for my rigs. I hope shan't now be having hangups about
what to call them.
(back)

Re: Hangups?
From: David Hunt
Date: 8/30/2004
Time: 9:15:53 PM
Remote Name: 69.34.45.15

Comments
There is no formal ownership involved, just respect within the KAP community to the person who first made a contribution to KAP. Reserving the word
"Hangups" for Brooks particular device also helps eliminate confusion.
Personally, I've never used Hangups. I prefer the much simpler Line Tree.
David Hunt
http://www.kaper.us/
(back)

Re: Hangups?
From: Dave Mitchell
Date: 8/30/2004
Time: 3:52:03 PM
Remote Name: 80.177.153.149

Comments
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Brooks - if you're going to offer official "Brooxes hangups" soon, there's little need to get eMachineShop to make something similar. I'll wait for yours to become
available (via Peter Bult's KAP Shop I presume).
I didn't mean to usurp your ownership of the name either - my apologies.
Dave
(back)

Re: rubber ducky
From: Cris Benton
Date: 8/29/2004
Time: 8:12:59 PM
Remote Name: 64.142.12.44

Comments
I'm using Ch. 38 in the 72 MHz band.
(back)

rubber ducky
From: Jim Day
Date: 8/29/2004
Time: 1:59:15 PM
Remote Name: 68.167.250.47

Comments
Has any one use one of smileys antenna? I'm haveing trouble with the range and wonder if it was the antenna.
(back)

Re: rubber ducky
From: Frank Louwers (frankDOTlouwersATaltinaDOTcx)
Date: 8/30/2004
Time: 5:37:38 AM
Remote Name: 194.78.199.68

Comments
Hi Jim,
I suppose that with "Rubber Ducky" you mean a short transmitter antenna that is encased in rubber and somewhat flexible? I have no idea what a smiley
antenna is...
I am using a rubber ducky since about 10 years without any noticeable problem. Of course in KAP the distances are not so far away (600-1000 feet max). I am
using the originals manufacturer's antenna. I see that Graupner (my transmitter make, related to JR) has a separate order number for the antenna if you are
using the 27 MHz band (very few people do over here), the 35 MHz band (lots of people) and the 40 MHz band (lots of people). Graupner warns that the range is
not as high as with the telescopic antenna ('because of physics laws'), and actually forbids the use (to avoid liability discussions I am sure) 'for those applications
where increased safety requirements apply, such as helicopter flying'.
It will be interesting to see what my experience will be with this antenne when I use it in the 72 MHz band: So far I always used 35 MHz, but that makes me
illegal when I fly in the USA, so I just bought a 72 MHz module for the transmitter(and of course a 72 MHz receiver for the rigs). I have'nt flown yet, but if I
encounter difficulties, I will report them here.
Just for the record, it seems that all through Europe (part of) the 72 MHz band is reserved for remote controlled models. It is hard to tell wether that means it is
allowed, but it would sure simplify things, as the different countries have all different frequencies and rules! I must say though that I have always flown with the
Belgian frequency...
(back)

Re: rubber ducky
From: Scott Haefner
Date: 8/30/2004
Time: 12:51:00 AM
Remote Name: 68.126.201.210

Comments
I also use a Smiley rubber ducky on 72 MHz. I notice a slight reduction in range from the standard antenna (through controlled tests on the ground), but it has
plenty of range in practice when I'm KAPing.
Good luck, Scott
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http://scotthaefner.com/kap/
(back)

Re: rubber ducky
From: Cris Benton
Date: 8/29/2004
Time: 2:53:27 PM
Remote Name: 64.142.12.44

Comments
Jim,
I've been using one of these antennas for more than five years and it's worked well for me. It is not unusual for me to have 750 ft. of line out on a slack wind day
so I can report that the antenna has worked up to that distance. BTW, if I could I'd love to detune the transmitter antenna so that it didn't broadcast much
further than that. As it stands now the only time I note transmission problems Iis when both transmitter and receiver are on the ground and I walk between
them.
I wish you the best of luck in sorting it out.
Cheers,
Cris
(back)

Re: rubber ducky
From: james@gentlesSPAM.info
Date: 8/30/2004
Time: 6:51:38 AM
Remote Name: 192.25.22.11

Comments
Although the problem might seem straightforward, it may not be. Are you using Video downlink? If so the video transmitter on your rig might be "desensing"
the receiver, i.e. it can't hear the signal it's tuned to because of the very large video signal being transmitted a few inches away.
If you have a video downlink you should switch it off and try the range again, to rule out this possibility.
If you leave the transmitter in one corner of a playing field and walk away carrying a receiver, battery and one servo in your hand, does that work (i.e. how far do
you get before the servo jitters). Then slowly add more of your rig until it stops working...
I've spent more time wandering around a field like this than I have flying!
James
(back)

Re: rubber ducky
From: Simon H
Date: 8/30/2004
Time: 8:04:09 AM
Remote Name: 138.32.176.254

Comments
Just a little chip in on this. I was very impressed with the Rubber Ducky Cris used, but could not source one in UK for 35mhz. It is my understanding that the
length of wire or antenna is fairly critical and if the length is not "tuned" it can affect range significantly So I didn't feel confident using a 72 mhz aerial on a 35
set. I know this issue is true for some applications, and I expect R/C is no different, this would be why they always exhort us to extend aerials fully for maximum
range. So using the same transmitter aerial for 35, 40 and 72 Mhz will almost certainly be sub optimal.
To make my own "rubber ducky" I took a 35 mhz telescopic aerial to bits and inserted a soft plastic rod into the base section, then soldered to the base and spiral
wound a length of solid core thin wire along the plastic mast the same length as the extended aerial (minus the retained base section),covered in tape (shrink
sleeve would be better I guess) The whole aerial made about 15 inches. I've never gone out of range with it and its been used for every flight since about 1998.
Simon
(back)

Re: rubber ducky
From: james@gentlesSPAM.info
Date: 8/30/2004
Time: 2:31:19 PM
Remote Name: 80.229.25.24
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Comments
Whilst I have no doubt that Simon's aerial works the electronics behind this is somewhat complex. As well as the length of wire (which need not be the same as
the extended length) the diameter of the wire, the diameter of the winding, and the number of turns per length all effect the "match" of the aerial to the
transmitter, and hence the power output.
Can I encourage anyone who wants to try this to fully ground test before relying on it in the air. Fortunately we are not relying on the full 1Km range expected of
a RC system so some sub-optimal performance will still give acceptable results.
(dont get me started on Return Loss and VSWR :-)
James
(back)

Re: rubber ducky
From: Simon H
Date: 8/30/2004
Time: 3:02:17 PM
Remote Name: 195.92.168.173

Comments
Indeed I'm sure you are right, you only have to pick up a ham radio book to see which bit of the gear gets the most attention (antennae), but of all the factors you
mention, length remains the most critical.....? My advice was based on experience of building and using a substitute for a telescopic antenna which has served me
well for years at all reasonable KAP heights.
Simon
(back)

Rig building
From: Carlo Didier
Date: 8/29/2004
Time: 12:50:24 PM
Remote Name: 83.99.3.110

Comments
Hey, I stumbled upon thins site: http://www.emachineshop.com This looks like an interesting possibility for people who are not so mechanically skilled (like me ...)
or those who simply want to have perfectly machined parts for their rigs. I think I'll give it a try and design a part. Just to check the price. If the price is ok, I
might design my next rig with them ...
(back)

Re: Rig building
From: Simon H
Date: 8/30/2004
Time: 8:12:04 AM
Remote Name: 138.32.176.254

Comments
What a great find - Can't wait to give it a try. Much as I enjoy rig building I'd love to have some parts made this way..
Simon
(back)

pentax optio s40
From: www.burtskitecam.co.uk
Date: 8/29/2004
Time: 2:54:55 AM
Remote Name: 80.225.113.173

Comments
I think my digital choice has come down to the pentax optio s40 4 meg pix which takes 2 AA batteries which would save being caught out with a flat rechargable
cell.if there is any one who has used this camera i would be greatfull for any comments. also can it be used with the ir shutter release system's many thanks from
Paul Burton (burt)
(back)
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Re: pentax optio s40
From: james@gentlesSPAM.info
Date: 8/29/2004
Time: 5:28:26 AM
Remote Name: 80.229.25.24

Comments
The Pentax Optio S40 does support IR and can be used with gentled.
From the horses mouth... www.gentles.info/KAP/gentled
James
(back)

Lens Adapter for Canon Ixus
From: Dave Mitchell
Date: 8/27/2004
Time: 6:47:32 AM
Remote Name: 80.177.153.149

Comments
I came across an ad for an adapter for the Ixus digital camera that appears to let you use fisheye and other lenses. See for example:
http://www.ckcpower.com/canonad.htm Do these things work? If they do they may offer me the possibility of taking 'bubble panos' a la Scott Haefner without
having to buy another, more expensive digital camera.
Dave
(back)

Re: Lens Adapter for Canon Ixus
From: David Hunt
Date: 8/27/2004
Time: 12:29:36 PM
Remote Name: 208.17.64.42

Comments
This adapter will work as long as you get a circular image from the appropriate fisheye lens. Not all fisheyes are designed to give circular images.
You might be disappointed in the image quality that results from using a 2 megapix image from a Canon S100. Scott Haefner's images are from a 5 megapix
camera and Brooks Leffler's lighthouse bubble pano (see fisheye discussion) uses a 4 megapix image. There is an acceptable, but still notable difference between
the two.
David Hunt http://www.kaper.us/
(back)

Re: Lens Adapter for Canon Ixus
From: David Mitchell
Date: 8/27/2004 Time: 3:05:32 PM
Remote Name: 80.177.153.149

Comments
I have the 5 Megapixel Ixus 500, which I'm hoping there might be an adapter for. It's the principle which interests me - I'd assumed that you were stuck with the
fixed lens.
Dave
(back)

Re: Lens Adapter for Canon Ixus
From: Brooks
Date: 8/27/2004
Time: 3:28:05 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.2.23

Comments
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Cris should chime in here, but my experience with building rigs for the Powershot/Ixus cameras is that they're essentially the same outside with different
processors. So unless the lens barrel of the 5mp camera sticks out further than the S100, I'd guess it would work.
Hard to guess what the prices attached to the pictures mean -- but probably they're intended to be lens prices to be added to the base price of the adaptor.
Looks good to me! Keep us posted.
bgl
(back)

Re: Lens Adapter for Canon Ixus
From: David Hunt
Date: 8/27/2004
Time: 9:13:08 PM
Remote Name: 65.41.41.52

Comments
The S100 has a 5.6mm - 10.8mm zoom lens
The S500 has a 7.4mm - 22.2mm zoom lens
The S100 and S500 body share the same deminsions. Examination of pictures of the location of the tripod mount would seem to indicate they are in the same
location.
The differences in the lenses is probably more problematic.
You might try contacting the this company and see what they say about using this adapter with the S500.
David Hunt http://www.kaper.us/
(back)

Re: Lens Adapter for Canon Ixus
From: Dave Mitchell
Date: 8/28/2004
Time: 1:11:30 AM
Remote Name: 80.177.153.149

Comments
Actually the 500 tripod mount is in a slightly different position relative to the shutter button compared with the 2.1 Mpixel Ixus I had before. I had to turn the
tripod hole in my rig into a slot in order for it to work. That's not to say that the position of the lens wrt to the tripod hole is different though.
I'll investigate further.
Dave
(back)

New design ...
From: Toni T.
Date: 8/26/2004
Time: 10:13:46 AM
Remote Name: 62.82.169.70

Comments
http://es.geocities.com/bolaset
(back)

New design ...
From: Toni Tugues / bolaset@yahoo.es
Date: 8/26/2004
Time: 10:03:35 AM
Remote Name: 62.82.169.70

Comments
New design in the Web. Thanks for your visits. Barcelona, Spain. Greetings :-)
(back)
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Discussion milestone reached
From: Cris Benton
Date: 8/23/2004
Time: 8:23:10 PM
Remote Name: 64.142.12.44

Comments
I almost didnÝt catch it but BrooksÝ post declaring an ISO rating for his fisheye images (in the thread a few posts down) has the URL
http://arch.ced.berkeley.edu/kap/discuss/_kapdiscuss/00001000.htm. This address indicates post number 1000 in the discussion group Ý hexadecimal that is. In
decimal terms we have reached 4096 posts in the group.
So on behalf of all of us I would like to thank all of us for keeping this discussion page lively and informative.
Cheers,
Cris
(back)

digital choice
From: www.burtskitecam.co.uk (burt)
Date: 8/23/2004
Time: 2:12:48 PM
Remote Name: 80.225.114.45

Comments
there are so many digital cameras out there its hard to choose.any help would be very welcome with these 3 cameras fujifilm fine pix f710,sony dsc p-100 and ixus
500. oh and does a 35mm lens on a digital see the same as a 35mm lens on a film camera .
many thanks
(back)

Re: digital choice
From: Phil Agur
Date: 8/26/2004
Time: 1:04:50 PM<�br> Remote Name: 66.125.109.34

Comments
It really has to do with sensor size. The sensor in my Canon EOS 300D is APS film sized, like my EOS IX or 22.7 x 15.1 mm. A Canon EOS 1Ds has a senor size of
35.8 x 23.8 mm (1.4 x 1 in) or the same as my EOS A2 35 mm body. All three take EF lens however Canon has added so EFs lens that only fit the small senor
camera bodies.
(back)

Re: digital choice
From: David Hunt
Date: 8/23/2004
Time: 7:12:15 PM<�br> Remote Name: 65.41.38.112

Comments
www.dpreview.com has a feature that allows you to bring up specifications of cameras for a side-by-side comparison.
http://www.dpreview.com/reviews/compare_post.asp?method=sidebyside&cameras=fuji_finepixf710%2Csony_dscp100%2Ccanon_s500&show=all
The Fujifilm camera is a 3megapix camera the other two are 5 megapix cameras. The Canon Ixus 500 has a slight weight advantage, a top shutter speed of 1/2000
(compared to 1/1000 for the Sony) and a slightly lower focal length than the Sony. The Sony is cheaper.
Many but not all digital camera manufacturers list focal lengths as 35mm equivalents. The actual focal length of the lenses on P&S digital cameras is much
shorter. The numbers you mentioned and those posted on the dpreview site are 35mm equivalents.
David Hunt
(back)

Re: digital choice
From: james@gentlesSPAM.info
Date: 8/24/2004
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Time: 3:57:41 AM
Remote Name: 192.25.22.11

Comments
Choosing a camera is a personal thing, however there is a list of things to help you choose a camera for KAP here
http://www.gentles.info/KAP/rig04/cameras.htm
James
(back)

Casalboni new address
From: Andrea Casalboni
Date: 8/23/2004
Time: 12:06:00 PM
Remote Name: 213.45.150.252

Comments
Finally I've my URL www.kapcasalboni.it <�p> I've change my address but I've add more photos, please take a look and let me know!
(back)

New address
From: Ralf
Date: 8/23/2004
Time: 5:37:00 AM
Remote Name: 80.142.109.13

Comments
Hi KApers,
my address of my homepage changed. But the old address will exist as long as posible. But new stuff is only on my new page. I made a link to my new side on my
old homepage: http://home.t-online.de/home/ralf.beutnagel/
And there are some new KAP-photos at the new page, see: http://www.dopero.de/Eingang/KAPer_on_Tour/kaper_on_tour.html Thank you for changing your
bookmarks MfG Ralf
(back)

Hopeless Customer Service At Robotzone Revisited
From: Coast Guard Kiteman {Ret.}
Date: 8/22/2004
Time: 6:29:51 PM
Remote Name: 208.7.213.35

Comments
I finally 'chopped' a TOWER S3K servo to Brook's specifications for 360-degree rotation. [THANKS, BROOKS!!!]. Now I need some gears. I'm going to order
from RZ if you folks think they're reliable now. I tried a "local" hobby shop [60 miles from here], and they don't have anything like what I need. RZ seems my
only hope.
Thanks in advance.
-Allan "CGK{R}" Gaines NE North Carolina, USA
(back)

Re: Hopeless Customer Service At Robotzone Revisited
From: NK Guy
Date: 8/26/2004
Time: 12:13:48 AM
Remote Name: 216.162.199.213

Comments
>I finally 'chopped' a TOWER S3K servo to Brook's specifications for 360-degree rotation. [THANKS, BROOKS!!!]. Now I need some gears. I'm going to order
from RZ if you folks think they're reliable now. I tried a "local" hobby shop [60 miles from here], and they don't have anything like what I need. RZ seems my
only hope.
As Brooks points out, nobody else seems to make and sell servo splined gears. And it seems that Robotzone/Servo City actually make the gears themselves - the
ones I received are cut and not molded.
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And, yes, I did eventually receive what I needed. Very late and I had to pay a ton of money for rush shipping, but there we go. It seems the main problem with the
place is that they aren't very organized and they don't always answer the phone. I had to phone repeatedly over several days before getting hold of someone. They
never replied to my email and they don't have an answering machine. However, once I got hold of a human they were actually reasonably responsive and fairly
helpful.
(back)

Re: Hopeless Customer Service At Robotzone Revisited, Part 2
From: Coast Guard Kiteman {Ret.}
Date: 8/23/2004
Time: 2:25:29 AM
Remote Name: 208.7.213.109

Comments
Upon rereading my previous post, I don't think I worded my question right.
What I'm asking is, should I go ahead and order the gears from RZ?
Thanks in advance!
-Allan "CGK{R.}" Gaines NE North Carolina, USA
(back)

Re: Hopeless Customer Service At Robotzone Revisited, Part 2
From: Coast Guard Kiteman {Ret.}
Date: 8/28/2004
Time: 6:38:33 PM
Remote Name: 208.7.213.178

Comments
Thanks again for the replies, everyone. I ordered the gears from RZ.
I'll let you know how it goes.
-Allan "CGK{R}" Gaines NE North Carolina, USA
(back)

Re: Hopeless Customer Service At Robotzone Revisited, Part 2
-->
From: Brooks
Date: 8/23/2004
Time: 10:01:04 AM
Remote Name: 216.228.2.23

Comments
Yes. They're the only game in town.
(back)

Re: Hopeless Customer Service At Robotzone Revisited, Part 2
-->
From:
Date: 8/23/2004
Time: 6:07:46 PM
Remote Name: 208.7.213.106

Comments
Brooks wrote: Yes. They're the only game in town.
====================================
Roger that, Brooks. I'll give them a shot. -Allan "CGK{R}" Gaines NE North Carolina, USA
(back)

Re: Hopeless Customer Service At Robotzone Revisited, Part 2
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From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 8/23/2004
Time: 10:11:15 AM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
Maybe it is easier to get the gears you want in Europe. Let me know what you're looking for.
Peter
(back)

Re: Hopeless Customer Service At Robotzone Revisited, Part 2
From:
Date: 8/23/2004
Time: 6:10:16 PM
Remote Name: 208.7.213.106

Comments
Peter wrote: Maybe it is easier to get the gears you want in Europe. Let me know what you're looking for.
============================================
Thanks, Peter. I'm going to give RZ a try. If they don't work, I'll let you know.
-Allan "CGK{R}" Gaines NE North Carolina, USA
(back)

12gram KAP rig is a reality!
From: james@gentlesSPAM.info
Date: 8/19/2004
Time: 8:41:04 AM
Remote Name: 192.25.22.11

Comments
The ultimate KAP rig has arrived guys! Look here to see into the future! http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/technology/3579232.stm
If we thought we were clever compaired with our SLR predecessors, in 10 years time even our efforts will seem tired. James
(back)

Re: 12gram KAP rig is a reality!
From: Ralf
Date: 8/19/2004
Time: 2:22:52 PM
Remote Name: 84.135.242.33

Comments
Uuuups, I think one of the legs of my rig has 12 gram..lol... MfG Ralf
(back)

Re: 12gram KAP rig is a reality!
From: Brooks
Date: 8/20/2004<�br> Time: 12:38:52 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.2.23

Comments
That's on your ultralight rig, right Ralf?
(back)

Re: 12gram KAP rig is a reality!
From: Ralf
Date: 8/20/2004
Time: 2:23:15 PM
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Remote Name: 80.142.104.188

Comments
Hi Brooks, you are right. After KAPiCA I shortend my legs on the rig some mm to save some grams more. I called it now my lightweight-rig. But with the
shortend legs I couldn't see the position in the sky as perfect as with my old rig. I have to work on this problem.... :-))) Ralf
(back)

Fisheye sharpness
From: Brooks
Date: 8/16/2004
Time: 9:28:11 AM
Remote Name: 216.228.2.23

Comments
I've been making lots of VR panoramas using the Nikon FC-E8 fisheye lens on a Nikon 4300. Most of them have been shot on the ground, using three shots 120
degrees apart, rather than the Philo/Scott aerial method which stitches at the horizon. I've used PTMac, which is Kekus' front end on Dersch's PanoTools
After a long learning curve, I've gotten pretty comfy with the technique, but not at all satisfied with the sharpness that results from my use of this lens.
Comparing my bubble panos with Scott's or Wolfgang's (both use Nikon 5000 cameras), mine are inferior in terms of sharpness.
You can see one of my sharper ones (an aerial, 266KB) at http://www.redshift.com/~kyteman/Lighthouse3small.mov ...and one of my more frustrating ones (even
though it's more than double the file size at over 800 KB) is this ground shot, slung together pretty quickly this weekend:
http://www.redshift.com/~kyteman/CARpano1.mov
Note that if you've got a dial-up connection, loading will be slow. Pan & tilt with your mouse as always.
Anybody got any hints how to get maximum sharpness out of fisheye bubble panos?
(back)

Re: Fisheye sharpness
From: Mike Spivey
Date: 8/18/2004
Time: 3:47:57 AM
Remote Name: 68.0.121.7

Comments
I am far from an expert, but the lighthouse seems more a depth of field problem. The lighthouse may not be perfectly clear, but it is much sharper than the
background. I have read that most compact digital cameras do not have a depth of field problem. I would assume you have the focus set at infinity. I would guess
the problem is in the lens, or more likely, the mounting.
The ground shot does appear more a noise problem than a depth of field problem. The close objects are about as sharp as the distant ones. Again, I am not an
expert, but there appear to be noise causes other than ISO.
Question: did you take the lens off between the two shots? If it were something I had done, I would guess I didn't have the lens mounted properly. I've never used
that camera so I don't know if that's possible.
I haven't seen a Facel Vega in a long time. I had the opportunity to buy one very cheaply in the late '60s but I chickened out and have regretted it since.
(back)

Re: Fisheye sharpness -- and Facel Vega
From: Brooks
Date: 8/18/2004
Time: 9:43:50 AM
Remote Name: 216.228.2.23

Comments
I'm not troubled by the sharpness or depth of field of the lighthouse picture. It's the car picture that troubles me.
As to rare cars, there were TWO Facel Vegas in this event (the Pacific Grove Concours Auto Rally) this year!
(back)

Re: Fisheye sharpness
From: Scott Haefner
Date: 8/16/2004
Time: 7:30:05 PM
Remote Name: 68.126.207.0
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Comments
Brooks,
In the car pic, it looks (to me) more like a noise issue rather than a lack of sharpness. What ISO did you use for the source images? Also, you go into some detail
about the dpi, but this is irrelevant for screen display--all that matters is the pixel dimensions.
For comparison, the fisheye images from my CP 5000 are about 1550 pixels wide and tall, and I create panos that are 3100 x 1550 as the final, stitched image. I
run an unsharp mask as the final step before exporting...
Hope that helps,
Scott http://scotthaefner.com/kap/
(back)

Re: Fisheye sharpness
From: Brooks
Date: 8/17/2004
Time: 9:45:52 AM<�br> Remote Name: 216.228.2.23

Comments
Scott, I said in my second message in this thread that my originals are 1600 pixels diameter, and the final stitch is 3200 x 1600. Not much different from yours in
any particular -- and I save Unsharp Mask for the very end before cubic.
Now what?
(back)

Re: Fisheye sharpness
From: Scott Haefner
Date: 8/17/2004
Time: 6:51:22 PM
Remote Name: 68.126.207.0

Comments
BrooksPerhaps my main point got diluted a bit--it looks like a noise issue to me. What ISO was the camera set on (check the EXIF data)? I always shoot mine at 100
ISO.
You seem have a similar pixel resolution in your images, albeit from a 4 MP sensor (my camera is 5 MP). That might cause a slightly "noisier" image. Again,
check the ISO....
Scott
(back)

Re: Fisheye sharpness
From: David Hunt
Date: 8/17/2004
Time: 10:21:25 PM
Remote Name: 69.34.46.78

Comments
I get the same impression that Scott is getting.
Only the image with the cars seems to have noise caused by a high ISO setting.
The image of the lighthouse is good at the default magnification that it loads, there doesn't appear to be any grain caused by a high ISO setting. Because it is a 4
megapix image compared to Scott's 5 megapix images the resolution shows up quicker as you zoom in.
David Hunt
(back)

Re: Fisheye sharpness
From: Brooks
Date: 8/17/2004
Time: 10:59:13 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.2.23
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Comments
ISO rating in original fisheye images for both the lighthouse and the car panos is the same: 100.
(back)

Re: Fisheye sharpness
From: Scott Haefner
Date: 8/18/2004
Time: 6:15:11 PM
Remote Name: 68.126.207.0

Comments
One other idea--was the shot underexposed? If it was significantly underexposed, this could cause noise, especially in the shadow areas. I realize the pic doesn't
look underexposed now, but you could have lightened it in Photoshop.
Scott
http://scotthaefner.com/kap/
(back)

Re: Fisheye sharpness
From: Brooks
Date: 8/18/2004
Time: 10:41:42 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.2.23

Comments
Well, I always underexpose a bit (a third to half stop) so as to avoid blowing out the whites. And this pic was largely in the shade at a cloudy moment of the day.
But I've had it fuzzy in full sun, and relatively sharp indoors.
I will say that I've had worse luck with stitching 3 horizontal fisheyes than two vertical ones.
Everybody seems to think this is a noise problem, which to me is evidenced with a grainy or speckled picture. To me this problem just seems to be fuzzy focus, not
the same thing. But I sure don't know why it's happening -- I'm using max resolution, tight lenses, reasonble ISO, 4MP, and a monopod to steady the camera.
Seems to me that everybody's suggestions haven't turned up anything new that I could do that I haven't already implemented, so I guess it just will remain a
mystery, but I thank everyone for input.
bgl
(back)

Re: Fisheye sharpness
From: David Hunt
Date: 8/18/2004
Time: 10:49:20 AM
Remote Name: 69.34.46.78

Comments
Is the shadow graininess in the original pictures?
Maybe your camera is going bad. You might want do a series of test pics of subjects with a good bit of shadow in the image.
David Hunt
(back)

Re: Fisheye sharpness
From: Richard Amirault
Date: 8/17/2004
Time: 11:17:18 AM
Remote Name: 146.115.58.99

Comments
I have no experience with all this ... and this is just a guess .. BUT .. you are starting with a small image (5 inchs) and stretching it to 44 inches. It seems that much
"enlargment" would cause loss of sharpness.
Richard in Boston, MA, USA
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(back)

Re: Fisheye sharpness
From: Brooks
Date: 8/17/2004
Time: 1:48:14 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.2.23

Comments
Richard, it's starting at 5" at 300 dpi and the 44" number is at 72 dpi. It's about 8 x 16" at 200 dpi after stitching.
(back)

Re: Fisheye sharpness
From: David Hunt
Date: 8/16/2004
Time: 3:21:25 PM
Remote Name: 67.77.1.23

Comments
This does not seem to be a problem with the lens.
I would first check the work flow and make sure some stage of the pano process is not using and/or saving to a lower resolution than the original material, or you
might be doing multiple re-compressions to jpeg. Have you checked the resolution settings of the images that you are using? The originals may have been a lower
setting than you intended.
David Hunt
(back)

Re: Fisheye sharpness
From: Brooks
Date: 8/16/2004
Time: 4:01:36 PM<�br> Remote Name: 216.228.2.23

Comments
With the car picture (as with most), the originals are 300 dpi, 5" diameter (about 1600 pixels) TIFFs, the highest quality I can get out of the camera. For some
reason, after I stitch them, the rectilineal composite is 1600 x 3200 dpi (as I specified), but shows as 44 inches wide at 72 dpi. I tweak the levels and
shadow/highlight and use level masks to get the merges right, run unsharp mask, and convert them to 8" x 16" at 300 dpi. Then I convert it to cubic -- but it's
obvious during the unsharp mask phase that the image is not very sharp before or after.
(back)

Re: Fisheye sharpness
From: Brooks addendum
Date: 8/16/2004
Time: 4:09:10 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.2.23

Comments
I neglected to say that I don't save as JPEG until after I've tweaked the pictures. I flatten the layers, save the TIFF composite as a JPEG, and run unsharp mask - then I use CubicConverter. So there's not a lot of resaving as JPEG.
(back)

a good digital camera
From: burt
Date: 8/15/2004
Time: 12:46:12 PM
Remote Name: 80.225.108.39

Comments
now the price is right and the pixels are many its time to get a digital camera a compact one i think can anyone suggest a good camera thats a good all rounder
many thanks
(back)
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Re: a good digital camera
From: Dave Mitchell
Date: 8/16/2004
Time: 9:17:23 AM
Remote Name: 80.177.153.149

Comments
Following my accident with my 2 Megapixel Ixus (see www.zenonic.demon.co.uk/kapstuff/accidents.html) I was planning to get an Optio S4i (not least so I could
use a GentLED). However, my attempts to get one at a bargain price on UK Ebay failed and instead I got a 5 Megapixel Ixus 500 (on Ebay - about 40 pounds off).
I've been very pleased with the results. It's slightly smaller than the old Ixus (but still fit in the old rig) but takes the same batteries and CF cards). Picture quality
is superb (see for example the second row of pictures on http://www.zenonic.demon.co.uk/kapstuff/garden.html - the one on the right shows the level of detail the
camera can capture).
Dave
(back)

Re: a good digital camera
From: Brooks
Date: 8/15/2004
Time: 11:45:06 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.2.23

Comments
the Pentax Optio S4 (now the S4i) is 4MP, tiny, and 4 oz (114g). Super pix, too, on the ground or in the air. And it has an infra-red remote trigger capability,
making it suitable for James Gentles' wonder gentLED.
Who could ask for anything more?
bgl
(back)

Re: a good digital camera
From: Simon H
Date: 8/16/2004
Time: 7:18:32 AM
Remote Name: 138.32.176.254

Comments
IÝve been using the Optio S for a couple of years, and have had the S4i for a few months. Whilst I wholeheartedly agree with Brooks, it is a great KAPcam, I
would add some slight reservations.
Effective shutter speed. Remember that KAPping in California is not the same as many other places of a more northerly latitude. I find that a lot of the time the
S4i chooses quite low speeds around 1/160 on grey days (if left to its own devices), As KAPpers know this is a speed at which blur is going to be a factor. There are
strategies for improving this but there is a real trade-off. You can set the camera to underexpose, or you can change the effective film speed setting. I have on dark
days set mine up for 400ASA effective, and this deals with motion blur but does intoduces significant noise and colour patching into the picture when viewed at
high magnification. So remember as with all cameras if the lighting isn't so good, you may get blurred shots, just because the camera looks cool, doesn't mean it is
magic!
On the S the controls are so fiddly as to be almost impossible to change on a rig that is attached to the line. If you are wearing gloves, forget it. On the S4i they are
a little better. But nonetheless they are still fiddly.
Using the camera with the Gentled is a breeze and the rapid cycle rate of the S4i is a significant improvement on the S allowing a very rapid shot rate if required,
virtually 1 per second. The S is a little slower.
Battery life, I find, is really limited to 1 shoot and I always carry a couple of spares charged up. It is fair to say though that with the display off for shooting it does
OK.
Image quality: I have to say this, for a 4MP camera it is not that good in standard modes. BUT, if you take the time to get to know the camera you will be repaid
by sharp shots, but you will definitely see better results from other 4MP cameras (read the reviews). For a camera this size and weight, there have to be some
tradeoffs.
For me the great thing is this: By using the USER mode, (which isnÝt at all clear how in the instructions), I can, by switching on the camera, press one button,
and the camera will: Focus at infinity, switch off auto power down, turn on infra red receiver for Gentled, raise sensistivity (ASA) one stop, underexpose 1 stop,
and switch off the display. For me that is so cool it beats all the niggles. ItÝs like having an Ýoptimise for KAPÝ button. You could likewise use this mode to set
up continuous shooting every so many seconds.
Don't think me negative - the Optio S range are great for KAP. They are also fabulous to have as a camera on the go - you'll be wanting to keep it in your pocket
all the time.
Simon
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(back)

Re: a good digital camera
From: Richard Amirault
Date: 8/16/2004
Time: 8:05:08 AM
Remote Name: 146.115.58.99

Comments
You wrote .... "raise sensistivity (ASA) one stop, underexpose 1 stop..."
What is the point in underexposing by one stop?
Richard in Boston, MA, USA
(back)

Re: a good digital camera
From: Brooks
Date: 8/16/2004
Time: 9:10:36 AM
Remote Name: 216.228.2.23

Comments
I underexpose by .3 stop, which helps keep the highlights from being overexposed. It is of course necessary to tweak the image in the computer, but at least there's
image there to tweak!
I think this is a problem with nearly all digicams -- range of light values accurately reproduced is not anywhere near as wide as film. And it is also common that
at the upper ISO settings, most lightweight digicams add a lot of noise.
Expanding just a bit on Simon's last paragraph, I find that having a rig that weighs just 11 oz (311 g) allows me to fly nearly anytime using a Bob Ingraham 6.5 ft
delta -- look ma: no arm wrestling.
Thanks, Simon, for the tip on USER mode. Haven't tried that yet.
bgl
(back)

Re: a good digital camera
From: Simon
Date: 8/16/2004
Time: 9:01:25 AM
Remote Name: 138.32.176.254

Comments
There are two ways to get the optio and many other cameras to choose a higher effective shutter speed. One is sensitivity adjustment, (effective ASA) and the
other is through exposure. On a digital camera, underexposure at the same effective setting is probably a better way to go about this. The ASA setting often adds
considerable noise to the shot. Underexposure is certainly from my experiments a useful approach in marginal conditions. Digital photos underexposed can
usually be recovered through software tweaks as the majrity of the picture detail is captured. Overexposure on the other hand with digitals is to be avoided as
highlights burn out with no retrievable detail.
For me the 1 stop between 1/125 and 1/250sec is often the difference between a blurred shot and a sharp one in KAP. The 400ASA setting seems really only for
desparate shots in poor light.
Of course I've not discussed effective aperture as well, and the camera may well just stop down. In the test shots I've done though it appears from the Exif data as
though the camera chose a higher shutter speed. Playing with the camera under controlled conditions and checking the Exif data and sharpness is a good way to
while away the time...
I will go back and check though.
Simon
(back)

Re: a good digital camera
From: Christian
Date: 8/16/2004
Time: 4:51:05 PM
Remote Name: 83.156.27.212
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Comments
Exposure programs of digicams look tricky, and sometimes, it doesn't make sense, as check on the exif datas. But, it is to be known that ALL digital sensors have
only ONE sensitivity: the lowest given in the camera specifications. When setting a higher sensitivity, the program makes electronic exposure compensation, and
it produces noise, especially in the shadows. It's like having only 80 ISO film in the camera, and increase the development time to have higher sensitivity. So, with
digicams, it usually gives better results to shot as normal sensitivity, and then adjust the picture with a good software. On many digicams, the diaphragm can be
preset. Set it to the largest aperture, so the speed will be the highest, and the quality will be the same. It's how I manage.
(back)

KAP without Electronics
From: Glenn Nelson
Date: 8/14/2004
Time: 7:19:47 PM
Remote Name: 206.132.124.194

Comments
Here's a handy way to KAP with only a digital camera and no rig or radio gear. There's plenty of electronics in my digital camera, but that was all I used. On
vacation in Newfoundland, I just didn't want to tote my KAP equipment (I know you think I'm crazy). I brought FF16, kite line and picavet, and Pentax Optio
550, that's all.
I managed to get only a few shots of the Bonavista Lighthouse before it began to rain. Fortunately one was very nicely composed. See
http://www.glenn.nelson.name/yappa-ng/index.php?album=/KAP/&image=Bonavista_0013.jpg. If you have troubles with the link, you'll just have to type it in,
sorry.
To the picavet I attached a mount that I got from a cheap table-top tripod. The Pentax Optio 550 (and presumably many other models) has a programmable
interval timer. I set it for 2 minute initial delay, then one picture every 30 seconds, total of 20 pictures. The orientation of the camera was fixed tilting slightly
downward. Up it goes, and I simply walked around. If the rain hadn't come, I would've brought it down, re-oriented and tried for different viewpoints.
If your main goal is mostly vertical shots, this technique is really nice, because you never did need to aim the camera.
(back)

Re: KAP without Electronics
From: Carlo Didier
Date: 8/18/2004
Time: 1:14:07 PM
Remote Name: 213.135.247.104

Comments
Hi Glenn! Nice shot indeed. And I thought all lighthouses had their stripes painted horizontally ... ;-) I used the same technique several times with my Minolta
dIMAGE 5. But as the shortest interval for this camera is 1 minute, it wasn't very practical. So if anybody wants to do this, check the possible intervals before
buying the camera.
(back)

Re: KAP without Electronics
From: Christian
Date: 8/15/2004
Time: 4:08:19 PM
Remote Name: 83.156.21.87

Comments
Well, this basic kap is how many people are now shooting their first aerial pictures, and this is why I designed a simple pendulum rig named Goldcrest.
http://becotus.chez.tiscali.fr/rigs/anglais/&rigs.htm The Bonavista pictures shows flags that let think there was a wind force 4. With a light rig, the camera is
shifted downwind. The lightest is the camera, the easiest is the shift. With your operating conditions, a 10Ý shift is not a surprise, even with a picavet. To get a
more horizontal picture, you can preset a correction, as explained now: Considering that the wind is blowing from stern to prow, when the camera is aiming at
star-board, rotate the camera anti-clockwise, and when aiming at port-side, rotate the camera clockwise.
(back)

Tailless Flowform
From: Christian
Date: 8/13/2004
Time: 3:28:04 PM
Remote Name: 83.156.20.120

Comments
On july 18, I posted information on the Flowform 30 that I modified. It has now been tested successfully in winds 10 m/s and 15 m/s. This was the average range
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of SW wind that we got to-day. Remember that Force 6 is from 11 to 14 m/s and force 7 is from 14 to 17 m/s. At 10 m/s the pull on the line was 20Kg and at 15 m/s
the pull was 30Kg. There were gusts pulling up to 34 Kg, and I noticed once 40kg.
(back)

Hopeless customer service at Robotzone
From: NK Guy
Date: 8/13/2004
Time: 3:27:40 PM
Remote Name: 216.162.199.213

Comments
Well, my instincts (and Brooks' earlier comment) have so far been accurate - Robotzone does in fact have truly bad customer service. Run by robots, perhaps.
They've taken my money but I have yet to see any product, they don't respond to email and phoning over several days gets a "try tomorrow! We're busy doing
inventory!" message with no voicemail. Very professional.
I'm on a tight timeline - does anyone know if there's a good retailer for those little delrin gears that fit on servomotors? Robotzone/Servo City have this terrific
lineup of products that I haven't found elsewhere on the net. Thanks!
(back)

Re: Hopeless customer service at Robotzone
From: Carl
Date: 8/16/2004
Time: 4:30:43 AM
Remote Name: 198.103.196.130

Comments
I've actually bought gears at a local bearing shop. They might not carry all sizes but it's worth a shot or at least get a catalog.
Carl
(back)

Any other Internet gear sources?
From: NK Guy
Date: 8/16/2004<�br> Time: 10:10:31 AM
Remote Name: 216.162.199.213

Comments
Surely there must be *someone* in the world who sells Futaba servo-mounting gears. The only places I can find are Robotzone and Servo City, which appear to
be the same company in Kansas. Are they the Net's sole supplier?
(finally got hold of someone there this morning, and they've been sitting on my order for 10 days because something is out of stock, but they don't know which
item is out of stock)
(back)

Re: Any other Internet gear sources?
From: Simon H
Date: 8/16/2004
Time: 1:39:06 PM
Remote Name: 195.92.168.177

Comments
The guys that sell R/C race cars usually have boxes of different gears that are usable...
Simon
(back)

Re: Any other Internet gear sources?
From: brooks
Date: 8/16/2004
Time: 4:04:12 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.2.23
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Comments
....but they're not splined to fit the servo shaft.
(back)

Re: Any other Internet gear sources?
From: Simon H
Date: 8/16/2004
Time: 11:29:34 PM
Remote Name: 195.92.168.176

Comments
Indeed not, but then only one of them needs the spline, and its the work of minutes to bolt a servo horn onto a gear wheel. I've never found a gear with splines,
I've always had to do this. Wow, now I want some of those gears too!
Simon
(back)

Re: Any other Internet gear sources?
From: NK Guy
Date: 8/17/2004
Time: 1:29:22 AM
Remote Name: 216.162.199.213

Comments
>Indeed not, but then only one of them needs the spline, and its the work of minutes to bolt a servo horn onto a gear wheel. I've never found a gear with splines,
I've always had to do this. Wow, now I want some of those gears too!
I want to gear the motion of the servo down, so ideally I'd like a tiny little gear on the servo shaft. Which is tricky to do if you're attaching something to a servo.
So, yes, I'd love to get a properly splined gear. :)
For those interested in my ongoing saga, I actually spoke to someone in Kansas today and I'm hoping to get something reasonably soon.
(back)

Re: Any other Internet gear sources?
From: simon H
Date: 8/17/2004
Time: 1:54:12 AM
Remote Name: 138.32.176.254

Comments
Ah! I normally gear mine up, the difference between endless 360 servo rotation needs and getting 360 out of norrmal servo travel.
If the output gear and spline is metal, what about drilling out the gear to just under the spline diameter, then heating up the spline to gently melt its way into the
gear. Of course you'd have to release it to reassemble the servo, maybe a drop of mineral oil on the spline before heating.
Just a thought.
Simon
(back)

Re: Any other Internet gear sources?
From: Brooks
Date: 8/17/2004
Time: 9:55:53 AM
Remote Name: 216.228.2.23

Comments
Simon, it only takes a few minutes to convert the servo to endless rotation, even with a trimmer -- and standard servo speed is plenty fast enough, so I'd do
anything to slow it down. I agree that your method is a small bit quicker, but not enough so, IMO, to persuade me to gear UP.
I've attached servo horns to small gears too, but the gear can't be too small or there's nothing to attach to -- which means a very large final drive spur gear in
order to give the reduction. Yes, I've done a lot of rigs with that setup -- but once you've used the RobotZone gears, it's really hard to look back. I'll get you some
if you like -- and have the patience!
(back)
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UK rig building supplies
From: Simon H
Date: 8/13/2004
Time: 6:58:23 AM
Remote Name: 138.32.176.254

Comments
I'm forever buying aluminium strip at B&Q and have recently found some very dandy looking strip with "diagonal bracing" cutouts which I am going to use for
a camera boom for a stereo rig. Nevertheless I'm always on the lookout for, and have never really found, alloy strip with evenly spaced slots or holes. Does anyone
know sources in UK for this sort of stuff? I've always fancied having the main arms of a standard rig in this sort of material to allow some in-the-field size
changing, and also to improve aesthetics.
My dream would be to have a full meccano type of set made in anodised laser cut dural or titanium, with all the nuts and bolts anodised and the gear wheels in
satin stainless and and and....., what joy I'd get from that, like a rig builders dream.
Anyway - any UK sources?
Simon
(back)

Re: UK rig building supplies
From: Pierre Lenfestey
Date: 8/13/2004
Time: 2:32:48 PM
Remote Name: 82.35.65.27

Comments
Simon
For some reason, the link to my Mustek rig with the example of the ally part can't be used from the previous reply - just copy & paste it into a browser - it should
work.
Lenny
(back)

Re: UK rig building supplies
From: Pierre Lenfestey
Date: 8/13/2004
Time: 1:28:49 PM
Remote Name: 82.35.65.27

Comments
Simon
While looking for sheet aluminium I found this model shop which was local to me in London:
http://www.modelshop.co.uk/pages/home.htm
click on the "online catalogue" and dredge through the mire of products to find the raw materials section.
The following page seems to have the kind of thing you're looking for, but I think a phone call might be in order, as the descriptions are a little on the sparse side:
http://www.yellowcatshop.co.uk/shop/default.asp?clientid=14&gid=4dmod&viewstate=32769&tabcatid=3500106&subcatid=3500112
The stuff that I bought from this place was an alluminium sheet, about 2 foot by 1 foot, which was drilled out all over. The holes were 3mm in diameter (my
maplin-bought 3mm machine screws fitted snugly) and were spaced at about 2-3mm, each line of holes being offset from the previous:
ooooooooooooooo
You might be surprised to hear that this illustration is not to scale. I have a picture at:
http://www.pierrelenfestey.pwp.blueyonder.co.uk/kap/Equipment%20Images/Mustek%20rig%201/index.html
Yes, I know I only used a small piece to connect the circuit box to the picavet, but it should illustrate the type of material sufficiently.
The sheet was approx 1.5-2mm thick, but don't quote me on that. Because of the holes, the sheet was not so easy to cut in a perfectly straight line with my jigsaw unless you can guide the saw precisely between the holes. Having said that, the sheet was very easily bent into shape and should hold it's shape under the kind of
weights that a KAPper might attach.
As an aside, we corresponded about an alternative to pekabe blocks. I have now received mine. They are 10mm blocks, bearing-raced and have even been drilled
out to save weight. They are in a word, excellent, and can be bought from:
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http://www.bow-wave-models.co.uk/pulleyblocks.htm
the code is PM10LB, to save you having to decipher the strange made-up code they use.
Hope that's what you wanted.
All the best
Pierre Lenfestey (Lenny)
(back)

Photo of a Rok
From: Shawn
Date: 8/11/2004
Time: 4:45:25 PM
Remote Name: 199.126.215.150

Comments
Hello, I am interested in building my first Rok for KAP. I'm very much a picture person and I cannot find any photos of the back of a Rok (where the spars are).
Can anyone direct me to a page with photos of the setup on the back of a Rok? Thanks!
(back)

Re: Photo of a Rok
From: Yvan
Date: 8/18/2004
Time: 9:25:05 PM
Remote Name: 62.235.110.85

Comments
Hi Shawn,
You can find some pictures of my new Rok in the gallery sections of my website. The pictures are taken inflight, and maybe not clear enough for you. But you can
see the spars etc.
Greetz,
Yvan. www.birdseye.be
(back)

Re: Photo of a Rok
From: brooks
Date: 8/11/2004
Time: 6:55:32 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.2.23

Comments
There's a very good article on Rokakkus in the aerial eye, vol 2 #4. You do have the Complete Aerial Eye CD, don't you? ;-)
Otherwise, try this link: http://www.idemployee.id.tue.nl/p.j.f.peters/kites/index.html
I found it quickly through David Hunt's KAPer E-Zine, http://www.kaper.us/
chin UP Brooks
(back)

Transmitter reboxing question.
From: Simon H
Date: 8/10/2004
Time: 2:59:00 PM
Remote Name: 195.92.168.177

Comments
Just putting together a new and smaller transmitter, a question for you electronics gurus...
The set is a Futaba Skysport 4, I've already done the normal mods on the joystick pots etc. To get everything into its new tiny box I need to minimise
things.Sawing the board in half and folding it over with a ribbon connector is one of those things. But the question is - Can I simply unplug the Trainer socket
and switch modules and leave them on the workbench? Or does the set need to "see" them to work. I'd rather know the answer before attacking. I'm sure one of
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you out there will have done this before.
thanks in anticipation.
Simon
(back)

Re: Transmitter reboxing question.
From: David Hunt
Date: 8/10/2004
Time: 9:00:05 PM
Remote Name: 69.68.179.27

Comments
Leave it on the workbench, that's what I did to my Skysport 4 mod.
I packaged mine in two boxes, controls in one main board, antenna, and battery in the other.
It would be nice to see a picture where you split your board. I didn't see a convenient place to do this.
David Hunt
(back)

Re: Transmitter reboxing question.
From: Da
Date: 8/10/2004
Time: 7:57:12 PM
Remote Name: 69.68.179.27

Comments
(back)

jkap contest
From:
Date: 8/9/2004
Time: 11:08:46 AM
Remote Name: 204.147.0.51

Comments
(back)

Re: jkap contest
From: Craig
Date: 8/9/2004
Time: 11:18:35 AM
Remote Name: 204.147.0.51

Comments
The photos are up on the JKAP website and wow, what a magnificient collection it is. This activity and its practitioners are really getting good and very very
artful. Nice work. Sorry about the itchy finger on the send button resulting in the previous blank post. Sometimes really good things happen with an
unintentional press of the button, but not this time.
(back)

Re: jkap contest
From: David Hunt
Date: 8/9/2004
Time: 7:23:13 PM
Remote Name: 67.77.1.253

Comments
Here's a link for your convenience.
http://www.interq.or.jp/japan/jkpa/event/jkpaapc/2004/english/e2004.html
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David Hunt
(back)

Re: jkap contest
From: Brooks
Date: 8/9/2004
Time: 10:33:14 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.2.23

Comments
Lovely stuff. I couldn't vote for less than 9. Vote early and multiple!
(back)

Re: jkap contest
From: Simon H
Date: 8/10/2004
Time: 3:52:21 AM
Remote Name: 138.32.176.254

Comments
Thank goodness Cris didn't enter one of his Herning pics, we'd have no chance!!
http://www.arch.ced.berkeley.edu/kap/thumbs/DIS_Su04/DIS_2.htm
That is some "sculpture" Cris. One of those ultimate KAP shoots, where you get out of the car and see the subject and your heart starts pounding and your hands
start fumbling when you are getting the rig ready.
Anyway back to JKPA, great set of shots, the KAP community is in a golden age methinks....
Simon
(back)

KAPiSco tour
From: Carl Bigras
Date: 8/9/2004
Time: 5:45:05 AM
Remote Name: 198.103.196.130

Comments
Simon, Great work on putting together KAPiSco web site. http://www.harb87.fsnet.co.uk/kapisco/cover.htm
You made it look like we had fun. As a matter of fact, we had a tremendous time.
The images shown are just a small sample of what we have collectively taken. So next time you meet one of us, be careful what you ask for, it could be a 3 hour
slide show ;-)
Carl
(back)

Re: KAPiSco tour
From: Brooks
Date: 8/9/2004
Time: 10:13:54 AM
Remote Name: 216.228.2.23

Comments
Wow. Wow.
Makes me fair teary-eyed. Wish I was there too.
Thanks for letting us in on it this wonderful way, Simon.
bgl
(back)
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Re: KAPiSco tour
From: Glenn Nelson
Date: 8/14/2004
Time: 7:03:33 PM
Remote Name: 206.132.124.194

Comments
While waiting for network appliances to crash and reboot (my paid job), I had time to read thru the entire page that Simon created for KAPiSco. Wow! I would
be willing to sit thru one of those 3 hour slide shows after reading and seeing what you lucky people did. And congrats to Simon and lucky Lyn - sunrise 4 AM in
an ancient stone circle with good friends around - a proposal worthy of a movie!
I wanted to go, but already had a 3 week vacation on the other side of The Pond. In fact I was in Newfoundland, the closest civilized place in North America to
Scotland - and hence it was settled by many Scots. They've got the accents and speak a dialect.
I did a minimal amount of KAP on my trip. See my later post.
(back)

Possible to use slow motor to take shots every few seconds?
From: Jason
Date: 8/4/2004
Time: 6:15:00 PM
Remote Name: 70.48.33.17

Comments
I'm trying to build a rig for my digital elph. I don't know much of anything about electronics. Is there any way to use a very slow battery operated motor to
trigger the shutter every few seconds? The camera can hold several hundred photos so that's not an issue. But I'm suspecting small motors can't be rigged to
move as slowly as I would need them to.
(back)

Re: Possible to use slow motor to take shots every few seconds?
From: Manfred
Date: 8/5/2004
Time: 7:39:39 AM
Remote Name: 80.185.159.52

Comments
I have build an autotrigger exactly for that theme. Please have a look at
http://members.fortunecity.de/kapmfs/e-a-trigg-1.htm
Camera electrically release without remote control? Yes, with the Servo-Autotrigger
Best regards Manfred
(back)

Recommended battery power?
From: NK Guy
Date: 8/4/2004
Time: 1:59:44 AM
Remote Name: 216.162.199.213

Comments
Anyone have any suggestions what a good rating for a NiMH battery would be for a rig? Needs to power two servos and an RX radio plus an X-10 camera (with
its volt doubler, which seems to work OK under 4.5 vdc).
I'm looking at a 4.8v pack, perhaps either 1650 maH (4xAA) or 730 maH (4xAAA). Obviously the lighter pack has its advantages, but I'm concerned about the
runtime with the video transmitter.
Any personal experience with similar configurations would be valuable. Thanks!
(back)

Re: Recommended battery power?
From: NK Guy
Date: 8/4/2004
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Time: 2:21:48 AM
Remote Name: 216.162.199.213

Comments
Oh, and the weight difference appears to be around double. Roughly 50g/2oz for the 730 maH battery versus 100g/4oz for the 1650 maH battery, if my
calculations are correct.
(back)

Re: Recommended battery power?
From: james@gentlesSPAM.info
Date: 8/4/2004
Time: 2:09:36 PM
Remote Name: 80.229.25.24

Comments
I did experiments on this a couple of years back. The results are in my Labbook but specific to my video transmitter and rig. I managed to run 3 servos, A Nikon
775, and a video downlink from 2/3 AAA (same barrel, but shorter than AAA) rated at 350mAH, and weighing 9g each. The rig would last about 40 minutes of
active use, video on 75% of the time.
A couple of points: 1. Whilst 40minutes isn't a lot, it did get me into the discipline of ALWAYS recharging after a flight, 2. this is the lightest solution I could find.
So I would expect the AAA solution to be fine, however there is no alternative but to field test it out in the back yard, it's tedious I know, but much less frustration
that arriving at the shoot with a problem...
Enjoy! James
(back)

Re: Recommended battery power?
From: NK Guy
Date: 8/5/2004
Time: 9:10:00 PM
Remote Name: 216.162.199.213

Comments
>I did experiments on this a couple of years back. The results are in my Labbook but specific to my video transmitter and rig. I managed to run 3 servos, A Nikon
775, and a video downlink from 2/3 AAA (same barrel, but shorter than AAA) rated at 350mAH, and weighing 9g each. The rig would last about 40 minutes of
active use, video on 75% of the time.
>A couple of points: 1. Whilst 40minutes isn't a lot, it did get me into the discipline of ALWAYS recharging after a flight, 2. this is the lightest solution I could find.
Thanks for the info! Very useful. I've used lithium 2CR5 batteries (the kind used by most EOS film cameras) in the past, because they have a pretty good energy
density. However, they're expensive and not rechargeable, even if they're compact.
(back)

Re: Recommended battery power?
From: Christian
Date: 8/4/2004
Time: 2:40:34 PM
Remote Name: 83.156.17.238

Comments
No hesitation, get both packs, AA and AAA size. When wind is good, it's so disgusting to run short of batteries. So the AA size is better. And never forget that
more weight is more stability. But when wind is really light, it needs to save weight, and AAA size will be appreciated. And consider the day when the battery is
found loosing power. A spare one is always useful.
(back)

Revised KAP Web Pages
From: Dave Mitchell
Date: 8/3/2004
Time: 9:37:38 AM
Remote Name: 80.177.153.149

Comments
My website's KAP pages have not been updated for more than a year, so I've done a thorough spring clean.
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They are not all there yet, but there's a load of new stuff - including details of my KAP equipment and a rig crash I had in May (resulting in the loss of my Ixus).
Several of the "Themes" are currently not much more than place holders, but the one labelled "Our House" is pretty complete and has several shots taken this
year.
See what you think.
Dave
(back)

Re: Revised KAP Web Pages - oops
From: Dave
Date: 8/3/2004
Time: 4:02:56 PM
Remote Name: 80.177.153.149

Comments
Sorry - meant to add a link to www.zenonic.demon.co.uk/kapstuff/index.html
Dave
(back)

Re: Revised KAP Web Pages - oops
From: Yvan
Date: 8/5/2004
Time: 10:46:34 PM
Remote Name: 62.235.110.89

Comments
Hi Dave,
Nice pictures on your site! I like them. Especially the town pictures...very nice done. And your site is very informative. sorry to hear about your rig crash. I had
something similar with my Sony P9 but the camera was still in waranty...lucky for me.
regards, Yvan ...www.birdseye.be
(back)

Re: Revised KAP Web Pages
From: Duncan Macdonald
Date: 8/3/2004
Time: 11:09:10 AM
Remote Name: 194.205.104.236

Comments
Hi Dave,
Could you post a link to your site, I did a quick Google search and found "www.zenonic.demon.co.uk/zenokap.htm" but was a dead link.
Cheers,
Duncan
(back)

Servo gears redux (attn: Brooks)
From: Ben Lurgi
Date: 8/1/2004
Time: 3:05:41 PM
Remote Name: 17.232.72.171

Comments
Hi. A while ago Brooks wrote:
>I've used Robotzone (aka ServoCity) gears on all my recent rigs, using 24-tooth pinion #GF244F (Futaba/Tower), #3463H hub for 1/4" axle made from 2"
socket-head screw, and 48-tooth spur gear #HM142
I can't seem to get these numbers in the Robotzone site. Perhaps they've changed? Any idea what the current catalog numbers would be? Thank you!
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(back)

Re: Servo gears redux (attn: Brooks)
From: David Hunt
Date: 8/2/2004
Time: 9:21:46 AM
Remote Name: 65.41.186.224

Comments
The gears on following page are designed to slip onto the splined output shaft of a standard futaba servo secured with the same screw used to attach a servo horn.
They are 48 pitch gears and come with 18 teeth up to 100 teeth:
http://www.robotzone.com/cgi-bin/shopper.cgi?preadd=action&KEY=SG48F
You'll need 48 pitch gears to match up with these. 48 pitch, plain bore gears can be found on this page:
http://www.robotzone.com/cgi-bin/shopper.cgi?preadd=action&KEY=RZGB48
Just remember when buying gears, the pitch numbers of the two gears must match for the teeth to mesh.
They don't seem to carry hubs any more, so you'll have to come up with another way to secure the plain bore gears to a shaft. A common method is to use a long
#6 bolt as a shaft and secure the gear on the bolt between two nuts with lock washers.
Typing in part numbers in the Robotzone search box doesn't seem to work even using known part numbers
David Hunt
(back)

Re: Servo gears redux (attn: Brooks)
From:
Date: 8/2/2004
Time: 11:51:34 PM
Remote Name: 216.162.199.213

Comments
>They are 48 pitch gears and come with 18 teeth up to 100 teeth:
That brings up a question I had - how do you know how large the gear is in diameter? They only list the number of teeth.
You'll need 48 pitch gears to match up with these. 48 pitch, plain bore gears can be found on this page:
>They don't seem to carry hubs any more
Actually I used their (admittedly not great) search function and came up with one hub which fits a 1/4" shaft. Looks nice, though I guess it adds more weight to a
rig than a couple of nuts and washers.
http://www.robotzone.com/cgi-bin/shopper.cgi?preadd=action&KEY=RZL34
(back)

Re: Servo gears redux (attn: Brooks)
From: Brooks
Date: 8/2/2004
Time: 3:49:02 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.2.23

Comments
Thanks, David, for answering the question. I wasn't aware of the parts # changes, nor of the hubs no longer being available. I have filed a query with RZ
regarding this and will post their answer upon receipt -- though their past performance in responding hasn't been great.
My guess is that their new precision shafts are a press fit on the gears -- but they don't seem to offer any sort of cap for the shaft end (which would function as a
screw head does). I've been using a socket-head 1/4-20 machine screw, which has no threads for most of its length, giving a good surface to grind a flat for the
hub's set screw, and just enough threads to double-nut a picavet on top -- but it looks like a change may be necessary, alas.
(back)

Re: Servo gears redux (attn: Brooks)
From: Brooks yet again
Date: 8/3/2004
Time: 8:43:01 AM
Remote Name: 216.228.2.23
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Comments
The RobotZone answer to my query:
" We are getting ready to launch our new Robotzone site very soon. The web people here have let the older site go a little. The new site has a lot of new product
on it. The hubs are in stock just give us a call at 620-221-0123. Yes, the hubs are the best way to connect the gears to a shaft. Thanks "
They must have tweaked the site in reaction to my query since I combed it finely yesterday -- those hubs you found just weren't there.
Regarding gear diameter, they don't tell you (as they don't tell you much about anything), but a 48-pitch 96-tooth gear is ? 2 inches. That's what I use, with a 24tooth gear on the servo.
So we're all back in gear, so to speak!
(back)

Re: Servo gears redux (attn: Brooks)
From: NK Guy
Date: 8/3/2004
Time: 12:54:28 PM
Remote Name: 216.162.199.213

Comments
>Regarding gear diameter, they don't tell you (as they don't tell you much about anything), but a 48-pitch 96-tooth gear is ? 2 inches. That's what I use, with a 24tooth gear on the servo.
Yeah, I don't really understand some of these specialist Internet retailers. Do they not want to sell things? I've emailed a number of them, including Robotzone, in
the past few days with a few simple questions and either haven't heard back or they've replied with useless one-sentence canned responses which don't address
my problem. I tried phoning Robotzone and got voicemail. Hitting 0 gave me a busy signal.
Oh well. I trust they are marginally more responsive when you submit credit card information to actually buy something?
(back)

Re: Servo gears redux (attn: Brooks)
From: Christian
Date: 8/3/2004
Time: 5:13:36 PM
Remote Name: 83.156.30.171

Comments
All information on gears is clearly explained on http://www.engineersedge.com/gear_menu.shtml This is for the non-metric system. In the metric system, gears
are defined by modulus m, and number of tooth Z The relations are: primitive diameter, or pitch diameter d = Z.m pitch distance p = pi.m When fitting two
gears, the distance between axis is half the sum of their primitive diameters. So simple!
(back)

Re: Servo gears redux (attn: Brooks)
From: NK Guy
Date: 8/4/2004
Time: 2:23:48 AM
Remote Name: 216.162.199.213

Comments
>All information on gears is clearly explained on http://www.engineersedge.com/gear_menu.shtml
Aha. Thanks! Exactly what I was looking for. And, yes, the pitch business looks about as random and nonsensical as anything in the non-metric system. :)
(back)

Re: Servo gears redux (attn: Brooks)
From: Brooks
Date: 8/3/2004
Time: 4:33:38 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.2.23

Comments
I wish I could say you're right, Neil -- but my second order with them (when they were called ServoCity), which I placed by phone, got lost and I had to call again.
Maybe they've improved -- my last two orders have been OK.
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(back)

KAPiSU04 is over. Any Reports?
From: David Hunt
Date: 7/29/2004
Time: 4:08:14 PM
Remote Name: 65.41.169.197

Comments
Has anyone heard about the KAP conference in Sumatra that ended July 20?
David Hunt
(back)

Re: KAPiSU04 is over. Any Reports?
From: Brooks
Date: 7/29/2004
Time: 5:08:51 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.2.23

Comments
Peter Bults said, just minutes before leaving for a three week vacation earlier today, that he had heard not one word, nor seen an image, and since he is one of
those involved in preparation and marketing thereof, I guess that means we wait for Wolfgang to return.
(back)

Two KAP Competitions!
From: Brooks Leffler
Date: 7/29/2004
Time: 9:44:43 AM
Remote Name: 216.228.2.23

Comments
The deadline for the JKPA's annual KAP competition is fast upon us -- you have until Saturday night, July 31, to submit your entry. Check it out at
http://www.interq.or.jp/japan/jkpa/event/jkpaapc/2004/english/e2004.html
And if you miss the deadline for JKPA, there's another KAP competition coming up in October: The American Kitefliers Association will once again offer a
Members' Choice award for Kite Aerial Photography at its upcoming convention in Seaside, Oregon. Download details at
http://www.redshift.com/~kyteman/AKA-KAPrules-2004.pdf
Newcomers to KAP are welcome at both contests -- the winner at AKA last year had never shown his KAPix! So pick your best shots and get em in there!
(back)

QUESTION: 5K Vs. 10K Trimmer/Potentiometer Mentioned In AERIAL EYE 4.2 Article By Brooks
Leffler... [Slightly Long]
From: Coast Guard Kiteman {Ret.}
Date: 7/25/2004
Time: 2:18:30 PM
Remote Name: 208.27.31.159

Comments
I emailed Brooks about this, but he wasn't sure of the answer either. So at his suggestion I'm posting the question here.
In the Spring 1998 issue of THE AERIAL EYE [Ver. 4.2], there's an article entitled "360 easy degrees" by Brooks. It describes modifying a R/C servo for
continuous 360Ýrotation. It involves "grafting" a cermet trimmer to the servo. The trimmer mentioned is 5K-ohm, 3/8" square, and has 12-25 turns adjustment.
All I can find locally is 10K-ohm, 15 turn, and 1/2"<?> long {Radio Shack P/N 271-343}. CAN I USE THIS IN PLACE OF THE 5K-OHM TRIMMER?
I've already purchased one of the RS trimmers, but if it doesn't work I'll return it.
Thanks in advance!
-Allan "Coast Guard Kiteman {Ret.}" Gaines NE North Carolina, USA
(back)

MY REPLY TO: Re: QUESTION: 5K Vs. 10K Trimmer/Potentiometer Mentioned In AERI...
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From: Coast Guard Kiteman {Ret.}
Date: 7/30/2004
Time: 6:06:37 PM
Remote Name: 208.27.31.172

Comments
My sincere Thanks to Scott, Carlo, and Christian for the posts. AFTER I posted that question, a friend at work gave me TWO 5K trimmers he brought from
home.
I'll keep the 10K trimmer for now, just in case I need it.
Thanks again!
-Allan "CGK{R.}" Gaines NE North Carolina, USA
(back)

Re: QUESTION: 5K Vs. 10K Trimmer/Potentiometer Mentioned In AERI...
From: Scott Haefner
Date: 7/25/2004
Time: 5:30:57 PM
Remote Name: 68.126.193.13

Comments
I can't see why it wouldn't work. However, the implication is that those 15 turns are going to be spread over 10k of adjustment (vs., say, 25 turns for 5k, which is
what I use). That means it's going to be more difficult to locate the center point where it doesn't drift.
I personally think you're better off finding a 5k, 25 turn trimmer...
Scott
(back)

Re: QUESTION: 5K Vs. 10K Trimmer/Potentiometer Mentioned In ...
From: Carlo Didier
Date: 7/27/2004
Time: 1:34:26 AM
Remote Name: 194.154.218.196

Comments
You could also simply take two fix-value resistors and do the adjustment on the transmitter side. That's how I did it actually.
(back)

Re: QUESTION: 5K Vs. 10K Trimmer/Potentiometer Mentioned In ...
From: Carlo Didier
Date: 7/27/2004
Time: 1:32:19 AM
Remote Name: 194.154.218.196

Comments
In fact, 5k or 10k is totally irrelevant. Only the number of turns decides about the precision. The trimmer works as a voltage splitter, so the absolute value is not
very important.
(back)

Re: QUESTION: 5K Vs. 10K Trimmer/Potentiometer Mentioned In ...
From: Christian
Date: 7/26/2004
Time: 5:57:27 PM
Remote Name: 83.152.182.101

Comments
As far as I understand, use a 10K trimmer instead of the conventional 4,7 K or a 5K, will only decrease a little bit the rotation speed of the servo. It may be an
advantage for better pan adjustment. I found that a 360Ý movement within 8 to 12 seconds is easier to use. You may need a mechanical reduction of 1:4 (for
example 40 and 10 teeth gears)
(back)
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KAPiSco--the results are in!
From: Doug
Date: 7/25/2004
Time: 6:57:31 AM
Remote Name: 206.168.40.8

Comments
Terrific. You saw things that I did not ..... and got some stunnig photos. It was a treat and a pleasure to travel with you.
(back)

KAPiSco--the results are in!
From: Scott Haefner
Date: 7/24/2004
Time: 8:21:00 PM
Remote Name: 68.126.193.13

Comments
I've gotten my KAPiSco pages posted over the past couple days. There's close to 90 pics and a few panos, plus a short write-up and map. Come on by and have a
look:
http://scotthaefner.com/kap/?page=KAPiSco
Cheers, Scott
(back)

Re: KAPiSco--the results are in!
From: Carlo Didier
Date: 7/26/2004
Time: 12:57:03 PM
Remote Name: 83.99.0.93

Comments
Wow! Not that I would have expected less from you, but WOW anyway. Scott, you're a natural talent!
(back)

Re: KAPiSco--the results are in!
From: Patrick and Marilyn S
Date: 7/25/2004
Time: 10:46:21 AM
Remote Name: 62.254.0.32

Comments
Wow! what a gallery super shots. All that standing on water and galloping up to cliff edges really paid off. Regarding your little note about always seeming to be
the last on the bus. I believe Marilyn and I were the last people to see Simon before he visited his psychoanalist, he was muttering something about Electric Cattle
Prods.
(back)

Re: KAPiSco--the results are in!
From: Brooks
Date: 7/25/2004
Time: 10:30:52 AM
Remote Name: 216.228.2.23

Comments
Splendiferous! At last I feel as though I was there -- if only in spirit! Wonderful images, Scott. Thanks!
(back)

KAPiSco- further results
From: Simon Harbord
Date: 8/7/2004
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Time: 6:14:47 AM
Remote Name: 195.92.168.179

Comments
Also - finally posted at my site too.
Simon
(back)

Nikon Coolpix 8700 - Nikon D100 - D70
From: Marcelo Singer - tatodobien@adinet.com.uy
Date: 7/24/2004
Time: 6:04:02 PM
Remote Name: 200.40.232.171

Comments
Hi people , I'm writing from Montevideo, Uruguay. I'm a ground photographer, and a kite lover, since I found this activity I have been working in the contruction
of a Kite ( Rokaku 8 foot ) , there are no kite shops nor kite makers here in Uruguay.
The rig I'm contructing is based in C.Benton's one , with advice and sugestions of other KAPers I have been mailing with.
Everything was doing well ... until yesterday , when my digital camera , Canon A70 , comes down with E18 error ( new for me, but lots of reports over the net ) ...
this camare was the one that was going to fly !!!
So now ... I'm buying a new camera , not just for this, just because I was needing it. And still don't know wich camara I would buy ... maybe some suggestions
from U will help.
I was thinging in D100 , but then I realized that is going to be much more heavy that the new coolpix 8700 ( 8 Mpix ) , even cheaper .
What do you think about ?
Pls answer with copy to my email,
Thanks MArcelo.
(back)

Re: Nikon Coolpix 8700 - Nikon D100 - D70
From: toroloco
Date: 2/13/2005
Time: 3:20:40 AM
Remote Name: 85.65.182.179

Comments
well Marcelo.. it's seems that you fried your camera just like that ! without any care about our profesionalism.. like a teenager bird..
I think that you have to buy the best camera on the market and take care about it and stop smoking cheap shits.. got it ? best regards..
PD: siga adelante, se lo dice un amigo que volo con usted en los principios del proyecto.. ahi por Canelones vio ?
(back)

Re: Nikon Coolpix 8700 - Nikon D100 - D70
From: Mike
Date: 8/4/2004
Time: 2:46:54 PM
Remote Name: 66.91.188.209

Comments
Steve's Digicam reviews and others are available to get an idea on camera quality. I read some the 8700's review and it was favorable. The camera that seems
intriguing to me is the new Minolta A2 with its Anti-Shake Feature. Add that to the pretty wide 28mm versus the 35MM for the Nikon, and you might consider
the Minolta A2. On the downside, the Nikon weighs 17oz, and the A2 weighs closer to 21 or 22 with batterys. The reviews are in on it as well, and it appears to get
a better review then the Nikon Coolpix 8700, as well as its Sony and Canon 8mp competitors. About the Minolta A2, from the website: http://www.stevesdigicams.com/2004_reviews/a2_pg6.html , ... "Using the A2's Anti-Shake function, we obtained a high percentage of sharp images at shutter speeds as low as 1/30
second at 200mm and 1/10 second at 28mm....In our opinion, the A2 is superior to this year's 8-megapixel entries from Sony, Nikon and Canon in terms of optical
quality with noticeably less chromatic aberration problems.If you're looking for a feature-rich, high-resolution, digicam with an exceptional electronic viewfinder
and image stabilization, the Minolta DiMage A2 is worthy of your consideration. ....."
I would like to hear from anyone else on their take of these new cameras. Maybe a question for Scott Haefner, are you able to zoom in with your 5700 in flight?
Thanks
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(back)

spools
From: Allan, Saint Lucia
Date: 7/24/2004
Time: 10:03:21 AM
Remote Name: 206.128.215.240

Comments
Many thanks to Charles Hall for posting the intricacies of the Stratospool. I'm halfway there. At last. Allan
(back)

Switches and shutter release
From: Pierre Lenfestey
Date: 7/24/2004
Time: 2:56:35 AM
Remote Name: 82.35.65.27

Comments
Has anyone posted instructions on how to create a simple electronic switch which you can attach by a servo lead to the receiver (I know I could buy one, but IÝm
on a real Ýmake it myselfÝ trip)? IÝm just looking to trigger the shutter release Ý and I donÝt need a two-stage device. I have a very basic knowledge of
electronics and have never ventured into PCBs, but might if pushed. I've searched forrums & other sites without any luck.
Also, I get jittery servos when the transmitter changes orientation in relation to the rig Ý is this normal. IÝm talking about a range of only 20-30 yards. Could it
be interference from other radio signals (IÝm on 27MHz at the moment, but am looking to change to 35MHz as soon as I see a bargain TX/RX on ebay).
Just so you know - IÝm living in London.
(back)

Re: Switches and shutter release
From: Manfred
Date: 8/5/2004
Time: 8:11:08 AM
Remote Name: 80.185.159.52

Comments
Please have a look at my homepage at:
http://members.fortunecity.de/kapmfs/e-switch01.htm
Single remote controlled electronic switch with relay: Switch01
Best regards
Manfred
(back)

Re: Switches and shutter release
From: Carlo Didier
Date: 7/24/2004
Time: 3:16:21 AM
Remote Name: 83.99.1.154

Comments
I developped and built (and even used!) such a switch myself. I described it in KiteLife in July 2000 (http://www.kitelife.com/archives/00july/flying_eye.htm). If
you really want to build something completely by yourself, this is it ...
(back)

Re: Switches and shutter release
From: Pierre Lenfestey
Date: 7/25/2004
Time: 4:00:09 AM
Remote Name: 82.35.65.27
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Comments
Thanks, Carlo. I'll give it a shot - top man.
(back)

ALTI-OSD Modules
From: pjsmith@microtech.co.gg
Date: 7/21/2004
Time: 12:34:12 AM
Remote Name: 213.133.220.45

Comments
Does anyone know where I can purchase a ready to go verison of this (prefered), or maybe a kit of all components?
Thanks.
(back)

Re: ALTI-OSD Modules
From: Holger
Date: 7/21/2004
Time: 4:41:08 PM
Remote Name: 194.177.231.195

Comments
The smame here just the kit or the pressure sensor printed circuit boardand Best Holger ox3hiATgreennetDOTgl
(back)

Re: ALTI-OSD Modules
From: Brooks Leffler
Date: 7/21/2004
Time: 11:26:58 AM
Remote Name: 216.228.2.23

Comments
There's only one source: the creator himself: Olivier Humez. contactATkapelecDOTcom
It works great with PAL or NTSC, provided your transmitter and receiver are on exactly the same 2.4 gHz frequency. At least that's my experience.
(back)

Does anyone do photo requests?
From: Tom W.
Date: 7/19/2004
Time: 1:10:05 PM
Remote Name: 24.21.192.17

Comments
We were recently involved in a huge playground project that was unveiled last weekend at the Roberts Regional Park. It is the largest totally accessible
playground on the west coast and we have had numerous requests from non-profits that were involved for photo's but this playground is too large to photograph
from the ground. If anyone would be willing to do this for us I would bow down and kiss your feet but I wouldn't be able to make any monetary contributions.
This is an ideal setting - very large wire-free spaces with a constant wind source. If anyone is interested they are free to contact me at:
Tom Warnock Wildwood Playgrounds 800-875-7529 tomw@wildwoodplaygrounds.com
(back)

Re: Does anyone do photo requests?
From: brooks leffler
Date: 7/19/2004
Time: 1:49:46 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.2.23

Comments
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Tom, it would help to know where this park is. You say west coast, but that's a lotta miles.
(back)

Re: Does anyone do photo requests?
From: Simon H
Date: 7/19/2004
Time: 2:23:52 PM
Remote Name: 195.92.168.175

Comments
There was me wondering if it was the west coast of Scotland..........
(back)

Re: Does anyone do photo requests?
From: Christian
Date: 7/19/2004
Time: 5:02:32 PM
Remote Name: 83.155.188.148

Comments
No, Simon, he said "constant wind source", and not "frequent storm source" :)
(back)

Re: Does anyone do photo requests?
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 7/19/2004
Time: 3:11:01 PM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
AGoogle search produced: Oakland and Berkeley. See this map: http://maps.yahoo.com/maps_result?
ed=kGSDV.p_0TrfQGBxY0R4S4aCa.PGvFUnYGwDDK6ulE0-&csz=Oakland%2C+CA+94619&country=us&cat=
A job for Cris! But he is out.
Peter
(back)

Tailless Flowform
From: Christian
Date: 7/18/2004
Time: 3:53:02 PM
Remote Name: 83.155.186.181

Comments
There are some more pages on my web site http://www.becot.info Mainly some pages on kap and kite books, but also on the Flowform. I have worked to have my
Sutton Flowform flying tailless, in any wind. It now does't incline to one side, and stay at the apex in winds force 6. I haven't got opportunity to test it in higher
winds. See the modifications:http://becotus.chez.tiscali.fr/tako/anglais/e&tako_1.htm Hope my explanations are clear enough! Brooks, I would like to have more
information on the Kapilot, and its flying characteristics. I saw many times the Pilots flying in strong winds, and they behave better than the normal Flowform,
but not as well as the modified Flowform. Usually, in normal winds, they wobble a bit. It would be interesting to compare with the Kapilot.
(back)

Re: Tailless Flowform
From: brooks
Date: 7/19/2004
Time: 9:18:21 AM
Remote Name: 216.228.2.23

Comments
When I first tweaked the bridle, I had a chance to compare it with the then-current version flown by David Gomberg. The more stable version with long bridles
was just as stable in, say, Beaufort 5 as the "factory" version, flew at a higher angle, and pulled even harder in that kind of breeze. Which is why I reserve it for
light air and don't consider it my workhorse kite.
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I have some pictures of the two flying side by side, and you can see the difference. I'll get them ready for web publication next week.
bgl
(back)

Flowform making - decision time
From: Pierre Lenfestey
Date: 7/18/2004
Time: 11:44:50 AM
Remote Name: 82.35.65.27

Comments
I'm in danger of posting a few too many queries here, but I figure this could be educational for the as yet uneducated.
I have used Harald Prinzler's awesome site to build a small (5sq foot) flowform as a precursor to attempting a larger one, while at the same time supplying my
young son with a superb first soft kite. It flies like a dream. My time is limited as I have two small children. So my problem is this: I can only really build one kite
every four to six months. I have just built a KAP rig (weighing in at 700g) and am chomping at the bit to use it. I have built a 3 meter Genki for the low winds, but
want to replace it with a soft kite at a later date to make my KAP gear more transportable. With all this in mind WHAT SIZE FLOWFORM SHOULD I BUILD?
I need to be covered for winds above the range of the Genki. Everyone raves about Sutton Flowforms (specifically 16s and 30s). I can only assume that the 16 and
30 measurements come from multipling the length of the bottom side of the kite by it's width. By this token and by using the measurements on Harald's most
excellent excel flowform calculator I can get pretty close to the dimensions of these kites. I also assume that the 30 is for lower wind ranges, although people point
to it as a very versatile model and size.
Time is of the essence, because there is a kite festival in September which I want to photograph. This kite must help me cover a large wind range.
I have enough materials to make the equivalent of a 35 sq foot flowform - and the appeal of a big kite is very strong.
If you haven't visited Harald Prinzler's site, please do. It is a testament to the purity of his pursuit of Flowform excellence and it is a source of incredebly detailed
information for which I am extremely thankful. you'll find it at: http://members.aol.com/hprinzler/
Many thanks in advance - I am, as ever, in awe of the pooled knowledge you guys possess. Great site.
Pierre Lenfestey (Lenny)
(back)

Re: Flowform making - decision time
From: Richard Amirault
Date: 7/19/2004
Time: 4:57:52 AM
Remote Name: 146.115.58.99

Comments
You said "...I also assume that the 30 is for lower wind ranges..."
No, this is a common mistake. The 30, when flying, will lift a larger load than the 16, but it pretty much takes the same amount of wind to get it flying in the first
place.
Richard in Boston, MA, USA
(back)

Re: Flowform making - decision time
From: Pierre Lenfestey
Date: 7/19/2004
Time: 8:53:55 AM
Remote Name: 82.35.65.27

Comments
Richard
You said, "pretty much takes the same amount of wind to get it flying in the first place".
Are we than saying that it has a wider range of wind speeds that it can fly in - it seems that we are effectively saying that the 30 IS preferable to the 16.
Damn, I wish I was making the Pilot.
(back)

Re: Flowform making - decision time
From: Richard Amirault
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Date: 7/19/2004
Time: 10:13:11 AM
Remote Name: 146.115.58.99

Comments
No... I am not saying that. I don't know what the maximum recommended wind is for the FF16 and the FF30, but I know (from experience) that it takes pretty
much the same amount of wind to get either flying. I own a FF8, 16, 30 and a 60.
A fellow KAPer had good success with a FF16 but wanted better light wind performance. He purchased a used FF30 and was *very* dissapointed.
The 30 will lift a heavier rig, but with a light rig and strong wind (or, for that matter with a heavy rig and a strong wind) it can be a handfull to fly. Under those
conditions the 16 would be better (and possibly even lift the heavier rig)
It is nice to be able to match the kite with wind conditions.
Richard in Boston, MA, USA
(back)

Re: Flowform making - decision time
From: Pierre Lenfestey
Date: 7/19/2004
Time: 11:37:24 AM
Remote Name: 82.35.65.27

Comments
Richard
Thank you very much - I value this advice very highly and I really appreciate you taking the time to reply.
I guess that as soon as I cut the fabric I'll have to stay with my decision
Thanks again
Pierre (Lenny)
(back)

Re: Flowform making - decision time
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 7/18/2004
Time: 12:29:31 PM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
The AirAffair Sutton Flowform 16 is 16 square feet; the 30 is, yes, 30 sqft. The shape of these kites is like Harald's "American Flowform". In my experience the
FF30 is the most useful for KAP with a 700 gr rig. I think the 16 is too small in KAPable winds.
At the risk of disturbing your research sofar, I would recomment the KAPilot. That is a Peter Lynn Pilot kite, but modified by Brooks Leffler to be more suitable
for KAP. The basic KAPilot is 50 sqft but has an adjustablr bridel system so that it can be set to different windspeeds. And the most amazing thing to me are the
kite's low wind capabities. When it flies it stays flying until the wind is almost completely gone.
The KAPilot costs a bit more than the FF30, but you'll have a great soft KAP kite in return.
More information on: http://www.bults.net/cgi-bin/links/jump.cgi?ID=1113
http://www.kaper.us/basics/pilot50.html
http://www.bults.net/cgi-bin/links/jump.cgi?ID=1118
Peter
(back)

Re: Flowform making - decision time
From: Pierre Lenfestey
Date: 7/18/2004
Time: 1:57:33 PM
Remote Name: 82.35.65.27

Comments
Peter
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Sage advice - I recently read words from Brooks on the subject of the Pilot, but thought that no one had dissected it or adapted it Ý certainly not published plans
for it.
I came across the page on your site with the design Ý but that was ages ago and I didnÝt put two and two together.
IÝm afraid that with the fabric that I have & the funds available, IÝm tied into a soft kite of 30-35 sq ft max, so I guess it should be the 30 as per Mr Prinzler.
IÝll experiment with the FF30 & then plan for the KAPilot. What a prospect!
So sad I didnÝt trip over this earlier, but timing, as they say, is the secret of comedy.
Thanks again, Peter.
(back)

Re: Flowform making - decision time
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 7/18/2004
Time: 3:13:53 PM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
I like that much that I will make a smaller KAPilot, a halfsize. So some 25 sqft. I know up- or downscaling is not always succesful, but I will give this a try.
Peter
(back)

Re: Flowform making - decision time
From: brooks kyteman[AT]redshift[DOT]com
Date: 7/19/2004
Time: 9:09:51 AM
Remote Name: 216.228.2.23

Comments
First, I sure wouldn't use a Pilot as my only soft KAP kite. If you've already got a Genki for light air, a FF 16 will lift your 700g rig in heavier stuff -- and a 30 gets
unmanageable lots faster than a 16, IMO. A Pilot 50, therefore, gets unmanageable even faster, again IMO. Being an old fart, I don't enjoy the arm wrestle when I
want to KAP, and believe strongly that you need a kite that's powerful enough for the wind conditions, but not overpowering.
Second, Peter Lynn tweaks his designs constantly. Since I started messing with the bridle, there have been several variants, some with 9 bridles, some with 12. My
tweaks don't work equally with all -- except that I think longer bridles are in order with any of them, so the sides can open up more. Peter Bults has had success
with the earliest of these designs, which is available online, as have I, and if you do a Pilot, that's the one to build. Again, IMO.
Third, I have received several requests for details of my bridle tweaks, but I don't have them ready for publication. Further, I have family visiting until next
weekend, so I won't get them ready for prime time for a while.
Fourth, Dave Gomberg, who distributes the Peter Lynn Pilots here, will make them in any configuration you wish, and the two most recent ones I have in stock
have my preferred 9 long bridles. But I haven't tried them yet, so can't vouch for their similarity to my tweaked version. Patience -- I'll get there eventually.
bgl
(back)

Re: Flowform making - decision time
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 7/19/2004
Time: 3:25:57 PM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
Some weeks ago I had to fly both the FF30 and the KAPilot, with my bridel settings, in a 5 to 6 Bft wind. The KAPilot pulled as hard as the FF30 but was
"nailed" to the sky whereas the FF30 with 2 fuzzy tails came down more than once and bend a BCPC. The KAPilot stayed up.
I'm more confident with the kites I build myself ...
Peter
(back)

Re: Flowform making - decision time
From: Simon H
Date: 7/19/2004
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Time: 1:09:33 PM
Remote Name: 195.92.168.174

Comments
As one of the less "kitey" contributors to this forum, having only occasionally built my own kites, (and none I'd trust a camera under)I'd like to add another
perspective, perhaps echoing some of Brooks' words.
Firstly you need to be comfortable with the style of KAP you are doing. Around the 16 to 22 oz rig weight range you are in the range of lifting kites which can be
held in hand in most moderate conditions. I've found in UK flying that stronger winds, (except in wide open spaces) tend to be very turbulent and challenging to
fly any kite stably for KAP.Also uk wind conditions can change in moments, and a 30 sq foot kite can be hugely intimidating to try to bring down as a squall
barrels in from behind you which you didn't see coming. (almost by definition all kitefliers winds come from behind them.....)A flowform 30 can seem docile and
manageable one moment, and frightening seconds later.
I've watched a lot of KAP kites fly over the years, everything from Tom Pratt's delta trains, through Cody's, DC's Roks, Deltas, Flowforms, Stratoscoops, Pilots,
and Doperos among others...
Do you know what, in the conditions they were flown in, as a result of the choices made by the KAPper, they nearly always did their job.
The secret as I see it, and I could be very wrong, is to get a couple of kites, one for low wind and one for stronger winds, and to get used to flying them in the
conditions and just as importantly, in the situations you want to be flying in. Excess lift isn't all it is cracked up to be, and a rig, lifting in balance with the wind,
held by line running through the fingetips can be a lot more pleasure than fighting a giant soft kite that you have to tie to the scenery to attach a rig to on a line
that is bar tight. A simple decision like, "I always want to have my equipment available in my car" can have a big effect. "I will only fly on my own" is another
decision which might put you off big soft kites launched from sheltered areas.(they can be tough to launch with no wind whereas a framed kite can be long-lined
up into the breeze).
Got a long picavet? Then you'll be needing to tie off the kite while you attach the rig, meaning you can't do "balanced" flying so easily, so you'll need ground
handling gear, dog stakes carabiners etc and an excess lift kite. This is the way to go for big rigs and quality equipment and video systems which need to fly
strongly
Going for a short picavet? You can probably get away with smaller kites than some other KAPpers as you'll be able to bring the rig back to hand in lulls without
it dragging, but that will only work if the rig is light.
The secret is choosing kites which dictate too much your KAP style. That gives you freedom to experiment and find an approach that suits.
All of the kites named above, I have flown for KAP at one time or another. All work fine. Ultimately my subjects and my love of light KAP have pushed me to
having only a couple of kites, a 9 foot DC and a 15 sq ft Jalbert parafoil, I do have a flowform 30 too which gets occasional flights in particular conditions.
KAPiSco and KAPiCa taught me it is so much not about the kites, it is about the type of photography and how you want to go about it.
Simon
(back)

Re: Flowform making - decision time
From: Christian
Date: 7/19/2004
Time: 4:55:29 PM
Remote Name: 83.155.188.148

Comments
Simon, you're a master (in the japanese way). Some additions: The Flowform 30 pulls 10Kg in a 10m/s wind, and 4kg in 5 m/s wind. (meter/second for those not
familiar with International Units). These are winds ranging from medium force 3 to medium force 5, which is what kapers have the most frequently. A 2 to 3 mÝ
(sq-meter) effective area kite will do fine. Between 4 and 5m/s winds, there is the need for larger kites to be able to hold the rig, which will be 4 to 5 mÝ kites.
Between 3 and 4 m/s winds it is essential to have a very efficient kite(Rokkaku, Dopero, Crico) with low density (ratio weight/area, in Kg/mÝ)about 0,2 and have
area 5 mÝ at least, and a high line angle. My Crico XXL is 5,4 mÝ with density 0.19 and have some of the highest lift efficiency. The Flowform 30 is 2,5 mÝ with
density 0.22 and lift efficiency half the Crico, and also lower line angle. A good Rokkaku will have a density 0.25 and lift efficiency between Crico and Flowform.
Under 2 m/s winds, only fighter kites, sport kites, and similar will fly. Special designed kites, such as Genki, Rollers,... may fly well between 2,5 and 3m/s. Let
remember that force 1 ranges from 0,3 to 1,6 m/s and force 2 winds range from 1,6 to 3,3 m/s you understand that most kites are unable to fly in force 1 or 2
winds, despite so many datas given by manufacturers and resellers. Be aware that the Sutton Flowform 30 measures exactly 1,46 x 1,80 m which is near 4,5 x 5,5
feet, and not 5x6 feet. Its sail effective area is 2,5 mÝ (because of the shape), which is near 23 sqft. In my opinion, as from Sutton's definition, the Flowform 30
should be better called FF24. And there would be the place for a FF36 before the FF50, that would be fine to use also. To end to something practical, Pierre,
depending on the winds you think will be the more frequent in your area, choose size equivalent to either FF24 or FF36 as I discussed above. Note that
multiplying all dimensions by 1.2 you increase area by 1.44, which is almost going from FF24 to FF36. Hope it will help you in your design.
(back)

Re: Flowform making - decision time
From: Pierre Lenfestey
Date: 7/20/2004
Time: 1:04:52 AM
Remote Name: 82.35.65.27

Comments
Christian
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Thanks for adding the scientific/data driven angle - great information that I simply can't find from just surfing.
Pierre
(back)

Re: Flowform making - decision time
From: Pierre Lenfestey
Date: 7/19/2004
Time: 3:52:00 PM
Remote Name: 82.35.65.27

Comments
Gentlemen
Thank you again for all your input - it's touching that you should give so much attention to the concerns of anyone posting here.
From my very limited experience of KAPping (more so of kite flying), I think that Simon is right, it is very much about personal choice and the kind of images
you want to achieve. And it's also about the confidence that it inspires in you.
My confidence in my equipment stems from knowing it intimately - as Simon pointed out, you need to fly a range of kites in different conditions until you feel
comfortable with their capabilities.
I am drawn to KAP because so little of it is off-the-peg. There is no commercial yardstick. I build my own rig (with some helpful advice) and can therefore know
exactly what to expect from it. The same goes for me & the kites - I now feel as if I have to build them to feel comfortable with them.
I hope that it will become more about the pictures as I progress, but at the moment I am captivated in equal parts by the intricate design, collection of materials,
careful construction, experimentation and finally the pictures themselves. It seems to be a process in which all the stages are as satisfying as the final result and
the result is a testament to the effort and care taken in achieving it.
And now, to the sewing machine at last I have a plan ...
(back)

Fixing the Kite
From: martin
Date: 7/16/2004
Time: 2:29:01 AM
Remote Name: 217.199.7.28

Comments
hello to all,
i am pretty new to KAP, before i start with my first flights i ask you some help:
How do you fix the kite on the ground if you are alone? Is there any preferd type of anchorage?
Is there a website with some Info about bridles?
thanks you all,
greets from Italy,
martin
(back)

Re: Fixing the Kite
From: brooks
Date: 7/16/2004
Time: 8:23:13 AM
Remote Name: 216.228.2.23

Comments
See the thread below entitled "Tying off the kite line".
(back)

Re: Fixing the Kite
From: Dave Mitchell
Date: 7/16/2004
Time: 7:18:09 AM
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Remote Name: 80.177.153.149

Comments
Martin - welcome to KAP!
Many people (me included) use a Dog Stake - like a giant cork-screw - to anchor a kite on firm ground. You can buy such a thing at most pet shops - in the UK
they cost 3 pounds (say 4-5 Euros). Of course, they are no good on a sandy beach!
As an alternative, it's often possible to anchor the line to a fence post using a simple climbers strap or sling and carabiner (obtainable from stores that sell skiing
and mountaineering eqipment).
Dave
(back)

Re: Fixing the Kite
From: Richard Amirault
Date: 7/16/2004
Time: 8:43:29 AM
Remote Name: 146.115.58.99

Comments
Dog stakes *can* be used on a sandy beach. A lot depends on the consistancy of the sand. At the beach I ususaly fly, dog stakes are a common way to anchor, but
I've been to other beaches where the sand a much too loosely packed to hold one.
A strap or sling around a neaby immovable object works.
A *lot* depends on how big your kite is and how strongly it pulls.
Richard in Boston, MA, USA
(back)

Re: Fixing the Kite
From: Henry Jebe
Date: 7/16/2004
Time: 10:35:15 AM
Remote Name: 66.58.166.59

Comments
As to dog stakes in sand. A few years ago at Long Beach, WA I sas a fellow flying a medium sized Parafoil, he was using a dog stake to tie his line to. I asked him if
that was adequate and he said he had never had a problem with one before. The wind was blowing fairly strong, he was walking his line down - then back up
again when the dog stake pulled free from the sand and hit him across the bridge of the nose. He got a broken nose from the incident. I am quite reluctant to use
one in sand.
I made several nylon bags with draw string closures. On sandy beaches these can be filled with sand and then placed in the hole from which the sand was taken. A
decent sized bag (say 18" X 18" will hole 50 lbs of sand. Your tie point is on the draw string (I use a boat cleat on a stick of wood. At the worst if the wind
increases, the bag of sand may be dragged down the beach fairly slowly and can be caught up with easily.
Henry
(back)

Re: Fixing the Kite
From: Carlo Didier
Date: 7/17/2004
Time: 2:51:11 PM
Remote Name: 213.135.247.57

Comments
I confirm Henrys' point of view. A sandbag has the big advantage that if the pull gets too strong, it will not suddenly come loose and potentially hurt someone.
Instead, it will start sliding across the sand and the situation is easily recoverable. I mostly use sandbag, also for non-KAP kiting. Another advantage for me is
that, on a kite festival, when the wind turns you can easily move the bag to avoid crossing other kites' lines.
(back)

Re: Fixing the Kite
From: Christian
Date: 7/16/2004
Time: 5:09:56 PM
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Remote Name: 83.154.137.232

Comments
I fully agree with you Henry. I was sometimes using dog-stakes in wet and dense sands. But years ago, I saw a dog-stake of a friend kiter running through the
beach and between people. As I saw it coming in my direction, because of the danger of injury to others, and because I was wearing leather gloves, I decided to
stop it; I have been lucky to take the line above the dog-stake, but I can tell you that I was rather afraid when the dog-stake was dragged, and rebonded on the
sand near me. The pull and vibration of the kite make the dog-stake work exactly like a hammer-drill; and under vibrations, thixothropy of sand, even wet makes
it fluid. Apart bags of sand, in France, we also use metal plates, burried horizontally in the sand, a feet or two deep. The size of plate and depth depends on the
pull of the kite. In the center of the plate there is a device (or usually 2 holes)to tie a strong and heavy line which stand off the sand (fasten a gamma hook at its
end!). A plate the size of a A4 page burried one feet deep will hold most of our kap kites. The plate itself is used to excavate the sand, and it is convenient to have a
second rope tied to the rear corner of the plate, which will be used to recover the plate after flying.
(back)

Re: Fixing the Kite
From: martin
Date: 7/19/2004
Time: 11:08:15 PM
Remote Name: 217.199.7.28

Comments
ok, thank you all for your answers! I live in Southtyrol, Dolomites, there are no beaches with sand. Ý will KAP on moutain peaks in order to take panorama pics
of the dolomites. I will try the dogstake and some equipment for climbers to anchor the kite on the rocks.
best regards from italy,
martin
(back)

Digisnaps?
From: Allan
Date: 7/12/2004
Time: 2:49:30 PM
Remote Name: 206.128.215.75

Comments
Sorry to be asking what is no doubt obvious to many, but what is the difference in using a Digisnap 2000 and a 5000 with a Coolpix 5000?
Thanks Peter - without access to a 2.5mm plug shop would you be able to include one when I order the switch? Cheers, Allan
(back)

Re: Digisnaps?
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 7/12/2004
Time: 11:55:55 PM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
If you have a Coolpix 5000 and only want to use the DigiSnap for KAP, then the DigiSnap 5000 is the way to go. It is fixed to the camera which makes it more
reliable. It is cheaper too. Of course the DigiSnap 2000 offers more options, but I doubt you will ever use them.
Sure I can add a plug to the switch.
Peter
(back)

Digisnal etc
From: Allan
Date: 7/12/2004
Time: 1:42:31 PM
Remote Name: 206.128.215.89

Comments
Thanks to the information after my earlier questions about 28mm digital options, I am now going ahead with a Coolpix 5000 and Digisnap 5000. It is going to be
a rush getting the equipment before a trip to Germany and Zimbabwe next month so I just wanted to be sure I order evrything. Do I need any other items, apart
from a dual Sciappati switch? I recall seeing instructions for soldering some modification to the Digisnap but can't for the life of me find it now. Thanks in
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advance.
Thanks also to Harald and Brooks, I just completed the first pan rig for the Nikon SLR. Don't know why I waited so long! Cheers, Allan Saint Lucia
(back)

Re: Digisnal etc
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 7/12/2004
Time: 2:30:30 PM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
You'll need a 2.5 mm stereo plug to connect the DigiSnap to the R/C-switch.
Bon voyage,
Peter
(back)

KAPiSco, KAPiSco -- wherefore art thou?
From: brooks
Date: 7/12/2004
Time: 8:36:46 AM
Remote Name: 216.228.2.23

Comments
Did I miss it?
In my absence, did somebody post the definitive illustrated final photographic report on KAPiSco, and I missed it? I've seen nothing -- at all -- except the brief
report and pix that James filed during the event. (thanks, James!)
Somebody who was there -- please quench my thirst for scotch (KAP)!
(back)

Re: KAPiSco, KAPiSco -- wherefore art thou?
From: David Hunt
Date: 7/12/2004
Time: 12:40:28 PM
Remote Name: 65.41.182.229

Comments
I think that the delay between the end of the event and the final report is proportional to the square of the number of letters in the Acronym times the number of
lower case in the acronym, and if undue haste is applied the results may be similar to the now legendary Kizhi affair.
The calculations are based on a sub-set of the math involved in calculating Murphy's Law Probabilities, and the results can appear identical confusing even the
most experience KAPer.
Frequently overlooked is the margin of error involved in these calculations, which can often exceed the actual values. In most every case this means it's hard to
tell what's going on.
David Hunt
(back)

Re: KAPiSco, KAPiSco -- wherefore art thou?
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 7/12/2004
Time: 11:40:52 AM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
It seems to take some time to brew a good scotch. So, I think we should give Simon a litlle more time.
Peter
(back)
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Re: KAPiSco, KAPiSco -- wherefore art thou?
From: Simon H
Date: 7/12/2004
Time: 1:14:04 PM
Remote Name: 195.92.168.179

Comments
I don't know about Scotch, I'd like a little of what David's drinking....
Simon
(back)

Re: KAPiSco, KAPiSco -- wherefore art thou?
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 7/12/2004
Time: 2:35:05 PM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
Must be Murphy's scotch ...
Peter
(back)

Re: KAPiSco, KAPiSco -- wherefore art thou?
From: Simon H
Date: 7/12/2004
Time: 11:16:58 AM
Remote Name: 195.92.168.174

Comments
Sorry - its taking some time, I'm awaiting input from the participants, and am finding it hard to find the time to get it all together, but never fear - its not far
away. I'm sure Scott will be posting some bubble panos in the next few days, the previews we saw on the tour bus were jaw droppers. Anyway keep looking, not
long now.
Simon
(back)

Tales of woe - any more ?
From: Simon H
Date: 7/12/2004
Time: 1:33:16 AM
Remote Name: 138.32.176.254

Comments
Reading BrooksÝ tale of woe of him not getting his photos in Russia made me think of a "problem" I had on a trip to Egypt. I had put huge effort into getting my
equipment prepared for the day trip from Cyprus to Cairo. Our trip was to take in many sights, but my ambition was to fly over the Pyramids at Giza. I had
managed to get all my gear into a day bag by making a few changes, one of these was using a lightweight reel I had found in a DIY store. On arrival on the
plateau, with the Great Pyramid of Cheops in front of my and a hot wind on my back I launched my parafoil. Whump, it inflated, and whipped the reel out of my
hand, the kite subsided to the ground a few feet in front of me, but not before it had dashed my new reel to pieces on the rocks in front of me. Abdul, and Charlie
Brown his camel, who insisted on accompanying me, from the moment they had seen me step off the bus, could not see the problem as I picked up the thousand
foot tangled ball of line. At this point I knew my hopes of aerials were, like my reel, dashed to smithereens. But, with a bit of work and time I managed to get
about thirty feet of line out of the ball of line. I attached the rig about a foot below the kite, and I took my ÝaerialsÝ at the pyramids. A couple of minutes later we
got on our bus and carried on to the next pyramid. Needless to say I didnÝt bother with KAP any further.
The curse of the pharoahs? Not a bit of it. Lyn and I were able to enjoy the greatest wonders of the ancient world, unencumbered by KAP. The pyramids were
made to strike awe into the minds of man Ý from the ground. With what I know of KAP, and what I saw of the pyramids, any aerials I had taken wouldnÝt have
been that special. Besides, the ancient Pharoahs actually allowed me my little victory, befitting my size in the great scheme of things, I did take aerials at the
pyramidsÝ.
Before going to Egypt, I had felt that to take aerials at the pyramids would be some sort of pinnacle moment in KAP. My memories though are not of KAP, they
are of Abdul and his crazy camel Charlie Brown trying to untangle my ball of line with his slobbery mouth, of standing with Lyn as total awestruck tourists
looking 400 odd feet up the face of the Great Pyramid, and of having no regrets about the KAP.
Sometimes KAP just gets in the way!
Simon Harbord
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(back)

Great statistics tracker
From: brooks
Date: 7/11/2004
Time: 6:46:29 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.2.23

Comments
I've found a really fine hit counter, if you're interested in finding out all about who's reading your stuff online. It's free from http://www.statcounter.com/
Not only does StatCounter seem to be very thorough and accurate, the data is presented in very attractive graphic style.
(back)

Plan ahead -- or pay attention!
From: brooks leffler
Date: 7/11/2004
Time: 7:47:52 AM
Remote Name: 216.228.2.23

Comments
Just returned from a river cruise from St Petersburg to Moscow, Russia -- wonderful trip. Managed to get in several KAP sessions, but the "best" one, alas, was
the one that got away.
One of our ports of call was remote Kizhi Island, in the north of Lake Onega. Its main feature is the weathered wooden Transfiguration Cathedral, built in 1714,
with umpteen shingled onion domes, a tall pointed bell tower, and lots of Russian crosses reaching to the bright blue sky.
I was using my recently revised ultralight rig with the Pentax Optio S4 and James Gentles' gentLED shutter trigger. The wind and light were perfect, and I easily
flew the rig 25 - 100 ft over the church with my Bob Ingraham 6.5 ft delta. Tight on time, I worked fast and shot 75 or 80 images, sure to have some real winners.
After scrambling to get back to the ship without delaying the rest of the group, I turned the camera to playback -- and discovered that I had captured not a single
picture on the SD card.
Simple reason: I had neglected to read and follow my own instructions written on the back of the rig after an earlier false start: "Turn on IR, Turn on flash, Turn
off monitor."
I love my Pentax Optio, and I love my gentLED -- but the camera doesn't remember the setting for the infra-red sensor. And when the infra-red sensor on the
camera isn't turned on, it doesn't work at all, and you don't know it unless the flash is on too.
Needless to say, I had no such problems thereafter, getting good pix of the boat approaching a lock, and the sunset over the Volga -- but I'm sick that I missed the
KAP chance of a lifetime.
Aaarrrrgggghhh.
(back)

Re: Plan ahead -- or pay attention!
From: Frank Louwers (frankDOTlouwersATaltinaDOTcx)
Date: 7/11/2004
Time: 3:23:23 PM
Remote Name: 194.78.199.68

Comments
Oh Brooks, terrible for you! Be it a small solace that I know exactly the feeling...more than once.
Best regards,
Frank Louwers (Belgium)
www.altina.cx
(back)

Re: Plan ahead -- or pay attention!
From: Carlo Didier
Date: 7/12/2004
Time: 5:13:37 AM
Remote Name: 194.154.218.196

Comments
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I'm really sorry for you, Brooks. I had a similar experience in Death Valley last year. But I had the luck to notice the problem while on the spot. I took the routine
to taking down the camera after 510 minutes of shooting to check the first results. This allows me to see if it worked at all and, lacking video feedback, to see
whether I need to aim differently or change altitude. But this works only if you are not in a hurry ...
(back)

Re: Plan ahead -- or pay attention!
From: Carlo Didier
Date: 7/12/2004
Time: 5:14:32 AM
Remote Name: 194.154.218.196

Comments
Of course, I meant 5 to 10 minutes, not 510 minutes ...
(back)

Re: Plan ahead -- or pay attention!
From: David Hunt
Date: 7/11/2004
Time: 2:47:12 PM
Remote Name: 65.41.182.229

Comments
I feel your pain, Brooks.
Looking on the bright side and think about the "Old Days" before digital cameras, think how your agony might have been compounded by spending good money
to process a roll of film that had nothing on it, like I did once when I read the data display on a Stylus Epic upside down and thought that the "3" that was
displayed was an "E".
My mistake was using a servo horn on the shutter servo whose splines were a hair too large for the servo shaft. The servo had worked flawlessly for several roll of
film, but this particular roll the servo horn didn't have enough grip on the servo shaft to depress the shutter. Of course the subject matter was 1500 miles away
from home.
I believe that Murphy's Law states that the chance of a KAP Rig failure is directly proportional to the distance from your house. It might be the square of the
distance, I'll have to check.
David Hunt
(back)

Re: Plan ahead -- or pay attention!
From: Christian
Date: 7/11/2004
Time: 4:01:43 PM
Remote Name: 83.155.127.155

Comments
All photographers, not only kapers, have in their mind their best pics, that they have missed to shoot. Because of such former experiences, I have worked to
simplify shutter release process. This is why I have direct electric shutter release on all my film cameras and now on some of my digital cameras. Even so, it may
happen that it fails shooting. Using a digital camera and a video transmission is now the ultimate way to be sure shooting is OK as most digital cameras will
display the shot a few seconds. It's one great advantage of these new technologies. Anyway your travelling remains a successfull one that leave us dreaming...
(back)

Re: Plan ahead -- or pay attention!
From: brooks leffler
Date: 7/11/2004
Time: 6:40:24 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.2.23

Comments
Just to show you why I'm upset, I've posted a couple of ground shots of the Kizhi church.
An overexposed (!) long shot is here: http://www.redshift.com/~kyteman/kizhiLS.web.jpg
and a much better closeup is at http://www.redshift.com/~kyteman/kizhiCU.web.jpg
(back)
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Re: Plan ahead -- or pay attention!
From: Yvan
Date: 7/11/2004
Time: 9:00:09 PM
Remote Name: 62.235.110.80

Comments
Geeee Brooks, I feel your pain too... these shots must be unique. This chruch looks wonderfull and I can almost imagine the view from 10 feet high.
But keep up. I have had the same thing yesterday. It was "Zeewijding"... a kind of ceremony that excist almost 200 years here. It's excist of salvaging the sea.
There where many boats completely decorated with flags and lights. There whas a bad wind but I decided to go trough. It wasn't almost impossible to keep the
camera and kite still. But nevertheless, I did a wonderfull shooting. The boats where passing right under my rig. After 1:30 hour, I decided to stop cause the
weather became to bad. But when I took down the camera, I saw that the auto shut down did his work very good. It tooked me quite a while to put the camera in
the air and cause the rig was straight in the sun, I couldn't see that the lens was retracted. Result.... 0 pictures. But lucky for me, there's another opportunity next
year. Another trip to Russia is another thing I think.
(back)

Ideal Cradle/Rig Weight?
From: Chris B
Date: 7/10/2004
Time: 12:51:22 PM
Remote Name: 217.137.156.50

Comments
Hi AQll, Just finished putting together my first rig for KAP. It uses one servo to trigger the shutter of a point and shoot compact camera. Everything else is
manual. The all up weight is 800g. Working on the lighter the better, I jsut wondered what the ideal weight is for a similar righ. I've currently gota 4 ft Rok , but
am looking at making a 6-8ft one .
Chris
(back)

Re: Ideal Cradle/Rig Weight?
From: David Hunt
Date: 7/10/2004
Time: 1:06:26 PM
Remote Name: 65.41.234.76

Comments
Your camera is a major determining factor. Many KAPers have built rigs with 3 servos that weigh less.
Check out the KAPER page:
http://www.kaper.us/basics/cradles_data_v2.0.php?sort_by=last_name&weight=1
Sort the chart by weight and select grams as your unit measure, or sort the chart by camera make to compare rigs with similar cameras.
David Hunt
http://www.kaper.us
(back)

Re: Ideal Cradle/Rig Weight?
From: brooks leffler
Date: 7/11/2004
Time: 7:24:14 AM
Remote Name: 216.228.2.23

Comments
I agree with David -- your rig seems pretty heavy for a single channel.
Nearly all of the three-channel rigs I've built (and the BBKKits that others have assembled) come in at 650 g or less, even with standard servos. The camera is
surely a major factor, and many are available from 120 - 350 g that should give you a lighter (ergo, easier to fly in light air) system.
For some ideas on rig design, see the rigs on my site http://homepage.mac.com/kyteman/ .
(back)
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Tying off the kite line
From: Bill Mitchell
Date: 7/9/2004
Time: 12:06:28 PM
Remote Name: 66.211.223.44

Comments
I was wondering how one ties the kite line to the carabiner for anchoring purposes.
Thank you,
Bill
(back)

Re: Tying off the kite line
From: David Hunt
Date: 7/12/2004
Time: 1:41:03 PM
Remote Name: 65.41.182.229

Comments
I almost forgot about a knot that is used by falconers for tying birds to a perch, appropriately named the falconer's knot. I have illustrated my variation of this
knot here:
http://www.kaper.us/basics/Knots_KAPersKnot.gif
Claiming naming rights, I'll call this variation the KAPer's Knot.
The benefit of this knot is that it can be undone simply by pulling on the loop shown.
David Hunt
(back)

Re: Tying off the kite line
From: Richard Amirault
Date: 7/12/2004
Time: 5:29:14 AM
Remote Name: 146.115.58.99

Comments
I don't.
When "walking around" KAPing I generally use a wooden winder called the WINDBREAKER. The caribiner is attached to a strap (often called a "sling") over
one shoulder and under the opposit arm. The caribiner is hooked onto the line and slid down the line over one "prong" of the Windbreaker. The sling is then
wrapped around the other end of the "prong" and the swivel handle. This holds the line securely but offers reasonably fast access should I need to start winding
the line in quickly.
For "stationary" KAP I secure the strap to a sturdy object and then attach a strong, fairly large solid ring to the kite line by a "double larks head" The caribiner
is then attached to this ring.
Richard in Boston, MA, USA
(back)

Re: Tying off the kite line
From: Richard Amirault
Date: 7/12/2004
Time: 5:31:45 AM
Remote Name: 146.115.58.99

Comments
Actually, I only use the second method if for some reason I don't use the Windbreaker winder (say a halo, or wooden "figure 8" winder)
Richard in Boston, MA, USA
(back)

Re: Tying off the kite line
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From: Nathan
Date: 7/11/2004
Time: 3:42:55 PM
Remote Name: 207.207.79.173

Comments
This is what I do, but I usualy put a few more wraps on: http://geocities.com/n_abell/KAP_files/clip.jpg
(back)

Re: Tying off the kite line
From: brooks
Date: 7/12/2004
Time: 8:28:18 AM
Remote Name: 216.228.2.23

Comments
Couldn't read your page, Nathan. "unavailable" it says.
(back)

Re: Tying off the kite line
From: Christian
Date: 7/12/2004
Time: 3:10:04 PM
Remote Name: 83.155.90.130

Comments
Cannot read the Nathan's page either. Just to remind everybody the gamma hook which is tied to any sturdy thing with a sling, and is holding the line without
any knot. It can be made to any size for any pull. The biggest one I made was with stainless steel 33mm diameter pipe, for the Yokkaichi kite (12x15m)in Dieppe
festival, able to hold 6 tons, and have hold 700kg (only)during flight. See Aerial Eye 5/2 page 14, or the "gamma hook" web page:
http://becotus.chez.tiscali.fr/tako/anglais/&accessories.htm
(back)

Re: Tying off the kite line
From: Nathan
Date: 7/15/2004
Time: 7:41:28 PM
Remote Name: 207.207.79.173

Comments
sorry about that. . . try this:http://www.geocities.com/n_abell/KAP_files/clip.jpg
(back)

Re: Tying off the kite line
From: David Hunt
Date: 7/16/2004
Time: 4:44:22 AM
Remote Name: 67.77.0.199

Comments
Try this:
http://www.geocities.com/n_abell//KAP_files/clip.jpg
If not go to this page it is the last picture at the bottom of the page.
http://www.geocities.com/n_abell/KAP.htm
David Hunt
(back)

Re: Tying off the kite line
From: Frank Louwers (frankDOTlouwersATaltinaDOTcx)
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Date: 7/10/2004
Time: 9:50:10 AM
Remote Name: 194.78.199.68

Comments
Hi Bill,
I have my kiteline through an 'eight', an 8-shaped aluminium piece, used by mountaineering people, it keeps the pull off the line. This piece is connected to my
belt trough a small swiveling snapshacle (boat hardware) I can always quickly release this even under a lot of tension and the line (including "eight") will
instantly disattach from my body since the snapshackle is designed for that. When I want to tie off the line, I just turn the 'eight' a few times around itself, this
takes the line with it, and the loose end is therefore then tensionless and I just tie it (or rather a loop of it) with one hitch to the side of the 'eight'. Sounds
complicated but is simple. I always carry one or two nylon webbing pieces, about 5 feet long with loops at the ends and a carabiner in one of those loops. I can
wrap that around a fencepost, tree, even a rock, etc, put the end with the carabiner trough the loop on the other end, hook the carabiner to my 'eight' and then
release the snapshackle, thereby transfering the kite line pull to the fixed point.
Best regards,
Frank Louwers (Belgium)
www.altina.cx
(back)

Re: Tying off the kite line
From: Carlo Didier
Date: 7/10/2004
Time: 9:46:40 AM
Remote Name: 194.154.218.196

Comments
I also sometimes use a larks head around a carabiner, but mostly I use a tool made by Henry Jebe (from Alaska) which is a wooden handle upon which is
mounted something that resembles the letter K on its back. Anyone who has a boat knows these things, but I can't remember the name now. You just loop the line
around the ends in a figure 8 twice or more and that holds the line. If you do just one loop, you can even use it as a break while letting line out.
(back)

Re: Tying off the kite line
From: Frank Louwers (frankDOTlouwersATaltinaDOTcx)
Date: 7/10/2004
Time: 9:58:09 AM
Remote Name: 194.78.199.68

Comments
Hi Carlo
We boaties call it a cleat! There are some small tough plastic ones, meant for very small boats that are well suited to our activities, but they must be fixed to
something, like the wooden piece you and Henry use. I think you could mention that on the other end of the wooden piece you have a hole with a strong line
trough it tied into a loop, so you can attach it to a carabiner and hence to a harness, a fence etc.
AmitiÝs,
Frank Louwers (Belgium)
www.altina.cx
(back)

Re: Tying off the kite line
From: Carlo Didier
Date: 7/11/2004
Time: 2:17:46 AM
Remote Name: 83.99.5.14

Comments
Merci Frank!
(back)

Re: Tying off the kite line
From: Dave Mitchell
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Date: 7/10/2004
Time: 1:28:12 AM
Remote Name: 80.177.153.149

Comments
I just use a Lark's Head. Holding the line with one hand, and the carabiner in the other, I push a loop though the carabiner and fold it back over it and pull it
tight. Rather than undoing it, I open the carabiner and just slide it off.
Dave
(back)

Re: Tying off the kite line
From: David Hunt
Date: 7/9/2004
Time: 6:19:09 PM
Remote Name: 69.34.124.160

Comments
I usually pinch off a loop of about 15 inches of line, which gives me 15 inches of doubled line. I then then tie two half hitches to the carabiner. The doubled line
makes it easier to untie the knot when your finished.
David Hunt
http://www.kaper.us
(back)

KAP Chat.
From: Simon H
Date: 7/5/2004
Time: 2:06:53 PM
Remote Name: 195.92.168.173

Comments
Just noticed a raft of messages all in the space of a few minutes. Must be a few KAPpers on line. I used Google to find a "set up your own chat" very much no
frills - don't expect anything special but it should do the job (for now).
go to http://www.he.net/~seidel/ChitChat/chat.html
and type in create/enter KAP, I'll be there for next couple of hours while I carry on typing up KAPiSco stuff. Drop by it could be good fun. Who knows this could
be the start of a monthly session for KAPpers ! Simon
(back)

KAP with videocamera near Woodstock,NY?
From: Sg
Date: 7/5/2004
Time: 8:48:16 AM
Remote Name: 67.51.2.48

Comments
Is there anyone near Annandale, Woodstock or Rhinebeck, NY who can help me take video from their aerial kite? I'm happy to pay a modest sum for one or two
hours of flying. I'll bring the 3 lb. camera but need your kite, rig, and expertise. Please email me: southfirstloft@yahoo.com
(back)

RC questions from UK newbie
From: Pierre Lenfestey
Date: 7/5/2004
Time: 7:43:40 AM
Remote Name: 82.35.65.27

Comments
Some questions regarding RC (in the UK):
1. I have a Futaba 2ER set in my posession and am concerned about signal strength. I see that the majority of 2-channel systems are advertised for boat and car
models - is this simply because you need more channels to control a plane? Or do the 4 channel and higher systems actually have longer RANGES. I am aware
that a different set of crystals may help shift me to a band where interference is less of a problem, but I'm really just interested in the RANGE - how far can I
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control 2 channels with a 2ER. Iask this so that I don't have to unbox the 2ER I got as a bargain in case I should ebay it on again. If anyone wants to know why I
opted for the two channel, it's because it was very cheap and I won't mind taking it apart to customise it as per Brooks and others in AE.
2.I know there have been dicussions on battery life & type (NiMh vs Li-Ion). I am a simple man - which one is best, by which I mean which weighs the least, lasts
longest and can be implemented simply - i.e. can I buy AA size cells to fit in the AA size slots in the RC unit? - or do I need to construct special step-up, step-down,
soft start and voltage cut-off circuits (I just want to take pictures, but will stretch to simple electronics if you push me)? I see pictures of plastic heat-shrunk
around a group of cells, but cannot find any relevance to my situation. Is it part of a cult and I have to take a test to understand?
Great site, as ever.
(back)

Re: RC questions from UK newbie
From: Frank Louwers (frankDOTlouwersATaltinaDOTcx)
Date: 7/5/2004
Time: 1:31:17 PM
Remote Name: 194.78.199.68

Comments
Hi Pierre,
Regarding your first question, I don't know that particular transmitter, but don't worry about the range as most likely it is going to be sufficient. The number of
channels of the transmitter doesn't affect the range, but it is possible some cheap toy systems in the 27 MHz range might have a limited range. Even then it
usually is no problem for KAPping. Some receivers have a limited receiving range, but that is only for the superlight ones, and is always clearly said in the
description (I am no electronics guru, but believe the range is limited because they leave out some filter circuits to make it lighter and hence loose some
sensitivity). Again I don't know if you have a 35 MHz or 27 MHz system, the latter band is usually more crowded and therefore you can encounter more
interference on 27 MHz. Be aware however that you cannot put a 35 MHz crystal into a 27 MHz transmitter and vice-versa. The same holds true for the receiver!
Within the same band you can change crystals in order to have a different frequency channel, as long as you have of course the same frequency channel in both
receiver and transmitter.
I really would advise you to look for a good used 4 channel receiver, as it is more complicated to get 3 functions (pan, tilt, shutter) out of only 2 servo's, and sooner
or later you might want a fourth function like HoVer (horizontal or vertical aka portrait or landscape orientation of your camera). But then you might as well
start simple but _now_ and sell it later when you did find you needed something else.
Regarding the battery question: from the description of your current aspirations, I definitely would say stay away now from Lithium-ion or Lithium-polymer
batteries, as they do really complicate things with their non-standard voltages and the fact that you may not let them run down completely without doing them
serious harm, and the fact that you need a special charger. Nickel Metal Hydride (NiMH) batteries are light, high capacity, standard voltage, no memory effect,
chargers are fairly standard now and they are also readily available in standard sizes like AA and AAA. So you can just pop them into the holder(s) that probably
came with your transmitter. The number and size of the batteries that your transmitter normally expects should be sufficient for a good KAP session, probably
even more than one. The capacity required for your rig (receiver and servos) depends on what your servos need and wether they will need to do a lot of torque
work. So try to put your axisses trough the centers of gravity and make sure everything can turn with minimal effort and friction and resistance. A set of AAA's
in NiMH would almost certainly be sufficient for a 1 to 2 hour session. In light wind I used cells of 1/3rd AAA size with 100 mA and I could work my SLR rig for
half an hour. Nickel Cadmium (NiCd) still remains a good option, but they are somewhat heavier for less capacity. They do have a memory effect but are cheaper
and I also thought that they sometimes held up better under a heavy current load.
The heat-shrunk packs you mention were probably receiver packs: once you go a bit upscale, you won't use the batteryholders anymore (for weight and
reliability reasons), and then you solder the 4 cells directly onto each other and onto the connector lead, and shrinkwrap the package for easy handling. One
advantage of the batteryholders is that you can pop standard (non rechargable) batteries in if ever you have empty NiCds or NiMHs and no charger. Most every
grocery shop has them in AA and AAA sizes...
Well, those are just my ideas, others probably will chime in with a lot more knowledge about this...
Have good winds and enjoy the hobby!
Best regards, Frank Louwers (Belgium)
(back)

Re: RC questions from UK newbie
From: Frank Louwers (frankDOTlouwersATaltinaDOTcx)
Date: 7/5/2004
Time: 1:30:56 PM
Remote Name: 194.78.199.68

Comments
Hi Pierre,
Regarding your first question, I don't know that particular transmitter, but don't worry about the range as most likely it is going to be sufficient. The number of
channels of the transmitter doesn't affect the range, but it is possible some cheap toy systems in the 27 MHz range might have a limited range. Even then it
usually is no problem for KAPping. Some receivers have a limited receiving range, but that is only for the superlight ones, and is always clearly said in the
description (I am no electronics guru, but believe the range is limited because they leave out some filter circuits to make it lighter and hence loose some
sensitivity). Again I don't know if you have a 35 MHz or 27 MHz system, the latter band is usually more crowded and therefore you can encounter more
interference on 27 MHz. Be aware however that you cannot put a 35 MHz crystal into a 27 MHz transmitter and vice-versa. The same holds true for the receiver!
Within the same band you can change crystals in order to have a different frequency channel, as long as you have of course the same frequency channel in both
receiver and transmitter.
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I really would advise you to look for a good used 4 channel receiver, as it is more complicated to get 3 functions (pan, tilt, shutter) out of only 2 servo's, and sooner
or later you might want a fourth function like HoVer (horizontal or vertical aka portrait or landscape orientation of your camera). But then you might as well
start simple but _now_ and sell it later when you did find you needed something else.
Regarding the battery question: from the description of your current aspirations, I definitely would say stay away now from Lithium-ion or Lithium-polymer
batteries, as they do really complicate things with their non-standard voltages and the fact that you may not let them run down completely without doing them
serious harm, and the fact that you need a special charger. Nickel Metal Hydride (NiMH) batteries are light, high capacity, standard voltage, no memory effect,
chargers are fairly standard now and they are also readily available in standard sizes like AA and AAA. So you can just pop them into the holder(s) that probably
came with your transmitter. The number and size of the batteries that your transmitter normally expects should be sufficient for a good KAP session, probably
even more than one. The capacity required for your rig (receiver and servos) depends on what your servos need and wether they will need to do a lot of torque
work. So try to put your axisses trough the centers of gravity and make sure everything can turn with minimal effort and friction and resistance. A set of AAA's
in NiMH would almost certainly be sufficient for a 1 to 2 hour session. In light wind I used cells of 1/3rd AAA size with 100 mA and I could work my SLR rig for
half an hour. Nickel Cadmium (NiCd) still remains a good option, but they are somewhat heavier for less capacity. They do have a memory effect but are cheaper
and I also thought that they sometimes held up better under a heavy current load.
The heat-shrunk packs you mention were probably receiver packs: once you go a bit upscale, you won't use the batteryholders anymore (for weight and
reliability reasons), and then you solder the 4 cells directly onto each other and onto the connector lead, and shrinkwrap the package for easy handling. One
advantage of the batteryholders is that you can pop standard (non rechargable) batteries in if ever you have empty NiCds or NiMHs and no charger. Most every
grocery shop has them in AA and AAA sizes...
Well, those are just my ideas, others probably will chime in with a lot more knowledge about this...
Have good winds and enjoy the hobby!
Best regards, Frank Louwers (Belgium)
(back)

Re: RC questions from UK newbie - thanks, Frank
From: Pierre Lenfestey
Date: 7/7/2004
Time: 3:04:03 PM
Remote Name: 82.35.65.27

Comments
Thank you, Frank - especially for the wise words about the crystal/frequency changing. No, I didn't know and yes, I did need to. Nice one.
(back)

Re: RC questions from UK newbie - thanks, Frank
From: Frank Louwers (frankDOTlouwersATaltinaDOTcx)
Date: 7/7/2004
Time: 4:30:34 PM
Remote Name: 194.78.199.68

Comments
Hi Pierre, and others,
If you were living in the USA, you would be allowed to change the crystal in your receiver, BUT NOT the one in your transmitter! Even though it is just a plug
out-plug in thing, only a qualified technician is allowed to do that! If you have a transmitter with interchangeable HF module (the final stage where the stick
signals are transformed in High Frequency and chased up the antenna)you _are_ allowed to change the complete module as a user. The technician's role is to
check wether the HF stage is still in tune with the chosen crystal. I believe the rationale is that in the US the 72 MHz band they use for model aircraft is actually
shared with certain commercial applications: every other 10 kHz is for the model aircraft, and the ones in between are for commercial use. I can understand
things are trickier then, safety-wise. But then the no-crystal-change rule applies also to the 50/53 MHz transmitters (which only ham-licensed model fliers can
use) and 75 MHz transmitters (which can only be used for surface models, i.e. non-flying).
Just so that US users don't misinterpret my earlier post, then point to me, and sue me for incredible amounts <Grin>
Best regards,
Frank Louwers (Belgium) www.altina.cx
(back)

Re: RC questions from UK newbie
From: David Hunt
Date: 7/5/2004
Time: 11:15:34 AM
Remote Name: 69.68.179.5

Comments
1. The number of channels does not have anything to do with the signal strength. Signal strength is not generally one of the features advertized by RC
manufacturers, so you can make the assumption that this radio would be comparable to other 72MHz radios. Remember that the most interesting KAP pictures
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are those taken at lower altitudes, so your rig won't be more than a couple hundred feet away in most situations.
2. BATTERIES - you gave three criteria; WEIGHT, LAST LONGEST, and EASE of IMPLIMENTATION.
Lightest to heaviest; Li-Ion, NiMh, NiCd The difference between each will not be more than an ounce or two for a battery pack of 4 AA size batteries.
HOW LONG WILL THEY LAST; Without getting too technical they are all very much the same if they have the same mAh rating.
SIMPLICITY OF IMPLEMENTATION; NiMh are probably the easiest to implement. You will be able to find inexpensive charges for NiMh easier than for LiIon. The NiMh batteries are generally cheaper than Li-Ion batteries and easier to find. Remember that each chemistry type requires a different type of charger.
Bottom line for question #2 use NiMh AA's with the correct charger for both your TX and RX. Always use the same set of batteries for the TX and a different set
for the RX, don't mix them up. The same applies if you have enough batteries for two sets of four AA for the Rig then don't mix batteries between the sets.
If you want to learn more about batteries visit the KAPER pages about the subject:
http://www.kaper.us/basics/BASICS_020103_hunt_battery.html
http://www.kaper.us/basics/BASICS_020103_hunt_DCstepup.html
David Hunt, Editor KAPER E-Zine
(back)

battery types and chargers
From: Scott Haefner
Date: 7/5/2004
Time: 9:58:01 PM
Remote Name: 68.126.193.203

Comments
You said:
"Remember that each chemistry type requires a different type of charger."
Is this true for NiCd vs. NiMH? I am charging my NiMH battery with the NiCd charger that came with my Tx/Rx. I asked about it in the hobby shop (they said
no worries), and it seems to work fine. I know for certain that Li-ion needs a different charger, but are NiCd/NiMH interchangeable?
Cheers, Scott
(back)

Re: battery types and chargers
From:
Date: 7/6/2004
Time: 11:48:08 AM
Remote Name: 69.68.179.244

Comments
Here is an article that addresses your question about using NiCd chargers with NiMh batteries. It can be done but there are problems and possible risks
depending on the type of charger that you are using.
http://www.greenbatteries.com/documents/Battery_Charger_FAQ.htm#charger%20differences
David Hunt
(back)

Re: RC questions from UK newbie
From:
Date: 7/5/2004
Time: 11:39:17 AM
Remote Name: 82.35.65.27

Comments
David, thank you
Very valuable input - in fact as soon as I've accumulated enough pictures & text I'll post up a site with all of the advice, seeing as it's of such good quality.
I will of course put up a link to your site if you don't mind - a cracking read, I've been trawling though it at random for 3 or 4 months now. Just excellent.
(back)
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Re: RC questions from UK newbie
From: David Hunt
Date: 7/5/2004
Time: 12:55:23 PM
Remote Name: 69.68.179.5

Comments
Looking forward to seeing and reading about your first KAP efforts. A Link to the KAPER web site is always welcome. I would only ask that you make certain
that you use the http://www.kaper.us address not the fortunecity address.
A little side-note about power sources- Back in December, 2001 I wrote an editorial on the KAPER site about the future of KAP. One of the technologies that I
mentioned being on the horizon was miniature fuel cells. Digital Photography Review (a recommended resource for information about digital cameras) has a
press release about a fuel cell developed by Toshiba. 8.5 grams, uses Methonal, and provides up to 100 mW of power, runs 20 hours on 2 cc of fuel. Fuel cell
models for PC's expected on the market sometime 2004. Fuel cell models for smaller portable devices should be available 2005.
http://www.dpreview.com/news/0406/04062401toshibafuel.asp
Using the WAV formula: Watts = Amps times Volts
0.100 watts divided by 5 volts = 20 mA which would barely power a RX and one idle servo (18 mA).
For a KAP rig with a RX and 3 servos you would probably want a fuel cell that provided at a minimum of 300 mW or about 60mA @ 5 Volts. That only allows
16-20 mA extra for the non-idle operation of one servo. I don't have any figures on servo power consumption during operation. The manufacturer only provides
idle power consumption.
David Hunt
(back)

Re: RC questions from UK newbie
From: Frank Louwers (frankDOTlouwersATaltinaDOTcx)
Date: 7/5/2004
Time: 4:24:46 PM
Remote Name: 194.78.199.68

Comments
Hi David,
The German manufacturer Graupner (www.graupner.com)gives power consumption values for both idle and under load. Figures I found are:
strong small 'submicro' servo: 4mA idle, max .95A
strong 'mini' servo: 10 mA idle, max .64A
strong small 'micro' digital servo: 15 mA idle, max .93A
Pico receiver: 4 ch: 6 mA; 6 channel: 8 mA
Small receiver: from 10 to 20 mA
So, sometimes we might draw quite a lot of current, though I suspect we don't often reach those max values.
Best regards, Frank who apologises for having hit the Post button twice previously Louwers (Belgium)
(back)

Re: RC questions from UK newbie
From: Dave Mitchell
Date: 7/5/2004
Time: 10:55:33 AM
Remote Name: 80.177.153.149

Comments
Good to see you're making a start Pierre. I'd have gone for a 4 channel 35 Mhz set because I think you'll find you want to pan, tilt AND click the shutter but with
2 channels you're going to have to sacrifice panning or tilting. But anyway, to get to your questions.
1. range is not likely to be a bother - radios for model planes have a range much longer than you need for KAP - given you're not supposed to fly a kite above 250
feet you only need a range of 500 feet or so. Interference may be a problem - with a 35Mhz set you only have to worry about model planes and in the UK they are
subject to restrictions about where they can fly (and are generally easy to spot). People use 27Mhz sets for boats and cars all over the place - you see them racing
buggies on the beach, in parks etc and may be much harder to spot. There aren't so many sub-channels either so it's not so easy to avoid the problem by carrying
extra crystals.
2. Battery life is measured in milliamp hours (mAh). WHen you start going KAPing you're going to need the transmitter and receiver to last for at least an hour
(or carry spare batteries) so if you can find figures to the current drain of the receiver and transmitter you can calculate how much you need. The 800 mAh packs
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I have for my receiver easily last much longer than I ever fly for (and longer than my camera battery lasts). They are shrink wrapped as a set of 4 which makes
them easier to mount on the rig.
35Mhz transmitters typically use a pack of 8 AA cells. Again an 800mAh pack will easily last long enough (and a shrink-wrapped set is easier to manage when
charging than having to take out 8 separate cells.
I have a spare set of each (and a charger that runs from the 12v cigar lighter in cars) but I've never needed them in the field.
In the UK Overlander (http://www.overlander.co.uk) are a good source of batteries at reasonable prices.
Have fun!
Dave
(back)

Re: RC questions from UK newbie
From:
Date: 7/5/2004
Time: 1:17:22 PM
Remote Name: 82.35.65.27

Comments
Nice one, Dave.
If you don't mind I'll collate all this good information and post it as an FAQ on my site when I get round to it.
Much appreciated.
(back)

Re: RC questions from UK newbie
From: Simon H
Date: 7/5/2004
Time: 1:13:46 PM
Remote Name: 195.92.168.172

Comments
When I started KAP I used 27 mhz sets and there are several ways of getting three or more functions out of 2 channel sets. A web search should help. If you are
stuck drop me an e-mail. I remember range testing my first set at ground level and being amazed that I was getting positive movement over the other side of the
village where I lived. For KAP through clear air in line of sight you'll be breaking the law with respect to kite height long before you run out of range - unless you
bought a "toy" radio controller typically used for short range, the kind of thing you get bundled with monster trucks in Maplins. I'm sure yours isn't.
Just a little clarification, I expect your 27mhz set simply takes AA cells in the transmitter. Many sets nowadays have the option for shrink wrapped cell packs to
plug in too.
For simplicity stick with AA batteries, any type will do for your transmitter,(Alkaline, NiCd, NiMh. A set of alkalines will last for loads of flights in the
transmitter, likewise 4 AA alkalines will do just fine for the receiver and last ages too. Model shops sell a 4 AA holder which will plug straight into your receiver.
If you go rechargeable go for Nickel Metal Hydride, they really are the dogs b's. You can get a pack including charger for about 14.99 UKP (Maplin, Argos etc)
These things are now getting very common and are just about freezing NiCd rechargeables out. Charge capacity is going up all the time too, latest NiMH's I got
are 2300 maH AA's, phenomenal for an AA battery.
Going more exotic: Model shops are now doing Lithium Polymer packs for receivers. They do need special chargers and some care in use. Their big advantage is
weight (4x AA about 100g Equivalent li-poly pack 30g).
I know I've repeated what others have said, but don't feel you have to jump straight into complex shrink wrapped packs and fancy rechargeables, I still use
simple duracells a lot and always have enough spares in my kit to fall back on should I find my fancy rechargeables aren't charged up. It is very easy to
accidentally leave a transmitter switched on and arrive somewhere with a flat NiCd pack and no quick way to charge. With Alkalines it's simply a stop at a
garage to buy more.
Simon
(back)

Re: RC questions from UK newbie
From: Pierre Lenfestey
Date: 7/5/2004
Time: 1:25:15 PM
Remote Name: 82.35.65.27

Comments
Thanks, again Simon.
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Having used NiMh with digital cameras I'm now in the mindset that anything electronic that I don't fully understand will only work for ten seconds with normal
alkaline batteries - what a fool!
I'll stick with the NiMh's and carry the alkalines as spares. Top tip.
(back)

Photographer's Rights
From: Scott Haefner
Date: 7/3/2004
Time: 9:04:04 PM
Remote Name: 68.126.193.203

Comments
I found a very interesting read that details our rights when taking pictures in public places (as we always are when we're KAPing) in the U.S. I wish I would have
been armed with this knowledge in past confrontations. See:
http://www.krages.com/ThePhotographersRight.pdf
Scott
(back)

Re: Photographer's Rights
From: Richard Amirault
Date: 7/6/2004
Time: 10:14:22 AM
Remote Name: 146.115.58.99

Comments
Nice article, but I knew all that already.
However insiting on your "legal right" to photograph can get you into trouble ... especially in todays post 9/11 society.
While there are remedies (court action) for being harrased, detained and/or intefered with while shooting photographs .. do you *really* want to go thru all that
????
A story .... I wanted to photograph (in stereo) a sewage treatment plant near Boston last year. The plant is on an island that has road access. Previously the entire
island was "off limits" but the last few years they built a public park around the perimiter of the island with nice paved walkways and benches.
At the very tip of the island (inside the facility fence) there are a half dozen very striking, egg shaped treatment 'buildings' 40 or 50 ft in height. That is what I
wanted to photograph. I had to walk all the way there (about a half mile) and during the walk a security guard noticed me carrying my equipment (I needed a
tripod for this shot) and gave me "the eye" but didn't say anything.
When I got to the tip, I setup my equipment and started shooting. Shortly a security guard drove over to where I was and talked to me thru the fence. He told me
not to shoot anymore pics. Rather than get in a big hassle I packed up everything and walked back to my car.
I *knew* he didn't have any authority to stop me (unless I was inside the perimeter/fence of the facility ... and I was not) but I didn't want to deal with the hassle.
I have also wanted to shoot KAP of the John F. Kennedy Library here on the Boston waterfront ... but after 9/11 I gave up that possiblity also (never even tried
that one)
Richard in Boston, MA, USA
(back)

Re: Photographer's Rights
From: Richard Amirault
Date: 7/8/2004
Time: 10:45:02 AM
Remote Name: 146.115.58.99

Comments
I should note that for us this mean very little if the person(s) who object to our activity tell us that there is "no kite flying allowed" instead of "no photography
allowed".
I do not believe that there is a legal "right" to fly kites similar to the legal "right" to take photographs ... but then I'm no lawyer.
However, if there are no "NO kiteflying" signs posted in the area (like there are on certain beaches on Cape Cod here in Massachusetts) then you have some
argument to say that you *can* fly.
Richard in Boston, MA, USA
(back)
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Re: Photographer's Rights
From: Frank Louwers (frankDOTlouwersATaltinaDOTcx)
Date: 7/4/2004
Time: 1:06:06 AM
Remote Name: 194.78.199.68

Comments
Hi Scott,
Indeed an interesting and useful one page article! Thanks for pointing it out!
Frank Louwers (Belgium)
(back)

Back from KAPiSco
From: Carl Bigras
Date: 6/28/2004
Time: 12:07:30 PM
Remote Name: 198.103.196.130

Comments
Simon & Lyn I can not find the right words to describe our great enjoyment Nicole and I have had over the past 2 weeks, pre., during and post KAPiSco.
The time the two of you have spent preparing this magnificent tour was well worth it.
Being with KAP friends, always a laugh and never a dull moment.
Working together, learning from each other, discussing issues on the road and repairing rigs in between meals.
Working in the cultural heritage sector, I now have a better understanding and a good appreciation for Scottish history.
Having to do it all over again, I wouldn't change a thing.
It was also nice to meet Patrick & Marilyn, Peter and James.
I raise my glass to you all. Carl
(back)

WIRELESS BURGLAR ALARM SYSTEM
From: K.Parizad
Date: 6/28/2004
Time: 2:31:29 AM
Remote Name: 213.207.252.7

Comments
SUB: WIRELESS BURGLAR ALARM SYSTEM INQUIRY: 83968
Dear Sirs
We feel pleasure to introduce ourselves as well established trading and service firm active in import and distribution of alarm and security systems in IRAN.
We shall highly appreciate to urgently receive your catalogues of all systems you deal for export to our below address:
No. 13 Toopchi Alley,Sohrevardi St. P.O.BOX.: 15875/4587 TEHRAN ÝIRAN Tel: 0098-21-8506080 Fax: 0098-21-8763625 E-mail: info@iranplast.com
We also pleased to inform you that if your quality and prices approved by our company we shall place regular container orders.
Await your reply. Thanks and best regards. K.Parizad.
(back)

KAP in Germany
From: Yvan
Date: 6/27/2004
Time: 1:28:22 AM
Remote Name: 212.239.225.6

Comments
Hi, a question for the KAPers from Germany. In a few weeks, me, my wife and the kids are going to Feldberg (Schwarzwald, Blackforrest) in Germany. Cause
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I'm living at the coast, and the wind conditions are most of the time good, I was woundering how the conditions are in Germany and preferably in that area. If
anyone of you could give me some advice, I would be very pleased.
Tnx in advance,
Yvan.
(back)

Re: KAP in Germany
From: Ralf
Date: 6/28/2004
Time: 3:36:52 PM
Remote Name: 193.158.191.207

Comments
Hi Yvan, most KAPers in Germany are living in the north or west. To do KAP in Germany means to get the right time of the day if the wind is not perfect. No we
have summer and we have a lot of thermik, meaning unstaedy winds. In the late afternoon the wind is normaly more stable and more equal and good for KAP.
Than you can use the equipment Peter was telling you. Have a nice trip Ralf
(back)

Re: KAP in Germany
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 6/27/2004
Time: 2:32:46 PM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
Inland hilly Germany. Take your light wind equipment. A big light framed kite and a rig that only is equiped with what is realy needed. Try to fly the kite before
you attach the rig. In the hills/mountains the wind is really different than on a beach!
Happy holidays,
Peter
(back)

Unsolved URL Mystery
From: David Hunt
Date: 6/25/2004
Time: 10:37:23 PM
Remote Name: 69.34.126.53

Comments
I recently visted http://www.jjmiro.com/ which is, or was Spanish KAPer J.J. Miro's web site, and found one of the pages from my web site
http://www.kaper.us/eastmeetswest.html actually it if from the old fortunecity site.
I Jose's email address (jjmiro1@hotmail.com) is not valid so I have been unable to contact him.
This doesn't bother me that this page also shows up at this address, but it sure puzzles me.
David Hunt
(back)

I am totaly now with KAP
From: itay meshel- Israel
Date: 6/24/2004
Time: 4:04:35 PM
Remote Name: 82.166.188.176

Comments
I am a kite builder for a few years now. I would like to begin using KAP with my Olympus C-4000 ZOOM Digital Camera. can anyone tell my if there is rig for it
that I can buy on the net. Thanks Peace Itay
(back)

Re: I am totaly now with KAP
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From: Frank Louwers (frankDOTlouwersATaltinaDOTcx)
Date: 6/26/2004
Time: 6:27:10 AM
Remote Name: 194.78.199.68

Comments
Hi Itay,
I happen to have an excellent 2 axis rig which I do not use at the moment anymore. I built it in carbon fibre and high end servo's and I am sure the Olympus C400 Zoom would fit nicely. Drop me an email if you would be interested.
Best regards, Frank Louwers (Belgium)
(back)

Re: I am totaly now with KAP
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 6/25/2004
Time: 6:36:18 AM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
I think the BBKK is the kit to build your rig. It can work with or without radio control. And it is very easy to assemble. Take a look at this page:
http://www.kapshop.com/bbkk/BBKK.html
Peter
(back)

My 1st shooting with a video downlink.
From: Yvan
Date: 6/24/2004
Time: 6:21:15 AM
Remote Name: 194.78.200.167

Comments
Hi,
I mounted for the 1st time a videodownlink on my rig. Wow, it's like having a third eye. I must say that the real art of kaping is still working on the feeling, but
such a videodownlink is very handy if you have to do some object Photography, like I do now for the sand sculpture in my area this year (check
www.birdseye.be). You can see small movie of the camera during the 1st shooting with the videodownlink at this link:
http://www.birdseye.be/video/video_fotosession.htm The movie is not so clear, cause it was very cloudy and the wind was not stable.
Yvan.
(back)

Radio control mix n' match
From: Pierre Lenfestey
Date: 6/24/2004
Time: 5:30:19 AM
Remote Name: 82.35.65.27

Comments
I'm looking at upgrading to an RC rig, but I need some clarification.
I don't want to spend much, so the options seem to be: 1) buy a two channel system and an extra servo in order to give me more than just two servo actions - as
per Christian in his excellent article in AE 3.1. But do two channel systems suffer in terms of range & signal strength because they are cheaper? 2) go on ebay and
try to piece together a system. My problem here is that I am unsure about compatability issues - to buy a full system on ebay is nearly the same price as a new one
(with the advantage that the new one will have no wear and tear or battery useage). Can anyone suggest a site which addresses the issues of component
compatability, ie transmitters with particular recievers, receivers with servos.
Many thanks
(back)

Re: Radio control mix n' match
From: Dave Mitchell
Date: 6/24/2004
Time: 6:01:58 AM
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Remote Name: 80.177.153.149

Comments
Pierre - I think you're in the UK - if not this might not be so relevant.
My own KAP gear is a old Sanwa/Irvine Conquest Mk II system (35MHz FM) that I bought in the late 1980s for use with R/C gliders. I paid around 100 pounds
for Tx, Rx, nicads, crystals and 4 servos. I've since upgraded the nicads but otherwise it suits me fine.
Such systems come up on Ebay all the time. As I write this there's one (TX, RX, 2 servos) at 16.5 pounds with 7 hours to go - see
http://cgi.ebay.co.uk/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=1200&item=5904911460&rd=1
You should be able to get a old, but working system for 50 pounds or less this way.
I would not buy a 27MHz AM system (new or second hand) because they're less reliable, prone to interference and limited to 2 channels (though you can get
round this - see SDimon H's web-site for example).
I also wouldn't buy bits from different manufacturers. Servos are interchangeable, but the plugs that fit into the receiver differ between Sanwa and Futuba for
example.
I've bought a second Sanwa TX (to customise) for 12 pounds and 2 servos (for a second rig) for 6 pounds on Ebay this year.
Dave
(back)

Re: Radio control mix n' match
From: Pierre Lenfestey
Date: 6/24/2004
Time: 9:31:08 AM
Remote Name: 82.35.65.27

Comments
Dave
I am indeed in the uk - which makes you a star player. Sound advice & thanks for the link
Nice one
(back)

Re: Radio control mix n' match
From: Simon H
Date: 6/24/2004
Time: 9:50:30 AM
Remote Name: 195.92.168.176

Comments
I've found it quite easy to pick up cheap 4ch 35mhz sets in the UK, for as low as 50 UKP without servo's or as part sets. Picking up the other bits can be quite
easy, model shops are forever splitting sets. Nowadays servos are fully cross compatible with each other ie JR, Sanwa, Futaba and Hitech are fully plug
compatible and can be used without any modifications. The most you might need to do is shave the shoulder off a plug.
I have a lot of bits and pieces which all mix and match no problem.
Whilst getting 3 functions from 2 channels is easy and I among others have written abouty it, the prices of 4ch systems is such that it can be just as cheap to pick
up one of those.
Simon.
PS KAPiSco ended sucessfully - KAP at 21 of 29 sites visited. Weather great in first part of week, patchy towards end, but always good enough. I took 3 cd's full
of photos...
(back)

Re: Radio control mix n' match
From: Pierre Lenfestey
Date: 7/3/2004
Time: 2:46:46 PM
Remote Name: 82.35.65.27

Comments
Simon
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Thanks very much fro the ponters and apologies for not posting this earlier - what you have written has given me alot more confidence in purchasing.
(back)

Applique
From: James Carroll
Date: 6/23/2004
Time: 6:13:27 PM
Remote Name: 213.177.240.137

Comments
I plan to make an 8ft rokkaku for KAP. I am getting more confident now that I have built a few kites and I would like to go that little bit extra with my next
project.
Can anyone point me at a website that describes applique work for kites.
TIA
James
(back)

Re: Applique
From: Yvan
Date: 6/24/2004
Time: 6:02:28 AM
Remote Name: 194.78.200.167

Comments
Hi James, I'm planning to build this Roc... http://www.xs4all.nl/~pdj/rok.htm
But I haven't found the time yet :-)
B.regards
yvan http://www.birdseye.be
(back)

Applique
From: James Carroll
Date: 6/23/2004
Time: 6:13:04 PM
Remote Name: 213.177.240.137

Comments
I plan to make an 8ft rokkaku for KAP. I am getting more confident now that I have built a few kites and I would like to go that little bit extra with my next
project.
Can anyone point me at a website that describes applique work for kites.
TIA
James
(back)

UK Newbie In Need of Help/Advice
From: Chris Butterfield
Date: 6/19/2004
Time: 3:47:41 AM
Remote Name: 217.137.140.54

Comments
Kamikaze Rokakku
Dear Forum,
IÝm new to KAP, and only just getting back into kite flying after a 15 year layoff. The last kite was built by my grandfather for my mother and passed onto me
when I was a child. It was one of the classic diamond style kites, and flew with a single line attached directly to the kite.
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Anyway I finally ordered a Rokakku last week from a respectable mail order dealer here in the UK. The kite arrived this morning and I set it up as per the
manufacturers limited directions (HQ Kites in Germany) stated. But when I took it to the local park even in a stiff breeze it would fly no higher than 8ft, and
every time it took to the air it would start to rotate followed by a kamikaze dive into the ground. Has anyone any idea on what could be wrong, has anyone
experienced this before?
Regards,
Chris Lincoln, UK. aviationtapes@yahoo.com
(back)

Re: UK Newbie In Need of Help/Advice
From: Frank Louwers (frankDOTlouwersATaltinaDOTcx)
Date: 6/19/2004
Time: 8:58:54 AM
Remote Name: 194.78.199.68

Comments
Hi Chris,
Rokkaku's are very good and very stable fliers (normally), but the bridling must be right. Once that is done, you won't have any problems any more. Over their
wind range, you might have to adjust the bridle point a bit, but not much. It could very well be that HQ sells the Rok as a fighter and then bridling is such that is
_is_ instable!
Generally with a Rokkaku, if it fails to climb you have to shift the bridle point higher, if it starts to fly erratically, then lower. If there is less wind, bridle point up
for a little more lift, if there is more wind, down a little for more stability. So in your case, I would say start by shifting the bridle point higher, bit by bit, try half
inches first, then even less for fine tuning. By shifting up or higher, I mean more towards the forward and upper point of the Rok. I suppose you have a four point
bridle and that the two upper lines come together in a ring and likewise the two lower ones, and that a piece of string is attached between those two rings. The
towing ring (onto which you attach your kite line) is then sitting on this piece of string with a lark's head. It is only this final ring you have to slide forward or
backwards.
You should also 'bow' the two horizontal sticks of your Rokkaku enough. Usually for KAP sizes (5 to 8 feet vertical stick), the bowing will be about 4 inches. You
can eventually lessen the front bow a bit in very light winds. If you have a six point bridle, then your bowing amount is of course pre-determined and should
always be the same!
Once you have found the bridling position for stable flying, mark the position of the towing ring on the piece of string as a reference. (Do likewise with your two
bowing strings.) Once a good position found and marked, you will notice you seldom have to slide your towing ring more than an inch, even less. At least on my
Rok's ;-) Using a double lark's head will avoid the shifting of the towing ring in your kite bag.
Don't despair, I had exactly the same thing when I started KAPping 14 years ago! On my first flight the bridling was wrong, the Rok crashed and I broke a stick.
I had to have a new one sent to me, but immediately I tried a Greens Stratoscope I also had in my bag and so got my first pictures ever. Many more followed, you
will love KAPping!
Don't hesitate to ask more questions here, there are quite a few very knowledgeable and helpful people around.
Best regards,
Frank Louwers (Belgium)
(back)

Re: UK Newbie In Need of Help/Advice
From: Christian
Date: 6/19/2004
Time: 11:28:26 PM
Remote Name: 83.152.109.17

Comments
Franck, your answer will be a reference! Remember that wind action is much stronger on the top half of the kite than on the lower part. For stable flights of
Rokkaku in strong winds, be sure that the half top part of the mast is extremely strong, and don't bend. When using bamboo, this part must be the bigger end.
Then, the lower spar must always be bowed more than the upper one will do in the stronger gusts. It means the lower spar must be bowed accordingly. It is also
advisable to set a smaller diameter rod for the lower spar, or to use glass fiber rod if the upper one is carbon fiber. Enjoy kites and kaping!
(back)

KAPiSco
From: Simon H
Date: 6/18/2004
Time: 11:44:19 AM
Remote Name: 195.92.168.177

Comments
Hi all, we've left James and are now heading north to the Orkney Isles. Having a superb trip, today was our least succesfull as we only managed one flight. Scott
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has some world beating bubble panos taken and we've been to some great locations. Good adventures for the websites.
Check out here and my site for more in next few days.
Simon
Ps I've lost weight due to stress - it's like herding cats trying to get KAPpers onto a bus at a paticular time!
(back)

Re: KAPiSco
From: Carlo Didier
Date: 6/25/2004
Time: 4:06:11 AM
Remote Name: 194.154.218.196

Comments
KAPiSco: So where are your pictures? Where's your report? C'mon, give it to us! I wanna have real reasons for being sad at not having been able to attend ...
(back)

Re: KAPiSco
From: Simon H
Date: 6/29/2004
Time: 10:13:01 AM
Remote Name: 195.92.168.174

Comments
My "report" is in preparation at the moment - a lot to write, a lot of pictures to make web viewable, a lot of stuff to do. But it is part written, I'm hoping to get
KAP pictures from the others too plus I'm having a few days break at work! What I can say for sure is - watch out for Scott's bubble pano's. I think we all got some great pictures, but it was more
than that.
Be patient !
Simon
(back)

Re: KAPiSco
From: james@gentlesSPAM.info
Date: 6/18/2004
Time: 1:08:21 PM
Remote Name: 80.229.25.24

Comments
Many Thanks Simon for Herding Cats! Your doing a GREAT job. Thats for facilitating this event and giving me new friends and a lot more KAP experience.
Whilst I'm sure Simon will have more time to put a PROPER gallery of the event on-line when the event is over there is a taster from Scott Haefner and myself at
http://www.gentles.info/KAP/KAPiSCO/index.htm
James
(back)

Re: KAPiSco
From: Carlo Didier
Date: 6/18/2004
Time: 1:20:04 PM
Remote Name: 213.135.237.39

Comments
Oh, I forgot: Great pictures James! Can't wait to see those from the other folks, especially Scotts'
(back)

Re: KAPiSco
From: Carlo Didier
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Date: 6/18/2004
Time: 1:18:08 PM
Remote Name: 213.135.237.39

Comments
Grrrrrr... I hate you. Because you could attend! How I wished I was there now! Knowing Simon, it's bound to be a great event. If only I had had the money to
participate. I'm a Scotland freak and that makes it hurt double, especially as I know most of the places Simon shows you but I never got around doing KAP there.
But wait, next year I'll be in Scotland for 4 weeks again ...
(back)

Re: KAPiSco
From: brooks Leffler
Date: 6/18/2004
Time: 2:26:10 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.2.23

Comments
(back)

Re: KAPiSco
From: Brooks Leffler
Date: 6/18/2004
Time: 2:29:16 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.2.23

Comments
I share Carlo's anguish -- having a wonderful time, wish I were there. How about a who's who on the next group shot? For example, who's that skinny, frenetic
looking mountain of a guy on the right?
(back)

Re: KAPiSco
From: james@gentlesSPAM.info
Date: 6/18/2004
Time: 3:06:58 PM
Remote Name: 80.229.25.24

Comments
Thanks for the comments. Can I just say that these are a very few of the varied locations that Simon had organised, from ancient castles & follys, through
engineering marvels, to Oil Rigs.
I'm afraid the pictures will only get better when some of the "full timers" get back to base and up-load their gems.
James
(back)

Motors and servos
From: Pierre Lenfestey
Date: 6/17/2004
Time: 7:45:11 AM
Remote Name: 82.35.65.27

Comments
I have recently modified a Mustek Gsmart mini 3 as per Peter Bennings great little low cost digital approach - see http://www.benlo.com/kap/. Thanks for that,
Peter.
So now I have a tiny camera with an miniscule electronic shutter release and intervalometer combined - one which needs no external power source to boot.
Here is my next problem - I want to modify a motor to give me a slow & continuous pan, so that the camera will take images while contantly going round and
round.
I have only a very basic grasp of electronics and have tried to use a small DC motor. If I gear it down to give a slow pan, the gearbox will be huge and unwieldly.
If I add a resistor to the circuit there doesn't seem to be enough power to run the motor. This is obviously a low cost approach, so tell me: 1) Should I be using a
servo instead of a simple DC motor, or if not , what should I use? 2) What differentiates a servo from a standard brush motor 3) Who's got a site dealing with this
- there must be someone.
Thanks for the help and congratulations on a wonderful site.
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(back)

Re: Motors and servos
From: Frank Louwers (frankDOTlouwersATaltinaDOTcx)
Date: 6/17/2004
Time: 4:18:36 PM
Remote Name: 194.78.199.68

Comments
Hi Pierre,
You could also use a wormwheel + gear wheel. Lego has them in some of their building kits if I recall well, as do several hobbyshops. Great reduction in compact
package. My first rig (non radio controlled) used that and it worked great!
Good luck, and wellcome to a great hobby.
Frank Louwers (Belgium)
(back)

Re: Motors and servos
From: Brooks Leffler
Date: 6/17/2004
Time: 9:09:01 AM
Remote Name: 216.228.2.23

Comments
At www.hobby-lobby.com, there is a nifty, inexpensive gearmotor (made in Britain) with gear ratios adjustable from 4:1 to 4096:1. It's not tiny and compact, but
not too bulky and heavy either. Part # HLH7917.
I just checked online, and they've added other gearmotors as well. See http://www.hobby-lobby.com/gearbox.htm
(back)

Re: Motors and servos
From: Pierre Lenfestey
Date: 6/17/2004
Time: 10:33:34 AM
Remote Name: 82.35.65.27

Comments
Thanks, Brooks, I'll look for one over here (UK).
BTW bought a copy of AE on cd - can't keep away from it (much to my wife's dismay) - many thanks.
(back)

Re: Motors and servos
From: Christian
Date: 6/17/2004
Time: 5:10:13 PM
Remote Name: 83.155.23.192

Comments
To get unexpensive, light, geared motor, you have to get an old camcorder, and recover the zoom lens motors. It weights about 10 grams, works fine with 6V
battery. Several of my rigs are built with such ones. The rig needs to run between 8 to 12 seconds per turn. A last wheel with 1/10 reduction usually does it fine.
See my web site http://www.becot.info
(back)

Re: Motors and servos
From: Pierre Lenfestey
Date: 6/19/2004
Time: 3:13:11 AM
Remote Name: 82.35.65.27

Comments
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Thank you all. Very helpful - I'll post up a site as soon as I've some more images. And there will be more, I' hooked.
(back)

KAPiSCO Update
From: james@gentlesSPAM.info
Date: 6/16/2004
Time: 2:02:36 PM
Remote Name: 80.229.25.24

Comments
Just to say that I joined the KAPiSCO crew today. They have been flying every day this week, with good wind and weather. Maybe not wall to wall sunshine, but
good enough for flying some unusual places every day. Today we visited the Falkirk Wheel http://www.gentles.info/KAP/Gallery/2004/ , but thats my general
gallery so specifically http://www.gentles.info/KAP/Gallery/2004/Falkirk-Wheel.jpg. Great fun, and quite a challenge, having 5 KAPpers all in a confined space.
Off to the highlands of Scotland tomorrow, I'll report again at the weekend...
James
(back)

R/C Blimp Guts good for KAP Rig?
From: wwwigz@aol.com
Date: 6/14/2004
Time: 2:56:15 PM
Remote Name: 81.153.9.217

Comments
Hi, total novice, but I have been iterested in doing something for a while now. I really want to build my own rig, and have what I think is a 3 channel R/C
Transmitter, the Servo's might be tiny, but I havn't ripped it apart yet. I have a basic - but limited understanding of electronics etc... And my question is: Can I
use the transmitter,and servo's from the Blimp kit? Should I, and can I, replace the servo's with beiiger ones? Any help would be great. MAny thanks Andy
(back)

Re: R/C Blimp Guts good for KAP Rig?
From: Ralf Beutnagel
Date: 6/14/2004
Time: 3:51:09 PM
Remote Name: 193.158.191.109

Comments
Hi, I do a lot of indoor-kiting beside KAP. And I saw much RC-blimps on festivals. They use the same RC-technic as we KAPers, all stuff compatible to 'normal'
RC-equipment. On the other hand there are some "all inclusiv toy-blimps" on the market. Because these toy is still designed to fly in your room the transmitter
could have not a high range and could be not good for KAP. So please tell us a little bit more about your blimp, it would help us. MfG from Germany Ralf
(back)

Re: R/C Blimp Guts good for KAP Rig?
From:
Date: 6/15/2004
Time: 2:51:15 AM
Remote Name: 81.153.9.217

Comments
Hi Ralph, thanks for the reply. The Blimp I own is what you call a toy blimp..for use inside only. Its made by traco, and their website:
http://www.plantraco.com/product_tri.html
Without even looking at the spec, I probably agree that this wont get enough range...shame, but I will still take a closer look at the electronics and size of the
servo's.
I know you live in Germany, but can you suggest somewhere in the UK to buy reasonably priced R/C transmitters that are good for KAP? Any reccomendations
for a beginner? Thanks Andy
(back)

Re: R/C Blimp Guts good for KAP Rig?
From: Andrea Casalboni
Date: 6/16/2004
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Time: 2:03:44 PM
Remote Name: 213.45.150.181

Comments
Hi I've It you can lift only a 9V battery and a micro transmitter and micro camera. This blimp use 3 micro motors, it looks like the motors inside a micro servo
like Hitec 101.
(back)

Re: R/C Blimp Guts good for KAP Rig?
From: Dave Mitchell
Date: 6/15/2004
Time: 4:42:23 AM
Remote Name: 80.177.153.149

Comments
Take a look on ebay.co.uk. There are always second-hand R/C kits for sale there at reasonable prices. For example this http://cgi.ebay.co.uk/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?
ViewItem&category=2563&item=5904128457&rd=1 is currently at 15 pounds (10 pounds postage)with 3 days to go and because it's an old radio will probably
end up at under 40 - for transmitter, receiver, charger, 5 servos, nicads and crystals. There are plenty of others there too. I recently bought 2 servos for 6 pounds
(inc postage) and a working transmitter (with nicad) for 18 pounds (inc postage).
For KAP in the UK a 35Mhz FM radio is what you'll need. There's no need to go for the modern computer radios or special servos, so second-hand equipment
will do you fine.
Dave
(back)

Re: R/C Blimp Guts good for KAP Rig?
From: Wigz
Date: 6/15/2004
Time: 11:18:45 AM
Remote Name: 217.43.3.117

Comments
Hi Dave, thanks for the reply. And the info! I've taken a look at ebay, but just searched on transmitter, didnt see this one. I was gonna shell out aprx Ý50 for just
the transmitter, but seeing as though I only need 3 channels/functions then a cheaper one will do!
Thanks for the tip Dave..I rather like the look of the item you showed me, and will probably bid on it, but not before I take another 'renewed' look around.
Thanks for the help once more...I will probably be posting here in the future...
Wigz
(back)

Tips for beginner
From: Mathias
Date: 6/12/2004
Time: 5:16:20 PM
Remote Name: 212.181.26.68

Comments
I'm not new to photography, but I'm a complete newbie om KAP. What kind of equipment shold I start with? Which kite should I use etc? Is the Brooxes Basic
KAP Kit a good start rig (see the news on the start page)?
(back)

Re: Tips for beginner
From: Brooks Leffler
Date: 6/12/2004
Time: 9:09:30 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.2.23

Comments
I suggest reading David Hunt's KAPer magazine at http://www.kaper.us/ as a good way to get started. He has suggestions for less expensive ways to start kapping
than my kit, and there are others online. After reading what he has to offer, then consider whether you want to go with radio-control, and if so, my kit might be a
good way to begin.
I'd also suggest searching the archives on this page -- lots of others have asked your question.
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bgl
(back)

Re: Tips for beginner
From: Yvan
Date: 6/12/2004
Time: 10:37:27 PM
Remote Name: 83.134.89.228

Comments
And if you plan to build a rig of your own. I can suggest to collect some broken household stuff like an old VCR or a broken juicer. Open them and collect the
gears and interresting plastic parts. Maybe they become usefull when you start building your rig.
Yvan.
(back)

Good size for a Rokkaku ?
From: Yvan
Date: 6/9/2004
Time: 5:58:56 AM
Remote Name: 194.78.200.167

Comments
Hi,
A few weeks ago, I started building my first kite... a Rokkaku. It's a small one because I first wanted to learn the different stitches. Yesterday I did a test flight and
it flies very good and stable. Now I want to build a bigger model for KAP, but I haven't any idea what size to take. I heared a 8 sq. feet Rok equals a 12 sq. feet
Delta. Is that right? Now I'm using a 13.5 sq.feet delta alike kite (an Ostend bird). for wind ranges between 2 and 4 Bft. Can somebody advice a good size for a
Rokkaku to fly in this windrange?
Tnx. in advance for the help.
Yvan.
(back)

Re: Good size for a Rokkaku ?
From: Frank Louwers (frankDOTlouwersATaltinaDOTcx)
Date: 6/9/2004
Time: 1:40:28 PM
Remote Name: 194.78.199.68

Comments
Hi Yvan,
I am not exactly sure about your figures, maybe a mix-up between length's and surfaces. You probably heard speaking about a 8 _foot_ rok, meaning the length
of the vertical stick, and that is a good (if somewhat large) possible size for KAP. I have two Rokkaku's: one is 7.5 ft x 6.3 ft (2.29x1.93 mÝ) and 38 sqft (3.53 mÝ)
, the smaller one is 6 ft x 5 ft (1.83x1.52mÝ) and 24 sqft (2.23 mÝ).
I remember your rig is not heavy, and so I reckon my big rok could lift your rig from about force 2 (Beaufort) till about 3 to 4. Above 5 it will still fly, but it will
pull out your arms. My smaller rok would lift your rig as soon as it is blowing a good 3 and above. I do know I had my big rok built for me by Kevin Shannon
with some modifications to make it lighter (and still strong), so a normal rok of similar size might need a bit more minimum wind. As a matter of fact I have two
of those 7.5 ft rok's from Kevin, with the second one even a bit lighter. I also often use a Hagaman parafoil, 22 sqft (2.04 mÝ) instead of the smaller rok, and a
Peter Lynn Pilot for very low wind (but the difference with the light large rok is small). I also have a triangle Brooks Box kite (and this is not the Brooks we all
know ;-) ) that flies even in a force 7 or more. To be honest, 60 to 70% is with the big roks and 35 to 25% with either the small rok or the parafoil.
Of course this is just my opinion, but I happen to like roks for KAP. There are other very interesting kites out there, like Ralph Beutnagel's Dopero's and the
kites Christian Becot builds!
Best regards,
Frank Louwers (Belgium)
(back)

Re: Good size for a Rokkaku ?
From: Christian
Date: 6/9/2004
Time: 2:48:48 PM
Remote Name: 83.155.163.125
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Comments
Despite many commercial ads and so-called technical datas on kites, there are very, very few kites been able to fly under 3 m/s, and I have never seen a kite flying
in winds under 2.5 m/s apart stunt kites and small kites such as fighter kites. A normal rokkaku kite needs a minimum 3 m/s wind. As force 2 winds range from
1,6 to 3,3 m/s, and force 3 ranges from 3,4 to 5,4 m/s, it shoud be better considered that a rokkaku is flying force 3 winds and over. Under 3 m/s is usually
considered by kiters as a "zero" wind condition. I always use meter/second unit as the only international standard unit for scientific use, which is easy to convert
in any unit you are used to. There have been already many comments given on light wind kites for kap. It could be advised to size rokkaku 5 mÝ for 3 to 4 m/s
winds, 3 mÝ for 4 to 6 m/s, and 2 mÝ over 6 m/s Also remember that light winds will bring more flight troubles you will have to be prepared to: wind changing
direction (sometimes opposite in a few minutes), regular lack of wind, thermic winds, running upwards as well as downwards, etc.. I strongly recommend to fit an
"anti-thermic" loop on the bridle.
(back)

Re: Good size for a Rokkaku ?
From: Yvan
Date: 6/10/2004
Time: 9:16:27 PM
Remote Name: 83.134.89.94

Comments
Thanks for the help Frank and Christian. You're replies are very helpfull. Now I can start buidling my 1st real KAP Rok !
(back)

Monitor for video downlink, revisited
From: Frank Louwers (frank.louwers@altina.cx)
Date: 6/7/2004
Time: 2:02:14 PM
Remote Name: 194.78.199.68

Comments
Hi all,
Recently there was a question here about video downlink monitors and possible alternatives. I looked around on the Internet and came up with a few possibilities.
I have not used (nor even seen) any of them, so cannot tell you more than I could gather here and there on the net.
1. The Micro Video Monocular from Nature Vision (USA), http://www.gamevu.com/home.html price 120 USD
This is a monochrome monocular small LCD monitor which you put to your eye for looking into it. The resolution is 320x240, seems to come in a NTSC version
only, and is claimed to be daylight viewable. You plug your video cable from your receiver directly into it. It is small, lightweight and seems quite handy. It looks
the modern equivalent of Christian Becot's suggestion to use a viewfinder from an older videocam.
2. The Eyetop glasses from Inginio (France), http://www.eyetop.net/products/eyetop/solutions.php price 417 EUR or cheaper discounted e.g.
http://datavisioncomputer.com/webapp/commerce/command/ProductDisplay?prrfnbr=1236402&prmenbr=2000 price 300 USD.
This is a pair of sunglasses with a tiny colour LCD monitor built-in and visible in your peripheral vision, so that you can continue to watch the real world outside.
The resolution is 320x240 and it is NTSC and PAL compatible. There is also a model with stereo earplugs incorporated. The glasses are wired to a small box on
your belt with the batteries and into which you plug your video cable from your receiver. There is a version with the monitor at your right eye and one where it
sits at the left eye. It seems important to have it in front of your dominant eye! Full daylight compatibility is claimed, but they also have a "camera bellow for
Eyetop's LCD screen. Ý for enhancing the readability of the screen in bright sunlight".
3. The Eyeglasses Mounted Display from Kern (Germany), http://212.227.3.27/kern/Neu/produkte/d100/d100_25430.htm price 970(!) EUR.
This is along the same principle as the Eyetop glasses, but there are _two_ colour micro displays, one in front of each eye. As the resolution is also higher,
480x360, those must be more comfortable to wear (but at a hefty price!). The unit is NTSC and PAL compatible. I talked with these people and they told me the
unit works very well in daylight, but that the image might be somewhat more difficult to see when the sun is either straight ahead or behind you.
4. The MicroOptical range of products, http://www.microopticalcorp.com/Products/video.html#CV1 price unknown (but look down the page at
http://www.inition.co.uk/inition/product_hmd_microoptical_products.htm !!!)
Again a very interesting range of products along the same ideas, but if we are to believe the UK web site (their distributor?) very expensive! NTSC standard, PAL
a (paying) option.
In working with a video downlink it looks to me as if 2 major problems hamper my use of it. -I have not taken any of my pictures with video so far although I
have a working system.- One is the visibility of the monitor in bright sunlight. Using a hood is a possibility but seriously limits your mobility and increases the
possibility of the kite line (or your arms, head...) hooking onto yet one more thing. These systems here seem to cope well to very well with this aspect. The second
one is "do you still see/watch your kite/rig/environment when you are busy staring into your monitor? I find this an important safety aspect of our hobby. The
first system improves on this I think because you probably bring the unit only now and then to your eye, and when you do, you have at least your head still in the
direction of your kite (probably?). The other systems, if they work as advertised, should be much better even as you can continue to watch your environment the
whole time. I have no idea how my brain would cope with the two images: the reality and the virtual one floating somewhere in my peripheral vision?
I think micro LCD's/displays/monitors are gaining momentum: many digicams are starting to use them, and I have an idea some of the products mentioned here
use the same micro displays (check Kopin's page...). These products will probably get cheaper as more are made/integrated and competition increases. So maybe
it is time for me to think about video downlinking again... I would tend to go Eyetops, as the idea appeals to me, they have PAL (I am in Europe) and are not too
expensive -but that is relative ;-)
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Well, just some ideas and questions thought out loud. Anybody with more thoughts or actual experience with those devices, please chime in!
Best regards, watch that kite
Frank Louwers (Belgium)
(back)

Re: Monitor for video downlink, revisited
From: Yvan
Date: 6/10/2004
Time: 9:12:54 PM
Remote Name: 83.134.89.94

Comments
Now we are in the subject, Yesterday I received my wireless camera (http://www.ajoka.com). I attached the receiver with my videocam and de imagequality was
awesome. I tried it on a distance of app. 50 mtrs and the quality was still very good.
Unfortunately I smoked out the receiver when I attached it on the battery of the transmitter. I already ordered a new receiver with a li-on battery pack this time.
Now the next step is to try one of this glasses :-)
(back)

Re: Monitor for video downlink, revisited
From: Steven
Date: 9/15/2005
Time: 12:57:52 AM
Remote Name: 218.17.77.202

Comments
I also got one (http://www.chinavasion.com). It is working 100m with a very clear video.
Maybe one day they can reach some kilometers ;)
(back)

Re: Monitor for video downlink, revisited
From: Ivan Merkel
Date: 8/3/2005
Time: 7:22:27 AM
Remote Name: 218.18.116.133

Comments
I also just received a new wireless camera from http://www.chinavasion.com, but I got no problem with smoking the receiver ;-)
Do anybody know where to get these spy cameras with more the one camera?
Ivan
(back)

Re: Monitor for video downlink, revisited
From: Brooks Leffler
Date: 6/8/2004
Time: 10:12:12 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.2.23

Comments
When I first tried setting up a video viewing system, I bought a pair of video glasses. I used them once. Indoors, no problem. Outdoors, the only way I could see
anything was to stand under a tent and cover the eye from extraneous light.
The glasses were my first sale on eBay; I was pleased to get about half what I paid for them.
As to the monocular, that even more than normally makes the case for an additional arm when using video viewing. With a kite in one hand and controls in the
other, how will you bring the monocular up to your eye?
Ken Conrad's adaptation of a camcorder viewer is the best I've seen, but I haven't looked through it. I think I'd still like to see a really, truly bright TFT screen
that you could use in broad daylight without a hood, like those electronic billboards. Haven't found one yet.
(back)
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Re: Monitor for video downlink, revisited
From: John
Date: 11/14/2004
Time: 6:54:14 PM
Remote Name: 202.67.65.166

Comments
Hello, Can you please tell me where i can find information on this Ken Conrad and his viewer.
(back)

Re: Monitor for video downlink, revisited
From: Carl Bigras
Date: 6/9/2004
Time: 4:40:18 AM
Remote Name: 198.103.196.130

Comments
I saw and tried Ken's eyeglass monocular during KAPiCa02, it was a great piece of ingenuity, but I got dizzy very fast, my brain couldn't process the dual image
coming in. I'm on my second LCD TV. The first was a large bright 5.6" TFT screen, a nice black background and smooth glass. Also 750ma @ 12v. The second is
a 4" TFT screen with a greyish background and a matte glass, 550ma @ 12v. On both of them I used a discarded pop-up hood from a large format Linhoff 4x5
camera. Guess which one I can see myself in? Yes, the large one, a perfect mirror. The 4" one is better but not perfect. Blackwidowav.com is also selling those
Eyetop video glasses I guess the perfect world would be a brain implant, receive a video signal by wi-fi directly into the brain. Turn your head sideways and you
get re-runs of Gilligan's Island ;-)
Carl
(back)

Re: Monitor for video downlink, revisited
From: Simon H
Date: 6/9/2004
Time: 12:13:35 AM
Remote Name: 195.92.168.176

Comments
Over the years I've tried most of these type of systems and still tend to use no video. FOr glasses I had the Olympus eye trek. (These by the way are fantastic for
watching video/DVD a real cinematic experience.)For KAP they block too much vision and make you look like a cyborg.
I've various LCD and TFT LCD screens, handheld tv's they invariably are hard to see in daylight without a hood arrangement.
My best is a monocular made from a redundant video camera viewfinder. It attaches to my belt on a wire. When kite and camera are in position I cleat off the
kite, attach to my belt and use the monocular, as my rig controls are on my belt I don't have a shortage of hands. The reason I like this system is twofold. I don't
look like a cyborg using it, and I can look up at the kite with the spare eye which is vital in close quarters flying.
Only problem with my monodular is that it uses a tiny CRT which whilst being really bright does have some battery consumption, and requires its own separate
battery and receiver pack on my belt.
The Gamevu gizmo that Frank provided the link to is really interesting, if they could just combine that with a 2.4 ghz receiver in the same housing I'd be
ordering one today. Even as it is it looks like a superb bit of kit for a KAPper.
KAPiSco begins in just a few days, we're hoping to get some sort of journal onto my site either during or soon after the event. Wish us fair winds and a good trip!
Simon
(back)

Re: Monitor for video downlink, revisited
From: Simon S
Date: 6/8/2004
Time: 5:37:58 PM
Remote Name: 61.210.204.145

Comments
Thanks for providing some great information. I think the monocular looks very interesting. By the way why does pal/ntsc matter ? Can't all digital cameras
output both now ?
(back)
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Re: Monitor for video downlink, revisited
From: Frank Louwers (frankDOTlouwersATaltinaDOTcx)
Date: 6/10/2004
Time: 12:17:06 AM
Remote Name: 194.78.199.68

Comments
Hi Simon,
I don't know about NTSC/PAL possibilities of digicams, but if you use a small board mounted video camera (the microcameras just to link the view down,
independant of the camera for taking the actual picture)there I haven't seen any that have the dual capability: they are either PAL or NTSC.
Have a super KAPiSCO, I wish we could have come!
Frank Louwers (Belgium)
(back)

Re: Monitor for video downlink, revisited
From: Brooks Leffler
Date: 6/10/2004
Time: 9:11:17 AM
Remote Name: 216.228.2.23

Comments
On the other hand, does it matter whether it's PAL or NTSC if it's a closed system?
(back)

Re: Monitor for video downlink, revisited
From: Frank Louwers (frankDOTlouwersATaltinaDOTcx)
Date: 6/10/2004
Time: 4:44:39 PM
Remote Name: 194.78.199.68

Comments
No, but it is good to know with what system you'll stick! And I think it is generally a good idea to stick to your regional system for when you want to replace an
element: it is much easier to find a PAL monitor in Europe than a NTSC one. (And it would probably be very difficult to find a PAL one in the USA...). And if you
are in Europe on a NTSC video downlink system, and want to feed that to a video recorder you happen to have and most certain is a PAL recorder, then you will
probably regret not sticking to your regional system!This was BTW a classic "tourist mistake" many Europeans made coming back from a holiday in
Indonesia/Hong Kong/Singapore... and thinking they had made a super deal on a videocamera, only to discover they could not see the NTSC images on their PAL
TV sets! But Simon (and I discovered now he is not our KAPiSCO one) raised a good point, what do digicams put out? Brooks, does your digicam have a kind of
menu setting where you choose between PAL or NTSC?
Best regards,
Frank Louwers (Belgium)
(back)

Re: Monitor for video downlink, revisited
From: Christian
Date: 6/10/2004
Time: 5:29:00 PM
Remote Name: 83.154.138.66

Comments
Do not bother on the output video system of the digicams. Most of them, even the cheapest ones can set either PAL or NTSC in their setup menu.
(back)

Re: Monitor for video downlink, revisited
From: Brooks Leffler
Date: 6/10/2004
Time: 11:33:24 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.2.23

Comments
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I've checked four digicams regarding NTSC vs PAL:
The Pentax Optio and the Nikon 4300 can be manually set for either one; the Olympus D40Z is automatic. Only the Canon Powershot S100 is locked into the
format for the region in which it is sold -- but that may have changed in later, higher res models.
(back)

Re: Monitor for video downlink, revisited
From: Christian
Date: 6/9/2004
Time: 3:10:33 PM
Remote Name: 83.155.163.125

Comments
Some years ago, I had a small TV set,12x8x3cm, with LCD display, and had an home-made 6x6x7cm hood with a magnifying lens. When it failed working, I
recovered camcorder viewers, and now use them since many years. The kite line been tied somewhere, or the heavy reel with handles being held between my legs,
I have free hands to hold the pack assembly of the radio control, the video receiver and the viewer, and action them. The camcorder viewer is the only one really
usable in sunlight. Be advised that many of them works as well in NTSC and PAL. You can find more details and see some pictures of this on my web site:
www.becot.info
(back)

Site Spring cleaning
From: yvan
Date: 6/7/2004
Time: 5:35:54 AM
Remote Name: 194.78.200.167

Comments
Hi, i just finished the spring cleaning of my website.
http://www.birdseye.be
I programmed the site in Flash and XML and now it's easy to quickly add new images. If you have some time, please check it out and let me know if you have
some troubles viewing it.
Regards, Yvan.
(back)

Re: Site Spring cleaning
From: Brooks Leffler
Date: 6/7/2004
Time: 9:51:45 AM
Remote Name: 216.228.2.23

Comments
Happy Springtime, Yvan!
Your site is now not only one of the most beautiful, it's much more accessible, at least to me. Maybe that's because I have DSL now -- but it works very well, with
pictures loading quickly and audio throughout without interruption.
However, I was unable to see the pano images at all, in either format.
I'm using a G4 Mac with Flash and Java and 1.25 GB RAM and a DSL connection, (Right click and left click doesn't apply -- single button mouse.)
Also, some of your links are outdated. Truncate mine to http://homepage.mac.com/kyteman/ and change KAPer Magazine to http://www.kaper.us/
Oh yes--- lovely new aerial images on your site too! Congratulations!
(back)

Re: Site Spring cleaning
From: Yvan
Date: 6/8/2004
Time: 2:02:18 AM
Remote Name: 194.78.200.167

Comments
Hi Brooks,
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Thank you for checking my site. Indeed it's possible that you can't view the panorama cause the viewer works on the Java Virtual Machine engine for Windows
and I don't know it's the same for Mac. And on the other way, most Windows users don't like the Quicktime player. But I think I'm gonna remove this pic.
There's only one master in the 360Ý Aerial Photography and that's Scott. My Fisheye lens isn't good enough to give a sharp hires picture.
I also changed the links, thank you for letting me know.
Yvan.
(back)

Re: Site Spring cleaning
From: Scott Haefner
Date: 6/8/2004
Time: 5:40:24 PM
Remote Name: 68.126.185.31

Comments
Thank you for the recognition, but I must of course recognize Philo, who provided the inspiration as well as the technique.
BTW, I loaded your pano just fine on my Mac (10.3) in Mozilla Firefox. All OS X machines have Java Installed by default.
Scott http://scotthaefner.com/kap/
(back)

Re: Site Spring cleaning
From: Frank Louwers (frank.louwers@altina.cx)
Date: 6/7/2004
Time: 1:32:52 PM
Remote Name: 194.78.199.68

Comments
Hi Yvan and Brooks,
Yes wonderful site! I do not have the problems Brooks reports: the 360Ý works (Win 2000 and IE 6.0).
I had the pleasure of sharing with Yvan and with Michel Clinckemaille a Kite Aerial Photograpy exhibition at the International Ostend Kite festival, and I think
we generated a lot of interest and "Aha" and "Wow" exclamations from the public. It was a glorious weekend and there were many people in Ostend unaware of
the kite festival in general and KAP in particular. KAP even was an item in the evening news on TV! And it was a pleasure to finally meet Yvan "live".
Best regards,
Frank Louwers (Belgium)
(back)

ALTI-OSD telemetry module
From: Olivier H
Date: 5/30/2004
Time: 2:50:15 AM
Remote Name: 62.39.224.199

Comments
Hello all, During KAPiCA02, I had the opportunity to present a telemetry system with on screen display of altitude and other data. Some of you asked me
whether my circuits were NTSC compatible, and the response at this time was no. After KAPiCA I have worked on a new version that is now ready. Detailed
material for wiring and operation is available at www.kapelec.com .
A prototype is currently in test by Brooks to check full compatibility with EIA / NTSC video format, that should be be done in the next few days.
Olivier www.kapelec.com
(back)

Electronic shutter control
From: Baron (new reader)
Date: 5/29/2004
Time: 11:09:23 PM
Remote Name: 69.166.216.144

Comments
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I have what may be the perfect camera for KAP applications. It is an old (8 Yrs) Kodak DC-20 that only weighs 4 1/4 oz. The great thing is that it does not need a
servo to shoot. I have an electronic module (1oz) that plugs into a standard RC reciever and it pugs directly into the camera. I simply move the appropriate stick,
or push the proper button on the transmitter to shoot the picture. Total all up weight is about 8 oz. The only downside is that the camera will only take 8 pics
before needing to have its internal memory downloaded. QUESTION... Are there any new digital cameras out there that will trigger without useing a servo??
Your comments are welcome Thanks Baron
(back)

Re: Electronic shutter control
From: Brooks Leffler
Date: 6/10/2004
Time: 9:13:50 AM
Remote Name: 216.228.2.23

Comments
See Manfred Fuchs' electronic shutter trigger at http://members.fortunecity.de/kapmfs/e-a-trigg-1.htm
That should work with either a servo or the GentLED.
(back)

Re: Electronic shutter control
From: Brooks Leffler
Date: 5/30/2004
Time: 2:05:40 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.2.23

Comments
James Gentles' wonderful infra-red trigger called the GentLED will work with most digicams that have an IR remote capability. See the page on Peter Bults'
KAP Encylopedia, http://www.bults.net/kapnet/ . Go to the KAP Shop link.
There are other non-servo means of triggering a digicam, but this one is great, and inexpensive -- I've been using it for several weeks now with a Pentax Optio S4.
(back)

Re: Electronic shutter control
From: Christian
Date: 5/31/2004
Time: 4:34:13 PM
Remote Name: 83.154.206.190

Comments
Obviously, makers don't take care to fit an electric shutter release plug on their models. I have modify some digital cameras and set a plug on it. I found it not
difficult. Check on my web pages: http://becotus.chez.tiscali.fr/cameras/anglais/&digcameras.htm I recommend the Vivitar 3825 for its image quality, and its
reasonable price. The installation of a plug is very simple, as you will see; it's easiest than to mount and adjust a mechanical shutter release with a servo.
(back)

KAPtions
From: Craig
Date: 5/27/2004
Time: 10:51:12 AM
Remote Name: 204.147.0.54

Comments
Hello. As you all know, or should know, in each issue of KITING magazine 1.5 pages is dedicated to KAP. Each issue a KAPer is featured with photos and a short
story. The next issue is being printed now and will be mailed shortly. I am looking for some KAPers to send me their KAPtions pieces.My basket is empty and I
will need something in it for the Fall issue (deadline late July) If you have submitted before but have some new work or something new to write about, that is
great, send it on. If you are new to KAP then write about it and lets see it in print. I would need 200-400 words, 3-4 images and a photo of you. Thanks again to all
21 of you who have submitted in the past. Lets keep it going. Craig Wilson kitecam at juno dot com
(back)

Re: KAPtions
From: James Carroll
Date: 6/3/2004
Time: 2:45:01 AM
Remote Name: 217.41.240.16
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Comments
Hi Craig
Can you please let me know how I subscribe to Kiting Magazine? TIA
James
(back)

Re: KAPtions
From: Brooks Leffler
Date: 6/3/2004
Time: 9:15:27 AM
Remote Name: 216.228.2.23

Comments
Butting in, pardon -- you need to join AKA; KITING is free with membership. Contact http://www.AKA.kite.org/
(back)

Re: KAPtions
From: Craig
Date: 6/4/2004
Time: 7:21:00 AM
Remote Name: 204.147.0.54

Comments
Thanks Brooks, KITING magazine is one of the many benefits of joining AKA. We all use kites in the pursuits of aerial photos- it is nice to stay connected to the
other activities in the kite world and tot he people in the kite community. IT is good to support, through being a member in AKA and other local kite clubs, what
is the foundation of our activities.
(back)

Battery Ixus
From: Patrick Skibinski
Date: 5/26/2004
Time: 1:39:34 PM
Remote Name: 213.223.124.226

Comments
Hello friends , sorry for my english I want to change the battery of my Ixus 300 from Canon to alimente it by the battery of my receptor, because the battery of
the ixus has a very small period of utilisation ( about 30 at 40mn ). My problem is : the battery have 3 connections : the + and the - and the ground . I try via a
diode to have a reduction of 4.8 Voltage to have around 4 V voltage to connect the ixus but i use only the + and the - but not the connection of the ground . the ixus
do not power on. by what can i replace the connection of the ground to the ixus for to be ok. i use a multimeter and i see that there is a value of 20 kohms between
the ground and the - of the battery. My question in french if any frenchy on the forum Bonjour : je voudrais remplacer l'accus propriÝtaire d'un ixus 300 de chez
canon dont l'utilisation est d'environ 30Ý 40mn par l'accus de mon rÝcepteur . Le problÝme est qu'il faut impÝrativement connectÝ quelque chose sur la masse
au niveau de l'accu car sans cela l'ixus ne s'allume pas. Ý l'ohmÝtre , sur la batterie de l'ixus , il y a une valeur de ov entre la masse et le - mais une resistance de
20K ohms dans les 2 sens . J'espÝre trouver une solution simple merci and thanks' you Patrick Skibinski homepage http://kapski.free.fr
(back)

Re: Battery Ixus
From: James Gentles
Date: 5/27/2004
Time: 8:04:23 AM
Remote Name: 192.25.22.11

Comments
Firstly: I have not seen this camera or battery, and accept no responsibility for this advice :-)
In order to help with fast charging many Lithium Cells have a third contact marked 'T' (which looks like an ground symbol upside-down). This contact is used by
the battery charger to measure the temperature and monitor when the battery reaches full charge, because at this point it generates more heat. It is my believe
that this contact is not used in the camera, only in the charger.
Enjoy James
(back)
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Deleted email
From: Brooks Leffler
Date: 5/25/2004
Time: 9:58:13 AM
Remote Name: 216.228.2.23

Comments
I just discovered that I may have inadvertently deleted email received between 18 May and 22 May, and it's G-O-N-E.
If you sent me a message during that time, particularly if you asked me to do something for you, please send again. kyteman AT redshift DOT com.
(back)

Re: Deleted email
From: Carlo Didier
Date: 5/26/2004
Time: 12:21:54 AM
Remote Name: 194.154.218.196

Comments
Hey Brooks, ever heard of backups? ;-)
(back)

Re: Deleted email
From: Brooks Leffler
Date: 5/26/2004
Time: 9:24:02 AM
Remote Name: 216.228.2.23

Comments
How many people back up their email when on the road?
I deleted webmail having been misled into thinking my home server kept a copy. Wrong.
(back)

Deleted email
From:
Date: 5/25/2004
Time: 9:55:42 AM
Remote Name: 216.228.2.23

Comments
(back)

Monitor for video downlink
From: Michael
Date: 5/25/2004
Time: 9:48:08 AM
Remote Name: 24.7.65.160

Comments
I'm looking for a budget solution to the video monitor issue. I wanted to check to see if anyone has come up with any new, imaginative approaches to this.
Several months ago someone posted a question about using an old digital camera LCD, but nobody responded. It seems as though this (or an old camcorder
LCD) would be a good compact and lightweight solution with minimal energy requirements. Is anybody using this type of LCD for KAP?
Finally, is it possible to input a video signal from an X10 receiver into a handheld TV with an external antenna jack but no RCA AV-in jack?
(back)

Re: Monitor for video downlink
From: Yvan
Date: 5/27/2004
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Time: 11:09:01 AM
Remote Name: 83.134.92.133

Comments
Hi,
Check this site...http://www.ajoka.com. They have cheap spicam solutions. I just ordered a spycam set (baby cam with transmitter) from a guy in Holland, who
imports this stuf from Ajoka. I only payed 70Ý (app.72 us$ I think).
I hope this helps.
Regards,
Yvan. www.birdseye.be
(back)

Re: Monitor for video downlink
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 5/25/2004
Time: 2:08:48 PM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
I have such a camera here. Everything is working on it but for the monitor (it was drawned while doing KAV from a stuntkite ...). I've looked inside and got the
impression that it is not that simple to use such monitor. I think you will need a lot of knowledge of electronics to get it working. Another option might be a
viewfinder from an old analog videocamera. I've got one working and I like it. I know Humez and Becot use this solution too.
As for the X10; you can not use a video signal to feed an antenna input. You will need a convertor.
Peter
(back)

Re: Monitor for video downlink
From: Christian
Date: 5/25/2004
Time: 3:55:59 PM
Remote Name: 83.154.124.226

Comments
The camcorder viewer is the solution which is cheap when you can recover an old camcorder. It is light, handy, is usable even in sunlight, and have low electric
current consumption. Look on becot.info my web page on it http://becotus.chez.tiscali.fr/rigs/anglais/&viewing.htm Only forget some english language mistakes. I
have used a video monitor in the past, with a cover and a magnifying glass, to be able to see the image outside. I really prefer the camcorder viewer.
(back)

dacron line
From: www.burtskitecam.co.uk
Date: 5/22/2004
Time: 7:47:42 AM
Remote Name: 80.225.113.110

Comments
is dacron the name of the line or maker of the line,in other words will it be called dacron on the roll or may it be called something else ie is it natural polyester ??
(back)

Re: dacron line
From: Dave Mitchell
Date: 5/25/2004
Time: 8:16:21 AM
Remote Name: 80.177.153.149

Comments
In the UK I can thoroughly recommend Keith (Chalky) White at http://www.kiteworks.co.uk/Lines.shtml He sells Climax Dacron Black line at very reasonable
prices. It's terrific stuff!
Dave
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(back)

Re: dacron line
From: Brooks
Date: 5/22/2004
Time: 9:48:50 AM
Remote Name: 64.35.136.219

Comments
Dacron is DuPont's trademark name -- but it's polyester, which is a better generic term. As with Xerox or Kodak or Coke, it's sorta become generic, but
incorrectly so.
(back)

Elektrical KAP Autotrigger with servo
From: Manfred
Date: 5/21/2004
Time: 6:04:06 AM
Remote Name: 213.6.167.53

Comments
In this forum there where a lot of questions and soulutions for triggering the camera without a remote control.
I now have build a small circuit to trigger the camera with a normal servo but without any transmitter or receiver. You can adjust Neutral- and Triggerposition of
the servo and the intervalltime in a wide range.
If you are interested please visit my Homepage:
http://members.fortunecity.de/kapmfs/
and look for the Servo-Autotrigger.
Best regards, Manfred.
(back)

Re: Elektrical KAP Autotrigger with servo
From: Carlo Didier
Date: 5/23/2004
Time: 1:40:50 PM
Remote Name: 83.99.6.224

Comments
Great stuff! Might build one for myself for a very simple rig. And an excellent documentation too!
(back)

Re: Elektrical KAP Autotrigger with servo
From: Brooks
Date: 5/21/2004
Time: 9:59:07 AM
Remote Name: 64.35.136.219

Comments
Wunderbar, Manfred! Your instructions are excellent, and you are to be complimented for doing them in english as well as german.
Great idea! thanks!
(back)

Re: Elektrical KAP Autotrigger with GENTLED
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 5/21/2004
Time: 3:11:25 PM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
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And for cameras with an IR remote control, it should work with a gentled (see: http://www.kapshop.com/gentled/gentled.html ) too.
Peter
(back)

Simplest Lifting Kite design
From: David
Date: 5/18/2004
Time: 5:58:42 PM
Remote Name: 203.220.201.229

Comments
Hello everybody!
I was wondering if anybody could point me to an online description or diagram of how to make the simplest kite kite for lifting a light digital camera.
I was thinking of something like this http://www.fortunecity.com/marina/nelson/479/delta_R.html with a 6ft or wider wing span.
If anybody can describe how to make one of these, what dimensions... diameter, length of wings, kind of fabric, etc?
Thanks!
(back)

Re: Simplest Lifting Kite design
From: David Hunt
Date: 5/18/2004
Time: 10:08:09 PM
Remote Name: 65.41.188.36

Comments
Andrea Casalboni has some very detailed plans for a Delta kite at:
http://www.geocities.com/kites_site/alb_delta/delta_eng.htm
the units are in millimeters. The plans can be easily scaled up by multiplying all measurements by the same number.
The plans are for a 2 meter kite which is approximately 6 feet. I would suggest at least a 4 meter kite and up to a 7 meter kite.
You can get materials online in the USA at The Kite Studio http://www.kitebuilder.com/ or at Hang em High Fabrics http://citystar.com/hang-em-high/ushop/
You referenced the KAPER page about Deltas in your post. The most current link to that page is now http://www.kaper.us/basics/delta_R.html
All links to KAPER pages that begin with - www.fortunecity.com are old and may not be up-to-date. Eventually all visitors to the FortuneCity host will be
automatically redirected to the http://www.kaper.us
David Hunt, Editor, KAPER
(back)

Re: Simplest Lifting Kite design
From: Brooks
Date: 5/18/2004
Time: 10:40:41 PM
Remote Name: 65.100.0.89

Comments
The Conyne or Delta-Conyne are pretty easy to build too, and in my opinion easier to use == but I can't give you a link. Both are in the Aerial Eye if you have
access to that, and if you don't, you should.
The simplest is a sled, but I can't link you to that either, sorry. I'm on the road without my files and bookmarks.
(back)

Questions
From: Ruby davies
Date: 5/16/2004
Time: 9:13:53 PM
Remote Name: 144.134.215.98

Comments
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Wow, an amazing and dedicated website. I have been taking pictures on an old Zeiss Ikon- 6x6cm format and a lightweight camera for about 12 months -largely
due to your website. I am photographing in the outback Australia and have a question. Is there an option to walking the kite down, I have to wind on film,
reposition camera angles etc and re-metre after each shot. Does anyone have a mechaism for winding in and letting out the kite string as it is tangling in bushes
and general sticks on the ground. Made more difficult as I am after a wide view of ground. i have a 250 metre kite string, and as camera is aprox 30 meters below
kite and taking account of triangles, i have the camera about 130 to 200 metres above ground. This is a lot of walking and sometimes frantic running to and from
the car. the kite string in anchored to the 'roo bar' of the car.
I am imagining a winding mechanism but i don't want to loose my fingers or hand. What do others do. (I realise that the digital and disposable cameras 'see' a
wide view of the landscape and therefore don't need to be as high in the air) Any suggestions???
PS I am very happy with my images, after a time of learning to fly the kite the minimise camera shake, blurr etc
Cheers, Ruby D
(back)

Re: Questions
From: Ralf Beutnagel
Date: 5/17/2004
Time: 1:40:30 PM
Remote Name: 193.158.191.168

Comments
Dear Ruby, there is a simple solution to change the high of your rig without a winch: use an aerial cable car. Take some ideas from my site:
http://ralf.beutnagel.bei.t-online.de/Eingang/Drachenseilbahnen/drachenseilbahnen.html Only in German, but the photos should help. two more pictures of my
KAP-cable-car are here: http://ralf.beutnagel.bei.t-online.de/Eingang/Kite_Aerial_Photography/Picavet-Aufhaengung/picavet-aufhaengung.html You can use
Pendulum or Picavet with a cable car. A very special type of cable car is shown by Tom Pratt. The most importend for a cable-car is: never use a twisted kite-line!
A cable-car is good with a kite flying stable and having enough pull. Difficult winds (thermik) didn't work well with a cable-car. And: you can use it with a RC-rig
too..... MfG Ralf
(back)

Re: Questions
From: Dave Mitchell
Date: 5/17/2004
Time: 3:56:55 AM
Remote Name: 80.177.153.149

Comments
Ruby - I admire your dedication. Most of us here use radio-controlled digital cameras to avoid the very problems that beset you. Without motor drive I can see
you have little choice but to bring the camera down after each shot.
If you're always within easy reach of your car (and its 'roo bar) then a 12v winch might do the job. You can buy such winches pretty cheaply from tool stores.
They are designed for relatively short wire cable, but should easily be able to cope with 250 metres of kite line.
The alternative is to bite the bullet and do what most of us do, invest in a r/c rig. These days electronics are cheap, so the radio-control stuff need not cost more
than 100 (US) dollars - Ebay is a good place to buy second hand. Brookes Leffler now sells 'almost-ready-to-use' rigs (see posts here about that), so the total cost
of going that way can be as little as 250 or 300 dollars (US).
Dave
(back)

Re: Questions
From: Brooks Leffler
Date: 5/17/2004
Time: 10:13:29 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.245

Comments
Dave's numbers may be a bit optimistic, but he's right about the rest of it. Please check my site:
http://homepage.mac.com/kyteman/
cheers brooks
(back)

Re: Questions
From: Dave Mitchell
Date: 5/19/2004
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Time: 10:16:20 AM
Remote Name: 80.177.153.149

Comments
I may have been optimistic, but I bought a working 35Mhz FM 5 channel transmitter on Ebay UK for 12.5 pounds (say 20 dollars) and 2 working servos for 4
pounds (say 7 dollars). There have been recent sales of complete R/C kits (xmitter, receiver, 4 servos and crystals) for less than 40 pounds (say 70 dollars). Of
course Australian Ebay may not have such bargains!.
I was assuming that Ruby would use an existing camera and kite.
Dave
(back)

Questions
From: Ruby davies
Date: 5/16/2004
Time: 9:13:27 PM
Remote Name: 144.134.215.98

Comments
Wow, an amazing and dedicated website. I have been taking pictures on an old Zeiss Ikon- 6x6cm format and a lightweight camera for about 12 months -largely
due to your website. I am photographing in the outback Australia and have a question. Is there an option to walking the kite down, I have to wind on film,
reposition camera angles etc and re-metre after each shot. Does anyone have a mechaism for winding in and letting out the kite string as it is tangling in bushes
and general sticks on the ground. Made more difficult as I am after a wide view of ground. i have a 250 metre kite string, and as camera is aprox 30 meters below
kite and taking account of triangles, i have the camera about 130 to 200 metres above ground. This is a lot of walking and sometimes frantic running to and from
the car. the kite string in anchored to the 'roo bar' of the car.
I am imagining a winding mechanism but i don't want to loose my fingers or hand. What do others do. (I realise that the digital and disposable cameras 'see' a
wide view of the landscape and therefore don't need to be as high in the air) Any suggestions???
PS I am very happy with my images, after a time of learning to fly the kite the minimise camera shake, blurr etc
Cheers, Ruby D
(back)

Questions
From: Ruby davies
Date: 5/16/2004
Time: 9:13:05 PM
Remote Name: 144.134.215.98

Comments
Wow, an amazing and dedicated website. I have been taking pictures on an old Zeiss Ikon- 6x6cm format and a lightweight camera for about 12 months -largely
due to your website. I am photographing in the outback Australia and have a question. Is there an option to walking the kite down, I have to wind on film,
reposition camera angles etc and re-metre after each shot. Does anyone have a mechaism for winding in and letting out the kite string as it is tangling in bushes
and general sticks on the ground. Made more difficult as I am after a wide view of ground. i have a 250 metre kite string, and as camera is aprox 30 meters below
kite and taking account of triangles, i have the camera about 130 to 200 metres above ground. This is a lot of walking and sometimes frantic running to and from
the car. the kite string in anchored to the 'roo bar' of the car.
I am imagining a winding mechanism but i don't want to loose my fingers or hand. What do others do. (I realise that the digital and disposable cameras 'see' a
wide view of the landscape and therefore don't need to be as high in the air) Any suggestions???
PS I am very happy with my images, after a time of learning to fly the kite the minimise camera shake, blurr etc
Cheers, Ruby D
(back)

Question about KAP
From: J. A.S.
Date: 5/16/2004
Time: 11:45:30 AM
Remote Name: 166.82.43.144

Comments
I have a question concerning the ability to use KAP commercially. Since I have no experience with it, I have no idea. I usually take pictures from a cessna 172, but
though this might be more cost effective, possibly.....
I just wondered how hard it was to obtain a picture from around 300 ft with light winds, between 10am and 2 pm, at about a 30-45 degree or sofrom subject, on
the spur of the moment. Is it impossible to get the right angle unless the winds cooperate directionally??
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Is it necessary to use a CCD to insure the right view or is other methods available?
Any advice?
thanks.
(back)

Re: Question about KAP
From: Richard Amirault
Date: 5/17/2004
Time: 5:02:51 AM
Remote Name: 146.115.58.99

Comments
You wrote (in part).. I just wondered how hard it was to obtain a picture from around 300 ft with light winds, between 10am and 2 pm, at about a 30-45 degree or
sofrom subject, on the spur of the moment. Is it impossible to get the right angle unless the winds cooperate directionally??
-------------------How light are the winds? How heavy is the rig? How big and efficiant is the kite? Are there obstructions like power lines at or near where you need to fly?
All these questions need answers before you can get an informed answer ... I'll say, yes it is possible, but only with everything in your favor. It is very likely that
you will *not* be able to shoot most of the time.
As far as aiming the camera, most of us use radio control to swivel the camera up/down/left/right to get the best picture. Some of us even use a TV transmitter to
send video down to the ground for more accuracy.
Richard in Boston, MA, USA
(back)

Re: Question about KAP
From: JAS
Date: 5/17/2004
Time: 9:11:06 AM
Remote Name: 166.82.43.75

Comments
Well, the entire premise for the question was to determine from more experienced people whether KAP was a viable means for light commercial use. I take
pictures of residential homes primarily, mostly by request. And I do have the freedom to chose the day for it be taken at my liesure. For example, A customer may
want a 13x19 aerial shot of their home/business and the order is said to take approximately 8-12 weeks before completion. I explain that when the weather
complies,, I'll take a group of shots and then send them the proofs for them to chose from./ when they decide on the choice, they send me the pick and I make it to
the size they requested. So, you see, I do have time to pick a good day, but some places are harder to take than others. But keep in mind, if there is too much tree
cover, I wouldnt be taking it anyway. You see, I'm trying to get a feel for KAP's realistic limits to determine if I can use it. Cause it would be nice to take the shot
via KAP and avoid the 120.00/hr plane charge I currently have.
Also, consider the height involved. Normally, when you take pictures from an airplane. You would be at about 600 to 700 ft above the ground, then you have to
consider the lateral distance as well, so you are actually further than that at times. So most of the lensesI use have up to a 300mm potenntial to compensate for the
varying lateral circumstances since not every house is the same distance from the road as the next. Now, there are two ways to take aerial shots:1) where you take
rolls of film and then go back to the house with the proof (which isnt possible with KAP) or 2) take shots on request, which is possibly viable if the shots can be
taken with adequate clarity and resolution. I have also wanted to take aerial shots with a digital camera, and KAP might allow me to do that. You seend , most
reasonable digital cameras dont offer the type of lenses required for the hieght I've been at, but I'm hoping with the 300 ft possiblity, that I can simply take the
shot with a fixed 28mm lens and then crop to the desired inclusion. I just don't know. I need you guys to help me sort out the viableness, since you guys have 1st
hand knowledge of KAP's limits and I don't. In return, I'd be glad to offer insight into anything you might want to know about what I do or other aspects of
aerial photography.
Thanks.
By the way, the winds here are usually 2-4 mph maybe. they are light generally. As far as the wieght of my rig, who knows? IOm not even sure what camera Id
use yet.
(back)

Re: Question about KAP
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 5/16/2004
Time: 2:48:43 PM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
The short answer is: Yes. The long answer is : Yes, but ... The biggest "but" is weather and wind. I guess a Cessna has a wider weather/wind range than a kite.
I'm not sure on this as my Cessna has a wingspan of only 2 ft ... Other "buts" are overhanging powerlines, trees buildings etc.
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If you prepare your job well, a video control is not needed. But it can help.
An other important thing is that KAP is no substitute for an airplane or vice versa. As far as I know you can't take pictures from an object at 300 ft. KAP is
taking pictures from a spot higher than a ladder can go and lower than an aircraft is allowed to fly.
Peter
(back)

Re: Question about KAP
From: JAS
Date: 5/16/2004
Time: 4:22:16 PM
Remote Name: 166.82.43.74

Comments
Also, I have another question. I was wondering where I can find a camera mounting kit that would be nice to have. I currently take pictures with several slr
cameras, all Nikon. But I would be interested in switching to a digital camera if I could find onewhich would produce the desired resolutions for me. You see,
right now, I take my shots, develop them, and get the negatives back and then scan them with a Nikon super coolscan 4000ed and achieve resolutions like so:
a 20x30 = i can get up to 180 ppi and on a 11x14 = i can get around 425 ppi
You see, the epson printer we use will print a 20x30 at 180 ppi, so we try to max its potential, but even a little less ppi on a 20x30 might not matter much. The
nikon 55 camera I use sometimes even does well. It's only about 240.00US. So, my question here is, what would be a good digital camera for KAP that will
produce the desired resolutions or quality and yet still have a decent price, that i can afford:).
Any help would be appreciated. thanks.
(back)

Re: Question about KAP
From: JAS
Date: 5/16/2004
Time: 4:06:05 PM
Remote Name: 166.82.43.74

Comments
Well, around here the lowest level a plane can fly is 500 ft, but i figured 300 ft or so would be nice with a kite, which is about the height of a cell phone tower. Even
two hundred feet might be nice. But I've never tried before because in a plane you are usually around 600 ft but use a AF Lens, like a 80-300mm to compinsate
for the height and/or distance. I am assuming you could use a 28mm stationary lens if you can get that close with a kite. Also, didn't I read that you could use a
large kite that could handle low wind situations. Tell me this, can u swivel the camera on its mount so you can take different angles or, how exactly do you adjust
for getting the shot you want. There has to be an explantion that makes sense, or rather one I can understand.
(back)

Re: Question about KAP
From: Brooks Leffler
Date: 5/17/2004
Time: 9:58:12 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.245

Comments
I'm surprised you've been getting such stonewalling -- this is usually a very helpful group. Cmon, you guys!
A qualified yes is the answer to all your questions, with the exception that no kite will fly reliably at windspeeds of less than 5mph. If that's what you've got most
of the time, you might be better off with a helium lifter of some sort.
I have made rigs for several digicams that would serve your purpose well, and I offer a basic kit which you can assemble yourself with minimal reinvention and
cost. Likewise, I have taken lots of pictures of houses and nearly always work at altitudes of less than 200 feet, and I've done it with and without video assistance.
I suggest you check out my website, which will show you picture examples and extensive details about rigs and my kit. http://homepage.mac.com/kyteman/
Then write me directly (link on my site) if you have further questions.
Brooks
(back)

Re: Question about KAP
From: Thanks
Date: 5/17/2004
Time: 10:04:38 AM
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Remote Name: 166.82.43.75

Comments
You know, I had the same feeling lol. Thank you so much for the heart felt assistance. Thats very kind of you. I'm going to check out your site right now.
JAS
(back)

Smart Rig
From: Simon Sherwin
Date: 5/11/2004
Time: 11:35:04 PM
Remote Name: 61.210.204.145

Comments
I've given my web pages a spring cleaning and they now include my new 'smart' rig. http://www.inEnglish.com/tako
(back)

Re: Smart Rig
From: Dave Mitchell
Date: 5/13/2004
Time: 1:28:43 AM
Remote Name: 80.177.153.149

Comments
Simon - the tiny R/C transmitter you use looks very interesting. I don't think 311MHz is legal in the UK, but could you say something about what the 3 buttons let
you do? Are each of them just on/off? Does that mean that panning is always in the same direction? How is tilting accomplished?
Dave
(back)

Re: Smart Rig
From: Simon Sherwin
Date: 5/13/2004
Time: 3:23:55 AM
Remote Name: 61.210.204.145

Comments
Dave, the 3 buttons in the rc kit are as you say either on or off. You can also turn any two of them on/off together so that there are in effect 6 on/off combinations.
This is not a good way to fly model aeroplanes but for positioning and triggering a camera I'm finding it great. One reason the transmitter is so small is because it
only uses battery power when a button is pressed.
There are 2 things I have done with it. With the 'simple rig' one button (A) triggers the shutter whilst buttons B and C activate a 'dumb servo' clockwise or anticlockwise via a bridge driver. It's a simple, non-tilting rig.
But with a 'smart rig' the pic microprocessor inputs and outputs are programmable so that almost anything is possible. For example a push of A takes a picture
but if you hold it down for more than 2 seconds a timer takes over triggering the shutter every 10 seconds, if that's what it's set to. The next push of A stops the
timer.
B and C either pan in two directions or change the tilt; and by pushing B+C together you toggle between these alternatives. A combination of A+B starts the
'panorama' timer whereby the rig takes a picture pans a bit, takes another picture etc until stopped, of course, by a push of A.
Right now I don't bother with the A+C combination but I have used it for a sort of robot-like directional bracketing. Working on the principal that I often miss
the target I've used it to take 9 shots where 1 was needed on a sort of shotgun basis.
I hope this helps .....
(back)

Re: Smart Rig
From: Simon H
Date: 5/13/2004
Time: 5:46:43 AM
Remote Name: 138.32.176.254

Comments
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Brilliant!
(back)

intriguing new Canon compact digital
From: Scott Haefner
Date: 5/10/2004
Time: 7:37:10 PM
Remote Name: 68.126.221.204

Comments
Canon just announced the Powershot S60, a 5 megapixel, 28 mm wide-angle, 8 oz. camera:
http://www.dpreview.com/news/0405/04051001canons60.asp
Scott
(back)

Feeling Like A KAP Camera (Revisited)
From: David Hunt
Date: 5/4/2004
Time: 11:19:46 AM
Remote Name: 69.68.179.20

Comments
Simon Harbord said:
"It is great to see how developed these systems are, they have scaled up and overcome many of the solutions to problems we KAPpers find difficult. Carrying a
precious payload off the back of a boat on 250 metres of line in such a way as to be virtually foolproof. "
http://www.arch.ced.berkeley.edu/kap/discuss/_kapdiscuss/00000ec8.htm
Simon, I would love for you to elaborate about the solutions.
David Hunt
(back)

Re: Feeling Like A KAP Camera (Revisited)
From: Simon H
Date: 5/4/2004
Time: 11:43:33 PM
Remote Name: 195.92.168.173

Comments
I'd be happy to - and intending to on a web page under construction at this time. Hopefully to be posted in next few days.
all the best
Simon
(back)

What to do with frayed line?
From: AndyW
Date: 5/3/2004
Time: 1:45:40 PM
Remote Name: 199.88.192.78

Comments
I was flying my kite next to my house over the weekend, and during a lull in the wind, my kite made a controlled descent just above the house before a gust took it
back up. However, my kite line rubbed on the shingles on the edge of the roof as the kite was rising, and it frayed the line slighty in one spot. It looks like only
15% or 20% of the line was cut, but I think that's enough to weaken the line significantly in that spot.
What should I do? It's right in the middle of my new 500' spool, so I hate to have to cut it off and make two 250' rolls. Can I tie some kind of a knot to take the
strain off the frayed spot?
Thanks.
(back)
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Re: What to do with frayed line?
From: Richard Amirault
Date: 5/4/2004
Time: 5:41:25 AM
Remote Name: 146.115.58.99

Comments
A knot is a poor way to fix this problem (but it is better than not doing anything)
You didn't say how strong this line is, nor is it braided line or twisted line. Does it have a central core?
The *best* way is to have a braided line that you can cut and re-braid to make a mend that is as strong as the original line. I'm at a loss as to the exact word to
describe this.
Richard in Boston, MA, USA
(back)

The WORD
From: Richard Amirault
Date: 5/4/2004
Time: 11:51:07 AM
Remote Name: 146.115.58.99

Comments
THe word I couldn't remember .. was "splice"
Richard in Boston, MA, USA
(back)

Re: The WORD
From: Frank Louwers (frank.louwers@altina.cx)
Date: 5/4/2004
Time: 5:01:20 PM
Remote Name: 194.78.199.68

Comments
Hi Richard,
Yes that is the word! I used to be a good splicer in my old sailor days (hey, I think I still am, it is like riding a bike, you don't forget...)
Splicing braided line is somewhat trickier, as it depends on how the line is braided, is there a core, is the core hollow etc. Then you need some special tools etc. I
have never known this to be done for fine line like we use (but maybe it _is_ done). So Andy should look wether there is a good ship's chandler or sail maker
where he could ask. But I still think one of the knots mentioned here, that retain most of the line strength (so simple double knot or reef knot is definitely a no-no)
is still his best and most elegant bet...
Regards, Frank Louwers (Belgium)
(back)

Re: The WORD
From: David Hunt
Date: 5/4/2004
Time: 1:19:58 PM
Remote Name: 69.68.179.20

Comments
Do both, tie a knot and splice, then you could say, "variety is the splice of life".
No groaning please,
David Hunt
(back)

Re: What to do with frayed line?
From: Frank Louwers (frank.louwers@altina.cx)
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Date: 5/4/2004
Time: 1:55:21 AM
Remote Name: 194.78.199.68

Comments
Hi Andy,
You definitely need to mend this! With the modern rope weaving techniques it is very hard to judge what residual strength is left of a frayed line and this
certainly is now the weak spot where all stress will be concentrated from now on. So you will have to cut out the bad part (and be generous, some internal fibers
might be weakened outside the visible frayed part)and put in a knot. Most of the knots weaken the line considerably so you must tie a knot that retains almost all
of the strength. One is the fisherman's knot aka the true lover's knot, but I would suggest the bloodknot, as it is even stronger (90 to 95% of rope strength) and it
is certainly more streamlined, that is why line fishermen use it (also because you can tie it in very slippery line). You can find it here:
http://www.fish4fun.com/bloodknot.htm, and here: http://www.piscatorialpursuits.com/resourcecenter/bloodknot.htm and here you can see a video of it being
tied: http://www.piscatorialpursuits.com/videosteach.htm I have had to tie some bloodknots in my lines and never had any problems, so go ahead, tie and fly!
Best regards, Frank Louwers (Belgium)
(back)

Re: What to do with frayed line?
From: Jot Wu
Date: 5/3/2004
Time: 7:03:05 PM
Remote Name: 24.148.31.190

Comments
I would say that leaving frayed line is asking for trouble. Therefore I would suggest removing the frayed piece and joining the loose ends with uni-knot with 5+
twist or even doubling the line (depending on the original line diameter). This knot if properly done will have almost 100% strength and is popular amongst
anglers to join two lines or terminal tackle. You can find a nice uni-knot tutorial at http://www.in-fisherman.com/magazine/guides/cg2003Sp_Uniknot/
(back)

Re: What to do with frayed line?
From: David Hunt
Date: 5/3/2004
Time: 9:12:56 PM
Remote Name: 69.68.179.20

Comments
There was an interesting link on that uni-knot page:
http://www.pigtailfastener.com/
David Hunt
(back)

Re: What to do with frayed line?
From: Christian
Date: 5/3/2004
Time: 2:55:25 PM
Remote Name: 83.154.133.78

Comments
I have fisherman knots on some of my lines, and it is so from more than 15 years now, and I never had problem with it. When kaping, I choose lines which
nominal strenght is 10 times the max pull that the kite would apply in the stronger winds expected during the flight. Once I had a frayed line on a very short
lenght of a 120 Kg polyamid line. This defect was there when it was new, and at that time, I didn't wanted to cut and make a knot. The defect slightly increased
after several years. I became used to it, and didn't pay attention any more. Until that day when it broke when releasing line with less than 4 Kg pull. This is the
sole time I had the line broken when kaping. Having recovered the whole line and examined the broken parts, I found that further to the break point, tiny threads
had shifted apart inside the braided line, and some ended broken, but it could'nt be seen from outside. Since, I prefer a knot to a frayed line. Know and measure
the pull is the best safety behaviour.
(back)

Re: What to do with frayed line?
From: Craig
Date: 5/10/2004
Time: 7:01:01 AM
Remote Name: 204.147.0.54
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Comments
in 1997 I had an encounter while KAPing with my brand new 250 # braided line with peter Lynn buggying. My new line got damaged but not cut. At around the
400 foot mark my line was frayed along a one foot length. I estimated that the 250 pound test was reduced to about 200 based on teh number of fibers that were
cut. I did not want a knot there so using a sleeving tool- like what sport flyers use- (it is a long wire with a loop at the end) I wove into my line a smaller line. I
simply inserted a 125# piece of line about 4 feet long that spanned the damaged area. The small line wove in and out at about 1 inch intervals and nothing was
tied. I used that line until last fall ( 6 years- 312 KAP misions)without any problem. Good luck.
(back)

Gentled and Digital Cameras
From: Glenn Nelson
Date: 4/28/2004
Time: 11:12:36 PM
Remote Name: 64.166.9.250

Comments
James sent me a prototype, but alas I have been so busy with work that I only just now got to it. The Gentled is the ultimate plug-n-play shutter controller. No
setup as there is with Schiepetti (sp?). Just plug it into receiver, place near the camera and turn everything on. Move joystick to far end and my camera (Pentax
Optio 550) takes a picture.
The great thing about IR trigger is getting rid of a shutter servo. Not for the weight, but for the mechanical complexity.
With the Optio 550 I don't need the GentleD 25 second timeout option (fires the IR every 25 sec to keep camera alive), since the IR can also wake up the camera
and I can set it to never shut down.
The Pentax Optio S series were probably all built by Casio, so those should also be usable with GentleD. They are amazingly small and lightweight.
The Optio 550 (and now 555) are still awfully light (8.9 oz / 252 gram) with a 5x zoom (not useful for KAP, but you might use the camera on the ground too). The
battery is awesome - 1800 maH Lion battery, tests show that virtually no other point-and-shoot can beat it.
The camera also has a programmable interval timer - start delay, interval delay and number of shots; intervals range from seconds to minutes. So this camera
could be used in a fixed orientation and no radio gear required!
(back)

New KAP site
From: Dave
Date: 4/28/2004
Time: 2:35:42 PM
Remote Name: 69.150.41.217

Comments
I finally uploaded some of my kite aerial photographs. Here is my webpage. Let me know what you think.
www.waternut.com/kap/
(back)

Winding on a halo
From: AndyW
Date: 4/28/2004
Time: 7:23:07 AM
Remote Name: 199.88.192.78

Comments
I've only been flying kites (with no camera yet) for a couple weeks, but I think I've finally gotten the hang of it, so I feel comfortable in attaching my cradle next
time I get a windy day.
But I'm having trouble winding the line on my halo spool. I walk the kite down and then roll up the line off the ground. But the more I wind, the more the line on
the ground wants to twist around itself. I pinch the line between my fingers as I wind, and I tried alternating hands and/or inverting the halo every 10 turns or so,
but I still have the twisting problem. Is there an easier/better way to wind up the line on a halo?
(back)

Re: Winding on a halo
From: Cris Benton
Date: 4/28/2004
Time: 3:36:32 PM
Remote Name: 169.229.138.78
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Comments
I regularly fly with a large Halo spool. My convention is to always spool line off of the right side of the spool and to always rewind the line from the right side and
in a clockwise motion as viewed from the right.
Like Simon Harbor I regularly dump line on the ground for later retrieval. Of late Ihave gotten into the habit of reversing the direction of the line when
respooling -- manually taking the kite end of the line which ends up on top of the pile and reversing the direction of the line to place that end at the bottom and
the end connected to the spool at top. This seems to help alot and is easy to do.
Cheers,
Cris
(back)

Re: Winding on a halo
From: burt
Date: 4/28/2004
Time: 3:22:04 PM
Remote Name: 80.225.123.182

Comments
if you let the line unwind like the line from a multiplyer fishing reel and wind it back on in the same way you should have no twist,never let it spool off of the side
of the spool. thats what i have found anyway
(back)

Camera Upgrade - Suggestions?
From: Dave Mitchell
Date: 4/26/2004
Time: 2:00:12 AM
Remote Name: 80.177.153.149

Comments
I've been very pleased with the performance of my 2MP Canon Digital Elph (Ixus) which I bought cheaply 18 months or so ago (largely because Cris Benton's
Rig 4 had one).
I'm thinking about an upgrade to a 4 or 5 MP camera. I'd particularly appreciate comments from anyone who has used the 4MP Canon Ixus I (or SD10 - the one
that features on Cris's new rig). I never use the Elph's zoom for KAP and the fact that the SD10 doesn't have one, and hence is much lighter, makes it seem a good
choice. But is the battery life as good as the larger Ixus/Elph cameras? Are its pictures as good as the S400 Elph. What about the new S500 Elph?
The other factor in my choice is an IR remote facility now that the GentLED is available. While my rig's shutter has proved pretty reliable I do see it as a weak
point in the system which also complicates the physical layout of the rig.
Any other cameras (in the 200-400 dollar range) that people thoroughly recommend for KAP?
Dave
(back)

Re: Camera Upgrade - Suggestions?
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 4/26/2004
Time: 3:10:44 AM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
See Brooks' posting on 4/19/2004. He is very pleased with the Pentax Optio S4. That camera can be fired with a Gentled too.
Peter
(back)

Re: Camera Upgrade - Suggestions?
From: Dave
Date: 4/26/2004
Time: 2:01:37 AM
Remote Name: 80.177.153.149

Comments
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Oops - I meant 200-400 pounds - say 300-500 dollars.
Dave
(back)

Re: Camera Upgrade - Suggestions?
From: James Gentles
Date: 4/26/2004
Time: 3:09:48 PM
Remote Name: 80.229.25.24

Comments
I have been very pleased with the Pentax 550 I am using. http://www.gentles.info/KAP/rig04/
I have found the IR trigger on Pentax very quick and reliable. The IR can also wake the Pentax up from "sleep" mode thus saving batteries. Although this rig
doesn't use the gentled, it uses the same technology which I modified and turned into gentled, for use by others.
You may also want to look at my page on choosing cameras, and what to consider... http://www.gentles.info/KAP/rig04/cameras.htm
Have fun! James
(back)

KAP in Denmark?
From: Cris Benton
Date: 4/22/2004
Time: 6:54:33 PM
Remote Name: 169.229.138.78

Comments
Hello all,
I am suspending my usual moratorium on summer teaching to lead a design studio at the Danish International Studies Program in Copenhagen. One of their
conditions on selecting me was that I bring kite and camera with me. I am delighted to comply.
Does anyone have experience with KAP or KAPers in Denmark? Do you know anything about the 72 Mh R/C frequencies over there?
I note with regret that the dates involved, 10 June to 10 August, will prevent me from participating in this summerÝs fine KAP events in Scotland and Sumatra.
They sound like fantastic programs.
Cheers,
Cris
(back)

Re: KAP in Denmark?
From: ralf@dietrich.dk
Date: 7/23/2004
Time: 7:50:08 AM
Remote Name: 212.93.55.39

Comments
Chris,
sorry, I saw your message first today :-( Legal frequency in Denmark is 27mhz and 40 mhz. 35mhz is reserved to model-airplanes and we have a *lot* of
discussions about KAP and 35mhz :-)
Are you still in Copenhagen? So give me a call as I live near Copenhagen... Tlf 20666686
Regards Ralf
(back)

Re: KAP in Denmark?
From: Frank Louwers (frank.louwers@altina.cx)
Date: 4/26/2004
Time: 3:26:02 PM
Remote Name: 194.78.199.68

Comments
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Hi Cris,
At the bottom of this message you will find a list of the approved fequencies for models (Danish law of 2002). There is no specific range in there reserved for
model aircraft (as in some other European countries).
The frequencies between 68.0 and 74.8 MHz are reserved for "professionals and military". I have found one frequency in the 72 range (72.8625 Mhz) used by a
Faroer taxi company, and one (72.9375 Mhz) used by one of the headsets of Radio Denmark (limited to .5 Watt). I did not find any specific frequency in the the
military, but then that doesn't mean they don't use it.
Probably the risk is limited, but 72 MHz is certainly not allowed. And since you will probably be flying near buildings in the city, not on deserted beaches, the risc
might be bigger.
If you have one of the big names R/C transmitters (Futaba, JR,...) and if it uses a removable HF module, then your best bet might be to buy the corresponding 35
or 40 MHz module, which are easily found all over Europe. You would of course also have to buy a matching receiver and a pair of crystals. That way you would
not have to reprogram anything in your rigs like servo direction, max deflection etc. If you want me to look at prices over here, just let me know what transmitter
model you have. Of course if the danish professors could find a model enthousiast amongst their students, willing to lend you a module and a receiver, or even a
transmitter and a receiver...
I am sure you will enjoy your stay in Denmark!
Best regards,
Frank Louwers (Belgium)
... ... 18. Short range devices for remote control of models 18.1. Frequencies: 26.995 MHz 40.685 MHz 27.045 MHz 40.695 MHz 27.095 MHz 40.715 MHz 27.145
MHz 40.725 MHz 27.195 MHz 40.735 MHz 27.255 MHz 40.765 MHz 35.000 MHz 40.775 MHz 35.010 MHz 40.785 MHz 35.020 MHz 40.815 MHz 35.030 MHz
40.825 MHz 35.040 MHz 40.835 MHz 35.050 MHz 40.865 MHz 35.060 MHz 40.875 MHz 35.070 MHz 40.885 MHz 35.080 MHz 40.915 MHz 35.090 MHz 40.925
MHz 35.100 MHz 40.935 MHz 35.110 MHz 40.965 MHz 35.120 MHz 40.975 MHz 35.130 MHz 40.985 MHz 35.140 MHz 433.575 MHz 35.150 MHz 433.625 MHz
35.160 MHz 433.675 MHz 35.170 MHz 433.725 MHz 35.180 MHz 433.775 MHz 35.190 MHz 433.825 MHz 35.200 MHz 433.875 MHz 35.210 MHz 433.925 MHz
35.220 MHz 433.975 MHz 40.665 MHz 434.025 MHz 40.675 MHz
...
(back)

Re: KAP in Denmark?
From: Frank Louwers (frank.louwers@altina.cx)
Date: 4/26/2004
Time: 3:31:43 PM
Remote Name: 194.78.199.68

Comments
Sorry, the frequencies came out unaligned, but basically it is parts of the 27, 35, 40 and 433 MHz range.
(back)

Re: KAP in Denmark?
From: Brooks
Date: 4/30/2004
Time: 8:28:41 PM
Remote Name: 12.110.99.11

Comments
Cris, what seems easiest is to get a 27 mHZ radio, which is legal here (more so that 72, say the pilots) as well as there. I'm using one now, and it works just fine.
You can't get a lot of quality gear, but the 3-channel HiTec I'm using is OK.
(back)

Re: KAP in Denmark?
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 4/22/2004
Time: 11:58:19 PM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
Among the Fano visitors (June 17 - 20, 2004) there are always some KAPpers (Bieck, Van Erkel , ...).
72 MHz is "illegal" in Danmark as it is through out Europe.
I'm sure Danmark has lots of great KAP opportunities.
Peter
(back)
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Re: KAP in Denmark?
From: petervanerke@hotmail.com
Date: 4/27/2004
Time: 4:44:04 AM
Remote Name: 80.127.142.110

Comments
Hi Chris,
Without any doubt there are lots of possibilities for KAP in Denmark. There are lots of old buildings, Castles, bridges farms etc. But while you are in Denmark,
try to visit the Int. Kitefliers Meeting at Fano. Over a thousand ( yes 1000 +) get to the Island Fano to simply drive their car at the beach, and fly kites, get
together and talk, party and yes take KAP's to. For info, have a look at : http://www.kitefliersmeetingfanoe.de
Regards,
Peter van Erkel
(back)

Homebrew orthophotos again
From: Mariner
Date: 4/22/2004
Time: 12:29:41 AM
Remote Name: 63.65.240.59

Comments
Searching the old threads I found KoralÝs post:
ÝI tried taking stereo photos a couple of weeks ago of an archaeological site in Yuma. We placed paper plate markers across the site and took readings with a
total station. We then flew the kite and took pictures at regular intervals so that we could get a 60% overlap. Now we've got to play around with our software and
see if we can produce a 3D landscape. I'll let you know if we have success. We've also managed to take aerial shots of rock rings and rectify the photos using
paper plate markers at spaced at known intervals around the object. That was a complete success.Ý
If KoralÝs still out there -- did it work? And if you have overlap and ground control points with a total station, is stereo actually necessary? Finally, how do you
put markers at known spaced intervals -- with a total station I guess thatÝs easy -- but on the cheap would a laser rangefinder work?
Thanks,
Mariner padwa@fas.harvard.edu
(back)

28mm digital
From: Allan
Date: 4/21/2004
Time: 9:11:36 AM
Remote Name: 209.88.70.133

Comments
Hi all, Is the Coolpix 5000 the widest fixed lens digital that can be triggered with a Digisnap? It seems so but I was hoping someone could confirm. TIA Allan
(back)

Re: 28mm digital
From: Scott Haefner
Date: 4/21/2004
Time: 9:16:47 PM
Remote Name: 68.126.231.221

Comments
Well, there's the Olympus 8080 <http://www.dpreview.com/reviews/olympusc8080wz/page2.asp>, but it's too heavy probably (1.6 lbs.). Minolta makes several
models with 28mm lenses that can be electronically triggered directly (without the use of a DigiSnap).
But the CP 5000 is the best of the bunch, IMO. It has the somewhat elusive 28mm lens, plus it can be triggered electronically with the Digisnap 5000, which is
much simpler / more reliable than using a Digisnap 2000 series controller. Plus it has the unpredented ability to shoot at 19mm with the attachment lens, and you
can't forget the 8mm fisheye! Plus, it's relatively light, compact and a good performer. I really like mine; it's ideal for KAP (again, my opinion).
Scott
http://scotthaefner.com/kap/
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(back)

Re: 28mm digital
From: Mariner
Date: 4/21/2004
Time: 11:55:04 PM
Remote Name: 63.65.240.59

Comments
Related question as I've been looking at 8 megapixel cameras -- there's a review of five of them (incl. olympus 8080) at http://www.luminouslandscape.com/reviews/cameras/choosing-8.shtml -- several are 28mm but the Sony DSC-F828 seems to come out on top overall. It has an 'ACC port' for remote
control that looks like a small plug for earphones -- so if not with a digisnap maybe it could just be wired directly into the RC switch? Though it's the heaviest of
them at 900 grams (32 oz -- twice the Nikon 8700), I wonder if this is too heavy. On my second ever KAP flight today in a pretty light breeze I was impressed to
get my big Nikon N8008 SLR plus and overweight prototype picavet off the ground, with a sutton 16 -- but it was bobbing pretty low... What's the max.
recommended camera weight for a sutton 16? Thanks, Mariner (padwa@fas.harvard.edu)
(back)

Re: 28mm digital
From: James Gentles
Date: 4/24/2004
Time: 12:35:15 PM
Remote Name: 80.229.25.24

Comments
Canon 8080 has IR shutter control, you could consider using this? http://www.gentles.info/KAP/gentled/ http://www.kapshop.com/gentled/gentled.html
Apologies for the wanten promotion... James
(back)

Re: 28mm digital (question for James)
From: Scott Haefner
Date: 4/24/2004
Time: 6:08:12 PM
Remote Name: 68.126.202.49

Comments
James,
I am intrigued by your LED switch. You don't have any Nikon cameras listed in the compatibility chart. Do you know, if it will work with the Nikon D70:
http://www.dpreview.com/reviews/nikond70/page2.asp
The D70 uses the Nikon Remote Controller ML-L3, which I assume is using IR: http://www.bhphotovideo.com/bnh/controller/home?
O=details_accessories&A=details&Q=&sku=207373&is=USA
Cheers, Scott
(back)

Re: 28mm digital (question for James)
From: James
Date: 4/26/2004
Time: 2:57:46 PM
Remote Name: 80.229.25.24

Comments
Scott, Different cameras have different "codes" to set the shutter. I have started by offering the codes I had available, the plan is to add codes as time goes on.
Nikon as a premium manufacturer is obviously high on my list to add, we should talk! James
(back)

Re: 28mm digital (question for James)
From: David Hunt
Date: 4/24/2004
Time: 8:37:05 PM
Remote Name: 69.68.179.32
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Comments
I'm not James but I think I can answer this question.
Yes the remote for the Nikon D70 is IR. Here is an interesting link about using a PalmPilot to emulate the ML-L3 remote.
http://www.natemc.com/nikontrigger.php
James will have to answer the question about compatablility of his product. More than likely he would have to have a special version that was programed like the
ML-L3
David Hunt
(back)

KAP in PC Magazine
From: Carlo Didier
Date: 4/20/2004
Time: 10:31:01 PM
Remote Name: 194.154.218.196

Comments
I just discovered this: http://www.pcmag.com/article2/0,1759,1568243,00.asp There's even a link to Chris' site.
(back)

Two new discoveries
From: Brooks Leffler
Date: 4/19/2004
Time: 9:43:39 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.245

Comments
Recently I've had occasion to wring out a new camera, the Pentax Optio S4. It's 4 MP, 4 oz (100g), and will fit in an Altoids tin. Made to order for lightweight
KAP!
I have adapted an earlier ultralight rig to accommodate this camera, and last week flew it twice, and I am quite impressed. Most importantly, I was able to lift it
easily with my Bob Ingraham 6.5 ft delta in about 7 mph of wind, but also it performed well in stronger breezes, and battery life is outstanding. The usual
adjustment is necessary to EV values, as it tends to jam the whites like most p&s digitals.
How nice it is to be able to KAP without an arm wrestle!
The Optio S4 has been superseded by a 5 MP camera, I believe, but should still be available online if you shop around, for about $300.00.
The other discovery is the HiTec Ranger 3-channel FM radio. It's available only on 65 mHz (for cars & boats), but that at least takes the worry out of competing
with planes for air control.
The transmitter has the usual 2-channel joystick array, vertical on left and horizontal on right, but adds a fore-and-aft slider with detents on the top right of the
case. So it adapts very logically to KAP, with pan & tilt at your right hand and shutter under your left thumb. Best of all, Tower Hobbies has them for less than
$80.00 complete with two standard servos! See it at http://www2.towerhobbies.com/cgi-bin/WTI0095P?FVSEARCH=hrcj10&FVPROFIL=++&search3=Go
I didn't take the servo apart to see if it's convertible to 360, but I did test the slider control with one of the servos, and it travels exactly 90 degrees, perfect for tilt.
But the receiver will take a standard Tower TS-53 servo, adaptable for 360 and usable for pan.
(back)

Re: Two new discoveries
From: Simon Harbord
Date: 4/27/2004
Time: 8:05:23 AM
Remote Name: 138.32.176.254

Comments
I bought the original Pentax Optio S (3.2MP) specifically for KAP over a year ago and have followed the development of the Optio S range. I'm now considering
whether to wait for the S5. Some comments on it:
Truly a gem of a camera from weight/build quality point of view. Image quality not quite as sharp as it could be for a 3.2 MP camera, though still impressive. I
believe they sorted this for the S4. Because the camera is so portable you find you are never without it. The Altoids tin is a pefect case lined with stick on felt stuff.
Battery life is not great, I bought two more generic batteries for mine(not cheap). Menus and the little selector button are not good for clumsy hands and cannot
begin to be dealt with in gloved hands!
For KAP: I finally built a lightweight rig for it that comes in at 16 oz including video! It makes a lot of sense to use the user function to preset settings for KAP to
optimise shutter speed. In bright sunny weather it'll happily shoot at over 1/1000 sec, giving good clear images with fine colour saturation. Certainly as a basis for
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a lightweight go anywhere KAP system, the Optio S range take a lot of beating, trouble is you'll want to be using it for all your other photography too.
Simon
(back)

Troubleshooting the Xcam2 modifications
From: Christopher
Date: 4/18/2004
Time: 11:34:47 PM
Remote Name: 66.214.192.32

Comments
I recently modified my xcam2 with the dipole antenna, but my reception has seemed to decrease. The picture has horizontal banding. I was wondering if anyone
has had trouble with their antennas, and has any tips for troubleshooting a bad modification.
(back)

Re: Troubleshooting the Xcam2 modifications
From: David Hunt
Date: 4/19/2004
Time: 7:01:09 AM
Remote Name: 69.68.179.32

Comments
As a general rule dipole antennas are less sensitive, or have less gain than directional antennas like the patch antenna that comes with the Xcam2, unless the
directional antenna is not aimed properly, in which case the dipole will perform better. Your range should drop after installing a dipole, by how much I wouldn't
know. Many KAPers have made this modification with good results, therefore your range and performance should be within the distances of most KAP
situations.
The reason for using a dipole is to prevent the loss of signal caused when a directional antenna is mounted on the camera cradle and the cradle is rotated away
from the direction of the receiver. Remember also that a dipole does not send or receive well in the direction of either of its ends. Ralf Beutnagel warns that for
best performance your video antenna should be situated so that as your cradle turns it does not have to transmit through any metal parts to get to the ground
receiver. This means that your antenna is best situated when it extends below the lowest metal part of your frame. You also want to avoid puting the antenna on
the tilting member of the frame because if the tip of the antenna were to point toward the receiver your signal would drop off.
You should still use a directional antenna on the receiving end because you have the ability to control the orientation of the antenna.
Antennas are designed for specific frequencies. If you got the lengths of the dipole elements wrong the performance will suffer.
David Hunt
(back)

www.kiteaerialphotography.net has moved
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 4/18/2004
Time: 6:04:41 AM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
Due to constant problems with my ISP (www.ladot.nl) that hosted kiteaerialphotography.net I have moved allmost all files to another provider. If your bookmark
points to http://www.dolphinazur.nl/kapnet/ , please change it to http://www.bults.net/kapnet/ .
http://www.kiteaerialphotography.net is redirected to the new server.
Peter
(back)

Help - Soldering wires to a digital camera (GULP)
From: Pierre Lenfestey
Date: 4/17/2004
Time: 10:19:14 AM
Remote Name: 82.35.65.27

Comments
Hi, I'm just about to embark on a spot of Kapping. I'm a newbie at the photography bit, but have built a lovely big 3 meter Genki and a simple cradle. I'm not
planning to use servos in my rig just yet, so even though I am an electronics novice, I built a timer circuit onto a stripboard which will wait for 5-10 minutes (the
time it takes to get the kite airborne) and then take pictures every 30 seconds.
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THIS IS MY PROBLEM - I have a Mustek GSmart Mini III and need to solder wires onto the power & shutter release switches in the camera. These points onto
which I have to solder the wires are SMALL.
Does anyone know where to go to get advice on soldering very small connections (as are often found in these consumer electronics). Soldering onto stripboards is
easy, but this kind of micro soldering gives me the creeps - I don't want the solder to creep over vital circuitry in the camera.
If this all works I'll have it all posted onto a site in no time - the camera is AMAZINGLY small and light as is the rig. Could be good for the budget Kapper who
travels. and wants to carry a tiny kit.
Thanks, guys
(back)

Re: Help - Soldering wires to a digital camera (GULP)
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 4/17/2004
Time: 4:07:00 PM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
Take a look at this page: http://xoomer.virgilio.it/schieppati.m/prod04.htm . This modification can be done by anyone with experience with soldering small parts.
Someone that repairs audio systems, cameras ...
Peter
(back)

Re: Help - Soldering wires to a digital camera (GULP)
From: Christian
Date: 4/19/2004
Time: 4:32:04 PM
Remote Name: 83.152.240.241

Comments
Please look at my tip as explained on my page on the Olympus AF10XB, "prepare the connections" This method is absolutely safe using a soldering iron less than
20Watts power. http://becotus.chez.tiscali.fr/cameras/anglais/&filmcameras.htm
(back)

Re: Help - Soldering wires to a digital camera (GULP)
From: Pierre Lenfestey
Date: 4/20/2004
Time: 7:15:39 AM
Remote Name: 82.35.65.27

Comments
Thank you both very much
Invaluable help - the camera is soldered up and now I should have the results by next week.
Truly this is the best KAP resource & forum on the net.
(back)

Printing and Framing for a Gallery Show
From: Glenn Nelson
Date: 4/17/2004
Time: 12:54:14 AM
Remote Name: 64.166.9.250

Comments
If you've ever thought of showing your photos to the public, here are some tips to keep your costs comfortable.
Get prints made at Costco or Wal-Mart. $2 for 8x12, $3 for 12x18!! If your pictures are digital, you may want to visit www.drycreekphoto.com and download the
ICC profiles for your local store's printer. There are also instructions at drycreek for using the profiles.
Buy frames and mattes from American Frame or Frames-by-Mail. My cost for 16x22 frame, acrylic (glass is too heavy and risky to ship), double matte and foam
board was about $32. You will have to figure out how you want to mount the photo on the foam board (tape or dry mount).
For selling matted but not framed, Redimat will supply single matte, a non-archival mounting board and poly bag for less than $3 for 12x16 size(for 8x12 photo).
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But as I've learned, selling is not easy!
(back)

KAP Article in Santa Cruz Weekly
From: Glenn Nelson
Date: 4/17/2004
Time: 12:43:18 AM
Remote Name: 64.166.9.250

Comments
There's a KAP cover page article in the Santa Cruz (California)Good Times this week. Go to http://www.gdtimes.com. If you hit it this week you'll see the cover
and can download the PDF (photos are only shown in PDF, not the online article). If you hit it later, you'll have to search. I think it's a very well written article.
They heard about my local show here (at Jill Judd's State Farm Insurance office) and contacted me. For the article the author also interviewed Brooks Leffler,
Cris Benton and Scott Haefner. There are photos from all of us in there. Scott got the cover, probably for the great color and striking viewpoint. Unfortunately for
me, my cockeyed local lighthouse shot was shuffled onto a B&W page (they only have limited number of pages allocated for full color and anyway my shot wasn't
that colorful).
(back)

Re: KAP Article in Santa Cruz Weekly
From: AndyW
Date: 4/17/2004
Time: 9:31:48 AM
Remote Name: 199.88.192.78

Comments
Great article. I especially like this quote:
ÝWeÝre a little bit like ham radio enthusiasts,Ý says Nelson, Ýbut not quite so geeky.Ý
As a ham radio operator, I know exactly what you mean. :)
I'm new to KAP. I've almost got my cradle built, and I've had a couple test flights of my kite and a hunk of wood to simulate the weight of the camera and cradle.
Hopefully this week I'll get my first pictures.
(back)

Re: KAP Article in Santa Cruz Weekly
From: AndyW
Date: 4/17/2004
Time: 9:41:18 AM
Remote Name: 199.88.192.78

Comments
By the way, where can I get one of those T-shirts that Brooks made? I've already had a bunch of questions from my hunk of wood on the line. I can't imagine
what they'll ask when there's a camera up there.
(back)

Re: KAP Article in Santa Cruz Weekly - shirts
From: Brooks
Date: 4/17/2004
Time: 9:51:24 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.245

Comments
I made only enough to clothe the attendees at KAPiCA-03. However, if there's enough demand ;-) I'd be happy to make some more, without the KAPiCA logo on
the front. I did them in black with white lettering.
Seems to me that Peter Bults at http://www.kapshop.com/ spoke of doing them in several languages, but I think that got buried in the crush of other projects.
(back)

Re: KAP Article in Santa Cruz Weekly - shirts
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 4/17/2004
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Time: 3:55:23 PM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
It is stiil on the projects list. I'm waiting for some translations (in case of you traveling to countries where they don't speak English ...). For all KAPpers that can't
wait any longer, please send an e-mail to peter@kiteaerialphotography.net with the size and color(s) you like.
Peter
(back)

Sahara KAP
From: Jot Wu
Date: 4/17/2004
Time: 12:14:48 AM
Remote Name: 24.148.31.190

Comments
This list often sees French/Polish/German kapers who take their shots in Saharan environment. Please share your experience. What are special consideration in
remote desert kaping, equipment, weather, etc?
(back)

Re: Sahara KAP
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 4/17/2004
Time: 3:46:35 PM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
There is a very good on KAP in the Sahara/Sahel by Eric Tielkes. The text in in French but the many illustrtions help to understand most of it. See
http://www.kapshop.com > Bookshop .
Peter
(back)

New KAPer
From: Michael
Date: 4/16/2004
Time: 11:34:23 AM
Remote Name: 24.7.65.160

Comments
After being inspired for several years by the beautiful photographs and amazing innovation which many of you have so generously shared, I'm ready to give it a
try myself. I have an Olympus D-560 (3.2 Megapixels, 8.1 oz. including batteries and memory card, , f3.1 to 5.2, dimensions 4.2" x 2.2" x 1.6"). I am hoping to
find at least some used equipment to limit my initial outlay. If anybody is interested in selling a cradle (that would accomodate a camera of the above dimensions),
used radio equipment, and/or a suitable kite (probably Sutton 16) please contact me. Also, I live in Berkeley and would be thrilled to accompany an experienced
KAPer on a photo session to observe some hands-on technique. My email is: mlayefsky at excite dot com.
(back)

Strato-Spool
From: Elizabeth
Date: 4/15/2004
Time: 10:36:36 AM
Remote Name: 66.138.124.102

Comments
I'm looking for a strato-spool. I understand the manufacturer went out of business a couple of years ago, however I didn't know if there were any extra sitting
around somewhere that I may be able to purchase?
(back)

Re: Strato-Spool
From: Allan
Date: 4/15/2004
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Time: 12:31:18 PM
Remote Name: 206.128.215.238

Comments
I was told by Into the Wind a couple of weeks ago that they are looking for a new supplier of a replacement for the Stratospool, as they keep getting enquiries.
The more people who ask them, the better, perhaps. Allan
(back)

Photogrammetry & GPS
From: Mariner
Date: 4/13/2004
Time: 8:47:48 PM
Remote Name: 63.65.240.156

Comments
I'm hoping to set up a rig with the aim of doing vertical photography of archaeological sites and georeferencing the photos as exactly as possible (that is, making
the photos into 'maps' with real world coordinates). As I understand one technique to do this is to get accurate GPS readings at control points on the ground and
use those to georeference your aerial shot. I wondered if anyone has experience doing this -- or: if anyone has flown a GPS on their kite and used software to get
the location of the shots. One software I saw for this is www.prairie.mb.ca/gps_photolink.htm -- they also sell a GPS enabled digital camera but this isn't
necessary since the software just matches the the tracklog of the GPS to the time stamp of any digital camera. As I understand professional orthophotographs for
map-making are now going to precision GPS measurements on the airplane, rather than the ground. I guess a kite-photo with an ordinary GPS can't get that
accuracy -- but has anyone tried it? Also this may have some interest for the thread I read about determining the location of your camera in relation to what you
want to photograph -- seems the best thing would be to get a downlink from the GPS to a laptop to see where your kite is in real time.
So far I have ordered a Sutton Flowform 16 and will try to set up the simplest (vertical) rig with a Canon Powershot200 and a Garmin GPS -- will post again if I
get any results but would appreciate any tips in the proccess!
(back)

Re: Photogrammetry & GPS
From: Elizabeth
Date: 4/15/2004
Time: 10:29:47 AM
Remote Name: 66.138.124.102

Comments
I did KAP to locate potential unmarked graves for part of my master's thesis. To georeference my anomalous features, I acquired GPS coordinates of the known
locations (headstones) that were easily identified in the aerial photograph. It is important to acquire at least 4 known coodinates throughout the site for successful
results. I then used ESRI ArcMap georeferencing tools to register and rectify the photograph. This involved uploading the coordinates into a Arc shapefile and
importing the .jpg image. GPS'd coordinates were dragged to the known locations on the photograph, warping the photo to a real-world coordinate system. I
found that the handheld GPS units were not accurate enough for locating anomalous features evident in aerial photos.
(back)

Re: Photogrammetry & GPS
From: Mariner
Date: 4/16/2004
Time: 4:11:33 AM
Remote Name: 63.65.240.42

Comments
Many thanks for the replies -- very impressive stuff with Oliver's GPS downlink, but apart from using a monster USB cable for a kiteline I suspect I won't be able
to figure out the wiring anytime soon!
My experience using rubbersheeting to georeference images in GIS (I use ArcGIS 8) is that it's pretty wide of the mark most of the time, and you can only specify
x and y coordinates (not altitude -- or?), and if you add a 10 or 15 meter GPS error for the location of control points... I'm afraid I won't get the kind of accuracy
you need for archaeological mapping -- as I would be using the same technique and software as Elizabeth.
On the other hand, it seems that a few hundred feet up in the sky is the right place to get good satellite reception (and WAAS), and then, wouldn't it be possible to
use GPS locations of the kite photos (matching tracklog & time stamps) for orthorectification? Isn't this basically the same principle as mapmaking from stereo
aerial photos? Or what about mapping from a simple stereo KAP setup?
Re. Allan's comment -- isn't the camera always at the centerpoint of the photo if it's a vertical shot (or is that too difficult to achieve in practice)?
Mariner
(back)

Re: Photogrammetry & GPS
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From: Carlo Didier
Date: 4/20/2004
Time: 10:44:04 PM
Remote Name: 194.154.218.196

Comments
Just a side-note: The height of your receiver will not influence its accuracy in any way, except where the landscape is all but flat. Only a good "view" of as many
satellites as possible will give you a good positioning.
(back)

Re: Photogrammetry & GPS
From: David Hunt
Date: 4/16/2004
Time: 12:06:04 PM
Remote Name: 69.68.179.32

Comments
Too Difficult to achive in practice. Your rig will swing from side-to-side at varying degrees.
David Hunt
(back)

Re: Photogrammetry & GPS
From: Allan, Saint Lucia
Date: 4/14/2004
Time: 4:03:35 PM
Remote Name: 206.128.215.235

Comments
I find that to map something like an archaeological site the geographical position of the camera is not always the most useful information, particularly with a kite
photo where you will not know if the camera is directly above the centre of the image. Instead you need coordinates of control points visible in the airphoto, as
you noted. From my use of KAP for mapping of this type: - set the Garmin to a User Definable Grid (i.e. local projection, x y coords in meters) - download Map
Maker (www.mapmaker .com), excellent Scottish GIS/mapping prog; - use its multiple point calibration of the photo with the GPS control points; - use the
rubbersheeting action to stretch the airphoto (within limits) to improve match between features and their GPS coords; - overlay the photo, and hence anything
you draw from it, on a calibrated topo map to produce your final output.
Altogether a very gratifying use of KAP.
(back)

Re: Photogrammetry & GPS
From: Simon H
Date: 4/13/2004
Time: 11:55:40 PM
Remote Name: 195.92.194.16

Comments
Olivier Humez is your man, he's done it all,GPS downlink, auto waypoints, altitude, windspeed etc all in a small rig - incredible stuff. Get the KAPiCA 02 DVD's
off David Hunt and watch him explain his systems to a rapt audience, otherwise his website is at:
http://perso.wanadoo.fr/ohumez/kapelectronics/
Simon
(back)

Re: Photogrammetry & GPS
From: Christian
Date: 4/14/2004
Time: 4:00:56 PM
Remote Name: 83.154.133.143

Comments
Yes, Olivier did it. This started during discussions at the Cerf-Volant Club de France yearly Kap meeting when Bernard-Noel Chagny told Olivier what he would
need for archeology aerial pictures. Look at Bernard-Noel site for the results of S.I.G. and GPS http://perso.wanadoo.fr/kap-chagny/index.html
(back)
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How do you pronounce "conyne"?
From: AndyW
Date: 4/13/2004
Time: 5:41:01 AM
Remote Name: 216.206.137.23

Comments
I just bought a Delta Conyne kite, but I have no idea how to pronounce "conyne". If I'm out flying it and someone asks me "Hey, what kind of kite is that?", I'd
like to be able to pronounce it correctly. Does anyone know?
(back)

Re: How do you pronounce "conyne"?
From: Bob Conyne
<�b>Date: 4/27/2005
Time: 5:31:36 AM
Remote Name: 216.196.135.197

Comments
Sorry to be so late on this!
Conyne is pronounced:
Kuh-9' (with the accent on the 9)
At least that's how we do it. Some others might pronounce it:
Ko'-9 (with the accent on the Ko).
(back)

Re: How do you pronounce "conyne"?
From: Julie King Date: 3/5/2005
Time: 1:57:42 PM
Remote Name: 152.163.100.195

Comments
My last name is Conyne (maiden name). It is pronounced as Kanine - small a, and long i with a silent e.
(back)

Re: How do you pronounce "conyne"?
From: John Conyne
Date: 7/31/2004
Time: 9:04:26 PM
Remote Name: 68.68.208.166

Comments
Hey! I AM a "Conyne"! It's pronounced, "Cah-NINE"...(it's Dutch, and means, "rabbit"). Now go fly a kite!!!!
(back)

Re: How do you pronounce "conyne"?
From: Simon H
Date: 4/13/2004
Time: 7:52:05 AM
Remote Name: 138.32.176.254

Comments
I've always pronounced it "Co-nine" - when I was doing the whole kite thing, festivals etc, in the UK that was how those older and wiser than me seemed to
pronounce it..
Found this on the web:
"Triangular box kites can be made, but if you then add wings, the result is the Conyne kite. The pronunciation is disputed in kiting circles. (For what it's worth, I
pronounce it as "co" to rhyme with "snow", "nyne" as in three threes.) But if you prefer, you can also refer to it as the French Military Kite since it was used by
the French army for reconnaisance."
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I guess Silas Conyne, the inventor might have had a view. Anyone got a definitive source?
Simon
(back)

Re: How do you pronounce "conyne"?
From: Brooks
Date: 4/13/2004
Time: 11:40:25 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.245

Comments
I've always said CO-nine, but there are those older & wiser who have pronounced it co-NEEN. I don't know if Silas left any heirs who could put us all right. One
thing for sure, it isn't COIN!
(back)

Re: How do you pronounce "conyne"?
From: AndyW
Date: 4/13/2004
Time: 2:15:16 PM
Remote Name: 63.148.81.232

Comments
Thanks for the comments. I'm glad I'm not the only one to have trouble pronouncing it. :)
(back)

Re: How do you pronounce "conyne"?
From: David Hunt
Date: 4/13/2004
Time: 6:54:07 PM
Remote Name: 69.68.179.32

Comments
I have more trouble spelling it than pronouncing it;-)
David Hunt
(back)

Compact analog camera with wide and fast lens?
From: Oddvin Lund, Oslo
Date: 4/13/2004
Time: 4:55:53 AM
Remote Name: 195.159.102.193

Comments
Seems to be hard to find (so are compact digitals, with fixed, fast and wide lens). Most compacts have zooms because people (are fooled to) think they need it. The
zooms sometimes goes down to 28 mm focal length, but their opening (aperture) is small. The Ricoh GR1 (and later models) has a good 28 mm lens f=2.8, but I
would prefer a 24 mm lens since I already is using the Yashica T5 with a 35 mm lens. The Ricoh GR21, with a 21 mm lens, is possibly good for KAP but
expensive. Have come across the fairly new Fujifilm Zoom Date F2.8, with a bifocal lens: 24 mm at f=2.8 (!) and 50 mm at f=5.6. From earlier experience I
presume Fuji still make great lenses, what I am uncertain about are the programmed shutter speeds (no faster than 1/350 s, the T5 has 1/700 s and, even more
importantly, is using fast shutter speeds before it stop down the lens as the light intensity increases). It should be possible to find the shutter speed diagram for the
Fuji camera.
Any KAP experiences with the Fujifilm Zoom Date F2.8?
Any other suggestions for compacts with a good wide lens?
(back)

Re: Compact analog camera with wide and fast lens?
From: oddvin.lund@skiforeningen.no
Date: 5/19/2004
Time: 2:31:58 AM
Remote Name: 195.159.102.193
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Comments
Found it! Have now done a simple test of the Fujifilm Zoom Date F2.8 (supposed to be ÝSilvi F2.8Ý in Japan) compact film based camera. It definitely looks like I
will be using it a lot for KAP. Compared to my Yashica T5 (with the sharp 35 mm Zeiss Tessar lens) the story goes like this:
The Fuji has a five step zoom from 24 to 50 mm. Images are sharp and colors crisp throughout the zoom range. So far it seems at least as sharp as the T5 lens, but
further tests needed on this. Vignetting (dark corners), even at 24 mm setting, are minimal and only barely seen if you shoot football fields etc. Vignetting seems
to be less of a problem at 24 mm than the T5 produce with its 35 mm lens, and thatÝs impressing.
The Fuji camera has a fastest shutter speed of 1/350s. It is probably using slower shutter speed than the T5 in most conditions. Still I got a good proportion of
sharp images with a ISO 200 slide film under moderate light condition (overcast but with bright clouds). On dull days my guess is that a ISO 400 film could be
useful (the Fuji Provia 400F slide film has very fine grains).
Slide exposure is accurate, as with the T5. Weight is 170g (ex. film and battery)
If you are looking for a compact with a super wide angle lens (and cant afford the Ricoh GR21), consider this camera. Cost something like EUR 150. To me, the
24mm lens give that typical ÝKAP-perspectiveÝ (found e.g. in many of Charley BentonÝs images).
Suggested link (you will find a link to a pdf file with specs here): http://www.gdargaud.net/Photo/Matos.html#Silvi
If you would like to receive further reports as I continue to use this camera for KAP, drop me a line at oddvin.lund@skiforeningen.no
(back)

Re: Compact analog camera with wide and fast lens?
From: Frank Louwers (frank.louwers@altina.cx)
Date: 4/15/2004
Time: 8:36:45 AM
Remote Name: 194.78.199.68

Comments
Hi Oddvin,
I see you have already received valuable (as always here) answers, mainly regarding point and shoots.
There are few other alternatives, but maybe more costly, but since you are also considering a Ricoh GR21, here goes:
The Leica Minilux has a very sharp and wide-open (f2.4) lens but it is a 40 mm and the max speed is not exceptional (1/400th) BUT you can influence the choosen
speed as you can set the aperture manually! You can even dial in exposure compensation values. Autofocus can also be set to manual. It also has an electrical
trigger release, very handy for KAP. It is quite light and very sturdy. I sometimes use this camera for KAP.
Minolta makes the TC-1 (Freedom TC-1 in the USA?). It has a 28mm lens at f3.5 and max shutterspeed of 1/750th. It has aperture-priority and exposure
compensation. It is quite light, but very expensive. I have no experience.
The Contax G1 or G2 rangefinder camera's with interchangeable lenses. These have about everything which makes them very well suited for KAPping, except
their price (and of course they are a bit heavier than the average point and shoot). For KAP the only advantage of the G2 over the G1 is the fact that it's max
speed is 1/6000th vs 1/2000th for the G1, and the fact that you can buy a (expensive) data back which can print (outside of the image negative) all the data,
including speed and aperture, of the picture taken. It is however a little heavier than the G1 (Body is 560 gram vs 460 for the G1 body). The main advantages are:
interchangeable superb Carl Zeiss lenses from a 16 mm to a 90mm (same lenses for the G1 or G2). For KAP the 21, 28 (and 35)mm are well suited, they are fast
lenses (f2.8 or f2)and top quality even wide open. The camera can be set to manual or to aperture priority and has both exposure compensation and bracketing
possibilities, making it also very suited for slides. Autofocus can be set to manual. It has an electrical contact for remote triggering. The weight is more than a
point and shoot of course, but still very reasonnable (lighter than a reflex)and it is very sturdy as it is built in titanium. It is also a top camera on the ground. The
G1 has just been taken out of production and on ebay you can find real bargains. Anybody serious about blowing up his pictures to very large prints should look
into this camera. I love it (I guess you already gathered that).
Best regards,
Frank Louwers (Belgium)
(back)

Re: Compact analog camera with wide and fast lens?
From: Christian
Date: 4/15/2004
Time: 4:56:40 PM
Remote Name: 83.152.96.145

Comments
About the G1, Ralf Beutnagel uses it and isvery satisfied. Discussing on expensive cameras, you must consider the Konica Hexar RF with interchangeable lenses
and a great 28mm f2.8 It shots 4 frames per second, exposure priority can be selected to your choice, max speed 1/4000 ...and so on. About the Leica minilux, I
will disagree with Franck. Yes it has an electric shutter release plug, and a great name, but what else? It takes 0.6 to 0.8 seconds to shot; You can't avoid it, even
when pre-setting focus on infinity. It has an important vignetting in corners under high light conditions, such as sunny landscapes or beaches. I got one years ago,
and built a rig for it. After a dozen of rolls and lot of missed pictures, I gave up, understanding that this camera is not fitted for kap. Also, the 40mm lens is not
exactly the wide angle which is looked for now. I will never recommend it, the Olympus Mju II gives better kap results. By the way, Franck, hope to see you this
week-end in Berck and discuss it.
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(back)

Re: Compact analog camera with wide and fast lens?
From: Frank Louwers (frank.louwers@altina.cx)
Date: 4/15/2004
Time: 11:33:56 PM
Remote Name: 194.78.199.68

Comments
Hi Christian,
Sorry to hear about your Minilux experience! All I know is that it is (maybe) an alternative for a light high end camera and the lens _is_ outstanding. The slight
time lag doesn't seem very different than most other autofocus point and shoots, but you are right, even when set on manual, the lens always comes back to its
initial position after a picture, and therefore does need some time before a new picture. Since most KAP pictures are with an infinity setting, the time lost is really
minimal.
Yes, I remember seeing Ralf's G1 rig and I know he is also very enthousiastic about it!
The Hexar is also an outstanding camera,it has great reviews, and seems well suited for KAP. I just thought the G1 gave more bang for the buck.
Unfortunately I will not be at Berck, but a few of my pictures will - one or two even taken with the Minilux ;-)
Best regards, Frank
(back)

Re: Compact analog camera with wide and fast lens?
From: emmanuel- France
Date: 4/13/2004
Time: 10:16:25 AM
Remote Name: 194.250.178.227

Comments
Hello, I see that some photographers always take pics with analogic process. It's my case, and now, I feel less lonely ;o)
For your search about a very short "focal lenght" compact lens, I don't know a lot of models witch is not too expensive (and, you know kaping is sometimes risky
for the hardware !)
I use two point and shoot Olympus MjuII (Epic) with a 35 mm f/2,8. It give very sharp pics and the large aperture of f/2,8 give "non-blurred" when you have not
a bright sun. I know, if you need to shoot very close to your subject (like with telescopic mast), it's not sufficent. But with a kite, you only have to give more line to
get more scene in your picture.
If you really need a wide angle lens, you can search for an APS camera with the "panorama" position switched (often less quality but you got a 24x36 negative or
slide with the 21 or 24 mm lens). Otherwise, you can perhaps looking toward some digital assembling of several pics taken with an 35mm f/2,8 like Olympus's
one.
In my opinion today, photographer's solutions are still in a mix between "argentical" shooting and "digital" treatment. No? Hope it's help. Emmanuel
http://photocerfvolant.free.fr
(back)

Re: Perhaps something to see...
From: Emmanuel - France
Date: 4/15/2004
Time: 10:35:58 AM
Remote Name: 194.250.178.227

Comments
Hello again, Your search make me remember an "old" advertising I saw recently. Konica sell a very light an inexpensive point & shot 24x36 camera built with a
very wide angle of 25 mm ! Don't shout "Oh Yes !" too fast, every product is the result of many compromises and this one is another example. The aperture is
only f/6,3 and the shutter speed is "only" 1/100e. But in a bright sun and light wind, I think it could work fine. You can put some DX 100/200/400 films inside and
it's using usuals AA bateries. Well, I never use this camera, and I don't know the shapness of it's lens, but it's really low price (less than 50 Euros), perhaps you
could try it.

You can see specifications at : http://www.digit-photo.com/infosproduit.php?
PHPSESSID=e281dae66dee101425c876c5b03919d6&refinfos=ACKN110192&fami=&id_produit=ACKN110192&qte=&search_prix=&search_cat=&rechmotcle=&ordre
Or in French at : http://www.konica-france.fr/pdf/af_2000.pdf
Best regards, good winds, Emmanuel http://photocerfvolant.free.fr
(back)
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Re: Compact analog camera with wide and fast lens?
From: David Hunt
Date: 4/13/2004
Time: 7:35:28 PM
Remote Name: 69.68.179.32

Comments
The APS format is a consumer gimmick similar to the zoom lens. All APS cameras shoot pictures of the same size (which is slightly smaller than a 35mm
negative) The panoramic pictures are made by cropping the image, which means you're using even less area of the already smaller negative.
Depending on the model of APS camera there may be a selector that allows you to chose one of three different picture formats. All this does is encode information
on the film that is used during processing to determine how the final picture is printed. If you look at APS negatives you will see that all the images are the same
size.
The fact that a APS negative is smaller than a 35mm negative means that APS cameras have the same problem that most digital cameras have; digital and APS
cameras require a smaller focal length lens to be equivalent to a 35mm Camera's focal length. A 28mm lens on a 35mm Camera would have to be a 24mm lens on
a APS camera and somewhere around 3mm on most P&S digitals.
David Hunt
(back)

Re: Compact analog camera with wide and fast lens?
From: Brooks
Date: 4/13/2004
Time: 11:50:05 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.245

Comments
I agree with Emmanuel, the Olympus Mju2 (Stylus Epic) is my compact 35mm of choice. True, it has only a 35mm focal length, but f2.8 max aperture AND a
max shutter of 1/1000. Hard to beat for the price -- and the very light weight. They're no longer available new in the USA, but you'll still find a few on eBay.
(back)

Re: Compact analog camera with wide and fast lens?
From: Christian
Date: 4/13/2004
Time: 4:50:28 PM
Remote Name: 83.157.128.28

Comments
Because it's hard to make cheap wide angle digital cameras, the P&S film cameras are still wanted. I have the experience of the Olympus AF10 XB (or Infinity
XB) which has 29mm f4 lens. It's quality is not as excellent as the Mju II However, it's a good one, and I got nice prints 30x45cm. It has some vignetting under
some light conditions, but it's not in corners as usual on other cameras; it is more darken areas on the width of the frame at the extreme side. You can see it on my
site http://becot.info in the gallery "Berck 2002", the 4th picture, titled "back-lighting view in the morning". Another picture with this camera is in the gallery
"with the year 2002", the Okayama castle. For other details on this camera and how to install an electric shutter release, look at
http://becotus.chez.tiscali.fr/cameras/anglais/&filmcameras.htm Many kapers will argue that a 1/250 shutter speed is not enough. As I mainly use the Konica
Hexar, all these pics are shot at this speed, and it works fine. Moreover, programmed cameras with higher possible shutter speed will scarcely shot at their
maximum speed. For example, the Mju II will shot 1/250 under 11 EV light condition, and 1/500 under 14 EV, this EV range being the most usual. Anyway, for 60
euros, you may try and enjoy the Olympus AF10 XB!
(back)

Modified pan servo likes to creep
From: AndyW
Date: 4/12/2004
Time: 12:39:55 PM
Remote Name: 199.88.192.78

Comments
I modified a Futaba servo for continuous rotation (by drilling out the gear shaft that turns the servo pot). I'm also repackaging the transmitter, so I've made my
own pan controls by using some 10-turn trimmers. But I can't get the modified servo to stop moving.
By fine-tuning the trimmers in the transmitter, I can get the servo to stop rotating continuously in either direction, but it still slowly oscillates back and forth. It'll
slowly move clockwise about 20 degrees in about 5 seconds, then it'll stop, wait a second, then go counterclockwise for 20 degrees, stop, and repeat.
Any ideas on how to make it stop oscillating?
(back)
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Re: Modified pan servo likes to creep
From: David Hunt
Date: 4/12/2004
Time: 2:28:58 PM
Remote Name: 69.68.179.32

Comments
The only way I can think that a servo would change direction would be because the pot inside the servo is being moved because you didn't drill out enough and
still have some contact between the final gear and the servo pot. It doesn't totally explain the oscillation but it would be the first place I would look.
Typically modified servos will drift only in one direction.
David Hunt
(back)

Re: Modified pan servo likes to creep
From: Andyw
Date: 4/12/2004
Time: 4:30:53 PM
Remote Name: 216.206.137.28

Comments
I'm not sure that's the problem. I drilled it out completely and measured resistance of the pot while turning the gear to verify that the pot was indeed sitting still.
In any case, while I had it apart, I unsoldered the wires for the servo's pot and added my own 10-turn 5k pot. Initial tests look like that might have solved the
oscillation problem. I'll play around a little more with it tomorrow.
Thanks for the advice. This site is a great resource.
(back)

Re: Modified pan servo likes to creep
From: Cris Benton
Date: 4/12/2004
Time: 1:04:17 PM
Remote Name: 169.229.138.78

Comments
Andy,
IÝm working on repackaging a transmitter myself these days. Great fun.
The small deadband of most servos is one of the reasons I have resisted continuous rotation for pan. While there are probably a dozen ways to skin this particular
cat the following product looks interesting:
http://www.robotzone.com/cgi-bin/shopper.cgi?preadd=action&KEY=667731
I have had good experience with Servocity. The also recently posted a dandy looking shaft coupler that attached directly to servos. Not too much information yet
but it looks just what I have needed on a number of occasions:
http://www.servocity.com/html/servo_horns___arms.html
Cheers,
Cris .
(back)

Re: Modified pan servo likes to creep
From: rk211@msn.com
Date: 5/7/2004
Time: 1:16:32 AM
Remote Name: 198.81.26.71

Comments
I am trying to see is you are related to Frances Benton author of Etiquette copywright 1956 random house ? i have an orginal first printing ...please let me know if
you are interested....805 412 0299
(back)
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Re: Modified pan servo likes to creep
From: rk211@msn.com
Date: 5/7/2004
Time: 1:16:10 AM
Remote Name: 198.81.26.71

Comments
I am trying to see is you are related to Frances Benton author of Etiquette copywright 1956 random house ? i have an orginal first printing ...please let me know if
you are interested....805 412 0299
(back)

Re: Modified pan servo likes to creep
From: ulli monsees
Date: 4/18/2004
Time: 5:32:10 AM
Remote Name: 145.254.44.80

Comments
I had the problem with two different servos modified for endless moving. I could set them but as soon as they were a bit in the air they started moving in one
direction. It was difficult to nearly impossible to trim them again being in the air. I changed the bigger servo and pan only 360 now. Don't know what to do with
my ULRC-rig yet.
Has anyone tried Chris' http://www.robotzone.com/cgi-bin/shopper.cgi?preadd=action&KEY=667731 ?
(back)

PeKaBe pulleys alternative
From: Jot Wu
Date: 4/10/2004
Time: 4:08:30 AM
Remote Name: 24.148.31.190

Comments
I found a place to buy picavet pulleys of all sorts. Starting from $4 for a non ball bearing versions. Also they have something apparently better than PeKaBe,
Australian made Hales Micro blocks.
http://gbmy.com/
(back)

Re: PeKaBe pulleys alternative
From: Ralf Beutnagel
Date: 4/11/2004
Time: 3:31:11 PM
Remote Name: 62.155.195.44

Comments
Hi KAPers, following the link I foud the KDH-pulleys too. KDH is short for Klaus Dieter Horn from Germany. I use his pulleys since my Picavet-beginning:
Picavet with small ball bearing pulleys started with KDH..... MfG Ralf
(back)

Re: PeKaBe pulleys alternative
From: David Hunt
Date: 4/10/2004
Time: 10:37:48 PM
Remote Name: 69.68.179.32

Comments
Looks like a great resource, thanks
David Hunt
(back)
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kite line grabs / hook ups
From: www.burtskitecam.co.uk
Date: 4/9/2004
Time: 9:20:02 AM
Remote Name: 80.225.108.113

Comments
just wondered if these line grabs /hook ups would be ok made from 6mm ply and aluminium front plate not made yet
http://www.burtskitecam.co.uk/photos/album05/line_grab_3_small.jpg many thanks and a happy easter to all
(back)

KAP already assembled for sale???
From: Al Orlando Florida
Date: 4/7/2004
Time: 4:23:41 PM
Remote Name: 68.59.170.136

Comments
Does anyone have a platform already built that they would like to sell?
(back)

Re: KAP already assembled for sale???
From: Frank Louwers (frank.louwers@altina.cx)
Date: 4/8/2004
Time: 7:46:03 AM
Remote Name: 194.78.199.68

Comments
Hi Al,
I have a fully operational rig with the matching camera. It is a medium format camera, a Fuji GA645i, which means it is not your average camera! But it is very
handy, has autofocus, and takes very sharp pictures, both in the air and on the ground. The rig is very sturdy yet lightweight, as it is made in carbon fibre, with
tiny but powerful servo's. It is a HoVer rig, meaning you can rotate in the air for horizontal or vertical format pictures. Not a rig for a beginning amateur, but
really worth considering for anyone serious about this hobby (and about photography). If you are interested, just e-mail me.
Best regards,
Frank
(back)

Re: KAP already assembled for sale???
From: Brooks Leffler
Date: 4/7/2004
Time: 5:08:38 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.245

Comments
I would be willing to sell the prototype of my new kit, with camera and radio. See it at
http://homepage.mac.com/kyteman/newsite/images/KAP%20equipment/%20standard%20rigs/slides/BBRR3ch.html
Contact me through the email link on my site.
chin UP brooks
(back)

Re: KAP already assembled for sale???
From: Brooks Leffler
Date: 4/7/2004
Time: 5:12:35 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.245

Comments
well, that link didn't work. Try this:
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http://homepage.mac.com/kyteman/newsite/BBKK/
but don't click any of the purchase buttons on this page. Go to my home page (eye logo) for an email link at the bottom.
bgl
(back)

KAP already assembled for sale???
From: Al Orlando Florida
Date: 4/7/2004
Time: 4:23:22 PM
Remote Name: 68.59.170.136

Comments
Does anyone have a platform already built that they would like tom sell?
(back)

Converting a two line foil for KAP use
From: James Carroll
Date: 4/7/2004
Time: 3:49:11 PM
Remote Name: 213.177.240.137

Comments
I am working on a very low budget and I just had a brainwave. Would it be possible to convert a two line foil to fly on a single line?
I have a 16ft foil that I use for traction to buggy. I fly it on 25M lines and launch it straight up to the edge of it's power window by keeping the lines together. If I
use one of these lines as a V bridle to the main kite bridle (each leg would be about 38ft) and add a fuzzy tail - also on a long V bridle, do you think it will be
stable? Do you think it would be suitable to loft a small digital rig in light wind?
I am dying to try it out but we have been having high winds for nearly a week with no sign of them getting down low enough to try experimenting with such a big
kite!
James
(back)

Re: Converting a two line foil for KAP use
From: www.burtskitecam.co.uk/gallery
Date: 4/11/2004
Time: 2:23:33 AM
Remote Name: 80.225.108.155

Comments
the best way to find out is to try it but i think because the kite has been made to be steerable it will not have any stability with the one line and once it starts to
turn it will keep going till it hits the ground or flys out of the window and then hits the ground but like i say try it but not with a camera till your sure its
working,GOOD LUCK THE MAN WHO NEVER MADE A MISTAKE NEVER MADE ANYTHING
(back)

Lithium Ion Batteries
From: Christopher
Date: 4/3/2004
Time: 5:37:02 PM
Remote Name: 66.214.192.32

Comments
As digital cameras become more ubiquitous, the price of lithium-ion batteries is plummeting. I was wondering if anyone has successfully used a pair of li-ion
batteries in a KAP rig with a video downlink. The batteries I'm looking at using are 3.7V 790mAh. As my electronics experience is limited, i'm not sure what stepup, step-down conversions I need to employ to sucessfully power my rig.
Thanks for the help,
Christopher
(back)

Re: Lithium Ion Batteries
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From: David Hunt
Date: 4/5/2004
Time: 10:16:27 AM
Remote Name: 69.68.179.32

Comments
You can use lithium ion batteries. You will need a voltage regulator to knock the 7.4 volts down to 5 volts to run your RC receiver and servos. 5 Volt regulators
are very common. 7805 is a common +5 volt regulator that will handle up to 1 Ampere, which is enough for the Rx and servos. These have 3 pins; input, ground,
output.
Most video tranmitters will require 12 volts, so you will need to take your 7.4 volts and step the voltage up with a step-up circuit. Here's two links with circuits for
step-up converters:
http://homepage.mac.com/kyteman/.cv/kyteman/Public/voltConverter.pdf-link.pdf
http://www.kaper.us/basics/BASICS_020103_hunt_DCstepup.html
David Hunt
http://www.kaper.us
(back)

Re: Lithium Ion Batteries
From: Christian
Date: 4/5/2004
Time: 3:25:01 PM
Remote Name: 83.157.162.237

Comments
Li-Ion batteries are great for kap because of the weight saving. There are been some informations already provided previously in this discussion group. Please
check it, if not yet done. I'm using such batteries since more than two years now, and really have entire satisfaction. I have shown it on my site http://becot.info
When higher voltage is needed, I don't like to step-up because it's more consuming. If you need to get 12V, I would recommend to set two batteries 7.2V or four
batteries 3.6V mounted in serie as a pack. But with Li-ion batteries, each one must be recharged separately, so make connection of the pack accordingly.
(back)

Re: Lithium Ion Batteries
From: Peter van Erkel
Date: 4/7/2004
Time: 5:07:02 AM
Remote Name: 80.127.142.110

Comments
Hello Christopher,
Due to their weight advantage compared to NiCd/NiMH cells Lion cells are well suited for KAP use. But only when you have a very light rig, I mean when the
weight of the cells is 50 % of the rig or more. There are some points of caution, have a look at :
http://www.panasonic.com/industrial/oem/images/pdf/Panasonic_Lition_Precautions.pdf
First do not discharge a Lion cell below 3 Volt. This means that you need a circuit that disconnects the RC receiver and video transmitter when the cell voltages
comes below 3V ( or 6V when you use 2 cells ). Comming below this voltage will reduce the capacity of the cells.
But the most critical point is charging Lion cells, over charging will not only damage the cells. When possible try to use the charger that came with the cells. With
the Lion packs for Camera's this is ussualy not that difficult. With Packs for mobile phones, it is a different story, because a part of the charger is in the phone.
When as you write your "electronics experience is limited", you better stay with NiCd/NiMH cells.
Peter van Erkel
(back)

Re: Lithium Ion Batteries
From: Christopher
Date: 4/7/2004
Time: 11:21:49 AM
Remote Name: 66.214.192.32

Comments
Does any one have any experience designing the circut that disconnects the batteries when their below 3V - A schematic perhaps?
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-Christopher
(back)

Re: Lithium Ion Batteries
From: Christopher
Date: 4/7/2004
Time: 11:23:00 AM
Remote Name: 66.214.192.32

Comments
Does any one have any experience designing the circut that disconnects the batteries when *they're* below 3V - A schematic perhaps?
(back)

Re: Lithium Ion Batteries
From: Christopher
Date: 4/7/2004
Time: 12:08:54 PM
Remote Name: 66.214.192.32

Comments
One more question: Does anyone have any experience with this component: http://www.maxim-ic.com/quick_view2.cfm/qv_pk/3417
(back)

Re: Lithium Ion Batteries
From: Peter van Erkel
Date: 4/8/2004
Time: 8:45:29 AM
Remote Name: 80.127.142.110

Comments
Hi Christopher,
I do not know this IC, but I know simular IC that are used in Lion Packs. The problem is they are getting so small, that you can hardly solder them. If you send
me an Email addres, I can mail you a Low Voltage Disconnect/Soft start/On Off circuit for two Lion cells,
By the way what kind of charger do you have ??
Greetings,
Peter van Erkel petervanerkel@hotmail.com
(back)

Re: Lithium Ion Batteries
From: Christopher
Date: 4/12/2004
Time: 9:38:53 AM
Remote Name: 66.214.192.32

Comments
Any help would be GREATLY appreciated. Please email me at christopher@moltenlavapit.com
-Christopher
(back)

Traveling Overseas
From: Roger-Australia
Date: 4/3/2004
Time: 1:47:16 PM
Remote Name: 203.51.249.223

Comments
Hello all,
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I am planning to take some vacations to the South Pacific Islands including Hawaii. Of course I want to take all my KAP equipment with me, but I am worried
about customs and federal polices, due the fact the gear looks more like a terrorist artifact than anything else. Have any of you traveled recentry or had any
problems of this nature? Any tip will be very appreciated.
TIA
Roger
(back)

Re: Traveling Overseas
From: Frank Louwers (frank.louwers@altina.cx)
Date: 4/7/2004
Time: 3:57:22 PM
Remote Name: 194.78.199.68

Comments
Hi Roger,
I have traveled many times with my gear, including my Pelican case with 2 rigs and camera's, transmitter, charger, lots of batteries and wires, micro-video
camera, transmitter and receiver and NEVER ever had any question, both before and after 9-11. Last time I flew to the the USA was a month ago, and going out I
had the case in my suitcase. At check-in they asked me if I had battery operated stuff with me (this was before any scanning took place). I said yes, and that was
it, no further questions... and I am almost 100% certain that my suitcase was not opened. When flying out of the USA a week later, I had the case as handluggage,
so I saw it being scanned and watched the expression of the man at the screen, no reaction! This happened again when boarding my connecting flight in Chicago.
I do wonder however why they don't see this as a potential threat... Anyhow I do take a few precautions: I disconnect all batteries , including the one inside the
radio transmitter and make sure the leads can't short out. (That one is for my own safety: would not want anything being powered up by accident or giving off a
spark!). Then I carry inside the case a booklet with a few aerial pictures and I carry the issue of the Aerial Eye magazine wich featured an article by me
describing my rig. Also in there are a few business cards supposed to show I really do this! When the case is in the suitcase, or traveling as checked luggage, I also
have a special notice in there actually explaining what it is they see (an idea of Simon Harbord) and I do not lock the suitcase or photo case. Instead of the
traveling locks I use a small sailing shackle, thus ensuring that the case will not open accidently, and also making it a bit harder for a quick airport thief, as it
takes some time fuzzing the thingies open... And anyhow now when travelling to the States you cannot lock your cases anymore. After 9-11 I moved the
screwdriver, pliers and Swiss Army knife out of the photo case and into the suitcase.
It is always special to bring home from travels that unusual picture nobody else has! So go ahead...
Hope this helps, but your mileage may vary...
Best regards,
Frank Louwers (Belgium)
(back)

Re: Traveling Overseas
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 4/3/2004
Time: 2:53:01 PM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
My suggestions: 1. Don't take any of your KAP stuff or tools in your hand luggage. Only keep the camera(s) with you if you want to. And a nice book on KAP ...
2. Pack your framed kites as small as you can. 3. Take only what you really need.
Peter
(back)

Feeling like a KAP Camera
From: Roger-Australia
Date: 4/3/2004
Time: 1:28:02 PM
Remote Name: 203.51.249.223

Comments
Hi guys, yesterday I had a very different KAP experience. Instead of taking all the gear for a KAP session, I took only the camera and whent to fly in what they
call here parasailing (a parachute towed by a speed boat). For the first time I had an "in loco" view about how a KAP camera feels up there. I went seated on a
chair in a rig suspended by a pendulum about 150 feet high, and I took great shots, especially from boats traveling the Gold Coast Broadwater. All I had to do
was just open my legs and point the camera down and shoot. Also, the boat passed just beside the Sea World Theme Park Complex, and I got many pictures of it.
I strongly recommend to any of you kappers to do it someday. It is extremily fun, and for sure you will have a better idea about the forces and balances the rig is
constantly submited.
All the best,
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Roger
(back)

Re: Feeling like a KAP Camera
From: Simon H
Date: 5/4/2004
Time: 4:06:16 AM
Remote Name: 138.32.176.254

Comments
I did this too on a recent trip to Cyprus, I'd just like to endorse Roger's recommendation, and recommend it to any KAPper.
An important point, at many resorts as they winch you back to the boat, the driver likes to playfully half-dunk the person in the water. Make it clear beforehand
that you are carrying a camera, so as not to risk getting it wet.(I'd suggest you carry it on a loop around your neck)
It is great to see how developed these systems are, they have scaled up and overcome many of the solutions to problems we KAPpers find difficult. Carrying a
precious payload off the back of a boat on 250 metres of line in such a way as to be virtually foolproof.
KAPpers on holiday - its a must-do.
Simon
(back)

Selling
From: Martin
Date: 4/2/2004
Time: 6:59:11 AM
Remote Name: 207.65.28.2

Comments
Looking to sell brand new equipment.
Sutton Flowform 30 2 Gator YoYo with 250# Dacron Braid on Both A red fuzzy tail and a white fuzzy tail 3 Legged Drogue 2 inch wide contour walkdown strap
with black carabiner.
I bought all of this new on 3/3/04 for 263.50 and will sell for 200. We are expecting our 2 son this month and my wife just informed me that she isn't going back to
work. So I won't have the time, MONEY, and energy to really use the equipment. I hope I'm not violating any rules by posting this here. If interested you can
email me at caineatcainebeansdotcom.
(back)

Re: Selling
From: Martin
Date: 4/2/2004
Time: 4:01:45 PM
Remote Name: 204.30.58.80

Comments
Items sold. Happy Flying.
(back)

Re: Selling
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 4/2/2004
Time: 12:48:40 PM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
If you feel like violating this discussion board, post your adds on KAPShop's e-Classifieds ( http://www.kapshop.com/cgi-bin/classifieds/classifieds.cgi ).
Peter
(back)

becot.info
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From: Christian
Date: 3/31/2004
Time: 3:42:07 PM
Remote Name: 83.154.90.243

Comments
Please go to my site through http://www.becot.info as the former url will be cancelled.
Thanks for changing your favorites or your bookmarks, and for updating your links if any.
Christian
(back)

Re: becot.info
From: David Hunt
Date: 3/31/2004
Time: 9:51:09 PM
Remote Name: 69.68.179.32

Comments
Christian,
Love the pic you have on your home page. It is a very interesting composition, with very subtle lighting, with a splash of color and light in the lower right.
David Hunt
(back)

Re: becot.info
From: Brooks
Date: 4/1/2004
Time: 8:52:28 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.245

Comments
Hear hear! Fantastique image, Christian! Felicitations!
(back)

Hobbythek part 2
From: Ralf Beutnagel
Date: 3/28/2004
Time: 2:14:58 PM
Remote Name: 62.157.68.158

Comments
Hi, last weekend the hobbythek-show was on the german TV. The team updated their homepage with their rig. See http://www.hobbythek.de/dyn/16446.phtml
MfG Ralf Beutnagel
(back)

Re: Hobbythek part 2
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 3/29/2004
Time: 1:41:21 PM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
I've seen Hobbythek too. It was good to have KAP on TV once more (it seems to be on TV at least once a month somewhere). An other item on this programme
attracted my attention the "Schwebestativ" or Steady-Cam. (See http://www.hobbythek.de/dyn/16602.phtml )I've seen this before and always kept the idea in the
back of my mind. I wonder if this might be useful in some way for KAP without making things very heavy. I guess that if you use a very light camera it can be
done. Last week I did a lot of KAVideo with a Mustek DV4000 (120 gr). I should be able to build a Steady-Cam with this camera the weighs less than ... say 500
gr. Any idea's?
Peter
(back)
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Re: Hobbythek part 2
From: David Hunt
Date: 3/30/2004
Time: 6:06:53 PM
Remote Name: 69.68.179.32

Comments
This is an idea that I have been thinking about for a couple of years. I have yet to do any prototyping.
The principle of "SteadyCam" type devices is to mount the camera on a rigid vertical column. Batteries, LCD monitors, sometimes dead weight is added to the
bottom of the column to make the balance point a few inches below the camera on the column.
A three-axis gimbal is fastened to the column at the balance point, sometimes slightly above the balance point.
The cameraman interacts with the camera / column / gimbal unit by holding on to the outer housing of the gimbal. The expensive rigs attach to the gimbal with
an articulated arm attached to a vest worn by the operator, which isolates the operatorÝs movements. The articulated arm is not a cure-all; it takes practice to
get smooth camera movements. On the cheaper end and for lighter cameras, under 4-6 pounds, a simple handle is attached to the gimbal and held in the hand of
the operator. I have such a device that I use with my Canon GL1, again, it does require practice.
The basic principle is to attach the camera to a frame and suspend the frame at the center of gravity or balance point.
In a KAP application we only have to worry about 2 axes, the pan servo is the third. As KAPers we have already solved one axis problem with our Picavets and
Pendulums. The second axis not solved for KAP is caused by the swinging of the Picavet / Pendulum about the kite line, or Roll.
This means you only have to build a frame suspended from the Picavet / Pendulum that gimbals to compensate for the roll of the rig.
Personally I don't think a direct translation of this approach will work for KAP. The wind that will interact with the various exposed surfaces and the different
angles presented to the wind as the camera pans. Because the inner most frame of such a rig would be attached to the rest of the rig at its center of gravity, any
inequality of wind pressure will result in unwanted motion on this axis.
I foresee another problem with using a perfectly balanced inner frame member; if the inner frame moves to an undesired angle then there is no force to return it
to the proper orientation. I guess you could experiment with moving the axis above the center of gravity to find a compromise point. This isn't a problem with the
ground based "SteadyCams" because the operator is right there to supervise and make very minor corrections, usually with a hand holding the camera column
just above the gimbal.
A solution that I feel would be more workable is what I call a "Tandem Picavet". It involves two Picavets, one below the other. The top picavet, attached to the
kite line, is normal, the bottom picavet is suspended from beneath the top picavet, not from two points like the top picavet, but from the four ends of top picavet
cross. The leveling axis would be perpendicular to that of the top picavet cross, meaning all your pulleys would be turned 90 degrees from those on the top picavet
cross. The camera cradle would then be suspended from beneath the lower cross.
I haven't built this yet to test it. Some experimentation would be needed to find the optimum distance between the two crosses and still be manageable.
David Hunt
http://www.kaper.us
(back)

Re: Hobbythek part 2
From: Simon Harbord
Date: 3/31/2004
Time: 1:37:47 AM
Remote Name: 138.32.176.254

Comments
I think we are at the law of diminishing returns here. Our camera technology, whether digital or 35mm, is at a point where if we wish under most normal
shooting conditions to get a sharp shot - we can. This involves the application of simple and effective steadying systems such as Picavet and pendulum. What we
are left with is special applications, large format and plate cameras with slow effective shutter speeds, or panoramic systems which require steady positioning and
level horizons between shots or during a sweep exposure. This perhaps is where steadycam type approaches come in..
But, the residual movements we are left trying to minimise the effects of in any kite based system is the one that is hardest to reduce and the most difficult to deal
with through steadying technology. That movement is tracking, lateral movement of the camera system across the sky. In all but the steadiest wind conditions it is
this movement that remains problematic.
I've found that under bright conditions with normal, non-optimised picavet I can get sharp shots mst of the time, I don't see steadycam derivations, double
picavets, enhanced pendulum systems or such like really doing much to increase the success rate for standard KAP systems. With digital cameras, the occasional
blurred shot is hardly an issue anymore.
Simon
(back)

Re: Hobbythek part 2
From: David Hunt
Date: 3/31/2004
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Time: 9:53:19 AM
Remote Name: 69.68.179.32

Comments
Simon's assessment is correct, the basic picavet and pendulum systems used in KAP work well and will always be the predominant suspension system. The tripod
is still the mainstay for camera support in TV and Motion Pictures and the SteadyCam is a specialized tool for special applications.
The process of invention in KAP seems aimed at giving the KAPer the most control over the picture taking process. Lots of money has been spent developing
Video aiming systems to give the KAPer more control over the picture composition process. We as KAPers spend lots of money developing or buying kites that
will allow us to fly in the lowest possible winds. We've even developed techniques to fly kites when there are no winds. We develop fancy electronics to keep from
being totally dependent upon the automatic features of the camera. There are 2 and 4 line kites that would allow a KAPer the ultimate control of the kite position,
the skills and techniques still remained to be worked out. Using multi-line kites would definitely be a group activity and would see very limited use. It would give
the KAPer one more tool in their bag of tricks.
As the more esoteric KAP developments break forth, those of us who are control freaks will sleep that much better every night, even if we don't execise every level
of control each time we go KAPing.
David Hunt
(back)

Re: Hobbythek part 2
From: Christian
Date: 3/31/2004
Time: 3:32:38 PM
Remote Name: 83.154.90.243

Comments
Yes, simple pendulum and usual Picavet systems are sufficient for kap most encountered situations. However there are some cases where improved stabilizing
systems are useful. For example in gusty winds conditions, for night kap, and for KAM (Kite Aerial Movies) I doubt the way a double Picavet is described before
could work. It seems to me that it will behave as an unique pendulum. But try it, your findings will be interesting anyway whatever is the result. I would like to
mention that the anti-thwarping pendulum, some kind of double pendulum, works fine. It was described in Aerial Eye, and you will see it also on my web site.
The best way I have found to avoid the rolling effect is the bow-sails, also described in Aerial Eye and on my web site. About the pendulum effect of the kite line,
it can be important in some wind conditions, and the only way I practice sometimes to prevent it, is a very long tail, hold about 10 meters above the rig. I guess
the ultimate solution should be a train kite. My web site is http://becot.info
(back)

Hobbythek part 2
From: Ralf Beutnagel
Date: 3/28/2004
Time: 2:14:25 PM
Remote Name: 62.157.68.158

Comments
Hi, last weekend the hobbythek-show was on the german TV. The team updated their homepage with their rig. See http://www.hobbythek.de/dyn/16446.phtml
MfG Ralf Beutnagel
(back)

Re: Hobbythek part 2
From: Brooks
Date: 3/28/2004
Time: 6:17:27 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.245

Comments
The second link to KAP at the bottom of the page takes you to Ralf's wonderful site, but the first external link to KAP has been stolen and messed up by
somebody! Very weird!
(back)

Exif metadata
From: Simon Harbord
Date: 3/28/2004
Time: 11:09:11 AM
Remote Name: 195.92.194.17

Comments
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I'm sure a lot of digital KAPpers out there know all about this, but somehow it passed me by, and I didn't realise how useful Exif data is until a few days ago. For
those of you that don't have a clue what I'm talking about, this is the data that your digicam automatically saves with your jpg's from the camera onto your pc.
Typically you don't see this data, and it tends to be destroyed if you tweak your images and re-save them. But for a KAPper it offers a great chance to discover
just what effective shutter speed, aperture, resolutions and a hundred other things you or the camea chose for a particular shot. Very useful to help you
understand and learn to better your shots.
I've been using a great freeware browser called Exifer to look through old pictures and check out camera settings data.
Exifer: http://www.friedemann-schmidt.com/software/exifer/
Here is the range of data you may find...
This is the data for 1 shot from a holiday last year:
C:\Documents And Settings\Owner\My Documents\My Pictures\Menorca1 April 2003\Menorca1 April 2003 226.jpg Make: Canon Model: Canon PowerShot A40
Date modified: 01 May 2003 12:08:13 Orientation: Top / left side X-Resolution: 180/1 Y-Resolution: 180/1 Resolution unit: Inch YCbCr-Positioning: 1 Comment:
Date taken: 01 May 2003 12:08:13 Date digitized: 01 May 2003 12:08:13 Exposure time [s]: 1/200 Exposure mode: Auto Exposure bias [EV]: 0.0 F-Number: F8.0
Focal length [mm]: 5.40625 Shutter speed [s]: 1/202 Aperture: F8 Max. aperture: F2.8 Digital zoom: Off Flash: Not fired, auto mode Metering mode: Multisegment White balance: Auto Colour space: sRGB Sensing method: One-chip color area sensor File source: DSC Custom rendered: Normal Subject program:
Standard Image width: 1024 Image height: 768 Components configuration: YCbCr Average compression ratio: 3/1 Focal plane X resolution: 1024000/206 Focal
plane Y resolution: 768000/155 Focal plane res. unit: 2 EXIF version: 0220 FlashPix version: 0100 Makernote: 0C 00 01 00 03 00 2B 00 00 00 44 04 00 00 02 00 03
00 04 00 00 00 9A 04 00 00 03 00 03 00 04 00 00 00 A2 04 00 00 04 00 03 00 1C 00 00 00 AA 04 00 00 00 00 03 00 06 00 00 00 E2 04 00 00 00 00 03 00 04 00 00 00 EE
04 00 00 06 00 02 00 20 00 00 00 F6 04 00 00 07 00 02 00 18 00 00 00 16 05 00 00 08 00 ... Compression: 6 X-Resolution: 180/1 Y-Resolution: 180/1 Resolution unit:
Centimeter JPEG offset: 2036 JPEG size: 4676 Index: R98 Version: 0100 Width: 1024 Height: 768 Focus distance [m]: Auto Focus mode 2: Single AF point:
Auto-selected Metering mode: Evaluative White balance: Auto Contrast: Normal Sharpness: Normal Saturation: Normal Flash mode: Auto + red-eye reduction
Flash intensity: 0 Flash: unknown (65535) Flash details: unknown (0) Macro: Off Digital zoom: Off ISO value: Auto Exposure mode: Easy shooting EasyShooting: Full auto Firmware: Firmware Version 1.00 Focal length [mm]: 16.1875 Focal length short [mm]: 5.40625 Focal units / mm: 32 Sequence number: 1
Subject distance [m]: 0.929 Selftimer [s]: Off Drive mode: Single or timer Owner: Image quality: Fine Picture info: IMG:PowerShot A40 JPEG Image size:
Medium Image number: 1222-239 Unknown fields: 0
(back)

Re: Exif metadata
From: Bruce
Date: 3/29/2004
Time: 6:39:29 AM
Remote Name: 68.88.239.8

Comments
WOW! It lets me see key data in some old astronomy pics! This is quite a useful tool! Thanks for the link!
(back)

Re: Exif metadata
From: Brooks
Date: 3/28/2004
Time: 6:27:41 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.245

Comments
I agree with Simon, this is great stuff, and a wonderful way to analyze camera settings. No longer do users of automatic cameras need to say "exposure
unknown". Although I have found times when the shutter speed is shown, and others when it isn't; can't figure out why.
In Photoshop (at least in version 8/CS) you can get this data under File>File Info. In Lemke's splendid shareware GraphicConverter (which may be available
only for Mac), you can see Metadata adjacent to the enlarged selected image at the right; click the green dot.
(back)

Re: Exif metadata
From: Simon
Date: 3/29/2004
Time: 12:56:08 AM
Remote Name: 138.32.176.254

Comments
If you are using windows XP, from the thumbnail view in explorer you can right click a picture, click Properties, and Summary, and there is all the Exif data!
Just found that out....
Simon
(back)
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Re: Exif metadata - correction
From: Simon
Date: 3/29/2004
Time: 12:59:37 AM
Remote Name: 138.32.176.254

Comments
Correction - in XP this provides a summary of the key bits of Exif data, not all of it. Nonetheless useful.
Simon
(back)

Re: Exif metadata
From: Christian
Date: 3/30/2004
Time: 2:10:19 PM
Remote Name: 83.155.37.252

Comments
Exif is a great thing. I use Kyocera and Konica camera which both display exif data as selected when reading pics. Otherwise, on the computer I'm using the
exifreader freeware of R. Yoshimoto which is fast and reliable on any windows system. There is no installation of this software. ExifRead.exe weights 698Ko It
wiews one pic at once. To load it: http://www.takenet.or.jp/~ryuuji/minisoft/exifread/english/ Another one I'm using also is PhotoStudio, a freeware of John
Hawkins which has much more functions; view all thumbnails in one sub-directory; load pics from memory card... The exif file extract is absolutely an extensive
description of markers, exif info ( IFD O, exif sub IFD, Maker note, exif interoperability IFD, IFD1), thumbnail, camera info, file info. Some of this is endless
digits list which I don't understand, I must agree . There is no installation, and photostudio.exe is 980Ko only! To load it: http://www.stuffware.co.uk
(back)

Re: Exif metadata
From: David Merrill
Date: 3/30/2004
Time: 10:04:53 PM
Remote Name: 152.163.252.68

Comments
I recently discovered a very nice freeware viewer at http://www.Irfanview.com which among other things has an Info button on the tools bar that pulls up all the
Exif data for the current picture. This data is also available in the ÝImage Ý menu.
(back)

Re: Exif metadata
From: Simon
Date: 3/31/2004
Time: 12:52:05 AM
Remote Name: 61.210.227.114

Comments
For exif data on Linux I use jhead. http://www.sentex.net/~mwandel/jhead/
(back)

Re: Exif metadata
From: Simon Harbord
Date: 3/31/2004
Time: 7:25:12 AM
Remote Name: 138.32.176.254

Comments
Ah, another Simon, guess we'll have to sart using Simon H and Simon ?
Simon
(back)

Re: Exif metadata
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From: Simon S
Date: 3/31/2004
Time: 4:24:43 PM
Remote Name: 61.210.227.114

Comments
Sorry. A silly mistake. Simon Sherwin
(back)

Empty Place in the sky
From: Richard Amirault
Date: 3/26/2004
Time: 2:51:54 PM
Remote Name: 207.172.97.92

Comments
The following was posted on the KITEMAKERS Yahoo group list. I have not verified this.
Richard in Boston, MA, USA
==========================================
Fellow Kite Fliers around the planet,
It is with great sadness that I convey the news that AKA award-winning kitemaker and flyer, Lucien Gibeault, passed away yesterday at a ripe age of 81. He is
survived by his wife Marie-Ange and his two sons, Michel and Claude.
A native of QuÝbÝc, Canada, Lucien had proven himself as a kite building master with awards at the AKA convention and other events a quarter century ago.
He has built over 250 kites in his over 40 year kiting career. And being a professional photographer, has been performing kite aerial photography (KAP) before it
became the popular segment of kiting.
Lucien built kites of unique artistry and created impressive showkites which he flew up until last summer even as an octogenarian. Because of his
accomplishments as a kite pioneer, he had been honored as a life member of the FÝdÝration quÝbÝcoise du cerf-volant (FQCV). A biography (in French) of his
kiting life can be found at: <http://fqcv.org/gibeault.htm>
Messages and tributes can be relayed through the FQCV at <info@fqcv.org> and anyone wishing to send a card can send it to the family's address below or can
make a charitable donation to the Canadian Cancer Society.
Gibeault 309 rue St-Thomas Salaberry-de-Valletfield, QC J6T-4K2 CANADA
The religious memorial service will most likely be Saturday, April 3rd, 2004. More information can be obtained from the FQCV.
He will be surely missed by all who knew him.
Gary Mark Toronto Kite Fliers <http://www.tkf.toronto.on.ca>
Lucien's Awards:
1979 AKA National Festival - Manassas : 1Ýre place Members choice pour L'albatros
AKA National Festival - Manassas : 2Ýme place Members choice pour Delta 20 pieds
AKA National Festival - Manassas : Best individual choice
1980 AKA National Festival - Houston, Texas : 3iÝme place Comprehensive AKA
1983 AKA Special
1985 Toronto Humber Bay Kite Festival : Grand prix
1986 AKA Black Ships Festival, New-Port : 2iÝme place Delta kite
AKA Black Ships Festival, New-Port : 3iÝme place Box kite
1987 AKA Black Ships Festival, NewPort : Mention honorable pour "Beauty"
AKA Black Ships Festival, NewPort : 2iÝme place Best of Show : "Beauty"
AKA Black Ships Festival, NewPort : 3iÝme place Best of Show : mention honorable
1987 AKA Convention Washington : 2iÝme place : "Beauty"
1988 Touch the Sky, Ottawa : Best over all
1991 Ottawa Kite Festival : Best of show for Innovation avec un FlowForm panoramique
1998 FQCV : Membre honoraire Ý vie pour sa contribution au dÝveloppement du cerfvolisme au QuÝbec
(back)
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Larger DC kite for light wind
From: James
Date: 3/25/2004
Time: 2:13:43 PM
Remote Name: 213.177.240.137

Comments
I am new to KAP, and like Bruce, I want a larger DC for light winds. I bought a 9.5 ft Delta and I have been very encouraged by my first outing. I found plans for
a box delta which I guess I can simply scale up, but I have no idea what strength of spars I would need for this bigger size (15.5 ft?). Can any of you kind folk give
me some input?
TIA
James
(back)

Re: Larger DC kite for light wind
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 3/27/2004
Time: 11:54:19 AM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
I suggest you take a look at these Delta plans. They are more or less the same size as the DC you plan to build.
http://www.bults.net/cgi-bin/links/jump.cgi?ID=813
http://www.bults.net/cgi-bin/links/jump.cgi?ID=479
Peter
(back)

Re: Larger DC kite for light wind
From: James
Date: 3/27/2004
Time: 6:31:57 PM
Remote Name: 213.177.240.137

Comments
Thankyou Peter Problem solved.
James
(back)

Kites 2000 to 4000 feet
From: Hassan
Date: 3/25/2004
Time: 7:21:15 AM
Remote Name: 80.247.154.93

Comments
Dear , I saw your kits . I develop new way and my kite work at 2000 to 4000 feet. I develop this way for hole day monitoring system . Your kits are not possible for
commercial use, but in our tec i try to monitoring our city main areas securities point of view. I use general wireless video which available in Local market. My
kite range is more then 2000 feet. It is in first stage . In tension area govt is not monitor easily. But through kite it is workable. For more information contact with
me . I made video and made snaps as a trial test. Thanks Hassan Email: majstic@brain.net.pk Fax: 0092-42-7651611
(back)

Tapered Drogue
From: John
Date: 3/24/2004
Time: 1:31:05 PM
Remote Name: 195.188.152.14

Comments
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Hi; I have recently completed making a moler flowform kite, measuring approx 2mtrs x 1.8mtrs. I would like to know,what the appropriate size tapered drogue
would be required, for this size of kite. Regards John
(back)

Re: Tapered Drogue
From: Brooks
Date: 3/25/2004
Time: 12:30:38 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.245

Comments
I strongly recommend the use of a so-called fuzzy tail instead of a drogue on a FlowForm.
Just take a strip of ripstop about 20cm (8") wide by 5 meters (15-20 ft) long, sew a low-stretch tape or ribbon down the middle lengthwise, and serrate the nylon
(make a fringe) on both sides of the tape about every 8 cm (3").
That will give you the most drag for the least weight, IMO (not backed up by any research, only lots of trial and error).
(back)

Re: Tapered Drogue
From: John
Date: 3/28/2004
Time: 11:12:27 AM
Remote Name: 195.188.152.12

Comments
Thanks Brooks for youre suggestion regarding a fuzzy tail. Regards John.
(back)

Winder plan
From: Allan, St. Lucia
Date: 3/23/2004
Time: 6:12:44 PM
Remote Name: 69.57.230.53

Comments
Hi all, As part of a system upgrade I would like to build a Stratospool copy, assuming they really are no longer available. Do any of you have a plan for one? The
bit I can't figure out from the few pics I've seen is the brake. TIA Allan
(back)

Delta, DC with additional wings for low wind?
From: Bruce
Date: 3/22/2004
Time: 7:24:42 AM
Remote Name: 67.67.90.103

Comments
Greetings everyone! I have enjoyed this discussion group for years. Thanks, Chris!
I have been wanting to build a low-wind kite, say 8 MPH Maximum. The Roks and Dopperos are likely candidates... but lots of work to build and so hmmmm, I
wonder what I could do with my old, reliable Devotion to Motion DC to give it more light wind lift.
I have been daydreaming about adding some additional wings to it, and would appreciate very much hearing from anyone who has tried such a thing or who has
suggestions/thoughts regarding what would happen.
Here is a drawing of what I am daydreaming about, with a few obvious questions:
http://npres.org/dcwings.jpg
Thanks, and best regards,
Bruce
(back)

Re: Delta, DC with additional wings for low wind?
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From: Simon Harbord
Date: 3/22/2004
Time: 8:45:00 AM
Remote Name: 138.32.176.254

Comments
I know that one of the "standard" DC mods for light wind flight is to put panels in the middle "holes" in the 3 triangle box sections, this can considerably
increase the surface area of a DC for a given span.
I'm less sure about the wing extensions you show, as this may be quite difficult to get the balance and bridling right.
Simon
(back)

Re: Delta, DC with additional wings for low wind?
From: Henry Jebe
Date: 3/22/2004
Time: 8:38:02 AM
Remote Name: 66.58.166.59

Comments
I'm no expert on this, but I have made a couple of DC's and also still have three 8' devotion to motion DC's. I lost a 14' Devotion to motion DC in stong wind
when the bridle ripped out, the kite sinking into deep water.
Version "A" of your plan looks to me to be possible, you wouldn't necessarily have to sew anything to the kite itself to try it. My question to you is, have you
replaced the spars with carbon fiber? They will reduce the weight of the kite for lighter wind. If you use pultruded spars, be sure to whip the ends so they don't
splinter out though. Another question is have you tried to stack another DC or two to make a small train? This is often a simple way to power up or depower for
different wind conditions. I do like DC's in a framed kite because of their simplicity and quick setup time. They glide through lulls in the wind better than soft
kites do since they maintain their shape well.
I am sure you will get other suggestions here too, have fun -- Henry
(back)

Re: Delta, DC with additional wings for low wind?
From: Christian
Date: 3/22/2004
Time: 3:08:22 PM
Remote Name: 83.152.139.107

Comments
Flying for kap in low winds means get enough lift to hold a rig. Whatever kite you use first is to have more lifting sail surface. Most of the lift is got in the upper
third of the sail area of any kite: this is aerodynamics. Your solution is increasing the sail surface in the lower part of the kite. It will increase a little bit, may be
not as much as you expect, spread bar will be heavier, you may not get much more in lower winds. When wind will raise a little, you will feel increase of power,
and with a little more wind, the kite behaviour may become tricky. This is because the center of pull is lower than before, and the kite has less stability. It may
end in a splendid vertical dive. I would suggest to make a bigger kite, delta, or rokkaku, or any other one. As far as I have measured, rokkaku has the best
aerodynamic efficiency against any common kites. The Crico has the highest efficiency that I have measured. I have not measured yet the Maxi-Dopero.
(back)

Re: Delta, DC with additional wings for low wind?
From: Brooks
Date: 3/22/2004
Time: 3:42:57 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.245

Comments
What Christian didn't say is that you can find plans for the Crico on his site, http://perso.wanadoo.fr/becot/. I'll vouch for its light wind performance -- it would
lift when the Doperos wouldn't at the first KAPiCA.
But it's a harder kite to build than a rokkaku, I'd guess. If you'd like easy plans for the rokkaku, they're in Aerial Eye 2.4. You do have the Aerial Eye CD, don't
you? ;-)
(back)

Re: Delta, DC with additional wings for low wind?
From: Bruce
Date: 3/22/2004
Time: 3:56:36 PM
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Remote Name: 67.67.90.103

Comments
Thanks to everyone for sharing their expertise and experience.
It just sort of came to me after a few cups of coffee... and I guess if the design mod were really as easy as it seemed, you would see lots of them flying, no?
Experimenting this afternoon with dowels, tape, and paper... it DID seem to increase some lift, maybe... but what I did was heavy.
No, I don't have the CD... I have all of the real thing! You did publish with archival quality paper, did you not <big grin>?
Best regards, Bruce
(back)

Re: Delta, DC with additional wings for low wind?
From: Brooks
Date: 3/22/2004
Time: 10:47:00 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.245

Comments
Bravo! The paper may be archival, but I can't vouch for the inks!
(back)

KAP Kit, Picavet, etc now available
From: Brooks Leffler
Date: 3/19/2004
Time: 5:27:01 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.245

Comments
Yesterday I went truly commercial and posted a new page on Kyteman's KAPsite describing (and selling) Brooxes Basic KAP Kit, my newly updated,
professionally-fabricated, black-anodized, radio-control, do-it-yourself camera cradle designed to be built in 4 hours.
I'm also offering separately Brooxes Compact Picavet Cross (which also comes with the kit), a new, simple, black-anodized Picavet X designed to be used with or
without PeKaBe blocks.
and also the blocks themselves.
See em all at http://homepage.mac.com/kyteman/newsite/BBKK/
(back)

Re: KAP Kit, Picavet, etc now available
From: Scott Haefner
Date: 3/19/2004
Time: 5:47:17 PM
Remote Name: 68.126.176.97

Comments
Looks great! A small suggestion: if I go to your homepage and click the "Equipment" button, there is no mention of the rig that I can see on that page. I realize
that I can scroll down on the main page to find it, but it prob. isn't obvious to the average user.
Scott
(back)

Re: KAP Kit, Picavet, etc now available
From: Brooks
Date: 3/20/2004
Time: 12:59:34 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.245

Comments
Thanks, Scott. Suggestions always welcome, and usually implemented quickly, as I hope to do with this one.
(back)
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Re: KAP Kit, Picavet, etc now available
From: Robby
Date: 3/26/2004
Time: 7:37:02 AM
Remote Name: 198.45.26.20

Comments
Hi Brooks,
Would your kit carry my Nikon Coolpix 5000? I know that you are familiar with this digital camera. Thanks. Robby.
(back)

Re: KAP Kit, Picavet, etc now available
From: Brooks
Date: 3/26/2004
Time: 9:08:52 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.245

Comments
Yes, it should work fine with any camera that doesn't exceed 5" wide x 3" high x 2.5" deep, and the N5000 falls within that range.
(back)

Re: KAP Kit, Picavet, etc now available
From: Brooks again
Date: 3/26/2004
Time: 9:26:18 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.245

Comments
Well, I spoke hastily based on specs for the 5400, which were close at hand -- then looked up the specs for the 5000.
The 5000 pushes the upper limit on height, but by simply drilling one hole to allow a slightly higher shutter servo mounting, it should work OK.
(back)

Re: KAP Kit, Picavet, etc now available
From: Brooks yet again
Date: 3/26/2004
Time: 11:27:34 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.245

Comments
It occurs to me that there's no problem with shutter post height at all if you use the Digi-Snap to expose the picture. If you haven't already checked out this
device, see it at http://www.harbortronics.com/digisnap2000.asp .
(back)

Re: KAP Kit, Picavet, etc now available
From: Scott Haefner
Date: 3/26/2004
Time: 6:07:10 PM
Remote Name: 68.126.176.97

Comments
I very highly recommend the Digisnap 5000 over the 2000 model:
<http://www.harbortronics.com/digisnap5000.asp>
It's cheaper, lighter, less complicated and more reliable. I've used both with my CP 5000.
Cheers, Scott
(back)
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Gusty Winds
From: Roger - Australia
Date: 3/18/2004
Time: 12:08:54 PM
Remote Name: 203.51.242.226

Comments
No Allan, I am not using for reef mapping. I use KAP as a hobbie only. But because I live by the beach on the Gold Coast, almost every week-end I go out fishing
on my boat,and I take the kite with me, and somtimes I travel north to the south end of the Great Barrier. I've been taking pictures of unspoiled Australian
regions as... beaches, marine parks, natural reserves, coral reefs, etc... I think with all satelite technology today, the government has already a goog mapping of
the Barrier. Cheers mate. Roger
(back)

Gusty Winds
From: Roger - Australia
Date: 3/18/2004
Time: 11:22:21 AM
Remote Name: 203.51.242.226

Comments
Thanks Henry for your tips. I was thinking about using a 5 feet long Surgical Elastic (the ones nurses wrap around the pacient's arm to take blood) They are
hollow and almost unbreakable, and light (made out of latex) I used to make my own surfboad leash vesting the cord with this elastic, streaching it to the
maximum, and than tight two knots one at each end. When it deflexes (low winds), the line looses itself inside, if the wind hits too strong, the elastic will extend till
the max, and kite line will take control from there on. Using as sufboard leash, it could handle waves up to 12 feet, more than that, it will beak the board not the
leash. My Rokaku kite bends and holds part of the stress, but definilly I need something else to control these gusts that last for a few second only.
once again thanks.
PS. I use a Pendulum too, but I also have a picavet suspention that I never use. For me the pendulum does the job in a way picavets can't mach. Especially when
KAPing from a boat on the Great Barrier Reef.
Roger -Australia
(back)

Re: Gusty Winds
From: Allan, St. Lucia
Date: 3/18/2004
Time: 11:49:54 AM
Remote Name: 206.128.215.51

Comments
The first time I ever heard about KAP was a paper at the International Coral Reef Symposium, about Great Barrier Reef studies in the early 1980s. Roger, are
you by any chance also using KAP for reef mapping?
Allan
(back)

Gusty Winds
From: Roger - Australia
Date: 3/17/2004
Time: 4:00:19 PM
Remote Name: 203.51.243.9

Comments
Hello all. The area I am living has winds of about 10 knots most time of the year.The problem is that these winds gusts up to 20 knots twice or more in a minute.
Of course the result, is that kite and rig bounces up and down too much, making it difficult to frame, not to mention loss of focus. I was thinking about placing
something like an elastic leash or cord between the rig and kite bridle to diminish the traction during gusts and make it smoother. Does it works? Has anyone
tried something similar before. Thank you advance for any tip. Roger.
(back)

Re: Gusty Winds
From: Frank Louwers (frank.louwers@altina.cx)
Date: 3/20/2004
Time: 9:12:22 AM
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Remote Name: 194.78.199.68

Comments
Hi Roger,
I read you use a Rokkaku. With this type of kite you can actually put a little bit of shock cord in the bridle part that goes to the lower cross stick, more precisely
in the part of the lower bridle between the attachment point and the point where it splits in 2 (or 3)nearer the kite. Difficult to explain in words, but probably
clear when you look at your bridle. I have not done this myself, but have read that it does even out the effect of gusting.
Hope this helps,
Best regards, Frank
(back)

Re: Gusty Winds
From: Henry Jebe
Date: 3/18/2004
Time: 8:24:34 AM
Remote Name: 66.58.166.59

Comments
Yes, I have used about a 4 foot section of bungee cord bound into the kiteline tightly between the kite and the attachment point of my rig. I did it for shooting
photos from a skiff or canoe which is bouncing in a sea while running to cut down on the motion being imparted to the kiteline. It does help some to have done
this, The size of the bungee cord should be such that it isn't all stretched out at the lower wind velocity and still isn't so strong that it stretches very little in the
puffs you mention. You could probably use up to 10 feet I suppose, much more than that would be adding unnecessary weight though. If you are familiar with
fishing knots, use a similar knot used for tying the leader to a flyfishing line, then sew into the bungee's woven cover a bit for extra security. If you want extra
insurance, you can have a piece of kiteline between the upper and lower attachment points with enough slack, but I haven't found this necessary.
My flying from a skiff is usually solo, for that I am still using a pendulum as the picavet is too difficult to use when I am trying to control the boat at the same time
as working everything else. For a while, I abandoned the radio controlled rig too and switched to using a music movement timer to shoot four photos per lofting.
Handling the radio proved too intense for solo use, I dragged my waterproof camera through the water several times. Launching the kite with the pendulum
already attached to the line, I slip the loose coils of line through my free hand until the rig is airborne. I am using a hand gurdy (commercial fishing reel) to hold
my kiteline which is mounted to a board I fasten to the seat in my skiff or as an auxillary thwart in my canoe. I then reel out additional line still with my free
hand. This all sounds kind of like a circus act, and it is sort of is. It is quite a relief when the rig is safely in the boat again. Flying on land or when someone is
handling the boat is much easier and healthier for the blood pressure.
Sorry for carrying on so much, I hope this helps.
Good luck, Henry
(back)

Re: Gusty Winds
From: Christian
Date: 3/18/2004
Time: 5:22:16 PM
Remote Name: 83.154.148.116

Comments
I am kaping many times in such winds, and even worst, with gales up to 30 knots. Which kite are you using? In such conditions, I'm using a box kite, the calomil,
which I designed and which you will find drawings on my site www.becot.info The suspension is a pendulum, no more than half a meter long, the camera shots at
1/250, but it is dampened with two efficient devices, the Michael Haugrund's one, against pitching, and the sails-bow, against rolling. All datas also on my web
site. You may got anyway 20% blurred pictures, and 50% tilted ones, depending on how bad is the weather.
(back)

Second hand lifting kite in the UK? Please help.
From: Mark Ramessa
Date: 3/17/2004
Time: 4:03:34 AM
Remote Name: 195.167.131.194

Comments
Hello all, I have completed am pivicat camera rig and found my single line delta will not raise it in normal wind conditions. The rig is quite light with a small
digital camera but the servos and batteries weigh it down a bit.
I am thus looking for a lifting kite such as a single line parafoil of medium size. I have various lines and winders already from the delta.
If any one has maybe a secondhand lifting kite that they have upgraged from and is sitting in their kite bag I would be very interested and would mean I could
start taking pictures! Money is a bit on the tight side and the new ones seem quite expensive.
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Alternativly I any one knows a cheap version of a lifting kite from the UK can they let me know?
Hope to hear from you, fingers crossed.
Mark
(back)

Re: Second hand lifting kite in the UK? Please help.
From: Mark Ramessa
Date: 3/18/2004
Time: 7:53:41 AM
Remote Name: 195.167.131.194

Comments
My number is 0788 447 1985, just incase you did not receive my email. You can call any time after 6pm this evening
Thanks
Mark
(back)

Re: Second hand lifting kite in the UK? Please help.
From: Simon Harbord
Date: 3/17/2004
Time: 4:45:52 AM
Remote Name: 138.32.176.254

Comments
Drop me an e-mail (link off bottom of any page on my website)with your phone no and I'll ring you to discuss. I might be able to help.
Simon
(back)

Re: Second hand lifting kite in the UK? Please help.
From: Mark
Date: 3/17/2004
Time: 6:53:53 AM
Remote Name: 195.167.131.194

Comments
I have emailed you
(back)

Limited range problems
From: Scott Haefner
Date: 3/16/2004
Time: 12:12:00 AM
Remote Name: 68.126.194.238

Comments
I just finished repackaging my transmitter:
<http://scotthaefner.com/kap/?page=transmitter>
Everything seemed to be working perfectly when I tested it in my apt., but after the first field test (and further testing in a more controlled environment), I've
found that I only have an effective range of about 50 feet before the servos start twitching uncontrollably.
I also have access to a brand new, unmodified transmitter of the same brand/model that I repackaged (HiTec Laser 4),and it behaves the same way, having
perhaps a very slightly wider range, but still less than 100 ft. Probably the slght difference is due to the stock antenna on the unmodified Tx vs. the rubber ducky
I am using on the repackaged Tx.
The Tx came with the Hitec Feather micro Rx:
<http://hitecrcd.com/Receivers/featherrx.htm>
It has an advertised range of up to 1000ft. vs. 1 mile for a 'typical' receiver.
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So, do you think a range of 50ft - 100ft. is to be expected in the "real world" for this receiver? Do I have to invest in a normal-sized receiver to get satisfactory
results? Any ideas?
Cheers, Scott
(back)

Re: Limited range problems
From: Frank Louwers (frank.louwers@altina.cx)
Date: 3/21/2004
Time: 5:14:36 AM
Remote Name: 194.78.199.68

Comments
Hi Scott (and others),
I see that you have already good answers. I can just confirm that I use a rubber ducky antenna on my transmitter since a long time and have not noticed any
adverse effect on the ranges I need for Kapping. I also use 2 (different) microreceivers with reduced range on 2 of my rigs. Again no range problems at all.
Therefore I really think the problems are with your receiver or its antenna. Microreceivers usually use a much smaller cristal package, that are more prone to an
internal breakage (in the cannister) and also have more delicate feet. Are they well seated in their socket (or are they soldered in USA?)?
Best regards, Frank
P.S. I really like your rig, well done!!
(back)

Re: Limited range problems
From: Frank Louwers (frank.louwers@altina.cx)
Date: 3/20/2004
Time: 9:21:04 AM
Remote Name: 194.78.199.68

Comments
Hi Scott (and others),
I see that you have already good answers. I can just confirm that I use a rubber ducky antenna on my transmitter since a long time and have not noticed any
adverse effect on the ranges I need for Kapping. I also use 2 (different) microreceivers with reduced range on 2 of my rigs. Again no range problems at all.
Therefore I really think the problems are with your receiver or its antenna. Microreceivers usually use a much smaller cristal package, that are more prone to an
internal breakage (in the cannister) and also have more delicate feet. Are they well seated in their socket (or are they soldered in USA?)?
Best regards, Frank
P.S. I really like your rig, well done!!
(back)

followup
From: Scott Haefner
Date: 3/18/2004
Time: 5:26:25 PM
Remote Name: 68.126.176.97

Comments
Thanks to everyone who replied. I didn't elaborate so much in the first msg., but what I meant by "more controlled environment" is that:
1) the transmitter was layed out on the ground with the antenna pointing up. 2) I carried just the receiver with a single servo plugged into it and the battery pack
away from the Tx to measure the range. 3) this was repeated in two different locations (plus a third: the KAP field test).
So, my impression, based on tests and responses, is that the Rx is faulty. HiTec happily agreed to send me a new one as soon as they received a faxed copy of my
receipt.
I'll let everyone know how it turns out.
Scott
(back)

More info...
From: Scott Haefner
Date: 3/16/2004
Time: 12:18:38 AM
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Remote Name: 68.126.194.238

Comments
I should have mentioned a few more facts:
1. I'm using fully charged, new batteries. 2. I've tried two different channels. 3. I'be tested it in three different locations.
Scott
(back)

Re: More info...
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 3/16/2004
Time: 3:28:57 AM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
To me the only reasonable conclusion is a problem with the receiver and/or its antenna.
Peter
(back)

Re: More info...
From: Richard Amirault
Date: 3/16/2004
Time: 5:14:29 AM
Remote Name: 146.115.58.99

Comments
No .. I don't think that is "only reasonable conclusion" ....
On the transmit side ... a "rubber duck" is not usually as efficient as a telescoping whip. Further, the way it is now mounted puts it right next to the body of the
operator tending to de-tune it.
On the receive side .. we have no informaiton on the receive antenna. Maybe the configuration of the receive antenna is "less than optimal"?
Richard in Boston, MA, USA
(back)

Re: More info...
From: Bruce
Date: 3/16/2004
Time: 8:14:10 AM
Remote Name: 68.89.44.254

Comments
Interesting little receiver, and pretty TX repackaging.
Receiver antenna should be a consideration. From the receiver's "FAQ:"
Q. How long should the antenna be? A. The antenna is 42 inches (1050mm). If you are replacing the antenna, make sure to use a multi-strand wire of about 28
gauge.
(back)

Re: More info...
From: Brooks
Date: 3/16/2004
Time: 10:06:54 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.245

Comments
I'm guessing receiver or antenna too. I've made two or three rigs with the Feather -- for other people -- but haven't had any complaints despite my concern that
range wouldn't be enough.
I've also used a lightweight receiver from FMA Direct that I HAVE had negative reports on, though I've found it satisfactory myself.
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My suggestion would be to use a standard receiver and see if things improve. The weight differential really isn't significant on a rig the size of yours.
(back)

Re: More info...
From: David Hunt
Date: 3/16/2004
Time: 12:23:26 PM
Remote Name: 69.68.179.32

Comments
Many KAPers wrap their RX antennas around a boom. This modifies the receiving characteristics of the antenna, you are basically creating a crude helical
antenna which is tuned to a different frequency. If the receiver has limited sensitivity then a less than ideal antenna configuration can only lower the sensitivity
even more.
You might want to test your RX on the ground with the antenna fully extended in a straight line and see if this helps reception.
If the fully extended antenna performs better, an alternative method for using the boom would be to make one, maybe two, wraps then thread the remaining
antenna through a hole drilled at the end of the boom and let the remainder hang down. This creates an L-shaped configuration which is also less than ideal, but
it may be better than a tight wrap around a short boom.
David Hunt
(back)

Re: More info...
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 3/16/2004
Time: 7:14:43 AM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
Replacing the rubber duck transmitter by the standard transmitter gave Scott only a gain of 50 ft on the 50 ft he already got. Where are the other 900 ft? I know
he is not made out of steel... ;-)
Peter
(back)

Re: More info...
From: james@gentlesSPAM.info
Date: 3/16/2004
Time: 8:43:55 AM
Remote Name: 192.25.22.11

Comments
If I understand correctly you have not changed the rig, but changed the transmitter - loss of range. You tried another unmodified transmitter - still loss of range.
I agree with Peter, it's the receiver thats faulty. Some things to try: 1. A break in the aerial wire (inside the plastic sleeve) making the receiver deaf. If you can get
access to both ends of the wire you can check this with a meter. 2. If you are field trialing on the ground don't let the receiver aerial touch the ground, although
this is a long shot - the ground in dry countries is higher resistance than in waterlogged Scotland :-)
These systems should easily work over 1000'. Strip the rig back to the receiver and one servo and see if it works with either transmitter, that will remove lots of
uncertainty.
I know exactly where you are with this I had lots of trouble with my set up, and ended up buying another receiver, and another transmitter to try to debug it very frustrating.
I hope you find the problem.
James
(back)

Re: KAPER has new URL
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 3/15/2004
Time: 3:06:12 PM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
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Congratulations David. A great URL and a great new look.
Peter
(back)

Re: KAPER has new URL
From: Brooks
Date: 3/15/2004
Time: 5:28:21 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.245

Comments
Wow, isn't it lovely though! Some very nice touches, David, to an already power-packed site. I hope everybody checks out all the good stuff you've got hidden
there -- and now with such effective drop-menus, they surely will.
Congratulations!
(back)

KAPiSco Needs your help.
From: Simon Harbord
Date: 3/14/2004
Time: 3:16:03 PM
Remote Name: 195.92.168.172

Comments
Due to 5 people dropping out I'm at the point of not being able to run KAPiSco and make it a worthwhile event. As you can imagine with hotels to book and boat
trips to organise for June this is becoming a headache. I have only 5 KAPpers from out of the UK plus some partners, and 3 or 4 from in the UK. This means that
for it all to work I need some more to commit.
This is a major, major disappointment to me, particularly as I received so much encouragement from KAPpers to organise it.
I'm prepared to open up to keen beginners to help numbers. There are some strategies for keeping costs down a bit for those of you seeing a high dollar/Strerling
exchange rate.
Please consider again, we need you. I can't wait much longer.
Simon
(back)

ALUMINUM CRADLE THICKNESS?
From: Al Gaines {kiteman@inteliport.com}
Date: 3/13/2004
Time: 6:56:00 PM
Remote Name: 208.27.31.211

Comments
I've seen camera cradles on- and offline made out of 1/16th inch [0.0625"] and 1/8th inch [0.125"] thick aluminum. Which thickness is better?
I live in a *small* town. Most of the aluminum I can purchase here is "strap", and not "sheet". I've had some trouble finding 1/16th in certain widths.
Thanks in advance!
-Allan "Coast Guard Kiteman {Ret.}" Gaines North Carolina, USA
(back)

Re: ALUMINUM CRADLE THICKNESS?
From: Richard Amirault
Date: 3/15/2004
Time: 8:52:09 AM
Remote Name: 146.115.58.99

Comments
I'm not sure I understand your question. Are you asking about the whole rig? or just the part that you attach the camera to?
The frame of my rig is made from the lightest, thinnest angle-stock aluminum I could find. Cutting a slot in one side of the angle at the 'corners' of the rig and
overlaping the two cut pieces, and securing them with pop rivets gives a *very* light and strong frame.
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However, I used considerably thicker flat stock for the piece that actually holds the camera.
Richard in Boston, MA,USA
(back)

Re: ALUMINUM CRADLE THICKNESS?
From: Brooks
Date: 3/13/2004
Time: 7:16:22 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.245

Comments
IMO, there's no reason to use anything heavier than necessary to lift a camera. .125 is way more than you need, though I admit it's much more readily available
most places.
If you can't find .0625 metal locally, try Online Metals in Seattle at http://onlinemetals.com/. They'll cut it any way you wish, and their prices are reasonable,
considering you can't get it locally! I started using their stuff when my local hardware store quite carrying 1/16 stock because of the wholesale minimums.
I would caution you, though, not to order 6061 alloy -- it's way too hard/stiff for what we're doing, and while it's great for machining, it doesn't bend without
breaking unless the radius is large.
good luck! bgl
(back)

Shocking Experience!
From: james@gentlesSPAM.info
Date: 3/11/2004
Time: 4:24:31 AM
Remote Name: 192.25.22.11

Comments
Anyone experienced anything like this?
Last October I flew from a Lighthouse near Newscastle, northern England. I could see some heavy rain coming, but I estimated I had 30 to 60minutes, and it
made the sky really interesting.
Once I had the kite up and walked across a tidal path towards the lighthouse I began to realise that I was getting electric shocks down the kite line. This made me
a little nervous :-). After taking only a few shots I abandoned the shoot and walked back to the launch site where I tied the kite to the ground stake. As I watched
it I could HEAR the static arking across the karabina holding the line to the stake. At this point I was afraid to touch the line, and wasn't sure how I was going to
get the kite and camera back. My 10 year old son was helping and I sure wasn't going to let him anywhere near it! I wasn't so keen my self - what if this was a
prelude to the full lightning strike?
After 30 minutes the rain started really heavy, and the crackling stopped, so we hauled in the kite and the camera - people and equipment were soaked, although
both worked after drying-out. During all this time there was NO thunder and no lightning.
(side issue: People watching me couldn't work out why I watched the kite for so long when if I'd started to bring it down in the dry, I'd have been finished before
I got everything wet!)
Has anyone experienced this? This was either to do with the weather or the fact that the day before I had flown and got the kit wet, although I carefully dried out
everything that night, the kite line being wound on a hoop was probably still a bit damp?
James
(back)

Re: Shocking Experience!
From: Gary Hinze
Date: 4/19/2004
Time: 12:14:55 PM
Remote Name: 156.39.169.188

Comments
The US Weather Bureau kite flyers had some amazing experiences with electricity. In one case they had a boxkite high up on the usual steel wire, in a perfectly
clear sky. There was a loud bang, the steel wire evaporated and the trail of smoke blew away. The man in the reel house was thrown out the door and the wire on
the reel was found to be fused. The kite and meteorograph were found ninety miles downwind.
Another kite experimenter flew his kite on a wire with an electroscope at the bottom end. He found a voltage gradient. He flew around the Washington Monument
and found that there was a gradient around the Monument.
If you wear insulated shoes, you may accumulate a charge and discharge sparks to other people who are grounded. Would it be better to have good insulation
between the kiteline and the ground, or would it be better to have a conductive path from the kiteline to the ground, isolating the flyer? For example, a metal
stake in the ground with a metal cable going to a metal pully, through which the flying line is fed.
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(back)

Re: Shocking Experience!
From: Simon Harbord
Date: 3/15/2004
Time: 10:40:18 AM
Remote Name: 195.92.168.179

Comments
As many know there is a high charge difference between the ground and the air and this can be several KV per hundred feet even in normal conditions. This is
enough to make flying KAP systems using wire even in "normal" weather very problematic, every few minutes a crack and your ground based equipment blows
out. This can be obviated through use of fairly sophisticated earthing systems.
As the dp increases in different atmospheric conditions this effect becomes evident through damp non conductors like kiteline. It is at this point manifestations
such as St Elmo's fire and strange discharges,sparks, crackling, coronas, hair standing on end etc begin. Whilst these effects are not in themselves life threatening,
they are an indication of a couple of things, an increased potential difference through the air that your line is cutting, and that your line IS becoming a partial
conductor. This should be enough warning to react. The next step up from these phenomena is a full blown discharge or lightning strike. As you will know,
lightning will take a path of lowered resistance, such as a kiteline. When lightning strikes a kite, the spreading electric currents in the ground can kill ANYONE
standing nearby, to say nothing of the black crispy smouldering person holding the string! There is unlikely to be any warning, and death is likely to be
instantaneous. One moment, carrying out your favourite activity, bang, nothing. "Static" electricity is nothing of the sort - it travels bl**dy fast!
Benjamin Franklin, despite the folklore, did NOT survive a lightning strike with his piece of silk and key on the kite line. He survived some minor static
discharge. If lightning HAD struck his line, we wouldn't have heard about his findings, we'd have heard about his death.
Incidentally cellular kites are thought to be very good charge collectors compared with flat kites. Also, man made fibre lines passing through very dry air can act
as static generators independant of atmospheric charge, generally this effect is not dangerous.
We all fly in strange weather conditions from time to time.
I believe that ANY electrical phenomena should be the absolute warning to get the kite down at the fastest possible rate. A nearby lightning strike should be the
warning to drop the reel or cut the line, and RUN ! (Forget the gear, you can retrieve the bits later)
Whilst all the above may not be totally accurate, its my interpretation of what I've read and learned.
This is the one aspect of KAP that scares me witless:
http://www.harb85.freeserve.co.uk/fetter/fet2.htm
Simon
(back)

Re: Shocking Experience!
From: Carlo Didier
Date: 3/12/2004
Time: 12:42:47 AM
Remote Name: 194.154.218.196

Comments
There doesn't need to be a thunderstorm for static electricity to exist. Ask Ralf Beutnagel about his experience. He seems to attract electricity. I saw it myself last
October in Pacific Grove when he flew his kite on the coast near Asilomar Center. There was definetely no thunderstorm coming up, just some fog and not much
wind.
(back)

Re: Shocking Experience!
From: Christian
Date: 3/15/2004
Time: 3:37:46 PM
Remote Name: 83.152.130.141

Comments
As it has been well explained by Simon and Carlo, there are two means to observe electric discharge through the kite line. The first one is that the line is charging
itself with electricity due to the friction of air on the line. It does happen each time the air is dry, so it is likely to be encountered more often in dry cold days. Then
if for some reason, the air gets some humidity, the line will be wet and the electric charges will product well-known effects. Voltage is high enough for it, some
thousands of volts and very low intensity, only fractions of amps. We all have experienced this. It's not harmful, just impressive. There is no clouds in the nearby.
It could be when fog raises. The second one is the discharge of charged air through the line. Here also, it happens only when the line is wet. At the end of
afternoon, near the coast, you have such case. Air charged with electricity can be encountered in some specific circumstances. Charged air is usually at higher
places than our kites are flying. Flying higher than half a kilometer will give more opportunity to reach it. But, any cloud born by hot air near the ground can
carry such charged air and bring the trouble. There are sometimes such events in the kite community, and last year in France, some kiters had this experience,
which resulted in car battery problems on their van to which the line was tied. They managed to keep themselves away and safe. Voltage is several x10 thousands
volts and intensity is as much as line can carry it, which cannot be much. Casualties can happen because of the high voltage. The last circumstance is the kite
under a storm cloud, even without thunder. This cloud is already a very high energy of charged air. When it discharged against another charged air at another
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potential, it produces thunder. It can also discharged through wet kite line. The line is a guide leading electricity to the ground. The wet air around it will also
contribute to the discharge. Within a short time, very high voltage is present, hundreds thousand volts, intensity also is more important as going through wet air
around the line. During 19th century, experiences hold in Europe and America in thunder storms have ended with death of people, horse wagons thrown in the
air, and so on. I truly guess that B. Franklin did not got such conditions, but some that I described before. I do hope that understanding these occurences will help
to fly safely. I cannot imagine why flat kites would be less efficient electricity catchers than box kites. In stormy conditions, box kites will have better flying
behaviour, and are used more often in such wind conditions. So I'm guessing that these discharge events may be observed more often with the box kites.
Keep an eye behind you to observe coming clouds!
(back)

Re: Shocking Experience!
From: Craig
Date: 3/12/2004
Time: 7:22:09 AM
Remote Name: 204.147.0.54

Comments
what was Rolf's experience in the fog?
(back)

Re: Shocking Experience!
From: Carlo Didier
Date: 3/15/2004
Time: 12:23:53 AM
Remote Name: 194.154.218.196

Comments
He got "charged". Meaning that when you touched him you got a discharge.
(back)

Re: Shocking Experience!
From: Brooks
Date: 3/11/2004
Time: 9:26:14 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.245

Comments
I haven't had it happen to that degree, but there's no doubt that under some conditions -- very like the ones you describe -- a damp line might as well be metal.
the moral: Don't fly in stormy weather, or even when storms threaten!
(back)

KAP www Index
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 3/10/2004
Time: 3:19:01 PM
Remote Name: 81.206.129.64

Comments
After a week of trouble with my ISP (www.ladot.nl) the KAP www Index on http://www.kiteaerialphotography.net is back. The whole database is moved to
www.bults.net. The database on www.dolphinazur.nl still exists but will not be maintained any longer.
Peter
(back)

Re: KAP www Index
From: Yvan
Date: 3/10/2004
Time: 8:35:37 PM
Remote Name: 213.177.142.128

Comments
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Nice work Peter... I love your site !
(back)

Anyone knows how to modify a 180Ý retract servo ?
From: Yvan
Date: 3/9/2004
Time: 1:05:01 AM
Remote Name: 194.78.200.167

Comments
Hi everybody.
I just bought the wrong servo for my new cradle. :-{ http://www.servocity.com/html/hs-75bb_retract.html (I didn't bought it by servocity, the link is just for
showing the model)
I read the, Hitec HS-75BB retract servo could turn 180Ý. This looked very interesting for my tilt system cause I want it to turn completely up or down. But
yesterday, when I tested the servo, it turns 180Ý but without stopping. I can't let the servo stop at f.ex. 30Ý or 45Ý.
Does somebody knows if it is possible to modify this servo so it reacts like a normal servo?
Thanks in advance for the help.
Yvan.
(back)

Re: Anyone knows how to modify a 180Ý retract servo ?
From: Simon Harbord
Date: 3/9/2004
Time: 10:21:28 AM
Remote Name: 195.92.168.179

Comments
You could 2:1 gear it and use it for HoVer purposes - check out links to HoVer rigs from Peter or David's websites. It may be a matter of modifying the control
circuit in the servo - out of my depth there unless you want to rip it apart to make a glorified geared motor (dumb servo)!
Simon
(back)

Plans for Cradle II
From: J Prev
Date: 3/7/2004
Time: 5:11:00 PM
Remote Name: 199.44.17.176

Comments
Does anyone know of any plans for a 2 axis aluminum cradle. The type of camera it fits does not matter. I just need plans to build from.
Thanks!
(back)

Re: Plans for Cradle II
From: Chris Hittinger
Date: 6/2/2004
Time: 1:25:05 PM
Remote Name: 80.185.236.156

Comments
look at http://www.alenck.de/cradle1.gif for detailed plans. (german language)
greetings Chris
(back)

Re: Plans for Cradle II
From: Christian Loibl
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Date: 3/8/2004
Time: 4:46:08 PM
Remote Name: 62.46.50.187

Comments
There are some plans of different rigs on the website of Andrea Casaboni. http://www.geocities.com/Yosemite/Meadows/2961/ind_tech_e.htm Hope it helps.
greetings from lovely austria. Christian
(back)

Re: Plans for Cradle II
From: emmanuel colonnier - France
Date: 3/8/2004
Time: 1:28:07 PM
Remote Name: 213.36.131.97

Comments
Hello, I just put some new pics (10) and comments (a lot)about my last built rig. It's in french, but you can probably use an on-line translator. If you want other
comments, you can drop me a mail (search on my "contact" page). Rigs are on : http://photocerfvolant.free.fr/index_matos.htm
I hope you'll find here some of the things you searched. A bientot, Emmanuel
(back)

Re: Plans for Cradle II
From: Christian
Date: 3/8/2004
Time: 2:17:54 PM
Remote Name: 83.152.83.129

Comments
Have a look on the "goldcrest" on this page: http://becotus.chez.tiscali.fr/rigs/anglais/&rigs.htm The "goldcrest" model is very, very simple to built, has no servo,
but is efficient and will hold any camera. For all building details, click on construction.
(back)

Re: Plans for Cradle II
From: Brooks Leffler
Date: 3/8/2004
Time: 6:54:15 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.245

Comments
If you decide you don't want to start from scratch, I've just finished my new improved professionally-fabricated Brooxes Basic KAP Kit, which includes all the
metal parts and hardware, including a metal Picavet, plus 20 pages of illustrated instructions, for $65.00 postpaid. You add the radio, servos, camera, and kite.
I haven't had time to properly get info about the greatly-improved kit onto my website, but you can see a Quicktime VR preview that you can rotate and zoom at
http://www.redshift.com/~kyteman/BBKK360blu.mov
More info, contact me at kyteman [at] redshift [dot] com.
chin UP bgl
(back)

Plans for cradle
From:
Date: 3/7/2004
Time: 5:08:42 PM
Remote Name: 199.44.17.176

Comments
(back)

Plans for cradle
From:
Date: 3/7/2004
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Time: 5:08:24 PM
Remote Name: 199.44.17.176

Comments
(back)

how much fuzzy tail?
From: David Merrill
Date: 3/5/2004
Time: 7:57:28 PM
Remote Name: 205.188.209.6

Comments
My first rig is almost complete. I just received my Sutton 30 and took it out for a flight. I attached a 2 lb. weight to the line to see how it would handle. What a
blast! The wind was about 15 mph. This is going to be fun. As the wind grew the Sutton went sideways and straight down a couple times. I know I need a fuzzy
tail. But how long? 15, 30, maybe 45 feet?
(back)

Re: how much fuzzy tail?
From: Brooks
Date: 3/5/2004
Time: 9:48:56 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.245

Comments
With a FF30 in that kind of wind, 25 - 30 ft.
(back)

Re: how much fuzzy tail?
From: Brooks again
Date: 3/5/2004
Time: 9:51:35 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.245

Comments
I should have added, with a Y bridle of about 5 ft per leg, and tie a knot in the center where the fuzzy attaches so it doesn't slide side to side.
(back)

Scott Haefner's Rig
From: cainebean
Date: 3/2/2004
Time: 10:15:38 AM
Remote Name: 207.65.28.2

Comments
First let me say that I'm glad I found such a wonderful site to learn about KAP. I was looking at Scott's site and he give some directions about his rig. He tell you
where to get the Spur Gears from but when I call they need more info. I tried to email scott directly but I kept getting some kind of login error. So can someone
help me out with the gears or could they help me out with his email? I appreciate your time.
cainebean
(back)

Re: Scott Haefner's Rig
From: Brooks
Date: 3/2/2004
Time: 11:23:07 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.245

Comments
Just scroll down a page or so and you'll see a thread called "servo gears".
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As a general rule, since there are many repeat subjects in this forum, it's a good idea to do a search first.
(back)

Re: Scott Haefner's Rig
From: cainebean
Date: 3/4/2004
Time: 5:26:05 AM
Remote Name: 207.65.28.2

Comments
Ok I did do a search but I must have missed the part about what the numbers mean. When he says, Gear(54), does that mean it has 54 teeth or what? I ordered
your AE and I can't wait to have that info overload!
cainebean
(back)

Re: Scott Haefner's Rig
From: Brooks
Date: 3/4/2004
Time: 9:23:49 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.245

Comments
Pursuing Scott's gears is a bit of a goose chase, and IMO the gears he uses don't do enough; namely, you get little if any speed reduction.
The gears I was referring to were discussed in a thread started by David Merrill on February 19, entitled "servo gears". In that thread, I gave specific part
numbers for a gear set that reduces the pan servo by 1:4, available from Robotzone, aka ServoCity.
Here's a specific URL to get you to Robotzone's gears: http://www.robotzone.com/Parts/Gears/index.html
Also, check the links to hubs and other stuff in the left column on their page.
(back)

Re: Scott Haefner's Rig
From: Scott Haefner
Date: 3/7/2004
Time: 11:00:32 PM
Remote Name: 68.126.191.28

Comments
Hello,
I have to admit that I didn't really modify the .pdf files from being my own notes to something that anyone could follow when I posted them. Now, I have edited
them with you and everyone else in mind; I've tried to be explicit about everything. I even added part numbers on the rig web page (see link below).
When I modified the servo for 360 degrees of rotation, gear reduction was no longer important. I just did a test with my current setup (55/40 teeth gears) and I
can rotate it so that it takes over 30 seconds to make one revolution. I just rotate the joystick on the Tx slightly instead of all the way...even full-blast it is
relatively slow.
Good luck! Scott
http://scotthaefner.com/kap/?page=rig
P.S. I'm not sure why the email link didn't work, but perhaps you have JavaScript disabled in your browser (I use JavaScript to hide the address from
spammers).
(back)

Re: Scott Haefner's Rig
From: cainebean
Date: 3/8/2004
Time: 5:51:21 AM
Remote Name: 207.65.28.2

Comments
thanks for the info and updating your site. I really like your rig and wanted to follow along since it seems like you have "most" of the bugs worked out.
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We switched our email servers at work and I hadn't gone into the browsers settings to change the email program, which is why I couldn't email you.
cainebean
(back)

Re: Scott Haefner's Rig
From: cainebean
Date: 3/4/2004
Time: 1:31:32 PM
Remote Name: 207.65.28.2

Comments
Gotcha. Appreciate the direction.
(back)

Working with aluminium
From: Pierre Lenfestey
Date: 3/1/2004
Time: 2:05:18 PM
Remote Name: 82.35.67.28

Comments
I have just constructed my first rig. It's more of a prototype than a finished product. What I really need is advice on how to work with aluminium (or aluminum if
you prefer). I just need to find a website or other source of advice on removing sections from 1mm-2mm sheet aluminium (with a view to saving weight). I suspect
that I can use a router, but am unsure about cooling the cutter and cutter specs amongst other things. Also I'd love to know if anyone in the UK knows a supplier
of anodised aluminium nuts, bolts & other nice bits.
(back)

Re: Working with aluminium
From: Cam Tardi
Date: 7/29/2004
Time: 2:42:37 PM
Remote Name: 24.69.255.246

Comments
YEs, you can cut through aluminium with a router, but you will go through bits quite quickly. The best ways are, plasma torch, jigsaw, bandsaw, holesaw,
tinsnips, and hacksaw =:-)
(back)

Re: Working with aluminium
From: Robby
Date: 3/5/2004
Time: 7:32:13 AM
Remote Name: 81.77.134.25

Comments
One of the best sources of lightweight, pretty (eg. anodised or chrome or albrufin) nuts and bolts is our friends in the custom motorcycle community. Any custom
biker mag in WH Smiths will point you in the direction of suppliers. Good luck!
(back)

Re: Working with aluminium
From: Henry Jebe
Date: 3/1/2004
Time: 9:42:00 PM
Remote Name: 66.58.166.59

Comments
I don't think I would use a router bit, more cutting edges such as those found on milling bits would work better, not to mention using aluminum cutting fluid. The
use of a drill press If you have one would be better also, especially if you use a milling vice.
If you can be careful working with somewhat hazardous materials and don't mind doing the work, here is a website that is helpful for you to do your own
anodizing -------- http://www.focuser.com/atm/anodize/anodize99.html You can make your rig rather colorful if you so desire, each part can be a different color.
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Anodizing everything makes the surface harder and less likely to get your hands/fingers black when using it.
Have fun, Henry
(back)

Re: Working with aluminium
From: Bruce
Date: 3/7/2004
Time: 11:48:25 AM
Remote Name: 68.88.14.255

Comments
FWIW I have purchased from this fellow, and the service and product was great.
(back)

Re: Working with aluminium
From: Pierre Lenfestey
Date: 3/2/2004
Time: 9:08:55 AM
Remote Name: 82.35.67.28

Comments
Thanks, Henry. I'm off to anodise anything that'll carry a current.
(back)

pan and tilt servo size ?
From: www.burtskitecam.co.uk/gallery
Date: 2/28/2004
Time: 12:46:42 PM
Remote Name: 80.225.123.75

Comments
what size servos would anyone recomend for pan and tilt,the camera is a olympus mju II. looking for the smallest but they need to still do the job . thank you
(back)

Re: pan and tilt servo size ?
From: Brooks
Date: 2/29/2004
Time: 9:28:00 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.245

Comments
You can use the smallest servos you can find -- but the tilt servo takes most of the stress, especially if you hit the ground too hard. If you can find metal gears for
the tilt, that'll help. But I've used the smallest micro servos with that camera (which is the best 35mm point-&-shoot for KAP, IMO).
The trade-off, as always, is strength vs weight.
(back)

Re: pan and tilt servo size ?
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 2/29/2004
Time: 12:42:05 PM
Remote Name: 213.75.187.159

Comments
Brooks is right. I've got only one addition: check if you can get spare parts for the servo you are going to buy. Even with metal gears one day you might need new
gears. If the mini servo for tilt has plastic gears, you're sure to want a set of spare gears.
Peter
(back)
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Re: pan and tilt servo size ? (2)
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 2/29/2004
Time: 12:46:53 PM
Remote Name: 213.75.187.159

Comments
Many modify the pan servo to endless rotation. This can not be done with (most) mini servos. They don't have a 360Ý final gear.
Peter
(back)

Re: pan and tilt servo size ? (2)
From: Brooks
Date: 2/29/2004
Time: 3:16:43 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.245

Comments
I would draw the distinction between "mini" and "micro" servos. The mini is medium sized; the micro (sometimes "submicro") is the smallest. I have no
experience with mini servos.
Cirrus micro servos have ball-bearings (at least the ones I've bought) and full gears, suitable for 360 conversion. In the USA, you can get them at Hobby People,
http://www.hobbypeople.net/
(back)

Servo Shutter system with spring
From: Yvan
Date: 2/27/2004
Time: 4:57:29 AM
Remote Name: 194.78.200.167

Comments
Hi,
I'm in the design stage for a new cradle and I have a questuon about the shutter release. I'm using a Cybershot P9 digital camera with the basic push button
shutter. On my previous cradle, the servo horn pushed directly on the shutter button, but now I heard from some kapers that this method is not so safe for the
camera. I saw on the 4th cradle of Chris, that he uses a little spring on the servo horn but the picture is a bit small. Does somebody knows a link on how to make
such a spring push system, or how do you call it. And as a second question, How does this work with the focussing. I have to push the shutter on my camera
halfway to focus for app.2 seconds and then push further for taking the picture. Does this work with the springsystem.
Thank in advance for the help.
Yvan.
(back)

Re: Servo Shutter system with spring
From: Carl Bigras
Date: 3/1/2004
Time: 4:51:31 AM
Remote Name: 198.103.196.130

Comments
There's a device in model RC cars which is called a "servo saver". I've used it on the tilt of a previous rig. This replaces the normal servo arm used in a cars
steering mechanism. The built-in spring has enough push to turn the wheels but can take the shock when the car hits a cement curb. The weakest link is no longer
the gears.
Carl
(back)

Re: Servo Shutter system with spring
From: Richard Amirault
Date: 2/27/2004
Time: 6:53:48 AM
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Remote Name: 146.115.58.99

Comments
I don't know how Chris did it, but on my rig I used a (re-bent) paper clip attached to the servo arm to make a spring "finger" to push the shutter button.
http://users.erols.com/ramirault/img00022.jpg
As far as pushing halfway for focusing ... I dunno ... maybe try to move the command radio toggle real slow when you shoot?
Richard in Boston, MA, USA
(back)

Re: Servo Shutter system with spring
From: Simon Harbord
Date: 2/27/2004
Time: 9:36:51 AM
Remote Name: 195.92.194.14

Comments
There are a few reasons to do this and recognising this gives an indication of the solutions. If you are using a small servo and joystick release, you may wish to
prevent overstrain of servo gearing due to pressing too hard, in this case a spring system may help.
If you are needing precision for a two stage shutter you might want to replace the transmitter joystick potentiometer with staged switching and trimmer pots set
up so that you can precisely set up the travel of the horn. That makes for quite an elegent approach to servo releases, and can be delicate enough to prevent
vibration too.
Depending on what you set up you might only need a little bit of thin rubber to save scratching the shutter button from repeated use. So I guess you need to work
out the best solution to your needs, a badly set up servo release can cause picture blurring, damage to camera and servo etc. A well set up one will do all you need.
Simon
(back)

Re: Servo Shutter system with spring
From: Brooks
Date: 2/27/2004
Time: 11:20:47 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.245

Comments
I think if you first of all use a micro servo with just enough muscle to push the button, and set it up so there isn't a lot of extra travel after it hits the button, you
don't need to worry about a spring. I've made over 100 rigs without springs, and haven't lost a camera yet from that cause.
Here's the way I prefer to do it (although the square brass tube has been replaced by ABS plastic, which wasn't available when I built this one:
http://www.redshift.com/~kyteman/shutterarmCU.web.jpg
The peg that actually pushes the button is a threaded nylon spacer. Works great.
As to the half-push position, I have experimented a lot with the need for pausing for focus/aperture setting, and haven't found that it's really necessary, at least
with most point & shoot cameras. Do as Richard says, and work your controls slowly!
(back)

Re: Servo Shutter system with spring
From: Cris Benton
Date: 2/28/2004
Time: 1:39:11 PM
Remote Name: 64.142.12.44

Comments
YvanÝs eagle eye did catch a retrofitted spring on my digital elf rig. I added this feature after taking about 15,000 images with the canon S400. My previous
Ýpseudo fingerÝ had been a simple stick with a vinyl end cap to protect the finish of the shutter button. My rotating arm had a shorter radius than the one shown
by Brooks and this caused the actuator to meet the shutter button at an oblique angle rather than straight down. I began to worry that this would eventually
cause some trouble with the shutter switch.
Inspired by the marvelous diagrams of Andrea Casalboni
http://www.geocities.com/kites_site/alb_kap3/kap3.htm
http://www.geocities.com/kites_site/alb_kap3/cu36.gif
I added a comparatively inelegant spring appendage to my shutter arm. All the most recent rig IÝve tried using a cam approach by mounting a circular servo
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horn through an off center hole. This seems to work fairly well and allows for fine adjustments.
Incidentally, I found that one of the great advantages of using a two step release is the capacity to remove time lag between command and exposure. By using a
half step to lock exposure and focus you can make the final exposure command almost instantaneous on a digital camera. During the KAPiCA Ý03 San Mateo
coast outing I was able to catch pumpkins in midair while they were being tossed on the ground to a low cart in three out of four attempts. Not too shabby.
Cheers,
Cris
(back)

Re: Servo Shutter system with spring
From: Cris Benton
Date: 2/28/2004
Time: 1:38:10 PM
Remote Name: 64.142.12.44

Comments
(back)

Re: Servo Shutter system with spring
From: Yvan
Date: 2/28/2004
Time: 10:40:15 PM
Remote Name: 213.177.142.135

Comments
Tnx for the help everyone. Again you gave me a lot of info and things to think about.
Yvan.
(back)

correction
From: Yvan
Date: 2/27/2004
Time: 5:13:36 AM
Remote Name: 194.78.200.167

Comments
Sorry,
I didn't saw this spring system on Chris's current pictures but on the video about kaping of him and Scott, filmed by the canadian discovery channel.
http://www.exn.ca/news/video/exn2004/01/22/exn20040122-kites.asx
Y.
(back)

Pulleys where do I buy them
From: Mark
Date: 2/27/2004
Time: 4:32:34 AM
Remote Name: 195.167.131.194

Comments
Hi
I have just finished building my radio controlled rig with a pivicat system. I am having trouble sourcing the little pulley wheels that attach to the cross on the top
of the rig and the double pulley wheels that attach to the line. I have found some but they are over Ý20 each and I need something cheap and simple. Hope you
can help Mark
(back)

Re: Pulleys where do I buy them
From: tonyandchris@btinternet.com
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Date: 3/15/2004
Time: 7:52:30 AM
Remote Name: 81.128.13.13

Comments
I tried getting pulleys until i saw the cost. I have eventually ended up using rufflette rings for curtains from C & H Fabrics. They are about 15 mm dia and I have
squashed them in a metalwork vice and they return to original shape and repeated movement of a picavet string does little or no damage. I think they were about
Ý1.50 for 100 and I connect them to the picavet with a clevis pin from my local yacht chandler.
(back)

Re: Pulleys where do I buy them
From: dave mitchell
Date: 2/27/2004
Time: 8:21:43 AM
Remote Name: 80.177.153.149

Comments
The pekabe pulleys that many use ARE expensive. In the UK you can buy them from P. J. SAILS in Dorset (see below). The single block pulleys cost about 5
pounds each (they come in packs of 2 for 9 pounds or so). The double block pulleys are not much more expensive but you can actually do without them - the
picavet needs pulleys to run freely, but at the line simple swivels will do.
Anyway, you will spend roughly 20 pounds if you want 4 Pekabe pulleys on your pecavet(but they are works of art).
Dave
PJ Sails are at 1 Courtenay Road, Poole, Dorset, BH14 0HD Tel/Fax 01202 744101
(back)

Re: Pulleys now bought, how much line to use?
From: Mark
Date: 3/4/2004
Time: 2:53:19 AM
Remote Name: 195.167.131.194

Comments
Dave Absolutly spot on, great advice and Ý20 is reasonable for what I am looking for. I will buy 4 today. I have loads of various swivels and was not sure if you tie
the line from the rig or just loop it through and let it move? Also not sure how far apart you connect on the line and how low the rig hangs, any ideas?
(back)

Re: Pulleys now bought, how much line to use?
From: dave mitchell
Date: 3/6/2004
Time: 7:17:16 AM
Remote Name: 80.177.153.149

Comments
As Brooks says, the picavet line is one continuous loop. The reason you can make do with swivels where you connect to the kite line is that once you've initially
leveled the rig, the picavet line only needs to be able to run freely through the pulleys attached to the picavet cross - it doesn't need to move through the swivels.
It makes sense to have the total length of line such that you can hold the two attaching clips up and have the rig dangle off the ground. Since there are eight
lengths of line going from cross to clips you want the total length to be less than 40 feet (8 x 5). Brooks 6 arm lengths (say 30-36 feet) is just about right (and
matches exactly what I use).
Dave
(back)

Re: Pulleys now bought, how much line to use?
From: Brooks
Date: 3/4/2004
Time: 7:38:10 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.245

Comments
I use a line length of about 6 armspans -- close enough for KAP. I attach the lines about 4 ft apart. You want the triangle described by the fore & aft lines above
the cross to be about equilateral.
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(back)

Re: Pulleys now bought, how much line to use?
From: Brooks
Date: 3/4/2004
Time: 7:36:06 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.245

Comments
(back)

Re: Pulleys now bought, how much line to use?
From: brooks
Date: 3/4/2004
Time: 7:35:48 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.245

Comments
(back)

Re: Pulleys where do I buy them
From: Allan
Date: 2/27/2004
Time: 6:39:43 AM
Remote Name: 206.128.215.124

Comments
Try http://www.worthmarine.com/ They have all the Pekabe fittings. Allan Saint Lucia
(back)

Re: Pulleys where do I buy them
From:
Date: 2/27/2004
Time: 7:27:09 AM
Remote Name: 195.167.131.194

Comments
Thanks for trying Allen
(back)

Re: Pulleys where do I buy them
From:
Date: 2/27/2004
Time: 7:26:14 AM
Remote Name: 195.167.131.194

Comments
I should have mentioned I live in England, does anyone know a UK supplier of low cost pulleys?
(back)

Re: Pulleys where do I buy them
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 2/27/2004
Time: 8:41:49 AM
Remote Name: 213.75.186.201

Comments
I think you should look for a R/C model yacht supplier like this one: http://www.housemartinsails.co.uk/ and their fittings page :
http://www.housemartinsails.co.uk/HMS_Fittings.htm .
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The good pulley's aren't cheap (GBP 6 to 7) but last a lifetime. Cheaper pulley's might give you more trouble than you might like to have.
If this shop, or similar, can't help you, please contact http://www.kapshop.com
Peter
(back)

Re: Pulleys where do I buy them
From: Simon
Date: 2/27/2004
Time: 9:44:35 AM
Remote Name: 195.92.194.14

Comments
You'll never regret getting Pekabes, if you don't get them you'll always feel you didn't get the best. Brooks sells them like sweeties at KAPiCa events- Cris Benton
defines them as male jewellery!
Simon
(back)

Re: Pulleys where do I buy them
From:
Date: 3/1/2004
Time: 7:20:09 AM
Remote Name: 195.167.131.194

Comments
Simon, I am not sure what you mean, please give me the idiots version.
(back)

Re: Pulleys where do I buy them
From: Simon
Date: 3/1/2004
Time: 9:15:22 AM
Remote Name: 195.92.194.18

Comments
They are wonderful tiny pieces of engineering, they are smooth in action and make a well made rig look better.
Can't say more.
Simon
(back)

LINE
From: Maciek
Date: 2/27/2004
Time: 1:45:24 AM
Remote Name: 80.50.143.197

Comments
Huy. I'm Kaping with a huge FlowForm, but I have quite a proplem with a line. I'm looking for a place to buy one (I'm thinking about kevlar one or dynema)
morover I need about 800 meters of it. If enyone knows wher to buy it, please let me know. Thanks macslom@yahoo.com
(back)

Re: LINE
From: Richard Amirault
Date: 2/27/2004
Time: 6:48:03 AM
Remote Name: 146.115.58.99

Comments
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First we need to know how big a "huge Flow Form" is? In square feet or square meters ... because what's "huge" to some is only "medium" to others!
Richard in Boston, MA, USA
(back)

Re: LINE
From: Maciek
Date: 2/29/2004
Time: 6:32:29 AM
Remote Name: 80.50.150.33

Comments
I'm will try to be more precise. My FF is about 15 sq meters big. and I'm usin it for archeologycal needs. I'm takig photos of some sited which are about 600m
long so i need to take the camata as high as i can. The place is absolutely safe as long as its quite a desert so there is no people around. I'm not using a metal reel.
I've been using dynema line which was great but its so easy to damage it so I looking for alternative to it.
(back)

Re: LINE
From: Brooks
Date: 2/29/2004
Time: 9:23:03 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.245

Comments
I still think your kite is much bigger than it needs to be except in really light wind -- but maybe your camera rig is much heavier than it needs to be too!
Innovative Textiles in Colorado is one possible source for long, strong lines; they don't really have a web site yet, but will take inquiries through
http://www.innotex.com/. Phone for international orders is (970) 242-3002; fax (970) 242-3030.
Another possibility is U. S. Line Company; they don't have a web site either, but may be reached at 16 Union Avenue, Westfield, Massachusetts; phone (US toll
free is all I've got) (800) 456-4665; fax (413) 562-7328.
(back)

Re: LINE
From: Maciek
Date: 3/1/2004
Time: 12:38:51 AM
Remote Name: 80.50.149.53

Comments
Probaby your right about my kite size... The good thing about my kite is that i need one in different conditions (exept of very light wind). My ring is quite havy
and my camara is have as well Canon EOS 50 with quite a heavy lens, but it is what i got. I used this camara becouse I need realy good quality. This year i'm
goeing to change it to some lighter and I m thinking about something digital as well. Thanks for your help. Maciek
(back)

Re: LINE
From: Craig
Date: 2/27/2004
Time: 8:29:14 AM
Remote Name: 204.147.0.54

Comments
I would not recommend Dyneema for KAP except in a few instances. Why? because it is very slipery and because it is very strong it is also very thin. I have some
300# test and it is so thin that I cannot pull in a kite using a gloved hand. You have to have enough room to walk the kite down with a pulley. Line like this would
be very dangerous to use around people. Walking down 400 feet of line on a beach could create a very large hazzard. The only time I have used my dyneema and
felt it was a good thing was when the wind was very light and I wanted to get the kite up high where I knew there was more wind. So, I used my 300 feet of
Dyneema, got the kite up all the way and indeed did find more wind. THen connected my normal 250 LB dacron, let up another 50 feet and then connected the
camera and conducted operations as usual. The light Dyneema allowed me to get the kite up when it would not lift the heavier line. But it is awful stuff to
handle.Under a strong pulling kite it would be a very challenging process to retrieve the kite without getting hurt in anything but a wide open site. Good luck,
stay safe
(back)

Re: LINE
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From: Brooks
Date: 2/27/2004
Time: 10:50:16 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.245

Comments
I would echo both previous responses, and add that kevlar is very scary stuff too -- and abrasive enough to remove an ear or fingertip.
Further, I would recommend against using any kite that is overpowered for the job at hand, particularly with kevlar or dyneema or spectra. (I use FlowForm 16
and 30 a lot, and either of them can be too powerful in enough wind).
(back)

Hobbythek show on TV
From: Ralf Beutnagel
Date: 2/26/2004
Time: 2:57:46 PM
Remote Name: 62.158.3.124

Comments
Hi, I have a TV tip for the ones could see German TV. The German TV WDR will send in the Hobbythek on the 21 of march 2004 some about KAP at 20:15 hour.
The "hobbythek" could be seen on many other channels too, so lets see what will be happen. MfG Ralf
And this is the link to the hobbythek: http://www.hobbythek.de
(back)

Re: Hobbythek show on TV
From: Matthias
Date: 3/2/2004
Time: 4:19:37 AM
Remote Name: 62.157.183.66

Comments
Auf der Seite kann ich nichts darÝber finden. Wo steht den darÝber etwas ?
(back)

Re: Hobbythek show on TV
From: Ralf Beutnagel
Date: 3/3/2004
Time: 3:22:25 PM
Remote Name: 62.156.47.17

Comments
Hi, the information is not on the tv-homepage at this time. The TV-team was asking me some questions about KAP. Normaly you can get information to the show
if the time is right. We will see what they will do. MfG Ralf
(back)

Dangerous Flying
From: Bill Mitchell
Date: 2/26/2004
Time: 1:05:58 PM
Remote Name: 66.211.223.44

Comments
I'm sure there are as many opinions as there are KAPers, but I'll ask anyway. I'm fairly new to RC-KAP and kite flying in general and wondered how many of
you pro's fly close to danger. I won't fly over water, that to me is asking for trouble. But how about flying over telephone lines? I have a FF 30 which flies a pretty
low angle.
Thanks, Bill
(back)

Re: Dangerous Flying
From: Simon Harbord
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Date: 2/26/2004
Time: 1:32:13 PM
Remote Name: 195.92.194.13

Comments
Here are a couple of links that you might like to read: Craig Wilson talks on risk:
http://www.fortunecity.com/marina/nelson/479/ARTICLE_030220_risk_wilson.html
My discourse on risk http://www.harb87.fsnet.co.uk/j01/j01.htm
Flying over water is absolutely no different to flying over land, and if from a boat you have strategies for retrieving your rig to the deck or your hand. If you are
often finding yourself bumping your camera on the ground 50 yards in front of you on retrieve, then flying over water might be problematic....
Over wires telephone or power, is much more problematic, maybe telephone is ok -this is what I wrote some years ago. Others may disagree with this, if so, it'll
make a good topic for debate.
From my strategies page:
"If you find yourself with a kite and rig nose diving towards power lines, then I suggest that you have no concept of kite safety, and you should give up the hobby
before someone gets killed. That said, it is perfectly feasible to fly in the vicinity of power lines, as long as the line length is such that the kite or line cannot
approach the power lines. In other words if the field is six hundred feet long and there are power lines on the downwind edge, you can safely fly your kite from the
upwind edge of the field up to 400 feet high, local laws permitting. But you cannot walk down the field at all. I give this advice with some vital reservations
though. Flying in locations with down wind hazards calls for more than simple guesswork over distances, and requires absolute discipline. It is not a technique for
the novice, but one for experienced flyers, with absolute confidence in their skills and equipment. If you have, despite the advice a kite heading for power lines, I
have only a single strategy that may get you out of trouble, before the kite hits, cut the line. You can only do this if you carry a knife with you when flying,
preferably on a chain or in a sheath attached to your belt. If you are lucky the kite will fly downwind away from the lines. Otherwise you may end up with
anything from arcing and explosions, power cuts, and lines coming down, through to the seeming non event of line draped over the power lines. At this point,
whatever the consequences, you have only one action open to you. Call the electricity company. However safe the incident appears, you have created a physical
link to the ground from the lines, the only people qualified to deal with this are the professionals. You may think that the line cannot conduct electricity and that
common sense says that you can retrieve the line. In getting it there, you have shown the level of common sense you excercise. You are not a high voltage expert.
Leave it to them to sort out the mess you created. "
----------Simon
Did you get my note on KAPiSco Dave? I'm getting desperate to get the (maximum number of) names firmed up.
(back)

Re: Dangerous Flying
From: Carlo Didier
Date: 2/26/2004
Time: 10:57:25 PM
Remote Name: 194.154.218.196

Comments
You should take all the advice given very seriously. I had only one encounter with a power line and only the combination of LUCK, LUCK, LUCK and a low
voltage line and a very dry kite line saved the day (and maybe my life at that). I will never ever fly above any of this stuff anymore even in 20 years from now with
the corresponding experience. I stil take calculated risks if it is only my kite and rig that's put into danger, but never if the safety of people (mine or others) is
compromised. Material things can be replaced. People not.
(back)

Nylon Bolt damage
From: James Gentles
Date: 2/25/2004
Time: 4:44:36 AM
Remote Name: 192.25.22.11

Comments
Over the last week I've been dismantling my rig called 02, in order to re-use parts for RIG04. I noticed that some of the nylon M3 bolts I had used now exibit a
"thinning" of the threads where the nut used to be. At first I thought some had been stressed more than others but the damage doesn't appear to be connected
with flight stress - e.g. 4 M3 nylon bolts holding a servo, and only one of them is damaged. Could this be connected with over tightening the nuts during
assembly? Anyone else seen or experienced this? James
(back)

Re: Nylon Bolt damage
From: Matthew Cole
Date: 2/25/2004
Time: 2:12:04 PM
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Remote Name: 65.126.85.188

Comments
I also use a 1/4 - 20 nylon screw to hold my camera to the rig but I back it up with a short fishing leader (80 lb test) that I can quickly attach to the strap lug of the
camera. Should the bolt fail, the camera will dangle from the rig, but at least I won't drop it.
(back)

Re: Nylon Bolt damage
From: Brooks
Date: 2/25/2004
Time: 9:39:31 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.245

Comments
I learned the hard way long ago: don't use nylon bolts for anything that requires a secure unbreakable connection. They do wear, just as you've seen. I've used
nylon locknuts on steel or brass bolts, but otherwise, if the fastener will make the difference between keeping the rig or crashing it, use metal.
(back)

Re: Nylon Bolt damage
From: Richard Amirault
Date: 2/25/2004
Time: 1:29:50 PM
Remote Name: 146.115.58.99

Comments
The only nylon bolt on my rig is a 1/4 20 to fit in the tripod socket on the camera ... BUT ... (being a 'belt & suspenders man' when it comes to these things) I also
secure the camera to the rig frame with a strong rubber band.
Richard in Boston, MA, USA
(back)

Re: Nylon Bolt damage
From: James Gentles
Date: 2/26/2004
Time: 6:58:10 AM
Remote Name: 192.25.22.11

Comments
Thanks for confirming my suspicions. Fortunately the pessimist in my means that I use steel where failure can be catastrophic, but elsewhere (e.g. holding servos
- 4 screws required) I use nylon to save weight.
In future I'll apply the rule that if a rig lasts more than one season it should be stripped and have the nylon hardware replaced!
Finally, I think we all use elastic bands as a safety net / comfort blanket, not sure whats the best description :-)
James
(back)

Re: Nylon Bolt damage
From: Brooks
Date: 2/26/2004
Time: 9:17:27 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.245

Comments
For holding servos, I use just two nylon screws!
(back)

A Northumbrian adventure
From: Craig
Date: 2/23/2004
Time: 11:42:29 AM
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Remote Name: 204.147.0.54

Comments
I just saw some of the finest KAP images I have seen in a very long time. You can link through peters site or go direct
http://www.harb87.fsnet.co.uk/north/north.htm Nice work Simon. The dusting of snow on the rocks at the beach, the footprints, the fishing boats looking like
skeletal remains of a once seaworthy vessel, WOW really fantastic. You were certainly at the right place at the right momment and were rewarded for the work
that it certainly must have been.
(back)

Re: A Northumbrian adventure
From: Carlo Didier
Date: 2/24/2004
Time: 12:33:35 AM
Remote Name: 194.154.218.196

Comments
You're right Craig. Simon has once again managed to astound us. He's one of the best, after all.
(back)

Schieppati Switch, maybe new stand-alone model
From: Bruce
Date: 2/21/2004
Time: 8:21:06 AM
Remote Name: 68.88.237.100

Comments
I like this guy. His standard ulta light weight RC switch works *BEAUTIFULLY* with its many features and he is very responsive to questions.
I have a cheap pen-cam, tiny cmos camera, which does 50 1248 X 640 pics. There are many circuits on the web for switching pen cams, one of the best, miniature
ones is by a KAP visiter here who's name I cannot recall at the moment. Please fill in.
But I wanted a swith for other purposes as well, so Michele has reprogrammed his basic switch with timing features independent of any RC. He may make it a
regular product.
So I can throw my pen cam in the air, or cata-pult and parachute it, or ultra light weight KAP it. Hurry, Mr international mail man!
Regards, Bruce
(back)

Re: Schieppati Switch, maybe new stand-alone model
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 2/21/2004
Time: 11:43:14 AM
Remote Name: 213.75.171.169

Comments
Are you looking for James Gentles' Pencam switch? This one: http://www.gentles.info/KAP/Pencam/pencam.htm
Peter
(back)

servo gears
From: David Merrill
Date: 2/19/2004
Time: 10:50:36 AM
Remote Name: 198.81.26.44

Comments
Hello all. I'm brand new to KAP. I'm working out the design for my KAP rig. I noticed others were having to mate up gears to servos anyway they could. I ran
across a web site today that has gear sets for Hitec and Futaba servos that are already splined and screw right on. The web site is "Robotzone". The item is
"replacement gearset for standard gearbox". Product # RZSG01. Perhaps most of you already know about this. Hope this is a help.
(back)
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Re: servo gears
From: Brooks
Date: 2/19/2004
Time: 3:51:01 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.245

Comments
I've used Robotzone (aka ServoCity) gears on all my recent rigs, using 24-tooth pinion #GF244F (Futaba/Tower), #3463H hub for 1/4" axle made from 2" sockethead screw, and 48-tooth spur gear #HM142. You can see this combo on my website ( http://homepage.mac.com/kyteman/ ) in my own rig and the Yellowstone
rig. This package will save countless hours of special fabrication, and costs $15 - $20 as I recall.
(back)

Re: servo gears
From: Bruce
Date: 2/21/2004
Time: 7:56:23 AM
Remote Name: 68.88.237.100

Comments
Wow, guys, thanks for the link. I have a lathe, but hey, a real aluminum hub for a few bucks is so much better than a round-tuit. And the do not charge S/H, btw,
which really makes it a deal.
(back)

Re: servo gears
From: Brooks
Date: 2/19/2004
Time: 3:57:43 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.245

Comments
I shoulda said, "on those recent rigs where I wanted gearing", as most rigs are still made without gears.
I also note that the Robotzone gears are also visible on my site on the Nikon 4300 rig.
Also, I checked the cost of the gears and hub: just under $11.00. Whattadeal!
(back)

Kap exhibition at Berck, France
From: Christian
Date: 2/14/2004
Time: 3:22:14 PM
Remote Name: 80.9.116.172

Comments
Hi, Berck festival in France will stand in 2004 from april 17th to 25th. There will be a kap exhibition. The theme is "the cities and their monuments". Would you
like to send some enlargments? Please contact me at christian.becot@laposte.net
(back)

KAP technique on sailboat
From: Yvan
Date: 2/12/2004
Time: 8:37:31 AM
Remote Name: 194.78.200.167

Comments
Hi fellow Kapers,
Someone asked me if I could take som KAP pics from his sailboat in action. I'm very interested in the idea, but I'am a bit scared for my material. My 1st thought
was about pulling the cradle and camera in top of the sailboat and take the shots. The 2nd was pulling the kite with the rig behind the boat.
Does somebody of you has experience or suggestions with this kind of kaping.
Tnx in advance for the help
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Yvan.
(back)

Re: KAP technique on sailboat
From: Craig
Date: 2/12/2004
Time: 1:06:50 PM
Remote Name: 204.147.0.54

Comments
shoot out of a second boat(powerboat) tacking upwind and alongside making it possible to place the camera right over the subject boat. That way you are out of
the way if the sailboat needs to fall off the wind and if the wind suddenly falls you can increase your speed to keep the rig in the air without fear of conflict with
the other boat as you will pull away to increase lift on the kite. It is actually easy to do. No power lines, lots of room, no cars. Choose a time when the water is still
a bit flat but there is some wind for sailing and kiting. Big waves will make your job more difficult. Because the rig will not be far up the line for nice closeups of
the sail and rigging the camera will be subject to your boats motion. That is why I suggest going out to do this in the morning before the waves increase in size. Of
course you will need someone to operate the you will shoot from.
(back)

Re: KAP technique on sailboat
From: Yvan
Date: 2/12/2004
Time: 8:15:52 PM
Remote Name: 213.177.142.41

Comments
Hi Graig, that's a good idea, I didn't thought about that. Tnx for the help.
Yvan.
(back)

Re: KAP technique on sailboat
From: Cris Benton
Date: 2/14/2004
Time: 10:27:34 AM
Remote Name: 64.142.12.44

Comments
I have flown kites from boats on quite a few occasions. While this is not for the faint of heart, itÝs not really that difficult either and can yield some remarkable
images. It is, I think, really important to have someone you trust at the helm of the boat and, furthermore, they understand the ramifications of the boatÝs course
on the kite. Perhaps not a bad idea to practice flying a kite from the boat until it seems quite comfortable. When I have flown from sailboats I have noted that the
rigging is a large part of the puzzle particularly the backstay.
CraigÝs advice about using a second boat as the kite/camera platform is spot on. The one time IÝve done this yielded fun photos of a less than photogenic craft.
Repeating the process with a handsome sailboat is high on my list.
http://arch.ced.berkeley.edu/kap/gallery/gal123.html
Cheers,
Cris
(back)

Re: KAP technique on sailboat
From: Yvan
Date: 2/14/2004
Time: 10:45:13 AM
Remote Name: 213.177.142.253

Comments
Tnx for the help Cris. In fact, it's a very nice boat...
http://www.oxydooceanrace.be/eng/index.htm
Maybe you could come to Belgium ;)
(back)
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Re: KAP technique on sailboat
From: Ulli Monsees
Date: 2/15/2004
Time: 2:03:22 AM
Remote Name: 212.144.82.74

Comments
You can easily start your kite if the sails are down otherwhile the sailing boat has to face the wind. Once the kite is in safe air you can fix the rigg to the kite line.
Getting the kite down be prepared that it gets into the "wind shadow" of the sail and it touches the water.
Ulli from Germany
(back)

Where can I get copys of the "Aerial Eye" Publications?
From: RESK
Date: 2/8/2004
Time: 6:13:55 PM
Remote Name: 64.229.134.28

Comments
(back)

Re: Where can I get copys of the "Aerial Eye" Publications?
From: Brooks Leffler
Date: 2/8/2004
Time: 7:30:04 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.245

Comments
If you're in the USA, from me. $30.00 check or MO payable to American Kitefliers Assn, PO Box 34, Pacific Grove, CA 93950. PayPal too, to kyteman [at]
redshift [dot] com.
If you're in Europe, contact Peter Bults at http://www.kiteaerialphotography.net/
(back)

Re: Where can I get copys of the "Aerial Eye" Publications?
From: Richard Amirault
Date: 2/9/2004
Time: 4:46:51 AM
Remote Name: 207.172.210.228

Comments
Brooks forgot to mention that what he is selling is the *complete* collection on CD-Rom.
Worth having!
Richard in Boston, MA, USA
(back)

Bad Mistake
From: Robby
Date: 2/8/2004
Time: 9:52:29 AM
Remote Name: 81.77.225.33

Comments
I don't indulge in public humiliation, but I made a bad mistake today and need to learn from it - hopefully with list subscribers' input.
My Flowform 30 pulled me off my feet and dragged me (helplessly) about 250yrds down a hill before the flightline broke. I have a bruised ego (and a bruised
rear!), I've lost my kite and I hate to think where it ended-up. I need to re-think my set-up.
The wind was gusty but not gales or anything like that. Everything seemed OK (it was pulling hard - probably about 200ft up - but I was in control), then it
veered off to the side and started to pull like a train. Eventually I lost my footing and off I tumbled. A stranger grabbed me and we came to a rest. Then the line
snapped.
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I was tethered to the kite. This is probably a mistake. I have a caribiner attached to my trouser-belt with an 'eight' on it (an absailer's piece of kit). I thread my
flightline from a drum through the eight to introduce some friction, thus helping me to control letting the line out. When the kite reaches the height I want, I wrap
the flightline a couple of times around the 'waist' of the eight and that holds it at a fixed length.
I'd welcome any (constructive!) comments. Luckily I'm still getting the hang of the kite so no expensive camera gear was involved. And frankly it was lucky that
the flight line broke.
Are kappers tethering their kites to trees (or, indeed, tethering themselves to trees!)? Any other advice??
TIA.
Robby
(back)

Re: Bad Mistake
From: Allan
Date: 2/8/2004
Time: 12:20:56 PM
Remote Name: 208.158.13.3

Comments
Ouch! When I can't leave the Hagaman 35 tied off on a cleat on the front of the Land Rover I use a spare dive weight belt to clip a cleat-type line holder to myself.
The quick-release buckle would give you instant detachment in an emergency. Chers, Allan Saint Lucia
(back)

Re: Bad Mistake
From: Richard Amirault
Date: 2/8/2004
Time: 11:06:44 AM
Remote Name: 207.172.102.115

Comments
Sorry to hear that .. but at least you didn't loose or damage a rig.
First off it seems that you haven't had enough experience flying kites. Is that you're only KAP kite? If the wind was *that* strong I think I'd have choosen a
smaller kite.
Anyway ... as far as 'tethering' goes .. it all depends on the wind, the subject and the local area I'm shooting in. I have tethered the kite to a fixed object, but
mostly I attach it to myself so that I can walk around and adjust my view. As you've learned, attaching a strong pulling kite to yourself without any quick way to
release the kite can be dangerous.
My system is far from perfect and not anywhere close to being ideal by any means. I use a flat wooden line winder called the WINDBREAKER mostly. A nylon
strap with a caribiner on the end holds the windbreaker at one end and the other end loops over one of my shoulders and under the other. Still a bit 'hard' to
release, but easier than what you were using ... plus ... I *always* carry 2 or 3 knives on my person when flying as a last resort.
By the way .. write your name and contact informaiton on your kites. It just may help you to get them back.
Richard in Boston, MA, USA
(back)

Re: Bad Mistake
From: Christian
Date: 2/8/2004
Time: 2:46:20 PM
Remote Name: 80.9.118.80

Comments
Well, your adventure has ended with low damage. In such circumstances, it could have been worst. This is why I don't like the idea to tie the kite to myself when
the kite is pulling strongly. I know some kiters do it, but I don't recommend it, and your story is showing what I dread. I prefer to tie the line to anything else, and
let me free to use a pulley or a winch-pulley to get the kite down. Let see my web page on the "gamma hook"
http://perso.wanadoo.fr/becot/tako/anglais/&accessories.htm
(back)

Re: Bad Mistake
From: Brooks
Date: 2/8/2004
Time: 7:40:52 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.245
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Comments
I agree with Richard that the FF30 was not indicated in these conditions, but you've learned that it is one powerful kite. Even the FF16 can give you an arm
wrestle, and it's half the size.
It's a good idea to use a kite that is not much stronger than you need. A lot depends on your rig. If you're flying a rig of 2 lb or less, the 30 is too much kite in
anything but light air -- the FF16 would be more appropriate, with the caveat above.
If your rig is heavier, you'll need the 30 more often -- but maybe you should rethink the rig. A standard three-channel rig with a point&shoot camera shouldn't
weigh more than two pounds, and an SLR (not recommended for newbies) can usually be brought in at 3 lb or less if you're careful.
(back)

QUESTION About The Bearing The Cradle Rotates [PANS] On?
From: Coast Guard Kiteman {Ret.}
Date: 2/7/2004
Time: 6:53:27 PM
Remote Name: 208.7.212.26

Comments
I'm ready to start building a new cradle, and I'm a bit unsure how to make the 'bearing' that the cradle rotates on when panning. [This will be a Picavet rig, not a
pendulum.] From what I've been able to make out reading the AERIAL EYE archives and surfing online, a plain nylon (or similar) washer or bearing will work.
Is that enough, or should I go with something else? Some kind of model acft./car/whatever ball bearing?
Thanks in advance.
-Allan "CGK{R}" Gaines North Carolina, USA
(back)

Re: QUESTION About The Bearing The Cradle Rotates [PANS] On?
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 2/8/2004
Time: 4:18:32 AM
Remote Name: 213.75.161.13

Comments
Since the speed of rotation on a KAP rig is low you don't need ball bearings or similar things. A smooth washer will do the job.
Peter
(back)

Re: QUESTION About The Bearing The Cradle Rotates [PANS] On?
From: Christian
Date: 2/8/2004
Time: 2:48:01 PM
Remote Name: 80.9.118.80

Comments
Sincerely, I will never use a nylon bolt to sustain the craddle, and never use brass because the risk of failure is very high. Please have a look to my web
page,http://perso.wanadoo.fr/becot/rigs/anglais/&workshop.htm and see the pan-rotation. It should help you.
(back)

Discovery feature
From: Allan
Date: 2/4/2004
Time: 5:05:15 AM
Remote Name: 206.128.215.72

Comments
It was great to see the Discovery Channel piece on KAP linked on Peter's site. It is the closest I've ever come to seeing another Kaper in action.
(back)

One servo for two jobs?
From: Oddvin Lund, Oslo
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Date: 2/4/2004
Time: 4:41:10 AM
Remote Name: 195.159.102.193

Comments
Someone must have tried this, since one servo has two movements (normal and reverse). There should be cost and weight(?) savings here, e.g. by letting the servo
do both camera release and pan. Any web-links on this?
(back)

Re: One servo for two jobs?
From: Brooks
Date: 2/4/2004
Time: 12:36:09 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.245

Comments
Yes, I made several rigs with that feature years ago, using a small gearmotor for pan and a microswitch for the backstroke of the shutter. Pan was only one
direction, and the gearmotor didn't have enough resistance to wind pressure, which would cause the cradle to rotate a bit more than wanted in certain positions. I
later decided that the miniscule weight and cost savings weren't worth it, and have used separate servos since.
Christian Becot (http://perso.wanadoo.fr/becot/) has made rigs with one servo turning a rotary switch to any of several functions, with the second channel
operating whatever servo was connected through the switch. This is written up in the Aerial Eye 3.1, winter 1997. This is a better solution, but I still like separate
servos/channels better.
(back)

Re: One servo for two jobs?
From: Simon Harbord
Date: 2/4/2004
Time: 3:10:15 PM
Remote Name: 195.92.194.14

Comments
Sorry if I keep posting stuff I've done in answer to questions, but I guess the idea is to help people out, and share ideas. This system was posted by Cris on his
website (before I went lightweight or got a website of my own) of my 1986 heavy rig. I was squeezing a lot of functions out of servo's back then, and this was
taking it to the limit - 2 speed pan/tilt and reverse plus shutter plus spare contacts.
http://www.arch.ced.berkeley.edu/kap/others/shrig.html
Reason I posted the link was 1) its truly amazing the stuff you can find squirrelled away on Chris's website and 2) your question reminded me of it, and I suppose
3) I was always a bit proud of that system, it always worked well, but it was so heavy!! But then I was flying a Stratoscoop 3 so weight wasn't the issue, survival
on windy days was though.
I just now had a look at those diagrams and really thought I'd love to re-engineer the whole approach down on a smaller lighter system, giving control over lots of
functions. Of course once you start turning things with servo's, a lot of ideas start to buzz around potentiometers, switches, zoom controls - whatever. Devilishly
interesting and good for the likes of me who can just about point a soldering iron and work out which way volts go through a switch but I get a bit lost and glazed
over when dealing with programming a Schiepatti switch! Leave all that stuff for the young' uns. I do like simple electromechanical.
That old rig still hangs in a shed, 17 years on covered in rust and dust. Maybe I'll drag it out and have another look. Your question fired me up a bit!
In later years I did a couple of rigs (since sold) with upthrow of shutter arm triggering a microswitch that activated a dumb servo doing the pan stuff, would be
very easy to make it reverse too - I could never be bothered.
Anyway - enjoy my blast from the past.
best regards
Simon
PS I really do need 2 more couples to commit to KAPiSco, come on, you know you'll not regret it.
(back)

Michelle Scieppati's excellent RC camera switch
From: sunansea@yahoo.com
Date: 2/2/2004
Time: 11:53:56 AM
Remote Name: 24.161.137.59

Comments
Like many of you on this forum, I am also using Michelle SchieppatiÝs little RC camera switch for my rig http://www.rc-flysoft.com/ His switchÝs are tiny, and
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lightweight (the ideal RC combination), and it works perfectly. I'd say its also fairly inexpensive (considering what it can do and its awesome features).
Mr.Schieppati sent it to me from Milan, Italy in a small envelope, with good documentation. Upon receiving it, I needed to email him a few questions I had, and
his prompt replies and customer service were outstanding! His cool little switch was the only one on the market that would work on my camera, and without it,
IÝd still be using a bulky servo to control my shutter. Thanks for designing a great switch Michelle!
(back)

Re: Michelle Scieppati's excellent RC camera switch
From: Scott Haefner
Date: 2/2/2004
Time: 10:58:01 PM
Remote Name: 67.125.25.179

Comments
I completely agree about Michele being great to work with. I posted a question on this board, and Michele himself answered it; I didn't even know that he reads
this webpage. Michele has been very responsive in getting my problem resolved.
His switch weighs probably 1/5 of my previous switch. Changing allowed me to finally trim enough weight to reach my initial goal of 1kg total flying weight on my
second rig.
Scott
(back)

Re: Michele Scieppati's excellent RC camera switch
From: sunansea@yahoo.com
Date: 2/2/2004
Time: 2:39:52 PM
Remote Name: 24.161.137.59

Comments
Apologies for a careless spelling error in my first post. The switch is made by "Michele" Scieppati, not "Michelle", which is the female (french) version of his
name (as was corrected by a fellow kaper).
(back)

Re: Michelle Scieppati's excellent RC camera switch
From: Christian
Date: 2/2/2004
Time: 1:24:42 PM
Remote Name: 193.248.255.124

Comments
I'm quite happy to see that the Schiswitch as we call it now has became a wellknown Kap electronic part since I first introduced it at Berck 2002! For those who
have a spare servo electronic circuit board, and need an electric device switch, replace the motor of the servo by a relay, a SIL REED relay is recommended, or a
photocoupling device.
(back)

Re: Michelle Scieppati's excellent RC camera switch
From: tonyandchris@btinternet.com
Date: 2/20/2004
Time: 6:15:57 AM
Remote Name: 81.128.13.13

Comments
Can anyone enlighten me as to whether this switch can be used with a Pentax MZ7 SLR as I cannot yet afford another camera. Yours Tony Smith
(back)

putting my bubble panos to shame
From: Scott Haefner
Date: 2/1/2004
Time: 10:17:45 PM
Remote Name: 68.122.38.52

Comments
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Wow, this is cool! It's not shot from a kite (that I know of), but it's an aerial, 360 degree pano with a 3d model of the space needle as well. If you know Seattle, you
can see the international fountain that I shot recently (close to the base of the needle). See:
http://www.fieldofview.nl/spv.php
Scott
http://scotthaefner.com/kap/
(back)

Re: putting my bubble panos to shame
From: Brooks
Date: 2/2/2004
Time: 9:57:09 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.245

Comments
Well, it's pretty impressive, but hardly puts your bubble panos to shame. The insertion of the 3D model is pretty neat though.
(back)

Re: putting my bubble panos to shame
From: Scott Haefner
Date: 2/2/2004
Time: 11:04:59 PM
Remote Name: 67.125.25.179

Comments
BrooksOf course, you are right, I don't really think that. But I thought it needed some dramatic emphasis b/c I was blown away just like I was when I first saw Philippe's
kite-borne bubble panos two years ago. Philippe is the person who inspired me to create the panos. See:
http://www.philohome.com/kitephoto/kapp.htm
Scott
(back)

Re: putting my bubble panos to shame
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 2/2/2004
Time: 2:29:30 AM
Remote Name: 213.75.173.147

Comments
This is really WOW!. Very coooolll.
Peter
(back)

Counters
From: llan, Saint Lucia
Date: 2/1/2004
Time: 6:08:20 PM
Remote Name: 206.128.215.46

Comments
Scrolling through my AE CD I decided it was finally time to incorporate a counter in the transmitter. Having spent half an hour last weekend reversing across a
headland with the kite tied off to the cleat on the Land Rover bumper, to find that I had finished the roll at the previous location. I tried using the Radio Shack
part numbers in the articles and came up with Elvis Presley and Winnie the Pooh phones. Key words didn't find the right thing either. Can someone let me know
of a source for a counter I could get by mail order? Thanks in advance.
(back)

Re: Counters
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From: Brooks
Date: 2/2/2004
Time: 12:22:01 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.245

Comments
Radio Shack, as you have discovered, is not carrying either of the counters they once did. Anybody have any leads?
(back)

Re: Counters
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 2/2/2004
Time: 2:34:16 AM
Remote Name: 213.75.173.147

Comments
Conrad from Germany ( http://www.conrad.de ) or The Netherlands ( http://www.conrad.nl ) has a cute 4 digit counter. Part# 120244-02. Costs Euro 12 (US$ 15).
If you need help getting the counter directly from them, let me know. I have a Conrad account.
Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
(back)

Re: Counters
From: Simon Harbord
Date: 2/2/2004
Time: 7:31:11 AM
Remote Name: 195.92.168.172

Comments
If you get stuck finding a counter you might try the simple appoach of converting a small lcd digital clock. Sounds tricky but is in fact very simple to do. Put your
clock in "set minutes" mode, figure which button you press to advance the minutes, open tha case and solder 2 tag leads out from the button switch contacts to a
suitable microswitch attached to your shutter button. Ive used this approach for years, it really is simple to do.
There's a picture (but no description) at http://www.harb85.freeserve.co.uk/control/control.htm
Also described in AE vol3 no4.
all the best Simon
(back)

Re: Counters
From: Allan
Date: 2/4/2004
Time: 4:48:36 AM
Remote Name: 206.128.215.72

Comments
Many thanks for those suggestions. Now to solve another counting conundrum. I went back to the bay I couldn't shoot last weelend because I had unknowingly
finished the film. Took 10 carefully counted shots, checked the camera and all 36 were done. I can't replicate this on the ground. Hmm. Stumped in Saint Lucia
(back)

Mystery Frames
From: Cary
Date: 2/4/2004
Time: 6:57:53 PM
Remote Name: 64.222.237.180

Comments
Allan,
I had a similar problem that drove me nuts until I figured it out. It was as if the camera was firing off shots on it's own. It's really maddening too when your
paying for film processing.
It started when I made a rig with an electronic shutter switch. It never happened with my rig that used a servo moved pseudo-finger to trip the shutter.
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I had gotten into the habit of turning on the receiver first without turning on the transmitter. The servos would get all jittery and what I didn't realize at the time
was that the electronic switch was also going crazy--and firing off pictures at the same time.
The solution was to turn on the transmitter first and leave it on for the duration. Then turn on the receiver. That way the rig was always under the "command" of
the transmitter. The servos did not get jittery and no unwanted photos were snapped.
It's an old habit that's hard to break. When the rig is in the air and I'm walking into postion it's always temping to turn off the transmitter.
(back)

Re: Counters
From: Christian
Date: 2/2/2004
Time: 1:13:22 PM
Remote Name: 193.248.255.124

Comments
The best counter I know is the 4 digits conrad counter. Peter, we do not have it now in the France Conrad sales. Save one for me, please. I also use a 6 digits
counter where you can set an alarm every N shots. I set it with N=10 so it warns me at 10th, 20th, 30th shots. Very convenient to prevent too much shots on the
same target, and not have some for another one. I once used a cheap bike counter which has a step to step mode.
(back)

Picavet length
From: www.burtskitecam.co.uk/gallery
Date: 1/30/2004
Time: 12:52:45 PM
Remote Name: 80.225.124.120

Comments
my picavet is 53 feet OR 16 meters it work's fine but would a shorter one work just as well.and would a long picavet suffer from left to right swing on a gusty
day.is there a right fixing distance on to kite line between fixing points. MANY THANKS PS I USED TO BE WWW.PINBROOK2.CO.UK/GALLERY BUT
NOW www.burtskitecam.co.uk/gallery
(back)

Re: Picavet length
From: brooks
Date: 1/30/2004
Time: 2:20:37 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.245

Comments
I usually use a line length of about 5 arm-spans, sometimes six, and it makes the system much easier to work with. Place the hanging points enough apart so that
the triangle described by the inner fore-aft lines is equilateral.
James Gentles has done some worthwhile Picavet research. http://www.gentles.milestonenet.co.uk/KAP/Gallery/2003/index2003.htm
(back)

Re: Picavet length
From: Simon Harbord
Date: 1/31/2004
Time: 5:23:50 AM
Remote Name: 195.92.194.15

Comments
I don't think there is a right or wrong length. I use very short Picavets so that the camera hangs only about 2 feet below the kite line with the anchor points on a
dowel about 2 feet long, this allows for very easy one man handling, I can get the rig back to my hand without it touching the ground if the wind eases.
Presumably the physics suggests this is sub-optimal, but I really don't seem to get a higher proportion of blurred shots. For me the ability to easily handle the rig
outweighs a theoretical loss in percentage of sharp shots. For me a fairly fast shutter speed is a more important factor in success than the length of the Picavet.
best regards Simon
(back)

The "non-beta" version of my Kap web site is online.
From: Emmanuel from France
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Date: 1/30/2004
Time: 5:07:29 AM
Remote Name: 194.250.178.227

Comments
The "non-beta" version of my Kap web site is online.
Hy everyone, some people among the one's who read this forum know the "beta-version" of my web site.
I try to take care of the comment some of you made to me, and here's the result. Since yesterday, a great number of new adds is now online, especially an
exclusive gift for all Kapers, I call it "The Ka(p)lendar" (http://photocerfvolant.free.fr/images/calendrier%2002%20ChangisYathClubP%e9niche%20V.jpg).
There's a new Pic gallery of the exhibition I made last year.
For a review of the Adds, you can reach my News Page (only in French at this time) at http://photocerfvolant.free.fr/index_news.htm, and always the Home page
at http://photocerfvolant.free.fr/.
If you wanna be informe (one time by month maxi) of the new adds, you can send me a email on the Contact Page.
It's my first attempts to make a real web site (with Photoshop Elements, my fingers and a keyboard...). I only made small pages before. In fact, I measure now the
work (always in progress...) it is. I hope you enjoy it.
Emmanuel
(back)

I have a problem on the link ka(p)lendar, I'll work on it this evening (no such content)
From: Emmanuel from France
Date: 1/30/2004
Time: 5:53:35 AM
Remote Name: 194.250.178.227

Comments
(back)

Video Signal Quality
From: Glenn Nelson
Date: 1/27/2004
Time: 11:21:57 PM
Remote Name: 64.166.9.250

Comments
I'm just trying out my second receiver from Supercircuits and getting pretty poor results (about the same as the first one I tried). I'd like to hear from others
about any system they use and whether vertical sync is a typical problem. This is their MVL31, it's a handheld 2.4 GHz TV (with the same 4 channels as any X-10
wireless camera). I get pretty severe jumping in the image - loss of vertical sync. It has a single pole antenna, brief experiments indicate that this is fairly sensitive
to orientation. I tried it with an X-10 wireless camera on all 4 channels - bad always, can only show a clear signal when very close (10 feet)and on the beam
(remember, X-10 has that flat, directional antenna), very sensitive to azimuth relative to the transmitter. Then I tried it with the transmitter that comes with the
kit - better at some orientations, perhaps the antenna (hidden inside the box) has broader radiation pattern. Still is sensitive to the receiver antenna orientation,
but not nearly as sensitive to the azimuth relative to the transmitter. So some of the problem I see is due to antenna type and orientation, but this seems to be
terrible quality. Next experiment is to try a X-10 receiver and hook it to the video in.
(back)

Re: Video Signal Quality
From: Carl Bigras
Date: 1/28/2004
Time: 4:12:19 AM
Remote Name: 198.103.196.130

Comments
Hi Glen,
Are the frequencies an exact match? See post; Exact video frequency From: Carl Bigras Date: 12/23/2002 Time: 7:54:18 AM
Even though the TX and RX frequencies are relatively close, the image does jump around a bit.
(back)

apologies for double posting
From: Carl
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Date: 1/28/2004
Time: 4:16:56 AM
Remote Name: 198.103.196.130

Comments
(back)

Re: Video Signal Quality
From: Carl Bigras
Date: 1/28/2004
Time: 4:12:02 AM
Remote Name: 198.103.196.130

Comments
Hi Glen,
Are the frequencies an exact match? See post; Exact video frequency From: Carl Bigras Date: 12/23/2002 Time: 7:54:18 AM
Even though the TX and RX frequencies are relatively close, the image does jump around a bit.
(back)

Re: Video Signal Quality
From: Glenn Nelson
Date: 1/28/2004
Time: 8:36:29 PM
Remote Name: 64.166.9.250

Comments
Surprise surprise. Based on experiments I'd say that X-10 frequencies are somewhere between those from the Supercircuits devices. Transmit with X-10, receive
on SC TV and the video comes in on TWO channels, one somewhat better. Same thing when I use SC xmtr and X-10 receiver (I have all these things in my stash
box).
Using X-10 rcvr and xmtr I deduce that their frequencies more closely match, but those antennas are highly directional and it's easy to lose vertical sync.
Using both SC xmtr and rcvr, the results are better - signal less directional, but stil prone to losing vertical sync.
Now I'll have to go offline by turning off my wireless network and cordless phones.
(back)

Re: Video Signal Quality
From: Glenn Nelson
Date: 1/28/2004
Time: 9:11:04 PM
Remote Name: 64.166.9.250

Comments
Duh! Both wireless LAN and cordless phone base station had to be unplugged! Last night I had unplugged my wireless LAN and still had troubles. I just didn't
imagine that the cordless base station transmitted when phones were not in use - probably does that because it's a multi-handset unit. Another lesson learned.
So I guess I'll keep this Supercircuits MVL31. It seems kind of crappy, but the receiver uses 4 AA batteries and has external antenna, and the transmitter is pretty
lightweight.
(back)

Re: Video Signal Quality
From: Carlo Didier
Date: 1/28/2004
Time: 11:04:16 PM
Remote Name: 194.154.218.196

Comments
This is a good example of the RF pollution we have nowadays. Ever more stuff that making RF noise and interfering with each other. A friend of mine even had
problems with his video acquisition card when his wireless phone was powered on. Funny thing is, he uses two different softwares with the same card and one soft
has more problems than the other one, although both have no problems when the phone is switched off ... By the way: How about Bluetooth? What's the
frequencies that uses?
(back)
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SchiSwi
From: Allan
Date: 1/24/2004
Time: 8:34:22 AM
Remote Name: 206.128.215.177

Comments
Hi all, I have a question about the Scieppati switch connection. I recently added one to fire my SLR and it works great (although it fires when I release the RC
lever, not when I push it). When I was still using a mechanical on/off switch I got an old point and shoot and soldered two wires in place of the shutter release and
could then interchange with the SLR. The SLR remote cord had red and black wires so connecting to the SchiSwi was easy. I now want to use the P&S with this
new system. Does it matter which wire goes to red and black in this switch? I don't want to mess it up this soon. Thanks for any advice. Allan Saint Lucia.
(back)

Re: SchiSwi
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 1/24/2004
Time: 10:48:29 AM
Remote Name: 213.75.179.152

Comments
Most probably one of the 2 connections of the camera is connected to the "ground" of the camera. You can check that by mesuring the resistance between the
connector contacts and the battery minus. That's where the black wire of the SchiSwi should go.
Peter
(back)

Camera control via USB port
From: Dave Mitchell
Date: 1/23/2004
Time: 3:34:49 PM
Remote Name: 80.177.153.149

Comments
The problem with USB is that it currently requires a lot more software on the host (PC) side than it does on the device (Camera) side. I don't think it's possible to
build the host side using a cheap microprocessor (eg STAMP). This will change when USB On-The-Go (USB OTG) gets going. OTG looks like it will let you build
simple peer-to-peer USB configurations (as long as you don't need the full set of USB facilities). For more details, see http://www.everythingusb.com/usbonthego/
Dave
(back)

Cheap fuzzy tail
From: Dave
Date: 1/23/2004
Time: 5:20:38 AM
Remote Name: 208.190.210.117

Comments
I had read in this discussion group that a fuzzy tail is recommended to help control Flowform and DC kites. Unfortunately, I didn't have one. But I did have a 20
ft. tube tail that I bought for about $8.00 US. I cut the tube tail from end to end and then make it into a fuzzy tail. Has anyone else done this?
(back)

Re: Cheap fuzzy tail
From: Richard Amirault
Date: 1/23/2004
Time: 9:48:18 AM
Remote Name: 146.115.58.99

Comments
Interesting .... did you say you already did this, or are considering doing it?
Most fuzzy tails have a string running down the center. This is for support and strength, and helps a lot if you add somthing to the end of the fuzzy tail (another
fuzzy tail?)
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"Real" fuzzy tails don't cost all that much, and your tube is nice just as it is (was?) In fact, as long as you already had the tube, I would have used that on your
kite first and see how well it worked, then go from there if you need more.
Richard in Boston, MA, USA
(back)

Re: Cheap fuzzy tail
From: Dave
Date: 1/23/2004
Time: 10:56:11 AM
Remote Name: 207.206.136.32

Comments
Yes, I already did this. The tube already had a seam the full length of the tube, so I cut the tube lengthwise, 180 degrees opposite the seam.
I did try the tube tail first but it wasn't providing enough drag to keep my DC kite straight. After reading suggestions in this discussion group I made the fuzzy
tail. So far the fuzzy tail appears to be working better than the tube.
(back)

Re: Cheap fuzzy tail
From: Bruce
Date: 1/26/2004
Time: 8:43:57 AM
Remote Name: 68.88.5.13

Comments
I re-read your post: you have already cut it lengthwise. Still, I think a series of hoops would be interesting. Anybody?
(back)

Re: Cheap fuzzy tail
From: Bruce
Date: 1/26/2004
Time: 8:37:07 AM
Remote Name: 68.88.5.13

Comments
I do not think I have heard much about a tail like this. You have a long continuous series of loops now? What are their diameters and widths? That sounds like a
very interesting tail. I wonder what its performance characteristics would be. It might act somewhat like a bucket, drag more with increase wind (???) Anybody
try anthing like this? -----OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO Or if you cut the tube with angled cuts, so the hoop are out of 90 degrees with the main tail line... or
alternating straight and angled.... hmmmm. Sounds like an experiment for someone.
(back)

Remote control of digital camera
From: Dave
Date: 1/23/2004
Time: 5:16:31 AM
Remote Name: 208.190.210.117

Comments
I recently found some software that allows you to control a digital camera remotely. Does anyone know if its possbible to send commands by radio instead of the
usb cable. If this was possible, you could control all aspects of the camera from ground level.
http://www.breezesys.com/PSRemote/index.htm
(back)

Re: Remote control of digital camera
From: Linnar (linnar2eol.ee)
Date: 9/26/2004
Time: 1:09:44 PM
Remote Name: 80.75.104.110

Comments
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Hi guys,
I'm using Canon G5 camera and control that using IR. First I scanned IR codes which IR transmitter sends and then wrote program for uC which sends codes to
camera. I can use also zoom-in/out which is very suitable in KAP. When I find time I'll put info into my web page.
Linnar
(back)

Re: Remote control of digital camera
From: Richard Amirault
Date: 1/23/2004
Time: 9:39:05 AM
Remote Name: 146.115.58.99

Comments
I really don't think you can do the same thing with a radio link. Especially the thru the lens image on the computer screen. The amount of data exchange
necessary for that kind of data is way too big for a 'normal' digital radio link.
You can transmit TV signals from the camera to the ground, but this is a digital link .. not the same. Plus the protocol necessary to control the camera would need
to be understood and somehow converted to a radio format, transmitted to the camera receiver, converted back to USB and then fed into the camera's USB port.
The closest you can come is that some cameras have a video out jack. Connect this to a TV transmitter (X-10 or whatever) and use normal RC servos to control
the camera. Yes, it's not the same as adjusting shutter speed and zoom and all the rest I know, but it's the best you'll likely get.
Richard in Boston, MA, USA
(back)

Re: Remote control of digital camera
From: Dave
Date: 1/23/2004
Time: 11:09:43 AM
Remote Name: 207.206.136.32

Comments
In the future, could it be possible to send up a PDA (handheld computer) up with the rig to control the cameras and/or servos, and use a high speed wireless
computer connection to a ground level laptop or another PDA. My home wireless network connection goes about 100 feet through the walls. I'm guessing it will
go further uninterupted.
(back)

Re: Remote control of digital camera
From: David Hunt
Date: 1/23/2004
Time: 11:57:56 AM
Remote Name: 65.41.234.182

Comments
Olivier Humez has taken a digital camera opened it and wired it where he can control every function of the camera from the ground. Check out the "digital
cradle" on his web site:
http://perso.wanadoo.fr/ohumez/kapelectronics/
All those things you have mentioned in your previous post are possible, the limitations with KAP have to do with how much weight you can lift. Olivier is doing
the fancier things with KAP rigs than anyone else at the moment. Check out his "Video Cradle" on the same web site.
David Hunt
(back)

Re: Remote control of digital camera
From: Simon
Date: 1/24/2004
Time: 2:43:24 AM
Remote Name: 195.92.168.174

Comments
David how could you forget --
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And buy a copy of the KAPiCa 02 DVD set from David Hunt and see Olivier explain his systems to an amazed audience. If you want to see Olivier 's systems in
action, come along to KAPiSCO 04. The man is a genius of KAP electronics.
I think I got all the relevent plugs in there!
Simon
(back)

Newbie says thanks
From: Dave
Date: 1/23/2004
Time: 5:12:50 AM
Remote Name: 208.190.210.117

Comments
Hi guys and gals.
It took me a couple weeks to read all the previous posts in this discussion group. There is a lot of great information here. I have also read the Aerial Eye from
cover to cover. Great information here to.
I currently have a Flowform 16, 2.1 MP Fujifilm digital camera with pan, tilt and shutter and picavet. I will post some photographs to my website soon. I'm
looking forward to uprgrading my camera and obtaining some other kites in the near future.
I just wanted to say thanks to Brooks, Randy Bollinger, Cris, and everyone else for providing a newbie like me with all this great stuff go get me started.
Dave Diederich St. Louis, MO
(back)

KAPiSco
From: Simon
Date: 1/18/2004
Time: 3:41:41 PM
Remote Name: 195.92.168.179

Comments
KAPiSco is filling up, there are a few places left, check out the new map and itinerary at:
http://www.harb87.fsnet.co.uk/kapisco/grand%20trip1.htm
regards to all
Simon Harbord
(back)

Re: KAPiSco
From: Glenn Nelson
Date: 1/21/2004
Time: 12:41:27 PM
Remote Name: 216.47.113.158

Comments
I just got an airfare special alert for Scotland from US Airways, but only good for May/June. Go to their website and hunt around, you might find something for
July.
Unfortunately at the time of KAPiSco I will be vacationing in Nova Scotia on the other side of "The Pond" from Old Scotia. I mean it's unfortunate that I can't
make KAPiSco, but still quite fortunate that I've got this great vacation!
(back)

Re: KAPiSco
From: Simon
Date: 1/21/2004
Time: 2:10:04 PM
Remote Name: 195.92.168.176

Comments
KAPiSco is in June, not July so go for it Glen !
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Still some places, could do with a couple more off the fence and deciding to come along.
all the best
Simon
(back)

Re: KAPiSco
From: David Hunt
Date: 1/18/2004
Time: 8:58:48 PM
Remote Name: 65.41.188.21

Comments
Try this link:
http://www.harb87.fsnet.co.uk/kapisco/grand trip1.htm
Simon-the problem stems from the space in the HTML file name.
David Hunt
(back)

Re: KAPiSco
From: Richard Amirault
Date: 1/19/2004
Time: 5:21:36 AM
Remote Name: 146.115.58.99

Comments
If you go to http://www.harb87.fsnet.co.uk/kapisco/ then select grand trip1.htm from the list it will get you there.
Richard Amirault, Boston, MA, USA
(back)

Re: KAPiSco
From: oophs!
Date: 1/18/2004
Time: 9:03:14 PM
Remote Name: 65.41.188.21

Comments
That didn't work either. This dicussion server assumes the URL ends when the first space appears after http://
sorry all :-(
David Hunt
(back)

Re: KAPiSco
From: Simon
Date: 1/18/2004
Time: 3:44:44 PM
Remote Name: 195.92.168.179

Comments
For some reason the link doesn't work in the last post unless you cut and paste it. Whatever, you can find the itinerary on the KAPiSco pages.
Simon
(back)

Hanging by a Thread
From: Tom.Nied
Date: 1/17/2004
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Time: 11:05:41 PM
Remote Name: 12.74.27.63

Comments
If you are anywhere near Oshkosh Wisconsin, I strongly recommend you visit the EAA Museum to see Craig Wilson's exhibit "Hanging by a Thread" running
through April 16,2004. It's wonderful to get up close to see such an experts handiwork. While there, I took a KAP shot of the exterior of the museum with my
assistant Carla Scott manning our new Flowform 16 with a Brooks Fuzzy Tail.
Museum building exterior. http://community.webshots.com/photo/111985697/111988201sOChtS
EAA above http://community.webshots.com/photo/111985697/111989486hdfKvx
Thanks Craig, your work is inspirational.
Tom Nied
(back)

Re: Hanging by a Thread
From: Craig
Date: 1/20/2004
Time: 6:22:12 AM
Remote Name: 204.147.0.54

Comments
Thanks Tom, Glad that you lked the show. The photos cover more than 12 years of my KAP efforts. The earliest shot in the show was taken in Oct of 1991 on the
eleventh roll of film taken with my first SLR radio controlled rig. For the 5 years previous to that my point and shoot rigs couldn't quite bring it all together.
(back)

Waterproofed?
From: Allan, Saint lucia
Date: 1/17/2004
Time: 6:56:16 PM
Remote Name: 206.128.215.166

Comments
Hi all, I asked about this some time ago, but it seemed that everyone is happy sending up unenclosed cameras. Has this changed? Anyone else sending up
waterproof systems as I am doing?. When you live on a coast facing the Trade Winds then even normal lofting means salt spray let alone the chances of a dunk.
Allan
Hagaman 35 Maxi Dopero Greens Stratoscoop
(back)

Re: Waterproofed?
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 1/18/2004
Time: 2:17:36 PM
Remote Name: 213.75.175.212

Comments
Ralf Beutnagel build a rig for water-/sandproof camerahousing. See http://ralf.beutnagel.bei.t-online.de/Eingang/Kite_Aerial_Photography/Canon_AWPS200_Rigg/canon_aw-ps200_rigg.html .
For those that don't read German: Ralf points out that you need a rather strong servo to opperate the release button.
Peter
(back)

Re: Waterproofed?
From:
Date: 1/19/2004
Time: 1:45:51 PM
Remote Name: 193.158.191.10

Comments
Hi, yes, I built the rig for use in a desert. Desert sand is much more awful than coastline sand. The box for the camera is from Canon. The shutter in the box has a
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big spring inside. This is the reason for the powerfull servo. I like the idea of the waterproof box. From Germany Ralf
(back)

Re: Waterproofed?
From: Allan
Date: 1/21/2004
Time: 7:37:44 PM
Remote Name: 206.128.215.126

Comments
Thanks Peter and Ralf. I went the route of more protection but less mobility. I enclosed the camera (Nikon SLR) plus the receiver and switch in a Tupperware
box so the whole outfit could survive a seawater swim. Aim is pre-set but then until recently almost all shots have been vertical for mapping. Now I plan to look
into a means of panning and tilting while keeping everything enclosed, using waterproof control shafts from old U/W housings, leaving only the gears exposed.
Allan
(back)

Re: Waterproofed?
From: Carlo Didier
Date: 1/22/2004
Time: 11:38:49 PM
Remote Name: 194.154.218.196

Comments
This reminds me of my dream for an ideal rig: A sphere with only suspension sticking out, Picavet cross or pendulum. A bit like the cameras they have on the
underside of airplanes. Of course, full pan and tilt, video feedback, etc. And, very important: The sphere should be made from a slightly soft but strong rubber to
protect the rig in case of a crash ... Nice dream ...
(back)

L9362
From: manunta@tiscali.it
Date: 1/16/2004
Time: 1:46:01 PM
Remote Name: 62.11.158.104

Comments
Do you still need a data sheet for the OKI L9362/L9363 chip ? I have a complete PDF... Tell me if you want it. grazie antonio manunta@tiscali.it scusami x lingua
inglese
(back)

L9362
From: manunta@tiscali.it
Date: 1/16/2004
Time: 1:45:44 PM
Remote Name: 62.11.158.104

Comments
Do you still need a data sheet for the OKI L9362/L9363 chip ? I have a complete PDF... Tell me if you want it. grazie antonio manunta@tiscali.it scusami x lingua
inglese
(back)

Re: L9362
From: Umais Ahmad
Date: 1/3/2005
Time: 4:57:17 AM
Remote Name: 202.174.136.30

Comments
I need datasheet of L9363 OKI. Can you please send it to me by email at umais@suite101.com
Thanks & regards Umais Ahmad
(back)
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KAP in Egypt
From: Christoph Peeters
Date: 1/13/2004
Time: 12:39:59 PM
Remote Name: 134.58.253.129

Comments
Hi,
Since three years i use KAP on an excavation in Egypt. We use a delta kite of 3.5 meter span and a somewhat smaller rokkaku. The KAP-ping gave great results
but we have the problem that on most days the wind is too light to get the rig airborne. Therefore i would like to ask for some recommendations and comments
for KAP in (extreme) light wind conditions.
The main action plans i have right now are: 1. replacing the rig by a ligter weigth rig. The main weight reduction lies in the removal of alt-az training since we are
only interested in vertically taken pictures.
2. Replacing the kite with a larger one. As i said the delta we have is on most days not able to lift the rig and 200 meters of line. Furthermore it has the tendency
to "go over the top". On the other hand i like its "sailing on thermic" qualities (being in the desert we have a lot of that). For the new kite i was thinking of a
design like this: http://ralf.beutnagel.bei.t-online.de/Eingang/Meine_Drachen/Multi-Flare/multi-flare.html (see to the muliflare-plan at the bottom of the page)
Any comments ?
(back)

Re: KAP in Egypt
From: Ralf
Date: 1/14/2004
Time: 1:42:06 PM
Remote Name: 62.156.47.68

Comments
Dear Christoph, I think I got today an e-mail from you with the title "Dopero vs MultiFlare". By a technical problem the email is "lost in space". Could you or
one of the other KAPers knowing about this, send me the e-mail agin?
To the kite-question: I'm a KAPer using both kites, the Maxi-Dopero and the Multi-Flare. Both kites fly very stable. But they are different in the way of flying
itself. In a windless condition it could be easier to launch a Dopero. But no kite makes so much pull like the MultiFlare...if there is wind. If the MF is flying, you
can do KAP! The MF needs wind, even a breeth is enough, but there must be wind. It is no fun to fly the MF in windless condions. On the other side: The Dopero
will fly every time. But if there is only a little wind, the pull of a normal Dopero couldn't be enough for a german-style heavy rig. So I built a Dopero with 12mÝ
for a KAPer to have enough pull. And there is an other thing: there must be a kite-pilot on the ground understandÝng the kite. It is not the kite-typ only to be
successful. The chemestry of all must be okay. From Germany Ralf
(back)

Re: KAP in Egypt
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 1/13/2004
Time: 1:03:25 PM
Remote Name: 213.75.186.179

Comments
In the conditions you describe, and that I remember from a trip to Egypt years ago, I strongly recommand an other Beutnagel design: the Maxi Dopero 125. I've
made the kite in an Ultra Light version and I can tell you this kite flies and carries a (light) rig in near to no wind. See http://dopero.kiteaerialphotography.net or
http://www.kapshop.com .
Peter
(back)

Re: KAP in Egypt
From: Christian
Date: 1/13/2004
Time: 5:05:53 PM
Remote Name: 193.249.16.49

Comments
The maxi-Dopero works fine. Also have a look and try the Crico 3.6 XL which is a "cellular Rokkaku" and have excellent properties and behaviour in very light
winds. One day, the wind sock hung about 30m under the kite was flying southward while the Crico was flying northward! Look at my web page:
http://perso.wanadoo.fr/becot/tako/anglais/e&tako_1.htm You will have to built it yourself. Christian
(back)
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Re: KAP in Egypt
From: Brooks
Date: 1/13/2004
Time: 5:33:25 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.245

Comments
I've seen many a light-wind day when Christian's Crico was the only one that would fly, and lift a rig too -- and other days when the Crico and Doperos were the
only ones up. Although any kite can overfly in the right (wrong) conditions, these two don't do it as much as deltas or delta-Conynes. Craig may disagree.
(back)

Re: KAP in Egypt
From: Craig
Date: 1/14/2004
Time: 5:57:05 AM
Remote Name: 204.147.0.54

Comments
I don't disagree. the Dopero is an amazing performer in light air to be sure. If you have a jeep or a ATV you might try towing the kite and camera to altitude
making a couple quick shots at the site as you pass over, or stop at the site and take shots as the camera and kite sink in the light air, recovering the line and gear
as you shoot. I do that from a boat sometimes.
(back)

FlowForm Help
From: Robby
Date: 1/12/2004
Time: 12:46:51 PM
Remote Name: 81.77.182.252

Comments
Hi,
Getting used to my FlowForm 30 before I attempt to send anything up with it!
1. What is the recommended procedure for landing the kite? I'm tethering it and 'walking it down' by walking to the kite with the flightline under my arm. Is
there a better way? How do folks get their kites down aboard ship??
2. Are there any tricks to controlling a single line kite? I'm pretty much letting the thing dance around the sky by itself (it's controlling me!) so any tips would be
useful.
3 What's the general view regarding tails: one or two, made of?, supplied by? Any general thoughts.
My flying experience has been mixed to date. Inland (on our village green) the kite behaves erratically and has dive-bombed to the ground a number of times! By
the sea, the kite seems much better behaved (no camera-unfriendly kamikaze behaviour). Are these general experiences?
TIA,
Robby
(back)

Re: FlowForm Help
From: Yvon HachÝ
Date: 1/22/2004
Time: 6:30:04 PM
Remote Name: 207.179.134.244

Comments
Hi, I do the same thing to bring down my 30sqft flowform. I use a carabiner and pull down the line. It is not recommended to wind the line while in tension.
(back)

Re: FlowForm Help
From: Rick I.
Date: 1/20/2004
Time: 7:12:42 PM
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Remote Name: 24.169.188.220

Comments
I walk it down by clipping a carabiner onto the line rather than holding it under my arm; some carabiners are anodized aluminum, and very slippery. I tie a
nylon cord to it, with a wrist-loop in the end so I can grab the camera rig with both hands when I get down to it.
With the FlowForm you will need a tail in heavy winds- where it may start to sway side to side, eventually turning upside down and drilling itself into the ground
as you've seen. A tail really keeps it pointed the right way all the time. I use a drogue tail- it's shaped like a tapered bottomless bucket. I use only one, but you
could use two if you wanted to. The neat thing about a drogue is the harder the wind blows, the more the tail pulls.
-Rick
(back)

Re: FlowForm Help
From: Henry Jebe
Date: 1/12/2004
Time: 11:26:12 PM
Remote Name: 66.58.166.59

Comments
I have done quite a bit of shipboard KAP, I had an instance once where two of us were barely able to get my 14 ft DC back on deck. I also have had a fare share of
times with landbased where there is nowhere to walk line down. My first attempt to help myself was to make a kind of capstan winch using a bicycle free wheel,
this worked fairly well, but was a bit heavy and cumbersome. Then I ran across a Harken Little Hexiratchet (sailboat hardware). It is a ratcheting block which
has a switch on the side of it that allows you to allow it to freewheel or ratchet. You can use it as it is, but you need to put it on the line before you loft the kite. I
modified mine by cutting out part of the top of the block and pop-riveted a couple of Stainless Steel plates on with holes big enough for a small caribiner to be
snapped in. It is also a good idea to take a small round file and round off the ridges a little bit (it is intended for use with larger line than kite line. This allows you
to place it on a standing line when you find it necessary to use it.
I secure the block to an immovable object with a turn and a half of line around it. The ratches keeps the line from slipping back easily which allows you to use
two hands to help pull the line in. This is very handy when the wind picks up unexpectedly or if you are in need of lots of lift with a very heavy rig.
Sorry for the long explanation. I hope this helps, Henry
(back)

Re: FlowForm Help
From: Brooks
Date: 1/12/2004
Time: 12:58:19 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.245

Comments
1. Walking it down is an excellent way to go, esp in strong winds. Aboard ship, if you can tether it forward, you can walk aft, but more often it's just a matter of
hauling like hell -- usually with a helper.
2 & 3. By all means get or make a fuzzy tail of about 20 - 30 ft (7 - 10m), and always use it except in very light air.
Check the archives on this site for earlier posts on these subjects -- there have been many. And get yourself a copy of the Aerial Eye CD from Peter Bults, for sure.
(back)

Re: FlowForm Help
From: Craig
Date: 1/13/2004
Time: 6:29:17 AM
Remote Name: 204.147.0.54

Comments
Yes, walking down the line is best- even if you have room to walk only 20-30 feet down at a time.It is much better for your line and reel to have the line not under
tension when wound up.
(back)

KAPiSU is on- if you want it !!!
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 1/10/2004
Time: 3:04:10 PM
Remote Name: 213.75.177.99
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Comments
The KAPiSU/04 programme is on the web now! More details on various subjects, like travel and costs and more, will be published as soon as possible.
See http://www.bults.net/KAPiSU04/kapisu04.html
Peter
(back)

KAPiSco is on- if you want it !!!
From: Simon Harbord
Date: 1/9/2004
Time: 4:48:16 AM
Remote Name: 194.247.83.243

Comments
I've posted some preliminary details for The Kite Aerial photography tour of Scotland 14-21st June this year. If you are interested go to the pages at:
http://www.harb87.fsnet.co.uk/kapisco/kapisco.htm
and check it out. The itinerary is not fully fixed yet, and may include a 1 day break in Edinburgh, whilst still taking in all the same locations.
The only way to make this happen is for you the KAPping community to register your interest. Once I have some commitment I will move ahead with the
arrangements. Keep an eye on the web site, and see who is coming along, and book your places.
Even if it is calm and rains all week it will be a holiday to remember. If it is breezy and sunny (June in Scotland is usually nice) it will be a holiday never to forget.
Simon
(back)

capture images to a PC via wireless or cable
From: pasajero@bellsouth.net
Date: 1/8/2004
Time: 9:56:04 AM
Remote Name: 67.33.114.236

Comments
I would like to use a high res digital camera to capture images to a PC via wireless or cable any suggestions for camera and method? the distance between camera
and PC is 500 meters, the camera is airborne, and it should be attached to a meteorological globe.
(back)

Re: capture images to a PC via wireless or cable
From: Brooks
Date: 1/9/2004
Time: 11:07:54 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.245

Comments
I haven't seen it yet myself (will do on Monday), but this camera is worth a look for your situation:
http://ricohzone.com/Product_RDCi700_CameraDetails_pg1.html
(back)

Re: capture images to a PC via wireless or cable
From: Michele
Date: 1/17/2004
Time: 10:49:22 AM
Remote Name: 82.48.98.189

Comments
If you are planning to go wireless, have a look at http://www.blackwidowav.com/
I have installed it on a small electric plane and results are excellent!
Michele
(back)
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How to test a receiver II (conclusion)
From: Roger Lourival
Date: 1/6/2004
Time: 7:40:24 PM
Remote Name: 203.51.251.61

Comments
I think i've found the problem (not sure yet)...I Went to the shop and got a multimeter. After checking all batteries, the transmiter battery had a low voltage and
low miliamps. But why? the colored meter shows full charge!. Well, the bloody charger had its polarity inverted by a new worker in the shop. I forgot to tell you
about it, but when I purchased the charger (sold apart) it didn't had the same conetion plug and the guy from the shop changed it for me at no extra cost. My new
meter acused it! So lets hope it didn't damaged the battery - I did already the invertion and put it to charge again. lets see tomorow... My recomemdation to all
new Kappers is to purchase one of this multimeters (they are cheap) because they can show not only the condition of your batteries but also human mistakes.
Thank you again, and will keep you posted about the progress. When I get it aloft, I will somehow publish some pictures from Australia for those interested, as
well as photos of my rig, kite, etc..
Roger - Australia
(back)

Re: How to test a receiver II (conclusion)
From: David Hunt
Date: 1/6/2004
Time: 9:34:23 PM
Remote Name: 65.41.188.21

Comments
Glad you were able to find the source of your problem, and you did it all before anyone could reply to your first post. Looking forward to some of your pictures.
David Hunt
(back)

BBC has article on KAP
From: Richard Amirault
Date: 1/6/2004
Time: 2:31:10 PM
Remote Name: 146.115.58.99

Comments
Check out
http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/technology/3343857.stm
a BBC article on our hobby. I'm told it was also slashdotted.
Richard in Boston, MA, USA
(back)

How to test a receiver?
From: Roger Lourival
Date: 1/6/2004
Time: 12:29:59 PM
Remote Name: 203.51.249.236

Comments
Hi guys, I am a Brazilian living in Australia and also a newcomer to KAP. When young, from the age of 6 I used to built my own kites basicly from bambu and
rice paper. After reading this web site,all great moments I had in the 60's flying a kite came back very strongly. Being an expert in fixing surgical instruments, it
was not difficult for me to built a cradle which looks great. But I couldn't fly it yet because after charging the batteries and doing the first test with the cradle, it
took exatly 5 minutes to the system died out and everything became quiet. I checked the transmiter batteries, they were at top mark, I recharged the nicd
batteries for the receiver, and again run another test. It worked for a few seconds and died again. Suspecting of battery fault, I exchanged it in the shop for the
newest Nimh 2000ma. Charged it and all I could get was a few seconds of servo response before everything dies again. I've got a brand new hitec 4 ch kit still in
warranty. I have 2 causes that I suspect: 1) Batteries are not charging enought or are not getting the necessary 4.8v (charger malfunction) 2) Receiver is in a short
circuit or something is happening that is cutting out his signals to the servos. I have only 4 days left before the warranty expires to exchange my RC system in
case of malfunction. What can be causing this problem? Anyone had a similar problem before? Can you help me please? Sorry about my english, getting better
everyday.
Congratulations again for the excellent website.
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Cheers Mate!
Roger
(back)

Rechargeable batteries
From: Carlo Didier - kites.carlodidier.com
Date: 1/5/2004
Time: 11:13:25 PM
Remote Name: 194.154.218.196

Comments
Scotts post remembered me of this: When I bough my GP quick charger, I took it because I could use it anywhere on AC and 12V. What I didn't like about it was
the fact that it was a QUICK-charger. The batteries get really hot and this reduces their lifetime dramatically. So I took two small ventilators (recycled from
discarded laptops, but you coud by them of course) and installed them beneath the battery compartment of the charger. Now, my batteries keep relatively cool
and I feel much better ... I'll post a picture on my site in the next few days.
(back)

Re: Rechargeable batteries
From: Richard Amirault
Date: 1/6/2004
Time: 8:16:31 AM
Remote Name: 207.172.210.228

Comments
I'm not familiar with that particular charger, but a "properly" designed fast charger will have a temperature sensor that monitors the heat generated by the
charging battery pack. If the battery gets too hot it stops and/or reduces the charge.
Richard in Boston, MA, USA
(back)

'sort-of' KAP question (electronics)
From: Scott Haefner
Date: 1/5/2004
Time: 8:03:05 PM
Remote Name: 67.126.50.20

Comments
This is for the electronics gurus (Dave, Peter, others):
I hooked up an inverter directly to my car battery for charging camera/radio/laptop batteries. When I start the engine, there's always a brief lapse in the current
reaching the inverter, creating a discontinuous charging cycle.
I'm uneasy about this, so I'm looking for a solution. I thought about putting a capacitor inline between the battery and inverter but I have a couple questions:
1. is this wise, and will it work? 2. what should the capacitor's rating be? 3. anything else?
Cheers, Scott
(back)

Re: 'sort-of' KAP question (electronics)
From: eric muhs
Date: 1/9/2004
Time: 5:43:57 AM
Remote Name: 12.230.237.13

Comments
I've used an inverter a lot in this way. It doesn't seem to produce bad effects, at least not the immediately noticeable kinds that can point to one cause.
(back)

Re: 'sort-of' KAP question (electronics)
From: Scott Haefner
Date: 1/5/2004
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Time: 11:21:08 PM
Remote Name: 67.126.50.20

Comments
Hi again,
Thanks for the responses. You both seem to be saying not to worry, so I'll relax a bit (although I have to admit that I'm still uncomfortable about it, but it's likely
unfounded).
It really is hooked up directly to the battery. I already ran a wire from the battery to the passenger seat for an amp, so splitting off this wire was the easiest way to
'permanently' add an inverter to the car. Plus, it always stays on that way, even when the car is parked.
Scott
(back)

Re: 'sort-of' KAP question (electronics)
From: Richard Amirault
Date: 1/6/2004
Time: 8:42:44 AM
Remote Name: 207.172.210.228

Comments
My comments ...
Personally I would not leave either an inverter or anthing powered by the inverter on if I needed to start the car. In addition to a momentary drop in voltage there
can also be momentary spikes (high voltage) with starting a vehicle. If you notice most cars will shut off the AM/FM radio if it happens to be on when starting
your vehicle. I suspect this is to avoid damaging the electronics in the radio from these voltage fluctuations.
If you *really* need to do this on a continuing basis I would think about adding a second battery just to power the inverter that is isolated from the starting
battery ... or just plan ahead and not start the car during the charge cycle.
Richard in Boston, MA, USA
(back)

Re: 'sort-of' KAP question (electronics)
From: Carlo Didier
Date: 1/6/2004
Time: 12:09:01 AM
Remote Name: 194.154.218.196

Comments
It always stays on ... If you drive your car every day, no problem, but if you don't for a week, the battery will probably be drained. The inverter always drains
some current, event when nothing is connected to its output. You could avoid that by using a small battery watcher. That's basically a voltage monitor with a
relay that cuts off when the voltage of your battery risks to go so low that you couldn't restart your engine. Better to have the inverter switched off than to be
starnded with an empty battery ... You can get that stuff in every good car accessory shop.
(back)

Re: 'sort-of' KAP question (electronics)
From: Scott Haefner
Date: 1/6/2004
Time: 5:20:38 PM
Remote Name: 67.125.27.104

Comments
Thanks, guys, for the follow-ups. I think I should be OK in both cases. The inverter has an on/off switch built in, so there shouldn't be any current drain when it's
off. And I have an inline fuse right off the battery before the wire goes thru the firewall.
Scott
(back)

Re: 'sort-of' KAP question (electronics)
From: Carlo Didier
Date: 1/5/2004
Time: 11:05:27 PM
Remote Name: 194.154.218.196
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Comments
Hi Scott! This is normal if you remember that when you start your engine, the starter takes several hundreds of amps on peek current from the battery which
causes the voltage to go far down (under 6V as compared to 12-14V). Whether a capacitor will help you depends on how much current your charger is using and
how long your starter turns until the engine runs. I would say that you have at least 1 second. If your charger is fully operational, i.e. quick-charging a set of
batteries, you might need a very large capacitor. But this short interuption will only have adverse effects if you use a charger with a timer because the timer might
restart and you risk overcharging. If you have a good charger, it will constantly check your cells' charge state and stop charging when it is full. Any short
interruption would have no effect other than that the charging cycle would last approximately x seconds more if your charger is off for x seconds when you start
your engine ... I have a quick charger from GP which runs either on a universal AC adaptor (100-250V) or on 12V car adapter. I used it in the car during my last
California tour after KAPiCA/03 and I had no problems at all, although I made lots of stops to take pictures.
(back)

Re: 'sort-of' KAP question (electronics)
From: David Hunt
Date: 1/5/2004
Time: 11:13:41 PM
Remote Name: 65.41.188.21

Comments
Carlo and I seem to have posted simultaneously.
Carlo brings up a point that I forgot to consider. You could be getting an interruption of the inverter operation because the voltage drops below the minimum
required for your inverter. For many 12V inverters this would be below 10V.
Bottom line is, I don't think that you will have any difficulty with your chargers.
When you think about the whole process going on it makes you wonder. You are using DC current to power an inverter to create AC current to power a battery
charger that has to change the AC current to DC current to charge the batteries.
I think I had a job in a place like that before. ;-)
David Hunt
(back)

Re: 'sort-of' KAP question (electronics)
From: Carlo Didier
Date: 1/5/2004
Time: 11:15:15 PM
Remote Name: 194.154.218.196

Comments
I do have a job like that! But that's the fun of it, isn't it? ;-)
(back)

Re: 'sort-of' KAP question (electronics)
From: David Hunt
Date: 1/5/2004
Time: 11:07:55 PM
Remote Name: 65.41.188.21

Comments
(back)

Re: 'sort-of' KAP question (electronics)
From: David Hunt
Date: 1/5/2004
Time: 11:04:06 PM
Remote Name: 65.41.188.21

Comments
You say that you have connected the inverter directly to your battery, but it sounds as if you may have connected it to the cigarette lighter or some other part of
the electrical system that has the ignition relay between it and the battery.
Modern cars have a relay that shuts power off to many of the electric devices in the car so all the battery power can be diverted to the starter. A good healthy
battery should be able to run the starter and still provide enough amperes to run a directly connected inverter.
Even with your present setup, it's unlikely the chargers for the devices you mentioned will be affected by the loss of power, they should be able to pick up where
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they left off.
The types of chargers that would have problems with power interruptions would be those that use timing circuits, or those that go through a discharge cycle
before starting the charge.
David Hunt
(back)

Article 3390
From: Toni Tugues
Date: 1/4/2004
Time: 5:03:35 PM
Remote Name: 62.82.33.239

Comments
Happy New Year! My new website: http://es.geocities.com/bolaset
Saludos! :-)
(back)

Re: Article 3390
From: David Hunt
Date: 1/4/2004
Time: 7:11:01 PM
Remote Name: 65.41.188.21

Comments
Toni,
What a great start on your web site!!! We're looking forward to hearing and seeing more from you.
Thanks for including all the detail shots of your rigs. That really helps those starting out in KAP to get ideas about building their rigs.
David Hunt
(back)

Re: Article 3390
From: Toni Tugues
Date: 1/6/2004
Time: 3:56:20 AM
Remote Name: 62.82.172.68

Comments
This mail has been translated with the translator of Altavista.com excusme not to write english. My level is very loose. Thanks for your commentaries and your
support. Little by little it will update new photos in my homepage. While I to continue reviewing your notes to learn but on this wonderful world of kite aerial
photograpy. Greetings and Happy New Year 2004! Toni.
(back)

Schieppati Switch
From: Scott Haefner
Date: 1/3/2004
Time: 5:14:33 PM
Remote Name: 67.126.156.171

Comments
Hello KAPers,
I'm having trouble getting this switch (http://www.kapshop.com/switch.html) to work. I have two wires coming from the camera; when I touch them together, the
camera fires. So I hook up the switch output (two wires) to the two wires coming from the camera, and nothing happens. Anyone know what I'm doing wrong?
I know that the switch is programmed properly, b/c the directions seem clear enough, and the LED responds just like the directions indicate. Also, when I press
the switch on the TX, the LED lights up (solid green) indicating that it's hooked up to the RX and getting the signal. But it doesn't trigger the camera!
Thanks, Scott
P.S. For those that don't get Kiting Magazine, I've made a detailed write-up of dunking my camera in the KC fountain. See:
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http://scotthaefner.com/kap?page=articles
(back)

Re: Schieppati Switch
From: M. Schieppati
Date: 1/4/2004
Time: 11:17:22 AM
Remote Name: 82.48.93.134

Comments
The reason why the RC-Switch has a polarity (it doesnÝt work really as a mechanical switch) is because it uses a transistor to close the circuit, and the transistor
has a polarity; this means that it acts like a mechanical switch (very low resistance), but can close the circuit in one direction only. On most camera, the original
(mechanical) switch is used to temporary connect to Ground the shutter signal; connecting the two wires of the RC-Switch in parallel with the original one it is
possible to ÝsimulateÝ the mechanical closure only if the RC-Switch is connected in the right ÝdirectionÝ. For this reason the two wires are marked with a red
and a black connector to ensure that the black wire is connected to the camera ground to respect the right polarity. If simply reversing the two wires will not solve
the problem, there is probably a damage in the switch. Please e-mail me your data for a free replacement.
Michele Schieppati
info@rc-flysoft.com
(back)

Re: Schieppati Switch
From: Scott Haefner
Date: 1/5/2004
Time: 7:57:31 PM
Remote Name: 67.126.50.20

Comments
Ah, it uses a transistor for the switch; now the polarity bit makes sense. Thanks for the response. Sounds like my switch is broken.
Scott
(back)

Re: Schieppati Switch
From: eric muhs
Date: 1/9/2004
Time: 6:01:34 AM
Remote Name: 12.230.237.13

Comments
I had the same problem, and reversed polarity, and can now take pictures using the switch. That's good ! Who knew reversing the polarity of a switch could have
that consequence ?
Unfortunately, the camera wants to shut off after each picture now ! I'm hoping that's in the programming, and I just need to work a little more on it...
CoolPix 5000 with Digisnap 5000
(back)

Re: Schieppati Switch
From: David Hunt
Date: 1/3/2004
Time: 8:54:05 PM
Remote Name: 65.41.188.21

Comments
Have you tried switching the two wires from the camera? As is noted in the instructions one wire is for ground and the switch will not work if the ground on the
camera is not connected to the ground on the switch. The instructions say one wire is red and the other is black, but on my switch both are light gray, but there
are two connectors that are red and black.
Great article and great pics in KITING Magazine!
David Hunt
(back)
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Re: Schieppati Switch
From: Scott Haefner
Date: 1/3/2004
Time: 9:35:01 PM
Remote Name: 67.126.156.171

Comments
Hi Dave,
Thanks, I'm just happy that the camera is still going strong!
I did try switching the polarity, but I don't really understand the part about grounding it. If it's just a switch, all it's doing is closing the circuit, like when I touch
the wires together, no? I suspect this misunderstanding on my part is why I'm having trouble with it.
Scott
(back)

Re: Schieppati Switch
From: David Hunt
Date: 1/3/2004
Time: 9:58:49 PM
Remote Name: 65.41.188.21

Comments
It is just a switch yes and no.
I have had a similar situation with a radio shack counter that incremented by closing a circuit. I connected the counter wires to a part of the circuit that had
positive voltage and the counter would fail to increment about 80% of the time.
Without the circuit schematics it's hard to say what is really going on inside the camera or the switch.
David Hunt
(back)

Re: Schieppati Switch
From: Scott Haefner
Date: 1/3/2004
Time: 10:25:16 PM
Remote Name: 67.126.156.171

Comments
Just to be clear, since it's not working regardless of the polarity: all I need to do is hook the two wires from the camera to the two output wires from the switch,
right? Keeping in mind the polarity is important, of course...
I'm either doing something wrong, or it's defective. It's acting like the switch is always tripped, b/c when I connect it to the camera, it triggers the camera (even
when the TX is not sending a signal), but then it doesn't trigger it again (when I direct it with the TX) until I disconnect it, and reconnect, then the same thing
happens.
Has anyone successfully used this switch with a DigiSnap (www.harbortronics.com)?
Cheers, Scott
(back)

Re: Schieppati Switch
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 1/4/2004
Time: 3:29:53 AM
Remote Name: 213.75.186.86

Comments
The switch seems to be connect to the Rx (green LED). But is the switching point properly programmed with the small red jumper (see the manual)?
I did and do use the SchiSwi with a DigiSnap 2000
Cheers,
Peter
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(back)

video monitor
From: burt www.pinbrook2.co.uk/gallery
Date: 1/1/2004
Time: 8:19:31 AM
Remote Name: 80.225.108.233

Comments
HAPPY NEW YEAR TO YOU ALL i just wondered if a old digital camera lcd screen can be used as a monitor for a video down link. would it be a 3 wire thing ?
(back)

Spar fatigue (cont.)
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 12/30/2003
Time: 2:28:18 PM
Remote Name: 213.75.175.223

Comments
I got an answer from an expert on materials that are used on kite spars. He said (summarising): "It is not a problem of fatigue of the epoxy. It is the constant
sideways spot pounding of the fibres over a long time that weakens them and make them loose their resistance." What can be done to prevent it? "1. Avoid direct
contact between the rods (craig's point). 2. Strengthen the sensible spot (Brooks' and my suggestion)." And is there a simple test? "Bend and rotate and listen (as
Cris suggested)."
Conclusion: test and check your equipment more often than you like to do (as Craig already pointed out) and make it stronger at possible weak spots.
Peter
(back)

KAP on BCC News Site
From: Marcus (Portsmouth UK)
Date: 12/29/2003
Time: 8:33:24 AM
Remote Name: 81.102.113.72

Comments
I guess some of you may be aware of this already but I've just looked at an article about KAP that was headlined on the BBC News front page.
(http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/technology/3343857.stm). I don't post here often as I'm still gathering info and have yet to get a rig in the air but but I offer my thanks
to all who contribute here and those who put a lot of time and effort into maintaining all the KAP resources on the web.
(back)

Looks like we were Slashdotted too
From: Cris Benton
Date: 12/29/2003
Time: 11:29:01 PM
Remote Name: 64.142.12.44

Comments
Looks like the BBC articles spawned a Slashdot mention as well (see http://slashdot.org/articles/03/12/29/2341217.shtml?tid=126&tid=159&tid=186). The two
produced a considerable spike in traffic on my Berkeley server.
Cris
(back)

KAPping in SE England?
From: Robby
Date: 12/28/2003
Time: 9:59:32 AM
Remote Name: 81.77.97.255

Comments
I'm new to KAP and would like to join a local, experienced KAPper during a KAP 'shoot'. Anyone from Kent/Sussex/Surrey planning a trip out over the coming
weeks?
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(back)

Re: KAPping in SE England?
From: Jan
Date: 1/3/2004
Time: 7:35:39 AM
Remote Name: 62.253.96.42

Comments
Live in Reading and happy to take you along one day!
Jan ;-)
(back)

Re: KAPping in SE England?
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 12/28/2003
Time: 1:55:53 PM
Remote Name: 213.75.179.253

Comments
Essex, yes. Sorry not Kent/Sussex/Surrey
Peter
(back)

Re: KAPping in SE England?
From: burt www.pinbrook2.co.uk/gallery
Date: 12/29/2003
Time: 12:14:45 PM
Remote Name: 80.225.124.107

Comments
i am from the uk but in the sw Devon
(back)

Holiday wishes
From: Henry Jebe
Date: 12/25/2003
Time: 10:39:27 AM
Remote Name: 66.58.166.59

Comments
I would like to wish everyone the best of the Holiday season. Merry Christmas and a very KAPpy New year. New KAP projects and subjects in the coming year.
The weather in Juneau, Alaska has just changed from recent rains back to snow this Christmas morning.
Henry
(back)

Point n Shoot with time lapse
From: chad ' at ' chadphillips.org
Date: 12/24/2003
Time: 9:02:29 AM
Remote Name: 208.35.133.180

Comments
Does anyone know of a inexpensive point and shoot camera that has built in time lapse. I would like to make an easy kap rig. Just set the camera to shoot every
minute and hoist it into the air.
thanks chad
(back)
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Re: Point n Shoot with time lapse
From: Glenn Nelson
Date: 12/28/2003
Time: 8:24:19 PM
Remote Name: 64.166.9.251

Comments
As noted, some Rollei Prego models (Samsung labeled camera may be identical). There was a Prego 28-90 zoom! I have one, you can't beat the lens, but it is large
for P&S camera. Much older Pentax ESPIO also had intervalometer. I had a ESPIO 35-70 zoom with this feature. My very first KAP ever used this camera
simply suspended with a pendulum and small tripod head attached to pendulum. Contrary to what others have said here, I found it very satisfying to try it out
this way - uncomplicated, quick to build!
Pentax Optio 550 digital camera also has intervalometer. You can set the interval, number of shots AND start time. Very nice feature. This camera is also small,
lightweight, very long-life battery, has IR remote control (James Gentles says he's going to build a replacement for it to use with KAP). I will soon be flying one of
these cameras. I'll bet other Optio models have the intervalometer feature also.
(back)

Re: Point n Shoot with time lapse
From: Simon Sherwin
Date: 12/25/2003
Time: 5:37:40 PM
Remote Name: 61.124.124.241

Comments
The Ricoh Caplio RR30 has time-lapse interval recording 30 secs to 3 hours. It also has a sports mode which will force up it's shutter speeds. Seems useful.
http://www.steves-digicams.com/2003_reviews/rr30.html
Simon http://www.inEnglish.com/tako/
(back)

Re: Point n Shoot with time lapse
From: Ralf Beutnagel
Date: 12/24/2003
Time: 3:54:07 PM
Remote Name: 62.155.195.109

Comments
The Rollei Prego Xenar I know (and I used for KAP). It is out to buy, but sometimes you can find it in a photo-store for nearly half the original price. I hope I
could help you. Ralf
(back)

Re: Point n Shoot with time lapse
From: David Foster
Date: 12/24/2003
Time: 2:27:26 PM
Remote Name: 12.160.159.46

Comments
The only camera I know of that will work "almost" the way you want it to right out of the box is the Cyber Eye but its only B+W. It doesn't time lapse but uses a
variation in the picture to trigger a picture at set intervals. Obviously if the camera is swinging from the kite it will then take a pic at which interval it has been
set (there is always a variation with it swinging). It's only avialable in black and white as of now. I'm hope the developer designs a color camera because this
camera is proving to be a nice KAP camera not to mention a very nice security camera. The lowest price I ever got one for was a 100 bucks on ebay otherwise
they Retail for 189.00 (never pay Retail). Try ebay first.
(back)

Re: Point n Shoot with time lapse
From: Brooks
Date: 12/24/2003
Time: 3:56:46 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.245

Comments
The Rollei Prego (some models) had it, and the Samsung (some models) likewise, though the last Samsung I looked at would only shoot 5 pictures at a time. Can't
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find anything currently in production, either p&s digital or 35mm, that have an intervalometer. I'd love to know too, if someone knows of one.
(back)

Re: Point n Shoot with time lapse
From: Richard Amirault
Date: 12/25/2003
Time: 1:21:03 PM
Remote Name: 207.172.216.223

Comments
Hmmmm... I have a SAMSUNG AF-SLIM that has that feature and I used it for KAP before I built my R/C rig. It is no longer made.
I did some searching and found a camera that had the same name, but did not look like mine. Apparently there was a later model with the same name. I don't
know if it also had the intervalometer feature.
At the time PENTAX also sold 35mm point and shoot cameras with the intervalometer feature. A search, however, turns up no current models (at least that I can
find)
HOWEVER, the ROLI PREGO 140 seems to be a current model that does have the intervalometer feature.
While it may seem like a good, cheap way to start in KAP ... I would recomend spending just a little more and going for a radio controlled rig. My "success rate"
with the intervalometer camera was *very* low. Once I started shooting with a R/C rig my success rate (and satisfaction rate) rose considerably. I put the rig up
more often and the number of good pics per roll increased.
You don't have to build a "full blown" R/C rig (at first) You can just use a single channel to trip the shutter ... but at least YOU have control over when the
shutter trips, not the camera.
Then, you can add rotation for minimal aiming. A two channel R/C set can be fairly inexpensive.
Look into both options and choose.
Richard in Boston, MA, USA
(back)

Re: Point n Shoot with time lapse
From: Brooks
Date: 12/25/2003
Time: 4:23:04 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.245

Comments
I would agree with Richard completely. You can use a used non-intervalometer camera (the Olympus Stylus Infinity or Stylus Epic (non-zoom) are excellent) and
a cheap radio and get into KAP for about the same price as a Prego and no radio.
(back)

Re: Point n Shoot with time lapse
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 12/26/2003
Time: 4:05:12 PM
Remote Name: 213.75.167.155

Comments
Richard and Brooks are both right. But if you want to make a cheap start the Hicam KAP system is an option. It take many single use camera's and the very
good and cheap (< $50 on Ebat etc.) Oplympus Epic without zoom. You'll have to bring the camera down after each picture (every 2 or 3 minutes) but that is part
of the fun!
See http://www.kapshop.com for more information.
Peter
(back)

Re: Point n Shoot with time lapse
From: Christian
Date: 12/26/2003
Time: 4:31:14 PM
Remote Name: 193.250.37.30
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Comments
I already had a look on the Caplio RR30, not for its intervallometer, but because of its very short shutter release delay. Does somebody have worked with it?
(back)

Interesting website
From: Henry Jebe
Date: 12/24/2003
Time: 8:52:51 AM
Remote Name: 66.58.166.59

Comments
The following URL has information and photos of interest to us all. There is a nice gallery of George Lawrence photos among other things.
http://aerialarts.com/
(back)

Gamma hook for Burt
From: Christian
Date: 12/23/2003
Time: 5:32:25 PM
Remote Name: 193.250.37.177

Comments
Some days ago, I promised to Burt that the page on the gamma hook will be in english for Christmas. Here it is:
http://perso.wanadoo.fr/becot/tako/anglais/&accessories.htm As Christmas present to all kapers, there are more pages. Please enjoy. Merry Christmas to all,
Christian
(back)

Re: Gamma hook for Burt
From: Brooks
Date: 12/23/2003
Time: 10:43:42 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.245

Comments
Joyeux Noel, Christian, et tout le monde!
bgl
(back)

Re: Gamma hook for Burt
From: paul (burt)
Date: 12/24/2003
Time: 11:07:32 AM
Remote Name: 80.225.118.103

Comments
Many thanks for that,yet again a simple device that does the job.and a very merry christmas to you all from burt
(back)

camera shake
From: Craig
Date: 12/23/2003
Time: 7:13:42 AM
Remote Name: 204.147.0.54

Comments
I hope all you California kapers had no ill effects from the big shake. That one was pretty close to some of you. Happy Holidays. Take care, keep it in the air.
Craig
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(back)

Re: camera shake
From: David Hunt
Date: 12/23/2003
Time: 9:18:44 AM
Remote Name: 65.41.188.21

Comments
I share CraigÝs sentiments. I know that this probably has Scott Haefner extra busy with his job at the US Geological Survey.
I guess when the kite is causing vibrations and the ground is causing vibrations thatÝs another good reason to use a Picavet, right Craig?
David Hunt
(back)

Re: camera shake
From: Scott Haefner
Date: 12/24/2003
Time: 10:15:45 PM
Remote Name: 67.126.159.45

Comments
I have indeed been very busy at USGS working on the quake. I didn't feel it myself, but a friend/colleague just down the hall did. Some interesting maps:
There's been over 700 aftershocks in the past couple days: http://quake.usgs.gov/recenteqs/FaultMaps/121-36.htm
Over 17,000 people felt the quake and reported it: http://pasadena.wr.usgs.gov/shake/STORE/X40148755/ciim_display.html
Scott
(back)

Re: camera shake
From: Brooks
Date: 12/23/2003
Time: 11:13:26 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.245

Comments
Everything's cool here on the shaky Central Coast -- at least this part of it. Gretchen and I sat at the breakfast table watching things shimmy for a 40 second
eternity, but didn't ever feel the need to crawl under the table. The house sure creaked and groaned though.
No wind, alas. No KAP.
(back)

Re: camera shake
From: Glenn Nelson
Date: 12/23/2003
Time: 1:39:43 PM
Remote Name: 64.166.9.251

Comments
As a former seismologist, I love the shakes! It was surprising that our office building (Scotts Valley, about 30 km south of Silicon Valley) rolled for about 20
seconds when the S-waves arrived - the quake was about 170 km distant and not so big. The waves were undoubtedly focused in our direction. It got me thinking
about the radiation patterns of the dipole antennas we built at KAPiCA 2002 (see, KAP content!).
Alas, the West Coast's largest art glass shop, Seekers, is located in Cambria, a scant 15 km or so distant from the epicenter. I'll look for a damaged goods sale.
(back)

Glitch at my website
From: Simon Harbord
Date: 12/23/2003
Time: 4:02:04 AM
Remote Name: 194.247.83.243
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Comments
Apologies - problems at my website, due to my inactivity the ISP has cancelled my account for the newer pages. I will be restoring things back to normal over the
coming days and possibly adding some new material.
Simon
(back)

Re: Glitch at my website
From: Brooks
Date: 12/23/2003
Time: 11:15:59 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.245

Comments
Good to hear you're still alive, Simon. But that sure seems pretty narrow-minded of your ISP.
What about KAP TouriSco? On? Off? Maybe?
(back)

Re: Glitch at my website
From: Simon
Date: 12/23/2003
Time: 3:24:20 PM
Remote Name: 195.92.168.175

Comments
Well, Freeserve have hosted me for the last 5 years with barely a hitch, at no cost, all they require is some activity at least every 30 days. All that is is checking the
e-mail or uploading something, my lack of activity in the harb87 part of the site triggered that part to lapse. I can hardly complain, they've given me 30 megs
which back then was a lot of free space. All I had to do was reactivate the account- should be all back by now.
As for KAPiSCO '04, expect an announcement at my website and the usual channels early January. I'm pretty sure it will be going ahead.
All the best to all and sundry for the festive season.
Simon
(back)

Canon S400 for sale (brand new)
<�b>From: Scott Haefner
Date: 12/22/2003
Time: 10:29:51 PM
Remote Name: 67.126.159.45

Comments
Fellow KAPers,
I've won a Canon Digital Elph S400 camera (4 megapixels) and I don't have a need for it. I am considering ebay as an option, but I thought I'd offer it for sale
here first.
It's brand new, with a blank USA warranty card and it hasn't been unpacked. This is a fine camera for KAPing (light-weight, compact, high-res). It's the same
camera that Cris just finished building a new rig for. See his "What's New" page (above) for more. Also, see <a
href="http://www.dpreview.com/reviews/canons400/">DPReview.com's test of the Canon S400</a>.
If interested, please contact me with an offer. It sells for $449 at B&H (http://bhphotovideo.com).
contact info: s c o t t [at] t h e h a e f n e r s [dot] c o m http://scotthaefner.com/kap/
Cheers, Scott
(back)

Oops
From: Scott Haefner
Date: 12/22/2003
Time: 10:37:46 PM
Remote Name: 67.126.159.45
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Comments
Turns out Cris' S400 rig was a previous rig (not his latest). Sorry about the error.
(back)

Spar fatigue
From: Cris Benton
Date: 12/21/2003
Time: 5:44:39 PM
Remote Name: 64.142.12.44

Comments
While at KAPiCA '03 I heard a cautionary tale from friend Wolfgang Bieck about kite spars. Wolfgang had a kite spar fail while his camera rig was over water
with consequent loss of rig. It was a frame he had used successfully for many years thus the failure was sudden and unexpected. Little comfort that. I immediately
checked -- by visual inspection -- the beloved eight-year old ProSpar Comp frame I use in my Kevin Shannon Rokkaku. It seemed just fine.
I was out today to test my new Canon SD10 rig in light winds. A brief flight of my Sutton 30 suggested that the Rokkaku would be needed. While rigging up the
Rok I looked down and a spar had buckled right where it meets the vertical spine. I could hardly believe my eyes as little force had been applied. I am extremely
lucky this happened on the ground! I them tested each of the framing sections by bending them forcefully over my knee, rotating the stick 45 degrees and bending
again... All seemed well except the center section of the other spar make a faint creaking noise. I applied more pressure and it too snapped. Yikes.
Any tips from the kite savvy out there regarding how to test for frame fatigue or how to prevent in-flight failure?
Cheers,
Cris
(back)

Re: Spar fatigue
From: Brooks
Date: 12/21/2003
Time: 7:02:05 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.245

Comments
I have neither had the problem nor tried the prevention, but I would think that wrapping the spar with thread in the way fishing rods are done at stress points
would be a good way to go. There was a great session at AKA several years back on this subject, taught by Glen Haynes in PA, who sells fishing supplies and the
equipment to do such things. His wife blew the judges away with the first art kite she showed with such touches, but I'm sure it has lots more going for it than
aesthetics. the last email address I have is glentanna@earthlink.net
(back)

Re: Spar fatigue
From: Craig
Date: 12/22/2003
Time: 7:28:55 AM
Remote Name: 204.147.0.54

Comments
That why I and others on this group have suggested always fly your kite for a good ten minutes or more and give it a good agressive workout before connecting
the camera gear to the line. Treat your kite like any aircraft in a sense of periodic careful inspections is also very smart. But this issue really gets to why I prefer
my delta kite design as I feel that the sparring on a delta is not subject to the same point stresses that a rok is. Their are no points where spars cross on a delta. At
the crossing point you have friction and where there is friction there is wear. Mostly though, you have a lever action bending one member against another
member at the same point each time.
If you fly every week for a couple years I think as Cris has discovered, you better replace the sticks. The real lesson is that there is no 100% guard against failure.
A failure can happen in any of dozens of ways. But the best effort to reduce failure lies in your attention to details.
(back)

Re: Spar fatigue
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 12/22/2003
Time: 7:48:21 AM
Remote Name: 213.75.161.129

Comments
I've asked a friend who should know all about it as he's working on real aircraft with these materials, if he can tell us more about this.
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An other option is in the frame construction. If you have ferrules at the intersection, as on the European versions of the Dopero, you might run into other troubles
but not this one. Maybe you can put a piece of ferrule on the spot before it gets damaged. Just as a savety mesure.
Peter
(back)

Yet another KAPer ...
From: Simon@inEnglish.com
Date: 12/17/2003
Time: 6:56:40 PM
Remote Name: 61.124.124.241

Comments
Yet another KAPer is taking to the skies and wishes to thank all those who through these and other pages have inspired and helped him to get started.
To Becket, Benton, Bieck, Brooks, Bults, Fuchs, Harbord, Hunt and countless others. I have learnt much from you. You don't know me but I have you
bookmarked.
With many thanks Simon Sherwin
http://www..inEnglish.com/tako
(back)

Re: Yet another KAPer ...
From: Cris Benton
Date: 12/18/2003
Time: 7:54:20 AM
Remote Name: 64.142.12.44

Comments
Simon,
Comments like yours make my day - very gracious and you are most welcome.
Well done on the rig and the www page. They reflect a fine design sensibility.
Cheers,
Cris
(back)

Re: Yet another KAPer ...
From: Brooks Leffler
Date: 12/18/2003
Time: 11:26:14 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.245

Comments
I'll echo all of Cris's statements. Good going, and welcome!
(back)

Re: Yet another KAPer ...
From: David Hunt
Date: 12/18/2003
Time: 7:00:08 AM
Remote Name: 69.34.124.254

Comments
A great start on your KAP page. Keep up the good work.
Also keep us informed about what our Japanese KAP friends are up to. The language barrier has limited the communication for many of us.
David Hunt
(back)
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Re: Yet another KAPer ...
From: Carlo Didier
Date: 12/17/2003
Time: 10:51:01 PM
Remote Name: 194.154.218.196

Comments
Welcome to the fun! You made a good start in KAP. What interests me is how you mounted thatwide angle lens on your Minolta dIMAGE 7i. I have a dIMAGE 5
and am looking for real wide angle solution (although I don't use it for KAP anymore, I used it last year at KAPiCA/02).
(back)

Re: Yet another KAPer ...
From: Simon
Date: 12/18/2003
Time: 3:27:15 AM
Remote Name: 61.124.124.241

Comments
Carlo, what I use is a Phoenix Super Fisheye Coverter 0.25x which gives the equivalent of an 18mm lense. It's relatively inexpensive and I have no complaints
about it.
http://www.phoenixcorp.com/Lenses/Manual_Focus_Lenses/Super_FishEye_Converte r/super_fisheye_converter.html
You'll find some alternatives at http://webpages.charter.net/bbiggers/DCExperiments/html/d7_add_on_lenses.htm
(back)

Re: Yet another KAPer ...
From: Carlo Didier
Date: 12/18/2003
Time: 10:45:13 PM
Remote Name: 194.154.218.196

Comments
Thanks, Simon. I'll have to check how I could get that here in Europe.
(back)

Corrected URL...
From: Simon
Date: 12/17/2003
Time: 7:01:40 PM
Remote Name: 61.124.124.241

Comments
Sorry about the mistyped url Try this http://www.inEnglish.com/tako
(back)

tying line off to free up hands
From: burt(www.pinbrook2.co.uk/gallery)
Date: 12/17/2003
Time: 2:39:16 PM
Remote Name: 80.225.123.85

Comments
what ways are there of tying your kite line to your self (a belt or harness)that won't put strain on the line, but will hold it firm so you can sort out other kit, ie tv
monitor
from burt
(back)

Re: tying line off to free up hands
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From: Simon Sherwin
Date: 12/24/2003
Time: 1:08:56 AM
Remote Name: 61.124.124.241

Comments
And if you haven't got enough good suggestions for how to tie off your kiteline to your belt (or elsewhere) with just one hand try this. An aluminium cleat made
from 6mm thick aluminium about 11.5 cm long. The short kevlar loop makes it inseperable from your belt so you can't loose it.
http://inEnglish.com/tako/images/cleat.jpg
Simon
(back)

Re: tying line off to free up hands
From: Christian
Date: 12/17/2003
Time: 3:44:16 PM
Remote Name: 193.250.37.23

Comments
The gamma hook will do. It can be tied to a simple rope loop around your leg, or your waist, to a harness...Please see this page which I haven't yet translated in
english, but I promise it will be done for Christmas. http://perso.wanadoo.fr/becot/tako/francais/&accessoires.htm Christian
(back)

Re: tying line off to free up hands
From: Dave Mitchell
Date: 12/17/2003
Time: 3:41:54 PM
Remote Name: 80.177.153.149

Comments
There are quite a few, but the one I use involves a 'climbing strap' and small carabiners (not the sort that will support a climber who falls, but the ones that will
happily take more than a hundred pound pull as long as it's not a sudden jerk.
Both are available from outdoor sports/climbing shops (plenty near you I suspect e.g. Snow and Rock in Bristol). The strap goes round my body, with one
carabiner acting as a belt buckle, and others clipped onto the 'belt'. When I want to tie off, I unclip a carabiner from the belt, and make a larks head on it with a
loop of the line (usually I loop it through twice so it doesn't clip). Then just clip the carabiner back on to the belt.
The strap can also be used to tie the line to a convenient gate or fence etc (again using a larks head).
Such shops also sell "Figure 8 Descenders", a device used by climbers for rappelling. The smaller versions are useful when you want to let line out gradually.
With one clipped to your belt you can hold the line secure without much effort even when it's really windy.
They also sell pulleys that are useful for walking down a line when it really starts to blow.
See Snow and Rock's web page at http://www.snowandrock.com look under "Outdoor Equipment/Climbing Hardware"
Dave
(back)

Re: tying line off to free up hands
From: Richard Amirault
Date: 12/18/2003
Time: 1:05:50 PM
Remote Name: 207.172.210.228

Comments
"There are quite a few, but the one I use involves a 'climbing strap' and small carabiners (not the sort that will support a climber who falls, but the ones that will
happily take more than a hundred pound pull as long as it's not a sudden jerk. "
I use a similar system. My "climbing strap" is a closed loop often called a "runner" Attached to that is a "real" (but inexpensive) caribiner. I position the runner
over one shoulder and under the opposit arm. The caribiner is used to hold either the line or the winder.
My favorite winder is the WINDBREAKER. This works particulally well with the caribiner/strap combination. Attach the strap to something secure (yourself, a
post, a tree, watever) with the caribiner attachd to one end of the loop. Open the caribiner and attach it to the kite line above the winder. Now bring the caribiner
down to, and "over" one of the Windbreaker's wooden side-pieces (the 'frame' part of the winder) Use the side-piece that has a handle close to you (not the kite)
Then, loop the strap around the other end of the same side-piece and handle.
This will hold both the kite and the winder and leave both hands free. It will also give you rapid access to the winder should you have a problem with the kite.
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It's hard to explain, I hope I haven't confused you. A picture would explain much better.
Richard in Boston, MA, USA
(back)

Re: tying line off to free up hands
From: Brooks
Date: 12/17/2003
Time: 4:18:31 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.245

Comments
Christian's hook is good, and I like Henry's Handle a lot. See Aerial Eye vol 1 #4. It's essentially a two-horn cleat on a short piece of wood, with a lanyard to
attach to belt, tree, fence.
(back)

Small Airport in Mountain View
From: email_lizzy@yahoo.com
Date: 12/15/2003
Time: 3:53:59 PM
Remote Name: 66.243.153.70

Comments
I'm looking for an aerial photo of a small airport that used to operate in Mountain View, California, near the intersection of Middlefield Rd. and Renstorff. Can
anyone help?
(back)

Re: Small Airport in Mountain View
From: Glenn Nelson
Date: 12/23/2003
Time: 1:19:33 PM
Remote Name: 64.166.9.251

Comments
Most of us have only been in this hobby a decade or less, plus we can't fly kites near airports! You may have better luck going to the Santa Clara County offices they probably have aerial photos of everything and a historical record.
(back)

Video Receiver and Display
From: Glenn Nelson
Date: 12/10/2003
Time: 1:09:10 PM
Remote Name: 216.47.113.158

Comments
I'm planning to buy a TFT display with 2.4 GHz receiver. I've found two prospects, one from Polaris (Chris Benton has one of these at KAPiCA 2002) and one
from Supercircuits. Any experience or opinions about these? I'm inclined to buy the smaller Supercircuits unit, unless someone tells me they've seen it and (a) the
screen is too small, (b) the image is not bright enough.
Polaris: http://www.polarisusa.com/cgi-bin/view_product_detail.pl?product_category_id=67&template_id=1
5 inch, $250, uses 12 volts, weighs about 1 pound.
Supercircuits http://www.supercircuits.com/STORE/prodinfo.asp?number=MVL31&variation=&aitem=9&mitem=12
2.5 inch, $200, uses 6 volts, weighs unknown.
(back)

Re: Video Receiver and Display
From: Glenn Nelson
Date: 12/12/2003
Time: 8:24:27 AM
Remote Name: 64.166.9.251
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Comments
If I decide to buy something like a Casio TV (probably 2.5" screen), which will need a separate receiver, I might instead go for a portable DVD player with a 5"
screen. I'm seeing them around $150, but don't know if they've got video in.
(back)

Re: Video Receiver and Display
From: Brooks
Date: 12/12/2003
Time: 1:17:23 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
Casio makes several sizes of their pocket TVs; I've used the 570 because it was small, light, and cheap. The 680 looks like the SuperCircuits rx but has a 3"
screen. I'd say rather than use a separate rx AND a DVD player you'd be better off with either the SuperCircuits MVR11 or the Polaris. IMO. FWIW.
GWATCDR. BGL.
(back)

Re: Video Receiver and Display
From: David Hunt
Date: 12/12/2003
Time: 8:55:26 PM
Remote Name: 69.34.124.254

Comments
GIWIST
David Hunt
(back)

Re: Video Receiver and Display
From: paul.r.evans@talk21.com
Date: 12/10/2003
Time: 3:25:52 PM
Remote Name: 217.44.251.158

Comments
Glen,
You don't say what your camera configuration is, so check out this site, it might change your mind a bit.
http://www.blackwidowav.com/products.html
As for a "video monitor" have you considered a Casio 970 It support "Video in".
Just a few thoughts.
Paul
(back)

Re: Video Receiver and Display
From: Brooks
Date: 12/10/2003
Time: 5:12:49 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
First, the Black Widow stuff, except for their smallest, will require a license to be legal, and doesn't include a monitor, though it's true that a Casio pocket TV
would work OK. I used a Casio 570 on several rigs, and it's good if you put a snorkel on it. Their receivers look OK, nice and compact.
I got my Casios on eBay for less than $100.
I've been using the Polaris unit that Cris showed last year with some success for the last 8 months. It's pretty bright -- brighter than the Casio I believe. It does
require 10 AA NiMH batteries to drive it. And it too works best with a hood, alas.
The SuperCircuits model you suggest looks a lot like a Casio TV; it's pretty small but the question would be how bright is it -- I don't know. SuperCircuits also
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has one like the Polaris, SC part # MVR11LCD. May well be the same beast under the wrapping although it carries a patch antenna, not as good for KAP, IMO,
as a dipole. It's $239.95, about the same as Polaris.
SuperCircuits is very frustrating to deal with because they give almost no specs or detailed info; Polaris is not much better. SuperCircuits at least makes a subtle
attempt to point out which gear requires a license, which neither of the others do.
(back)

Re: Video Receiver and Display
From: paul.r.evans@talk21.com
Date: 12/11/2003
Time: 2:33:34 PM
Remote Name: 217.44.251.158

Comments
Sorry, I should have noted the US connection, the Black Widow system is legal in the UK.
Paul
(back)

Re: Video Receiver and Display
From: Brooks again
Date: 12/10/2003
Time: 5:16:53 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
I forgot to mention that the dipole antenna on the Polaris is not as rugged as the patch probably is, but mine works OK even though the joint broke and it's
hanging on by just the cable. It's my intention to make one of Ralf's Quad antennas as a replacement.
(back)

Re: Video Receiver and Display
From: Richard Amirault, Boston
Date: 12/11/2003
Time: 5:25:53 AM
Remote Name: 207.172.210.228

Comments
No one has mentioned that the Polaris seems to be only a receiver/monitor, while the Supercircuits unit has both a receiver/monitor and transmitter.
Richard Amirault, Boston, MA, USA
(back)

Lithium Poly Batteries
From: David Foster
Date: 12/7/2003
Time: 9:11:19 PM
Remote Name: 12.160.159.45

Comments
Lithium Poly batteries have been arriving in R/C plane stores latetly. Has anyone incorporated them into there KAP designs? They are half the wieght of a nickle
cadmium battery and can deliver twice the power. I will be trying them on my electric airplane soon they should give me a 20 minute flight time when NI CAD
only delivers a 5 to 7 minute flight time.
(back)

Re: Lithium Poly Batteries
From: petervanerkel@hotmail.com
Date: 12/17/2003
Time: 1:23:04 AM
Remote Name: 195.11.231.202

Comments
The main advantage of LP over Lion cells are the high currents it can supply, and the fact the cells can be made very thin, and they seem to be availabe trough
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hobby suppliers. Sofar Lion cells where only sold to OEM's, and only complete packs could be bought. The high power density, and low weight compared to
NiCd/NiMH makes them perfect for KAP, but at a price .. I use Lion cells comming from failed Laptop's. A single cell for the KAP rig with video ( keeps it
running for over two hours ) en two cells for the video receiver and 4" TLF monitor, runs about an hour. Charging is the main issue, but no problem.
I also can run the video rig from a Nikon EN-EL1 battery pack, very prictical when you own a Coolpix.
Peter van Erkel
(back)

Re: Lithium Poly Batteries
From: Christian
Date: 12/8/2003
Time: 3:10:39 PM
Remote Name: 193.250.38.23

Comments
It's nearly 2 years now I started to use lithium rechargeable batteries as used for telephones. I made packs of 3 cells 3.8V each which sum 11,4 volts. This suits
perfectly camera and video transmitter which works between 9 and 12 volts. A pack supplies 900mAh and weights 90 grams. Compare to my Ni-Mh packs 12V
800mAh and 160 grams. The lithium packs work perfectly. Only I had to make a special connector as I have to charge each cell separately. I have been lucky that
a kiter friend found it as surplus, otherwise, these batteries are really expensive, but they worth it!
(back)

Re: Lithium Poly Batteries
From: Richard Amirault
Date: 12/9/2003
Time: 7:48:44 AM
Remote Name: 207.172.210.228

Comments
Point of information..
Lithium batteries are not rechargeable.
Lithium-Ion batteries are.
I've never heard of Lithium-Polymer batteries before this. I don't know what the difference between Li-Ion and Li-Poly are .. but there must be a reason for the
new type.
Richard in Boston, MA, USA
(back)

Re: Lithium Poly Batteries
From:
Date: 2/4/2005
Time: 10:19:58 AM
Remote Name: 137.252.9.37

Comments
(back)

Re: Lithium Poly Batteries
From:
Date: 2/4/2005
Time: 10:19:23 AM
Remote Name: 137.252.9.38

Comments
(back)

Re: Lithium Poly Batteries
From: David Hunt
Date: 12/9/2003
Time: 2:14:58 PM
Remote Name: 69.34.124.254
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Comments
The main advantage of LiPo batteries is their ability to deliver current many multiples their rated capacity, the biggest benefactors being the electric flight
community. Li-ion batteries are not capable of this. The high current is not needed in KAP applications.
The appealing aspect of the LiPo batteries is that there is now a battery with a higher power density than NiMH being marketed to the RC community so you can
find support equipment, i.e. connectors, chargers and voltage regulators that will allow you to power most existing RC rigs. Li-Ion has not seen the strong
support in the RC community that I expect to see for the LiPo batteries.
IÝm not sure if there is any difference in the power density of the LiPo and the Li-Ion. Rough estimates would indicate that there is not much difference between
the two Lithium battery technologies. A 3.4 volt Li-ion battery pack rated at 1100 mAh weighs 36 grams in a plastic housing (1.3 oz). A LiPo 3.7 volt 1500 mAh
single cell weighs 34 grams.
Here is a good discussion with several links about Lithium Poly cells.
http://www.rcuniverse.com/forum/Lithium_Poly_Cells:_Technical_Aspects/m_1199525/tm.htm
Here are two facts about LiPo batteries that seem important in KAP applications.
1. A single cell LiPo battery is 3.7 volts. Larger battery packs would therefore be 7.4 volts, 11.1 volts and 14.8 volts. Using LiPo batteries to power RC receivers
and servos would require voltage regulation. (NiCad and NiMH cells are 1.2 volts each requiring 4 cells to provide 4.8 volts to power a RX and servos)
2. Charging LiPo batteries seems to be a hazardous undertaking, even with the proper chargers. This danger comes from the heat generated by the charging
process. This heat is high enough to cause sever burns upon touch or fire if wood, plastics, styrofoam etc. are located near a recharging LiPo battery.
David Hunt
(back)

Re: Lithium Poly Batteries
From: J. Mason
Date: 2/4/2005
Time: 4:11:51 PM
Remote Name: 24.69.255.246

Comments
Tried using 2CR5 lithium batteries in series but the solar charger set the pack on fire. Was NOt too easy to put out.
(back)

Re: Lithium Poly Battery Danger
From: Richard Shilling
Date: 6/14/2004
Time: 3:55:37 PM
Remote Name: 12.44.45.34

Comments
I ran into a post on Li-Po batteries on this site and the danger while charging. There have been several fires in the RC community with Li-Po batteries and you do
have to take more care than with Ni-Cads or Li-Ion batteries.
1. They can be damaged easier because of the packaging. They are more subject to damage as the pack is softer and not encased in metal. If you crash, take the
battery out of the model (or kite) and put it in a fireproof container. 2. They do not get hot when charged properly. The charging protocol is "funny" compared to
Ni-Cads and ONLY a Li-Poly charger should be used. You set the number of cells and the charger puts out 4.2 volts per cell at a constant current. So if you get
the cell count wrong, they can burn. Then, when the cell count times 4.2 is detected by the charger, it switches to constant voltage with the charge current
tapering down to trickle. The general advice for RC is to always charge Li-Polys out of the model and on a fireproof surface - just in case!
Li-Polys are revolutionizing electric RC as you can now get glow engine performance with no vibration and no mess and no noise except for the prop buzz.
(back)

Diving kite
From: Dave
Date: 12/5/2003
Time: 12:12:44 PM
Remote Name: 207.206.136.215

Comments
Hello: I built my first KAP rig last weekend and I'm hooked. I tried the lightweight approach with a disposable camera, modified mousetrap and ice cube for
shutter release and a cheap delta kite. I also strapped on my digital camera. The rig worked great. I got some great photos.
My problem is that since then, I can't get my kite to stay aloft. I can let out several hundred feet of line, it flys ok for a few minutes, and then it nose dives straight
into the ground. I know the real answer is to upgrade the kite, which I'm doing also. But while I'm still in the learning stage, I would like to use this Delta. Do I
need to change or modify the tail? Any thoughts?
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(back)

Re: Diving kite
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 12/5/2003
Time: 1:48:59 PM
Remote Name: 213.75.170.207

Comments
The best option is indeed to add a longer, more efficient, tail. And try to find a real open field without trees, houses, buildings for your testing. And, speaking
about testing, try the kite with tail and a plastic bag filled with sand at the point where you normally would have the rig. Just to keep the rig and camera in one
piece in case of ...
Good luck,
Peter
(back)

JKPA Contest tabulation
From: Brooks
Date: 12/4/2003
Time: 9:09:41 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
In the same issue referred to by Christian, there's a tabulation of the voting for the 2003 JKPA photo contest, and while some progress has been made in
communication, it's interesting to note how many people still voted for only one picture.
If they're going to continue to use this balloting method, they need to be very clear in their voting instructions that "public" voters should select as many
outstanding pictures as they wish, not just the one they think is "best" -- because it's the NUMBER of votes that determines the first selection, and indeed the
winners. (...as I understand it.)
(back)

Re: JKPA Contest tabulation
From: Christian
Date: 12/4/2003
Time: 3:20:54 PM
Remote Name: 80.9.119.50

Comments
Well, apparently, many "only one choice" voters don't give their poll to the picture they think is the best, but to the one they know the kaper. It gives some
distorsion to the results. It has already been the case in the last years. Hopefully, the Japanese vote is more fair. After a discussion in 2002 with the JKPA
organizers, they told me that they will reconsider this point. Unfortunately, it has not been implemented yet. If you look on my web pages you will find my 2002
explanation on this matter: http://perso.wanadoo.fr/becot/fronton/isayit.htm
(back)

KAPiCA JKPA report
From: Christian
Date: 12/3/2003
Time: 2:56:57 PM
Remote Name: 80.9.117.253

Comments
Shuzuke MINATO has written a 10 pages report on KAPiCA 2003 in the Japan Kite Photography Association's magazine. There are many interesting pictures;
the text is a diary report. I can't read it, of course, but Minolie is explaining it for me. The picture of craddles as back-lighted against a kite sail is splendid and is
enlarged on the first page cover.
(back)

KAPiCA JKPA report
From: Christian
Date: 12/3/2003
Time: 2:56:27 PM
Remote Name: 80.9.117.253
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Comments
Shuzuke MINATO has written a 10 pages report on KAPiCA 2003 in the Japan Kite Photography Association's magazine. There are many interesting pictures;
the text is a diary report. I can't read it, of course, but Minolie is explaining it for me. The picture of craddles as back-lighted against a kite sail is splendid and is
enlarged on the first page cover.
(back)

Jittery Servos
From: Joseph Bel
Date: 12/2/2003
Time: 6:31:33 PM
Remote Name: 68.237.78.197

Comments
Hi all; Anyone knows why the servos on my A10 warthog go crazy nonstop movement even if the transmitter radio is turned on 1st, they dont seem to respond to
my Tx, also the ducted fan turn and stop no response to TX either? Thx
(back)

Re: Jittery Servos
From: Christian
Date: 12/2/2003
Time: 7:13:07 PM
Remote Name: 193.250.37.144

Comments
Please, have a look to radio J-J jitters discussion already posted 9/3/2003 and to some earlier ones.
(back)

Radio on 27MHz FM
From: Kevin Flynn Date: 12/2/2003
Time: 6:27:09 AM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.103

Comments
Just to let you all know I just received a flyer from Hobby people www.hobbypeople.net In this flyer is advertised a eletric powered Cessna 180, this comes ready
to fly with a 4 channel Cirrus (their brand)-- 27MHz FM -- radio, it has a micro receiver and two micro servos, (extra servos about $15.00) it seems to have the
standard plug set up as Futaba--Tower radios. I called to see if the radio was avaliable without the Cessna but no luck. The cost of the complete outfit is $149.00 I
think this is a very good price for this radio alone that is on the 27MHz FM band. I think this band is legal in Europe too Maybe it will solve some of the doubts
we have about using the 72-75MHz bands I ordered one as a Xmas present to myself, hope you all have a very enjoyable Holiday season, Best wishes to all Kevin.
(back)

Re: Radio on 27MHz FM
From: Carlo Didier
Date: 12/2/2003
Time: 8:06:08 AM
Remote Name: 194.154.218.196

Comments
You're right Kevin. 27MHz is legal in (most of) Europe, but so overused, I wouldn't use it myself, especially not for flying a model airplane. Too many
interferences. But then, in the US, you've got much more elbow room ...
(back)

Re: Radio on 27MHz FM
From: Christian
Date: 12/2/2003
Time: 7:06:39 PM
Remote Name: 80.9.119.135

Comments
Yes 27MHz is the legal frequency for many toys almost everywhere in the world. The 41 MHz band is also commonly used as such. So, it may seem risky to use it.
But really these radio-controlled equipments are quite weak, especially used in cities, and interference is not likely to come. I used it since 20 years for flash
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trigerring, especially in cities, and I never had problems. These home customized and modified one channel radio-controlled sets have contributed to my early
kap experiences. The average range in the air was 30 to 50 meters and reached no more than 80 meters. My good friend and party Jose recently offerred to me a
small radio-controlled car with 2 functions in 27MHz. I checked it already, and it will soon be recovered and modified for (very) cheap kap use. Kevin, in my
guess, you should not encounter problems, and you will for sure not have interferences with other kapers in kap meetings. Enjoy it!
(back)

KAPiCA/03
From: Carlo Didier
Date: 11/27/2003
Time: 4:18:34 AM
Remote Name: 194.154.218.196

Comments
Hi all! I finally got my pics on my site (http://kites.carlodidier.com). See gallery 6 and 7 in my KAP gallery and the KAPiCA/03 pages. Have fun!
(back)

What happend today?
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 11/26/2003
Time: 2:45:07 PM
Remote Name: 213.75.166.9

Comments
My webcount is smoking. The number of visitors from the US increased by over 600%. Did KAP appear on some network or what? Any way, thanks a lot!
Peter, editor of http://www.kiteaerialphotography.net
(back)

You were "pseudo-slashdotted..."
From: Scott Haefner
Date: 11/26/2003
Time: 6:54:02 PM
Remote Name: 67.126.158.214

Comments
....along with many others, by MetaFilter. See:
http://www.metafilter.com/mefi/29837
(back)

Remote Camera Control
From: mikehorn@eclipse.co.uk
Date: 11/25/2003
Time: 1:30:15 PM
Remote Name: 213.78.82.236

Comments
I would like to use a high res digital camera to remotely (150m) capture images to a PC via an umbilical cable - any suggestions for camera and method? Mike
(back)

Re: Remote Camera Control
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 11/25/2003
Time: 2:32:16 PM
Remote Name: 213.75.179.10

Comments
This question generates more questions than answers. 1. What is the distance between camera and PC? 2. Is the camera airborne? 3. What kind of power can you
use? 4. ...
Peter
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(back)

maximum altitude?
From: darrel wright
Date: 11/24/2003
Time: 10:23:13 AM
Remote Name: 207.122.180.15

Comments
Hi all. I've been interested in KAP but haven't tried it yet. Now a conservation group in my town is looking for something they can get to loft to 290 feet to show
the effects a proposed cell tower will have on our historical properties. They have had professionals try to do balloon tests and they have failed because of too
much wind-- so I though of this site. Would a kite be recommended for this? I thought we could get a kite up and hang an additional 290 foot line with a weight
on the end down straight to the ground. We need it to be stable enough that someone can maintain the height and location within about 25 feet for at least 10
minutes to take photos (from the ground.) Does this sound doable, and what kites would one recommend?
(back)

Re: maximum altitude?
From: Richard Amirault, Boston, MA, USA
Date: 11/24/2003
Time: 10:42:09 AM
Remote Name: 207.172.210.228

Comments
Sorry if I posted a blank msg .. hit <return> instead of <tab> :-(
A few thoughts ....
I would attach the tower height "string" to the ground instead of using a weight and letting it hang from the kite.
I would attach the other end to the kite line, not the kite. Get the kite flying first (maybe 100 ft or so) then attach the free end of the measuring line to the kite line
and let out more line until the attachment point (measuring line to kite line) is above the proposed installation site (the "measuring line" will then be
aproximately verticle)
You will then have a kite flying on a line with a noticable bend in it where it attaches to the measuring line. This will make the end of the line fairly obvious (a
small line is often hard to see against the sky)
NOTE: be carefull of power lines when launching and flying the kite.
Richard in Boston, MA, USA
(back)

Re: maximum altitude?
From: David Hunt
Date: 11/24/2003
Time: 1:05:28 PM
Remote Name: 65.41.182.72

Comments
Richard is right, attach the plumb line to the ground after the kite is up.
You will also need room for the person flying the kite to maneuver when the wind changes direction so they can keep the upper point directly above the lower
anchored point, because there are usually small variations in the wind direction and your kite will try to pivot from the point where the person flying the kite is
standing. You could use some bright fluorescent orange ribbon tied to the top to identify the upper point from a distance.
HereÝs an idea that you could use with the balloon or the kite. Attach 4 lines to the kite line or the balloon all at the same point. One line would be the same
length as the tower (plus some extra tie-off length) the other three would be much longer. Place 3 stakes a good distance out from the proposed towerÝs center
point. Launch the kite or balloon and using the 3 longer lines tie them off at the 3 outer stakes such that the tower-length line falls directly to the center and at the
correct height. The 3 staked off lines will anchor the upper point in the sky do matter what the wind does with the kite or the balloon. If you use this technique
with a kite it may be best if you had an assistant at each steak that could quickly release the line from the stake if the kite got into trouble.
It seems to me that it would be easier to take ground photos from different locations around the site and composite pictures of the tower into the photos using a
little geometry and photoshop.
David Hunt
(back)

Re: maximum altitude?
From:
Date: 11/24/2003
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Time: 2:32:48 PM
Remote Name: 207.122.180.15

Comments
Yes, I thought geometry would be better too. However, a big part of the objection to the tower is based on a long corridor that serves as entry into a historic
district. They really want to be able to walk or drive along the corridor and film the tower point, so that all the angles it appears from will be documented. Even
short of that, there are so many potential viewpoints that it will be a hassle to figure the angles for 50 different points. Still, since I don't know how stable the kite
can be, even with your suggestion about tying the measuring line lower on the kite line. What's your gut feeling on that?
(back)

Re: maximum altitude?
From: David Hunt
Date: 11/24/2003
Time: 9:41:58 PM
Remote Name: 65.41.182.72

Comments
Using a kite you will need to attach something large and lightweight to the top of the line where it ties to the kite line. A bunch of small helium balloons would
work, or even balloons without helium. If youÝre using kites that are as large as those used for KAP then you would probably want to keep the weight of what
ever you use below 1 pound.
You'll potentially have a problem keeping a fixed point in the sky for the amount of time you will need without staking off the top point with three lines like a
tripod. You didn't mention the location, but you'll find that Coastal off shore winds tend to be steady, winds inland tend to have more variations in speed and
direction.
To be honest with you using some sort of balloon with 3 stake-off lines instead of a kite would the easier solution. There are companies that rent balloons for
advertising. Just tell them what youÝre doing and get them to supply you with extra line.
David Hunt
(back)

Re: maximum altitude?
From: Richard Amirault
Date: 11/25/2003
Time: 12:45:14 PM
Remote Name: 207.172.210.228

Comments
Dave, I'm at a loss to imagine how this "3 line" setup will hold a kite or baloon in a fixed spot.
I assume that you are thinking of "guy wires" that hold up antenna towers and the like. This works only because there is one non-flexible attachment point (the
tower shaft) A balloon with 3 guy ropes (or 6 or 20) can still be blown as far off to the side as the longest rope. There is nothing I can see that would keep it over
the "center point"
Or am I missing something?
Richard in Boston, MA, USA
(back)

Re: maximum altitude?
From: David Hunt
Date: 11/25/2003
Time: 9:34:26 PM
Remote Name: 69.34.124.254

Comments
RichardÝs post has caused me to refine my thinking from my original posts:
IÝll use the balloon because it is easier to visualize.
With a single line attached to the balloon the wind will push the balloon downwind and the angle of the line will deviate from the vertical based on the wind
speed. (If the wind speed is great enough it would lay the balloon on the ground but we donÝt fly the balloon that day).
We decide to fly the balloon in winds that are varying between 6mph and 10mph. The balloon tether line moves 30 degrees from vertical when the wind is 10 mph
(this is an arbitrary number just for illustration).
We have another line hanging loose from the balloon. We pull this line straight down until the balloon tether line is an extra 5 degrees from vertical (35 degrees
total, this gives us a little more positive buoyancy on the vertical line). Now the balloon will stay at this fixed altitude and directly over the anchor point of this
second line as long as the wind doesnÝt change direction. But we all know that the wind is going to change direction, so we attach 359 more lines like the original
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tether line and stake them off in a circle around the point directly below the balloon. Now if the wind changes to any direction the balloon is not going to move
unless the wind goes above the 10 mph peak that we determined before we set up.
Of course we donÝt need 360 lines to make this work. First, the wind will not change direction by 360 degrees in most situations, and second 360 tether lines is
overkill. The number of tether lines that we need depends upon how much change in wind direction we anticipate. The tether lines only need to be on the sides we
expect the wind to come from. If we expect the wind to change direction by as much as 90 degrees then we plan for 110 degrees to provide an extra 10 degrees for
safety on either side of our range. That means the outer tether lines would form an angle of 110 degrees if you were looking down directly above the balloon. My
guess is that you need a tether line at least every 45 degrees, so you would need 4 tether lines in this case.
The bottom line- each setup will depend on the current weather conditions. You get movement of the balloon if the wind picks up higher than you planned and if
the wind direction changes beyond your expectations.
David Hunt
(back)

Re: maximum altitude?
From: David Hunt
Date: 11/25/2003
Time: 6:01:03 PM
Remote Name: 69.34.124.254

Comments
(back)

Re: maximum altitude?
From: Richard Amirault, Boston, MA, USA
Date: 11/24/2003
Time: 10:33:54 AM
Remote Name: 207.172.210.228

Comments
(back)

video monitor
From: ed
Date: 11/23/2003
Time: 3:38:13 PM
Remote Name: 217.121.214.212

Comments
Hi there, i do use a video system but have a lot of problems to see the screen by daylight, i do use one of the average casio TV-570) monitors but wonder or the
more expensive casio EV-660 will do a better job and take the glare away. I also have a option to use a video visor bl/wh but wont to know how to connect it to the
receiver, i haven't opened the camera yet and i'dont know how many wires i can expect i guess and hope 2 wires for power and 2 wires for connection to line
receiver. Does anyone has experience with the operation ? Thanks Ed www.silverwerk.nl
(back)

Re: video monitor
From: Christian
Date: 11/23/2003
Time: 4:49:14 PM
Remote Name: 193.248.255.119

Comments
Hello, Have a look on my web page and do not hesitate to ask me more if you are in doubt.
http://perso.wanadoo.fr/becot/rigs/anglais/&viewing.htm
(back)

Re: video monitor
From: ed
Date: 11/24/2003
Time: 1:53:03 PM
Remote Name: 217.121.214.212

Comments
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Thanks, it looks like what hoped !, i cant wait to solder it all together and give it a try! thanks Ed
(back)

KAPiCA/03: Bieck's Bubble
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 11/23/2003
Time: 4:43:47 AM
Remote Name: 213.75.173.130

Comments
Wolfgang Bieck's group bubble pano is on The KAPiCA/03 Journal now.
See http://www.kiteaerialphotography.net > The KAPiCA/03 Journal
Peter
(back)

Re: KAPiCA/03: Bieck's Bubble
From: Carlo Didier
Date: 11/24/2003
Time: 1:01:28 AM
Remote Name: 194.154.218.196

Comments
Splendid! Thanks Wolfgang!
(back)

Piovcet Placement
From: paul.r.evans@talk21.com
Date: 11/23/2003
Time: 1:30:11 AM
Remote Name: 81.152.1.111

Comments
IÝm very new to Kapping, in fact IÝm still at the research stage, although I am now the proud owner of a Sutton Flowform 16. Boy, does it fly well !!
My question concerns the placing of the Picovet on the line. I know you place it on the line, once the kite is flying stable, but how high does your kite fly before
this happens ? I know itÝs a very general question (comes under the heading of Ýhow long is a piece of stringÝ)
However, I would very much like to hear from readers their personal experiences in this area. (like minimum and maximum distances they have attached their
rigs)
I donÝt know if weÝre talking 10ft, or 50 ft.
Many Thanks
Paul.
PS Lookout for more basic questions in the next few months. In the meantime, IÝll try and share my experiences as they happen.
(back)

Re: Picavet Placement
From: brooks
Date: 11/24/2003
Time: 7:34:16 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
Regarding your PS: Be sure to use Cris's discussion archive search capability, and get yourself a copy of the aerial eye CD! Check out Cris's synopsis at
http://arch.ced.berkeley.edu/kap/background/kapae.html.
Welcome!
(back)

Re: Picavet Placement
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From: Dave Mitchell
Date: 11/23/2003
Time: 3:40:48 AM
Remote Name: 80.177.153.149

Comments
You may get conflicting advice here Paul, but here's my take.
First, the key is that you need to have the kite up high enough, before attaching the rig, to be above the sort of eddies and turbulence you get near the ground due
to trees, buildings and sloping ground. On a flat plain in the middle of nowhere this might be 20 feet or so, but it's MUCH more likely to be at least 50 and maybe
100. Unless you do this you'll find yourself spending all your time trying to keep the kite and rig out of danger.
Second, if the wind is gusty rather than steady, you need to have a fair bit of line between kite and rig to insulate the latter from the vagaries of the former. Again
50-100 feet is what I tend to go for.
Third, in many countries there's a maximum height you can fly a kite without special permission - often 200-250 feet. The FlowForm tends to fly at an angle not
much above 50 degrees, particularly when there's a rig attached to the line, so you need quite a bit of line if you want the rig to be 50 feet or so above the ground
when taking pictures, but if you let out too much line before attaching the rig you may not be able to get your rig up to the desired height without the kite being
above the legal limit.
Dave
(back)

Re: Picavet Placement
From: Carlo Didier
Date: 11/24/2003
Time: 1:05:07 AM
Remote Name: 194.154.218.196

Comments
Dave is absolutely right. Don't hesitate to get your kite high and stable enough before attaching the rig. Very often, you have more wind higher up so you will
have to work the kite quite a lot before it gets enough wind and lift for the rig. No use attaching the rig as long as the kite won't lift it reliably.
(back)

Re: Picavet Placement
From: paul.r.evans@talk21.com
Date: 11/24/2003
Time: 3:01:04 PM
Remote Name: 81.152.1.111

Comments
Guys,
Thanks for the prompt replies. I was surprised to learn that a height of 50ft+ is not unusual !!
It gives me some confidence at least !!
Brooks, I take your point about the CD set. I'm doing a lot of reading at present, and hopefully that will answer the majority of my concerns (my "favorites" list
is growing daily). However, I was looking at buying the DVD set of the recent Kapica/02, rather than the CD set of ariel eye.
My main problem at present is, there is no search engine that can be used within a given topic (i.e. KAP)
Paul
(back)

Re: Picavet Placement
From: Scott Haefner
Date: 11/24/2003
Time: 7:35:26 PM
Remote Name: 67.126.158.214

Comments
You can use google to search only KAP sites (that are registered in directory.net):
http://directory.google.com/Top/Recreation/Kites/Kite_Aerial_Photography/
(back)
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Re: Picavet Placement
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 11/25/2003
Time: 9:46:45 AM
Remote Name: 213.75.160.51

Comments
Just take a look at http://www.kiteaerialphotography.net or at http://kaper.aerialphotography.net. There you find most links to webpages on KAP.
Peter
(back)

Re: Picavet Placement
From: David Hunt
Date: 11/25/2003
Time: 11:48:21 AM
Remote Name: 69.34.124.254

Comments
Peter said: Just take a look at www.kiteaerialphotography.net or at kaper.aerialphotography.net. There you find most links to webpages on KAP.
SHOULD BE: Just take a look at http://www.kiteaerialphotography.net or at http://www.kaper.kiteaerialphotography.net. There you find most links to webpages
on KAP.
The first site is PeterÝs Encyclopedia of Kite Aerial Photography. Peter has divided KAP material on the Internet into 12 major topics with a few dozen subtopics in some of the categories. This is in the ÝKAP www IndexÝ menu selection and it is a great way to start a focused search.
The second site is the KAPER site (Kite Aerial Photography E-Resources). The Links page has a traditional Links listing of KAP and related sites found on the
Internet. KAPER also has a set of pages called ÝCradle Design ResourcesÝ, chose BASICS > CAMERA CRADLE > CRADLE DESIGN RESOURCES. The 3rd
page is a chart of web pages where you can find information about camera cradles. The chart can be sorted by several criteria. It has been a year since I updated
the chart so there may be a few broken links. Pages that have been come online in the interim have not been added.
For information about kites and kite handling, I think the best place to start your search is right here on the discussion page using the search feature. The subject
of kites and kite handling has been discussed many times. Many Beginner questions have been asked on this forum and can be found by using the search feature.
Both Peter and I take every effort to make our Links lists as comprehensive and up-to-date as possible. If someone has a KAP web site that is not on these two
sites please write Peter and I an email and we will gladly add you to the links on our sites.
If I were you I would buy the CD of the Aerial Eye first. It could be considered the ÝBibleÝ of KAP; the DVD set of KAPiCA/02 is like an addendum. One
advantage of the DVDs for the beginner is the ability to see experienced KAPers using their equipment. What you wonÝt see is details of the equipment and
procedures.
David Hunt
Editor, KAPER
http://www.kaper.kiteaerialphotography.net
(back)

Re: Picavet Placement
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 11/25/2003
Time: 2:34:51 PM
Remote Name: 213.75.179.10

Comments
Sorry David. I forgot the "kite". And thanks for the addition.
Peter
(back)

Revisited- Must See Film
From: David Hunt
Date: 11/16/2003
Time: 7:24:04 PM
Remote Name: 65.41.182.72

Comments
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Back in July Brooks mentioned the film "Winged Migration" that he thought every KAPer should see. This film is due for release on Video this coming Tuesday
in the USA, I don't know about other countries.
I was unable to see it in a theater, the closest showing was 60 miles away and didn't fit into my schedule. The previews on the links above show some stunning
cinematography, placing the camera right up next to the birds.
Check it out at http://www.sonyclassics.com/wingedmigration/home.html and also at http://movies.go.com/movies/W/wingedmigration_2003/.
David Hunt
P.S.- there are now some video clips from the KAPiCA/02 video on the KAPER Web site.
http://www.kaper.kiteaerialphotography.net/
(back)

Re: Revisited- Must See Film
From: brooks
Date: 11/24/2003
Time: 7:29:45 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
Gretchen gave me the DVD of Winged Migration for Christmas on Saturday (a bit early), and it is every bit as great seeing it at home, and "The Making of..."
feature is a blast! You think we've got variables!
(back)

Video Clips on KAPER
From: David Hunt
Date: 11/18/2003
Time: 1:45:14 PM
Remote Name: 65.41.182.72

Comments
There appear to be some problems with the video clips on the KAPER site. You might have success if you are using IE as a browser, but you will probably have
trouble with all others.
A fix is in the works.
David Hunt
(back)

Fixed KAPiCA/02 Video Clips
From: David Hunt
Date: 11/22/2003
Time: 2:45:15 PM
Remote Name: 65.41.182.72

Comments
I have redone the video clips from the KAPiCA/02 video. They are now in QuickTime format and should be viewable on Netscape.
David Hunt
http://www.kaper.kiteaerialphotography.net
(back)

Re: Fixed KAPiCA/02 Video Clips
From: paul.r.evans@talk21.com
Date: 11/24/2003
Time: 3:14:48 PM
Remote Name: 81.152.1.111

Comments
David,
I use IE6, and can't view the video clips, although I could a few days ago.
All I get now is a blank white screen with no audio, although it looks as if the video is playing.
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Paul
(back)

Re: Fixed KAPiCA/02 Video Clips
From: David Hunt
Date: 11/24/2003
Time: 10:22:27 PM
Remote Name: 65.41.182.72

Comments
I had a similar problem until I downloaded the most currentl version of Quicktime (6.4)
David Hunt
(back)

Re: Fixed KAPiCA/02 Video Clips
From: paul.r.evans@talk21.com
Date: 12/1/2003
Time: 2:02:39 PM
Remote Name: 217.44.251.158

Comments
David,
Thanks for the tip. I've upgraded Quicktime and it's working Ok again.
Paul
(back)

Re: Fixed KAPiCA/02 Video Clips
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 11/25/2003
Time: 2:40:13 PM
Remote Name: 213.75.179.10

Comments
It works fine with IE6.0 and Quicktime 6.0 over here.
Peter
(back)

AP from KAPiCA/03
From: Ralf.Beutnagel@t-online.de
Date: 11/15/2003
Time: 2:55:15 PM
Remote Name: 62.155.194.5

Comments
I have posted some AP from KAPiCA/03 at http://home.t-online.de/home/ralf.beutnagel/Eingang/Luftbild_Aktuell/luftbild_aktuell.html I hope you enjoy it. Ralf
Beutnagel
(back)

Re: AP from KAPiCA/03
From: brooks
Date: 11/15/2003
Time: 10:37:53 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
Nice pix, Ralf! Many I hadn't seen, and your stuff is very attractive as usual.
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(back)

Re: AP from KAPiCA/03
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 11/16/2003
Time: 2:43:10 PM
Remote Name: 213.75.161.72

Comments
Winning the KAPPY for best picture was no "pure luck". Congratulations.
Peter
P.S. I added a link to Ralf's pics to The KAPiCA/03 Journal on http://www.kiteaerialphotography.net
(back)

e-Classifieds on KAPShop
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 11/9/2003
Time: 2:41:04 PM
Remote Name: 213.75.170.17

Comments
Get rid of your KAP surplus now! Or finally find the KAP stuff you were looking for on http://www.kapshop.com > KAP e-Classifieds.
Peter
(back)

Slow Times On the Discussion Page
From: David Hunt
Date: 11/3/2003
Time: 5:42:42 AM
Remote Name: 65.41.182.78

Comments
I check this dicussion page at least once a day. It's been very slow lately, so I decided to do something that I do two or three times a year, web searches for new
KAP sites. Most of the time I come up with a handful of new sites, but this time I found
-27 NEW web pageswith information about KAP.
So, as cooler weather moves in, pull up a chair by the fireplace, grab your laptop and feast on this cornucopia of new KAP offerings. The newly, or at least
recently, discovered web pages can be found on the KAPER Links page
http://www.kaper.kiteaerialphotography.net
Don't get too comfortable, you'll miss the great KAP opportunities that winter has waiting.
David Hunt
(back)

Re: Slow Times On the Discussion Page
From: Jan
Date: 11/7/2003
Time: 12:53:12 PM
Remote Name: 62.253.96.42

Comments
You're right: I find the winter the best season for KAP. It's the nasty, rainy period we have to go through first though! ;-)
(back)

Re: Slow Times On the Discussion Page
From: RossL
Date: 11/13/2003
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Time: 12:35:19 AM
Remote Name: 211.29.136.13

Comments
While on the other half of the world (OZ) - it is getting warmer (30c this weekend), still far too dry and KAP is an option all year round. It's just that every time
the batteries are charged, film loaded, KAP gear added to the normal kite gear - the winds go extreme, none or too much
(back)

Re: Slow Times On the Discussion Page
From: David Hunt
Date: 11/13/2003
Time: 12:07:12 PM
Remote Name: 65.41.182.72

Comments
Since you have digital winds maybe you should use a digital camera ;-)
David Hunt
(back)

Low Wind Kites?
From: Maciek
Date: 11/3/2003
Time: 1:54:56 AM
Remote Name: 80.54.114.122

Comments
I would like to ask about low wind kites. I'm using American Flow Form in order to take pictures of archeological sites. (by the way i'm writing thesis in it and if
anyone has any information about any archeologysts using it as well please mail me at macslom@yahoo.com) From time to time, at some sites I need a kite that
could lift my camera, which weights 1,5 kg, at about 200-300 meters. I wread that Dopero kite is the one that i could use. Or maybe ypu have other propostions.
Thanks
(back)

Re: Low Wind Kites?
From: David Hunt
Date: 11/3/2003
Time: 5:13:14 AM
Remote Name: 65.41.182.78

Comments
Click "Search" above and type in "low & wind & kite" without the quote marks. This subject has been brought up many times on this forum. You'll find lots of
good info.
David Hunt
(back)

Re: Low Wind Kites?
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 11/3/2003
Time: 1:08:46 PM
Remote Name: 213.75.166.87

Comments
My light weight Maxi Dopero still amazes me with its lifting capebilities. It lifts rigs in near to no wind. See http://www.kapshop.com
Peter
(back)

KAPiCA 2003 Photos
From: Glenn Nelson
Date: 10/27/2003
Time: 9:18:40 PM
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Remote Name: 64.166.9.251

Comments
I've posted some of my photos at http://www.glenn.nelson.name/yappa-ng/index.php?album=KAP%2FKAPiCA_2003%2F&
There are a lot of on the ground shots here because I didn't think I got too many good aerial photos.
BTW, if you're interested in photo gallery software for your own website, I chose yappa-ng over the much better known "Gallery" because it allows you to add
photos to an album simply by copying files to a directory (with Gallery you MUST use http file upload). Also yappa-ng is just plain simple.
(back)

Re: KAPiCA 2003 Photos
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 10/28/2003
Time: 1:34:05 PM
Remote Name: 213.75.176.177

Comments
Thanks Glenn,
I've added a links to your gallery to The KAPiCA/03 Journal on http://www.kiteaerialphotography.net .
And yappa-ng even "speaks" Dutch!
Does anyone have more KAPiCA/03 pictures? There is still room for them on the web.
Peter
(back)

Re: KAPiCA 2003 Photos
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 11/3/2003
Time: 2:55:43 PM
Remote Name: 213.75.166.87

Comments
I've added links to Eric Muhs galle'ries to The KAPiCA/03 Journal on http://www.kiteaerialphotography.net .
Peter
(back)

down link
From: burt
www.pinbrook2.co.uk/gallery
Date: 10/23/2003
Time: 3:04:43 PM
Remote Name: 80.225.118.192

Comments
has any one used the http://www.plantraco.com/product_ptv16.html for a down link and if so what results did you get many thanks from Burt
(back)

Re: down link
From: Simon Harbord
Date: 10/24/2003
Time: 12:03:24 AM
Remote Name: 195.92.194.14

Comments
The one you linked to is not legal for use in the UK as it broadcasts on TV frquencies. There are similar and better and even smaller versions available in UK
using 2.4GHz which are fully legal. Maplins at the moment have a lot of 2.4GHz stuff available at sensible prices. I'm always playing with this stuff - drop me a
note if you want any advice on 2.4 GHz stuff in the UK. The unit I feature on my website is available at around Ý100 nowadays.
I'm just evaluating a legal 1.394 Mhz unit which comes in at Ý99 inluding receiver and 9v microcam. (Maplin)
You might like to consider the Shy Products baby cam too which comes with a handheld colour receiver/screen switchable through 4 2.4 GHz channels. Maplin
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this week have started stocking the same product. The camera is a bit big though you can cut down or use a different matched micro cam.
There are a hundred ways of doing the microvideo from the air thing but I'd go for a UK legal approach as the fines for transmission on non approved
frequencies are absolutely horrendous. all the best
Simon
PS KAPiCA 03 people, missed you all sounds like you had a good one.
(back)

Re: down link
From: Barry Pitman
Date: 10/25/2003
Time: 1:56:15 PM
Remote Name: 81.130.51.41

Comments
Message for Simon Harbord. Have tried emailing you but no joy. Can you contact me on kites@mistral.co.uk re video links etc on a rig I hope to have Brooks
build for me soon.
Hope to hear.
Barry Pitman
(back)

Re: down link
From: Barry Pitman
Date: 10/25/2003
Time: 1:56:00 PM
Remote Name: 81.130.51.41

Comments
Message for Simon Harbord. Have tried emailing you but no joy. Can you contact me on kites@mistral.co.uk re video links etc on a rig I hope to have Brooks
build for me soon.
Hope to hear.
Barry Pitman
(back)

Re: down link
From: Simon
Date: 10/26/2003
Time: 1:07:00 AM
Remote Name: 195.92.194.19

Comments
Sorry Barry I've had computer problems. I've yet to transfer all my e-mail folders over onto new pc. Drop me a note again, and I'll reply for sure.
Simon
(back)

Kudos to David Hunt on KAPiCA/02 DVD!
From: Cris Benton
Date: 10/20/2003
Time: 9:06:52 PM
Remote Name: 64.142.12.44

Comments
Having just spent the better part of the day with DavidÝs superbly produced DVD set from KAPiCA/02, I am wowed. I rank this with the CD-ROM archive of
the Aerial Eye as a seminal resource for all KAPers -- newcomers and veterans alike.
Fantastic job David! I believe that while the 20 copies shipped to KAPiCA/03 sold out, the sets (in DVD and VHS format) are available directly from David's
KAPER site.
I would also like to thank the Drachen Foundation for their support of the project..
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(back)

Re: Kudos to David Hunt on KAPiCA/02 DVD!
From: Dave Mitchell
Date: 11/1/2003
Time: 2:41:32 AM
Remote Name: 80.177.153.149

Comments
Well I've so far only watched less than half of the set, but this is by far the best 50 dollars I've ever spent. As someone who did not manage to get there (and
missed out again this year) these DVD's are the next best thing. I never realised there were so many different ways to carry your KAP gear while flying a kite!
I'm also incredibly impressed with the sheer professionalism of the whole thing.
Bravo to David Hunt!
(back)

Re: Kudos to David Hunt on KAPiCA/02 DVD!
From: Carlo Didier
Date: 10/24/2003
Time: 10:08:14 PM
Remote Name: 66.81.198.137

Comments
Same thing for me. I'll handle those DVDs like a treasure. I'm glad I got my laptop to watch them immediately (still on tour in California ...)
(back)

Re: Kudos to David Hunt on KAPiCA/02 DVD!
From: brooks
Date: 10/23/2003
Time: 9:06:16 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
I would agree with Cris. Next best thing to being there -- a wealth of information.
Thanks, David!
(back)

Re: Kudos to David Hunt on KAPiCA/02 DVD!
From: brooks again
Date: 10/23/2003
Time: 9:08:02 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
...actually, better than being there, because you can go back and look at it again and again -- vital with some subjects, and warm & fuzzy with others.
(back)

Antenna Boom?
From: Glenn Nelson
Date: 10/20/2003
Time: 11:17:09 AM
Remote Name: 216.47.113.158

Comments
I forgot to ask you guys at KAPiCA (hey, it was great!) where to get the brightly colored 1/4 inch tube that so many use for antenna boom - I believe it's
fiberglass? Yesterday back home in Santa Cruz I tried a variety of stores and had no luck. It doesn't appear that Into the Wind has such a thing either.
(back)

Re: Antenna Boom?
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From: brooks
Date: 10/20/2003
Time: 3:47:29 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
It's yellow epoxy tube -- the kind that once was considered the lightest spar material available. I've got a lot of it -- come by some time and I'll give you one.
(back)

Re: Antenna Boom?
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 10/20/2003
Time: 1:27:03 PM
Remote Name: 213.75.166.32

Comments
In Europe they are sold for (big) R/C cars.
Peter
(back)

The KAPiCA/03 Journal
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 10/20/2003
Time: 9:13:43 AM
Remote Name: 213.75.162.72

Comments
Missed KAPiCA/03? Read and see all about it on http://www.kiteaerialphotography.net .
Carlo Didier and Peter Bults
(back)

Re: The KAPiCA/03 Journal
From: David Hunt
Date: 10/20/2003
Time: 11:58:39 AM
Remote Name: 65.41.182.208

Comments
Great coverage guys!
It would be nice to have some names to associate with the faces in some of the pics.
The aerials from '03 were superb. Ralf's winning photo goes on my top ten all time great KAP photos list. Too bad Cris was a judge, his photo with the fog bank
in the distance along the shoreline, on the DAY 3 album, would definitely have been in the running. I also found Doug Davlin's "Walker" photo provocative.
On to KAPiSU/04
David Hunt
editor, KAPER E-Zine
http://www.kaper.kiteaerialphotography.net
(back)

Re: The KAPiCA/03 Journal
From: Carlo Didier
Date: 10/24/2003
Time: 10:12:08 PM
Remote Name: 66.81.198.137

Comments
My excuses for not having put all the informations with the pictures, but during KAPiCA, there was barely enough time to just prepare, select and send off the
material to Peter. Afterwards, I headed for Mono Lake and now I am in Death Valley. I'm really having a great time here, but on my return home next week, I'll
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check all the material I sent Peter and give him more informations. Also, I'll put up my own KAPiCA/03 personal pages, as I did last year.
(back)

Re: The KAPiCA/03 Journal
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 10/20/2003
Time: 1:31:51 PM
Remote Name: 213.75.166.32

Comments
I sure hope go get some names to go with the pics. Maybe one of the attendees can help me on that.
Peter
(back)

Re: The KAPiCA/03 Journal
From: Christian
Date: 10/20/2003
Time: 2:13:32 PM
Remote Name: 193.249.63.64

Comments
Thanks for the Journal which I read each day with great interest. Yes the pics are superb, and it shows the kap ability of all of you: very high level. Great vintage
indeed.
(back)

Re: The KAPiCA/03 Journal
From: brooks
Date: 10/20/2003
Time: 3:50:31 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
The Didier/Bults "Almost live" coverage of KAPiCA/03 was simply outstanding. Many thanks, guys -- and thanks, too, to all those who came, and took such great
pictures.
I will try to get IDs of faces to you right away.
bgl
(back)

Re: The KAPiCA/03 Journal
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 10/21/2003
Time: 2:46:18 PM
Remote Name: 213.75.176.236

Comments
The group picture is now with ID's. Thanks KAPtain.
Peter
(back)

KAPiCA/02 Video
From: David Hunt
Date: 10/14/2003
Time: 10:54:41 PM
Remote Name: 65.41.182.208

Comments
The KAPiCA/02 video is now available. You can order from the KAPER web site, or if you are attending KAPiCA/03 copies will be available through Brooks.
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David Hunt
editor, KAPER
http://www.kaper.kiteaerialphotography.net
(back)

Shutter Speed
From: Mel Sedat
Date: 10/13/2003
Time: 2:46:12 PM
Remote Name: 38.112.161.2

Comments
Guys, I'm about to try my second flight soon. My first attempt failed, rig was too heavy, now I reduced the weight in half, but here is my question: Since the rig
does move around a little bit up there I am thinking it is best to set the shutter speed manually, but how high should I go, I donÝt want to go too high as this
would result in a decrease (open) aperture setting and I figure I need all the depth of field I can get, anyone know a good setting ?
(back)

Re: Shutter Speed
From: Glenn Nelson
Date: 10/13/2003
Time: 3:04:32 PM
Remote Name: 64.166.9.251

Comments
Why do you need depth of field, everything is at infinity. My experience with an Olympus Stylus Epic is that 400 ASA virtually guarantees me an unblurred photo
even in some pretty gusty situations. A long time ago (10 years) the early KAPers (of this generation) recommended cameras with shutter speeds faster than
1/500, and in that day there were a small number of point-and-shoot that qualified (Olympus, Yashica T-something, Ricoh, Nikon).
FYI, my photos from either Kodak Gold or MAX 400 or Fuji something 400 have been enlarged to 13x19 with pretty pleasing results from 2 foot distance
(especially if sand is a large component of the scenery :-). I just picked up some new Kodak film: 400 HD (high definition).
(back)

Frequency
From: Cassandra Jones
Date: 10/11/2003
Time: 8:17:27 AM
Remote Name: 128.2.52.79

Comments
I am new to KAP so this is a bit of a rookie question.... I just bought a Hitec/Prism RC radio that has seven channels. I know its over kill but I got it used and it
was under $100. As well, the deal included a new tiny receiver, two mini servos and a charger. Given that I have never worked with RC stuff before I thought I
was doing pretty well with the tech talk until the woman asked me what crystal I wanted. All I know about this, is that my frequency could effect other Kapers in
the area. On Wednesday I am headed to KAPiCA and so this most likely will be the case. Can anyone offer any suggestions on what might be the best to get?
(back)

Re: Frequency
From: Glenn Nelson
Date: 10/11/2003
Time: 11:27:33 AM
Remote Name: 64.166.9.251

Comments
Choose at random!
Note for everyone coming to KAPiCA - figure out what channels you are using. Maybe when we checkin at Kiln and get our attendee kits (presumably from
Gretchen/Brooks et alia), we should each write down the channels we use.
(back)

Re: Frequency
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 10/12/2003
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Time: 12:38:17 PM
Remote Name: 213.75.174.37

Comments
I've been at many KAP-events (sorry I can't visit KAPiCA/03) and had only once this problem with my good friend Ralf (FLiBB '96). Don't spend to much time
on this might-be problem. If it occurs, there are many experts around in Pacific Grove to find a solution in minutes.
Enjoy KAPiCA/03!
Peter Bults
(back)

JKPA contest
From: Christian
Date: 10/10/2003
Time: 3:53:29 PM
Remote Name: 193.250.38.151

Comments
Hi, Europe is ahead on dateline to see the final results. Congratulations to Charles C. BENTON for a great, wonderful, gorgeous picture. Hats off!
(back)

RC Switch?
From: Glenn Nelson
Date: 10/10/2003
Time: 10:42:59 AM
Remote Name: 216.47.113.158

Comments
HI gang, I know this has appeared before, but time is short before KAPiCA, so I need info quick please. I need to build a switch that connects to Futaba receiver
and basically changes from high to low resistance when the corresponding joystick is moved. I have a infra-red remote control for my Pentax Optio 550 and will
just wire the switch to it.
So who's got a link for me?
(back)

Re: RC Switch?
From: David Hunt
Date: 10/10/2003
Time: 1:00:59 PM
Remote Name: 65.41.182.208

Comments
You said you needed a switch that will change form high to low resistance. If you meant that you needed a switch that opened or closed a circuit then the link
below takes you to the KAPER page that describes how to change a Futaba servo into a switch. This page is Method 5 of the 360 servo modifications. The switch
is included because it can be used in conjunction with the 360 modification at the top of the same page to give you two functions on one channel, but the switch
can be used on a channel by itself if you wish.
http://www.fortunecity.com/marina/nelson/479/Bas_360_4_R.html
David Hunt
editor, KAPER
http://www.kaper.kiteaerialphotography.net
(back)

Re: RC Switch?
From: David Hunt
Date: 10/10/2003
Time: 1:04:44 PM
Remote Name: 65.41.182.208

Comments
Ooops! I gave you the link to 360 servo conversion method #4 the direct link to method #5 is:
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http://www.fortunecity.com/marina/nelson/479/Bas_360_5_R.html
David Hunt
(back)

Re: RC Switch?
From: Christian
Date: 10/10/2003
Time: 3:41:32 PM
Remote Name: 193.250.38.151

Comments
This method with servo circuit board is the best method, especially to be on time for Kapica! Any tiny relay will do, as phototransistors as CNY37 or 4N25 or
equivalent, or Sil Reed relay which are very small and efficient. When you have time, the RC switch of Michele Schiepatti is a must. www.rc-flysoft.com/
(back)

Re: RC Switch?
From: Glenn Nelson
Date: 10/13/2003
Time: 10:06:47 AM
Remote Name: 216.47.113.158

Comments
I'm going to do what you suggest - use servo electronics to activate a switch. Now I've got some switch questions ...
1) If I use a relay, does it have to be 4.8 Volt, or can I use a 3V or 6V relay? Do reed switches also have specific voltages?
2) If I use an opto-switch (such as 4N25), I presume I need to put a resistor in series with the LED - what value? Also I guess the transistor base is not connected.
Finally I suppose I need to connect collector and emitter to appropriate high and low voltage of the two sides of the contact that I want to switch - what I'm saying
is that if I connect them wrong, no current will flow even when the transistor is on.
The end result will be an electronic switch to turn on my camera remote infra-red remote control. I suspect it may weigh almost as much as a micro-server, but
the rig will be simpler.
(back)

Re: RC Switch?
From: David Hunt
Date: 10/13/2003
Time: 2:11:11 PM
Remote Name: 65.41.182.208

Comments
I'm not sure what Christian has in mind with the two phototransitors that he lists in his post, so I'll speak to solution #1.
The 3V or 6V relays may work for short duty cycles. If you use a 3V relay then you can always put the proper size resistor in series with the relay coils to bring
the voltage down to 3V.
The 6V relay may close with 4.8V you would just have to try it. Since it is the amps that determine whether the relay will close, a 1.2V difference should not
matter. You're probably talking about a 5mA drop in current.
The relay that I mention on the KAPER page is a 5V relay and is sold by Radio Shack (RS 275-232). It's not the smallest relay around but it will do the job.
The Schieppati switch is a definite must have. It plugs right into your receiver, costs less than $20US, it's a flat package less than half inch square (3.25 cm^2),
weighs next to nothing. IF you waited until '03 to get a Schieppati switch the only work you would need to do would be to solder the two switched leads in place
and program the switch.
David Hunt
(back)

Re: RC Switch?
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 10/14/2003
Time: 10:42:09 AM
Remote Name: 213.75.168.212

Comments
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Of course there are several ways to do this. But the most reliable way, although not the cheapest, is the Schieppati Switch. Or SchiSwi for short. Take a look at
http://www.kapshop.com/switch.html
Peter
(back)

Re: RC Switch?
From: Scott Haefner
Date: 10/14/2003
Time: 12:41:37 AM
Remote Name: 67.126.158.108

Comments
I recommend a 3 volt relay.
I started out using a 6 volt relay (or maybe it was 5 volt, I can't remember for sure), and it would work sometimes but not others. I eventually noticed the pattern:
it worked with a full charge, and stopped working after the batteries were somewhat drained (but still enough juice to operate the servos). So, I switched to a 3
volt relay, and it works great. Now, as long as there's enough juice to turn the servos, the camera will trigger as well.
(back)

Re: RC Switch?
From: Christian
Date: 10/14/2003
Time: 3:40:39 PM
Remote Name: 193.249.63.28

Comments
In my experience best result and easy to install is the Sil Reed relay. The simple ones have 4 pins, 2 for current feed, and 2 for switch. It works fine between 3 and
6V. The internal resistance of the ones I have is 500 ohms, so no need for additional resistor. The switch is no ohm, so it triggers any camera. Some cameras will
not fire when switch resistance is 100 ohms like in some photo-transistors. The Reed relay is tiny. Really, it has all the pros and no cons.
(back)

Re: RC Switch?
From: brooks
Date: 10/10/2003
Time: 4:27:58 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
I will have two of Michele Schieppati's single-function switches (Peter has dubbed it the SchiSwi, pronounced SkeeSwee) at KAPiCA. I've got one of his new
double switches for you to look at too, but you can't have it.
(back)

Re: RC Switch?
From: Manfred
Date: 10/13/2003
Time: 9:45:36 AM
Remote Name: 62.104.210.72

Comments
Please have a look at my HP and see if you can need the Single remote controlled electronic switch with relay
http://members.fortunecity.de/kapmfs/e-switch01.htm
Manfred
(back)

Medium Format KAP
From: Kevin Roach
Date: 10/9/2003
Time: 11:53:47 AM
Remote Name: 64.91.78.53
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Comments
I'm a newbie to KAP. I have flown the basic brownie box under my daughters cheap converto-kite. (an airfoil kite) and I have built a camera from a Russian
Lubitel MF camera. by removing the focussing lens and finder I got the weight done to 20oz.. I'm impatiently waiting for a backordered powersled to fly the
camera. Most of the rigs I've seen posted use 35mm or digital cameras. Anyone out there use medium format? Is 20 ounces too heavy to fly?
(back)

Re: Medium Format KAP
From: Kevin
Date: 10/15/2003
Time: 4:31:39 PM
Remote Name: 64.91.75.251

Comments
Well i got my kite and test flew it. With a 15-20 mph wind it pulled HARD. should be able to lift my 20oz camera. It did lean to the left quite a bit. at times it was
almost flying sideways. I dont think that should be a problem tho.
I'm wondering how much line to use? I got 1500 feet of line!!! Maybe that was getting a little carried away. 500 ft seemed like a long way up there. So if I am
using 500 ft of line should I put the camera at 100? 200? 300? feet from the kite?
(back)

Re: Medium Format KAP
From: Henry Jebe
Date: 10/10/2003
Time: 11:22:52 PM
Remote Name: 66.58.166.59

Comments
As David mentioned, I will be at KAPiCA 03 soon. We are flying instead of driving as we did last year.
As to the medium format cameras, I have built a 6 X 17 about 3 lbs. --- A 6 X 12 with a 65mm lens 23 oz. --- A 6 X 9 with a 47mm lens with a quick winding back
about 32 oz. with the latter two cameras, quite a bit of the weight is in the lens. In a good wind all of these have flown with a FF 16 or a bit less wind with a FF 30.
They were also flown with a 14 ft DC. I also built a large Dopro (15 ft span X 10 ft high) for lighter wind use and bought a Pilot 50 from Brooks at KAPiCA last
year.
My lates camera build is a panoramic camera which uses 35 mm film and takes full 360 degree images, it uses about 6" of film for a full circle photo using a 24
mm lens. It weighs about 62 oz and has flown on three occasions so far. I am planning to use it and/or my digital camera at KAPiCA this year and probably won't
take the Medium format cameras this time. It is just a little daunting trying to take that many cameras through airport security.
Keep in mind that George Lawrence's camera weighed over 60 lbs. If you are serious about larger format KAP, larger kites or more of them in a train will
achieve the desired results. Of coarse, safety is a much greater concern as wieght increases.
Have fun, Henry
(back)

Re: Medium Format KAP
From: David Hunt
Date: 10/10/2003
Time: 2:39:30 AM
Remote Name: 65.41.182.208

Comments
Henry Jebe of Alaska and Nicolas Chorier of France fly medium format cameras. Henry custom builds his cameras and I don't know the weights. Nicolas uses a
Fuji 4.5X6 medium format camera with auto film advance, exposure, and focus. This is probably the Fujifilm GA645ZI which weighs 31oz.
Henry may be in transit to California for the KAPiCA/03 conference which starts next Wednesday. He may be away from the forum for a couple of weeks.
A 20 oz. camera is not too heavy to use for KAP. This is in the range of a light 35mm SLR which some KAPers use. By the time you add a cradle, Receiver, servos,
and picavet you will be hanging around 32 oz. on the kite line.
I'm not familiar with the kite you mentioned but you will need about 5 mph more wind to lift your rig than someone flying a light P&S RC rig with the same kite.
David Hunt
(back)

Re: Medium Format KAP
From: Kevin Roach
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Date: 10/10/2003
Time: 7:44:03 AM
Remote Name: 66.112.113.200

Comments
This is the info provided with the kite. Its about the size of a flow form #16. After reading several posts I'm wishing I'd have bought the flowform. But the
powersled costs $30 instead of $100. I keep finding the term "Wallowing" associated with sled kites :(
This sleek ram-air design incorporates multiple chambers for wide wind range and increased lift. The Power Sled excels at lifting muliple line accessories and
spin devices. * Material: Ripstop Nylon * Size: 63" x 40" * Wind Range: 6 - 20mph * Line: Includes 90lb test line on yo yo winder.
(back)

Re: Medium Format KAP
From: David Hunt
Date: 10/10/2003
Time: 9:21:33 AM
Remote Name: 65.41.182.208

Comments
One good indication that this kite will not pull like a Flow Form 16 is the 90# line that they recommend. The smaller kites used for KAP typically have
recommended line strengths around 150#.
My guess is that you'll have to have winds at least in the mid-teens (3Bft) to lift the weight you have indicated. Depending upon where you live you may have few
days where the wind is this strong. I would spend some time learning the flying characteristics of this kite before I committed any camera to the line. Don't be
disappointed if you find this kite of little use for KAP.
My favorite wind range to fly in is 6-12 mph (2 Bft). It takes a bigger kite such as a Dopero or a FF30, and this is the most common wind condition that I
encounter in East Tennessee.
David Hunt
(back)

Flowform kite or similar
From: Oddvin Lund
Date: 10/7/2003
Time: 3:30:43 AM
Remote Name: 193.217.239.249

Comments
US made Sutton Flowforms are recommended. Does anyone know if there are european (or even better scandinavian) manufacturers or dealers of similar kites?
Thanks. Oddvin in Oslo e-mail: oddvin.lund@c2i.net
(back)

Re: Flowform kite or similar
From: David Hunt
Date: 10/7/2003
Time: 8:34:24 AM
Remote Name: 65.41.182.208

Comments
It is my understanding that Air Affairs is the only company that has legal rights from the patent holder to make and sell the Sutton Flow Forms. I can definitely
recommend Peter as a source for the Flow Forms in Europe. Many of us in the US buy things from Peter, particularly the Dopero kites that he makes.
David Hunt
(back)

Re: Flowform kite or similar
From: Carlo Didier
Date: 10/7/2003
Time: 4:16:30 AM
Remote Name: 194.154.218.196

Comments
Hi! I don't know about european flowform builds, but you can order Sutton Flowforms from here: http://www.kapshop.com/ (Peter Bults / Netherlands)
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(back)

Re: Flowform kite or similar
From: Dave Mitchell
Date: 10/7/2003
Time: 5:26:54 AM
Remote Name: 80.177.153.149

Comments
I thoroughly recommend Peter Bult's KAP Shop for Flowforms. The one's he sells are made by Air Affairs (in Pennsylvania). He sells them for the same price
that Into The Wind (in Colorado) do and (a) you don't have to pay customs duty if you live in Europe and (b) the postage is much cheaper. I bought a FF30 from
him just last month (having bought FF16's from Into The Wind in the past).
(back)

Link to Amateur Aerial Photography Lessons
From: Glenn Nelson
Date: 10/6/2003
Time: 9:42:31 PM
Remote Name: 64.166.9.251

Comments
I discovered that Agfa has a very nice online tutorial about photography. And there's a complete chapter about aerial photography. Their links section mentions
the sites we all know, but they even went the extra distance of making a brief comment about those sites. Was the chapter written by someone we know?
http://www.agfanet.com/en/cafe/photocourse/digicourse/lesson19/cont_index.php3
(back)

Re: Link to Amateur Aerial Photography Lessons
From: Carlo Didier
Date: 10/7/2003
Time: 4:13:26 AM
Remote Name: 194.154.218.196

Comments
WOW! That guy has done a really nice work there.
(back)

Re: Link to Amateur Aerial Photography Lessons
From: brooks
Date: 10/7/2003
Time: 8:43:28 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
Very well done site. It's a blast to see that Brooxes Basic Brownie Box, created for a workshop at the World Kite Museum in Long Beach, WA, in the early 90s,
has survived the trip across the pond intact. Too bad the timers are so expensive now (when you can find them in the US). I think David Hunt's Cheap KAP rig
with the silly putty timer is the best for today.
Peter Bults needs to point out to Agfa that a link to his site would be a good addition, but that's a fixable nit to pick with an otherwise great intro to KAP.
(back)

Re: Link to Amateur Aerial Photography Lessons
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 10/7/2003
Time: 10:38:55 AM
Remote Name: 213.75.162.183

Comments
Done. Thanks for the suggestion.
Peter
(back)
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Best 5megpix Digital Cameras - Revisited
From: David Hunt
Date: 9/30/2003
Time: 9:18:48 PM
Remote Name: 65.41.182.208

Comments
The Canon 300D Digital Rebel looks like a great digital camera for KAP. This camera was just introduced earlier in September 2003. It has 6megpix and sells for
under $1000 w/ a special made wide-angled zoom lens
In outward appearance the Canon 300D looks like the Canon Rebel 2000 SLR film camera. The guts of the camera are very similar to the more expensive Canon
10D digital SLR, but with scaled back features to keep the cost down. If you have Canon EF lenses they will fit the digital Rebel. Like most digital cameras, the
imaging sensor is smaller that the normal 35 mm film frame so you have to multiply the lenses focal length by 1.6 to get the effective equivalent for the digital
Rebel (i.e. a 18mm lens would be the equivalent of a 29mm lens on the digital Rebel, 18 X 1.6= 28.8).
Canon is introducing a new series lens the EF-S made specially for the digital Rebel. The "S" stands for short back focus. Canon has taken advantage of the
smaller size of the digial imaging sensor and created a lighter and less expensive lens than standard EF equivalent. The advantage to the KAPer is a high quality
lens which weighs less. Currently the only model available is the 18mm-55mm (29mm - 88mm equivalent)which is included in the 300D kit package for under
$1000. If you already have a similar Canon lens it may still be to your advantage to spend the extra $100 to get this lens with the body, because of the weight
savings.
The camera and the new EF-S lens both have received very high marks in the reviews that I have read (see KAPER Links page for 2 excellent digital camera
review resources). The camera, lens, and battery weigh in at 22.4 ounces (649g), this is half a pound lighter (226g) than the Canon 10D digital SLR.
If you're used to flying film type SLR KAP rigs than you might give the Canon 300D digital Rebel a serious look. Depending on the lens used, the digital Rebel's
weight is very close to that of the Canon Rebel X (out of production)or the Rebel 2000 film camera which many KAPers use. The Rebel series of 35mm SLR film
camera bodies are some of the lightest on the market. The lens can easily weigh more than the camera body. I have a wide angle zoom lens that weighs more than
my Rebel X body.
The Canon 300D Digital Rebel appears to be the first serious contender for a lightweight Digital SLR Camera with interchangeable lenses to hit the market.
I do not work for or receive any compensation from Canon for making the above comments. However if Canon were to offer payment, compensation, or other
incentives for my statements I would shamelessly accept.
David Hunt
editor, KAPER
http://www.kaper.kiteaerialphotography.net
(back)

Re: Best 5megpix Digital Cameras - Revisited
From: Brooks
Date: 9/30/2003
Time: 10:53:20 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
Canon seems to be doing everything right -- Cris Benton yesterday mentioned to me a new announcement from Canon of the Digital Elph SD-10. It's the other
end of the spectrum from the Rebel, but at 4MP and 3.5 oz (100g) very much worth the attention of KAPers. Not yet available, alas.
Check it out at http://www.dpreview.com/news/0309/03091201canonsd10.asp
bgl
(back)

Re: Best 5megpix Digital Cameras - Revisited
From: David Hunt
Date: 10/1/2003
Time: 2:19:32 PM
Remote Name: 65.41.182.208

Comments
This camera does look great for KAP. The sample pics from Canon look good. It will be interesting to see the reviews.
The only negative that I could see for this camera, and it is a very small negative, is that the lens is only a 39mm equivalent. It would have been nice if the lens
had been closer to 28mm
David Hunt
(back)
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Re: Best 5megpix Digital Cameras - Revisited
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 10/1/2003
Time: 2:34:25 PM
Remote Name: 213.75.173.91

Comments
This sure looks like a great digicam for KAP. One thing I don't understand in the specs is why this thing costs $ 349 in the US and $ 467 (!) in Europe. A
difference of 33%. It is a shame.
Peter
(back)

Re: Best 5megpix Digital Cameras - Revisited
From: Glenn Nelson
Date: 10/4/2003
Time: 10:11:32 AM
Remote Name: 64.166.9.251

Comments
The Canon SD-10 also gets a weight advantage by not having a zoom lens. The difference between 4 and 5 megapixel for a 13x19 (33x48 cm) print is
approximately 125 DPI or 135 DPI - who cares!
I decided to buy a Pentax Optio 550 because it's lightweight (250g w/battery), 5 megapixel, feature packed and nice for land shooting too (i.e. carrying it with me).
The battery is also the beefiest LiOn I've ever heard of - 1800 maH, another advantage for KAP. It also does video out during record, so can be used for wireless
viewfinder. For $20 I purchased an IR remote which I hope to convert to kitecam use (so I don't need a shutter servo). It has a 5x zoom! Unfortunately it starts at
equivalent of 39mm.
Bad things about it: has a noisy CCD. Dpreview.com says so, and my comparisons with a Sony DSC-V1 confirm this. You might prefer the Sony for a number of
reasons, but I intend to also use this for non-KAP shooting. At 64 ISO the noise is negligible. No lens thread. A cute bonus is that there is a special 3-D stereo pair
shooting mode, a gimmick similar to panoramic shooting. The stereo pair is assembled for you in the camera into one standard size print - simply print it and
view!
Here is a list of lightweight digicams with lens thread: Sony DSC-V1, Olympus C-5050, various Kodak, various Nikon, Canon G series. Note that Sony and
Kodak are the only lightweight that are under 300 grams.
(back)

Re: Best 5megpix Digital Cameras - Revisited
From: Glenn Nelson
Date: 10/4/2003
Time: 11:57:47 PM
Remote Name: 64.166.9.251

Comments
I forgot that the Canon A70, A80 (3 and 4 mpixel) have lens threads, use AA batteries, has optional waterproof housing. Can you go wrong with a Canon?
Also Casio 5700 has lens threads.
(back)

Re: Best 5megpix Digital Cameras - Revisited
From: Christian
Date: 10/4/2003
Time: 3:35:30 PM
Remote Name: 80.9.118.115

Comments
This comment not only applies to 5 megapix but to all dig. cameras: There is only one sensitivity on all CCD, which is the lowest one. The "auto" or "standard"
setting, automatically switches to this lower sensitivity, never adjust to another. When you set a higher ISO value, it is only a soft adjustment so it can shoot to a
higher shutter speed. Then the shadows are getting dirty, because there is an under-exposure that the soft is re-balancing. When you compare cameras, also check
carefully the shooting conditions. I have found that I get better kap pics by setting the lowest ISO and the greater diaph; On the cameras I'm using, Kyocera
Finecam S4 (4Mpx) and Konica Digital Revio KD-300Z (a clone of Kyocera S3, 3Mpx), this is 100 ISO and 2.8
(back)

Re: Best 5megpix Digital Cameras - Revisited
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From: David Hunt
Date: 10/4/2003
Time: 9:33:34 PM
Remote Name: 65.41.182.208

Comments
I don't know that I would say never use a higher ISO than the "Standard" ISO of the camera. It's all a matter of personal taste and artistic intent. Just remember
that there is a price to pay when using higher ISO settings.
The camera is amplifying the image signal to achieve the higher ISO values and the noise is introduced by the amplifier. Some cameras have better amplifiers
than others.
The amplifier noise created when using the higher ISO settings looks similar to the increased grain found when using higher speed film. In a brightly lit scene the
noise will be minimal.
The DPReview site ( http://www.dpreview.com ) has a standard test that they do to rate a camera's noise level at its various ISO settings. They usually show the
camera's performance compared to similar models.
The Sony DSC-V1, 5 megapixel camera has the best noise performance compared to the Canon G5, and the Nikon 5400. (All 5 megpix cameras)
As Christian states, when you use a digital camera's higher ISO settings the noise problem first shows up in the dark or shadowed areas of the image, and the
setting with the least noise will always be the lowest ISO setting.
My observation is that many cameras handle the default lowest ISO and the next step up with acceptable levels of noise. (Many, Not ALL)
As Phil Askey mentions about his noise tests on the DPReview site, using the RAW file format will lower the noise artifacts created by jpg compression. Phil uses
jpg to perform the tests because that is the most common format used by owners of these type cameras. A RAW image would look smoother than the jpg version,
because no compression artifacts would be created around amplifier noise. The compression artifacts accentuate the amplifier noise.
David Hunt
(back)

Re: Best 5megpix Digital Cameras - Revisited
From: David Hunt
Date: 10/4/2003
Time: 2:22:39 PM
Remote Name: 65.41.182.208

Comments
Another 5 megpix camera that caught my eye is the Minolta DiMage G500, 235g. It does have one potentially large down side- NO VIDEO OUT!!! So if you were
ever planning on using video downlinking then you would have to use a seperate video camera.
Neither DPReview, or Imaging Resource have a full review of the camera at this time but one user posted a nice lengthy detailed review on the DPReview site.
http://www.dpreview.com/reviews/read_opinion_text.asp?prodkey=minolta_dimageg500&opinion=17945
It also has a good price point ($350 - $450US). It has a somewhat unusual feature of being able to take SD cards and Memory Sticks simultaneously. It will even
switch to the unused memory if the first becomes full. User defines which memory is used first.
No Lens threads, 39mm wide angle. Outside the USA this camera is known as the Konica KD-510 Zoom.
David Hunt
(back)

Re: Best 5megpix Digital Cameras - Revisited
From: Glenn Nelson
Date: 10/4/2003
Time: 5:22:15 PM
Remote Name: 64.166.9.251

Comments
Yep, the Konica 510 (Minolta G500) is a much better camera than the Konica 500. The 500 is described in one review as a lower end consumer camera because it
ONLY has ISO 100 and few picture adjustments (light source, saturation, etc.).
What about the Minolta F300?
(back)

Late KAPiCA conference cancellation
From: Brooks Leffler kyteman at redshift dot com
Date: 9/28/2003
Time: 5:09:30 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5
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Comments
No, the conference hasn't been cancelled -- but one participant with wife has cancelled at the last minute, leaving a vacant double room. If you've been thinking it
over, now's the time to jump! Be ye newbie or old hand, come join 36 of your KAP colleagues for fun and frolic -- and a whole lot of KAP info exchange -- on the
gorgeous Central California Coast, October 15 - 19. That's just 17 days away, still time for 14-day airline pricing! email me now!
(back)

Effective Ranges of the R/c Frequencies
From: skipper@AmericanSyntheticOil.com
Date: 9/25/2003
Time: 11:07:44 AM
Remote Name: 24.56.226.230

Comments
My Model Yacht Club is getting crowded with new members. I was wondering about the efectiveness of switching to the 50 mhz (w/ham lic) from the 75. Do you
believe in the 23 channel phenomenon? That's where the 23rd channel from yours will cause your model to glitch. As if they're harmonizing like a tuning fork
does.
(back)

Re: Effective Ranges of the R/c Frequencies
From: Richard Amirault, N1JDU
Date: 9/26/2003
Time: 7:58:11 AM
Remote Name: 146.115.58.99

Comments
Not having any experience with R/C beyond KAP I can't say. I *do* use 50 Mhz but I didn't switch .. it's what I started out with.
However, it is entirely possible. Certain freqs can interfere with each other. Especially if the transmitter is "dirty" and not properly filtered. There are things
called 'harmonics' when a dirty transmitter also sends signals on other freqs that are mathamaticaly based on the prime freq. And even if the transmitter is
filtered, if the other radio is very close (a few feet) it may still have problems.
I went with 50 Mhz because I am a ham, and to avoid possible problems doing KAP within range of model aircraft folks (I'll always ask if any are using 50, just
in case) BUT if you ever want/need to sell your 50 Mhz radio you have *much* less of a group of possible purchasers .. since only ham's can use the freq legally.
Richard in Boston, MA, USA
(back)

Disposable digital camera
From: Brooks
Date: 9/25/2003
Time: 9:15:51 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
Thanks to Thelma Lowe, an archeometallurgist and KAP newbie who is coming to KAPiCA, for a report of a disposable digicam marketed by Ritz Camera.
check it out at: http://www.mobilemag.com/content/100/336/C1871/
Looks very interesting -- 2MP for $11.00!
(back)

Re: Disposable digital camera
From: Carlo Didier
Date: 9/29/2003
Time: 12:33:20 AM
Remote Name: 194.154.218.196

Comments
Looks funny, like the disposable DVD the Japanese invented last year. But as I think a bit green, I don't like anything "disposable" which could be done with
something durable...
(back)

Re: Disposable digital camera
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From: Richard Amirault
Date: 9/29/2003
Time: 6:38:19 AM
Remote Name: 146.115.58.99

Comments
I suspect it's very "durable" and will be re-used quite a few times before being thrown away .. re-used by the store, not by the individual consumer.
I suspect, just a guess, that there is no "normal" way to get the pictures out of the camera .. like a serial, or usb connection .. that way the customer HAS to bring
the camera back to the store for pics.
Then the camera is re-sold to another customer and the process repeats all over.
Richard in Boston, MA, USA
(back)

Re: Disposable digital camera
From: brooks again
Date: 9/25/2003
Time: 9:18:57 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
Whoops! Thelma is an archAeometallurgist -- she digs metal!
(back)

kite cam gallery www.pinbrook2.co.uk/gallery
From: burt@telinco.co.uk
Date: 9/23/2003
Time: 12:53:13 PM
Remote Name: 80.225.119.121

Comments
is it ok to post your own gallery here www.pinbrook2.co.uk/gallery
(back)

website
From: Gerco de Ruijter
Date: 9/23/2003
Time: 7:53:27 AM
Remote Name: 195.121.56.245

Comments
http://www.gercoderuijter.nl
(back)

KAPiCA/02 Video Survey
From: David Hunt
Date: 9/22/2003
Time: 2:09:14 PM
Remote Name: 65.41.182.208

Comments
The KAPiCA/02 8 tape/disk set should be ready to ship by the first part of October. I would like for all those that are interested in purchasing the video to fill out
the survey on the KAPER web site. I will be sending several copies to Brooks for sale at KAPiCA/03. You save shipping costs if you buy your copy at the
conference. Use the comments box on the survey if you plan to buy your copy at KAPiCA/03.
There is a link to the survey on the KAPER homepage.
David Hunt
editor, KAPER
http://www.kaper.kiteaerialphotography.net
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(back)

Repackaging Transmitter - Joystick Question
From: Dave Mitchell
Date: 9/18/2003
Time: 4:02:20 PM
Remote Name: 80.177.153.149

Comments
I'm repackaging a Sanwa transmitter (bought cheap on EBAY) for KAP, along the lines suggested in Peter Bults article in Aerial Eye 3.1.
Things are going well, but the joysticks in the Sanwa are connected to the board via 4 wires, not the 3 that Futuba's seem to use. Each joystick has a trimmer pot
connected in parallel and the 4 wires come from the two common ends and the two adjustable points.
It's not entirely clear to me what circuit I need to use a button instead of a joystick to press the shutter. Anyone done such a conversion using a Sanwa?
Dave
(back)

Re: Repackaging Transmitter - Joystick Question
From: David Hunt
Date: 9/20/2003
Time: 9:33:14 PM
Remote Name: 65.41.182.208

Comments
Replace each pot with three resitors in series that total as close to 5K as you can get (for example: 2K + 1K + 2K). This means that you will end up using 6 fixed
resitors 3 replacing each pot. You also want the total resistance of each set of 3 resistors to be the same. Use a meter to measure don't assume that a resistor rated
at 1K will have exactly that value. Cheaper resistors can have manufacturer specified tolerances as high as 20% which would mean that a 1K resistor could fall
anywhere between 800 ohms and 1200 ohms.
Connect your switch so that when the switch is thrown it connects to one side of the middle resistor and when thrown the other direction it connects to the other
side. The common leg of the switch connects where the wiper of the replaced pot was connected.
As long as the total resistance of the 3 resistors is close to 5K you should be alright. If you want to get a chain of resistors that exactly matches the value of the pot,
use a trimmer pot as the last resistor in the chain of three. The trimmer will allow you to tune the chain to the exact value. Remember that the original pots may
not be exactly 5k when measured with a meter.
Another warning for the electronically challenged; ONLY measure your resistors out of the circuit. If there is any parallel resistance the measured value will
appear smaller than the actual value. For example if you were to measure the resistance across the the two pots of the original Sanwa circuit, as you have
diagramed them on the html page, you would get 2.5K ohms not 5K.
If you need a diagram to see what I am talking about, just drop me an email I would gladly help.
David Hunt
<kaper3@earthlink.net>
(back)

Re: Repackaging Transmitter - Joystick Question
From: Dave Mitchell
Date: 9/20/2003
Time: 3:55:19 AM
Remote Name: 80.177.153.149

Comments
There's a quick sketch of the circuit at http://www.zenonic.demon.co.uk/kap/joycircuit.gif
Peter Bults has explained its working to me, and I think I can build the appropriate replacements using slider pots and buttons
(back)

Re: Repackaging Transmitter - Joystick Question
From: Dave Mitchell
Date: 9/20/2003
Time: 7:28:59 AM
Remote Name: 80.177.153.149

Comments
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Ha! Not so simple after all! It turns out that it's really critical that the two pots in the circuit have the same resistance. Trying to replace one by resistors and
switches isn't that easy. All my attempts to do so failed.
However I have managed to produce a circuit that will do for the panning function, using a momentary contact two-way switch with centre off (as in Brooks'
design in Aerial Eye 4.4 page 28). It involves using both existing pots and using the switch to short one or the other. The revised circuit is shown at:
http://www.zenonic.demon.co.uk/kap/joycircuit2.gif
I'm not exactly sure why this works. There must be more to the Sanwa design than meets the eye.
(back)

Re: Repackaging Transmitter - Joystick Question
From: manfred kapmfs@freenet.de
Date: 9/20/2003
Time: 1:49:01 AM
Remote Name: 62.104.210.70

Comments
Yes, Peter you are allright. To see what the 4 wires are connected to, someone needs a circuit.
Dave pleas post a link to a picture so that everybody who is interested can see what you mean.
I have rebuild a KAP-Transmitter too, so have a look at my WEB-Side:
http://members.fortunecity.de/kapmfs/e-transm-1.htm
(back)

Re: Repackaging Transmitter - Joystick Question
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 9/19/2003
Time: 12:00:55 AM
Remote Name: 213.75.187.235

Comments
Can you send my a picture of the joystick and wires?
Peter
(back)

KAPiCA - Asilomar Factoid
From: Glenn Nelson
Date: 9/17/2003
Time: 2:56:15 PM
Remote Name: 63.78.179.4

Comments
I just found out that Asilomar - site for KAPiCA 2002 and 2003 - has the largest number of Julia Morgan buildings in one location. If you're interested in
architecture, Julia Morgan was the principal architect for William Randolph Hearst family estates, including Hearst Castle. Here is one photo album that
mentions Asilomar: http://www.deercreekpottery.com/gallery/albums.php
KAPiCA attendess should consider that Hearst Castle is about 2.5 hour leisurely drive along the spectacular Coast Highway thru Big Sur. I wonder about
KAPing opportunities there?
(back)

Re: KAPiCA - Asilomar Factoid
From: Kevin
Date: 9/17/2003
Time: 7:33:10 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.25.51

Comments
Glenn on that drive to Big Sur I have been down that road several times with no luck as far as wind however one of the local points of interest is a place called
Hurricane Point where the wind reaches 80 to 90 mph so it seems to be all or nothing. I was hired to photograph a school near Hurricane Point (but no wind after
three trips)and one of the teachers told me it gets so windy they are all confined to their classrooms, because of the dangerous conditions. It is however beautiful
country especally in the spring. See you next month Kevin.
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(back)

Re: KAPiCA - Asilomar Factoid
From: brooks
Date: 9/17/2003
Time: 7:24:04 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
Glenn, I'd be delighted if you'd contact San Simeon and see what possibilities exist. My guess is zilch, but it sure would be a great KAPsite.
(back)

Re: KAPiCA - Asilomar Factoid
From: Glenn Nelson
Date: 9/22/2003
Time: 9:35:42 AM
Remote Name: 216.47.113.158

Comments
You're correct - we can't do it! They told me no "flyovers" are allowed, due to security. I said that the rule was obviously meant to apply to airplanes, not kites.
The guy who called me back was NOT the person who interprets the rules, so there was no argueing with him.
He also told me they have a rule that the ONLY photography permitted is for publication! Obviously I had to ask if this meant that no personal photos. He said
personal photos are allowed - does that mean I MUST publish them? I hate bureaucrats.
(back)

Re: KAPiCA - Asilomar Factoid
From: Craig
Date: 9/22/2003
Time: 12:54:44 PM
Remote Name: 204.147.0.61

Comments
Here is an idea. KITING magazine will publish any photos from the Hearst castle. Glen, I can give you an official photo and story assignment from KITING.
With that and your official request for photo access you should have the ammunition to get your wish. Let me know if you want to pursue that avenue. Perhaps it
can be done without a "fly over". If you are on the neighbors lawn you might not be over the hearst property. or if you are standing on the hearst property your
kite might be over someone elses. Sometimes it is fun to push the limits. Yes most bureaucrats will not do anything to break the rules. However if you can show
them how it can be done without breaking any rules then perhaps you may get your wish.
(back)

Re: KAPiCA - Asilomar Factoid
From: brooks
Date: 9/22/2003
Time: 12:26:08 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
Thanks, Glenn. I knew it was too good to be KAPable.
(back)

last call for photo contest
From: Craig
Date: 9/16/2003
Time: 6:20:01 AM
Remote Name: 204.147.0.250

Comments
I now have 24 photo submissions at my house ready to hang at the AKA convention. In addition I have had several contacts from members who will be at
convention and be bringing their submissions with them. That will make a very nice show indeed. If you are still interested in submitting you can do so as long as
I have it to me by the end of next week (sept 26,27) or you are going to Dayton and bringing you images with you.
I am going to yell now so everyone hears this.
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YOU MUST BE AN AKA MEMBER IN GOOD STANDING TO PARTICIPATE. If you sent me a submission already and you are not a member-- go on-line and
sign up today. It is worth it to have a nice magazine to read all the KAPtions and the insurance you get as an AKA member to cover you wherever you are and
whenever you fly should be reason alone for membership. Good luck to everyone in the contest. It will be covered in the next issue of KITING magazine.
(back)

Re: last call for photo contest
From: Richard Amirault
Date: 9/17/2003
Time: 7:07:56 AM
Remote Name: 207.172.210.228

Comments
As long as you are reminding folks .. it might be nice to mention *where* we might send our submissions ;-)
(back)

Re: last call for photo contest
From: Craig
Date: 9/17/2003
Time: 7:21:35 AM
Remote Name: 204.147.0.250

Comments
Richard asked for an address for posting submissions to me. I don't want to post my address here so please e-mail me, send to kitecam at juno dot com I will reply
to you with my address, or you can look it up in the AKA directory, Kiting magazine, aerial eye magazine, aerial eye directory, or any other internet avenue.
thanks, Craig Wilson
(back)

Re: last call for photo contest
From: Richard amirault
Date: 9/18/2003
Time: 10:25:48 AM
Remote Name: 207.172.210.228

Comments
Ok .. but my point was that information should have been in your latest post. I'm sure the information is elsewhere in the previous messages, but if you want folks
to send stuff .. why make it more difficult?
It's like when I let my phone bill go too far .. they send a "final" notice .. but without any address (or envelope) to send the payment!!
Richard in Boston, MA, USA
(back)

Re: last call for photo contest
From: Richard Amirault
Date: 9/17/2003
Time: 7:07:14 AM
Remote Name: 207.172.210.228

Comments
(back)

Re: last call for photo contest
From: brooks
Date: 9/16/2003
Time: 10:32:14 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
Just wanted to clarify that AKA's $25,000 liability insurance covers you whenever you fly **in north America and US possessions**. No insurance in other
countries.
(back)
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last call for photo contest
From: Craig
Date: 9/16/2003
Time: 6:18:29 AM
Remote Name: 204.147.0.250

Comments
I now have 24 photo submissions at my house ready to hang at the AKA convention. In addition I have had several contacts from members who will be at
convention and be bringing their submissions with them. That will make a very nice show indeed. If you are still interested in submitting you can do so as long as
I have it to me by the end of next week (sept 26,27) or you are going to Dayton and bringing you images with you.
I am going to yell now so everyone hears this.
YOU MUST BE AN AKA MEMBER IN GOOD STANDING TO PARTICIPATE. If you sent me a submission already and you are not a member-- go on-line and
sign up today. It is worth it to have a nice magazine to read all the KAPtions and the insurance you get as an AKA member to cover you wherever you are and
whenever you fly should be reason alone for membership. Good luck to everyone in the contest. It will be covered in the next issue of KITING magazine.
(back)

First Flowform flight
From: Bill Mitchell
Date: 9/15/2003
Time: 10:38:52 AM
Remote Name: 205.161.145.44

Comments
Just uploaded a batch from the last shoot. http://users.adelphia.net/~astronut/kap/rckap04.htm This was my first time flying a Flowform, I'm used to a 9.5' DC.
The FF 30 is incredible, I'm sold!
Bill
(back)

Re: First Flowform flight
From: brooks
Date: 9/15/2003
Time: 10:51:48 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
Kite looks good in your pix -- but as has been said before in these pages, I'd strongly recommend adding a fuzzy tail for most KAP. It's just stability insurance.
(Plans for same in aerial eye 3.3, or readymade)
Another suggestion: Henry's Handle (see aerial eye 1.4) is a good way to tether your kite to yourself or a friendly fence.
(back)

kites in Germany
From: Allan, Saint Lucia
Date: 9/9/2003
Time: 11:27:02 AM
Remote Name: 206.128.215.216

Comments
Hi all, I'm going to taking KAP stuff to Germany for a month, based a bit east of Wismar in a very rural area. I haven't Kapped over there before and have no
idea about regulations. Can anyone point me to a source of information or guidelines or give me a clue about what I should or shouldn't do? Thanks in advance,
Allan.
(back)

Re: kites in Germany
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 9/10/2003
Time: 1:30:59 PM
Remote Name: 213.75.178.135

Comments
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Hi Allan,
All FLiBB attendees have met the German expert on this subject: Norbert. A very nice man and a (would be) KAPper, but don't ask him to explain the German
law on kite flying and the use of R/C-systems. It would take more time than the month you're in Germany. What you should do is read what other KAPpers have
said on Savfety: http://www.dolphinazur.nl/kapnet/links/How_to_KAP/Safety/ . Two other rukes that apply in Germany (and in The Netherlands): 1. Don't fly
higher that 100 meters and don't have more than 150 meters of line in the air. 2. Use 27, 35 or 40 MHz for your R/C-system.
Have a nice trip!
Peter Bults
(back)

Re: kites in Germany
From: Allan
Date: 9/12/2003
Time: 5:02:52 AM
Remote Name: 206.128.215.221

Comments
Hi Peter, Many thanks, that helps. I'll be taking the Dopero as well as a Hagaman parafoil and will let you know how it all goes. Cheers Allan
(back)

Best 5 Megapixel Cameras?
From: Glenn Nelson
Date: 9/8/2003
Time: 10:16:19 AM
Remote Name: 216.47.113.158

Comments
Do you have a favorite 5 megapixel and why? I want lightweight, under 400g, maybe under 300g - that rules out SLR. I'm very interested in cameras that can
take a fisheye. Although some "prosumer" models have lens threads - Sony, Kodak, Olympus, Nikon - I can only find a fisheye addon for Nikon.
I collected some information about 5 megapixel cameras and posted it: http://www.glenn.nelson.name/camera5.htm. However, personal experience is far more
helpful. Thanks!
(back)

Re: Best 5 Megapixel Cameras?
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 9/10/2003
Time: 1:37:36 PM
Remote Name: 213.75.178.135

Comments
Hi Glenn, "The proof of the pudding is in the eating" or the best KAPictures I've seen taken with a 5 Mpix camera (with or without fisheye) are those by Scott
Haefner and Wolfgang Bieck. And thet use a Nikon Coolpix 5000. And it is even waterproof (in some way, see Scotts story posted earlier).
Peter
(back)

Re: Best 5 Megapixel Cameras?
From: Christian
Date: 9/8/2003
Time: 2:51:00 PM
Remote Name: 80.9.119.69

Comments
I guess you are choosing the best suitable cameras for Kap. So, it may need some features that should be taken in consideration, and not yet in your table. For
example, I found that the delay of some cameras to shot is really long, and thus most of pictures are offset from what it was when you decided to press the button.
One good thing to minimize that delay is to set the focus manually because the lens is already in position and it saves the time normally required to move the lens.
However, it may happen that on some cameras, it's just an electronic memory, and it moves the lens in all cases. Only a close check to the camera process can
show it to you. Paying attention to this may spare some disappointment. I guess that other kapers will emphasize some other criterias as well.
(back)

Re: Best 5 Megapixel Cameras?
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From: Glenn Nelson
Date: 9/16/2003
Time: 10:41:45 AM
Remote Name: 216.47.113.158

Comments
Yes, shutter delay is VERY important. I left it out of the table because it is difficult to get that information. I wasn't aware of the lens movement possibility - I
thought setting the focus to infinity would keep the lens in a fixed position.
On a Casio QV-3EX I found that changing from intelligent multi-area metering to simple average seemed to shorten the shutter delay.
I recall a Casio press release from more than a year ago that their new cameras had a 1/100 second shutter delay.
In the DP Review (www.dpreview.com) of the new Sony DSC-V1, they note that it has a very small shutter delay.
Ultimately I want a camera that can use a 180 fisheye. So far it seems that only Nikon offers this.
(back)

Re: Best 5 Megapixel Cameras?
From: Ulrich Monsees
Date: 9/29/2003
Time: 2:37:08 AM
Remote Name: 217.227.39.10

Comments
Hi, I've got the Nikon 5400 and it seems to have a quite short shutter delay. It wasn't in the air till now. But you can choose "7 pics in 3 seconds" so the best pic
should be on your CF-card. The 6 spare pics are no problem if you've got the 1 GB card. I'll try it with the pole first before I take it into the air. I had a nearly lost
with my SONY DSC70 when it touched the ground and the lens didn't move back. Take the best choice, Ulli
(back)

Jittery Update
From: Cary
Date: 9/6/2003
Time: 5:08:00 PM
Remote Name: 64.223.239.200

Comments
Thanks everybody for your thoughts on my radio issues.
I think I've figured out the problem. The transmitter should be turned on before the receiver, and left on for the whole flight/session.
If the transmitter is not on, you are not in control of the servo movements. When the transmitter is on, it is contantly telling the servos where to be and what to
do.
Think about how dangerous it would be if you turned on the receiver on your rc model airplane (and not the transmitter), and then started the engine. The
airplane would not be under your control -- that's why the instructions say to turn the transmitter on first. With the transmitter on and the receiver on, the servos
will move only when the joysticks are moved (under most circumstances).
You would never think to turn the transmitter off while your airplane is in flight. It would be out of control and soon crash. So my new rule is--TURN THE
TRANSMITTER ON FIRST, AND LEAVE IT ON. I've been turning the transmitter on and off while flying my kap rig. That's not going to make the rig crash,
but it means the rig is out of my control. And that's when it will click the shutter, and waste film and compact flash memory.
This afternoon I went kaping. I turned on the transmitter first, and then put a piece of tape over the switch. Guess what? No jittery rig and no wasted frames. Of
course I forgot to turn the lcd display on the camera off, and the battery died a lot sooner that it should have--but that's another story.
Cary.
(back)

Re: Jittery Update
From: Christian
Date: 9/7/2003
Time: 2:04:09 AM
Remote Name: 193.249.16.197

Comments
Good news! Anyway, your question end to the right answer which is a common rule which stands to the old soldiers, but is not reminded to others. The second
good thing is that the answers and explanations may be useful in the future for someone with a real problem.
(back)
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Kit fabricator needed!
From: Brooks Leffler
Date: 9/5/2003
Time: 8:16:48 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
The current batch of 20 Brooxes Basic Radio Rig kits, which I am preparing for KAPiCA/03 next month, will be my last.
This rig was designed to be built in four hours at the Fort Worden Kite Retreat some years ago, and many new KAPers have built and used it. I've delivered over
100 kits, and I'm ready to focus on custom orders and leave the kits to someone else.
I would like to find someone to take over fabrication of the parts for the kit, which consists of drilling and/or bending 6 pieces of 1/16" aluminum, making a
simple square of plywood to be used as a Picavet, gathering and collating a long list of small hardware, and packaging the whole thing (I use a ziplock).
I intend to draw up working diagrams for the metal parts; and all of my jigs and templates, such as they are, would be turned over to the fabricator, as would
master copies of the instructions, parts and tool lists, and radio and camera recommendations, and all rights to the kit EXCEPT that I want to publish the plans
and directions for building a non-kit version on my website.
Let me know if you're interested. I'm ready. Contact me at kyteman [at] redshift [dot] com.
(back)

Re: Kit fabricator needed!
From: brooks
Date: 9/5/2003
Time: 8:19:52 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
Whoops! almost forgot: you can see the assembled kit on my website under equipment>standard rigs>Brooxes Basic Radio Rig, 2 or 3 channel.
http://homepage.mac.com/kyteman/
(back)

Need help with an article on KAP
From: Tim Teichgraeber
Date: 9/4/2003
Time: 11:18:36 AM
Remote Name: 63.196.7.73

Comments
I'm a freelance writer working on an article about KAP and would very much appreciate the input of any practising photographers out there. If you have time,
answer any of these questions and forward your response to me at timsky@sbcglobal.net or call me at 415-695-1695. I need responses by Friday Sept. 4, 10:00
AM.
Here are the questions...
What is your name, your age, and where do you live?
How did you become interested in using kites in photography?
What do you like the most about the hobby?
What have been the biggest challenges for you in taking photos from a kite (technical or aesthetic) and how did you overcome them?
How precise can your photography be? Is the difference between a great photo more a matter of skill or of luck?
Would you ever use a drone or remote control plane for the same purpose, or does using a kite have a particular appeal?
Are there any upcoming exhibitions of kite photography that I should be aware of?
How many people do you know who are actively involved in the hobby? Is it a growing art form?
What is your personal favorite photo that you've taken, and why is it your favorite?
What other kite photographer do you most admire?
(back)

Re: Need help with an article on KAP -HOW ABOUT...
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From: Simon
Date: 9/4/2003
Time: 1:41:59 PM
Remote Name: 195.92.194.15

Comments
How about we ALL respond through this forum, a nice set of questions, the responses would help KAPpers get to know KAPpers... And help this guy with his
article at the same time.
Simon
(back)

Re: Need help with an article on KAP -HOW ABOUT...
From: Jan
Date: 9/5/2003
Time: 4:33:30 AM
Remote Name: 62.253.96.42

Comments
Well, since nobody starts, here it is!
Q: What is your name, your age, and where do you live? A: Jan van der Elsen, 40+ Live in Reading (close to London) UK
Q: How did you become interested in using kites in photography? A: I got ÝinfectedÝ by my good friend and colleague Simon Harbord.
Q: What do you like the most about the hobby? A: The combination of some old hobbies: photography, electronics and mechanics. Not to mention the sheer
relaxation of flying kites: a good stress reliever!
Q: What have been the biggest challenges for you in taking photos from a kite (technical or aesthetic) and how did you overcome them? A: The biggest challenge
is to get your object on the picture, just the way you want it! Practice make (almost) perfect (just shoot the whole film and pray for the best basically..) I have
considered all sorts of ways to overcome this issue, and looked at others that use video cameraÝs with down-links but I still canÝt see the benefit.
Q: How precise can your photography be? Is the difference between a great photo more a matter of skill or of luck? A: I think a combination of both: you do get
skilled, but good old luck still plays a major part of it. And to be honest:: it makes it exiting! You never know what you gonna get until you have the film
developed..
Q: Would you ever use a drone or remote control plane for the same purpose, or does using a kite have a particular appeal? A: Kites are just more fun, itÝs the
relaxation effect (see a previous answer) that makes it fun. Planes are noisy..
Q: Are there any upcoming exhibitions of kite photography that I should be aware of? A: No clue. Use the WWW and youÝll find all sorts of events!
Q: How many people do you know who are actively involved in the hobby? Is it a growing art form? A: I donÝt know a lot of people personally, but obviously
ÝknowÝ them through forums like this. In my area, there arenÝt many people involved in KAP. Our local kite-club members are always fascinated though when
I do show up with the KAP gear!
Q: What is your personal favorite photo that you've taken, and why is it your favorite? A: Got to be one of my first pictures taken ever: Slains Castle in Scotland
where I lived at the time. (http://www.arch.ced.berkeley.edu/kap/others/vdelsen2.html) The whole atmosphere of the location, the challenge negotiating the wind
at the cliffs, and the pure excitement of those first shotsÝ
Q: What other kite photographer do you most admire? A: Simon: because he was my ÝmentorÝ and example. He helped me with getting me going. I also love his
web-site, not just showing his pictures, but the stories that go with it, and the way he writes it. Simon is (like me) an out-of-the-box thinker; just different!
Hope this helps!! Who follows? Jan ;-)
(back)

Thanks, Jan!.
From: Tim Teichgraeber
Date: 9/5/2003
Time: 6:42:57 AM
Remote Name: 63.206.120.202

Comments
(back)

Re: Thanks, Jan!.
From: Jan
Date: 9/9/2003
Time: 10:31:24 AM
Remote Name: 62.253.96.42

Comments
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Not a problem, my pleasure. The problem seesm to be that, other than Simon and myself, nobody else is posting their "life-stories"
I hope you received a bit more through your e-mail system?
If not: come on guys! Let's help him out a bit! Don't tell me KAP-pers are shy people... I know better and so do y'all!!
(back)

Re: Thanks, Jan!.
From: Richard Amirault
Date: 9/12/2003
Time: 5:12:19 AM
Remote Name: 146.115.58.99

Comments
Why?? It's *well* past his deadline. Friday Sep 4'th (a date which doesn't exist;-)
(back)

Re: Thanks, Jan!.
From: Simon
Date: 9/13/2003
Time: 2:06:02 AM
Remote Name: 195.92.194.13

Comments
Well, the reasons I gave were that they were good questions and an opportunity for KAPpers to know more of each other - ah well.
(back)

Re: Need help with an article on KAP -HOW ABOUT...
From: Tim Teichgraeber
Date: 9/4/2003
Time: 5:16:35 PM
Remote Name: 63.206.122.34

Comments
Posting your answers here would be fine too. I'm an excellent copier and paster!
Tim
(back)

Re: Need help with an article on KAP -HOW ABOUT...
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 9/4/2003
Time: 3:17:53 PM
Remote Name: 213.75.166.148

Comments
Great idea Simon. But why don't you write this article? You can write AND KAP.
Peter
(back)

Re: Need help with an article on KAP -HOW ABOUT...
From:
Date: 9/5/2003
Time: 7:34:01 AM
Remote Name: 194.247.83.243

Comments
Well, here are my answers. Currently as my website attests, my muse is on leave-of absence! I've about six pages close to posting but not finished, last thing I need
is to half write an article too!
---------------------- What is your name, your age, and where do you live? Simon Harbord, late forties, (aren't we all coy here) Live in Aberdeenshire, Scotland
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How did you become interested in using kites in photography? Back in 1986 I had the idea of lifting cameras with balloons, after many stuggles decided that was
impractical and changed over to kites, building a radio controlled rig for SLR and compact cameras.
What do you like the most about the hobby? A strange fusion of art and technology, and the ability to allow whichever dominates to inform your technique.
Sometimes you can do a technical, scientific shoot, other times it all falls to intuition and creativity. Best of all for me are those times of golden light and soft winds
when the whole system seems an extension of your own body and senses, and failure is impossible.
What have been the biggest challenges for you in taking photos from a kite (technical or aesthetic) and how did you overcome them?
Sometimes the biggest challenges are in simply deciding to do it. Once everything is in the air, all challenges become part of the pleasure for me. Slipping the
camera up and over a castle roof, hauling line back as the wind drops, easing through gaps in the trees. Then of course there's visualisation - the technical
challenge of video, the imaginative challenge of visualising the shots without video.
How precise can your photography be? Is the difference between a great photo more a matter of skill or of luck?
At 30 feet over an archeologists trench, totally accurate. Over the back of a castle with the rig hidden from view or simply a speck in the sky - not accurate at all
without video, but who needs accuracy all the time? It's the same technical vs creative thing. Skill or luck? sometimes it's one, sometimes the other.
Would you ever use a drone or remote control plane for the same purpose, or does using a kite have a particular appeal?
I would, but it would be a different hobby, and therefore the purpose would be different. R/C Aircraft photography presents a whole different and quite difficult
set of challenges.I often think of it...
Are there any upcoming exhibitions of kite photography that I should be aware of?
See this forum for details.
How many people do you know who are actively involved in the hobby? Is it a growing art form?
Quite a number. I feel it is both growing and diminishing as newcomers come in and familiar voices grow silent.
What is your personal favorite photo that you've taken, and why is it your favorite? In many ways, this picture
http://www.arch.ced.berkeley.edu/kap/1997_images/Others/Simon/shore.jpg
which Cris Benton posted for me, long before I had my own website, still remains one of my favourites, I have a big enlargement of it at home, pin sharp. It is so
unlike most of my KAP shots and has a lot of special personal memories associated with it too from my early KAP times. In many cases it is what he picture
evokes in terms of memories, that can make a shot special. I have real affection for all my circus photos in a similar way.
What other kite photographer do you most admire?
I hope that all the other KAPpers I know will forgive me not listing all their names. You know who you are, and that I so very much admire your work. Given
that there has to be one name, it has to be Cris Benton, truly a modern-day master of the art.
Hope that helps
Simon
(back)

Re: Need help with an article on KAP -HOW ABOUT...
From: Craig
Date: 9/5/2003
Time: 6:00:50 AM
Remote Name: 204.147.0.250

Comments
Will you offer this article, when complete, to be reproduced in kite magazines and on this forum?
You also asked about any exhibitions of KAP. Please check out the japanese Kite aerial photography competition now in progress and mentioned earlier in this
forum. Check also an upcoming KAP exhibit at the annual American Kite fliers convention in Dayton Ohio starting Sept 29th.
(back)

A special behavior of a genki and Advantages and disadvantages of "horizontal vs vertical" briddle
From: emmanuel Colonnier - France
Date: 9/4/2003
Time: 8:56:40 AM
Remote Name: 194.250.178.227

Comments
Hello,
I have recently build another kite for Kaping in light winds. It's a sort of Genki of 3,2 meters by 1,2 high. I have several problems with it, First, his "behavior" is
not always the same. Often, the "take off" is OK, but when I pull on the line his nose go down toward ground (pull in pull off doesn't make anything better).
Second, in flight, it's sometimes move on his edge and run down the ground :o(( Third, Usually the angle of the line is approx about 25 or 30 degrees. It means
that the kite pulling absolutly no weight. I Think it's a briddle problem. Some plans recommend a vertical briddling (I mean when a briddle join 2 points of the
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right spar and another on the left one. These 2 briddles joined by a briddle where you put the ring/swivel/line). I try it and this gives an horrible uncontrolled fly.
So I put the same briddling of my Rokkaku (horizontal means 2 briddles joining 2 up and down points of each spars, themselve joined by the a briddle where you
put the ring/swivel/line). It's less horrible but not effective.
Have you any solutions or guidelines on "how to briddle" especially about the rules of briddles's good length ? Many thanks, and good winds Emmanuel
(back)

Re: A special behavior of a genki and Advantages and disadvantage...
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 9/4/2003
Time: 3:11:07 PM
Remote Name: 213.75.166.148

Comments
I once build a 4.5 meter Genki to compare its performance to the Maxi Dopero. Results? The Dopero is much better. The only way I could get the Genki to fly
reliable was with much tail. On a big kite you'll need long bridle lines. At least as long as the kite is wide. My Genki flew higher than 25-30 degrees but not as high
as the Dopero. The way the lines are fixed is not that important. Use the way that makes the adjustment of the angle of attack easy. Isn't a Genki a Dopero
without the lower sail? Add an extra sail to the Genki and you'll have a great KAP kite!
Peter
(back)

Re: A special behavior of a genki and Advantages and disadvan...
From: Emmanuel Colonnier - France
Date: 9/5/2003
Time: 4:57:27 AM
Remote Name: 194.250.178.227

Comments
Hello Peter,
Thank's for your answer. Effectively, I built a kite who is a sort of mix beetwen a Genki and upper sail of a Dopero (the idea was to have a modular kite, and put
the area of sail in differents wind speeds). Probably, it's not a good idea... For the lenght of my briddles, the upper one is 4 meters long and the lower one is about
5 meters (kite is 3,2 X 1,2m). But when you said "At least as long as the kite is wide", do you mean that'll be the distance between the sail and the line's
ring/swivel or, like I do, the length of each briddles. If it's the first case, I should increase the lenght of my briddling. Whatever, your answer restore my hope
about this kite. I'm gonna work on it this (rainy) week end.
Thank you very much Peter, and congratulation for your Corsica's bubble aÝrial panorama picture. Emmanuel
(back)

JKPA KAP contest
From: brooks
Date: 9/3/2003
Time: 9:04:46 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
Don't forget to vote for your favorite images on the Japan Kite Photography Association's 2003 contest. You have until Sept 10 to name your favorites. Everybody
come!
http://www.interq.or.jp/japan/jkpa/
(back)

Re: JKPA KAP contest
From: David Hunt
Date: 9/3/2003
Time: 11:54:07 AM
Remote Name: 65.41.182.208

Comments
I am a little confused by the voting proceedure. On the voting form page it says,
"You can choose as many photographs as you like at once. If you again make voting later, the latest voting will only be valid."
My question is, if we chose more than one picture should we rank our choices or are they assuming that we think all photos we list are equally good?
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David Hunt
(back)

Re: JKPA KAP contest
From: brooks
Date: 9/3/2003
Time: 12:00:20 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
The way I understand it, and Christian (our ambassador to Japan) can correct me if I'm wrong, is that you list all the pix you think are winners, and they just
count votes for individual pictures. No weighting is given to your first, second, third, and x choices: they all get one vote.
(back)

Re: JKPA KAP contest
From: Christian
Date: 9/3/2003
Time: 4:34:51 PM
Remote Name: 80.9.118.92

Comments
YES, Brooks, you are correct. If you vote for 3 pictures, each will get one mark. If you change your mind, and vote again for 5 pictures, your former vote will be
cancelled, and each 5 pictures will now get one mark. If you vote for only one picture, it will get one mark. If you change your mind and vote once more for
another one, only this later one will get one mark. So, it is highly recommended that you vote for the ones you consider are the "top guns" Don't worry about any
rank. It may even avoid long hesitations before voting. Between 3 to 5 pictures is sound and ideal. Then, the total marks of all of us will arrange nicely the
ranking without any doubt. Personally, by electing 5 pictures on the past contest, I remarked that at least 3 were in the final selection among the first five, and one
year, they were all. The ranking was a little different of my choice, but I always noticed that the gold, silver and bronze winners deserved to have been in the best
ranks.
(back)

radio j-j-jitters
From: Cary
Date: 9/2/2003
Time: 9:19:00 PM
Remote Name: 64.223.236.83

Comments
I'm using a Futaba Attack 4 AM transmitter and receiver. Whenever I get the kite in the air and attach the rig, as soon as I turn on the receiver, the servos start
shaking uncontrollable. I know for certain that there isn't a flying field nearby.
Once the rig is higher up than 30 or so feet she acts normal like. I know this because I can see the rig and it responds to transmitter joystick movement like it
should. The only problem with this situation is that the rc switch I'm using to fire the shutter also is affected. What this means is that I'm getting a whole series of
photos at the beginning of a flight that I didn't take. Once the rig is above a certain height I have complete control of the shutter.
When I was using film I would get the pictures back from the processor and sometimes there would be a whole series of photos taken one or two seconds apart. It
only happens when the rig is within 20 feet of the ground. I wasted a lot of film.
Now that I'm using a digital camera I'm shooting more frames but I still have the same problem. I know it's not the rc switch because this has happened with two
different switches.
I think it's the receiver that's the problem. My first step will be to replace the antenna because it was repaired before I bought it--there's a peice of heatshrink
tubing on the antenna. Then I will try switching the crystals over to another channel. After that, I haven't decided yet!
Has this problem ever happened to anyone else, and what did you do to fix it??
Would anybody care to speculate what the problem might be?
Cary
(back)

Re: radio j-j-jitters
From: Gregg@cerenzio.com
Date: 11/19/2004
Time: 8:10:31 AM
Remote Name: 64.21.7.120

Comments
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Hi, may I ask where you will get the antenna? I need one for my attack 4 and have had no luck...
(back)

Re: radio j-j-jitters
From: Glenn Nelson
Date: 9/3/2003
Time: 11:09:17 AM
Remote Name: 216.47.113.158

Comments
It seems the signal strength is too great. With AM perhaps you get clipping? If so, I guess that FM would not have this problem. Turning on the transmitter after
the rig is some distance away seems reasonable.
(back)

Re: radio j-j-jitters
From: Richard Amirault, Boston, MA, USA
Date: 9/3/2003
Time: 8:54:04 AM
Remote Name: 146.115.58.99

Comments
You didn't say if you have the transmitter turned on when you turn on the receiver.
If so, maybe there is some interaction when they are so close. Try leaving the transmitter off untill the rig is up a ways and see what happens.
If that dosen't work, maybe an FM rig might work better.
Richard in Boston, MA, USA
(back)

Re: radio j-j-jitters
From: Carl Bigras
Date: 9/3/2003
Time: 4:34:05 AM
Remote Name: 198.103.196.130

Comments
I've seen this happen when the Tx and Rx are too close together and the Tx antenna is fully extended. Some sort of interference.
You can try to keep the antenna retracted while on the ground. Check your batteries too. Carl
(back)

Re: radio j-j-jitters
From: Carlo Didier
Date: 9/3/2003
Time: 2:39:35 AM
Remote Name: 194.154.218.196

Comments
This jittering would usually come from low batteries on my receiver. That doesn't seem to be your case though. You say there isn't any other RC nearby, but what
about other radio transmitters: CB, mobile phone, etc? Although on a different band, at close distance, they could interfere.
(back)

Re: radio j-j-jitters
From: David Hunt
Date: 9/3/2003
Time: 7:56:16 AM
Remote Name: 65.41.182.208

Comments
Like Carlo, I ususually experience jitters when the signal strength is low. There are several things that could cause low signal strength.
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1. Low batteries on the Tx. (Low batteries on the Rx side usually result in no motion at all in the cradle)
2. Too great of distance between the Tx and Rx. I have had this problem with a ultra small Rx from GW, my Futaba Rx preforms flawlessly the full length of my
kite line.
3. Some sort of short in the Rx or Tx wiring which is causing intermittent reception on the Rx end. This could be; an antenna connection, a battery connection, a
bad crystal or crystal connection, or heaven forbid a solder connection.
Transmitters on other frequencies can cause interferrence on your frequency if they are not designed or maintained properly, but your description of the problem
makes this a unlikely cause.
The instructions that come with most RC equipment state that the Tx should be turned on before the Rx and that the Rx should be turned off before the Tx. I
don't always follow these rules and have had no problems, but there is a possibility that this is related to your problem.
David Hunt
http://www.kaper.kiteaerialphotography.net
(back)

Re: radio j-j-jitters
From: brooks
Date: 9/3/2003
Time: 8:38:28 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
I've had the problem, and the wasted frames. Sometimes it's due to low batteries, sometimes to NOT extending the tx antenna, often to being too close together,
and sometimes to interference, which can come from other sources as well as r/c. I've got about four really dirty frequencies here that a friend discovered with a
scanner.
I'd say if you don't have the problem after it's up a few meters, wait until then to turn on the transmitter, despite what the rules say.
(back)

Re: radio j-j-jitters
From: Christian
Date: 9/3/2003
Time: 5:14:23 PM
Remote Name: 80.9.118.92

Comments
What a nice bunch of good advises! To be practical, I also will say to turn the Tx only when the Rx is far enough even it is not the rule for airplane models. To try
to understand the reason, and get the right solution, the clues are: It's not the batteries, because in this case, it doesn't jitter when close, but when far(especially
with low Rx batteries). It's not interference from another transmitter because, here also, it is more likely to occur when the Rx is away from your Tx than when it
is close. It's not a problem with an electric component closed to the Rx such as a servo with damaged condensator on the motor because it would jitter anytime,
and more when actionning this servo or this device. The last clue is therefore that there is an interference caused by your Tx. Even when transmitting on one
frequency, there are harmonics which are transmitted at the same time. If those are strong enough they will disturb the received signal. Normally, the antennas
circuits are designed to get best transmission of the frequency and poor transmission of the harmonics. So you may have a problem on the antenna circuit of
either the Rx or the Tx. Recheck those, the connections, soldered parts may be damaged even if you don't see it. Test with the Tx antenna folded. If you don't get
it clear, it could be some problem on an electronic component of the Tx. As the first advise will work fine, just accept it as this.
(back)

Prints Again
From: Craig
Date: 9/2/2003
Time: 10:16:19 AM
Remote Name: 204.147.0.250

Comments
I had just had a thought. It came to my attention that Brooks will be attending the AKA convention later this month. He might be willing to carry all of the
photos from the competition there home with him from the AKA convention so that they can be re-hung and displayed at KAPiCA 03. Might make a nice focal
point at Asilomar. What say Brooks?? Of course we could ship them there too. My guess is that many KAPers will be at KAPiCA and will be able to recover their
photos then.
(back)

Re: Prints Again
From: brooks
Date: 9/2/2003
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Time: 10:51:44 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
OK with me -- good idea!
(back)

digital camera with shutter release?
From: Christian
Date: 9/1/2003
Time: 5:14:58 PM
Remote Name: 80.9.116.178

Comments
Is somebody aware of a digital camera with in-built electric shutter release plug? If not, does somebody has experience of modification to install an electric
shutter release on a digital camera?
(back)

Re: digital camera with shutter release?
From: Glenn Nelson
Date: 9/3/2003
Time: 8:48:26 PM
Remote Name: 64.166.9.251

Comments
I've been gathering info on 5 megapixel cameras and I've posted a spreadsheet that shows information pertinent to KAP work. The table is sorted by weight. All
the weights claim to include battery. You will see that a few have remote control, but I generally didn't specify what kind (one is USB connection, one is IR).
The page is at http://www.glenn.nelson.name/camera5.htm This is also the home site for my KAP work.
I did not bother with price - these are not SLR, they are consumer or prosumer models, so they are all under US$ 700. I've seen the Sony DSC-V1 for as little as
$520, but I odn't know how reliable the sellers are.
(back)

Re: digital camera with shutter release?
From: Carlo Didier
Date: 9/1/2003
Time: 10:49:32 PM
Remote Name: 194.154.218.196

Comments
I fear that only the more expensive models have that connector integrated (like my Minolta dImage 5 or the dImage 7). The smaller cameras are aimed at a
market where such advanced features are not asked for.
(back)

Re: digital camera with shutter release?
From: Cary
Date: 9/1/2003
Time: 9:04:38 PM
Remote Name: 64.223.224.73

Comments
Here's how I modified the Canon Digital Elph s100:
http://members.bellatlantic.net/~vze443nm/s100.htm
Cary
(back)

Re: digital camera with shutter release?
From: Glenn Nelson
Date: 9/3/2003
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Time: 10:59:54 AM
Remote Name: 216.47.113.158

Comments
Brilliant! What a nice piece of work, especially the use of the joystick trimmer to engage the focus and joystick itself to take picture. I am surprised however that
you would ever have a need to reset the focus (after all, low altitude KAP is still effectively infinity focus), or is it that you need to reset the exposure?
(back)

Re: digital camera with shutter release?
From: Cary
Date: 9/3/2003
Time: 4:00:02 PM
Remote Name: 64.223.235.13

Comments
You're right Glenn, once the first switch is closed I can close and open the 2nd switch at will. In practice I usually open both switches before taking another
picture.
One problem with the s100 is the shutter speed. Many potentially fine photos are ruined by the cameras choice of a slow shutter speed and a high f/stop resulting
in a blurry picture. If I set the exposure and focus by closing the first switch, and then kept it there . . . I could end up with many blurry photos. By resetting the
exposure I'm hoping to get a 1/350 or 1/500 shutter speed. Ah, the compromises.
The Canon A70 has a mode that enables the user to force the camera to always use a high shutter speed--one reason I have my eye on that model as a future kap
camera.
Cary
(back)

Re: digital camera with shutter release?
From: brooks
Date: 9/3/2003
Time: 10:36:27 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
They don't have remote control, but the Olympus D40z (now out of production but still available) and the Olympus C50 both have shutter priority capability,
with max shutter of 1/1000.
(back)

Bristol International Kite Festival
From: Dave Mitchell
Date: 8/31/2003
Time: 6:07:09 AM
Remote Name: 80.177.153.149

Comments
I did manage to get to Bristol yesterday and took some KAP photos. You can see them at:
http://www.zenonic.demon.co.uk/kap/gallery5.htm
Note that this gallery is not properly integrated into my other webpages.
I met a couple of other UK KAPers there - the first I've actually met face to face! A good time was had by all!
Dave
(back)

Re: Bristol International Kite Festival
From: brooks
Date: 8/31/2003
Time: 12:47:35 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
I'm glad you finally got a chance to meet with some other KAPers -- that's always a good move, and kite festivals are usually a good way to do that.
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I feel compulsed, however, to say that kite festival KAP usually yields pictures of large plots of ground with a bunch of kites in the air or strewn on the ground,
which look like most other kite festival KAPix, and to me are not as interesting as, for example, your wonderful images of your orchard and Leechwell Lane.
It has long seemed odd to me that KAPers often seize on kite festivals as a marvelous opportunity to KAP, while ignoring (as you have not, happily) the much
more interesting subject matter close at hand.
I mean no criticism of your pix, Dave -- I just would encourage you and others to take more pictures of the everyday and unusual stuff all around you not related
to kites.
(back)

Re: Bristol International Kite Festival
From: Carlo Didier
Date: 9/1/2003
Time: 10:55:13 PM
Remote Name: 194.154.218.196

Comments
I share your thoughts about KAPix on kite festivals, although I have seen pictures from A.Casalboni which tend to proove the contrary ... But thats the exception
to the rule. The reason why most of my first KAPix were done on kite festivals was this: It was the only occasions where I had the time and leasure to do it!
Unfortunately this hasn't changed much, but I'm working on it ...
(back)

Re: Bristol International Kite Festival
From: Jan
Date: 9/1/2003
Time: 9:51:41 AM
Remote Name: 62.253.96.42

Comments
Nice picture though!
I hear what you're saying, Brooks, but looking at the pictures, and having been to some of these events (as we all have) it always amazes me that lines don't get
crossed more often than they do.
I recall one shoot with a good friend of mine (..) trying to make close-up pictures of each others rigs, resulting in crossed lines. It was the "trying to recover"
actions that resulted in both rigs to crash, and my kite turning into a sea-anchor when it ended up in the sea, but that's a different story..
Nice to see pictures from Bristol! Thanks Dave!
(back)

Re: Bristol International Kite Festival
From: Carlo Didier
Date: 9/1/2003
Time: 10:58:49 PM
Remote Name: 194.154.218.196

Comments
Talking about crossing lines: This year in Cervia / Italy, we had one day where the wind direction changed with every 10-20m of heigth. Result: Lines with top
kites (like lifters) at different heigths were heading sometimes at 90deg to each other ... A giant spider couldn't have spun a better web! And still, nearly no
tangles. Prooves the experience of most of the kiters who flew the big stuff.
(back)

Re: Bristol International Kite Festival
From: brooks
Date: 9/2/2003
Time: 10:56:09 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
There is no substitute for experience when flying in such conditions. I recall one event at Berck when 50 edos were in the air in a very small space, all flown by
experienced fliers and just a few meters from each other, with no problems. After KAPiCA/02, many newbies asked for more attention to kite handling, which we
will do this year.
(back)
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Prints
From: Kevin
Date: 8/30/2003
Time: 7:23:43 AM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.97

Comments
I have not used the spray mount for photos for quite a while, having had some bad results, however my drymount press quit recently and for a rush mount job I
had to use it. It cost me about $6.50 US and it works like a charm. You just spray the back of the print, wait about two minutes and then stick it to the mount
board. There is enough in the can for about 25 8X10 prints. I would highly recommend it. It is simple, quick and inexpensive. I can't remember the name but it's
manufactured by 3M and it's available at nearly all art supply stores. I hope this has been of some help.
Regards, Kevin
(back)

Re: Prints
From: Cary
Date: 8/30/2003
Time: 5:36:16 PM
Remote Name: 64.223.226.185

Comments
I think the name of the product is "Super 77" spray adhesive by 3M. It just so happened that I've had a can of it sitting around for a few years.
I went to the art supply store today and bought a large sheet of matte board for $5. The guy in the store cut it into 4 pieces 14" x 11" for me.
I carefully measured and drew 2 short hash marks on the matte board that would lie just under my print. I put the print face down on newspaper and sprayed
some "Super 77" on the back being careful to spray from the center of the print outward and off the edge. I did this so as not to get any glue on the face of the
print.
Then I positioned the print over the hash marks without touching the matte board. When both marks were covered I gently set the print on the board and
smoothed it down with a clean cotton T-shirt. I did this because I had sticky glue all over my fingers and I didn't want any on the front of the print.
The bottom line here is that my prints are mounted and ready to be sent. And I did not spend a lot of money. Thanks to everyone who responded to my plea for
help.
Cary
(back)

Re: Prints
From: brooks
Date: 8/31/2003
Time: 12:27:02 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
Now you see why this guy does such great step-by-step how-to pages on his website?
Go Cary!
(back)

Upgraded my web site
From: Brooks
Date: 8/28/2003
Time: 9:21:22 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
It's a long, slow learning curve for us old farts -- but after two weeks of daily grind I have finally spruced up my ultra-simple web site, adding more pix and info.
...and more to come, I hope.
URL stays essentially the same, without the final path (Menu2) that some may have bookmarked. You should be able to get in with
http://homepage.mac.com/kyteman/
Would appreciate any feedback by email. Thanks!
(back)
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AKA KAP Photos
From: Cary
Date: 8/27/2003
Time: 8:11:29 PM
Remote Name: 64.223.209.167

Comments
I just received some 8x10 color prints from ofoto.com taken with my Canon s100 rig. They cost $3 a piece which I think is a good price. The quality of the print is
very good I think.
I'd like to encourage anybody thinking about entering photos in the AKA competition to do it. There's just enough time to have some prints made, get them
mounted on matte board, and send them off to Craig Wilson.
I still need to have my photos mounted. One shop quoted a price of $19 per photo to be mounted on matte board and $13 to be mounted on foam core board. I
wouldn't mind doing it myself but realize that I don't have the proper equipment.
Can anybody offer some advice for myself and others on mounting prints for exhibition?
The AKA competition is a great opportunity for KAPers to have their work seen by a lot of people in a non-internet environment. I hope you're all going to take
advantage of it.
Cary
(back)

Re: AKA KAP Photos
From: Richard Amirault
Date: 8/28/2003
Time: 9:41:02 AM
Remote Name: 146.115.58.99

Comments
I'm not sure what you mean by "mounted on matte board". That may be different from getting a picture "matted".
Mounting on dry mount board or foamcore is usually done flush .. that is, the board is the same size as the picture. You can buy pre-cut matts (larger board with
a smaller opening .. to give a border around the picture within the frame) or, as Brooks said, you can cut your own. Pre-cut matts don't cost all that much.
You can then mount your dry mounted photo to the rear of the matte board with tape. When mounted in the frame, the pressure will hold everything together.
I'm sure this is not how a professional framing house would do it, but it should work.
Richard in Boston, MA, USA
(back)

Re: AKA KAP Photos
From: Brooks
Date: 8/27/2003
Time: 10:32:37 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
Check out American Frame Co. They sell frame parts, plexiglass, mattes, backing, or complete frames, and prices are reasonable.
http://www.americanframe.com/
Mounting on foam core is just stiffening -- it doesn't provide any framing the way a matte does.
Anybody with a sharp knife and a square can cut mattes; board is available at most frame shops.
Good luck!
(back)

Re: AKA KAP Photos
From: Glenn Nelson
Date: 8/28/2003
Time: 11:09:53 AM
Remote Name: 216.47.113.158

Comments
I'm planning to show some photos locally, so I've now had 10 enlarged to 12x18 and framed! I am getting 12x18 prints from some Kodak shop for $15 and they're
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quite good!
I tried both American Frame and Frames By Mail (www.framesbymail.com). I ordered 16x22 frames with acrylic covering, foam core, and double matte, the
inner matte shows 1/4 inch. From both companies the price was around $32 for all this - compare to $100 at more than one local frame shop!
I prefer Frames By Mail because (1) they have a much wider selection of frames, (2) they package your shipment better. FBM did cost 2 or 3 $ more for that size,
that's 10%. Delivery time from each company was about the same (a few days).
When you are going the whole 9 yards to frame it (not just mount and matte), your mount board will be the full size of the frame, as opposed to one suggestion
that you mount on same size and then simply tape to a front matte board. I was told to NOT use acid-free foam board for glossy photos, because they would often
get a surface wrinkle after dry-mounting. OK to use acid-free with matte photo paper.
My local frame shop does not want to use the precut mounting board that I get from FBM because it's far easier for them to first dry mount on oversize board,
then trim board to exact size needed. So in the future I will order frames w/o mounting board.
(back)

Re: AKA KAP Photos
From: Craig
Date: 8/28/2003
Time: 2:03:54 PM
Remote Name: 204.147.0.250

Comments
The reason to have them mounted on matte board is so that we can hang them for display. Depending on what sort of wall, rack, or whatever I end up with for a
display surface a mounted photo will work where an unmounted one will not. Please do spend a lot of money to accomplish this. Go to an art supply shop and pay
$6 for a big piece of matte board. Cut it no larger than 11x14 and glue your photo to it so that it is nicely centered. Done. I may have to stick velcro to the back. I
may need to punch a hole in it to twist tie it to a wire rack- I don't know. But there is no reason to have it prepared by a frame shop and no reason to spend more
than a couple bucks to do all three submissions. If you want to use foam core you can but it will not look as nice as using solid color matte. I prefer black or white
solid color. KAP has made a big contribution the last 4 years in KITING magazine and has generated a lot of interest in the kite community. It will be very nice to
create an interesting and beautiful display at the convention and to have an award (thenks to Brooks) to present. Thanks to all of you, Craig
(back)

Re: AKA KAP Photos
From: David Hunt
Date: 8/28/2003
Time: 4:21:21 PM
Remote Name: 65.41.182.208

Comments
Professionals mount photos on mounting boards using what is refered to as "Dry Mounting". A special dry mounting tissue is placed between the photo and
mounting board and them placed in a press which applies heat and pressure which gives a flat, wrinkle free mount.
The dry mount tissues has a heat activated glue, and sells for about $7 US for 25 sheets of 8X10 but the presses are several hundred dollars. I have used an iron to
dry mount photos. You place a towel or cloth between the iron and the photo. You should practice this technique before committing your important photos to the
iron.
A good frame shop should have a dry mount press and be able to mount your photos on mount board. Top mats and frames are most of the cost for a framer, so
you should be able to have them mount a photo to a mount board only for much less. My guess that it should cost well under $20US for dry mount only, probably
under $15US.
David Hunt
(back)

Re: AKA KAP Photos
From: Glenn Nelson
Date: 8/29/2003
Time: 1:00:43 PM
Remote Name: 216.47.113.158

Comments
Santa Cruz is expensive for art supplies and such, since half the town considers themselves artists and the remainder are wannabes (want-to-be if you're not an
English speaker). Nevertheless, I can get 12x18 print mounted on 16x22 foam core for $11 icluding the foam board. They are deliberately sloppy, leaving drymount tissue hanging out the sides of the print, but when you cover with a matte, the edges aren't visible.
(back)

Re: AKA KAP Photos
From: brooks
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Date: 8/28/2003
Time: 3:31:35 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
I think Craig left "not" out of this sentence:
"Please do spend a lot of money to accomplish this."
(back)

Re: AKA KAP Photos
From: Craig
Date: 8/29/2003
Time: 6:38:30 AM
Remote Name: 204.147.0.250

Comments
Thanks Brooks. I did indeed leave out a "not". you can send the difference to me if you like and I will do something fun with it.
Do NOT spend a lot to attach your photo. Spray adhesive or even a glue stick will work.
(back)

Gears for Pan Axis
From: Glenn Nelson
Date: 8/27/2003
Time: 11:50:19 AM
Remote Name: 216.47.113.158

Comments
I found this modified servo at Servo City: http://www.servocity.com/ServoCity/Products/Servo_Power_Gearboxes/servo_power_gearboxes.html Or did I first
hear about it here?
Anyway, I bought one for curiousity and basically it's too heavy. Brook's told me that he was able to buy just the gears and that the large spur gear just fits on a
1/4" smooth shaft. Great!
Today I called Servo City and was able to order just the gears - don't know the exact price, under $5 for a set - I'll bring some extras to KAPiCA.
Lastly, you can visit their new affiliated site www.robotzone.com and find more gears.
(back)

Re: Gears for Pan Axis
From: Brooks
Date: 8/27/2003
Time: 10:38:15 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
The large spur gear should be mounted on one of their hubs, which are available to fit several axle diameters. I bought 1/4" to use with socket-head machine
screws, which are threaded only part of the way down, leaving a smooth surface for the hub setscrew to set against.
I've quit making jury rig gear trains since I found these guys. With 1/4" screws, the rigs are a tad heavier than with #6, but the simplicity is worth every gram.
bgl
(back)

Portsmouth Kite Festival (UK)
From: Marcus
Date: 8/21/2003
Time: 12:33:48 AM
Remote Name: 193.130.174.47

Comments
Any UK or European KAPpers going to be at the Portsmouth kite festival in Hampshire this weekend? This is right on my doorstep so I'll be down there having a
look around and it would be fun to talk KAP if anyone is there. I've been a lurker here for a good few months and have really enjoyed getting to "know" you all
from the various posts and discussions. I've picked up a wealth of information and the rig components are starting to come together nicely so hopefully I'll be
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able to share some pics of my part of the world with you before too long. Until then, happy flying, happy snapping and may the wind be with you. Marcus.
(back)

Re: Portsmouth Kite Festival (UK)
From: Marcus
Date: 8/21/2003
Time: 12:12:26 PM
Remote Name: 81.102.113.72

Comments
I realise that these festivals are probably not worth travelling long distances for (unlike a more specialist event like KAPiCA - would love to get to California one
autumn) but thanks for taking the time to reply. While I'm looking around the show are there any specialist products or gadgets that I should keep a look-out
for? Something that I'll really wish I'd bought once I start KAPping in earnest. My KAP kite at the moment is a large delta which I've flown a few times but
without any rig attached yet. Suggestions welcome from all you seasoned flyers.
(back)

Re: Portsmouth Kite Festival (UK)
From: Simon
Date: 8/22/2003
Time: 5:39:12 AM
Remote Name: 194.247.83.243

Comments
If you see it - not easy to get in UK except at kite festivals and specialist stores - A thousand feet of 200lb black braided dacron line. Some 15lb and 250 lb would
be nice to have too. Black is really KAP friendly as it is less intrusive in photos. A long fuzzy tail if you don't want to make your own maybe. A Sutton flowform 16
or 30, I'd also recommend a 15 sq foot Jalbert parafoil, but I seem to be a minority user in the KAP world.
Straps, carabiners, line handling gear, gloves...
(back)

Re: Portsmouth Kite Festival (UK)
From: Dave Mitchell
Date: 8/21/2003
Time: 1:34:59 AM
Remote Name: 80.177.153.149

Comments
I won't be at Portsmouth, but I hope to be at Bristol the following week. Not sure yet if I'll be there on Saturday 30th or Sunday 31st though.
Dave@zenonic.demon.co.uk
PS Like many others, I've been deluged by rogue emails in the last day or so.
(back)

Re: Portsmouth Kite Festival (UK)
From: Carlo Didier
Date: 8/21/2003
Time: 12:45:20 AM
Remote Name: 194.154.218.196

Comments
Fact is, that we (our club) had an invitation, but time and money being short, I won't be there. I really wanted to go, because I was in Weymouth last year and
two of my fellows from the club were in Portsmouth too. Maybe next year ...
(back)

Re: Portsmouth Kite Festival (UK)
From: Simon
Date: 8/21/2003
Time: 2:30:06 AM
Remote Name: 194.247.83.243

Comments
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Much as I'd like to its a 1200 mile round trip, and the cost of flying domestic in UK makes it a no-no.
Simon
(back)

Re: Portsmouth Kite Festival (UK)
From: Christian
Date: 8/21/2003
Time: 2:31:50 PM
Remote Name: 193.249.229.223

Comments
It's just for me to cross the Channel, almost door to door, but I already planned to attend the St Brevin festival, near Nantes this week-end. May be another
opportunity to meet in the future.
(back)

Virus Among Us
From: David Hunt
Date: 8/20/2003
Time: 1:25:38 PM
Remote Name: 69.34.127.230

Comments
For the last 2 days I have received over 200 infected emails. All the emails are coming to my KAPER email address kaper3@earthlink.net and not to any other
email address that I have. This leads me to believe that the infection is someone in the KAP community.
I do not know what type of virus it is but the emails contain a single attachment with either a .pif or .scr extension. The virus also seems to spoof the senders
address because I have received a handful of notices from email servers stating that my email was undeliverable when I sent no email to the address in question.
The infection does not spread until someone opens the attached .pif or .scr file. If you receive a file with a .pif or .scr extention DO NOT OPEN THE
ATTACHMENT!!!!
Everyone should have virus detection software on their computers, there is NO excuse. Here is an address for an excellent FREE Virus Detection Software. When
you install the software set it up to automatically scan your harddrives EVERY day, also have it scan all incoming email. Because the attachments that contain
the virus are encrypted, most virus scanning will not stop emails with these attachments, the attachment must be open first, then the virus detection software can
detect the infection.
http://www.grisoft.cz I repeat, DO NOT OPEN any attachment with a .pif or .scr extention on the filename.
While I have been composing this post I have received 7 infected emails and 2 "Returned Undeliverable" for emails that I did not sent and one Alert message
from a French provider that detected the virus in an email with my address, but which I did not send.
Because the email addresses come from the infected computer's email address book, I am including the addresses of spoofed senders. If you recognize all of these
as being addresses in your address book then it is a good chance that it is your computer which is infected.
* deleted *
The two with astirsks are addresses that I received returned undeliverabel messages from.
David Hunt
(back)

Re: Virus Among Us
From: Carlo Didier
Date: 8/21/2003
Time: 12:42:57 AM
Remote Name: 194.154.218.196

Comments
Note that for MSBlast and the likes a firewall (software based, or better for always-on connections, hardware based) is a better defence. You should always have
both, a firewall and an anti-virus. And don't forget to update at least once a week!
(back)

Re: Virus Among Us
From: Brooks
Date: 8/20/2003
Time: 4:55:54 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5
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Comments
I'm a Mac user, so I'm usually immune from this kind of infection, but that hasn't prevented this worm from harvesting my email address from wherever and
sending stuff in my name.
I've received about 150 messages with attachments since midnight last night, many of them from fellow KAPers, and even a few from David Hunt and Peter Bults
that I know they didn't send, so it's running wild. Other Mac users have reported as many as 1000 messages in the last 24 hours.
I repeat what David says, but more so: If you get ANYTHING in the way of an attachment that you're not expecting, be suspicious -- and if you don't know the
sender, don't open it! If there's no message, even if you think you know the sender -- don't open it! Always and forever!
(back)

Re: Virus Among Us
From: Simon
Date: 8/21/2003
Time: 2:36:22 AM
Remote Name: 194.247.83.243

Comments
I'd strongly recommend Mailwasher, I got a copy free off a cover disk,(I'm sure you can download it too)It allows you to view mail at your ISP server, without
bringing it down onto your pc unless you want to, allows you to set up rules etc, bounce spam, delete, blacklist etc, all at the server. Superb software, and the
freeware version is fully functional.
Simon
(back)

Re: Virus Among Us
From: Carlo Didier
Date: 8/21/2003
Time: 4:17:07 AM
Remote Name: 194.154.218.196

Comments
Hi Simon! Mailwasher would in no way protect you against MSBlast et al. It doesn't attack via email. It doesn't even virus-check. It's purely anti-spam, but very
good at that (I use it too).
(back)

Re: Virus Among Us
From: Simon
Date: 8/21/2003
Time: 5:49:43 AM
Remote Name: 194.247.83.243

Comments
No Carlo, you're quite right, MSblast comes in through browser activity. But the infection described by David and Brooks is clearly e-mail based and is
proliferating that way. Mailwasher works very well at keeping that sort of thing away from your PC, as you say it is a spam killer, but for me the key thing is that
you only receive onto your computer through e-mail those things that you choose to receive.
Anyway enough techhy stuff.
Simon
(back)

Re: Virus Among Us
From: Brooks
Date: 8/21/2003
Time: 9:23:56 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
I've found out more about the SOBIG-F worm: it harvests email addresses from web sites (mine was published for all to see in two places) and spoofs those
addresses.
I have replaced my email address with kyteman[at]redshift[dot]com, which should fix the problem as far as I'm concerned -- for now. David, you should take
your email address out of your site too, or code it so it isn't harvestable. (all of that is way beyond me, but I know it's done)
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(back)

Re: Virus Among Us - mailwasher URL
From: Simon
Date: 8/21/2003
Time: 2:41:22 AM
Remote Name: 194.247.83.243

Comments
Mailwasher at:
http://www.mailwasher.net/
(back)

AKA KAP photo competition
From: Brooks
Date: 8/13/2003
Time: 9:15:57 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
As Craig announced in April, the American Kitefliers Association will give a "Members' Choice" award -- and a lovely trophy, which I have agreed to sponsor -for the best KAP photo on display at the convention. Voting will be by the members in attendance. Rules are few and simple:
-- Person submitting image must be the photographer; up to three images may be submitted
-- Photo must have been taken from a camera lifted by a kite
-- Photographer must be an AKA member in good standing at the time of the convention, BUT NEED NOT ATTEND.
[As an aside, if you're NOT a member of AKA, you should consider becoming one, because one of the bennies is $25,000 in liability insurance any time you fly in
North America -- the cheapest KAP insurance ever. For full info, check out http://www.aka.kite.org . End of aside.]
For the competition, photos must not exceed 8 x 12" and must be mounted on matte board no larger than 11 x 14". An info sheet suitable for posting must
accompany the picture and include title, photgrapher, address, image location, date image was made, digital or film format, and description of any computer
manipulation.
Contact Craig Wilson, kitecam@juno.com, for further info.
(back)

Re: AKA KAP photo competition
From: Brooks
Date: 8/13/2003
Time: 11:44:14 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
couple points I forgot:
Bring entries with you if you're going to the convention; if you can't be there, mail entries to Craig Wilson. Contact him at the email address given for his mailing
address so I don't have to tell the world where he lives.
Entries must be received by September 15 and include return postage if you want them back.
and finally: images that have won previous awards are ineligible.
(back)

Re: AKA KAP photo competition
From: Craig
Date: 8/15/2003
Time: 10:40:29 AM
Remote Name: 204.147.0.250

Comments
Thank you Brooks. Yes please, I would really like to make a nice display at Convention and draw some much deserved attention to our artform. So I encourage
all to submit something for this exhibit. As Brooks pointed out, If you are not attending the convention you can send your submission(s) to me and I will take it
there for you. I will also accept your trophy and display it at my house for a while before sending it to you. Thank you for helping to start an AKA tradition by
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your participation. Craig
(back)

JKPA photo contest on display
From: Brooks
Date: 8/10/2003
Time: 1:44:45 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
This year's entries in the Japan Kite Photography Association's aerial photo contest have been posted today on their web site http://www.interq.or.jp/japan/jkpa/
This year's entries seem to be surprisingly light on fisheye images and heavy on textures, both of which are to my liking. It's a good batch, albeit a bit smaller
than last year's at 32 entries.
Each viewer gets one vote for one picture -- but I can't figure out how to do that. If anyone else has the key, let us know!
(back)

Re: JKPA photo contest on display
From: Christian
Date: 8/10/2003
Time: 3:20:23 PM
Remote Name: 193.249.63.227

Comments
The vote period is planned from sept. 1st to 10th. You have time to make your choices. The rules says that each voting person (according to email address) is
allowed to vote only once per entry. But you can vote for several entries. Last year, during summer holiday in Japan, I had an interesting discussion with the
JKPA team. Look on my site at the page http://perso.wanadoo.fr/becot/fronton/isayit01.htm and you will know what it was about. We can expect some new way
to vote. Wait and see. Anyway, once more, some very interesting work, and some really beautiful pictures. It seems to me that this contest is, year after year, a nice
window on what aerial photography can be, and it also shows its evolution, as well on the techniques, than on the sight on our world.
(back)

R/C Frequencies- 27, 49, or 72 MHz?
From: Coast Guard Kiteman {Ret.}
Date: 8/7/2003
Time: 5:34:00 PM
Remote Name: 208.7.213.28

Comments
I just recently read the page on BentonÝs site regarding ÝSafety & Radio FrequenciesÝ. Does most everyone doing KAP with R/C gear use 27 MHz or 49 MHz
frequencies in their radios instead of 72 MHz?
I recently purchased a [used] 6-channel R/C setup in the 72 MHz range. Is that going to be a big problem? Or should I get the frequency crystals in the thing
changed?
IÝve been searching this discussion group and I havenÝt found any posts regarding this [which means there are none or my search technique really sucks <g>].
Thanks in advance!
-Allan "CGK{R}" Gaines North Carolina, USA
(back)

Re: R/C Frequencies- 27, 49, or 72 MHz?
From: Coast Guard Kiteman {Ret.}
Date: 10/25/2003
Time: 4:40:19 PM
Remote Name: 208.27.31.156

Comments
I don't think I posted this: THANKS FOR ALL THE REPLIES!!! I didn't mean to wait so long to say that.
-Allan "CGK {R}" Gaines North Carolina, USA
(back)

Re: R/C Frequencies- 27, 49, or 72 MHz?
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From: David Hunt
Date: 8/8/2003
Time: 5:39:42 PM
Remote Name: 65.41.234.30

Comments
Here it is in black and white.
http://ftp.fcc.gov/Bureaus/Engineering_Technology/Documents/cfr/1997/47cfr95.pdf
A pdf file of the actual FCC regulations pages 22-28 cover the section on RC frequencies ( FCC part 95 subpart C sections 201-225)
===================================================
http://wireless.fcc.gov/services/personal/radiocontrol/data/bandplan.html FCC
FCC page about the radio control bandplan for 72 MHz.
Maybe if you design your kite to look like and airplane you would avoid any possible confusion about the interpretation of these regulation.
David Hunt
(back)

Re: R/C Frequencies- 27, 49, or 72 MHz?
From: Glenn Nelson
Date: 8/12/2003
Time: 11:55:48 AM
Remote Name: 216.47.113.158

Comments
I just read some of the FCC regulations. 72 MHz is for model aircraft and such. 75 MHz is for land and water based models, such as cars and boats. They don't
mention kitecams! The reason for the two bands is probably that a model airplane can run amuck and crash due to some kid with a model car. I would guess that
no one will be arrested for using either of those bands, but we'd be better off using the land (75 MHz) band.
As for changing the crystals, this question has arisen before and the rules make it clear that you can't modify the insides of a transmitter, but pluggable crystals
are meant to be changed!
(back)

Re: R/C Frequencies- 27, 49, or 72 MHz?
From: Carlo Didier (just back from Scotland holiday)
Date: 8/19/2003
Time: 1:23:27 AM
Remote Name: 194.154.218.196

Comments
With my weathered electronics knowladge, I think that changing the crystal between 27, 49 and 72 won't be possible because the rest of the HF eoectronics won't
allow such a big change of frequency. Switching between 72 and 75 might work, but I wouldn't bet on it either ...
(back)

Re: R/C Frequencies- 27, 49, or 72 MHz?
From: David Hunt
Date: 8/19/2003
Time: 11:54:39 AM
Remote Name: 69.34.127.230

Comments
It's true Carlo that you would not be able to convert between 27, 49, and 72 MHz by simply changing a crystal, and this would clearly be in violation of FCC
regulations if it could be done.
However most radios have a crystal which determines the "Channel" within the frequency band that the radio is designed. For instance there are 50 "Channels"
within the 72 MHz band that a 72 MHz radio may operate. There are 30 "Channels" within the 75 MHz ground frequency band. The 26 MHz band only has 6
"Channnels". I'm not sure about 49 MHz.
Brooks' contention is that changing channel crystals would be in violation of the regualtions, which do not allow internal repairs or modifications. However, in
section 95.222 b2 of the regulations, it states;
"(b)Internal modification does not include:(2)Changing plug-in modules which were type-accepted as part of your R/C transmitter".
I believe this specifically applies to swapping crystals in radios with FCC approved designs that have modular crystal installments. If the crystal is hard wired
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into the circuit then changing it would be in violation, because the design is not modular and the FCC approval for the apparatus was no doubt for the use only of
that specific crystal.
A word of caution to anyone wanting to change crystals on their 72 MHz radios/receivers. Some radio/receivers are only designed to work with one half of the the
channels in the 72 MHz band. Usually Channels 1-25 can be inter-swapped and channels 26-50 can be inter-swapped. Meaning, if your radio came with channel
10 then you can exchange it for a crystal for channels 1-25 and your equipment will work (must have the same channel crystal in both the transmitter and
receiver), but you can not go to channels 26-50. Make sure you check your documentation before you make a change.
David Hunt
editor, KAPER
http://www.kaper.kiteaerialphotography.net
(back)

Re: R/C Frequencies- 27, 49, or 72 MHz?
From: David Hunt
Date: 8/7/2003
Time: 7:12:53 PM
Remote Name: 65.41.234.30

Comments
I do not believe that I am presumptive to say that most KAPers use 72MHz FM radios. As to the legality of using 72 for KAP, my limited research indicates that
aero modelers do not have exclusivity as a matter of fact that particular band is shared with other Fixed and Mobile radio operations.
If you were to post a question on a RC airplane forum about using 72 MHz for non-aircraft activities (please don't do this and mention KAP) then you would find
that most of these guys don't really know the answer either, but I'll guaranty that most will tell you to move to another frequency. I believe that RC fliers get their
zeal from HEAVY self-regulation within their hobby, through such organizations as AMA. AMA rules do not apply beyond membership, and the most sever
penalty they have is denial of membership.
As an aside, I have seen what appears to be 72 MHz radios used to operate animatronics on motion picture sets, and none of it was flying and these kinds of
professionals are very sensitive matters legal.
David Hunt
editor, KAPER e-magazine
http://www.kaper.kiteaerialphotography.net
(back)

Re: R/C Frequencies- 27, 49, or 72 MHz?
From: Doug McLaren (dougmc+kap@frenzy.com)
Date: 4/26/2004
Time: 10:37:05 AM
Remote Name: 12.161.72.17

Comments
I do not believe that I am presumptive to say that most KAPers use 72MHz FM radios.
Seems reasonable to me.
As to the legality of using 72 for KAP, my limited research indicates that aero modelers do not have exclusivity as a matter of fact that particular band is shared
with other Fixed and Mobile radio operations.
The space between the channels that we use is allocated to things like pagers, but they don't share the exact frequencies that we use.
If you're referring to controlling a camera on a kite, I'd think that fits the idea of a `model aircraft device' closely enough to make the FCC happy. You may find
rabit modelers who don't agree, but it's not really up to them.
I'd suggest that it's illegal for you to use 75 mhz with a kite -- it's airborne.
http://www.vantec.com/FCCregs1.htm is a useful link, though you can dig into the exact FCC regulations if you wish.
If you were to post a question on a RC airplane forum about using 72 MHz for non-aircraft activities (please don't do this and mention KAP) then you would find
that most of these guys don't really know the answer either,
Sure we do.
but I'll guaranty that most will tell you to move to another frequency.
True enough.
I believe that RC fliers get their zeal from HEAVY self-regulation within their hobby, through such organizations as AMA.
Hardly. We just don't want our planes crashing due to some unseen transmitter. Mistakes are expensive.
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If kite guys do use 72 mhz, please tell them to at least look around for R/C plane flyers, and coordinate their frequency use with them. If an R/C guy interferes
with you, you might take some pictures at the wrong time or of the wrong thing, but if you interfere with an R/C guy, his plane will probably crash.
AMA rules do not apply beyond membership, and the most sever penalty they have is denial of membership.
That's true. And people do tend to forget that, including modelers.
A word of caution to anyone wanting to change crystals on their 72 MHz radios/receivers. Some radio/receivers are only designed to work with one half of the the
channels in the 72 MHz band.
If you do make such a change, picking the wrong half othe channels, you'll probably just see reduced range. It will probably still work well enough to control a
camera at 1000 feet, but I would not suggest it for something where failures are more severe.
(back)

Re: R/C Frequencies- 27, 49, or 72 MHz?
From: Brooks Leffler
Date: 8/8/2003
Time: 8:53:04 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
The term used in the FCC regs for 72 mHz is "model aircraft," which of course the AMA interprets as meaning mostly planes. They believe with some merit that
it was due to their lobbying that 72 mHz was "set aside" for this purpose. On the other hand, 27 mHz is open to all r/c purposes -- as well as CB and pagers.
The way I read the regs, changing frequencies is a no-no. A specific transmitter is licensed to use a specific frequency, which would make even the changing of
crystals within 72 mHz illegal, but that reg seems to be ignored, and would be impossible to police.
If you want to avoid all possible legal objection, use 27 mHz (which means a very limited selection of equipment and channels). But most KAPers use 72.
(back)

Re: R/C Frequencies- 27, 49, or 72 MHz?
From: Richard Amirault, N1JDU
Date: 8/8/2003
Time: 3:58:51 PM
Remote Name: 207.172.216.198

Comments
Another alternative is to use 50 Mhz equipment.
BUT, you need to have a valid ham radio license of Technichian class or higher (in the USA)
I know someone who got his license just so he could use a ham band TV transmitter for a video downlink!
Richard Amirault, Boston, MA, USA
(back)

Tree!
From: Cris Benton
Date: 8/7/2003
Time: 10:36:24 AM
Remote Name: 64.142.12.44

Comments
With apologies to Joyce Kilmer, I have developed a kite flierÝs wariness regarding trees. More and more I have been flying from confined spaces. While kite line
can often kiss a buildingÝs edge without consequence, trees seem to have an almost sinister capacity to grab anything associated with kites and hold fast. Such
was the case yesterday.
I was flying from a small lawn beside an elementary school. To the leeward were several Eucalyptus trees (a familiar nemesis) and beyond that an 800Ý ridgeline.
The winds were somewhat confused, perhaps due to the ridge, and punctuated by occasional thermals. It was during one of these thermals, encountered just after
mounting the camera rig, that I got into trouble.
My nice red Rokkaku with its light carbon frame will positively leap for the zenith in a thermal. There, directly overhead, it waits the slightest provocation to exit
upside down. In a reverse equilibrium it then flies with accelerating vigor toward the ground. There are two remedies for this. The first is to give it slack line as
encouragement to ÝfloatÝ with the hope that the kiteÝs longitudinal axis will spin around to upright. The second is to inhaul line and try to ÝpowerÝ the kite
through a loop of sorts so that it exits right side up. Many a time, one or the other of these techniques has sorted things out.
I first tried the slack line approach. For a few seconds I spooled line out freely, perhaps 100 feet or so, with the camera rig just clearing the ground. No change in
the kiteÝs attitude. I tried a variety of line tugs aimed at coaxing the kite to turn. No effect. I tried inhauling line to force a turn. The kite merely accelerated
downward. I finally watched it disappear behind the Eucalyptus with the kite line crossing the treeÝs crown 100Ý feet above the ground.
The first order of business was recovering the camera rig. I walked down the line and removed this safely. This was followed by a series of wildly optimistic tugs
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as though kite and line would magically appear at my feet. Funny thing though, the line pulled back. After squinting through the trees I realized that the kite had
righted itself and was flying in the lee of the grove. I let out more line. The kite ascended and was soon above the trees. The line would slip through the treeÝs grip
very slowly but slip it did. In effect the tree was flying the kite. Nevertheless, I kept slipping more and more line out with the thought of gaining higher altitude
and fresher winds.
After 15 minutes or so the kite was a couple hundred feet above the trees and flying quite well. I set about trying to tug the line out of the treeÝs grasp. When a
gust would load the kite up I would run upwind tugging on the line. This put substantial strain on the line making me glad I had loaded a fresh spool of line just
the week prior and that it is my usual 200# test. The tree seems fit and determined to hold onto the kite. I pull on the line lightly, I pull heavily, I pull from just
below the tree, I pull from the far end of the field, I pull from the right, I pull from the left. Pulling from the left ended up winning the day. After 30 minutes of
working the kite line came partially free after a vigorous tug and a minute later was totally free and clear. Whew!
With kite recovered and gear checked, I took a break. Then the kite went up again and I was able to get a nice set of shots as the day waned.
(back)

Re: Tree!
From: David Hunt
Date: 8/7/2003
Time: 7:17:53 PM
Remote Name: 65.41.234.30

Comments
Great story Cris. I am a sucker for happy endings. I just hope for your sake that trees are not capable of revenge (i.e. the Ents in Lord of the Rings).
David Hunt
(back)

Newbie with a Question
From: Jessica
Date: 8/4/2003
Time: 3:49:20 PM
Remote Name: 65.129.101.45

Comments
Hello
I've recently beein introduced to KAT but have yet to try it. Instead I want to try with a remote control air plane. More specifically I want to take pictures of
geese in flight and of course the landscapes. Of course I will be designing and building the plane, but my question is what is the best camera to use that will do
automatic timed release (I can't think of the term for this at the time)? I read about digital cameras that will shoot every 20 seconds etc. Are there any 35mm
point and shoots like this? If I do go with digital, what would be the best camera? My e-mail is GooseGrl172@msn.com
Thanks Jessica
(back)

Re: Newbie with a Question
From: Yvan
Date: 8/4/2003
Time: 9:56:11 PM
Remote Name: 213.177.142.23

Comments
Hi Jessica,
I started taking air pics with a remote airplane too. But I must say that there are more disadvantages than advantages.
1st, it's difficult to control the camera and the airplane the same time and aiming the camera is very difficult. 2nd, the risk of damaging your material is much
bigger...especially with the landings. 3d.you can carry a heavier camera which will be almost better in quality, if you are using a kite.
But I don't wanna take away all your ideas...to help you a bit further... I used a motered glider for taking pics, cause a full motor engine plane caused too much
vibration which resulted in unsharp images. The camera I used was a lightweight Aiptec Minipencam (1.3 mpix)
http://www.aiptek.de/de/pr_minipencam_m_03.html
You can still see some shots here... http://www.belgiancoast.be/newsite2/body/photos.php (the site is in Dutch, but just scroll down to the "luchtfoto's" part)
If you still have to learn to fly a remote airplane, I suggest starting with a Zagy. This is an epp foam wing which could have lots of crashes whithout damage. And
if you can fly a zagy, you can almost fly any remote airplane. Another zagy type brand is Wingwarrior. These Guys build wonderfull wings, which are cheaper
than Zagy... check http://www.wingwarrior.com/web/panels.html
Good luck,
Yvan.
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(back)

Re: Newbie with a Question
From: Roz
Date: 9/1/2003
Time: 4:15:04 AM
Remote Name: 131.111.8.96

Comments
Well, I am also a newbie, but did you know that there are remote shutter release infrared remote controls available for the Olympus Mju range? They can be
easily picked up off ebay for $20, Ý15 and are a lot of fun. There is one drawback. Thwy only work at 8m distance? Any one make a stronger version??
Thanks
Roz
(back)

Re: Newbie with a Question
From: Christian
Date: 9/1/2003
Time: 5:09:05 PM
Remote Name: 80.9.116.178

Comments
Yes, it would be fine, unfortunately, it takes a few seconds for the shot after your release, which is useless for kap
(back)

Using video link to aim camera - Equipment choices?
From: Barry
Date: 8/3/2003
Time: 4:57:42 PM
Remote Name: 216.102.90.114

Comments
I looking to try KAP and I am currently in the planning stages of building an R/C controlled rig using a video downlink to aim it. My solution so far. Kite - Either
the 50' Airform I'm building or I'll buy one. I'm tending towards a Stratoscoop 3. R/C gear - got lots from a previous hobby. Monitor - Portable DVD player with
AV in. That leaves the Camera selection and the Video Link selection. At first I thought I'd use a 35mm SLR (Canon A1) with the video camera arranged to
actually look through the viewfinder. This would allow for the changing of lenses on the SLR and at the same time altering the field of view of the Video link. I
soon realized that a Digital Camera like the Canon A70 (Stills, not video) might be used to serve both purposes. The Canon A70 (like others) can provide a
composite video (NTSC) output just like a miniature video camera. Attaching the digital camera (Canon A70) to the Video transmitter would allow the Digital
Camera to serve a dual purpose. It would be able to send moving images of what it was pointed at and capture them as a digital photograph when fired by R/C.
This also retains the SLR and field of view benefits of the 35mm SLR setup. So that's the plan, now for the questions, and please do feel free to shoot large holes in
the plan where required. 1. Why can't the camera perform this dual purpose, I've searched and can not find anyone having done this? That worries me. 2. Is the
Canon A70 at 3.2 mega pixel suited to the task? Other suggestions? 3. Video Transmitter / Receiver, I guessing that I'm looking for 500' range. Should I be
looking at 900Mhz or 2.4Ghz? (License free preferred.) 4. Any suggestion at to a brand or provider of a suitable Video Transmitter/Receiver. Miniaturized
preferred.
Thanks for any and all help.
Barry
(back)

Re: Using video link to aim camera - Equipment choices?
From: Cary
Date: 8/4/2003
Time: 4:14:10 PM
Remote Name: 64.223.211.169

Comments
The Canon A70 has one feature that the Canon Digital Elph's do not. That is you can set the shutter speed just like you can on a Rebel X. In other words you can
make the camera always use a higher shutter speed.
As far as the weight of the A70 goes I think you gain about an ounce (28g) on the S100, s320, etc. This takes into account the extra weight of the camera, and the
weight of the 4 AA batteries over the canon battery. But it frees you from the canon battery which on my rig always runs out way before I want it to.
If you can get your kite up, attach the rig with video tx, send the whole thing up, remember to turn everything on, have fresh batteries installed, an empty cf card
in the camera, etc. more power to you.
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I'm not going to say don't use video aiming. I've got a lawmate tx and rx, a panasonic cx-160, modified camcorder viewfinders, all that stuff. I've never used them
to take a still photo. I would like to someday . . . but for now I consider myself lucky to get just the camera in the air and have everything function OK.
And if you're a beginner at kite flying, I would say spend a lot of time flying whatever kite you choose before attaching anything to it.
Cary
(back)

Re: Using video link to aim camera - Equipment choices?
From: Cary
Date: 8/4/2003
Time: 6:39:35 PM
Remote Name: 64.222.238.169

Comments
I've returned from the land of wishful thinking.
What I should have said was that the A70 camera without the batteries weighs about an ounce more than the S100, S320 elphs.
4 AA NiMH batteries weigh about 3 ounces more than the Canon battery. So the effective weight of the A70 is about 4 ounces more than the digital elphs. Whew!
(back)

Re: Using video link to aim camera - Equipment choices?
From: Barry
Date: 8/4/2003
Time: 7:48:07 PM
Remote Name: 216.102.90.114

Comments
Cary, You got there in the end. And what you brought with you was worth knowing.
8-)
Thanks
Barry
(back)

Re: Using video link to aim camera - Equipment choices?
From: David Hunt
Date: 8/3/2003
Time: 8:47:35 PM
Remote Name: 69.34.124.112

Comments
Some answers;
Question #1: Dual purpose use of digital camerasLots of KAPers have used this ability that most digital cameras possess. Using this feature of a digital camera on a KAP rig is like using the display screen when
taking all your digital pictures, so your battery life becomes a factor. Most manufacturer specs list battery life based on a mix of display screen off and display
screen on.
Question #2: Using the Canon A70 for KAPI suggest reading the following page on the KAPER web site; http://www.fortunecity.com/marina/nelson/479/BASICS_digital.html
It gives some basic guidelines about features to look for in a digital camera, but more importantly it gives links to two sites that I have found immensely helpful
when researching and comparing digital cameras. The Canon A70 may be a good camera but how about the Canon Powershot S230. It is also a 3.2 megapix
camera and undoubtedly weighs less than the A70. Many KAPers are going with 4 and 5 megapix cameras and Canon has some good candidates in this range, i.e.
S45 or the lighter S400. Nikon, Olympus, and Sony also have great cameras, you just have to make a decision using the factors of weight, feature set, and price
that meet your requirements.
Question #3: Range of video TXMost KAPers are using 2.4GHz transmitters, there are too many variables to tell you definitively what type of range you will get from a license free 2.4 GHz TX.
You can optimize the range of your equipment by locating the TX antenna on the rig so that it will never have any other part of the rig between it and the ground
antenna. A TX unit like the X10 comes with a patch antenna, which is a directional antenna. Most KAPers replace this antenna with a non-directional dipole
antenna on the KAP rig then they use a directional antenna on the ground receiver where they can control the direction of the antenna to optimize signal
strength.
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If you were to have a directional antenna on the rig (any antenna other than a dipole) and it is fastened to some part of the rigÝs frame, then your signal strength
will change as the rig is panned and/or tilted, and there is a good possibility that you will loose signal altogether when the rig is pointed in certain directions
relative to your ground station.
An omni-directional antenna such as the dipole emits and receives a signal with the same strength in all directions more or less. A directional antenna (patch,
yagi, helical, and many more) has higher sensitivities in certain directions but this is at the expense of having lower sensitivities (lower than an omni) in other
directions. These characteristics apply whether you are transmitting or receiving with the antenna. With a little research you can find plans for directional
antennas on the Internet, just remember that the design has to be for the frequency that you are using.
Directional antennas are typically rated by the amount of gain they have over an ideal omni-directional antenna in their most sensitive direction. You will see
values from 3dB to 30 dB. The higher the value the more sensitive the antenna will be and the more accurately you will have to aim it. Every 6dB is the equivalent
of doubling the sensitivity.
Question #4: Types of TXI defer to others on this question I only have experience with the X10 unit, itÝs one of the cheapest but not necessarily the smallest or the best. It also requires
modification to be used with a KAP rig.
FINAL COMMENTS- I personally would not suggest that you try video with your first rig. Using video makes KAP at least twice as complicated. I would learn
the ropes first. I even suggest that you get a lot of practice flying your kite without a camera attached until you learn all the kite handling skills needed with large
kites.
Simon Harbord has flown the Statoscoop and does not recommend them. A 50 sq.ft. Airform may be too big of a kite. A 16 or 30 sq.ft. Flow Form may be a better
choice. You can search this form for previous discussions about what types of kites to use for KAP.
David Hunt
editor, KAPER e-magazine
http://www.kaper.kiteaerialphotography.net
(back)

Re: Using video link to aim camera - Equipment choices?
From: Barry
Date: 8/3/2003
Time: 10:08:08 PM
Remote Name: 216.102.90.114

Comments
Hi David, Thanks for the speedy reply. Lot's of information to digest and I will research the sites you mention. As for your final comments, I do appreciate the
nudge in the right direction. But I'm really sold on the idea of a video enabled rig. I do have smaller kites and even own the Flowform 16 you mention, although I
don't know what weight it will reliably lift. My 10' flexifoil might lift more weight, but the KAP rig might not stand up to the g-forces, it's a joke, only a joke. I
would never slow down my flexifoil with a KAP rig. I'll take a look at the x10 system you mentioned, and I think I've seen an article on modifying one for use in
an R/C helicopter so it might be similar. One comment you made puzzles me, "too big of a kite", is your only concern being able to launch and retrieve the kite,
or am I missing something?
Thanks Again
Barry
(back)

Re: Using video link to aim camera - Equipment choices?
From: Brooks Leffler kyteman at redshift.com
Date: 8/4/2003
Time: 1:26:03 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
I've sold, tuned, and flown lots of Stratoscoops and FlowForms, and built, used, and sold 8 video-assisted rigs and lots more without video.
I agree with David and the others that a big, powerful kite is not the way to go unless you're lifting a monster rig, and video aiming makes KAP so much more
complicated that you'd be much better off learning the ropes first without it. Unless you're blessed with an extra arm and another pair of eyes, and the synapses
of a hummingbird.
First, the kite. The kiteflying part of KAP should be second nature, not a primary preoccupation. With a FlowForm or some other tractable kite, you can wander
about by yourself and put the camera just where you want it, instead of tying it to a tree or requiring a strong helper.
Second, the camera. Anything of point&shoot size will make a fairly light rig, which will require less kite and less wind, and give you more KAP opportunities.
Doesn't matter if it's film or digital as long as it has a decent shutter speed. 3 megapixels is plenty, four is better, but I've got some good images from my first
digirig, taken with a 2.2 mp Nikon.
Third, video aiming. Yes, it seems compelling and very attractive. But it's much more complicated to build and to use, and still won't give you foolproof aiming
because of the lag time between the push and the click, during which the camera can swing way out of framing. For proof that you can take great pix without it,
you have but to check the galleries on this site, where Cris continues to pump out great images -- film and digital -- without "benefit" of video. Video will make
your rig heavier too, limiting your KAP opportunities.
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Now if, after all of those arguments, you still want video, 900 mHz will require a license, as will 100 mW 2.4 gig. Many use the transmitter from X10's system,
without the camera -- no license required. Needs a dipole antenna and 12v, but those are doable.
My current rig uses an Olympus D40z camera with an X10 transmitter, repackaged, with a simple dipole antenna. It gets its power from a tiny 12v converter
which is driven by the same 4.8v NiMH battery pack that powers the r/c rx. You can download plans for the converter -- easy to build -- from my website at
http://homepage.mac.com/kyteman/Menu2.html.
On the ground, I have mounted a monitor/receiver combo from Polaris industries to the back/top of my Tower Hobbies 4FM transmitter and powered it with a
homemade 12v NiMH battery pack. (time and weight!)
See Polaris's monitor at http://www.polarisusa.com/cgi-bin/view_product_detail.pl?listing_category_id=&product_category_id=69&template_id=4 )
I'd recommend that you start with a small, light, point&shoot digital camera and a FF16 (with a fuzzy tail) and 220# line, and get up and running. Then add the
downlink later.
chin UP brooks
(back)

Re: Using video link to aim camera - Equipment choices?
From: Simon Harbord
Date: 8/4/2003
Time: 1:16:09 AM
Remote Name: 194.247.83.243

Comments
Hi Barry, it sounds like you are putting a lot of thought into your plans. I guess a couple of comments, as I see my name has been connected with the Stratoscoop!
A quick Google search using "stratoscoop" will reveal a few tales which give a feel for the power of these kites. As I'm sure you've read in this forum there are
different approaches to KAP, using lots of excess power and lift, and using a more minimal approach. I've certainly done it both ways, using the Stratoscoop 3
and a full blown ground winch. The 3 is a powerful beast, and in strong winds can test all your abilities, including your strength and courage. Nonetheless it
remains a kite of choice for many KAPpers in the right winds. Myself I go for minimum kites these days and prefer to KAP with the line pinched between thum
and forefinger..... Certainly for first time KAP it will be a lot to think about, strat, rig, video downlink and a delicate dvd player acting as monitor. It might do to
dry-run your approach a few times to see that you've got the right line handling gear.
As to video downlink, I think the a/v output of digital cameras can be a godsend, but it does then push you towards using a separate 2.4 GHz transmitters. These
can be got here in UK for about equivalent 50 USD, and are sufficiently small for KAP use, though the only ones I've seen are 12v supply which can be a bit of a
pain with the need for a dedicated battery or voltage converter.
Actually combining the camera and transmitter... (put "2.4 ghz" and "tiny" into google ) - might be a more weight saving approach, though with the type of KAP
you are planning, weight isn't going to be a huge consideration.
I've just recently got one of these:
http://www.shyproducts.co.uk/avbaby.htm
and can attest to the efficiency of the receiver. The camera runs a treat off a pp3 and keeps going for hours. it is a bit bigger than I'd like for a rig, but the receiver
is what I bought it for - so neat. It is four channel 2.4 ghz, though I'm at the moment struggling to find a micro camera transmitting on one of the chosen 4
channels....
KAPpers note, I'll report back on this unit more fully in coming weeks as I get it shaken down.
I guess last couple of points, I'd think hard about the value of using any form of zoom facilities on a KAP camera. Generally it'll accentuate camera movement,
make aiming harder, and reduce effective aperture, and thus lengthen effective shutter speed.... If you want a zoom effect, I'd say bring he camera nearer the
ground.
Hope this helps, or at least adds to the debate.
Simon
(back)

Re: Using video link to aim camera - Equipment choices?
From: Richard Amirault, ramirault@erols.com
Date: 8/4/2003
Time: 5:01:59 AM
Remote Name: 207.172.210.228

Comments
My comments...
1st, I do not recommend the Stratoscoop 3 .. especially for a beginner. As others have said this is a "beast" of a kite under many conditions. It *will* lift
considerable weight, but you need to know how to fly it safely. As it comes from the store most are fairly unstable. Either considerably tuning of the multiple
shroud lines and/or a long, more effecteve tail/drogue is necessary before putting a KAP rig up with this kite. Even then, you'll need a very strong anchor point
with a minimum of 500 lb test kite line (more would be better)
A PILOT or FLOWFROM would be much better choices.
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2nd, A dipole antenna is not an omni-directional antenna. It certainaly directional, but not as much as the others mentioned. The directional qualities might be
better described as bi-directional. There is minimum radiation of the ends of the antenna.
3rd, I have a friend (who does not visit here) who does just that .... he uses the video out of his digital still camera for the feed for his (ham radio band) TV
downlink.
Richard in Boston, MA, USA
(back)

Re: Using video link to aim camera - Equipment choices?
From: David Hunt
Date: 8/4/2003
Time: 8:59:56 AM
Remote Name: 65.41.182.105

Comments
Richard is right; the dipole is not a true omni-directional antenna or what is referred to as an isotropic radiator. Isotropic radiators only exist on paper, not in the
real world. The values of gain that other directional antennas have are based on a comparison with the theoretical isotropic omni-directional antenna.
A dipole radiates energy equally in all directions from its side, but very little is radiated in the direction of the ends of the antenna.
Trying not to get too technical with antennas, there are three major things that you should keep in mind.
1. When looking for antenna designs remember that the dimensions of the parts are specific to the frequency you wish to receive/transmit.
2. An antennaÝs properties apply to both receiving and transmitting.
3. Learn to read radiation patterns. Radiation patterns are circular charts that show the directional characteristics of a particular antenna. This will help you
understand how to orient your antenna for maximum effectiveness
David Hunt
editor, KAPER e-magazine
http://www.kaper.kiteaerialphotography.net
(back)

Re: Using video link to aim camera - Equipment choices?
From: Christian
Date: 8/4/2003
Time: 4:12:07 PM
Remote Name: 80.9.117.161

Comments
Actually, I have almost finish to prepare new pages for my web site, and one is about a new model of rig. To start kap, I now recommend to built a "manual" rig,
where positions are set manually before launch. It is equipped with a radio shutter release, and is completed with a video downlink . Preference is given to an
electrical shutter release. Such rig weights less than 500g. A RC full motion rig is not at all mandatory to start with Kap. It is long to built, heavier, and more
complicated to use at the beginning.You will built it later. With a digital camera, use the video output. Normally, it will automatically shut-off the in-built screen
and that will give long battery life. It is for me necessary to be able to set no auto power-off, and manual focusing. An electric shutter release is rare on the digital
cameras, and not obvious to install. You will have to action the shutter with a servo-motor. With a P&S 35mm camera, modification to install an electric shutter
release is worthfull. Add a small video camera, and check for the camera viewing angle. A wider one is more useful. For the frequency choice, no doubt, a 2.4
GHz is the choice. An omni directional antenna on the emitter, and a directional one on the receiver will work well. Built simple, and watch for good batteries.
(back)

How to determine the position of the camera
From: Yvan
Date: 8/1/2003
Time: 2:00:35 AM
Remote Name: 213.177.142.159

Comments
Hi,
A question for the advanced Kapers. Is there a trick to determine the position of the camera? The camera seems always further away than it actually is.
Yesterday I went to "Cape Griz-Nez" at France. Beautifull chalck cliffs, but it was forbidden to go near the edge. Because there was a strong wind, I was a bit
scared that the ground anchor would loose and therefore, I decided to stay with the anchor. I thought the camera was hanging over the cliff, but it wasn't.
Because the wind became to dangerous to do a next session, I decided to give it up and went back 96 miles at home. This is not the first time I've got this
problem...so if one of you experienced kapers knows a trick, I will be glad to hear it.
Tnx in advance,
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Yvan. www.birdseye.be
(back)

Re: How to determine the position of the camera
From: Alan Mackie - info@197aerial.co.uk
Date: 8/12/2003
Time: 5:15:11 AM
Remote Name: 62.49.61.28

Comments
This is an easy one to answer.
Using basic trigonometry and remembering that we're dealing with a right-angled triangle. The invisible baseline along the ground and the vertical height up to
the kite form the right angle and the kite line forms the hypotenuse.
Be marking the kite line (using coloured tape or whatever) you can easily determine the length of the hypotenuse. By using a simple printed scale (like a
protractor but bigger) you can guesstimate the angle to the vertical by standing to one side of the line a few feet away. Put the two together and from a readyprinted chart you get the height above the base and the distance downwind of the kite in a matter of seconds.
OK, it's not totally accurate to the nearest foot, but it doesn't need to be. It's a kite, not a space shuttle.
You might need to make a slight adjustment for any sag in the line, for example, and for any bouncing of the camera unit if it's not a steady enough system.
Here are a few of my calculations, but any pocket calculator (or even a computer?) can create your own. I use feet, others use metres.
For 60 degrees to the horizontal:
Line 100 Base 50 Height 87 Line 150 Base 75 Height 130 Line 200 Base 100 Height 173
From basic school maths we get:
cos angle * hypotenuse gives the short side (base length)
and
sin angle * hypotenuse gives the long side (height)
So, in the first line,
cos60 * 100 becomes 0.5 * 100 = 50
Remember, this is the height above the base point and NOT the ground the kite is flying over.
Any help?
Alan Mackie - at www.197aerial.co.uk
(back)

Re: How to determine the position of the camera
From: Richard Amirault, ramirault@erols.com
Date: 8/1/2003
Time: 8:56:29 AM
Remote Name: 207.172.210.228

Comments
Well ... a video downlink works wonders ;-) but lacking that, a second person would make a big difference. If you can't, or would rather not, leave the anchor
point then your associate can locate him/herself so that the position of the camera can be more easily determined. Hand signals or a two-way radio may be needed
if the distance is too great for voice communications.
Aside from that I don't have any suggestions for the lone KAP'er.
Richard in Boston, MA, USA
(back)

Re: How to determine the position of the camera
From: Christian
Date: 8/1/2003
Time: 2:12:24 PM
Remote Name: 80.9.116.166

Comments
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No tricks necessary, but some common sense will help a lot. First is to imagine the height at which you think the camera should be accordingly to your scene.
Second is to determine the distance from the anchor to the vertical line where you wish to take up the camera. This is easy because when the line has an angle of
45Ý, the height is equal to that distance. And this is about what you will have in most of the cases. Now you know where you have to be placed Third you
calculate the lenght of line between the rig and the reel. Well, just multiply the height or the distance by 1.5
So, the only thing that you have to do right now is to have your line marked each 50m or 100m. I have that on all my lines, and apply always this method, even if
nowadays, I'm using a video feed-back to frame.
On large sceneries such as at Cap Gris-nez, we most of the time under-estimate the height where the camera should be placed, but we stand to a fair distance
from the subject. Doing so, the camera is away from the subject, and it is missed.
(back)

Re: How to determine the position of the camera
From: Cris Benton
Date: 8/1/2003
Time: 2:10:17 PM
Remote Name: 64.142.12.44

Comments
Yvan,
Your question addresses a persistently vexing challenge for kite aerial photographers Ý determining the cameraÝs position relative to a target downrange. I
would have guessed several years ago that the knack of judging this position Ý so elusive in my early days Ý would be acquired as experience accrued. For me at
least this is not the case. When I just dead reckon the downwind distance of the camera I will miss the target more often than not.
The topic has been discussed in this group on a few occasions. Most memorably perhaps in 1997 in a thread inaugurated by Simon Harbord:
http://arch.ced.berkeley.edu/kap/database/discussion/post_detail_single.asp?ID=45
At that time I wrote:
When I began taking kite aerial photographs two years ago I assumed that the ability to compose images in absentia was simply a matter of practice. I find that I
am pretty accurate with four position control dimensions but disturbingly inept in setting the KAP rig's position downwind. I can think of five major
position/orientation control dimensions:
1. Changing the absolute position of the airborne rig to the left or right is accomplished by moving the anchor point of the kite (kiteflyer walks). Assuming there is
room to maneuver -- and KAPers are constantly assessing this -- it is easy to position the rig. It is also straightforward to interpret the rigs position by sighting
down the line.
2. The absolute position of the KAP Rig in terms of distance away from the kiteflyer is adjusted by moving the kite anchor point or by adjusting the amount of
kiteline that is played out. It is notoriously difficult to gauge how far downrange the camera rig is actually flying. This is in part due to the sky's lack of depthrelated clues. Simon seeks your techniques for handling this dimension.
3. The height of the KAP Rig above the ground is controlled again by the kiteflyer's position, the amount of line played out, the kiteÝs flying characteristics, and
the amount of wind. I've found it moderately easy to gauge this dimension of camera position through experience.
4. The azimuth (compass) orientation the camera is usually gauged by looking at the rig. This variable is controlled by radio input (or presetting a manual rig).
Many rigs feature telltale sticks projects from the camera rig, often carrying the antenna away from the photo.
5. The altitude (tilt) orientation of the camera is also set by radio input. For this variable I find myself trusting the position of the stick on the radio transmitter.
The rig is adjusted so that one end of the stick's travel points toward the horizon while the other points toward the nadir. This one is easy to master.
So it seems, as Simon has pointed out, it is the camera rig's position down range that is the most difficult to control accurately. Submit your favorite techniques to
this discussion group and I will gather them later to cast forward as a permanent page on this site. I'm currently working on a technique that uses a fascinating
IR pulse laser rangefinder, an optical clinometer, and a slide rule to compute down range position. I will report more as I learn it. In the meantime, son Charlie
Benton and I are getting alot of use out of two borrowed walkie talkies. Charlie's position reporting from downrange helps a great deal.
My KAPing style almost always has be at the end of the kite line. From this position I continue to have a good sense of whether the camera is to the left or right of
the target or whether it is ÝvisuallyÝ above or below an obstacle (e.g., is there sky between the camera and the obstacle). RichardÝs suggestion of using a
downrange observer is a good one. My sonÝs now being off a college I occasionally draft random passersby to fill this role. This is often less effective due to what
seems to be a widespread reticence of folks to provide timely, relevant descriptions of the cameras position.
The laser rangefinder mentioned in the 1997 thread is a pricy but very useful accessory. My current model is the Opti-Logic 100LH (see Forestry Suppliers
http://www.forestry-suppliers.com/product_pages/view_catalog_page.asp?id=7101). This little jewel will measure distance to a target or the rig to within Ý 1
meter. It includes a capacity to measure angle of elevation as well plus it will do the trigonometry for you. I leave it in a mode that reports distance to an object in
the horizontal plane. By comparing the horizontal distance of my target and the camera cradle I can position downrange with pretty good accuracy.
I would guess that the optical rangefinders used by golfers could be useful to KAPers as well.
I can offer a few low tech tips for judging downrange distance.
1. If people are in the scene (I often shoot groups) have them all point at the rig with arms extended. This can help a lot. You can also have them give out a yelp
when the rig is overhead. I often compose with their shadows in mind so at the edge of the day you might not want the camera directly over the people. Sometime
the spontaneous pointing and gazing of passersby helps oue (the people on yon bridge are pointing toward me in what seems to be a reference to the camera. It
must thus be on this side of the bridge).
2. If you are shooting something close then pay attention to the camera cradleÝs shadow. I get great clues by watching for the camera shadow as it passes over the
ground, nearby walls, and roofs. The kite shadow can be helpful when everything is more distant.
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3. If you are just sending the camera out then you can ÝscootÝ the camera at low level until it approaches the target. The scoot term comes from Simon Harbord
and refers to the curiously satisfying practice of playing line out as fast as the kite will accept it. When the camera cradle is attached this causes the camera to
travel downwind without gaining altitude Ý it scoots across the ground. Remember that when you do rein in the camera will go up and shorten the horizontal
distance to the camera cradle. Easily remembering 0.707 as the sin of 45Ý I judge the altitude of the camera cradle in comparison to 45Ý and modify the
horizontal distance accordingly.
4. If a vertical object is the target or is near the target I often use it to guage distance. You can let the camera cradle gently bump a building faÝade to indicate
position. Similarly you came cause it to appear in from of or behind a skinny object like a flagpole.
5. If you are lucky enough to have a specularly reflective surface like glass you can use the camera and its reflection as an optical rangefinder of sorts. As the
camera approaches the building faÝade it also approaches its reflection so the two camera images (real and reflected) approach alignment as distance to the
faÝade.. This visual phenomenon has helped me out in photographing buildings on a number of occasions.
I look forward to hearing the techniques of others.
Cris
(back)

Re: How to determine the position of the camera
From: Yvan
Date: 8/1/2003
Time: 9:29:29 PM
Remote Name: 213.177.142.73

Comments
Very much thanks for the help everyone,
This will certainly help me further with my next kap shots.
Yvan.
(back)

Re: How to determine the position of the camera
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 8/2/2003
Time: 3:41:16 PM
Remote Name: 213.75.170.160

Comments
In addition to the very good tips given by Christian and Cris I wouls like to add this: The fact that you needed a ground anchor suggests to me that your kite is
too big. I'm sure Christian nor Cris or Simon is using an anchor while taking KAPictures. If the wind is strong they and I and many KAPpers use a smaller kite
they can hold without a ground anchor. I know a ground anchor is difficult to use at Cap Gris-Nez, I've been there too, but it can be of use if you are alone: You
can feed the kiteline through the anchor and walk with the reel in your hand towards the camera to check its position. And then walk back or have a self-portrait.
I know the limits of Cap Gris-Nez and that is why I'm happy to have a son, Ivo, too. He's only 9 but a great KAP-assistant(and more!). He likes to hold the line, so
a small kite is needed.
Yvan, als je meer wilt weten over goede vliegers, in alle maten, kijk dan eens op http://www.kapshop.com .
Peter
http://www.kiteaerialphotography.net
(back)

Re: How to determine the position of the camera
From: Yvan
Date: 8/2/2003
Time: 10:27:45 PM
Remote Name: 212.239.224.231

Comments
Bedankt voor de link Peter ;)
The reason that I'm using a ground anchor is that the spool of my (200 mtr) kevlar line is a bit too big to use on a beld. I used the Ostend Bird4 form Didak and I
was affraid that the carbon spar could break cause it bended a lot.
Y.
(back)

Must-see film
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From: Brooks
Date: 7/20/2003
Time: 6:51:13 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
Today I saw a film that every KAPer/kiteflier must see, with the rather drab title of WINGED MIGRATION. Check it out at
http://www.sonyclassics.com/wingedmigration/home.html and also at http://movies.go.com/movies/W/wingedmigration_2003/.
Simply stunning stuff for anyone with visual sensitivity, whether airborne or not, but especially so for those with eyes in the sky.
(back)

Re: Must-see film
From: Christian
Date: 7/21/2003
Time: 2:45:10 PM
Remote Name: 193.249.63.206

Comments
Yes, it is absolutely gorgeous. It has been produced in France, and the original title is Le peuple migrateur. The french team has been all over the world to get
these images. But before, they worked hard during several years to prepare the technology for it, and they also trained some wild birds! By the way, this training
was in Normandy, and as a bird-watcher, I have had some infos about it. I must admit that as french, we are quite proud of this successfull challenge. Have you
seen their before movie on insects and macro world?
(back)

Re: Must-see film
From: Yvan
Date: 7/20/2003
Time: 11:27:56 PM
Remote Name: 213.177.142.158

Comments
Wow Beautifull, I already know what to ask for Santa this year. Tnx for the tip Brooks.
(back)

Re: Must-see film
From: Yvan
Date: 7/20/2003
Time: 11:27:40 PM
Remote Name: 213.177.142.158

Comments
Wow Beaitifull, I already know what to ask for Santa this year. Tnx for the tip Brooks.
(back)

Must-see film
From: Brooks (yet again)
Date: 7/20/2003
Time: 6:46:05 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
(back)

JKPA KAP Competition
From: Brooks
Date: 7/20/2003
Time: 11:52:42 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
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The deadline for entries in the Japan Kite Photography Association's annual competition is fast upon us: pictures must be taken in the last year and submitted by
July 31, 2003.
This time they have opened it up to digital or film photos taken not only from kites, but also model airplanes, poles, balloons, etc, which is not to my liking but
should provide an interesting assortment.
This event always brings forth good stuff, with about 40 entries from around the world. Jump in! For complete info and contest rules, see
http://www.interq.or.jp/japan/jkpa/
chin UP!
(back)

Birdseye...new site
From: Yvan
Date: 7/17/2003
Time: 2:16:37 PM
Remote Name: 213.177.142.7

Comments
A new season, a new camera, a new kite and... a new site...almost... I'm still working at it, but I have already some pics online. If you have some time, check it out.
http://www.birdseye.be
Tnx for visiting Yvan.
(back)

Re: Birdseye...new site
From: Yvan
Date: 7/18/2003
Time: 1:18:52 PM
Remote Name: 213.177.142.102

Comments
Brooks...thank you for visiting...It's just odd that you have those breaks in the bg.music. I tested the site on different connections Cable and DSL and none had
problems. May I ask what computer sytem you are using...if MAC > then you could have some problems, cause Flash and Mac are not such a good friends. ...
And I didn't know you spoke dutch :)
Carlo... Merci pour visiter mon site. C'est vraie, tu n' habites pas trÝs loin de moi. Est-ce que n'est pas trÝp difficile pour faÝte la KAP Ý Luxembourg? Et est-ce
que tu a aussi une site ?
Sorry for the english speaking people...just tried to practice my french again :))
(back)

Re: Birdseye...new site
From: brooks
Date: 7/18/2003
Time: 2:56:37 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
Yes, I use a Mac G4/400 with 1.2 GB of memory and OS X 10.2.6. The same problem exists with both IE and Safari. Haven't tried Netscape yet. Flash stuff
usually works OK, though I'll admit that most sites I visit don't offer stereo, and Safari is lots faster than IE, so I prefer it.
(back)

Re: Birdseye...new site
From: more brooks
Date: 7/18/2003
Time: 3:43:53 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
Decided to upgrade Flash (I had 6.0, but a slightly earlier version). I've now tried your site using Netscape, Chimera, OmniWeb 4.1, IE, and Safari. Works best on
Chimera and IE, intermittently on everything else; don't even get the picture anymore with Safari (that's NOT progress!). Haven't upgraded Chimera, Omni,
and Netscape for a while, so maybe the latest versions of them will work OK too. will keep you posted. It's hard to find sites with nice music, even on
Macromedia's "best of" links.
ps I don't speak any more dutch than breton or luxembourgish -- just enough to be dangerous.
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(back)

Re: Birdseye...new site
From: Yvan
Date: 7/18/2003
Time: 10:15:39 PM
Remote Name: 213.177.142.96

Comments
Very kind of you to do all these effords Brooks, but you realy don't have to put so much time in it. :) The song on my site is from Vangelis and is called "Ask the
Mountains"
Yvan.
(back)

Re: Birdseye...new site
From: Simon Harbord
Date: 7/24/2003
Time: 8:50:11 AM
Remote Name: 194.247.83.243

Comments
Lovely site, so atmospheric, and a first - the only site I've visited where I wanted to hear the music again, rather than kill it!
As a bit of a Vangelis fan of old, I was pleased to find out it was one of his tracks. I then thought, I'd really like to know the lyrics. After finding them on the web I
almost wished I hadn't. Suddenly it became one of the saddest songs I've heard.
Well done though.
Simon
(back)

Re: Birdseye...new site
From: Jan
Date: 7/26/2003
Time: 9:29:18 AM
Remote Name: 62.253.96.44

Comments
Lovely site!! Music doesn't work for me: GetRight kicks in and downloads the whole MP3 file without playing it. Ah well..
LOVE the 360 view!!!!
Jan ;-)
(back)

Re: Birdseye...new site
From: Simon - again
Date: 7/25/2003
Time: 12:56:37 AM
Remote Name: 194.247.83.243

Comments
I guess its worth mentioning that from work with high speed broadband the site works lovely. I tried it at home, and on a 56k modem line the music file takes
about 20 minutes to come in, in three second bursts. Its not a browser issue, simply the file size is 7 or so megabytes. Once its in, refreshing the browser window
plays it in its entirity. This raises the eternal question, of do you pitch your site for the vast majority of internet users around the world struggling along with 56k
modems or do you pitch it for high-end users with broadband?
Simon
(back)

Re: Birdseye...new site
From: Yvan
Date: 7/25/2003
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Time: 1:24:32 AM
Remote Name: 80.236.133.69

Comments
Hello Simon,
Thank you for testing my site. I must admit that this site is a bit targeted to high speed internet connections. But it's especially the music, therefore I gave the
posibility to shut it down. However I'm a bit surprised that there are still so much 56K modem users. And that's the big problem for web designers... Designing a
beautifull web site with motion graphics and the latest flash techniques with lots of eye candy or keeping by the old fixed HTML page. If I find some more time [I
have 3 young kids and it'summer vacation for the moment :) ], I will restyle my site for 56K use too.
Greetz, Yvan.
(back)

Re: Birdseye...new site
From: Carlo Didier
Date: 7/25/2003
Time: 6:12:41 AM
Remote Name: 194.154.218.196

Comments
I enjoy a 1MB/s line at work, but more than 56k (really 44k) at home is just too expensive if you are not an internet addict. Just for emails and a little bit of
browsing, I won't pay 60+ Euros a month (minimum!) to have 128k ISDN or more for DSL. It's just not worth it if you don't use it enough. There are countrys
where these high-speed connections are cheaper, but we are far from a majority there. In order to avoid splitting the internet community into those who can and
those who can't, try to make the site useable at 64k. Simply put low resolution pics with links to higher resolution versions for example.
(back)

Re: Birdseye...new site
From: Brooks
Date: 7/25/2003
Time: 8:54:30 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
I just checked my connection speed: 268 kb/s -- not exactly sluggish. My old modem, though it was nominally a 56k modem, connected almost always at 28.8 -very frustrating. So when DSL finally became available in my neighborhood, I was delighted to spend the $56 per month (vs $20 before) for the extra speed. But
that's why this lovely site is so frustrating to me -- it won't even work smoothly with my DSL.
I should add that other sites still won't work either -- including nearly everything with video accompanied by audio. Once downloaded, no problem playing it
again, but it comes in clumps.
Check out this wonderful Honda commercial, which is great when downloaded but won't play straight through until it's all in the buffer:
http://home.attbi.com/~bernhard36/honda-ad.html
I think there are still plenty of people you'd like to reach who don't have connections as fast as mine.
(back)

Re: Birdseye...new site
From: Brooks yet again
Date: 7/25/2003
Time: 8:57:29 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
I should have given the link for the speed checker I used: http://msn.zdnet.com/partners/msn/bandwidth/speedtest50.htm
(back)

Re: Birdseye...new site
From: Yvan
Date: 7/25/2003
Time: 9:42:16 AM
Remote Name: 213.177.131.219

Comments
Just did the test... I have DSL and had 867.5 Kbs.
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I suprised it cost so much in Luxemburg Carlo. Here in Flanders a DSL connection costs app. 40 Euros. I must admit that I'm a real internet Junk and therefore,
DSL was a release for me.
Y.
(back)

Re: Birdseye...new site
From: Brooks
Date: 7/25/2003
Time: 4:43:12 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
Sounds like that DSL line you have is one we would all enjoy -- but doesn't seem to me to be the standard a website should be written for, at least for a couple
more years.
A line that fast would cost nearly double what I'm paying now.
Good luck!
(back)

Re: Birdseye...new site
From:
Date: 7/25/2003
Time: 9:43:02 PM
Remote Name: 213.177.142.106

Comments
Well, the site isn't so heavy at all... the main movie is 88Kb, the guestbook 34Kb, and the gallery 3Kb. The images are loaded dynamicaly and I take an average
size of app. 40kb for each. I prefer a better quality of images than such a small over compressed images. Only the music file is 7 Mb. but I'm writing a connection
speed detecting script that will choose to play a small music loop for slower connections and the mp3 for fast connections.
Anyway, tnx to everybody for checking my site.
(back)

Re: Birdseye...new site
From: brooks
Date: 7/25/2003
Time: 10:57:30 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
Great idea! keep us posted, Yvan. Best of luck!
(back)

Re: Birdseye...new site
From: Simon
Date: 7/25/2003
Time: 5:06:59 AM
Remote Name: 194.247.83.243

Comments
Some web counters will give the transfer speed of visitors, you'd be surprised the percentage all over the world still running at low speeds. Simon
(back)

Re: Birdseye...new site
From: Carlo Didier
Date: 7/17/2003
Time: 11:06:03 PM
Remote Name: 194.154.218.196

Comments
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Beautiful site and great pictures! Faudra se rencontrer une fois, c'est pas trop loin du Grand DuchÝ, aprÝs tout ...
(back)

Re: Birdseye...new site
From: brooks
Date: 7/17/2003
Time: 3:27:13 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
Magnificently beautiful as before, Yvan -- but even with a DSL connection I still get breaks in the lovely stereo music, alas. I guess I need a cable modem -- but I
just got DSL and it's too soon to want more.
groeten uit Pacific Grove brooks
(back)

Peter Van Erkel - Where are you?
From: steve arnold
Date: 7/14/2003
Time: 12:14:30 PM
Remote Name: 128.100.202.159

Comments
I'm trying to find a current email for Peter Van Erkel - or to locate someone who knows how to add an extra two channels on a receiver by adding a 4013 chip.
I've already modified my radio according to posted instructions - it had the OKI 4 channel chip, with only two used.
Please - can anyone help?
(back)

Re: Peter Van Erkel - Where are you?
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 7/14/2003
Time: 2:40:26 PM
Remote Name: 213.75.181.126

Comments
Try this one: petervanerkel@hotmail.com
I'm sure he checks this one at least once a week.
Peter Bults
(back)

Re: Peter Van Erkel - Where are you?
From: Steve Arnold
Date: 7/15/2003
Time: 7:25:39 AM
Remote Name: 128.100.202.159

Comments
Thanks Peter, I'll give that a try and let you know.
(back)

Swimming camera
From: Cris Benton
Date: 7/12/2003
Time: 10:55:20 PM
Remote Name: 64.142.12.44

Comments
Here it is, just a month after Scott HaefnerÝs camera dunking, and I have sent a camera swimming myself. You can read all about it at:
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http://www.arch.ced.berkeley.edu/kap/equip/kaprig4_dunk.html
(back)

Re: Swimming camera
From: brooks
Date: 7/13/2003
Time: 8:48:07 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
The part of your saga I like best is getting back on the horsie after falling off: deliberately flying over water with the new camera.
So, welcome to the small, select group of KAPdunkers, Cris! You had to lose your virginity sometime. 9000 images in three months --- SHEESH!
(back)

Re: Swimming camera
From: Henry
Date: 7/14/2003
Time: 8:51:40 AM
Remote Name: 66.58.166.59

Comments
Like I have never even taken 90 pictures in 3 months and have managed to drown equipment more than once, when dragging the kite with rig attached behind a
small boat. I have also have destroyed a camera/rig when it fell to the ground and bounce a couple of times when the kite's bridle was ripped out in a strong gust
of wind.
(back)

Birds and kites
From: Cris Benton
Date: 7/12/2003
Time: 5:53:20 PM
Remote Name: 64.142.12.44

Comments
I am delighted to report that I have been getting out frequently flying the kite these days. I was asked recently by the manager of a wildlife reserve how birds
reacted to the presence of my kite. It has often been my impression that birds simply ignore the kite when it is aloft but there have been exceptions.. A couple of
days ago, at the Marin County Fair, I was treated to the phenomenon of a small sparrow who seemed fit and determined to alight on my kite line about 30 feet
above the ground. It was clearly an unstable perch and the sparrow could maintain balance for only a few seconds before falling off. The interesting thing was
that the bird kept coming back to try again. It was fun to watch.
Twice in the last few months I have had a sea gull fly into my line without (apparently) seeing it first. In both cases they just seemed to bounce off the line and
resume stable flight with barely a flutter.
Flying near the Lawrence Hall of Science not too long ago I had a Red Tail Hawk seem to take interest in the kite. It would loiter near the kite flying in
orographic lift for tens of seconds then loop out only to return again.
Does anyone else have bird anecdotes?
Cheers,
Cris
(back)

Re: Birds and kites
From: Andrew Hadnam
Date: 7/18/2003
Time: 4:21:02 PM
Remote Name: 200.72.205.246

Comments
Flew my yellow Sutton 16 kite during a visit to to Fanning Island, Kiribati.
Here a couple of Frigate birds repeately glided alongside the kite. However no damage, I guess they had never seen a yellow Sutton before.
The Island is very remote, so I think these may be the very first Kite photographs of the Island taken back in November 2000.
http://aerial.port5.com/grey/archives/fanning7.swf or check out my new Webpage http://aerial.port5.com
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(back)

Re: Birds and kites
From: Scott Haefner
Date: 7/15/2003
Time: 5:17:49 PM
Remote Name: 130.118.45.213

Comments
I've actually had a bird land on my kite string at Shoreline Amphitheatre in Mountain View. There were several of them, actually. Another of them was pecking
my line, much to my dismay...
I was able to shake the line and they went away.
Scott
(back)

Re: Birds and kites
From: Henry Jebe
Date: 7/13/2003
Time: 12:15:33 AM
Remote Name: 66.58.166.59

Comments
Living in Southeast Alaska where there are quite a lot of Bald Eagles, I find that smaller birds (anything smaller than the Eagles) almost always scatter when I fly
any of my kites. Any birds on the ground or water would be prey for Eagles, so a kite (being a large object) spooks them. This includes Seagulls, Ravens, Crows,
Ducks & Geese. When airborne, some Gulls, Ravens & Crows will "haze" the Eagles (carefully) being as they can manouver quite a bit quicker. Gulls and Eagles
sometimes get close enough to stunt kiters and they give a short chase to the limit of their lines.
It is my desire to do KAP of an Eagle's nest sometime in the future, this is where I can say video feedback would help get a nice image.
Henry
(back)

Re: Birds and kites
From: brooks
Date: 7/12/2003
Time: 6:16:54 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
It's been my experience that when I loft a kite in my backyard the gulls and the crows both take an interest and give it wide berth, usually much higher.
The best story I can relate, though, was on a cruise in Prince William Sound in Alaska. We were on a small (55 passenger) cruise ship going through a narrow
passage on the west side of the sound and I thought it would be good KAP material. So I sent up the FlowForm 16 with fuzzy tail about 150 feet and suddenly out
of nowhere a soaring bald eagle dropped down out of the heavens to check it out. As with the local birds, it still wouldn't come down too far, but rode along for a
moment or two just scoping us out. Satisfied that the kite wasn't food or fight, the gorgeous bird disappeared as fast as it had arrived. A friend, fortunately,
captured the encounter on tape, albeit briefly.
(back)

Cheap Camera Timer
From: Jason Jenkins
Date: 7/11/2003
Time: 1:10:01 PM
Remote Name: 12.11.149.5

Comments
Just saw this cheap manual timer (under $9) designed for use with disposable cameras, and figured that someone in the KAP world might find it useful:
http://www.joyinnovations.com/order.html
(back)

Re: Cheap Camera Timer
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
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Date: 7/11/2003
Time: 3:03:29 PM
Remote Name: 213.75.164.6

Comments
Great idea and looks good. But for KAP i think the 12 sec delay is a bit short ....
Peter
(back)

Re: Cheap Camera Timer
From: Simon
Date: 7/13/2003
Time: 2:48:22 AM
Remote Name: 195.92.168.171

Comments
For low budget archaeologists for cheap low levels over trenches etc it would be great. Cool!
Simon
(back)

A KAPer friend in hospital
From: Carl Bigras
Date: 7/10/2003
Time: 6:59:07 AM
Remote Name: 198.103.196.130

Comments
A good KAPer friend, Lucien Gibeault is in hospital since last Friday, the day after his 81st birthday. For those who have met Lucien in the past (AKA
conventions, 100th anniversary of Arthur Batut, France) According to his wife Marie Ange, doctors found a tumor growing against the intestines creating severe
blockage. He will most likely have surgery next Monday. Lucien doesn't have good bedside manners with doctors and he needs to be cheered up. If you wish to
send a get well card (snail mail only) his home address is;
Lucien Gibeault 309 Rue Saint-Thomas Salaberry-de-Valleyfield, QC Canada J6T-4K2
Later, Carl
(back)

Problem With "FortuneCity.Com" KAP Websites?
From: kiteman@inteliport.com
Date: 7/6/2003
Time: 6:59:25 AM
Remote Name: 208.7.213.147

Comments
Whenever I go to a kap-related website on "FortuneCity.Com", all the pictures on each page only show up as the Fortune City logo. WHAT am I doing wrong?
-Allan "Coast Guard Kiteman {Ret.}" Gaines North Carolina, USA
(back)

Re: Problem With "FortuneCity.Com" KAP Websites?
From: kiteman@inteliport.com
Date: 8/10/2003
Time: 5:19:52 PM
Remote Name: 208.7.213.76

Comments
Thanks for everyone's comments. I FINALLY downloaded NETSCRAPE, and that fixed the problem. I can see fortunecity pages fine.
I tried farting around with the cookie settings on MICROSQUISH IE, but that never fixed the problem.
Thanks again.
Allan "Coast Guard Kiteman {Ret.}" Gaines
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North Carolina, USA
(back)

Re: Problem With "FortuneCity.Com" KAP Websites?
From: Cary
Date: 7/6/2003
Time: 10:56:02 AM
Remote Name: 64.223.237.32

Comments
i had the same problem using MS internet explorer as the browser. If you download Netscape and use it the problem goes away. I can not explain why.
(back)

Re: Problem With "FortuneCity.Com" KAP Websites?
From: brooks
Date: 7/6/2003
Time: 12:34:40 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
no problem on my Mac with either IE or Safari.
(back)

Re: Problem With "FortuneCity.Com" KAP Websites?
From: David Hunt - Fortunecities User
Date: 7/6/2003
Time: 4:32:44 PM
Remote Name: 65.41.255.106

Comments
This is a quote form the Fortunecities support pages answering the question "Why am I seeing a FortuneCity logo instead of my image on my pages? ":
"This is because you do not have cookies enabled within your browsers. You must enable cookies in your browser for your web pages to load properly in your
browser.
We've implemented a new use of cookies. We DO NOT use these cookies for tracking behavioral web use. The cookie is used to eliminate warez and cracks,
increase our available bandwidth, and diminish misuses of our free web space. We have found our bandwidth double after implementing this technology and have
seen an increase in the loading speed of member sites such as yours."
You turn on cookies in IE 5.5 by going to "Tools/Internet Options/Privacy/Advanced"
David Hunt
editor, KAPER e-magazine
http://www.kaper.kiteaerialphotography.net
(back)

Re: Problem With "FortuneCity.Com" KAP Websites?
From: Richard Amirault, ramirault@erols.com
Date: 7/7/2003
Time: 8:16:26 AM
Remote Name: 146.115.58.99

Comments
Ah .. the "cookie issue" ..
You have touched a sore point with me. Generally, I WILL NOT access any website that *requires* me to accept cookies.
In this case it seems to be a case of poor programming. 1. - You need to accept cookies to see pictures, order items or (in extreme cases) even view the home page!
2. - If you have such a policy then it should be mentioned where users are likely to see it (not on the help pages) Some websites autmatically detect the cookie
refusal and re-direct you to a "you need to accept cookies" page.
I understnad that most cookies are harmless (aside from the space they take up on your hard drive) but some are not. If you decide to accept all cookies they you
are leave yourself open to "attack". In Internet Explorer you can block all cookies, accept all cookies or have IT ask you if you would like to accept each cookie
that is trying to be put on your computer (this can get tired *real* fast .. some websites put more than a dozen cookies on your computer)
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BUT you can have IE accept cookies from particular, named websites but refuse all others. This seems to be the best setting (at least for me) balancing web access
and security.
In any case, I would also recommend installing and running software that will remove "spyware" (some "bad" cookies fall into this catagory) such as AdAware
6.0 from Lavasoft (http://www.lavasoftusa.com for those in the USA)
Again, many (most?) "spyware" is harmless .. but some can steal valuable information (like usernames and passwords) off your computer without you knowing.
Sorry for the off topic post .. this is a sore point with me.
Richard in Boston, MA, USA
(back)

113 Post During June!!!
From: David Hunt
Date: 7/1/2003
Time: 5:12:13 PM
Remote Name: 65.40.88.102

Comments
113 post during the month of June, that's 100 more than posted during the entire month of October 2002 and double most of the months immediately proceding
June.
There has got to be some reason for this sudden surge, some sort of biological or sociological cycle at work here, probably something to do with our wives.
David Hunt
http://www.kaper.kiteaerialphotography.net
(back)

Re: 113 Post During June!!!
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 7/4/2003
Time: 1:56:13 PM
Remote Name: 213.75.179.26

Comments
David don't say things like this again. It seems to stop any discussion at once ;-)
Peter
(back)

Re: 113 Post During June!!!
From: David Hunt
Date: 7/4/2003
Time: 9:01:21 PM
Remote Name: 65.41.255.106

Comments
Today was a big holiday here in the US, Fourth of July, so I imagine many KAPers will be otherwise occupied for the rest of the weekend. I don't know what the
excuse is KAPers on the other side of the pond.
David Hunt
(back)

Re: 113 Post During June!!!
From: Carlo Didier
Date: 7/6/2003
Time: 11:40:51 PM
Remote Name: 194.154.218.196

Comments
Our excuse: We party EVERY day ... ;-)
(back)
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wind conditions
From: Mel Sedat
Date: 7/1/2003
Time: 7:37:15 AM
Remote Name: 38.112.161.2

Comments
Can anyone recommend a good site online for checking the wind conditions in a specific area, searchable by zip code in the US ? Also are there general times of
the year when winds a stronger then other times of the year ?
(back)

Re: wind conditions
From: Glenn Nelson
Date: 7/16/2003
Time: 9:03:49 PM
Remote Name: 64.166.9.251

Comments
In the Monterey Bay area of California, try this site: http://ipmml.cse.ucsc.edu/reinas/instrument-tour/ You can get minute by minute live graphs of wind at a
number of stations around the bay and can look at past records to give you an idea of what to expect.
(back)

Re: wind conditions
From: David Hunt
Date: 7/1/2003
Time: 11:55:22 AM
Remote Name: 65.40.88.102

Comments
Forgot about your question about seasonal winds. Winds are definitely seasonal. Each local area will be different. If you tell us where you live then someone close
to your area may be able to give you more information.
David Hunt
http://www.kaper.kiteaerialphotography.net
(back)

Re: wind conditions
From: David Hunt
Date: 7/1/2003
Time: 11:46:37 AM
Remote Name: 65.40.88.102

Comments
I frequently use the Wind contours found on the Intellicast.com site which will also give you forcasts up to 48 hours out.
http://www.intellicast.com/Local/USNationalStd.asp?loc=usa&seg=Sail&prodgrp=Forecasts&product=WINDcast&prodnav=d0_12&pid=none
This will give you a map of the US showing all the contours. You can see an enlarged view of your area by clicking on the map.
Another resource I have used from time to time is www.weatherbug.com This is a free downloadable program that you load on you computer. It automatically
starts when you turn on your computer and connects to the internet. It will give you instantaneous weather info from any of 6000 local weather stations, including
the wind speed at that location. There are three stations within 12 miles of my house that are on the weatherbug list. Some of these weather stations are operated
from schools or private homes. They also advertise that there is no spyware associated with this download.
Weatherbug also has a feature where it alerts you when a weather advisory has been issued for your area. It makes a sound like a chirping cricket. It took me
about a month to realize that I didn't have crickets in the house.
David Hunt
http://www.kaper.kiteaerialphotography.net
(back)

Re: wind conditions
From: Mel Sedat
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Date: 7/1/2003
Time: 1:03:01 PM
Remote Name: 38.112.161.2

Comments
Thank for your feedback David, I am actually using both intellicast and weatherbug, the thing is most of the time it is not very accurate, I live in the Houston,
TX. Intellicast usually forecasts 10-15 mph wind in my area. My Weatherbug usually shows a wind speed of 5-6 mph in my area. However when I finally get out
to the field there is no wind, not 3 or 4 but 0. I was wondering what kind of tips there are to tell when there will be lots of wind, or are there certain conditions
that have to be present for strong wind ? for example lately it has been very rainy and cloudy, does that kind of weather have an impact on wind ?
(back)

Re: wind conditions
From: brooks
Date: 7/1/2003
Time: 11:49:08 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
The most significant thing about weather contours is how close the lines of equal barometric pressure are together. If they're close, it's gonna be windy, but if
they're further apart, less so. I just checked the Intellicast contours for California's central coast, where I live, and as almost always, the lines are dense over the
Golden Gate and sparse over the Monterey Peninsula 100 mi south. But I've had times here when the wind is blowing great near the ocean and three miles south
and just slightly inland it's nonexistent. Such microclimate variations are very common here. If you can find those pressure lines in real closeup, you should have
the info you want. there are such online charts in the SF bay area, but not where I live, though our local TV weatherman shows them every night, and they are
very accurate predictors.
(back)

Re: wind conditions
From: David Hunt
Date: 7/1/2003
Time: 3:20:41 PM
Remote Name: 65.40.88.102

Comments
I have noticed that the wind can be quite different in my area if I travel as little as 8 miles, of course the hills and mountains in my area cause even more localized
wind variations which you will not have in Houston.
The problem with weather bug may simply be that you are using a weather station that has instruments located several stories above the ground, and the wind
will usually be stronger the higher up you go. Have you tried some different weather stations in your area? I generally sample 2 or 3 to get a better sense of the
winds in the area as a whole
If Houston has seasonal variations similar to Shreveport then you will have the least amount of wind in the summer, followed by fall, stronger and more frequent
winds in Spring and Winter.
You can always expect higher winds as a weather front moves through the area. Being as close to the Gulf of Mexico as you are, your wind may have different
general characteristics, but most interior portions of the US where I have lived will have little or no wind in the morning. If there is going to be wind during the
day it will not usually pick up until after noon and will die down near sunset.
My favorite wind speed indicator is a flag, with trees being a close second. In my area there are flags everywhere, mostly American flags. It doesn't matter how
big the flag is they all behave the same way (sometimes the really huge flags droop more but the characteristic flapping at the end of the flag is the same). You can
use flags to tell the difference between 1,2,and 3 beaufort. You can't fly at 1. With the right kite you can fly in 2. With most kites you can fly in 3. With experience
you will be able to tell if the wind is above 3 but it is hard to differentiate 4 and up, but when the wind is 4 and up the choice is not what kite to fly, but whether to
fly a kite at all."
I've got more info about the Beaufort scale and using flags as wind speed indicators on the KAPER web site.
http://www.fortunecity.com/marina/nelson/479/basic_windspeed.html
Some energetic KAPer with lots of time on their hands could probably research the weather archives for their area and come up with some useful statistics about
wind speed.
David Hunt
http://www.kaper.kiteaerialphotography.net
(back)

QUESTION: Sony DSC-U20 Cyber Shot 2 MP Digital Camera Any Good For KAP?
From: kiteman@inteliport.com
Date: 6/30/2003
Time: 3:29:00 PM
Remote Name: 208.7.213.239
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Comments
I tried posting a similar question on R.K, but I've gotten no answer so far [I guess I'm some- what of a pariah there <G>].
I have a chance of purchasing the model camera mentioned in the subject line for USD $179.00 (and no tax- it's at a military exchange). I wanted to know if this
camera is worth purchasing for kap use? I don't want to spend that much money on something that won't work very well.
I've found some listings online for Sony Cyber Shot cameras, but not the model I'm looking at.
Thanks in advance!!!
-Allan "Coast Guard Kiteman" {Ret.} Gaines North Carolina, USA
(back)

Re: QUESTION: Sony DSC-U20 Cyber Shot 2 MP Digital Camera Any Go...
From: Allan "Coast Guard Kiteman {Ret.}" Gaines
Date: 8/4/2003
Time: 3:12:42 PM
Remote Name: 208.7.212.41

Comments
A sincere [AND LATE] THANK YOU to both Yvan and Brooks for the replies. I purchased the camera and it works great on the ground. I also purchased an R/C
rig, but I haven't had ANY time to get a cradle assembled. I'll post more when I'm flying.
Thanks again!
-Allan "CGK{R}" Gaines North Carolina, USA
(back)

Re: QUESTION: Sony DSC-U20 Cyber Shot 2 MP Digital Camera Any Go...
From: Yvan
Date: 6/30/2003
Time: 9:18:24 PM
Remote Name: 213.177.142.22

Comments
Hello Allan,
I'm very fund of the Sony Cybershot series. I have a P9 and an S50. The P9 is a small and easy to use model, but one disadvantage is due to the compact model,
the small lens. The color quality of S50 (2mpix) is better than the P9 (4mpix). Unfortunately, they don't produce the S50 anymore. But if you wanna spent the
money, I think that the new DSC-V1 is a very good one... It's certainly one of my favorites for my next camera...
Two good dc test links... http://www.steves-digicams.com and http://www.imaging-resource.com
succes, Yvan
(back)

Re: QUESTION: Sony DSC-U20 Cyber Shot 2 MP Digital Camera Any Go...
From: brooks leffler
Date: 6/30/2003
Time: 3:50:18 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
I don't know the camera, but the online description of it sounds pretty good for KAP. 2mp is about minimum I'd recommend, but it should give you decent pix,
and it's nice and light so the rig could fly in lots of conditions a larger camera wouldn't. Price is good too. do it!
Regarding KAP questions on R.K -- I don't think I'm unusual, but I haven't looked there in years. Now you've found the place for KAP discussion. Welcome!
(back)

October KAP conference
From: Brooks Leffler kyteman@redshift.com
Date: 6/30/2003
Time: 12:28:27 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
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We're just three months away from KAPiCA/03, the second international KAP conference to be held in Pacific Grove, CA, October 15 - 19. Newcomers to this
discussion page are welcome to attend -- let me know by email if you'd like more info.
We have 36 registered participants from 5 countries as of today, with room for a few more, and there will be something of interest for newbies and pro KAPers
alike.
Mugwumps & Procrastinators: I need to make a commitment to Asilomar for space by July 15, so I would appreciate it if you would bite the bullet and let me
know if you really are going to come, and if so, please register and send your deposit.
(back)

Re: October KAP conference
From: David Hunt
Date: 6/30/2003
Time: 1:18:35 PM
Remote Name: 65.40.88.102

Comments
There aren't many chances for crass commercialism here on the KAP discussion pages, but I'll give it a try.
...but first, I was fortunate enough to be in attendance at KAPiCA/02 last fall and encourage those who didn't, but are thinking about attending KAPiCA/03, to
take the plunge. It will rejuvinate your KAP experience.
Now for the commercial part. I video taped all the speakers at KAPiCA/02 as well as much of the activities outside of the conference room. I plan to have
available for sale an 8 VHS tape or DVD set sometime prior to KAPiCA/03. It will include all the speakers and some of the outside activities (I couldn't be
everywhere at once). The price is yet to be determined, but I believe I can keep it under $60US, maybe even under $50US, thanks to an offer of a grant from The
Drachen Foundation who have also provided grants to defray some of the expenses for both KAPiCA/02 and /03. These are great folks at the Drachen Foundation
and we owe them a big thanks for their generosity in supporting these two conferences and the video documentation of KAPiCA/02.
As an extra incentive to attract attendees to KAPiCA/03, I am going to provide at least one complete set to be auctioned off at the conference.
David Hunt
editor, KAPER
owner EasternSky Video Productions
(back)

KAP with no wind . . .
From: Cary
Date: 6/29/2003
Time: 7:23:43 AM
Remote Name: 64.223.235.51

Comments
The January 1988 (Volume 3, no.1) issue of the KAPWA magazine has an article titled "Aerial Photography by Solar Kite" by Denis Mercier, Belfort, France.
The "kite" is made from 3 pieces of black polyethylene. Each piece is 5m x 5m and they are thermo-welded together into a geometrical shape that is then inflated
with air.
Solar power heats the internal air and the unit rises. I paraphrase the article poorly.
A solar powered blimp could be the answer for those blisteringly hot windless days when no real kite can get off the ground.
The article states that the material has a density of 28 grams per square metre. The total weigh of the "kite" is 2.2Kg. It has a diameter of 7 metres and a volume
of 40 cubic metres.
The article has a picture of Denis holding the inflated airborne blimp. It's about twice as tall as he is. It's huge. He mentions that the pull on the tether is very
light but that as it rises it picks up speed.
Has anyone experimented with solar blimps?
(back)

Dopero vs Delta vs Rokaku ?
From: Gilbert Dube (Montreal)
Date: 6/29/2003
Time: 6:43:01 AM
Remote Name: 24.201.59.64

Comments
Hi Everyone, When I fly my Delta (12ft) and the wind drop, the weight of my Rig make it glide down and I stay in control, but when I fly my Rokaku (9ft) and the
wind drop it's go down like a rock, with that in mind, and with your experience what can I expect from a Dopero when the wind drop ?
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Gilbert
PS: (Bonjour Brook)
(back)

Re: Dopero vs Delta vs Rokaku ?
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 6/29/2003
Time: 1:12:11 PM
Remote Name: 213.75.178.97

Comments
After having flown lots of Doperos I can say that the Dopero starts waving at you as the wind drops. If you react to that by slowly pulling the kite and rig down
the kite will go on flying because you generate a little "wind" by doing that. Like the Delta the Dopero tends to float on the last air movements. And it gives you
enough time to get your rig and kite down in a save way.
Peter
(back)

Re: Dopero vs Delta vs Rokaku ?
From: David Hunt
Date: 6/29/2003
Time: 6:53:52 AM
Remote Name: 65.40.88.102

Comments
The Dopero doesn't glide like a DC, but it does pull a little better than a Rok in light winds so their is a good chance your Dopero will still lift when a Rok would
start coming down. The Dopero also gives a warning to the flier when the wind is becoming too light for it to fly, it begins to yaw back and forth.
David Hunt
(back)

Vehicle assisted KAPing?
From: eldridge@graphics.stanford.edu
Date: 6/28/2003
Time: 3:50:51 PM
Remote Name: 12.234.228.160

Comments
Out of desperation on an utterly still day, a friend and I tried our hand at vehicle-assisted KAPing. Same idea as launching a glider -- you tow the kite up to
altitude from a car, except you then keep on towing. This immediately fixes any problems with lack of wind. Of course it helps if you have access to a lot of private
land where you can drive around as you see fit.
It's been a while, but the problems I remember having where:
1. once you get the kite up there if often more wind around than you realize. Since we weren't able to drive in a straight line continually, this meant the angle of
the wind was constantly changing relative to the kite, and could lead to some surprises when all of a sudden the effective air speed for the kite dropped
significantly.
2. changes in the vehicle speed lead to direct changes in the wind speed for the kite -- this is really just a variation on problem (1)
Any advice for a kite that would be particularly amenable to these sorts of conditions? I guess they'd be best described as gusty and variable winds.
(back)

Re: Vehicle assisted KAPing?
From: Carlo Didier
Date: 7/1/2003
Time: 10:58:32 PM
Remote Name: 194.154.218.196

Comments
Why use a vehicle in movement. If you have a pickup or other 4x4 with a power winch, you might use that. Of course, you couldn't use the steel cable, but maybe
you could replace it with a kite line. Or you could use Richards suggestion (see other posts in this thread) and fix the line to an anchor and put a pulley on the end
of you winchs' cable. So the winch, through its cable, would pull in the pulley which would pull the kite line. This would be a solution where you couldn't drive
your car (no open road).
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(back)

Re: Vehicle assisted KAPing?
From: Henry Jebe
Date: 7/1/2003
Time: 10:28:28 AM
Remote Name: 66.58.166.59

Comments
Hi, I guess it depends to some extent on what your intentions are, I have done a fair amount of KAP from water craft. It is very easy if someone you can trust is
driving/piloting the pulling device. Obviously, they have to be able to maintain a constant speed at your direction in the instance of a car which is capable of much
higher speeds, a convertable would be nice and a long deserted road. I have a friend who is restoring a 1929 Ford Model "A" Phaeton When it is finished, I hope
to be able to do some KAP from it showing it on an Alaska road (where we live). We do have a lot of roads where there are no power lines and at certain times,
little or no traffic. A little dust being kicked up by the car would make a really neat photo. If you have an appropriate roadway to KAP on and the right car and
friend, I think you would find this a gratifying photo if you can do it.
Henry
(back)

Re: Vehicle assisted KAPing?
From: Christian
Date: 6/30/2003
Time: 4:55:24 PM
Remote Name: 193.249.228.245

Comments
If you have enough space to fly the kite and to lift a rig, use a kite for light winds, such as large delta, or large rokkaku, or Dopero, or Crico, or any one you like.
But you have to expect the kite, and the rig to go down after a while. For this reason, I use a pulley attached to the further point down-wind, the kite is at the
opposite side of the field, at the furthest point up-wind, and I walk fast from the pulley to the kite direction, shot 2 or 3 pictures at the fulcrum; and when I am
under the rig, I let it going down smoothly, and recover the rig in my hands. Of course, the rig is a very light one. I really don't see the need for a car, a good kite
desn't need such speed. Why you don't try a bike? It will be easier and more convenient.
(back)

Re: Vehicle assisted KAPing?
From: David Hunt
Date: 6/30/2003
Time: 5:35:14 PM
Remote Name: 65.40.88.102

Comments
I think Christian has his "up-wind" and "down-wind" directions reversed, but his is a great idea for low or no-wind situations.
You could also use a car or bike to pull the rig into the air with his setup or by anchoring one end of the line to the ground then attaching the kite to a pulley on
the kite line. The other end of the kite line would be attached to the vehicle. This arrangement cuts the speed of the kite by half that of the vehicle, which could
help prevent over powering the kite. The setup Christian describes is a 1:1 ratio between the seed of the puller and the speed of the kite.
If you use a vehicle to pull in the setup described above you need a driver and a spotter or a mark on the ground to tell you when to stop the vehicle.
David Hunt
(back)

Re: Vehicle assisted KAPing?
From: Christian
Date: 7/1/2003
Time: 2:45:21 PM
Remote Name: 193.248.202.167

Comments
Thanks, David, you are absolutely correct. My apologizes.
(back)

Re: Vehicle assisted KAPing?
From: Richard Amirault
Date: 7/1/2003
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Time: 8:47:25 AM
Remote Name: 146.115.58.99

Comments
David wrote: "The setup Christian describes is a 1:1 ratio between the seed of the puller and the speed of the kite."
By using a pully in a different way you can get a mechanical dis-advantage that will make the kite move twice as fast as the puller. This technique was described
in an issue of The Aerial Eye (I forget what issue, sorry).
I'll try to explain .. you need to anchor the kite line to something around the middle of the flying field. The kite (and rig) are downwind at the edge of the field.
The flyer/puller HOLDS THE PULLEY in his hand (with the kite line running thru it) a short distance upwind of the anchor point.
So, we have (in order) the flyer with a pulley in hand. From the pulley a short line down to the anchor point and a long line out to the kite (both in the same
direction .. downwind .. from the flyer)
The flyer then runs up-wind holding the pulley. As he does the kite travels twice as fast as the puller (this also makes pulling twice as hard, sorry .. no free lunch).
The kite (and rig) will rise into the sky and gain alitude. At some point it will be at maximum height. If you continue to run the kite will loose altitude (because of
the shortend line) and eventually the kite (but before that, the rig) will be at the flyers hand.
I suppose you could substitute a vehicle for the tow person, but I wouldn't drive very fast for this.
Richard in Boston, MA, USA
ramirault@erols.com
(back)

Re: Vehicle assisted KAPing?
From: David Hunt
Date: 7/1/2003
Time: 11:22:11 AM
Remote Name: 65.40.88.102

Comments
The setup Richard describes is great for getting a speed advantage for a human powered effort. The Aerial Eye reference is 2:3 in an Article by Masami
Nakajima of Japan, who claims to have hand-pulled rigs to heights of 100m (300ft). To get the ~8mph you will need to lift most rigs you only have to move at
4mph which is a brisk walk, with Christians 1:1 set up you would have to move 8mph which is a run. Of course it sounds like Christian is using a special light rig
which means the relative wind that he has to generate is less than the ~8mph needed for a typical P&S RC rig with a light wind kite. All of this is assuming that
there is no other wind present.
The setup I described in the previous post would be for use with a powered vehicle where you were worried about over powering the kite such as with a car or
truck. Because of the way throttles on cars and trucks are designed it is easier to maintain speeds over 10mph than speeds under 10mph.
A bicycle is a great idea as well as an ATV. With either of these you could probably attach the line directly to the vehicle. The pulley could be used if the size of the
field was limited.
I must admit that I don't have personal experience with these "No Wind" techniques but it's something that I have plans to experiment with more. Does anyone
else besides Christian have experience with "No Wind" KAPing?
Like Henry mentions I think there are some great photo opprotunities using this technique that can not be had in windy conditions. A couple that come to mind
are; early morning ground fog, and the post-rain fog/mist that hangs in the trees along the sides of the hills in my area of the country, both of which exist in a near
zero wind environment.
David Hunt
http://www.kaper.kiteaerialphotography.net
(back)

Re: Vehicle assisted KAPing?
From: Christian
Date: 7/1/2003
Time: 3:01:50 PM
Remote Name: 193.248.202.167

Comments
My experience on kap in low wind or no wind conditions is limited to only 4 times until now. The rig used is the one I call "Sparrow", weights 460g, and the kite
is the Crico 3.6 You can see more on them on my web pages http://perso.wanadoo.fr/becot/ No need to have a sophisticated rig, with all orientations and video
because the time to shot pictures at the correct elevation and nice place, is really short!
(back)

Outback Australia Recommendations?
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From: eldridge@graphics.stanford.edu
Date: 6/28/2003
Time: 3:43:13 PM
Remote Name: 12.234.228.160

Comments
I'm going to be in the Australian Outback in August and I'm planning to take my KAP rig with me. The only kite I have is a 14' wingspan Delta-Conyne, and I'm
looking at picking up a second kite to take with me. My biggest complaint about the DC is that I generally can't seem to find enough wind to get it to go up and
stay up reliably. Looking at the weather for Alice Springs (middle of the Outback) it looks like finding any sort of wind could be an issue.
All that being said, any recommendations? From browsing the forum it sounds like the most obvious choice is a FlowForm 30 or perhaps a FlowForm 16.
(back)

Re: Outback Australia Recommendations?
From: rosswl@ihug.com.au
Date: 7/6/2003
Time: 4:34:21 AM
Remote Name: 203.109.249.136

Comments
I'll be out there in late July, slightly before you, covering Alice Springs and Uluru (Ayers Rock). As we are flying into Uluru I'm only taking soft kites for space
reasons(my ground based camera gear gets priority) but my suggestion would be to include a kite for very light wind conditions.
My last exeperience at Broken Hill a couple of months back was 3 days there and no wind - the type of kite did not come into consideration!! (and I had a car full
of kites as I was on the way back to Sydney from a South Australian Kite festival).
Ross L
(back)

Re: Outback Australia Recommendations?
From: David Hunt
Date: 6/29/2003
Time: 12:16:48 AM
Remote Name: 65.40.88.102

Comments
Light winds, the Dopero or even the Maxi-Dopero with light sticks. I've flown a Dopero when there was no apparent wind at ground level.
It is generally agreed that once the winds go below 6 mph (force 2 or 2.7m/s or 9.7k/h) you probably won't get any kite to lift a camera. Most will struggle with
keeping themselves aloft without any weight attached to the line.
Comparing the Dopero and the Flow Forms, a FF30 will struggle with a 2# rig with 6mph winds but if the winds are staying consistently above 6mph, averaging
say 8mph then the FF30 will lift a 2# rig easily. I usually donÝt use a FF16 until the winds stay above 10mph.
The advantage that the Dopero has over the Flow Forms in light winds is that the Dopero flies at a higher angle. If you study the graph on the KAPER ÝHow
Much Will My Kite Lift?Ý page http://www.fortunecity.com/marina/nelson/479/lifting_R.html you will see that kites that fly at higher angles need to exert less
pull to lift a rig to the same height. For an example; to lift a 2# rig 30 degrees, the Flow Form would need to exert a pull on the line of 6.5# to 10# (Flow Forms
typically fly at 40-45 degrees, the gray zone on the graph) Doperos fly at 60+ degrees, so if the Dopero was flying only at 60 degrees the Dopero would only need to
exert a pull of 3.5# to lift the 2# rig to 30 degrees. If the Dopero was pulling at the 6.5# to 10# mentioned above for the Flow Forms then the 2# rig would be lifted
to an angle between 47 to 57 degrees, which is higher than the Flow FormÝs typical flying angle.
Another advantage of the Dopero in light winds, besides the higher flying angle, is the fact that it is easier to launch a Dopero in light winds than a Flow Form.
Disadvantages of the Dopero are; more assembly time, a larger package when in storage, and you probably will not want to fly in winds much over 12mph. IÝve
flown a FF30 over 15mph many times but I donÝt like to because itÝs too much work.
Mr. "KPM",
David Hunt
(back)

Re: Outback Australia Recommendations?
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 6/29/2003
Time: 1:21:43 PM
Remote Name: 213.75.178.97

Comments
What can I say more in favour of the Dopero for these low wind conditions? Well, I would take a Maxi, the Dopero 125, with an ultra light frame (8 and 6 mm)
and a strong one (10 and 6 mm). That will lift your rig in almost any wind. (see http://dopero.kiteaerialphotography.net )
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Peter
P.S.: don't forget to show us your pictures (if any) after your trip. Thanks and Bon Voyage.
(back)

Re: Outback Australia Recommendations?
From: brooks
Date: 6/28/2003
Time: 11:08:55 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
I think you're better off with the D-C than you would be with a FlowForm, unless you've got winds of 8 - 10 mph up. The best kite in less wind than the D-C will
fly in would probably be a Dopero or large, light Rokkaku.
(back)

First "real" pics
From: Bill Mitchell
Date: 6/28/2003
Time: 1:02:19 PM
Remote Name: 24.52.55.254

Comments
Just uploaded the results from the first successful flight of the new r/c rig.
http://users.adelphia.net/~astronut/kap/rckap03.htm
Bill
(back)

Re: First "real" pics
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 6/28/2003
Time: 2:31:56 PM
Remote Name: 213.75.161.159

Comments
Congratulations! Nice pictures for the"first time.
Peter
(back)

my first experience with a blimp has been a failure
From: Julio
Date: 6/27/2003
Time: 4:56:02 AM
Remote Name: 80.58.16.107

Comments
I have proven with 8 globes instead of a great globe, towards much wind and before raising camara 7 exploded to me.
I do not know anything on comets, which is the is the best comet to begin?
Thanks to all for yours responses.
(back)

Re: my first experience with a blimp has been a failure
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 6/27/2003
Time: 2:54:11 PM
Remote Name: 213.75.186.7

Comments
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Hi Julio, I suppose you mean by "comet" a kite? If that is true a Sutton FlowForm #16 might be a good suggestion. It is not to expensive, it is good for KAP and if
you like to continu KAP it is a kite to have. Take a look at http://www.kapshop.com/flowform.html (site still under construction)
Peter
(back)

how to untie a Chain knot
From: Yvan
Date: 6/25/2003
Time: 9:16:13 PM
Remote Name: 213.177.142.102

Comments
Hi,
Last week, I discovered the benefits of a chain knot for quickly stowing picavet lines. But I have one small problem...is there a trick to untie the knot? Making the
knot is no problem, but I always get stuck for untying it. Normally a small pull is enough to untie the whole line but I always get stuck by the first knot. Tnx for
any help.
Yvan
(back)

Re: how to untie a Chain knot
From: Carlo Didier
Date: 6/26/2003
Time: 12:04:34 AM
Remote Name: 194.154.218.196

Comments
I had the same problem with chain knots at the beginning. Always a 50/50 chance of not getting it opened. The first thing is: you have to fix the end of the chainknot, with a small carabiner f.ex. You put the end of the line (usually, you have a loop or knot there, with a picavet, you will have to try something else) and the
last loop into the biner. To untie the knot, you take the last loop (only that) out and pull. That's it. Now, should you ever start the wrong way, here's a trick I get
from a german fellow kiter. It's difficult to describe, but once you tried it out a few times, it simply works. Having started the wrong way and thus "locked" the
chain, start at the end and look for the first loop from there (the last of the chain). Loosen it a bit and then do as if you would continue to build the chain. If you
do it right, the chain will open like magic. As I said, it's difficult to explain, but try it a few times, and it's very easy.
(back)

Re: how to untie a Chain knot
From: Yvan
Date: 6/26/2003
Time: 2:38:59 AM
Remote Name: 194.78.200.167

Comments
OK...tnx a lot Carlo, I check it out.
(back)

Re: how to untie a Chain knot
From: Simon
Date: 6/26/2003
Time: 2:48:02 AM
Remote Name: 194.247.83.243

Comments
don't forget the archive search function on this site, its great to read what's been said before. just type in "chain" and see what comes up!
http://arch.ced.berkeley.edu/kap/database/discussion/discuss_archive.asp
Simon
(back)

KAP question from a beginner....
From: Mark K
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Date: 6/23/2003
Time: 8:27:13 PM
Remote Name: 68.5.139.94

Comments
I've just finished building the inexpensive KAP rig that uses the viscous timer on David Hunt's site. I'm guessing that the whole rig including camera weighs 5-6
oz. (It's very light)
I'm using a 7ft delta kite made by Air Creations to lift the rig. I have the camera connected about 200ft under the kite and I have about 100 more feet of line from
the camera to me.
The wind is around 8-10MPH...
My problem: I can easily get the kite and rig into the air. However when the kite reaches the top of it's flying window, the lift provided by the kite drops and the
camera rig starts diving to the ground. The kite is still flying with no problem. The kite doesn't consistently provide lift to keep the rig in the air.
Is this an inherent problem with delta kites? Do I need a stronger wind (or is the kite too small)? Would a tail help?
Does moving the rig closer to the kite help? I haven't got a chance to try this yet...
So far, I got pictures of my feet, my chest and a picture from about 30 ft up... 24 more left on the roll... :)
Mark
(back)

Fingertips
From: Cris Benton
Date: 6/26/2003
Time: 3:05:44 PM
Remote Name: 64.142.12.44

Comments
Interesting thread.
While I cannot help to much with the errant delta (since I do not use a kite of this type) I did want to respond to SimonÝs evocative fingertips comment.
There is something magic indeed about a kite/camera system that is almost in equilibrium. In the late fall season in Yosemite Park an interesting phenomenon
occurs. Infant spiders spin a wisp of web and then climb aboard to float where the fates will take them. I have seen these webs floating up the face of a 2,000 foot
cliff and marveled at what must be a mechanism to distribute spider offspring to new ranges (something Claudia and I are engaging at this very moment). I bring
up these floating spiders because twice in the last few weeks my Rokkaku and camera cradle have combined to form a system that has flown virtually
independent of ground connection for minutes at a time. It is really a hoot when this happens.
By independent flight I mean that the line connecting kite and camera cradle is taunt, the kite is lazily wandering overhead with its sail in a near horizontal
position, and the line from camera cradle to kite flyer is completely slack. And I really mean slack here Ý you can shake the line connecting you to the camera
cradle and it forms large oscillating S shapes in the air. It will fall to the ground before you and lay there. All the while the mass of the camera cradle seems to be
doing a pretty good job of flying the kite and they wander around the sky together like a spider floating on its web in the Sierra Nevada.
This condition provides a magical kite flying experience, a God is in his heaven sort of moment. But it is not for the faint at heart, or the neophyte. When
anything close to it happened in my early KAP days I would (metaphorically) throw my arms up in despair and run in confused circles.
I Ýve attached a couple of images illustrating an instance of slack-line KAPing.
http://arch.ced.berkeley.edu/kap/2003_images/slack1.jpg
show a view of the Lawrence Hall of Science taken while the kite was being flown by the camera cradle. I am on the extreme right edge of the image and you can
see the kite line leading down to a point short of where I stand.
http://arch.ced.berkeley.edu/kap/2003_images/slack2.jpg
shows a closeup of where I was standing. I have outlined the line spools position of the ground and line laid on the ground in yellow. I very much follow SimonÝs
advice of spooling line ot the ground and dragging it about with me as necessary. The blue line approximates the airborne segment of kite line. While I am
entertained by this moment of equilibrium I do keep the slack line on a short leash (in other words my hand near the active part of the line) so I can exercise
control by inhauling should that become necessary.
Cheers,
Cris
(back)

Re: KAP question from a beginner....
From: Carlo Didier
Date: 6/24/2003
Time: 1:16:59 AM
Remote Name: 194.154.218.196
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Comments
Hi! I can't see what you mean by the top of the flying window. There is no such thing with single-line kites. If you have a good traction until the kite gets to a
certain heigth and then the traction drops, this means that at that heigth, there is less wind. Remember that usually, the speed and even direction, of the wind
change at different heigths. Just keep your kite lower and you will keep your traction. Try to fly the kite into that zone without the rig attached. You will probably
notice the same drop in traction. Another possibility could be that the angle of your kite is bad. Although with a delta, you can't do much wrong, if you have the
possibility, try a different flying angle.
(back)

Re: KAP question from a beginner....
From: craig
Date: 6/24/2003
Time: 6:09:31 AM
Remote Name: 204.147.0.250

Comments
My thoughts on this particular situation is that the kiteis too small. It will lift the load until the line is tight and then the wind load on the camera and the camera
weight changes the angle of attack on the kite and the 7 foot delta cannot overcome this and its nose is pointed down. Try a larger kite.
(back)

Re: KAP question from a beginner....
From: brooks
Date: 6/24/2003
Time: 9:08:17 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
Sounds to me like the good old delta overfly problem. When a delta (and to a lesser degree, certain other kites) is up and the wind drops a bit, the kite becomes a
glider and coasts towards you, even over your head if the wind drops enough. There is no lift on the line at all under those conditions -- I've dropped a camera in
the bay that way, hauling like crazy on the line.
Craig and I disagree on deltas -- he never seems to have this problem, BUT he uses 18 to 20 ft kites with 100 ft tails! I think a kite that flies more against the wind
instead of on top of it is the best solution: a rokkaku, FlowForm, small parafoil, Conyne/French military would be better choices -- but you'll still need enough
wind to fly them too.
IMNSHO, your delta should be big enough to lift such a light rig if the wind is steady -- but it sounds like you're running out of wind aloft. Try again another
day!
(back)

Re: KAP question from a beginner....
From: Mark K
Date: 6/24/2003
Time: 4:58:51 PM
Remote Name: 68.5.139.94

Comments
Thanks for the comments!
I was flying the kite again today. The winds were a little shifty and erratic so I didn't put the camera rig on the line. Brooks described my kite's flight
characteristics perfectly. It would sail high (sometimes vertical with 920 ft of line) then it would stall and have to recatch the wind. During this stall period, the
line would be slack or very lightly loaded.
I'm going to bring the kite to the beach this weekend and see how the kite and rig does there.
What I need is a good ole Southern California Santana Wind to solve any lack of wind problem. :)
Mark
(back)

Re: KAP question from a beginner....
From: Simon Harbord
Date: 6/25/2003
Time: 2:42:59 AM
Remote Name: 195.92.194.16

Comments
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I don't believe in tails on deltas but.... one way I've found to stop deltas overflying is to put a small tail on, not for stability, simply to provide just enough drag to
keep the angle of attack right and stop the kite flying too steep. That'll keep it on the wind better. Only a small tail though.
Simon
(back)

Re: KAP question from a beginner....
From: Craig
Date: 6/25/2003
Time: 8:40:41 AM
Remote Name: 204.147.0.250

Comments
Yes I am a big fan of Deltas as Brooks points out. And yes he saw me use a big tail a few times- but it is actually rare that I use a 100 foot tail. Sometimes a short
fuzzy and many times no tail. I still say that a 7 foot delta is not big enough to be used for KAP. I am a fan of analogy so follow this logic. Would you use a
volkswagon beattle to pull a 2000 lb trailer? No you would not. not because it cannot physically pull 2000 pounds but because it may not be able to stop 2000
pounds when the trailer blows a tire or goes out of control. Part of KAP control is not just in having enough power to lift the rig but in having enough mass to
overpower any action the camera will input into the system. That is not to say that the lift generated by the kite must be great it is that the ratio of kite to load is
better and safer when the kite has the advantage.
(back)

Re: KAP question from a beginner....too little kite?
From: Simon Harbord
Date: 6/25/2003
Time: 11:49:49 AM
Remote Name: 195.92.194.14

Comments
One of the pleasures of using an underpowered kite is for low level KAP over flat features like archaealogical sites. It works best with a short picavet, a light rig,
and line on the ground rather than on the reel. Its about balancing the kite and wind, drawing the rig back to the hand in lulls, letting it go out again when the
breeze fills, the delta is way up in the breeze and the rig suspended 20-30 feet up, totally in balance. The kite line held between two fingertips. It's a lovely way to
KAP, but not a technique for starting out. Certainly not a technique for over buildings. Just one occasion when the Volkswagen can be a nice way to go!
Simon
(back)

Re: KAP question from a beginner....too little kite?
From: Dave Mitchell
Date: 6/30/2003
Time: 10:18:19 AM
Remote Name: 80.177.153.149

Comments
While I agree totally with all that Simon has said here, I do have a related question about technique.
When the wind falters and the kite starts dropping, I can cope well until the point where I've had to pull in line to where the rig is near at hand. At that point I
never know whether to quickly detach it from the line or leave it attached and move my hands to the line the other side.
If I leave it attached, more often than not when the wind blows up again I discover the picavet lines, hangups and kite line are tangled. If I've detach it, then
hooking it back on is never that simple either.
Perhaps this is where Simon's attachment method comes into its own?
Dave
(back)

Re: KAP question from a beginner....too little kite?
From: Simon Harbord
Date: 6/30/2003
Time: 10:52:33 AM
Remote Name: 195.92.194.16

Comments
Certainly the short Picavet and hosepipe fastening means you can attach and remove the rig in a couple of seconds while holding the line or reel, but it isn't the
best approach for all, its well suited to the situation you mention, but a short picavet may not be as stable as a long one and images may suffer as a result, so I'm
told....
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Simon
(back)

Re: KAP question from a beginner....too little kite?
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 6/25/2003
Time: 1:21:55 PM
Remote Name: 213.75.176.47

Comments
That's my kind of stuff. But I use my SUL Maxi Dopero for it, in near to no wind at all. Or an Open Vent Keel delta that I normally fly in a train. That's how I did
this one: http://www.holthees-smakt.nl .
Peter
(back)

Re: KAP question from a beginner....too little kite?
From: Craig
Date: 6/26/2003
Time: 6:34:55 AM
Remote Name: 204.147.0.250

Comments
To re-state my point just a bit. I am all about using just enough lift to float the camera over a scene. Selecting a kite with the minimum pull to do the job and
holding everything with finger tips is a wonderful unmatched feeling. But for a beginner with untested kites and inexperience lifting loads having a kite that is
going to control the load is an advantage. Peter your Dopero is very light and can lift in almost no wind but its size means that it will not be overpowered by a
wayward camera swing or having the camera lifted too quickly and have momentum carry it over the balance point. My point is not at all about overpowering
lift. My point is about maintaining mechanical advantage over the load. That is about leverage and controlling the leverage a load can generate on the tow
vehicle. A large kite with equal lift to a small kite will experience much less effects from load shifts.
(back)

Re: KAP question from a beginner....too little kite?
From: Simon
Date: 6/26/2003
Time: 8:54:20 AM
Remote Name: 194.247.83.243

Comments
Sounds like us KAPpers violently agreeing with each other! Certainly the minimal lift thing is not easy flying but it is hugely satisfying. For starts I'd be going for
a 9 or 10 foot delta or DC rather than a seven footer.
(back)

Re: KAP question from a beginner....too little kite?
From: David Hunt
Date: 6/26/2003
Time: 10:42:37 AM
Remote Name: 65.40.88.102

Comments
I think the point that Craig is missing is that this rig only weighs 5 ounces!!! That's total weight suspended from the line. A 7' Delta is more than enough. I have
flown the Cheap KAP Rig design on a 3' Delta with power to spare.
I think Brooks pegged your problem as one of over flying. I've never tried this with deltas, maybe someone else can shed more light, but I have seen a suggestion
of moving the kite line attachment point back creating a greater angle of attack and causing the kite to fly at lower angles. Anyone tried this?
David Hunt
(back)

Re: KAP question from a beginner....too little kite?
From: Richard Amirault
Date: 6/27/2003
Time: 8:49:39 AM
Remote Name: 146.115.58.99
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Comments
Many deltas have such an arrangement already, or it can be easily added to most any delta. Usually the "standard" tow point for a delta is the tip of the keel.
Some deltas also have grommet holes "forward" and "rearward" of the point on the keel.
The hole closest to the nose is used in high winds to flatten out the angle of attack and the hole closest to the tail is used to increast the angle of attack to grab
more air in low wind conditions.
Richard Amirault, Boston, MA, USA ramirault@erols.com N1JDU
(back)

Aerialphotography from a blimp
From: julio
Date: 6/23/2003
Time: 11:37:38 AM
Remote Name: 80.58.16.107

Comments
Someone have any experience making photos with a helium blimp? and, someone can tell me how is possible to make a 360 panorama from a kite, i think is very
difficult estabilize the camera, i want to make 360 panoramas from a blimp, Is possible?
Thanks a lot and sorry by my poor english.
(back)

Re: Aerialphotography from a blimp
From: Toni
Date: 6/27/2003
Time: 11:49:15 AM
Remote Name: 62.174.157.180

Comments
Hola Julio. Hablas espaÝol? CatalÝn? Si necesitas ayuda sobre tipos de cometas, puedo darte algun consejo. Yo llevo un aÝo mas o menos en todo esto de la
fotografia aerea y puedo explicarte alguna cosilla al respecto. Un saludo y buenos vientos :-)
bolaset@yahoo.es
(back)

Re: Aerialphotography from a blimp
From: Jan
Date: 6/24/2003
Time: 6:34:37 AM
Remote Name: 62.253.96.4

Comments
Done it once: a while ago there was a tall-ship event in Aberdeen (Scotland) and I was desperate to have some pictures.. However, trying to launch your kite inbetween all those masts, wasnÝt a good idea at the time. However, there was a blimp in the harbour, used for advertising! My good friend Simon and I talked
with the guy supervising the blimp (donÝt ask..) and he agreed to bring it down, have our cameras attached and let it go up again. Results were a bit
disappointing: wind was strong, but more importantly, you canÝt walk around with the blimp to position the camera properly.
Simon has worked with blimps in the past: he used to own one, carried around partly inflated in a horse trailer, but I let him tell you his experiences first hand.
I would stick to the kite(s) !!
Jan ;-)
(back)

Re: Aerialphotography from a blimp
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 6/23/2003
Time: 3:06:49 PM
Remote Name: 213.75.181.18

Comments
For blimps see: http://www.dolphinazur.nl/cgi-bin/links/jump.cgi?ID=707
For panorama see: http://www.dolphinazur.nl/cgi-bin/links/jump.cgi?ID=851 and http://www.philohome.com
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Peter http://www.kiteaerialphotography.net
(back)

Re: Aerialphotography from a blimp
From: Julio
Date: 6/23/2003
Time: 5:33:02 PM
Remote Name: 213.60.240.19

Comments
Thanks a lot Peter. i will try to make a 360 pano with a blimp.
wish me good luckÝ
Thanks again your links have been very useful for me.
I am going to visit all the days this web.
Julio. render@valdeorras.com
(back)

Re: Aerialphotography from a blimp
From: Simon Harbord
Date: 6/25/2003
Time: 2:36:24 AM
Remote Name: 195.92.194.16

Comments
Here's the article I always point people to when they ask about blimps. It is very typical of what can happen.
http://www.chemistry.drexel.edu/research/Atmochemistry/xmas/essays/balloon.html
cheers Simon
(back)

Re: Aerialphotography from a blimp
From: brooks
Date: 6/25/2003
Time: 9:33:31 AM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
Simon's link is one of those stories that is very funny in hindsight, but pretty scary when it's happening. That's a classic, Simon.
Someone once pointed out that the big difference between a kite and a blimp is that a blimp will fly out & lower when the wind increases, whereas a kite will fly
higher (up to a point).
Seems to me that a blimp is useful in a very narrow set of circumstances: no wind, and/or the presence of surrounding obstructions which make it impossible to
launch a kite. If there's any significant wind, it seems to me, leave the blimp on the ground.
(back)

Re: Aerialphotography from a blimp
From: Yvan
Date: 6/25/2003
Time: 9:07:20 PM
Remote Name: 213.177.142.102

Comments
http://www.globalview.be Here's a site of a guy in Belgium that uses aerial photography as profession. Sorry but the site is in French. But if you ask me, I prefer a
flowform and a bike, for kaping.
Good luck,
Yvan.
(back)
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KAP entry in encyclopedia
From: Glenn Nelson
Date: 6/17/2003
Time: 2:57:51 PM
Remote Name: 63.116.4.68

Comments
The only entry in the massive online encyclopedia, www.wikipedia.org for "kite aerial photography" is here, Cris Benton's site.
(back)

Re: KAP entry in encyclopedia
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 6/18/2003
Time: 2:06:06 PM
Remote Name: 213.75.166.66

Comments
There are 2 entries now!
Peter
(back)

dopero spars?
From: Brian
Date: 6/17/2003
Time: 10:02:36 AM
Remote Name: 132.250.182.173

Comments
Hi AllFor those who have made doperos, what have you done to get the really large span at such spar sizes (12 or 14mm)? The two primary sources I've found on the
web (kitebuilder.com and hang 'em high fabrics) sell spars that will need a joint (ferrule?), but I couldn't find the right size ferrule. What are others doing? Any
other recommendations for the dopero-maker?
Thanks.
(back)

Re: dopero spars?
From: Henry Jebe
Date: 6/20/2003
Time: 9:28:14 AM
Remote Name: 66.58.166.59

Comments
Hi Brian, I built a 15 foot Dopero using carbon spars from Hang-em-High. I bought pultruded 8s, 10s & 12s - at the time I got them, they didn't have (or
recommend) internal ferrules. I used the external ones they had, I still had a little breakage problems, but overcame them by wrapping the ends with fairly heavy
nylon thread and epoxying the thread. This keeps the ends from trying to broom out and would make internal ferrules work quite well. If you have ever made
your own fishing pole, you should have no problem making this wrap. It takes a bit more time than taping, but looks nice and is quite strong.
Henry
(back)

Re: dopero spars?
From: David Hunt
Date: 6/17/2003
Time: 2:08:26 PM
Remote Name: 65.40.88.102

Comments
I have a Dopero made by Peter Bults. The two horizontal spars are in three sections of equal length, the middle section has a ferrel on each which the outer 2
sections slip into. The verticle spars are in 2 sections of equal lenght with one ferrel.
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The horizontal spars are thicker than the verticle. Can't remember the sizes off hand mybe Peter will take it from here.
David Hunt
editor, http://www.kaper.kiteaerialphotography.net
As far as I know no one makes spar material that is much longer than 54 inches and most of it is shorter. Besides storing the kite is easier if you can take the spars
apart and place everything in a shorter bag.
(back)

Re: dopero spars?
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 6/17/2003
Time: 1:59:53 PM
Remote Name: 213.75.184.36

Comments
If you would like to make Maxi Dopero (Dopero 125) with glassfibre spars 14 mm is good for the upper spreader. For the rest of the frame use 12mm. This will
make it a heavy-duty kite. If you plan to make a Dopero 100, 12 and 10 mm or even 10 and 8 mm will do the job. The Dopero is at its best in low winds. So make
the kite as light as posible and consider carbon for the frame. In that case use 10 and 8 mm or even 8 and 6 mm. See for more info:
http://dopero.kiteaerialphotography.net . Let me know if you can't find the spars, ferrules, nocks and ... And other questions are always welcome.
Peter
(back)

Re: dopero spars?
From: Brian
Date: 6/17/2003
Time: 2:45:56 PM
Remote Name: 68.100.97.246

Comments
Thanks for the info. I decided to try the dopero primarily because of the low wind capability. I've never built a kite this big, so thanks for the help.
I've found 60" carbon fiber rods (hang 'em high fabrics in Richmond, VA). They've got 8, 10, and 12mm sizes at 60" length, and internal carbon ferrules for up to
the 10mm size. As David Hunt mentioned in another reply, being able to assemble/disassemble the beast is an issue I'm thinking about.
If I build the frame out of carbon fiber, and I build the 125 size (maxi-dopero), are you saying the 10mm and 8mm spars will be big enough? Is 3/4 oz. ripstop
appropriate here?
I've got a slightly older Nikon 995 digital camera that I'm willing to send up the line. It's got the half-swivel body design, which I'm curious to see what I can do
with as far as a rig goes. But it's pretty heavy by itself, so hence the dopero.
Thanks again.
(back)

Re: dopero spars?
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 6/18/2003
Time: 1:55:58 PM
Remote Name: 213.75.166.66

Comments
Hi Brain,
The Dopero I use most of the time is the Maxi with an 8 mm upper spreader and the rest of the frame is only 6mm. The fabric is Icarex, only 31 gr/m2 (is that 0.5
oz?). The kite weighs 750 gr for an area of 6.75 m2 (sorry for the metric). It is now 7 years old and shows that it has been used, has met with trees and fences and
was flown in winds up to 4 Bft. That was the limit: the ferrules of the upper spreader were bend but nothing broke. It still carries my rigs in less wind than any
other of my kites.
I have my doubts on internal ferrules. I don't feel happy with them. But if your supplier "garanties" them together with the spars, who am I to say otherwise.
Most people are not as happy with the 8/6 mm frame as I am. They prefer something a bit stronger (and heavier). Most Maxi Doperos I've build are fitted with a
10/8 mm carbon frame.
I think there might be someone that might want to sell his 10/8 mm frame and have it replaced by an 8/6 mm one. Let me know if you're interested.
Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
(back)
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Re: dopero spars?
From: Carl Bigras
Date: 6/19/2003
Time: 7:20:28 AM
Remote Name: 198.103.196.130

Comments
I have broken at least 5 Avia 9.5mm carbon spars (upper spreader) on my 3.35m Dopero. They split lenght wise in >10Km/h winds. Obviously, these are the
wrong type of spars to use. Are wrapped carbon tubes better in this case as opposed to pultruded ones?
Carl
(back)

Re: dopero spars?
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 6/19/2003
Time: 10:41:15 AM
Remote Name: 213.75.177.173

Comments
Hi Carl,
I didn't say I'd never had a broken spar, did I? I sure did brake some, but not in fleight. Only on starts & landings. And then most of them on unintended
landings.
I use pultruded spars. Wrapped ones should be stronger and more expensive.
So, I take the risk of braking a spar on landing in favour of having a light kite and be able to KAP in very light winds.
Peter
(back)

Re: dopero spars?
From: Brooks kyteman@redshift.com
Date: 6/19/2003
Time: 12:19:08 PM
Remote Name: 207.177.231.5

Comments
On my own Dopero (standard 100 size), I spent more than I might have on spars, but I'm quite pleased with the result, and it flies well in <6mph to maybe 12mph
(though I get a bit freaked out when it blows that hard).
I got all my spar material from Kite Studio in PA. Longerons (vertical spars) are .2400 pultruded graphite in three sections with external ferrules. Spreaders are
identical to each other except for slight difference in length: Center section is ProSpar 19L, which is .352 OD x 54" in its raw form, costing about $10 per stick.
Outer sections are tapered Avia Ultralight Long (40"), about $9.00 each. I connected all this with internal composite ferrules and wrapped a short piece of tape
around the spar ends.
On the two I've built for others, I haven't used the tapered spreaders, sticking with the ProSpar all the way.
The only time I had breakage was when I used .2400 pultruded graphite with external metal ferrules for all spars. I had a clumsy launch helper who didn't let go
of the kite when I asked him to, and the upper spreader snapped at the ferrule.
This way I've got a kite that will collapse to just over a meter long and will lift my 2-lb rig in quite light air.
(back)

Re: dopero spars?
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 6/17/2003
Time: 1:59:27 PM
Remote Name: 213.75.184.36

Comments
If you would like to make Maxi Dopero (Dopero 125) with glassfibre spars 14 mm is good for the upper spreader. For the rest of the frame use 12mm. This will
make it a heavy-duty kite. If you plan to make a Dopero 100, 12 and 10 mm or even 10 and 8 mm will do the job. The Dopero is at its best in low winds. So make
the kite as light as posible and consider carbon for the frame. In that case use 10 and 8 mm or even 8 and 6 mm. See for more info:
http://dopero/kiteaerialphotography.net . Let me know if you can't find the spars, ferrules, nocks and ... And other questions are always welcome.
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Peter
(back)

Connecting 2 100mtr lines
From: Demax
Date: 6/14/2003
Time: 1:22:39 AM
Remote Name: 213.177.142.115

Comments
Hi all,
I'm pretty new in kaping and I have a question about connecting lines. My shopkeeper told me that it's not advisable to connect lines. But he only sells lines of 100
mtr.
I like to go app 175mtrs with my kite and therefore I like to ask it here, cause I saw that there 're a lot of experienced kapers here...
Thanks in advance for reply
Demax.
(back)

Re: Connecting 2 100mtr lines
From: Carlo Didier
Date: 6/15/2003
Time: 11:24:06 PM
Remote Name: 194.154.218.196

Comments
Hi! I simply put a loop at the ends of my lines and hook them together with larks' heads. In fact, I do this for my single-line kites, but for KAP I have long lines
which I don't need to put together. But did anybody try this: simply make two interweaved figure-8 knots and put simple overhand knots at the ends of the lines
to prevent them from slipping through. I'm told that this method does practically not reduce line strength.
(back)

Re: Connecting 2 100mtr lines
From: Richard Amirault
Date: 6/15/2003
Time: 9:02:54 AM
Remote Name: 208.59.181.24

Comments
Is that 175 meters high??<p>If it is then you'll likely need three sets of 100 to get up that high.<p>Richard in Boston, MA, USA
(back)

Re: Connecting 2 100mtr lines
From: Brooks Leffler kyteman@redshift.com
Date: 6/14/2003
Time: 9:53:45 AM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.171

Comments
I use the Fisherman's Knot, but I just found this one, which is the same idea embellished a bit: http://www.une.edu.au/~unemc/dbfish.htm
(back)

Re: Connecting 2 100mtr lines
From:
Date: 6/14/2003
Time: 10:35:28 AM
Remote Name: 80.236.133.35

Comments
This knot looks very solid mr.Brooks, thank you. But do you know if it reduces the strength of the line ?
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Demax.
(back)

Re: Connecting 2 100mtr lines
From: Frank Louwers (frank.louwers@altina.cx)
Date: 6/14/2003
Time: 3:26:41 PM
Remote Name: 194.78.199.68

Comments
Hi Demax, and Brooks
The fishermans' knot (and fishermans' double knot) is one of the stronger knots (I saw a figure of 70-80% of rope strength). Some say that the blood knot is even
stronger, it is certainly more streamlined, that is why line fishermen use it (also because you can tie it also in very slippery line). You can find it here:
http://www.ultimauk.com/pages/knots.html and here you can see a video of it being tied: http://www.piscatorialpursuits.com/videosteach.htm
Best regards,
Frank Louwers (Belgium) www.altina.cx
(back)

Re: Connecting two 100mtr lines
From: Christian
Date: 6/14/2003
Time: 4:43:49 PM
Remote Name: 193.250.37.32

Comments
Yes, the fisherman's knot is one of the best, and I have always use this one since I was young and green, and have never broke one! My knot book says it reach
65% of line strengh, and it is the best figure of all knots in the same book. The double fisherman's knot is only necessary on very slippery lines. But, why don't
you try to get a nice reel of polyamid or polyester line long enough?
(back)

Re: Connecting two 100mtr lines
From: Brooks kyteman@redshift.com
Date: 6/15/2003
Time: 9:47:49 AM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.150

Comments
I would concur with Christian: find another supplier, and get a line of adequate length. If you're in Europe, Christian can tell you where, if you can't find it on the
web. If in USA, email me and I'll point you the right direction.
(back)

Re: Connecting two 100mtr lines
From: Ralf Beutnagel
Date: 6/16/2003
Time: 2:25:37 PM
Remote Name: 62.158.3.122

Comments
Yes, Brooks does know the right way for long kite lines in Germany and there will be some Germans at KAPiCA. Just ask if you need something from
Germany..... Ralf
(back)

Site of the book "Understanding the Earth"
From: Yvan.
Date: 6/13/2003
Time: 1:46:44 AM
Remote Name: 194.78.200.167

Comments
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Everyday a new aerial picture...checkt it out.
http://www.yannarthusbertrand.com/us/dayphoto/index.htm
(back)

Digital camera with time lapse?
From: chad@windmeadow.com
Date: 6/11/2003
Time: 8:40:45 PM
Remote Name: 24.123.99.142

Comments
Does anyone know of a digital camera that does time lapse? The only ones I have seen with time lapse are the high end cameras.
I want to go the lazy route and just have the camera take a picture every 60 seconds.
thanks chad
(back)

Re: Digital camera with time lapse?
From:
Date: 1/27/2005 Time: 1:18:46 PM
Remote Name: 68.53.148.184

Comments
The Nikon Coolpix series cameras not only do time lapse, they make them into an mpeg so you can preview them! it's a really amazing deal. They're pricey but
still in the consumer range.
(back)

Re: Digital camera with time lapse?
From:
Date: 4/12/2004
Time: 7:12:47 AM
Remote Name: 63.145.28.66

Comments
nikon 5400 has time lapse with preset intervals of 30s, 1m, 60 m etc
(back)

Re: Digital camera with time lapse?
From: ae4mk@cox.net
Date: 12/29/2003
Time: 2:02:29 PM
Remote Name: 63.167.71.135

Comments
The older model Kodak 260 camera does. I used it to take my first KAPs. http://members.cox.net/jchamberlain4/kap/ Jay
(back)

Re: Digital camera with time lapse?
From: kai
Date: 11/13/2003
Time: 9:41:14 AM
Remote Name: 149.157.192.250

Comments
the canon s45, s50 have time-lapse of some kind (not really low cost cams though). there are probably others. check out buying guide on www.dpreview.com
(back)

Re: Digital camera with time lapse?
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From: Scott Haefner
Date: 6/11/2003
Time: 10:13:35 PM
Remote Name: 216.100.134.102

Comments
You can plug the Digisnap into many digital cameras...it is programmable to take pics at any interval you choose.
http://www.harbortronics.com
Scott
(back)

Re: Digital camera with time lapse?
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 6/13/2003
Time: 3:32:54 PM
Remote Name: 213.75.161.190

Comments
Yes, the DigiSnap works great with a Coolpix 885 and up. You can "fire" it with the R/C-switch by http://www.rc-flysoft.com/ from your remote control (this
switch fits within the DigiSnap. Great!) or use the cheap remote door-bell as suggested by Becot. Peter
http://www.kieaerialphotography.net
(back)

My first full 360 pano
From: Yvan
Date: 6/10/2003
Time: 2:24:40 PM
Remote Name: 80.236.133.37

Comments
Whoohoo... I created my first full aerial 360 Pano...
(yes Scott, I did it as you described on your "beautifull" site (Philo's method))
If you wanna see the result... check http://www.birdseye.be/360
(tnx again Brooks for the advice about the Flowform...it lifts the 2lb rig whithout problems at 3 Bft.)
Greetz. Yvan.
(back)

Re: My first full 360 pano
From: Carlo Didier
Date: 6/11/2003
Time: 12:26:34 AM
Remote Name: 194.154.218.196

Comments
Great shot! Bon travail!
(back)

Re: My first full 360 pano
From: David Hunt
Date: 6/10/2003
Time: 8:12:46 PM
Remote Name: 69.34.124.25

Comments
Interesting lens flare and sun washout effect how did you add that to the pano?
David Hunt
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(back)

Re: My first full 360 pano
From: Yvan
Date: 6/11/2003
Time: 1:11:27 AM
Remote Name: 194.78.200.167

Comments
That effect is set in the 360 plugin David...it has nothing to do with the picture itself...You can see another effect in the "cyber version"
For more info about the plugin...check www.immervision.com btw...it's free.
(back)

Re: Congrats!
From: Scott Haefner
Date: 6/11/2003
Time: 10:11:52 PM
Remote Name: 216.100.134.102

Comments
Yvan,
Glad that you were successful! And I love the "intro image" looking up at the flowform kite with your picavet in the foreground.
Why did you use ImmerVision instead of PTViewer for the Java viewer? Is it because of the special effects, or is there something else?
Also, which camera did you use?
Scott
(back)

Re: Congrats!
From: Yvan
Date: 6/11/2003
Time: 11:52:26 PM
Remote Name: 213.177.142.18

Comments
Hi Scott,
It's always fine to get a compliment of the pro's ;) ...and I admire your work a lot !
I use Immervision cause I like it more than PTviewer...The eye candy is one thing, but especially the posibility to add the lens flares gives an extra depth to the
images. Ther're working now an a complete (Open source I think) new version and they're asking everybody to give as much feedback as posible which parts to
add extra in their software.
I use two camera's...for the 360's a Sony Cybershot s50...it's an old 2.1 Mpix camera, but the colors are very good, and it's the only camera where my fisheye lens
fits on.
My other camera is a Sony Dsc P9 of 4Mpix. It's a small compact camera but the picture quality is a bit poor, I think due to the small lens.
(back)

Re: My first full 360 pano - inspired flight of fantasy...
From: Simon Harbord
Date: 6/11/2003
Time: 4:46:17 AM
Remote Name: 194.247.83.243

Comments
Really interesting result, and the cyber version is well,....cool. It got me to thinking about something I've always wanted to implement on my website, a KAP
"game" for beginners and experienced KAPpers alike. Seeing the cyber pic made me think of it all over again. Imagine a 360 bubble pano shot over a townscape
or really interesting location full of photogenic detail. Add to it a series of java driven tools that allow you to simulate wind gustiness, rig stability, lens focal
length, control responsiveness etc etc. Then the challenge is to take a cyber KAP shot of particular targets.When you press the shutter button, it clips the result
into a separate window.
In essence it would be a KAP simulator, I'd play with it for hours, playing with the variables. Almost a training and rig optimising tool. Any Java gurus want to
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take up the challenge - please, please?
Simon
(back)

Re: My first full 360 pano - inspired flight of fantasy...
From: Carlo Didier
Date: 6/12/2003
Time: 6:31:22 AM
Remote Name: 194.154.218.196

Comments
Keep on dreamin', Simon! Imagine all the real KAP pictures you could take during the time needed to develop such a simulator ...
(back)

hyperactive servo
From: Bill Mitchell
Date: 6/10/2003
Time: 12:22:01 PM
Remote Name: 205.161.145.44

Comments
Greetings, I have a problem with my new r/c rig and I was hoping to receive some guidance from the pro's. I use a Futaba Skysport 4VF, two micro 3101's and
one 3003 servo modified for the 360 degree rotation and geared down 4:1. I used David Hunt's very well documented "Method 4" conversion
http://www.fortunecity.com/marina/nelson/479 where you slice the stop tabs and drill out the final drive gear. My problem is that the servo doesn't like to remain
stationary. I can adjust the trim until it stops, but once I move it and the stick returns to center it will act as though the trim was bumped and it begins turning
really slow. At which time I have to adjust the trim again. This whole cycle repeats itself and it will rarely remain stationary. Is this normal? It's almost like an
interference problem but I've tried it at many locations. Including out in the middle of nowhere while canoeing. Although this won't keep me grounded, I can't
imagine this being tolerated in R/C airplanes. Here are some pics http://users.adelphia.net/~astronut/kap/rckap.htm Sorry so long... Thanks in advance.
(back)

Re: hyperactive servo
From: Bill
Date: 6/11/2003
Time: 11:23:53 AM
Remote Name: 205.161.145.44

Comments
Thank you everyone!
I'm not all that eager to tear apart the Xmitter just yet as I plan on using it for a battlebot some day.
Brooks, I see what you mean with the trimmer and I'm assuming this is also described by David Hunt in his 'Method 3'. When you say 'put a stop on the
xmitter's trim adjustment' do you mean basically not using it? Like push it to one side, duct tape it there and adjust the servo cermet to neutral?
Thanks
(back)

Re: hyperactive servo
From: brooks
Date: 6/12/2003
Time: 9:43:45 AM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.42

Comments
The trimmer in the AE article has the adjustment screw on top; the one I sent you the part # for has it on the side, so you can simply replace the servo pot with
the cermet trimmer, drill a hole in the side of the servo case, and go.
(back)

Re: hyperactive servo
From: Bill
Date: 6/12/2003
Time: 11:00:13 AM
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Remote Name: 24.52.53.119

Comments
Yes, thanks, I did notice that and figured it would be easier access from the side. What I couldn't figure out was why is the other one is almost twice as expensive?
Is it the brand or the 25 vs. 18 turns or what?
Thanks again!
(back)

Re: hyperactive servo
From: brooks
Date: 6/12/2003
Time: 3:04:58 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.36

Comments
beat me!
(back)

Re: hyperactive servo
From: David Hunt
Date: 6/10/2003
Time: 7:30:03 PM
Remote Name: 69.34.124.25

Comments
I use the same transmitter as you and I must admit, out of the box it was extremely hard to get a modified servo to completely stop. Once I repackaged the
transmitter and added cermet pots to the pan portion of the controls I eliminated the problem.
The reason that the trim sliders have trouble making the fine adjustments in resistance needed to stop the pan servo have to do with Futaba's implementation of
trim in this transmitter. Looking inside the transmitter case you will see that each joy stick has two pots attached to the mechanisim at right angles to each other.
Each pot controls a single channel or servo. The joy stick rotates the shaft of the pot when it is moved, the trim slider rotates the housing of the pot for just four
or five degrees. To totally eliminate the rotation of your pan servo you need to make fine adjustments to the resistance that this type of pot is not capable of.
The Futaba pot is a 5K ohm pot and the shaft turns a maximum of about 270 degrees (less when mounted in the transmitter), whereas cermet pots turns 10 or
more times to cover the same resistance range. This means that the cermet pots can be set with more precision than the standard Futaba pots.
When repackaging the transmitter you have to use a combination of pots, fixed resistors, and a three position switch to achieve the same operability as the the joy
stick, and this is too lengthy to discuss here. Brooks Leffler has a good article in the Aerial Eye 4:4 Fall 1998, Peter Bults wrote of a different approach in the
Winter 1997 issue(3:1). My approach falls between Brooks' and Peter's.
In summation; the problem is with the Futaba TX design, and to totally eliminate it you would have to repackage your TX.
David Hunt
(back)

Re: hyperactive servo
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 6/10/2003
Time: 1:49:32 PM
Remote Name: 213.75.169.183

Comments
Hello Bill,
If the only thing you've modified is the servo, I think the problem is in the joystick mechanism. I have the impression the neutral position of it is not always
exactly the same. If you release the stick "brutally" it might kick the trim mechanism and causes it to move a bit. In other words: neutral on the stick is not
always neutral on the servo. With a unmodified servo you wouldn't have the problem because the servo corrects the "transmitter error" by adjusting to a new
neutral point. But on a modified servo, and I suppose you have done that the right way, the neutral point is fixed. I've never seen in inside of a Skysport, but I
would try to block the trim lever to to the stick itself. Or if the transmitter has "untrimable" channels I would move the panservo to such a channel. Let me know
if you need more help.
Peter
http://www.kiteaerialphotography.net
(back)
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Re: hyperactive servo
From: Bill
Date: 6/10/2003
Time: 6:01:21 PM
Remote Name: 24.52.53.119

Comments
Oh yeah, all four channels are trimmable and I don't fully understand what you mean by "blocking the trim lever to the stick". Thanks again!
(back)

Re: hyperactive servo
From: Bill
Date: 6/10/2003
Time: 5:55:53 PM
Remote Name: 24.52.53.119

Comments
Thank you for your advice Peter. The servo mod went very well and is working just fine so I assume I did it right. And yes, I don't have this problem on any other
channels/servos, only the butchered one. The stick is extremely sensitive, it only requires a slight dent in your skin to counter the "drift". Could probably blow on
it with a straw and it would stop. Does anyone else with this mod have this drifting problem? Thanks
(back)

Re: hyperactive servo
From: Glenn Nelson
Date: 6/13/2003
Time: 2:38:56 PM
Remote Name: 216.47.113.158

Comments
Funny you should mention this. I only have 2 rigs. On my first rig I always get that drift. My second rig is exactly the same servo mods, but I bought a brand new
(though identical) RC xmtr/rcvr set, and I get no drift on the pan axis (at least the one time I've used it).
You might modify the xmtr with a rotary or slide potentiometer for the tilt axis, and a push-button system for the shutter. While you're at it, consider substituting
a small range (1K) pot for the pan axis joystick (with 2K fixed resistors on each end).
(back)

Re: hyperactive servo
From:
Date: 6/11/2003
Time: 8:22:01 AM
Remote Name: 64.240.108.173

Comments
I had exactly the same problem with my pan servo. At first I though the servo pot was moving, so I glued it in place. I think it helped a little, but it didn't solve the
problem. I finaly fixed it by adjusting the transmitter. My Transmitter has a control on it that allows the servo travel (on a normal servo) to be ajusted from about
90 to 45 degrees. I turned it all the way down to 45 degrees, and it has worked pretty well.
I am using a Hitec Ranger 3 channel radio and a hacked Expert SL500 servo for the pan.
(back)

Re: hyperactive servo
From: Nathan
Date: 6/11/2003
Time: 8:23:00 AM
Remote Name: 64.240.108.173

Comments
sorry, I forgot to put my name on that last post.
(back)

Re: hyperactive servo
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From: Brooks
Date: 6/10/2003
Time: 10:56:27 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.236

Comments
I've had this problem often, and the solution (or at least a better fix) is to replace the servo's internal pot with a 5K cermet trimmer with at least 12 turns of
adjustment, e.g., Digikey #CT9X502-ND. Such a replacement is described with pictures in "360 Easy Degrees", Aerial Eye 4.2, page 18. The trimmer gives you a
much finer adjustment to neutralize the rotation, and if you in some way put a stop on the transmitter's trim adjustment you can use the servo's trimmer, set it
and (usually) leave it. If you don't have the Aerial Eye, I know where you can get all back issues on disk. ;-)
(back)

My first KAP "Crash"
From: Scott Haefner
Date: 6/4/2003
Time: 11:50:35 PM
Remote Name: 67.124.49.16

Comments
I was vacationing in Kansas City last wk, the "city of fountains," and, of course, I was intrigued by the idea of hanging my camera above the fountain(s) and
photographing them.
Do you see where this is going?
There are several tall buildings near the fountain I chose, and the turbulence caused the kite to rapidly lose altitude just as the camera floated above the fountain.
I managed to narrowly avoid hitting the sculpture in the middle of the fountain as the camera fell out of the sky. Unfortunately, this meant that my camera and
rig both landed in the water, where they were fully submerged for 3-4 seconds before the kite lifted it up again.
I could literally see water falling off the camera/rig as I quickly reeled it in to assess the damage. When I retrieved the camera, it was dead and I heard an awful
whining noise emenating from it. I found water in the CF Card slot, the lens and the battery compartment. I quickly removed the battery and packed everything
up before heading home.
I held the camera outside the car window for the 20 minute drive home; when I returned home, I put my camera and radio receiver in the oven at 140 degrees F.
After two hours of "baking," I removed the camera and tested it....still dead. After 4 hours, I tried again. This time, it turned on and things seemed to be working,
but when I took a pic, the image was completely fogged, and I couldn't make out any details. Back to the oven for another two hours! Finally, after baking for a
full 6 hours, I removed the camera, placed a battery inside, and everything worked flawlessly - amazing!
By the next day, the rig had also fully recovered, and I was out taking KAPictures again...of the same fountain! This time I got the kite above the buildings before
attaching the camera, and everything went smoothly. You can see the pics I took of the fountain here:
http://scotthaefner.com/kap/gallery/?g=new
Keep in mind, all the fountain photos were taken after recovering the camera/rig from the water. Perhaps this story will someday help another desperate
KAPer....
Scott
(back)

Re: answers
From: Scott Haefner
Date: 6/6/2003
Time: 6:32:03 PM
Remote Name: 64.164.11.104

Comments
It was indeed my new carbon rig. Good thing it wasn't my old, wooden rig b/c it would have been more difficult to dry out...
I chose 140 degrees b/c that was the lowest setting on the oven.
Scott
(back)

Re: My first KAP "Crash"
From: Henry Jebe
Date: 6/6/2003
Time: 9:38:43 AM
Remote Name: 66.58.166.59

Comments
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I had a similar experience long ago witt salt water, the most important thing here is to remove batteries immediately. Seawater is a very good electrolite and will
burn the simplest patch of foil on a printed circuit board. Anyone not beliving saltwater is not a good conductor try peeing on an electric fence, I did at about age
5, I never forgot that one experience.
(back)

Re: My first KAP "Crash"
From: Cris Benton
Date: 6/5/2003
Time: 2:44:30 PM
Remote Name: 64.142.12.44

Comments
Pretty amazing episode Scott Ý you have to like happy endings. One of my Yashica T4s took a swim in a clear, cold mountain pool (fell out of a pocket). I opened
it up and slowly dried it at the campfire and in the next dayÝs sun. The electronics returned but alas something was sticky in the mechanics.
And the fountain pictures are as good as the story that goes with them!
(back)

Re: My first KAP "Crash"
From: David Hunt
Date: 6/5/2003
Time: 2:36:29 PM
Remote Name: 69.34.124.25

Comments
And to those of you who think you can speed up the drying process by using a microwave oven, DON'T!!! ;)
Seriously, Like Richard I have dropped some non-KAP electronics into water and removed the batteries and air dried for a couple of days with good results.
This was not stated in black and white by the previous respondants, so for the benefit of those who haven't drawn the proper conclusions; One of the things that
you are trying to avoid is electrical shorts that could damage the electronic circuits. So don't apply power to the device until you know it is completely dry.
David Hunt
(back)

Re: My first KAP "Crash"
From: Frank Louwers (frank.louwers@altina.cx)
Date: 6/5/2003
Time: 3:15:29 AM
Remote Name: 194.78.199.68

Comments
Hi Scott,
Amazing story! and amazing pictures! Good to communicate your experience, as this can happen to any of us.
I have heard stories before of electronic devices (palmcomputers, camera's...) being salvaged after immersion in water. If I remember correctly, the consensus
seems to be to rinse immediately with pure alcohol, then let dry for a long time. If no alcohol is available, then force dry for a (very) long time, just as you did! If
the water was filthy, or if the water is seawater (salt) then you must first rinse abundantly with fresh water, preferably with demineralised water before eventually
using the pure alcohol. I think there are also special liquids to clean electronics and that can chase water (which is what the alcohol does). On an electronics show
several years ago I saw a TV playing playing while fully submerged in an aquarium filled with a liquid. I also remember from my lab days that if you wanted a
piece of equipment fully dry, we had to rinse it first with demineralised water, then rinse three times with pure alcohol, then three times with ether; the alcohol
diluted and took away the water, the ether then did the same with the alcohol and as it evaporated nothing was needed to chase the ether. Of course we cleaned
glassware that way and I don't think the ether would be a good idea on electronic components.
When I was a kid my fathers Leica fell in the sea to a depth of about 15 feet. He dived for it and could retrieve it after 3 or 4 dives (no clear water , no bottles, no
goggles, pretty deep). We then all helped to dry it with tissues etc. after taking out the film. The film developped not too bad but the next day the camera showed
already signs of corrosion from the salt. My father sent the camera to Leitz in Germany for (eventual) repairs, but it was beyond repair. The factory informed my
father that he should have rinsed the camera for a long time with fresh water and that then there might have been a chance. (Of course no electronics [then] on a
Leica...)
My camera and KAP cradle is still lying on the seabed near an offshore oil rig outside of Scottland. If you happen to retrieve it, please proceed as explained above
<GGG>.
BTW, was that your new carbon rig?
(back)

Re: My first KAP "Crash"
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From: Jan
Date: 6/8/2003
Time: 3:45:53 AM
Remote Name: 62.253.96.4

Comments
I must admit, the only "crash" I ever had was on a beach (in the sand) after Simon's line and mine got crossed whilst trying to make close-up pictures of our rigs
in flight.. I'm a bit surprised about the alcohol side of your story: I can recall "cementing" plastics togather one day (long time ago..) where the alcohol disolved
the plastic.. So, doesn't that damage the plastic parts of the camera?
Jan ;-)
(back)

Re: My first KAP "Crash"
From: Frank Louwers (frank.louwers@altina.cx)
Date: 6/9/2003
Time: 1:20:20 AM
Remote Name: 194.78.199.68

Comments
Hi Jan,
Well as I said this is just what I remember as being the consensus. The alcohol mentioned was pure isopropyl alcohol and I think that is pretty safe for most
electronic components. But don't hold me responsible... ;-)
I guess it is best not to have to dry your camera, i.e. don't drop it...
BTW, my first crash was on a beach too, in the very beginning of my KAP experiences. The kite made a slow swing through the sky and recentered, then made
another slow swing all the way to the ground. The rig bumped the ground quite hard, then the kite rose again, I took my pictures and then hauled in the line and
the rig. I could not see any damage to rig or camera, fortunately.
Best regards,
Frank Louwers (Belgium) www.altina.cx
(back)

Re: My first KAP "Crash"
From:
Date: 6/6/2003
Time: 10:44:16 PM
Remote Name: 213.177.142.138

Comments
Hi, here's my story...
My first crash was not in the water, but on the beach sand...with my brand new 3 days old Sony Cybershot P9. It was the fist flight. There were a lot of other
buggy and quad line kiters that day and some of them where very green and let their kites crashing just beside my feet... It would been better that I just leaved
the place and try again antother day, but I was just so curious to see the new shots. Result...due to the nerves I think, I forgat to seal connection between the rig
and the Picavet... after 5 minutes, the rig and camera felt down from 10 feet high...the lens was bended and there was a lot of sand in the camera. The rig was
completely bended and two servos where broken too. A friend of mine adviced me to send the camera back to the dealer and tell him it was a DOA delivery (dead
on arrival)...so I did that and 'thanks again Sony' I received a brand new Cybershot 5 days later. I don't feel verry happy with this sort of business, but I'm glad
indeed they returned me a new camera.
One big lesson I learned about this...always double or triple check your material before sending it in the air and search calm places for kaping whit not to many
stunt kiters.
Yvan.
(back)

Re: My first KAP "Crash"
From: Brooks
Date: 6/5/2003
Time: 9:50:39 AM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.66

Comments
Astonishing story, Scott! I dropped a cheap camera in Monterey Bay long ago, but it was insured, so all I tried (successfully) to salvage were the pictures.
Gretchen asks, "How did he arrive at 140 degrees?"
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Perhaps if you'd tried alcohol and ether, and THEN put it in the oven.....well, maybe not.
(back)

Re: My first KAP "Crash"
From: Richard Amirault
Date: 6/5/2003
Time: 11:19:20 AM
Remote Name: 146.115.58.99

Comments
Never had to do that with a camera, but I did drop a ham radio walkie talkie into a water tank .. only to discover it the next day!!
I let it dry out for a week or so, and it still worked (the battery was toast)
FYI, if you drop something in salt water and you have NO fresh water to "rinse" it .. it is much better to carry it home still submerged in salt water. There will be
less damage than letting the air get to the salt and starting the corosion process.
Of course, the sooner you can get it out of salt and into fresh water the better.
Richard in Boston, MA, USA
(back)

Re: My first KAP "Crash"
From: Christian
Date: 6/6/2003
Time: 9:00:23 AM
Remote Name: 80.9.116.108

Comments
Very good actions, Scott! All correct!
First is to remove the battery asap. Second, remove all accessories, and let open any access or gate. Moreover, don't hesitate to remove any screwed cover. If
equipment was in sea-water, rinse it abundantly in mineral water, let it immerged for a week, and change water several times the first hours, and then every day.
Just be convinced that in water, no more damage will occur! It is always better to finally rinse the equipment with demineralised water in all cases. Third, for
drying it, never use any solvent, even alcohol. There may be some parts that would not hand it. Use of other solvents, acetone, ether, ... will result in equipment
surely damaged with no return. So, the best is a nice drying, with some hot air, 40ÝC to 50ÝC, in a baking oven, or in the sunshine, or over some heating device
or with an hair dryer. 10 to 20 hours may be needed. Never hurry, always be patient.
With this method,last october, I have already successfully recovered all video emitter, radio receiver, and servos from a crash on sea rocks, with dive in
concentrated sea-water pounds. Only the camera which crashed away on some rocks, and probably stayed underwater could not be found and was lost.
(back)

Re: My first KAP "Crash"
From: Simon
Date: 6/11/2003
Time: 1:32:05 AM
Remote Name: 194.247.83.243

Comments
Cris put this page up of one of my "incidents" before I had my own website. The camera nearly got wet, with all that rain coming!
http://arch.ced.berkeley.edu/kap/others/shtree.html
Simon
(back)

Question about a flowform
From:
Date: 6/2/2003
Time: 11:34:46 AM
Remote Name: 80.236.133.156

Comments
I just builded a new camera rig. I builded it for use with a fisheye lens cause I want to make 360Ý shots just like Scott Haefner. Now...I haven't any experience
with the behavior of Flowforms...And I like to buy one, cause I hate the use of spars. Now, I dropped my eye on one of the models of Didak...a dealer in my
neighbourhood. http://www.didak.com/1_pro.htm
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There are two models, the Flowform4(16ft2) and the flowform9 (30ft2)....I don't know which model to buy.
My rig and camera wheights app. 2-lb., and I live at the coast...a steady wind of app. 2 till 5 Bft.
Can somebody suggest me which FF to take, accordingly to my rig...
Thanks in advance Yvan.
(back)

Re: Question about a flowform
From: brooks leffler kyteman@redshift.com
Date: 6/2/2003
Time: 11:49:07 AM
Remote Name: 216.228.25.55

Comments
Yvan, I think what they call the FlowForm 4 (200cm x 200cm) would be plenty for most of your needs. The larger one would be better in slightly less wind, but I
use the US FF16, which is about the size of Didak's 4, as my usual lifter with a 2 lb rig.
bgl
(back)

Re: Question about a flowform
From:
Date: 6/6/2003
Time: 10:11:55 PM
Remote Name: 213.177.142.138

Comments
Thank you for the advice Brooks...today I'm gonna buy the Flowform4...
(back)

Question about a flowform
From:
Date: 6/2/2003
Time: 11:34:35 AM
Remote Name: 80.236.133.156

Comments
I just builded a new camera rig. I builded it for use with a fisheye lens cause I want to make 360Ý shots just like Scott Haefner. Now...I haven't any experience
with the behavior of Flowforms...And I like to buy one, cause I hate the use of spars. Now, I dropped my eye on one of the models of Didak...a dealer in my
neighbourhood. http://www.didak.com/1_pro.htm
There are two models, the Flowform4(16ft2) and the flowform9 (30ft2)....I don't know which model to buy.
My rig and camera wheights app. 2-lb., and I live at the coast...a steady wind of app. 2 till 5 Bft.
Can somebody suggest me which FF to take, accordingly to my rig...
Thanks in advance Yvan.
(back)

First Flight of r/c rig
From: Bill Mitchell
Date: 5/27/2003
Time: 12:53:45 PM
Remote Name: 205.161.145.44

Comments
Just finished putting up a new site with pics from "first flight" of my r/c digital rig. This is my first remote control rig and the excitement and anticipation was
almost unbearable so yesterday I headed down to the beach where I knew there would be plenty of wind. And sure enough there was plenty of wind to trick me
into believing this thing would fly. I could have dropped the spool and the rig would have made a fine anchor. Oh well, I snapped a few pictures anyway, no sense
coming back empty handed. Everything performed well with the exception of the wind so at least I know it *will* work. You can see the pics here,
http://users.adelphia.net/~astronut/kap/rckap.htm Not much to look at yet but I hope to start adding gobs of pics soon. I want thank everyone for helping out and
especially Cris for the excellent rig designs (notice any similarities?) and for providing this informative forum. Bill
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(back)

Re: First Flight of r/c rig
From: Cary
Date: 5/27/2003
Time: 6:43:26 PM
Remote Name: 64.222.239.30

Comments
Bill-Where are you located??
(back)

Re: First Flight of r/c rig
From: Bill Mitchell
Date: 5/27/2003
Time: 7:20:14 PM
Remote Name: 24.52.53.119

Comments
Erie, PA USA
(back)

RC Switch Problems
From: Cary
Date: 5/26/2003
Time: 3:31:19 PM
Remote Name: 64.222.210.227

Comments
My Rebel X rig uses an RC switch to trip the shutter. It's called "The Simple Switch", and used to be made by Tejera Microsystems Engineering, Inc.
I adjusted the switch one year ago when I made the rig. It has performed flawlessly until a few weeks ago.
I was flying on the beach in a very stiff sea breeze. The kite was very stable and wasn't pulling my arm off. It was an overcast day about 50 degrees F.
My plan was to photograph the 4 or 5 kite buggies that were zippy up and down the beach giving rides to people. They all knew I was there, and what I was
doing. They would dip their kites to fly under my kiteline. After a few passes I got them to slow down under the camera and wave.
Everything was great except that when I pulled the camera down no picture had been taken. All the batteries were freshly charged because I just purchased a
cool new charger at Walmart. The pan and tilt servos were both working fine. I could not get the shutter to fire. And when I did it would shoot 4 or 5 pictures in a
row. The only adjustment I could make at the time was on the transmitter trim tab. I didn't try to adjust the switch trim pot.
My questions after all of that are these:
Are RC switches sensitive to certain weather conditions, like cold damp salt air??
Has anyone else experienced something like this?
One solution I've thought about is to use a micro switch with a servo. (Thanks Ralf). I've also bought some new switches from Michele S. but haven't tried them
out yet.
Cary
(back)

Re: RC Switch Problems
From: Frank Louwers (frank.louwers@altina.cx)
Date: 5/29/2003
Time: 2:03:50 AM
Remote Name: 194.78.199.68

Comments
Hi Cary,
I have used electronic switches for all my rigs except one (where the camera had no electric contact) and never had trouble.
First I used a switch which had a small mechanical relay on it and now I use an all electronic little thing weighing 3.5 grams! You can see it at
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www.int.conradcom.de and then clicking Modelling, Modelling Accessories, Modelling Electronics and paging down to page 4, or just search for 191779 - 14 It
took me some time to find out what 2 wires I needed and which one went where, as polarity matters (which it didn't on the switch with a relay, like 234737 - 13).
Could you have reversed the leads inadvertently?
I regularly fly at the beach where it is damp and cold (this is Belgium) and my switches never failed me so I would not know what caused your problem. Can it
have something to do with the sensitivity setting? I always set mine up so that it triggers at about halfway my transmitter stick travel, so that when I push my
stick all the way, I am sure the switch gave contact.
In the modelling world they now have a popular device to regulate the speed of the electric motors and they call them "RC Switch" I assume you are not
referring to those, as I found them useless for triggering the camera (they work on a different principle, cutting off current so many times per second).
I like the hasslefree setup of a switch which you can put anywhere on your rig, while a finger on the trigger button requires careful adjustment of the servo finger.
I found the best solution to start from the flash shoe as then it was always relative to your camera, however you mounted it in the cradle. You can see that
arrangement in Aerial Eye, vol 3.3, p23. Even then you have to be careful and push it well on: once I flew at a reception taking low altitude shots of the different
people, in a dying evening wind. There was even a politician there who got enthused and thought about his next campaign pictures, so we took several of him.
When we hauled in the camera I discovered no pictures where taken as the finger was not well in place! It was a shameful moment and there was not enough
wind to relaunch...
(back)

Re: RC Switch Problems
From: Matthew Cole matt@uscoles.com
Date: 5/27/2003
Time: 4:43:01 PM
Remote Name: 12.82.82.123

Comments
Cary
I'm building a Contax G1 rig. The camera has an electronic release but I'm going with a servo and microswitch. I'm using a tiny HiTec HS-55 servo which weighs
like 8 grams and a tiny momentary switch from Radio shack, then a cannibalized Contax electronic cable release. It's not as elegant as a pure electronic release,
but at least I understand how it works and I can avoid building any structure to hold the servo above the camera's shutter release.
(back)

Re: RC Switch Problems
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 5/27/2003
Time: 1:40:56 AM
Remote Name: 213.75.182.191

Comments
Hi Cary,
If your switch has a mechanical relay in the output the internal contacts can cause problems. Since you have a Michele S. R/C-switch I would use one of those.
Peter
(back)

Re: RC Switch Problems
From: brooks
Date: 5/27/2003
Time: 9:39:26 AM
Remote Name: 216.228.25.28

Comments
It was just such erratic behavior that convinced me to stay with a servo finger for shutter on all rigs that I've built of late. Even on Rebel rigs, I use a servo finger
on the Canon remote button. Clunky, no doubt -- but very reliable so far.
I'll admit that I haven't spent a lot of time shaking down the switches I've used in the past, but that's mostly because I'd found a reliable mechanical system and
saw no need to change it.
(back)

Kite trains the most stable?
From: Niels Nielsen
Date: 5/26/2003
Time: 12:45:18 PM
Remote Name: 62.107.132.133
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Comments
I fly eddys, other boxkites, parafoils, and other lifting kites, but sometimes they just seems to fall out of the sky, even after flying perfect for hours.
As a former model-pilot I experienced that the winds and thermals changes dramatically within a few meters, even at high altitude. With this in mind could the
answer to my problem be: Use kite trains because thy are more stable because they cover a large portion of the sky and therefore will some part of the train be
flying in "good" wind and will be lifting the other part which is flying in an uncontrollable state.
I've newer flown a kite train so please write about your experiences on kite trains and stability.
(back)

Re: Kite trains the most stable?
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 5/26/2003
Time: 3:04:00 PM
Remote Name: 213.75.162.216

Comments
Hi Niels,
I love my Delta train for KAP. See it here: http://www.dolphinazur.nl/cgi-bin/links/jump.cgi?ID=986 in a short movie.
The train is very stabil and save. Sometimes one of the kites turns upside-down but the train keeps on flying. So it a very save lifting platform for KAP.
Peter
http://www.kiteaerialphotography.net
(back)

Re: Kite trains the most stable?
From: Richard Amirault
Date: 5/28/2003
Time: 7:06:06 AM
Remote Name: 146.115.58.99

Comments
Very interesting!
I have a few spare deltas that I could try to train, but how did you find the spot to attach the upper line (on the spine, going up) for each kite?
Was it trial and error, or what?
Richard in Boston, MA, USA
(back)

Re: Kite trains the most stable?
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 5/28/2003
Time: 3:02:59 PM
Remote Name: 213.75.167.177

Comments
There are two options: 1. Train them with four lines as you would do with stunt kites (the hard way) 2. Make some of the open-vented-keel Deltas with openings
in the sail either side of the spine near the crossing with the spreader (the easier way, see Moulton & Lloyds book "Kites")
Peter
(back)

Re: Kite trains the most stable?
From: Christian
Date: 5/26/2003
Time: 3:27:18 PM
Remote Name: 80.9.117.164

Comments
Yes, I agree. Train kites is a wonderful solution in gusts and this kind of strong wind. We should use them more often. In light winds, a large kite is easier to work
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and more performing.
(back)

Re: Kite trains the most stable?
From: brooks
Date: 5/27/2003
Time: 9:46:56 AM
Remote Name: 216.228.25.28

Comments
One of my KAP heroes, George Lawrence, used a train of from 9 to 17 Conyne winged boxes to lift his huge camera (see San Francisco in Ruins, 1906).
Conynes would be a great choice because they're very powerful, and you could run the line through the kites, though Lawrence didn't do it that way.
I have flown Delta-Conynes in train, but not for KAP -- it's just too many sticks for someone who's gotten spoiled from Flow Forms.
(back)

First and Last Flight of Kitecam2
From: Glenn Nelson
Date: 5/25/2003
Time: 6:25:10 PM
Remote Name: 64.166.9.251

Comments
Today was a fateful day. At the beach in Santa Cruz the winds were so strong that my Sutton FF16 went up at an angle considerably greater than 45. It carried on
its maiden voyage Kitecam2 with a digital Casio QV-3EX, suspended by a Picavet for my first time (I've been using pendulum).
There was no crash. However things did not go so well. The wind was gusty enough that there seemed to be no advantage of Picavet over pendulum. The high
wind also resulted in an epoxy joint breaking (OK, I'm not the world's expert with epoxy), such that pan rotation became intermittent. The end result was a lot of
pictures that weren't too interesting and NONE of the myriad catamarans that sit on the sand at the shore.
Finally, when bringing it down the camera hit the sand, not hard at all, but now the lens won't open up. I took the camera apart and there is no sand in it, nor
anything obviously wrong.
So now I have an excuse to buy a 5 megapixel camera, go back to pendulum, and fix my dumb design that relied on epoxy. I'm just looking for some sympathy
here!
(back)

Re: First and Last Flight of Kitecam2
From: Ulrich Monsees
Date: 5/27/2003
Time: 12:26:15 AM
Remote Name: 217.5.44.227

Comments
Hallo Glenn, when I had problems with my mju II (elch?)- the Objektiv stayed out - I took out the battery, waited one day till the camera counter was back to 0,
put in the battery again and then the lens went back to normal. I don't know when it will stuck again but I know how to handel the camera then. I hope this will
help you but you shout have a 5 MP camera in the backhand ;-)) Viele Gruesse aus Stade, visit www.kaping.info Ulli
(back)

Re: First and Last Flight of Kitecam2
From: Henry
Date: 5/25/2003
Time: 11:39:53 PM
Remote Name: 66.58.166.59

Comments
Hi, I am curious as to if the lens was open when it hit the sand? If so, and it was of the type where the lens actually extends from the camera body, it will drive the
lens back into the body effectivly damaging it possibly beyond repair. It is worth adding a little weight, possibly in the form of styrofoam surrounding the lens to
protect in this event. I have a Fuji finepix S602 which allows screwing a barrel around the lens which will protect it from most impacts that would otherwise
totally ruin the camera.
As to picavet or pendulum, I use a picavet for most things, but still use a pendulum for some of my work where I need a quick simple attachment (shooting photos
from a small boat or canoe).
Henry
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(back)

Re: First and Last Flight of Kitecam2
From: Carlo Didier
Date: 5/25/2003
Time: 11:18:06 PM
Remote Name: 194.154.218.196

Comments
Poor Glenn! My heart is with you! ;-) At least, you got some pictures. My latest KAP-outings did not result in broken gear, but the first one brought on two
halfway useable, low level, pics and the second one didn't even get the kite aloft. In both cases, the wind failed me when I needed it. The two pictures I got were at
a small kite festival in Avry/Switzerland. All day we had heavy and gusty wind. When it calmed down, I hooked up my KAP gear, but the wind died down before
I could take some serious pictures. Well, better luck next time ...
(back)

Re: First and Last Flight of Kitecam2
From: brooks
Date: 5/25/2003
Time: 6:34:26 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.166

Comments
There, there. We all have days when we just gotta send it up, even when we know it's too blustery.
But I don't understand why M. Picavet is to be blamed because your epoxy work failed! Did I miss a step somewhere?
(back)

Re: First and Last Flight of Kitecam2
From: Glenn Nelson
Date: 5/25/2003
Time: 7:38:45 PM
Remote Name: 64.166.9.251

Comments
M. Picavet is only to blame for my dumping the rig on the sand when I tried to unhook it. In addition, M. Picavet seems to be little help during blustery
conditions. The epoxy failure would've happened in any case.
BTW, I was surprised that the images are clear - I didn't expect the shutter to be fast enough. Oh well, it's a moot point, I think this camera has bit the dust.
(back)

Re: First and Last Flight of Kitecam2
From: David Hunt
Date: 5/26/2003
Time: 9:14:32 PM
Remote Name: 69.34.124.25

Comments
Remember that a picavet has an inherit ability to dampen vibrations of the kite line, vibrations which will be strong in high winds. I know in high winds one has
to chose a calm moment when the picavet is not swinging around much.
It would be interesting to hear comments from Henry Jebe or Kevin Flynn about how stable their picavets with fins are in high wind situations.
If the attachment proceedure is what caused you to drop the rig then by all means go to a system like Simon Harbord uses and demonstrated at KAPiCA/02.
(back)

Re: First and Last Flight of Kitecam2
From: Henry Jebe
Date: 5/28/2003
Time: 11:01:10 PM
Remote Name: 66.58.166.59

Comments
Hi Glen, David,
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Since mention was made, I will talk about my use of vanes to stabilize. I began using them to steady my rig in changable wind velocities. I have been shooting
some larger format films which have longer focal length lenses. This means a steady rig is even more important to good photos. I also have shot an amount of
video in these wind conditions (common here in Southeast Alaska). Even though I believe a Picavet to be a bit more steady than a pendulum. I have noticed that
not all of the pullies always start moving at the same time, if this happens there is a slight rotational movement that occurs. This can compound itself in puffy air
conditions, making it difficult to get crisp images. The vanes definately make quite a making nearly all photos very sharp. Vanes not only stop most of this
rotational tic, but help to dampen swinging of the rig noticably, I am quite happy I tried using them. Thanks to Christian Becot for the initial idea as I saw them
and to Brooks Leffler for encouraging me to try them.
Isn't e-mail and this discussion group wonderful?
Steady winds, Henry
(back)

KAP competition
From: Craig
Date: 5/21/2003
Time: 6:42:10 AM
Remote Name: 204.147.0.250

Comments
Look in the next issue of KITING magazine for details on the new AKA KAP competition that will now be part of each AKA convention. You will need to be an
AKA member to be eligible. Trophy awarded at convention. You may submit entry without attending the convention but you must be an AKA member in good
standing at time of the convention. Start shooting and selecting your best entries (up to 3). good luck. Craig
(back)

How to make web website x 10 times cheaper and x 10 times faster.
From: Richard Henkers
Date: 5/19/2003
Time: 3:25:12 PM
Remote Name: 213.130.24.215

Comments
Take a look: http://www.alfatemplates.com/sample/1324_tp.jpg http://www.alfatemplates.com/sample/1237_tp.jpg
http://www.alfatemplates.com/sample/745_tp.jpg http://www.alfatemplates.com/sample/439_tp.jpg
Time after time ALL web developers need for good design like this.
Actually design of web site is VERY important at nowadays. Online competitions very hard. Internet is filled with competing web sites that are proposing almost
the same services. For example, few days ago I was browsing internet attempting to choose good merchant system provider. In my opinion, most of the web sites
have the ugliest interfaces I have ever seen, but ALL of them have similar terms and pricing packages.
My choice failed on provider who had best design because I assumed that they pay same attention to their customer support, quality of service as they pay to
design.
By the way, MediaMetrix monitoring shows that good design and usability in flue on 60% of site visitors in their final decision. Good design makes people TRUST
web site.
However it is a dilemma because hiring good designer cost a lot of money sometimes.
I was working as freelance designer for 5 years from now. My first project was web development studio - www.davir.com. After 1 year of hard work and
marketing I realized that we have more job that we can make. At this time I though to use web design template for the first time.
I devoted next few hours for searching for good web site that is proposing pre made design and I must tell that I was VERY disappointed. Most of them were
proposing very ugly stuff.
However I was still able to use some of designs. Of course I had thoughts that probably someone will encounter web site with similar design online. That's why I
opened template with Photoshop and made a lot of changes that made design unrecognizable.
Conclusion: I have saved 1-2 days and received $3000 from client who was very happy with what I have done.
2 years later I have realized that website templates can become a good business and have made my first e-commerce project Alfatemplates.com. Website
templates.
There was a very different opinion about AlfaTemplates
Some people was telling that it is bad, others was admiring this. I was disappointed that only 10%-20% of customers were customizing templates - other was only
inserting their logos and writing down other info.
Let`s let back to the merchant systems. Can you imaging how good merchant system provider can look with design like this:
http://www.alfatemplates.com/sample/1237_tp.jpg
Template websites can be found on Google directory http://directory.google.com/Top/Computers/Graphics/Web/Templates.
Usually templates come in HTML and Photoshop format. Good template sites are including all fonts and other elements needed to modify template.
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Many designers purchase premade clipart from such web sites like arttoday.com. So what is the difference? I think that it quite reasonable for novice designer to
purchase professional graphics elements in Photoshop file of template?
Template design is good as long as you are customizing templates!
Richard Henkers AlfaTemplates.com Art Director
(back)

More SPAM from Richard Henkers
From: Cris Benton
Date: 5/19/2003
Time: 3:36:09 PM
Remote Name: 209.148.114.73

Comments
Persistent fellow. I will delete this when my DSL line comes back up.
Christian, note that this SPAM came from Russia!
Cris
(back)

Re: More SPAM from Richard Henkers
From: Vitalyi Glinka
Date: 5/21/2003
Time: 8:28:43 PM
Remote Name: 62.118.154.219

Comments
Hello, Cris
I feel very uncomfortably, knowing that this spamer, whoever he is, has a hosting in my country. Sorry, I have no means to stop him.
Vitalyi Glinka, Moskow, Russia
(back)

500th design project
From: Richard Henkers
Date: 5/19/2003
Time: 3:24:18 PM
Remote Name: 213.130.24.215

Comments
Davir Technologies, Inc. has recently celebrated the completion of its 500th design project. The company CEO Denis Stanislavsky congratulated the Davir team
with this distinctive event and expressed sincere wishes for more prosperity and productivity to the corporation future. Since 1998 Davir Technologies, Inc. has
proved to be one of the leading providers of web development services worldwide and has gained a great number of customers across the globe. The remarkable
500th project appeared to be the International Financial Company Website - The American International Investors Trust.
(back)

Re: 500th design project
From: hcplin@yahoo.com
Date: 10/2/2004
Time: <�/b>10:27:03 AM
Remote Name: 203.73.7.92

Comments
Could you show me the website of 500th design-The American International Investors Trust?
(back)

Parasled
From: Yvan
Date: 5/14/2003
Time: 12:49:26 AM
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Remote Name: 194.78.200.167

Comments
Hi, I know a guy who makes very good kites.
Now, he just mailed me that he has build a new parasled. Cause I'm looking for a new kite for KAP I thought about buying one from him. I'm hesitating between
a flowform or his parasled.
Has anyone on this forum experience with one of the parasled models, and is it usable for KAP
Thanks in advance for reply.
Yvan.
(back)

Re: Parasled
From: Ralf Beutnagel
Date: 6/11/2003
Time: 3:01:38 PM
Remote Name: 217.0.193.166

Comments
Hi Yvan, I have it recorded on video: a douple parasled crashed in my KAP-rig carried by a Maxi-Dopero. The wind was strong, my kite was stable, the douple
parasled not. Why should I change my kite? MfG Ralf
(back)

Re: Parasled
From: Yvan
Date: 5/14/2003
Time: 9:09:03 PM
Remote Name: 213.177.142.82

Comments
Tnx for the advice guys...I have just one more question. My cradle and camera weights app. 0,9 kg... (31.74 oz). What size of parasled is the best choice for
average winds (I live at the coast)
tia Yvan.
(back)

Re: Parasled
From: Cris Benton
Date: 5/14/2003
Time: 9:20:34 AM
Remote Name: 64.142.12.44

Comments
Yvan,
I have a couple of double parasleds -- cousins to the parasled. My fine red kites were made by the ever pleasant David Wagner and fly beautifully. In fact, I flew a
camera below one of them only 10 minutes into its maiden flight. You can find more at:
http://www.arch.ced.berkeley.edu/kap/equip/frmkite.html#parasled
Cheers,
Cris
(back)

Re: Parasled
From: Simon
Date: 5/14/2003
Time: 8:23:12 AM
Remote Name: 195.92.168.171

Comments
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If it flys steadily, and lifts excess weight, use it for KAP. There are preferences - some like flowforms, some like deltas,some like foils,some like doperos, some like
rokakkus, but always, always, there is someone who has something different and swears by it. In different conditions some may be better than others, some may
be more transportable, quicker to get in the air, fly at steeper angles etc. When all said and done though its about matching conditions to kites and feeling
confidence in your systems. i.e. if you have a tiny motorbike and live in the worlds windiest place - don't go for a dopero unless you need your arms to have
gibbon-like proportions to your body.
Parasled, if it's got the lift, and you have steady winds, go for it.
Simon
(back)

Re: Parasled
From: Richard Amirault
Date: 5/14/2003
Time: 1:03:49 PM
Remote Name: 146.115.58.99

Comments
"If it flys steadily..."
I have a couple of commercial versions. One thing I did notice that they don't always fly "steady". A couple of times I've noticed a decided plusing, or rhthmic
jerking of the line. Looking up to the kite I could see it moving in time to the vibrations (casing the vibrations, not because of the vibrations)
Some parasleds may not do this. If you get one for KAP make sure you can return it if it doesn't work out.
Richard in Boston, MA, USA
(back)

Oh My! Optio S
From: Geach
Date: 5/12/2003
Time: 9:03:27 PM
Remote Name: 205.161.232.115

Comments
Well Brooks, I'm giving KAP one more shot. PAP is great...with no strings attached...but KAP can be fun as well given the right wind. Dennis Williams introduced
me to the little Pentax pee wee...4.1 oz (with battery). With some serious modifications to my X10 TX, the total weight of the entire system, including picavet, is
under 20 oz. That ain't bad for a 3.2 mp camera with TTL downlinking. And the NTSC output is great. I could add Zoom, but my buddy Brooks says zoom just
makes the photo look like it was taken from a stepladder. Anyhow, I'll be addin a few more pics with the details to http://www.bird-shots.com in the near future.
Eat your heart out Leffler :-)
geach
(back)

Re: Oh My! Optio S
From: brooks
Date: 5/22/2003
Time: 9:20:00 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.72

Comments
Good to have you back, Geach. I've looked kindly at the Espio, but never really played with it. Total weight of 20 oz is excellent.
I don't remember the stepladder quote; mostly what I have said to those who want to zoom is that unless your camera is very steady, zooming just makes it
harder to take a clear picture, because jiggle is amplified with a long lens. But Ralf Beutnagel has demonstrated that if you hang enough weight up there, you can
zoom. Not with 20 oz though, I ween.
As to stepladder shots, better them than reeeeally high-flyers, I say. It's the inbetweeners I like best.
(back)

one year old
From: Christian
Date: 5/11/2003
Time: 4:39:10 PM
Remote Name: 193.249.229.146
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Comments
Hi, I realized my web site is now one year old, and still growing. Some new additions may interest you. Thanks for visiting and for referring to it in some of your
answers in this discussion pages.
Christian
(back)

mel sedat
From: little-red@freenet.de
Date: 5/11/2003
Time: 3:02:09 PM
Remote Name: 62.104.210.93

Comments
hi, I would like to know if you went to school in germany, rheine, if so please contact me,thanks Fran
(back)

New pages
From: Cris Benton
Date: 5/8/2003
Time: 11:18:42 PM
Remote Name: 64.142.12.44

Comments
I have begun to post new images taken with a series of Canon Digital Elph cameras. The plan is to develop a description of these cameras for the equipment
section (where the camera page woefully needs updating). The pages also represent the beginning of a new Thumbnail Gallery feature for the site.
Rev up your browsers and point them to the Thumbnail Gallery index (http://arch.ced.berkeley.edu/kap/thumbs/index.htm) as a point of departure.
(back)

Re: New pages - metering question
From: Jeff Stephens
Date: 5/12/2003
Time: 7:05:43 AM
Remote Name: 143.166.83.134

Comments
Cris,
Fantastic pictures!
I've got one question, thought. You mention on the sidebars that you use manual mode. How do you meter, if your going to be pointing the camera in different
directions, and pointing at surfaces with varying reflectance? All the KAPing I've done was full auto, with a touch of EV correction.
You're picuters are beautifully exposed; so, what's your secret on metering?
My one guess would be that you raise and lower the camera alot and reset exposure - this seems like a lot of overhead. But, perhaps that's what's necessary??
-Jeff
(back)

Re: New pages - metering question
From: Cris Benton
Date: 5/12/2003
Time: 8:55:21 PM
Remote Name: 64.142.12.44

Comments
Jeff,
The Canon Elphs (Elves?) involve some funny nomenclature. Automatic mode is for point-and-shoot operation and offers a constrained list of options for the
user. For instance, in auto mode you cannot set the ISO, white balance, or exposure compensation. Metering and focus are automatic. Easy breezy.
Manual mode is in fact another form of automatic point-and-shoot but this time with the capacity to adjust a wider range of parameters like ISO, white balance,
and exposure compensation. The metering is still automatic as is the focus unless you invoke the Infinity function though I am guessing here Ý I have heard that
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the camera may still automatically focus when Infinity (small mountains icon) is selected.
I do not raise and lower the camera at all for exposure settings. I do evaluate the image in Photoshop using the curves function and adjust to taste.
Cheers,
Cris
(back)

Re: New pages - metering question
From: Jeff Stephens
Date: 5/13/2003
Time: 10:32:07 AM
Remote Name: 143.166.83.132

Comments
Good to hear, Cris. I was starting to think I was being lazy not metering out every shot!
-Jeff
(back)

Re: New pages - metering question
From: Geach
Date: 5/13/2003
Time: 3:28:13 PM
Remote Name: 205.161.232.115

Comments
Really great stuff Cris! I too am getting a second KAP wind here in Florida. These smaller digitals they're coming out with makes it a little easier for me to deal
with our light winds around Tallahassee. The enthusiasm is back, all I need now is a little time, opportunity and creativity :-)
geach
(back)

How to make web website x 10 times cheaper and x 10 times faster.
From: Richard Henkers
Date: 5/5/2003
Time: 2:46:23 AM
Remote Name: 213.130.24.236

Comments
Take a look: <off topic SPAM deleted>
(back)

How to make web website x 10 times cheaper and x 10 times faster.
From: Richard Henkers
Date: 5/4/2003
Time: 7:06:58 AM
Remote Name: 213.130.24.134

Comments
Take a look ... <off topic SPAM deleted> (back)

KAP without radio commande ?
From: Apsara2000
Date: 5/3/2003
Time: 3:20:27 PM
Remote Name: 62.147.104.200

Comments
I'm interest in KAP but I never did it , I have visit 100 web sites over KAP and this is nearly always radio commande KAP , I was thinging commanding camera
with cables , but I never try it and I never see somebody hoe ever have tried , Is there anybody hoe have KAP commande experience with cable of an other
methode .... ? Thank you and BON VENT
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(back)

Re: KAP without radio commande ?
From: Ulli Monsees
Date: 5/17/2003
Time: 10:44:01 PM
Remote Name: 80.228.44.92

Comments
Hallo, I've built some non-RC rigs. Have a look at http://www.kaping.info/index.php?seite=kaping&sub=rigs&lng=deu Sorry, this page in in German only. If the
pics don't help you I'll send you the translation. Windige Gruesse, Ulli
(back)

Re: KAP without radio commande ?
From: Chris Sampson
Date: 5/5/2003
Time: 2:27:27 AM
Remote Name: 168.209.98.35

Comments
Have a look at http://www.geocities.com/kitecamera/ for a simple cradle that works on a timer and can use a Olympus Epic MJU2.
(back)

Re: KAP without radio commande ?
From: Emmanuel Colonnier
Date: 5/4/2003
Time: 2:14:57 PM
Remote Name: 62.4.30.85

Comments
Hello, (et, heu, bonjour !) Well, I'm in Kap for 2 years. In the begining, I also think for a non-radio controled Kap. Of course, it's possible with a mecanical timer
(in French "retardateur"), and I made it but there were at least 3 problems. First, The duration was approx 15 seconds (+12 other of my Olympus Mju II). It's
not a long time for launch kite and rig, often the high wasn't "too high". Second, You don't chose the moment of shoot. A suddent wind and your picture is
blurred. Third, you must take down your rig for reset (or rearm)at every picture. Long for a poor number of pictures.
One time, I loose my little mecanical timer during a Kap trip. It was a good thing ! I went to an electronic shop and bough a very simple but complete 2 channels
Remote Control with servos and receiver for about 60 Euros (400 francs). It's so comfortable that I regret all my waisting time about mecanicals timers,
intervalometers and other "inventions" of various systems. You can buy RC with more channels if you want to persevere in Kap. But if I have only a 2 channels,
for shutting and paning at 360 degrees, that's enough for beginers and after... I don't look to buy a bigger model.
For exemples, you can see some of my pics on the Peter Bults's KAP Encyclopedia : http://www.dolphinazur.nl/kapnet/open.html http://www.dolphinazur.nl/cgibin/links/jump.cgi?ID=1046
"Voila", I hope that my personnal experience help your's. Emmanuel
(back)

Re: KAP without radio commande ?
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 5/3/2003
Time: 3:39:34 PM
Remote Name: 213.75.187.60

Comments
Take a look at Becots pages like this one: http://perso.wanadoo.fr/becot/rigs/francais/%26nacelles.htm
Peter http:www.kiteaerialphotography.net
(back)

Programable Radio Question
From: Phil N.
Date: 5/2/2003
Time: 4:08:13 PM
Remote Name: 216.192.86.146
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Comments
I'm new to KAP and don't know much about RC radios. I want to use KAP to do a specific task--that is, send the rig up and have it take a series of shots at
specific intervals (let's say 60 degrees) for a panoramic view. Anyone know if there is an RC radio on the market that will allow me to do that with a touch of a
button?
(back)

Re: Programable Radio Question
From: Frank Louwers (frank.louwers@altina.cx)
Date: 5/3/2003
Time: 3:22:02 AM
Remote Name: 194.78.199.68

Comments
Hi Phil,
I am not a specialist of programmable radios either, but use one. I find it very handy for preprogramming certain positions of the rig (e.g. tilt such that the
horizon shows at 1/3rd from top of picture etc.). It also lets me store different models which I have interpreted as different rig/camera/lens combinations. So I
have never to worry about servo directions, equivalent tilt positions etc. And there is much more you can do with programmable radios like defining exact servo
deflections, increase the servo deflection ranges up to way over the normal 60Ý, show a counter of pictures taken ...
I am not aware though that I could program on my radio a sequence like you describe and frankly am not sure I would want to. I want to control myself the exact
moment I trigger the picture as I want to make sure the rig is stable at that moment.
With my type of radio you could preprogram say six pan positions each 60Ý degrees apart, and easily call them up one by one and then give the trigger command
at each position once you made sure the rig is stable and horizontal. Alternatively you could use a kind of motor pulling your rig around, and have microswitches
triggering the camera at 60Ý intervals actuated by some part of the rotating piece passing by. My first rig was like that but it was a non R/C rig.
Welcome the the fascinating world of KAP Regards,
Frank Louwers (Belgium) www.altina.cx
(back)

Re: Programable Radio Question
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 5/3/2003
Time: 2:12:04 PM
Remote Name: 213.75.165.147

Comments
Hell Phil,
Harald Prinzler from Germany once build a rig that might just do what you want (see: http://members.aol.com/hprinzler/kape_e02.htm ).
I don't think these kind of systems are for sale, it's all D.I.Y.
I agree with Frank that I would keep control of the moment the shutter is fired. Unless you fly in a very, very stable wind the rig will swing and an automated
system will hardly ever produce hirontal horizons. With manual control you can wait for a more steadier situation of the rig and push the button. And if you
don't have a programmable transmitter, just replace the stick that is used for panning by a 12 positions switch fitted with 11 resistors of 91 ohms each (see:
http://www.bults.net/12.jpg )
Another tip: use a wide angle or even a fisheye lens; the less pictures you need for you panorama , the bigger is the success rate. (See Heafner,
http://www.dolphinazur.nl/cgi-bin/links/jump.cgi?ID=851 , or Bieck, http://www.dolphinazur.nl/cgi-bin/links/jump.cgi?ID=1093 or http://www.dolphinazur.nl/cgibin/links/jump.cgi?ID=1095 )
Peter
http://www.kiteaerailphotography.net
(back)

Re: Programable Radio Question
From: Phil N.
Date: 5/5/2003
Time: 11:55:05 AM
Remote Name: 216.192.90.33

Comments
Thanks for the tips and links Peter and Frank. I can see why you might want to wait for the rig to stabilize before firing the shutter. I'm not familiar with
programable radios so I was curious if it can execute sequential commands. I've read a some of manuals of various models and didn't see this feature anywhere.
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(back)

cutting aluminum (typo !!)
From: Mel Sedat
Date: 4/30/2003
Time: 9:20:40 AM
Remote Name: 66.7.134.2

Comments
Sorry, i am cutting 3mm aluminum not 1.5mm
(back)

Re: cutting aluminum (typo !!)
From: Phil N.
Date: 5/2/2003
Time: 4:11:35 PM
Remote Name: 216.192.86.146

Comments
I use a scroll saw with a fine tooth blade. I've cut thick alum and stainless steel with relative ease. The blades don't last very long though.
(back)

cutting aluminum
From: Mel Sedat
Date: 4/30/2003
Time: 9:15:12 AM
Remote Name: 66.7.134.2

Comments
Can anyone tell me what the best way is to cut aluminum, I use a regular drill to drill holes in 1.5 mm aluminum and that works great, I use a hack saw to cut my
pieces but I would like to cut out areas of the aluminum, for example right now I would like to cut a rectangular hole for one of the servo motors to fit in. Anyone
know of a relative cheap solution ?
(back)

Re: cutting aluminum
From: brooks leffler
Date: 4/30/2003
Time: 10:51:51 AM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.141

Comments
I liked it better when you were using 1.5mm -- Radio Shack sells a nibbling tool for making electronic chassis which cuts a nice square hole after you start it with
a 5/16" drill, but it's capacity is limited to 1/16" or about 1.5 mm.
Why do you need to use such heavy aluminum? 1/16 works great for me.
bgl
(back)

Re: cutting aluminum
From: Mel Sedat
Date: 4/30/2003
Time: 12:04:06 PM
Remote Name: 66.7.134.2

Comments
Thanks for your response :-) the reason or me using 3mm aluminum is because that is what is available at my local Hardware store. And 1.5mm, wow that is
pretty thin. My rig will have to support a 35mm SLR, plus all the other things, servos so on...
(back)

Re: cutting aluminum
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From: Christian
Date: 4/30/2003
Time: 1:08:12 PM
Remote Name: 80.9.116.19

Comments
To cut any shape of hole, use a saw-wire. You will find it in do-it-yourself stores or in models shops. It's usually 1.7 or 1.8mm outside diameter, so a Ý2mm drilled
hole is enough. These saw-wires have normally special ends, so you have to cut it and find another way to fix it on your saw frame. I use some kind of electric wire
connector. How heavy is your SLR camera? I have a Konica Hexar which weights 520g and a camcorder which is 640g, but my rigs are built with 1mm thick
aluminum shapes, few parts are 1.5mm thick. I have preference for rigs which are a little flexible, rather than very stiff, and I work on the design to get it allright.
Consider that the bar of my pendulums are aluminum tube Ý7mm and 0.5mm wall thickness. It holds 1300g rig. You can have a look at my rigs on
http://perso.wanadoo.fr/becot
(back)

Re: cutting aluminum
From: Brooks
Date: 4/30/2003
Time: 11:52:08 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.17

Comments
Every one of the 100+ rigs (and another 100 or so kits) I've built has been made out of 1/16" aluminum. See some of them at
http://homepage.mac.com/kyteman/PhotoAlbum5.html.
If you can't find aluminum lighter than 3mm locally, and you're in the USA, contact http://onlinemetals.com/. They can cut it to your order.
(back)

want to buy fuzzy tail
From: Jeff Stephens
Date: 4/29/2003
Time: 3:42:04 PM
Remote Name: 143.166.83.133

Comments
Howdy - I know I'm being lazy, but is there anyone out there selling fuzzy tails? I have no faith in my stitching by hand the 20 to 30 feet, and other craftmanship.
I can handle building a rig, working in metal and servos - but that sewing stuff is way over my head (is that a pun?).
Ideally, I'd like 3 sections at 10 feet and one at 5 feet - loops at both ends. For my FF16.
Set your price, I'll pay first (snail mail check, paypall, whatever), then you can buy material, build, ship, whatever. I'm not in a big hurry, as my rig is out of
commission until I get a lighter camera (digital elph-envy). Set your own price.
Anyone interested can email me at: jeff (at) tautologous (dot) com
Thanks - and Happy Kapping
(back)

Re: want to buy fuzzy tail
From: Kiteguy
Date: 2/29/2004
Time: 9:05:04 AM
Remote Name: 64.136.202.195

Comments
David Gomberg sails fuzzy tails. http://www.gombergkites.com/index.html would be a good place to start.
(back)

Re: want to buy fuzzy tail
From:
Date: 2/29/2004
Time: 9:04:46 AM
Remote Name: 64.136.202.195

Comments
David Gomberg sails fuzzy tails. http://www.gombergkites.com/index.html would be a good place to start.
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(back)

Re: want to buy fuzzy tail
From: Richad Amirault
Date: 4/30/2003
Time: 9:02:31 AM
Remote Name: 146.115.58.99

Comments
Well, Dave Gomberg sells a commecial version of Brooks' tail. It is 15 ft long. Available dirrectly from Dave, or from many retail kite stores. I have a bunch in
various colors. They work very well. See:
http://www.gombergkites.com/e-tube.html#fuzzy
Richard in Boston, MA, USA
(back)

Re: want to buy fuzzy tail
From: brooks leffler kyteman@redshift.com
Date: 4/30/2003
Time: 9:09:59 AM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.151

Comments
Brooks sells Dave Gomberg's fuzzy tails too, curiously enough. They're $15.00 per 15 ft section. Several colors in stock, but the one that goes with any color kite is
white.
(back)

A picture is worth a thousand words
From: Bob Brown bob@thebrowns.com
Date: 4/27/2003
Time: 1:40:52 PM
Remote Name: 68.155.87.47

Comments
I have always had a hard time explaining the concept of KAP to people. Finally I have a little snapshot that really tells the story. What do you think? Take a look
at http://www.bbbrown.com/bbbrown/albums/kapsession/aae.png
(back)

Berck on Air
From: Ralf Beutnagel
Date: 4/26/2003
Time: 10:45:35 AM
Remote Name: 62.156.47.49

Comments
Dear KAPers, I worked a little on my homepage and put some KAP-at-berck pics on. If I have enough space, some big pics will follow within the next days... See
you Ralf http://home.t-online.de/home/ralf.beutnagel
(back)

More and more Spam at my mail-adress
From: Manfred
Date: 4/26/2003
Time: 4:26:42 AM
Remote Name: 62.104.210.81

Comments
On My homepage I have published my e-Mail adress. Now I get a lot of Spam every day at this adress and it will be more and more every day.
I now have deleted all adresses at all sides exept one. This one I have defamiliarized to
NoSpamKAPfs@freenet.de
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so that "robots" canÝt use it. The real user has to delete the text "NoSpam" to get the right adress. Can this be a way against Spam?
What do other KAPer against this Spam?
Manfred NoSpamKAPfs@freenet.de
(back)

Re: More and more Spam at my mail-adress
From: Carlo Didier
Date: 5/5/2003
Time: 12:14:28 AM
Remote Name: 194.154.218.196

Comments
As a general rule: NEVER put an email address directly on a web page unless you are willing to accept spam.
(back)

Re: More and more Spam at my mail-adress
From: Christian
Date: 4/27/2003
Time: 1:41:59 PM
Remote Name: 193.250.37.64

Comments
Well, it's not a kap subject, but same for me since last november when I had more correspondance with american friends. Most of it is about sex, viagra, penis
enlargement, loans and easy money makers. It's a real pollution of the web; it is almost all issued from the American States and it gives a very poor image of that
country. It's a pity, and I requested the Minister of General Affairs to action against it. I hope we will not get that plague in the future in Europe. I would like to
send forward all these spams to some Government Authorities, in order for them to fight it, but I don't have the proper address to do so.
(back)

Article 2767
From:
Date: 4/21/2003
Time: 9:35:34 AM
Remote Name: 206.172.139.50

Comments
(back)

Success at last!
From: Dave Mitchell (dave@zenonic.demon.co.uk)
Date: 4/18/2003
Time: 3:35:30 PM
Remote Name: 193.237.154.2

Comments
My motivation for embarking on KAP ten months ago was to try to take photos of our house and gardens. The steeply sloping site makes it almost impossible to
photograph from the ground.
Over the last ten months I've taken quite a few KAP photos, but until this week I've been unable to launch a kite from our garden (trees make it VERY difficult).
Yesterday and today the wind was just right, and I've at last managed to take some photos. You can see the results in my 3rd KAP Gallery at
http://www.zenonic.demon.co.uk/kap/gallery3.htm There are some recent photos in Gallery 2 as well.
Dave
(back)

Re: Success at last!
From: Carlo Didier
Date: 4/22/2003
Time: 1:05:00 AM
Remote Name: 194.154.218.196

Comments
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Congrats for the pics. Really difficult environment. I don't think I would have dared to launch there ...
(back)

Re: Success at last!
From: Glenn Nelson
Date: 4/21/2003
Time: 12:50:02 PM
Remote Name: 216.47.113.158

Comments
Very nice Dave! Getting a FF with tail up in such surroundings is very challenging. That's one great thing about a Dopero - it goes up in light air, doesn't need tail
and the line looks like it's about 75 degrees up (15 degrees off vertical)!
I was surprised that the tree shots looked at all interesting. Most of mine are just flat and boring, hence I go for the easy crowd-pleaser, the coastal shots.
I didn't find a main page that states where you live - I can see that it's UK, but without a map I'm lost.
(back)

Re: Success at last! Now with Clickable Map
From: Dave Mitchell
Date: 4/24/2003
Time: 10:40:03 AM
Remote Name: 193.237.154.2

Comments
Following Glenn's sensible suggestion, I've added a clickable map page at: http://www.zenonic.demon.co.uk/kap/kapmap.htm I've also added five more pictures
to Gallery 3 -yesterday the wind was once again favourable for launching from our garden!
Dave
(back)

Re: Success at last! Now with Clickable Map
From: brooks
Date: 4/24/2003
Time: 8:28:17 PM
Remote Name: 12.129.82.73

Comments
Great stuff, Dave. Your clickable map is splendid.
(back)

Re: Success at last! Now with Clickable Map
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 4/25/2003
Time: 2:37:15 PM
Remote Name: 213.75.170.216

Comments
Can I say more ...
(back)

Re: Success at last!
From: brooks
Date: 4/20/2003
Time: 6:29:34 AM
Remote Name: 158.253.232.100

Comments
Bravo, Dave! Launching a Flow Form under those conditions takes great skill and care, and your results are splendid! Tough KAProblem!
cheers brooks
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(back)

RC switch
From: Christian
Date: 4/17/2003
Time: 3:56:01 PM
Remote Name: 193.249.229.87

Comments
Hello,
There is a tiny, helpful and excellent device made by Michele Schieppati from Italy, called "RC switch" to trigger your camera. The camera must have an electric
shutter release. The RC switch is connected on one channel of the radio receiver. It can be the 5th channel of some radio-command such as the Futaba Skysport.
Following the instructions, you are able to set the joystick for triggering the camera. More, if your camera has an auto shut-off, the time to re-activate the camera
is programmable, and it will action the camera at intervals on desired time after your last shot. With this function, it can be used as an electronic timer. Please see
picture and all details on http://www.rc-flysoft.com/ Price is $15 I have tried it: it's great! All the best! Christian
(back)

Re: RC switch, more
From: Christian
Date: 4/21/2003
Time: 1:02:40 PM
Remote Name: 193.249.228.247

Comments
I have got a message from Michele Schieppati who says: "If you think that for KAP you need some different features from the switch (i.e. simplified
programming procedure, continuous mode off,Ý) please ask, and (if it is possible) I will be glad to adapt the RC Switch for your hobby!" This is a very nice
proposal. By the way, the kit version without cables is $15 and the normal version with cables & connectors is $18. I know that after the Berck festival where I
show it, the German group have ordered some.
(back)

photo competition at the AKA convention
From: Craig
Date: 4/17/2003
Time: 7:03:15 AM
Remote Name: 204.147.0.250

Comments
I only got one reply (thanks Dr.) when I asked who would be going to the AKA convention in Sept in Dayton Oh. I have been asked to help organize a KAP photo
contest and exhibit there. It will be the first US contest since the World kite museum held a contest back around 1995 (won by Wolfgang Bieck). This will be the
first annual AKA contest and the images will be voted on by all AKA members in attendance. If you have any ideas to share about how the contest should be run
please forward them to me kitecam@juno.com Trophys will be given for the top 3 (just like all other kite judged events. You will be able to submit a photo for this
competition without attending the event but you must be an AKA member. Look for details in the next issue of KITING magazine.
(back)

Fuzzie Tail Plans?
From: Tom.Nied@worldnet.att.net
Date: 4/16/2003
Time: 2:33:31 PM
Remote Name: 12.84.96.166

Comments
OK, I had them once and now I can't find it. When I do a search and find a link to Joanne Petithory and Lee Thrall's - Plans for making a Fuzzie Tail, I get a
broken link. I bet one of you guys has this. Thanks in advance. Tom
(back)

Re: Fuzzie Tail Plans? Found Brooks instructions
From: Tom.Nied@worldnet.att.net
Date: 4/16/2003
Time: 2:50:43 PM
Remote Name: 12.84.96.166

Comments
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Oh geez, searching the internet when it's right here. Brooks instructions for those who also might want them. Couldn't be simpler.
First, try a "fuzzy" tail on your foil: A strip of 20 ft x 8" wide nylon reinforced down the center with 1/4" twill tape, then cut it every two inches on either side of
the tape like a fringe. And attach it with a Y bridle to both rear corners of the kite. Great drag without weight -- better than the tails ITW seems to sell with this
kite
(back)

Re: Fuzzie Tail Plans? Found Brooks instructions
From: Jan
Date: 4/17/2003
Time: 4:17:28 AM
Remote Name: 62.253.96.4

Comments
..and make different lengts for different wind conditions. Who can do without them?
(back)

Re: Fuzzie Tail Plans? Found Brooks instructions
From: Tom Nied
Date: 4/19/2003
Time: 10:05:48 AM
Remote Name: 12.84.100.150

Comments
Good idea. So we made 4 that are ten foot sections and 1 five foot section with loops on each end so that we can add or subtract (with small lanyards) tail all the
way up to 45'
(back)

Fotografira Aerea en Barcelona
From: Toni Tugues
Date: 4/13/2003
Time: 9:06:51 AM
Remote Name: 62.82.23.153

Comments
Hola a todos! Me llamo Toni, soy de Barcelona, EspaÝa y practico la fotografia aerea desde cometas. Me gustaria saber si algun aficionado a la fotografia aerea
desde cometas, habla espaÝol para poder intercambiar ideas, trucos, puntos de vista, etc. Mi nivel de ingles es poco, aunque prometo mejorarlo con el tiempo.
Gracias a todos :-) Felizes vuelos, Toni from Barcelona, Spain. e-mail: bolaset@yahoo.es
(back)

Re: Fotografira Aerea en Barcelona
From: David Hunt (kaper3@earthlink.net)
Date: 4/13/2003
Time: 1:02:29 PM
Remote Name: 65.164.192.106

Comments
Contacto J.J. Miro de Sevilla, EspaÝa
http://www.jjmiro.com
o Leonardo Bermudez de Colombia
http://www.geocities.com/Colosseum/Field/1770/aerea.html
o Daniel y Guillemo Castares de la Argentina
http://ar.geocities.com/casta1967/kap/index.htm
o Abelardo CodoÝer de EspaÝa
http://ttt.upv.es/acodoner/FAC/
o Mario Ingles de EspaÝa
http://www.iespana.es/fotoaerea/index.htm
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Buena Suerte,
David Hunt
redactor, KAPER
http://www.kaper.kiteaerialphotography.net
(back)

kite flying regulations in USA
From: gercoderuijter@planet.nl
Date: 4/12/2003
Time: 8:39:24 AM
Remote Name: 195.121.58.16

Comments
I have planned to go to New Mexico in october this year to do some KAP with a noblex panoramic camera. The sites I like to go are the Indian Reservations, some
National Forests, farmland and waterdams. (The lack of) Water will be the red line in my subject, as compared to the Dutch landscape. After 9/11 I have been
hearing some disturbing news on kite flying regulations in the USA. What does this mean for KAP in New Mexico?
(back)

Re: kite flying regulations in USA
From: Doug Kinney
Date: 4/23/2003
Time: 8:12:36 PM
Remote Name: 68.113.186.247

Comments
Oops, accidently hit the "enter" button instead of the "tab" buttom, sorry for the double post...Anyway, I think I can be of some great help. Last year I
vacationed in NM and drove to all the indian ruins. I can tell you which ones to go to that would give you the best KAPing experience. there is too many to list in
one post so if you shoot me an email at ghostcat78@yahoo.com I would be more than happy to help you set a course through all of the good sites. If anything you
will definately need a high wind kite for sure.
Doug
(back)

Re: kite flying regulations in USA
From: Doug Kinney
Date: 4/23/2003
Time: 8:05:30 PM
Remote Name: 68.113.186.247

Comments
(back)

Re: kite flying regulations in USA
From: David Hunt (kaper3@earthlink.net)
Date: 4/12/2003
Time: 9:07:21 PM
Remote Name: 65.164.192.106

Comments
The kiting regulations haven't really changed since 9/11. You should not have any problems flying around the National Forests. When flying around farm land the
main concern will be tresspassing on private property.
When you go to Indian reservations you probably should ask permission before flying and taking pictures. Some do not allow photography. If you fly around
dams I would ask permission or at least inform secruity of your intentions. I have had security approach me at the dams in my area. 9/11 has made security more
watchful around dams
Being a foreigner it will be easier for you to explain what you want to do before you fly than after you start flying.
(back)

digital cameras with interval timers?
From: hadnam@hotmail.com
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Date: 4/7/2003
Time: 10:13:23 AM
Remote Name: 200.72.165.3

Comments
Can anyone suggest digital cameras that have built in interval timers, model, weight, cost and suggestions on them. thanks in advance. Andrew.
(back)

Re: digital cameras with interval timers?
From: brooks leffler kyteman@redshift.com
Date: 4/7/2003
Time: 5:00:35 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.120

Comments
I haven't pursued the individual results, but I just entered a search on Steve's Digital Camera reviews (http://www.steves-digicams.com/) and got about 100
results. Several Canon models were among those headlined, esp the S50 -- but check it out yourself. Search on "interval timer" on his start page.
good luck brooks
(back)

Re: digital cameras with interval timers?
From: Ummon
Date: 4/9/2003
Time: 2:20:54 PM
Remote Name: 206.165.38.192

Comments
samsung 210 and 220 SE, have interval timers, I just picked up a 2.1 for 85 bucks on ebay.
good luck
(back)

KAP Gallery
From: Carlo Didier
Date: 4/7/2003
Time: 8:26:51 AM
Remote Name: 194.154.218.196

Comments
Just wanted to tell you that my web site is on-line again and that I added a KAP Gallery. http://kites.carlodidier.com
(back)

hacked servo question
From: Nathan Abell
Date: 4/6/2003
Time: 10:14:54 PM
Remote Name: 209.102.32.75

Comments
For the pan motion on my rig, I am using a hacked RC servo which is reduced 4:1. The problem with this setup is that it is hard to get the servo to stay
motionless. It requires constant fine adjustment on the transmitter. I remember reading about a way to increase the sevo's "dead spot" and make the speed more
proportional, but I don't remember what website it was on. Has anyone seen this site? Does anyone have any suggestions on how to further modify the servo to
solve this problem?
(back)

Re: hacked servo question
From: David Hunt (kaper3@earthlink.net)
Date: 4/7/2003
Time: 9:53:58 AM
Remote Name: 65.164.192.106
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Comments
The only mention on the Internet of increased deadband, that I am aware of is on Scott Kroger's web page. He mentions using a microcontroller to expand the
deadband of a pan servo, he doesn't show any plans or programing code for the microcontroller circuit.
There are two ways you can solve the problem without actually expanding the deadband of the servo. One is the third servo conversion method described on the
KAPER site.
http://www.fortunecity.com/marina/nelson/479/Bas_360_3_R.html
The main feature of this conversion is the replacement of the servo 5K pot with a 5K Cermet Trimmer. The Cermet Trimmer allows you to make smaller more
precise adjustments when trying to find the servo's deadband.
The other option involves repackaging the transmitter controls. The joysticks on a transmitter are connected to a 5K Ohm pots like those found in servos. The
repackaging process involves eliminating the joysticks and replacing them with more intutitive controls, (i.e. a push Button for the shutter function or a sliding
pot for the tilt function). Replacing the pots with cermit trimmers gives you the same ability to fine tune the deadband positions, but on the transmitter side of
your equipment.
A good example of this is Brooks Leffler's article in the Aerial Eye, 4:4, Fall 1998, which is complete with schematics and pictures of the modification.
David Hunt
http://www.kaper.kiteaerialphotography.net
(back)

Re: hacked servo question
From: Jeff Stephens
Date: 4/11/2003
Time: 1:03:50 PM
Remote Name: 143.166.83.134

Comments
I've done the transmitter rebuild - and had limied success stopping my 360 deg pan servo by using a small pot in the TX. I have a 500 Ohm pot that rotates 300
degrees. I run this in series with two trimmers to fine tune to overall resistance to be 5K ohm.
This means I can use the full 300 deg of my TX pot to get the roughly 500 Ohm useful range my servo uses (before servo mod, full rotation of the servo was at ~
3K Ohms on the TX and full to the other side was ~3.5 K Ohms - this is the 500 Ohm useful band I'm controling with my modified TX).
Now, it's easy to get SLOW rotation, but still difficult to stop rotation.
So, I'm thinking of a more complicated circuit - featuring a switch to kill the rotation all together. I see doing this in one of two ways:
1) like my shutter release switch, but use a three position switch (CCW, stop, CW)
2) use switch and knob: Switch ON = rotate according to knob; Switch OFF = stop
I think I prefer the usage of #2.
Any ideas or comments?
--jeff
(back)

no pictures in some blocks
From: mmdaddy6@aol.com
Date: 4/6/2003
Time: 11:01:23 AM
Remote Name: 205.188.209.144

Comments
on some pages I view I get the block where the picture is supposed to be with a red x in a little square in the upper left corner but no picture.
(back)

New website
From: edwin silver
Date: 4/1/2003
Time: 4:55:51 PM
Remote Name: 217.121.214.212

Comments
Hi there ,have a look at my website about kap.Sorry for no translation yet and information about my rig, kite etc but that will be the next step. Almost all picture
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are taken in the north of the Netherlans , all pictures with date inprint are taken with a kodak dc-4800 digital an others with a nikon 5000.In a couple of day's i
will put some more pic's on the site. Hope you like it . Greetings Ed
(back)

Re: New website
From: Carlo Didier
Date: 4/1/2003
Time: 11:29:42 PM
Remote Name: 194.154.218.196

Comments
Great shots. I like best: FR3, AU5, ZU7 and DR2.
(back)

Re: New website
From: Peter Bults (peter@kiteaerialphotography.net)
Date: 4/1/2003
Time: 10:38:14 PM
Remote Name: 217.122.15.10

Comments
You'll find Silvers site through http://www.kiteaerialphotography.net at: http://www.dolphinazur.nl/cgi-bin/links/jump.cgi?ID=1054
Peter
(back)

New website
From: edwin silver
Date: 4/1/2003
Time: 4:55:40 PM
Remote Name: 217.121.214.212

Comments
Hi there ,have a look at my website about kap.Sorry for no translation yet and information about my rig, kite etc but that will be the next step. Almost all picture
are taken in the north of the Netherlans , all pictures with date inprint are taken with a kodak dc-4800 digital an others with a nikon 5000.In a couple of day's i
will put some more pic's on the site. Hope you like it . Greetings Ed
(back)

New website
From: edwin silver
Date: 4/1/2003
Time: 4:55:30 PM
Remote Name: 217.121.214.212

Comments
Hi there ,have a look at my website about kap.Sorry for no translation yet and information about my rig, kite etc but that will be the next step. Almost all picture
are taken in the north of the Netherlans , all pictures with date inprint are taken with a kodak dc-4800 digital an others with a nikon 5000.In a couple of day's i
will put some more pic's on the site. Hope you like it . Greetings Ed
(back)

Blue Reincarnation Narcissus painting by Jaisini
From: yustas
Date: 3/27/2003
Time: 7:58:34 PM
Remote Name: 205.188.209.9

Comments
Blue Reincarnation Narcissus painting by Jaisini <remainder of post removed -- off-topic>(back)

Re: Blue Reincarnation Narcissus painting by Jaisini
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From: Josh
Date: 7/28/2003
Time: 11:31:14 PM
Remote Name: 205.188.209.82

Comments
I thought I would post this here in the debate forum because .... now why do you think I posted this here?
I just received this in my mail box. I know how I reacted and will post my thoughts, (errrr, they say my thoughts are going to posted soon?) but I did not want to
influence anyone with my paint prior to them choosing paint for themselves.
This is the e-mail --------- You are contacted because your comments were published or are going to be published at http://members.aol.com/JaisiniArt/home.html
The official Paul Jaisini site.
Yustas Kotz-Gottlieb New York
This action is taken on behalf of Gleitzeit, Jaisini to bring high aesthetics to people.
Jaisini / Gleitzeit / Supermodernity
(back)

Re: Blue Reincarnation Narcissus painting by Jaisini
From: Kitty
Date: 7/22/2003
Time: 11:47:34 AM
Remote Name: 205.188.209.82

Comments
April...come she will,in restless walk she'll prowl the night. May.. she will stay, resting in my arms again. June... she'll change her tune, in restless walk she'll
prowl the night. July.. she will fly, and give no warning to her flight. August... die she must, the autumn winds blow chilly and cold. September...I remember a love
once new, has now grown old. Simon&Garfunkel
(back)

Re: Blue Reincarnation Narcissus painting by Jaisini
From: Ben
Date: 7/19/2003
Time: 9:04:34 PM
Remote Name: 152.163.252.226

Comments
Yustas is a man of strong opinion and strong words and immense vocabulary. He knows unusual people, interesting things, and bizarre places. One can know that
he is possessed of style without being able to identify what that style might be, or to concieve of how it might be emulated. One conundrum is whether to identify
him with NY or Europe...
(back)

Re: Blue Reincarnation Narcissus painting by Jaisini
From: jane
Date: 7/4/2003
Time: 7:02:21 PM
Remote Name: 64.12.96.76

Comments
hey Yustas good to hear from you again.your greeting made me smile and laugh. you are funny and strange in a GOOD way. I'm still on my thomas wolfe
reasearch kick. started out just buying a stamp for my dear friend in Berlin who's birthday is the same as wolfes and also teaches English(buisness) Now i'm
fascinated with wolfes short and amazing life.
(back)

Re: Blue Reincarnation Narcissus painting by Jaisini
From: Steve
Date: 7/3/2003
Time: 3:34:10 PM
Remote Name: 152.163.252.226

Comments
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"Invisible paintings", huh? I guess if John Cage can write silent music ...
(back)

Re: Blue Reincarnation Narcissus painting by Jaisini
From: jake
Date: 6/22/2003
Time: 10:21:55 AM
Remote Name: 152.163.252.226

Comments
This thing is posted all over the web. Blue reincarnation narcissuc oil painting by jaisini!
(back)

Re: Blue Reincarnation Narcissus painting by Jaisini
From: JJ
Date: 8/4/2003
Time: 9:25:53 PM
Remote Name: 205.188.209.38

Comments
check out my art if you like at www.spiritpainting.net
You left a message on my son, Jade's,site at Wolfblade.com Yu may not realize it unless you ead the other posts. Jade passed away last Sept. 19 after a long fight
with terminal melanoma Blessings to you and your path JJ
(back)

Re: Blue Reincarnation Narcissus painting by Jaisini
From: Mathew
Date: 7/16/2003
Time: 9:11:24 PM
Remote Name: 152.163.252.225

Comments
The articles themselves are well done, the ideas expressed in a clear manner.
As for my response, I try to be a man of my word.
And about the write-ups, I need to say this: As an artist and a writer, both of which I have done professionally (although now I devote most of my time to writing)
it is VERY hard for me to "get meaning" or "derive an absolute truth" from art (or even writing for that matter). Once something gets 'artsy' I tend to lose
interest. A body of work, or a piece of art should do something different for each different person who views it. I am totally into comic books. I love the art. Yes, it
has one purpose - to tell the story. And yet, there are many ways to do it! There are people who like an artist for how they go about their story-telling art, and
others who don't like it for the same reason.
Nevertheless, in spite of my opinionated ranting, you are good at what you are doing with your writing.
(back)

Re: Blue Reincarnation Narcissus painting by Jaisini
From: David Hunt
Date: 3/27/2003
Time: 8:53:04 PM
Remote Name: 63.162.199.184

Comments
All that may be true, but the truely important question to me is; did he use a picavet or a pendulum?
David Hunt
(back)

Re: Blue Reincarnation Narcissus painting by Jaisini
From: Steve
Date: 7/3/2003
Time: 5:16:34 PM
Remote Name: 152.163.252.226
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Comments
"Invisible paintings", huh? I guess if John Cage can write silent music ...
(back)

Re: Blue Reincarnation Narcissus painting by Jaisini
From: Henika
Date: 6/11/2003
Time: 9:00:34 PM
Remote Name: 64.12.96.102

Comments
Hello, Yustas; Thanks for offer and interpretation of the "Marble Lady" painting by Jaisini. I enjoyed the implications. I agree that the sense of sexuality is
underutilized and, actually, such is the superficial treatment of some other senses - senses recognized by shamanism - i.e. the sixth sense of proprioreception; selfdestruction; healing; and revelation. I think the human potential is there in the form of what I gather is called quantum mind theory - a theory which states that
the human mind is responsive to all four forms of energies - ionic and electromagnetic and the weaker energies i.e gravitational and subatomic. I think we can
abstract; dream and create in space/time - such may the future for the holographic artist, perhaps? In the meantime, feeling is the future of art - expression of
feeling inherent within heart; mind; body and soul. I think they are entwined holoistically. Best Regards, Philip "Rick" Henika prh@pw.usda.gov
zowie@telis.org
(back)

Re: Blue Reincarnation Narcissus painting by Jaisini
From: Jim
Date: 9/21/2003
Time: 11:59:25 PM
Remote Name: 152.163.252.226

Comments
Kotz-Gottlieb keeps the page-turner of a dialogue with many voices vital and engaging in opposition of opinions and search for something that explains mystery
of Jaisini's invibisle art. There is a flurry of surprising interpretations, reactions, emotions, personal revelations all directed to try to unravel puzzles of Gleitzeit
art of Paul Jaisini, also known as Invisible, asking how much of this is fact and how much is fiction? It's challenging, exciting, and a whole lot more.
(back)

Re: Blue Reincarnation Narcissus painting by Jaisini
From: yustas
Date: 6/4/2003
Time: 9:48:32 AM
Remote Name: 152.163.252.226

Comments
CALL FOR SUBMISSIONS for Publication of "Jaisini Gleitzeit Supermodernity" WRITER'S GUIDELINES L.C.McCreshly Publications is seeking
submissions for their upcoming book entitled: Jaisini Gleitzeit Supermodernity: New age American art. What is accepted for submission to be included in the
book: Literary essays (1,000-3,000 words) for associative writing on invisible paintings. The best art is art of fantasy; literary exploration of visual dimension is a
new a vehicle but expresses so much more, contemporary directions of aesthetic development in art and art receptors, viewers who belong to the art tradition and
never before had a chance to express their opinion on art. This is your opportunity to be a part of a new art and express your understanding of future of fine art.
You can also submit controversial views and any argument to the leading idea of non-visibility of new art. HOW to submit: In the body of an e-mail. No
attachments. Send submissions to gttlieb@aol.com, with ÝSubmissionÝ in the subject line. Please include your name, pen name if you use one, and author's bio if
desired. Your work will be judged on merit of originality and degree of interest in the subject (you are advised to read essays, but the style of writing is not
mandated to be professional art-speak and can be free versed. RIGHTS AND COPYRIGHT We ask for reproduction and archival rights. Author retains all
other rights. DEADLINE Closing date for entries will depend on quantity and quality of submissions. We expect to include as many authors who submitted
original opinions also depending on length of selected works. CONTACT Yustas Kotz-Gottlieb gttlieb@aol.com http://jaisini.artbabyart.net/
(back)

Re: Blue Reincarnation Narcissus painting by Jaisini
From: Irin
Date: 7/23/2004
Time: 9:10:46 PM
Remote Name: 64.12.116.195

Comments
Your comments were included in the publication of book series dedicated to Gleitzeit art of Paul Jaisini. Thank you for contributing, Yustas Kotz-Gottlieb, New
York
Author: yustas kotz-gottlieb Category: Books > New Age & Alternative > New Thought Copyright Year: Ý 2004 Description: You just have to read this book to
believe what people could come up with commenting on the artwork of Paul Jaisini. You would be able to see how people manipulate opinion, satisfy own egos,
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attempt to antagonize not the subject at hand, not the description of the painting, but the quality of the artist's work they never had a chance to see. You could
probably use a few good laughs and I guarantee that you'll get more than just a few from this book, unusual, never written before. First of its kind. (140 pages)
Title: Gleitzeit Art Jaisini Author: yustas kotz-gottlieb Category: Books > New Age & Alternative > New Thought Copyright Year: Ý 2004 Description: The
adventure of art is also illustrative of endless capacities in self-promotion, new ideas in communicative arts, experimental networking and virtues of
industriousness when most intangible art such as gleitzeit art of Paul Jaisini becomes commodified by interest and active involvement of the public. (437 pages)
Title: Drunken Santa by Jaisini Author: yustas kotz-gottlieb Category: Books > New Age & Alternative > New Thought Copyright Year: Ý 2004 Description: An
amazing tale one after another with enigma piled on secrets stacked on riddles provided in art works of Paul Jaisini. (101 pages)
Title: Marble Lady oil painting by Jaisini Author: yustas kotz-gottlieb Category: Books > New Age & Alternative > New Thought Copyright Year: Ý 2004
Description: The first installment in Yustas Kotz-Gottlieb's monograph, Art of Paul Jaisini book series. (238 pages)
Title: Jaisini Marble Lady-2 Author: yustas kotz-gottlieb Category: Books > New Age & Alternative > New Thought Copyright Year: Ý 2004 Description: Jaisini
monograph heralds the arrival of a new genre of narration revolutionary approach of multi-voiced author who speaks thought the voices of people contributed to
the book in real time. (215 pages)
Title: Jaisini Marble Lady-3
Author: yustas kotz-gottlieb Category: Books > New Age & Alternative > New Thought Copyright Year: Ý 2004 Description: Art book series where KotzGottlieb demonstrates that art, sensuality, healing capacity of art and communication, and hope to discover new dimension are eternally intertwined and
universal. (230 pages)
(back)

Re: Blue Reincarnation Narcissus painting by Jaisini
From: Bob
Date: 8/24/2003
Time: 1:04:35 PM
Remote Name: 152.163.253.33

Comments
I studied art history a long time ago, while I was slaving to stay interested enough to graduate with my BFA. The anti-art people like the Dada movement didn't
interest me much. I had nothing against the stuff they were reacting to and with the exception of Dali, it just seemed a way for no-talent individuals to feel
important.
But for someone with no talent, or without any value system, the talented artists of the past were albatrosses around their necks. Much better to claim that talent
and accomplishment are passe and without merit.
So far, all the writing about invisible art is like a self parody. Good for a chuckle, but about as serious as a one-liner. Is Fasini's book copyrighted?
As for Dali, he was laughing all the way to the bank. (Laughing at us.)
Bob K. ========================================= "There is only one difference between a madman and me. I am not mad." ...Salvador Dali
(1904Ý1989)
(back)

Shutter Release Magazine Article
From: Dave Marriott
Date: 3/27/2003
Time: 1:59:24 AM
Remote Name: 144.138.150.132

Comments
There is an excellent article in the April 2003 edition of the Australian electronics magazine Silicon Chip (www.siliconchip.com.au) on how to adapt a solenoid
from an electric typewriter to be used as a remote shutter release.
It shows the mechanical mods required to adapt almost any camera to remotely trip the shutter, and even illustrates how to activate it using radio control.
Unfortunately the article is not available on-line, I'm not sure how available Silicon Chip is outside Australia. However they do have a service where they will
mail copies of articles for a small fee. Check their website for more info.
Dave
(back)

industry and culture from the air
From: Manfred
Date: 3/22/2003
Time: 3:31:31 AM
Remote Name: 62.104.210.30

Comments
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Hi KAPers
On my WEB-Site
http://members.fortunecity.de/kapmfs/e-index.htm
I have addet some logos to point at the industry and culture from the air in the ruhr destrict of Germany. The sites are marked with the button "KAP-IK" that
means "KAP Industrie Kultur" in German.
The newest page with this theme is:
01.03.2003: Industry-Culture in the German Ruhr-District. Old coal mine buildings, winding towers and monuments in the German "Ruhrgebiet".
Part # 7: Winding Tower from Shaft II, of the coal mine "Recklinghausen"
With best regards Mit freundlichen GrÝssen
Manfred
Luftbildfotografie mit Drachen Kite Aerial Photography http://members.fortunecity.de/kapmfs/ KAPfs@freenet.de
(back)

IRAK-KITES
From: ALI
Date: 3/20/2003
Time: 1:33:31 PM
Remote Name: 212.47.235.167

Comments
Warriors do not come to Berck/mer in France in April 2003 it will be your last voyage !!!!!!
(back)

Re: IRAK-KITES
From: Jan
Date: 3/22/2003
Time: 2:21:07 AM
Remote Name: 62.253.96.4

Comments
Okay, this is getting way out of hand.. if people want to express their political disagreements, there are PLENTY of other, more appropriate forums to do so.
Chris (or any other moderator), can you please removed this nonsense from this board so that we can concentrate on our hobby again?
Thanks
Jan
(back)

Re: IRAK-KITES
From: Carlo Didier
Date: 3/20/2003
Time: 10:59:58 PM
Remote Name: 194.154.218.196

Comments
Lets make this clear for everybody: Kiting is a peaceful activity. Anybody flying a kite must be welcome at any kiting event anywhere in the world. Anyone with a
different opinion isn't worth flying a kite.
(back)

Re: IRAK-KITES
From: Christian
Date: 3/20/2003
Time: 6:01:49 PM
Remote Name: 193.249.63.247

Comments
ALI, Our friends from any country whatever is their origin or race or color or religion or beliefs will always be welcomed in France, especially for kite freedom.
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The wind has no frontier, hopefully, and same is our spirit and our kites. I do not believe that anyone coming with a kite is an enemy, but I'm sure that kiting
spirit and friendship are the best remedy against human intransigence, greediness, and stupidity. I will be there in Berck to photograph, from the air, of course,
and report.
(back)

Re: IRAK-KITES
From: emmanuel.colonnier@planetis.com
Date: 3/21/2003
Time: 5:18:13 AM
Remote Name: 194.250.178.227

Comments
Hello Everyone, I fear to have misunderstood the message of Ali. If it's a threat (I mean "menace" in French), I don't think that a kite event is the best place for
fighting (except kite fight ;o)
A sub-minimal knowledge as mine in kite's history show that this activity is, since a long time, at the service of peace and friendship in a great number of cultures
and countries. I think that Berck 2003 (where I'll be) can't be anything else than an international meeting about kites. So, Welcome to everyone, (that will not
prevent us of a discussion (with respect) about this crisis. Emmanuel (Hope that my approx English will be understood)
(back)

what's the best length of a pendulum
From: emmanuel.colonnier@planetis.com
Date: 3/20/2003
Time: 9:30:49 AM
Remote Name: 194.250.178.227

Comments
Hello everyone, What's the best length of a pendulum (the spar between line and rig) ? Is it depend of the weight of the camera/rig ? or the longer is the better ?
Mine is approx 50 cm length (for compacity when I travel) but sometime I find my pendulum agitated... Can you help my lantern (as we say in French) ;o) I tried
a search on this discuss board but With no good result. Best regards Emmanuel
(back)

Re: what's the best length of a pendulum
From: Patrick Skibinski
Date: 3/20/2003
Time: 1:52:34 PM
Remote Name: 212.80.190.194

Comments
Bonjour ,pour rÝpondre Ý votre question, j'utilise 3 modÝles de pendule dont la longueur totale de fils utilisÝs est de 10m pour le plus petit et 32m plus le plus
grand. Conclusion je prÝfÝre le premier car le plus grand se balance de gauche Ý droite plus lentement mais plus difficile Ý essayer d'amortir ce mouvement de
balancoire de gauche Ý droite. Par contre , il faut essayer de mettre un maximum de petites poulies pour avoit une bonne efficacitÝ du pendule. J'utilise aussi un
pendule vertical avec Ýlastique et scion en fibre de verre pour amortir le mouvement d'avant en arriÝre ainsi qu'une seule derive triangulaire pour le mouvement
gauche droite ; cela fonctionne trÝs bien aussi.
(back)

Re: what's the best length of a pendulum
From: Carlo Didier
Date: 3/20/2003
Time: 10:56:06 PM
Remote Name: 194.154.218.196

Comments
Maybe I should translate Patricks' post:
Hello! To answer your question: I use 3 different pendulums (I think he really means picavets here) where the totla length of the lines is between 10m for the
shortest and 32m for the longest. I prefer using the small one because the larger one swings sideways more slowly but it's more difficult to dampen. But it's
important to use many good small pulleys to make the pendulum (again, picavet is meant) more efficient. I also use a vertical pendulum (now this is a pendulum)
with a rubber band and a fiber glas bow (?) to dampen forward-backward oscillation and a triangular aileron to dampen left-right ascillation. This works fine.
(back)

Re: what's the best length of a pendulum
From: brooks
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Date: 3/20/2003
Time: 11:09:39 AM
Remote Name: 216.228.25.30

Comments
Long ago in KAPWA NEWS it was argued that a long -- really long, 2 m or so -- was best, but after fooling with it for a while I decided Picavet was better.
Christian Becot has the most stable pendulums I've ever seen, but I don't know if he has them on his site. Check it out at http://perso.wanadoo.fr/becot/
(back)

Re: what's the best length of a pendulum
From: Christian
Date: 3/20/2003
Time: 5:40:07 PM
Remote Name: 193.249.63.247

Comments
Thanks Brooks. The stabilizer bow is on my site, and also the anti-thwarping pendulum. As I said many times, I'm still surprised that nobody is trying it. Think
that it works for night aerial pictures at 1/60 and that most of my pictures are shot with Konica Hexar at 1/250. However, the length of pendulum has been and
will be an endless discussion. Mathematically speaking, a long one has a slower move, but for the camera, it doen't make such difference. In fact the camera
motion is a complex one, and damping it is not so difficult and provide very effective results. Furthermore, I have observed that a long pendulum is always
moving but the shorter one is more often motionless. This is because of the accumulated cinetic energy that the long one is taking time to slow down; then, its
frequency is longer, and, there is always a new pulse to restart it! Meanwhile, the short one will be more prone to have sudden and fast moves at each new pulse.
So, the good solution is really to dampen it. 50cm is, in my opinion, a good compromise. Check for a damping device, and you should be very satisfied. In fact, the
biggest problem is a rotation move and both Picavet and pendulum have to be well made to avoid it as much as possible. What Patrick is describing is a Picavet
suspension. My site: http://perso.wanadoo.fr/becot/ (is in good French and uncorrected English)
(back)

Re: what's the best length of a pendulum
From: Patrick Skibinski
Date: 3/21/2003
Time: 10:43:44 PM
Remote Name: 212.80.190.194

Comments
Tout d'abord bonjour au forum ey je vous remercie de m'avoir traduit dans une langue dont je ne maitrise pas l'orthographe et encore moins la grammaire. Je
rejoint l'idÝe d'utiliser le pendule de christian Becot mais avec des modifs perso concernant le balancier pour la stabilitÝ. Mon site sera bientot terminÝ , d'ici
une 15 de jours sur http://kap.fr.st Et bonjour Ý Carlo Didier car nous nous sommes rencontrÝs au Luxembourg en Mars 2003 Ý l'occasion de l'indoor ( 1 er
pilote en inter et trÝsorier du club les couleurs du vent dans le Nord Hope to meet you again and perhaps at Berck 2003 Patrick
(back)

Motors
From: Tim Connolly
Date: 3/18/2003
Time: 8:28:12 PM
Remote Name: 207.5.233.173

Comments
When looking for strong 12 volt motors for pan/tilt,shutter operation etc a great source is the junk yard.A large percentage of cars have some very high torque
motors available. Windshield wiper motors,most rotate 360 degrees. Power window motors,many reverse as well. Power seat motors,very strong small motors.
Power lock actuators,shutter release? Power fuel door releases,drop a parachute,glider. Power mirror motors,limited travel but quite small. Sunroof
motors,trunk releases and locks,steering tilt motors,all 12 volt all real cheap!
(back)

Re: Motors
From: Carlo Didier
Date: 3/19/2003
Time: 12:20:50 AM
Remote Name: 194.154.218.196

Comments
Your idea sounds good on first approach, but I'm wondering about some details: These motors are probable not built for lightweight and low power consumption.
And you need 12V which supposes you iether have a larger battery pack (more cells) or a converter. This seem a bit incompatible with most KAPer's criteria for
their rig building. Also, these motors are probably cheaply built and might cause electromagnetic interference with your RC.
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(back)

Re: Motors
From: Christian
Date: 3/19/2003
Time: 3:23:42 PM
Remote Name: 80.9.116.29

Comments
Such motors would be convenient, except for weight and electric consumption. Think that an electric door locker which you would like to use for shutter release
is almost as heavy as the Olympus stylus, and need a few amps. And what about a whiper motor which weight more than my camcorder rig? But if you whish to
get cheap motors, try old servos from used aircraft models, or get some unused old camcorders. Their zoom motors are 6V, have gear reduction, need only 10mA
and weight less than 20g. You can see some of them on my site: http://perso.wanadoo.fr/becot/
(back)

My website - War protest
From: <�/b>Simon Harbord
Date: 3/17/2003
Time: 1:18:37 PM
Remote Name: 195.92.194.15

Comments
Greetings to all KAPpers, If war breaks out (which now seems inevitable) I will be replacing my home page for a few days with the simple piece of code below. I'd
encourage those of you with similar feelings to myself to consider using this simple mute protest too. Please consider passing this on to others who share these
views.
Apologies for politicising this discussion page.
Apologies too to those who disagree with my position. I respect your position, I hope you can respect mine.
Simon Harbord ---------------------- <html> <head> <title>Page temporarily removed</title> </head>
<body bgcolor="#000000" text="#FFFFFF"><font face="verdana">
<center>This page has been temporarily removed from the Internet in mute protest against the unilateral action of the US and British in attacking Iraq without
UN Sanction.<P>
<big><big>War is not the answer.</big></big></center> </font> </body> </html>
(back)

Re: My website - War protest
From: Carlo Didier
Date: 3/19/2003
Time: 12:22:00 AM
Remote Name: 194.154.218.196

Comments
Good idea, Simon. I might do something similar, with a slightly different wording.
(back)

Re: My website - War protest
From: Simon
Date: 3/25/2003
Time: 4:37:17 AM
Remote Name: 194.247.83.243

Comments
My website now restored. Coming soon some fairground,skatepark and industrial roof abstract shots.
(back)

Call Out to KAP Artist to Participate in Exhibit
From: Lisa Dunmeyer
Date: 3/12/2003
Time: 12:04:05 PM
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Remote Name: 63.239.29.194

Comments
Hello,
I am looking for bay area KAP artists that would be interested in participating in an exhibit we are planning all about wind, called Whoosh!, openning May 24 at
ZEUM (www.zeum.org) Please email lisad@zeum.org
(back)

Re: Call Out to KAP Artist to Participate in Exhibit
From: Richard Amirault, Boston, MA, USA
Date: 3/12/2003
Time: 5:39:37 PM
Remote Name: 216.164.247.85

Comments
".....bay area..."
Just where is that?
(back)

Re: Call Out to KAP Artist to Participate in Exhibit
From: brooks
Date: 3/13/2003
Time: 10:29:13 AM
Remote Name: 216.228.25.87

Comments
San Francisco Bay. Bostonians aren't the only ones who are provincial! ;-)
(back)

Re: Call Out to KAP Artist to Participate in Exhibit
From: Glenn Nelson
Date: 3/14/2003
Time: 11:52:58 AM
Remote Name: 63.116.4.68

Comments
Ummm, I thought "Bay Area" meant Monterey Bay. Isn't that where you and I live, Brooks?
(back)

Re: Call Out to KAP Artist to Participate in Exhibit
From: David Hunt
Date: 3/14/2003
Time: 2:59:50 PM
Remote Name: 63.162.199.184

Comments
We all sound like a pack of hungry wolves baying at the moon.
(back)

Re: Call Out to KAP Artist to Participate in Exhibit
From: David Hunt
Date: 3/13/2003
Time: 10:34:30 AM
Remote Name: 63.162.199.184

Comments
I had pretty much eliminated any locations in Tennessee.
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(back)

Re: Call Out to KAP Artist to Participate in Exhibit
From: Craig
Date: 3/13/2003
Time: 10:46:35 AM
Remote Name: 204.147.0.250

Comments
And I was so hoping it was one of those quaint gallery's in Door County near Green Bay
(back)

AKA convention
From: Craig
Date: 3/11/2003
Time: 6:48:08 AM
Remote Name: 204.147.0.250

Comments
Anyone going to the AKA convention at Dayton Ohio this year? I am looking for someone or a small group to help organize a KAP presentation and KAP photo
exhibit there. Anyone interested? send reply to kitecam@juno.com thanks, Craig
(back)

Oscillations
From: Dave Mitchell
Date: 3/7/2003
Time: 10:46:18 AM
Remote Name: 193.237.154.2

Comments
Last Sunday I was trying out my new rig (see http://www.zenonic.demon.co.uk/kap/topkap.htm for some construction details as well as the first few images). The
wind appeared reasonably steady and strong and my FF 16 was flying well. Then something happened which I've noticed once or twice before. The FF started
weaving from side to side. As the kite went left, ny rig went right and vice versa. The oscillations increased until the kite was swinging in an arc perhaps 60
degrees wide.
It's possible (though tricky) to damp the motion by judiciously pulling and releasing the line at the right time, but it's a frightening occurence when it happens.
It's a sort of resonance effect that I think it may be because my rig was fixed too close to the kite (perhaps 70 feet or so).
Has anyone else experienced this behaviour or got ways of avoiding or controlling it?
It never happens when flying a kite alone, it's the rig that turns the system into a sort of compund pendulum,
(back)

Re: Oscillations
From: Richard Amirault, Boston, MA, USA
Date: 3/10/2003
Time: 11:24:12 AM
Remote Name: 146.115.58.99

Comments
Flowforms fly well, but in strong winds they *need* some sort of tail. When the wind gets up near the top of the kites windrange any kite starts to get unstable.
The addition of the KAP rig's weight only helps to perpetuate the oscilations.
Yes, 70 ft seems a bit too close to the kite, but if the kite started weaving back and forth you'd be in trouble no matter how much line between the kite and the rig.
Twin tails work (sometimes) but a single tail with a Y bridle works even better.
Richard in Boston, MA, USA
(back)

Re: Oscillations
From: Rick I.
Date: 3/10/2003
Time: 11:41:46 AM
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Remote Name: 66.66.66.110

Comments
Yep, Richard's right- in high winds you need the tail. I once was flying my FF16 and hadn't tied on the camera rig yet... thankfully... because it started to oscillate
exactly as you described, eventually swinging nearly a full 180 and drilling itself (just the soft kite) into the ground. When I saw that, I didn't fly the rig again
until I'd made a drogue tail (sort of like a bottomless tapered bucket)- the stronger the wind, the stronger a drogue tail will pull; it's completely cured this
problem for me.
(back)

Re: Oscillations
From: brooks
Date: 3/7/2003
Time: 12:25:04 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.28

Comments
Are you using any kind of tail? about 5 meters of fuzzy tail attached rigidly (so it doesn't slide side to side) should stabilize a Flowform in most any wind.
(back)

Re: Oscillations
From: Dave Mitchell
Date: 3/7/2003
Time: 3:26:17 PM
Remote Name: 193.237.154.2

Comments
I have occasionally used a pair of drogues (the ones that come with FF16's from Into The Wind), but haven't tried a fuzzy tail. I'll make one in the next week or so
and try it out.
(back)

Re: Oscillations
From: brooks
Date: 3/7/2003
Time: 4:48:14 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.194

Comments
Make it at least 15 ft long, from cloth about 8 - 10" wide, and attach it with a Y bridle of about 4 ft on a leg, with a loop knot in the middle to attach the tail to. I'll
be surprised if you don't find it improves things considerably. The ITW drogues aren't big enough to provide enough drag.
The Flow Form is a great kite for tailless flying at the bottom of its wind range, but for KAP I always use a fuzzy unless I need to squeeze just a few more grams
of lift out of it in light air.
good luck! bgl
(back)

Re: Oscillations
From: Dave Mitchell
Date: 3/16/2003
Time: 9:10:55 AM
Remote Name: 193.237.154.2

Comments
Well I made my frilly tail and flew the FF with it today. The wind was strong (15mph according to my little anemometer) and gusty but the FF behaved perfectly.
Good advice Brooks et al, many thanks.
Dave
(back)

Re: Oscillations
From: brooks
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Date: 3/16/2003
Time: 10:19:39 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.25.108

Comments
Hey, I wish they were all that easy!
chin UP brooks
(back)

Re: Oscillations
From: Jan
Date: 3/8/2003
Time: 1:10:46 AM
Remote Name: 62.253.96.4

Comments
Same thing here: I use a parafoil most of the time, but NEVER fly it without a fuzzy tail. Got a 7-ft for light wind conditions, and a 14-ft for more windy days. I
even have been flying with both tails, during serious windy conditions! (Problem then is not to keep the kite stable, but to get the darn thing back down after the
shoot...)
I suppose inflatable kite have this effect when no tail is attached, and is "fun" under normal flying conditions, but with my KAP gear attached... Nah, always a
tail to be safe!
(back)

Re: Oscillations
From: Tom Nied
Date: 4/16/2003
Time: 10:44:14 AM
Remote Name: 12.84.116.152

Comments
Amazing. My KAP assistant and I were just talking about this same problem with similiar solutions. Definitely a tail helps and I like the idea of making some
fuzzy tails. Good discussion. Thanks.
(back)

Winter weather inspires rig completion
From: Jeff Stephens
Date: 3/6/2003
Time: 12:26:24 PM
Remote Name: 143.166.224.135

Comments
Howdy Folks,
It's been kinda quiet on this board lately. Perhaps the winter doldrums have others locked inside working on their rigs - like I have been. Seems like it's rained
every weekend since November!
So, trapped inside all weekend long, I've had time to complete my first rig and modified transmitter. I've also written a tiny webpage about this little device:
http://tautologous.com/rutabaga/rig/rig.html
There is nothing ground-breaking with my rig. Digital camera, double-U layout, no portrait/landscape rotation. Plain vanilla.
I have not had a chance to hoist it, but I'm hopeful that this weekend will allow a bit of flying.
-Jeff
(back)

Re: Winter weather inspires rig completion
From: Carlo Didier
Date: 3/6/2003
Time: 11:10:34 PM
Remote Name: 194.154.218.196

Comments
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Nice Job! Have to start building my new fully digital rig sometime now. I want to use it in Cervia end of April (see you there, Andrea). Looks like I have to speed
up on that project. But I was very busy coorganizing our first Indoor Kiting meeting here in Luxembourg (http://kites.carlodidier.com/LIKE/index_e.htm).
(back)

Re: Winter weather inspires rig completion
From: Christian
Date: 3/6/2003
Time: 4:51:44 PM
Remote Name: 80.9.118.206

Comments
Great job, Jeff, Hope you will appreciate and enjoy it in the next days.
Yes, I'm also re-building some rigs, and I'm applying some new tricks. It will be ready for the great spring festival season here in France, and should be on my
web site after fully experienced it some months later. but you can already pick up some ideas on my web site: perso.wanadoo.fr/becot/
Christian
(back)

KAP on the farm
From: Matthew Cole (matt@uscoles.com)
Date: 3/3/2003
Time: 8:27:35 AM
Remote Name: 63.102.182.2

Comments
My sister, who is a farmer in NE Iowa, sent me a clipping from a Farm Journal magazine related to using KAP for agricultural purposes. In this case, it's a
gentleman named Rich Douglass who teaches at a community college in Beatrice, Nebraska. You can read the article as published here:
http://www.agweb.com/news_show_news_article.asp?articleID=95394&newscat=GN and a supplemental web-only piece here:
http://www.agweb.com/news_show_news_article.asp?articleID=95318&newscat=GN
The links on this second page are to the Abers' site and to the KAPER site.
(back)

Re: KAP on the farm
From: David Hunt (kaper3@earthlink.net)
Date: 3/3/2003
Time: 8:00:04 PM
Remote Name: 65.173.75.23

Comments
An article by Richard Douglass was also recently published by KAPER.
http://www.fortunecity.com/marina/nelson/479/ARTICLE_030222_cropscout_douglass.html
David Hunt
editor, KAPER
http://www.kaper.kiteaerialphotography.net
(back)

Increased Dynamic Range Digital Cameras
From: David Hunt (kaper3@earthlink.net)
Date: 2/21/2003
Time: 11:38:10 PM
Remote Name: 65.173.75.23

Comments
Those of you looking into using a digital camera for KAP, or buying a new digital camera for KAP, take note. Fujifilm is fixing to release their 4th generation
SuperCCD chip camera soon, the Finepix F700, using what they call "SuperCCD SR" technology. One of the drawbacks of most current digital cameras is the
limited dynamic range. Most digital cameras wash out the highlights when trying to capture a scene of a bright sunny day. The sample pictures from the F700
look very promising and should be a great boon to KAP.
Vist the link below to see a comparison of the dynamic range of the Fujifilm "SuperCCD" (3rd generation) and the new "SuperCCD SR".
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http://www.dpreview.com/news/0302/03022101finepixf700compare.asp
This is not an endorsement of this particular camera. Once released it may prove to have other characteristics that make it less than ideal. Keep and eye out for
the reviews after the camera is released this spring 2003.
David Hunt
editor, KAPER
http://www.kaper.kiteaerialphotography.net
(back)

A new KAPer
From: Craig
Date: 2/21/2003
Time: 8:38:46 AM
Remote Name: 204.147.0.53

Comments
It isn't fair. Anyone checking out Peter Bults site will find a link to Emmanuel Colonnier's first KAP attempt photos. You will have to agree that this is the best
first effort I have ever seen. The kicker is that he went to the Island of Seychelles to do it. Nice work Emmanuel I am already looking forward to seeing your next
roll.
(back)

Re: A new KAPer
From: brooks
Date: 2/21/2003
Time: 12:41:41 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.85

Comments
Yes, I agree. Stunning pix for a first attempt. Vertical, too!
(back)

Re: A new KAPer
From: emmanuel Colonnier
Date: 3/15/2003
Time: 2:19:30 AM
Remote Name: 62.210.224.21

Comments
Hello, Glad to see that Peter's help for building me a web page pleased you. (Another Thank to him). Glad too that you think my pics "Stunning". Well Kap in
Seychelles 2002 was not really my first attemps. But I began in Kap for my first trip in these marvelous islands, in 2001. My target was to make aerial
photography of Seychelles "naturally". Not by helicopter first because it's too noisy and in a second reason, of course, too expensive. As Peter note in the web
page of my photos, in March 23, I exhibit (?) KAP pics in/of my French village near Euro Disney Resort, Saint jean les deux jumeaux. It's from 10 AM to 18 PM.
Everyone is welcome... In addition, I will probably going in Berck sur Mer on 4 and 5 April. If you'll see a pink fuschia 2 meters high rokkaku on this beach with
a littl rig on the line, I'll probably be a the other end of it... Please to meet you. Kap regards Emmanuel Colonnier
(back)

Looking for Paul Bauman
From: Carl Bigras
Date: 2/21/2003
Time: 4:17:09 AM
Remote Name: 198.103.196.130

Comments
Paul's last email address was "pbauman@galgary.komex.com"
Does anyone have a new address for him?
Carl
(back)

Re: Looking for Paul Bauman
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From: Paul Bauman
Date: 9/14/2004
Time: 8:06:53 AM
Remote Name: 209.91.70.62

Comments
Hi Carl,
My email is <pbauman@calgary.komex.com>
i.e. that is Calgary with a c
(back)

Re: Looking for Paul Bauman
From: Paul Bauman
Date: 9/14/2004
Time: 8:06:28 AM
Remote Name: 209.91.70.62

Comments
Hi Carl,
My email is <pbauman@calgary.komex.com>
i.e. that is Calgary with a c
(back)

Re: Looking for Paul Bauman
From: Carlo Didier
Date: 2/21/2003
Time: 6:11:51 AM
Remote Name: 194.154.218.196

Comments
Hi Carl!
I had the same wrong address. I'll send you the correct one by email. Greetings to Nicole.
(back)

Re: Looking for Paul Bauman
From: brooks
Date: 2/21/2003
Time: 12:40:23 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.85

Comments
try Calgary. No town in Canada named Galgary.
(back)

Radio range
From: JosÝ J. MirÝ
Date: 2/19/2003
Time: 5:09:58 AM
Remote Name: 80.58.2.235

Comments
I have a question regarding my radio range. I use a Futaba Skysport at 35Mhz, ( frecuency approved in Spain), with all the components repackaged in a box
containing the radio transmitter, video receiver, batteries, tv monitor, power suplies and charger. (See at http://www.jjmiro.com. ) I usually do high altitude flies. I
have some range problems when my kap-rig is farther than 1300ft from de base. The servos become unstable and incontrollable. However, the video transmitter
of 10mw is still working, mainly due to the Helix antenna I built. The antennas are both extended. I mounted the receiver one at 45Ý under the horizontal just to
make sure that my transmitter always sees it, no matter what the position of the kap-rig is. Everybody tells me that the range of this kind of radios is usually
greater than the one I achived. Can anybody give me a solution? I have already flown my rokkakus at approximately 3000ft altitude ( With 5000ft line ). I have
ready a transmitter of 50mw with a dicone antenna which I hope will increase the video range to at least 4000ft in the air. Some recomendations will be
appreciated. JosÝ J.MirÝ Jjmiro1@hotmail.com
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(back)

Re: Radio range
From: Henry Jebe
Date: 2/20/2003
Time: 12:55:04 AM
Remote Name: 66.58.166.59

Comments
My comment here would be to ask if you are pointing your antenna strait at the camera/rig. Generally, this will reduce your range substantially. You should
always have your transmitter antenna facing at about a 45 degree angle to your receiver/rig for optimal range. At least that is the general rule for the RC gear
used in the USA.
Good luck, Henry
(back)

Re: Radio range
From: Simon Harbord
Date: 2/19/2003
Time: 11:26:49 AM
Remote Name: 195.92.194.17

Comments
This may be wrong, but my understanding is that the aerial length must be precisely matched to the frequency, and slight errors can have significant effects on
the usable range, particularly if you are trying to maximise range. I have no experience of this sort of range issue with R/C, but I know from ham and CB radio
that it is a key issue, with errors of 1/4 of an inch on the aerials having a big effect on range. Perhaps changing from a telescopic to a precisely tuned whip aerial
will give you the full range.
I'm not an expert, so you experts feel free to "modify" my thoughts on this.
Simon
(back)

Re: Radio range
From: Terry
Date: 2/19/2003
Time: 1:06:41 PM
Remote Name: 194.217.194.139

Comments
Hi....I fly a camera plane using 35mhz and have flown up to 2500 feet with no problems. I would surgest that you wrap your receiver in aluminium foil to stop any
bad signals from injecting directly into it.This has worked from me and is good at keeping out local interference.Also keep your receiver aerial at full length (dont
cut it short)and keep it away from any metal or carbon fibre or batteries or motors.Make sure your rig dose not create any interference from on board
electronics.it may be worth you changing the aerial on your transmitter as these can fail un-noticed and reduce range.the transmitter should put out 1 watt but
the signal is very dependent on how you hold it.The last thing I would say is to change the crystals to a different channel as these are a weak point and you may
just be on a noisey frequency...
Terry
(back)

radio controllers - mixing brands
From: Scott Haefner
Date: 2/15/2003
Time: 12:00:32 AM
Remote Name: 64.170.120.181

Comments
I currently use a JR Radio (xf631) and a JR receiver (r700) with HiTec servos (JR-compatible plugs). It's a great KAP radio b/c it strikes a good balance btwn.
programmability and simplicity.
However, I am interested in repackaging the transmitter into a box that I can put on my belt, and it's complicated by the extra electronics (trimmers are
electronic, LCD screen, etc). So, I want to buy another, simpler radio (not a complete kit, just the transmitter to save $$)...do I need to be worried about
compatibility btwn. brands, or will any FM radio on 72Mhz work with my receiver?
I saw the following quote on a website: "Hitec and Futaba radios are negative shift where Airtronics and JR ore positive shift." Can anyone elaborate on this? I
have no idea what this means. Is this something I should worry about?
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Any recommendations on transmitters I should consider for repackaging? I am looking to buy one on Ebay...my only requirement is that it needs to have 4
channels (and FM).
Thanks! Scott
(back)

Re: radio controllers - mixing brands
From: peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 2/15/2003
Time: 2:18:47 PM
Remote Name: 213.75.185.70

Comments
You should stay with 72 MHz and keep the quartz-cristal of your "old" transmitter. If plan to replace the joysticks by pots and/or sliders, the brand of your
transmitter doesn't matter very much. Negative or positive pulse means, IMHO, that servo-reverse is standard ON or OFF. So, this item is not a big deal.
Especially when you replace the joysticks. I think repackaging is easiest with a "simple" (the cheapest) transmitter that has at least 4 channels and 72 MHz.
Peter
http://www.kiteaerialphotography.net
(back)

RC Switch
From: Cary
Date: 2/14/2003
Time: 4:59:40 PM
Remote Name: 64.222.239.83

Comments
Can anyone recommend an rc switch that can be used to electrically trip the camera shutter?
The one I have is no longer made. I posted a link here a few years ago for an rc switch but alas it is also out of production. A google search for "rc switch"
produces a number of schematics. Has anyone made their own rc switch?
Cary
(back)

Re: RC Switch
From: Manfred
Date: 3/6/2003
Time: 10:02:46 AM
Remote Name: 62.104.210.81

Comments
Hi Cary Please have a look at my KAP-Site:
http://members.fortunecity.de/kapmfs/
Aug.19.2001: single remote controlled Elektronic switch with relay
and look if this is what you are searching for.
With best regards Manfred
(back)

Re: RC Switch
From: Scott Haefner
Date: 2/14/2003
Time: 10:51:39 PM
Remote Name: 64.170.120.181

Comments
Cary,
I use the speed controller from HiTec:
http://hitecrcd.com/SpeedControls/sp1003.htm
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It's about $20, and it weighs less than an ounce. It sends out 5v on / 0v off, so you'll need to hook up a relay (3 volt) and diode to create a switch.
Good luck! Scott
(back)

Re: RC Switch
From: David Hunt (kaper3@earthlink.net)
Date: 2/14/2003
Time: 9:57:14 PM
Remote Name: 63.173.122.248

Comments
Cary, on the KAPER pages for 360 degree servo conversions, Method #5 also has plans for making a switch from a servo. It basically involves removing the
motor from the servo and substituting a small relay.
David Hunt
editor, KAPER
http://www.kaper.kiteaerialphotography.net
(back)

KAPiCA/02
From: Carlo Didier
Date: 2/14/2003
Time: 3:43:54 AM
Remote Name: 194.154.218.196

Comments
For those who haven't noticed yet: I have now some pictures from KAPiCA/02 on-line at http://kites.carlodidier.com
(back)

Aluminum vs. Plexiglass
From: Blake Holaday
Date: 2/13/2003
Time: 3:43:36 PM
Remote Name: 24.166.9.103

Comments
Hi,
Im working on the deisgn for my first AKP rig. On the topic of the picavet: Will it make much of a difference if I use plexiglass(readily available to me) instead of
aluminum(a little harder to get my hands on)?
It seems that strength is not much of a factor considering it needs to support less than two pounds of weight.
Any comments would be appriciated.
-Blake Holaday
(back)

Re: Aluminum vs. Plexiglass
From: Blake
Date: 2/18/2003
Time: 6:08:37 PM
Remote Name: 24.166.9.103

Comments
Thanks for all your comments. I have decided I will not use plexiglass(though it would look pretty cool). Thanks again!
(back)

Re: Aluminum vs. Plexiglass
From: Glenn Nelson
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Date: 2/14/2003
Time: 11:27:15 PM
Remote Name: 64.166.9.251

Comments
I tried a rig with plexiglas. It was too flexible and one piece shattered when I dropped it 2 feet - before ever deploying it. It was hardly any lighter than 1/16" (1.5
mm) aluminum.
I can buy aluminum in 3/4" wide lengths at hardware stores and home supply stores everywhere. I know that better aluminum can be found, but this stuff seems
good enough.
(back)

Re: Aluminum vs. Plexiglass
From: Glenn Nelson
Date: 2/14/2003
Time: 11:30:58 PM
Remote Name: 64.166.9.251

Comments
Oops, I just realized you were specifically talking about Picavet. I was not. Nevertheless it still holds true - not much use for common plastics in KAP.
(back)

Re: Aluminum vs. Plexiglass
From: brooks
Date: 2/14/2003
Time: 9:49:41 AM
Remote Name: 216.228.25.70

Comments
I agree with the others: plexiglass is pretty brittle. Aluminum (6061/T6 is what I use) is available by mail from http://onlinemetals.com/.
If you'd prefer to use spruce, contact http://www.aircraftspruce.com/main.html
bgl
(back)

Re: Aluminum vs. Plexiglass
From: Cary
Date: 2/14/2003
Time: 4:35:40 PM
Remote Name: 64.222.239.83

Comments
Another source for spruce would be your local guitar or violin maker. They have the good stuff and usually will have a scrap bin. Every luthier I know would be
very pleased if someone called up and asked for some scrap pieces of wood. They will give it to you. In the shop I work in we throw out a lot of scrap wood that is
too small for our purposes. Some of it would make great picavet crosses. Look at this:
http://members.bellatlantic.net/~vze443nm/picavet.htm
There are a lot of guitar makers out there generating a lot of scrap spruce. Try the yellow pages in your town.
Cary
(back)

Re: Aluminum vs. Plexiglass
From: Cary
Date: 2/13/2003
Time: 7:10:22 PM
Remote Name: 64.222.236.184

Comments
Plexiglass has a tendency to shatter. Consider spruce for the picavet cross.
A rig in the air moves around quite a bit. Just wait for the first time it completely flips over the kiteline on you. One moment it can be weightless and the next
weigh 20 pounds. So to say that it will only be supporting 2 pounds is a bit of a false notion.
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(back)

Re: Aluminum vs. Plexiglass
From: Carl Bigras
Date: 2/14/2003
Time: 4:44:26 AM
Remote Name: 198.103.196.130

Comments
I agree with Cary, Plexiglass will also bend in the sun. I'd try Lexan instead, you can bend it 90Ý in a vise without braking it. You can't bond pieces together
using the solvent Methylene-Chloride as in Plexi, but it's bullet proof.
Carl
(back)

buy a rig
From: srjez@msn.com
Date: 2/9/2003
Time: 10:24:59 AM
Remote Name: 68.129.221.248

Comments
Is thier anyone who sells rigs for a camera , Iam not that skilled to build one from scratch thanks
(back)

Re: buy a rig
From: David Foster
Date: 2/9/2003
Time: 4:28:59 PM
Remote Name: 207.8.174.30

Comments
This is a site selling KAP rigs. Haven't bought one myself but they look good. www.kapelectronics.net
(back)

Re: buy a rig
From: Olivier
Date: 2/10/2003
Time: 12:38:59 PM
Remote Name: 193.250.247.203

Comments
I don't sell Kap rigs! But you can even so have a look at my web site www.kapelectronics.net
(back)

Re: buy a rig
From: David Hunt (kaper3@earthlink.net)
Date: 2/9/2003
Time: 2:59:16 PM
Remote Name: 63.173.122.248

Comments
Brooks Leffler is the man you need to contact.
kyteman@redshift.com
David Hunt,
editor, KAPER
http://www.kaper.kiteaerialphotography.net
(back)
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1.2 Ghz antenna
From: edwin
Date: 2/9/2003
Time: 8:14:13 AM
Remote Name: 217.121.214.212

Comments
Hi there, i just tryed my 1.2 Ghz video yesterday, it worked verry well but only when the kite did faced the right side, i bend the plm 10 cm antenna to diffrent
ditrections to get a stable receive but it was still the same.My question is do i have to keep the antenna horisontal or vertical.Does anyone know how to dissolve
the problem or where can i find a drawing to make a antenna one myself.Thanks a lott Ed
(back)

Re: 1.2 Ghz antenna
From: David Hunt (kaper3@earthlink.net)
Date: 2/9/2003
Time: 3:49:49 PM
Remote Name: 63.173.122.248

Comments
I'm not sure what a "plm 10 cm antenna" is. If it is a dipole antenna then your strongest signal will come when both antennas are parallel to each other.
Remember, with a dipole antenna, the signal is the weakest off the ends of the antenna (both on the transmitting and receiving end).
There are too many different types of directional antennas for me to give you any general guidelines.
If you are using the 800 mW transmitter you mentioned in you post on 1/29/03 then you have MORE than enough power for KAP distances. I would stay away
from directional antennas and stick with a dipole on both ends. You should have no problems with weak signals using a 800 mW transmitter (assuming your
antenna is designed for 1.2 GHz). Most of the KAPers using 2.4 GHz transmitters are radiating well under 50 mW, and receive good signals with dipole TX
antennas.
David Hunt
editor, KAPER
http://www.kaper.kiteaerialphotography.net
(back)

Re: 1.2 Ghz antenna
From: ed
Date: 2/9/2003
Time: 5:24:37 PM
Remote Name: 217.121.214.212

Comments
Thanks david ,i will give it a try soon. Ed
(back)

Re: 1.2 Ghz antenna
From: Terry
Date: 2/11/2003
Time: 3:14:53 AM
Remote Name: 194.196.100.34

Comments
800mw is a huge power to use for kap ! are you sure thats correct ? I use 10mw and with directional aerials get a range of over 1000ft.Now with my type of aerials
you should see a range of around 10,000ft or more ! As has been said with dipoles you should have a solid signal to 1000ft easy. Can you tell me the voltage and
how many Amps your transmitter uses ? cos you have something very wrong......
Terry
(back)

Re: 1.2 Ghz antenna
From: ed
Date: 2/11/2003
Time: 5:11:14 PM
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Remote Name: 217.121.214.212

Comments
Hi terry, the transmitter is 9 volts, i dont no how many amperas it use, but today a litle breeze took the kite 200 meters away with the dipole antenna, i had a
great vieuw !! (thanks David), but verry hard to look at the screen a casio pocket tv, i tryed to block some lite of with black cardboard but still not easy.will it be
better to use a magnifying glass ? Thanks Ed
(back)

Re: 1.2 Ghz antenna
From: Richard Amirault
Date: 2/12/2003
Time: 4:47:48 AM
Remote Name: 146.115.58.99

Comments
For viewing a small TV screen outside in the sun I use a square carboard "tube" that fits directly over the TV screen. The "tube" is long enough so that when I
place my face at the open end, I can focus my eyes on the TV screen.
Richard in Boston, MA, USA
(back)

Re: 1.2 Ghz antenna
From: Terry
Date: 2/12/2003
Time: 8:49:50 AM
Remote Name: 194.217.194.139

Comments
If you are powering the transmitter from a 9v batt then I think it is likely that the output is much lower that 800mw or are we talking about a large 9v batt ? A
small one would be flat in no time.....
Terry
(back)

1.2 Ghz antenna
From: edwin
Date: 2/9/2003
Time: 8:14:04 AM
Remote Name: 217.121.214.212

Comments
Hi there, i just tryed my 1.2 Ghz video yesterday, it worked verry well but only when the kite did faced the right side, i bend the plm 10 cm antenna to diffrent
ditrections to get a stable receive but it was still the same.My question is do i have to keep the antenna horisontal or vertical.Does anyone know how to dissolve
the problem or where can i find a drawing to make a antenna one myself.Thanks a lott Ed
(back)

Camera controller
From: Christian Becot
Date: 2/9/2003
Time: 1:10:32 AM
Remote Name: 193.249.63.9

Comments
I don't remember if it has already mentionned here this web site on camera controller. As I found it by other ways, and because it still may be helpful to some of
us to be aware of it, here are the links: http://www.robnee.com/ayucr/ http://www.ayucr.com/cgi-bin/timermenu.pl?Content=articles
Christian
(back)

NiMH Battery Advice
From: Glenn Nelson
Date: 2/2/2003
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Time: 9:29:15 PM
Remote Name: 64.166.9.251

Comments
NiMH batteries are great for frequent use, but when not in use they discharge over the span of weeks. I carry my kitecam in my car trunk (boot) at all times, and
with NiCd I rarely need to hook it to the charger.
Having said that, here's one evaluation of NiMH batteries: http://www.imaging-resource.com/ACCS/BATTS/BATTS.HTM. Do not buy on rated maH alone read on ...
About 2 years ago I read that Radio Shack NiMH were the best. I have RS 1400 and 1600 maH AA batteries and recently got Kodak 1800 maH. I haven't
performed rigorous tests, but I use all these batteries in a digital camera and Garmin GPS (both take 4 AA cells). It's my impression that the 1600 maH Radio
Shack last longer than the 1800 Kodak in either camera or GPS.
Also be aware that not all chargers are the same. The Radio Shack charger is supposed to be very good, but it does take a long time to bring the batteries to full
charge (around 12 hours). Some chargers are undoubtedly faster, but that may not be better.
Making the best choices in battery technology is not simple!
(back)

TX battery [re]layout
From: jeff stephens (jeff@tautologous.com)
Date: 2/2/2003
Time: 8:30:00 AM
Remote Name: 64.123.8.122

Comments
Howdy folks,
I'm packaging the TX to be more KAP friendly (one hand operation, knobs and buttons, etc). I've got the standard TX battery pack that came with my
transmitter set (Hitec Laser 4) that looks like this: http://www2.gpmd.com/image/s/sanm2101.jpg
It's too tall to fit into the project box I'm planning on using, so I wanted to open up the pack and repackage it like this one:
http://www2.gpmd.com/image/s/sanm2200.jpg
It this as simple as it sounds? Will I find something misterious inside the yellow wrapper?
Happy Kapping, -jeff
(back)

Re: TX battery [re]layout
From: Richard Amirault (ramirault@erols.com)
Date: 2/2/2003
Time: 9:37:32 AM
Remote Name: 207.172.102.77

Comments
"Simple as it sounds"?? That depends ....
I suspect you'll find individual cells that are soldered to each other, either with common wire or metal straps. You'll have to unsolder them, then re-solder them in
the new configuration.
Depending on how handy you are with a soldering iron, you may just want to purchase a battery that fits your box (if you can find one)
Richard in Boston, MA, USA
(back)

Re: TX battery [re]layout
From: brooks
Date: 2/2/2003
Time: 12:33:05 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.244

Comments
Unsoldering and resoldering will be necessary -- but as long as you're at it, see what you can find in NiMH batteries. They're so much better than NiCDs: no
memory, more power. I'd guess they're available in a configuration that would work for you. They're a bit more expensive, but well worth it.
Google on NiMH Batteries, or Batteries America, or Tower Hobbies and see what you can find.
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(back)

Re: TX battery [re]layout
From: Peter@kiteaerialphotography.net
Date: 2/2/2003
Time: 1:46:36 PM
Remote Name: 195.121.70.66

Comments
With a little luck you don't have to solder. You might find a zig-zag of 8 batteries that can be put into the desired shape. But BE CAREFUL. Do not shortcircuit
the batteries at the +-side by connecting the + with the housing (the -) by means of the connecting strips. That can (and will) demage you battery.
Good luck, Peter
http://www.kiteaerialphotography.net
(back)

Re: TX battery [re]layout
From: Simon
Date: 2/2/2003
Time: 3:20:33 PM
Remote Name: 195.92.194.12

Comments
I guess a word of warning, doing solder tags on NiCd's (probably NiMh as well)can be tricky due to the fairly large amount of heat you need to deliver quickly to
solder the tag on, good prep work, and a powerful soldering iron quickly applied with good "wet" solder is important, a weak iron will not get a swift joint due to
heat dissipating into the cell faster than the iron can apply it. That is unsafe. If your iron can't get a good joint quickly then you must stop and let things cool
right down before starting again. Otherwise there's a real danger of significant damage to the cell (and yourself if it bursts). Totally agree with Brooks - NiMh are
brilliant.
Simon
(back)

Re: TX battery [re]layout
From: David Hunt (kaper3@earthlink.net)
Date: 2/2/2003
Time: 6:03:36 PM
Remote Name: 63.173.122.248

Comments
My local hobby shop that supplies RC equipment for cars and planes will make up custom battery packs. Check your local shops.
David Hunt
http://www.kaper.kiteaerialphotography.net
(back)

Re: TX battery [re]layout
From: David Hunt (kaper3@earthlink.net)
Date: 2/2/2003
Time: 6:01:26 PM
Remote Name: 63.173.122.248

Comments
(back)

Re: TX battery [re]layout
From: brooks
Date: 2/2/2003
Time: 6:40:53 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.202

Comments
Radical r/c has just what you want in NiMH, 8 cells side by side, 1650 mAh, 9.6v for $28.00. check out http://members.aol.com/davthacker/radicalrcbatteries.htm
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They also have NiCDs if you want to stay there.
(back)

Servos and Gears
From: benedict@hawaii.rr.com
Date: 1/31/2003
Time: 3:52:24 PM
Remote Name: 128.171.83.227

Comments
I had a quick question regarding servos and gearing: I'm trying to get 360 degrees out of one servo, and 90 out of the other two. I haven't found a servo that will
do 360 out of the box, and judging from the gearing on top of the KAP rigs I've looked at, it looks like I'm not alone.
But the top half of a servo is basically a gearbox. Has anyone tried replacing the gears in a servo to make one that does 360 degrees? I know I'm being a little
naive here, but if it's a matter of gear ratios, it should be possible. Or am I missing something? You'd be sacrificing torque to get range, but you'd do that with an
external gear box, too.
Tom
(back)

Re: Servos and Gears
From: David Hunt (kaper3@earthlink.net)
Date: 2/1/2003
Time: 1:50:16 AM
Remote Name: 63.173.122.248

Comments
All the info you need to do it yourself:
http://www.fortunecity.com/marina/nelson/479/Bas_360_1_R.html
Method #4 is the easiest.
For a commercial solution you only have to look back to the post on 12/18/02 about "360 degree Servos". Richard Kempsey gives a link to the Parallax site which
sells an already modified servo.
David Hunt
http://www.kaper.kiteaerialphotography.net
(back)

KAP on the Big Island of Hawaii
From: benedict@hawaii.rr.com
Date: 1/31/2003
Time: 3:47:38 PM
Remote Name: 128.171.83.227

Comments
I've been interested in doing KAP for several years, but I'm only recently able to pursue the hobby. I also recently moved to the Big Island of Hawaii, so in
addition to learning KAP I'm also having to re-learn the local wind patterns.
I'm curious if anyone else is doing KAP on this island, and if they'd be interested in mentoring me a little.
I haven't built my first rig yet. My cameras and tools are still boxed up from the move. I'm planning on building my first rig around my old Yashica T4 Super.
Eventually I'd like to get a digital camera I can dedicate to KAP, but for now having something flying is more important.
I expect my first rig will be a little on the hefty side. I'm using whatever I can scrounge, so my servos are all quite large. I'm hoping to do more optimization on
my second rig.
From what I've seen, it looks like there are countless places to do photography here, both ground-based and airborn. Can't wait to get it flying!
Tom
(back)

tripod legs and antenna support
From: Bill Mitchell
Date: 1/30/2003
Time: 8:37:08 AM
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Remote Name: 205.161.145.44

Comments
I'm working on my first R/C rig and can't figure out how you get a stud protruding out of the tent pole to attach the legs. Cris mentions a "tent pole shock cord
technique" but I'm unfamiliar with that one. Can someone please enlighten me?
Thanks, Bill
(back)

Re: tripod legs and antenna support
From: brooks
Date: 1/30/2003
Time: 9:10:24 AM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.234

Comments
Tent pole? Stud? Legs? Shock cord? Is this a rig that's supposed to fly? Bill, please enlighten ME!
(back)

Re: tripod legs and antenna support - enlighten #1
From: Bill Mitchell
Date: 1/30/2003
Time: 10:35:11 AM
Remote Name: 205.161.145.44

Comments
http://arch.ced.berkeley.edu/kap/equip/kaprig4.html The text after: #4 - Radio antenna and support boom. Also several pictures show the leg attachments well.
Bill
(back)

Re: tripod legs and antenna support - enlighten #1
From: brooks
Date: 1/30/2003
Time: 6:08:51 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.25.69

Comments
Sorry, Bill, I still don't follow your original query. The tent pole reference is probably that you can run a length of shock cord down the inside of a segmented
hollow pole/spar which will allow collapsing the spar while keeping all sections attached to each other. But I don't know what you mean by a stud, and for what.
More enlightenment might even bring Cris to the rescue.
(back)

Re: tripod legs and antenna support - enlighten #1
From: Shock cords and studs
Date: 1/30/2003
Time: 6:53:11 PM
Remote Name: 64.142.12.44

Comments
Howdy,
As Bill notes, my fourth KAP rig features a collapsible antenna boom that was inspired by the shock-corded tent poles that one finds in lightweight backpacking
tents. The idea is that a section of round elastic cord (sewing notion) runs through the two sections of my antenna boom to 1) keep them together, 2) attach them
to the cradle, and 3) allow a quick ÝshakeÝ to mount the antenna.
I pack my camera cradles (sans camera) in small padded pouches about the size of the cradle and thus want the shock-corded antenna boom to demount form the
camera cradle so that it can turn parallel to the top crossmember and pack flat in the pouch. Works like a charm with the shock cord -- pull out the cradle, give it
a shake, and the antenna boom leaps into positioin.
Years ago I stumbled across some ÝÝ OD threaded aluminum inserts in the hardware store. Cheap and beautiful, they come in various lengths (I use ÝÝ) and
either a smooth interior bore or threads for a 6/32 machine screw. In rig #4 I used these inserts to mount my three landing gear legs (love that feature). I also used
one to mount a short length of antenna boom stock with a bit of 6/32 thread stock cut from a toggle bolt protruding at the mounting end to serve as a socket for
the shock-corded antenna boom. I could have mounted the socket directly but then would have had difficulty swapping out the shock cord when a boom break
occurs. To recap, the threaded aluminum insert is hard mounted to the rig with epoxy. The antenna boom socket secures the cradle-side end of the shockcord and
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can be unscrewed from the cradle for renewal.
So far my only real difficulty has come from the very small carbon fiber tubes I use as internal ferrules. Twice passersby have caused these to fail by bumping into
the antenna boom. IÝve been looking for stainless steel tube alternates to beef things up.
Cheers,
Cris
(back)

Re: tripod legs and antenna support - enlighten #1
From: brooks
Date: 1/31/2003
Time: 9:46:54 AM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.20

Comments
ah, so. Now even I understand. Nice wrinkle, Cris!
(back)

Re: tripod legs and antenna support - enlighten #1
From: Christian Becot
Date: 1/31/2003
Time: 1:57:54 PM
Remote Name: 80.9.116.85

Comments
Nice stuff Chris, I put it down in my book of smartest ideas. I wonder that aluminum tubes works fine for an antenna, as aluminum is always oxydized on its
surface, and that Al2O3 oxyde coat is a good electric insulator, and not at all an electric conductor.Doesn't it make any trouble? I would have used brass or
copper instead. So, can you confirm that aluminum is giving full satisfaction for the antenna. Note also that carbon is an electric conductor, but not glass fiber.
(back)

Transition from 35mm to digital (and back?)
From: Simon
Date: 1/30/2003
Time: 7:14:27 AM
Remote Name: 195.92.168.177

Comments
I've been using digital cameras on the ground for some time, and only recently, on a flight over a not over special subject, (some farm buildings) decided to use the
2.3 megapixel digital camera, which I'd furnished a cradle conversion for months ago, so I could use both 35mm and digital in the field.
What I found having a multishot (200)capability in the air totally affected my perception, and significantly changed the KAP experience. Now I know lots of you
out there have been shooting digital for some time, and I think, Cris, you have alluded to some of this, but I have found it quite unsettling, for a host of reasons,
here are a few:
Very different approach to compositional work, less time spent projecting the image to the minds eye, knowing the images may be good, but not poster-printable,
knowing that there is space for hundreds, seeing the images on pulling the camera down, reviewing a low level result and putting the camera up to the same spot
for another go, feeling bereft driving home at not going to visit my processor guy, feeling bereft without a set of prints, worrying about permanence of digital
imagery -will they be able to read them off a cd in 20 years? will anyone want to, or know the cd contains images...
So many of the parts of the process of KAP that I value and care about seemed to be diminished, that I felt it was a "different" hobby.
I am not demeaning the technology, this isn't in any way a luddite rant, I got 48 sharp shots, I printed up the best 4, bright and pin-sharp at A4 size which is
bigger than I usually print my 35mm shots. For most of my purposes the quality is superb.
Most times when I read the discourse on digital versus film I hear technical arguments. My concern is perceptual and how it affects the experience of KAP, not
better, not worse(well maybe I feel it is) but different in an unsettling way.
I'd love to hear other KAPpers who have done this transition comment on this. I can certainly see myself using 35 mm and digital and video side by side for some
time yet.
Perhaps I should just see it as another dimension, enriching.
What a long waffle, hope I've not bored everyone, I just figured the discussion needs to deal with this sort of stuff from time to time to get away from videos and
servos.
Simon
(back)
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Re: Transition from 35mm to digital (and back?)
From: Jan (you know who)
Date: 2/9/2003
Time: 2:33:23 AM
Remote Name: 194.247.83.243

Comments
Hey Simon.
As you know, I'm in both camps: like my digital camera, but for things that are truely important to me (like my KAP and underwater photography) I use 35mm
film. I simply like to have it on film to keep (a few months ago, for some reasons one of my CD's that I have to store my electronic pics on caused an error and lost
most of the pics on it..) And if I want to saher my pics with others, I just scan them. I know, call me old-fashioned, but I like to be on the safe side!
Jan ;-)
(back)

Re: Transition from 35mm to digital (and back?)
From: Carlo Didier
Date: 2/11/2003
Time: 3:07:15 AM
Remote Name: 194.154.218.196

Comments
You're right Jan. I love my slides too, but I just don't make new ones at the moment. BUT, I put my digital pics at least twice on CD, some even three times ...
There's one advantage to digital pictures: you can make as many backup copies as you wish on various media and all are absolutely identical to the original! You
surely know the old rule about slides: "The only good duplicate is made just one second after the original ..."
(back)

Re: Transition from 35mm to digital (and back?)
From: Brooks Leffler kyteman@redshift.com
Date: 1/30/2003
Time: 11:39:58 AM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.253

Comments
I'm a complete convert to digital KAP -- indeed, to digital photography everywhere. But I don't do it as Cris does, shooting a whole 200 pix at a launch. You're
right, that would change your attitude, in somewhat the same way videotape changed television: there's never enough time to do it right, but always the chance to
do it over.
When shooting 35mm, I almost never shot more than one 24-exposure roll per KAP trip, though I usually shot more pix than I expected to print, just to be sure I
got a couple of good ones. I don't have Cris's knack of getting the exact composition he sees in his mind's eye -- few do.
I should add here that I love having video viewing, but frankly, I still rely on the aiming stick quite a bit, and the shutter delay makes accurate aiming impossible
anyway.
With digital, I don't shoot a lot more than I would with film, and I usually don't try to strain my eyes and imagination by looking my new images in the field. First
of all, my camera (Olympus D-40) is a 4MP camera, and that gives me about 40 shots with a 128MB card at VHQ. I like to take pix that are sharp enough for a
big print (if you can't make it good, make it big, I always say), but mostly I use them in my digital slide show, which doesn't require really high res pictures.
The main things that keep me in digital are (1) relatively instant gratification (I don't miss schmoozing with the lab tech), and (2) the ability to quickly tweak my
images in Photoshop. I don't do much image manipulation, but I have much more control over contrast, saturation, foreground/background sharpness, etc, on
my computer than I do with any lab.
I have several wonderful pieces of shareware that help me immensely: GraphicConverter, and ImageBuddy -- both for Mac only as far as I know -- which allow
me to screen thumbnails quickly, tweak hoVer orientation, print excellent proof sheets, and do slide shows.
For my last hung show I converted several of my favorite film images to digital so I could make them better than they could (or were willing to) in the lab. But I
don't like the scanning process, although negative scanning is far preferable to print scanning.
So I'm selling my SLR rig after just three rolls in 18 months, and never use my microlight titanium Epic rig.
Shoot fewer at higher res, Simon! Treat it like film, and you'll learn the other good things about digiKAP.
chin UP brooks
(back)

Re: Transition from 35mm to digital (and back?)
From: Bob Brown
Date: 4/10/2003
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Time: 8:51:55 AM
Remote Name: 141.232.1.10

Comments
There seem to be a lot of people who like the Olympus D-40 for KAP. Of course, if Brooks uses it then it is good for me. Any opinions on the best digcam for KAP.
The field of choice seems to expand daily.
(back)

Re: Transition from 35mm to digital (and back?)
From: Peter Bults (peter@kiteaerialphotography.net)
Date: 1/30/2003
Time: 3:57:37 PM
Remote Name: 195.121.66.41

Comments
I had my doubts about digital too. But since KAPiCA/02 things changed. And now I have a Olympus D-40 too (haven't used it for KAP yet).
The tiny machine has almost endless posibilities and together with Windows XP and some other software you can do great things with the pictures within
minutes. And all at your own control.
It's great to have your outdoor pictures on the Web within 10 minutes. I used to have a B&W lab at home and liked it very much, but a color lab is a different
thing...
With a digicam I think I will never use the video aiming system. I've used it to try to make sure I've got the picture I wanted after a 100 km drive to a
photosubject and back and learn that it was close but not perfect. With a digicam I can check that before I return and have another try if necessary.
So 35 mm print is over for me. But I'm still impressed with the superbe quality of 35 mm slides. They make a difference for some applications.
Peter
(back)

Re: Transition from 35mm to digital (and back?)
From: Carlo Didier
Date: 2/2/2003
Time: 11:12:36 PM
Remote Name: 194.154.218.196

Comments
Well, I'm not yet really converted to digital KAP, although I used my Minolta dIMAGE 5 at KAPiCa/02. But it's just too heavy and drains the batteries far too
fast ... But, I must say this: I used to be a complete slide freak. Nothing better there than a Velvia for great Landscape shots! And projecting such slides on a big
screen just can't be topped by any (payable) digital system yet. But then, I bought first a Olympus C-1 (C-You) just to try my hand at digital. Shortly after that, I
bought the dIMAGE 5, thinking to use it for the "less important" shots. During my Scotland hollidays (4 weeks usually) I used to shoot about 24 rolls of slide
film. Last year, I used 2 rolls ... and took about 1400 (that's waht was left after sorting them) digital shots! These digital shots are all stored on CD (twice!), and
classified in a database (iMatch). I still have to sort the slides from the 4 years before ... Now I'm scanning all my slides. I'm not going to scrap my Minolta 9xi
with all those wonderful lenses, but I definetaly changed my habits. Up to 20x30cm prints are great with my 3MPix camera and I think I didn't ever make more
than half a dozen prints bigger than that. Now I'm building a completely digital rig with video, based on a Pentax Espio 330. This is all just to warn you: Once
you try out digital, it's difficult to come back.
(back)

video transmitter
From: Ed
Date: 1/29/2003
Time: 3:50:51 PM
Remote Name: 217.121.214.212

Comments
Hi there, i'm wrestling for a while with my 800 mw 1.2 Ghz set, when i just got it it worked for fine about 100 meter but not when i hang it on the kite?. I do have
to say that i have saled the transmitter housing with shrink sock? and taped on the aluminium. I have tryed a dipole, and also the pizza can antenna on the
ground. What i'm doing wrong ?. Thanks for help.
(back)

various video questions
From: Martin
Date: 1/29/2003
Time: 8:10:23 AM
Remote Name: 195.92.67.68
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Comments
I know this is a popular topic of convo, so I hope Im not raking over old ground!
(a search of the archives didnt turn up what Im after)
anyway... have been perusing some of the technical specs on wireless cameras.
As Im in the UK, would appreciate some explanation on some UK centric issues.
A lot of these cameras seem to be designed for the American market.
just wondering if the difference in broadcast standards means that the output from one of these cameras will only be viewable/recordable on equipment designed
for NTSC? (at the very least I will want to monitor output... and possibly record it via feeding it into a camcorder)
I see for example the ST-100 camera is available in both PAL and non-PAL (presumably NTSC) options. http://www.best-buy-hidden-cameras.com/st100.htm
however... options on the similar CCD camera, the ST-120 does not list a PAL option. Therefore would such a device be unusable with UK standards equipment?
http://www.best-buy-hidden-cameras.com/st120.htm
also.. video transmitter frequency.
Ive seen options for 434MHz, 900MHz and 2.4 GHz downlink frequencies.
What are the pros & cons for each of these.
the 434 MHz has the convenience that it can be picked up direct on a handheld TV without a separate 2.4GHz receiver. However Im thinking that perhaps the
2,4GHz band is prone to less interference...
additionally I wouldnt be surprised if transmitting on the 434 MHz band is illegal in the UK as they outlawed the first generation of "TV senders" which
appeared on the market.
2 final minor points.. .does anyone know who actually manufacturers the above two cameras. Seems very hard to actually pin this down... as all web searches turn
up plenty of sites that sell this kit... but not the makers!
also... the above reseller Ive referenced seems to go by many many different online names - ie a websearch brings up many domains all with exactly the same web
page layout.
Just seems a bit odd/suspicious! any comments? anyone bought from these places?
finally anyone in the UK bought a cheapie X2/X10 wireless cam? again are these compatible with PAL systems.
thanks for any help anyone can offer!
(back)

Re: various video questions
From: Simon
Date: 1/30/2003
Time: 6:48:32 AM
Remote Name: 195.92.168.177

Comments
I'll keep this one fairly short despite the lot of questions you ask.
In my experience the US 2.4 Ghz systems are receivable on UK PAL systems I think the signal is standard through air to the receiver, and it's the receiver output
that you need to check up on. US systems may be at slightly different frequencies in the 2.4 area. There are KAPpers who have all the European and US
frequency lists, I think there is some cross over. In the limited tests I did in the US it seems possible.
As for the cameras you cite, why not just walk into Maplins and buy the local equivalent? See, http://www.harb87.fsnet.co.uk/micvid/micvid.htm for my take on
them. If you don't like that, there's a hundred alternatives on the market in uk now from barbie video cameras, spy cams etc etc, all transmitting on 2.4 and with
a reasonable receiver antenna (plans all over the web), fully receivable up to max legal uk height.
The other frequencies are not useable, either at all or without relevent ham licences. Not worth the effort. Fines /prison await unlicenced users.
I can't comment on the particular manufacturers, the microcamera/transmitter I bought from maplins was white boxed. As for all the other stuff on the market,
most of it seems to be Chinese/Korean.
Your last question re X2/X10, I really don't see the point now the things are so ubiquitous and lower voltage versions are available in uk. I found a nice one that
runs off 3v not long ago, I think I mentioned it back in the forum a month or so back.
So much for keeping it short.
I wonder why all we KAPpers rattle on about video so much and so rarely need to use it. When flying with a digital camera with space for 200 shots on the CF
card I start to figure why would I need video aiming..
Which raises a question which I'll post separately.
Simon
(back)
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Re: various video questions
From: martin
Date: 1/31/2003
Time: 2:14:17 PM
Remote Name: 195.92.67.70

Comments
Hi...
thanks for your answer :)
my thoughts on the usefulness of videocams is that if you want the superior quality/resolution of film, and you dont want to waste it with "bad shots"... or not
inclined to serendipitous photography (of which I think you are more inclined to be? :) then a cam is a nice thing to have.
however with digital cameras where dud shots cost nothing.. and with some digicams having video output anyway its possible to tap in.. then yes... a separate
camera is redundant.
Thanks again for taking the time to respond ... and confirming that playing around with other transmitter frequencies is not worth the hassle!
(back)

Re: various video questions
From: Carl Bigras
Date: 1/30/2003
Time: 8:42:21 AM
Remote Name: 198.103.196.130

Comments
I found that the receiver/ transmitter seem to be the same both for PAL & NTSC. Just the camera is different. If you look a this site;
http://www.blackwidowav.com/productscomponents.html#
They sell 2 different cameras, one for PAL and one for NTSC, but you use the same TX/RX. The video TX merges the video signal with the carrier signal, in this
case, 2.4 GHz. The receiver separates the video from carrier and gives you a video output, same as the camera used.
Carl
(back)

Pots and buttons questions
From: Kevin
Date: 1/29/2003
Time: 6:19:53 AM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.98

Comments
HELP Can anybody explain to me in simple terms how to stop the interaction between channels when replacing the T/X stick controls for the shutter button and
pan and tilt rotating pots. I know that you use the trimmers but where do you start. I have made the conversion and can get things to work (more or less) but
when I press the shutter button the hover servo moves (tilts) and also the pan servo will start to rotate. I am using the Tower 4 channel radio which I understand
is the Futaba 4 channel. Any help is welcome, many thanks Kevin
(back)

Re: Pots and buttons questions
From: Glenn Nelson
Date: 1/29/2003
Time: 3:51:45 PM
Remote Name: 216.47.113.158

Comments
What you say makes no sense to me. The joystick consists of two pots - one for X axis, one for Y. If you replace each pot with an alternative resistor configuration
(such as a smaller range pot and some fixed resistors) there's no way they should interact with the other axis.
If you didn't mis-wire it, perhaps you made the shutter button such that in one position the resistance across the far ends is 5K, but in the other it is another
value, such as 1K. I Suppose that could throw off the Futaba circuitry such that the other channels are affected. When you replace the joystick pots, you probably
want to keep the end to end resistance the same (which is 5K on my Futaba) - hence one design for the shutter button uses two 10K pots in parallel - one pot sets
the low, the other the high position of the servo arm.
I'm curious to know if your original pots are the same as mine - 5K full value and more than 4.5K range over approximately 70 degrees centered on the midpoint.
In other words, these are NOT linear pots, but they also don't appear to be audio (logarithmic) taper.
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(back)

Re: Pots and buttons questions
From: Glenn Nelson
Date: 1/30/2003
Time: 10:17:57 PM
Remote Name: 64.166.9.251

Comments
Please see my reply posted on 30-Jan-2003 to the previous thread "Servo Rotation Again" that was started by me. I think this will answer your questions.
(back)

Re: Pots and buttons questions
From: Peter Bults (peter@kiteaerialphotography.net)
Date: 1/29/2003
Time: 1:52:39 PM
Remote Name: 195.121.71.166

Comments
Hi Kevin,
I've writtten about replacing the joystick by a button in Aerial Eye Vol.3/1/page 6. You can also find a similar thing on Casalboni's site:
http://www.dolphinazur.nl/cgi-bin/links/jump.cgi?ID=1036 or on Manfred Fuchs site: http://www.dolphinazur.nl/cgi-bin/links/jump.cgi?ID=891 .
If one pot is influencing another it means the replacing components are to far "out-of-center". Adjust the new system more to a 2.5 kOhm center (neutral) point.
I hope this helps in some way,
Peter
http://www.kiteaerialphotography.net
(back)

2.4Ghz Patch antenna under cover
From: Carl Bigras
Date: 1/28/2003
Time: 5:14:49 AM
Remote Name: 198.103.196.130

Comments
I would like to cover up my patch antenna. Does it matter if there's 1/16" or 3/16" of plastic on the antenna surface? Will more degrade the incoming signal?
Carl
(back)

Re: 2.4Ghz Patch antenna under cover
From: Christian Becot
Date: 1/28/2003
Time: 10:19:12 AM
Remote Name: 193.248.255.247

Comments
Naturally, when you cover the antenna, there is a theoretical loss of signal. Practically, it is not really perceptible. I have used a covered antenna with 1/32"
plastic, and couldn't find any difference. This cover is removable, and when signal was difficult, tried to get it better by removing the lead. But, it never improved
it! For a better signal, the "FLiBB" antenna by Ralf Beutnagel is really a must.
(back)

Re: 2.4Ghz Patch antenna under cover
From: Ralf Beutnagel
Date: 1/28/2003
Time: 1:16:22 PM
Remote Name: 217.0.193.200

Comments
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The FLiBB-antenna is nearly without cover. My earlier versions were with cover. But they were not as good as the one without cover. All material will reduce the
distance. I tested my antennas on the same street by walking to see the distance it works. To say a number: you can lose about 30 - 50 m distance with a cover
from 3 mm plastic. So test it. Ralf Beutnagel
(back)

mildly off topic - email format for this list
From: jeff stephens (jeff@tautologous.com)
Date: 1/24/2003
Time: 8:42:07 AM
Remote Name: 143.166.224.135

Comments
Howdy again,
Sorry if this is mildly off topic - but is there a way to get this archive in email format and to post/reply via email or a newsgroup? There is fantastic information in
here, but it's hard to get at (seaching doesn't include the whole thread, so the info is out of context). There are plenty of off the shelf mailing list packages
(mailman, majordomo, etc) that, I think, would help us all out.
happy kapping, -jeff
(back)

Upcoming changes to this discussion page
From: Cris Benton
Date: 1/24/2003
Time: 9:47:36 AM
Remote Name: 64.142.12.44

Comments
Hi Jeff,
DoesnÝt seem off topic at all.
Like the site itself this discussion page has grown from very early WWW root stock (note the Mosaic grey background color). Like you I am delighted by the fine
material in this discussion group but frustrated by the clunky interface provided by MS FrontPage. Furthermore, the FP software provides no administrative
tools and as the discussion database now exceeds 2000 posts that is problematic. So, change is in order.
The direction I am currently taking is to stay with a WWW-based discussion tool rather than migrate to a usenet newsgroup or mailing list format. I have just
begun a sabbatical leave and am using the early period of this to learn more about Dreamweaver and Cold Fusion Server Ý an environment supported by my
server at school. I am currently evaluating two CF-based discussion forum packages for a migration of the site -- Cold Fusion Forum
(http://www.cfcode.com/index.cfm/fuse/forumdetails.htm) and Instaboard (http://www.netpleasure.com/instaboard/).. Either would add a great deal of
functionality to the discussion page.
The packages under consideration offer the standard features associated with contemporary discussion forum sites. They will e-mail updates if users so choose
and maintain data in a moderator accessible database. This means I should be able to migrate the archived posts into the new site. Using the new software we
could have a dozen or so moderated threads of discussion. Posters could easily contribute links, images, and files. The software would keep track of what a visitor
had seen and what he/she had not. Search features seem robust.
I have looked at alternatives. Part of the holiday break was spent building a Red Hat Linux box to evaluate Post Nuke and other PHP environments. The trouble
with going that agreeably open sourced route is that I do not have support for it at the schoolÝs server. The Majordomo alternative employs a channel (e-mail)
that is filled the days with an overwhelming amount of SPAM/debris. At least in my case the signal-to-noise ratio in e-mail makes it suboptimal.
I would be delighted to hear suggestions from users of the site regarding the next chapter in this discussion page. Does my proposed path seem sound? Would you
be willing to sign up for a login/password in order to post? Do you have favorite examples of discussion groups (I go to http://forums.sudhian.com/categories.cfm?
catid=33 daily) or recommended features?
In the meantime, you can search the content active discussion page posts here:
http://arch.ced.berkeley.edu/kap/discuss/kapdiscuss_srch.htm
and authors, topics, and content of posts in the archive here:
http://arch.ced.berkeley.edu/kap/database/discussion/discuss_archive.asp
Cheers,
Cris Benton
(back)

Re: Upcoming changes to this discussion page
From: Glenn Nelson
Date: 1/29/2003
Time: 3:59:50 PM
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Remote Name: 216.47.113.158

Comments
The current format would be painful if threads got very long and deep, but they don't. Making thread display collapsible would probably be the most desired
feature. I appreciate not needing to use a separate newsreader client - such things are very nice, especially for 20,000 Usenet groups, but I've got too many
applications to maintain already.
I also wish that the Previous and Next buttons worked and that the Previous and Next text links simply went sequentially up or down and sailed on thru Subject
changes.
(back)

Re: Upcoming changes to this discussion page
From: David Hunt
Date: 1/24/2003
Time: 10:20:29 PM
Remote Name: 63.173.122.248

Comments
Cris,
I have found your forum page the most useful arrangement of any forum that I currently use. I set my histroy to about 30 days and when I visit your web site I
can see in an instant if there is a new posting because the color is different. Every other forum requires more time to check for changes. The only time that this
breaks down is when someone posts to a thread that is over 30 days old, but that is a habit all should avoid.
The fact that I can instantaneously know if there are new postings outweighs the fancy things that that some of the other forums do. I wouldn't use email features,
and sites that require usernames and passwords are driving me crazy.
It would be nice to have the ability to expand or contract the thread like can be done in newsgroups. This cuts down on the clutter when trying to find an old
thread that you want to review without having to resort to a search.
I visit a forum that lists the threads in an order based on the date stamp of the last posting to the thread. This makes it easy to to find new postings but it disturbs
the chronology of each thread's original posting. It can become disorienting as threads jump up and down the list as new posting are made.
Forums that offer several sub-catagories seem to collect numerous miss-categorized threads that are either dutifully re-located by the moderator or remain lost in
their unfamiliar surroundings.
Did I mention that I don't like usernames and passwords? :)
David Hunt
http://www.kaper.kiteaerialphotography.net
(back)

Re: Upcoming changes to this discussion page
From: Carlo Didier
Date: 1/26/2003
Time: 11:18:28 PM
Remote Name: 194.154.218.196

Comments
You speak from my heart, David!
(back)

Re: Upcoming changes to this discussion page
From: Simon
Date: 1/30/2003
Time: 7:28:04 AM
Remote Name: 195.92.168.177

Comments
With you too David, I frequent a few boards, but for the traffic this board does it right. If it were busier you might want collapsible threads, but unless you get
hundreds of posts a day,you really don't need all the other features you see on busy boards.
Simon
(back)

Re: Upcoming changes to this discussion page
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From: David Hunt (kaper3@eartlink.net)
Date: 2/2/2003
Time: 6:11:15 PM
Remote Name: 63.173.122.248

Comments
There is one thing about the current discussion page that I would like to see changed. When making a new post I have the habit of hitting the <ENTER> key
when I try to go from the "From:" window to the "Comments:" window. This sends the post to the server without any comments like the post just below this
entry.
Because of the time that it takes for a posting to be confirmed by the server you would think that you would be able to stop the process by hitting the stop button
on the browser. I haven't been successful yet.
David Hunt
http://www.kaper.kiteaerialphotography.net
(back)

Re: Upcoming changes to this discussion page
From: David Hunt (kaper3@eartlink.net)
Date: 2/2/2003
Time: 6:04:57 PM
Remote Name: 63.173.122.248

Comments
(back)

Re: Upcoming changes to this discussion page
From: jeff stephens (jeff@tautologous.com)
Date: 1/24/2003
Time: 6:44:27 PM
Remote Name: 64.123.8.60

Comments
Cris,
I'm a big fan of email lists. Newest posts are delivered to me, and I've setup procmail to move list-specific posts to list-specific mail folders. I monitor/participate
in a several at any given time with this setup. My email client tells me which I've read, I can mark 'important' ones to come back to, maintains threading well, no
size limits, etc. Basically I end up using email interfaced forums more that web-based ones. The last advantage is that their server requirements are tiny: you can
host a VERY active (10-100 posts a day) email list on a 486 just fine.
On the otherhand, there are great web-only forums out there, I'd be delighted to see what you've described happen here. And SNR is decidedly better, even tighly
moderated listservs get hit by spammers occasionally and that's very rare on web-only forums.
<non squitor>Have you looked at wiki-like solutions? I use one (http://tikiwiki.sourceforge.net/) and have been very happy with it. I don't think its the best
solution for this forum, just wanted to point out that realm of software. I just love MySQL/Apache/PHP.</end non sequitor>
So, I guess I'm saying to just run with whatever technology you want to and we, the community, will be happy as clams with it and indebted you to for the
time/effort you've put into this site as a whole.
-jeff
(feel free to email me off-list to banter more, I can really get into the web technology discussions, but won't inflict that on the rest of the list.)
(back)

Re: Upcoming changes to this discussion page
From: brooks
Date: 1/24/2003
Time: 10:19:16 AM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.204

Comments
Cris said: Does my proposed path seem sound?
Yes indeed.
"Would you be willing to sign up for a login/password in order to post?"
Absolutely.
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" Do you have favorite examples of discussion groups (I go to http://forums.sudhian.com/categories.cfm?catid=33 daily) or recommended features?"
Go gettem, Cris. We've followed you this far; we'll stick with you. Besides, most of this thread so far is over my aging head, but I trust you implicitly!
(back)

RIT tie dying line
From: jeff stephens (jeff@tautologous.com)
Date: 1/24/2003
Time: 8:25:24 AM
Remote Name: 143.166.224.135

Comments
Howdy,
I've got 1000' of dacron line that standard white. I'm thinking of tie dying it using 'RIT' dye. I'm thinking of making the first 100' light blue, with the rest green or something to that effect. I'll mask off sections every 100' to use as length markers (or dye these red over the green)
I've got a couple of reservations, though: 1) will the line actually absorb the dye? 2) will the dye degrade the line strength? 3) is the blue/green color change worth
anything?
Any other feedback? This seems like a rather graceful way to both hide the line more and mark it for length.
(back)

Re: RIT tie dying line
From: Simon
Date: 1/24/2003
Time: 2:23:21 PM
Remote Name: 195.92.194.16

Comments
I tried this some time ago with Dylon cold water dye and white dacron braid and a polyester braid rope too. I went for green and brown , submerging half the
reel in each colour to get a camouflage effect: green for a foot, brown for a foot and so on. I didn't want to use a hot dye or other agressive chemical mordants for
fear of damaging the line. Nonetheless surprise surprise, when I rinsed the line, I ended up with off white line. Not surprising really, dacron etc are polymers, and
dyes really don't bond unless you start interfering with the polymer, once you do, say goodbye to strength. So I suspect you will only have success with cotton,
sisal, hemp, wool (!) coir and other natural fibres.
I'd just buy black dacron braid, its much easier to get these days, or just be happy with a whiteish kite line in your pics.
cheers Simon
PS All of that said, spirit based permanent felt tip type markers work well and don't seem (might be best to test)to damage line, it might be a way if you are hell
bent on your colour scheme.
(back)

JKPA photo contest 2003
From: Christian Becot
Date: 1/21/2003
Time: 1:33:36 PM
Remote Name: 80.9.118.167

Comments
Just to inform that the Japan Kite Aerial Photography Association have open the 2003 photo contest. All information is at http://www.interq.or.jp/japan/jkpa/
(back)

Servo Rotation Again
From: Glenn Nelson
Date: 1/18/2003
Time: 6:18:56 PM
Remote Name: 64.166.9.251

Comments
There was a brief discussion of this started by Doug Kinney back in 03-Aug-2002. I too was wondering how to get more than 60 or 70 degrees on my tilt axis with
an unmodified servo. It seemed obvious that the pot connected to the joystick is the problem - the joystick on a standard Futaba transmitter only moves thru no
more than about 60 degrees, but a potentiometer has more than 270.
Well, I forgot about non-linear pots. The pot in the xmtr is 5K max, but over the short rotation of the joystick the resistance ranges from around 200 ohm to 4.8
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Kohm!
Now that I've got my xmtr partially dismantled (in preparation for completely repackaging it), I'll have to run some experiments. However, I'm guessing that the
pot functions as a voltage divider, so changing to say a 10K pot will not help. I imagine the control range is builtin to the single IC that comprises the entire
transmitter. Maybe an external resistor has something to do with it, but without a schematic I see no hope of modifying the xmtr.
(back)

Re: Servo Rotation Again
From: Glenn Nelson
Date: 1/30/2003
Time: 10:13:39 PM
Remote Name: 64.166.9.251

Comments
My final answer is in! My answer is contrary to some others, I don't know why - different transmitter electronics? I took my Futaba 4 channel FM, 72 MHz
transmitter and removed one joystick.
I put a 5K linear potentiometer on one axis - this controls tilt and now gives me a range of over 90 degrees (I'd guess no more than 120).
The other axis is for shutter. I took 2 10K trimpots and tied their ends in parallal and wired these to the endpoint wires from the original pot. The center wire
original pot goes to the center (common) of a single pole double throw (SPDT) momentary pushbutton. The two poles of the switch each go to the center of the
10K trimpots. Now adjust the trimpots for the travel that you require to push the shutter button.
If either of these replacements move the servo in the opposite direction, just use the transmitter reversing switches.
I should add that contrary to reports in another thread, there is no cross interaction between the channels.
(back)

Re: Servo Rotation Again
From: Simon
Date: 1/19/2003
Time: 2:26:28 AM
Remote Name: 195.92.168.173

Comments
You should be able to get 90 degrees out of an unmodified servo, by replacing the joystick pot (typically 5K Ohm) with a 2k pot and putting two 0-5K trimmers
on each side in series. By adjusting the trimmers (to about 1.2K I think) you can ensure that the full 270 degree 2K ohm turn of the pot acts on the fullest possible
travel of the servo. Hard to explain as I am not an electronics whizz and its a while since I did it, but it works a treat and gives real precision and sensitivity to the
controls.
I tried to describe it here:
http://www.harb85.freeserve.co.uk/control/control.htm
cheers Simon
(back)

Re: Servo Rotation Again
From: brooks
Date: 1/19/2003
Time: 9:14:21 AM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.252

Comments
As long as you're repackaging the xmtr, why not go to a slider for tilt? I had fine success with that, plus the trimmers. It makes tilt very intuitive.
I've even got a spare set of slider/trimmers, but I need to check the values before writing it up. Gimme call if you'd like to discuss.
(back)

Re: Servo Rotation Again
From: Glenn Nelson
Date: 1/19/2003
Time: 6:12:03 PM
Remote Name: 64.166.9.251

Comments
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I was planning to use a slider ... guess what, Radio Shack and our local parts supplier don't have such things! So it's "over-the-hill" to Silicon Valley to get one.
Good and strange news - the experiment is done. I can get slightly more than 90 degrees by using a 5K pot and travelling end-to-end. This is contrary to what
Simon and Brooks have said - they suggest fixed resistors (or trimpot) on both ends with a smaller range pot (say 2K) in the middle. It might vary with each
manufacturer, but as I initially stated, the pots in the Futaba xmtr cover almost 4.5 out of 5K in less than 90 degrees, according to my inaccurate measurements.
So I will simply use a 5K slider for my tilt axis and calibrate it.
And according to Simon's and others' suggestions, I will replace the pot that runs the shutter servo with two 10K trimmers in parallel on their ends, and the two
wipers (center posts) connected to SPDT switch - high and low positions for the servo. Later I will replace the SPDT switch with missing pulse generator circuitry
so that a picture is automatically taken if I haven't shot one in 5 minutes - just to keep the digital camera from shutting down.
Thanks a lot guys!
(back)

Re: Servo Rotation Again
From: Simon
Date: 1/19/2003
Time: 11:43:56 PM
Remote Name: 195.92.168.175

Comments
Certainly just using the 5K pot liberated from the constraints of the joystick mechanism does what you say and will give the full servo travel, the reason for
substituting the pot and trimmers is to give more sensitivity and a wider rotational angle covering the full servo range. As I remember it.
cheers Simon
(back)

Re: Servo Rotation Again
From: brooks
Date: 1/20/2003
Time: 9:09:38 AM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.241

Comments
On page 28 of AE 4.4 you'll see a drawing of my slider setup, which allows full, accurate travel of the servo. Not sure you'll get that with just the slider.
Although like most r/c pots the one it replaced was 5K, my slider is 25K because that's all I could find. It came from digiKey. I accommodated the difference by
using 25K trimmers. Works perfectly.
Don't bother going over the hill, Glenn -- I'll send you my spare slider and trimmers if you want them, or can give you digikey numbers. I'll have to check price,
but it's not much.
(back)

Re: Servo Rotation Again
From: brooks
Date: 1/20/2003
Time: 9:26:22 AM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.101

Comments
whoops! My numbers are wrong. Standard joysticks don't use 5k pots, but half that or so. My slider was 5K and the trimmers 25k; if I'd been able to find a 1k
slider, I would have used 5k trimmers.
bgl
(back)

Kite Photography
From: justindawe23@hotmail.com
Date: 1/17/2003
Time: 5:00:16 AM
Remote Name: 198.165.211.106

Comments
HELPPP...we are three high school students at Booth Memorial in St. John's. In our Integrated Systems 1205 class, we have been assigned a major project that
consists of creating a system that lets us attach a disposible camera to a kite, and taking aerial photographs. However, we are very unexperienced in this area, and
the cost of the project has to be kept very low!! If anyone can help us please e-mail us at the above adress or leave a reponse. Thank-you!!
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(back)

Re: Kite Photography
From: Doug Kinney
Date: 1/17/2003
Time: 3:04:48 PM
Remote Name: 68.113.186.247

Comments
Here is my website address:
www.geocities.com/ghostcat78
It is almost the cheapest way to get into KAP. Another website is:
http://www.fortunecity.com/marina/nelson/479/BASICS_cheapKAP.html
The instructions on this website are easier yet. Good luck with your project. I wish my high school projects would have been that fun.
Doug
(back)

Re: Kite Photography
From: Cary
Date: 1/17/2003
Time: 1:33:19 PM
Remote Name: 64.222.237.64

Comments
This one has an ice cube trigger, not so good for winter time, but take a look:
http://www.mtmscientific.com/kap.html
(back)

Help!
From: Intergrated Systems 1205
Date: 1/15/2003
Time: 6:03:50 AM
Remote Name: 198.165.211.113

Comments
We are three grade ten students from Booth Memorial High (Newfoundland, Canada). We have recently been assigned a project of building a very inexpensive
photography kite. First, we have to build the kite, then we have to find out how to join a disposible camera to the kite and make it take pictures from the sky.
Please...HELP! Anyone! Thanks.
(back)

Re: Help!
From: Doug Kinney
Date: 1/16/2003
Time: 7:20:20 PM
Remote Name: 68.113.186.247

Comments
I think your best bet would be the viscous timer with silly putty like mentioned earlier. But if you are looking for different ideas you can check out my website.
www.geocities.com/ghostcat78
It looks harder to build than it actually is. And if you want you can make it out of balsa wood instead of plastic for easier construction. Also Tom Nied has a great
website with a simple timer. If I remember right he said a simple gayla cheap kite could lift his rig. Do a search on this website and you should be able to find a
wealth of information.
(back)

Re: Help!
From: Doug Kinney
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Date: 1/16/2003
Time: 7:19:38 PM
Remote Name: 68.113.186.247

Comments
I think your best bet would be the viscous timer with silly putty like mentioned earlier. But if you are looking for different ideas you can check out my website.
www.geocities.com/ghostcat78
It looks harder to build than it actually is. And if you want you can make it out of balsa wood instead of plastic for easier construction. Also Tom Nied has a great
website with a simple timer. If I remember right he said a simple gayla cheap kite could lift his rig. Do a search on this website and you should be able to find a
wealth of information.
(back)

Re: Help!
From: Peter Bults (peter@kiteaerialphotography.net)
Date: 1/15/2003
Time: 1:17:03 PM
Remote Name: 195.121.88.81

Comments
Take a look at these rigs: http://www.dolphinazur.nl/cgi-bin/links/jump.cgi?ID=973 and http://www.dolphinazur.nl/cgi-bin/links/jump.cgi?ID=972 . These rig are
based on a dispsable camera and are so light that you could use almost any kite to lift them.
Good luck,
Peter Bults
http://www.kiteaerialphotography.net
(back)

Re: Help!
From: Carl Bigras
Date: 1/15/2003
Time: 10:06:17 AM
Remote Name: 198.103.196.130

Comments
Try to contact kiter Jeff Driscoll in St. John's NF. He does kite workshops & might be able to help you with your kite making. E-mail; jeffdris@hotmail.com
Good luck, Carl (Ottawa)
(back)

Re: Help!
From: Brooks Leffler kyteman@redshift.com
Date: 1/15/2003
Time: 8:59:19 AM
Remote Name: 216.228.25.85

Comments
Contact the Drachen Foundation in Seattle; info@drachen.org.
They have a nice kit for just such exercises.
Have fun! Chin UP! brooks
(back)

Re: Help!
From: Brooks
Date: 1/15/2003
Time: 8:55:09 AM
Remote Name: 216.228.25.85

Comments
(back)
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Help!
From: Intergrated Systems 1205
Date: 1/15/2003
Time: 6:03:42 AM
Remote Name: 198.165.211.113

Comments
We are three grade ten students from Booth Memorial High (Newfoundland, Canada). We have recently been assigned a project of building a very inexpensive
photography kite. First, we have to build the kite, then we have to find out how to join a disposible camera to the kite and make it take pictures from the sky.
Please...HELP! Anyone! Thanks.
(back)

HS-81 modifiable?
From: Jeff
Date: 1/14/2003
Time: 10:16:55 PM
Remote Name: 64.123.11.67

Comments
Howdy folks,
This guy here: http://www.servocity.com/ServoCity/Products/Hitec_Servos/HS-81_Micro/hs-81_micro.html
claims that the HS-81 servo isn't mod-able to do 360 deg rotation. I kinda think that's hogwash; has anyone done it?
-Thanks, Jeff
(back)

Re: HS-81 modifiable?
From: Terry
Date: 1/18/2003
Time: 4:34:30 AM
Remote Name: 194.217.194.139

Comments
The HS-81 I have has only got a 180 degree output gear ! So NO !
Terry
(back)

Re: HS-81 modifiable?
From: Matthew Cole (matt@uscoles.com)
Date: 1/27/2003
Time: 5:45:21 AM
Remote Name: 12.75.166.126

Comments
I have an HS-81 and it also has a partial gear so I didn't try modifying it. However, I also have a HiTec HS-85MG (Metal Gear) and it does have a full gear. In the
process of drilling out the plastic insert that rotates the pot, the insert came out altogether, which seems to be ok. The metal output shaft also allowed me to drill
out the outside-the-case part with a #43 drill bit and tap it with 4-40 threads. This all seems to work just fine.
(back)

Re: HS-81 modifiable?
From: jeff stephens (jeff@tautologous.com)
Date: 1/28/2003
Time: 4:56:02 AM
Remote Name: 143.166.83.133

Comments
Matthew - the partial gear in the HS-81 is a non issue. If you notice the bottom edge of the partial gear is a full gear, this is what meshes with the next gear in the
set. The cutout portion is just to provide a mechanical stop of rotation when it contacts the rib in the servo case.
-jeff
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(back)

Re: HS-81 modifiable?
From: Dennis@treetopphoto.com
Date: 1/17/2003
Time: 7:19:40 PM
Remote Name: 68.160.177.152

Comments
I have modified the HS-81 to spin 360 degrees continuously for one of my camera systems using method #4 from David Hunts E-Resources web site. If my brain
serves me correctly, gear stops inside the case must be removed, the gear on top of the pot must be drilled out so it won't turn the pot while the motor is turning
and I think I put a resistor or two in there also. http://treetopphoto.com/NewRig.htm shows my system. I used three HS-81's to pan, tilt and rotate the camera.
Dennis..........
(back)

Re: HS-81 modifiable?
From: David Hunt (kaper3@earthlink.net)
Date: 1/18/2003
Time: 3:23:43 PM
Remote Name: 63.173.122.248

Comments
As Dennis mentions he used method #4 from the KAPER/Basics/360 Servo Conversions pages.
http://www.fortunecity.com/marina/nelson/479/Bas_360_4_R.html
At first glance the final output gear on the HS-81 looks like it is only a partial gear of about 80 deg., but if you look closely the lower part of the gear that sweeps
360 deg. is actually part of the same gear. The upper partial portion of the final gear is being used as the stop to hit the tab molded in the top portion of the case.
To make the modification you would only have to remove the tab in the top of the case, and bore out the hole that goes over the shaft keeping it from turning the
pot. You canÝt cut off the end of the pot shaft because it is needed to mount the gear
I havenÝt ever modified a HS-81, but the trickiest part looks like it would be boring out the shaft hole, too much and the gear will have too much play and jump
teeth, not enough and the gear will cause the pot shaft to move. Maybe Dennis could give us some pointers about his conversion.
You could always try method #1 which gears the servo output up, which converts the servos approximate 90 deg rotation to 360 deg. The down side is you
decrease the torque of the servo about 4 times and increase the rotational speed by 4.
David Hunt
http://www.kaper.kiteaerialphotography.net
(back)

Re: HS-81 modifiable?
From: David Hunt (kaper3@earthlink.net)
Date: 1/18/2003
Time: 2:38:17 PM
Remote Name: 63.173.122.248

Comments
(back)

Re: HS-81 modifiable?
From: brooks
Date: 1/15/2003
Time: 12:34:53 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.25.57

Comments
I don't know that servo, but if it has any partial gear segments inside it isn't. If all gears are full gears, should be modifiable.
(back)

Re: HS-81 modifiable?
From: Frank Louwers (frank.louwers@altina.cx)
Date: 1/15/2003
Time: 7:47:21 AM
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Remote Name: 62.235.20.23

Comments
Hi Jeff,
Maybe they mean that it cannot be coupled to this gearbox:
http://www.servocity.com/ServoCity/Products/Servo_Power_Gearboxes/servo_power_gearboxes.html
which actually might be interesting for our purposes!
Best Regards, Frank (Belgium)
(back)

First R/C rig advice
From: Bill Mitchell
Date: 1/13/2003
Time: 6:30:24 AM
Remote Name: 205.161.145.44

Comments
After two years with the manual Kodak rig to get my feet wet, IÝve decided to take the plunge. Please tell me if there are any problems with using these
components for my first r/c rig. Digital Camera: Canon A200, 11.6oz (ordered for KAP already) Radio: Futaba 4VF 4 channel Servos: Futaba 3003 weight 1.31oz,
torque 44.3oz-in for pan (with 360* internal mod) (2) Futaba 3101 weight .6oz, torque 34.6oz-in each for tilt and shutter IÝm not going to worry about
portrait/landscape on this rig. I am very confident I can balance both axes perfectly, so will the 3101 have enough torque for the tilt? My primary concern (after
financial) is weight (so whatÝs new?). I read about using metal gears and ball bearings, but I just canÝt afford those luxuries on this rig. Will el-cheapo nylon
work or will I be disappointed? Does the 3003 mod apply to the 3004 too? I could swap the 3003 out for the 3004 if so. Please bear with me, IÝm sure IÝll have
more questions but these will do for now 8^)
Thanks in advance, Bill
(back)

Re: First R/C rig advice
From: Doug Kinney
Date: 1/14/2003
Time: 5:26:50 PM
Remote Name: 68.113.186.247

Comments
Bill, you are starting out with exactly what I started out with. Give me your email address and I will send you a picture of my rig. I originally had a Ho-Ver servo
to remotely turn the camera, but after crash #1 I decided against it since I never used it anyway. I imagine it would come in handy if I had some type of remote
video transmitter in use. But until then I just manually rotate it before it goes aloft. Good Luck,
Doug
(back)

Re: First R/C rig advice
From: Bill Mitchell
Date: 1/15/2003
Time: 6:28:57 AM
Remote Name: 205.161.145.44

Comments
Thanks Doug. Yes, send all you want, please! astronutski@yahoo.com I don't know what a Ho-Ver servo is. Why would you not use remote turning?
Thanks, Bill
(back)

Re: First R/C rig advice
From: Glenn Nelson
Date: 1/13/2003
Time: 1:30:37 PM
Remote Name: 216.47.113.155

Comments
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(1) 3004 and 3003 mods are the same. (2) 3001 certainly for the shutter. I feel uncomfortable with those small servos for tilt, esp. given the weight of your camera.
Others may tell you different. (3) Nylon gears certainly no problem. (4) A200? 2 Megapixel is too few for high quality 8x10. And the weight (11 oz) seems awfully
high to me. Many of us got started with Olympus Stylus Epic - 7 oz. with film and battery. I consider that to be a target weight for a digital camera.
Good luck and happy flying!
(back)

Re: First R/C rig advice
From: Bill Mitchell
Date: 1/13/2003
Time: 1:48:13 PM
Remote Name: 205.161.145.44

Comments
Oops, I meant 5.6oz for the A200. 11.6 was my target weight for the rig minus electronics. Sorry. Does this change your opinion on micro for tilt? Pixels per inch
is one of the hottest debates it seems, I figure for what I want it for 2MP will be fine. Doubt I'll print any over 4x6. Thank you for your advice! Bill
(back)

Re: First R/C rig advice
From: Peter Bults (peter@kiteaerialphotography.net)
Date: 1/13/2003
Time: 3:16:45 PM
Remote Name: 195.121.106.71

Comments
The components you have chosen are good enough for a start. And more than that. I'm using a 3003 for tilt on my SLR-rig for many years now. No problem. Just
make the rig well balanced in every posible way. (see Gentles recent page http://www.dolphinazur.nl/cgi-bin/links/jump.cgi?ID=1037 ) And make every pivot
point turning smooth.
Good luck, Peter
http://www.kiteaerialphotography.net
(back)

carbon vs. aluminum
From: Scott Haefner
Date: 1/12/2003
Time: 10:38:10 AM
Remote Name: 64.170.120.176

Comments
I am designing a new rig, and I'm considering carbon instead of aluminum. How much weight can I expect to save on an all carbon-based design vs. all
aluminum? In other words, is it really worth it?
Also, when I look at the page, http://www.onlinemetals.com/product_search.cfm, it wants me to choose an alloy and a temper. To me, it's a pretty obscure list of
choices. Can anyone recommend which combination would be ideal?
I would think that for thickness, I could get by with it being slightly thinner than a comparable piece of aluminum with just as much strength. Does this sound
reasonable?
Thanks! Scott
(back)

Re: carbon vs. aluminum
From: brooks kyteman@redshift.com
Date: 1/12/2003
Time: 11:54:41 AM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.230

Comments
I've used Aluminum 6061-T6, which is pretty easy to work. The last batch I bought was .065, or about 1/16", plenty heavy enough. I'm sure you could use .05 but
I don't think I'd go any lighter.
My very brief experience with carbon composites is that *to me* it isn't worth the cost for a very small weight saving, considering that you have to reinforce
corners with aluminum or some such.
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Frank Louwers I'm sure will disagree, and whatever he says about carbon is gospel, because he's done a lot of it.
BTW, there is a source for such composites listed in your KAPiCA directory.
(back)

Re: carbon vs. aluminum
From: Frank Louwers (frank.louwers@altina.cx)
Date: 1/14/2003
Time: 8:48:38 AM
Remote Name: 194.78.199.68

Comments
Hi Scott, and Brooks,
Yes I have built about 6 rigs in carbon. I like building in it because you can get sturdy yet light rigs. Now how big are the weight savings?
Density of carbon is about 1500 (kg/m3) versus 2700 for aluminium. You can easily find and use 1.2, 1.5, 1.7, 2.0, 2.5, 4.0 mm thickness in carbon (25.4mm equal 1
inch). For my rigs I usually use 2.0 mm for top and bottom plate, and 1.5 mm for the side brackets. I assemble the right angles with little aluminium cornerpieces
(12 x 8 x1.6mm, 20mm long, or lighter: 9 x 9 x .8mm, 20mm long)each with 2 screws 1.5 or 2mm on each leg (thus 4 per corner, 16 per non-hover rig), each
cornerpiece with its screws weighs about 2 grams. There is about .000042 m3 carbon in a typical non-hover SLR rig frame, so the weight savings (assuming same
thickness aluminium strips used) are 50.4 grams (1.8 oz), or 42.4 grams (1.5 oz) if you do not use any corner contraption on your alu frame (i.e. just bend the Uframe). This is the weight of a heavier servo.
Of course, the weight savings are more important on a bigger frame (I tend to build very simple frames, see Aerial Eye, V3.3), or if you use aluminium of 2mm
thick all over, or if you do reinforce your corners some way, or if you have to add a little vertical strip to your top plate to stiffen it etc.
Now for me there are other advantages to using carbon like it is very stiff(no need to stiffen top plate), it drills very easy (unlike the harder grade aluminiums), it
saws easily, (I usually cut it with diamond coated cut-off wheel on a Dremel rotary tool), you can also make bearings or bearing seats of it... Of course it is more
expensive, but you need so little of it! It is mostly carbon, so when you cut or drill it, it produces fine black dust. But then it has a certain high-tech look (ggg).
I think you are right about thicknesses, you can get by with thinner plates in carbon, as they are stiffer than aluminium.
As Brooks mentioned, the booklet has we got at KAPiCA/02 lists some sources (Weber is more expensive than ACP, but has the better material) and now you
often can find carbon/epoxy plates in the hobby shops (RC controlled cars now use them as their chassis).
This is certainly no gospel, but I will gladly try to answer any other question you might have.
Best regards,
Frank (Belgium)
(back)

Re: carbon vs. aluminum
From: f
Date: 1/14/2003
Time: 6:15:21 AM
Remote Name: 194.78.199.68

Comments
(back)

Pendulum Rig dampner
From: Doug Kinney
Date: 1/10/2003
Time: 7:35:06 PM
Remote Name: 68.113.186.247

Comments
I've noticed on a few peoples pendulum rig they have a "shock-absorber" looking thing attached to dampen vibration i'm assuming. I saw a picture of
somebodies RIG with this, but I can't remember who (possibly it was KAPiCA picture related)I was just wondering what is the correct name for this, and second
were can I get one. I'm using it on my telescope polar alignment mount to get rid of vibrations that are caused by the winds effects on the scope. I know,
completely non-KAP related, but humor me please. Thanks,
Doug
(back)

Re: Pendulum Rig dampner
From: Brooks
Date: 1/10/2003
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Time: 11:08:12 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.48

Comments
Bob Brown's site shows one I made for him, and Craig Wilson has a dampened pendulum too.
The damper is a model car shock absorber, and on a pendulum it's designed to dampen fore & aft swing, not vibration.
(back)

Re: Pendulum Rig dampner
From: Randy Bollinger
Date: 1/11/2003
Time: 9:16:59 AM
Remote Name: 63.208.43.110

Comments
A friend of mine had the same problem. He corected it by placing small size sand bags over the top of the scope and used a bigger tripot.
(back)

Re: Pendulum Rig dampner
From: Doug
Date: 1/11/2003
Time: 1:57:00 PM
Remote Name: 68.113.186.247

Comments
I made a bigger tripod. The only play in the whole mounting jig is the "wiggle" in the 4" hinge. I just needed something to correct 2mm of play. It's not too bad, it
stops wiggling in about 2 seconds. I just thought a dampner connected to this would fix my problem, since I can't really modify the joint in the steel hinge. It also
will make it easier to focus my camera to take pictures. Thanks for the info. I might try the shock absorber idea.
Doug
(back)

Re: Pendulum Rig dampner
From: Richard Amirault, Boston, MA, USA
Date: 1/13/2003
Time: 9:56:48 AM
Remote Name: 146.115.58.99

Comments
you don't say which scop/tripod you have ... but maybe something like this might help.
http://www.lymax.com/cat/CatalogMgr.pl?cartID=b-6534&SearchField=partnumber&SearchFor=tristabcg5&offset=1&displayNumber=1&template=tripodstabilizer/tripodstabilizer.htx&hdrFile=htx/headers/lymax1.htx
or go to http://www.lymax.com/ and click on "tripod stabilizer" if the above url doesn't work.
The point of this product is to make the tripod assembly more ridgid. If this won't fit your tripod maybe you can make one.
If, however, the problem is in a hinge assembly that is "loose" (has some play) maybe larger bolts and new holes?
P.S. Few of us use pendulum rigs for KAP, but I'm one of those few ;-) The only vibration dampner that I use are large rubber donuts (actually muffler hangers)
attached to the kite line to reduce line vibration from getting onto the KAP rig.
Richard in Boston, MA, USA
(back)

Re: Pendulum Rig dampner
From: Doug Kinney
Date: 1/14/2003
Time: 5:31:24 PM
Remote Name: 68.113.186.247

Comments
Richard, thanks for the links. I personally made my tripod out of hardwood I had laying around my shop. It weighs about 25lbs and extends 56" high. It does
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more than an adequate job of holding my telescope, a meade ETX-90. The play was in the hinge as you know. I looked at different hinges, but all hinges have a
slight play in them. I just got some heavy springs and attached them to the jig to pull out the play in the joint. I don't know why I didn't think of this to begin
with, but It works great, and it was cheap. Now I just got to get some pictures taken! thanks again.
Doug
(back)

micro servo question
From: Bill Mitchell
Date: 1/10/2003
Time: 7:29:28 AM
Remote Name: 205.161.145.44

Comments
Greetings, I need advice on servo size for a digital rig I want to build. Can I use micro servos (pick your favorite brand) for everything, assuming proper balance,
or only for the shutter? I see the weight savings would be tremendous. Side note: Great site here! For two years I have had limited success with the manual
Kodak rig, maybe average 3 decent pics per roll, but I think I'm ready to advance now to a more successful rig, read R/C.
Thanks, Bill
(back)

Re: micro servo question
From: Frank Louwers (frank.louwers@altina.cx)
Date: 1/11/2003
Time: 6:36:28 AM
Remote Name: 194.78.199.68

Comments
Hi Bill, I use almost exclusevely micro servo's for my rigs. In my eyes, he important things are balancing (making sure each servo's axis goes exactly through the
center of gravity of the subassembly it has to move) and metal gears. If possible I choose ball bearings, certainly for heavier loads. Nylon gears tend to wear out
quickly by the shocks and possibly vibration, of course metal gears add usually about 3 to 4 grams (.11 to .14 oz) and are non existant on the really tiny models.
Other factors are holding torque (think digital servo's), precision and repeatability, speed (the lower the better actually for our purposes), conversion to
continuous rotation, interchangeability and of course cost!
I reckon you need a torque of at least 12 Ncm (17 oz-in) for compactcamera's up to 350g (12.3oz);a torque of about 25 Ncm (35.4 oz-in) for heavier compact
cameras; a torque of about 32 Ncm (45.3 oz-in) for SLR camera's and about 36 Ncm (51 oz-in) for light medium format camera's (like the Fuji 645).
After a lot of comparaisons I personally settled down on those: Leica Minilux rig: 2x Futaba S3106 with torque of 12 Ncm (17 oz-in), 9.5g (.34oz), nylon gears
Contax G1 rig (hover): 3x Futaba S3102, 36 Ncm (51.0 oz-in), 21g (.74oz), metal gears Minolta Dynax 7000i rig: 2x Futaba S3002, 33 Ncm (46.7 oz-in), 34g
(1.20oz), metal gears, two ball bearings Fuji 645 rig (hover): 3x Graupner Digital DS3728, 36 Ncm (51.0 oz-in), 25g (.88oz), metal gears, two ball bearings and 1x
Futaba FS40 Pico, 15 Ncm (21.2 oz-in), 9g (.32oz), nylon gears, this is for triggering the shutter (the other camera's are all triggered electrically with an electronic
switch).
Other servo's worth looking at are the Hitec HS81-MG,27 Ncm (38.2 oz-in), 19g (.67oz), metal gears; the Hitec HS-85MG, 30 Ncm (42.5 oz-in), 24g (.85oz), metal
gears, 1 ball bearing, and the new Digi series of Multiplex.
The weight savings indeed add up, other areas where you can save a lot are the frame (think carbon), the assembly screws (2mm are usually fine), the receiver,
and certainly the batterypack. You can now buy e.g. a 1/3rd AAA NiMH 100mA pack that weighs 19g (.67oz)!
Best regards,
Frank (Belgium)
(back)

Re: micro servo question
From: Peter Bults (peter@kiteaerialphotography.net)
Date: 1/10/2003
Time: 7:51:20 AM
Remote Name: 195.121.68.20

Comments
For a well balanced rig micro servo's are O.K. But most micro servo's canNOT be modified for endless rotation.
Peter
http://www.kiteaerialphotography.net
(back)

Re: micro servo question
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From: brooks kyteman@redshift.com
Date: 1/10/2003
Time: 11:05:37 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.48

Comments
I have made several rigs using nothing but microservos, but only if the camera is very light. There's no problem with the shutter servo; I usually gear down (1:4)
the pan servo; it's the tilt servo that is the most fragile, esp if the tilt frame hits the ground.
I usually use a standard servo for tilt and pan and a micro for shutter.
Cirrus microservos are very easy to convert to 360 rotation, as are FMA and some of the Tower or Futaba micros available from Tower Hobbies.
(back)

Re: aerial photography of trees
From: Simon
Date: 1/10/2003
Time: 2:03:07 AM
Remote Name: 194.247.83.243

Comments
I am a kite aerial photographer who takes pictures over Scottish castles and am amazed by the number of misaimed shots I have that have vertical views of trees
in them some from way too close. Do you think we should get together Simon????
Seriously though, what types of trees are you looking for?
Simon
(back)

Re: aerial photography of trees
From: Peter Bults (peter@kiteaerialphotography.net)
Date: 1/10/2003
Time: 7:53:19 AM
Remote Name: 195.121.68.20

Comments
My name is not Simon but I do have the same kind of pictures...
Peter
http://www.kiteaerialphotography.net
(back)

Replace Joystick with Pushbutton?
From: Glenn Nelson
Date: 1/6/2003
Time: 3:21:30 PM
Remote Name: 64.166.9.251

Comments
Currently I use a servo to push the shutter and simply move the corresponding joystick. Now that I'm going digital, my camera requires at least one picture every
5 minutes or it will turn off. So I would replace the potentiometer in the R/C transmitter with resistors and transistor to switch from hi to low resistance. A 555
timer will handle the 5 minute interval and using a pushbutton will reset the timer.
Two questions: (1) Have any of you already made such a circuit? (2) Do I need to worry about how fast the servo moves?
Thanks a lot guys!
(back)

Re: Replace Joystick with Pushbutton?
From: Peter Bults (mailto:peter@kiteaerialphotography.net)
Date: 1/7/2003
Time: 1:37:55 PM
Remote Name: 195.121.70.76

Comments
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Hi Glenn,
You're talking of a switch and a pushbutton.That might be confusing. I think you should have only ONE pushbutton with THREE functions: 1. take a picture
(activate the servo), 2. reset the timer, 3. advance the picture-counter (a must if you allow your system to take pictures automaticly to prevent the camera from
switching off).
I've writtten about replacing the joystick by a button in Aerial Eye Vol.3/1/page 6. You can also find a similar thing on Casalboni's site:
http://www.dolphinazur.nl/cgi-bin/links/jump.cgi?ID=1036 or on Manfred Fuchs site: http://www.dolphinazur.nl/cgi-bin/links/jump.cgi?ID=891 .
You can find the 555-timer on Harald Prinzlers site: http://members.aol.com/hprinzler/9802-01.gif .
A transistor circuit might be helpful to monitor the counter.
Instead of letting the timer fire the servo, I would let it sound a beeper or buzzer after 4 minutes. In that way you stay in control of what the camera is doing and
might take another useful picture.
I hope this helps in some way,
Peter
http://www.kiteaerialphotography.net
(back)

Re: Replace Joystick with Pushbutton?
From: Carlo Didier
Date: 1/7/2003
Time: 2:42:08 AM
Remote Name: 194.154.218.196

Comments
Hi Glenn! I'm not sure if a transistor will work. The joystick is in a timing circuit. You will have to find out which side is connected to the "ground" (minus) and
put the transistor on the correct side. I'll mail you a simple drawing of this. And yes, the servo's speed tells you for how long the transistor has to be active, i.e.
what width in time your pulse from the 555 has to have. If it's too short, then the servo won't go all the way before being "called back" to the rest position.
(back)

Re: Replace Joystick with Pushbutton?
From: Simon
Date: 1/7/2003
Time: 6:12:29 AM
Remote Name: 194.247.83.243

Comments
Just another quick note to this, after reading my note, and Carlo's response. On the more basic transmitters I've hacked, the joystick has been a simple
potentiometer not at all on the pulse timing side of the transmitter circuitry, so very easy to hack with switched resisters. Simon
(back)

Re: Replace Joystick with Pushbutton?
From: Simon Harbord
Date: 1/7/2003
Time: 6:09:20 AM
Remote Name: 194.247.83.243

Comments
Whilst I've not done the timed aspects of this conversion I have done the pushbutton conversion using fixed resistors, (trimmer pots)to give the required span of
movement wiothout overtravel for shutter triggering with servo. I can provide details if required too. by setting up the trimmer limiting the value of resistance
switched in by the button, it is possible to get a very gentle shutter action. A friend suggested using a capacitor in the circuit to provide some damping, to stop the
action being to sudden, but it never proved necessary.
A tangential answer, but it may help.
Simon
(back)

Re: Replace Joystick with Pushbutton?
From: Glenn Nelson
Date: 1/7/2003
Time: 2:14:24 PM
Remote Name: 216.47.113.155
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Comments
Simon - Actually your two answers fully covered half my concerns, i.e. does servo move too fast if pushbutton activated? The other thing you mention is replacing
the pot with fixed resistors and a pushbutton - perfect, first I'll do that, after that is done I can later add the smart timing circuit where a transistor replaces the
initial pushbutton, and now the pushbutton triggers the monostable. It's also good to hear that you didn't need a capacitor to slow the resistance change.
We can always count on you, "Simple Simon", for a practical and easy solution! (No insult intended!).
Thanks to Peter for the other links and Carlo for drawing to come later.
(back)

Happy New Year ! ! !
From: Henry Jebe
Date: 1/1/2003
Time: 2:44:30 AM
Remote Name: 66.58.166.59

Comments
It looks like I may have the honor of being the first KAPer to wish all you other KAPers a "Happy New Year". I hope the New Year gives us all plenty of quality
KAPing time and many good images. I also hope that we all have the opportunity to help new KAPers in their quest for knowlege in this unique hobby. It is
always rewarding to see the spark of interest in a person or people.
Henry
(back)

Re: Happy New Year ! ! !
From: brooks leffler kyteman@redshift.com
Date: 1/1/2003
Time: 9:22:55 AM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.181

Comments
I would add my New Year's greetings to Henry's, and add the reminder that KAPiCA/03, an international conference for and by KAPers of all levels of expertise,
will take place in Pacific Grove, California, October 15 - 19, 2003. Especially if you couldn't make it to KAPiCA/02, we'd love to have you join us. Mark your
calendars, and if you aren't on my email list already, drop me a note to the address above.
Fly safely, and have a happy 2003. brooks
(back)

Re: Happy New Year ! ! !
From: Frank Louwers (frank.louwers@altina.cx)
Date: 1/2/2003
Time: 3:01:25 AM
Remote Name: 62.235.20.22

Comments
Also from Belgium a very happy new year to all KAPers where ever you are. May good winds and happiness fly your way!
Frank
(back)

Re: Happy New Year ! ! !
From:
Date: 1/1/2003
Time: 5:34:28 PM
Remote Name: 65.92.204.64

Comments
I wish all a happy new year, life is not easy for every one, so a for 2003 let's help at least once in the year somebody that need more than us, if we all do that then
we will have a better world.
Gilbert (Montreal)
(back)
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Craig makes the centerfold!
From: Brooks
Date: 12/30/2002
Time: 9:00:00 AM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.133

Comments
In the January catalog for Lands' End (the one with the Farmers Almanac cover), the centerfold feature (pp 58-9) is about ice sailing, and includes two fine
KAPix by our very own Craig Wilson!
Congrats, Craig! Great ink!
(back)

Re: Craig makes the centerfold!
From: Craig
Date: 1/3/2003
Time: 1:08:53 PM
Remote Name: 204.147.0.250

Comments
Thanks Brooks, startled me when I saw my name and the word centerfold in the subject line. I have not recieved the catalog yet so I don't know how it turned
out- but I did cash the check and bought a new toy. A very cool IC-R3 radio receiver. go see it at www.hamradio.com It receives from 500khz- 2.45 GHz. so I can
get all broadcast radio, weather, broadcast TV and amature TV. It can be very finely tuned to select between any of the 2.4 channels or the 439 mhz I am
transmitting on. In other words I can go to a KAp event and pick up anyones transmissions. The devise also has output for video recorder or mini eye-piece
viewer. The good part is the 2 inch TFT display and Li rechargable Batt. I will be testing under kite soon- so far I have only tested on ground applications and am
quite pleased.
(back)

Re: Craig makes the centerfold!
From: Frank Louwers (frank.louwers@altina.cx)
Date: 1/8/2003
Time: 12:42:47 PM
Remote Name: 194.78.199.68

Comments
Bravo Craig, too bad we don't get Land's End catalogues! And an impressive little receiver it is! Have you tested it out already? I understand from the manual
that the TV-modes are _either_ NTSC _or_ Pal, not both, is that correct? What about the viewability in sunlight? Would you need a hood? I understand there is a
normal LCD screen and a color LCD screen and that you can switch between them. Is that also true for TV receiving, or does that always need the color LCD
screen choice? If you can view TV from the monocolor mode, is that better viewable in sunlight?
Keep us posted,
Frank (Belgium)
(back)

More Video Stuff
From: Randy Bollinger
Date: 12/27/2002
Time: 3:19:18 PM
Remote Name: 63.208.63.224

Comments
Ramsey Electronics at http://www.ramseyelectronics.com/hk/hkct.asp Also check out the C2000/C2001 Transmitters Very Very small. Happy New Year!
(back)

Re: More Video Stuff
From: Brooks
Date: 12/29/2002
Time: 5:44:41 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.173

Comments
Those are tiny little transmitters, Randy, I agree. What they don't say is that with power like that you'll need a license in the USA.
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(back)

Sold out (at Rite Aid)
From: Kevin
Date: 12/26/2002
Time: 11:08:46 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.28

Comments
Sorry that was the $49 T/V system from Rite Aid Drugstores
(back)

Sold Out
From: Kevin
Date: 12/26/2002
Time: 11:05:22 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.28

Comments
I visited the local Rite Aid in Pacific Grove today(12/26) and they sold out too, I know they had at least ten units in the store before Christmas. I hope to find
another to experiment with at a local gararge sale in the near future. If anybody comes up with antenna mods please be sure to post them and I will do likewise.
Many thanks Kevin, (PS Happy New Year to all)
(back)

Safety
From: Maarten (Rotterdam - The Netherlands)
Date: 12/24/2002
Time: 2:54:32 PM
Remote Name: 62.166.49.166

Comments
Has anybody thought about safety, or what can happen if the line breaks? As I can see from your photo's you fly over areas with people, so the possibility of
serious bodily damage is present when a line breaks and the camera falls down.
Has anybody thought about this and found a solution?
(back)

Re: Safety
From: Cris Benton
Date: 12/25/2002
Time: 4:06:01 PM
Remote Name: 64.130.128.141

Comments
I have posted a few safety pointers at http://www.arch.ced.berkeley.edu/kap/background/safety.html and
http://arch.ced.berkeley.edu/kap/background/safety2.html and there is more advice on other sites (see http://www.geospectra.net/kite/basics/basics.htm ) or
SimonÝs thoughtful essay on risk.
I am always looking for additional safety pointers or cautionary tales. If you have something to contribute then post it on the discussion page and suggest I add it
to the safety pages.
Cheers,
Cris
(back)

Re: Safety
From: Richard Amirault
Date: 12/24/2002
Time: 8:50:13 PM
Remote Name: 209.122.236.91

Comments
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Yes, in short ... bigger line!
While we do not want to injure any one with falling camera rigs, neither do we want to loose our rig and/or expensive kite. Flying on thicker, stronger line is the
way to go. Few, if any, of us fly on 50 lb test line. 150 to 500 lb test is much more common depending on the kite and the wind.
Richard in Boston, MA, USA
(back)

Re: Safety
From: Simon
Date: 12/25/2002
Time: 4:05:03 AM
Remote Name: 195.92.194.13

Comments
As Richard says we'd hardly be committing valuable camera, radio control, and video equipment to the kiteline without thinking about safety. But as you say
with people underneath it adds another dimension. The answer lies in good equipment, strong line, safety factors, an assessment of risk and so on.
Intuitively it is easy to say "have you thought about safety".But is a bit similar to telling a responsible aeromodeller,"hey you've got a propellor going round on
the front of that thing, have you thought that might hurt someone?"
So, sorry to sound exasperated by the question, but yes - we have thought about safety.
Simon
(back)

Re: Safety
From: Maarten
Date: 12/26/2002
Time: 3:46:34 AM
Remote Name: 62.166.49.166

Comments
Hello Simon,
I'm sorry that I offended you. But my background is that I work off-shore in the petrochemical industry, and thus I nearly spend more hours on safety-cources
than on my real job. And the basic question in safety is 'what if ....' I am sure that everybody has thought about safety and uses the best and thickest line possible,
but I still pose the question to me 'waht if ... ' out of habit I think. I like to fly my kite on the beach at high winds (no camera attached, yet) and I like to be
dragged along the sand. But my line breaks often (2x 125 kg Dynema line) so this made me wondering if anybody has thougt about a backup system ....
Regards
Maarten
(back)

Re: Safety
From: Simon
Date: 12/26/2002
Time: 5:15:24 AM
Remote Name: 195.92.194.18

Comments
No not offended at all, coincidentally I work in the HSEQ group of an offshore operator, in the environmental side, but all my colleagues are safety people, plus I
did ten years offshore in the 80's as operations supervisor very much living safety as a minute by minute core issue, so I know exactly what you mean. I tend to
come at it therefore from a risk assessment point of view which weighs up ALARP (As Low As Reasonably Practicable) factors. In KAP when you actually look at
the true risk, probability x consequence, it is mostly in consequential at a public level, and most of the consequence lies with the operator, (ruined equipment).
Broken lines should simply not happen if the equipment chose is suited. I use a max 15 sq foot kite and 250lb line for medium winds. If the wind strengthens, I get
things down. I hate to have to use a walkdown pulley as I feel the windstrength and kite pull has exceeded my own strength. That loses some control.
Mild winds, strong line, trusted equipment. I have never come close to breaking a line. Likewise I only use carbon spars not wood, as I cannot trust it to not have
weaknesses, and in strong winds I use a soft kite. I can't think of an occasion I've had to shout to people to get out of the way. If that happens, it is time to reevaluate the risk mitigation.
So not offended, simply mildly exasperated at the wording that questioned whether KAPpers had thought of it, generally when flying in public places it is a
foremost consideration. But it rarely stops the flying.
My thoughts on this can be found here: http://www.harb87.fsnet.co.uk/j01/j01.htm
and here: http://www.harb85.freeserve.co.uk/strats/strats9.htm where there is a lengthy section on safety.
cheers Simon
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(back)

RC Aerial Photography Discussion
From: Cary
Date: 12/24/2002
Time: 3:22:52 AM
Remote Name: 64.222.208.165

Comments
Here is a resource some KAPers might find useful:
http://www.rcgroups.com/forums/forumdisplay.php?s=&forumid=128
(back)

Re: RC Aerial Photography Discussion
From: Cris Benton
Date: 12/24/2002
Time: 8:03:57 AM
Remote Name: 64.130.128.141

Comments
Thanks Cary,
Here is another discussion group related to RC and video:
http://groups.msn.com/RCCAM/messageboard.msnw?pgmarket=en-us
I still owe you an answer on the Digikey question. I was in error regarding the Canon Elph connector. They do not have one.
Cheers,
Cris
(back)

purchased video monitor
From: Carl Bigras
Date: 12/23/2002
Time: 8:40:23 AM
Remote Name: 198.103.196.130

Comments
I was in downtown Montreal on business last week, which happens to be about 6 blocks away from the internet vendor for those video monitors I mentioned on
12/03/02.
http://www.merconnet.com/cats.php?CatID=3
I just had to go and try one. A TFT LCD 5.6" video monitor for $129.00 US. Set up my video camera with the monitor near a window with full sun and the image
was nice and clear. It is a very bright screen with good viewing angles. So I bought it on the spot. The instruction are a literal translation from Chinese. You do
get what you pay for. I was thinking what I can use to protect and shield the screen as I do with my Casio TV, using a Hasselblad folding focusing hood. Found a
Linhof 4x5 camera folding focusing hood in a photo junk box which fits perfectly over the screen.
Carl
(back)

Re: purchased video monitor
From: Richard Amirault
Date: 12/23/2002
Time: 11:39:06 AM
Remote Name: 146.115.58.99

Comments
Which one did you get? There are two 5.6" monitors for $129.00.
Richard Amirault, Boston, MA, USA
(back)
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Re: purchased video monitor
From: Carl
Date: 12/23/2002
Time: 11:52:21 AM
Remote Name: 198.103.196.130

Comments
I purchased the GMX, 2nd on the monitor list.
Carl
(back)

Exact video frequency
From: Carl Bigras
Date: 12/23/2002
Time: 7:54:18 AM
Remote Name: 198.103.196.130

Comments
My friend FranÝois Riou found the exact frequencies for the X-10 and BlackWidow AV Lawmate systems. As to the question, why my X-10 works with my
Lawmate, Who know? Maybe it's one of the reason why I never got great range with my X-10. I also found that my RC transmitter, (AM for ground vehicle) is
giving me interference with my video receiver.
Carl
X-10 cameras and Video Senders use the following frequencies:
Channel A: 2.411 GHz Channel B: 2.434 GHz Channel C: 2.453 GHz Channel D: 2.473 GHz
(RÝfÝrence : http://www.eha.com.eg/TechSupport/body_XCamFAQ.asp )
Lawmate TM 240100 (2.4Ghz 100Mw transmitter)
Channel 1: 2.413 GHz Channel 2: 2.432 GHz Channel 3: 2.451 GHz Channel 4: 2.470 GHz
(RÝfÝrence : http://www.lawmate.com.tw/products_en.html )
(back)

Camera car
From: Olivier Humez
Date: 12/22/2002
Time: 3:39:06 PM
Remote Name: 193.249.124.185

Comments
Nikko produces a Radio Control car for children with a built-in video camera and HF transmitter to a 5.5cm colour LCD display integrated in the radio control.
Pictures are available on following links: http://www.gadgets.co.uk/peugot206.html http://www.paramountzone.com/ccar.htm I saw it today in a shop in France
for 180euros. If the range of the video link is around 300m like other video tranmitters we use, this car could be very nice way to build a KAP rig with video. Has
somebody already tried this car? Olivier
(back)

New Digital Camera
From: Randy Bollinger
Date: 12/21/2002
Time: 11:57:49 AM
Remote Name: 65.56.175.137

Comments
Found this new 2 mega pixel digital camera at 3.1 ounces (88g). http://www.digitalproducer.com/aHTM/HomeSet.htm
(back)

Small Video Display
From: Cary
Date: 12/19/2002
Time: 1:25:27 AM
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Remote Name: 64.222.208.103

Comments
This link might be of interest to those working on ways of viewing transmitted video images:
http://www.kopin.com/html/320_mono.html
(back)

360 degree servos
From: Richard Kempsey
Date: 12/18/2002
Time: 11:50:53 PM
Remote Name: 62.64.152.103

Comments
Useful link from RCCAM board -http://www.parallax.com/detail.asp?product_id=900-00008.
(back)

Re: 360 degree servos
From: Richard amirault
Date: 12/19/2002
Time: 7:29:04 AM
Remote Name: 146.115.58.99

Comments
Interesting ... but it is unclear if this particular product can be controled by a normal R/C receiver. They only discuss operation by Basic Stamp output.
Richard in Boston, MA, USA
(back)

Re: 360 degree servos
From: David Hunt
Date: 12/19/2002
Time: 5:19:28 PM
Remote Name: 63.162.205.164

Comments
Yes this servo will work with normal R/C equipment. This particular servo appears to be a Futaba, at least the cable and connector coming out of the servo look
like Futaba and the specs say that the output shaft takes Futaba fittings.
I have used PICs (the Basic Stamp uses PICs) to control modified and unmodified servos. The PIC is just creating a square wave pulse, between 1 and 2
milliseconds, that the servo would normally receive from a the R/C receiver. Looking at the 2 versions of the program code, found on the servo's pdf file, the servo
has been modified so it will stop turning when the joystick is centered.
It would be interesting to see what type of modification the servo uses.
In summary, go for it, and the price ain't bad either.
David Hunt
http://www.kaper.kiteaerialphotography.net
(back)

Re: 360 degree servos
From: Carlo Didier
Date: 12/20/2002
Time: 12:38:20 AM
Remote Name: 194.154.218.196

Comments
The price is very interesting, but to me it looks unclear whether the servo is still controlled proportionally, just rotating 360deg instead of 90deg or if it's really
rotating freely. For my current construction project, I modified a miniature servo by replacing the internal trimmer with two fixed resistors. Then I use the center
position as no rotation and with two push-buttons I slightly change the bias to make the servo rotate one way or the other. By defining the shift, I define the
rotational speed, a slight shift resulting in a nice slow rotation.
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(back)

Re: 360 degree servos
From: David Hunt
Date: 12/20/2002
Time: 3:20:53 PM
Remote Name: 63.162.205.164

Comments
The pdf file for the servo indicates that it is modified for continuous rotation.
Carlo you point out an interesting characteristic of servos. A little creative basic electronics can eliminate the need for gears when using a servo modified for
continuous rotation. This was one of the nice features of using a PIC to control a modified servo. You could program the PIC to give just the speed you desired.
David Hunt
http://www.kaper.kiteaerialphotography.net
(back)

Re: 360 degree servos
From: Richard Amirault
Date: 12/21/2002
Time: 1:48:08 PM
Remote Name: 208.59.181.224

Comments
RE: no gears.
Yes, but wouldn't adding gears make the servo work less to move the same mass? Might be useful for SLR rigs.
Richard Amirault, Boston, MA, USA
(back)

Happy Holidays
From: Randy Bollinger
Date: 12/17/2002
Time: 6:02:34 PM
Remote Name: 63.208.45.30

Comments
Happy Holidays To all Kapers! And Simon, You are a vary gifted and inspirational writer. Im sure everyone would look forward to seeing your first kap book.
(back)

Re: Happy Holidays
From: Carlo Didier
Date: 12/18/2002
Time: 11:47:04 PM
Remote Name: 194.154.218.196

Comments
KAP book from Simon? Can I file a pre-order?
(back)

Re: Happy Holidays
From: Simon
Date: 12/22/2002
Time: 2:03:15 AM
Remote Name: 195.92.168.176

Comments
Kind thoughts indeed guys, and something, in many ways, I'd love to do. One problem is - I've put most of what I have to say on the website. But I do have a
couple of ideas which you may see something of on the website very soon, I'm pretty sure that could lead to some kind of book.
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Whatever, to all KAPpers the world over, those I've met, and those I havn't, if you celebrate Christmas or any such holiday this time of year, have a great one,
and here's to a great 2003.
(back)

Video ?
From: Randy Bollinger
Date: 12/13/2002
Time: 10:42:51 PM
Remote Name: 63.208.43.74

Comments
Has anyone out there done any video still capture without the use of a still camera? If so, how good is it, is the image sharp? If it works it would make a very light
rig.
(back)

Re: Video ?
From: David Hunt
Date: 12/14/2002
Time: 2:42:23 PM
Remote Name: 63.162.205.164

Comments
There is an article on the KAPER site by David Woodhall of Johannesburg, South Africa. The article was written in 2001 entitled; "Experiences and
Techniques". He did not use a still or movie camera on his rig, only a video camera and downlink transmitter.
David Hunt
http://www.kaper.kiteaerialphotography.net
(back)

Re: Video ?
From: Christian Becot
Date: 12/14/2002
Time: 1:59:43 PM
Remote Name: 193.249.63.254

Comments
I have recorded video on receiver output transmitted from mini-camera; image quality is low, not very sharp, and colors not bright.From the digital camera
output, image quality improved, but there is still the transmission lost of image, or distorsion, or some snow. In the viewer, we not really pay attention to it, but on
a TV screen, it's awful. I tried also the 15seconds video sequence available on my digital camera, and result was very low quality. So I'm now using a camcorder
in a rig. Images are far better! The rig should be well stabilized, and the wind not gusty.
(back)

Re: Video ?
From: Randy Bollinger
Date: 12/14/2002
Time: 3:14:01 PM
Remote Name: 65.56.172.35

Comments
I started thinking about video capture with all the micro video systems being used. And It dawned on me that a digital camera is after all, a vidio capture system
itself. I also remember reading about Brooks system. Wireing the sending unit directly too the camera for a look see. Its sounds like the best way to go. I have
allways done my digital work after scanning from slides & negs. The added change will take some time getting use to. If its done via VCR at ground level it would
take a good computer video card for capture. I use an ATI 128MB agp4x/2xBus card. At 32bit/1024x768 it has very sharp res. I recommend it for digital kap
renderings. Its in the mid price range. I have seen Davids site and the video may help. Thank you for the help!
(back)

Re: Video ?
From: David Hunt
Date: 12/15/2002
Time: 1:06:43 PM
Remote Name: 63.162.205.164
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Comments
Remember Randy, a video signal sent from a small video camera or from a digital camera will have the limits impossed by NTSC. That is 525 interlaced
horizontal scan lines.
When you use the video out from a digital camera you are still getting a NTSC signal with 525 lines resolution. The only way to wirelessly transmit the full
resolution from a Digital camera would be to send the picture file, after the picture had been stored on the memory card, through a telemetry system that could
handle serial communications.
David Hunt
http://www.kaper.kiteaerialphotography.net
(back)

Re: Video ?
From: Richard Amirault
Date: 12/15/2002
Time: 1:22:00 PM
Remote Name: 207.172.102.38

Comments
Yes, you *can* use the video out of some digital cameras to provide a sounce for a video link for camera aiming (a friend of mine does just that) but, I agree with
David, you'll get a much better picture from the memory card of the digital camera than a capture from the video link signal.
Richard in Boston, MA, USA
(back)

Re: Video ?
From: Randy Bollinger
Date: 12/15/2002
Time: 5:38:17 PM
Remote Name: 65.57.57.59

Comments
Yes! you are right about 252, perhaps I did the right thing dumping the concept the last time. Gess I wiil stay with the old art of Zen kap.
(back)

Re: Video ?
From: David Hunt
Date: 12/16/2002
Time: 10:57:53 AM
Remote Name: 63.162.205.164

Comments
Good thought Randy. There is something about keeping the KAPing process simple, both the kite flying and the photography.
David Hunt
http://www.kaper.kiteaerialphotography.net
(back)

Re: Video ?
From: Randy Bollinger
Date: 12/16/2002
Time: 2:02:05 PM
Remote Name: 65.57.59.46

Comments
Zen KAP! It is the intuition that awards the practitioner a sense of being at one with there activity. When this sudden enlightenment, which the Japanese call
satori, is approached. You will have the awakened sense of seeing with the minds eye. The use of video equipment will no longer be needed. http://www.do-notzzz.com/
(back)

Re: Video ?
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From: Simon
Date: 12/17/2002
Time: 12:00:34 PM
Remote Name: 195.92.168.173

Comments
Ah so Master, you mean like this?
http://www.harb85.freeserve.co.uk/game/game.htm
Simon
(back)

Re: Video ?
From: Cris Benton
Date: 12/17/2002
Time: 4:22:01 PM
Remote Name: 128.32.219.149

Comments
One of my favorite passages from the book of Simon, if for no other reason than the verb "scoot". But there is much more there too. I am amused by the
observation that scooting is tangible even pleasurable, that it requires skill, that it can be a peacock-like display. I am comforted by the fact that others like to
scoot.
Hurrah Simon.
(back)

It's not KAP, but you'll love it
From: Brooks
Date: 12/13/2002
Time: 9:17:59 AM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.182

Comments
A friend just sent me this link -- sorta puts the high-KAP vs low-KAP argument into context.
http://micro.magnet.fsu.edu/primer/java/scienceopticsu/powersof10/
(back)

Cheap Vidlink at RiteAid Drugstores
From: brooks leffler kyteman@redshift.com
Date: 12/12/2002
Time: 10:38:57 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.50

Comments
Kevin Flynn posted a notice below about a spycam 2.4 GHz link on sale this week at RiteAid for $49.00. He and I took it apart the other day, and took some pix,
which you can see at http://www.redshift.com/~kyteman/RiteAidsVidCam.jpg
It seems very well made, sturdier than the XCam2. Antennas on both RX and TX are nearly nonexistent: a small circuit board with two traces on it, visible at the
left end of the two pix at upper right and lower left.
Boards in both units carry the brand name Chevalier, and as I recall are made in Taiwan.
Both units operate on 9v DC, but the wall-wart power supplies actually put out about 12 - 13 vDC.
As it comes, we were able to get only about 150 ft range out of it through my garage wall, but with a more substantial antenna, might be OK for KAP.
The main thing about this product is that RiteAid itself produces it, and it's available all over the USA at the largest drugstore chain in the country.
(back)

Re: Cheap Vidlink at RiteAid Drugstores
From: Len
Date: 12/21/2002
Time: 9:04:41 PM
Remote Name: 12.108.31.50
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Comments
P.S. It was $49.
(back)

Re: Cheap Vidlink at RiteAid Drugstores
From: Len
Date: 12/21/2002
Time: 9:03:01 PM
Remote Name: 12.108.31.50

Comments
I bought Wireless 2.4 color video at RiteAid Drugs in Eugene, Or. Sold out like hot cakes.
(back)

Re: Cheap Vidlink at RiteAid Drugstores
From: Glenn Nelson
Date: 12/19/2002
Time: 12:00:03 AM
Remote Name: 64.166.9.251

Comments
And I saw the same thing at Long's drugstore, but I believe they said it was $80.
(back)

Netsurfer Digest reference to Cris Benton's KAP site
From: Matthew Cole matt@uscoles.com
Date: 12/12/2002
Time: 3:28:32 PM
Remote Name: 12.75.128.96

Comments
I subscribe to the Netsurfer Digest, a superb web review service. They send weekly sets of links with comments on a variety of topics. In the Volume 8 Number 48
dated December 6 they linked to Cris Benton's KAP site. This is what they said:
"Ever wanted to go just a little over the edge to catch a really brilliant photograph? If so, kite aerial photography may be for you. Charles Benton's Web site
documents his growing fascination with the hobby and displays many of the photographs he's taken with his kites. You get a bird's eye view of the world and of
the San Franciso Bay area in particular. The oldest aerial photograph is a view of Boston taken by James Wallace Black in 1860. Aerial photography, from
balloons, was a reconnaissance technique used during the US Civil War. Benton's images are more civilian in nature and cover the University of California at
Berkeley, parkland, lighthouses, Hawaii, and France. The overhead shots of chateaux surrounded by sunflower fields are especially arresting. Apart from the
gallery you'll find discussion forums, detailed equipment information, and wind reports."
I think many of us newbies first got into this after seeing this site, maybe this'll yield a new crop.
(back)

KAPiCA/02 CD
From: Carlo Didier
Date: 12/12/2002
Time: 10:49:02 AM
Remote Name: 212.66.64.168

Comments
Hi all! As you may know by now, I'm trying to put together a CD about KAPiCA/02. Unfortunately, some of my email addresses seem to be wrong or outdated.
Could the following participants please contact me via kapica@carlodidier.com to give me their (functioning) email addresses:
Alan Heaberlin, Henry Jebe and Hector Gonzales
Thank you!
(back)

Re: KAPiCA/02 CD
From: Alan Heaberlin
Date: 12/12/2002
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Time: 4:07:59 PM
Remote Name: 66.218.60.17

Comments
I guess my new email address would be helpful: w6amh@dslextreme.com
(back)

FFC, topic for KAPiCa 03?
From: Carl Bigras
Date: 12/11/2002
Time: 6:43:06 AM
Remote Name: 198.103.196.130

Comments
Is it possible to get a FCC technical representative for KAPiCA 03?
To discuss topics such as video Tx and KAP, surface or air frequencies? I know, we've talked about this before ;-) Carl
(back)

Re: FFC, topic for KAPiCa 03?
From: Brooks
Date: 12/11/2002
Time: 9:14:57 AM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.112

Comments
I have mixed feelings about this. On the one hand there's no substitute for getting it from the horse's mouth. But there are lots of model airplane people who get
very upset when they think we're using THEIR band for r/c.
IMO, it's better for each of us KAPers to acknowledge that there is a difference of opinion on what is "model aircraft" and decide individually whether to use 72
mHz or be uncontestably legal and use the inferior channels and equipment on 27 mHz.
It seems to me that there's no way one can interpret our use of r/c as land-based, thereby putting us appropriately in 75 mHz with boats and cars, and I'm sure
the FCC would agree -- but requesting further official clarification of what is "model aircraft" is asking for an answer we may not be happy with.
As to video power limitations, that's pretty cut and dried, and there's no way we're going to beat that. You want to use 100 mW? Get a license.
If you'd like to read the regs for yourself -- and they're written pretty much in plain english -- see http://www.access.gpo.gov/nara/cfr/waisidx_98/47cfr95_98.html
bgl
(back)

Re: FFC, topic for KAPiCa 03?
From: Richard Amirault, N1JDU, Boston, MA, USA
Date: 12/11/2002
Time: 11:12:22 AM
Remote Name: 146.115.58.99

Comments
Speaking as a licenced ham radio operator you are asking for trouble by bringing the FCC into this.
First off, a single representative, may, or may not, be knowedgeable with regard to the particular problems we present. Also, even if they are and make a decision
.. a superior may overide him in the future. (Just because Agent X said we could do something it is not "etched in stone")
Second, this is a goverment agent. He is likely to "play it safe" and rule consertively .. "Can we do this?" .. "No. Any more questions?"
I really, really think this is a bad idea.
Richard in Boston, MA, USA
(back)

Re: FFC, topic for KAPiCa 03?
From: Alan Heaberlin
Date: 12/11/2002
Time: 5:01:08 PM
Remote Name: 66.218.60.28
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Comments
I agree with Richard. You don't want to get FCC involved in anything where there may be controversy over FCC regs. Perhaps a knowledgable ham from a local
R/C club (which has negative possibilities of its own) or a "qualified" representative of a Ham radio club. Part 15 of the FCC regulations is pretty selfexplanatory. However it should be noted that at the power levels our little video transmitters put out it is unlikely that we will cause any interference that anyone
will complain about. This is about the only way that FCC could become aware of KAP radio activities. Unless of course you bring the FCC in and show them. Not
wise... Get a ham ticket and fly the coveted black flag on 50Mhz and live it up on 2.4Ghz experimentation!
(back)

Re: FFC, topic for KAPiCa 03?
From: Randy Bollinger
Date: 12/11/2002
Time: 8:40:23 PM
Remote Name: 63.208.46.75

Comments
I have been there, done that, in defence of keeping RC-KAP alive. It was a hell of a can of worms to open and to be hated for in doing so. But the way I see it. Any
correspondence with the FCC on such matters would be the end of all kite aerial photography. Unless you have a high cost special license and advance clearance.
You ask why? Since 9/11 the Goverment has banded together even tighter than before and with the new Homeland Security Dept. its bound to cross the desk of
the FAA as well. The FAA will dig into all of there law books on the subject. Thay will find old outdated laws like 5 pound limit on size of kites. With todays
supper light weight high tec kites, that law may be changed too Sq.Ft.of sail aera permited. New laws may also prevale in the area of height restrictions and how
much weight can attached to a kite line. Speaking of line, what if line restrictions where also made not to exceed 50lb.test. Please exercise cution! Kaping
underground can be vary risky.
(back)

report on new video system
From: Carl Bigras
Date: 12/10/2002
Time: 5:46:24 AM
Remote Name: 198.103.196.130

Comments
My friend and I have received our BlackWidowAV systems. Mine, a ready to fly 100 mW Tx with a Panasonic CCD camera (50 grams) and Receiver. The image
is superior to the X-10 (naturally), good shadow details, crisp colours. The other system, only the Tx and Rx. My friend bought a CMOS camera locally and was
easy to assemble together. It's 2.4 GHz, 4 channel are the same as the X-10's. I tried the new camera on my X-10 receiver and compared it to the new one. I
couldn't believe the superior quality reception compared to the old X-10 Rx. I haven't tried the distance range test yet, it's been bloody cold here (-20ÝC) Hope it
warms up before Xmas ;-) I'm very happy with the system,
To recap our findings since KAPiCa; The X-10 have the same 4 channels has Chris Benton's Polaris monitor/receiver. Tried successfully the X-10 camera with
Ken Conrad's eyeglass monitor/receiver (unknown) BlackWidow has the same 4 channels has the X-10.
So now we can say; What the hell are you doing up there on my video channel :-)
Carl
(back)

Re: report on new video system
From: Cary
Date: 12/10/2002
Time: 3:56:02 PM
Remote Name: 64.222.209.68

Comments
Carl,
Is that the Lawmate tx and rx you bought from Black Widow? My Lawmate receiver won't work with the x10 transmitter because they have different
frequencies, but all within the 2.4 Ghz band.
Cary
(back)

Re: report on new video system
From: Brooks
Date: 12/10/2002
Time: 9:17:56 AM
Remote Name: 216.228.25.93
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Comments
It's worth noting that at 100mW, you'll need a Ham license in the USA. Picture surely should be better at 100 mW! Good prices though -- looks good.
(back)

Re: report on new video system
From: Cary
Date: 12/10/2002
Time: 4:07:33 PM
Remote Name: 64.222.209.68

Comments
As Brookes has pointed out a ham license is required for the more powerful transmitters. A license is also needed if you modify the x10 transmitter in any way, ie.
dipole antenna. Someone correct if I'm wrong on this.
HOWEVER . . . obtaining a ham license in the USA is actually a very easy thing to do. You take a test that has 35 multiple-choice questions and get something
like 75 per cent of them right.
No Morse Code is required for the Technicians license. I got mine in September. I reckon I spent 40 hours or so studying from a book I got at Radio Shack and
taking practice exams online.
The test cost 10 bucks to take and they even filed the application for me. I got the license 4 days later.
Cary
(back)

Re: report on new video system
From: Nathan
Date: 12/10/2002
Time: 6:40:07 PM
Remote Name: 209.102.32.23

Comments
Cary is right; getting a ham licence is easy. I got mine earlier this year. I realy don't know what the laws regarding modifying the x10 are. I would like to find out
though.
(back)

Re: report on new video system
From: Brooks
Date: 12/10/2002
Time: 7:37:38 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.183

Comments
The way I read the FCC regs, ANY mod to a transmitter is illegal -- you can't even change the crystals for an r/c rig to a different frequency.
(back)

FCC regs
From: Nathan
Date: 12/10/2002
Time: 10:51:12 PM
Remote Name: 209.102.32.23

Comments
Do you know where I could find a copy or summary of the FCC regulations? I have been thinking of buying an x10 camera for KAP use. It looks like I might be
alright modifying the x10, (since I have my amateur license), but I have also been thinking about modifying my 3 channel radio to 7 channels (which might get me
into trouble).
(back)

Re: FCC regs
From: David Hunt
Date: 12/11/2002
Time: 8:12:47 AM
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Remote Name: 63.162.205.164

Comments
As a Ham you could modify and operate any transmitter as long as it fits within the restrictions of your license. Some of those restrictions being the power output,
the frequency, and on-air identification requirements.
The only commercially available radio control equipement that would fall in a No-Code Tech frequency band is 50 MHz equipment. The 72 MHz and 27 MHz is
not covered, 2.4 GHz is.
David Hunt
http://www.kaper.kiteaerialphotography.net
(back)

Re: FCC regs
From: Glenn Nelson
Date: 12/19/2002
Time: 9:26:06 AM
Remote Name: 216.47.113.155

Comments
With a ham license you probably cannot modify commercial non-licensed products and use them in their original band (e.g. boost power or change antenna). You
CAN change the non-licensed product to amateur frequencies and then do whatever your license allows.
(back)

Re: FCC regs
From: David Hunt
Date: 12/21/2002
Time: 6:10:34 AM
Remote Name: 65.173.73.39

Comments
Very true Glenn you would only be able to use transmitters that you modified if they fell within the frequency bands covered by your license. One of the
frequency ranges covered by the no-code technician Ham license is from 2.39-2.45 GHz this covers the lower three channels of most multi-channel 2.4 GHz
transmitters. The upper channel is 2.47 GHz and would fall out of the range for Ham operations, so you wouldn't be able to use channel 4 with a modified Tx
under the purview of your Ham license.
David Hunt
http://www.kaper.kiteaerialphotography.net
(back)

Re: report on new video system
From: David Hunt
Date: 12/10/2002
Time: 9:02:12 PM
Remote Name: 63.162.199.37

Comments
I don't know if it is legal or illegal to change crystals in a Tx. But I my gut says that it can be done legally if cystal swapping was part of the design the
manufacturer submitted to the FCC for approval.
David Hunt
http://www.kaper.kiteaerialphotography.net
(back)

Re: report on new video system
From: Simon Harbord
Date: 12/16/2002
Time: 12:49:14 AM
Remote Name: 194.247.83.243

Comments
Speaking from outside your US debate running in two threads on this forum, for the normal KAPper working at a few hundred feet (in UK we can't go as
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high)does it not make sense to modify the passive (receiver) part of the system with a higher gain antenna, than go for transmitters requiring ham licences etc?
Obviously there are some among us for all sorts of reasons who need to do more, but I've found range to be totally adequate for most average KAP from
commercially available and simple systems. Adding a high gain antenna to the receiver will stretch any simple 2.4 GHz system out to KAPpable ranges.
As has been shown both at KAPiCA and on links from this page, a high gain antenna for 2.4 Ghz is not rocket science to build.
Simon
PS to save me responding to the other thread too... Don't involve lawyers, you'll only end up worse off (in all ways) than before.
(back)

Video link on sale or the wireless wonder
From: Kevin Flynn
Date: 12/9/2002
Time: 1:52:04 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.229

Comments
As I looked thrtu the ad's in this Sundays paper I noticed Rite Aid Drug Stores had a tiny color, security, wireless,surveillance, 2.4GHz, T/V system with a free
tripod, sound, transmits thru walls, floors, and celings, the camera is water proof, 150ft range, on sale now(how do they get all that stuff on the box) I thought this
has to be a joke and it was discounted to $49.95, so being a good KAPer it was off to Rite Aid and there it was,in this little tiny box. I asked to be sure I could
return said item in a reasonable amount of time, and they said OK So off home I went with my new prize,I had to hide it in the car untill my wife went to work
the next day, drat! So not to keep you in suspence anymore I opened the box plugged everything in and lo and behold a picture in color with sound and being the
proud owner of an X10 system I have to admit the picture quality was better,. The receiver is about 3 inches by 2.5 inches and 1.5 inches thick, the camera is 3.5
inches long about 1 inch or so in diameter, neither one has an antenna so I am not sure how it transmits the signal, the camera seems to be an empty box with one
of those little board cameras at one end. I am going to show this unit to Brooks this week and we will try to open them up thus voiding the warranty, so before
you rush out and buy one wait for the next installment of the wireless wonder, at your local computer this week. Kevin. PS the camera and transmitter run off of
9volts
(back)

Attaching line to a kite
From: Dave Mitchell
Date: 12/7/2002
Time: 7:51:02 AM
Remote Name: 193.237.154.2

Comments
Last sunday I lost my FlowForm 16 (by Air Affairs from Into the Wind). I was trying to take some pictures on a local beach. I had just got the kite up (no rig
attached) when the wind suddenly strengthened, gusting and veering strongly. I was jsut trying to tie the line to a post so I could walk the kite down when a
sudden gust took the kite off the line - as (bad)luck would have it, the wind veered so the kite dropped into the sea about 30 yards out. The kite drifted out further
and soon sank and got lost (the coast here in South Devon is rocky, with lost of small coves and high cliffs). Next low tide I explored the area throughly but there
was no sign of the kite.
Anyway, when I wound in the line (150lb) the loop at the end was still intact. The kite had a snap swivel on the bridle and it must have pulled open. The swivel
came from the Kite Store in London and was the heaviest they sell. I've been using them for years and have never had one break open before
I've ordered a replacement FF from ITW but wonder what technique others use to attach their line to the bridle of a kite. Are there really reliable snap swivels?
Dave
(back)

Re: Attaching line to a kite
From: brooks kyteman@redshift.com
Date: 12/7/2002
Time: 9:58:20 AM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.213

Comments
Could you explain what you mean by "the loop at the end" was still intact? Further, was there a ring on the bridle as it came from ITW?
Two of my customers have had problems with the bridle ring coming loose from the shroud lines, for which I recommend what I call the double larks head (see
the .pdf download on my download page at www.homepage.mac.com/kyteman)
Having straightened a 220# Coastlock swivel with a FF30, I now use a 4/0 coastlock, rated at 350#. But the other concern I would have is that 150# line is pushing
it with a 16 in a good wind, despite what Air Affairs says. I always use 220#.
I'd be happy to send you a 4/0 swivel gratis if you'll email me your mailing address.
bgl
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(back)

Re: Attaching line to a kite
From: Dave
Date: 12/7/2002
Time: 10:15:12 AM
Remote Name: 193.237.154.2

Comments
Brooks - you've made me think more clearly about what happened.
I originally tied the end of the line to the swivel - looping it through the SMALL hole that doesn't open. The hook part was then 'snapped' over the ring at the end
of the bridle. What must have happened is that the small end came undone because the loop that went through that hole survived intact. The swivel was
presumablt still attached to the kite bridle.
Thanks for the offer, but when I ordered the replacement from ITW I also ordered a dozen of the 225# Coastlocks, which look much more secure than the swivels
I've been using. If I ever order an FF30 I'll make sure I upgrade the swivels to 450# too!
(back)

Re: Attaching line to a kite
From: Richard Amirault (ramirault@erols.com)
Date: 12/7/2002
Time: 12:12:34 PM
Remote Name: 207.172.216.204

Comments
Swivels are nice, but .. as you've seen .. nasty things can happen when you use them.
For the most part, they are completly uncessary. Do you think the guy who flys a FlowForm 252 uses a swivel? I think not! A 252 will pull *much* more than any
FF 16.
A lot of folks (especially those who have/almost loat a kite due to a swivel failure) just tie the line to the kite with a simple knot. For instance, tie a loop in the
flying line, but be sure not to make it too small. Then attach it to the ring of the FF16 with a larks head knot. It will stay put, believe me. You actually don't put
the larks head *on* the ring, but put it on the three bridal lines going up to the kite. The ring acts as a stopper, preventing the larks head knot from slipping off
the end from the pull of the kite.
It works. I've used this system for years.
Richard in Boston, MA, USA
(back)

Re: Attaching line to a kite
From: Simon Harbord
Date: 12/8/2002
Time: 2:02:05 PM
Remote Name: 195.92.194.17

Comments
I'm with you there Richard I never use any metal hardware. I usually use a round turn and several half hitches directly to the bridle loop. Never had a line failure
that way. A swivel under tension doesn't. (swivel that is) Any line twists you get can easily be dealt if necessary.
just my view
Simon
(back)

Timer switches that operate on the rig
From: Koral
Date: 12/6/2002
Time: 3:05:56 PM
Remote Name: 66.12.204.226

Comments
Can anyone help me find out how I can take hourly shots from a kite rig without using a transmitter. There must be an electronic triggering device somewhere
out there...
Thanks Koral
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(back)

Re: Timer switches that operate on the rig
From: Richard Amirault, Boston
Date: 12/6/2002
Time: 10:34:05 PM
Remote Name: 207.172.11.233

Comments
Koral said:
Can anyone help me find out how I can take hourly shots from a kite rig without using a transmitter. There must be an electronic triggering device somewhere
out there...
-----------------Another alternative is to use a camera with a fancy self timer called an "intervalometer"
I used one for KAP before I built my R/C rig. I used an Samsung AF-Slim (no longer made) but other Samsung and Pentax (mabe others) still offer that feature I
believe (not on every camera)
With that feature you can set the interval between shots. I believe the maximum was 60 minutes. The camera will "go to sleep" then "wake up" and shoot a
frame. Repeating the cycle until you either turn it off, or it runs out of film.
Richard in Boston, MA, USA
(back)

Re: Timer switches that operate on the rig
From: brooks kyteman@redshift.com
Date: 12/6/2002
Time: 10:48:44 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.18

Comments
One such camera with intervalometer is the Samsung Evoca 70s, which you can occasionally find on eBay.
(back)

Re: Timer switches that operate on the rig
From: Peter Bults (kaplab.nl@wxs.nl)
Date: 12/6/2002
Time: 3:12:59 PM
Remote Name: 195.121.71.237

Comments
See this page on Harald Prinzler's site: http://members.aol.com/hprinzler/kape_e07.htm
Peter http://www.kiteaerialphotography.net
(back)

Re: Timer switches that operate on the rig
From: Koral
Date: 12/8/2002
Time: 1:21:34 AM
Remote Name: 63.209.86.63

Comments
Thanks for the input. I think that Peter's suggestions are most useful since I'm trying to design a rig that operates using the typical servo-driven trigger mounted
on the camera rig. I was hoping to find a simple timer device like the ones people use in their homes to fool potential burgalars i.e., timer device attached to
electrical socket that can be set to switch the lights on and off at set intervals. However, it looks like I may have to go a more technical route.
Thanks again Koral
(back)

Re: Timer switches that operate on the rig
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From: Koral
Date: 12/8/2002
Time: 1:29:05 AM
Remote Name: 63.209.86.63

Comments
By the way, One of the desired specs is the need to be able to trigger the camera every hour over a number of hours.
(back)

Re: Timer switches that operate on the rig
From: Marcus (Portsmouth UK)
Date: 1/10/2003
Time: 7:26:48 AM
Remote Name: 193.130.174.58

Comments
How about some form of slowly rotating cam that fires the shutter button? Speed could be adjusted with gears or voltage to give the desired time interval between
shots. Never tried it (haven't even got my rig built yet) but it was just an idea that came to me while lurking.
(back)

Re: Timer switches that operate on the rig
From: Koral
Date: 1/10/2003
Time: 5:14:21 PM
Remote Name: 66.12.204.226

Comments
Thanks for your thoughts Marcus. My design is on hold at the moment, so I've got plenty of time to find a solution.
(back)

Re: Timer switches that operate on the rig
From: Walter Anderson
Date: 1/14/2003
Time: 9:01:30 AM
Remote Name: 64.251.230.190

Comments
I've posted a working design on my web page for a device design to do what you want. It is a microcontroller based device and the source and object code are
available for free.
http://www.geocities.com/wandrson/intervalometer/index.html
(back)

Re: Timer switches that operate on the rig
From: Koral
Date: 1/15/2003
Time: 11:38:56 AM
Remote Name: 66.12.204.226

Comments
Thanks Walter,
Your addition of the photo is extremely helpful in visualizing how we can integrate the circuitry into our cradle. Would you have to change any of the components
to get the hourly shots? Sorry if this may sound like a dumb question since I am not much of an electronics buff.
Koral
(back)

Re: Timer switches that operate on the rig
From: Walter Anderson
Date: 1/29/2003
Time: 2:06:07 PM
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Remote Name: 64.251.230.143

Comments
No the hardware would not need to be changed, but the software would need to be modified. Given the use I intended the longest duration with the current
version of the software is only 10 minutes. With modified software there is no reason that it couldn't be used for any duration.
(back)

Re: Timer switches that operate on the rig
From: Walter Anderson
Date: 1/30/2003
Time: 5:48:34 AM
Remote Name: 64.251.230.126

Comments
I checked last night when I got home. I still have two of the PC boards that I had made for this project. If you or anyone is interested I will sell them for my cost
($20 each). If you don't have the ability to program the PIC chip (easy and cheap to do) I'll be glad to program one for you if you send it to me (no cost) or I can
send you one for my cost (about $10). I don't do this as a business but would be glad to help one or two people.
I'll update my web site with the PC board layout and a compiled version of the code over the weekend.
Walter wandrson@sbcglobal.net www.geocities.com/wandrson/index.html
(back)

Re: Timer switches that operate on the rig
From: Koral
Date: 2/8/2003
Time: 11:41:39 PM
Remote Name: 63.212.141.181

Comments
Walter,
I may take you up on your offer. The research proposal I'm involved with has been put on hold at the moment but I will get in touch as soon as I get the go-ahead.
Many Thanks
Koral
(back)

2.4 ghz antenna plans
From: Carl Bigras
Date: 12/3/2002
Time: 12:06:34 PM
Remote Name: 198.103.196.130

Comments
If you haven't looked at the RC-Cam web site, you should look at their plans to build an antenna to replace the original X-10 patch and gain +3db.
http://www.rc-cam.com/gp_patch.htm
It's full of usefull information. Carl
(back)

Re: 2.4 ghz antenna plans
From: Ralf Beutnagel
Date: 12/4/2002
Time: 2:58:07 PM
Remote Name: 193.158.191.131

Comments
My "redesign" of an patch-antenna shown at KAPiCA (and build at FLiBB) has about 8 dB.... Ralf.Beutnagel@t-online.de
(back)

Re: 2.4 ghz antenna plans
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From: Ralf Beutnagel
Date: 12/4/2002
Time: 2:58:00 PM
Remote Name: 193.158.191.131

Comments
My "redesign" of an patch-antenna shown at KAPiCA (and build at FLiBB) has about 8 dB.... Ralf.Beutnagel@t-online.de
(back)

Re: 2.4 ghz antenna plans
From: David Hunt
Date: 12/3/2002
Time: 8:53:04 PM
Remote Name: 63.162.199.146

Comments
Here is a link to a discussion thread on the RC-CAM discussion page. It talks about the helmet antenna I mentioned in the previous post. There are links to pages
about construction and to a page with another example of a "Helmet Yagi".
http://groups.msn.com/RCCAM/general.msnw?action=get_message&mview=0&ID_Message=4962
David Hunt
(back)

Re: 2.4 ghz antenna plans
From: Brooks
Date: 12/4/2002
Time: 8:28:18 AM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.94

Comments
I've had very good luck using a 3cm dipole on the X10 transmitter and the standard X10 patch on the receiver. My dipole was built to Geach's specs
(http://www.bird-shots.com/), rather than the RC Cam specs, but I agree that the latter site has a lot of good stuff.
Ralf Beutnagel has used a high-gain antenna on the receiver. Plans are available, and it's pretty easy to build. His site is http://Ralf.Beutnagel.bei.t-online.de/
(back)

Re: 2.4 ghz antenna plans
From: Mr. RC-CAM
Date: 12/23/2002
Time: 10:53:00 AM
Remote Name: 12.213.91.236

Comments
The 2.4GHz dipole seen at the bird-shot site appears to be exactly the same as the old "RC-CAM3" dipole. The newer "RC-CAM4" collinear is a fine omni Tx
antenna too.
Old RC-CAM dipole details: http://www.rc-cam.com/rc-cam3a.htm
Birdshot dipole details: http://www.bird-shots.com/how_to/rc/rc.htm
Regards, Mr. RC-CAM
(back)

Re: 2.4 ghz antenna plans
From: Carl Bigras
Date: 12/24/2002
Time: 6:34:59 AM
Remote Name: 198.103.196.130

Comments
Nice to have you on board Mr RC-CAM.
Carl
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(back)

Re: 2.4 ghz antenna plans
From: Brooks
Date: 12/4/2002
Time: 8:43:40 AM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.94

Comments
Whoops, sorry. I thought Ralf had plans for the antenna on his site, but after leading you to it I checked and couldn't find same.
Anyway, it's much easier for us gringos to talk to Ralf in english by email, and I'm sure he could send you (or refer you to) his antenna plans. His email address is
Ralf.Beutnagel@t-online.de.
Sorry for the goose chase.
(back)

Re: 2.4 ghz antenna plans
From: David Hunt
Date: 12/3/2002
Time: 8:43:03 PM
Remote Name: 63.162.199.146

Comments
I had deja vu all over again when I went to the Forum page on the RC-CAM site. There is a new picture posted (12-1-2002) showing a bicycle helmet with a highgain 2.4GHz yagi antenna and receiver mounted on top.
http://groups.msn.com/RCCAM/antennaideas.msnw?action=ShowPhoto&PhotoID=123
The only thing missing was Wolfgang Bieck's head strapped underneath. See The Aerial Eye 3:2 if you don't know what I'm talking about.
There seems to be one major flaw with this setup. The yagi is very directional so every time you looked down at your monitor the signal would drop off. I guess
you could teach your self to move the monitor up into your line-of-sight, or do as Wolfgang did and mount a scavanged camcorder viewfinder to the helmet.
For those interested in boosting the range of their 2.4 GHz video systems, this antenna on the receiver side would do the trick. Just remember that the antenna is
highly directional so proper aim is critical.
David Hunt
editor, KAPER
http://www.kaper.kiteaerialphotography.net
(back)

Re: 2.4 ghz antenna plans
From: Richard Amirault, Boston
Date: 12/4/2002
Time: 6:17:00 AM
Remote Name: 207.172.11.232

Comments
With regard to high gain antennas .. you don't get anything for nothing. By increasing the signal from one direction you have to decrease it from another
direction.
Just like a candle flame. By itself it can dimly illumate a room, but put a reflector behind it and now the wall is brighter ... but the other wall is darker.
Richard in Boston, MA, USA
(back)

video monitor
From: Carl Bigras
Date: 12/3/2002
Time: 8:15:05 AM
Remote Name: 198.103.196.130

Comments
Found this site with video monitors.
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http://www.merconnet.com/cats.php?CatID=3
Has anyone bought one of these?
Carl
(back)

Re: video monitor
From: Brooks
Date: 12/3/2002
Time: 11:02:00 AM
Remote Name: 216.228.25.47

Comments
I'm not familiar with the product line, but prices look good. I wish someone would come up with a way of designating how bright it is -- how well it works in
broad daylight. Cris Benton's Polaris monitor/receiver is the best I've seen, but $249 seems high.
(back)

Re: video monitor
From: Carl
Date: 12/3/2002
Time: 12:00:25 PM
Remote Name: 198.103.196.130

Comments
I guess we pay a high price for combining a receiver and monitor in one box. And someone has to be the guinea pig to try all this stuff and report back. I'll do my
part when I receive my new 100mW camera system from Blackwidow.
Carl
(back)

Re: video monitor
From: Richard Amirault
Date: 12/3/2002
Time: 6:16:09 PM
Remote Name: 207.172.11.232

Comments
First, prices are coming down, and quality is going up all the time ...
BUT, I would be *very* leary of ordering an LCD monitor off a website. Inexpensive monitors often have a restricted viewing angle (sweet spot) .. not as much of
a problem for us KAP'ers true, but you may want to use it for other things as well.
Richard in Boston, MA, USA
(back)

My KAP
From: Randy Bollinger
Date: 12/1/2002
Time: 9:49:08 PM
Remote Name: 63.208.43.48

Comments
The last two Articals were posted by me. I found them to be very interesting. I would have sent them to David Hunt, but he hasn't answered any E-Mail, Hope
He's O.K. Soon alot of my kap photo's will be available to all. Some from back to 1993 and in large format aprox. 30x40in. Thinking about sets of all photo's from
all the AE Publications. Its takes time going through 7.5 thousand plus photo's. after I have some on line I will give you more insight so you can do the same...if
you like!
(back)

Re: My KAP
From: Brooks
Date: 12/2/2002
Time: 8:36:27 AM
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Remote Name: 216.228.4.243

Comments
Randy, if you're intending to publish the work of all photographers appearing the Aerial Eye, rather than just those you have had published there, I have three
comments:
1. Technical quality of publication in AE will not allow enlargement of these pictures.
2. Copyright of each picture rests with the photographer.
3. While AKA did not post a copyright notice in any isue of AE, any republication should at least require the original publisher's permission.
(back)

Re: My KAP
From: Randy Bollinger
Date: 12/2/2002
Time: 4:29:18 PM
Remote Name: 63.208.41.108

Comments
No need for concern. (No Ones) work is being copyed but my own. As I said You will have the choice to offer or not to offer your own work. We all have made
some vary nice photography in years past. I would like to share mine with others in a larger size. After all what are shooting for? Computer screens and archivel
shoe box's. I like kap but I don't like dwelling in the past doing it. Sorry for the miss understanding.
(back)

My KAP
From: Randy Bollinger
Date: 12/1/2002
Time: 9:47:36 PM
Remote Name: 63.208.43.48

Comments
The last two Articals were posted by me. I found them to be very interesting. I would have sent them to David Hunt, but he hasn't answered any E-Mail, Hope
He's O.K. Soon alot of my kap photo's will be available to all. Some from back to 1993 and in large format aprox. 30x40in. Thinking about sets of all photo's from
all the AE Publications. Its takes time going through 7.5 thousand plus photo's. after I have some on line I will give you more insight so you can do the same...if
you like!
(back)

Article 2433
From:
Date: 11/30/2002
Time: 11:09:29 AM
Remote Name: 63.208.40.132

Comments
http://memory.loc.gov/cgi-bin/query
(back)

Article 2432
From:
Date: 11/29/2002
Time: 12:49:17 PM
Remote Name: 63.208.45.63

Comments
http://www.mos.org/sln/Leonardo/InvestigatingAerialP.html
(back)

New Server Hardware
From: Cris Benton
Date: 11/27/2002
Time: 3:16:56 PM
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Remote Name: 128.32.219.149

Comments
I am delighted to report that the UC Berkeley Department of Architecture, host of this WWW site, migrated to a new server today. The old server was a pitiful
looking thing Ý five years old and prone to breaking down. The new server has plenty of vroooom and a hardware firewall to boot. LetÝs hope it keeps the
malicious script kiddies at bay.
If you notice any operating problems with the site that might be related to this change in hardware please bring them to my attention. So far the changeover
seems to have gone smoothly.
Cheers,
Cris
(back)

KAPiCA for the rest of us
From: Richard Amirault
Date: 11/25/2002
Time: 11:00:38 AM
Remote Name: 207.172.11.233

Comments
I was wondering .... will there be anything available (tapes of workshops/seminars, summary sheets ... anything) for those of us who were unable to attend?
Richard in Boston, MA, USA
(back)

Re: KAPiCA for the rest of us
From: Brooks
Date: 11/25/2002
Time: 11:14:47 AM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.85

Comments
David Hunt videotaped the whole thing, and hopes to have a finished product available in "not less than six months". There should be a written report of some
kind available from David before the end of the year.
We're going to do it again October 15 - 19, 2003 -- I hope you can join us this time, Richard!
bgl
(back)

Re: KAPiCA for the rest of us
From: Carlo Didier
Date: 12/12/2002
Time: 2:05:16 AM
Remote Name: 194.154.218.196

Comments
I'm trying to get "KAPiCA/02 on CD". May be some months before all the data is collected, compiled and formatted. If it works out, I'll give the CD for free to
all attendees. We might make it available to others but as I want to include copies of the Monterey Herald article and the TV footage, we will have to check about
copyrights. Stay tuned.
(back)

KAPiCA/02 Journal
From: ulrich monsees
Date: 11/24/2002
Time: 3:43:25 AM
Remote Name: 80.228.44.136

Comments
Thanks to all KAPiCA-photographers to let me share your meeting. I've just had a look at the latest pics and think you must have had a great time. Hopefully I
will be with you at KAPiCA/03. Ulli www.kaping.info (some parts are u.c.)
(back)
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Re: KAPiCA/02 Journal
From: Brooks
Date: 11/24/2002
Time: 11:37:05 AM
Remote Name: 216.228.25.104

Comments
Wilkommen in 2003, Ulli! Wunderbar!
brooks
(back)

Another Micro Camera?
From: Doug Kinney
Date: 11/23/2002
Time: 9:48:16 PM
Remote Name: 68.113.184.53

Comments
I found this while surfing the web. I'm not sure if anybody has posted anything on this yet, so my apologies for a double post if that's the case.
http://www.desktoprover.com/product_ptv16.html
(back)

Re: Another Micro Camera?
From: Doug Kinney
Date: 11/23/2002
Time: 9:58:08 PM
Remote Name: 68.113.184.53

Comments
Make sure you read the FAQ's. They are proclaiming 700' range aerial. It looks like this might be a low-cost, low-mod approach to a video-cam system.
(back)

Re: Another Micro Camera?
From: Simon Harbord
Date: 11/24/2002
Time: 3:09:51 AM
Remote Name: 195.92.168.167

Comments
Certainly that item is illegal here in uk Doug, all the UHF ones are banned. Only 2.4ghz systems are allowed wwithout licence, on pain of, I believe, a 5000UKP
fine. The 2.4 ghz equivalent is virtually identical and not at all hard to get these days. I described mine at:
http://www.harb87.fsnet.co.uk/micvid/micvid.htm
Not sure about US use.
Simon
(back)

Re: Another Micro Camera?
From: Simon
Date: 11/24/2002
Time: 11:23:47 AM
Remote Name: 195.92.168.166

Comments
I had a clipping about this at KAPiCA but forgot to show it. Really cool and wouldn't the controller look neat for KAP (except it would probably need a daylight
hood to spoil it. Nice though...
http://www.gadgets.co.uk/peugot206.html
Simon
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(back)

Re: Another Micro Camera?
From: Carlo Didier
Date: 12/17/2002
Time: 3:17:52 AM
Remote Name: 194.154.218.196

Comments
I just saw that car in a supermarket here in Luxembourg. I think it was less than Ý120.- which would be about half the price in the UK!
(back)

Re: Another Micro Camera?
From: Doug Kinney
Date: 11/25/2002
Time: 9:43:52 AM
Remote Name: 144.216.140.29

Comments
If anybody could do that it would be you, Simon. I suppose it would be possible to transplant the controller guts into a universal box and make it all work. But
that would be beyond my technical skills. I'm sure it won't be too long until somebody tries it
(back)

Re: Another Micro Camera?
From: Carl Bigras
Date: 11/25/2002
Time: 4:07:37 AM
Remote Name: 198.103.196.130

Comments
It does look like the perfect controller. All I need to do is cut my RC Tx on the bandsaw, a bit of duct tape and voila. New and improved ;-)
Carl
(back)

A small gallery on Kapica and more pages
From: Christian Becot
Date: 11/23/2002
Time: 5:08:21 PM
Remote Name: 193.249.228.208

Comments
Look the gallery at http://perso.wanadoo.fr/becot/galerie/fetes/kapica.htm Also the chapter on my rigs is all in english now. I have added some paragraphs on the
stereo theory guide.
(back)

How long should the antenna be?
From: Doug Kinney
Date: 11/23/2002
Time: 10:34:45 AM
Remote Name: 68.113.184.53

Comments
I was trying to work out the kinks in my Rig in my back yard yesterday when my phone in the house rang. So I bolted back in the house, meanwhile I
haphazardly left the rig in on the picnic table thinking it would be safe. I was horribly wrong. To my shock, the neighbors cat had jumped up on the table and
was using my rig as a chew toy. He managed to bite off about 9" of the reciever antenna. Anybody know how much this will effect my range? I figure worse case
scenerio I will have to crack the box open and solder on a new antenna. For now i've just unbundled the extra and ran it through my straw antenna holder.
Doug
(back)
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Re: How long should the antenna be?
From: Richard Amirault, Boston, MA, USA
Date: 11/23/2002
Time: 12:10:36 PM
Remote Name: 207.172.11.233

Comments
I really don't think it will be a problem. I would leave it alone for now. The more critical antenna length is on the transmit side anyway.
If you *must* do something you can just add a short piece to the end to bring it to the original length instead of opening the receiver and replacing the entire
length.
Richard in Boston, MA, USA
(back)

Stereo section and more stuff on my site
From: Christian Becot
Date: 11/17/2002
Time: 2:38:38 PM
Remote Name: 193.249.228.115

Comments
After such a very nice time at KAPiCA and a happy vacation in Yosemite, I have now added the stereo section on my web site, plus new chapters on rig workshop
and video viewer. Still some more pages to translate in english! http://perso.wanadoo.fr/becot/
(back)

Re: Stereo section and more stuff on my site
From: Richard Amirault, Boston, MA, USA
Date: 11/18/2002
Time: 6:24:42 AM
Remote Name: 146.115.58.99

Comments
Christian, Very nice site. I am also into stereo as well as KAP.
I checked your page on the Olympus Stylus Epic, a camera I use for both KAP and stereo, and most of the pictures do not show.
http://perso.wanadoo.fr/becot/cameras/anglais/e&cameras.htm
Just wanted to let you know.
Richard in Boston, MA, USA
(back)

Re: Stereo section and more stuff on my site
From: Brooks
Date: 11/18/2002
Time: 8:45:22 AM
Remote Name: 216.228.25.74

Comments
I too can't read pictures 1 - 4 and 6 on the left side of the page. No problem -- I tried this once and destroyed a mu1!
(back)

Re: Stereo section and more stuff on my site
From: Christian
Date: 11/18/2002
Time: 1:45:53 PM
Remote Name: 193.248.255.72

Comments
Sorry you can't get the pictures. I tried, and it worked fine, but my computer may have them in memory. I will recheck later. Other pages with same problem?
Richard, nice to hear you are practicing stereo as well. Have you tried kap-stereo? It's easier than on the floor! Look at my method to calculate bases and the
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stereo effectiveness as I called "Stereoscopic Ratio". I'm thinking on the best way to put some stereo-pictures on the web.
(back)

Re: Stereo section and more stuff on my site
From: Richard Amirault, Boston, MA, USA
Date: 11/18/2002
Time: 3:09:16 PM
Remote Name: 207.172.11.233

Comments
Well, I *thought* about doing stereo KAP. There is more than one way to do it.
1. Use a conventional (Realist or similar) camera. But then you only get one shot and you have to bring the camera down to wind it. Also, the "stereo effect"
would only be visible if the subject photographed were other kites in the sky (and they'd have to be fairly close I would think)
2. Increase the stereo base by some way. Most likely by using two seperate cameras with a single triggering device .. but that is a *lot* of work .. and it would
weigh more, *and* have more wind resistance while flying.
So, I put my efforts into adding video downlink instead! Maybe someday I'll try stereo KAP.
Richard in Boston, MA, USA
(back)

Re: Stereo section and more stuff on my site
From: Koral
Date: 11/25/2002
Time: 4:14:53 PM
Remote Name: 66.12.204.226

Comments
I tried taking stereo photos a couple of weeks ago of an archaeological site in Yuma. We placed paper plate markers across the site and took readings with a total
station. We then flew the kite and took pictures at regular intervals so that we could get a 60% overlap. Now we've got to play around with our software and see if
we can produce a 3D landscape. I'll let you know if we have success. We've also managed to take aerial shots of rock rings and rectify the photos using paper plate
markers at spaced at known intervals around the object. That was a complete success.
(back)

Re: Stereo section and more stuff on my site
From: Cary
Date: 11/30/2002
Time: 11:22:25 PM
Remote Name: 64.222.210.254

Comments
Koral,
Where would it be possible to see some of your photography? What software did you use to rectify the rock ring photos?
Cary
(back)

Re: Stereo section and more stuff on my site
From: Koral
Date: 12/12/2002
Time: 10:39:17 AM
Remote Name: 66.12.204.226

Comments
Cary,
I've not been able to put any of the images on the web but am working on it. The software we use is TNTmips available at microimages.com. I work for a CRM
(Cultural Resources Management) firm called Statistical Research Inc, in Redlands ., California and we are now routinely using aerial photography as a way of
recording features for publication.
Koral
(back)
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Re: not displayed pictures
From: Christian
Date: 11/18/2002
Time: 4:24:47 PM
Remote Name: 193.250.37.146

Comments
Yes, I have same pictures not displayed on another computer, and found two other pages with same trouble. For the Olympus cameras pages, please look pictures
in the french pages until I get it corrected.
(back)

Re: not displayed pictures, now OK
From: Christian
Date: 11/19/2002
Time: 3:20:04 PM
Remote Name: 193.248.255.197

Comments
Everything is OK now. Thanks to advise when something goes wrong.
(back)

More KAPiCA pictures!!
From: Cary
Date: 11/17/2002
Time: 11:34:34 AM
Remote Name: 64.222.208.72

Comments
I've just posted 2 pages of KAPiCA pictures at the following link:
http://members.bellatlantic.net/~vze443nm/kapica02.htm
Cary
(back)

Re: More KAPiCA pictures!!
From: Doug Kinney
Date: 11/18/2002
Time: 7:31:08 PM
Remote Name: 68.113.184.53

Comments
You guys are killing me with these pictures! I wanted to go so bad, but unfortunately I need to graduate college first. I don't think my professors are generous to
the follies of KAP. Thank goodness this is my last year. I'm going to try to make it a point to go next year. Maybe I can organize KAPiNE some time in the future
(KAP in Nebraska). We are never short of Wind!
(back)

Re: More KAPiCA pictures!!
From: Brooks
Date: 11/19/2002
Time: 9:26:32 AM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.187

Comments
Doug, check out Peter's site http://www.kiteaerialphotography.net for a whole new batch of people pix. It certainly was a happy group.
(back)

Re: More KAPiCA pictures!!
From: Brooks
Date: 11/17/2002
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Time: 11:27:37 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.86

Comments
Good stuff, Cary! I especially like the great pic of Ken Conrad deep into rig-tweaking in his room.
(back)

Yet another KAPable 2.4 GHz system
From: Simon Harbord
Date: 11/16/2002
Time: 7:33:39 AM
Remote Name: 195.92.168.170

Comments
This one is pretty neat, made in a toy-like form as a kind of naff spy system. Nonetheless it has some great advantages. The camera runs on 2 AA batteries ie 3V
which is a real advantage for KAPpers as a 3v feed can come from the receiver pack for the R/C. Battery life is good, initial tests show mine running still after 2
hours off 2 NiMh AA cells with no sign of dying off yet. The camera is easily recaseable for anyone with the slightest skills and needs no techie knowledge to
dismantle. Most of the weight is in the existing case.
For the UKP 99 you get the receiver too! I've already run the receiver off 12v mini sealed lead acid batt using my video viewfinder system. Range checked at over
150 yards with the standard antennae supplied.
You'll still need a monitor (or viewfinder conversion), but for the price its damned good. Image quality is better than most small board cams i've come across.
Also supplied are the usual mains adapters and cables but KAPpers probably won't be needing them.
Product page:(may need to cut and paste.) http://www.maplin.co.uk/products/module.asp?CartID=0211161519361459452&moduleno=33399&modulecode=
main site page: http://www.maplin.co.uk/
Cheers Simon
(back)

Is it hard to launch a FF16 singlehandedly if...
From: Rob
Date: 11/15/2002
Time: 5:51:07 PM
Remote Name: 219.93.85.48

Comments
There was relatively little wind or slightly moderate wind?
I'm looking into KAP and trying to choose a kite. I like the FF16s just because of the little space taken up and no setup needed. The problem is I've never flown
much kites before. The last time I flew one was a $3.99 delta flyer with hulk hogan on it. I do remember that there was relativly little wind and had a friend hold
the kite at about 30-50 feet away while I ran.
Now are most kite launches that difficult? or was it the picture of Hulk Hogan on my kite weighing it down? Do most of you take the KAP alone or with help?
(back)

Re: Is it hard to launch a FF16 singlehandedly if...
From: Doug Kinney
Date: 11/15/2002
Time: 9:01:17 PM
Remote Name: 66.168.137.171

Comments
I started off with a Delta, then moved to a FF16. I've only been doing serious KAPing for a little less than a year now with the FF. I've never had to run to get it
up. It wants to fly even when i'm not ready for it too :-) I would go with a FF16. It seems to be the kite of choice if you are beginning. I know some have started off
with DC's, Rok's, and Giant Deltas before. The FF16 is a safe bet. Just my 2-cents worth.
(back)

Re: Is it hard to launch a FF16 singlehandedly if...
From: Richard Amirault, Boston, MA, USA
Date: 11/16/2002
Time: 3:48:29 PM
Remote Name: 216.164.248.126
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Comments
The FF16 is a real good choice, but at this point you haven't built a rig yet, and don't know how much weight you need to lift.
The FF16 *can* be launched by one person. It may take a few minutes of trying depending on the wind (how steady, how strong and how gusty it is) It is always
easier with a second person. What you have described is almost a text-book "long launch".
With the "long launch" method you extend the kite line out 50, 100, or even more feet and then (if it doesn't go up by itself) you can walk (or run .. but usually
not necessay) backwards. The kite will leap into the sky ... well ... most kites ... a parafoil like the FF16 needs to be properly inflated *before* it will fly. So first,
the helper should hold the kite so that as much wind enters the kite, filling it out, as possible. Then as you try to launch, you need to *watch* the kite so see if it
1) fully inflates, or
2) one or more cells decides to colapse.
If #2 you can sometimes recover by using some "finesse" on the line. Gently tugging and pulling trying to get the air in each of the cells. Pully hard when this
happens never works.
Once the kite is fully inflated, it will usually jump into the sky.
I know you want to start taking pictures as soon as possible, but the safest way is to fly the kite without a rig first. Learn how the kite acts and reacts. Learn when
you need a tail (and how big a tail) and when you don't. Make flying second nature, so that you can concentrate on taking pictures.
Richard in Boston, MA, USA
(back)

Re: Is it hard to launch a FF16 singlehandedly if...
From: Rick I.
Date: 11/16/2002
Time: 7:14:43 PM
Remote Name: 66.66.74.214

Comments
I have a Sutton FF16, and I always launch it myself, right from my hand. I have a halo spool that allows me to let out line rapidly once it starts to pull. The thing
is, I know I need at least 6mph winds to loft the camera and cradle rig I have. With that wind or above, it's easy. I like the FF16 very much. The only nit is that in
very strong wind it needs a tail to keep it oriented "up"- without the tail, the kite may start to waggle back and forth, eventually pointing itself down at the
ground. In very light wind (say I just want to fly the kite, not loft the rig), you may need to walk/run a few yards or have a helper downwind 30 feet or so.
(back)

Re: Is it hard to launch a FF16 singlehandedly if...
From: David (Orange - Australia)
Date: 11/21/2002
Time: 2:54:12 PM
Remote Name: 203.76.17.25

Comments
Hi guys, A tip in launching flowforms single handedly, anchor your flying line securely (a strap around a tree or post works well)run all of the line out, attach the
flow form to the line. Then standing infront of the kite, not in the bridles, inflate the cells. Walk backwards along the line as the kite rises, work the line as
necessary. As for trees etc, I'm thinking of including a chainsaw in my kite kit! Go to http://aks.org.au/discuss:Kiting Events:Past Events:Orange Botanical
Gardens to find out why. Fair winds - David
(back)

Re: Thanks! So you have to plan for windy days w/ the FF16..
From: Rob
Date: 11/17/2002
Time: 5:07:03 PM
Remote Name: 219.93.85.48

Comments
but at least I know you can single-handedly launch it. Now sea breezes are easy to come by but are there usually adequate winds around most areas for this lift or
is this something you plan for i.e. on a Sunday you look out the window and see it's windy and say.. 'hey I can launch the kite' OR do you just go out and say 'hey
I'll just go out there and see if some wind will kick up'? Can I also assume there if there are tree cover or some landscape cover that prevents the winds from
coming in well but will have plenty more winds in higher altitude?
Thanks for all the other input thou! I will probably stick to the FF16 and will pratice sans camera rig first of course... just needed to know if the kite would go up
single handedly and looks like it won't be much of a problem.
(back)
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Re: Thanks! So you have to plan for windy days w/ the FF16..
From: Simon Harbord
Date: 11/18/2002
Time: 4:47:42 AM
Remote Name: 194.247.83.241

Comments
A lot of my flying is in confined areas surrounded by trees close to buildings, I sometimes find that soft kites can be particularly difficult to launch in those
circumstances solo, though often an obliging member of the public will hold the kite for a long line launch. Can be a bit difficult for big floppy Suttons, but can
work with the smaller 'foils I often use. Often though the best bet in such conditions is a good long-line launch with a framed DC or delta as they hold their shape
up through the "disturbed" wind.
Sometimes low or no wind at ground level can be close to gale force twenty feet above the trees, that transition air can be very very turbulant and you need to
waste no time once the wind hits in getting another 100 feet up into steady smooth air to avoid unfortunate tree incidents!
Simon
(back)

Re: Thanks! So you have to plan for windy days w/ the FF16..
From: Brooks
Date: 11/17/2002
Time: 11:16:07 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.86

Comments
but a 15 - 25 ft fuzzy tail helps a lot in all but the lightest winds. otherwise, a similar tube sock, or just a 50 ft length of 2" grosgrain ribbon from corner to corner
-- U shaped -- works too.
(back)

X-10 frequency
From: Carl Bigras
Date: 11/15/2002
Time: 11:27:25 AM
Remote Name: 198.103.196.130

Comments
During KAPiCA, Cris Benton and I experimented with his new Polaris 5" monitor/receiver and my X-10 camera/TX. The monitor has 4 -2.4GHz channels which
matches perfectly with the X-10 camera.
Someone asked the question, what are the 4 frequencies? They're posted on the Polaris WWW site as; 2.413, 2.432, 2.450, 2.470
Carl
(back)

Re: X-10 frequency
From: Christian Becot
Date: 11/15/2002
Time: 2:25:17 PM
Remote Name: 193.250.37.115

Comments
These frequencies are same as sets here in Europe. However, I would guess that 2,450 is exactly 2,451 as it is normally a 19 Hz step between each one. Practically,
it will not affect signal so much.
(back)

Re: X-10 frequency
From: Brooks
Date: 11/15/2002
Time: 11:43:32 AM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.181

Comments
I must say that Cris's Polaris TFT monitor is by far the brightest I've seen -- allows viewing in bright, direct (albeit late afternoon) sunlight without a snoot.
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Expensive, but very impressive.
(back)

Halo winder?
From: Rick I.
Date: 11/15/2002
Time: 10:38:40 AM
Remote Name: 66.66.74.214

Comments
I'm about to work on cobbing together some sort of removable winder to work with a plastic halo spool. Before I do, has anybody else already done this? What
I'm thinking of is some sort of handle that could be clamped on to the spool when the day is done- I walk down the kite, but then have hundreds of feet of line
laying on the ground to respool. If you wind it on by hand, the line is likely to twist. While actually flying the kite, the winder would not be attached, so you could
let out line normally. Ideas?
(back)

Re: Halo winder?
From: Henry Jebe
Date: 11/19/2002
Time: 11:11:29 PM
Remote Name: 66.58.166.59

Comments
I have finally returned home and can take a little time to send you photos of a couple of ways that I converted halo spools into winders. Of coarse you shouldn't
wind the line under full tension pulling the kite down with it as Brooks says, it will crush the spool. Pull the kite down by hand and then wind the line onto the
spool. Just a little tension will keep you from having too soft a spool though and allow more line to fit onto the spool.
If you will check my website http://www.geocities.com/kapalaska/ you can e-mail me at that Yahoo address and I will respond with some photos which I can take
with my digital camera. I guess I will have to put photos of these winders and some idea of how make them on the website eventually. The website is in need of
some new material anyway when I get some free time.
Henry
(back)

Re: Halo winder?
From: Henry Jebe
Date: 11/15/2002
Time: 1:59:08 PM
Remote Name: 216.57.213.194

Comments
I am still trying to return home from KAPiCA 2002 and am now checking things from a library. If no one else coments on this, I have made a couple of winders
that work well with a halo and will be happy to send you photos and such. I get on a ferry for the last leg of our return home today and expect to be home
November 18. I will check again when home and get back to this thread.
Henry
(back)

Re: Halo winder?
From: Doug Kinney
Date: 11/15/2002
Time: 9:04:49 PM
Remote Name: 66.168.137.171

Comments
I would be interested. Anything to save the fingers and hands from excessive winding in a stiff breeze. (when walking it down isn't an option of course)
Doug ghostcat78@yahoo.com
(back)

Re: Halo winder?
From: Brooks
Date: 11/15/2002
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Time: 10:44:30 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.90

Comments
Well, the premise is that you haul the line down first, then wind it onto the winder. Not recommended to crank it down under tension, or you'll split the winder for
sure from the Ace bandage effect.
(back)

KAPiCA/03!
From: Brooks Leffler kyteman@redshift.com
Date: 11/14/2002
Time: 10:30:11 AM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.70

Comments
Riding high on afterglow, I had to pursue it.
As it happens, Asilomar can accommodate another KAP meeting in October of next year, which coincides perfectly with the german school holiday.
So here's the official announcement: KAPiCA/03 will take place Wednesday October 15 through Sunday October 19, 2003, at Asilomar Conference Grounds,
Pacific Grove, California. That's a day shorter than this year.
Peter Bults has agreed to coordinate the program once again, and he promises that it will be lighter on lectures and stronger on field trips and informal
information-sharing, with plenty of something for everybody.
Mark your calendar!
chin UP brooks
(back)

Re: KAPiCA/03!
From: Christian Becot
Date: 11/15/2002
Time: 2:19:16 PM
Remote Name: 193.250.37.115

Comments
KAPiCA 2002 was a great time!
KAPiCA 2003 in mid-october will interfere with the Cerf-Volant Club de France annual Kap meeting and 2003 is our 10th one!
(back)

Re: KAPiCA/03!
From: Brooks
Date: 11/15/2002
Time: 10:55:27 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.90

Comments
Ah, quel dommage, Christian! With Asilomar's busy schedule, I don't have a choice.
Unfortunately, we will lose you, but the earlier time will allow others to come (Wolfgang Bieck for one) who couldn't do so with this year's schedule.
Sometime we'll get it all together again!
(back)

Re: KAPiCA/03!
From: Simon
Date: 11/14/2002
Time: 10:59:41 AM
Remote Name: 195.92.194.18

Comments
Darn, I was about to announce KAPiSCO based in a Scottish castle!
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Simon
(back)

Re: KAPiCA/03!
From: Brooks
Date: 11/14/2002
Time: 2:50:43 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.45

Comments
When did you want to do that? I haven't given them any money yet -- could cancel and yield to the gentleman from Scotland. Or maybe we could do
complementary scheduling somehow? I just thought that I've got all the design work done and much of the organizational stuff under control, and it would be
lots easier than this one was -- if I didn't wait too long.
(back)

Re: KAPiCA/03!
From: Simon
Date: 11/15/2002
Time: 12:48:30 AM
Remote Name: 194.247.83.241

Comments
Best time of year for such an event in Scotland is late spring May/June. Organising in time for '03 is possible, but tight, and I'd need early indication from our
community of interest, but if you have plans further ahead I'll happily let it go for a year or two.
Simon
(back)

Re: KAPiCA/03!
From: Brooks
Date: 11/15/2002
Time: 8:58:17 AM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.30

Comments
May/June 03 would be OK for me -- I'd love to come visit my Scots roots anytime.
June would probably be better for the people with kids in school or holding school-related jobs. But even for a magician such as you, pulling it out of the hat in 7
months would be a real task, believe me, especially without anyone to help locally.
The main reason I thought 03 would work here is that I've already got the generic preps done, and it's mostly a matter of changing the dates on the forms!
How about KAPiSco/05? and how may I help?
(back)

Re: KAPiCA/03!
From: Simon
Date: 11/15/2002
Time: 3:28:46 PM
Remote Name: 195.92.168.164

Comments
I think like you that 7 months is pushing it, plus less likely to get attendees so soon after the biggy!
I'll hang in and aim for 04 if the Indonesian option falls through or 05, (sounds a long way away.)Or just a regional event advertised widely.
I think I feel Pacific Grove beckon again.
If you need any long distance help... just drop me a line.
(back)

Enjoyed the New Perspective
From: Mike Felzien
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Date: 11/14/2002
Time: 6:14:04 AM
Remote Name: 66.92.183.10

Comments
Wonderful site. Enjoyed your perspective of the Berkeley Campus
Really Refreshing and relaxing. A wonderful hobby. :) Made me happy.
M. Felzien
(back)

KAPiCA
From: Kevin Flynn
Date: 11/13/2002
Time: 9:09:37 AM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.96

Comments
I would just like to comment on the wonderful time I just had at KAPiCA, and to thank everybody that came so far and wide, and to all the new friends we all
have made, now I can put faces to all the people I have known mostly on the internet. I would like to say thank you! to them all again for a fantastic week. Best
regards KEVIN.
(back)

Re: KAPiCA
From: Andrea Casalboni
Date: 11/16/2002
Time: 2:20:31 AM
Remote Name: 212.171.174.196

Comments
Thanks Kevin, all my KAP was made thanks your nice trip in Moss Landing area, THANKS to all the partecipants for the nice words about my work! see my
KAPiCA photos on www.geocities.com/kites_site
(back)

Where's Peter?
From: Charles Hall <chall@rtpnet.org>
Date: 11/12/2002
Time: 5:09:32 PM
Remote Name: 24.163.59.2

Comments
Has anyone swapped email with Peter Bults recently? I had one email bounce back, and two go unanswered over the past few weeks.
Maybe he's in Calif., out of email reach?
I hope he's OK!
(back)

Re: Where's Peter?
From: Peter
Date: 11/13/2002
Time: 6:47:22 AM
Remote Name: 217.122.15.10

Comments
I was in Pacific Grove and I'm Okee. And my e-mail too.
Try peter.bults@wxs.nl or kaplab.nl@wxs.nl
(back)

Camcorder Viewfinder for KAP video
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From: glennn@ix.netcom.com
Date: 11/12/2002
Time: 4:49:32 PM
Remote Name: 64.166.9.251

Comments
At KAPiCA I saw that some of us took apart a dead camcorder just to use the viewfinder (and hooked it to a video receiver). Now I'd like some more info.
I got an old Sony Handycam Pro CCD-V90E. The battery was missing, the cam is dead. The viewfinder has 4 wires: one red, 3 grey. The display is a tiny CRT,
not LCD. Service manuals are no longer available. Without battery I can't even perform basic tests. Does anyone have info for me?
Otherwise please tell us what camcorders you have used and how to wire the viewfinder to power and video.
Thanks!
Glenn Nelson
(back)

Re: Camcorder Viewfinder for KAP video
From: Glenn Nelson
Date: 11/14/2002
Time: 7:29:53 PM
Remote Name: 64.166.9.251

Comments
Oh yes, this definitely is an experimenter's hobby! Unfortunately the camcorder was partially disassembled by the time I got it, and there was no battery. I was
told that the viewfinder was probably OK.
Olivier and Christian have 2 different pinouts, both for Sony viewfinders. On mine I see that red/gr/gr/gr corresponds to +/x/+/GND. (Don't know what the x is).
Hooking up +4.8V to either or both of the + wires causes the LEDs to light, but my screen doesn't light up. Have I damaged it by feeding 4.8V into a line that
maybe only wants 2.5?
(back)

Re: Camcorder Viewfinder for KAP video
From: Christian
Date: 11/15/2002
Time: 2:14:03 PM
Remote Name: 193.250.37.115

Comments
Glenn, do not worry too much, on some viewfinders, it doesn't light at all if it is not feed with a video signal. Be patient! You already lighted the led: Which is the
+ connexion for it? You should have only one doing so. The other + is the one for the screen to light. The remaining connexion should be the video input. Try a 5V
feed between ground and + and a video signal at the same time. On mine, I had sharp image with 5,0V. The video signal was 3,8V and the led 0,6V measured. Be
aware that you have to adjust the + voltage to get a sharp image.
(back)

Re: Camcorder Viewfinder for KAP video
From: Glenn Nelson
Date: 11/15/2002
Time: 4:22:46 PM
Remote Name: 216.47.113.150

Comments
My wires red/grey1/grey2/grey3 work like this: grey3 is definitely a ground; I hooked it up to (-) on the batteries. grey2 is some kind of (+). Hooking up +4.8 to it
causes the 2 LEDs to light (one small LED for the viewfinder image area, one larger LED that is meant to be seen from some distance awy from the camcorder).
Red is also some kind of (+). Hooking up +4.8 to it also causes the LEDs to light. Grey1 is unknown, it seems that it must be the video in. This configuration
corresponds to what Olivier describes, but not to what Christian describes. It doesn't matter, I have a valid video signal, but I don't get any image.
Thanks guys, it's time for me to go out and collect lots more broken video cameras.
(back)

Re: Camcorder Viewfinder for KAP video
From: Cary
Date: 11/14/2002
Time: 6:52:42 PM
Remote Name: 64.222.209.230
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Comments
Glenn,
Try getting power to your camcorder using any source you can. Chances are the lens and viewfinder work fine. It's often the tape mechanisms that go bad. I have
a jvc camcorder with no battery that will power up with a sony or any 6v battery and alligator clip test leads.
If the viewfinder functions it should be easy work to figure out video input, voltage input, and ground.
My other viewfinder is from a Sony ccd-f401. I mounted it on a radio shack project box and desoldered the jack that the ribbon cable from the vf plugs into on
the board inside the camcorder. Soldering new wires to this jack is easier than soldering to the delicate ribbon cable.
I drilled holes in the viewfinder case to access the trimpots that control brightness, focus, etc. I also mounted a yellow rca jack on the radio shack case. This way I
can view output from many sources such as vcr, digital cam, x10 receiver, etc. etc. using standard cable.
Cary
(back)

Re: Camcorder Viewfinder for KAP video
From: Olivier
Date: 11/14/2002
Time: 12:59:17 PM
Remote Name: 193.249.123.99

Comments
My brother Jean Christophe uses a viewfinder reference number M 40066179P, taken from a Sony Camera Recorder 8 CCD - TR50E. Perhaps it the same as
yours. It has also 3 grey wires and 1 white: - Ground - Power suply 4.3V - Composite video input - Fixed voltage about 2.5V (derived from 4.3 power supply with
two 10kohm resistor). The focus of the picture is adjusted by the power supply, so an adjustable Power Supply is required. If you want more information, contact
on his email: humez.jeanchristophe@free.fr
(back)

Re: Camcorder Viewfinder for KAP video
From: Christian Becot
Date: 11/14/2002
Time: 4:18:36 PM
Remote Name: 193.250.37.219

Comments
I had a sony viewfinder with white/grey/grey/grey wires and connection was plus/minus/video signal/led I suggest you first input 6 or 7V on the battery connectors
of the camcorder, and check if viewer lights on.
(back)

Re: Camcorder Viewfinder for KAP video
From: ulli monsees
Date: 11/27/2002
Time: 10:59:40 PM
Remote Name: 217.5.39.189

Comments
I've got a Sony CCD-V90E. red is +6V, grey1 video/in, grey2 video/Gnd and grey3 -6V. Maybe this helps someone. Ulli
(back)

How do video, R/C and fly the kite at the same time?
From: Charles Hall
Date: 11/11/2002
Time: 9:35:24 AM
Remote Name: 149.173.6.51

Comments
I'm considering building an R/C rig, but I'm puzzled. Is R/C control without video really that much of an improvement over a fixed angle rig? And if you need
video, how can you watch the video, fly the kite, and control the R/C stuff without a co-pilot? I don't seem to have enough arms and eyes for that!
(back)

Re: How do video, R/C and fly the kite at the same time?
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From: Glenn Nelson
Date: 11/12/2002
Time: 8:30:43 PM
Remote Name: 64.166.9.251

Comments
After attending KAPiCA (lucky me!), I finally appreciate the need for carabiner or something like it. The line is secure from slipping, but attached to you so you
can walk around. Both hands can be free. However the video is another bulky object. Most people seemed to have the viewer solidly attached to their RC
transmitter. Clever Olivier built his R/C xmtr into a camcorder body!
(back)

Re: How do video, R/C and fly the kite at the same time?
From: Doug Kinney
Date: 11/11/2002
Time: 12:04:48 PM
Remote Name: 66.168.137.171

Comments
Currently i'm not using any type of "live" feedback such as an X10 on my rig. But you get to know your kite's behaviors after a while. It's just like anything else,
you get better at it the more you do it. I use a FF16 as my main kite and it stays anchored really well under a steady breeze. So I can concentrate all my attention
on the rig/controls. Every now and then I wish I had an extra hand, but for the most part you will get the hang of looking through binoculars, operating the rig,
steering your kite, and answer questions to onlookers at the same time. Throw in a TV screen to watch and it doesn't seem that much harder. I wouldn't
recommend starting off with all that until you get good. Good luck on whatever adventure you decide.
Doug
(back)

Re: How do video, R/C and fly the kite at the same time?
From: Richard Amirault (ramirauolt@erols.com)
Date: 11/11/2002
Time: 9:51:02 AM
Remote Name: 207.172.11.233

Comments
Yes, having R/C control is a *major* improvement over a fixed rig.
When I first started KAP I used the commercial available Greens of England rig. This is a manually adjustable (on the grond) pendulum rig. At first I used a SLR
with a single channel R/C servo for the shutter. Then I used a point and shoot 35mm with an intervalometer to trip the shutter.
It worked, but the success rate was minimal. I got so few good shots that I didn't shoot very often.
Then I saw a friend with a full R/C rig and knew I needed one myself. After buildiing one my success rate improved drastically, and because of that I shot KAP
much more often.
Now I have just added video downlink, and my success rate should go up even more :-)
Like you, I was worried that I didn't have enough hands to do everything at once, but you adapt and figure out how to do what needs to be done.
My R/C rig hangs on a strap around my neck. I hold the TV receiver in one hand. The kite is attached to a sturdy nylon strap around my body.
Go for it!!
Richard in Boston, MA, USA
(back)

KAPiCA and the News
From: Doug Kinney
Date: 11/9/2002
Time: 6:29:31 PM
Remote Name: 66.168.137.171

Comments
Today I was at work on my lunch break watching CNN like I do everyday at work when low and behold I see Brook's flying his Dopero on national TV. I about
choked on my food then went into mass hysteria. It was an excellent piece about 3 minutes long. Great Job to everybody who organized and participated this year
at KAPiCA. It must have generated much interest and couriosity from the public and media as well. As much as I wished I could have been at KAPiCA, seeing
this really brought a smile to my face. I can't wait for somebody to post pic's of the event. And better yet, will there be a KAPiCA 2003?
(back)
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Re: KAPiCA and the News
From: Ralf Beutnagel
Date: 11/12/2002
Time: 2:25:13 PM
Remote Name: 193.158.191.97

Comments
KAPiCa was great time,thank you Brooks & your team. The pictures from the heawiest rig in flight at KAPiCA could be seen at: http://home.tonline.de/home/ralf.beutnagel MfG Ralf
(back)

Re: KAPiCA and the News
From: Brooks
Date: 11/9/2002
Time: 7:25:19 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.187

Comments
I'd be delighted to know of other places the story made the news. So far, I've heard from Santa Rosa, CA, and Kansas City, the latter via Fox News. The local
guys at KSBW-TV did a great job of putting it together, giving us the longest segment on the 5, 6, and presumably 11:00 news here, but the national distribution
blew my mind.
you missed a good 'un, Doug.
bgl
(back)

Re: KAPiCA and the News
From: Carl Bigras
Date: 11/12/2002
Time: 9:46:32 AM
Remote Name: 198.103.196.130

Comments
Hi All, Well, it made it here as well. A friend says he switched channel, saw some guys working around a table, talking about kites & cameras. But doesn't
remember what channel or time.
(back)

Re: KAPiCA and the News
From: Doug Kinney
Date: 11/10/2002
Time: 4:48:26 PM
Remote Name: 66.168.137.171

Comments
For the record I live in Central Nebraska. (Center of the known universe)
(back)

Re: KAPiCA and the News
From: Randy Bollinger
Date: 11/9/2002
Time: 10:42:52 PM
Remote Name: 63.208.60.42

Comments
Brooks was seen on the news here in St.Louis too! Hi everyone!
(back)

Re: KAPiCA and the News
From: Brooks
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Date: 11/10/2002
Time: 8:03:34 AM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.226

Comments
Hi Randy! We missed you! Drop me a line at kyteman@redshift.com.
(back)

KAPiCA rests
From: Brooks
Date: 11/9/2002
Time: 8:43:33 AM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.243

Comments
KAPiCA/02 is over, and what a great gathering of KAPers it was. Thanks to all that came and shared your ideas -- it would just have been a social event without
them. I can't wait to see the video -- so I can really hear what you had to say.
best wishes to all brooks
(back)

email
From: Michel Clinckemaille
Date: 11/8/2002
Time: 1:10:16 PM
Remote Name: 80.200.248.201

Comments
I made last year a Kap book "La Belgique vue du ciel" it's about 100 best places in Belgium by Kap and Pap .I give you my email :michelclinck@hotmail.com I
made a site in the future ... qestion of time ... Good wind and nice shots...Michel
(back)

Re: email
From: Peter Bults (kaplab.nl@wxs.nl)
Date: 11/8/2002
Time: 3:25:10 PM
Remote Name: 213.75.72.59

Comments
Michael's book has won the KAPiCA/02-Award for KAP In Print. You can buy this book on The www.kiteaerialphotography.net Bookshop
(http/bookshop.kiteaerialphotography.net) Peter
(back)

http://www.istopdeath.com
From: Go fly a Light
Date: 11/6/2002
Time: 12:27:16 PM
Remote Name: 65.117.243.100

Comments
Children's Immortalisation Network division of Mortality Resolution International virtuebios
(back)

Paris
From: S. Prevost
Date: 11/1/2002
Time: 7:56:49 AM
Remote Name: 217.113.9.96

Comments
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Dear Kappers,
I live in Armenia and don't travel much. Now that I've spent the whole summer making kites and training to fly them, I'd like to move on to the "building rig"
part of the kapping experience.
I'd appreciate if someone among you living in or around Paris could tell me where to buy a radio remote control system appropriate for kapping.
Someone I know will be there in a few days and has offered to get stuff for me ; the only thing is, I'd have to say very precisely WHERE to go, WHAT to buy and
HOW MUCH it's going to cost.
Thanks in advance, S.P Info can also be sent at spf_armenia@yahoo.com
(back)

Re: Paris
From: Brooks Leffler kyteman@redshift.com
Date: 11/9/2002
Time: 8:38:23 AM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.243

Comments
Next week , after he returns home from America, contact Olivier Humez at contact@kapelectronics.net.
He lives in Paris and would be able to help you or tell you how to get a system.
Alternatively, contact Christian Becot at cmse.becot@wanadoo.fr
He lives in Normandy, but is very knowledgeable and can help you -- but he's in America too until end next week.
cheers brooks
(back)

contract KAPpers?
From: Deb E Date: 10/25/2002
Time: 11:38:33 AM
Remote Name: 140.215.161.16

Comments
Hi, I see I am lucky to discover this site after the gremlins have been evicted. Briefly, I have been looking for a tool to use in my work - using insects to control
weeds, and a specific project involving an invasive tree. I can best track the effectiveness and movement of the insects by tracking trees with brown foliage. This is
best done aerially, but planes are unjustifiably expensive for a not-too-extensive shoot. I'm not sure of my abilities to learn KAP quickly and configure equipment
without wasting a lot of taxpayer dollars. Is there a list of KAP folks available for contract? Initially, I'd be interested in Colorado, but I have colleagues who are
collaborating in other states that might use this also.
(back)

Re: contract KAPpers?
From: David Hunt (kaper3@earthlink.net)
Date: 10/26/2002
Time: 4:52:15 PM
Remote Name: 63.162.199.146

Comments
If you have colleagues on the east coast who are participating send a private email to the address above.
David Hunt
(back)

Re: contract KAPpers?
From: David Hunt (kaper3@earthlink.net)
Date: 10/26/2002
Time: 4:49:24 PM
Remote Name: 63.162.199.146

Comments
(back)

Re: contract KAPpers?
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From: Peter Bults (kaplab.nl@wxs.nl)
Date: 10/25/2002
Time: 3:03:46 PM
Remote Name: 213.75.72.120

Comments
I suggest you contact James Aber (mailto:aberjame@emporia.edu) after his return from KAPiCA/02 (around Nov. 10th ?) in Kansas.
Peter Bults http://www.kiteaerialphotography.net
(back)

Re: KAP site restored
From: Brooks
Date: 10/18/2002
Time: 5:03:37 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.106

Comments
Cris, would you like/can you accept any financial assistance in getting the right hardware to keep things going right? I'll bet there are lots of us who may even be
CA taxpayers who might be willing to, say, subscribe.
bgl
(back)

Re: card errors - digital cameras
From: David Hunt (kaper3@earthlink.net)
Date: 10/18/2002
Time: 3:41:08 PM
Remote Name: 128.32.219.149

Comments
Sorry of the delay, I am using the Fujifilm MX-2700. It is a 2+ Megapix camera, using SmartMedia cards. The camera as performed admirably for the last three
years. I use it for many of the images used on the KAPER web site. I have had only one other card reading error, over a year ago and not while doing KAP.
David Hunt
http://www.kaper.kiteaerialphotography.net
(back)

KAPiCA
From: Craig
Date: 10/18/2002
Time: 3:39:24 PM
Remote Name: 128.32.219.149

Comments
I just realized that we will be in California during the fall elections on November 5. Don't forget to file an absentee ballot.
(back)

Re: KAPiCA
From: David Hunt (kaper3@earthlink.net)
Date: 10/22/2002
Time: 8:00:01 AM
Remote Name: 63.162.205.33

Comments
Having never voted absentee, I discovered that Tennessee not only has absentee voting but also early voting. There are a couple of voting stations in our county,
complete with voting machines, which open 15 days before any election. This might be something I'll take advantage of in the future.
Looking forward to meeting real, live, in the flesh, honest to goodness KAPers.
David Hunt
http://www.kaper.kiteaerialphotography.net
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(back)

Re: KAPiCA
From: Henry Jebe
Date: 10/21/2002
Time: 8:04:01 PM
Remote Name: 66.58.166.59

Comments
Today was the first day of absentee voting here for the November 5th election. We did our civic duty as tomorrow morning early we are getting on the ferry to
come to KAPiCA. We have a four day trip on the ferry from Alaska to Bellingham. WA and a couple of brief visits in the Seattle, WA and Portland, OR with
relatives on our way. I am realling looking forward to this gathering. I'm not sure when we will be able to check e-mail or these pages again, hopefully before we
arrive at Pacific Grove, though.
C Ya there, Henry
(back)

Funtion test 2
From: David V
Date: 10/18/2002
Time: 3:36:19 PM
Remote Name: 169.229.137.106

Comments
Test
(back)

Metal
From: Brooks Leffler kyteman@redshift.com
Date: 10/3/2002
Time: 8:34:28 AM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.18

Comments
When my local hardware store told me last week that they were no longer going to stock 1.5" x 1/16" aluminum strip because their supplier had doubled his
minimum order, I searched everywhere and found that nobody hereabouts stocked anything thinner than 1/8".
Then I remembered a source that some KAPer now forgotten -- thank you, wherever you are -- had suggested: onlinemetals.com, in Seattle.
Even there, I had to order custom-cut strips, but their prices are very competitive and I placed a trial order. Ordering online is easy, their communication is
excellent, and best of all, my shipment arrived in **two** business days!
So if you're searching, try http://onlinemetals.com/!
They even have titanium!
(back)

Re: Metal
From: Henry Jebe
Date: 10/3/2002
Time: 9:31:02 PM
Remote Name: 66.58.166.59

Comments
For those of you with a table saw, it is possible to rip aluminum sheet quite easily, you really need hearing protection and goggles for safety. Use a blade that isn't
too aggressive and feed fairly slow, it works fine. Scrap aluminum sheet can be had quite cheaply at many sheet metal shops in several thicknesses. If you didn't
mind a little extra cost, they could probably shear the width you require.
Henry
(back)

DC/DC 4.8v to 7.4v & 12V
From: Richard Kempsey
Date: 9/22/2002
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Time: 9:04:07 AM
Remote Name: 62.64.239.17

Comments
Need a dual converter to go from 4.8v 1800mAh pack to 7.4v 570mAh (Canon S40) and 12v 120mAh (downlink). Have seen David Hunts pages for 12V converter
-has anybody got a circuit with both these outputs? regards Richard
(back)

Re: DC/DC 4.8v to 7.4v & 12V
From: Peter van Erkel
Date: 9/26/2002
Time: 3:50:28 AM
Remote Name: 192.11.224.99

Comments
Do not go for the RH5RH/RI. In the voltages you need, it not very likely they have in on store. The RH5RH/RI is a cheap replacement for the Motorola
MC33463, that I also would not recommend. Simply use the MAX761 with an external voltage divider look for details on the MAXIM homage, and have a look at
Brook's page.
PC
(back)

Re: DC/DC 4.8v to 7.4v & 12V
From: Richard Kempsey
Date: 9/28/2002
Time: 3:50:37 AM
Remote Name: 62.64.216.134

Comments
Peter -thanks for the info. I,m afraid my current electronics knowledge is not as good as my soldering! I,ve located the MAXIM761 page that seems to offer the
solution:http://www.maxim-ic.com/appnotes.cfm/appnote_number/227. From my calculations I will need values of R1=70K and R2=10K to give downlink Vx
=12v with jumper set to 2-1, and R3=47K and R4=12K to give Vout=7.37v for the Canon S40. Am I anywhere near with these calculations and do I need the
linear regulator in the circuit?
(back)

Re: DC/DC 4.8v to 7.4v & 12V
From: David Hunt (kaper3@earthlink.net)
Date: 9/22/2002
Time: 3:36:20 PM
Remote Name: 63.162.198.223

Comments
If someone makes a 7.4V stepup converter then you could just build two circuits (7.4V & 12V) and tap into the same battery pack. I am not aware of any 7.4V
step up converters. A better solution may be to have a 7.4V battery pack (6 cells) and use a 5 volt regulator for your RC and a 12 volt stepup for the video.
You listed mAh ratings for each piece of equipment that you wish to power. What you really need to know is how many amps or milliamps each piece of
equipment requires. Remember that mAh and amps are two different animals. mAh is used to indicate a batteryÝs storage capacity and amps are used to
indicate how much of that energy is used or needed each second to operate a piece of equipment. The stepup converters are the weak link in the power setup
because they have a relatively low amp output. Make sure that the circuit that you build will supply enough amps for the video equipment.
David Hunt
http://www.kaper.kiteaerialphotography.net
(back)

Re: DC/DC 4.8v to 7.4v & 12V
From: Richard Kempsey
Date: 9/23/2002
Time: 10:20:59 AM
Remote Name: 62.64.227.235

Comments
David Thanks for the reply and mA correction! After a bit of trawling I've found a Ricoh Dc/Dc converter RH5RH743B with a 7.4V output, its available in VFM
or PWM types -is there any preference on these in terms of noise? regards Richard
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(back)

Re: DC/DC 4.8v to 7.4v & 12V
From: David Hunt (kaper3@earthlink.net)
Date: 9/23/2002
Time: 12:50:16 PM
Remote Name: 63.162.198.223

Comments
Who is the Manufacturer?
David Hunt
http://www.kaper.kiteaerialphotography.net
(back)

Re: DC/DC 4.8v to 7.4v & 12V
From: Richard Kempsey
Date: 9/24/2002
Time: 10:15:24 AM
Remote Name: 62.64.162.242

Comments
David Link to site is: http://www.ricoh.co.jp/LSI/english/spec/power/index.html#DCDC Having started my KAP project in June I figured it take 6mnths to get 'in
the air' - looks like i might need to extend that estimate a bit! -but i'm enjoying the learning curve and thanks for the help. regards Richard regards Richard
(back)

Re: DC/DC 4.8v to 7.4v & 12V
From: Richard Kempsey
Date: 9/24/2002
Time: 10:20:39 AM
Remote Name: 62.64.232.35

Comments
David -Should have added RICOH series numbers are RH5RH and RH5RI. regards Richard
(back)

KAP site open
From: Cary
Date: 9/21/2002
Time: 8:52:51 PM
Remote Name: 64.222.208.117

Comments
I've been tweeking it for a few weeks and it has a certain level of robustness now so here it is:
http://members.bellatlantic.net/~vze443nm/
Thanks, Cary.
(back)

Re: KAP site open
From: Tom Nied
Date: 9/25/2002
Time: 12:02:04 PM
Remote Name: 12.84.107.232

Comments
Gary, nice work on the rigs and the site. I do a lot of research just looking at others rigs. Thanks a bunch. Keep taking photos. Tom
(back)
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PAP,,,, KAP's first cousin
From: geach@bird-shots.com
Date: 9/20/2002
Time: 8:10:28 PM
Remote Name: 209.26.25.62

Comments
I have rebuilt http://www.bird-shots.com . The pictures are now categorized by subject rather than by technique and session.
Although the new focus is on freelance photography, I still have the "How To" pages for KAP, PAP and RC. Although cradles differ somewhat between KAP and
PAP, the concepts and techniques are almost identical when it comes to RC and Downlinking.
BTW: I see a lot of posts regarding downlinking. I'm still using my original X10 for downlinking and have never had a problem or failure.
Thanks all you KAPers for your help and support,,,sharing what little I've learned on my own is my way of giving something back to this most gratifying hobby.
geach
(back)

Re: PAP,,,, KAP's first cousin
From: Brooks
Date: 9/21/2002
Time: 9:10:51 AM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.224

Comments
Hey, Geach lives! Long time no hear!
Echoing your comments on video downlink, I must say that since I did the 3cm dipole antenna conversion on my X10 transmitter, I've had extremely reliable
service too -- as long as I keep the batteries charged.
thanks to you, Geach, for the "how-to" on that dipole conversion. I intend to pass it along at KAPiCA in November.
(back)

Re: PAP,,,, KAP's first cousin
From: geach@bird-shots.com
Date: 9/21/2002
Time: 7:04:03 PM
Remote Name: 209.26.6.51

Comments
The only problem I see with your site is that you're not sharing more of your GREAT photos :-) The more I do, the more I appreciate your composition talent.
Thanks!!!
Hope you don't mind, but I added a link to your site on Bird-Shots.
geach
(back)

1.2 Ghz
From: edwin
Date: 9/20/2002
Time: 12:30:04 PM
Remote Name: 217.121.214.212

Comments
Hi there, i just bought a 1.2 Ghz video transmitter for kap but i figger out it's the 23 cm band, how can i make a aireal for this transmitter? will it be better to
extend the antenne wire up to 23cm? Thanks Ed
(back)

New issue of AKA KITING
From: Richard Amirault, ramirault@erols.com
Date: 9/20/2002
Time: 5:18:13 AM
Remote Name: 207.172.11.233
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Comments
Just got my Fall 02 issue of the AKA magazine KITING. I was pleasantly supprised twice as I browsed thru the magazine.
First: our own Chris Benton is the subject ot this issues KAPtions! Congrats!
Second: I got a half-page color KAP shot published! On page 41 is my shot of the July Newport Kite Festival showing Dave Gomberg's three giant inflatables. I
do get credit, but no mentiona it was shot from a kite .. oh well.
PS this was before I got my video downlink working.
Richard from Boston, MA, USA
(back)

Re: New issue of AKA KITING
From: Brooks
Date: 9/26/2002
Time: 12:37:51 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.25.31

Comments
Nice pic, Richard! Usually I find kite festival KAP shots pretty boring or aesthetically blah, but this is a good one! Congratulations!
the more KAP published the better -- even if it isn't labeled KAP.
(back)

Heureka From: cattlevet@aon.at// Christian Loibl
Date: 9/19/2002
Time: 3:10:46 PM
Remote Name: 195.3.113.102

Comments
ItÝs a long time ago , I started to control the shutter release of the Casio QV4k by a digital signal. Now it works! I use a futaba r/c. A microrelais send a signal to
the basic stamp2 and the stamp starts a short basic-program which generates the digital signal "Bb". The first three images of the kite festival 2002 in St.Poelten
(capital town of lower austria) then the wind was gone, you can see on: http://de.photos.yahoo.com/cattlevet1
Happy to meet some of you on KAPiCA/02
greetings to all Christian
(back)

Re: Heureka From: Manfred, KAPfs@freenet.de
Date: 9/28/2002
Time: 7:47:40 AM
Remote Name: 62.104.210.30

Comments
I want to get more information about the triggercontrol with digital signals. Is it possibel to get some detail information?
with best regards
Manfred
(back)

Re: Heureka From: Manfred, KAPfs@freenet.de
Date: 9/28/2002
Time: 7:47:27 AM
Remote Name: 62.104.210.30

Comments
I want to get more information about the triggercontrol with digital signals. Is it possibel to get some detail information?
with best regards
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Manfred
(back)

Re: Heureka From: Christian Becot
Date: 9/20/2002
Time: 2:58:33 PM
Remote Name: 80.9.119.200

Comments
Good job, Christian, Could you bring the electronic plan and all datas to Kapica?
(back)

Re: Heureka From: Christian Loibl
Date: 9/21/2002
Time: 1:55:13 PM
Remote Name: 195.3.113.101

Comments
OK. Christian
(back)

Interested Kite Flyer
From: jawal66@prodigy.net
Date: 9/17/2002
Time: 5:07:42 PM
Remote Name: 209.232.31.31

Comments
I am a kie flyer more that a photographer. I love to go out in open fields to fly my kites and I am often in beautiful places where taking photos from above would
be cool. I like the idea of kite photography. How much would it cost to get set up? What kinds of kites do you use? If anyone has any suggestions let me know.
(back)

Re: Interested Kite Flyer
From: Richard Amirault, Boston, MA, USA
Date: 9/18/2002
Time: 6:22:43 AM
Remote Name: 207.172.11.233

Comments
First, this site has a weath of information on its various pages. Explore and see what you can find.
Also the KAPER site as well:
http://www.fortunecity.com/marina/nelson/479/index.html
You can start off with something as simple as a disposable camera and a timer made from an ice cube, but it can be a bit of a pain and your "success" rate will be
minimal with that setup.
As far as what kite to use, it mainly depends on how heavy the rig is you are lifting. Many of us here use the Flowform 16 as our "workhorse" kite, but deltas,
roks and other types are used as well. Whatever kite you use it *must* be a steady flyer, and you need to be sure you can handle it.
If you are not sure your kite will lift your rig, before you attach a camera try lifting a dummy weight first and see what happens. By the way, we don't put the
camera in or on the kite. We fly the kite up 100 or more ft up first. Make sure it is flying steady, and *then* attach the camera to the kite line. At that point you
raise the camera by letting out more line.
Welcome to the hobby.
Richard in Boston, MA, USA
(back)

Video Downlink Adventure
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From: Richard Amirault, ramirault@erols.com
Date: 9/16/2002
Time: 2:53:27 PM
Remote Name: 207.172.11.233

Comments
Well, I've finally had the time to work on getting my video downlink working. I use a 50 Mhz Futaba R/C rig and a 434 Mhz video downlink as I am a licenced
HAM radio operator. When I first put the video downlink transmitter on the rig it worked great! Then I cleaned things up a bit and, while it looked better, it
didn't work at all (the video signal was getting into the R/C receiver and I could not control the rig)
Finally got things re-arranged and, on the ground at least, everything seemed to be working. GREAT! Now let's fly the rig and take some pictures!
This past weekend I go out and put the kite up ... great, plenty of wind .. now attach the rig .. turn on the R/C receiver .. then turn on the video transmitter .. test
the rig .. yup, OK up she goes! I walk around looking into my TV and taking shot after shot, then bring the rig down .... only to discover I had forgotten to turn
on (open) the camera!! Darn-it.
So .. I open the camera and send the rig back up, and walk around some more and take more shots .. until the R/C transmitter battery dies .. so I bring the rig
down and look at the frame counter of the camera .... it only shows 1 picture!!
I had accidentally bumped the "trim" adjustment of the joystick I use to activate the shutter servo, and the servo motion wasn't reaching all the way down to
reach the shutter button :-(
Oh well, the *next* time it will all work!!!
Richard in Boston, MA, USA
(back)

Re: Video Downlink Adventure
From: Gilbert Dube - dube_gilbert@sympatico.ca
Date: 9/16/2002
Time: 3:42:45 PM
Remote Name: 65.92.208.141

Comments
Eh Richard
With all those switch to turn on, those thing happen (me too).
Have a nice day
Gilbert
(back)

Re: Video Downlink Adventure
From: Brooks
Date: 9/16/2002
Time: 10:27:22 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.198

Comments
Cmon Richard! It's only five switches and 26 cells of DC power (on mine, anyway)! What's the big deal? ;-)
(back)

Re: Video Downlink Adventure
From: Christian Becot
Date: 9/17/2002
Time: 10:01:34 AM
Remote Name: 193.250.37.142

Comments
Change Richard to Christian, change the frequencies, change the dates (several times please), and that's some of my adventures. Thanks Richard to have helped
me to write it!
(back)

Re: Video Downlink Adventure
From: theaviator@beeb.net
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Date: 9/18/2002
Time: 10:29:33 AM
Remote Name: 194.217.194.139

Comments
Yep did the same thing ! Had a great flight with my rc plane taking plenty of great shots only to find I had left the camera off....Bugger
Terry
(back)

Cheap KAP Rigs...not pretty, but they work
From: MTM@MTMScientific.com
Date: 9/10/2002
Time: 4:51:29 AM
Remote Name: 64.112.199.85

Comments
I have put together an inexpensive KAP rig that uses a disposable camera with an ice cube timer. I know most of you pros are cringing at the thought, but I've
really had a blast with it! I am offering them for sale at:
http://www.mtmscientific.com/kap.html
I also offer a large box kite, that I build in my basement. Thanks!
(back)

Server vagaries
From: Cris Benton
Date: 9/9/2002
Time: 4:06:18 PM
Remote Name: 128.32.219.149

Comments
The Department of Architecture WWW site has been experiencing some vagaries of late (ironically caused by the installation of a Microsoft Security patch last
week.) The general function of the WWW site was not affected but we were unable to edit during this period. I also believe that the discussion group was
appearing to take posts without actually doing so. Sigh. I am told that all is now well.
(back)

KAP Art Exhibition on-line
From: Peter Bults (kaplab.nl@wxs.nl)
Date: 9/9/2002
Time: 2:35:18 PM
Remote Name: 213.75.111.2

Comments
The Dutch KAP-artist Gerco de Ruijter is having an exhibition in Rotterdam, The Netherlands right now. This exhibition is open until Oct. 6th. Don't have the
opportunity to visit Rotterdam? No problem. During this exhibition you can see each day one of Gerco's pictures here: http://www.dolphinazur.nl/cgibin/links/jump.cgi?ID=975 .
Peter Bults http://www.kiteaerialphotography.net
(back)

Re: KAP Art Exhibition on-line
From: Brooks
Date: 9/16/2002
Time: 8:31:04 AM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.185

Comments
Thanks for the link, Peter. Great stuff -- I've been checking it daily.
What gear does he use?
bgl
(back)
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Re: KAP Art Exhibition on-line
From: Gerco de Ruijter
Date: 9/18/2002
Time: 12:08:34 AM
Remote Name: 213.75.36.171

Comments
I have been using Robot Star camera's for years, star 25 and 50 with mecanical winders. They take 24x24 negatives on 35mm film. You can take up to 60 frames
on a normal 36 exposure film. Now I am using Fuji GA camera's with 45 and 60 mm lenses, or a Cambo Wide 4x5 inch using the 6x12 panorama format. I am
still trying to built the Gercoflex.
(back)

Re: KAP Art Exhibition on-line
From: Brooks Leffler kyteman@redshift.com
Date: 9/18/2002
Time: 12:15:32 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.112

Comments
Thanks, Gerco, for the info about your cameras. I don't know any of them personally -- but with mechanical winders I would guess they're heavy. What kites do
you use to lift them? Are you controlling the cameras by radio, or do they have intervalometers?
congratulations on superb work!
ps: I like the image of the shadow cows best.
(back)

Re: KAP Art Exhibition on-line
From: Gerco de Ruijter
Date: 9/21/2002
Time: 3:32:13 AM
Remote Name: 213.75.36.95

Comments
I am using a 2 meter Sanjo to lift the weight. The robotcamera's are compact, about 600gr. I am using them with a special designed intervaltimer plugged directly
on the servo. The Fuji camera's are 800gr. In order to use the larger negative format I use a radiocontrol to avoid movements. (shutter speed up to 1/400) Same
for the Cambo, 1500gr.,only in very steady winds!!The larger format allows larger prints but shows more little movements of the camera.
(back)

Re: KAP Art Exhibition on-line
From: Brooks
Date: 9/22/2002
Time: 8:49:45 AM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.154

Comments
I would have thought the larger, heavier camera would be steadier in any wind. Interesting information. Thanks! Keep up the great work!
(back)

Re: KAP Art Exhibition on-line
From: Peter van Erkel < perkel@lucent.com >
Date: 9/18/2002
Time: 2:22:08 AM
Remote Name: 192.11.224.99

Comments
Gerco,
Regarding the Circoflex contact : Helmut Schiefer <helmutschiefer@dataweb.nl> Helmut Schiefer is one of the designers of the Circoflex, kite flier, kite builder,
co founder of " Het Nederlands Vlieger Genootschap " photographer, grafical artis, has a KAP rig... but has not used it for a long time.
Peter van Erkel
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(back)

Re: KAP Art Exhibition on-line
From: Cary
Date: 9/16/2002
Time: 3:49:21 PM
Remote Name: 64.222.209.144

Comments
Hi Brooks,
I wondering what gear he uses also so I did a google search. Couldn't find gear but there are a lot of links with photos. The most interesting one is this video clip.
Actually I think he lofted a film movie camera. It's a two minute clip of of a canal and footpath. You can see a boat and a cyclist ride by. You do need a highspeed
connection (dsl, cable) to view it, or so the website says. I hope this link works:
http://www.park.nl/catalog/1showrec.php3?688
Cary
(back)

Re: KAP Art Exhibition on-line
From: David Hunt (kaper3@earthlink.net)
Date: 9/16/2002
Time: 6:52:30 PM
Remote Name: 63.162.198.223

Comments
I think that most of the links related to Gerco can be found on the KAPER Links page under "KAPers Featured On Other Web Sites".
http://www.kaper.kiteaerialphotography.net
I've tried to make the KAPER Links page the most comprehensive Links page possible, as you will notice from the frequent updated and new inclusions.
As a general notice to everyone I would appreciate any feedback about missing entries or bad links that you may find on the KAPER Links page.
David Hunt
editor, KAPER
(back)

Last post = No Go
From: Gilbert Dube - dube_gilbert@sympatico.ca
Date: 9/8/2002
Time: 8:46:55 PM
Remote Name: 65.92.211.85

Comments
My last post did not go true ????
(back)

Success Finaly
From: Gilbert Dube - dube_gilbert@sympatico.ca
Date: 9/8/2002
Time: 8:41:47 PM
Remote Name: 65.92.211.85

Comments
While I let the paint dry on my rig #6 for my Canon G1, I took the time (45 minutes) to build my DC/DC converter and it worked the first time.
But I have 11.85 Volts with no load, is this normal.
Thank Brooks for the plan.
Gilbert
(back)
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Re: Success Finaly
From: Brooks
Date: 9/9/2002
Time: 4:49:35 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.114

Comments
Seems pretty normal to me. I assume it's very steady too -- mine have been.
(back)

WTB a system for KAP
From: tapani.rauha@postikaista.net
Date: 9/4/2002
Time: 2:28:59 PM
Remote Name: 80.74.192.67

Comments
I am new to this and I wish to try this out. I am not sure yet that I am interested enough to build my own system. So if anyone has moved on to a better kite and
rig etc, please make me an offer so I can try out this intriguing way to take pictures.
Thanks
(back)

Turnkey Rigs: Jumpstart for a Novice
From: seannarae
Date: 9/3/2002
Time: 3:02:50 PM
Remote Name: 12.99.110.102

Comments
I am quite interested in a turn-key rig i could purchase. My expectations are that this would be comprised of not only the rig, but the R/C controls: everything.
Basic, yet full custom working KAP setup. Minus kite & small camera.
i hate the way this sounds, but i feel i'm just too busy to dedicate the troubleshooting & tweeking the actual assembly would require. now, the ability to
troubleshoot & tweek a pre-built rig would be worth paying for. Knowing full-well that when its time to 'retire' said rig, i'll have acquired more then enough
knowledge to craft one of me own design.
i'm no novice to either photography or kites. I have all needed gear to get a rig up & images posted. yet, i'm new to KAP, and want to jump-start my entrance into
this. i like what i see, and want to promote.
sean hamilton alexander www.seanna.com
(back)

Re: Turnkey Rigs: Jumpstart for a Novice
From: Gilbert Dube - dube_gilbert@sympatico.ca
Date: 9/3/2002
Time: 8:35:56 PM
Remote Name: 65.92.218.65

Comments
Im interested - see my email.
Gilbert
(back)

Radio Control; aircraft or ground freq.
From: Tom.Nied@worldnet.att.net
Date: 9/3/2002
Time: 10:53:54 AM
Remote Name: 12.84.107.114

Comments
Ok, I give up. I know what your thinking Carla. After a dismal attempt yesterday to use our ultralight manual rig. I'm seriously looking at my Olympus Stylus
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Epic. First I was thinking manual rig (timer shutter release and taken down and reset each shot), but with the auto film advance, Radio Control is really the way
to go. Are you guys using FM radios? Isn't that mostly for aircraft or are there FM frequencies for ground vehicles. I think a ground freq. would be safest. I don't
want to shoot anyone down, I fly RC also.
Although I would like to keep as light as possible, using a light receiver/batt/servos. Maybe a Hitec Focus 3 channel. Tilt/pan/shutter.
Any thoughts? Let's get this new rig built. Ha, thanks. Tom
(back)

Re: Radio Control; aircraft or ground freq.
From: Ulli Monsees
Date: 9/7/2002
Time: 11:59:38 PM
Remote Name: 145.254.46.134

Comments
my first reply did seem to get out so here again. You can really get a light rig for tilt/pan/shutter and even manuell HoVer with small components in a compact rig.
I use a smaller than matchbox size receiver (Hitec ?), 4 2/3-batt and tiny servos . Alltogether it's 350 g. Have a look at my ULRC-Rig at www.kaping.info >
KAPing > Kamera-Rigs. If you need more info let my know. Ulli
(back)

Re: Radio Control; aircraft or ground freq.
From: ulli monsees
Date: 9/7/2002
Time: 11:41:57 PM
Remote Name: 145.254.46.134

Comments
You can really get a light rig for tilt/pan/shutter and even manuell HoVer with small components in a compact rig. I use a smaller than matchbox size receiver
(Hitec ?), 4 2/3-batt and tiny servos . Alltogether it's 350 g. Have a look at my ULRC-Rig at www.kaping.info > KAPing > Kamera-Rigs. If you need more info let
my know. Ulli
(back)

Re: Radio Control; aircraft or ground freq.
From: Terry
Date: 9/5/2002
Time: 4:16:15 AM
Remote Name: 194.217.194.139

Comments
You can use 40 Mhz for ground work in the UK but I would say your kite is flying !
Terry
(back)

KAPICA POLO Shirt
From: Craig
Date: 9/3/2002
Time: 7:35:52 AM
Remote Name: 204.147.0.67

Comments
Hi All, Last chance to order a KAPICA polo shirt is through Sept 6. $15 for a high quality shirt with the KAPICA logo delivered to you at KAPICA. If you are
not going to California but still want a shirt, find a kaper that is going to KAPICA to bring one back for you. E-mail me at kitecam@juno.com to order your size
(m, l, xl,xxl) Craig
(back)

digiMax-130 not workin
From: Gdharmraj
Date: 8/31/2002
Time: 6:44:58 AM
Remote Name: 203.197.74.149
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Comments
Newly purchased Digital Camera Digimax-130 from Samsung make is out of order with in two monthÝs. Can any one help me how to get repaired. I would to
suggest any body want to purchase digital camera. DonÝt purchase this model lot of failureÝs are observed.
(back)

maps
From: cblake144@hotmail.com
Date: 8/30/2002
Time: 9:49:25 AM
Remote Name: 199.105.206.130

Comments
hi charles, what software did you use to do the interactive maps? thanks chris
(back)

KAP rigs on the internet
From: David Hunt (kaper3@earthlink.net)
Date: 8/29/2002
Time: 7:22:32 PM
Remote Name: 65.40.172.129

Comments
I just completed an update of the "Net Info Charts" on the Basics/Cradle Design Resources page. This page presents in chart form all the pages on the internet
that have information about KAP rigs.
There are now 180 rigs listed from 97 different KAPers.
I also added new sort option for cradle weight.
Other than a couple of rigs that some KAPers bought from Brooks Leffler every one of these rigs is different from the other.
David Hunt
(back)

Re: KAP rigs on the internet
From: David Hunt (kaper3@earthlink.net)
Date: 8/29/2002
Time: 7:30:29 PM
Remote Name: 65.40.172.129

Comments
Failed to mention that this info is on the KAPER web site
http://www.kaper.kiteaerialphotography.net
(back)

how to fix a line in
From: ed
Date: 8/29/2002
Time: 2:03:46 PM
Remote Name: 195.85.130.112

Comments
Hi there, i do have a verry small television Pocket size, but there is no line in !. Is there a possibility to to fix that?, i, opened it allready ,but i couldnt find a line in
on the printedboard. Please help! . Greetings Ed
(back)

Yann Arthus-Bertrand Revisited
From: David Hunt (kaper3@earthlink.net
Date: 8/29/2002
Time: 11:55:18 AM
Remote Name: 65.40.172.129
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Comments
This is slightly off topic, but since this photographer has been mentioned in a previous post I thought I would be bold (12/30/01 by Simon Harbord).
The September issue of Smithsonian Magazine has a a short article with several of Yann's aerial photos. These aren't KAP photos but they easily could have been.
David Hunt
(back)

Re: Yann Arthus-Bertrand Revisited
From: Peter Bults (kaplab.nl@wxs.nl
Date: 8/29/2002
Time: 1:27:33 PM
Remote Name: 213.75.72.153

Comments
For those of you who can't buy a copy of this magzine, take a look at this link: http://www.smithsonianmag.si.edu/smithsonian/issues02/sep02/aerial.html A real
KAPer was is the press today, me.. Take a look here (sorry, in Dutch only): http://www.limburger.nl/Artikel/0,4317,31-1-2-2501-784374|730825|213,00.html Peter
(back)

Re: Yann Arthus-Bertrand to visit
From: Christian Becot
Date: 8/29/2002
Time: 3:16:54 PM
Remote Name: 80.9.117.38

Comments
Still repeat , his pictures are gorgeous, and must be seen. Visit his site, http://www.yannarthusbertrand.com/fr/ in french, english, spanish;enjoy the postcard
facility, and check exhibition places and dates: actually in Chicago, Brussels, London, Germany, and many other countries.
(back)

A little challenge
From: Gilbert Dube - dube_gilbert@sympatico.ca
Date: 8/29/2002
Time: 4:35:44 AM
Remote Name: 65.92.205.237

Comments
I just modified a servo for 360 degree
Now there is always a little movement of the servo.
Fact: The servo motor receive between 0 and 4.3 volts in both direction (polarity).
The challenge is: How to make the motor NOT to turn in both direction if it receive less than 1 volt.
Thanks Gilbert
(back)

Re: A little challenge
From: Brooks kyteman@redshift.com
Date: 8/29/2002
Time: 8:21:16 AM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.27

Comments
The Aerial Eye vol 4 #2 has an article showing how to replace the internal variable resistor (pot) in the servo with a trimmer, which will allow very fine
adjustment of the rotation of the servo.
You should have the Aerial Eye disk anyway, Gilbert -- email me and I'll tell you how to get it.
(back)

Re: A little challenge
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From: Gilbert Dube - dube_gilbert@sympatico.ca
Date: 8/29/2002
Time: 5:19:55 PM
Remote Name: 65.92.208.243

Comments
Thanks again Brooks
I installed a Trimmer Pot and know it is perfect
I will contact you soon for the Aerial Eye
Gilbert
(back)

Re: A little challenge
From: David Hunt (kaper3@earthlink.net)
Date: 8/29/2002
Time: 7:58:22 AM
Remote Name: 65.40.172.129

Comments
(back)

Marking the kitline
From: Manfred Germany
Date: 8/28/2002
Time: 4:12:42 AM
Remote Name: 62.104.210.81

Comments
I would like to mark my 2mm Poliester KAP-Line every 25m with an "EDDING 3000" pen. Can anybody say if there is a reduction of the defensibility of the line
by the thinner from the pen?
(back)

Re: Marking the kitline
From: Yvan
Date: 8/28/2002
Time: 11:36:33 AM
Remote Name: 80.236.133.251

Comments
Hi Manfred,
I used small strips of fine coloured packing tape, which I taped around de line. They form very tiny flags and don't vibrate in the wind.
Yvan.
(back)

Re: Marking the kiteline
From: Christian Becot
Date: 8/28/2002
Time: 3:45:45 PM
Remote Name: 193.250.38.248

Comments
I have polyamid kite lines marked for years with permanent markers, of any trade I got. Never had problem. I know only one kiter who had problems on one line
after marking it, but I don't know which kind he used. Mark each 25m seems to me a lot. Previously, I marked every 50m, but found I never know how many
marks were released. Thereafter, I marked each 100m with one color, with one dash for 100m, two dashes for 200m, and so on, and mark one dash with another
color at each intermediate 50m. Dash should be 30 to 50cm long otherwise, you miss them when releasing the line.
(back)

Need help from IE6.0 users
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From: David Hunt (kaper3@earthlink.net)
Date: 8/27/2002
Time: 8:48:02 PM
Remote Name: 65.40.172.129

Comments
If anyone is using Internet Explorer 6 I would like you to visit the KAPER web site and see if the menu works properly. There is a possible problem with the three
items that popout to the right (Articles, Basics, Gallery) when you have navigated to the furthest menu to the right you should be able to click on the item and be
taken to that page. For instance, mouse over the "Gallery" menu item then move the mouse over the "Galleries - Year 2002" then click on "Manfred Fuchs Gallery 19 (3 pictures)- 2002", your browser should then load the Gallery 19 page.
The menus were tested for IE5.5, Netscape4.75, Netscape6, and the latest version of Opera. I did not test using IE6. Microsoft in their infinite wisdom does not
seem to allow two different versions of IE to exist on the same computer.
Please do not respond by posting to this discussion forum but send me an email instead.
David Hunt, editor KAPER
Email: kaper3@earthlink.net
http://www.kaper.kiteaerialphotography.net
(back)

large format KAP
From: Rob McHenry
Date: 8/26/2002
Time: 5:39:28 PM
Remote Name: 63.186.33.193

Comments
Anyone have experience with lofting heavy rigs 5-9lbs. I work as an architectural photographer and would like alternatives to heliocopters. Also trigger
mechanisms for view camera lenses. I need to use 4x5 cameras.
(back)

Re: large format KAP
From: Henry Jebe
Date: 8/30/2002
Time: 11:29:18 PM
Remote Name: 66.58.166.59

Comments
I have been doing an amount of larger format photography for a while. At first I tried 6X6 with a twin lens camera. Then I was encouraged to make my own
camera in 6X17 panoramic format (3 frames of 120 film). I then acquired a 65mm Super Angulon lens and made a 6X12 panoramic camera (2 frames of 120
film). So far I haven't gotten around to making a winding mechanism to wind the film by Radio Control. I am currently working on a new rig which will loft
several different cameras as needed. I built a 5" X 7" camera that weighs in at 33 ounces, and will loft it with the new rig soon. I am also making another 120
camera which will shoot 6X9 format using either the 65mm or a 47mm Super Angulon lens.
I have found it necessary to spend more effort trying to stabilize my rigs due to the longer focal length and slower shutter speeds of most larger format lenses. A
sort of weathervane has made a tremendous difference in my image quality. I am using a Picavet rig, but noticed some small rotational movements were causing
some blurring. The weathervane seems to have cured most of this.
Henry
(back)

Re: large format KAP
From: David Hunt (kaper3@earthlink.net)
Date: 8/26/2002
Time: 9:49:57 PM
Remote Name: 65.40.172.129

Comments
I am only aware of three KAPers who have flown large format cameras. Doug Whitman, Henry Jebe, and Rob van Gils. There is a nice article by Doug about his
experiences using his 5+ pound rig to photography the tall ship HMS Rose.
http://www.tallshiprose.org/stories/whitman/
It doesn't go into much detail about his camera or rig but from the pictures you can see that the camera looks as if it were custom built.
Henry Jebe has a small web site but he has yet to include any info about his 4X5 camera. I believe it is a custom made camera also.
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Rob van Gils does not have a web site. Rob apparently custom built his camera also.
All of these cameras were fixed focus, and had no provision for tilt/shift.
Click the image near the top of the main discussion page to search the discussion archives and try the following in the comments box; "4X5", "4 X 5", "large
format". You will find a few threads about large format cameras.
You sound new to KAP. Let me say that most of us fly rigs under 3# with the majority flying rigs close to 1.5# total weight hanging from the kite line. To lift
weights in the range that you are speaking of would require a very big kite or a train of medium size kites, because you will need to generate a pull on your line
between 3 to 9 times the weight you are trying to lift. Three times 9# would be 27# of pull on the line. This is not something you would want to hold by hand.
When the line pull starts moving into the upper teens handling the kite line by hand becomes uncomfortable.
You will probably need a train of three to four 9.5'Delta Conynes, some sort of wench, and lots of practice flying without the camera (use a dumby weight) in the
types of situations you would typically find your self. Then when you think you have all your flying skills honed to perfection, practice some more. Then you can
do one of two things; you can hang your camera on the line or you can decide that it is not worth the trouble or the risk.
If you are seriously considering KAP then I would also seriously re-evaluate the necessity of using 4X5. Lowering the weight of your rig will go a long way toward
simplifying the KAP experience.
You might try searching the archives for a thread that was started 8/23/2001 by Robert Haston with the topic "kite for 22 pound payload" to get more input
about handling heavy payloads.
David Hunt
(back)

Re: large format KAP
From: Brooks
Date: 8/26/2002
Time: 10:08:39 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.25.28

Comments
Gary Resnick of Tampa, FL, has made a 4x5 that he flies under a large parafoil. Last email address I had was gresnick@gte.net
(back)

My camera crashed : (
From: Yvan
Date: 8/26/2002
Time: 1:34:36 AM
Remote Name: 194.78.200.167

Comments
This weekend something terrible happened. My brand new digital camera fell down from 67 ft. high. Luckily, it fell in the soft sand, but the lens was bended.
Result...the camera is still functioning but I can't take any pictures. SIGH... A friend of me told me to send it back to the manufacturer and tel them that it is a
DOA (dead on arrival)...still don't know if I will do that, cause I don't like that kind of business. I think I'm gonna try to put it in the insurance.
Anyway...does someone knows a method to avoid such accidents? I thought about using a safe line between the camera and the kiteline, so the camera could glide
down, if someting happens to the craddle.
tia...
Yvan.
(back)

Re: My camera crashed : (
From: Frank Louwers (frank.louwers@altina.cx)
Date: 8/27/2002
Time: 1:16:00 PM
Remote Name: 194.78.199.68

Comments
Really sad to hear this! Me too I lost a nice camera, lens and cradle once in the middle of the Northsea, on the only day I broke something vital and on the only
day I forget to attach my safetyline to the kiteline. I use this on all my rigs, it is a direct line between the chassis of the camera and the kiteline (on pendulum rigs)
or one of the pulleys on the cross (on Picavet rigs). On pendulums I thread the line trough the tubes, so it is out of the way. It is a bit trickier to keep it from the
lensfront on the Picavets...
On all bolts that have to carry the full weight I drill a 1mm hole and add a small cotter pin.
Don't be discouraged and keep on KAPping,
...Frank Louwers (Belgium)...
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(back)

Re: My camera crashed : (
From: Doug Kinney
Date: 8/26/2002
Time: 9:11:02 PM
Remote Name: 66.168.131.21

Comments
I have also been in this position. I lost my first R/C KAP rig 2 months ago when my FF16 decided to collapse then dive into the ground from 80 feet up. Luckily
my rig broke in every conceivable spot (basswood), thus absorbing and saving all the important stuff like the camera. I like basswood for this reason. My newer
rig is made the same way, but with "springy" legs to absorb bumpy landings. I know your frustration. an event like this will humble you for the next few KAP
outings.
(back)

Re: My camera crashed : (
From: David Foster
Date: 8/26/2002
Time: 8:24:49 PM
Remote Name: 207.8.174.16

Comments
I experienced the same emotional stress and loss of a beloved camera. I eleviated this trauma by wrapping future camera's with ensolite (Walmart-fun noddleoutdoor pool section). This saved a 600 dollar digital camera from a 100 foot unexpected free fall onto pavment (no parachute of course).
(back)

Re: My camera crashed : (
From: Gilbert Dube - dube_gilbert@sympatico.ca
Date: 8/26/2002
Time: 7:26:44 AM
Remote Name: 65.92.210.70

Comments
Sorry to ear that
What whent down ?
Camera Only - Camera and Rig - Camera, Rig and Suspension
What was the fealure point
Gilbert
(back)

Re: My camera crashed : (
From: yvan
Date: 8/26/2002
Time: 8:04:33 AM
Remote Name: 194.78.200.167

Comments
I'll try to explain it, cause my english is not so good...
My rig exsits of 2 parts, the picavet system and the cradle with the camera and the servos. I use a plastic screw to connect the two parts.
Yesterday, there where a lot of kiters (especially stunt kiters) and I was not with my full thoughts by the preparing for kaping, cause there was a guy who always
let crash his 4 liner slingshot just after my bag. So I forgat to do a second control on the connection of the two parts.
In the air, after 10 minutes, I saw that I began losing control of the rotation of the rig, cause it started turning on its own. I just decided to walk everything down
when the screw looses and the camera part felt down. (sorry for the writing errors).
It is my own fault, I had to look better. You have to be 100% with your thought by the job.
Regards,
Yvan.
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(back)

Re: My camera crashed : (
From: Scott Haefner
Date: 8/26/2002
Time: 9:13:37 PM
Remote Name: 64.164.9.116

Comments
>It is my own fault, I had to look better. You >have to be 100% with your thought by the job.
Sorry to hear this. I hope that you will not be discouraged b/c your developing website looks very good!
I think what Yvan says is a great lesson - stay focused on what you're doing, especially when you're setting up. I often find myself chatting with onlookers and
explaining things, only half paying attention to what I'm doing.
In July, I was setting up in the Eastern Sierra and National Geographic was there with video cameras ready to film. My kite was in the air for about 5 minutes
when the kite "broke" away from the line and floated about 300 feet away before getting caught 40 ft. up in a tree. When I inspected the line, I saw that the loop
hook I use to attach the line to the bridle had failed. I convinced myself that there is no other explanation besides the fact that I didn't clip the hook down, and
that allowed it to bend and release the kite. Bottom line is that I wasn't fully focused on setting up.
Lucky for me, I hadn't attached my camera yet, and the kite eventually came down low enough that I could reach it with a 15 ft. pole that just happened to be
lying around. The bad news is that the film crew was too busy to fit me in any other time :(
Scott
(back)

Re: My camera crashed : (
From: Gilbert Dube - dube_gilbert@sympatico.ca
Date: 8/26/2002
Time: 9:15:50 AM
Remote Name: 65.92.210.70

Comments
Ok
As a safety measure make you bolt longer be 1/2 inch
drill a 3/32 hole in the screw end and put a safety pin in that hole after assembly you rig
This way if the nut get loose it won't unscrew past that point.
You will be out of control but NO CRASH.
Hope this idea save you from another crash.
Best Regard
Gilbert (Montreal)
(back)

Re: My camera crashed : (
From: Craig
Date: 8/26/2002
Time: 12:04:35 PM
Remote Name: 204.147.0.250

Comments
I have said it before and I will say it again. NO PLASTIC BOLTS AT CRITICAL POINTS. I know that the bolt itself did not fail in this instance, but given time
the heads break off of plastic fasteners from over tightening and from fatigue. The weight you are saving using plastic over aluminum or even steel is so
insignificant and it is not worth the risk. I am sorry to hear your story of the camera crash. Sometimes gravity is not your friend.
(back)

Re: My camera crashed : (
From: Brooks
Date: 8/26/2002
Time: 4:02:33 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.78
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Comments
I would agree with Craig -- I use a lot of nylon fasteners, but no longer where a failure could cause serious damage, after breaking one with Craig looking on. I
also would agree with Gilbert -- there's no substitute for a pin through the bolt.
(back)

Re: My camera crashed : (
From: Richard Amirault
Date: 8/26/2002
Time: 3:59:24 PM
Remote Name: 209.122.234.214

Comments
Sorry to hear your bad luck.
I use a pendulum KAP rig, and I attach the pendulum to the camera cradle with a similar system that was suggested. A long bolt (actually a threaded rod in my
case) that the very tip is flattened with a file, then drilled thru with a very small drill. After assembly a pin is put thru the hole so that it will not come apart in
flight. A "cotter pin" might work but I don't think they make them that small. I use a small "hitch pin" and it is easy to insert and remove, yet will not come out
accidentally.
Other folks have used a safty line, but you need to keep it from in front of the lens, and you need to keep it from tangling with the cradle.
Good luck.
Richard in Boston, MA, USA
(back)

Re: My camera crashed : (
From: Christian Becot
Date: 8/27/2002
Time: 6:05:35 PM
Remote Name: 80.9.116.92

Comments
Yes, it is always painful to have a camera broken or out of order, whatever is the reason. KAP , as a human activity cannot be 100% safe, as we, humans, are not
100% reliable in all times. We must be humble, and thus, apply all efforts to make it as secure as possible. For the rotation axle, NEVER use plastic or brass;
trust only material that you know. It can be bolts, in steel or titanium. Consider that a Ý4mm will carry safely 1,5 kg load. With aluminium bols, Ý5mm will do
the same. There are nuts with a small rubber seal inside designed for not untighting itself, and also use special tightening liquids, or put some glue. I personnaly
uses only Ý4mm bare aluminium pin, with a rivet assembly that I designed for 1,5 kg rigs, and is not dismountable. If I need to take it down I saw it and set a new
one. I know some kapers adding a so-called "safety line". I don't like it, and consider that suspension and rig shall be so designed that a failure of the rig, or a
missed assembly are not to happen. Then the only risk will be on flying the kite itself, and the safety line will not help. The rig itself should be designed to bend if
a fall would occured, and absorbs energy. Built it light, not sturdy and heavy. Yvan, go to your retailer and explain that the camera has got a shock, and ask him
what can be done. Some marks are not too stringent if the damage can be easily repaired and will accept it under guaranty.
(back)

Re: My camera crashed : (
From: Yvan
Date: 8/27/2002
Time: 8:50:31 PM
Remote Name: 213.177.142.44

Comments
Tnx for all the nice replies guys. You have me very good tipps to keep in mind for my next rig. I definately not going to stop with kaping. I'm to far infected with
the KAP virus. Especially when I saw the few pics that I took sunday with my new cam(they where readable cause I used a mem stick). I did it like christian told.
I mailed to the manufacturer and told him that the camera has fallen (not from 66 feet high). He told me that I may send the camera for changing...so we are
living in still hope again :)
Yvan.
(back)

aerial tools for dummies
From: gpaisiovich@cogeco.ca
Date: 8/24/2002
Time: 7:10:43 PM
Remote Name: 24.141.80.111

Comments
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Is there some place where the enthusiastic but technically challenged can go and simply buy a ready to fly kit that we can put a camera into? In my case, a Sony
DC110 digital video camera Thanks?
(back)

Re: aerial tools for dummies
From: Brooks Leffler kyteman@redshift.com
Date: 8/25/2002
Time: 6:48:57 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.186

Comments
Well, I waited for someone else to respond, because I seem to open my mouth a lot here -- but in the absence of any other takers:
I can provide you with a kit for you to assemble which will give you a still camera aerial rig, but not many people have made video rigs, and nobody sells radiocontrolled rigs of any kind off the shelf.
With my kit, you'll have to provide radio control package and a point-&-shoot camera not larger than 5 x 3.5 x 2.5 inches, and have basic hand tools and an
electric drill. I can provide guidance on all of that.
I also make custom rigs, and have done one for video, but won't have the time until after the first of the year to do anything.
(back)

Re: aerial tools for dummies
From: seannarae
Date: 9/3/2002
Time: 2:59:35 PM
Remote Name: 12.99.110.102

Comments
I too would be quite interested in a turn-key rig. stills, not video.
i hate the way this sounds, but i feel i'm just too busy to dedicate the troubleshooting & tweeking the actual assembly would require. now, the ability to
troubleshoot & tweek a pre-built rig would be worth paying for. Knowing full-well that when its time to 'retire' said rig, i'll have acquired more then enough
knowledge to craft one of me own design.
i'm no novice to either photography or kites. I have all needed gear to get a rig up & images posted. yet, i'm new to KAP, and want to jump-start my entrance into
this. i like what i see, and want to promote.
sean hamilton alexander www.seanna.com
(back)

Another video camera
From: Carl Bigras
Date: 8/20/2002
Time: 7:50:49 AM
Remote Name: 198.103.196.130

Comments
This one works on UHF channel 16.
http://www.plantraco.com/product_ptv16.html
Look at their video clips from 'Home Improvement'
Carl
(back)

Apology
From: David Hunt (kaper3@earthlink.net)
Date: 8/20/2002
Time: 7:25:41 AM
Remote Name: 65.40.172.129

Comments
I apologize for all the recent false postings. Apparently a combination of being all thumbs and the quirks of a new browser have gotten the best of me.
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(back)

DC/DC (4.8 to 12Volts)
From: Gilbert Dube - dube_gilbert@sympatico.ca
Date: 8/20/2002
Time: 2:12:18 AM
Remote Name: 65.92.205.240

Comments
I need to multiply the Vin by 2.5 to get a Vout of 12V (120mA Minimum)for my video transmeter.
It work with a 9 Volt battery but the distance suffer.
Vin (4.2 to 4.8 ) Vout (11.5 to 12.5)
I try to build the one from Brook Leffler site but the Chip is not available in montreal
And ordering a DC/DC converter already made is hard, they required a big quantity buy.
Any Help Will Be Greatly Appreciated.
Gilbert
(back)

Re: Thanks
From: Gilbert Dube - dube_gilbert@sympatico.ca
Date: 8/20/2002
Time: 2:55:01 PM
Remote Name: 65.92.205.240

Comments
I just placed my order at Digi-Key for the Maxim 761 and some other parts.
I'l keep you posted after I flew-it Soon I Hope :)
Thanks Everybody
Gilbert
(back)

Re: DC/DC (4.8 to 12Volts)
From: Brooks
Date: 8/20/2002
Time: 9:02:38 AM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.246

Comments
I can't find the chip in Pacific Grove either -- but you can order it from DigiKey online. I think it's a much more stable source of 12v -- rock solid with or without
load.
(back)

Re: DC/DC (4.8 to 12Volts)
From: David Hunt (kaper3@earthlink.net)
Date: 8/20/2002
Time: 7:17:55 AM
Remote Name: 65.40.172.129

Comments
You will probably need to mail order the MAX 761. Digikey.com is a good source if you like ordering over the Internet.
The NML0512S from C&D Technologies would also be a good chip. It is slightly more expensive but it does not require external components. It is also a little
harder to find. Don't confuse the NML0512S with the NME0512S. The NME series does not have the output amps that you need.
Check out the 5 KAPER Basics pages about batteries for more info about the MAX 761 and NML0512S chips.
http://www.fortunecity.com/marina/nelson/479/ARTICLE_020103_hunt_DCstepup.html
David Hunt
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(back)

Re: DC/DC (4.8 to 12Volts)
From: David Hunt (kaper3@earthlink.net)
Date: 8/20/2002
Time: 7:09:41 AM
Remote Name: 65.40.172.129

Comments
You will probably need to mail order the MAX 761. Digikey.com is a good source if you like ordering over the internet.
The NML0512S from C&D Technologies would also be a good chip. It is slightly more expensive but it does not require external components.
Check out the 5 KAPER Basics pages about batteries for more info about the MAX 761 and NML0512S chips.
ARTICLE_020103_hunt_DCstepup.html
(back)

Re: DC/DC (4.8 to 12Volts)
From: David Hunt (kaper3@earthlink.net)
Date: 8/20/2002
Time: 7:02:56 AM
Remote Name: 65.40.172.129

Comments
(back)

Re: DC/DC (4.8 to 12Volts)
From: Carl Bigras
Date: 8/20/2002
Time: 6:48:50 AM
Remote Name: 198.103.196.130

Comments
Bonjour Gilbert, My good friend Francois Riou from Montreal ordered 2 sample NME0512S
(http://www.cdncl.com/cd/products/dc_converters/nme_5_12series.asp) chips from a supplier near his home. Mine is installed and working on my X-10.
(back)

Re: DC/DC (4.8 to 12Volts)
From: David Hunt (kaper3@earthlink.net)
Date: 8/20/2002
Time: 7:55:30 AM
Remote Name: 65.40.172.129

Comments
Carl maybe you can clear up a question I have about the the NME0512S. When you used it with your X10 equipment did you add the 10uF capacitors like Mr
Black shows on his RC-Cam site? The spec sheet indicates that no external components are required, I was wondering if someone has used this device with out
the two caps?
David Hunt
(back)

Re: DC/DC (4.8 to 12Volts)
From: Carl Bigras
Date: 8/20/2002
Time: 11:08:36 AM
Remote Name: 198.103.196.130

Comments
Hi David,
Yes I followed the hi-cam direction to the letter with the 2- 10mf electro. caps. neatly soldered together and hot glued to the X-10 case.
I never asked the question as to why he's got one on the input. I can understand one for the output, to take care of any ripple effects. I would have thought a pico
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cap on input would take care of the noise. I'm getting some noise, enough to loose video at 100 feet. Very frustrating.
Just a photographer ;-) Carl
(back)

Re: DC/DC (4.8 to 12Volts)
From: Gilbert Dube - dube_gilbert@sympatico.ca
Date: 8/20/2002
Time: 10:52:08 PM
Remote Name: 65.92.205.240

Comments
Hi Carl
If you converter is in a plastic box, with no danger for short, try wraping the box with aluminium paper.
It should act as a barrier for the noise If not enough try connecting the minus side of the battery pack to it.
Just a tough like that
Gilbert
(back)

Re: DC/DC (4.8 to 12Volts)
From: Brooks
Date: 8/20/2002
Time: 9:00:57 AM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.246

Comments
I've tried both chips, and tried to set it up so the DC converter was powered by the same 4.8v pack that was powering the r/c receiver. I used the external
capacitors suggested on that site, but I used electrolytics.
The chip has two characteristics that I found: the voltage goes way up until load is applied, and with the electrolytics at least, the chip generates way too much
noise for the shared battery configuration. So I went with the Maxim.
I have not tried it without the caps, and I have not tried it with low-noise tantalum caps that work so well on my Maxim circuit. They're essential, methinks, and
may be ordered from DigiKey: part # 399-1607-1-ND. You'll need to solder leads on each end.
(back)

Re: DC/DC (4.8 to 12Volts)
From: theaviator@beeb.net
Date: 8/22/2002
Time: 11:35:53 AM
Remote Name: 194.217.194.139

Comments
The cap on the input is because the switching will crowbar the input volts low and effect the output power.To cure the noise on the output I wound a small toroid
choke with both pos and neg leads to the transmitter of 10 turns.
Terry
(back)

KAP Clubs or Org. on Long Island
From: Steve Stracquodaine
Date: 8/19/2002
Time: 3:44:07 AM
Remote Name: 24.188.30.99

Comments
For Chris and others,
I have been an avid amateur and semi-pro photographer for more than 30 years. I find KAP very interesting, and would like to learn more. Can you please tell
me if there are any KAP clubs or organizations on Long Island where I can see some kites with cameras in action?
Please also reply to my my e-mail address: stevest@optonline.net
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Thanks and best regards, Steve
(back)

Re: KAP Clubs or Org. on Long Island
From: Brooks Leffler kyteman@redshift.com
Date: 8/19/2002
Time: 9:08:09 AM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.199

Comments
Steve, KAP is such an esoteric pursuit there aren't more than a few KAPers spread out over the whole country. The maililng list I've developed from publishing
the Aerial Eye and since then shows just 30 interested parties in all of New York State, but I'll try to sort out those I think may be practicing KAP and send them
to your email address.
(back)

Kites in Boston
From: Jason Jenkins
Date: 8/16/2002
Time: 8:53:32 AM
Remote Name: 12.11.149.5

Comments
Can anyone recommend a good kite shop near Boston? I know there are a few on the cape, but I would prefer to find one closer to the city or north shore, and one
that carries the sutton flowform. Any other tips on flying locations would be welcome, as I'm just getting started. Thinking of trying Crane's beach first. Thanks.
(back)

Re: Kites in Boston
From: Richard Amirault, Boston, MA, USA
Date: 8/16/2002
Time: 11:35:04 AM
Remote Name: 146.115.56.9

Comments
Well let's see ...
One of the best places to fly (in general, not for KAP) is Nahant Beach on the causeway between Lynn and Nahant. The kiteflyers usually congregate at about
Section 7. During the season they charge ($3 I think) for parking, but after 5pm or so they stop charging. In the off season the lot is closed so the flyers end up at
the far end (Nahant end) of the beach.
In the Boston area there is Seaside Kites at Nantasket Beach
http://www.seasidekites.com/
A lot of us also deal with Highflyers Flight Company in Newport, RI.
http://www.buyakite.com/
As far as North of Boston, there is a new store in Hampton Beach, NH but I forget the name.
Richard in Boston, MA, USA
(back)

Re: Kites in Boston
From: Richard (again)
Date: 8/16/2002
Time: 6:32:22 PM
Remote Name: 208.59.181.245

Comments
Kite Stores North of Boston (contunued)
Colors In The Wind 28 Elm Street, Route 110 Salisbury, MA 01952 978-462-KITE colorsinthewind@att.net Al Minervini & Ron Beattie
and
Something In The Air 5 Ashworth Avenue Hampton Beach, NH 03842 P: 603-926-2526 F: 603-627-9966 BEACHSTORE@KITES-NH.COM WWW DOT NH-
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KITES DOT COM Paul Lesctre & Skipp Gooley
Richard in Boston, MA, USA
(back)

Re: Kites in Boston
From: Richard Amirault
Date: 8/16/2002
Time: 12:26:37 PM
Remote Name: 146.115.56.9

Comments
Whoops, forgot to mention the club ... Kites Over New England
http://www.kone.org
Our next event is on Aug 31th at Nahant Beach. I'll be there with my KAP equipment!
Richard in Boston, MA, USA
(back)

Re: Kites in Boston
From: Jason Jenkins
Date: 8/18/2002
Time: 7:47:08 AM
Remote Name: 24.60.116.138

Comments
Thanks, Richard. Off to do some shopping!
(back)

Kite Aerial Videography
From: Andy Smy
Date: 8/15/2002
Time: 3:48:11 AM
Remote Name: 213.235.52.162

Comments
I am about to attempt to fly a camcorder and am interested in any experience anyone has of video from kites. First flights will not be fully remote controlled and
may be a fixed camera angle, are there any immediate suggestions which spring to mind (bar those of insurance of precious camcorders!)
Thanks
(back)

Re: Kite Aerial Videography, TV at Dieppe
From: Christian Becot
Date: 8/19/2002
Time: 9:57:04 PM
Remote Name: 193.249.16.221

Comments
During the next Dieppe festival in september, we will be a few kapers dealing with a video show on a large TV screen. Images will be direct transmission from a
rig flying through other kite lines.
(back)

Re: Kite Aerial Videography
From: Christian Becot
Date: 8/19/2002
Time: 9:47:14 PM
Remote Name: 193.249.16.221

Comments
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I have recorded on a Sony 3CDD camcorder images transmitted in 2.4GHz from several B&W cameras, several color cameras, and from digital camera as well,
at the same time I was kaping. The final quality is very low. Camcorders on the rig are the only way to get quality of images. Now, for stability I have get and seen
the best and the worst. It much depends on the wind and on your rig. First you will have a rig weighing 1Kg or more, and a heavy rig is always more stable than a
light one. Second, my preference will go to a pendulum system because the picavet has the tendancy to produce a weathercock swing which is awful on videos.
Third, add any device which improve stabilization. Go on, results are really worthwhile, and keep us informed of your best solutions.
(back)

Re: Kite Aerial Videography
From: David Hunt (kaper3@earthlink.net)
Date: 8/15/2002
Time: 8:00:20 PM
Remote Name: 65.40.172.129

Comments
There is a way to increase the stability of a video camera with the creative use of the information found on the KAPER page "How Much Will My Kite Lift?"
http://www.fortunecity.com/marina/nelson/479/lifting_R.html
I don't have much time so I'll leave this with everyone and see if they can figure it out.
David Hunt
(back)

Re: Kite Aerial Videography
From: David Hunt (kaper3@earthlink.net)
Date: 8/15/2002
Time: 7:49:54 PM
Remote Name: 65.40.172.129

Comments
(back)

Re: Kite Aerial Videography
From: Cary
Date: 8/15/2002
Time: 5:26:26 PM
Remote Name: 64.222.211.147

Comments
Consider keeping the camcorder on the ground and sending a small video camera and transmitter into the air such as the Xcam2 (or better). Send the output of
your ground receiver to the video input of your camcorder. The lighter weight x10 system (or equivalent) will be much easier to make airborne than a bulky old
camcorder. Note that most camcorders do not have a video INPUT.
There have been many times when my still rig has been in the sky and stayed in a relatively motionless state for more than a few minutes. I think it's possible to
shoot some great video from a kite lofted video rig. I have been dreaming of doing so for quite a while. Meanwhile I put the finishing touches on Rig#2(Rebelx).
To be truly inspired to believe that kite aerial video photography is realistic check out what these rc modeller aerial photographers (videographers) are doing:
www.rc-cam.com www.blackwidowav.com www.yb2normal.com
WARNING: The above links are choc full of info and might take hours to digest.
Cary Clements
(back)

Re: Kite Aerial Videography
From: missing links
Date: 8/15/2002
Time: 5:28:13 PM
Remote Name: 64.222.211.147

Comments
www.rc-cam.com
www.blackwidowav.com
www.yb2normal.com
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(back)

Re: Kite Aerial Videography
From: last try for links
Date: 8/15/2002
Time: 5:32:31 PM
Remote Name: 64.222.211.147

Comments
http://www.rc-cam.com http://www.blackwidowav.com http://www.yb2normal.com
(back)

Re: Kite Aerial Videography
From: Henry
Date: 8/15/2002
Time: 10:45:15 AM
Remote Name: 66.58.166.59

Comments
I have done this a few times with mixed results. Be prepared to do quite a bit of editing to get a good representation of your efforts. I have made a sort of
"weathervane" to incorporate into my setup (both for still and for video) to help stabilize some rotational problems. It seems that not all the blocks on my Picavet
always begin rolling at the same time, resulting in slight rotations from side to side. I believe the weathervane should correct this, but haven't had the
time/conditions to try it out as yet.
Henry
(back)

Re: Kite Aerial Videography
From: Simon Harbord
Date: 8/15/2002
Time: 4:07:48 AM
Remote Name: 194.247.83.241

Comments
One hour before you put the tape from your flight into your video player, purchase some motion sickness pills and take three of them with a little water. You may
need them !
Every time I see KAP video from my own or other people's efforts, I wonder how we get decent stills at all!
Simon
(back)

Someone who knows all about KAP
From:
Date: 8/13/2002
Time: 12:05:55 PM
Remote Name: 195.92.168.164

Comments
Check out the apology !!
http://www.awm197.demon.co.uk/
(back)

Request that we end this thread
From: Cris Benton
Date: 8/15/2002
Time: 5:13:40 PM
Remote Name: 128.32.219.149

Comments
I would consider it a favor if we just let this thread die.
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Thanks,
Cris
(back)

Re: Someone who knows all about KAP
From: Gilbert Dube - dube_gilbert@sympatico.ca
Date: 8/13/2002
Time: 6:55:57 PM
Remote Name: 65.92.211.95

Comments
Copy of the email #2 I send to those guy.
I have learn true my life that if you praise other for what they do good you will be recognise by other for what your good at.
In your case you are degrading other, I am sorry but I cannot trust such a person.
Instaid you could say:
"Some people in the Kap world are doing a very good job at it, but "we" can offer you with our technologie and experience a product that will satisfy your most
demanding need."
See it not that hard to be nice.
I am very sory for you if you can't understand that.
Gilbert Dube
(back)

Re: Someone who knows all about KAP
From: Brooks
Date: 8/14/2002
Time: 7:52:51 AM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.174

Comments
Well stated, Gilbert. It's hard not to react in an aggressive way to that web site, and you've said what needed to be said in a very adult, mature manner. Bravo!
Thanks!
(back)

Re: There Last Answer
From: Richard Amirault, Boston, MA, USA
Date: 8/15/2002
Time: 11:07:48 AM
Remote Name: 207.172.11.233

Comments
Sounds like an insecure, egotistical jerk to me.
In the USA professional photographers *do* share information with one another. Besides, admitting that someone on the other side of the globe can do work as
good as you does not harm his business in the least.
Admittly, most of us here are *amateur* photographers and don't have the high standards (not need to have the high standards) of professional photographers.
And, it has been discussed here before, most here don't crop their pictures before posting them. THAT is the single biggest difference between our pics and his.
Oh well ... it takes all kinds.
Richard in Boston, MA, UISA
(back)

Re: There Last Answer
From: Brooks
Date: 8/15/2002
Time: 8:13:58 AM
Remote Name: 216.228.25.26
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Comments
Oh my. From my elderly perspective, his site just shows more clearly than most that unbridled nastiness is not only thought to be acceptable in the age of the web
but something worth achieving. How sad.
Happily, civility doesn't seem to be dead, though. Most "flamers" online seem to have little effect except to make readers unhappy, or to drive them away.
It would be interesting to know how well Mr. Mackie's "advert" really works for his business.
(back)

Re: There Last Answer
From: Gilbert Dube - dube_gilbert@sympatico.ca
Date: 8/15/2002
Time: 9:08:32 AM
Remote Name: 65.92.204.237

Comments
Inded it would be very interesting to know how they are doing, but they are doing commercial work and not artistique and myself for my enjoyment I prefer the
later.
Anyway I have better thing to do (finishing my Rig #5) than losing my time with him.
Thank for you comment Brook.
Have a nice day (Kaping maybe)
Gilbert
(back)

Re: Someone who knows all about KAP
From: Gilbert Dube - dube_gilbert@sympatico.ca
Date: 8/14/2002
Time: 7:04:12 PM
Remote Name: 65.92.211.95

Comments
This was my second email to them, I decided to posted it here, after I receive a answer from them (with the same attitude) to my first email asking then to look at
Cris Benton site and then post a real apology
They did not answer to my second email yet and I don't think they will.
So for me they are a lost cause, and that too bad.
Let's keep up the good work and our friendship true KAP all around the world and forget about those kind of people.
Gilbert
(back)

Re: Someone who knows all about KAP
From: Ross Tomlinson
Date: 9/3/2002
Time: 3:22:41 PM
Remote Name: 80.133.150.211

Comments
It seens to me by looking at his pictures they are cropped alot. Looking at the specs for a 24mm lens it says on the Canon website they have a 84 degree aov so at
200 feet away from the subject the distance that would be in view has a diameter of approx 1900 feet or for those metric people, nearly 600m, I may hae got my
math wrong but this seems like a hell of a distance!!! I would love to see his pictures he gets from a camera with a 24mm lens 1000feet from his subject!!! I think
approx 3km or about 2 miles. Nuff said.
PS Could someone please confirm or deny my figures as its been a while!
(back)

Re: Someone who knows all about KAP
From: David Hunt (kaper3@earthlink.net)
Date: 9/4/2002
Time: 8:43:16 PM
Remote Name: 65.40.172.129
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Comments
At 200 ft. a lens with 84 degrees AOV would cover 360 feet or 109 meters. That would be the long dimension of a 35mm frame. The short side would have a
smaller AOV.
To cover 1900 feet from a distance of 200 feet would require a lens with an AOV of 156 degrees. This falls between the widest wide angle lens (~100 degrees) and a
fisheye lens (180 degrees).
David Hunt
(back)

KAP site in flash
From: Yvan
Date: 8/13/2002
Time: 7:33:53 AM
Remote Name: 194.78.200.167

Comments
And finally, after 4 weeks of hard work, the site with my KAP gallery is almost done. If you have some time...take a look...
http://www.birdseye.be
Greetz, Yvan.
(back)

Re: KAP site in flash
From: Brooks
Date: 8/14/2002
Time: 8:15:35 AM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.174

Comments
Yvan, the appearance is stunningly beautiful -- but my modem connection won't work fast enough for all the flash effects.
I have a Mac G4 but a modem that seldom connects higher than 28.8 bps. So I get snatches of music and very slow, if any, graphic changes.
Very frustrating -- your site shows great promise, but is too far out on the cutting edge for my phone lines.
(back)

Re: KAP site in flash
From: Yvan
Date: 8/14/2002
Time: 10:04:47 AM
Remote Name: 213.177.142.125

Comments
Hello Brooks,
Thanks for visiting my site. I must admit that is is build to view on DSL or Cable. Here in Belgium almost everyone has such a connection, cause the traditional
phone line rates are to high.
Y.
(back)

Kitefestival: RÝmÝ, Denmark 6-8 September
From: jens.larsen@bigfoot.com
Date: 8/13/2002
Time: 1:52:46 AM
Remote Name: 195.163.81.118

Comments
RÝmÝ-2002 kitefestival is coming up, 6-8/9. I'll be there with my first one-channel rig. I hope to see other KAPers! Send me a e-mail and hopefully we can meet.
(Room for one extra passanger in car leaving GÝteborg, Sweden).
FanÝ-2002 was fantastic and this time I'll check out some DCs as potential lifters.
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// Jens Larsen, GÝteborg, Sweden
(back)

photo.net
From: Cris Benton
Date: 8/9/2002
Time: 1:44:35 PM
Remote Name: 64.130.128.141

Comments
I have wandered in and out of photo.net for years now and have always appreciated the site and virtually everything else Philip Greenspun has developed. His
Travels with Samantha (http://www.photo.net/samantha/samantha-I.html) inspired something of an epiphany in your author circa 1994. Of late IÝve started
leaving a few images for review. If inclined, you can check out my photo.net portfolio at:
http://www.photo.net/photodb/user?user_id=404845
This is a great place to contribute comments BTW.
Do other KAPers post on photo.net?
Cheers,
Cris
(back)

Re: photo.net
From: Jason Jenkins
Date: 8/16/2002
Time: 11:12:51 AM
Remote Name: 12.11.149.5

Comments
Seeing your photos on photo.net is how I found THIS site, and it seems quite fascinating. As soon as I have a KAP setup I hope to have some decent shots to post!
(back)

Re: photo.net
From: Brooks
Date: 8/10/2002
Time: 8:33:10 AM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.185

Comments
Thanks for the tip, Cris. I wasn't aware of photo.net, but I've just posted my first pic. Sounds like a painless way to get some web exposure without the anguish of
creating a website, and the opportunity for feedback is great!
(back)

KAPER has a new look
From: David Hunt (kaper3@earthlink.net)
Date: 8/6/2002
Time: 5:16:35 PM
Remote Name: 65.40.172.129

Comments
I have added a pop up menu system to the KAPER site that should make it easier to navigate around the site. As an unforseen benefit, the changes I made also
eliminated the pop up ads (at least for the time being).
I hope everyone enjoys the intentional and unintentional changes.
David Hunt
(back)

Servo Rotation
From: Doug Kinney
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Date: 8/3/2002
Time: 3:41:17 PM
Remote Name: 66.168.131.73

Comments
I've been kind of experimenting with my futaba servos. It seems you can only get about 60 degrees of rotation from them both directions. 180 degrees passive
rotation when the things are shut off. Is all servo brands this way or just futaba's? I know everybody runs something a little different. Just thought I would see if
there is an "ideal" brand of servos to go with that maybe rotates at least 90 degrees.
Doug
(back)

Re: Servo Rotation
From: Frank Louwers (frank.louwers@altina.cx)
Date: 8/6/2002
Time: 8:27:28 AM
Remote Name: 62.235.20.20

Comments
First limiting factor is the transmitter stick: sliders or rotating buttons usually allow you to go farther than the joysticks allow you, so if you have those on your
transmitter see if you can put your servo on that output. I could go from 60 degrees total with the joysticks to just over 90 degrees by using a slider. If you have a
recent transmitter, it might be "computer controlled" and if so, then you can usually modify the output range (between 75 and 125%, or even sometimes from 50
to 150%...)Choose the maximum or whatever you need as you can finetune your rig with that setting (e.g. exact range of 90Ý for vertical/horizontal format). On
my rigs, with most servo's I can get a total angle of about 110 to 120 degrees. Some servo's (like the small Futaba S3102)have a smaller max range: instead of 110
to 120Ý, I can only make them go just over 90Ý! And then I believe on some of the new digital servo's, you can get more than those 120Ý's!
If you want more directly out of the servo then you probably will have to modify the servo in one of the several ways described e.g. in the Aerial Eye. Be aware
however that again not all servo's are created equal: on the aforementioned S3102 (and its plactic-gear-sister S3101)e.g. the first gear is only a 180Ý sector, not a
full round gear and therefore you could never get more than about 160Ý out of it.
Personally I do not modify my servo's anymore, as 90+ is OK for tilt and HOVER. For the panning I use a gearset giving me a ratio of about 4 or 5 to 1, and then
again 90Ý+ is OK. Of course this means rotation speed is increased, which puts a big strain on the panning servo, (no such thing as a free lunch!) which can be
countered by a small "servo delay" device, or a setting on your (computer controlled)transmitter.
An excellent servo for our purposes IMHO is the Futaba S3002: small, sturdy metal gears, ball bearings, good rotational range, sufficiently powerful and still
relatively light.
Sorry for the long post, best regards,
...Frank Louwers(Belgium)... www.altina.cx
(back)

Re: Servo Rotation
From: Cary
Date: 8/5/2002
Time: 3:26:57 PM
Remote Name: 64.222.211.228

Comments
I think if you change the pot in the transmitter to a higher ohm value you will get more servo movement. I haven't tried this yet so I don't know if it's true.
Cary
(back)

Re: Servo Rotation
From: Simon Harbord
Date: 8/4/2002
Time: 2:01:49 AM
Remote Name: 195.92.168.172

Comments
Generally a lot of KAPpers use other means to get more angle out of servos than just servo selection. David Hunt's site and Peter Bult's kiteaerialphotography.net
will give you all the links and details you'll need. But if its simple extra angle you want from an unmodified servo, I've found one first step is to liberate the
potentiometer from under the joystick in the transmitter. The mechanical stops in the joystick prevent full travel of the pot. That can add about 20 degrees to
servo travel without touching the servo. Beyond that you need to start hacking the servo, and the web is full of approaches to that.
Simon
(back)
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Re: Servo Rotation
From: brooks kyteman@redshift.com
Date: 8/4/2002
Time: 10:58:52 AM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.33

Comments
The Aerial Eye CD-ROM shows several ways to modify a servo for 360-degree rotation. Cost is $30.00 for all eighteen issues on CD. Contact me at the above
email address for how to order.
I'd recommend Tower Hobbies TS-53 or Futaba S3003 standard servos as the best basis for modification.
(back)

Re: Servo Rotation
From: Yvan
Date: 8/5/2002
Time: 5:42:03 AM
Remote Name: 194.78.200.167

Comments
Hi,
I use the 360Ý method described on this site...
http://www.fortunecity.com/marina/nelson/479/Bas_360_4_R.html
Keep not that you have to own a very precise transmitter. I have a Field Force 8 of Futaba, and with the described servo conversion method, I can do a 1Ý
rotation per second.
Regards,
Yvan.
(back)

T4 versus Samsung Vega 77i
From:
Date: 7/30/2002
Time: 6:20:11 AM
Remote Name: 203.125.77.26

Comments
today I run a roll on both p/s camera. 1/2 roll on yashica T4 and I do a mid roll change to Samsung Vega 77i (EVOCA 70). the samsung with it's schneider zoom
lens out perform the 35mm carl zeiss lens on my yashica T4.
(back)

Re: T4 versus Samsung Vega 77i
From: brooks leffler
Date: 7/30/2002
Time: 8:49:01 AM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.143

Comments
The Samsung Evoca 70 is a pretty impressive camera. Not only does it have a Schneider lens, it offers a full-roll intervalometer, which will shoot automatically
every x seconds til the film runs out.
I found the T4's lens to have lots of vignetting -- darker in the corners -- but haven't tested the Evoca for same. What's your experience?
(back)

Re: T4 versus Samsung Vega 77i
From: Glenn Nelson
Date: 8/7/2002
Time: 9:19:47 AM
Remote Name: 209.249.247.194
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Comments
I don't know about this particular Samsung model and I never had a T4, so I make no comparison. However, two years ago I bought a Rollei Prego 90 (old model,
plastic case, 28-90, NOT 38-90) (see http://www.photographyreview.com/ for great user reviews) and discovered that most of the Prego line had a Samsung
duplicate.
You wouldn't believe the comments from advanced amateurs on these cameras and their lenses - better than their favorite SLR, and more! One reviewer said it
can't beat the lens on the T4, another said it did beat the T4. Must be a close call.
And yes, mine has the intervalometer feature (shoot at 3 minute intervals) that I previously had seen only on a Pentax ESPIO 70.
(back)

How to make web website x 10 times cheaper and x 10 times faster.
From: Anthony Lee
Date: 7/30/2002
Time: 2:59:26 AM
Remote Name: 193.220.61.160

Comments
Take a look: http://www.templatemonster.com/~david/article/106-m.jpg http://www.templatemonster.com/~david/article/107-m.jpg
http://www.templatemonster.com/~david/article/109-m.jpg
Time after time ALL web developers need for good design like this.
Actually design of web site is VERY important at nowadays. Online competitionis very hard. Internet is filled with competing web sites that are proposing almost
the same services. For example, few days ago I was browsing internet attempting to choose good merchant system provider. In my opinion, most of the web sites
have the ugliest interfaces I have ever seen, but ALL of them have similar terms and pricing packages.
My choice falled on provider who had best design because I assumed that they pay same attention to their customer support, quality of service as they pay to
design.
By the way, MediaMetrix monitoring shows that good design and usability influe on 60% of site visitors in their final decision. Good design makes people TRUST
web site.
However it is a dilemma because hiring good designer cost a lot of money sometimes.
I was working as freelance designer for 8 years from now. My first project was web design studio - www.inverse-logic.com . After 1 year of hard work and
marketing I realized that we have more job that we can make. At this time I though to use web design template for the first time.
I devoted next few hours for searching for good web site that is proposing pre made design and I must tell that I was VERY dissapointed. Most of them were
proposing very ugly stuff.
However I was still able to use some of designs. Of course I had thoughts that probably someone will encounter web site with similar design online. That's why I
opened template with photoshop and made a lot of changes that made design unrecognizable.
Conclusion: I have saved 1-2 days and received $3000 from client who was very happy with what I have done.
2 years later I have realized that website templates can become a good business and have made my first e-commerce project TemplateMonster.com. Website
templates.
There was very different opinions about TemplateMonster. Some people was telling that it is bad, others was admiring this. I was dissapointed that only
10%-20% of customers were customizing templates - other was only inserting their logos and writing down other info.
Let`s let back to the merchant systems. Can you imaging how good merchant system provider can look with design like this:
http://www.templatemonster.com/~david/article/167-b.jpg
Template websites can be found on google directory http://directory.google.com/Top/Computers/Graphics/Web/Templates.
Usually templates come in HTML and Photoshop format. Good template sites are inclusing all fonts and other elements needed to modify template.
Many designers purchase premade clipart from such web sites like arttoday.com. So what is the difference? I think that it quite reasonable for novice designer to
purchase professional graphics elements in Photoshop file of templateÝ
Template design is good as long as you are customizing templates!
Anthony Lee Templatemonster.com Art Director
(back)

Low wind soft lifter
From: Brooks Leffler kyteman@redshift.com
Date: 7/29/2002
Time: 6:23:39 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.24

Comments
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Kevin Flynn and I went to the Berkeley Kite Festival over last weekend and had a chance to study carefully the Peter Lynn Pilot kite, a 50 sq ft foil not unlike the
Flow Form, but with fewer vents and twice as many shroud lines. It's made in one color with no frills -- it's designed to be a working lifter.
The wind was blowing like hell, maybe 25 - 30 mph, and these kites were quietly and steadily doing their job holding up the large Peter Lynn soft stuff, and doing
so without tails at fairly low altitude in awful wind.
I had seen the kite before, as I'm sure some of you have, but this time I had a chance to pick the brain of an owner, Al Sparling, who raved about the kite's
performance in LOW wind.
I've avoided kites bigger than the FF30 because I'm too old to work that hard in a good breeze, but I decided to buy one from distributor David Gomberg on the
spot and give it a try as a KAP lifter.
Today I got my chance, in winds of 6.5 to 8 mph (marginal winds for my rig), and I gotta say, Al is right. It lifted my 2 lb digirig at a decent angle and held it
steadily for quite a while, and was plenty tractable coming down. No horrendous arm wrestle -- it just went up easily and came down the same way.
Mind you, this is not a kite for winds of much over what I flew it in, at least for me. But I think it's a real find, making low wind KAP easier while still offering the
advantages of a soft kite.
It's less expensive than a FF60 too. Contact me at the address above for details.
(back)

Re: Low wind soft lifter
From: Richard Amirault, Boston, MA, USA
Date: 7/30/2002
Time: 10:01:45 AM
Remote Name: 207.172.11.233

Comments
Originally they only came in a single color, but now you can get them in multi colors as well.
Richard in Boston, MA, USA
(back)

Trigger 20 cameras at the same time.
From: Chakri Toleti
Date: 7/26/2002
Time: 6:12:54 AM
Remote Name: 63.121.87.228

Comments
Hi,
I would like to know if there is an off the shelf trigger box that can trigger multiple cameras at the same time. Or even a computer interface.
Thank you, ctoleti@hotmail.com.
(back)

Re: Trigger 20 cameras at the same time.
From: Peter Bults (kaplab.nl@wxs.nl)
Date: 7/26/2002
Time: 1:43:56 PM
Remote Name: 213.75.110.252

Comments
That depends on the type of camera you plan to use. If it is a Ricoh KR-10M (as an example) it is no problem at all.
Peter
(back)

Re: Trigger 20 cameras at the same time.
From: Christian Becot
Date: 7/26/2002
Time: 3:37:48 PM
Remote Name: 80.9.118.230

Comments
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For stereophotography I'm used to trigger 2 cameras. With electric shutter release, it's quite easy. However, I found that cameras does't exactly shot at the same
instant. Depending on their battery voltage, there is a small difference of some milliseconds up to tenth of second. So, what is the purpose?
(back)

AKA convention presentor
From: Craig
Date: 7/24/2002
Time: 6:07:19 AM
Remote Name: 204.147.0.155

Comments
Glen Davison, the AKA convention workshop coordinator has asked if any KAPers would be interested in giving a workshop or presentation at this years AKA
convention in Maryland. It might be nice to have one or two work together to make a presentation and represent the KAP community. Please contact Glen or me.
Thanks, Craig
(back)

distance picavet
From: ed
Date: 7/18/2002
Time: 4:42:06 PM
Remote Name: 195.85.130.112

Comments
Hi there , i wonder how far my picavet has to hang from my kite Delta conyne 3 meter with a 8oo grams rig.I tryed it under different wheather conditions so i
couldn't balance it out, under bft 4/5 it works perfect but under it's quite hard to get him up. thanks Ed
(back)

Re: distance picavet
From: David Hunt (kaper3@earthlink.net)
Date: 7/18/2002
Time: 5:30:34 PM
Remote Name: 63.173.123.180

Comments
With your kite/rig combination the upper part of 3 Bft will probably be the lowest winds that you can fly in.
In therory you can hang your rig anywhere below the bridle point of the kite, but practically most KAPers find it safer fly the kite out to about 50-100 ft.(15-30 m)
of line. This is to get the kite into winds that have less turbulence before attaching the camera. As a general rule the closer you are to the ground the more
turbulence you will encounter. If you have tall objects upwind from your flying area they will create turbulence also. A kite in turbulent winds is more likely to
behave erratically and cause damage to your rig.
By flying your kite out to clean winds you are able to test the wind conditions for a few minutes to see if they are adequate for KAPing.
David Hunt
(back)

flights to KAPICA
From: Craig
Date: 7/16/2002
Time: 7:01:01 AM
Remote Name: 204.147.0.239

Comments
I just located and booked my flights to KAPICA. I had been watching the prices on UNITED and MIDWEST EXPRESS for about 4 months and they both just
dropped their prices nearly $100 for the flights I was looking for. I jumped in on UNITED, Madison to Monterey and back $331. Chose nice window seats for the
views in and out of SF. KAPICA is only just a bit more than 3 months away and it is time to make your travel plans.
(back)

6 mm fiberglass
From: S. PREVOST
Date: 7/16/2002
Time: 12:43:13 AM
Remote Name: 217.113.9.85
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Comments
Dear people,
I live in Armenia which is a quiet spot with a lot of room for flying kites yet I havenÝt seen one so far. Two weeks ago, I decided I would build a kite myself ; a
week ago, I discovered the exceptional work of Mr. Benton and equally good web site Ý my goal quickly turned to KAP. But there is a challenge : there are very
little modern components available here for making a kite.
My first question is : what size of a Rok can I build with ordinary nylon, brass ferules and fiberglass rods of 75 cm X 6 mm ?
My second question is : would radio-control devices sold with cheap remote control plastic cars be enough to operate the camera ?
Thanks for your help !
S. PREVOST ARMENIA
(back)

Re: 6 mm fiberglass
From: David Hunt (kaper3@earthlink.net)
Date: 7/17/2002
Time: 10:25:36 AM
Remote Name: 63.173.123.180

Comments
The problem with the cheap radio control devices is their limited range which I would guess to be less than 100 feet(30 meters).
You may want to design a rig that uses a timer and has to be reset after each picture. There are many designs for cheap timers that use simple easy to obtain
materials such as balloons, ice, paper towels, and Silly Putty.
David Hunt
(back)

Re: 6 mm fiberglass
From: Brooks Leffler kyteman@redshift.com
Date: 7/17/2002
Time: 8:13:28 AM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.234

Comments
I was waiting to see what our more technically minded KAPers were going to offer, but since they haven't, I'll put in my quick reaction from my gut.
If your fiberglass is solid rod, it's pretty flexible; if it's tubing, less so. The more flex, the more you'll need to support it with additional bridle lines.
Brass tubing won't take much shear (sideways) stress from splicing arched fiberglass -- unless the wall thickness is, say, 1 mm.
I would guess you could use two, maybe three lengths of your fiberglass rod for the spine of a rokkaku and two lengths in span, giving you a decent sized kite for
KAP if the rig is not too heavy.
Others have used model car radio control for KAP -- but there are no rules. There are many ingenious solutions that most of us haven't thought of, so if it works
for you, it works!
Best of luck! bgl
(back)

Re: 6 mm fiberglass
From: Brooks
Date: 7/17/2002
Time: 8:18:16 AM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.234

Comments
One more point: ordinary nylon should work fine for sail material -- as would a bed sheet or any other fabric of fairly light weight. The more exotic fabrics don't
necessarily give the best performance -- the grain/texture of ordinary cotton can add stability.
The main thing to work on with a rok is the bridle -- badly adjusted, it's a nightmare, and when you hit the correct point, it will fly as though nailed in the sky.
when in doubt, make those bridle lines longer.
(back)

Re: 6 mm fiberglass
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From: Tom Nied
Date: 7/17/2002
Time: 9:06:34 AM
Remote Name: 12.84.110.213

Comments
It's kind of a tough question to answer. I'd have to agree with Brooks and his thoughts but if I were in the same situation, I think I might look for alternative
materials. Even if I had to resort to dowel rods. With all the splicing you have to do, you're going to become an expert at splicing fiberglass rod. Although I
definitely think its "doable". My suggestion would be, don't let anything stop you. You got an idea, try it. Necessity is the mother of invention. There are lots of
ways to accomplish a task. You do have at your hands a tool (your computer) that can answer a lot of questions, and we'll certainly be glad to help. Also I would
bet that their are more modern materials around you than you suspect. Nothing wrong with using a plastic sheet for kite material, for example. Your first step is a
good one, get a kite up that is a stable platform. There are lots of opinions on which is the best, which goes to show there isn't any one correct answer. Good luck
and don't let negative events heed you. Tom
(back)

tools for making rig
From: wcairel@inktomi.com
Date: 7/15/2002
Time: 5:46:56 PM
Remote Name: 209.131.32.108

Comments
I have everything but the rig built for KAPing. I am using scrap aluminum from a sign store and angle stock from the hardware store. What tools are people
using to cut aluminum? I've seen very precise cuts on rigs to save weight - how people do that?
(back)

Re: tools for making rig
From: Nathan Abell
Date: 7/16/2002
Time: 7:42:32 PM
Remote Name: 209.102.32.160

Comments
I have found a jewler's saw to very helpful for cutting aluminum. It is similar to a coping saw, but with much smaller teeth. It allows for very precise cuts.
(back)

Re: tools for making rig
From: Doug Kinney
Date: 7/15/2002
Time: 9:53:06 PM
Remote Name: 66.168.131.199

Comments
My rig is a hybrid basswood/aluminum combo. I started out using nothing more than a hacksaw, coping saw, sandpaper, mini drill, and alot of patience. I used
those tools and constructed my first RC rig in my college dorm room. My newest rig I used a 10" mitre to cut the aluminum angle to the right length. You have to
wax the blade really good with beeswax so it doesn't bite the metal and throw it. Not to mention cut it really slow. That will give you the cleanest lines. Although
Brook's method is cheaper if you needed to buy tools. Obviously better tools not only will make the rig go together faster, but it will help produce a better quality
rig. The end product will make you just as happy regardless :-)
(back)

Re: tools for making rig
From: Brooks Leffler
Date: 7/15/2002
Time: 6:47:36 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.237

Comments
If cost is no object, use a 2-ton shear, or a notcher. Very clean with little more that steel wool necessary.
A band saw with a medium-coarse wood blade will give a rough cut, which you must follow with sanding and filing and steelwooling. Don't use a metal blade -cut it rough and clean it up later. Good results.
On the other hand, I made most of my early rigs with nothing more than a hacksaw and tin snips -- and the obligatory fine file and 0000 steel wool. Don't use a
wire brush.
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For holes, finish with a deburring tool, either manual or drill-powered.
You'll be the worst critic of your work, so it's really not that big a deal. It'll still take pictures!
(back)

Re: tools for making rig
From: David Hunt (kaper3@earthlink.net)
Date: 7/16/2002
Time: 9:23:40 AM
Remote Name: 63.173.123.180

Comments
Brooks forgot to mention a tool that he recommended years ago in the Aerial Eye, a nibbler I bought mine at Radio Shack for about $10 if I remember correctly.
They are great for making oddly shaped holes or notches in thin aluminum.
David Hunt
David Hunt
(back)

1st shots
From: Yvan
Date: 7/13/2002
Time: 2:30:53 AM
Remote Name: 213.177.142.53

Comments
I just putted my 1st test shots online in a new site...
Check http://www.birdseye.be
It's just a wait page...The final site isn't ready yet, but I'm going to upgrade it regulary with new shots.
Yvan.
(back)

Re: 1st shots
From: Brooks
Date: 7/13/2002
Time: 9:32:58 AM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.74

Comments
Nice looking beginning, Yvan! I look forward to the finished product.
congratulations! bgl
(back)

Re: 1st shots
From: Tom Nied
Date: 7/14/2002
Time: 6:17:15 AM
Remote Name: 12.84.109.245

Comments
I agree with Brooks. Very good first shots. It is such a kick to get some pretty good results in the beginning, means the hardware is working. Keep up the good
work, Congrats!
Tom
(back)

Re: 1st shots
From: Glenn Nelson
Date: 8/7/2002
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Time: 1:07:00 PM
Remote Name: 209.249.247.194

Comments
OK guys, the shots are fine, but don't you think the web site is awesome? That's a really interesting and attractive interface you made!
(back)

Re: 1st shots
From: Yvan
Date: 8/9/2002
Time: 5:35:22 AM
Remote Name: 194.78.200.167

Comments
Tnx Glenn ;)
That's the new interface and I'm still working on it. (whew...,what a job)
B.Regards, Yvan.
(back)

KAP meeting in California
From: Brooks Leffler kyteman@redshift.com
Date: 7/12/2002
Time: 8:42:38 AM
Remote Name: 216.228.25.62

Comments
We have just a few spaces left for the first KAP conference ever held in the USA. KAPiCA/02 will be held in Pacific Grove, CA, November 1 - 6, 2002.
This promises to be a great -- maybe the greatest ever -- collection of KAPers, from newbie to old pro, with nine countries represented so far. If you want to really
get into KAP, this is the time and place!
Don't wait! I must confirm room needs on or before August 1, and there won't be much flexibility after that.
email me for details. Brooks
(back)

Re: KAP meeting in California
From: Brooks
Date: 7/14/2002
Time: 8:35:04 AM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.144

Comments
Since the previous post, two more have jumped on board: Cary Clements from Maine, and KAPelectronics wizard Olivier Humez from France. KAPiCA keeps
getting better and better!
The only way you'll be sure of a spot is to register before August 1. Don't procrastinate!
(back)

Re: KAP meeting in California
From: KAPiCA specifics.
Date: 7/22/2002
Time: 2:53:25 PM
Remote Name: 63.193.30.182

Comments
Where can I get more info about this meeting?
(back)

Re: KAP meeting in California
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From: Peter Bults
Date: 7/23/2002
Time: 1:32:10 PM
Remote Name: 213.75.111.36

Comments
You can read all about it in The KAPiCA'02 Journal on http://www.kiteaerialphotography.net
Peter
(back)

Read this One
From: David Hunt (kaper3@earthlink.net)
Date: 7/22/2002
Time: 3:40:46 PM
Remote Name: 63.173.123.180

Comments
Start with the ÝEventsÝ section on the KAPER home page;
http://www.kaper.kiteaerialphotography.net
Then contact Brooks Leffler using the email link at the bottom of the KAPiCA 2002 page.
David Hunt
(back)

Re: KAP meeting in California
From: David Hunt (kaper3@earthlink.net)
Date: 7/22/2002
Time: 3:36:56 PM
Remote Name: 63.173.123.180

Comments
(back)

Re: KAP meeting in California
From: David Hunt (kaper3@earthlink.net)
Date: 7/22/2002
Time: 3:36:46 PM
Remote Name: 63.173.123.180

Comments
(back)

KAP meeting in France
From: Christian Becot
Date: 7/11/2002
Time: 3:26:47 PM
Remote Name: 80.9.119.125

Comments
As answer to another post: The Cerf-Volant Club de France kapers meet every year one week-end in october at Marigny, near Orleans, in an unfancy place, but
friendly and heartfully. On saturday, we try to fly, and on sunday, it's a rig show indoor. This year it will be held on october 12th and 13th. If by chance, one of
you intended to come, let me know for meeting arrangements. Another KAP event is under consideration by CVCF KAP commission for april 2003 near Paris.
(back)

Line strength
From: Yvan
Date: 7/11/2002
Time: 12:45:07 AM
Remote Name: 194.78.200.167
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Comments
Hi,
I hope that someone could help me out with this... Two weeks ago, I bought a delta kite of app. 4 mtrs. (13ft. I think). I bought a 670 ft. nylon line of 198 lb. The
shopkeeper told me to take care that "when the line whisles" I have to take down the kite as quick as possible, cause the line could brake then.
Now... I flew two times with max. 3Bft. and when the kite is at a height of app. 300 ft. The line starts whisling. I pulled the line, and on my thoughts...I think the
line could have more torque. But for all safety, I took down the kite.
Because I'm a little concerned, I decided to do a ground test. I unwinded 33 ft of line, I connected it with ring in the wall, and pulled as hard as I could. But the
line didn't brake.
Now my question. Is the chance on breaking on a longer unwinded line bigger, than on a short piece of line. I think the line could have a lot more, because the kite
didn't pull so hard at 3 bft.
Tnx for reply and sorry if my english isn't very clear.
Yvan.
(back)

Re: Line strength
From: Yvan
Date: 7/12/2002
Time: 1:49:17 AM
Remote Name: 194.78.200.167

Comments
OK... Tnx for the advice guys. I feel a lot better now, and yesterday, i did a wonderfull flight in 3Bft. with a whistling line...and nothing happened.
Cya.
Yvan.
(back)

Re: Line strength
From: Brooks
Date: 7/11/2002
Time: 8:48:53 AM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.43

Comments
A couple of points:
First, all lines whistle in enough breeze, and it doesn't really have much relation to the breaking strength of the line.
Second, due to the stretch in nylon and polyester line, you'll have more shock-absorbing quality in a longer line than a shorter one, seems to me.
Third, the rule of thumb that was given to me many moons ago was that you should use line that has a rating of seven times the pull of the kite for an adequate
safety margin. If your kite was pulling your arm out at the socket, I'd worry, but if you still felt comfortably in control, I'd say don't worry about it.
(back)

Re: Line strength
From: Christian Becot
Date: 7/11/2002
Time: 3:00:52 PM
Remote Name: 80.9.119.125

Comments
Do not worry when the line whistle. That's the way I enjoy kiting. Furthermore, you will find that you don't have enough pull for kaping when it desn't. Only
with stunt kites, whistling indicates pulling going to the limit, because lines have very little stretch, and it needs to elongate for whistling. Other lines stretches a
lot, and when it start whistling , it is probably no more than 10% of the pull limit. As a rule, when flying a kite, I use line strengh 6 times the maximum pull of the
kite, and when kaping, it is 10 times. I would figure that a 70kg (150 pounds) line would be sufficient in almost all occasions for a 4 meter delta. Buy a spring
balance, 25kg (50pounds) is enough, and check the pull. I consider it's a good investment for a kiter, and a useful one for a kaper.
(back)

Re: Line strength
From: Brooks
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Date: 7/11/2002
Time: 8:52:55 AM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.43

Comments
One more point: nylon line, especially braided nylon, has much more stretch than polyester, which most people find a disadvantage. Because of the stretchiness, I
think nylon has an additional safety margin over less stretchy line. When it goes, though, stand back -- it can sting like a rubber band!
(back)

Vibration (was: Line strength)
From: Richard Amirault, Boston, MA, USA
Date: 7/16/2002
Time: 9:46:02 AM
Remote Name: 207.172.11.233

Comments
One thing no one else has mentioned...
If your line is whistling, then it is vibrating. A vibrating line can make your KAP rig vibrate and cause loss of sharpness in your photos.
This is more of a concern with pendulum rigs, than picavet rigs however.
Richard Amirault, Boston, MA, USA
(back)

Re: Vibration (was: Line strength)
From: Brooks
Date: 7/16/2002
Time: 11:48:39 AM
Remote Name: 216.228.25.108

Comments
Glad to hear you say that, Jim. I can see value in using a vibration damping donut with a pendulum rig, but it's just extra unneeded hardware with a Picavet
suspension, IMHO.
(back)

RCA Video Tranceiver
From: Gilbert Dube - dube_gilbert@sympatico.ca
Date: 7/10/2002
Time: 5:18:01 PM
Remote Name: 65.92.216.149

Comments
Hi Everybody
I bougt a RCA CWVS150 2.4 Ghz wireless video transceiver with 4 channels.
Open the sender box. Remove the transmeter from the board. Figure out the pin out.
Pin 1 = Ground Pin 2 = Audio In Left Pin 3 = Audio In Right Pin 4 = +8.0 Volts Pin 5 = Video In Pin 6 = +5.19 Volts Pin 7 = +5.19 Volts Pin 8 - 9 - 10 = NC
If I connect outside of board with (2 x 9 volts battery in serie = 18V) using a 7808 and a 7805 to get 8 and 5 volts - nothing get happen If I replace the transmeter
on the board it work fine again.
I would like to get rid of the board (BIG) If anyone know how to do it OR where I can get the information on this transmeter it will be greatly appriciate.
Gilbert (Montreal, Canada)
(back)

Re: Kite flying rules?
From: David Hunt (kaper3@earthlink.net
Date: 7/12/2002
Time: 8:08:29 PM
Remote Name: 63.173.123.180

Comments
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This topic came up a month after September 11 and can be found in the archives by searching for the topic "Security??"
David Hunt
(back)

Re: Kite flying rules?
From: Scott Haefner
Date: 7/10/2002
Time: 11:01:24 PM
Remote Name: 64.164.11.133

Comments
Of all the times I have been KAPing (probably close to 50), I've only been asked to leave a few times, twice at the same place by two different 'organizations.'
I was flying my kite near the SGI building in Mtn. View, CA, but I was standing on the opposite side of a 4 lane road from the building in Shoreline Park. First a
young 'kid' working for the park pulled up and told me I need to bring the kite down. He said that it was silly, but that he'd had a golfer call in and that he'd give
me 15 minutes to continue then I need to take it down. Mind you, I am not even on the golf course grounds, I am in the park.
I said 'ok' and continued to fly the kite, with the intention to bring it down soon. He left, but only a couple minutes later, an SGI security guard drove up and demanded- that I bring the kite down immediately. Since I'm standing in the park (not on SGI's grounds), and my kite's flying over the road, I argued my case.
He said I'm not allowed to photograph their building. I told him that I thought this to be rediculous, and he returned with, "how would you like it if I walked into
your living room and started taking pictures?" What?!?
Well, I didn't want to argue with him anymore, so I brought the kite down. But I'd already gotten some nice shots by this time :)
I still think that he had no right to ask me to leave since I was standing in the park...other thoughts on this?
Scott
(back)

Re: Kite flying rules?
From: Richard Amirault
Date: 7/16/2002
Time: 9:56:12 AM
Remote Name: 207.172.11.233

Comments
Any building visible from property you are allowed to be on (ie. public) can be photographed anytime.
There *may* be limitations on what you can *do* with the photographs (publishng), but if you're on public land and you can see it, you can photograph it.
At least that's how I understand the law.
Richard Amirault, Boston, MA, USA
(back)

Re: Kite flying rules?
From: Cary
Date: 7/11/2002
Time: 5:20:26 PM
Remote Name: 64.222.209.76

Comments
I don't know where this SGI building is but I'm sure you can find a nice satelite aerial photograph of it just by typing in the address at: www.mapquest.com
I wonder did the guard run out and demand they stop snapping pictures from space?
Cary
(back)

Re: Kite flying rules?
From: Doug Kinney
Date: 7/10/2002
Time: 5:15:16 PM
Remote Name: 66.168.130.215

Comments
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On a couple of occasions i've been questioned by local law authorities on my present intentions on dangling objects from kites. When I explain what i'm doing it's
soon followed by "really?", "now why are you doing that?", "So you're saying you can take pictures from up there, but be down here controlling it? How do you
know what you are aiming at?". Etc. (I'm sure everybody gets these questions as well) They, the police department, pretty much know what I look like now. If
there's a big kite up in the air, they know most likely its me on the end of it. On another occasion I was out KAPing in a remote field on the outskirts of town. The
field is pretty open and wild with vegetation. A great place to test my KAP inventions and relax on a breezy summer day. Shortly after my rig was airborne a
truck drove out to me with "City of Kearney Maintenance" on the side. A gentleman got out and told me I couldn't be out here flying my kite because it would
encourage other people to fly their kites and play out in the field. I said "I certainly hope so", "It would be horrible if more people got out and did something as
evil as flying a kite on a nice day". So I refused to leave on the grounds that it didn't say anywhere that I couldn't fly my kite. The man grumbled, got back in his
truck and drove off. About 15 minutes later a sherriff pulled up in his car, got out and approached me. He said a report was called in by a city worker of a man
trespassing on public land and refusing to leave. I said "yup, that's me". Due to nature of the source the sherriff explained to me that somebody had to go check it
out, all due to 9/11. Surprisingly he didn't even ask me what I was doing with the kite and just told me I had to leave because I was disturbing the nesting habits
of the birds and squirrels in a totally treeless field void of any plants taller than my knees. I'm like you've got to be kidding me. But he did tell me I can fly my kite
all I want in the public park in town full of trees and borderd with power lines. A little more than just confused and alot mad I packed up my stuff and went
home. The next day I called the game and parks commission to see if that area was a wildlife area, which it wasn't. Then I called the police to see if there was a
problem with me being there. Knowing me they just laughed and said they don't know why the sherriff ran me off, but I was more than welcome to fly my kite
out there anytime. I think our hobby commands alot of creativism which most people don't understand, possess, or can comprehend why we do it. So we catch
alot of criticism from those people. Even though what we do is harmless. Anything out of the ordinary scares people anymore since 9/11.
(back)

Re: Kite flying rules?
From: chad
Date: 7/9/2002
Time: 9:18:10 PM
Remote Name: 24.123.99.142

Comments
Did they say you needed permission to take pictures or to just fly a kite in general?
I had a similiar experience last month. I was flying my kite in a vacant field in the suburbs and a policeman came up. He just asked what was hanging from my
kite line. After I told he what it was he seemed pretty interested. We chatted for a little be then he left.
(back)

Re: Kite flying rules?
From: Craig
Date: 7/10/2002
Time: 7:13:16 AM
Remote Name: 204.147.0.122

Comments
Back in December, I was taking advantage of a beautiful late Sunday afternoon in a quiet downtown Madison and had my camera up over the State Capitol
building shooting in exceptional light. Out of the corner of my right eye I notice a flash and then I hear sqeeling tires. I look to see a cop car screetching to a halt.
The officer hurls himself out the door and comes flying towards me, right hand on his holstered weapon, yelling to stop and to imediately bring the kite down. He
says if I don't do it right now, he will do it. I look at him and with a smile I say "Sir, you seem a bit upset. What is the problem, it is just a kite with a camera." He
is still yelling and talking on his radio to headquarters and to his back-up He says to me again "You have about 3 seconds to get that down". I started to laugh
and said "Sir, it will take me more than that and further more it wouldn't be safe to try to land it here." I explaiined about the camera and what I do with it and
then asked why he was so worried about it. He said I might be trying to deliver something into the air ducts of the building. My eyes rolled. As we continued to
talk he got a bit more relaxed as he saw I was a resonable guy and that it apeared that I knew what I was doing handling the kite. He also had noticed the
considerable pull and concluded that indeed he wasn't going to be the one to bring the kite down. He did continue to insist that I bring the kite down so that he
could confirm that the object dangling from the line was a camera. I told him that to be safe we needed to walk to the rooftop park 2 blocks away where I had
launched the kite. I offered to wait for him while we went back to his car, still parked in the middle of the road with the drivers door open and the engine running,
so that he can close the door and move the car. He thought for a moment and then radioed to his back-up and told him to take care of his car- he was busy with
"the suspect". I said, "so you don't trust me". "you know sir, I really can't run off with a 20 foot kite in the air" really, I'll wait for you." No, he said I am staying
with you. So we started our 2 block walk down Martin Luther King Jr. Blvd to the rooftop park. We talked along the way and he, a bit calmer now, said he
appreciated my cooperation and began asking questions about how this thing all works. I stopped and told him to look up at the camera and demonstrated the
controls. I took a nice shot of the Capitol from 1 block away. We continued onto the rooftop and I anchored the kite to a railing and brought the camera down to
about 50 feet. With a huge smile on the officers face we posed for photos shaking hands. He told me that in the future I needed a permit to fly here. I said OK and
that in the past I had always gotten a permit, and promised to be better about keeping it up to date. The next day I went to file for a permit. 3 weeks later I
followed up with a phone call asking why the permit had not yet been granted. I was told that they were still thinking about it. I asked what the problem might
be. They said, "well, we aren't sure it is ok for anyone to be flying over the Capitol to take photos or for any reason". I said, "gee, then I guess you will be
restricting all aircraft, not just a kite." Two days later I had the permit. Good for the entire year 2002 with the restriction that I must phone the police before I
come onto the property with my kite. Officer Dave loves his photo that I e-mailed to him.
(back)

Re: Kite flying rules?
From: Peter Bults (kaplab.nl@wxs.nl)
Date: 7/10/2002
Time: 11:47:22 AM
Remote Name: 213.75.111.62

Comments
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Great story, Craig. It looks like we're getting together a superb KAP-book: with strange poems and spectacular stories.
And why not show us the KAPper-hunting-officer? Can't wait to to see it, such people don't exsist over here in Europe.
Peter
(back)

Re: Kite flying rules?
From: Brooks
Date: 7/11/2002
Time: 8:42:29 AM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.43

Comments
Peter said, "such people don't exist here in Europe."
Maybe not quite like Craig's new friend. But I recall a certain get-together in Holland when a bunch of KAPers tried to fly on some open parkland, and were
descended upon by two unsympathetic and officious park rangers, and not a single camera went into the air.
As I recall, the argument then was the "disturb the birds" argument, wasn't it, Peter?
(back)

Re: Kite flying rules?
From: Rob van Gils from The Netherlands
Date: 8/1/2002
Time: 3:08:47 PM
Remote Name: 212.83.68.244

Comments
After 1 hour walking on the "strabrechtse Heide" I was send away by a forrest-ranger from "Staads Bosbeheer"(national park foundation)racing to me in his
Jeep before me kite went up. "The birds stay on the grond thinkin its a falkon" is what he sad. and "Kiting is here forbidden".(stupid madeup rulles by the
racing ranger) Aerial photos are already made by airplain. and the want no photo's from me. then I realized I was on the propperty of "Staads Bosbeheer".
without any grompin I pact me stuff and walkt back to the parking. de day after I called "staads bosbeheer" to get a purmit. after 6 times I got the right person
ho is responsable for purmits. IT WAS THE RACING RANGER !!! so no purmit for me. RULLES....RULLES!! (and bad luck)
KEEP IT UP,
Rob van Gils
(back)

Re: Kite flying rules?
From: Peter Bults
Date: 7/11/2002
Time: 10:09:50 AM
Remote Name: 213.75.72.66

Comments
You're right Brooks. We do have here people that think they have something to say because they have a uniform on.
Peter
(back)

Re: Kite flying rules?
From: Christian Becot
Date: 7/10/2002
Time: 3:59:12 PM
Remote Name: 193.249.228.65

Comments
I really like these stories, It changes from technical discussion. Peter, I have some picture of two policemen here in France, last summer, who came and see me
flying, and they have been very enjoyable. Here, I have an area which is strictly forbidden to any airplanes, is secured with army radars specially assigned to, had
missiles for protection permanently ready to fire during last 9 months, and, do you know what? I enjoy to kite here, with the sky free of any airplane, kaped
several times in that area, furthermore, took pictures of the protected site, and have once been flying at 300m of the radars. But each time I kap private
properties, I always request permission, and have always been granted.
(back)
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Microcontroller for KAP
From: Manfred
Date: 7/9/2002
Time: 10:52:29 AM
Remote Name: 62.104.210.81

Comments
About my help circuit for camera triggering with Microcontroller, the Two Step Trigger TST01, I reported on 01-14-2001. Now I have written a new software for
the circuit with this you can determine the trigger moment more exactly.
The new software tst-03-c.asm for the old, unchanged hardware can be downloaded here.
Manfred KAPfs@freenet.de http://members.fortunecity.de/kapmfs/
(back)

Something stange and rather beautiful.
From: Simon Harbord
Date: 7/8/2002
Time: 1:51:54 PM
Remote Name: 195.92.194.13

Comments
Hi all I just had to share this with you:
I sometimes use the translate facility at Altavista:
http://world.altavista.com/sites/gben/pos/babelfish/trns
-to translate other KAPpers pages into English as my grasp of all languages except English and a smattering of French is limited.The translate facility usually
gives some interesting results, not perfect translation, but understandable to a degree.
I followed a link from Peter Bults' excellent www.kiteaerialphotography.net to Ulrich Monsees KAP forum in German. "Ah ha", I thought, "I can translate this".
Here is the pure poetry that Altavista provided me with.
-------------------------------- Hello everything together,
I make now simply times a beginning and are strained whether then somewhat more does here.
I am occupied now since somewhat more than one Year with KAPing and has now already the one or other aerial photo made.
Like in the run the time gives it turned out with this beautiful hobby some fundamental problems to solve are.
For example it would interest me like others Kaper, if they alone on the way are, to tidy Aerial photos come. If I fasten e.g. my kite to a soil anchor around the
camera system to install the wind must simply so constantly its that the kite Zicken does not make, is mostly not it however!!! Thus which do???
If I overcame this first problem and with that Remote control around the neck and the cord role in the hand the camera system in position to bring would like,
can I estimate very heavily the distance of the camera to the object. As one is to make a picture there on that drauf is which one to have wants???
I hope now times which I a few answers get and a beautiful forum develops here perhaps nevertheless. With Charles Benton functions nevertheless also and in
one German-language forum became or other one perhaps nevertheless somewhat more easily do!
to hopefully soon
Matthias
CAPE and Kiting ----------------Ah ! lovely!
Simon
(back)

Re: Something stange and rather beautiful.
From: Brooks
Date: 7/10/2002
Time: 4:01:35 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.165

Comments
Simon, how would you translate your subject into Deutsch? Can't find the first adjective anywhere! ;-)
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but I agree with your premise.
(back)

Re: Something stange and rather beautiful.
From: Simon
Date: 7/11/2002
Time: 4:54:51 AM
Remote Name: 194.247.83.241

Comments
Aaaaargh it took me a while to see what you meant. Yes very stange.
Altavista gave up on "stange" too
Etwas stange und ziemlich schÝnes.
(back)

Re: Something stange and rather beautiful.
From: Peter Bults
Date: 7/9/2002
Time: 1:05:35 PM
Remote Name: 213.75.72.13

Comments
Thanks Simon,
As a part-time professional translator I can assure you I'll never ever use the online translators. Just because of this result.
But it gives you an idea of how other languages are put together.
And it might give someone an idea to create a work of art, a masterpiece of the year 2002. Try to the translate Goethe from German to English or Shakespeare
into German using these translation-machines. Must be great fun!
Peter
(back)

Re: Something stange and rather beautiful.
From: Craig
Date: 7/9/2002
Time: 6:06:34 AM
Remote Name: 204.147.0.43

Comments
Yes, the poetry of KAP. _ its a beautiful thing any way you look at it. Just like our photos- they often make as much sense upside down.
(back)

Sony Viewfinder
From: Gilbert Dube - dube_gilbert@sympatico.ca
Date: 7/7/2002
Time: 9:13:16 PM
Remote Name: 65.92.210.194

Comments
Hi all, anybody has the wiring for the viewfinder of the Sony Camcorder (CCD-FX730V) there are 3 grey wire and 1 white. Any Help Appriciate. Gilbert
(back)

Re: Sony Viewfinder
From: Christian Becot
Date: 7/9/2002
Time: 2:40:32 PM
Remote Name: 193.249.229.66

Comments
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Yes, "normally" the wiring could be: white for + next grey is minus/ground next grey is video signal next grey is the LED
To be sure, if you have the camcorder, and if it gets the image in the viewfinder (this method applies to any camcorder): arrange to get wires outside with the
viewfinder, then remount all; light on; disconnect one wire, check the result; if viewer lights off, it is + or -; if image disappear , and viewer lights, it is video
signal; reconnect, and go on with next wire. To determine + and -, disconnect the viewer, put the camcorder on, and check polarity with electric controller on the
two wires you know should be + or - On Sony, voltage should be near 5V Sometimes, viewfinder don't light when there is no video signal, which make the above
determination uneffective! Try to follow the led and its polarity, led wire is +0.6V video something near 4V. Some diagrams on my web site.These pages still in
french, later in english. http://perso.wanadoo.fr/becot/ Feeding voltage for viewfinder should be accurate, +-0.1V or the image will not be clear. Enjoy it,
viewfinder are great for KAP, and you know what? They usually input either PAL or NTSC.
(back)

Re: Sony Viewfinder
From: Gilbert
Date: 7/9/2002
Time: 3:06:14 PM
Remote Name: 65.92.211.114

Comments
Merci Christian Je viens juste de m'acheter un kit RCA de 2.4Ghz je vais faire mes test cette semaine et te laisser savoir.
merci encore.
(back)

Re: Altimeter
From: Brooks
Date: 7/2/2002
Time: 3:11:38 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.25.45

Comments
Very interesting. Hadn't seen that before. Is that 312-line video picture that the chip outputs compatible with an NTSC monitor, which is (I believe) 512 lines?
(back)

Re: Altimeter
From: Olivier HUMEZ
Date: 7/6/2002
Time: 2:14:34 PM
Remote Name: 193.253.22.94

Comments
The altimeter video output is compatible with the PAL scanning standard used in Europe: 625 lines / 50Hz frame. Interlaced scanning is not used (the same frame
is send twice), that's why I wrote that the video output is 312 lines. NTSC scanning standard is 525 lines / 59.94 Hz frame. As the video signal in the video
altimeter is 100% software generated by the PIC16Fxx microcontroller, a quite simple modification of the code in the PIC should be sufficient to ensure NTSC
compatibility with the same electrical schematics.
Olivier HUMEZ http://www.kapelectronics.net
(back)

Re: Altimeter
From: Brooks kyteman@redshift.com
Date: 7/7/2002
Time: 8:36:32 AM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.164

Comments
Merci, Olivier -- but for a programming illiterate (with a Macintosh) such as myself, how can such a modification be accomplished?
(back)

Re: Altimeter
From: Christian Becot
Date: 7/9/2002
Time: 2:45:48 PM
Remote Name: 193.249.229.66
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Comments
Brooks, Hard for us.The only way I know is to go to the KAP week-end of the Cerf-Volant Club de France in october, and get a favor from Olivier!
(back)

Re: Altimeter
From: Peter Bults (kaplab.nl@wxs.nl)
Date: 7/11/2002
Time: 12:50:19 PM
Remote Name: 213.75.110.246

Comments
CÝst ou et quand?
Merci, Peter
(back)

Re: Altimeter
From: Olivier Humez
Date: 7/11/2002
Time: 2:37:41 PM
Remote Name: 193.249.126.80

Comments
Exact date for the meeting is not defined today as far as I know. Possible dates are 5-6, 12-13 or 19-20 october 2002. The place is Marigny-les-Usages, a little
village near ORLEANS (150 kilometers south of PARIS). I could make the modifications to the Altimeter software within a few hours, provided I can test it with
a NTSC monitor (very difficult to find in France). Someone with a good experience in the programmation of PIC microcontrollers could also do the job with some
instructions I could give to him.
Olivier
(back)

Re: Altimeter
From: Christian Becot
Date: 7/11/2002
Time: 3:11:12 PM
Remote Name: 80.9.119.125

Comments
Olivier, I have NTSC TV set and recorder! J'ai ce qu'il faut: poste TV et magnetoscope, le tout en NTSC For Marigny, I post a special article
(back)

Re: Altimeter
From: Brooks
Date: 7/10/2002
Time: 4:16:42 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.165

Comments
Ou, peut etre, Olivier viendra KAPiCA? Avec traduction par M. Becot? Bien sur, cela serait magnifique!
(back)

Re: Altimeter
From: Olivier Humez
Date: 7/12/2002
Time: 7:11:50 AM
Remote Name: 193.249.126.80

Comments
Is there some places still vacant for KAPiCA02?
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(back)

Re: Altimeter
From: Brooks
Date: 7/12/2002
Time: 8:36:04 AM
Remote Name: 216.228.25.62

Comments
Olivier, we have room for about 5 more -- but I need to confirm by 1 August, so if you want to come to KAPiCA, please let me know right away. I'll send you
more information via email.
It would be SPLENDID if you could come!
brooks
(back)

Altimeter
From: Tino Sheridan
Date: <�/b>7/2/2002
Time: 8:45:03 AM
Remote Name: 12.38.242.14

Comments
I am involved in the A&D phase of several condo projects along the coast of GA and FL. Marketing can be a challenge since the units do not actually exist yet.
Could a KAP rig be equipped with a wireless altimeter to give an accurate ÝMarsh view from third floor balconyÝ picture?
(back)

Re: Altimeter
From: Peter Bults (kaplab.nl@wxs.nl)
Date: 7/2/2002
Time: 10:38:59 AM
Remote Name: 213.75.110.245

Comments
Take a look at this page: http://www.dolphinazur.nl/cgi-bin/links/jump.cgi?ID=873. I think it will help.
Peter Bults http;//www.kiteaerialphotography.net
(back)

Re: Altimeter
From: theaviator@beeb.net
Date: 7/5/2002
Time: 1:51:44 AM
Remote Name: 194.217.194.139

Comments
Has anyone built one of these video altimers ? I would be interested in knowing the cost as it may be worth building a batch to keep the cost down.
Terry
(back)

Re: Altimeter
From: Cary
Date: 7/5/2002
Time: 8:59:25 AM
Remote Name: 64.222.209.84

Comments
Go to this page to see an altimeter in action:
http://perso.wanadoo.fr/kap-chagny/page36.html
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It's in French. For an English translation copy the web address and paste it into the proper blank at:
http://babelfish.altavista.com/
Don't forget to choose "french to english" from the dropdown list.
Cary
(back)

Re: Altimeter
From: Henry
Date: 7/2/2002
Time: 9:05:48 AM
Remote Name: 66.58.166.59

Comments
Since your hight above ground sounds fairly low, this could be a perfect job for PAP (Pole Aerial Photography) as Geach calls it. If the ground is fairly flat and
prepared enough that you can get a vehicle to the site, you could get views of all of the prospective units easily and know exactly what elevation the photos are
taken from.
I am in my early stages of PAP, but have been a KAPer for quite a while, Henry
(back)

Re: Altimeter
From: Craig WIlson
Date: 7/3/2002
Time: 6:50:52 AM
Remote Name: 204.147.0.245

Comments
I have been hired to give this type of view many times. One technique I have used is to attach a light line with small weight which hangs from the camera cradle.
The line is a pre- measured length at the height I need for the desired image. I take the camera up until the line and weight are indicating that I have reached the
desired height and then I mark my flying line. I bring the camera back down, remove the indicator line and go back up to my mark for the shots. I have used this
technique on more than one occasion and it works well. Recently I shot a job to show what the view from the 11th floor would look like of a proposed condo
project in downtown Madison. I shot from the roof of an existing 2 story building. I used this technique to show me when my camera was 3 stories above me,
multiplied by 3, (added 2 by taking into account I was at the second floor already) and ended up being able to see the flat roof of a 10 story building a block from
the site- perfect.
(back)

Re: Altimeter
From: David Hunt (kaper3@earthlink.net)
Date: 7/3/2002
Time: 7:53:23 AM
Remote Name: 63.173.123.180

Comments
You could also do this using trig. You will need to know the length of line between you and the camera and the angle to the camera. Sine of the angle times
distance to camera equals altitude. The bow in the line that is created by the line's wind resistance can be ignored for the altitudes involved in your project. They
would affect the altitude by less than one foot. You might also want to factor in the amount that your camera rig hangs below the line.
The problem you'll encounter with Craig's method and the trig method is the fact that your kite will not be able to hold your camera at a constant altitude (i.e.
angle). With the trig method you could work up a table that shows the length of line needed for a given angle, then tag your line with those distances. Fly the kite
with the longest length tied to a ground stake, then as the angle changes walk the line down to the length needed. If the angle changes again just walk the line to
the distance indicated on your chart.
Good Luck,
David Hunt
(back)

Re: Altimeter
From: Craig
Date: 7/3/2002
Time: 11:13:31 AM
Remote Name: 204.147.0.122

Comments
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David, you are absolutely right and I also use a trig table as a double check. A third idea that I have thought of but haven't tried yet is to purchase a rock
climbing watch with altimeter function. a few years ago REI had one that would store the highest point. You could run that up first to check the height OR
position it to be seen in your video feed.
(back)

Who is Big Fat Har?
From: Ga.
Date: 6/30/2002
Time: 11:02:59 AM
Remote Name: 208.247.239.135

Comments
Hi. I've been seeing Big Fat Har Rules written on currency and different walls (bathroom, colleges, graffitti,etc.) all over. Even a friend of mine in Portland has
seen it all over Oregon and Washington. I've heard some very odd stories about "Big Fat Har", so I'm just wondering if anyone has any other information. I
know this is a strange post, but it would really help if someone could clarify this at least a little better. Thanks! Great site!
(back)

Re: Who is Big Fat Har?
From: James
Date: 9/27/2002
Time: 1:07:52 PM
Remote Name: 208.247.239.103

Comments
Maybe this will help http://www.geocities.com/tomdickenharry
(back)

Re: Who is Big Fat Har?
From: J. Dander
Date: 7/2/2003
Time: 5:36:49 PM
Remote Name: 12.241.195.218

Comments
no, here is the answer: http://www.bigfatharrules.org
(back)

Re: Who is Big Fat Har?
From: Dallas, Tx.
Date: 8/28/2002
Time: 10:46:59 AM
Remote Name: 208.247.239.156

Comments
Hey. Maybe this will help: http://www.geocities.com/tomdickenharry
(back)

UK source for Lawmate 2.4ghz?
From: Richard Kempsey
Date: 6/29/2002
Time: 4:02:24 AM
Remote Name: 62.64.171.151

Comments
Having difficulty sourcing Lawmate 2.4ghz Tx/Rx in UK -have tried RS, Farnell & web - anybody any ideas?
(back)

Re: UK source for Lawmate 2.4ghz?
From: Simon Harbord
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Date: 6/30/2002
Time: 1:00:13 AM
Remote Name: 195.92.168.166

Comments
From what I've seen of their gear there is a selection of Tx/Rx available from Lawmate. Is there a specific model you are after? I've found Maplin pretty good for
2.4 GHz gear. They sell a 100mw Tx which looks identical to the Lawmate one along with a couple of different Rx's too. I use the Maplin "stealth" receiver
running off a small sealed lead acid battery. Its tunable to 4 ch and will take different antennas. They also do the micro colour camera/tx combination I described
on my website at the reduced price of Ý149.
Not sure who Lawmate retail through in UK.
don't know if that helps
Simon
(back)

Re: UK source for Lawmate 2.4ghz?
From: Phil Mitchell
Date: 3/26/2004
Time: 2:38:09 AM
Remote Name: 195.93.33.13

Comments
Ticknall Communications supply Lawmate equipment in the UK & Europe. www.ticknall.com E.mail: info@ticknall.com Phil
(back)

Re: UK source for Lawmate 2.4ghz?
From: Richard Kempsey
Date: 7/1/2002
Time: 12:47:37 AM
Remote Name: 62.64.218.27

Comments
Thanks for your assistance - unit i'm after is the Lawmate 2.4 ghz 100mw Tx Rx. As far as I can find out Maplin only now do the GigaAir 2020 2.4 ghz unit which
is too heavy & would take a lot of hacking. Looks as though i'll have to get a unit from www.blackwidow.com in the US.
Richard
(back)

Re: UK source for Lawmate 2.4ghz?
From: sales@marshall.co.za
Date: 9/8/2004
Time: 12:05:53 PM
Remote Name: 168.209.98.66

Comments
VT240100P-A 100 mW Video & Audio Transmitter with Plastic box 12v DC. 120 mA. 80x40x29mm US$104.00
VR24M-A 4 Channel Receiver 12v DC 350mA 116x61x21mm $81.00
(back)

Re: UK source for Lawmate 2.4ghz?
From: Bill Strong
Date: 7/29/2002
Time: 6:49:58 PM
Remote Name: 63.227.43.29

Comments
Hi Richard, Glad you were able to find my website. To clarify, the address is www.blackwidowav.com
Best Regards, Bill
(back)
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Re: UK source for Lawmate 2.4ghz?
From: Simon Harbord
Date: 7/1/2002
Time: 6:01:21 AM
Remote Name: 194.247.83.241

Comments
Drop me an e-mail (link on any page of my website) I might have what you're looking for at a good price.
Simon
(back)

Server vagaries continued
From: Cris Benton
Date: 6/28/2002
Time: 4:45:26 PM
Remote Name: 128.32.219.149

Comments
Our reconstruction of the WWW server is (I am told) largely complete and reestablishing the database links has retirned my ASP pages to life (e.g., WhatÝs
New). Why donÝt you celebrate by visiting the Voice of the Viewer page (http://arch.ced.berkeley.edu/kap/database/Favorites/Favorite_list_desc.asp) and
nominating a favorite image or two. The missing posts from the discussion page have gone missing again. I will repost them when time allows but in the meantime
it should be a stable environment for new posts.
Sorry about the hiccups. All for now.
(back)

A service for producing HUGE photographs
From: mark.liebman@pictopia.com
Date: 6/25/2002
Time: 6:23:38 PM
Remote Name: 209.11.144.14

Comments
Hi, I am a former USB student and have been an avid fan of Kite Aerial Photography since I saw the first pictures! And I've been a computer imaging developer
for about 27 yrs. I realized that a lot of readers of this discussion would appreciate knowing about the company I founded called Pictopia. We can take images on
film or CD or uploaded via the internet to make prints that are real, gorgeous, continuous tone photographs (no inkjet dots) on archival media. Please check out
my website or drop me an email if you have questions. Thanks!
(back)

Re: A service for producing HUGE photographs
From: mark.liebman@pictopia.com
Date: 6/25/2002
Time: 6:57:57 PM
Remote Name: 209.11.144.14

Comments
Um - sorry a couple of corrections. I meant I went to UC Berkeley (not usb - school of scanners and mice?) And, most importantly, the largest size of photograph
I can produce is 50" by 120". My company is making prints for the Chabot Science Center, the Calif Academy of Sciences, and the Oakland Museum. I think
when you see a print (come toour lobby in Emeryville nr. 7th/Ashby) you'll be very impressed. Thanks, Charles Benton for a wonderful web site! Please let me
know how we can help you on a project!
(back)

A Virus Among Us
From: David Hunt (kaper3@earthlink.net)
Date: 6/24/2002
Time: 9:04:30 AM
Remote Name: 63.173.123.180

Comments
There appears to be a virus infecting at least one if not more KAPers' computers. One of the names it is known by is klez. When it infects someone's computer it
begins sending email to people on in the address book. The variation of this virus that seems to be going around the KAP community also "spoofs" the "From"
portion of the email by inserting a random name from the infected computers address book in the "From:" portion of the email. For this reason it is impossible to
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know the source of the virus.
If you wish to read more about this virus here is an article from Wired News
http://securityresponse.symantec.com/avcenter/venc/data/w32.klez.gen@mm.html
If you receive an unsolicited email with an attachment that file ending with .vbs, .bat, .exe, .pif .scr -- Do Not Open the Attachment or you will become infected.
If you believe that you are infected you can download a tool that will remove the klez virus from your computer at the following address:
http://securityresponse.symantec.com/avcenter/venc/data/w32.klez.gen@mm.html
I have written this email as a plea to everyone in the KAP community to verify that they do not have this virus infecting their computer. If you do not have the
email addresses of any KAPers on you computer then you can probably ignore this post.
If you do not have an anti-virus program running on your computer, let me suggest that you download the free version of AVG by visiting their web site at
http://www.grisoft.com/
David Hunt
(back)

Re: A Virus Among Us
From: Cris Benton
Date: 6/24/2002
Time: 9:20:03 AM
Remote Name: 64.130.128.141

Comments
The Klez worm/virus has been a real pain. I am receiving 3 to 6 klez mails a day. My Norton antivirus seems to catch them. After a friend had their hard drive
scrambled by the virus I now scan each computer's entire file system daily. Sigh.
(back)

Re: A Virus Among Us
From: David Hunt (kaper3@earthlink.net)
Date: 6/24/2002
Time: 9:39:53 AM
Remote Name: 63.173.123.180

Comments
Luckily this virus will not cause any problems with the operation of your computer, it only sends random email out to names in your address book. But, as Cris
mentioned there are viruses that destroy files and could possibly render your computer inoperable. It is very risky to operate a computer without anti-virus
protection of some sort.
David Hunt
(back)

Re: A Virus Among Us
From: Tom Nied
Date: 6/24/2002
Time: 11:27:21 PM
Remote Name: 12.84.106.39

Comments
I feel (as my friend would say) like such a "Dork". I screwed up and opened a file thinking it was from someone I knew. It opened Klez and like Pandora's box, I
got stung. I apologize to anyone who might have been in my address book. My brother actually was able to identify what I had when an email was stopped by his
anti-virus program and he noticed my # and the worm name, Klez e. Thanks to Mr. Hunt, I have downloaded and run the removal tool and it reports as being
successful. I will also remove all KAP names in my address book. Geez I feel stupid. Tom
(back)

Re: A Virus Among Us
From: Brooks
Date: 6/27/2002
Time: 8:53:50 AM
Remote Name: 216.228.25.18

Comments
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I've received many suspicious messages of late, but the one that blew my mind was one from the daughter in Australia of a friend in Germany, with a cryptic
message about what appeared to be anti-virus tools (W32 Elkern or something like that).
Following up on it, I wrote to Leith who said her brother in England had reported that his client list had also received such a message from her. She, of course,
had nothing to do with it, and my name wasn't even in her address book.
Macintosh owners, so far, are lucky, because .exe files don't open, but I take no chances -- anything with a cryptic message or no message and an attachment with
extenders such as David lists goes straight into the trash.
(back)

Server vagaries
From: Cris Benton
Date: 6/23/2002
Time: 1:20:33 PM
Remote Name: 64.130.128.141

Comments
Last week my computer network guy finished rebuilding our WWW server. It seemed to have gone smoothly and after it finished I 'reposted' a couple of dozen
discussion messages that had been dropped by an earlier crash.
Looks like we still have a bit of tuning to do (e.g., What's New, discussion group. If you come across anything else please let me know.
Ne'ertheless, I think we are close to having the server run in a new, moer stable environment. I will check with the sever guy on Monday.
Cheers,
Cris
(back)

Discussion page
From: Tom.Nied
Date: 6/23/2002
Time: 8:58:24 AM
Remote Name: 12.84.108.216

Comments
Is it me, or is everyone not getting any postings to the Discussion page anything after 6/13/02?
(back)

Re: Discussion page
From: David Hunt (kaper3@earthlink.net)
Date: 6/23/2002
Time: 12:43:15 PM
Remote Name: 63.173.122.75

Comments
For a couple of days Cris had reposted some discussion threads that had disappeared from the page. Those "reposted" items have not appeared for the last 3-4
days and yours is the most recent item to appear since then. I've also noticed that the "What's New" page is not able to display and gives an error screen.
I figure that the inactivity on the discussion page is KAPer related and not computer related.
David Hunt
(back)

Re: Discussion page
From: Christian Becot
Date: 6/23/2002
Time: 1:13:17 PM
Remote Name: 193.249.228.54

Comments
Yes, same for my concern.
(back)

UK Aerial photography
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From: Simon Harbord
Date: 6/13/02
Time: 12:47:37 PM
Remote Name: 195.92.194.17

Comments
Just to give a break from the discussions on the "right" types of kites, picavets etc, I thought I'd provide aerial photographers around the world with a weblink to
get your chins dropping onto the floor with a collective clang!
Here's a website I've spent a long time at...
http://www2.getmapping.com/index.asp
You should enter as a home user, go to the map page and download the plugin, (it is worth it and doesn't take long) you will then get an interactive zoomable
composite aerial photo of the whole of England, (Scotland too soon).By juggling between the little map window and the photo window it is very intuitive to use
after a couple of minutes, and starts to become compulsive. Truly an example of something the internet can bring to all.
Of course the resolution in the window is nothing compared with the full data (check map of the week) but it is still mindblowing.
Hope you enjoy it, please comment back. I'm seriously getting into it for scouting locations!!!
Simon
(back)

UK Aerial photography
From: Simon Harbord
Date: 6/13/02
Time: 12:47:28 PM
Remote Name: 195.92.194.17

Comments
Just to give a break from the discussions on the "right" types of kites, picavets etc, I thought I'd provide aerial photographers around the world with a weblink to
get your chins dropping onto the floor with a collective clang!
Here's a website I've spent a long time at...
http://www2.getmapping.com/index.asp
You should enter as a home user, go to the map page and download the plugin, (it is worth it and doesn't take long) you will then get an interactive zoomable
composite aerial photo of the whole of England, (Scotland too soon).By juggling between the little map window and the photo window it is very intuitive to use
after a couple of minutes, and starts to become compulsive. Truly an example of something the internet can bring to all.
Of course the resolution in the window is nothing compared with the full data (check map of the week) but it is still mindblowing.
Hope you enjoy it, please comment back. I'm seriously getting intro it for scouting locations!!!
Simon
(back)

UK Aerial photography -Postscript
From: Simon
Date: 6/13/02
Time: 12:58:24 PM
Remote Name: 195.92.194.17

Comments
PS a fast web connection helps.....It can be a bit slow on the average 56k connection. If you have broadband it updates almost in realtime as you zoom in.
Sorry about the double post delete one if you wish Cris!
(back)

Re: UK Aerial photography -Postscript
From: Brooks
Date: 6/14/02
Time: 6:37:14 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.85

Comments
Haven't checked yours yet, Simon, but a fellow KAPer pointed out that Mapquest (USA) gives you the option of a zoomable aerial photo of the selected map area.
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No downloads necessary.
I forget who told me -- call it a senior moment -- but he had found Pacific Grove's pink floral ground cover in order to see where I might have taken the aerials
from on my website! I checked my daughter's house in Baltimore, and found out she wasn't home -- no car in the driveway. Astounding!
(back)

Good light wind kite
From: chad@chadphillips.org
Date: 6/12/02
Time: 4:37:16 PM
Remote Name: 24.123.99.142

Comments
Hi,
I have a flowform 16. It flies great, but tends to need a decent wind to lift my rig. I am guessing my rig weighs about 2lbs. I want to get a kite for under $100 that
might work in lower winds than the flowform 16. Any suggestions? Here are a couple of kites I have in mind: Double Delta-Conyne 11' Delta Extreme 12' 11-ft.
Grand Delta 9 1/2-ft. Seminole DC
I have a 88" DC and I like it alot, so I am leaning towards the 11' Double DC. Any advice? Am I wanting too much out of a $100 kite?
thanks chad
(back)

Re: Good light wind kite
From: Cary Clements
Date: 6/17/02
Time: 5:58:27 PM
Remote Name: 64.222.211.212

Comments
My first KAP kite was a Flowform 16.I had the same problem with it not being able to lift a 2lb. rig on certain days. The kite would go up and the rig would stay
about 5 feet off the ground. I spent many frustrating hours trying to fly with too small of a kite.
When the wind is right though, the Flowform 16 performs like a champ. My first attempt to use a larger kite was with a 12 foot Delta. It would not lift my rig any
better than the FF16. I did have a great time flying the Delta before I returned it to the kite store. This thing flew directly overhead--I laid on my back on the
grass and stared at it for an hour. But it was not the KAP kite I was looking for. Besides, it had all these sticks you had to shove in it to make it work.
My solution for low wind days: The Flowform 30 with 250 lb. line. Since owning this kite I've had very few days when I couldn't get the rig in the air. FF30's cost
about $165 when you use your AKA 10 percent discount so it's a bit more than $100. And when you're done flying you roll it up and stuff it in it's bag. No poles to
lose or break.
If you're used to the FF16 learning to fly the FF30 is easy. But you need to respect this kite. It pulls a lot harder than a 16. There's nothing more that I hate than
putting a kite in the air and having it almost pull your arm off. I'm still learning how to judge when to use the 16 and when to use the 30.
(back)

Re: Good light wind kite
From: John Mayes
Date: 8/13/2002
Time: 7:39:44 PM
Remote Name: 66.138.229.29

Comments
was that what kite you used in your photos of the "amazing corn Maze?"
seriously e-mail me! John@mayesguitars.com
(back)

Re: Good light wind kite
From: Doug Kinney
Date: 6/12/02
Time: 5:20:32 PM
Remote Name: 66.168.130.171

Comments
I've got an 11' double DC. I don't like it at all. Its not stable enough to trust. I've tried adjusting the bridle and changed out the spars, but nothing seems to work.
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Maybe go with a Dopero. I've never flown one, but i've heard good things about them. Or maybe a giant Rokk. Thats just my opinion.
(back)

Re: Good light wind kite
From: Han Jonkers
Date: 8/9/2002
Time: 12:53:24 PM
Remote Name: 213.84.95.104

Comments
I use a Sode Dako or Kimono kite for the light wind conditions. See for details www.xs4all.nl/~hanjonk
(back)

Re: Good light wind kite
From: Tom.Nied@worldnet.att.net
Date: 6/12/02
Time: 10:53:24 PM
Remote Name: 12.84.109.177

Comments
Chad,
You are going to get as many answers as there are people who are interested in this subject. I've heard about the Roks,Doperos, Delta Coynes and the Deltas.
From my understanding of how the Flowform or any of the "Parafoil" type kites fly, they tend to fly out rather than up. My experience with Deltas is that they fly
at a much steeper angle. Each one has merit. When it comes to light wind flying or even high wind flying, the skill of kiting really comes into play. First thing I
would suggest is to lighten your rig. Seriously. Look at every piece that makes up your rig and ask yourself if there is anyway you could come with a lighter
solution. I did this with my first rig and found myself cutting every screw to its minimum length. Sometimes even replacing with nylon. Get a good scale so you
can check yourself. My rig is only strong enough to endure moderate mishandling.
I like the Deltas. Nothing mystical about them, they are quite predictable and stable. I have experienced the odd characteristic of the occasional flying over the
zenith, but that could have been due to extremely light winds and thermal activity. I have the 11-ft Optic Grand Delta from Into the Wind.
http://www.intothewind.com/cgi-bin/detail.cgi?itemnum=3697&sql=delt and have no trouble lifting my 5.1 ounce rig. Not much help am I? I would suggest that
you consider building the kite yourself, if you wanted to save money. Lots of plans out there. Also, look into the possibility of flying two kites in a train, I'm sure
you could get extra lifting capability. Just don't forget to use adequate line and connectors.
Good luck, I'm interested in what some of my buddies are going to post.
Tom
(back)

Re: Good light wind kite
From: Craig Wilson
Date: 6/13/02
Time: 6:51:17 AM
Remote Name: 204.147.0.79

Comments
Tom has some very excellent suggestions in his post about kites and rig weights. I have 2 comments. 1. About nylon fasteners to save weight on the rig. Be very
careful not to over tighten them. It is very easy to want to turn the nylon nut another half turn and then when your rig is up in the air in the hot sun and the
aluminum expands the bolt head snaps off and something is no longer connected. I only use nylon fasteners to connect parts that are not critical to the integrity of
the rig, or have redundant connections such as glue. the weight saved is not worth risking catastrophic failure. That small ammount of weight lost by using an
aluminum or steal fastener rather than nylon can be recovered by (point #2) building your own kite and making it just a tad larger. Build a 13 foot delta instead
of a 12 or a 7 foot Rok instead of a 6. It is a great idea to try to reduce your rig weight as much as as you can. But you can spend a lot more than $100 buying
miniature servos etc. That same $100 might buy enough materials for you to construct several kites, allowing you to lift the rig you have in an even wider wind
range. IMHO a 2# rig is not excessivly heavy and in fact can be more stable than a light one. Good luck
(back)

Re: Good light wind kite
From: Christian Becot
Date: 6/13/02
Time: 3:16:37 PM
Remote Name: 193.248.255.30

Comments
All these advices are so true! Would you like to built a performing kite for light winds, have a look to my site and the "crico 36" kite.
http://perso.wanadoo.fr/becot/ I always recommend to have an anti-thermal wind briddle when flying and kaping in light winds.
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(back)

marconi mark 2
From: ed
Date: 6/12/02
Time: 2:57:09 PM
Remote Name: 195.85.130.112

Comments
Hi there, i just just started kap and using a mark 2 kite, but sometimes the kite surprises me with diving mainly to the left??.mij set weights 1.2 kilos and works
verry well but i need a better and sabel kite. I wont a kite that,s easy to cary and without stocks. How many sq meter do i need to pull 1.2 kilo under beaufort 2/6.
Sorry for so many questions but i have a lott !. Last one... how high can i flight a kite, and off corse also pictures ?. Thanks a lott Ed /Netherlands
(back)

Advice needed from kite experts
From: Yvan
Date: 6/11/02
Time: 10:15:08 AM
Remote Name: 80.200.73.74

Comments
I saw a kite on this link http://www.didak.com/1_pro.htm This is one of the only kite manufactores in Belgium that sells kites over 3 mtr. I putted my mind on the
"Ostend bird" of 4 mtrs. I know it's a complete unkown kite, but can somebody see on the picture if this kite will be a good one or just a big toy?
My cam rig is very light (app. 10 oz) So a kite of 4 mtrs wide...what could be the maximum wind speed to use it?
Thanks for any advise and sorry for my bad english.
Regards, Yvan.
(back)

Re: Advice needed from kite experts
From: David Hunt (kaper3@earthlink.net)
Date: 6/11/02
Time: 4:10:53 PM
Remote Name: 63.173.122.74

Comments
The Ostend Bird is basically a delta. I have flown a 5 oz rig in 2 Bft. winds with a 46" span delta (1.2m). My guess is that a 2m Ostend Bird would be able to lift
your 10 oz rig in 2 Bft. winds. If you buy the larger 4m Ostend Bird you would have a kite that would should lift up to a 2# rig (1kg) in 2 Bft. winds.
A 4 square meter Flow Form is equivalent to 43 sq. ft. which makes it about a third larger than the Flow Form 30 that is frequently used by KAPers. A FF30 can
easily lift 1kg in a 2 Bft. wind.
The primary deciding factor when choosing a kite should be the lightest winds that the kite will lift the amount of weight in question. When kites get to the size of
a 4m Ostend Bird or 4 square meter Flow Form they begin to be uncomfortable to fly when the winds are above 3 Bft. because of the amount of pull they
generate.
If you are not familiar with the Beaufort wind scale (Bft.) then you may wish to see this page:
http://www.fortunecity.com/marina/nelson/479/basic_windspeed.html
The following page might be of help also:
http://www.fortunecity.com/marina/nelson/479/lifting_R.html
David Hunt
(back)

Re: Advice needed from kite experts
From: Brooks kyteman@redshift.com
Date: 6/11/02
Time: 10:38:26 AM
Remote Name: 216.228.25.72

Comments
The Bird could be a good kite if it does what they say it does. But why do you need such a huge kite for such a light rig?
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For KAP, I think you'd be better off with their FlowForm 4, unless you need a kite mostly for light wind.
(back)

Re: Advice needed from kite experts
From: Peter Bults (kaplab.nl@wxs.nl)
Date: 6/11/02
Time: 2:14:04 PM
Remote Name: 213.75.72.112

Comments
Watch out! Their FF4 is 4 sq.metres, that is what the webpage says, and not 4 sq.feet. I think a 4 sq.feet will lift a light rig, a 4 sq.metre FF will lift a light rino.
Peter
(back)

Re: Advice needed from kite experts
From: Brooks
Date: 6/12/02
Time: 11:32:48 AM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.222

Comments
Peter, you're right. Dumb suggestion on my part. Erase that, and buy the delta.
But I think 2m is too small, and 4m probably more than you need.
(back)

Re: Advice needed from kite experts
From: Yvan
Date: 6/11/02
Time: 10:46:20 AM
Remote Name: 80.200.73.74

Comments
Well...that's what the shopkeeper said...I wanted the 2 mtr model...but he replied that that one couldn't pull the rig...therefore I asked the question on this forum.
Y.
(back)

Re: Advice needed from kite experts
From: Christian Becot
Date: 6/11/02
Time: 3:43:14 PM
Remote Name: 80.9.117.144

Comments
Didak kites are usually good affordable kites. The Ostend bird is a nice variation of delta kite. I'm not the best expert for the delta kites, nevertheless: 4m base
x2.8m length is roughly a 5mÝ kite. Being only 580g weight, it is a very light kite, probably made of light 32g ripstop sail, and Ý6mm carbon tube spars. 200g for
sil, 300g for spars, and 80g for reinforcments just fit the given 580g weight. Wind range is obviously exaggerated and wrong as for many makers. 1 Bft ranges
from 0.3 to 1.5 m/s and 2 Bft ranges from 1.6 to 3.3 m/s wind speeds. Very few single line kites of this kind will fly at 3 m/s, and no one under 2.5 m/s as far as I
know. Because of its size and its frame, I would say it is flying from 3 to 10 m/s winds, which is 3 and 4 Bf, and it will pull between 1 to 6 kg. The given traction,
90kg, is the line strength. Hopefully, it can't pull so much! For higher winds, choose a smaller one, no more than 3 mÝ. The 200 model should be fine, set the cross
spar and the spine with increased diameter tubes, and it should fly 5 Bft winds. Or choose another kind of kite.
(back)

SPAM
From:
Date: 6/11/02
Time: 5:01:19 AM
Remote Name: 139.134.57.153

Comments
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Can we prevent this ?
(back)

Re: S P A M
From: Tom Bennett
Date: 6/11/02
Time: 12:07:57 PM
Remote Name: 12.231.0.29

Comments
The only way I would know would be to use a mailing list where you could read the messages posted but would have to subscribe to post your own messages.
They can be arranged so that the moderator can approve someone before letting them subscribe. If someone posts unwanted messages, the moderator can
unsubscribe them.
Tom
(back)

Size of Picavet cross - scientificly?
From: jens.larsen@bigfoot.com
Date: 6/10/02
Time: 7:57:19 AM
Remote Name: 195.163.81.118

Comments
Hi, I have just completed my first Picavet suspension. The dimensions are taken from pictures found in The Aerial Eye. However, I would like to narrow it
sideways, it performs really bad in that direction. Experiments indoor suggests a long beam in the line-direction and a rather short the other way. Computer
simulations in Matlab supports this idea. <p> Is there any mechanical analysis (static and/or dynamical) done? Anyone who likes to share some equations?
<p> // Jens Larsen, Sweden
(back)

Re: Size of Picavet cross - scientificly?
From: Peter Bults (kaplab.nl@wxs.nl)
Date: 6/10/02
Time: 3:26:04 PM
Remote Name: 213.75.72.120

Comments
I've exprimented with unequal length of the arms, with one in line with kiteline, as I had the same idea to slow down the sideway movement. Result: it did NOT
work.
As the shopkeeper of The www.kiteaerialphotography.net Bookshop ( http://bookshop.kiteaerialphotography.net ) I went throught the avialable information once
again. Results:
From "Aerial Photographs Taken From A Kite": Picavet used an X of 50 x 50 cm (total arm length 71 cm). Picavet used 18 metres of line. From this translated
reprint it is not clear whether Picavet is using a X or a + (one arm perpendicullar to the kiteline), although it looks like the X-variant. Picavet used a cradle that
weighed only 400gr (less than 1 lbs.) including camera and suspension (in 1912!). Picavet said the advantage was its extreme lightness and the dampning of
longitudinal movements. Picavent didn't use blocks or rings at the points where the system was attached to the kiteline.
From AE 1.4 (the Beutnagel, Bieck, BÝhnke-story) we can see something that is missing in the "original" article: the ring(s). The +-layout uses one ring in the
middle, both the X and the H (Rendsburg) use two rings to keep the lines together. This is what makes the Beutnagel-article so important. Without the ring(s) the
whole system is less effective (my conclusion of experiments).
Peter Bults
(back)

Re: Size of Picavet cross - scientificly?
From: jens.larsen@bigfoot.com
Date: 6/11/02
Time: 7:26:23 AM
Remote Name: 195.163.81.118

Comments
Peter,
Thank you for the investigation. I like the terminology +, X and H and hope you hereby have set the standard and reduced confusion. Correct me if I am wrong,
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but the only difference between X and H is the layout of the structure. The H can be made with unequal length, longitudinal versus cross, thereby making it a
more general layout than the X. I'd like to add to the new standard of terminology with the T for triangular design.
I agree that the rings do make a great difference and that Beutnagel, Bieck and BÝhnke should have credit for that.
// Jens Larsen
(back)

Re: Size of Picavet cross - scientificly?
From: Peter Bults
Date: 6/11/02
Time: 2:00:10 PM
Remote Name: 213.75.72.112

Comments
Yes the X and H are basicly the same. The X can be lighter in weight, the H might be more flexible for experiments.
Peter
(back)

Re: Size of Picavet cross - scientificly?
From: David Hunt
Date: 6/10/02
Time: 1:50:42 PM
Remote Name: 63.173.122.74

Comments
You make the comment that the picavet performs poorly in the cross-beam direction. If you are referring to a side-to-side swinging motion of the picavet cross,
the picavet does not correct for this type of motion (neither does the pendulum).
Currently the best way to lessen side-to-side swinging of the picavet is to use a steady flying kite in the least turbulent air possible.
David Hunt
(back)

Re: Size of Picavet cross - scientificly?
From: jens.larsen@bigfoot.com
Date: 6/11/02
Time: 7:40:27 AM
Remote Name: 195.163.81.118

Comments
You are right and the pendulum motion can not be damped using only two hang-up points.
The stability I was thinking about was the self-levelling of the cross-beam (+ configuration). When the beam tilts the camera-rig creates a momentum on the
beam, but in the same time the beams center lowers. This holds the centre of mass at a fairly constant distance from the line-anchor point.
A setup (cross-beam #1.4 AE) of 4 units line, 0.6 beam width and 0.1 units from beam to centre of mass, keeps the centre of mass at a -constant distance- from the
line-anchor point. This way there is no energy gain for the system to level.
While trying other configurations I found out that the distance varies very little due to the lowering of the beam when tilted. A pendulum is the other extreme
with a beam width of zero, thereby having lousy dynamic characteristics. I believe there is a perfect system to be found in between and that the friction in the
pulleys can effectively dampen the oscillation to provide a static self-levelling beam.
But, as for the whole system to be swinging only a third point will help, vanes acting as such.
// Jens Larsen
(back)

Re: Size of Picavet cross - scientificly?
From: David Hunt (kaper3@earthlink.net)
Date: 6/11/02
Time: 10:58:27 AM
Remote Name: 63.173.122.74

Comments
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The easiest way to keep the "cross-beam" of an + picavet level is to prevent the the picavet line from moving through the hardware that you use at the two kiteline attachment points. The picavet line needs freedom of movement to provide the initial manual leveling when the picavet is first attached to the kite line, but
not once the cross is level. As I mentioned in a post yesterday, pulleys at the attachment points are not necessary because once you have manually leveled the cross
before sending camera aloft, the picavet line does not move through the kite-line attachment point pulleys (nor do you want it to move). By using something like a
cord lock as Brooks suggests in AE 4:1 you would lock in the levelness of the "cross-beam" and still have leveling when the kite angle changes.
This should work with the X and H variations also.
David Hunt
(back)

Re: Size of Picavet cross - scientificly?
From: Brooks
Date: 6/10/02
Time: 6:26:43 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.144

Comments
I have had some success dampening the sideways motion with a vane or a pair of vanes attached to the +.
(back)

Re: Size of Picavet cross - scientificly?
From: David Hunt
Date: 6/10/02
Time: 10:27:21 AM
Remote Name: 63.173.122.74

Comments
I have been performing some physical experimentation with the picavet and will post the results on the KAPER site sometime in the near future.
Here are a couple of observations that might help.
1. Once the picavet is attached to the kite line and the cross has been leveled, the picavet line does not move through the pulleys used at the two kite-line
attachment points. This means that using pulleys at the 2 kite-line attachment points is unnecessary. As a matter of fact once the cross has been leveled, using a
cord lock as Brooks Leffler suggests in vol. 4:1 of the Aerial Eye could prevent the cross from "unleveling" during a violent move of the kite.
2. The length of the cross arms seems to effect how quickly the picavet can respond to changes in kite-line angle. The arms of the cross that line up with the kiteline are the only ones that effect this. The natural tendency of a weight hanging on a sagging line is for the weight to move to a position on the line where angles to
the 2 suspension points are equal. When you move the pulleys or eye bolts of your picavet cross away from the center of the cross you create opposing forces at
each end of the cross that are trying to move that end toward the center (remember this is for the arms of the cross that line up with the kite-line.). The greater
the distance between these two opposing ends, the greater these opposing forces will be, and the greater the force needed to initiate the motion that levels the
picavet cross. A heavier rig will level faster than a lighter rig when both are suspended from the same size picavet cross. As a rule lighter rigs should have smaller
crosses.
Intuitively I would think that the arms of the picavet cross that are perpendicular to the kite-line would not effect the leveling response time of the total system,
because weight is suspended at its natural point no matter how long the arms are..
David Hunt
(back)

Re: Size of Picavet cross - scientificly?
From: Richard Amirault
Date: 6/10/02
Time: 9:50:20 AM
Remote Name: 207.172.11.233

Comments
I'm sure others will have more knowledge than I (since I use a pendulum, not a picavet) but I thought there was *no* "beam in the line direction"
I thought the picavet would be like the capitol letter "X" with the kite line going straight up and down (bisecting the X right at the mid point)
If you are making it with one axis parallel to the kite line, and the other a 90 degrees to it ... maybe that's why you are having a problem with "side to side"???? I
can't even visualze how that would work.
Richard in Boston, MA, USA
(back)

Re: Size of Picavet cross - scientificly?
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From: Brooks kyteman@redshift.com
Date: 6/10/02
Time: 11:33:48 AM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.208

Comments
What we now think of as the "classic" Picavet has the bars of the X aligned with the flying line. This layout has been widely disseminated among contemporary
KAPers through Bieck & Beutnagel's comprehensive review of the Picavet published in AE 1.4 and elsewhere.
Nobody has ever discussed this, but in truth, M. Picavet's drawing reprinted in KAPWA NEWS long ago showed the lines as Richard describes it, with the flying
line bisecting the X vertically.
In the AE article, Ralf Beutnagel shows his so-called Rendsburg variation, which while the frame is in the shape of an H, the effect is to place the lines as Picavet
did. And as it happens, most of Ralf's rigs use this array, while the rest of us are using what he erroneously called the "classic".
The nice thing is, all three versions work!
(back)

Re: Size of Picavet cross - scientificly?
From: Tom.Nied@worldnet.att.net
Date: 6/11/02
Time: 9:26:06 AM
Remote Name: 12.84.112.199

Comments
Fascinating discussion gentlemen. I keep learning important material here. As Brooks suggested earlier to me, I intend to shorten the arms on my Picavet cross.
With the "ultralight" rig I fly, seems that is the way to go. I would like to make ultra light pulley blocks for my next rig, but that doesn't seem as important as
using enough line for the Picavet suspension in the first place. Right now I'm just using the eyes cut from chrome safety pins. Seems to slide ok, especially if I prelube the line with baby powder. To you gentleman who use the pulley blocks on the cross, do you think there is a significant advantage using the pulley blocks?
Thanks. Tom
(back)

Re: Size of Picavet cross - scientificly?
From: Brooks
Date: 6/11/02
Time: 10:08:18 AM
Remote Name: 216.228.25.72

Comments
Picavet himself didn't use them, but there is more friction (ergo more dampening of fore & aft movement) as well as less self-leveling.
I prefer PeKaBe sailboat blocks, as do all who have tried them. But the rig must be well-balanced -- friction won't save you.
(back)

Re: Size of Picavet cross - scientificly?
From: Peter Bults
Date: 6/11/02
Time: 1:56:34 PM
Remote Name: 213.75.72.112

Comments
I agree. And the PeKaBe blocks are really good (the best). They withstand (salt)water, sand, dust ... and keep on working for years and years. They are not cheap
but see it as a lifetime investment.
(back)

Re: air compressor
From: Richard Amirault
Date: 6/7/02
Time: 2:59:46 PM
Remote Name: 216.164.247.206

Comments
Would you please not post these messages here.
(back)
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Lightweight camera/transmitter
From: NK Guy (tela@tela.bc.ca)
Date: 6/4/02
Time: 5:23:27 PM
Remote Name: 66.183.138.202

Comments
Has anyone mentioned this product yet?
http://www.plantraco.com/product_ptv16.html
They sell a lot of fun toys on this site!
(back)

Lightweight camera/transmitter
From: NK Guy (tela@tela.bc.ca)
Date: 6/4/02
Time: 5:23:04 PM
Remote Name: 66.183.138.202

Comments
(back)

Movies from above
From: firemans@gmx.de
Date: 6/3/02
Time: 9:06:05 AM
Remote Name: 62.104.216.74

Comments
Hi there, I always read rigs with video aiming and i wondered if anybody took some movies and converted it to avi or mpg. Is there any homepage with a
download? Does anybody use his notebook for video downlink with maybe a usb-grabber. Has anyone some experience? Keep up, SÝren.
(back)

The dearly departed KAP rig #3, R.I.P.
From: Doug Kinney
Date: 6/2/02
Time: 8:29:00 PM
Remote Name: 66.168.131.197

Comments
Today I had my first and only crash ever with my new RC rig. Unfortunately it was enough to total out the rig. Luckily all the important(expensive) stuff,
camera, servo's, etc. survived. As I replay the dreaded scene in my head, I keep wondering what I could have done to save my rig from exploding all over the
ground. Simply enough the wind died for a split second followed by a huge gust causing my flow form to turn upside and head into the ground. My rig was a
basswood/aluminium hybrid. I think what saved the equipment was that the basswood broke in 3 different spots, absorbing the impact. If I had made it out of all
aluminium I believe the camera would have been the one thing absorbing all of the impact. Another thing I am definately doing on my next rig is adding legs to
the bottom. I Think this would have helped and probably would have saved it if it had something else to hit the ground first. I know everybody here has had their
fair share of crashes. Just thought I would share these ideas.
(back)

Re: The dearly departed KAP rig #3, R.I.P.
From: Rick I.
Date: 6/22/2002
Time: 5:19:44 AM
Remote Name: 66.66.74.214

Comments
>Simply enough the wind died for a split second >followed by a huge gust causing my flow form to >turn upside and head into the ground
Sorry to hear about your crash. My flowform would sometimes turn upsidedown and drill into the ground in heavy wind as well. Using a drogue tail has
completely cured this problem.
-Rick
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(back)

Website Help Needed
From: Brooks Leffler kyteman@redshift.com
Date: 6/2/02
Time: 6:11:13 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.244

Comments
Following on Neil Guy's comment below, I would ask a favor of the Discussion Page Regulars, especially those with Windows machines.
Please visit my new website at http://homepage.mac.com/kyteman/Menu2.html and try to download any of the pdf files on the download page, and let me know at
the address above the following:
1. which file you downloaded
2. whether you are able to read it on your computer
3. what kind of computer you have.
You'll need Acrobat Reader, available free from http://www.adobe.com/ to read the pdf file, but no user should be without Reader anyway, so you may end up
being better off for having tried!
Many thanks in advance brooks
(back)

Re: Website Help Needed
From: Christian Becot
Date: 6/3/02
Time: 1:51:45 PM
Remote Name: 193.250.37.105

Comments
As far as i know, the only way to make direct download, is to have a file which is not readable by any soft on your computer. Such files are usually zip files. User
will have to unzip. On my site page http://perso.wanadoo.fr/becot/tako/anglais/e&tako.htm I explained how users can easily save pdf files (which ko are about the
same as zip files)
(back)

Re: Website Help Needed
From: Peter Bults
Date: 6/2/02
Time: 10:54:48 PM
Remote Name: 213.75.111.12

Comments
Yes to all of your questions on my Windows 98 with Acrobat Reader, Explorer 5 and Netscape 4.7 (I like these older versions for testing)
Peter http://www.kiteaerialphotography.net
(back)

Re: Website Help Needed
From: Brooks
Date: 6/4/02
Time: 11:06:17 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.98

Comments
Thanks to all those who sent me email about this. Apparently the problem isn't, and I'm not going to worry further about it.
chin UP brooks
(back)

Re: Website Help Needed
From: Richard Amirault
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Date: 6/5/02
Time: 10:10:08 AM
Remote Name: 207.172.11.233

Comments
A few comments on your download page...
"Click on a folder name to open it and view its contents."
This does not work (IE 5.5) You cannot click on the folder name, nor anything else to preview the file. In addition, there is no indication of what each file contains
except for it's name. They are not big files, but there should be at least one sentnce description of the file to avoid folks downloading a file they have no interest in
viewing.
"Download" does not (what I consider) download the file ... it "opens" the file (what I would consider the "preview" would have been) To actually download it
(save it on my computer) I have to right click on the link and choose "Save Target As..."
But thanks for making these files available. Keep up the good work.
Richard in Boston, MA, USA
(back)

Re: Website Help Needed
From: Brooks
Date: 6/5/02
Time: 1:06:12 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.198

Comments
Thanks, Richard, for your comments.
I am working with a public folder matrix that I can't change. There's no provision for a description, which is why I have an INTRO AND NOTES page
containing a one-liner about each file, but I guess people either don't or won't read it.
I'm glad to hear that the download button gives you a preview unless you right-click it, but those of us with one-button mice just get the download.
Anyway, thanks all. My main concern was that the files were readable AFTER downloading, and I see that they are for nearly everybody.
(back)

Electronic control of digital camera
From: chad@chadphillips.org
Date: 5/31/02
Time: 2:35:53 PM
Remote Name: 208.35.133.180

Comments
I use a Kodak DC3400 camera for my KAP. I was able to do away with the manual trigger and trigger the camera electronically. I put up a web page at
http://camcontroller.sourceforge.net/ . The design should work for the Kodak DC240, DC280 and DC5000.
It uses a Basic Stamp II to control the camera. My rig is not radio controlled (the camera shoots and pans on a timer), it wouldn't be hard to interface the Basic
Stamp to a regular RC reciever.
(back)

Maxim DC Converter on my new website
From: Brooks Leffler kyteman@redshift.com
Date: 5/31/02
Time: 12:43:35 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.43

Comments
Yesterday I decided to take advantage of the idiot-simple software Apple has provided for the creation of a basic website. So now, in less than one day, I have one!
http://homepage.mac.com/kyteman/Menu2.html
There's a small gallery of (mostly) digipix, but the main reason I set it up was to make available an Acrobat page I created this week which contains a how-to
diagram for a Maxim-based 4.8-to-12 DC Voltage Converter. There are no step-by-step instructions, but if you buy the parts recommended and install them
according to the diagram, you'll be able to power your vid downlink with your receiver battery.
Please send feedback and questions to my redshift address.
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Chin UP!
(back)

Re: Maxim DC Converter on my new website
From: NK Guy (tela@tela.bc.ca)
Date: 6/2/02
Time: 1:12:22 AM
Remote Name: 66.183.138.202

Comments
Looks great! Hope it has lots of hits - er... actually maybe not, as Apple have been enforcing bandwidth restrictions.
One suggestion, maybe - instead of binhexing the PDF files perhaps just put them up as binary files. Since not all Windows users know what program to use to
decode a binhex file. This doesn't affect Mac users like me, but for some reason there are plenty of Windows and UNIX users out there. :)
(back)

Re: Maxim DC Converter on my new website
From: Brooks
Date: 6/2/02
Time: 8:25:29 AM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.76

Comments
thank, Neil. Almost 100 so far. I'll retrace my steps and see where I binhexed when I shoulda binned. didn't realize I was doing that.
(back)

Which kite for going very high
From: Yvan.
Date: 5/30/02
Time: 4:46:36 AM
Remote Name: 194.78.200.167

Comments
Hi,
Beacause, it's difficult to take good fotos from an RC plane (http://www.bsys.be/zeebrugge), I decided to change to a kite. But when I see the pics, taken from
different kites, I see that much of them doesn't fly very high. I looked already to a lot of sites but nobody can suggest a good kite for going very high (app.300
feet). Can somebody here suggest which kite is the best for stable high flights?
Tia Yvan.
(back)

Re: Which kite for going very high
From: Yvan
Date: 6/4/02
Time: 4:38:26 AM
Remote Name: 194.78.200.167

Comments
OK..tnx for replying everybody. I think I gonna try first to build a Delta Kite. I have a 3m2 Quadrifoil traction kite, but I think this one will not be suitable for
KAP.
Y.
(back)

Re: Which kite for going very high
From: Tom.Nied@worldnet.att.net
Date: 6/2/02
Time: 9:44:28 AM
Remote Name: 12.84.108.243

Comments
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I'm not going to say best, because that is dependant on personal opinion. I love big Deltas, 8' and 11'wingspans, but I fly an ultralight rig. Last trip to SF I forgot
my kite tube pack and had to resort to 7.5 parafoil I had in my kite gear bag. Didn't go as high, but lifted my rig. Deltas fly pretty high with a fair amount of ease.
Tom
(back)

Re: Which kite for going very high
From: Frits Sauve Diemen NL
Date: 6/2/02
Time: 2:19:32 AM
Remote Name: 62.194.14.29

Comments
I recommend one of the Gomes kites that where constructed in beginning of 1900 for aerial photography. I have built myself a aiglophoto 1,50 mtrs high of cotton
and bamboo. This kite flies perfect and high under several wind speeds.
Another idea could be the TSF kite that was constructed for wireless telegraphy on board a ship in France in 1912. This kite has a very high angle and is also very
stable with good lifting power. If you need details: sauve.lief@chello.nl
(back)

Re: Which kite for going very high
From: Richard Amirault
Date: 5/30/02
Time: 9:25:15 AM
Remote Name: 207.172.11.233

Comments
Well, it all depends ......
First, most Kite Aerial shots are taken from a lower altitude because those types of photos are just the type that *can't* be taken from an airplane. This gives
many KAP shots a uniquie perspective. Also it is a bit easier to shoot "down low" as far as aiming your rig.
As far a kites ... you don't need anything special for high altitude. Any kite that is stable enough for low altitude will be stable enough for high altitude. But that
same kite may not be stable enough (or may not be powerfull enouth) if flown on a different day with different wind.
Richard in Boston, MA, USA
(back)

Re: Which kite for going very high
From: Tom Bennett
Date: 6/3/02
Time: 10:32:35 PM
Remote Name: 12.231.0.29

Comments
I like using the full 500' of line I have on my reels. The wind is usually cleaner up there than it is on the ground. There are a number of situations where photos
from a lower altitude are more appropriate. I personally like putting my cameras up as high as I can because those are the kind of photos I like taking. I am
slowly getting into wireless video and plan to use it to enhance my overall KAP activity.
Tom
(back)

Re: Which kite for going very high
From: Christian Becot
Date: 6/1/02
Time: 1:55:51 PM
Remote Name: 80.9.55.224

Comments
Any kite will fly high depending how much line you release. Over 200m (660ft) winds are stronger and usually more stable. Have a look to my
site,http://perso.wanadoo.fr/becot/ and to the kite pages. All kites I'm using are flying regularly with 300m line released (100ft) and thus reaching 200m elevation
(700ft)at least.
(back)

KAPers in Scandinavia?
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From: jens.larsen@bigfoot.com
Date: 5/29/02
Time: 8:48:48 AM
Remote Name: 195.163.81.118

Comments
Hi, I have just picked up the hobby of KAPing and looking for other KAPers in Scandinavia. Please contact me. See you at FanÝ-2002.
// Jens Larsen, Sweden
(back)

Kite Messengers, I need some ideas please
From: Doug Kinney
Date: 5/28/02
Time: 7:51:59 PM
Remote Name: 66.168.131.233

Comments
Just for fun I would like to make a kite messenger, but I have never made one before. Does anybody have a website with simple designs I could look at for ideas?
Thanks,
Doug
(back)

Re: Kite Messengers, I need some ideas please
From: David Hunt
Date: 5/29/02
Time: 1:10:07 PM
Remote Name: 65.162.200.86

Comments
Try this site:
http://www.sct.gu.edu.au/~anthony/kites/parafauna/messenger/
David Hunt
(back)

Re: Kite Messengers, I need some ideas please
From: Doug Kinney
Date: 5/29/02
Time: 1:54:09 PM
Remote Name: 66.168.131.204

Comments
Thanks. That should get me off to a good start. But that leaves one more question: How does it come back down? I'm not seeing on the diagram what triggers it
to be able to come back down the line? Does the sail collapse somehow?
(back)

Re: Kite Messengers, I need some ideas please
From: Tom.Nied@worldnet.att.net
Date: 6/2/02
Time: 9:02:51 AM
Remote Name: 12.84.106.185

Comments
Doug, I made one that worked like a charm and I think it was from the Ron Moulton Kite book. I beleive there is two in there, one slightly more sophisticated
than the other. Both are fun. Use nylon pulley wheels like found in screen door replacement sets. At the top when the messenger gets to the stop, a lever is moved
that triggers a release for the sail to collapse by rubber band and fold onto itself and then it makes its way down the line by gravity. Its great fun, you can release
small gliders or even paper and then watch their descent. Check in a Library for the book, otherwise let me know and I will go dig it out for you and send. This
topic is especially fond to me, when I was a kid, my father taught me how to send a simple one way message up to the kite using a piece of paper, also fun. Happy
Kiting, Tom
(back)
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Re: Kite Messengers, I need some ideas please
From: Doug Kinney
Date: 6/2/02
Time: 8:09:27 PM
Remote Name: 66.168.131.197

Comments
Thanks Tom. The library is the first place i'm headed after work tomorrow.
(back)

Stratospool
From: Allan, St. Lucia
Date: 5/24/02
Time: 10:16:46 AM
Remote Name: 206.48.60.2

Comments
Hi all. I was planning to get a Stratospool but they are no longer available. Anyone have a spare one for sale? TIA Allan
(back)

Re: Stratospool
From:
Date: 5/25/02
Time: 2:52:20 PM
Remote Name: 80.14.145.64

Comments
Vol. 2, No. 3, Summer 1996 (68K jpg) hello my name is Julien Guilbert , I live's in france we was meeting in berk-sur-mer city I was in your magazine six years
ago( Vol. 2, No. 3, Summer 1996 ).I want to know when you can come back in france? I hope see you soon. Julien.
(back)

Re: Stratospool
From: Brooks Leffler kyteman@redshift.com
Date: 5/25/02
Time: 7:18:30 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.163

Comments
Hi Julian -- peut etre, donnez-moi votre email addresse SVP. Nous parlons mieux par email.
(back)

Video assist up and running!
From: Richard Amirault, Boston, MA, USA
Date: 5/23/02
Time: 4:52:13 AM
Remote Name: 207.172.11.233

Comments
Well, yesterday I was able to check out my latest modification to my KAP rig ... video assist!
I didn't want to use (for now) my X10 camera. I have an amateur radio licence (ham radio) and have been *slowly* aquiring equipment over the years (yes,
years) ... but yesterday it all came together. My rig is now 6 oz. heavier but now I can see where I'm aiming :-)
The video camera is the one I mentioned in a previous post recently. The transmitter is the Videolynx 434 transmitter. They each run off a 9v battery and I rigged
it so they run off the *same* 9v battery.
The transmitter, while in the ham band, can be directly received on many hand held TV receivers below channel 14. (also on a cable-ready TV on cable channel
59) I have two LCD hand held TV's that will receive it. I rigged up a carboard screen shield for one of them and can see the screen easily in daylight.
All is not sun and roses however. Now that my rig is heavier I won't be able to fly it as often, but when I do .... :-) :-) :-)!!
Richard in Boston, MA, USA
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(back)

Re: Video assist up and running!
From: Richard Amirault
Date: 5/31/02
Time: 9:50:01 AM
Remote Name: 207.172.11.233

Comments
Hmmmm...my first test went fine...
The set-up was a bit rough, so I made things a little neater and the next time I put the rig up ... PROBLEM! The video signal was getting into the RC receiver and
causing interference :-(
I'll have to play with it and tweak it some more. I know it *can* work (it worked the first time) I'll just have to play with it 'till I find the right set-up.
Richard in Boston, MA, USA
(back)

Re: Video assist up and running!
From: Scott Haefner
Date: 5/24/02
Time: 1:07:01 AM
Remote Name: 64.164.8.18

Comments
Richard,
What is the advantage of your system over, say, the X10 cameras? How do the two compare (your way vs. X10) in terms of price, weight, range, video quality and
equipment necessary to recieve the signal?
Perhaps others can jump in also and provide some insight...
Scott
(back)

Re: Video assist up and running!
From: Richard Amirault, N1JDU, Boston, MA, USA
Date: 5/24/02
Time: 6:14:55 PM
Remote Name: 207.172.11.233

Comments
Well, while I do have an X10 system, I haven't tried setting it up for KAP use, so I can't really say about the weight difference with any authority.
I suspect that my system is lighter. Also, I suspect, that my system gives better video quality and range ... but I don't know for sure. Since I am a licenced ham
radio operator (N1JDU) I chose a ham radio freq when I purchased my Futuba radio to control my KAP rig. I don't think my ham frequency give any advantage
in range over the normal RC freqs. HOWEVER, if I run my KAP rig close to where RC operation is happening (It has happened at least once) then it is a *lot*
less likely to be a source of interference to the RC folks (I sill talk to them and make sure)
I had picked up the ham band ATV (Amateur Television) transmitter about a year and half ago but never did anything with it. I had also aquired two different
B&W CCD cameras but neither one was ideal for my use (one was too big, and they both ran on 12v)
I bought the X10 system, but (I've been told) the camera quality leaves much to be desired (should be good enough to aim our rigs, but not 'super' quality) Then
you need the special battery pack to boost the voltage up to 12v. Then you need to figure out how to deal with the "antenna issue" (do you use the stock antenna,
or replace it)
The X10 system need a special receiver (running on 12v) that you need to connect to your TV....more "stuff" to deal with on the ground.
I went with the ham gear because:
1) I'm a ham <p> 2) It's lighter<p> 3) It's smaller<p> 4) It's less complicated<p> 5) I can run the KAP side with a single 9v battery
Richard in Boston, MA, USA N1JDU
(back)

Re: Video assist up and running!
From: Simon Harbord
Date: 5/24/02
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Time: 11:40:20 PM
Remote Name: 195.92.168.164

Comments
Strange how video systems generate such a lot of response among the KAP community. Those that know my website will know I've dabbled fairly extensively
over the last few years, and to me the whole thing kind of came to a dead end when I got one of the ultratiny camera/transmitters. It seems to work fine, all worry
of voltages, weight etc have dissipated. I didn't bother making a mounting for it , velcro for the camera and a tie wrap for the battery...
But does it make me a video user?
No. I really believe that the temperement that makes a lot of us take up KAP mitigates against us using video systems. My video system sits in the back of the car
in its little pouch, my eyepiece viewfinder which I spent so long developing lies largely unused. (I've used the system on a radio control buggy and on my cat more
than on my KAP system!!) I've been doing more KAP than ever just lately, but still not using the video.
I'll get back in the car, all windswept and full of pictures in my mind of the shoot I've just done, and think, "I should have used the video for that one.." But I
never do.If KAP for me was a quest for perfect composition, if it were a quest for commercially saleable photos, maybe I'd use my video systems more, but as it
stands, I prefer to take photographs with my mind's eye, and then see how they match when they're developed.
I have though developed a simple little tool (a glorified protractor which I hold at arm's length) which helps me get my vertical angles a bit better for those
difficult obliques. I forget to use that though and still missaim! But missaimed shots don't seem to condition me towards using video.
Anyway I've rambled enough. Anyone else got long owned and little used video systems?
(back)

Re: Video assist up and running!
From: Brooks -- again
Date: 5/26/02
Time: 5:21:40 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.123

Comments
Simon, I've been without a satisfactory video assist for so long that now that I have one that works, I like to use it. Yesterday I neglected to charge the vid rx
batteries, and picture crapped out midflight -- I struggled on regardless, but the pix aren't as good.
I missed it, and am determined to make it (and myself) even more reliable -- and to make video within easier reach of everybody.
(back)

Re: Video assist up and running!
From: Brooks
Date: 5/23/02
Time: 9:03:35 AM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.232

Comments
Richard said: > Now that my rig is heavier I won't be able to fly it as often, but when I do .... :-) :-) :-)!!
really, more like........ 8-) 8-) 8-)
Good going , Richard. I built a rig recently using the ham band, and the buyer had found a transmitter that was literally the size -- and nearly the weight -- of a
postage stamp! He found it on eBay, for less than $50.00, and the seller apparently sells lots of them on eBay. Check it out!
(back)

Re: Video assist up and running!
From: Richard in Boston
Date: 5/23/02
Time: 4:03:34 PM
Remote Name: 207.172.216.252

Comments
I think I found what that guy bought on e-Bay.
http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=1354485895
This is smaller and lighter than what I used. It is also on a different ham band requiring the use of a special receiver. My unit can be use with a "normal" hand
held TV.
But either should be a good choice. I've got my set up now, and it if works I'll use it. If I have problems then I'll think about this unit.
Every bodys rig is just a bit different (except those that were built in Brooks' workshops ;-)
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Richard in Boston, MA, USA
(back)

Re: Video assist up and running!
From: Brooks
Date: 5/23/02
Time: 5:42:38 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.230

Comments
...and even those from Brooks' workshop are slightly different from one another -- it's called R&D!
(back)

Re: Video assist up and running!
From: Richard in Boston
Date: 5/23/02
Time: 3:52:47 PM
Remote Name: 207.172.216.252

Comments
I'll check out that e-Bay offering.
This is the Videolynx 434 transmitter I now have. It's can't be much heavier than the e-Bay one (and likely more power than it)
http://www.transmitvideo.com/model_434.html
Richard in Boston, MA, USA
(back)

Re: Video assist up and running!
From: Brooks
Date: 5/23/02
Time: 5:46:46 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.230

Comments
Looks very attractive -- keep us posted, esp on range.
(back)

Twin Engine Single Prop
From: Jrehnke@yahoo.com
Date: 5/20/02
Time: 1:29:45 PM
Remote Name: 12.20.92.254

Comments
I was told by one of my coworkers that they have a vintage WWII biplane that is a Twin Engine Single Prop? Anyone ever heard of such an animal, if so what
makes\models?
Please email me with answers: Jrehnke@yahoo.com
THanks,
Jeff
(back)

VOTE - Japanese Kite Aerial Photography Photo Contest
From: David Hunt
Date: 5/20/02
Time: 10:25:13 AM
Remote Name: 63.162.205.170

Comments
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Don't forget to vote for your favorite Photograph in this years JKPA 2002 Photo Contest. Online voting only lasts through May 30. You are allowed only one vote.
http://www.interq.or.jp/japan/jkpa/event/jkpaapc/2002/japanese/2002.html
David Hunt
(back)

Re: VOTE - Japanese Kite Aerial Photography Photo Contest
From: Brooks
Date: 5/20/02
Time: 4:43:55 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.25.138

Comments
Maybe I'm dense, but I had a helluva time figuring out where to find the pictures. Well, of course! They're under the link APPLICATION WORKS.
Remember -- you only get one vote for one pic, though you may change it up to the deadline.
(back)

Philo's KAP & Lego (Panoramic)
From: Bruce
Date: 5/17/02
Time: 6:02:01 PM
Remote Name: 12.231.0.29

Comments
Here is someone in France who is also doing Kite Aerial Panoramic Photography:
http://philohome.free.fr/panorama.htm
(back)

Re: Philo's KAP & Lego (Panoramic)
From: Scott Haefner
Date: 5/22/02
Time: 12:22:48 AM
Remote Name: 64.164.8.18

Comments
I must acknowledge that Philo's website inspired me to make these 360 degree panos. It is his technique that I use to make them.
Scott
(back)

New KAP Gallery online (including 360 degree panoramas)
From: Scott Haefner
Date: 5/15/02
Time: 6:21:16 PM
Remote Name: 64.164.8.18

Comments
Hi everyone,
I just finished my first rig in February 2002, and I've posted some of my favorite images that I've taken in my first 3 months of KAPing. What can I say, this is
really fun!
Also, I've had some success making 360 degree 'bubble panoramas' from the kite. I use a fisheye lens so that stitching is easier. See my site for details:
http://thehaefners.com/kap/
Scott Haefner
(back)

Re: New KAP Gallery online (including 360 degree panoramas)
From: Scott Haefner
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Date: 5/22/02
Time: 12:20:30 AM
Remote Name: 64.164.8.18

Comments
Thanks for all the encouraging comments! It is especially gratifying to see folks within the KAP community complimenting my work. I hope to make many more
great images!
Scott Haefner
P.S. I have a new 360 degree bubble pano taken at the legion of honor in SF posted on my KAP site.
(back)

Re: New KAP Gallery online (including 360 degree panoramas)
From: Tom.Nied@worldnet.att.net
Date: 5/16/02
Time: 8:48:23 PM
Remote Name: 12.127.205.138

Comments
Darn nice work. I don't know why I bother with the anemic disposable cam rig I fly. I have to seriously look at my next rig possibilities. Happy KAPping. Tom
(back)

Re: New KAP Gallery online (including 360 degree panoramas)
From: Brooks
Date: 5/17/02
Time: 1:29:25 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.202

Comments
You've captured so many neat images from the greater SF Bay Area that I feel as though I need to quit talking about it and DO IT!
Simply splendid stuff, Scott! You may well be the most promising new KAPer since Cris Benton!
(back)

Re: New KAP Gallery online (including 360 degree panoramas)
From: Simon Harbord
Date: 5/16/02
Time: 10:38:02 AM
Remote Name: 195.92.194.18

Comments
Those panoramas are really awesome. You certainly have had, as you put it, "some success"!
Looking forwards to more of them.
Simon
(back)

Re: New KAP Gallery online (including 360 degree panoramas)
From: Christian Becot
Date: 5/17/02
Time: 2:49:42 PM
Remote Name: 80.9.119.88

Comments
GORGEOUS ! Impatient to meet in Kapica.
(back)

Christian has a site!
From: Christian Becot
Date: 5/15/02
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Time: 3:45:10 PM
Remote Name: 193.248.255.245

Comments
Hello,
Here it is, newly launched last week on the web: http://perso.wanadoo.fr/becot/
Of course, disposed to kites and aerial photography. Not yet so many pages in english, but little by little, I will finish it off. Already some new pages and galleries
will come off in the next days.
Nice breezes everybody!
(back)

WWW Site Status
From: Cris Benton
Date: 5/15/02
Time: 12:29:53 PM
Remote Name: 128.32.219.149

Comments
Our main architecture building is three years into a 33 million dollar seismic retrofit project and we are now moving our departmental servers from one side of
the building (and very old network infrastructure) to the newly refurbished side (with new 100 Mb ether). Something in the move caused our WWW server to
become unstable with the result of periodic crashes. This caused occasional outages of the KAP site last week and lack of access to other really pressing
instructional sites on our server.
Our network administrator had reason to believe that my KAP site had corrupted files of some sort and that it was responsible for server instability. He took the
site down last Thursday while he continued to work on a permanent remedy. I can report now that the KAP site is back up today. But, we haven't really solved
the problem -- it may be touch an go for a few more days.
I confess that our entire server system is something of a chewing gum and paper clip affair -- were that we had a proper budget.
In any event, we will sort things out. In Patience is counselled.
(back)

Re: WWW Site Status
From: Richard Amirault, Boston, MA, USa
Date: 5/16/02
Time: 5:12:29 AM
Remote Name: 207.172.11.233

Comments
Thanks for the update. Hopt things get worked out.
One observation .... since the site came back up, my browser is acting a bit strange on *this* page.
All links to any new posts are now colored as links that I have visited (read). Is anyone else experiencing this? Or is it just me? It makes it a bit hard to catch
"replys" to a thread that I haven't read yet.
Richard in Boston, MA, USA
(back)

Re: WWW Site Status
From: David Hunt
Date: 5/16/02
Time: 8:17:47 AM
Remote Name: 63.162.205.170

Comments
Nothing wrong with my browser
David Hunt
(back)

Re: WWW Site Status
From: Brooks
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Date: 5/17/02
Time: 12:28:10 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.202

Comments
mine's OK too. Nice to have you back, Cris!
(back)

Re: WWW Site Status
From: Christian Becot
Date: 5/17/02
Time: 2:44:03 PM
Remote Name: 80.9.119.88

Comments
Everything allright on Netscape as well!
(back)

Re: WWW Site Status
From: Carl Bigras
Date: 5/21/02
Time: 5:06:06 AM
Remote Name: 198.103.196.130

Comments
I was the same as Richard, I.E. posted them just like I had read them.
Funny, computers. Carl
(back)

Re: WWW Site Status
From: Richard Amirault
Date: 5/22/02
Time: 9:21:11 AM
Remote Name: 207.172.11.233

Comments
Glad I'm not the only one ;-)
This computer is running I.E. 5.5, but I have another computer running I.E. 6 and it is 'normal' viewing this site after the "incident"
Richard in Boston, MA, USA
(back)

Re: WWW Site Status
From:
Date: 9/24/2005
Time: 4:54:41 PM
Remote Name: 66.74.205.144

Comments
http://www.20mbweb.com/Sports/gman/womens-jeans/
(back)

Ultra small video cameras
From: Richard Amirault, Boston, MA, USA
Date: 5/15/02
Time: 12:21:15 PM
Remote Name: 207.172.11.233

Comments
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My interest in getting a video assist is growing. Yes, I have the X-10, but since I'm a licenced amateur radio operator (ham) I also have the option of using other
equipment / freqs.
I came across these ultra small CMOS video cameras. They seem to be almost perfect for our use. I especially like the fact that they will run off a 9v battery
(many others require 12v) so I can power my transmitter and the camera off of *one* battery.
The B&W version is:
http://www.cctvwholesalers.com/videocameras/pinholecovert/sugar-cube-bw.html
And the color version is:
http://www.cctvwholesalers.com/videocameras/pinholecovert/sugar-cube-color.html
If those urls wrap and don't work go to
http://www.cctvwholesalers.com/
and click on "bullet, micro & board cameras"
Richard in Boston, MA, USA
(back)

Re: Ultra small video cameras
From: Carl Bigras
Date: 5/21/02
Time: 5:18:23 AM
Remote Name: 198.103.196.130

Comments
Looks like the same mold used for the Polaris camera but without the built-in transmitter.
http://www.polarisusa.com/cgi-bin/view_product_detail.pl?product_category_id=15&template_id=21&type_id=1
Carl
(back)

Alexander Graham Bell
From: Christian Becot
Date: 5/1/02
Time: 3:21:26 AM
Remote Name: 193.250.37.180

Comments
If you have a tetrahedral kite, fly it to-day in memory of Dr Alexander Graham Bell (died 80 years ago, 1st may 1922)
(back)

X10 Camera, where can I find more info?
From: Doug Kinney
Date: 4/30/02
Time: 8:09:10 PM
Remote Name: 66.168.130.200

Comments
I've heard everybody talk about the X10, and its uses in KAP. Is there a website I can look on to learn more about it? Also how much does one cost? To me if the
price was reasonable and it meant getting better shots, without wasting excess film, than the cost would be justified in the long run. thanks,
Doug
(back)

Re: X10 Camera, where can I find more info?
From: Cary Clements
Date: 5/1/02
Time: 4:29:33 AM
Remote Name: 216.227.162.45

Comments
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Try:
http://www.x10.com/
They run specials all the time so you can save money if you wait for the right deal. Also try ebay. Use search terms like xcam2, x10 camera. Be careful not to pay
more on ebay than you would directly from the source.
(back)

Photo dictionary
From: NK Guy
Date: 4/30/02
Time: 9:20:06 AM
Remote Name: 66.183.145.180

Comments
I've just released a new online photo dictionary.
http://photonotes.org/
Forum regulars will be pleased to know that I've thrown in a little propaganda on the virtues of KAPing. :)
(back)

KAPtions for KITING magazine
From: Craig Wilson
Date: 4/29/02
Time: 6:13:04 AM
Remote Name: 204.147.0.40

Comments
Notice to KAPers everywhere. In January 2000 we began running a feature in KITING magazine called KAPtions where we feature the work of a KAPer. so far
we have featured Brooks Leffler,Bob Brown,Jon Traer,Steve Eisenhauer,Henry Jebe,Glen Thomas, Ranier Bruer,Carl Hanson,Craig Wilson,Peter Bults, George
Malina,David Hunt,and in the next issue Rolf Beutnagel. Thank you all for making this feature a great addition to KITING. I now need some more KAPers to
come forward with 1.5 pages of photos and text. It doesn't have to be something technical or scientific. In fact I have received the most comments on the ones that
are a bit more on teh "fun" side. 4-5 photos including one of yourself, and a couple paragraphs of text is all I am asking for. KITING is a magazine of the AKA
and cannot pay for the use of your story and photographs. That is too bad, but keep in mind that it isn't always about money, in fact with KAP and kites, it is
rarely about the money. I look forward to hearing from 4 or 5 of you- I know you are out there and I would like to see you in KAPtions. Please e-mail me at
kitecam@juno.com Craig Wilson Craig
(back)

x10 in the Air!
From: Cary Clements
Date: 4/28/02
Time: 11:20:35 AM
Remote Name: 216.227.162.45

Comments
Well, I finally did it yesterday. I put the xcam2 that I bought over a year ago up into the sky with a kite. I'm planning on using it as a video viewfinder when I
build a new rig for the Rebel X that I bought a year and a half ago.
In order to field test the x10 setup I mounted it in my old rig and used a camcorder viewfinder with the receiver on the ground. I had modified the xcam2 antenna
to be omnidirectional. Needless to say I was excited. I launched the Flowform 30 and then sent up the rig. I turned on the viewfinder and voila! Magic. It was
great. I spent the next 2 hours looking through the viewfinder and panning and tilting the rig to get a feel for having a live video feed.
There were about 20 people out flying kites at Bug Light in South Portland, Maine yesterday since it was an organized kite fly. I let about 15 people look through
the viewfinder. Everyone was impressed with the view. I had just made plans to bring my extra receiver next week to Pine Point for the kite festival and hook it
up to a tv/vcr combo in the back of a van so people could see what I was up to when disaster struck.
I was walking back to anchor the kite when I crossed line with a guy flying a $3.99 delta with cotton line. In a split second before I could move away my line was
severed. Anyway, 2 hours later I had recovered the kite but the rig was gone. I LOST MY RIG. Damn. At least my Yashica T4 wasn't on it.
Has this ever happened to anyone else? I had no idea that lines could be cut so easily until a few weeks ago when I started going to National Kite Flying month
events. I've always flown alone before. Now I know first hand what it's like to have it happen. I will be more careful flying around other kites for sure.
All in all the day was a success. I can see the need for an extra servo on my new rig to align the picture frame parallel with the horizon. Is this what most people
use the horizontal/vertical servo for? I always thought it was just so you could change the orientation of the camera from portrait view to landscape.
I want to use the video viewfinder to help in composing pictures. I guess I'm tired of squinting at the (now dearly departed unless some miracle happens) rig
trying to guess what it is seeing from the ground. On more than one occasion yesterday I had a great picture framed in the viefinder and wished I had a still
camera up there. But that will come with time.
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Cary Clements
(back)

Re: x10 in the Air!
From: Richard Amirault, Boston, MA, USA
Date: 4/30/02
Time: 7:41:29 AM
Remote Name: 207.172.11.233

Comments
OUCH! Sorry to hear that.
Yes, for some reason the cheap cotton flying line of the kiddie kites will cut our "professional" line. The best thing to do (aside from not getting your line crossed
in the first place) is once you are crossed... move towards the other flyer (walk/run towards him on the flying field) This will cause the cross over point to move
down toward ground. When it gets close enough you can see which line is "over" and work to untangle them.
But cotton vs nylon/dacron ... cotton wins more often than not. Try not to have the cotton line "saw" thru one point on your line (walking towards the other flyer
moves the contact point and prevents this) BUT, as you have found out, sometimes it happens too quickly to do anything about it.
On a positive note ... you have encouraged me to pull out my X10 sometime soon and give it a try.
Richard in Boston, MA, USA
(back)

Re: x10 in the Air!
From: Brooks
Date: 4/30/02
Time: 3:14:50 PM
Remote Name: 216.200.53.70

Comments
Richard, when you pull out your X10, take the time to make a 3cm dipole antenna -- much better. See Geach's site, www.bird-shots.com.
(back)

Re: x10 in the Air!
From: Peter Bults
Date: 4/30/02
Time: 11:26:46 AM
Remote Name: 213.75.111.36

Comments
And remember KEVLAR (the dirty yellow one) is even more dangerous. It cuts better than a very sharp knive.
Peter Bults
http://www.kiteaerialphotography.net
(back)

Re: x10 in the Air!
From: Richard Amirault, Boston, MA, USA
Date: 5/1/02
Time: 5:25:16 AM
Remote Name: 207.172.11.233

Comments
"...more dangerous" yes, but if *you* are flying Kevlar then it's SAFER! (for you, not anyone else on the flying field)
Richard in Boston, MA, USA
(back)

Re: x10 in the Air!
From:
Date: 4/28/02
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Time: 8:39:04 PM
Remote Name: 65.26.142.69

Comments
Maybe your next rig should have an eject button and parachute :)
Too bad about the rig. I hope you didn't have too much money invested in it.
(back)

Re: x10 in the Air!
From: Christian Becot
Date: 5/1/02
Time: 12:54:11 AM
Remote Name: 80.9.116.22

Comments
Yes, any smaller line will cut the bigger one. When lines cross each other, move to set them parallel as much as possible, try not to shear, and release tension as
much as possible. Furthermore, each times I had serious problem with another kite (not during kaping, hopefully)this kite was a delta: Except those of Craig,
always fly away from deltas! Other Yes: vertical/horizontal servo is useful for levelling horizon, but is not as easy as it would look like. First, it should be a slow
motion; second, video cameras have wide angle which produces a large curved horizon when it is not in the middle of the screen.
(back)

Interesting Aerial Photo Site
From: Cary Clements
Date: 4/27/02
Time: 6:21:01 AM
Remote Name: 216.227.162.45

Comments
This is a very interesting site with links to non-kite aerial photo sites, but also has a link to this website. One person to pay close attention to is the first link on the
list, Freespace. Among other things he launched a weather balloon and took photos from 18 miles high. You can see the curve of the earth. Most recently he has
been working on dropping an rc stearable airfoil kite from a weather balloon with the intent of taking high altitude photos. Amazing stuff and inspiring too.
http://www.hicam.com.au/exhib.htm
Cary
(back)

Looking for Exploratorium KAP reference
From: Cris Benton
Date: 4/21/02
Time: 10:16:51 PM
Remote Name: 64.130.128.141

Comments
At some point I stumbled across a web page with images of folks flying a KAP rig from the roof of the Exploratorium, San Francisco's superb hands-on science
museum. Has anyone else seen this? Can you point me in the right direction?
I have approached them regarding a short visiting stint during my upcoming sabbatical and it would help to know who has been playing with KAP there.
TIA,
Cris
(back)

Re: Looking for Exploratorium KAP reference
From: Peter Bults (kaplab.nl@wxs.nl)
Date: 4/26/02
Time: 3:00:35 PM
Remote Name: 213.75.111.23

Comments
Looking for this one: http://www.exploratorium.edu/lagoon/kite.html (Mike and I)?
Peter Bults http://www.kiteaerialphotography.net
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(back)

Thanks Peter!
From: Cris Benton
Date: 4/26/02
Time: 8:14:26 PM
Remote Name: 64.130.128.141

Comments
That's the one.
(back)

flowforms and drogue
From: chad@chadphillips.org
Date: 4/20/02
Time: 11:03:08 AM
Remote Name: 65.26.142.69

Comments
I just got in my sutton flowform 16. A small nylon bag came with it. I thought I read somewhere that you could use this bag for a drogue. Is this true? If not how
can I make a drogue?
thanks chad
(back)

Re: flowforms and drogue
From: Peter Bults ( http://www.kiteaerialphotography.net )
Date: 4/20/02
Time: 12:08:24 PM
Remote Name: 195.121.202.78

Comments
A drogue-plan can be found here: http://members.aol.com/hprinzler/drogue.htm
Peter
(back)

Re: flowforms and drogue
From: Rick I.
Date: 4/29/02
Time: 10:28:05 AM
Remote Name: 65.160.5.100

Comments
You can't use the bag as a drogue. A drogue is like a bucket with no bottom- big at the forward end, smaller at the back end. The nice thing about a drogue is that
the harder the wind blows, the harder it pulls. I too have to use one on my Sutton 16 to keep it stable in very high winds. For normal wind, there's no need for a
tail.
(back)

Re: flowforms and drogue
From: Brooks
Date: 4/20/02
Time: 2:31:27 PM
Remote Name: 216.200.53.142

Comments
Better yet, (and lots simpler) make yourself a 15 -20 ft fuzzy tail. How-to is in Aerial Eye vol 3 #3.
(back)

Pre-made Rigs
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From: Don
Date: 4/10/02
Time: 10:06:14 PM
Remote Name: 165.247.202.46

Comments
Hi,
I'm new to KAP and plan to build a simple rig on the cheap and buy a used Rollei Prego ($109 at B&H Photo). But, thinking towards the future, is it possible to
buy pre-made R/C rigs? If so, what price range and where?
Thanks,
Don kap@thebirder.com - new email address to reflect new obsession ;o)
(back)

Re: Pre-made Rigs
From: Brooks Leffler kyteman@redshift.com
Date: 4/11/02
Time: 12:22:15 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.84

Comments
No decent rigs are available commercially off the shelf. I can provide a kit, however, or will build custom rigs to order.
(back)

Weight versus effort
From: chad@chadphillips.org
Date: 4/7/02
Time: 7:18:49 AM
Remote Name: 65.26.142.128

Comments
Using smaller metal, I have got my KAP rig down to 2 lbs. Currently I use one 9 volt battery to power the servos and microcontroller. The digital camera uses 4
AA batteries (8 volts).
I can save about 3 ounces if I get rid of the 4 AAs. That would require a DC voltage converter and some additional wiring into the camera.
Here is my dilema. Is this really worth the effort. Adding more electronics is just one more thing that can break. What I have now mechanically works fine. My
77" DC has a hard time lifting the rig, but I have a sutton flowform 16 on order. Will 3 ounces really make much of a difference?
(back)

Re: Weight versus effort
From: David Hunt
Date: 4/11/02
Time: 2:43:22 PM
Remote Name: 65.162.200.145

Comments
If you go to the KAPER web site, and find the Basics page titled "How Much Can My Kite Lift?" you will find all the information you need to perform this
analysis.
http://www.kaper.kiteaerialphotography.net
You will find that trimming 3 ounces will mean that you will need approximately 10 to 15 ounces less pull to achieve the same angle of elevation to the camera rig,
OR looking at it differently, in the same wind conditions the 3 ounce lighter rig will achieve an average of 3 degrees more "lift" than the heavier rig. Like Brooks
and Doug mentioned in their posts this is not a significant amount of improvement.
The place where a few ounces of weight improvement will be more beneficial is when trying to KAP in winds of 2Bft or below. Using a FF16 with even a 3 ounce
lighter version of your current rig will limit you to winds of 3Bft and above. In 2Bft winds the FF16 only be able to lift the rig to an angle between 10 and 18
degrees which in most situations will not be adequate.
Some of you fellow KAPers may not know, but I have rewritten the "How Much Can Your Kite Lift?" page. The concept is presented differently with more
examples to help you get a feeling of different ways to use the graph.
David Hunt
Editor, KAPER
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(back)

Re: Weight versus effort
From: excellent article
Date: 4/11/02
Time: 8:33:24 PM
Remote Name: 65.26.142.128

Comments
I will need to have some coffee and study it a little more. But it is very informative.
(back)

Re: Weight versus effort
From: Brooks
Date: 4/8/02
Time: 9:30:56 AM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.86

Comments
As one who has devoted a lot of time to voltage converters in the last few months, I say leave it alone. Three ounces is not going to make that much difference. The
FF16, on the other hand, will make a dramatic difference. Congrats on getting the weight down!
(back)

Re: Weight versus effort
From: Doug Kinney
Date: 4/7/02
Time: 4:45:18 PM
Remote Name: 66.168.130.243

Comments
I would just stick with your current setup.If it works, go with it! Especially since you have a FF16 on order. My rig weighs 1lb. 10oz. I also have a FF16 and it has
more than enough pull to lift the rig and then some. I actually took the time to measure the pull of my FF16 in 12-15 mph winds and it produced at least 6lbs of
lift before my spring scale got twisted and snapped. (99 cent cheap fishing spring scale). I hope this is reasurring and helps
Doug
(back)

Samuel Rivers
From: A. Dinckol
Date: 4/1/02
Time: 1:31:41 PM
Remote Name: 216.76.158.44

Comments
I'm trying to find the e-mail for Samuel Rivers from Hollywood, Fl if anyone knows how I can find him let me know
(back)

Kite
From: Christian
Date: 4/1/02
Time: 7:52:05 AM
Remote Name: 212.181.28.74

Comments
Does any body know a website where i can find instructions for how to build a kite for low wind-conditions?
(back)

Re: Kite
From: Brooks
Date: 4/1/02
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Time: 9:41:10 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.210

Comments
Track down the Dopero through KAPER at http://www.fortunecity.com/marina/nelson/479/index.html. If that's too daunting there are lots of plans online for the
classic rokkaku, which works well in larger sizes if made of light materials.
(back)

Camera
From: Christian in Sweden
Date: 4/1/02
Time: 7:37:16 AM
Remote Name: 212.181.28.74

Comments
Hello! really like your site, and im planning to test a rig of my own. I have looked on your rigs by the photos of yours but there`s one thing i wonder. How does the
camera stay in the rig? Happy for an answer!
(back)

Re: Camera
From: David Hunt kaper3@earthlink.net
Date: 4/1/02
Time: 2:15:29 PM
Remote Name: 65.162.200.145

Comments
The camera is held to the cradle using a bolt that threads into the camera's tripod mounting socket. In the USA this is a 1/4 inch, 20 threads per inch bolt. I don't
know if the size is different with cameras marketed in Europe, although I would expect that It would not be different. The tripod sockets on most cameras are not
very deep so you may have to cut your bolt shorter so that it can hold the camera tightly to the frame.
If would like to see a picture link to the following KAPER page;
http://www.fortunecity.com/marina/nelson/479/ARTICLE_010810_hunt_penguin.html
You can see the white nylon thumb screw above the camera that holds it to the frame. The camera is mounted upside down on this rig. The silver part that is
touching the thumb screw is a wing nut that connects the pendulum to the upper frame member.
David Hunt
(back)

Re: Camera
From: Brooks
Date: 4/1/02
Time: 9:38:15 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.210

Comments
I understand from Harald Prinzler that the 1/4-20 screw is the only universal screw size the world over -- probably because of tripod screw holes. For this use, it
is possible to get nylon 1/4-20 screws in short sizes from www.smallparts.com, but I prefer to use one about 1/2 inch (12.7mm) long and securely tighten a nut or
threaded spacer half that length onto the screw, which gives more to hold onto when you're tightening it by hand.
(back)

Re: Camera
From: Richard Amirault, Boston, MA, USA
Date: 4/3/02
Time: 12:49:09 PM
Remote Name: 207.172.11.233

Comments
Personaly, I use *both* a bolt into the tripod socket, *and* a rubber band surrounding the camera. Guess I'm just a "belt and suspenders" kind of guy ;-)
Richard in Boston, MA, USA
(back)
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Re: Camera
From: Christian Becot
Date: 4/3/02
Time: 2:57:48 PM
Remote Name: 193.249.16.251

Comments
Yes, the 1/4" 20 steps per inch is universal except on heavy professional cameras on on some old chambers. In countries using the metric system, such bolts may
not be easy to find. You should specify UNC type or Withworth type of threads. I personally add a large rubber on the other side of the tripod bolt to prevent the
camera to rotate if it was becoming untight.
(back)

Clockwork timers corroding from salt spray in wind
From: Michael Matthews
Date: 3/29/02
Time: 4:22:04 PM
Remote Name: 15.252.0.75

Comments
I have a question about keeping clockwork timers from corroding in sea air. I made a simple rig to hold a disposable camera from a Picavet suspension. I used a
Nanking wind up timer to trigger the shutter. After flying it for an afternoon at the coast, I noticed that the timer wouldn't work anymore. My guess is that the
salt spray in the air corroded the metal componets. I tried using WD-40 on the gears, but that didn't help.
Does anyone know of a good way to protect a clockwork timer from corroding? I thought of maybe building a small enclosure for the timer to protect it from the
salt air.
(back)

Re: Clockwork timers corroding from salt spray in wind
From: David Hunt kaper3@earthlink.net
Date: 3/30/02
Time: 11:40:50 PM
Remote Name: 65.162.200.145

Comments
Let me offer an alternative timer. Over a year ago another KAPer, the name and email have been lost, wrote me about a timer used by powered free flight
hobbyists. The timer is a viscous timer and is extremely cheap and easy to make, and performs as reliably and with similar repeatability to the Nanking and
Texas DT timers mentioned on the KAPER web site.
The timer is made from two short pieces of aluminum tubing, Silly Putty, and a small nail. There should be no problems with corrosion or sand. I have designed
and built a camera cradle that uses this timer and I am very impressed with its performance. Some time within the next two weeks I should have an article posted
on the KAPER web site that outlines the construction details. If you are interested in trying the timer before the article appears then drop me an email.
David Hunt Editor, KAPER http://www.kaper.kiteaerialphotography.net kaper3@earthlink.net
(back)

Re: Clockwork timers corroding from salt spray in wind
From: Henry Jebe
Date: 3/29/02
Time: 9:28:02 PM
Remote Name: 66.58.166.59

Comments
It is quite possible that the problem with your clockwork timer is more from fine particles of sand in the gears of the timer. I used a Swiss music box movement as
a timer to take 4 photos per time aloft. The problem with it was that it was exposed to the air and had very tiny teeth in the gears. When flying at a beach for a
day, it stopped working. I used a sewing needle to pick the small sand particles from the gears with the aid of a magnifying glass. Then I discovered Japanese
musical movements were not only cheaper, but also have a protective plastic housing (intended for shipping protection I suppose). I used a rubber grommet to fill
the void space where the winding stem comes through the plastic housing. This not only keeps sand out, but has kept water out during several times being
dragged through the water (seawater at that) when taking KAP photos using a Canon AS-6 underwater camera and towing the rig with a canoe or skiff.
Henry
(back)

Re: Clockwork timers corroding from salt spray in wind
From: Brooks Leffler kyteman@redshift.com
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Date: 3/30/02
Time: 8:23:17 AM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.231

Comments
Several months ago, Tom Nied posted an item about his Basic Box using a timer he got from American Science & Surplus for dirt cheap -- much less than the
Nanking. It's on his web site, but I can't give you the URL. Search the archives here for Tom Nied and you'll find it. Much less costly, more durable way to go -though still only one pic at a time. Henry's music box is a better solution if you want more than one exposure while aloft. Frankly, I've bought both and tried
neither!
(back)

Re: Clockwork timers corroding from salt spray in wind
From: Michael Matthews
Date: 4/2/02
Time: 10:39:37 AM
Remote Name: 15.252.0.75

Comments
Thanks for the info. I searched for the post by Tom Nied and found that type of timer he described. I have since ordered one and will see about how to adapt it
when it arrives.
(back)

Re: Clockwork timers corroding from salt spray in wind
From: Tom.Nied@worldnet.att.net
Date: 4/10/02
Time: 2:03:25 PM
Remote Name: 12.84.110.168

Comments
If you need help or have any questions, just email me.
(back)

Picavet Details
From: Brooks Leffler kyteman@redshift.com
Date: 3/23/02
Time: 6:53:50 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.234

Comments
Walter Anderson raised a good point in his article "My First Experience with KAP," in KAPER, David Hunt's excellent online magazine, regarding the dearth of
details about the Picavet suspension available on the web.
Let me contribute a few basics, based on building many rigs using the Picavet suspension.
First, I use about 5 - 6 arm-spans (precision craft this) of 80 lb braided Dacron line. Picavet's original 1912 design called for something like 80 feet of line, but the
scale was about double the size of rigs today. I started with 40 feet, but after a hypothetical question online by somebody now forgotten, I reduced it by, say, 6 - 10
feet. It's easier to install and store, and unless you use a near-vertical kite, there's no real benefit from the extra length.
Second, Picavet himself didn't use blocks or pulleys on the X. He didn't see the need for anything but eyebolts. But I'll admit that those lovely little PeKaBe
blocks are sure smooth.
Third, Picavet's design works whether you have an endless line or not. For a while, I even tied it at the two upper connection points so it didn't run through them
at all, but that works well only if you always install the rig with the suspension points the same distance apart.
Some of the German purists do a sleeve splice so the line will run endlessly through the blocks, but I just tie a plain old loop knot in one end of the line, slip it into
a split ring at the upper flying line connector, then lace the line back and forth and finish it by connecting the bitter end to the same upper split ring with another
loop knot.
Finally, despite my use of my brooxes hangups/tm, you don't need anything fancy to hang the Picavet system from the flying line -- the German aces all use the
Prussik knot, made with a very simple 4" loop of line.
Both knots referred to here are illustrated in my knots article in vol 5 #1 of The Aerial Eye.
(back)

First KAP rig
From: Chad@windmeadow.com
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Date: 3/22/02
Time: 7:12:17 PM
Remote Name: 65.26.142.128

Comments
Hello, I am new to KAP and just got my first rig up. It weighs 2.1 lbs. It took a pretty strong wind for my 77" Delta Conyne to lift it. I got a cheap 1 megapixel
Kodak DC3200. For the price the pictures turned out ok.
Thanks to Charles for the great website, it provided me with alot of good info. If you want to see pictures of my rig go to
http://www.chadphillips.org/gallery/view_album.php?set_albumName=album02
(back)

Re: First KAP rig
From: Brooks Leffler kyteman@redshift.com
Date: 3/23/02
Time: 5:24:24 PM
Remote Name: 216.200.53.113

Comments
congratulations, Chad, on very tidy work. The main comment I have is that you could save a lot of weight with 1/16" aluminum instead of 1/8", and probably
could use smaller, lighter hardware -- screws & such. If you got it up with a 7-foot D-C, though, you're doing pretty well. More power to you!
(back)

Re: First KAP rig
From:
Date: 3/24/02
Time: 7:37:49 AM
Remote Name: 65.26.142.128

Comments
Good idea on the aluminum. I just bought whatever they had at my local hardware store. Now I may shop around and try to find some that is 1/16" thick. The
1/4" bolts are made from aluminum rod so they are pretty light.
Do most people use an all aluminum frame or do they mix aluminum and balsa wood?
(back)

Re: First KAP rig
From: Brooks
Date: 3/24/02
Time: 9:33:36 AM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.201

Comments
Not much balsa is used, but some model aircraft folk have used basswood or model aircraft plywood, usually with corner gussets for strength. Makes a very
strong, light, sturdy rig -- I just didn't have that orientation when I started. Nearly everybody builds too heavy the first time, and everybody starts with a big,
heavy Picavet. I did!
I've tried some exotic composites like graphite/honeycomb or fiberglass/balsa laminates, but I use 1/16 or .050 aluminum for most everything.
If you can't find it at your friendly neighborhood hardware store, try MSCdirect.com. They've got EVERYTHING. but you may have to buy the alu in sheets and
have it cut locally.
(back)

Re: First KAP rig
From: Craig
Date: 3/25/02
Time: 6:05:25 AM
Remote Name: 204.147.0.153

Comments
I suggest that you look up Aluminum or metals in your local yellow pages. I have found that the local fabricators of architectural metals (companies that make
window frames, storm windows and doors,custom metal work, etc) are a convienient supplier of almost any metal I have asked for. When they find out what I
want to do with it they have sheared off the pieces I need from their scrap pile for free.
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(back)

Cropping KAP images
From: Richard Amirault, Boston, MA, USA
Date: 3/22/02
Time: 8:21:15 AM
Remote Name: 207.172.11.233

Comments
I got my new issue of AKA's KITING and (of course) went to the "KAPtions..." section.
This month the featured KAPer was (our own) David Hunt. Rather than just show a few "good" shots David shows how cropping KAP images can make an
improvement over the raw image by showing three different images "before" and "after" cropping.
I have heard other KAPers say that they don't like to crop the images they shoot, and many, like David says, know even know how to crop. I have a background
in photography before I got interested in flying kites (and then putting the two hobbies together) so, like David, I will commonly crop my KAP images if they need
it (most do)
The images I shot at last years Newport, RI kite festival shown in a previous issue of the same magazie and at http://www.buyakite.com/newport_coverage.htm
are cropped.
Cropping is just a tool that you can use to make your pictures better. Like using a different film, or camera, or lens .. try it, you'll like it.
Richard in Boston, MA, USA
(back)

Re: Cropping KAP images
From: Craig
Date: 3/22/02
Time: 1:27:16 PM
Remote Name: 204.147.0.141

Comments
Yes it is not a sin to crop. it is like getting rid of the peel on a banana to eat just the good part on the inside. Of course,and sometimes what you have in your hand
is a raspberry and you can eat the whole thing, nothing gets wasted. There should be no questions about cropping.
Hey Richard, How are all the kites that you won working out. Having any fun with them? Kaping with the octopus?
(back)

Re: Cropping KAP images
From: Richard Amirault, Boston, MA, USA
Date: 3/25/02
Time: 10:40:31 AM
Remote Name: 207.172.11.233

Comments
Well, I only won my choice of *one* of the Peter Lynn mid-size kites (in the AKA monthly raffle) not one of each!
It was a tough choice too, but I finally settled on the mid-sized Gecko, it's 46 ft (14 meters) long! Since these kites are not kept in stock they are basicaly made to
order. I'm still waiting.
Richard in Boston, MA, USA
(back)

panoramic pictures
From: Christian Becot
Date: 3/18/02
Time: 3:27:35 PM
Remote Name: 193.249.63.96

Comments
Did somebody tried the Ulead software "cool 360" ? Find it on http://www.ulead.com/cool360/runme.htm
(back)

Re: panoramic pictures
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From: Ulrich Monsees
Date: 3/31/02
Time: 2:14:39 AM
Remote Name: 217.184.131.68

Comments
There's another way to show an endless panoramic view on my homepage. See: www.airborne-stade.de/seiten/luftbilder/bebra.php My son Sven did it. I first
tried it with panfactory (I think?) but as I took pool pics the horizont wasn't even and so wasn't the stitched panpicture. Using three single pics you get quite a
goog image how the surrounding is - and this not only with a small stripe picture.
(back)

Re: panoramic pictures
From: Ulrich Monsees
Date: 3/31/02
Time: 2:37:03 AM
Remote Name: 217.184.174.198

Comments
Next try. Hope the link is OK now! <a href="www.airborne-stade.de/seiten/luftbilder/bebra.php"> www.airborne-stade.de/seiten/luftbilder/bebra.php</a>
Ulli
(back)

Re: panoramic pictures
From: Ulrich Monsees
Date: 3/31/02
Time: 2:39:16 AM
Remote Name: 217.184.167.246

Comments
Last try. Hope the link is OK now! <a href="http://www.airborne-stade.de/seiten/luftbilder/bebra.php"> www.airborne-stade.de/seiten/luftbilder/bebra.php</a>
Ulli
(back)

Re: panoramic pictures
From: Cris Benton
Date: 3/26/02
Time: 9:57:13 AM
Remote Name: 64.130.128.141

Comments
Inspired by this thread regarding stitched panoramas I have been playing with PhotoVista and some recent shots from the campus. The example linked below is a
very quick stitching of four shots sweeping from south to north across the Berkeley Campus. The top of Sather Tower is visible in the lower center. Two of the
three seam lines are pretty apparent.
http://arch.ced.berkeley.edu/kap/whatnew.asp
Looks like I need more control in rectifying the images and aligning their horizons. Next stop Panotools?
(back)

Re: panoramic pictures
From: Dave A.
Date: 3/19/02
Time: 7:00:07 PM
Remote Name: 209.63.33.68

Comments
No, but here's a cool page with some kite panoramics that I accidentally stumbled across...
http://philohome.free.fr/panogallery/kite.htm
(back)
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Re: panoramic pictures
From: David Hunt
Date: 3/19/02
Time: 6:16:40 PM
Remote Name: 65.162.200.145

Comments
If you search this list for the subject: "stitching aerial photos together" dated 9/10/01 you will find a post by Simon Harbord mentioning two other software
packages, Panavue and Pixaround. I wrote a reply about test I made using demos of these two software packages.
The Ulead software gave similar results to the Panavue software. The Ulead software does not use flags like the Panavue and Pixaround products. I like the way
that you can interactively move and adjust angles and rotation of the images you are trying to stitch together. I'm afraid that most casual users won't understand
how and why they should use the tilt features. Although the interactive nature of the program was nice I would like to have the ability to enter specific values for
tilt and color correction. Like the other two programs you will not get perfect results unless both your images are taken from the exact same location in the sky.
You will have to use manual techniques with a program like photoshop to get perfect results.
David Hunt
(back)

Re: panoramic pictures
From: David Hunt
Date: 3/19/02
Time: 8:57:39 PM
Remote Name: 65.162.200.145

Comments
I posted an article on the KAPER web site that shows some of the pit falls of using this type of software with KAP images.
http://www.kaper.kiteaerialphotography.net
All these companies offer free demos that can be downloaded from the web so it doesn't cost anything to take a few KAP panoramics and try it yourself.
David Hunt
(back)

Photo rectification
From: Koral
Date: 3/15/02
Time: 4:18:07 PM
Remote Name: 66.12.204.226

Comments
I've recently tried to rectify my digital kite aerials using paper plates equally spaced on the ground at 40 m. I have then tried to rectify them using arcview 3.1,
but found that I lost my original palette of colours. Can anyone suggest a better method?
(back)

Re: Photo rectification
From: Allan
Date: 3/22/02
Time: 7:57:35 AM
Remote Name: 206.48.60.2

Comments
I would recommend using Map Maker Pro for this. It is the best mapping software I have ever come across. Try it from <mapmaker.com> The rubbersheeting
capability will fit photos to a grid and you can georeference (calibrate)them to your scale and coordinates. I use it for mapping reefs and mangroves from aerials.
Cheers Allan St. Lucia
(back)

Re: Photo rectification
From: Koral
Date: 3/25/02
Time: 2:07:41 PM
Remote Name: 66.12.204.226
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Comments
Thanks for the advice. I think it mught be what I'm looking for.
(back)

parafoil v sutton flowform
From: chad@windmeadow.com
Date: 3/14/02
Time: 8:24:51 AM
Remote Name: 208.35.133.180

Comments
What is the main difference between the parafoil and flowform. I have seen that alot of people prefer flowforms for KAP. But I read that they do not provide as
much lift as parafoils.
For a 2lb KAP rig which type would have the widest usable wind range.
I am new to kiting. I have a 77" delta coyne, but I think I need something bigger.
(back)

Re: parafoil v sutton flowform
From: Craig Wilson
Date: 3/14/02
Time: 12:51:12 PM
Remote Name: 204.147.0.51

Comments
The difference between the two is in the shape of the cells and the venting between the cells. The flowform is preferred because it is a more reliable flier, they
rarely turn on their sides and slip to the ground. As for your 77 inch DC, that is a toy in the KAP world. You are trying to tow a trailer with a Pinto. You need a
pick-up truck for that job. For high winds 18-25 you should be able to use a Flowform 15. Mid range winds 12-20 you might select the Flowform 30. For light
winds 6-12 it will be best to use something that has a large wing area such as a large DC, delta, or Brooks' favorite the double Pearson roller (Dopero) by Ralf
Bautnagel
(back)

Re: parafoil v sutton flowform
From: Brooks Leffler kyteman@redshift.com
Date: 3/15/02
Time: 8:14:43 AM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.133

Comments
In general I agree with Craig, but I often fly a 2-lb rig with the FlowForm 16 in winds of 8 - 12 too, saving the 30 only for heavier rigs or lighter air, say 6 - 8 mph.
A lot depends on how steady the wind is. Yes, it is true that the FF pulls less than an equivalent size Parafoil, but IMHO it's a much more tractable kite: fewer
shround lines, wider wind range. One more thing -- you might as well start right: Silas J. Conyne's name has two syllables. It's Co-nine or Co-neen (opinions
vary), not Coyne. Welcome, be careful, and have fun!
(back)

Re: parafoil v sutton flowform
From: Thanks for the info
Date: 3/15/02
Time: 9:20:58 AM
Remote Name: 208.35.133.180

Comments
I will probbably get a flowform 16. The 30 cost a little more than my wife would allow me to spend.
(back)

Re: parafoil v sutton flowform
From: Craig
Date: 3/14/02
Time: 12:54:11 PM
Remote Name: 204.147.0.51
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Comments
I forgot to add, good luck Chad and welcome to kiting. Be prepared to be stuck here for a good long time.
(back)

MIA!!! Sponsor Software Giveaways!!! Call for Entries!!!!....
From: S. Collins
Date: 3/11/02
Time: 10:43:08 PM
Remote Name: 216.78.13.123

Comments
CALL FOR ENTRIES!
We felt that as members of the Media/Design Industry, you would like to be informed of the International Media Impression Awards. For details on entering go
to: http://www.mediaimpression.com
Please see our site for details on the Awards to be given away, and also the software/product giveaways to the entrants from our sponsors. The Deadline is close so
be sure to get your entries in Today!
S. Collins Contest Coordinator www.mediaimpression.com
(back)

KAP conference coming
From: Brooks Leffler kyteman@redshift.com
Date: 3/10/02
Time: 4:54:32 PM
Remote Name: 216.200.53.112

Comments
Registration materials are now available for KAPiCA/02, the first international KAP conference/workshop to be held in the USA. It's scheduled for November 1-6
in Pacific Grove, CA, but now is the time for you to get your reservation in because attendance will be limited to just 60 active participants (plus kith & kin).
Check it out on kiteaerialphotography.net, or drop me a note and I'll send you the stuff.
(back)

Site back up
From: Cris Benton
Date: 3/10/02
Time: 9:43:55 AM
Remote Name: 64.130.128.141

Comments
A campus-wide power outage last Thursday knocked the site offline for a day and when power was restored we had a wretched 'mandatory login' screen.
As you can tell it is finally fixed. Such is life in the world of pro bono servers. My apologies for the inconvenience.
(back)

Don't forget us PAPers
From: geach@bird-shots.com
Date: 3/6/02
Time: 8:28:40 PM
Remote Name: 207.30.216.45

Comments
Pole Aerial Photography might be of interest. I just posted a new gallery on http://www.bird-shots.com expanding the possibilites even more.
geach
(back)

rhetoric
From: rachreed@cisunix.unh.edu
Date: 3/6/02
Time: 2:00:56 PM
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Remote Name: 24.61.107.79

Comments
I am currently writing a thesis for my "Rhetoric of Photography" class and I have chosen aerial photography as my topic for discussion. I plan on utilizing the
many unique features of aerial photos to articulate their many interpretations and significance. Any help with this or any ideas would be much appreciated.
Please post any responses. Thanks!!
(back)

Wobbly DC
From: Doug Kinney
Date: 2/28/02
Time: 4:30:05 PM
Remote Name: 66.168.131.226

Comments
I recently aquired a 10' double Delta-Conyne for my birthday. With an 8 mph breeze coming for the North, today was ideal for its maiden flight. I had no
problem launching it. It climbed straight up, and i do mean straight (90 degrees from the ground) so it was right above me. It also likes to veer to the left. This is
bad since i use a picavet suspension and it needs somewhat of an angle to work right. I checked the bridal line making sure it wasn't uneven anywhere, which it
was not. I launched it again and it proceeded to fly over the top of me and nose dive into the ground behind me only after veering left again. Can somebody tell
me how i can fix this? I think the spars sewn into the kite are wooden dowels, along with the box spars being wooden. They all seem to be the same thickness and
length. So my kite should be balanced weight-wise evenly. I did not use a tail today because I wanted to see if I could balance it out first without one. If anybody
has experience with a D-DC and has experienced similar problems I would greatly appreciate some advice.
Thanks,
Doug
(back)

Re: Wobbly DC
From: David Hunt
Date: 3/2/02
Time: 7:54:39 PM
Remote Name: 65.162.200.145

Comments
The veer to the left could be caused by the wooden spars not being slid all the way to the outer points of the delta. I have a 9.5 foot Sun Oaks DC and the leading
edge spars are more or less permanently sewn into the sail, but they lack about 10 inches being as long as the leading edge of the sail. During storage the spars are
slid to the top of the sail, but during flight the spars are slid to the lower outer tips of the sail. Occasionally I have failed to slide one of the spars all the way to the
tip and the kite leaned to that side until corrected.
If the kite was correctly made that is about the only thing that would cause the lean. If that fails to correct the problem then try measuring the kite for symetry. If
its not symetrical then ask for a replacement.
David Hunt
(back)

Re: Wobbly DC
From: Brooks
Date: 2/28/02
Time: 10:32:51 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.114

Comments
Delta-Conynes are known for overflying -- that is, they will fly over your head and lose lift, usually when the wind dies. I'd say try lowering the bridle point -moving it towards the bottom or rear of the kite --to just above where the kite will lift off, and/or use a good draggy tail. You'll have less problem with overflying
with stronger winds. The high angle is to me not as desirable as the flatter one of, e.g., a Flow Form.
(back)

Xcma 2 Antenna modification
From: Jerry
Date: 2/28/02
Time: 1:50:19 AM
Remote Name: 141.241.2.14

Comments
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Hi,
I am going to buy a Xcam2 camera to fit it in my RC model plane and I have heard that the antenna must be modified.
I would like to know what is this modification and how can I do it.
Could you explain in details how to modify the antenna ?
Thanks
Jerry
(back)

Re: Xcma 2 Antenna modification
From: Brooks Leffler
Date: 2/28/02
Time: 9:41:50 AM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.248

Comments
Check out geach's site: www.bird-shots.com. He gives complete illustrated instructions, and I can vouch for its success.
(back)

Re: Xcma 2 Antenna modification
From: geach@bird-shots.com
Date: 2/28/02
Time: 6:13:04 PM
Remote Name: 209.26.6.177

Comments
Thanks for that vote of confidence. I've been seriously considering repackaging the little X10 NTSC transmitter to make it more compact. I think it can be
lightened a little by elimenating the sound jacks and combining the transmitter and power supply in a smaller box. Got any ideas?
geach
(back)

Re: Xcma 2 Antenna modification
From: Brooks
Date: 2/28/02
Time: 10:41:48 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.114

Comments
I've squeezed both Xcam2 circuit board and a power supply (not X10's, but a fabricated one which I shall post somewhere sometime) into a c-8 box, 2 x 1.5 x .75
inches. I snipped all the audio leads (white & blue as I recall) and extended your dipole antenna conversion out one end of the box and 4.8v in at the other end.
then I mounted the xmtr on the leg of the cradle with antenna pointed down. Works quite well, but noise necessitated using a separate set of AAA NiMH batteries
for video than those used for r/c.
(back)

Re: Xcma 2 Antenna modification
From: geach@bird-shots.com
Date: 3/1/02
Time: 2:06:55 PM
Remote Name: 64.45.217.102

Comments
Gotcha, sounds compact enough. Speaking of battery packs, I sometimes use a 6v Ni-MH(5 cell) to power both RC and Video. I haven't noticed any difference
than powering with 2 BPs, but then again I'm only 50' up and not 200.
geach
(back)

New KAP gallery online
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From: Rick I.
Date: 2/27/02
Time: 9:42:23 AM
Remote Name: 65.160.5.100

Comments
I finally sat myself down and scanned in a bunch of my KAP images that have been accumulating for the past few years. They're now up on the WWW at:
http://home.rochester.rr.com/srinz/kapgallery.html Hope you enjoy the pix.
-Rick
(back)

Re: New KAP gallery online
From: Tom.Nied@worldnet.att.net
Date: 3/1/02
Time: 8:11:33 AM
Remote Name: 12.84.114.166

Comments
Real nice work Rick. Lots of good quality shots. I'm going to have to study your website, I could learn a lot. Although your rig seems heavier than mine, I really
like how much of a boost in quality you are getting. Not to mention the techniques you have used to get such good results. Thanks for posting your shots. Tom
(back)

Re: New KAP gallery online
From: geach@bird-shots.com
Date: 3/1/02
Time: 2:14:54 PM
Remote Name: 64.45.217.102

Comments
I'll have to second that. Great shots. Only two suggestions: MORE and BIGGER :-)
geach
(back)

Printers and scanners
From: Cris Benton
Date: 2/23/02
Time: 7:45:50 PM
Remote Name: 64.130.128.141

Comments
I recently let a university-related unit use a few of my photographs for a catalog series. They offered in turn to purchase a bit of gear to support my KAP
endeavors. So now I have a modest fund available for photography-related expenses. I have been kicking around the idea of getting a film scanner and photo
printer.
On the printer side IÝve been closing in on EpsonÝs ledger size photo printers Ý the dye ink-based Epson 1280 and the mineral pigment ink-based Epson 2000P.
From my reading so far it looks like these printers can produce a worthy print (albeit slowly) and the capacity to have personal control over my printer images
has great appeal. Does anyone have experience with these printers? The media they use? Alternatives? I have also been wondering when Epson will come out
with a new line Ý they are about due.
On the film scanner side of things IÝm looking at the Canoscan FS4000US. This is a relatively new sub-$1000, 4000 dpi scanner with an infrared-based system to
remove dust via software. I will have to run it via USB as opposed to SCSI. Any suggestions on film scanners in this price range or on CanonÝs new model?
BTW, I have been spending some time lurking on photo.net and think I might start submitting a few images for critique. I figured the scanner would come in
handy for reworking images for detailed prints on the printer and for photo.net.
Cris
(back)

Re: Printers and scanners
From: Carlo Didier
Date: 2/25/02
Time: 3:28:16 AM
Remote Name: 194.154.218.196
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Comments
Just 2 tips: try to get a SCSI interfaced scanner (saves LOTS of time) and think about putting your pics on a CD and giving them to a lab for the prints (100x
cheaper, and if you find a digital minilab nearby, you can discuss special requests direcly with the operator).
(back)

Re: Printers and scanners
From: Brooks kyteman@redshift.com
Date: 2/24/02
Time: 9:11:40 AM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.33

Comments
As it happens, Cris, I have an Epson 1270, which is essentially the same machine as the 1280 functionally. I love it, BUT the ink cost is horrendous. That's why
Epson and H-P and others can sell printers so cheaply.
I am trying now a cut-rate color cartridge I got at MacExpo, and while the colors needed a bit of tweaking, it seems OK -- and half the cost.
Different papers make a whopping difference in color rendition -- Epson papers are excellent, as are Canon -- but the one I use most is from Great White, about
half the price.
As an aside, I have compared prints I made several years ago with my first Epson 850 (a 3-color rig) with those made with H-P's 970cse, thought to be a better
machine, and Epson's colors hold up well and H-P's have faded. I still have the H-P, but never use it -- the 1270 and Epson, I think, are far superior.
As to film scanners, I have used two: a Microtek 30t (?) and a refurbished Minolta Dimage Scan Multi, which I recently bought to see if it could be jiggered to
take the 58mm-wide negatives from my Horizon panorama camera. Using a wonderful piece of shareware called VueScan, it works better for the pano pix -- but
the software that came with it is not bad either for normal stuff. I doubt that VueScan is available for Windows.
I've had good results with both scanners, usually scanning slides at about 1800 dpi and reducing resolution to 300.
I may still have the Epson 850 and I know I have the Microtek scanner, either of which I'd part with cheap if anyone's interested.
(back)

Re: Printers and scanners
From: Christian Becot
Date: 2/24/02
Time: 1:02:10 PM
Remote Name: 193.250.38.246

Comments
Hi, I'm using an Epson filmscan 200 since 3 years now, and I'm very satisfied with it. Last year I replaced a cheap scanner for an Epson Perfection 1640SU (S for
SCSI and U for USB). Both are used on SCSI with the same Adaptec SCSI card. It never get jammed and both are fully reliable. Be aware that number of pixels
is not the main criteria to consider. With the same resolution I get much better images with the Epson perfection than with the old one. Acuteness and color
sensitivity of sensor are one of the important ones, but very difficult to know and compare it before the purchase. By the way, many famous brand are made with
the same components! With the Epson Perfection, I purchased a film back which allows me to scan my 120 size films and old B&W plates. Maximum size is
10x13cm,4x5". Quality is there but the film scanner is of course easiest for film strips and slides. Also, interesting is the comparison with a digital camera: the
same subject shot with the Kyocera/Yashica Finecam 3300 and with the Konica Hexar was compared having the color film scanned on the Epson filmscan 200. I
managed the same pixel weight, ~9Mo file; the scanned image surpassed easily the other in sharpness, and scanned resolution was low compared to the scanner
range! I also made a physical calibration of my screen, before to let the software doing the same with the scanners and the printer (which is an old Epson stylus
color 400, and should be replaced soon). Scanners with hard frames to place films and slides before insert them, are more reliable than scanners where you
directly feed the film strips through. SCSI is a bit more expensive (cables are!) but is so nice to install and to use: you spend a little money, you save a lot of time.
(back)

The KAP Site should be speedier now
From: Cris Benton
Date: 2/19/02
Time: 2:04:21 PM
Remote Name: 128.32.219.149

Comments
This last weekend the KAP site, and other sites hosted by the Department of Architecture, slowed to a crawl. It was seriously reminiscent of my first 300 baud
modem. Today we physically moved the server to another subnet on campus. The theory is that the antiquated wiring and aged hubs in the servers former
location (south side of Wurster Hall) were causing the slowdown.
Let me know if you see a speed increase.
Cris
(back)
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Re: The KAP Site should be speedier now
From: David Hunt
Date: 2/20/02
Time: 12:03:28 PM
Remote Name: 65.162.200.145

Comments
You're too humble I was getting at least the equivalent of 600baud prior to the move. Things are definitely better now.
(back)

Re: The KAP Site should be speedier now
From: Christian Becot
Date: 2/19/02
Time: 3:46:03 PM
Remote Name: 193.249.63.91

Comments
unbelievable! Yes, it is definitively much faster. Thanks to all your team.
(back)

Re: The KAP Site should be speedier now
From: Tom.Nied@worldnet.att.net
Date: 2/19/02
Time: 11:28:17 PM
Remote Name: 12.84.109.167

Comments
Yeah it cooks now. Incredibly faster, this is going to more enjoyable. Nice job getting this to run faster. Thanks. Tom
(back)

Helikite
From: Garethowens@hotmail.com
Date: 2/15/02
Time: 1:10:49 PM
Remote Name: 195.92.168.171

Comments
I had a look at the Helikite site, interesting idea, would like to know how you get on with this balloon kite hybrid. Looks like it might be an ideal light wind lifter.
Though I'm not sure weather it will it much of an improvement over a ballon in no wind or over a kite in a strong breeze. Does anyone have any experience with
these?
which helikite did you get?
(back)

Re: Helikite
From:
Date: 11/23/2002
Time: 8:43:38 AM
Remote Name: 129.186.218.157

Comments
We bought a 2.5 cu. meter Helikite and use it for aerial photography/video. We are still working ouut the bugs, and hope to buy a larger model soon as the 2.5
meter version requires a supplemental balloon in low wind conditions when lifting our camera payload of about 1.5 kilos. You may be interested in our web page
...http://www.ctre.iastate.edu/research/remote/
(back)

What kite to use
From: Paul
Date: 2/15/02
Time: 8:17:57 AM
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Remote Name: 213.106.192.136

Comments
Hi,
IÝm from the UK and IÝm currently doing a KAP project for an a-level in design technology. I have both the Cradle and the camera area completed. I just need
some recommendations on kite types. I was thinking on a sled/Para foil type kite, so that it would easy to carry and store.
So tell me what you guys think.
(back)

Re: What kite to use
From: Peter Bults (kaplab.nl@wxs.nl)
Date: 2/15/02
Time: 1:23:11 PM
Remote Name: 195.121.200.219

Comments
Please tell us more about your plans. The subject, the average windconditions, how high you would like to fly, the surrounding landscape, ... That would make
answering your question much easier.
Peter
(back)

Re: What kite to use
From: Brooks kyteman@redshift.com
Date: 2/15/02
Time: 9:07:09 AM
Remote Name: 216.200.53.42

Comments
A sled wallows a bit too much and is a bit too collapsible for KAP, IMHO. A parafoil or better yet a Sutton Flow Form 16 or bigger would be better, or a Dopero,
or a delta-Conyne, or a Cody, or a .......
Now that Cris is offering a search engine for the discussion archives, I'd suggest using it for posts on kites. Newcomers to KAP raise this question often here, and
there should be plenty of opinion already posted.
(back)

Re: What kite to use
From: Paul
Date: 2/15/02
Time: 10:27:14 AM
Remote Name: 213.106.192.136

Comments
yeh i tried that but i can't find anything of real relevance
(back)

Re: What kite to use
From: Cris Benton
Date: 2/15/02
Time: 11:53:46 AM
Remote Name: 128.32.219.149

Comments
I tried separate searches "foil", "rokkaku", and "sutton" in the archive's comment field and this returned a collection of posts with useful detail on kite selection.
(back)

A magnificent book
From: Brooks Leffler kyteman@redshift.com
Date: 2/13/02
Time: 5:55:05 PM
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Remote Name: 216.200.53.54

Comments
I just received my copy of Michel Clinckemaille's gorgeous book of his first-rate KAP images of Belgium. It's available only in French or Dutch, but the pictures
do the talking to a KAPer. My goodness, what lovely stuff!
Peter Bults has it in his bookstore at www.kiteaerialphotography.net, and I strongly recommend it even to monolingual Yankees -- a great collection for less than
$50.
(back)

Finally an update of my site!
From: Frank Louwers (frank.louwers@altina.cx)
Date: 2/13/02
Time: 12:28:27 AM
Remote Name: 212.8.161.90

Comments
Hello everyone,
Finally I made some time to update my site with pictures, now loosely organised in thumbnail galleries around one or other subject. Clicking on the image brings
you to the bigger picture. I would appreciate any comments on the site (does everything in the "Photogallery" page work?) as well as on the pictures. Always glad
to answer any questions you might have.
See: www.altina.cx
Best regards, Frank
(back)

Re: Finally an update of my site!
From: Brooks kyteman@redshift.com
Date: 2/13/02
Time: 9:31:50 AM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.151

Comments
Looks fine to me! The thumbnails download much faster than most sites, though with my modem (which is 56.6 but connects always at 28.8) the larger images
take about 90 seconds. As always, Booky, you have lovely pix of exotic places.
It would be nice to be able to click a "next" button in each collection which would take you directly to the next collection.
(back)

Re: Finally an update of my site!
From: Carlo Didier
Date: 2/13/02
Time: 4:31:06 AM
Remote Name: 194.154.218.196

Comments
Hi Chris! I think I must have a download of your whole site from not too long ago. Most of the discussion pages should be in there as they appeared on-line.
Would that be of any help to you? Tell me and I'll send you a zipped version
(back)

Re: Finally an update of my site!
From: Frank Louwers (frank.louwers@altina.cx)
Date: 2/13/02
Time: 4:45:28 AM
Remote Name: 212.8.165.244

Comments
Hi Carlo, I think your are mixing up with another thread? Best regards, Frank
(back)

Re: Finally an update of my site!
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From: Carlo Didier
Date: 2/13/02
Time: 10:20:42 AM
Remote Name: 194.154.218.196

Comments
Well, I thought I had posted this under Chris' last post, but somehow it got mixed up somewhere ...
(back)

electro motor winch
From: jasper@park.nl
Date: 2/11/02
Time: 3:22:35 PM
Remote Name: 128.32.219.149

Comments
Does anybody know about making an electro winch? I want to use it for a helium balloon. A company called AIR used to make them but I cant find them
anymore. Somebody has one for sale? please email me. Thanks very much, great forum! jasper@park.nl
(back)

Re: electro motor winch
From: Christian Becot
Date: 2/11/02
Time: 3:24:03 PM
Remote Name: 128.32.219.149

Comments
Yes, this is correct. Better use a windshield wiper motor, and preferably a 10 years old one as the actual ones have sometimes small plastic gears which are fragile
in a way. The free bonus is a fast and slow speed. I made some torque measures years ago, but can't remind now what I got.
(back)

Re: electro motor winch
From: jasper@park.nl
Date: 2/13/02
Time: 9:20:27 AM
Remote Name: 193.78.136.6

Comments
sorry for the late reaction. It sounds like a 12V windowwiper motor is the best for this job. Any other suggestions? I ordered a helikite: www.helikites.com for my
project.
j
(back)

Re: electro motor winch
From: rd33536@alltel.net
Date: 2/11/02
Time: 3:23:41 PM
Remote Name: 128.32.219.149

Comments
We have been searching for a means of powering the winding mechanism for our KAP activity. Knowing that we can not just "haul in the line" and combine all
of that tension on the reel, we are interested in using a capstan like is used in sailing. The winding spool then only needs to maintain some tension. The Capstan
can be powered. Current idea is to use a lawnmower starter motor that can be switched on and off with a foot control. Reactions?
(back)

Re: electro motor winch
From: Carl Bigras
Date: 2/11/02
Time: 3:23:10 PM
Remote Name: 128.32.219.149
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Comments
My feeling is that any starter motor has a very small duty cycle (<10%). They are very powerful but can only be used I.E.; 30 sec. ON and 10 Min. OFF. I've seen
them being used in high school electric vehicle racing projects. Most of them burn up, others that do know about their characteristics used dry ice to cool them.
Cool! You'd need to control their speed as well, otherwise it's instant 0 to max RPM, enough to snap a line. Just my thoughts, Carl
(back)

Re: electro motor winch
From: ian@max-q.fsnet.co.uk
Date: 4/26/02
Time: 8:39:44 AM
Remote Name: 131.227.85.20

Comments
Hi. I made a power winch a while back, mainly for flying the Sutton Flowform. I used a motor off an electric bicycle for this project. The motor drives, via a
pulley, a commercial 1200lb winch. Go to my web site at http://mysite.freeserve.com/Stratokap and click on Stratoscoop from the menu, scroll down to the Power
Winch link.
(back)

Remain calm at all times (repost)
From: Cris Benton
Date: 2/11/02
Time: 3:20:18 PM
Remote Name: 128.32.219.149

Comments
For reasons as yet unexplained the discussion posts are not making it to the screen. Since I am able to post it appears that the software still works. The posted
message above was #713 (hex) so it stilll thinks it has 1800 messages or so out there somewhere. Microsoft FrontPage really doesn't provide any discussion group
management tools -- the software handles messages with scripts that are something of a black box. At work tomorrow I will see if I can restore the table of
contents from a backup. Remain calm. Cris
(back)

Loss of the archive
From: Simon Harbord
Date: 2/11/02
Time: 3:11:57 PM
Remote Name: 128.32.219.149

Comments
I'm sure this isn't really lost, but it does raise the point of the actual value of the old posts. Over the years the discussion group has covered just about every area
of question possible to do with KAP. Is there any way it could be released in a form that were downloadable? I often used to search for topics posted (ie
"servo")and it would always provide a great set of posts that I'd long forgotten on the subject. I'd be happy to download a few megabytes of data in a format that
were usable, as an archive of knowledge. Has anyone any ideas how such a thing could be done, to turn a bunch of discussion posts into a knowledge base thingy ?
As you can see my IT knowledge is a bit limited ! Simon
(back)

Re: Loss of the archive
From: Carlo Didier
Date: 2/12/02
Time: 4:34:37 AM
Remote Name: 194.154.218.196

Comments
Hi Chris! I think I must have a download of your whole site from not too long ago. Most of the discussion pages should be in there as they appeared on-line.
Would that be of any help to you? Tell me and I'll send you a zipped version.
(back)

Re: Loss of the archive
From: Cris Benton
Date: 2/13/02
Time: 11:56:11 AM
Remote Name: 128.32.219.149
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Comments
Thanks for the offer Carlo. I have pretty much recovered the content of the discussion site. Christian Becot forwarded a Jan. 5 copy of the Table of Contents so I
think I am pretty well set.
I think the KAP Discussion Group archive page is turning out as a useful resource. See:
http://arch.ced.berkeley.edu/kap/database/discussion/discuss_archive.asp
(back)

KAP Site Slow?
From: Cris Benton
Date: 2/11/02
Time: 3:09:50 PM
Remote Name: 128.32.219.149

Comments
Howdy gang, I received the following message last week: I've been reviewing your website for the past two days gathering all the information I can on KAP. Your
site is jam-packed with info, which I appreciate very much. However, has anyone ever mentioned that the site is slow. I've accessed the site from my home using a
cable-modem, and at work using a T-1. Both locations give similar sluggish performance. Any ideas on why the site is slow? Are you going through a myriad of
firewalls, routers, etc. within the Berkeley domain? Is the web server you're using over-taxed? Or maybe the problem lies outside "your" realm altogether.
Any help or performance boosts would be greatly appreciated.
(back)

Re: KAP Site Slow?
From: Tom.Nied@worldnet.att.net
Date: 2/18/02
Time: 6:55:13 AM
Remote Name: 12.84.109.33

Comments
Yeah, I find it dead slow now also, but all I have is slow dialup/modem. Still this is where all of my KAP searches begin from. Thanks. Tom
(back)

Cordwheel (repost)
From: Allan, St. Lucia
Date: 2/11/02
Time: 3:07:28 PM
Remote Name: 128.32.219.149

Comments
Hi everyone, I need to get another Cordwheel, from the USA preferably. I have found a couple of hardware places in searches but all cater to local purchasers i.e. order forms that only match US addresses. Can any of you tell me of a place I could conveniently order one from? TIA Allan
(back)

Re: Cordwheel (repost)
From: Henry Jebe
Date: 2/11/02
Time: 3:18:31 PM
Remote Name: 128.32.219.149

Comments
I have been using a commercial fisherman's Hand Gurdy as a reel with kite line instead of wire for doing KAP from my skiff or canoe when underway. It is quite
strong enough for line under tension, however it does need to be mounted on a board or other item for use as it is quite heavy and unsuitable for handheld use. If
you would like to see a photo of mine in use, e-mail me and I'll see if I can find one to send you or take a digital shot. Henry
(back)

Re: Cordwheel (repost)
From: Brooks
Date: 2/11/02
Time: 3:18:55 PM
Remote Name: 128.32.219.149
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Comments
...or just look up Henry Does It in a Canoe, volume 2, number 3 of the aerial eye, page 22. There's a lovely closeup of Henry's gurdy.
(back)

Re: Cordwheel (repost)
From: Allan, St. Lucia
Date: 2/11/02
Time: 3:19:19 PM
Remote Name: 128.32.219.149

Comments
Well wasn't that a good idea to order the Aerial Eye CD a few days earlier? So I'll get to see your setup Henry without your having to bother you with sending
something now. I'm sure I'll be in touch about it in due course. On another note, after ages of not enough wind for the Hagaman 35 parafoil my new Maxi Dopero
arrives. So naturally the conditions are now such that I spent yesterday on my wave board with a 5-0 sail. The great thing is that after years of wishing for 5+
Beaufort every day I am going to be happy with a mild breezes as well. Regards Allan
(back)

Adding exponential to an RC transmitter (repost)
From: Aaron Bott
Date: 2/11/02
Time: 3:06:42 PM
Remote Name: 128.32.219.149

Comments
I am wanting to add exponential to a channel of an RC transmitter. I see you have done similar mods (dual rates), and I wondered if you know how to set up
exponential. thanx
(back)

A "Gayla" discovery. (repost)
From: Tom.Nied@worldnet.att.net
Date: 2/11/02
Time: 3:05:54 PM
Remote Name: 128.32.219.149

Comments
Ever discover something that just makes you shake your head and laugh? Today temps here in the Chicagoland area were quite nice with steady winds about 15
mph. While discussing an upcoming vacation, my KAP assistant Carla asked the question, "wonder if we could get a kite up in front of her house"? I knew I had
a $4.00 Gayla 42" Delta kite in the trunk of my car ready to go and I replied, "sure let's try". You know, those cheapo kites you find in toy stores? It went up like
a rocket. Before she could get her coat on I had it out at least 200 ft. in steady winds over the rooftops. Next question from Carla, "wonder if that could carry the
rig"? Well I keep our rig in a ready to go state, so that if the conditions are good, its just a matter of getting the kite up and clipping on. That cheapo $4.00 Gayla
Delta kite lifted our 5.2 ounce rig to about 30 ft. and would probably have gone higher if we let it. Up to now, we've been using a 8' Delta Illusion or a 11' Delta
Optic to lift the rig. Lesson learned, a smaller kite in good steady winds can lift our rig. From now on, I'll always keep a 42" Gayla handy. The discovery just
makes laugh. Just had to share this with my KAP colleagues. Tom
(back)

Re: A "Gayla" discovery. (repost)
From: Doug Kinney
Date: 2/11/02
Time: 3:16:33 PM
Remote Name: 128.32.219.149

Comments
My first KAP kite was a 6' delta $10 el-cheapo I bought at Target. I found it one day and was greatly hoping just maybe it might be able to lift a KAP rig. (Back
In time when I was still Pondering the idea of KAP). I love my new Flowform, but the easy handling of the little delta is a breeze to handle compared to the
flowform. (no pun intended). It still resides in the trunk of my car just waiting to get out on a nice day.
(back)

Re: A "Gayla" discovery. (repost)
From: Russell
Date: 5/29/02
Time: 6:29:25 PM
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Remote Name: 65.202.254.41

Comments
Gayla's "Superbat" (not the Babybat) is much larger than their other plastic kites. It is extremely durable, steady, and strong.
(back)

Re: A "Gayla" discovery. (repost)
From: Russell
Date: 5/29/02
Time: 6:29:10 PM
Remote Name: 65.202.254.41

Comments
Gayla's "Superbat" (not the Babybat) is much larger than their other plastic kites. It is extremely durable, steady, and strong.
(back)

Re: A "Gayla" discovery. (repost)
From: Simon
Date: 2/11/02
Time: 3:14:24 PM
Remote Name: 128.32.219.149

Comments
Yeah, I think I know the sort of kite, I used to have a fabulous flying plastic kite with a space rocket design. It flew like a Dan Leigh ! I think it secretly thought it
was a Dan Leigh delta! So Gayla kites sound like the sort of kites we in UK would buy from Lidl ! I guess my point was more around - don't be afraid to lift rigs
under small kites it can be such fun, and very liberating for those used to hauling big parafoils and flowforms around.
(back)

Re: A "Gayla" discovery. (repost)
From: Brooks
Date: 2/11/02
Time: 3:17:10 PM
Remote Name: 128.32.219.149

Comments
Simon, there's just no comparison between anything Dan Leigh builds and a Gayla Bat! Dan's done some pretty weird colors, but can you imagine him putting
bloodshot eyes on a kite? But I agree, Tom -- more power to ya!
(back)

Re: A "Gayla" discovery. (repost)
From: Brooks
Date: 2/11/02
Time: 3:17:05 PM
Remote Name: 128.32.219.149

Comments
Simon, there's just no comparison between anything Dan Leigh builds and a Gayla Bat! Dan's done some pretty weird colors, but can you imagine him putting
bloodshot eyes on a kite? But I agree, Tom -- more power to ya!
(back)

Re: A "Gayla" discovery. (repost)
From: Tom.Nied@worldnet.att.net
Date: 2/11/02
Time: 3:12:31 PM
Remote Name: 128.32.219.149

Comments
One fear I did have was the integrity of the kiteline. It also was of the quality of kite string that is usually sold with these kites and its permanent residence is
usually in the trunk of my car. I've been wanting to replace this particular hoop of regular kiteline now for the last few years. Even had a kite breakaway last
winter. This time I gambled and no negative consequences, but I do think I will change the line very soon, or at least not lift my "ultralight rig" (cool terminology,
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I like that). Just thought it was remarkable that a 42" plastic Delta could do the lifting, even with a rig being 5.2 ounces. Now, how safe was that? Uh,,,,,,,,,,,,,think
I prefer Carla's 8' Delta with 100# line. Ha. Chin up. Tom
(back)

Re: A "Gayla" discovery. (repost)
From: Simon Harbord
Date: 2/11/02
Time: 3:18:04 PM
Remote Name: 128.32.219.149

Comments
Tom, I'd just like to echo your views. Whilst there is some risk in putting expensive rigs under kids kites, there is also reat pleasure to be had in using small kites
that you depend on. I've often lifted my full rig (approx 20oz) under a five foot Dan Leigh delta. In a moderate wind it is a real joy as the rig will settle in
equilibrium under the kite - sort of hanging off the line, it is an ideal approach for doing low survey verticals over achaeological, sites very easy to bring the rig
back and forth over the trenches and features. A couple of years ago I took over 400 shots over a site here, with nearly all shots taken under the little Dan Leigh
kite. Of course under these circumstances the line reel is irrelevent as you are working handheld with loose line to get the right positioning. occasionally the wind
drops and the little kite way up loses lift and you have to haul everything back to hand, but a moment later and out it goes again. All the time the rig is no more
than 20 or 30 feet up. Yeah, love minimal kites. If they're well made, you can trust your rig to them. It's great fun.
(back)

Re: A "Gayla" discovery. (repost)
From: Simon
Date: 2/11/02
Time: 3:16:00 PM
Remote Name: 128.32.219.149

Comments
No I totally agree - my point was really an expansion that if the small kite is well made and trustworthy (like a Dan Leigh delta or similar), it can be used to lift 20
oz rigs in the right winds. I too wouldn't put expensive gear under plastic kids kites unless I was willing to take the potential negative consequences.
(back)

Re: A "Gayla" discovery. (repost)
From: Richard Amirault
Date: 2/11/02
Time: 3:13:58 PM
Remote Name: 128.32.219.149

Comments
Simon wrote (in part): "I guess my point was more around - don't be afraid to lift rigs under small kites it can be such fun, and very liberating for those used to
hauling big parafoils and flowforms around." Well ... remember this thread was started by someone with an ULTRAlight KAP rig. I would not want to lift my 1lb
6oz rig with any small, plastic GALA kite. I'd be too afraid that the amount of wind necessary would be too much for the kite, causing it to colapse in mid air.
Folks with ultralight KAP rigs have many more options that most of us ;-) Richard in Boston, MA, USA
(back)

Re: A "Gayla" discovery. (repost)
From: Brooks
Date: 2/11/02
Time: 3:15:05 PM
Remote Name: 128.32.219.149

Comments
Richard wrote: "Folks with ultralight KAP rigs have many more options that most of us ;-) " Hey, Richard, I've been preaching that for years!
(back)

Re: A "Gayla" discovery. (repost)
From: Peter Bults
Date: 2/11/02
Time: 3:12:57 PM
Remote Name: 128.32.219.149

Comments
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Yes, light rigs AND very light (SUL) kites sure help to get more (and better) KAPictures. Peter
(back)

Withdrawal symptoms (repost)
From: geach, www.bird-shots.com
Date: 2/11/02
Time: 3:05:10 PM
Remote Name: 128.32.219.149

Comments
Hurry up please, I'm hooked on the "Discussion" and I don't know how long I can last without it:-) Sorry you're having such a difficult time, sure wish I could
help. Been thinking about a PAP discussion so we'uns can get out of you KAPers hair. How much trouble is it to set up and maintain a Discussion anyhow?
Wouldn't take much to talk me out of it. I notice FrontPage 2002 has the wizard thing...I don't particularly care for wizards as you don't really know what it did.
Anyhow, good luck, geach
(back)

Thanks for not giving up!
From: geach
Date: 2/10/02
Time: 9:39:28 PM
Remote Name: 207.30.8.206

Comments
I think I can speak for the KAPers...and PAPers alike...when I say, we shared in your frustration and are glad you hung in there and didn't give up. It doesn't
really matter how slow it is, just knowing it's there will help us all sleep better...no more bad dreams about NOTHINGNESS.
Pleasant dreams,
geach
(back)

KAP Site S L O W
From: Cris Benton
Date: 2/10/02
Time: 8:56:36 PM
Remote Name: 64.130.128.141

Comments
I have received several posts lately about the KAP WWW site being slow. I feel your pain.
My department has served as a gratis host for this site since 1995. Our WWW server, once a young, spry thing, is now in its dotage. David Virgo, our computer
specialist, is in the process of rebuilding the WWW server having just finished installing a new LAN server for the 1,000-user department. It is our hope that the
site will become zippier after this rebuilding.
On the other hand I should note that Wurster Hall, home of UC BerkeleyÝs Department of Architecture, has been under construction for the last three years for
seismic strengthening and the slowness may relate to construction-related issues.
David is working on the speed issue. In the meantime, patience is counseled.
(back)

Function test
From: Cris Benton
Date: 1/4/2006
Time: 11:56:34 AM
Remote Name: 64.142.12.44

Comments
test
(back)

test
From: C. Benton
Date: 3/31/2003
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Time: 7:47:22 PM
Remote Name: 64.142.12.44

Comments
function test
(back)

.
From:
Date: 12/26/2004
Time: 10:42:26 PM
Remote Name: 4.7.215.76

Comments
Clint Sloan Hawaiian Art at the Volcano Art Center Gallery Hawaiian Art Gallery Hawaiian Art Hawaiian Art Galleries Hawaii Art Galleries Hawaiian
Galleries http://clintsloan.com Hawaiian Art Galleries Hawaii Art Galleries Hawaiian Galleries
http://clint-sloan-hawaiian-art-galleries-of-the-heart.titanium--rings.com/ Hawaiian Art Galleries Hawaii Art Galleries Hawaiian Galleries Works of the Heart
Dolphins Lava Realism of Lunar Moon Glow http://clintsloan.com/The_Gallery/the_gallery.html Space and Stars Magical Surf in Majestic Settings and More
Wow! See
Clint Sloan Hawaiian art at the Volcano Art Center Gallery hawaiian Art Gallery Hawaiian Art & Hotels hotel hawaii
discountcheap hawaiin hotels hawaiian flowers hawaiian islands hawaiian dictionary hawaiian shirts hawaiian names hawaiian
music hawaiian tropic hawaiian girls hawaiian language hawaiian recipes hawaiian jewelry hawaiian vacations hawaiian air
hawaii hawaii real estate university of hawaii hawaii map hawaii vacations hawaiian hotels hotel hawaii discount cheap
hawaiin hotels map of hawaii hawaii vacation hawaii weddings fact about hawaii hawaii vacation packages hawaii hawaiian
hotels hotel hawaii discount cheap hawaiin hotels pictures hawaii travel pictures of hawaii real estate hawaiiHawaiian Art
Galleries Hawaii Art Galleries Gallery Clint Sloan Works of the Heart Hawaii Art GalleriesHawaiian Art Galleries Hawaiian
Art Galleries Hawaii
http://top-seo-google-search-engine-optimization-ranking-specialist.com/
search engine optimization seo seo seo search engine optimization services seo seo seo search engine optimization company seo seo seo search engine optimization
firm seo seo seo search engine optimization search engine placement seo seo seo search engine optimization by michael roebuck seo seo seo search engine
optimization training seo seo seo search engine optimization certification seo seo seo search engine optimization specalist seo seo seo affordable search engine
optimization seo seo seo search engine optimization service seo seo seo search engine optimization companies seo seo seo search engine optimization software seo
seo seo canadian search engine optimization seo seo seo search engine optimization canada seo seo seo
Search engine optimization search optimization firm engine placement search engine marketing firm search engine! Ranking
search engine marketing search engine optimization services internet marketing seo search engine optimization company search
engine search engine optimization services!
hawaiian hotels hotel hawaii discount Volcano Art affordable cheap hawaiin hotels hawaiian flowers hawaiian islands hawaiian
dictionary hawaiian shirts hawaiian names hawaiian music hawaiian tropic hawaiian girls hawaiian language hawaiian
recipes hawaiian jewelry hawaiian vacations hawaiian air hawaii hawaii real estate university of hawaii hawaii map hawaii
vacations hawaiian hotels hotel hawaii discount cheap hawaiin hotels map of hawaii hawaii vacation hawaii weddings fact
about hawaii hawaii vacation packages hawaii hawaiian hotels hotel hawaii discount cheap hawaiin hotels pictures hawaii
travel pictures of hawaii real estate hawaii
http://hawaiian-vacation-rentals-kona.fanspace.com/ moderately priced hotel in the center of Kailua-Kona hawaiian hotels
hotel hawaii discount cheap hawaiin hotels hawaiian hawaiian flowers hawaiian islands hawaiian dictionary hawaiian shirts
hawaiian names hawaiian music hawaiian tropic hawaiian girls hawaiian language hawaiian recipes hawaiian hotels hotel
hawaii discount cheap hawaiin hotels hawaiian jewelry hawaiian vacations hawaiian air hawaii hawaii real estate university
of hawaii hawaii map hawaii vacations hawaiian hotels hotel hawaii discount cheap hawaiin hotels map of hawaii hawaii
vacation hawaii weddings fact about hawaii hawaii vacation packages hawaii pictures hawaii travel pictures of hawaii real
estate hawaii moderately priced hotel in the center of Kailua-Kona
Magical Art Hawaiian Art Galleries Hawaii Art Gallery Galleries Hawaiian Art Gallery http://clintsloan.com/ Magical Art Hawaiian Art Galleries Hawaii Art
Gallery Galleries Hawaiian Art Gallery http://www.christianmusic.org/cmp/styleforum/ubbhtml/Forum7/HTML/000015.html http://clint-sloan-hawaiian-artfile:///Users/davemitchell/Desktop/KAP%20Forum%20Project/arc2002.html
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galleries-of-the-heart.titanium--rings.com/hawaiian-art-galleries-gallery-hawaiian-art.html I am the worlds Top SEO Google Search Engine Optimization
Ranking Placement Marketing Consulting
Consultant Specialist King of Google.Com Hawaiian Titanium Rings Hawaiian Hotels Hotel Cheap Discount Hotels
Magical Art Galleries Hawaiian Kona Coffee Top 10 Search Engine Optimization Ranking Specialist
http://rogersmantalk.com/Music/00000012.htm http://www.rcowen.com/ProfDevF/_schdis/0000000a.htm
http://www.rcowen.com/ProfDevF/_schdis/0000000c.htm Search Engine optimization and Ranking Specialist Google Placement World's Top Google Placement
Specialist,
http://taking-over-the-internet.com/espresso-gourmet-coffee-java-beans-fest-tea-flavored-coffee.html
Search Engine Optimization, Google, GoogledanceOptimization, SEO Help,Keywords,
Google-Dance, Directories, Google, Link Development, Marketing, Optimization, Promotion,
News, Spiders, Submission, Google Dance, Google-Dance http://top-seo-google-search-engine-optimization-ranking-specialist.com/ The Worlds Top SEO
GOOGLE SEARCH ENGINE OPTIMIZATION RANKING CONSULTING CONSULTANT GOOGLE PLACEMENT SPECIALIST Search Engine
Optimization RANKING consultant consulting google placement specialist sevices
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Remote Name: 64.142.12.44

Comments
ok
(back)

Function test
From: Benton
Date: 6/16/02
Time: 2:24:47 PM
Remote Name: 64.130.128.141

Comments
Works
(back)

Yeat another test
From: Cris
Date: 11/7/2002
Time: 6:01:48 PM
Remote Name: 128.32.219.149

Comments
yeat another test
(back)

Re: Function test
From: Cris Benton
Date: 9/8/2002
Time: 10:19:31 PM
Remote Name: 64.130.128.141

Comments
worked?
(back)

Re: Function test
From: Cris Benton
Date: 9/8/2002
Time: 5:37:56 PM
Remote Name: 64.130.128.141

Comments
works
(back)

Re: Function test
From: Benton
Date: 10/31/2002
Time: 5:02:06 PM
Remote Name: 128.32.219.149

Comments
Better be working
(back)

Re: Function test
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From: Benton
Date: 9/12/2002
Time: 6:57:31 PM
Remote Name: 64.130.128.141

Comments
more
(back)

Re: Function test
From: David V
Date: 10/18/2002
Time: 3:26:07 PM
Remote Name: 169.229.137.106

Comments
Finally.
(back)

Re: Function test
From: Benton
Date: 10/20/2002
Time: 3:23:26 PM
Remote Name: 64.130.128.141

Comments
checking
(back)

Re: Function test
From: Benton
Date: 10/23/2002
Time: 8:35:21 PM
Remote Name: 64.130.128.141

Comments
more testing
(back)

Re: Function test
From: David V
Date: 11/27/2002
Time: 7:58:16 AM
Remote Name: 169.229.137.105

Comments
Hopefully the last test for awhile!
(back)

Wind speed indicator, as posted by James Mc Carter on this website. How may I get in touch with James
Mc Carter? A.S.A.P.
From: John F. Braun Scottsdale, Arizona (602) 996-7170 leave message as to reaching James Mc Carter.
Date: 2/8/02
Time: 7:00:19 PM
Remote Name: 64.12.105.182

Comments
I have an old hand held wind speed indicator and want to locate and purchase several more. My e-mail address is iouzip00@aol.com Please forward to Mr. Mc
Carter. Thank you John F. Braun
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Wind speed indicator, as posted by James Mc Carter on this website. How may I get in touch with James
Mc Carter? A.S.A.P.
From: John F. Braun Scottsdale, Arizona (602) 996-7170 leave message as to reaching James Mc Carter.
Date: 2/8/02
Time: 7:00:11 PM
Remote Name: 64.12.105.182

Comments
I have an old hand held wind speed indicator and want to locate and purchase several more. My e-mail address is iouzip00@aol.com Please forward to Mr. Mc
Carter. Thank you John F. Braun
(back)

Update on KAP kite poll
From: Garethowens@hotmail.com
Date: 2/8/02
Time: 4:55:10 AM
Remote Name: 194.216.114.29

Comments
Sorry to see the Posting archive disappear, Good luck in getting it back together, keep up the good work, itÝs is a v useful resource and surely one of the most
visited of all KAP pages.
I posted a poll at my site a while back and it has been slowly but slowly growing, as has the site. HereÝs an update on the Poll results so far.
I realise that everyone has their own particular favourite when it comes to the choice of lifting platform for KAP and that different kites suit different wind
conditions, but if you could only ever take one kite out KAPing which would take?
Which type of kite is the best all rounder for KAP?
Delta 5% Delta Conyne 14% Rokkaku 23% Sutton Flowform 32% Molar Flowform 5% Parafoil 0% Stratoscoop 0% Dopero 14% Cody 5% Genki 0% Other
5%
Visit the site and have your say at http://www.thewinebar.fsworld.co.uk/
If you have any other KAP related queries that a poll may help resolve, or any comments at all I would be glad to here from You. Gareth
(back)

Discussion for PAPers
From: geach, www.bird-shots.com
Date: 2/6/02
Time: 9:20:19 PM
Remote Name: 209.26.6.226

Comments
I hope it doesn't offend anyone but http://www.bird-shots.com will be hosting a standard FrontPage Discussion primarily for PAPers. Cris has been very tolerant
of us PAPer/KAPer folks. I learned most of what I know from posts on this site, and will continue to visit at least twice a day...right after the PC boots and last
thing before turning it off. I only hope the valuable posts on this site can be re-indexed somehow so newcomers can learn as I have.
Anyhow, all you PAPers can stop cluttering Cris's site with that old pole stuff...RC yes Pole No :-)
Thanks Cris,
geach
(back)

Discussion Page Update
From: Cris Benton
Date: 2/5/02
Time: 3:58:00 PM
Remote Name: 128.32.219.149

Comments
The Discussion Page has suffered some sort of malady that caused a loss of the index file.
I have good news and bad news regarding the Discussion Page prognosis. First the good news Ý I have all of the messages archived on CD right up to the last few
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posts. The archive includes approximately 1800 posts and, as Simon notes, there is many a useful post therein.
The bad nnews concerns a file internal to FrontPageÝs Discussion ÝbotÝ that organizes the posts into the threaded form that serves as your normal interface to
the posts. Somehow this file was corrupted (perhaps by a fault that also damaged AllanÝs recent mystery post). In any event that file is gone and with it the key to
discussion post relationships. I fund myself marveling that the FP Discussion feature hummed along so nicely for five years Ý hosting the site has been quite easy
on my part. At the same time I lament FPÝs lack of discussion maintenance tools and an associated ability to archive, trim and repair the thread.
My computer person just informed me that the last backup was in August Ý about 400 messages ago (groan). Rebuilding the thread by reposting messages would
be a project on the scale of handknitting a sweater. Unfortunately, when the university is in session I have little time for knitting or any other non-academic
pursuit Ý witness my inactivity on this site. So, I find myself warmingto SimonÝs notion that the recovery of the old posts take more of a database rather than
threaded discussion form. IÝm looking into it.
FWIW the text below is the html version of a typical short post. I am thinking about striping out the html and parsing the text into fields. Been a while since I
EGREPed. Other suggestions?
-------------------------------------------------------------------------<html>
<head> <meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset=windows-1252"> <title>Re: Film, exposure</title> </head>
<body stylesrc="../_private/kapdiscuss_styl.htm">
<!--webbot bot="Reply" I-Article="1687" I-ParentArticle="1679" U-Discussion-Url="../kapdiscuss_post.htm" S-Dir-Name="_kapdiscuss" --><!--webbot
bot="Include" U-Include="../_private/kapdiscuss_ahdr.htm" TAG="BODY" -->
<h2>Re: Film, exposure</h2> <!--webbot bot="FormInsertHere" DESCR="The FrontPage FormInsertHere Component indicates the point in an HTML file
where you want a default, Registration, or Discussion Component to insert new results." --> <p><b>From: </b>Rob van Gils<br> <b>Date: </b>12/18/01<br>
<b>Time: </b>1:47:49 PM<br> <b>Remote Name: </b>212.83.68.244<br> </p> <h3>Comments</h3> <p>Try Fuji 200 ASA print film, and make a KAP
pictures, AND a picture of a black/white and gray subject, in the same light, AND a other with (nutral white)flash, then study the prints. <p> </p> <!--webbot
bot="Include" U-Include="../_private/kapdiscuss_aftr.htm" -->
</body>
</html>
(back)

Re: Discussion Page Update
From: tord@tord.nu
Date: 12/21/2004
Time: 12:29:55 AM
Remote Name: 217.215.140.196

Comments
Hi all,
Greetings from Tord S Eriksson, Sweden
Why not move the discussion group to yahoogroups? Seems the problem you've had here does not occur there :-)!
No cost involved, and you can have both photo and files sections (not very big, though)!
Not yet into KAP, but surely more sensible than model airplane photography, which I almost got involved in - designed a plane, fitted trigger to my camera, et
cetera :-)!
This time I'll use a digital, and possibly a tv downlink!
Merry Christmas,
wishes Tord
www.foldingkayaks.org/gallery/tord
www.aricraft.com/tord/tord.html
The latter site a lot out of date, with missing pictures, wrong address, wrong martial status, et cetera, but most of it is true to this day, over ten years later - but
I'm back at work :-).
(back)

Re: Radio Controlled Hot Air Balloons
From: bernard
Date: 2/27/02
Time: 5:49:20 PM
Remote Name: 152.163.207.213

Comments
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jeff please call me 9155847104
(back)

Re: Pulley alternative
From: Walter <walteratwork@yahoo.com>
Date: 3/10/02
Time: 7:18:28 PM
Remote Name: 63.206.93.218

Comments
http://www.rtpnet.org/robroy/KAP/pulley.html
I plan on making my first rig with the screen door pulley. Looks lighter - will post when I get if off the ground
(back)

Re: line vibration trigger
From: g.carse@uq.net.au
Date: 3/22/02
Time: 12:32:27 PM
Remote Name: 203.15.35.61

Comments
I have given up this idea and am using a trigger line. I have overcome the induced camera motion by having a strut of 60cm attached to the kite line. From this
swings another strut of similar length and from this swings the camera rig. Swinging is constrained in the vertical plane of the kite line by the nature of both the
the hinges. The camera has manual tilt but no pan (which could be easily added if needed) the rig is a Practica MZ50. All up the rig weighs 1Kg (2.2lb). The
trigger line pulls a spring slider on the upper strut that actuates two small physically synchronised yet independant momentary switches. One switch is part of the
camera's external trigger circuit the other is connected to a mini strobe light and AAA battery power source located on the upper strut. Triggering occurs when a
load is slowly applied to the trigger line. The strobe visually indicates that the shot had been taken. As the trigger line places no direct load on the camera no
movenment is induced. The nature of the camera rig allows the camera to move in the direction of the wind whilst maintaining a constant angle to the vertical
both within and normal to the vertical plane though the tether line. When I stated experimenting I had a 7ft delta coyne on which I used a Kodak Max disposable
camera with an ice trigger. It produced some remarkable photos but low shutter speed and having to bring the kite down soon became a pain. Fortunately my
mother taught me to sew when I was a child so I bought an old Singer sewing maching and scaled up the delta coyne to 4.5m (15ft)using rip-stop nylon. It took
about 6hours to make. It flys like a dream. It is amazing how much more stable this kite becomes at the larger scale. Due to the significant ground effect it will fly
away from your hand in a breeze of a few knots. It has lifted a test weight of 1.25Kg (2.75lb) under these conditions as if it was not attached. I have yet to test the
new rig. I got the camera for nothing and the kite and rig cost $AU150 ($US75) for material. Will follow up with a report in due course. I would be happy to
respond to direct contact. Geoff Carse, Brisbane, Australia where the weather is "beautiful one day and perfect the next" and the wind blows 5-10 knots most
afternoons.
(back)

Re: Build my own kite?
From:
Date: 4/20/02
Time: 8:53:26 AM
Remote Name: 66.1.247.65

Comments
o8jn-oiubno7t7n76yr888760i nbhjgvdjmnlvvcbnm,mbjdfgdxxdzs.com ok ok.
(back)

how to fly
From:
Date: 3/17/2003
Time: 2:50:58 AM
Remote Name: 80.65.97.249

Comments
(back)

Re: Help with tuning stratoscoop!
From:
Date: 3/17/2003
Time: 2:48:03 AM
Remote Name: 80.65.97.249
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Comments
(back)

Re: Help with tuning stratoscoop!
From:
Date: 3/17/2003
Time: 2:47:53 AM
Remote Name: 80.65.97.249

Comments
(back)

Re: Help with tuning stratoscoop!
From:
Date: 3/17/2003
Time: 2:47:44 AM
Remote Name: 80.65.97.249

Comments
(back)

Re: Help with tuning stratoscoop!
From: ian@max-q.fsnet.co.uk
Date: 4/26/02
Time: 8:25:55 AM
Remote Name: 131.227.85.20

Comments
I bought a Stratoscoop 4 last year and the main problem I have is launching it. I found that by shortening the rear bridle lines by a few inches did the trick. While
the kite does not fly at a very high angle, it's still quite acceptable. I have found the kite quite is surprisingly stable, much more so than people have led me to
believe. Take a look at my web site at http://mysite.freeserve.com/Stratokap for more info on my trials and tribulations with the Strat!
(back)

.Titanium Rings Hawaiian Hotels Hotel Art Galleries Hawaiian Kona Coffee Top 10 Search Engine
Optimization Ranking Specialist
From: .Titanium Rings Hawaiian Hotels Hotel Art Galleries Hawaiian Kona Coffee Top 10 Search Engine Optimization Ranking Specialist
Date: 12/9/2004
Time: 5:36:14 PM
Remote Name: 4.7.215.76

Comments
Titanium Rings Hawaiian Hotels Hotel Art Galleries Hawaiian Kona Coffee Top 10 Search Engine Optimization Ranking Specialist http://top-seo-google-searchengine-optimization-ranking-specialist.com/Top-10-SEO-Engine-Optimization-and-Ranking-Specialist-forumpost.html
http://top-seo-google-search-engine-optimization-ranking-specialist.com/ top-seo-google-search-engine-optimization-ranking-specialist-0.html TOP 10 SEO
GOOGLE SEARCH ENGINE OPTIMIZATION RANKING SPECIALIST CONSULTING CONSULTANT TOP 10 SEO GOOGLE SEARCH ENGINE
OPTIMIZATION RANKING SPECIALIST CONSULTING CONSULTANT
Ranking Hawaiian Art Galleries Gallery Clint Sloan http://clintsloan.com #1 Works of the Heart Titanium Rings diamond-microchips.com
http://top-seo-google-search-engine-optimization-ranking-specialist.com/ #3 Search Engine optimization and Ranking Specialist Google Placement World's Top
Google Placement Specialist, Top 10 seo seo seo seo's
http://www.trinilopez.com/_msgbrd/00000083.htm #4 Hawaiian Art Galleries Gallery Works of the Heart
http://www.rcowen.com/ProfDevF/_schdis/0000000a.htm Search Engine optimization and Ranking Specialist Google Placement World's Top Google Placement
Specialist, Top 10 seo seo seo seo's
Titanium Rings diamond-microchips.com Search Engine Optimization Ranking Hawaiian Art Galleries
Comments Titanium Rings diamond-microchips.com Search Engine Optimization Ranking Hawaiian Art Galleries Clint
Hawaiian Art Galleries Works of the Heart http://titanium-rings.00server.com/ #5
http://hotels-discount-hotels-cheap-reservations-hawaiian.com #6
titanium-rings-titanium-rings-jewelry.20megsfree.com/ #7 Diamond-MicroChips.Com Titanium Rings Titanium
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Rings Titanium Rings Titanium Ring Jewelry jewellry Top S.E.O. Google Search Engine Optimization and
Ranking & Marketing Specialist http://www.titanium-rings-titanium-rings.1accesshost.c #8
Diamond-MicroChips.Com Titanium Rings Top S.E.O. Google Search Engine Optimization and Ranking &
Marketing Specialist Clever http://freewebs.com/titanium-rings-titaninium-rings-a-bell/ william gregor
Diamond-MicroChips.Com Titanium Rings Titanium Ring Jewelry jewellry Top S.E.O. Google Search Engine
Optimization and Ranking & Marketing Specialist http://titanium-rings-inlays-rings.741.com/ Titanium
Rings Titanium Rings Titanium Rings diamond-microchips.com Titanium Rings Top S.E.O. Google Search Engine
Optimization and Ranking & Marketing Specialist
http://freewebs.com/titanium-rings-titaninium-rings-a-bell/ diamond-microchips.com Titanium Rings
Titanium Titanium Rings Titanium Rings Ring Jewelry Jewellry Top S.E.O. Google Search Engine Optimization
and Ranking & Marketing Specialist http://titanium-rings-titanium-rings-wedding.o-f.com/
Diamond-MicroChips.Com Titanium Rings Top S.E.O. Google Search Engine Optimization and Ranking &
Marketing Specialist Clever #7 Titanium Rings Titanium Rings Titanium Rings Ring Picture Pictures Diamond
Microchips Top S.E.O. Google Search Engine Optimization Ranking Consulting Marketing Specialist
http://tiringsbyjerry.com/ http://titanium-rings-titanium-rings-jewelry.20megsfree.com/ Titanium Rings
Titanium Rings Titanium Rings Titanium Ring Jewelry Jewellry Top S.E.O. Google Search Engine Optimization
and Ranking & Marketing Specialist diamond-microchips.com http://titaniumphenomenon.com/
Diamond-MicroChips.Com Titanium Rings Titanium Rings Titanium Rings Titanium Ring Jewelry jewellry Top
S.E.O. Google Search Engine Optimization and Ranking & Marketing Specialist http://titanium--rings.com/
Titanium Rings Titanium Rings Titanium Rings Diamond-MicroChips.Com Titanium Rings Top S.E.O. Google
Search Engine Optimization and Ranking & Marketing Specialist Clever Diamond Microchips Diamond
Microchips Diamond Microchips Diamonds Diamonds Diamonds Jewelry Jewelry Pictures
http://diamond-microchips.com http://top-seo-google-search-engine-optimization-ranking-specialist.com/
Titanium Rings Titanium Rings Diamond-MicroChips.Com Titanium Rings Top S.E.O. Google Search Engine
Optimization and Ranking & Marketing Specialist
http://titanium-rings-titanium-rings-jewelry.20megsfree.com/ Diamond-MicroChips.Com Titanium Rings
Titanium Ring Jewelry jewellry Top S.E.O. Google Search Engine Optimization and Ranking & Marketing
Specialist http://titanium-rings-22.00space.com Diamond-MicroChips.Com Titanium Rings Top S.E.O. Google
Search Engine Optimization and Ranking & Marketing Specialist Clever seooes titanu22
http://titanium-rings-titanium-rings-wedding.o-f.com/ Diamond-MicroChips.Com Titanium Rings Top S.E.O.
Google Search Engine Optimization and Ranking & Marketing Specialist Clever http://clintsloan.com
Hawaiian Art gallery galleries works of the HEART Diamond-MicroChips.Com Titanium Rings Top S.E.O. Google
Search Engine Optimization and Ranking & Marketing Specialist Clever
http://titanium--rings.com/clint-sloan-hawaiian-art-galleries-links-04.html Hawaiian Art gallery
galleries works of the HEART Diamomd-MicroChips.Com Titanium Rings Top S.E.O. Google Search Engine
Optimization and Ranking & Marketing Specialist Clever Diamond-MicroChips.Com Titanium Rings Top S.E.O.
Google Search Engine Optimization and Ranking & Marketing Specialist Clever diamond microchips microchips
chips silicon wafer news fab light chemicals semiconductors microchip semiconductor masks politics
circuit solid state temperature superior heat conductivity thermodynamics properties cost costs
http://psychics-psychics.tripod.com Psychic psychics Free Online Psychics Tarot Astrology Advice Reading Readings
Hawaiian Art gallery galleries works of the HEART http://clint-sloan-hawaiian-art-galleries-of-the-heart.titanium--rings.com/clint-sloan-hawaiian-art-galleries links-Nv15-04.html Diamond-MicroChips.Com Titanium Rings Top S.E.O. Google Search Engine
Optimization and Ranking & Marketing Specialist Clever
http://clint-sloan-hawaiian-art-galleries-of-the-heart.titanium--rings.com/ Hawaiian landscapes,
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seascapes Diamond-MicroChips.Com Titanium Rings Top S.E.O. Google Search Engine Optimization and Ranking
& Marketing Specialist Clever fantasy art in the Works of Heart collection by Kailua-Kona artist Clint
Sloan http://titanium-ring-titanium-wedding-rings.guildspace.com/ Diamond-MicroChips.Com Titanium Rings
Top S.E.O. Google Search Engine Optimization and Ranking & Marketing Specialist Clever
http://titanium22.freeserverhost.com/ Diamond-MicroChips.Com Diamond-MicroChips.Com Titanium Rings Top
S.E.O. Google Search Engine Optimization and Ranking & Marketing Specialist Clever Top S.E.O. Google
Search Engine Optimization and Ranking Specialist Marketing Diamond-MicroChips.Com Titanium Rings Top
S.E.O. Google Search Engine Optimization and Ranking & Marketing Specialist Clever
http://titaniumringstitaniumrings.bravehost.com/ Diamond-MicroChips.Com Titanium Rings Top S.E.O. Google
Search Engine Optimization and Ranking & Marketing Specialist Clever
http://titanium-rings-gold.zerodollars.com/ Diamond-MicroChips.Com Titanium Rings Top S.E.O. Google
Search Engine Optimization and Ranking & Marketing Specialist Clever
http://titanium-rings-ring.zerodollars.com/ Diamond-MicroChips.Com Titanium Rings Top S.E.O. Google
Search Engine Optimization and Ranking & Marketing Specialist Clever
http://freeserverhost.com/members/titanium-rings/ Diamond-MicroChips.Com Titanium Rings Top S.E.O. Google
Search Engine Optimization and Ranking & Marketing Specialist Clever Hawaiian landscapes, seascapes and
fantasy art in the Works of Heart collection by Kailua-Kona artist Clint Sloan
http://free.7host06.com/titaniumrings/ Diamond-MicroChips.Com Titanium Rings Top S.E.O. Google Search
Engine Optimization and Ranking & Marketing Specialist Clever Information on titanium rings and TITANIUM
RINGS metal properties http://titanium-rings-titanium-rings-a-bell.owns1.com/ Diamond-MicroChips.Com
Titanium Rings Top S.E.O. Google Search Engine Optimization and Ranking & Marketing Specialist Clever
http://titanium-rings-titanium-rings-jewelry.owns1.com/ Diamond-MicroChips.Com Titanium Rings Top S.E.O.
Google Search Engine Optimization and Ranking & Marketing Specialist Clever
http://www.geocities.com/titanium_rings_titanium_rings/ Diamond-MicroChips.Com Titanium Rings Top S.E.O.
Google Search Engine Optimization and Ranking & Marketing Specialist Clever
lhttp://www.geocities.com/titanium_rings_1/ Diamond-MicroChips.Com Titanium Rings Top S.E.O. Google
Search Engine Optimization and Ranking & Marketing Specialist Clever
http://www.geocities.com/titanium_rings/ Diamond-MicroChips.Com Titanium Rings Top S.E.O. Google Search
Engine Optimization and Ranking & Marketing Specialist Clever
http://ca.geocities.com/taking_over_the_internet/ Diamond-MicroChips.Com Titanium Rings Top S.E.O. Google
Search Engine Optimization and Ranking & Marketing Specialist Clever
http://ca.geocities.com/titanium_rings_1/ Diamond-MicroChips.Com Titanium Rings Top S.E.O. Google Search
Engine Optimization and Ranking & Marketing Specialist Clever
http://ca.geocities.com/titanium_rings_titanium_rings/ Diamond-MicroChips.Com Titanium Rings Top S.E.O.
Google Search Engine Optimization and Ranking & Marketing Specialist Clever
http://titaniumring.signmyguestbook.com/ Diamond-MicroChips.Com Titanium Rings Top S.E.O. Google Search
Engine Optimization and Ranking & Marketing Specialist Clever http://titanium-au.signmyguestbook.com/
Diamond-MicroChips.Com Titanium Rings Top S.E.O. Google Search Engine Optimization and Ranking &
Marketing Specialist Clever http://kona-rentals.signmyguestbook.com/ Diamond-MicroChips.Com Titanium
Rings Top S.E.O. Google Search Engine Optimization and Ranking & Marketing Specialist Clever
http://rings-of-titanium.tripod.com/ Diamond-MicroChips.Com Titanium Rings Top S.E.O. Google Search
Engine Optimization and Ranking & Marketing Specialist Clever http://rings-in-titanium.tripod.com/
Diamond-MicroChips.Com Titanium Rings Top S.E.O. Google Search Engine Optimization and Ranking &
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Marketing Specialist Clever r http://titanium-rings-and-titanium-jewelry.0catch.com/
Diamond-MicroChips.Com Titanium Rings Top S.E.O. Google Search Engine Optimization and Ranking &
Marketing Specialist Clever http://titanium-rings-and-titanium-rings-jewelry.9cy.com/
Diamond-MicroChips.Com Titanium Rings Top S.E.O. Google Search Engine Optimization and Ranking &
Marketing Specialist Clever http://titanium22.freewebpage.org/ Diamomd-MicroChips.Com
Diamond-MicroChips.Com Titanium Rings Top S.E.O. Google Search Engine Optimization and Ranking &
Marketing Specialist Clever http://ringtitanium.freewbpage.org/ Diamomd-MicroChips.Com
Diamond-MicroChips.Com Titanium Rings Top S.E.O. Google Search Engine Optimization and Ranking &
Marketing Specialist Clever http://www.titanium-rings-titanium-rings.1accesshost.com/
Diamond-MicroChips.Com Titanium Rings Top S.E.O. Google Search Engine Optimization and Ranking &
Marketing Specialist Clever http://titanium-rings-titanium-rings.20fr.com/ Diamond-MicroChips.Com
Titanium Rings Top S.E.O. Google Search Engine Optimization and Ranking & Marketing Specialist Clever
http://titanium-rings-titanium-rings.maddsites.com/ Diamond-MicroChips.Com Titanium Rings Top S.E.O.
Google Search Engine Optimization and Ranking & Marketing Specialist Clever
http://titanium-rings.taking-over-the-internet.com/ Diamond-MicroChips.Com Titanium Rings Top S.E.O.
Google Search Engine Optimization and Ranking & Marketing Specialist Clever
http://titanium-wedding-rings.titanium--rings.com/ Diamond-MicroChips.Com Titanium Rings Top S.E.O.
http://www.usapages.com/titaniumring/ Titanium Rings Pictures Ring Pictures Titanium rings
Google Search Engine Optimization and Ranking & Marketing Specialist Clever
http://top-seo-google-search-engine-optimization-ranking-specialist.com/ Top S.E.O. Google Search Engine
Optimization, Ranking, and Consultation Marketing Specialist Titanium Rings Titanium Rings
diamond-microchips.com seo22oes Titanium Rings http://www.codes4u.net/google-search-engine/
Diamond-MicroChips.Com Titanium Rings Titanium Ring Jewelry jewellry Top S.E.O. Google Search Engine
Optimization and Ranking & Marketing Specialist
http://www.codes4u.net/google-search-engine/search-engine-optimization-ranking.html
Diamond-MicroChips.Com Titanium Rings Titanium Ring Jewelry jewellry Top S.E.O. Google Search Engine
Optimization and Ranking & Marketing Specialist
http://www.codes4u.net/google-search-engine/seo-seo-seo-forums-links.html Diamond-MicroChips.Com Titanium
Rings Titanium Ring Jewelry jewellry Top S.E.O. Google Search Engine Optimization and Ranking & Marketing
Specialist http://titanium--rings.com/CLINTSLOAN/resume.html Hawaiian Art Galleries Gallery
Diamond-MicroChips.Com Titanium Rings Titanium Ring Jewelry jewellry Top S.E.O. Google Search Engine
Optimization and Ranking & Marketing Specialist http://titanium--rings.com/resume.html Hawaiian Art
Galleries Gallery Diamond-MicroChips.Com Titanium Rings Titanium Ring Jewelry jewellry Top S.E.O. Google
Search Engine Optimization and Ranking & Marketing Specialist
http://clint-sloan-hawaiian-art-galleries-of-the-heart.titanium--rings.com/resume.html Hawaiian Art
Galleries Gallery Diamond-MicroChips.Com Titanium Rings Titanium Ring Jewelry jewellry Top S.E.O. Google
Search Engine Optimization and Ranking & Marketing Specialist
http://www.clintsloan.com/The_Gallery/the_gallery.html Hawaiian Art Galleries Gallery
Diamond-MicroChips.Com Titanium Rings Titanium Ring Jewelry jewellry Top S.E.O. Google Search Engine
Optimization and Ranking & Marketing Specialist
http://titanium--rings.com/clint-sloan-hawaiian-art-galleries-links-04.html Hawaiian Art Galleries
Gallery Diamond-MicroChips.Com Titanium Rings Titanium Ring Jewelry jewellry Top S.E.O. Google Search
Engine Optimization and Ranking & Marketing Specialist HAWAIIAN ART GALLERIES GALLERY & VACATION RENTALS
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KAILUA KONA BIG ISLAND HAWAIIAN VACATION RENTALS Diamond-MicroChips.Com
http://hawaiian-vacation-rentals-kona.741.com/ HAWAIIAN ART GALLERIES GALLERY & VACATION RENTALS KAILUA
KONA BIG ISLAND HAWAIIAN VACATION RENTALS Diamond-MicroChips.Com
http://www.hawaiianvacationrentals.bravehost.com/ HAWAIIAN ART GALLERIES GALLERY & VACATION RENTALS
KAILUA KONA BIG ISLAND HAWAIIAN VACATION RENTALS Diamond-MicroChips.Com
http://hawaiian-vacation-rentals-kona.fanspace.com/ HAWAIIAN ART GALLERIES GALLERY & VACATION RENTALS
KAILUA KONA BIG ISLAND HAWAIIAN VACATION RENTALS Diamond-MicroChips.Com
http://www.geocities.com/hawaiian_vacation_rentals/ HAWAIIAN ART GALLERIES GALLERY & VACATION RENTALS
KAILUA KONA BIG ISLAND HAWAIIAN VACATION RENTALS Diamond-MicroChips.Com
http://www.geocities.com/hawaiian_vacation_kailua_kona/ HAWAIIAN VACATION RENTALS KAILUA KONA BIG ISLAND
HAWAIIAN VACATION RENTALS Diamond-MicroChips.Com http://www.geocities.com/hawaiian_vacation_rentals_kona/
HAWAIIAN VACATION RENTALS KAILUA KONA BIG ISLAND HAWAIIAN VACATION RENTALS Diamond-MicroChips.Com
http://hawaiian-vacation-rentals-kona.9cy.com/ HAWAIIAN VACATION RENTALS KAILUA KONA BIG ISLAND HAWAIIAN
VACATION RENTALS Diamond-MicroChips.Com http://hawaii-condos-rental.tripod.com/ HAWAIIAN VACATION RENTALS
KAILUA KONA BIG ISLAND HAWAIIAN VACATION RENTALS Diamond-MicroChips.Com
http://hawaii-rentals-kona.tripod.com/ HAWAIIAN VACATION RENTALS KAILUA KONA BIG ISLAND HAWAIIAN VACATION
RENTALS Diamond-MicroChips.Com http://www.hawaiian-vacation-rentals-kailua-kona.0catch.com/ HAWAIIAN
VACATION RENTALS KAILUA KONA BIG ISLAND HAWAIIAN VACATION RENTALS Diamond-MicroChips.Com
http://www.geocities.com/kailua_kona_hawaiian_vacations/ HAWAIIAN VACATION RENTALS KAILUA KONA BIG ISLAND
HAWAIIAN VACATION RENTALS Diamond-MicroChips.Com http://www.geocities.com/hawaiian_coffee_lava_java/
HAWAIIAN VACATION RENTALS KAILUA KONA BIG ISLAND HAWAIIAN VACATION RENTALS Diamond-MicroChips.Com
http://hawaiian-vacation-rentals-kailua-kona.maddsites.com/ HAWAIIAN VACATION RENTALS KAILUA KONA BIG
ISLAND HAWAIIAN VACATION RENTALS Diamond-MicroChips.Com http://hawaiirental.topcities.com/ HAWAIIAN
VACATION RENTALS KAILUA KONA BIG ISLAND HAWAIIAN VACATION RENTALS Diamond-MicroChips.Com
http://hawaiian-vacation-rentals.taking-over-the-internet.com/ HAWAIIAN VACATION RENTALS KAILUA KONA BIG
ISLAND HAWAIIAN VACATION RENTALS Diamond-MicroChips.Com http://hawaiian-vacation-rentals-kona.i8.com/
http://coffee-more-coffee.com/
http://psychics-psychics.tripod.com
(back)

Re: .Titanium Rings Hawaiian Hotels Hotel Art Galleries Hawaiian ...
From: Vacation Rentals Etc by City Accommodation Network
Date: 12/27/2005
Time: 1:09:26 PM
Remote Name: 193.230.156.9

Comments
Hi,
This month I'm helping Vacation Rentals Etc launch a very informative, information site at http://www.vacationrentalsetc.com. We were wondering if you would
link to us from your page. Details about the site are below. Please feel free to feature or link to this new content in any way you feel appropriate. Also, if you have
any questions or need anything feel free to contact me at <new_travel_program@yahoo.com> or (800) 537-0857. I'm a real person, not a link request bot :) :) Best
wishes, Adrian Zarif on behalf of Vacation Rentals Etc. Vacation Rentals Etc Site Announcement ---------------------------------- Vacation Rentals Etc offer vacation
homes, condos, villas, and cabins for rent in every major vacation spot directly from their owner or manager to meet your vacation needs. We have been booking
Vacation Rentals since 1994 and are the experts in finding last minute availability. All of our vacation Rentals are AAA/Mobile Travel Guide rated.
Other sites we invite you to visit:
Our Site Name: Toronto Hotel Service URL: http://www.torontohotelservice.com/ Description: Toronto Hotel Service offer you a Toronto Hotel directory as well
as an extended selection of hotels by price, class and category to get the best accommodation in Toronto. HTML: <a
href="http://www.torontohotelservice.com">Toronto Hotel Service </a><br> Toronto Hotel Service offer you a Toronto Hotel directory as well as an extended
selection of hotels by price, class and category to get the best accommodation in Toronto.<br>
Our Site Name: Denver Hotels URL: http://denver.cityhotelservice.com Description: Our site offers discount reservations on Denver hotels, motels, inns, and
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b&b's (discounts ranging from 30 to 50 percent). HTML: <a href="http://denver.cityhotelservice.com">Denver Hotels</a><br> Our site offers discount
reservations on Denver hotels, motels, inns, and b&b's (discounts ranging from 30 to 50 percent).<br>
Our Site Name: Spokane Hotels URL: http://spokane.cityhotelservice.com Description: Our site offers discount reservations on Spokane hotels, motels, inns, and
b&b's (discounts ranging from 30 to 50 percent). HTML: <a href="http://spokane.cityhotelservice.com">Spokane Hotels</a><br> Our site offers discount
reservations on Spokane hotels, motels, inns, and b&b's (discounts ranging from 30 to 50 percent).<br>
Our Site Name: Annapolis Hotels URL: http://annapolis.cityhotelservice.com Description: Our site offers discount reservations on Annapolis hotels, motels, inns,
and b&b's (discounts ranging from 30 to 50 percent). HTML: <a href="http://annapolis.cityhotelservice.com">Annapolis Hotels</a><br> Our site offers
discount reservations on Annapolis hotels, motels, inns, and b&b's (discounts ranging from 30 to 50 percent).<br>
Our Site Name: Gaslamp Quarter Hotels in the heart of San Diego URL: http://www.gaslampquarterhotels.com Description: We offer great rates for hotels,
motels, and resorts located conveniently in San Diego's Gaslamp Quarter just minutes from San Diego's famed attractions. HTML: <a
href="http://www.gaslampquarterhotels.com">Gaslamp Quarter Hotels in the heart of San Diego</a><br> We offer great rates for hotels, motels, and resorts
located conveniently in San Diego's Gaslamp Quarter just minutes from San Diego's famed attractions.<br>
Our Site Name: Magnificent Mile Hotels in the heart of Chicago URL: http://www.magnificentmilehotels.com Description: We offer great rates hotels, motels,
and inns all within walking distance, just minutes from Chicago's famed Magnificent Mile. HTML: <a
href="http://www.magnificentmilehotels.com">Magnificent Mile Hotels in the heart of Chicago</a><br> We offer great rates hotels, motels, and inns all within
walking distance, just minutes from Chicago's famed Magnificent Mile.<br>
Our Site Name: All Hotels Maps - find hotels by map and book online URL: http://www.allhotelmaps.com Description: We offer every kind of lodging including
B & B's, cheap hotels, discount motels, discount hotels, and luxury 5-star accommodation listed on maps all over the world! HTML: <a
href="http://www.allhotelmaps.com"> All Hotels Maps - find hotels by map and book online </a><br> We offer every kind of lodging including B & B's, cheap
hotels, discount motels, discount hotels, and luxury 5-star accommodation listed on maps all over the world! <br>
Our Site Name: Quebec City Hotels URL: http://www.quebec-city-hotels.com Description: Our site offers discount reservations on Quebec hotels, motels, inns,
and b&b's (discounts ranging from 30 to 50 percent). HTML: <a href="http://www.quebec-city-hotels.com"> Quebec City Hotels </a><br> Our site offers
discount reservations on Quebec hotels, motels, inns, and b&b's (discounts ranging from 30 to 50 percent). <br>
Our Site Name: Banff Hotels Inc URL: http://www.banff-hotels-etc.com Description: Our site offers discount reservations on Banff hotels, motels, inns, and
b&b's (discounts ranging from 30 to 50 percent). HTML: <a href="http://www.banff-hotels-etc.com"> Banff Hotels Inc </a><br> Our site offers discount
reservations on Banff hotels, motels, inns, and b&b's (discounts ranging from 30 to 50 percent). <br>
Our Site Name: San Diego Hotels URL: http://www.metrosandiegohotels.com Description: Our site offers discount reservations on San Diego hotels, motels, inns,
and b&b's (discounts ranging from 30 to 50 percent). HTML: <a href="http://www.metrosandiegohotels.com"> San Diego Hotels </a><br> Our site offers
discount reservations on San Diego hotels, motels, inns, and b&b's (discounts ranging from 30 to 50 percent)..<br>
Our Site Name: Detroit Hotels URL: http://detroit.cityhotelservice.com Description: Our site offers discount reservations on Detroit hotels, motels, inns, and
b&b's (discounts ranging from 30 to 50 percent). HTML: <a href="http://detroit.cityhotelservice.com"> Detroit Hotels </a><br> Our site offers discount
reservations on Detroit hotels, motels, inns, and b&b's (discounts ranging from 30 to 50 percent). <br>
Our Site Name: Nashville Hotels URL: http://nashville.cityhotelservice.com Description: Our site offers discount reservations on Nashville hotels, motels, inns,
and b&b's (discounts ranging from 30 to 50 percent). HTML: <a href="http://nashville.cityhotelservice.com"> Nashville Hotels </a><br> Our site offers
discount reservations on Nashville hotels, motels, inns, and b&b's (discounts ranging from 30 to 50 percent). <br>
Our Site Name: Portland Hotels URL: http://portland.cityhotelservice.com Description: Our site offers discount reservations on Portland hotels, motels, inns,
and b&b's (discounts ranging from 30 to 50 percent). HTML: <a href="http://portland.cityhotelservice.com"> Portland Hotels </a><br> Our site offers discount
reservations on Portland hotels, motels, inns, and b&b's (discounts ranging from 30 to 50 percent). <br>
Our Site Name: Hotels near McCormick Place URL: www.mccormickplacehotels.com Description: We offer great rates for hotels, motels, and resorts near
McCormick Place - North America's premier convention facility. HTML: <a href="www.mccormickplacehotels.com"> Hotels near McCormick Place </a><br>
We offer great rates for hotels, motels, and resorts near McCormick Place - North America's premier convention facility. <br>
Our Site Name: Washington DC Hotels URL: http://washingtondc.cityhotelservice.com Description Whether you are looking for discount Washington DC Hotels
and Motels or cheap accommodations near downtown, we can help you find the perfect reservation for you. HTML: <a
href="http://washingtondc.cityhotelservice.com"> Washington DC Hotels </a><br> Whether you are looking for discount Washington DC Hotels and Motels or
cheap accommodations near downtown, we can help you find the perfect reservation for you. <br>
Our Site Name: Jolla Hotels URL: http://lajolla.cityhotelservice.com Description: We offer every kind of lodging including B&B's, cheap hotels, discount motels
and hotels on La Jolla - perfect for a romantic vacation along Pacific Ocean. HTML: <a href="http://lajolla.cityhotelservice.com"> Jolla Hotels </a><br> We
offer every kind of lodging including B&B's, cheap hotels, discount motels and hotels on La Jolla - perfect for a romantic vacation along Pacific Ocean. <br>
Our Site Name: Festival Hotel Network URL: http://festivalhotelnetwork.com Description: Festival Hotel Network is your source for hotels near the festival of
your choice! HTML: <a href="http://festivalhotelnetwork.com"> Festival Hotel Network </a><br> Festival Hotel Network is your source for hotels near the
festival of your choice! <br>
Our Site Name: Suntec Hotels URL: http://www.suntechotels.com Description: At Suntec City Hotels you'll find the best rates for hotels located at Singapore's
Suntec Convention Centre HTML: <a href="http://www.suntechotels.com"> Suntec Hotels </a><br> At Suntec City Hotels you'll find the best rates for hotels
located at Singapore's Suntec Convention Centre. <br>
Our Site Name: London Vacation Packages URL: http://www.londonvacationpackages.net Description: We offer flexible vacation planning and London-inclusive
vacation packages that give you the best "end to end" vacation experience. HTML: <a href="http://www.londonvacationpackages.net"> London Vacation
Packages </a><br> We offer flexible vacation planning and London-inclusive vacation packages that give you the best "end to end" vacation experience. <br>
Our Site Name: Visit Paris from All Travel Packages URL: http://paris.alltravelpackages.com Description: Paris Vacation Packages has special expertise in
arranging for your travel needs in Paris. You will always find live person contact and the best competitive rates. HTML: <a
href="http://paris.alltravelpackages.com"> Visit Paris from All Travel Packages </a><br> Paris Vacation Packages has special expertise in arranging for your
travel needs in Paris. You will always find live person contact and the best competitive rates. <br>
Our Site Name: Visit France from All Travel Packages URL: http://france.alltravelpackages.com Description: France Vacation Packages offers flexible vacation
planning and France-inclusive vacation packages that give you the best "end to end" vacation experience. HTML: <a
href="http://france.alltravelpackages.com"> Visit France from All Travel Packages </a><br> France Vacation Packages offers flexible vacation planning and
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France-inclusive vacation packages that give you the best "end to end" vacation experience. <br>
Our Site Name: Visit Los Angeles from All Travel Packages URL: http://losangeles.alltravelpackages.com Description: We offer flexible vacation planning and
Los Angeles vacation packages that give you up to date availability and many seasonal specials not found on other sites. HTML: <a
href="http://losangeles.alltravelpackages.com"> Visit Los Angeles from All Travel Packages </a><br> We offer flexible vacation planning and Los Angeles
vacation packages that give you up to date availability and many seasonal specials not found on other sites. <br>
Our Site Name: Toronto Hotel Service URL: http://www.torontohotelservice.com/ Description: Toronto Hotel Service offer you a Toronto Hotel directory as well
as an extended selection of hotels by price, class and category to get the best accommodation in Toronto.
Our Site Name: Vacation Rentals Etc URL: http://www.vacationrentalsetc.com Description: Vacation Rentals Etc offer vacation homes, condos, villas, and cabins
for rent in every major vacation spot directly from their owner or manager to meet your vacation needs.
Keep in touch and Best regards
Adrian Zarif
http://denver.cityhotelservice.com http://spokane.cityhotelservice.com http://annapolis.cityhotelservice.com
http://paris.alltravelpackages.com http://www.gaslampquarterhotels.com http://www.magnificentmilehotels.com http://www.allhotelmaps.com
http://france.alltravelpackages.com http://www.quebec-city-hotels.com http://www.banff-hotels-etc.com http://www.metrosandiegohotels.com
http://losangeles.alltravelpackages.com http://detroit.cityhotelservice.com http://nashville.cityhotelservice.com http://portland.cityhotelservice.com
www.mccormickplacehotels.com http://washingtondc.cityhotelservice.com http://lajolla.cityhotelservice.com
http://www.festivalhotelnetwork.com http://www.suntechotels.com http://www.londonvacationpackages.net
http://www.torontohotelservice.com/ http://www.vacationrentalsetc.com
(back)

Re: Pt. Bonita Lighthouse
From: Robert Hudspith
Date: 11/5/2002
Time: 10:51:38 AM
Remote Name: 32.102.156.111

Comments
I am one of the 5 stationed at the lighthouse who decommisioned the Coast Guard Station. I do have some pictures you might be interested in.In the Umbrella
Guide they misspelled my name. If interested please email me> rhudspi@dellepro.com. Thanks... Bob Hudspith
(back)

Re: New KAPper Need Transmitter Help
From: keith flood
Date: 5/23/2003
Time: 7:21:53 AM
Remote Name: 152.163.252.3

Comments
there are lots r/c airplanes that use only three channel "rudder elevator throttle leaving one spare that normaly is for ailerons like .09 size "school boy" for more
info contack me at keithflood143@yahoo.com
(back)

Re: Viewfinder Idea - Xenon Flasher
From: rammz_2006@yahoo.com
Date: 11/23/2005
Time: 5:54:26 AM
Remote Name: 196.202.27.159

Comments
eht
(back)

Re: Viewfinder Idea - Xenon Flasher
From: Vacation Rentals Etc by City Accommodation Network
Date: 12/27/2005
Time: 12:59:52 PM
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Remote Name: 193.230.156.8

Comments
Hi,
This month I'm helping Vacation Rentals Etc launch a very informative, information site at http://www.vacationrentalsetc.com. We were wondering if you would
link to us from your page. Details about the site are below. Please feel free to feature or link to this new content in any way you feel appropriate. Also, if you have
any questions or need anything feel free to contact me at <new_travel_program@yahoo.com> or (800) 537-0857. I'm a real person, not a link request bot :) :) Best
wishes, Adrian Zarif on behalf of Vacation Rentals Etc. Vacation Rentals Etc Site Announcement ---------------------------------- Vacation Rentals Etc offer vacation
homes, condos, villas, and cabins for rent in every major vacation spot directly from their owner or manager to meet your vacation needs. We have been booking
Vacation Rentals since 1994 and are the experts in finding last minute availability. All of our vacation Rentals are AAA/Mobile Travel Guide rated.
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